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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

THIS volume completes the American series, according to our agreement. But it will be
found to afford much material over and above what was promised, and the editorial labour it has
exacted has been much greater than might at first be suspected. The Bibliography with which
the work is supplemented, and which is the original work of Dr. Riddle, has been necessarily
thrown into the Index by the overgrowth of this volume in original matter.

The Apocryphal works of the Edinburgh collection have been here brought together, and
"Fragments" have been sifted, and arranged on a plaJa strictly practical. To my valued collabo-
rator Dr. Riddle I have committed a task which demanded a specialist of his eminent qualifica-
taons. He has had, almost exclusively, the task of editing the Pseudo-Clemendna and the
_4pocrypkal New Testament. To myself I assigned the Twelve _Patriarchs and Excerpts, the
_dessene Memoirs and other Syriac Fragments, the False Decretals, and the Remains of the First
Ages. I have reserved this retrospect of historic truth and testimony to complete the volume,

As in music the tune ends on the note with which it began, so, after the greater part of the
volume had been surrendered to forgery and fiction (valuable, indeed, for purposes of comparison
and reference, but otherwxse unworthy of a place among primitive witnesses), I felt it refreshing to
return to genuine writings and to authentic histories. The pages of Melito and others will restore
something of the flavour of the Apostolic Fathers to our taste, and the student will not close his

: review of the Ante-Nicene Fathers with last impressions derived only from their fraudulent
imitators and corrupters.

The editor-in-chief renews his grateful acknowledgments to those who have aided him in his
undertaking, with whose honoured names the reader is already acquainted. Nor can he omit an
expression of thanks to the reverend brother, to whom the hard work of the Indexes has been
ch,efly committed. It would be equally unjust not to mention his obligations to the meritorious
press which has produced these pages with a general accuracy not easily ensured under difficul-
ties such as have been inseparable from this undertaking." The support which has been liberally
afforded to the enterprise by Christians of divers names and communions ought not to be recog-
nised by words of mere recognition : it is a token of their common interest in a common origin,
and a sign, perhaps, of a longing for that precious unity and brotherhood which was the glory of
the martyr ages, for which all should unite in praise to God. To the Christian press a grateful
tribute is due from the editor and his publishers alike ; more especially as it has encouraged, so
generally, the production of another series, of which the first volume has already appeared, and
which will familiarize the minds and hearts of thousands with the living thought and burning piety
of those great doctors of the post-Nicene period, to whom the world owes such immense obliga-
tions, but who have been so largely unknown to miIfions even of educated men, except as bright
and shining names.

It is a cheering token, that, while the superficial popular mind may even be disposed to regard

: The Re,. C. W. Hayes, M.A., d Westleld, N.Y. * "r_ Bo_on Pre_ d" l_nd A_ry _.
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vi INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

this collection as a mere museum of fossils,having little or no connection with anything that
interests our age, there is a twofold movement towards a fresh investigation of the past, which it

seems providentially designed to meet. Thus, among Christians there is a general appetite for
the study of primitive antiquity, stimulated by the decadence of the Papacy, and by the agita-

tions concerning the theology of the future which have arisen in Reformed communions ;
while, on the other hand, scientific thought has pushed inquiry as to the sources of the world's
enlightenment, and has found them just here,- in the school of Alexandria, and in the Christian

writers of the first three centuries. " It is instructive," says a forcible thinker,' and a disciple of
Darwin and Huxley, "to note how closely Athanasius approaches the confines of modem scien-

tific thought." And again he says : "The intellectual atmosphere of Alexandria for two centuries
before and three centuries after the time of Christ was mare madern than anything that followed,

down to the days of Bacon and Descartes."
It would be unmanly in the editor to speak of the difficulties and hindrances through which

he has been forced to push on his work, while engaged in other and very sacred duties. The

conditions which alone could justify the publishers in the venture were quite inconsistent with
such an editorial performance as might satisfy his own ideas of what should be done with such

materials. Four years instead of two, he felt, should be bestowed on such a work; and he
thought that two years might suffice only in case a number of collaborators could be secured for

simultaneous employment. When it was found that such a plan was impracticable, and that the
idea must be abandoned if not undertaken and carded forward as it has been, then the writer most

reluctantly assumed his great responsibility in the fear of God, and in dependence on His loving-

kindness and tender mercy. Of the result, he can only say that "he has done what he could"
in the circumstances. He is rewarded by the consciousness that at least he has enabled many
an American divine and scholar to avail himself of the labours of the Edinburgh translators, and

to feel what is due to them, when, but for this publication, he must have remained in ignorance
of what their erudition has achieved and contributed to Christian learning in the English tongue.

And how sweet and invigorating has been his task, as page after page of these treasures of

antiquity has passed under his hand and eye ! With unfailing appetite he has risen before day-
light to his work; and far into the night he has extended it, with ever fresh interest and delight.

Obliged very often to read his proofs, or prepare his notes, at least in their first draught, while
journeying by land or by water, he has generally found in such employments, not additional
fatigue, but a real comfort and resource, a balance to other cares, and a sweet preparation and

invigoration for other labours. Oh, how much he owes, under God, to these "guides, philoso-
phers, and friends," -- these Fathers of old time, -- and to" their Father and our Father, their God
and our God" ! What love is due from all who love Christ, for the words they have spoken, and

the deeds they have done, to assure us that the Everlasting Word is He to whom alone we can go
for the words of life eternal !

A. C. C.

t John Fiske, T/te Idea of Gad, Boston, 7,886, pp. 73, 86.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

ro

: THE TESTAMENTS OF THE TWELVE PATRIARCHS.

THIS very curious fragment of antiquity deserves a few words in anticipation of the transla.
tor's valuable preface. Grabe's Sloicileg_um is there referred to ; but it may be well also to
consult his citations, in elucidation, of Bull's Defensio Fidei 2Vicuna,' where he treats the work

with respect. My most valued authority, however, on this subject, is Lardner,= who gives a very
full account of the work with his usual candor and learning. He seems to treat the matter with

a needless profusion of space and consideration ; yet in a much later volume of his great treatise
he recurs to the subject 3with expressions of satisfaction that he had dealt with it so largely before.

Cave placed the composition of the Testaments about A.D. t9z , but concedes a much earlier
: origin to the first portion of the work. Origen quotes from it, and Tertullian is supposed to have

borrowed from it one of his expositions, as will be noted in its place. I.ardner clears it from

charges of Ebionitism, 4 but thinks the author was so far in accord with that heresy u to use

expressions savouring of "Unitarianism." Of this charge he is not justly susceptible, it appears
to me : quite otherwise. If we can imagine Trypho coming to the light after his kindly pardng
with Justin,S I can conceive of such a man as the author of this work. He is a Christian awaken-

ing to the real purport of the Old-Testament Scriptures, and anxious to lead rather than drive his
brethren after the flesh to the discovery of Him "concerning whom Moses in the law and the
prophets did write :" not a "Judaizing Christian," as Cave imagined, but the reverse, m a Chris-

tianizing Jew. Now, I must think that such a writer would weave into his plan many accepted
traditions of the Jews and many Rabbinical expositions of the sacred writers. He was doubtless
acquainted with that remarkable passage in the Revelation in which the patriarchs are so honour-

ably named, 6 and with that corresponding passage which seems to unite the twelve patriarchs
with the twelve aposties.7 St. Paul's claim for the twelve tribes before Agrippa s would naturally

impress itself on such a mind. Whether the product of such a character with such a disposition
would naturally be such an affectionate and filial attempt as this to identify the religion of the
Crucified with the faith of the Jewish fathers,9 may be judged of by my reader.

t VoLv. p. t76. ed. xS_/.
t Crtdi&, vot. iL pp. MS-364.
s Vol. w. p. 384.

4 The bouourdo_e to St Paul is enoughto _tde uaym_ic_u of thk _.
s SeevoL L p. _7o,noue2, dusr,erles.
6 Rev. vh. 4. Dan is exct.pmL
t Re_. iv. 4. See .ol. _h. p. 34S, this serk_
mActs _-i. 7.
9 _ Tlte CkrtTit of _tMi H_jp in Stlml_q_lamtM' Bg._tJ_ ]._,_tlwrt#, ]p.St, _L New Yorta, till4: _ WeNo_t, [uteod_o
to Start 7 of ti_ C,os#k, 3d e_, London, macnfillaus, z8_. Note, on the Book of H_k, pp. 69, 93-._ot: on the _ of _'*_l-

i,_, p. to_. He puts this book lnto the fma century, later thaa Ha_och, eadier dam the Tte_t Parlarck. Cem_ thk _mrk oa the
Alexandtmn gathet_ o_ in_rmlmt t_ S¢_iptnre, etc.; amt note the Jewish do_'ilte of tlmM_ l_p,86_ t4_, tSt, al_othe_
tn_imm_ w_d__our Lord,p.4aS.
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4 INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

It appears to me an ill-advised romance ; not more a "pious fraud" than several fictions
which have attracted attention in our own times, based on the traditions of the Hebrews. The
legends of the "Wandering Jew" have grown out of corresponding instincts among Christians.
To me they appear like the profane "Passion-plays" lately revived among Christians,-- a most
unwarrantable form of teaching even truth. But as to the work itself, seeing it exists, I must
acknowledge that it seems to me a valuable relic of antiquity, and an interesting specimen of the
feelings and convictions of those believers over whom St. James presided in Jerusalem :' "Israel-
ites indeed," but "zealous of the law." They were now convinced that Abraham and Isaac and
Jacob, with Moses and all the prophets, looked for the Messiah who had appeared in Jesus of
Nazareth. The author of this book was anxious to show that the twelve patriarchs were twelve
believers in the Paschal Lamb, and that they died in Christian penitence and faith.

He, then, who will read or study the following waif of the olden time, as I have done, will not
find it unprofitablereading. It really supplies a key to some difficulties in the Scripture narrative.
It suggests what are at least plausible counterparts of what is written. "To the pure all things
are pure ;" and I see nothing that nedd defile in any of the details which expose the sins, and
magnify the penitence, of the patriarchs. In fact, Lardner's objection to one of the sections in the
beautiful narrative of Joseph strikes me as extraordinary. It is the story of a heroic conflict with
temptation, the like of which was doubtless not uncommon in the days of early Christians living

among heathens ;2 and I think it was possibly written to inspire a Joseph-like chastity in Chris-
tian youth. "I do not suppose," says Lardner, "that the virtue of any of these ancient Hebrews
was complete according to the Christian rule." I am amazed at this ; I have always supposed
the example of Joseph the more glorious because he flourishedas the flower of chastity in a gross
and carnal age. Who so pure as he save John the Baptist, that morning star that shone so near
the Sun of Righteousness in the transient beauty of his "heliacal rising" ? Surely Joseph was a
type of Christ in this as in other particulars, and our authormerely enables us to understand the
"fiery darts" which he was wont to hurl back at the tempter. I own (reluctantly, because I
dislike this form of teaching) that for me the superlative ode of the dying Jacob receives a
reflected lustre from this curious book, especially in the splendid eulogy with which the old
patriarch blesses his beloved Joseph. "The author," says Lardner, "in an indirect manner . . .
bears a large testimony to the Christian religion, to the facts, principles, and books of the New
Testament. He speaks of the nativity of Christ, the meekness and unblameableness of His life,
His crucifixion at the instigation of the Jewish priests, the wonderful concomitants of His death,
His resurrection, and ascension. He represents the character of the Messiah as God and man :
the Most High God with men, eating and drinking with them ; the Son of God ; the Saviour of
the world, of the Gentiles and Israel ; as Eternal High Priest and King. He likewise speaks
of the effusion of the Holy Spirit upon the Messiah, attended with a voice from heaven ; His un-
righteous treatment by the Jews ; their desolations and the destruction of the Temple upon that
account ; the call of the Gentiles ; the illuminating them generally with new light ; the effusion of
the Spiritupon believers, but especially, and in a more abundant measure, upon the Gentiles....
There are allusions to the Gospels of St. Matthew, St. Luke and St. John, the Acts of the Apostles,
and of the Epistles to Ephesians, First Thessalonians, First Timothy, Hebrews, and First St.
John, also to the Revelation. So far as consistent with the assumed character of his work, the
author declares the canonical authority of the Acts of the Apostles and the Epistles of St. PauL"
Of which of the minor writers among the Ante-Niceue Fathers can so much be said?

Regarded as a sort of Jewish surrender to Justin's argument with Trypho, this book is inter-
eating, and represents, no doubt, the convictions of thousands of Jewish converts of the firstage.
It is, in short, worthy of more attention than it has yet received.

__li_ It tu_gtsts the _:_tt lmmmny c_t"tlm_ El_t_
s VoL L FJudd. H. p. 37, thls



INTRODUCTORY NOTICE. 5

Here follows Mr. Sinker's valuable INTRODUCTORYNO_,Cs:--

THE apocryphal work known as the Testamen_ of dw Tree/re Patn_r¢_ professes to be, as

its name implies, the utterances of the dying patriarchs, the sons of Jacob. In these they give
some account of their lives, embodying psxticulars not found in the scriptural account, and build
thereupon various moral precepts for the guidance of their descendants. The book partakes also

of the nature of an Apocalypse : the patriarchs _ee in the future their children doing wickedly,
stained with the sins of every nation ; and thus they foretell the troubles impending on their race.
Still at last God will put an end to their woe, and comfort is found in the promise of a Messiah.

i There can be little or no doubt that the author was a Jew, who, having been converted to
Christianity, sought to win over his countrymen to the same faith, and thus employed the names

of the patriarchs as a vehicle for conveying instruction to their descendants, as winning by this
means for his teaching at any rate a z_rimafacie welcome in the eyes of the Jewish people.

It does not seem hard to settle approximately the limits of time within which the book was

probably written. It cannot be placed very late in the second century, seeing that it is almost
certainly quoted by Tertullian, _and that Origen 2 cites the Teslaments by name, apparently indeed

_ holding it in considerable respect. We can, however, approximate much more nearly than this ;
for the allusions to the destruction of Jerusalem assign to the Tes_men_ a date subsequent to

that event. This will harmonize perfectly with what is the natural inference from several passages,
--namely, that the Gentiles now were a majority in the Church, m as well as with the presence
of the many formula_ to express the incarnation, and with the apparent collection of the books of
the New Testament into a volume._

On the other hand, important evidence as to the posterior limit of the date of writing may be
derived from the language used with reference to the priesthood. Christ is both High Priest and

King, and His former office is higher than the latter, and to Him the old priesthood must resign
its rights. Now such language as this would be almost meaningless after Hadrian's destruction of
Jerusalem consequent on the revolt of Bar-Cochba (A.D. x35), after which all power of Judaism
for acting directly upon Christianity ceased ; and, indeed, on the hypothesis of a later date, we
should doubtless find allusions to the revolt and its suppression. On the above grounds, we infer

that the writing of the Tes/aments is to be placed in a period ranging from late in the first century
to the revolt of Bar-Cochba ; closer than this it is perhaps not safe to draw our limits?

The language in which the Testaments were written was no doubt the Hellenistic Greek in
which we now possess them ; presenting as they do none of the peculiar marks which characterize
a version. Whether there were a Hebrew work on which the present was modelled--a suppo-

sition by no means improbable in itself--we cannot tell, nor is it a matter of much importance.
The phenomena of the book itself may be cited in support of this conclusion : for instance, the

use of the word 8m0_ in its ordinary classical meaning of "testament," not "covenant" as in
Hellenistic Greek, for which former meaning there would be no strictly equivalent word in
Hebrew ; the numerous instances of paronomasia, such as dOert_w,vodk,c_w,s &ka@ar_¢, b_f_,6

A_t_, goq_. 6 b, _'J_b Jvmerm,,r vJ_¢, &'a_ ; 8 the frequent use of the genitive absolute, ami of

the verb p2AAv_; the use of various expressions pertaining to the Greek philosophy, as
d¢O,_ _,,_, ¢_.

It seems doubtful how far we can attempt with safety to determine accurately the religiotw

standpoint of the writer beyond the obvious fact of his Jewish origin, though some have attempted

I A_. Marctoawm, v. x; $c_ace, z3; d. Bt_j. zl.
• Horn. _m _otuam, zv. 6; ¢:f.Rea_&.ap 3.
3B_'. zt.
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to show that he was a Nazarene, and others a Jewish Christian of Pauline tendencies. We shall
therefore content ourselves with referring those who seek for more specific information on this
point to the works mentioned below.

To refer now briefly to the external history of our document, we meet with nothing definite,
after its citation by Origen, for many centuries: there are possible alhsions in Jerome' and in
Procopius Gaz_us ;* there is also a mention of _rm'p_d_oxa,in the Synopsis Sacr_ Scripturce found
among the writings of Athanasius, as well as in the Sa'chometrfa of Nicephorns of Constantinople,
on which it is probably based. Again, in the Canons of the Council of Rome (494 A.D.) under
Gelasins, and of the Council of Bracara (563 A.D.), are possible references, though it is fax from
improbable that in some of the foregoing passages the reference may be to a writing r_v _-g_v
llar_X_v alluded to in the Apostolic Constitu_'ons,3 or is even of somewhat loose application.

After this a blank ensues until the middle of the thirteenth century, when it was brought to
the knowledge of Western Europe by Robert Grosseteste, Bishop of Lincoln, the earliest of the
great English reformers.4 We cite here the account of the matter given by Matthew Paris,
although of course we need not accept all the opinions of the old chronicler respecting the docu-
ment in question : "At this same time, Robert, Bishop of Lincoln, a man most deeply versed in
Latin and Greek, accurately translated the Testaments of the .VII. Patriarchs from Greek into
Latin. These had been for a long time unknown and hidden through the jealousy of the Jews,
on account of the prophecies of the Saviour contained in them. The Greeks, however, the most
unwearied investigators of all writings, were the first to come to a knowledge of this document,
and translated it from Hebrew into Greek, and have kept it to themselves till our times. And
neither in the time of the blessed Jerome nor of any other holy interpreter could the Christians
gain an acquaintance with it, through the malice of the ancient Jews. This glorious treatise, then,
the aforesaid bishop (with the help of Master Nicolaus, a Greek, and a clerk of the Abbey of St.
Alban's) translated fully and clearly, and word for word, from Greek into Latin, to the strength-
ening of the Christian faith, and to the greater confusion of the Jews." s

Again, after speaking of the death of "Master John de Basing,stokes, Archdeacon of Leices-
ter," a man of very great learning in Latin and Greek, he proceeds :6 "This Master John had
mentioned to Robert, Bishop of Lincoln, that when he was studying at Athens he had seen and
heard from learned Greek doctors certain things unknown to the Latins. Among these he found
the Testaments of t/_ XII. Patm'arc_s, that is to say, of the sons of Jacob. Now it is plain that
these really form part of the sacred volume, but have been long hidden through the jealousy
of the Jews, on account of the evident prophecies about Christ which are dearly seen in them.
Consequently this same bishop sent into Greece ; and when he obtained them, he translated them
from Greek into Latin, as well as certain other things."

After this it would seem as though _e same fate still pursued our document, for the entire
Greek text was not printed until the eve of the eighteenth century, when it was published for the
first time by Grabe, whose edition has been several times reprinted._

Four Greek _ of the Testaments are known to exist : --

z. The Ms. Ff. i. u4 in the University Library of Cambridge, to which it was given by Arch-
bishop Parker, whose autograph it bears on its first page. It is a quarto on parchment, of 26z
leaves (in which the Testaments occupy ft. 2o$a-26i$), double columns, 2o lines in a column,
handwriting of the tenth century. It is furnished with accents and breathings, and a fairly full
punctuation. There are very strong grounds for believing that it was this MS.that Orosseteste's

* ,,lie'*,.P'If//e_'u**, c. 6.
" Carom.i, G¢n*.r_,c.31L
"vL. x6. [See*volvli. p.,_7, this*ezies.]
,4[Ofwhom_ _ ,'@ku,_o,_F,,'/u'_, ]PartII. _!. L p. r/, ecI._, *88S.]
s H/'_ A_m, A.n.zs4a,p.8¢c,eelLondon,zSTz.
60_. _. A.n. zsSa,p. zzzL
r Fzi_/q,_m.
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version was made, exhibiting as it does a very large amount of curious verbal coincidence with it.'
The text of this MS.has been that given in the variouseditions mentioned below.

_. The Ms. Barocci x33 in the Bodleian Libraryat Oxford, where it came with the rest of the
Barocci collection from Venice, and was presented to the University by its Chancellor, the Earl
of Pembroke. It is a quartovolume ; and except a leaf or two of parchment, containing writing
of an older period, consists of a number of treatises on paper, apparently by several different
hands, in the writing of the latter part of the fourteenth century. The Testamenn occupy ft.
x79a_-2o3b. The amount of differencebetween this Ms.and the preceding is considerable, and is
sufficient to show that it has had no direct communication with the latter. A large number of
omissions occur in it, in some instances amounting to entire chapters. The variationsof this Ms.
are given more or less fully in the various editions.

3- A MS.in the Vatican Libraryat Rome, not yet edited. It is said to be a small quarto on
paper, written in a very distinct hand, though unfortunatelysome leaves are damaged. It bears
a subscription with the date zo35. I owe my knowledge of this Ms. to an article by Dr. Vorst-
man in the Godgeleerde Bijdragen for z866, p. 953 sqq.

4. A us. discovered by Tischendoff in the island of Patmos, of which no details have yet
been published.,

The entire Greek text of the TestarAents was first printed by Grabe in his S:icile_'um Patrum
et H_re_'corum, Oxford, i698 , professedly from the Cambridge Ms.,but in reality from some vez7
inaccurate transcript of it, very possibly from one made by Abednego Seller, also in the Cam-
bridge University Lzbrary,Oo. vi. 92. Grabe also gave a few of the variations of the Oxford m.
Fabricius, in his Cadex Pseude_igra_kus Feteris Testamenh;3 gives little more than a reprint
from Grabe. In the second edition of the latter (z 7_4) the true text has been restored in several
passages ; but in many places Grosseteste's Latin version, which witnessed to the true reading,
was altered to suit Grabe's incorrect text. Fabricius' second edition (z72u) is perhaps, on the
whole, less accurate than his first. Since then the text and notes, as given in Grabe's second
edition, have been reprinted, with but few additions, by Gallandi, in his Bib_'ot_eca Veterum
Patrum, vol. i. p. z93 sqq., Venice, i765, and in Migne's Patrologia Grmca, vol. ii., Paris, i857.
The text of the Cambridge Ms.,with a full statement of the variations of the Oxford us., has
recently been edited directly from the uss. by myself, Cazabridge, x869 ; from this edition the
present translation has been made.

The uss. of Grosseteste's Latin version are numerous, there being no less than twelve in
Cambridge alone; and it has been frequently printed, both with the editions of the Greek text
and independently.4

Besides the Latin version, the Testaments have also been translated into several European
languages, in all cases apparently from the Latin. The English translation made by Arthur Gold-
ing was first printed by John ])aye in Aldersgate in i58z, and has since been frequently repro-
duced ; the British Museum, which does not possess all the editions, hating no less than eleven.s

The author of the French translation 6 appears to believe, as the English translator had done,
that we have here really the last words of the sons of Jacob. A German translation has also
several times been published,_ and a German translation in us. is to be found in the British
Museum.s We may furthermention a Dutch translation(Antwerp, x57o), a Danish translation

z See,e.i_ , the _ gea_ag in Levi•S, _ _,, wbez_ dze lAztm MU. are vmauimous in I_v_g _ar#fac_t_; _ _
d'l_ for "P_ ;,_[_Aar z.

• See _ A_ dGm _7_ I._nd_, X__z.
• Hmnbur_ z1,3.
4 e.g., z483: I'L_pm_m,zs_: ]Pads, zS_; mid oGen.
s TI_ lzql_ tr,,._,dou ha_ag been mKie _ the /.a*_, t_ _ --'_"_ _rwhlch m_um wi_ _ (_s

_ _ i_d/" Ixlq_ a mo_ _ _), I bare bcm ab_ to ma_ m_h b..- me o/"_t t1_m I wuid ha_ _ Itha_

Momle*_rM,_, ¢'_,,t,,-.,_-,cz._ ,,z,,,Salnt_ Ps*_ z_3.
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(16ox), and a us. Icelandic translation of the eighteenth century in the British Museum, add.
xx,o68.

For further information on the subject of the Testaments, reference may be made, in addition
to works already mentioned, to the following:_Nitzsch, CommentaKa CriKca de Testamentis
XII. Patriar¢t_arum, Kbro _ 2". Pseude/igra_go (Wittenberg, 18_o) ; Ritsehl, Die Entstekung
do" altkadwlisc_en Kircke (Bonn, x85o ; ed. 2, x857), p. x7I sqq.; Vorstman, DisquisiKo de
Testamentowum XIZ Patm'archarum origfne et pre_'o (Rotterdam, x857 ) ; Kayser in Reuss and
Cunitz's Beitr_'ge zu den theol. W"tssenso_aften for I85* , pp. xo7-x4o ; Lticke, Einleitung in die
OffeuJarung des fo/_., vol. i. p. 334 sqq., ed. 2. R.S.
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THE TESTAMENTS OF THE TWELVE PATRI-

ARCHS.

I.--THE TESTAMENT OF REUBEN CONCERNING THOUGHTS.

r. THE copy of the Testament of Reuben, what is of life, with which man's whole being is ere.
things he charged his sons before he died in the ated. The second (2) spirit is of sight, with
hundred and twenty-fifth year of his life. When which ariseth desire. The third (3) spirit is of
he was sick two years after the death of Joseph, hearing, with which cometh teaching. The fourth
his sons and his sons' sons were gathered together (4) spirit is of smelling, with which taste is given
to visit him. And he said to them, My children, i to draw air and breath. The fifth (5) spirit is
I am dying, and go the way of my fathers. And of speech, with which cometh knowledge. The
when he saw there Judah and Gad and Asher, sixth (6) spirit is of taste, with which cometh
his brethren, he said to them, Raise me up, my the eating of meats and drinks ; and by them
brethren, that I may tell to my brethren and to strength is produced, for in food is the founda-
my children what things I have hidden in my tion of strength. The seventh (7) spirit is of
heart, for from henceforth my strength faileth begetting and sexual intercourse, with which
me. And he arose and kissed them, and said, through love of pleasure sin also entereth in:
weeping : Hear. my brethren, give ear to Reu- wherefore it is the last in order of creation, and
ben your father, what things I command you. the first of youth, because it is filled with igno-
And, behold, I call to witness against you this rance, which leadeth the young as a blind man
day the God of heaven, that ye walk not in the to a pit, and as cattle to a precipice.
ignorance of youth and fornication wherein I ran 3. Besides all these, there is an eighth (8)
greedily, and I defiled the bed of Jacob my spirit of sleep, with which is created entrance-
father. For I tell you that He smote me with a ment of man's nature, and the image of death.
sore plague in my loins for seven months ; and With these spirits are mingled the spirits of error.
had not Jacob our father prayed for me to the The first (I), the spirit of fornication, dweUeth
Lord, surely the Lord would have destroyed me. in the nature and in the senses ; the second (_)
For I was thirty years old when I did this evil spirit of insatiateness in the belly ; the third (3)
in the sight of the Lord, and for seven months spirit of fighting in the liver and the gall. The
I was sick even unto death ; and I repented for fourth (4) is the spirit of fawning and trickery,
seven years in the set purpose of my soul before that through over-officiousness a man may be
the Lord. Wine and strong drink I drank not, fair in seeming. The fifth (5) is the spirit of
and flesh entered not into my mouth, and I arrogance, that a man may be stirred up and
tasted not pleasant food/ mourning over my become high-minded. The sixth (6) is the
sin, for it was great. And it shall not so be spirit of lying, in perdition and in jealousy to
done in Israel feign words, and to conceal s words from kindred

2. And now hear me, my children, what and friends. The seventh (7) is the spirit of
things I saw in my repentance concerning, the injustice, with which are theft and pilferings, that
seven spirits of error. Seven spirits are given a man may work the desire of his heart; [or
against man from Beliar, and they are chief of injustice worketh together with the other
the works of youth; and seven spirits are given by means of craft. Besides all these, the spirit
to him at his creation, that in them should be of sleep, the eighth (8) spirit, is conjoined with
done everywork of man.* The first (t) spirit error and fantasy. And so perisheth every young

man, darkening his mind from the truth, and not
,_,,._,_a,_ _,,ot_,,_ ot_ _3, understanding the lawof God, nor obeying the
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admonitions of his fathers, as befell me also in 5. Hurtful are women, my children ; because,
my youth, since they have no power or strength over the

And now, children, love the truth, and it shall man, they act subtilly through outward guise how
preserve you. I counsel you, hear ye Reuben they may draw him to themselves ; and whom
your father. Pay no heed to the sight of a they cannot overcome by strength, him they over-
woman, nor yet associate privately with a female come by craft. For moreover the angel of God
under the authority of a husband, nor meddle told me concerning them, and taught me that
with affairsof womankind. For had I not seen women are overcome by the spirit of fornication
Bilhah bathing in a covered place, I had not more than men, and they devise in their heart
fallen into th_s great iniquity.' For my mind, against men ; and by means of their adornment
dwelling on the woman's nakedness, suffered me they deceive first their minds, and instil the
not to sleep until I had done the abominable poison by the glance of their eye, and then they
deed• For while Jacob our father was absent take them captive by their doings, for a woman
with Isaac his father, when we were in Gader, cannot overcome a man by force.
near to Ephratha in Bethlehem, Bilhah was Therefore flee fomication, my children, and
drunk, and lay asleep uncovered in her chum- command your wives and your daughters that
ber; and when I went in and beheld her naked- they adorn not their heads and their faces ; be-
ness, I wrought that impiety, and leaving her cause every woman who acteth deceitfully in
sleeping I departed. And forthwith an angel these things hath been reserved to everlasting
of God revealed to my father Jacob concerning punishment. For thus they allured the Watchers3
my impiety, and he came and mourned over me, before the flood ; and as these continuallybeheld
and touched her no more.* them, they fell into desire each of the other, and

4. Pay no heed, therefore, to the beauty of they conceived the act in their mind, and changed
women, and muse not upon their doings ; but themselves into the shape of men, and appeared
walk in singleness of heart in the fear of the to them in their congress with their husbands;
Lord, and be labouring in works, and roaming and the women, having in their minds desire
in study and among your flocks, until the Lord toward their apparitions, gave birth to giants, for
give to you a wife whom He will, that ye suffer the Watchers appeared to them as reaching even
not as I did. Until my father's death I had not unto heaven.4
boldness to look stedfastly into the face of Jacob, 6. Beware, therefore, of fornication ; and if
or to speak to any of my brethren, because of you wish to be pure in your mind, guard your
my reproach; and even until now my conscience senses against every woman. And command
afflicteth me by reason of my sin. And my them likewise not to company with men, that
father comforted me ; for he prayed for me unto they also be pure in their mind. For constant
the Lord, that the anger of the Lord might pass meetings, even though the ungodly deed be not
away from me, even as the Lord showed me. wrought, are to them an irremediable disease,
From henceforth, then, I was protected, and I and to us an everlasting reproach of Beliar ; for
sinned not. Therefore, my children, observe all fornication hath neither understanding nor god-
things whatsoever I command you, and ye shall liness in itself, and all jealousy dwelleth in the
not sin. For fornication is the destruction of desire thereof. Therefore ye will be jealous
the soul, separating it from God, and bringing it against the sons of Levi, and will seek to be
near to idols, because it deceiveth the mind and exalted over them ; but ye shall not be able, for
understanding, and bringeth down young men God will work their avenging, and ye shall die
into hell before their time. For many hath for- by an evil death. For to Levi the Lord gave the
nication destroyed ; because, though a man be sovereignty, and to Judah,Sand to me also with
old or noble, it maketh him a reproach and a them,6 and to Dan and Joseph, that we should
laughing-stock with Beliar and the sons of men. be for rulers. Therefore I command you to
For in that Joseph kept himself from every hearken to Levi, because he shall know the law
woman, and purged his thoughts from all fomi- of the Lord, and shall give ordinances for judg-
cation, he found favour before the Lord and ment and sacrifice for all Israel until the corn-
men For the Egyptian woman did manythings _............

• • •. _ _ _ anis_me, occurrtngonc_agammthe-Jestamew_t_zva_•._Jw
unto him,and calledformagicians,ana onereo _ _ frequentlyfound aplfliedto _ _tge]s as the ctmtodiamb o_ um

ln,u ,vv_ l_VUvLm_ o_=.* u*_. F.**W-._ .-. *..o o_._. _ z- s_ Erie Vcr .wefindtheexDrtw6on'lqlLwhi_Aauilaand

admitted no evil demre. Therefore the God o 1s_,_ _ _i:,._. • T_ _ _ _,= _,
my fathers delivered him from every visible and ]a _ _ .mt_ _ ot .s_x_,_. _ a _
maaen aeam. eor It 1orn_,attonovercome noz [Vdlm_). S_ ._ C_w_, r_._,,._. _'_.
the mind, neither shall Beliar overcome yore [ * [Gen.vi. 4; R_.. margig., C_- Jd.zo:. Jude6.,2.]
___I s [See_ on tbis.ro_kteac_ourauu_, v_. L t_ ._S3_

x C£C,_tv.N..Tt_C_r_ b_wisthogdwd|but.he _wt_g at m L_i_d_. Ahoy_, uc. _,m,_
_=. _._ _._ bias _,_,_. b_.v;, _ .. l', _ ...........................

., _,,,,,,_'_..,_._ t_,,_.
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pletion of the times of Christ, the High Priest wars visible and invisible, and shall be among
whom the Lord hath declared. I adjure you by you an everlasting king.
the God of heaven to work truth each one with 7. And Reuben died after that he had given
his neighbour ; and draw ye near to Levi in command to his sons; and they placed him in
humbleness of heart, that ye may receiv.e a bless- a coffin until they bore him up from Egypt, and
ing from his mouth. For he shall bless Israel ; buried him in Hebron in the double ' cave where
and s2tecially Judah, because him hath the Lord his fathers were.
chosen to rule over all the peoples. And wor-

t t.e., Mach_lah, which in Hebrew means double, and it _ tea*
ship we his Seed, because He shall die for us in ,leredby theLXX.,e.g., Gemxxhi.9.

II.--THE TESTAMENT OF SIMEON CONCERNING ENVY.

I. THE copy of the words of Simeon, what !pened to me, and I repented and wept; and I
things he spake to his sons before he died, in besought the Lord that He would restore my
the hundred and twentieth year of his life, in the ihand unto me, and that I might be kept from
year in which Joseph died. For they came to iall pollution and envy, and from all folly. For
visit him when he was sick, and he strengthened I knew that I had devised an evil deed before
himself and sat up and kissed them, and said to the Lord and Jacob my father, on account of
them :-- Joseph my brother, in that I envied him.

2. Hear, O my children, hear Simeon your 3. And now, children, take heed of the spirit
father, what things I have in my heart. I was of deceit and of envy. For envy ruleth over the
born Qf Jacob my father, his second son ; and whole mind of a man, and suffereth him neither
my mother Leah called me Simeon, because the to eat, nor to drink, nor to do any good thing :
Lord heard her prayer._ I became strong ex- it ever suggesteth to him to destroy him that he
ceedmgly ; I shrank from no deed, nor was I envieth ; and he that is envied ever flourisheth,
afraid of anything. For my heart was hard, and but he that envieth fades away. Two years of
my mind was unmoveable, and my bowels un- days I afflicted my soul with fasting in the fear
feehng : because valour also has been given from of the Lord, and I learnt that deliverance from
the Most High to men in soul and in body. And envy cometh by the fear of God. If a man flee
at that time I was jealous of Joseph because our to the Lord, the evil spirit runneth away from
father loved him ; 2 and I set my mind against him, and his mind becometh easy. And hence-
him to destroy him, because the prince of deceit forward he sympathizeth with him whom he en-
sent forth the spirit of jealousy and blinded my vied, and condemneth not those who love him,
mind, that I regarded him not as a brother, and and so ceaseth from his envy.
spared not Jacob my father. But his God and 4. And my father asked concerning me, be-
the God of his fathers sent forth His angel, cause he saw that I was sad; and I said, I am
and delivered him out of my hands. For when pained in my liver. For I mourned more than
I went into Shechem to bring ointment for the they all, because I was guilty of the selling of
flocks, and Reuben to Dotham, where were our Joseph. And when we went down into Egypt,
necessaries and all our stores, Judah our brother and he bound me as a spy, I knew that I was
sold him to the Ishmaelites. And when Reuben suffering justly, and I grieved not. Now Joseph
came he was grieved, for he wished to have re- wag a good man, and had the Spirit of God
stored him safe to his father.a But I was wroth within him : compassionate and pitiful, he bore
against Judah in that he let him go away alive, not malice against me ; nay, he loved me even
and for five months I continued wrathful against as the rest of his brothers. Take heed, there-
him ; but God restrained me, and withheld from fore, my children, of all jealousy and envy, and
me all working of my hands, for my right hand walk in singleness of soul and with good heart,
was half withered for seven days. And I knew, keeping in mind the .brother of your father, that
my children, that because of Joseph this hap- God may give to you also grace and glory, and

blessing upon your heads, even as ye saw in him.
, c,_ _xi_33. . ..... All his days he reproached us not concerning

il a..'I'_. Simeon _ prominent m the hostility to Joseph, Is perna_s
by_ _=e..o. in r.u_ as • ,._v for_ _t,.m oc_. I this thing, but loved us as his own soul, and be-

the -: and Jewish tradition generally accords with this ,new. , j
,_ar_,,ma t_ x_-_>jo, mim o, c,_ _ ,9: ,,simo, [yond his own sons ; and he glorified us, and gave

L__t, who wen_ _re in counsel, said one to another, Let tm I
f_m_' _m*othis_ T_,gumc_ C_.. _m.,_: " _ he tookI fiches, and cattle, and fruits freely to us alL Do. t_m _ whohat co,mdt_ tou, tw.- c_ _o a .... Iye then also, my beloved children, love each
Afi_XaS_hs,§ 91- Ione his brother with a good heart, and remove[Gea.x.un_ --, _, xlli.,.]
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from you the spirit of envy, for this maketh say- shall be utterly destroyed. Then shall fail the
age the soul and destroyeth the body ; it turneth land of Ham, and every people shall perish.
his purposes into anger and war, and stirreth up Then shall all the earth rest from trouble, and
unto blood, and leadeth the mind into frenzy, all the world under heaven fromwar. Then shall
and sufferethnot prudence to act in men : more- Shem be glorified, because the Lord God, the
over, it taketh away sleep, and causeth tumult to Mighty One of Israel, shall appear upon earth
the soul and trembling to the body. For even as man,S and saved by Him Adam.6 Then shall
in sleep some malicious jealousy, deluding him, aU the spirits of deceit be given to be trampled
gnaweth at his soul, and with wicked spirits dxs- under foot, and men shall rule over the wicked
turbeth it, and causeth the body to be troubled, spirits. Then will I arise in joy, and will bless
and the mind to awake from sleep in confusion ; the Most High because of His marvellous works,
and as though having a wicked and poisonous because God hath taken a body and eaten with
spirit, so appeareth it to men. men and saved men.

5. Therefore was Joseph fair in appearance, 7. And now, my children, obey Levi, and in
and goodly to look upon, because there dwelt Judah shall ye be redeemed : 7 and be not lifted
not in him any wickedness ; for in trouble of the up against these two tribes, for from them shall
spirit the face declareth it. And now, my chil- arise to you the salvation of God. For the Lord
dren, make your hearts good before the Lord, shall raise up from Levi as it were a Priest,8 and
and your ways straight before men, and ye shall from Judah as it were a King, God and man.S
find grace before God and men. And take heed So shall He save all the Gentiles and the race of
not to commit fornication, for fornication is Israel. Therefore I command you all things, in
mother of all evils, separating from God, and order that ye also may command your children,
bringing near to Beliar. For I have seen it in- that they may observe them throughout their
scribed in the writing of Enoch _ that your sons generations.
shall with you be corrupted in fornication, and 8. And Simeon made an end of commanding
shall do wrong against Levi with the sword. But his sons, and slept with his fathers, being an
they shall not prevail against Levi, for he shall hundred and twenty years old. And they laid
wage the war of the Lord, and shall conquer all him in a coffin of incorruptible wood, to take
your hosts ; and there shall be a few divided in up his bones to Hebron. And they carried them
Levi and Judah, and there shall be none 2 of you up in a war of the Egyptians secretly : for the
for sovereignty, even as also my father Jacob bones of Joseph the Egyptians guarded in the
prophesied in his blessings, treasure-house of the palace ; for the sorcerers

6. Behold, I have foretold you all things, that told them that at the departure of the bones of
I may be clear from the sin of yoursouls. Now, Joseph there should be throughout the whole
if ye remove from you your envy, and all your of Egypt darkness and gloom, and an exceeding
stiffneckedness, as a rose shall my bones flourish great plague to the Egyptians, so that even
in Israel, and as a lily my flesh in Jacob, and my with a lamp a man should not recognise his
odour shall be as the odour of Libanus ; and as brother.
cedars shall holy ones be multiplied from me 9. And the sons of Simeon bewailed their
for ever, and their branches shall stretch afar off. father according to the law of mourning, and
Then shall perish the seed of Canaan, and a they were in Egypt until the day of their de-
remnant shall not be to Amalek, and all the parture from Egypt by the hand of Moses.
Cappadocians 3 shall perish, and all the Hittites 4

s [Two of the many passages that leave no room for Lardnefs
z [See Spsa_-r'* Com., N.T., voL iv. p. 387, ed. Scribners.] imaginary" Umtariamsm" m thts author.]

6 The construction here m awkward oTthe participles after _rt:

• The Caw. Ms. seems wry. y to omit the negative here. The P°_Tbly a clause may have dropj3edout alter 'A/ht_t.refe_e is doubtless to Gem xhx. 7. [See p. co, note 5, sH_ra.J . .

* The reference seems to be to the Philistines. -CA'.Deut. iL 23, self'] [John the Baptist. His greatmm is dcc,lar_l by China Him-
Atom tx. 7, where the LXX reach Kaaqr_itt.

* lFor modem vievm of these, see Escy¢. Brt_., s. v. "HitfitoL"] .

IIL--THE TESTAMENT OF LEVI CONCERNING THE PRIESTHOOD AND
ARROGANCE.

x. Tim copy of the words of levi, what] for it had been shown to him that he should die.
things he appointed to his sons, according to all] And when they were gathered together he said
that they should do, and what things should be- _to them :--
fall hhem until the day of judgment. He was] 2. I Levi was conceived in Haran and born
in sou:_l heal_.hwhen he called them to him, l there, and after that I came with my father to
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Shechem. And I was young, about twenty years us are shaken ; yea, the heavens, and the earth,
of age, when with Simeon I wrought the yen-and the abysses, are shaken at the presence of
geance on Hamor for our sister Dinah. And His majesty ; but the sons of men, regarding
when we were feeding our flocks in Abel-Maul, not these things, sin, and provoke the Most High.
a spirit of understanding of the Lord came upon 4. Now, therefore, know that the Lord will
me,' and I saw all men corrupting their way, execute judgment upon the sons of men ; be-
and that unrighteousness had built to itself walls, cause when the rocks are rent,s and the sun
and iniquity sat upon towers ; and I gneved for quenched, and the waters dried up, and the fire
the race of men, and I prayed to the Lord that trembling, and all creation troubled, and the
I might be saved. Then there fell upon me a invisible spirits melting away, and the grave _
sleep, and I beheld a high mountain : this is the spoiled in the suffering of the Most High/men
mountain of Aspis • in Abel-Maul. And be- unbeheving will abide in their iniquity, therefore
hold, the heavens were opened, and an angel of with punishment shall they be judged. There-
God said to me, Levi, enter. And I entered fore the Most High hath heard thy prayer, to
from the first heaven into the second, and I saw separate thee from iniquity, and that thou
there water hanging between the one and the shouldest become to Him a son, and a servant,
other. And I saw a third heaven far brighter and a minister of His presence. A shining light
than those two, for there was in it a height with- of knowledge shalt thou shine in Jacob, and as
out bounds. And I said to the angel, Where- the sun shalt thou be to all the seed of Israel.
fore is this ? And the angel stud to me, Marvel And a blessing shall be given to thee, and to all
not at these, for thou shalt see four other thy seed, unul the, Lord shall visit all the hen-
heavens brighter than these, and without corn- then in the tender mercies of His Son, even for
parison, when thou shalt have ascended thither : ever. Nevertheless thy sons shall lay hands
because thou shalt stand near the Lord, and upon Him to crucify Him ; and therefore have
shalt be His minister, and shalt declare His rays- counsel and understanding been given thee, that
teries to men, and shalt proclaim concerning thou mightest instruct thy sons concerning Him,
Him who shall redeem Israel ;3 and by thee and because he that blesseth Him shall be blessed,
Judah shall the Lord appear among men, saving but they that curse Him shall perish.
in them every race of men ; and of the portion 5. And the angel opened to me the gates of
of the Lord shall be thy life, and He shall be heaven, and I saw the holy temple, and the
thy field and vineyard, fruits, gold, silver. Most High upon a throne of glory. And He

3. Hear, then, concerning the seven 4 heavens, said to me, Levi, I have given thee the blessings
The lowest is for this cause more gloomy, in of the priesthood until that I shall come and
that it is near all the iniquities of men. The sojourn in the midst of Israel. Then the angel
second hath fire, snow, ice, ready for the day of brought me to the earth, and g_ve me a shield
the ordinance of the Lord, in the righteous judg- and a sword, and said, Work vengeance on
ment of God: in it are all the spirits of the Shechem because of Dinah, and I will be with
retributions for vengeance on the wicked. In thee, because the Lord hath sent me. And I
the third are the hosts of the armies which are destroyed at that time the sons of Hamor, as it is
ordained for the day of judgment, to work yen- written in the heavenly tablets, s And I said to
geance on the spirits of deceit and of Beliar. Him, I pray Thee, O Lord, tell me Thy name,
And the heavens up to the fourth above these that I may call upon Thee in a day of tribula-
are holy, for in the highest of all dwelleth the tion. And He said, I am the angel who inter-
Great Glory, in the holy of holies, far above all cedeth for the race of Israel, that He smite
holiness. In the heaven next to it are the angels them not utterly, because every evil spirit at.
of the presence of the Lord, who minister and tacketh it. And after these things I was as it
make propitiation to the Lord for all the igno- were awaked, and blessed the Most High, and
lances of the righteous ; and they offer to the the angel that intercedeth for the race ofhrael,
Lord a reasonable sweet-smelling savour, and a and for all the righteous.9
bloodless offering. And in the heaven below

• e s Matt._ Sto$3.]this are the angels who bear the answers to th 6 [_,_ _ 1
angels of the presence of the Lord. And in .' t;.-,--__"¢,a_,';,_ '_,,,,-,,_. C.mv_T_ _ a. p. r_,
the heaven next to this are thrones, donumons, thls?__'._,_. tl_ia_'_ilthatot,_a_i_,_a
inwhich _-_o,_ redtoGod There. l__mh_,_.tothcoou_d_r_m.,i_o_, mm

lore, whenever the Lord looketh upon us, an ou _u_ _t_n_d_'p.tl_io_dv_S_Urlel

x [ha. xl 2_ Ietc.(_, ®.S.,ec.S_.z; 9"_-.s;xo6._ _l..Dia_m.,):. Is ca,aook
mgee_'_ 6 IofJubile_ agaia,it israel u_ im/_'ib_oan_l m_ e.,._,

vu.roten, thisurles; midvoLil. nnte7,p.438,th_tortesJ. t - t_ ....... .,_'_
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6. And when I came to my father I found a the firstanointed me with holy oil, and gave to
brazen .shield; ' wherefore also the name of the me the rod of judgment. The second washed
mountain is Aspis, which is near Gebal, on the me with pure water, and fed me with bread and
right side of Abila; and I kept these words in wine, the most holy things,4 and clad me with a
my heart. I took counsel with my father, and holy and glorious robe. The third clothed me
with Reuben my brother, that he should bid with a linen vestment like to an ephod. The
the sons of Hamor that they should be circum- fourth put round me a girdle like unto purple.
cised ; for I was jealous because of the abomi- The fifth gave to me a branch of rich olive.
nation which they had wrought in Israel And The sixth placed a crown on my head. The
I slew Shechem at the first, and Simeon slew seventh placed on my head a diadem of priest°
Humor. And after this our brethren came and hood, and filled my hands with incense, so that
smote the city with the edge of the sword ; and I served as a priest to the Lord. And they said
our father heard it and was wroth, and he was to me, Levi, thy seed shall be divided into three
grieved in that they had received the circum- branches,S for a sign of the glory of the Lord
cision, and after that had been put to death, and who is to come ; and first shall he be that hath
in his blessings he dealt otherwise with us. For been faithful ; no portion shall be greater than
we sinned because we had done this thing against his. The second shall be in the priesthood.
his will, and he was sick upon that day. But I The third--a new name shall be called over
knew that the sentence of God was for evil upon Him, because He shall arise as King from
Shechem ; for they sought to do to Sarah as they Judah, and shall establish a new priesthood, after
did to Dinah our sister, and the Lord hindered the fashion of the Gentiles, to all the Gentiles.6
them. And so they persecuted Abraham our And His appearing shall be unutterable, as of
father when he was a stranger, and they harried an exalted 7 prophet of the seed of Abraham our
his flocks when they were multiplied upon him ; father. Every desirable thing in Israel shall be
and Jeblae his servant, born in his house, they for thee and for thy seed, and everything fair to
shamefully handled. And thus they did to all look upon shall ye eat, and the table of the Lord
strangers, taking away their wives by force, and shall thy seed apportion, and some of them
the men themselves driving into exile. But the shah be high priests, and judges, and scribes ;
wrath of the Lord came suddenly upon them for by their mouth shall the holy place be
to the uttermost.2 guarded. And when I awoke, I understood that

7. And I said to my father, Be not angry, sir, this thing was like unto the former. And I hid
because by thee will the Lord bring to nought this also in my heart, and told it not to any man
the Canaanites, and will give their land to thee, upon the earth.
and to thy seed after thee. For from this day 9. And aftertwo days I and Judah went up to
forward shall Shechem be called a city of them Isaac after s our father ; and the father of my
that are without understanding ; for as a man father blessed me according to all the words
mocketh at a fool, so did we mock them, be- of the visions which I had seen : and he would
cause they wrought folly in Israel to defile our not come with us to Bethel. And when we
sister. And we took our sister from thence, and came to Bethel, my father Jacob saw in a vision
departed, and came to Bethel. concerning me, that I should be to them for a

8. And there I saw a thing again even as the priest unto the Lord ; and he rose up early in
former, after we had passed seventy days. And the morning, and paid tithes of all to the Lord
I saw seven men in white raiment saying to me, through me. And we came to Hebron to dwell
Arise, put on the robe of the priesthood, and there, and Isaac called me continually to put
the crown of righteousness, and the breastplate me in remembrance of the law of the Lord,
of understanding, and the garment of truth, and even as the angel of God showed to me. And
the diadem of faith, and the tiara of miracle, he taught me the law of the priesthood, of sacri-
and the ephod of prophecy._ And each one of rices, whole burnt-offerings, first-fruits, free-will
them bearing each of these things put them on offerings, thank-offerings. And each day he was
me, and said, From henceforth become a priest instructing me, and was busied for me before
of the Lord, thou and thy seed for evec. And the Lord. And he said to me, Take heed, my

t • child, of the spirit of fornication ; for this shall_,. a'ImLada wt-_oa gi_s th¢oth_ amaningto_hrw'¢.........

hen% _. asp or viper. The epahet Xa_, .hoye_., .readers 4 On the tossible reference he* to the dements of the F._tchamt,
•'ahie_ .much momlm)bable, as there setms notmagmUmcoa- _eGrahe,sdot%S2JiciksiNm, i._lec.. ......
textl_mtmg tome o_n s¢r_cm. . . . s Nitxsch(t_to n.a?)explainsthindlvanonintothreeapX_ , u

a A quotTationfromzTheas.iLz6,wherethecontextaltotsarm- referrin-tot_r'th_or_rsoftheChristianpriesthood.This,how-
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The _'dlxt_t_ :m_ _ of _'_, the l:da.mof goldoa the fore- [ "_'_6"[Rom. _ z5, x6, zT, Greek. Compare He.b.v.z.]
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continue, and shall by thy seed pollute the holy the sons of Merari, Mooli and HomusL And ill
things. Take therefore to thyself, while yet my ninety-fourth year Ambram took Jochebed
thou art young, a wife, not having blemish, nor my daughter to him to wife, for they were born
yet polluted, nor of the race of the Philistines in one day, he and my daughter. Eight years
or Gentiles. And before entering into the holy old was I when I went into the land of Canaan,
place, bathe ; ' and when thou offerest the sacri-, and eighteen years when I slew Shechem, and at
rice, wash ; and again when thou finishest the nineteen years I became priest, and at twenty-
sacrifice, wash. Of twelve trees ever having eight years I took a wife, and at forty years I
leaves, offer up /_e frui/s to the Lord, as also went into Egypt. And behold, ye are my ckil-
Abraham taught me ; and of every clean beast dren, my children even o2¢ a third generation.
and clean bird offer a sacrifice to the Lord, and In my hundred and eighteenth year Joseph died.
of every firstling and of wine offer first-fruits; 13. And now, my children, I command you
and every sacrifice thou shah salt with salt. 2 that ye fear our Lord with your whole heart, and

1o. Now, therefore, observe whatsoever I corn- walk in simplicity according to all Hiss law.
mand you, children ; for whatsoever things I have And do ye also teach your children learning, that
heard from my fathers I have made known to they may have understanding in all their life,
you. I am clear from all your ungodliness and reading unceasingly the law of Cod ; for every
transgression which ye will do in the end of the one who shall know the law of God shall be hon-
ages against the Saviour of the world, acting un- outed, and shall not be a stranger wheresoever
godly, deceiving Israel, and raising up against it he goeth. Yea, many friends shall he gain more
great evils from the Lord.3 And ye will deal than his forefathers; and many men shall desire
lawlessly with Israel, so that Jerusalem shall not to serve him, and to hear the law from his mouth.
endure your wickedness ; but the veil of the Work righteousness, my children, upon the earth,
temple shall be rent, so as not to cover your that ye may find treasure in the heavens, and
shame. And ye shall be scattered as captives sow good things in your souls, that ye may find
among the heathen, and shall be for a reproach them in your life. For if ye sow evil things, ye
and for a curse, and for a trampling under foot• shall reap all trouble and affliction. Get wisdom
For the house which the Lord shall choose shall in the fear of God with diligence ; for though
be called Jerusalem, as is contained in the book there shall be a leading into captivity, and cities
of Enoch the righteous.4 be destroyed, and lands and gold and silver and

i L Therefore, when I took a wife I was every possession shall perish, the wisdom of the
twenty-eight years old, and her name was Mel- wise none can take away, save the blindness of
cha. And she conceived and bare a son, and ungodliness and the palsy of sin : for even among
she called his name Gersham, for we were so-his enemies shall it be to him glorious, and in
journers in our land : for Gersham is interpreted a strange country a home, and in the midst of
sojourning. And I saw concerning him that he foes shall it be found a friend. If a man teach
would not be m the first rank. And Kohath was these things and do them, he shall be enthroned
born in my thirty-fifth year, towards the east. with kings, as was also Joseph our brother.
And I saw in a vision that he was standing on I4. And now, my children, I have learnt from
high in the midst of all the congregation. There- the writing of Enoch that at the last ye will deal
fore I called his name Kohath, which meaneth, ungodly, laying your hands upon the Lord in all
beginning of majesty and instruction. And malice; and your brethren shall be ashamed
thirdly, she bare to me Merari, in the fortieth because of you, and to all the Gentiles shall it
year of my life ; and since hls mother bare him become a mocking. For our father Israel shall
with difficulty, she called him Merari, which be pure from the ungodliness of the chief priests
meaneth my bitterness, because he also died. who shall lay their hands upon the Saviour of the
And Jochebed was born in my sixty-fourth year, world. Pure is the heaven above the earth, and
in Egypt, for I was renowned then in the midst ye are the lights of the heaven as the sun and
of my brethren, the moon. What shall all the Gentiles do if ye

12. And Gersham took a wife, and she bare be darkened in ungodliness ? So shall )re bring
to him Lomni and Semei. And the sons of a curse upon our race for whom came the light
Kohath, Ambram, Isaar, Chebro, and Ozel. And of the world, which was given among you for the

we _,.._ _,- p . _ . lighting up of every man. 6 Him will ye desire• y. , a eter, m the Cle_iN,¢ _:Ties auo __ , . . .... ,
C_.coKx@a_, co_a_fing with the Agapm the pracuce of bathing, tO stay, teacmngcommanaments contrary tO me

•,_e_i,,_.,_., .-. 3, v._6. . . , ordinances of God. The offerings of the Ix_• tlo_., x_r. I. LhCV.ft. 13: zw.arJ¢ix. 49.J . • • •
_.,_. ,_ c_p_,. Job, ,J..... l . Ivnll ye rob, and from H_s por_on will ye steal;

_. "n_is_doc_ae__s f,eqaeuayquotedia the X't_._: ci. ionrl h_¢cm_ v_ _erific__ tn tim T_¢i. _ will taIm

_o_t__,_ maaom,m_,,.w, _-e,_t tohe _m mthe _k U Ithe choicest parts, m despttefulness _ mem
•Lmrs c(maedown to _. We must theacfore imher aurae me re_r- !
_._ _me otber books d Enoc_ _ now ex_ng ot _ perbaps | s .........
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with harlots. Amid excesses' will ye teach the grief, because unrighteousness shall be laid upon
commandments of the lord, the women that ]him exceedingly, and all Israel shall hate each
have husbands will ye pollute, and the virgins of] one his neighbour. The fifth shall be held fast
Jerusalem will ye defile; and with harlots and ]in darkness, likewise also the sixth and the
adulteresses will ye be joined. The daughters 1.seventh. And in the seventh there shall be such
of the Gentiles will ye take for wives, purifying pollution as I am not able to express, before the
them with an unlawful purification; and your Lord and men, for they shall know it who do
union shall be like unto Sodom and Gomorrah these things. Therefore shall they be in captivity
in ungodliness. And ye willbe puffed up because and fora prey, and their land and their substance
of the priesthood lifting yourselves up against shall be destroyed. And in the fifth week they
men. And not only so, hut being puffed up also shall return into their desolate country, and shall
against the commands of God, ye will scoff at renew the house of the Lord. And in the seventh
the holy things, mocking in despitefulness, week shall come the priests, worshippers of idols,

x5. Therefore the temple which the Lord contentious, lovers of money, proud, lawless,
shall choose shall be desolate in uncleanness, .and lascivious, abusers of children and beasts.
ye shall be captives throughout all nations, and 18. And after their punishment shall have
ye shall be an abomination among them, and ye come from the lord, then will the lord raise up
shall receive reproach and everlastingshame from to the priesthood a new Priest, to whom all the
the righteous judgment of God; and all who see words of the Lord shall be revealed; and He
you shall flee from you. And were it not for shall execute a judgment of truth upon the earth,s
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob our fathers, not one in the fulness of days. And His star shall arise
from my seed should be left upon the earth, in heaven,6 as a king shedding forth the light of

x6. And now I have learnt in the book of knowledge in the sunshine of day, and He shall
Enoch that for seventy weeks will ye go astray, be magnified in the world until His ascension.
and will profane the priesthood, and pollute the He shall shine forth as the sun in the earth, and
sacrifices, and corrupt the law, and set at nought shall drive away all darkness from the world
the words of the prophets. In perverseness ye under heaven, and there shall be peace in all the
will persecute righteous men, and hate the godly ; earth. The heavens shall rejoice m His days,
the words of the faithful will ye abhor, and the and the earth shall be glad, and the clouds shall
man who reneweth the law in the power of the be joyful, and the knowledge of the Lord shall
Most High will ye call a deceiver ;" and at last, be poured forth upon the earth, as the water of
as ye suppose, ye will slay H_m, not understand- seas ; and the angels of the glory of the presence
ing His resurrection, wickedly taking upon your of the Lord shall be glad in Him. The heavens
own heads the innocent blood.3 Because of Him shall be opened, and from the temple of glory
shall your holy places be desolate, polluted even shall the sanctification come upon Him with the
to the ground, and ye shall have no place that Father's voice, as from Abraham the father of
is clean ; but )re shall be among the Gentiles a Isaac. And the glory of the Most High shall
curse and a dispersion, until He shall again look be uttered over Him, and the spirit of under-
upon you, and in pity shall take you to Himself standing and of sanctification shall rest upon
through faith and water. 4 Him in the water. He shall give the majesty of

x7. And because ye have heard concerning the Lord to His sons in truth for evermore ; and
the seventy weeks, hear also concerning the there shall none succeed Him for all generations,
priesthood ; for in each jubilee there shall be a even for ever.Z And in His priesthood shall all
priesthood. In the first jubilee, the first who is sin come to an end, and the lawless shail rest
anointed into the priesthood shall be great, and from evil, and the just shall rest in Him. And
shall speak to God as to a Father ; and his He shall open the gates of paradise, and shall

riesthood shall be filled with the fear of the remove s the threatening sword against Adam ;
, and in the day of his gladness shall he and He shall give to His saints to eat from the

arise for the salvation of the world. In the tree of hfe,9 and the spirit of holiness shall be
second jubilee, he that is anointed shall be con- on them. And Beliar shall be bound by Him,
ceived in the sorrow of beloved ones ; and his and He shall _ve power to His children to tread
priesthood shallbehonoured,and shallbe glori-

fied among all. And the third priest shall be s r_. _._i_;.zs.] . _held fast in sorrow ; and the fourth flmll be in _ _,tt. ,i._. e__st_t_ tothe_ _.t_6ott_.
An additional clause occurs he.re in C.d. Oxom, which gm_. Ily

hasa t_dcncytoomit;tl_ copylstofCd..Cm.Im_g.p_ibly
looked on to the same tmtial words in the next clmJs¢: "And in I'Itt The word IrAt_,_, h'ke the F_mglJ_h"e.xcess,*'has not unfte-

_qlmntlyslmdatre_xencet_sinsofsenmmhty. Cf.t.Cor. v :x, Eph. ptiesthoodshalltheGe_ttilesbemultlphedinknowle_lgetmtheeartk
i;_. x9, v. 3, 5, Col. _i. 5, t Then. iv. 6, the context m all of which and _dmllhe _t_nod through the grace M the _; but
lmma_ pnlnm _ m ttdt ¢_nduM_n. See Suic_s Tk_m_rws, shall be .,.;_hed m iio_orano_, a,d be darlemed ".msorrow."
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• " CA Cam., ov_t,. Grmsete_e's Ladn vermcm, m all prolm_

'l_'lCf'Matt'xxvli'63'whete_K'rZtm_t'lrA_h'oflssald°f°urL°rd" madefr_aflmlatier, hus_._f_.c_t. [Seep. 7, note x, au#ra.t[M_t. xxvii. _s-I
_ LIohaill. s; h_. xli. _; _ Pet. fii, _. l 9 [R_v i_7.] :
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upon the evil spirits.' And the Lord shall re- saying, Before the Lord will we walk according
joice in His children, and the Lord shall be well to His law. And our father said, The Lord is
pleased in His beloved for ever. Then shall witness, and His angels are witnesses, and I
Abraham and Isaac and Jacob be joyful, and I am witness, and ye are witnesses, concerning
will be glad, and all the mints shall put on the word of your mouth. And we said, We
gladness, witnesses. And thus Levi ceased giving charge

19. And now, my children, ye have heard all ; to his sons ; and he stretched out his feet, and
choose therefore for yourselves either the dark- was gathered to his fathers, after he had lived a
ness or the light, either the law of the Lord or hundred and thirty-seven years. And they laid
the worksof Beliar. And we answered our father, him in a coffin, and afterwards they buried him

in Hebron, by the side of Abraham, and Isaac,
t [Lukex.x8,z9.l and Jacob.

IV.--THE TESTAMENT OF JUDAH CONCERNING FORTITUDE, AND LOVE OF
MONEY, AND FORNICATION.

x. TgE copy of the words of Judah, what ]upon his horse, and so I scattered all the people.
things he spake to his sons before he died. They Achor the king, a man of giant stature, hurling
gathered themselves together, and came to hun, darts before and behind as he sat on horseback, I
and he said to them : I was the fourth son born' slew ; for I hurled a stone of sixty pounds weight,
to my father, and my mother called me Judah, and cast it upon his horse, and lulled him. And
saying, I give thanks to the Lord, because He I fought with Achor for two hours, and I killed
hath given to me even a fourth son.' I was !him ; and 1 clave his shield into two parts, and I
swift and active in my youth, and obedient chopped off his feet. And as I stripped off his
to my father in everything. And I honoured my breastplate, behold, eight men his companions
mother and my mother's sister. And it came to began to fight with me. I wound round them-
pass, when I became a man, that my father Jacob fore my garment in my hand ; and I slang stones
prayed over me, saying, Thou shalt be a king, at them, and killed four of them, and the rest
and prosperous in all things, fled. And Jacob my father slew Beelisa, king of

2. And the Lord showed me favour in all my all the kings, a giant in strength, twelve cubits
works both in the field and at home. When I high; and fear fell upon them, and they
saw that I could run with the hind, then I caught ceased from making war with us. Therefore
it, and prepared meat for my father. I seized my father had no care in the wars when I was
upon the roes in the chase, and all that was in among my brethren. For he saw kl a vision
the plains I outran. A wild mare I outran, and I concerning me, that an angel of might followed
caught it and tamed it ; and I slew a lion, and me everywhere, that I should not be overcome.
plucked a kid out of its mouth. I took a bear 4. And in the south there befell us a greater
by its paw, and rolled it over a cliff; and if any war than that in Shechem ; and I joined in bat-
beast turned upon me, I rent it like a dog. I tle array with my brethren, and pursued a thou-
encountered the wild b_ar, and overtaking it in sand men, and slew of them two hundred men
the chase, I tore it. A leopard in Hebron leaped and four kings. And I went up against them
upon the dog, and I caught it by the tail, and upon the wall, and two other kings I slew ; and
flung it from me, and it was dashed to pieces in. so we freed Hebron, and took all the captives of
the coasts of Gaza. A wild ox feeding in the field the kings.
I seized by the horns ; and whirling it round and 5. On the next day we departed to Areta,* a
stunning it, I cast it from me, and slew it. city strong and walled and inaccessible, threat-

3. And when the two kings of the Canaanites ening us with death. Therefore I and Gad al>-
came in warlike array against our flocks, and much proacbed on the east side of the city, and
people with them, I by myself rushed upon King Reuben and Levi on the west and south. And
Sur and seized him ; and I beat him upon the they that were upon the wall, thinking that
legs, and dragged him down, and so I slew him. we were alone, charged down upon us ; and
And the other king, Taphue/I slew as he sat our brethren secretly climbed up the wall on

both sides by ladders, and entered into the city,
.__c_._i_.3s. [z_,_,_=P,_i,. soc_._..._l _

|nc.$weftm:lth_mxmm,wlthaslightvm.rle_otslmtiing,_..trOtwhile the men knew it not. And we took it with
q.O_,_o_.e_ichthlskmg m*y_.._ Xt_do.bttm.*q.,y- the edge of the sword ; and tbose who had taken
amnttotheHebt_.wTappuah, atmmeo¢'severalclties menuon_., m

OldTutament. SeeJmdk_.M, xvi.S, xviLS, z Cht'on- tt.4_ _ C_LO_teadslt_; butcf. &mt_y_,34.
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refuge in the tower, m we set fire to the tower, the chief of my herdsmen Iran 7 the Adullamite.
and took both it and them. And as we were de- And when I went to him I saw Barsan, king of
parting the men of Thaffu set upon our captives, Adullam, and he made us a feast ; and he en-
and we took it with our sons, and fought with treated me, and gave me his daughter Bathshua
them even to Thaffu ; and we slew them, and to wife. She bare me Er, and Onan, and She-
burnt their city, and spoiled all the things that lab; and the two of them the Lord smote that
were therein, they died childless: for Shelah lived, and his

6. And when I was at the watei,sof Chuzeba, z children are ye.
the men of Jobel came against us to battle, and 9. Eighteen years we abode at peace, our
we fought with them ; and their allies from Se- father and we, with his brother Esau, and his
lore j we slew, and we allowed them no means sons with us, after that we came from Mesopo-
of escaping, and of coming against us. And the tamia, from Laban. And when eighteen years
men of Machir s came upon us on the fifth day, were fulfilled, in the fortieth year of my life, Esau,
to carry away our captives ; and we attacked the brother of my father, came upon us with
them, and overcame them in fierce battle : for much people and strong ; and he fell by the bow
they were a host and mighty in themselves, and of Jacob, and was taken up dead in Mount Seir:
we slew them before they had gone up the as- even as he went above Iramna a was he slam.
cent of the hill. And when we came to their And we pursued after the sons of Esau. Now
city, their women rolled upon us stones from the they had a city with walls of iron and gates of
brow of the hill on which the city stood. And brass ; and we could not enter into it, and we
I and Simeon hid ourselves behind the town, and encamped around, and besieged them. And
seized upon the height.stand utterly destroyed the when they opened not to us after twenty days, I
whole city. set up a ladder in the sight of all, and with my

7. And the next day it was told us that the shield upon my head I climbed up, assailed with
cities 4 of the two kings with a great host were stones of three talents' weight ; and I climbed
coming against us. I therefore and Dan feigned up, and slew four who were mighty among them.
ourselves to be Amorites, and went as allies into And the next day Reuben and Gad entered in
their city. And in the depth of night our breth- and slew sixty others. Then they asked from us
ren came, and we opened to them the gates ; and terms of peace ; and being aware of our father's
we destroyed all the men and their substance, purpose, we received them as tributaries. And
and we took for a prey all that was theirs, and they gave us two hundred cors of wheat, five
their three walls we cast down. And we drew hundred baths of oil, fifteen hundred measures
near to Thamna, S where was all the refuge of of wine, until we went down into Egypt.
the hostile kings. Then having received hurt I io. After these things, my son Er took to wife
was wroth, and charged upon them to the brow Tamar, from Mesopotamia, a daughter of Atom.9
of the hill ; and they slang at me with stones Now Er was wicked, and he doubted concerning
and darts; and had not Dan my brother aided Tamar, because she was not of the land of Ca-
me, they would have been able to slay me. We naan. And on the third day an angel of the
came upon them therefore with wrath, and they Lord smote him in the night, and he had not
all fled ; and passing by another way, they be- known her, according to the evil craftiness of his
sought my father, and he made peace with them, mother, for he did not wish to have children
and we did to them no hurt, but made a truce from her. In the days of the wedding-feast I
with them, and restored to them all the captives, espoused Onan to her _ and he also in wicked-
And I built Thamna, and my father built Rham- ness knew her not, though he lived with her a
bael. 6 I was twenty years old when this war be- year. And when I threatened him, he lay with
fell, and the C..ana_nit_ feared me and my breth- her, '° . . . according to the command of his
ren. mother, and he also died in his wickedness.

8. Moreover, I had much cattle, and I had for And I wished to give Shelah also to her, but
Imy wife Bathshua suffered it not ;" for she bore

.za. _ib t_o h.C_._(C._i_._'il: s_l_ Ch_. ]a spite against Tamar, because she was not of the)p tJ • • 44; • J, , prtmamy
_U_._tmw_r _ffi_p_,_o_fd_thJ_. I daughters of Canaan, as she herself was.

s c_. s o_ma. _ 36. [Hm t_ translator_ ffi_ ot zL And I knew that the race of Canaan was
_-_i.__t._ ..... lwicked, but the thoughts of youth blinded my4 CA. Oxoa. / I_._ _ lmuvu_,, u, josA. may. :_,; . .
Ju_.iLg; *$am.xxilL__ C£¢_o"G_,'y_bilat,,t¢. [heart. And when I saw herpourmg out wine,
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in the drunkenness of wine was I deceived, and of gold in his daughter's behalf, for he was a
I fell before her. And while I was away, she king. And he decked her with gold and pearls,
went and took for Shelah a wife from the land and caused her to pour out wine for us at the
of Caanan. And when I knew what she had feast in womanly beauty. And the wine led my
done, I cursed her in the anguish of my soul, eyes astray, and pleasure blinded my heart ; and
and she also died in the wmkedness of her I loved her, and I fell, and transgressed the corn-
sons. mandment of the Lord and the commandment

x2. And after these things, while Tamar was of my fathers, and I took her to wife. And the
a widow, she heard after two years that I was Lord rewarded me according to the thought of
going up to shear my sheep; then she decked my heart, insomuch that I had no joy in her
herself in bridal array, and sat over against the children.
city by the gate. For it is a law of the Amo- 14. And now, my children, be not drunk with
rites, that she who is about to marry sit in for- wine ; for wme turneth the mind away from the
nication seven days by the gate.' I therefore, truth, and kmdleth in it the passion of lust, and
being drunk at the waters of Chozeb, recognised leadeth the eyes into error. For the spirit of
her not by reason of wine ; and her beauty de- fornication hath wme as a minister to give pleas-
ceived me, through the fashion of her adorning, ures to the mind ; for these two take away the
And I turned aside to her, and said, I would power from a man. For if a man drink wine to
enter in to thee. And she said to me, What drunkenness, he disturbeth his mind with filthy
writ thou give me? And I gave her my staff, thoughts to fornication, and exciteth his body to
and my girdle, and my royal crown ; and I lay carnal union ; and if the cause of the desire be
with her, and she conceived. I then, not know- present, he worketh the sin, and is not ashamed.
ing what she had done, wished to slay her ; but Such is wine, my children ; for he who is drunk-
she privily sent my pledges, and put me to en reverenceth no man. For, lo, it made me
shame. And when I called her, I heard also also to err, so that I was not ashamed of the
the secret words which I spoke when lying with multitude in the city, because before the eyes of
her in my drunkenness ; and I could not slay all I turned aside unto Tamar, and I worked a
her, because it was from the Lord. For I said, great sin, and I uncovered the covering of the
Lest haply she did it in subtlety, and received shame of my sons. After that I drank wine I
the pledge from another woman : but I came reverenced not the commandment of God, and
near her no more till my death, because I had I took a woman of Canaan to wife. Wherefore,
done this abomination in all Israel. Moreover, my children, he who drinketh wine needeth dis-
they who were in the city said that there was no cret_on ; and herein is discretion in drinking
bride in the city, because she came from another wine, that a man should drink as long as he
place, and sat for awhile in the gate, and she keepeth decency; but if he go beyond this
thought that no one knew that I had gone in bound, the spirit of deceit attacketh his mind
to her. 2 And after this we came into Egypt to and worketh hm will ; and it maketh the drunk-
Joseph, because of the famine. Forty and six ard to talk filthily, and to transgress and not to
years old was I, and seventy and three years be ashamed, but even to exult in his dishonour,
lived I there, accounting himself to do well.

13. And now, my children, in what things so- 15. He that committeth fornication, and 3 un-
ever I command you hearken to your father, and covereth his nakedness, hath become the servant
keep all my sayings to perform the ordinances of of fornication, and escapeth not 4 from the power
the Lord, and to obey the command of the Lord thereof, even as I also was uncovered. For I
God. And walk not after your lusts, nor in the gave my staff, that is, the stay of my tribe ; and
thoughts of your imaginations in the haughtiness my girdle, that is, my power ; and my diadem,
of your heart ; and glory not in the works of the that is, the glory of my kingdom. Then I re-
strength of youth, for this also is evil in the eyes ipented for these things, and took no wine or
of the Lord. For since I also gloried that in flesh until my old age, nor did I behold any joy.
wars the face of no woman of goodly form ever And the angel of God showed me that for ever
deceived me, and upbraided Reuben my brother do women bear rule over king and beggar alike ;
concerning Bilhah, the wife of my father, the and from the king they take away his glory, and
spirits of jealousy and of fornication arrayed from the valiant man his strength, and from the
themselves within me, until I fell before Bathshua beggar even that little which is the stay of his
the Canaanite, and Tamar who was espoused to poverty.
my sons. And I said to my father-in-law, I will
counsel with my father, and so will I take thy +c__oxo= _ _ t_. _tcti_ %_--_ C_. _,__
daughter. And he showed me a boundless store _'_'_" _ _ _ ,_x-,_ =,-_. _._..m_,_rop_, --pcZhal_ omitted from _ Cant. tlmmglt tim bmmmm-

k-uto_
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x6. Observe therefore, my children, modera- ness. For the sake of money I lost my children,
tion in wine ; for there are in it four evil spirits and but for the repentance of my flesh, and the
--of (z) lust, of (2) wrath, of (3) riot, of (4) humbling of my soul, and the prayers of Jacob
filthy lucre. If ye drink wine in gladness, with my father, I should have died childless. But
shamefacedness, with the fear of God, ye shall the God of my fathers, who is pitiful and merci-
live. For if ye drink not with shamefacedness, ful, pardoned me, because I d_d it in ignorance._
and the fear of God departeth from you, then For the prince of deceit blinded me, and I was
cometh drunkenness, and shamelessness stealeth ignorant as a man and as flesh, being corrupted
in. But ' e_,tn if ye drink not at all, take heed m sins ; and I learnt my own weakness while
lest ye sin in words of outrage, and fighting, and thinking myself unconquerable?
slander, and transgression of the commandments 2o. s Learn therefore, my children, that two
of God ; so shall ye perish before your time. spirits wait upon man-- the spirit of truth and
Moreover, wine revealeth the mysteries of God the spirit of error ; and in the midst is the spirit
and men to aliens, even as I also revealed the of the understanding of the mind, to which it
commandments of God and the mysteries of belongeth to turn whithersoever it will. And the
Jacob my father to the Canaanitish Bathshua, to works of truth and the works of error are written
whom God forbade to declare them. And wine upon the breast of men, and each one of them
also is a cause of war and confusion, the Lord knoweth. And there is no time at

x7. I charge you, therefore, my children, not which the works of men can be hid from Him ;
to love money, nor to gaze upon the beauty of for on the bones of his breast hath he been writ-
women ; because for the sake of money and ten down before the Lord. And the spirit of
beauty I was led astray to Bathshua the Canaan- truth testifieth all things, and accuseth all ; and
ire. For I know that because of these two things he who sinneth is burnt up by his own heart,
shall ye who are my race fall into wickedness ; tnd cannot raise his face unto the Judge.
for even wise men among my sons shall they 21. And now, my children, love Levi, that ye
mar, and shall cause the kingdom of Judah to mayabide, and exalt not yourselves against him,
be diminished, which the Lord gave me because lest ye be utterly destroyed. For to me the Lord
of my obedience to my father._ For I never gave the kingdom, and to him the priesthood,
disobeyed a word of Jacob my father, for all and He set the kingdom beneath the priesthood.
things whatsoever he commanded I did. And To me He gave the things upon the earth; to
Abraham, the father of my father, blessed me him the things in the heavens. As the heaven
that I should be king in Israel, and Isaac further is higher than the earth, so is the priesthood of
blessed me in like manner. And I know that God higher than the kingdom upon the earth.
from me shall the kingdom be established. For the Lord chose him above thee, to draw

xS. For I have read also in the books of near to Him, and to eat of Hts table and first-
Enoch the righteouswhat evils ye shall do in the fruits, even the choice things of the sons of
last days. Take heed, therefore, my children, !Israel, and thou shalt be to them as a sea. For
of fornication and the love of money ; hearken as, on the sea, just and unjust are tossed about,
to Judah your father, for these things do with- some taken into captiwty while others are en-
draw you from the law of God, and blind the riched, so also shall every race of men be in
understanding of the soul, and teach arrogance, thee, some are in jeopardy and taken captive,
and suffer not a man to have compassion upon and others shall grow rich by means of plunder.
his neighbour : they rob his sQul of all goodness, For they who rule will be as great sea-monsters,
and bind him in toils and troubles, and take swallowing up men like fishes: free sons and
away his sleep and devour his flesh, and hinder daughters do they enslave ; houses, lands, flocks,
the sacrifices of God ; and he remembereth not money, will they plunder ; and with the flesh of
blessing, and he hearkeneth not to a prophet many will they wrongfully feed the ravens and
when he speaketh, and is vexed at the word of the cranes; and they will go on further in evil,
godliness. For one who serveth two passions advancing on still in covetousness. And there
contrary to the commandments of God cannot shall be false prophets like tempests, and they
obey God, because they have blinded his soul, shall persecute all righteous men.
and he walketh in the day-time as in the 22. And the Lord shall bring upon them di-
night, visions one against another, and there shall be

xg. My children, the love of money leadeth to continual wars in Israel ; and among men of
idols ; because, when led astray through money, other race shall my kingdom be brought to an
men make mention of those who are no gods, end, until the salvation of Israel shall come, until
and it causeth him who hath it to fall into mad- the appearing of the God of righteousness, that

It C_ Oxea. l_ds _ _1__; f41_ _ s-/_, whlch x_mt _t INure. xv. s$ and _s iii. x7.]
muglh mme_itahle to the _ 4 [See _O. _s,p- zg, _pra.]• [z ]r,.i_xl.z,*advw.zz.1 sC_O_m._ _br _c_qxa_.
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Jacob and all the Gentiles may rest in peace.' dom shine forth, and from your root shall arise
And he shall guard the might of my kingdom a stem ; and in it shall arise a rod of righteous-
for ever : for the Lord sware to me with an oath hess to the Gentiles, to judge and to save all that
that the kingdom should never fail from me, and call upon the Lord.
from my seed for all days, even for ever. z5- And after these things shall Abraham and

z3- Now I have much grief, my children, Isaac and Jacob arise unto life, and I and my
because of your lewdness, and witchcrafts, and brethren will be chiefs, even your sceptre in
idolatries, which ye will work against the king- Israel: Levi first, I the second, Joseph third,
dora, following them that have familiar spirits; Benjamin fourth, Simeon fifth, Issaehar sixth,
ye _ will make your daughters singing girls 3 and and so all in order. And the Lord blessed Levi ;
harlots for divinations and demons of error, and the Angel of the Presence, me ; the powers of
ye will be mingled in the pollutions of the Gen- glory,6 Simeon ; the heaven, Reuben ; the earth,
tiles : for which things sake the Lord shall bring Issachar ; the sea, Zebulun ; the mountains, Jo-
upon you famine and pestilence, death and the seph ; the tabernacle, Benjamin ; the lights of
sword, avenging siege, and dogs for the rending heaven, Dan ; the fatness of earth, Naphtali ;
in pieces of enemies, and revilings of friends, the sun, Gad ; the olive, Asher : and there shall
destruction and blighting of eyes, children slaugh- be one people of the Lord,and one tongue ; and
tered, wives camed off, possessions plundered, there shall no morebe a spirit of deceit of Beliar,
temple of God in flames, your land desolated, for he shall be cast into the fire for ever. And
your own selves enslaved among the Gentiles, they who have died m grief shall arise in joy,
and they shall make some of you eunuchs for and they who have lived in poverty forthe Lord's
their wives ; and whenever ye will return to the sake shall be made rich, and they who have been
Lord with humihty of heart, repenting and walk- in want shall be filled, and they who have been
ing in all the commandments of God, then will weak shall be made strong, and they who have
the Lord visit you in mercyand in love, bnngqng been put to death forthe Lord's sake shall awake
you from out of the bondage of your enemies, in life.7 And the harts of Jacob shall run in joy-

24. And after these things shall a Star arise to fulness, and the eagles of Israel shall fly in glad-
you fromJacob in peace, and a Man shallnse from hess ; but the ungodly shall lament, and sinners
my seed, like the Sun of righteousness, walking shall weep, and all the people shall glorify the
with the sons of men 4 in meekness and right- Lord for ever.
eousness, and no sin shall be found in Him. And z6. Observe, therefore, my children, all the law
the heavens shall be opened above Him, to shed of the Lord, for there is hope for all them who
forth the blessing of the Spirit from the Holy follow His way aright. And he said to them:
Father ; and He shall shed forth a spirit of grace I die before your eyes this day, a hundred and
upon you, and )re shall be unto Him sons m nineteen yearsold. Let noone buryme m costly
truth, and ye shall walk in His commandments, apparel, nor tear open my bowels,s for this shall
the first and the last. This is the Branch of God they who are kings do : and carryme up to He-
Most High, and this the Well-spring unto life for ibron with you. And Judah, when he had said
all flesh, sThen shall the sceptre of my king- Ithese things, fell asleep ; and his sons did ac-

cording to all whatsoever he commanded them,
* [Rom. xi. 26.]2 The reading of Cd. Oxou. is doubtless to be pr_fferr_, which and they buried him in Hebron with his fathers,

jom_ _A_o_ _o.__o_ _A*_ tOwhat pr_;ederk
[F.ccles. ii 8; Ecchis. xx. 4.J t, [E_h. i. io. l .i 7 _a _acc. vh. 9-'$6and Heb. xi. 35.1[Prov. viii. s,.]

s C.d. Oxoa. omits from here to cad of c. aS. m i.e.., for the purpose of ¢mbalmmout.

V. _THE TESTAMENT OF ISSACHAR CONCERNING SIMPLICITY.

L THErecord of the words of Issachar. He Leah my mothercame forth. Now these man.
called his sons, and said to them : Hearken, my drakeswere sweet-smelling apples which the land
children, to Issachar your father; give ear to of Aramproduced on highgroundbelow a ravine
raywords, ye who are beloved of the Lord. I of water. And Rachel said, I will not give them
was the fifth son born to Jacob, even the hire of to thee, for they shall be to me instead of chil-
the mandrakes., For Reuben • brought in man- dren. Now there were two apples ; and Leah
drakes from the field, and Rachel met him and said, Let it suffice thee that thou hast taken the
took them. And Reuben wept, and at his voice ihusband of my virginity: wilt thou also takethese? And she said, Behold, let Jacob be to

s._c_. _ ,4_ thee this night instead of the mandrak.._ of thy• "_"'_;mm,..mt.s.s,,_ts lu,_ by smob.vlm_ .,n'r_.
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son. And Leah said to her, Boast not, and vaunt I bestowed the good things of the earth in sire-
not thyself; forJacob is mine, and I am the wife [plicity of heart.
of his youth. But Rachel said, How so? for to I 4. And now hearken to me, my children, and
me was he first espoused, and for my sake he walk in simplicity of heart, for I have seen in it
served our father fourteen years. What shall I all that is well-pleasing to the Lord. The simple
do to thee, because the craft and the subtlety of icoveteth not gold, defraudeth not his neighbour,
men are increased, and craft prospereth upon longeth not after manifold dainties, delighteth
the earth ? And were it not so, thou wouldest not in varied apparel, clothnot picture to himself
not now see the face of Jacob. For thou art to live a long life, but only waiteth for the will
not his wife, but in craft wert taken to him in of God, and the spirits of error have no power
my stead. And my father deceived me, and re- against him. For he cannot allow within his
moved me on that night, and suffered me not to mind a thought of female beauty, that he should
see him ; for had I been there, it had not hap- not pollute his mind in corruption. No envy can
pened thus. And Rachel said, Take one man- enter into his thoughts, no jealousy melteth away
drake, and for the other thou shalt hire him from his soul, nor doth he brood over gain with insa-
me for one night. And Jacob knew Leah, and Uate desire ; for he walketh in uprightness of life,
she conceived and bare me, and on account of and beholdeth all things in simphoty, not ad-
the hire ' I was called Issachar. mitting m his eyes mahce from the error of the

2. Then appeared to Jacob an angel of the world, lest he should see the perversion of any
Lord, saying, Two children shall Rachel bear ; for of the commandments of the Lord.
she hath refused company with her husband, and 5. Keep therefore the law of God, my chil-
hath chosen continency. And had not Leah my dren, and get slmphcity, and walk in guilelessness,
mother given up the two apples for the sake of not prying over-curiously into the commands of
his company, she would have borne eight sons ; God and the business of your neighbour; but
and for this thing she bare six, and Rachel two : love the Lord and your neighbour, have compas-
because on account of the mandrakes the Lord ision on the poor and weak. Bow down your
visited her. For He knew that for the sake of!back unto husbandry, and labour in tillage of
children she wished to company with Jacob, and the ground in all manner of husbandry, offering
not for lust of pleasure.2 For she went further, gifts unto the Lord with thanksgiving ; for wath
and on the morrow too gave up Jacob that she the first-fruits of the earth did the Lord bless me,
might receive also the other mandrake. There- even as He blessed all the saints from Abel even
fore the Lord hearkened to Rachel because of the ]until now. For no other portion is given to thee
mandrakes : for though she desired them, she ate than of the fatness of the earth, whose fruits are
them not, but brought them to the priest of the raised by toil ; for our father Jacob blessed me
Most High who was at that time, and offered them with blessings of the earth and of first-fruits.
up in the house of the Lord. And Levi and Judah were glorified by the Lord

3. When, therefore, I grew up, my children, I among the sons of Jacob ; for the Lord made
walked in uprightness of heart, and I became a choice of them, and to the one He gave the
husbandman for my parents and my brethren, priesthood, to the other the kingdom. Them
and I brought in fruits from the field according therefore obey, and walk in the simplicity of your
to their season ; and my father blessed me, for he father ; for unto Gad hath it been given to de-
saw that I walked in simplicity. And I was not stroy the temptations that are coming upon Israel.
a busybody in my doings, nor malicious and slan- 6. I know, naychildren, that in the last times
derous against my neighbour. I never spoke your sons will forsake simplicity, and will cleave
against any one, nor did I censure the lifeof any unto avarice, and leaving guilelessness will draw
man, but walked in the simplicity of my eyes. near to malice, and forsakang the commandments
Therefore when I was thirty years old I took of the Lord will cleave unto Beliar, and leaving
to myself a wife, for my labour wore away my husbandry will follow after their wicked devices,
strength, and I never thought upon pleasure with and shall be dispersed among the Gentiles, and
women ; but through my labour my sleep sufficed shall serve their enemies. And do you therefore
me, and my father always rejoiced in my sim- command these things to your children, that if
plicity. For on whatever I laboured I offered they sin they may the more quickly return to the
first to the Lord, by the hands of the priests, of Lord ; for He is merciful, and will deliver them
all my produce and all first-fruits; then to my even to bring them back into their land.
father, and then took for myself. And the Lord 7. I am a hundred and twenty-two years old,
increased twofold His benefits in my hands ; and and I know not against myself a sin unto death.
Jacob also knew that God aided my simplicity, IExcept my wife, I have not known any woman.
for on every poor man and every one in distress I never committed fornication in the haughtiness

of my eyes ; I drank not wine, to be led astray
s.._-, thereby ; I coveted not any desirable thing thatJ [Tol_tviii.7,&]
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was my neighbour's ; guile never entered in my due, having with yourselves the God of heaven
heart ; a lie never passed through my lips ; if any walking with men in simplicity of heart.
man grieved, I wept with him, and I shared my And he commanded them that they should
breadwith the poor. I neverate alone; I moved carry him up to Hebron, and bury him there in
no landmark ; in all my days I wrought godli- the cave with his fathers. And he stretched out
hess and truth. I loved the Lord with all my his feet and died, the fifth son of Jacob, in a
strength ; likewise also did I love every man even good old age ; and with every limb sound, and
as my own children. So ye also do these things, with strength unabated, he slept the eternal
my children, and every spirit of Behar shall flee sleep.'
from you, and no deed of malicious men shall

rule over you; and every wild beast shall ye sub- x lS_ D,_.,ote,,p. ,6, i_/,-,. "Eter_"-"zo.z."l

VI.--THE TESTAMENT OF ZEBULUN CONCERNING COMPASSION AND MERCY.

t. THE record of Zebulun, which he enjoined trembled, and I was not able to stand. And
his children in the hundred' and fourteenth year when he saw me weeping wlth him, and them
of his life, thirty-two years after the death of coming against him to slay him, he fled behind
Joseph. And he said to them : Hearken to me, me, beseeching them. And Reuben rose and
sons of Zebulun, attend to the words of your said, My brethren, let us not slay him, but let us
father. I am Zebulun, a good gift • to my cast him into one of these dry pits which our
parents. For when I was born our father was fathers digged and found no water. For for this
increased very exceedingly, both in flocks and cause the Lord forbade that water should rise up
herds, when with the streaked rods he had his in them, in order that Joseph might be preserved ;
portion. I know not, my children, that in all and the Lord appointed it so, until they sold him
my days I have sinned, save only in thought, to the Ishmaelites.
Nor do I remember that I have done any iniquity, 3. For in the price of Joseph, my children, I
except the sin of ignorance which I committed had no share ; but Simeon and Gad and six
against Joseph ; for I screened my brethren, not other of our brethren took the price of Joseph,
telling to my father what had been done. And and bought sandals 3 for themselves, their wives,
I wept sore in secret, for I feared my brethren, and their children, saying, We will not eat of it,
because they had all agreed together, that if any for it is the price of our brother's blood, but will
one should declare the secret, he should be slain tread it down under foot, because he said that
with the sword. But when they wished to kill he was king over us, and so let us see what his
him, I adjured them much with tears not to be dreams mean. Therefore is it written in the
guilty of this iniquity, writing of the law of Enoch, that whosoever will

2. For Simeon and Gad came against Joseph not rm_e up seed to his brother, his sandal shall
to kill him. And Joseph fell upon his face, and be unloosed, and they shall spit into his face. 4
said unto them, Pity me, my brethren, have corn- And the brethren of Joseph wished not that their
passion upon the bowels of Jacob our father: brother should live, and the Lord loosed unto
lay not upon me your hands to shed innocent them the sandal of Joseph. For when they
blood, for I have not sinned against you ; yea, came into Egypt tbey were unloosed by the ser-
if I have sinned, with chastening chastise me, rants of Joseph before the gate, and so made
but lay not upon me your hand, for the sake of obeisance to Joseptl after the fashion of Pharaoh.
Jacob our,father. And as he spoke these words, And not only did they make obeisance to him,
I pitied him and began to weep, and my heart but were spit upon also, falling down before him
melted within me, and all the substance of my forthwith, and so they were put to shame before
bowels was loosened within my soul. And Joseph the Egyptians ; for after this the Egyptians heaLrd
also wept, and I too wept with him ; and my all the evils which we had done to Joseph.
heart throbbed fast, and the joints of my body 4- After these things they brought forth food ;

, for I through two days and two nights tasted
• , _.Tp.o_.=_ ,_, ,_,._d,d_ t_ e,_t_, t_o .L_. lnothing , through pity for J.oseph.. And Judah
_t-_"lO'nsoemh. Tbetextoti'beL_m. Ms _ivesanzmposs_lereswt| _ ..t..I.^_ t..._. _._#_,_.,,I _-h_ Dit" .tOt P'_
nero,as it would,makeZcbuluatwcnty-cJht years o,_g_, th,, ate no_ wmt. rag,u, _,u, w,,,,.,,_,, -,,_ v ,
Lo_ whocli_a_theageot x to:o A_._mngtothe_°m.Ms.,Rcu-tfeared lest Simeon and Gad should run hack andma_,gl-c*zJ_/_bulull14_allQ(i_mtlacsa_e_tc_r, tnelortll_'a1[l • _. -- a t_ _L__._____'ll-__'zr -1--_--*_--.._
_s.th¢ later z_. A e.om_'dsoaor Tert. Rcx_.,c. x, _a,wsthe ]slay ram. Ana wrlen racy saw mat l aamsa_g a_b
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they set me to watch him until he was sold. And !bour, receiveth manifold more from the Lord.
he remained in the pit three days and three For five years I caught fish, and gave thereof to
nights, and so was sold famishing. And when every man whom I saw, and brought sufficient
Reuben heard that while he was away Joseph for all the house of my father. In the summer
had been sold, he rent his clothes about him, I caught fish_ and in the winter I kept sheep
and mourned, saying, How shall I look in the with my brethren.
face of Jacob my father? And he took the 7- Now I will declare unto you what I did.
money, and ran after the merchants, and found I saw a man in distress and nakedness in winter-
no one ; for they had left the main road, and time, and had compassion upon him, and stole
journeyed hastily through rugged byways. _ And away _ a garment secretly from my house, and
Reuben ate no food on that day. Dan therefore gave it to him who was in distress. Do you
came to him, and said, Weep not, neither grieve ; therefore, my children, from that which God be-
for I have found what we can say to our father stoweth upon you, show compassion and mercy
Jacob. Let us slay a kid of the goats, and dip impartially to all men, and give to every man
in it the coat of Joseph ; and we will say, Look, with a good heart. And if ye have not at the
if this is the coat of thy son : for they stripped time wherewith to give to him that asketh you,
off from Joseph the coat of our father when they have compassion for him in bowels of mercy. I
were about to sell him, and put upon him an old know that my hand found not at the time where-
garment of a slave. Now Simeon had the coat, with to give to him that asked me, and I walked
and would not give it up, wishing to rend it with with him weeping for more than seven furlongs,
his sword ; for he was angry that Joseph lived, and my bowels yearned towards him unto com_
and that he had not slain him. Then we all passion.
rose up together against him, and said, If thou 8. Have therefore yourselves also, my children,
give it not up, we will say that thou alone didst compassion towards every man with mercy, that
this wickedness in Israel ; and so he gave it up, the Lord also may have compassion upon you,
and they did even as Dan had said. and have mercy upon you ; because also in the

5- And now, my children, I bid you to keep last days God sendeth His compassion on the
the commands of the Lord, and to show mercy earth, and wheresoever He findeth bowels of
upon your neighbour, and to have compassion mercy, He dwelleth in him. For how much
towards all, not towards men only, but also to-compassion a man hath upon his neighbours, so
wards beasts. For for this thing's sake the Lord much also hath the Lord upon him. For when
blessed me ; and when all my brethren were sick we went down into Egypt, Joseph bore no malice
I escaped without sickness, for the Lord knoweth against us, and when he saw me he was filled
the purposes of each. Have therefore compas-with compassion. And looking towards him, do
sion in your hearts, my children, because even as ye also, my children, approve yourselves without
a man doeth to his neighbour, even so also will malice, and love one another; and reckon not
the Lord do to him. For the sons of my breth- each one the evil of his brother, for this breaketh
Ten were sickening, were dying on account of unity, and divideth all kindred, and troubleth the
Joseph, because they showed not mercy in their soul : for he who beareth malice hath not bowels
hearts; but my sons were preserved without of mercy.
sickness, as )re know. And when I was in Canaan, 9. Mark the waters, that they flow together,
by the sea-coast, I caught spoil of fish for Jacob and sweep along stones, trees, sand ; but if they
my father ; and when many were choked in the are divided into many streams, the earth sucketh
sea, I abode unhurt, them up, and they become of no account. So

6. I was the first who made a boat to sail also shall ye be if ye be divided. Divide not
upon the sea, for the Lord gave me understand- yourselves into two heads, for everything which
ing and wisdom therein ; and I let down a rudder the Lord made hath but one head ; He gave
behind it, and I stretched a sail on an upright two shoulders, hands, feet, but all the" members
mast in the midst ; and sailing therein along the are subject unto the one head. I have learnt by
shores, I caught fish for the house of my father the writing of my fathers, that in the last days
until we went into Egypt ; and through compas- ye will depart from the Lord, and be divided in
sion, I gave of my fish to every stranger. And Israel, and ye will follow two kings, and will work
ff any man were a stranger, or sick, or aged, I every abomination, and every idol will ye wor-
boiled the fish and dressed them well, and offered ship, and your enemies shall lead you captive, and
them to all men as every man had need, bringing )re shall dwell among the nations with all infirm-
them together and having compassion upon them. ities and tribulations and anguish of soul. And
Wherefore also the Lord granted me to take after these things ye will remember the Lord, and
much fish: for he that imparteth unto his neigh- will repent, and He willlead you back ; for He is
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merciful and full of compassion, not imputingI xo. And now, my children, grieve not that I
evil to the._ns of men, be.cau_ they are flesh,1am dying, nor be troubled in that I am passingand the sprats of erroroecelve them m all their awayfrom you. For I shallarise once more in
doings. And after these things shall the ]._rd Ithe midst of you, as a ruler in the midst of his
Himself arise to youj the Lightof righteousness, sons ; and I will rejoice in the midst of my tribe,
and healing=and compassion shall be upon His asmany as have kept the law of the Lord, and
wings. He shall redeem all captivity of the sons the commandments of Zebulun their father.*
of men from Beliar, and every spirit of error B_t upon the ungodly shall the Lord bring ever-
shallbe trodden down. And He shall bringback lasting fire, and will destroy them throughout all
all the nations to zeal for Him, and ye shall see generations. I am hastening away unto my rest,
God in the fashionof a man3 whom the Lord shall _ did ray fathers; but do ye fear the Lord)our
choose, Jerusalem is His name. And againwith God with all yourstrength all the days of your
the wickedness of your words will ye provoke life. And when he had said these things he fell
Him to anger, and ye shall be cast away,even calmly asleep, and his sons laid him in a coffin;
unto the time of consummation, and afterwardsthey carried him up to Hebron,

, Mal.iv... and buried himwithhis fathers.
i l_acOx.Msreads:"And_ shallreturnfromyourland,and

ycshaltseetheLordinJerusak'mforHishand'srake."[Heb. 4[F-zekxlvili,=6.=7. Aaimpo_mte.munp_dHvbnm,Ul_.vh.s. Atleast,_ALKMisHisname.l -itkm_ thlsprophet.]
5 [Anotheroftho_unequivocalpassageswhichre.lute_'s

dmrpo_"Uuiuuianlm"in_ book]

VII.--THE TESTAMENT OF DAN CONCERNING ANGER AND LYING.

i. THErecord of the words of Dan, whichhe them as enemies ; though it be a brother, he
spoketo his sons in his last days. In the hun- knoweth him not ; thoughit he a prophet of the
dredand twenty-fiRh year of his life he called Lord, he disobeyeth him; though a righteous
together his family, and said : Hearken to my man, he regardeth him not ; a friendhe doth not
words, ye sons of Dan ; give heed to the words acknowledge. For the spirit of anger encore-
of the mouth of your father. I have proved in passeth himwith the nets of deceit, and bfindeth
my heart, and in my whole fife, that truthwith his naturaleyes, and throughlyingdarkeneth his
just dealing is good and well-pleasing to God, mind, and giveth him a sight of hisown making.
and that lying and anger are evil, because they And wherewith encompasseth he his eyes ? In
teach man all wickedness. I confess this day to hatred of heart; and he giveth him a heart of
you, my children, that in my heart I rejoiced con- his own against his brotherunto envy.
cerning the death of Joseph, a true and good 3. My children, mischievous is anger, for it
man; and I rejoiced at the sellingof Joseph, be- becometh as a soul to the soul itself; and the
cause his father loved him more than us. For body of the angry man it maketh its own, and
the spirit ofjealonsy and of vainglorysaid to me, over his soul it getteth the mastery, and it be-
Thou also arthis son. And one of the spirits of stoweth upon the body its own power, that it
Befiar wrought with me, saying, Take thissword, may work all iniquity; and whenever the soul
and with it slay Joseph; so shall thy father doeth aught, it justifleth what has been done,
love thee when he is slain. This is the spirit since it seeth not. Therefore he who is wrath-
of anger that counselled me, that even as a leop- ful, if he be a mighty man, hath a treble might
ard devoureth a kid, so should I devourJoseph. in his anger; one by the might and aid of his
But the God of Jacob our father gave him not servants,and a second by his wrath,whereby he

persuadeth and overcometh in injustice: andover into my hands that I should find him alone,

nor sufferedme to work this iniquity, that two having a third of the nature of his own _k_tribes should be destroyed in Israel.' and of his own self working the evil.
=. And now, my children, I am dying, and I ithough the w_ thful.man be wea_ yet.hath .he

tell you of a truth, that unless ve koev yourselves a might twoto_noiF that which is vy nauwe ;ior
fromthe spiritof lyingand ofanger, an'd'l°vetruth, wrathever aideth.su.ch in mi_..bier. T.h.is
andlong-suffering,ye shallperish Thereisblind- goeth always with tying at the right hand oI
ness in anger, my chi_ren, and _lowrathful man Satan, that his works may be wrought with

regardeth any person with truth: for though it[cruel_ and lying, therefore the ...... ofbe a father or a mother, he behaveth towardsl 4. Unoenmna ye _ . _ _.
-- [wrath, that it is vain. For it first of all stm8-

t_uemd _--_mm_] leth him in word: then by deeds it
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him who is angry, and with bitter punishments Lord ; 6 and He shall make war agalnqt Beliar,
disturbeth his mind, and so stirreth up with great and He shall give the vengeance of victory to
wrath his soul. Therefore, when any one speak- our coasts. And the captivity shall He take
eth against you, be not ' ye moved unto anger, from Beliar, even the souls of the saints, and
And if any man praiseth you as good, be not shall turn disobedient hearts unto the Lord, and
lifted up nor elated, either to the feeling or shall give to them who call upon Him everlast-
showing of pleasure.s For first it pleaseth the mg peace; and the saints shall rest in Eden,
hearing, and so stirreth up the understanding to and the righteous shall rejoice in the new Jeru-
understand the grounds for anger ; and then, salem, which shall be unto the glory of God for
being wrathful, he thinketh that he is justly an- ever and ever. And no longer shall Jerusalem
gry. If ye fall into any loss or ruin, my chil- endure desolation, nor Israel be led captive ; for
dren, be not troubled ; for this very spirit maketh the Lord shall be in the midst of her, dwelling
men desire that which hath perished, in order among men,7 even the Holy One of Israel reign-
that they may be inflamed by the desire. If ye ing over them s in humility and in poverty ; 9 and
suffer loss willingly, be not vexed, for from vexa- he who believeth on Him shall reign in truth in
tion he ralseth up wrath with lying. And wrath the heavens.
with lying is a twofold mischief; 3 and they speak 6. And now, my children, fear the Lord, and
one with another that they may disturb the mind ; take heed unto yourselves of Satan and his
and when the soul is continually disturbed, the spirits ; and draw near unto God, and to the
Lord departeth from it, and Beliar ruleth over it. Angel '° that intercedeth for you, for He is a

5. Observe, therefore, my children, the corn- Mediator between God and man for the peace
mandments of the Lord, and keep His law ; of Israel. He shall stand up against the king-
and depart from wrath, and hate lying, that the dora of the enemy ; therefore is the enemy eager
Lord may dwell among you, and Beliar may flee to destroy all that call upon the Lord. For he
from you. Speak truth each one with his neigh- knoweth that in the day on which Israel shall
bour, so shall ye not fall into lust and confusion ; believe," the kingdom of the enemy shall be
but ye shall be in peace, having the God of brought to an end ; and the very angel of peace
peace, so * shall no war prevail over you. Love shaft strengthen Israel, that it fall not into the
the Lord through all your life, and one another extremity of evil. And it shall be in the time
with a true heart. For I know that in the last of the iniquity of Israel, that the Lord will de-
days ye will depart from the Lord, and will pro- part from them, and will go after him that doeth
yoke Levi unto anger, and will fight against His will, for unto none of His angels shall it be
Judah ; but ye shall not prevail against them. as unto him. And His name shall be in every
For an angel of the Lord shall guide them both ; place of Israel, and among the Gentiles -- Say-
for by them shall Israel stand. And whensoever lout. Keep therefore yourselves, my children,
ye depart from the Lord, ye will walk in all from every evil work, and cast away wrath and
evil, working the abominations of the Gentiles, all lying, and love truth and long-suffering ; and
going s astray with women of them that are un- the things which ye have heard from your father,
godly ; and the spirits of error shall work in you do ye also impart to your children, that the
with all malice. For I have read in the book of Father of the Gentiles may receive you • for He
Enoch the righteous, that your prince is Satan, is true and long-suffering, meek and lowly, and
and that all the spirits of fornication and pride teacheth by His works the law of God. Depart,
shall be subject unto Levi, to lay a snare for therefore, from all unrighteousness, and cleave
the sons of Levi, to cause them to sin before the unto the righteousness of the law of the Lord :
Lord. And my sons will draw near unto Levi, and bury me near my fathers.
and sin with them in all things ; and the sons of 7. And when he had said these things he
Judah will be covetous, plundering other men's kissed them, and slept the long sleep." And
goods like lions. Therefore shall }re be led his sons buried him, and after that they carried
away with them in captivity, and there shall ye up his bones to the side of Abraham, and Isaac,
receive all the plagues of Eg'_t, and all the and Jacob. Nevertheless, as Dan had prophe-
malice of the Gentiles : and so, when ye return sled unto them that they should forget the law of
to the Lord, ye shall obtain mercy, and He shall their God, and should be alienated from the land
bring you into His sanctuary, calling peace upon of their inheritance, and from the race of Israel,
you ; and there shall arise unto you from the and from their kindred, so also it came to pass.
tribe of Judah and of Levi the amlra_n of the
........ Yk_,. x_. s.]
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VIII.--THE TESTAMENT OF NAPHTALI CONCERNING NATURAL GOODNESS.

t. THE record of the testament of Naphtali, after His own image. As man's strength, so
what things he ordained at the time of his death also is his work; and as his mind, so also is his
in the hundred and thirty-second year of his work; and as his purpose, so also is his doing;
life. When his sons were gathered together as his heart, so also is his mouth ; as his eye, so
in the seventh month, the fourth day of the also is his sleep ; as his soul, so also is his word,
month, he, being yet in good health, made them either in the law of the Lord or in the law of
a feast and good cheer. And after he was Behar. And as there is a division between light
awake in the morning, he said to them, I am and darkness, between seeing and hearing, so
dying; and they believed him not. And he also is there a division between man and man,
blessed the Lord, and affirmed that after yester- iand between woman and woman ; neither is it• I
day's feast he should die. He began then to ito be said that there is any superiority in any.
say to his sons : Hear, my children ; ye sons of thing, either of the face or of other like things.¢
Naphtali, hear the words of your father. I was For God made all things good in their order, the
born from Bilhah ; and because Rachel dealt five senses in the head, and He joineth on the
craftily, and gave Bilhah in place of herself to neck to the head, the hair also for comeliness,
Jacob, and she bore me upon Rachel's lap, the heart moreover for understanding, the belly
therefore was I called Naphtali.' And Rachel for the dividingof the stomach, the calamusS for
loved me because I was born upon her lap ; and health, the liver for wrath, the gall for bitterness,
when I was of young and tender form, she was the spleen for laughter, the reins for craftiness, the
wont to kms me, and say, Would that I might loins for power, the ribs for containing, the back
see a brother of thine from my own womb, like for strength, and so torth. So then, my chit-
unto thee ! whence also Joseph was like unto me dren, be ye orderly unto good things in the fear
in all things, according to the prayers of Rachel. of God, and do nothing disorderly in scorn or
Now my mother was Bilhah, daughter of Rotheus out of its due season. For if thou bid the eye
the brother of Deborah, Rebecca's nurse, and to hear, it cannot ; so neither in darkness can ye
she was born on one and the self-same day with do the works of hght.
Rachel. And Rotheus was of the family of 3- Be ye not therefore eager to corrupt your
Abraham, a Chaldean, fearing God, free-born, doings through excess, or with empty words to
and noble ; and he was taken captive, and was deceive your souls ; because if ye keep silence
bought by Laban ; and he gave him Aena his in purity of heart, ye shall be able to hold fast
handmaid to wife, and she bore a daughter, and the will of God, and to cast away the will of the
called her Zilpah, after the name of the village devil. Sun and moon and stars change not their
in which he had been taken captive. And next order; so also ye shall not change the law of
she bore Bilhah, saying, My daughter is eager God in the disorderliness of your doings. Na-
after what is new, for immediately that she was tions went astray, and forsook the Lord, and
born she was eager for the breast, changed their order, and followed stones and

2. And since I was swift on my feet like a stocks, following after spirits of error. But ye
deer, my father Jacob appointed me for all er- shall not be so, my children, recognising in the
rands and messages, and as a deer 2 did he give firmament, in the earth, and in the sea, and in
me his blessing. For as the potter knoweth the all created things, the Lord who made them all,
vessel, what it containeth, and bringeth clay that ye become not as Sodom, which changed
thereto, so also doth the Lord make the body in the order of its nature. In like manner also the
accordance with the spirit, and according to the Watchers 6 changed the order of their nature,
capacity of the body doth He implant the spirit, whom also the Ix)rd cursed at the flood, and for
and the one is not deficient from the other by a their sakes made desolate the earth, that it should
third part of a hair ; for by weight, and meas- be uninhabited and fruitless.
ure, and rule is every creature of the Most High._ 4. These things I say, my children, for I have
And as the potter knoweth the use of each ves- read in the holy writing of Enoch that )re your-
sel, whereto it sufficeth, so also doth the Lord selves also will depart from the Lord, walking
]mow the body, how far it is capable for good- according to all wickedaess of the Gentiles, and
hess, and when it beginneth in evil ; for there is 4a'_ O_k,at _ i, o_.. _ omt_tL=m _ _ w
no created thing and no thought which the t_o,o_,,_. _s_. a_.,t_at_ .cm.u.s._m-='_"e_r,_v _rrLet, _, e¢* 1reLysrpocrwTe__ _v_ _. lit tim _ JtL
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ye will do according to all the iniquity of Sodom. Lord. And when the storm ceased, immediately
And the Lord will bring captivity upon you, and the ship reached the land, as though in peace.
there shall ye serve your enemies, and ye shall And, lo, Jacob our father came, and we rejoiced
be covered with all affliction and tribulation, until with one accord.
the Lord shall have consumed you all. And after 7- These two dreams I told to my father ; and
that ye shall have been diminished and made he said to me, These things must be fulfilled in
few, ye will return and acknowledge the Lord their season, after that Israel hath endured many
your God ; and He will bring you back into your things. Then my father saith unto me, I believe
own land, according to His abundant mercy, that Joseph liveth, for I see always that the Lord
And it shall be, after that they shall come into numbereth him with you. And he said, weep-
the land of their fathers, they will again forget ing, Thou livest, Joseph, my child, and I behold
the Lord and deal wickedly ; and the Lord shall thee not, and thou seest not Jacob that begat
scatter them upon the face of all the earth, until thee. And he caused us also to weep at these
the compassion of the Lord shall come, a Man words of his, and I burned in my heart to de-
working righteousness and showing mercy unto clare that he had been sold, but I feared my
all them that are afar off, and them that are brethren.
near. 8. Behold, my children, I have shown unto

5- For in the fortieth year of my life, I saw in you the last times, that all shall come to pass in
a vision that the sun and the moon were stand- Israel. Do ye also therefore charge your chil-
ing still on the Mount of Olives, at the east of dren that they be united to Levi and to Judah.
Jerusalem. And behold Isaac, the father of my For through Judah shall salvation arise unto
father, saith to us, Run and lay hold of them, Israel, and in Him shall Jacob be blessed. For
each one according to his strength ; and he that through his tribe shall God be seen dwelling
seizeth them, his shall be the sun and the moon. among men on the earth, to save the race of
And we all of us ran together, and Levi laid hold Israel, and He shall gather together the right-
of the sun, and Judah outstripped the others and eous from the Gentiles. If ye work that which
seized the moon, and they were both of them is good, my children, both men and angels will
lifted up with them. And when Levi became as bless you ; and God will be glorified through
a sun, a certain young man gave to him twelve you among the Gentiles, and the devil will flee
branches of palm ; and Judah was bright as the from you, and the wild beasts will fear you, and
moon, and under his feet were twelve rays. And the angels will cleave to you. For as if a man
Levi and Judah ran, and laid hold each of the _'earup a child well, he hath a kindly remem-
other. And, lo, a bull upon the earth, having brance thereof; so also for a good work there is
two great horus, and an eagle's wings upon his a good remembrance with God. But him who
back ; and we wished to seize him, but could doeth not that which is good, men and angels
not. For Joseph outstripped us, and took him, shall curse, and God will be dishonoured among
and ascended up with him on high. And I saw, the heathen through him, and the dewl maketh
for I was there, and behold a holy writing ap- him his own as his peculiar instrument, and every
peared to us, saying: Assyrians, Medes, Persians, wild beast shall master him, and the Lord wiit
Elamites, Gelach_ans, Chaldeans, Syrians, shall hate him. For the commandments of the law
possess in captivity the twelve tribes of Israel. are twofold, and through prudence must they be

6. And again, after seven months, I saw our fulfilled. For there is a season for a man to
father Jacob standing by the sea of Jamnia, and embrace his wife, and a season to abstain there-
we his sons were with him. And, behold, there from ' for his prayer. So then there are two
came a ship sailing by, full of dried flesh, without commandments ; and unless they be done in
sailors or pilot ; and there was written upon the due order, they bring about sin. So also is it
ship, Jacob. And our father salth to us, Let us with the other commandments. Be ye therefore
embark on our ship. And when we had gone wise in God, and prudent, understanding the
on board, there arose a vehement storm, and a order of the commandments, and the laws of
tempest of mighty wind ; and our father, who every work, that the Lord may love you.
was holding the helm, flewaway from us. And 9. And when he had charged them with many
we, being tost with the tempest, were borne such words, he exhorted them that they should
along over the sea ; and the ship was filled with remove his bones to Hebron, and should bury
water and beaten about with a mighty wave, so him with his fathers. And when he had eaten
that it was well-nigh broken in pieces. And and drunken with a merry heart, he covered his
Joseph fled away upon a little boat, and we all face and died. And his sons did according to
were divided upon twelve boards, and Levi and all things whatsoever Naphtali their father had
Judah were together. We therefore all were charged them.
scattered even unto afar off. Then Levi, girt
about with sackcloth, prayed for us all unto the s i_,_a_ at s; zco,. ,i__]
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IX.--THE TESTAMENT OF GAD CONCERNING HATRED.

t.THE recordof thetestamentof Gad, what isrighteous,helovethhim not: he dispraiseth
thingshc spake unto hissons,in the hundred the truth,he envicthhim thatorderethhisway
and twenty-seventhyearofhislife,saying: I was aright,he delightethin evil-speaking,he loveth
theseventhson born toJacob,and Iwas valiantarrogance,for hatredhath blindedhissoul;
in keepingthe flocks.Iguarded at nightthe even asI alsolookedon Joseph.
flock; and wheneverthe lioncame,or wolf,or 4.Take heed therefore,my children,of ha-
leopard,or bear,or any wild beastagainstthe tred; for itworkcth iniquityagainstthe Lord
fold,I pursuedit,and with my hand seizingitsHimself:foritwillnot hear tbe words of His
foot,and whirlingitround,I stunned it,and commandments concerningthe lovingof one's
hurleditover two furlongs,and so killedit.nelghbour,and itsinnethagainstGod. For ifa
Now Joseph was feedingthe flockwith us for brotherstumble,immediatelyitwishethto pro-
aboutthirtydays,and beingtender,he fellsickclaimittoallmen, and isurgentthathe should
by reasonof the heat. And he returnedto be judged forit,and be punished and slain,
Hcbron to hisfather,who made him liedown And ifitbe a servant,itaccusethhim to his
nearhim, becausehe lovedhim. And Joseph master,and withallafflictionitdevisethagainst
toldourfatherthatthesonsofZilpahand Bilhahhim,Ifitbe possibleto slayhim. For hatred
wcrc slayingthebestofthebeasts,'and devour-workethinenvy,and iteversickenethwitherivy
ing them withoutthe knowledgeof Judah and againstthem thatprosperinwell-doing,when it
Reuben. For hc saw thatI delivereda lamb secthorhearcththereof.Foraslovewouldeven
out ofthemouth ofthebear,and Iput thebear restoreto lifethe dead, and would callback
todeath; and the lamb I slew,beinggricvcdthcm thatarccondemned todie,sohatredwould
concerningitthatitcouldnotlive,and wc ate slaytheliving,and thosethathaveoffendedina
it,and he toldour father.And I was wroth smallmatteritwould notsuffertolive.For the
withJosephforthatthinguntilthe day thathe spiritof hatredworkcth togctherwith Satan
was soldintoEgypt. And the spiritof hatredthroughhastincss_of spiritin allthingsunto
was inmc, and IwishednoteithertosccJoseph men'sdeath; but the spiritof loveworkethto-
ortohearhim. And he rebukedustoourfacesgetherwiththelawofGod inlong-sufferingunto

forhaving eaten of the flockwithoutJudah. thcsalvationofmen.4
And whatsoeverthingshc toldour father,hc 5- Hatredisevil,becauseitcontinuallyabid-
believedhim. cthwithlying,speakingagainstthetruth;and it

2.I confessnow my sin,my children,that makethsmallthingstobe great,and givethheed
oftentimesI wishedtokillhim,becauseI hated todarknessastolight,and calleththesweetbit-
hlm tothedeath,and therewere in no wise in tcr,and teachcthslander,and war,and violence,
me bowelsof mercy towardshim. Moreover,I and everyexcessof evil;and itfilleththe heart
hatedhim yetmore becauseof hisdreams;and I wathdevilishpoison. And thesethingsI sayto
would havedevouredhim outofthelandofthe you fromexperience,my children,thatye may

living,even as a calfdevourcththe grassfrom fleehatred,and cleavetothelove of the Lord.
theearth. ThereforeI and Judah soldhim to Righteousnesscastethout hatred,humihtyde-
the Ishmaelitesforthirty2 piecesof gold,and stroyethhatred. For he thatisjustand humble
tenofthem we hid,and showed thetwcntytoour isashamedto do wrong,beingreprovednot of
brethren:and so throughmy covetousnessIwas another,butofhisown heart,became the Lord
fullybenton hisdestruction.And the God of viewethhisintent: he speakethnot againstany
my fathersdeliveredhim from my hands,thatI man,becausethefearoftheMost High overcom-
shouldnotwork iniquityinIsrael. ethhatred. For,fearinglesthe shouldoffend

3.And now, my children,hearken to the theLord,he willnot do any wrong toany man,
wordsoftruthtowork righteousness,and allthe no,noteveninthought.These thingsIlearntat
lawof theMost High,and notgoastraythroughlast,afterthatIhad repentedconcernmgJmeplL
thespiritofhatred,foritisevilinallthedoings For truerepentanceaftera godly sortdestroy-
of men. Whatsoevera man doeth,thatdoth ethunbelief,and drivethaway thedarkness,and

thehaterabhor: though he worketh the lawof enlighteneththe eyes,and givethknowledge
theLord,he praiscthhim not; thoughhe fcar-tothesoul,and guidcththe mind to salvation;
eth theLord,and takcthpleasureinthatwhich and thosethingswhich ithath not learntfrom

man, it knoweth through repentance. For God

_'_L;t_ LXX-twe=_t_:gs_'d zokt,.ith which_tt_ _ .J_
judm ttmk a mtmtm, pti_ fei tim._ _ ef jmq_,,j 4 [This lmsmq_ is cit_ I_' _ u ¢mqmmmm_ ImLl
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brought upon me a disease of the heart ; and had in his wrongdoing, even then forgive him from
not the prayers of Jacob my father intervened, it the heart, and give the vengeance to God.
had hardly failed that my spirit had departed. 7. If a man prospereth more than you, be not
For by what things a man transgresseth, by the grieved, but pray also for him, that he may have
same also is he punished.' For in that my heart perfect prosperity. For perchance it is expedi-
was set mercilessly against Joseph, in my heart ent for you thus ; and if he be further exalted,
too I suffered mercilessly, and was judged for be not envious, remembering that all flesh shall
eleven months, for so long a time as I had been die : and offer praise to God, who giveth things
envious against Joseph until he was sold. good and profitable to all men. Seek out the

6. And now, my children, love ye each one judgments of the I_rd, and so shall thy mind
his brother, and put away hatred from your rest and be at peace. And though a man be-
hearts, loving one another in deed, and in word, come rich by evil means, even as Esau the brother
and in thought of the soul. For in the presence of my father, be not jealous ; but wait for the
of our father I spake peaceably with Joseph ; end of the Lord. For either He taketh His
and when I had gone out, the spirit of hatred benefits away from the wicked, or leaveth them
darkened my mind, and moved my soul to slay still to the repentant, or to the unrepentant re-
him. 2Love ye therefore one another from your serveth punishment for ever. For the poor man
hearts ; and if a man sin against thee, tell him who is free from envy, g_ving thanks to the Lord
of it gently, and drive out the poison of hatred, in all things, is rich among all men, because he
and foster not guile in thy soul. And if he con- hath not evil jealousy of men. Put away, there-
fess and repent, forgive him ; and if he deny it, fore, hatred from your souls, and love one an-
strive not with him, lest he swear, and thou sin other with uprightness of heart.
doubly. Let not a stranger hear your secrets 8. And do ye also tell these things to your
amid your strivir.g, lest he hate and become thy children, that they honour Judah and Levi, for
enemy, and work great sin against thee ; for oft- from them shall the Lord raise up a Saviour to
times he will talk guilefully 3 with thee, or evilly Israel.4 For I know that at the last your chil-
overreach thee, taking his poison from himself, dren shall depart from them, and shall walk in
Therefore, if he deny _t, and is convicted and all wickedness, and mischief, and corruptton be-
put to shame, and is silenced, do not tempt him fore the Lord. And when he had rested for a
on. For he who denieth repenteth, so that he httle while, he said again to them, My children,
no more doeth wrong against thee ; yea also, he obey your father, and bury me near to my fathers.
will honour thee, and fear thee, and be at peace And he drew up his feet, and fell asleep m peace.
with thee. But if he be shameless, and abideth And after five years they camed him up, and

laid him in Hebron with his fathers.
t [Wig, xt. _6.]
s The Ox. Ms. omits from here to the last clau_e of c. 7-
3 For 8oA_v6aftt, the re.admg of the Cam Ms here, Or,the 4 [The Virgin was the daughter of Judah, but had kmslup with

_mj_tut_l 5o&od#o_at.. Probably 6oAoc_v_o_t ts to be preferred. LevL- Luke L 36. Compare Jcr. xxxitL :m-.._2.]

X.--THE TESTAMENT OF ASHER CONCEKNING TWO FACES OF VICE AND
VIRTUE.

t. THv record of the testament of Asher, what righteousness, and casting away maliciousness, he
things he spake to his sons in the hundred and straightway overthroweth the evil, and uprooteth
twentieth year of his life. While he was still in the sin. But if his mind turn aside in evil, all
health, he said to them : Hearken, ye children his doings are in maliciousness, and he driveth
of Asher, to your father, and I will declare to away the good, and taketh unto him the evil,
you all that is right in the sight of God. Two and is ruled by Beliar ; and even though he work
wayst hath God given to the sons of men, and what is good, he perverteth it in evil. For
two minds, and two doings, and two places, and whenever he beginneth as though to do good, he
two ends. Therefore all things are by twos, one bringeth the end of his doing to work evil, see-
corresponding to the other. There are two ways ing that the treasure of the devil is filled with
of good. and evil, with which are the two minds the poison of an evil spirit.
in our breasts distinguishing them. Therefore a. There is then, he saith, a soul which speak-
ff the soul take pleasure in good, all its actions eth the good for the sake of the evil, and the
are in righteousness ; and though it sin, it straight- end of the doing leadeth to mischief.2 There is
way repenteth. For, having his mind set upon a man who showeth no compassion upon him

t [set tk oN V_,_L Ca.,_ Trt,thigsmltt.] • [Tms_ctio=la_ _,Dr.t._mtDt,.l
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who serveth his turn in evil ; and this thing hath zeal for God, and abstain from what God also
two aspects, but the whole is evil. And there is hateth and forbiddeth by His comn_andments,
a man that loveth him that worketh evil ; he and they ward off the evil from the good.
hkewise dwelleth in evil, because he chooseth 5- Ye see therefore, my children, how that
even to die m an evil cause for his sake : and there are two in all things, one against the other,
concerning this it is clear that it hath two aspects, and the one is hidden by the other.4 Death
but the whole is an evil work. And though there succeedeth to life, dishonour to glory, night to
is love, it is but wickedness concealing the evil, day, and darkness to light ; and all things are
even as it beareth a name that seemeth good, under the day, and just things under life : where-
but the end of the doing tendeth unto evil. fore also everlasting life awaiteth death. Nor
Another stealeth, worketh unjustly, plundereth, may it be sald that truth is a lie, nor right wrong;
defraudeth, and withal pitieth the poor : this, for all truth is under the light, even as all things
too, hath a twofold aspect, but the whole is evil. are under God. All these things I proved in my
Defrauding his neighbour he provoketh God, and life, and I wandered not from the truth of the
sweareth falsely against the Most High, and yet Lord, and I searched out the commandments of
p_tieth the poor : the Lord who commandeth the the Most High, walking with singleness of face
law he setteth at nought and provoketh, and re- according to all my strength unto that which is
fresheth the poor; he defileth the soul, and good.
maketh gay the body ; he killeth many, and he 6. Take heed therefore ye also, my children,
piueth a few : and this, too, hath a twofold as- to the commandments of the Lord, following the
pect. Another committeth adultery and forni- truth with singleness of face, for they that arc
cation, and abstaineth from meats ; yet in his double-faced receive twofold punishment. Hate
fasting he worketh evil, and by his power and his the spirits of error, which strive against men.
wealth perverteth many, and out of his excessive Keep the law of the Lord, and give not heed
wickedness worketh the commandments : this, unto evil as unto good ; but look unto the thing
too, hath a twofold aspect, but the whole is evil. that is good indeed, and keep it in all command-
Such men are as swine or hares ;, for they are ments of the Lord, having your conversation unto
half clean, but in very deed are unclean. For Him, and resung in Him : for the ends at which
God m the Heavenly* Tablets hath thus de- men aim do show their righteousness, and know
dared, the angels of the Lord from the angels of Satan.

3. Do not ye therefore, my children, wear two For if the soul depart troubled, it is tormented
faces like unto them, of goodness and of wick- by the evil spLritwhich also it served in lusts and
edness ; but cleave unto goodness only, for in ewl works ; but if quietly and with joy it hath
goodness cloth God rest, and men desire it. known the angel of peace, it shall comfort him
From wickedness flee away, destroying the devil in life.
by your good works ; for they that are double- 7- Become not, my children, as Sodom, which
faced serve not God, but their own lusts, so that knew not the angels of the Lord, and perished
they may please Beliar and men like unto them- for ever. For I know that ye will sin, and ye
selves, shall be delivered into the hands of your enemies,

4. For good men, even they that are single and your land shall be made desolate, and ye
of face, though they be thought by them that shall be scattered unto the four comers of the
are double-faced to err, are just before God.._arth. And ye shall be set at nought in the
For many m killing the wicked do two works, an Dispersion as useless water, until the Most High
evil by a good ; but the whole is good, because shall visit the earth ; and He shall come as man,
he hath uprooted and destroyed that which is with men eating and drinking, and in peace
evil. One man hateth him that showeth mercy, breaking the head of the dragon through water.
and doeth wrong to the adulterer and the thief: He shall save Israel and all nations, God speak-
this, too, is double-faced, but the whole work is ing in the person of man. Therefore tell ye
good, because he followeth the Lord's example, these things to your children, that they disobey
in that he receiveth not that which seemeth good [-Iim not. For I have read in the Heavenly
with that which is really bad.3 Another desireth Tablets that in very deed ye will disobey Him,
not to see good days with them that riot, lest he and act ungodly against Him, not giving heed t_.
defile his mouth and pollute his soul : this, too, :he law of God, but to the commandments oi
is double-faced, but the whole is good, for such hen. Therefore shall ye be scattered as Gad
men are like to stags and to hinds, because in a md as Dan my brethren, who shall know not
wild condition they seem to be unclean, but they :heir own lands, tribe, and tongue. But the
are altogether clean ; because they walk in a Lord will gather you together in faith through

" [_4*_--v.45. Thi*,**_x_,;oouad_.._*_s.l
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the hope of His tender mercy, for the sake of I them, he charged them, saying : Bury me in
Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob.' [ Hebron. And he fell into a peaceful sleep, and

8. And when he had said these things unto[died; and after this his sons did as he had

Icharged them, and they carried him up and
t [TheH¢lm:wtslad,father,s_, andproceeding.] buried him with his fathers.

XI.mTHE TESTAMENT OF JOSEPH CONCERNING SOBRIETY.

L THE recordof the testamentof Joseph.punishment,and thencallme back,and threaten
When he was about to die he calledhis sons me when I would not company withher] And
and his brethren together, and said to them: she said to me, Thou shalt be lord of me, and
My children and brethren, hearken to Joseph all that is mine, if thou wilt give thyself unto me,
the beloved of Israel ; give ear, my sons, unto and thou shalt be as our master. Therefore I
your father. I have seen in my life envy and remembered the words of the fathers of my father
death, and I wandered not in the truth of the Jacob, andIenteredintomychamber3andprayed
Lord. These my brethren hated me, and the unto the Lord ; and I fasted in those seven years,
Lord loved me : they wished to slay me, and and I appeared to my master as one living deli-
the God of my fathers guarded me : they let me cately, for they that fast for God's sake receive
down into a pit, and the Most High brought me beauty of face. 4 And if one gave me wine, I
up again : I was sold for a slave, and the Lord drank it not ; and I fasted for three days, and
made me free : I was taken into captivity, and took my food and gave it to the poor and sick.
His strong hand succoured me: I was kept in And I sought the Lord early, and wept for the
hunger, and the Lord Himself nourished me : I Egyptian woman of Memphis, forveryunceasingly
was alone, and God comforted me : I was sick, did she trouble me, and at night she came to me
and the Most High visited me : I was in prison, under the pretence of visiting me ; and at first,
and the Saviour showed favour unto me; in because she had no male child, she feigned to
bonds, and He released me ; amid slanders, and count me as a son. And I prayed unto the Lord,
He pleaded my cause ; amid bitter words of the and she bare a male child ; therefore for a time
Egyptians, and He rescued me ; amid envy and she embraced me as a son, and I knew it not.
guile, and He exalted me. last of all, she sought to draw me into fornica-

2. And thus Potiphar' the chief cook 2of Pha- tion. And when I perceived it, I sorrowed even
raoh entrusted to me his house, and I struggled unto death ; and when she had gone out I came
against a shameless woman, urging me to trans- to myself, and I lamented for her many days,
gress with her ; hut the God of Israel my father because I saw her guile and her deceit. And I
guarded me from the burning flame. I was cast declared unto her the words of the Most High,
into prison, I was beaten, I was mocked ; and if haply she would turn from her evil lust.
the Lord granted me to find pity in the sight of 4. How often has she fawned upon me with
the keeper of the prison. For He will in no wise words as a holy man, with guile in her talk, praising
forsake them that fear Him, neither in darkness, my chastity before her husband, while desiring to
nor in bonds, nor in tribulations, nor in necessi- destroy me when we were alone. She lauded me
ties. For not as man is God ashamed, nor as openly as chaste, and in secret she said unto me,
the son of man is He afraid, nor as one that is Fear not my husband ; for he is persuaded con-
earth.born is He weak, or can He be thrust cerning thy chastity, so that even should one tell
aside ; but in all places is He at hand, and in him concerning us he would in no wise believe.
divers ways doth He comfort, departing for a For all these things I lay upon the ground in
little to try the purpose of the souk In ten sackcloth, and I besought God that the Lord
temptations He showed me approved, and in all would deliver me from the Egyptian. And when
of them I endured ; for endurance is a mighty she prevailed nothing, she came again to me
charm, and patience giveth many good things, under the plea of instruction, that she might

3. How often did the Egyptian threaten me know the word of the Lord. And she said unto
with death ! How often did she give me over to me, If thou willest that I should leave my idols,

be persuaded by me, and I will persuade my
• "t_e _ _b,,, is _ h__. _r _,_, husband to depart from his idols, and we will1I.m_ (n,_, CA.Oxon.). Thefonm_rMmo_ l,ket_

_, t_ _ _ the LXm ,p.a_, _. w. _ walk in the law of thy Lord. And I said unto
ix.r_ _e _ n tn_ d adoublea_r_rsl_pin theT_rt.y*_-_A.
- •(:__ _ •, LXX.,andJ_.s (A,*_i_.,i£4._), who
adh_'_,t*_r4_¢_,_. Thevwwc_the_.v*_._ s[Mffi_i.6. Hev_thequotatmbyaf_ion, mto_,___h'_-

tonptott t_ tarad lm vo_kl
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her, The Lord willeth not that those who rever- And she said unto me, Lo then thou lovg_'tme;
ence Him should be in uncleanness, nor doth He this alone is sufficient for me, that thou carest for
take pleasure in them that commit adultery. And my life and my children : I haveexpectation that
she held her peace, longing to accomplish her I shall enjoy my desire. And she knew not that
evil desire. And I gave myself yet more to fast- because of my Cod I spake thus, and not be-
hag and prayer, that the Lord should deliver me cause of her. For if a man hath fallen before
from her. the passion of a wicked desire, then by that hath

5- And again at another time she said unto he become enslaved, even as also was she. And
me, If thou wilt not commit adultery, I will kill if he hear any good thing with regard to the
my husband, and so will I lawfully take thee to [passion wherebyhe is vanquished, he receiveth
be my husband. I therefore, when I heard this, it unto his wicked desire.
rent my garment, and said, Woman, reverence 8. I declare unto you, my children, that it was
the Lord, and do not this evil deed, lest thou be about the sixth hour when she departed from
utterly destroyed ; for I will declare thy ungodly me ; and I knelt before the Lord all that day,
thought unto all men. She therefore, being and continued all the night; and about dawn I
afraid, besought that I would declare to no one rose up weeping, and prayingfor a release from
her wickedness. And she departed, soothing me the Egyptian. At last, then, she laid hold of
with gifts, and sending to me every delight of my garments, forciblydragging me to have con-
the sons of men. nection with her. When, therefore, I saw that

6. And she sendeth to me food sprinkledwith in her madness she was forciblyholding my gar-
enchantments. And when the eunuchwhobrought ments, I fled away naked. And she falsely ac-
it came, I looked up and beheld a terrible man cused me to her husband, and the Egyptian cast
gwing me with the dish a sword, and I perceived me into the prison in his house; and on the
that her scheme was for the deception of my morrow,having scourged me, the Egyptian' sent
soul. And when he had gone out I wept, nor!me into the prison in his house. When, there-
d_d I taste that or any other of her food. So fore, I was in fetters, the Egyptian woman fell
then after one day she came to me and observed sick from her vexation, and listened to me how
the food, and said unto me, What is this, that I sang praises unto the Lord while I was in the
thou hast not eaten of the food? And I said abode of darkness, and with glad voice rejoiced
unto her, It is because thou filledst it with death ; and glorified my God only because by a pretext
and how saidst thou, I come not near to idols, I had been rid of the Egyptian woman.
but to the Lord alone? Now therefore know 9. How often hath she sent unto me, saying,
that the God of my father hath revealed unto Consent to fulfil my desire, and I will release
me by an angel thy wickedness, and I have kept thee from thy bonds, and I will free thee fromthe darkness ! And not even in thoughts did Iit to convict thee, if haply thou mayest see it
and repent. But that thou mayest learn that the incline unto her. For God loveth him who in a
wmkedness of the ungodly hath no power over den of darkness fasteth with chastity, rather than
them that reverence God in chastity, I took it him who in secret chambers liveth delicately
and ate it before her, saying, The God of my without restraint. And whosoever liveth in chas-
fathers and the Angel of Abraham shall be with tity, and des_reth also glory, and if the Most
me. And she fell upon her face at my feet, and High knoweth that it is expedient for him, Hebestoweth this also upon him, even as upon me.wept ; and I raised her up and admonished her,
and she promised to do this iniquity no more. How often, though she were sick, did she come

7. But because her heart was set upon me to down to me at unlooked-for times, and listened
commit lewdness, she sighed, and her counte- to my voice as I prayed! And when I heard
nance fell. And when her husband saw her, he her groanings I held my peace. Forwhen I was
said unto her, Why is thy countenance fallen? in her house she was wont to bare her_, and
And she said, I have a pain at my heart, and the breasts, and legs, that I might fall before her;
groanings of my spirit do oppress me ; and so for she was very beautiful, splendidly adorned for
he comforted her who was not sick. Then she my deception. And the Lord guarded me from
rushed in to me while her husband was yet her devices?

xo. Ye see therefore, my children, how greatwithout, and said unto me, I will hang myself,
or cast myself into a well or over a cliff, if thou things patience worketh, and prayer with fasting.
wilt not consent unto me. And when I saw the And if ye therefore follow after sobriety and Ira"
spirit ofBeli_was troubling her, I prayed unto rity in patience and humility of t_. __e_Lo_
the Lord, and said unto her, Why art thou trou- willdwell amongyou, because lie lo_m _mn_.
bled and disturbed, blinded in sins? Remember
that if thc_aidllest thyself_Sethon, the concubine ,Tt__mdo__t_dlP_,_
of thy husband, thy rival, will beat thy children, o= M&,_ "iv.'_v,'_L'__._a.__ m_w_
and will destroy thy memorial from off the earth, z=,it7_ jo._._
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And wheresoever the Most High dwelleth, even manded him to be stripped and beaten. And
though a man fall into envy, or slavery, or slan-when he persisted, Potiphar said, Let the youth
der, the Lord who dwelleth in him, for his sobri- be brought. And when I was brought in, I did
ety's sake not only delivereth him from evil, but obeisance to the chief of the eunuchs n for he
also exalteth and glorifieth him, even as me. was third in rank with Pharaoh, being chief of
For in every way the man is guarded, whether all the eunuchs, and having wives and children
in deed, or in word, or in thought. My brethren and concubines. And he took me apart from
know how my father loved me, and I was not ex- him, and said unto me, Art thou a slave or free ?
alted in my heart ; although I was a child, I had And I said, A slave. And he said unto me,
the fear of God in my thoughts. For I knew Whose slave art thou? And I said unto him,
that all things should pass away, and I kept my- The Ishmaelites'. And again he said unto me,
self within bounds, and I honoured my brethren ; How becamest thou their slave? And I said,
and through fear of them I held my peace when They bought me out of the land of Canaan. And
I was sold, and revealed not my family to the he believed me not, and said, Thou liest: and
Ishmaelites, that I was the son of Jacob, a great he commanded me to be stripped and beaten.
man and a mighty. 14. Now the Memphian woman was looking

xt. Do ye also, therefore, have the fear of through a window while I was being beaten, and
God in your works, and honour your brethren, she sent unto her husband, saying, Thy judg.
For every one who worketh the law of the Lord ment is unjust ; for thou dost even punish a free
shall be loved by Him. And when I came to man who hath been stolen, as though he were a
the Indocolpitm with the Ishmaelites, they asked transgressor. And when I gave no other answer
me, and I said that I was a slave from their though I was beaten, he commanded that we
house, that I might not put my brethren to shame, should be kept in guard, until, said he, the own-
And the eldest of them said unto me, Thou art ers of the boy shall come. And his wife said
not a slave, for even thy appearance doth make unto him, Wherefore dost thou detain in captivity
it manifest concerning thee. And he threatened this noble child, who ought rather to be set at
me even unto death. But I said that I was their liberty, and wait upon thee ? For she wished to
slave. Now when we came into Egypt, they see me in desire of sin, and I was ignorant con-
strove concerning me, which of them should buy cerning all these things. Then said he to his
me and take me. Therefore it seemed good to wife, It is not the custom of the Egyptians to
all that I should remain in Egypt with a met- take away that which belongeth to others before
chant of their trade, until they should return proof is given. This he said concerning the
bringing merchandise. And the Lord gave me merchant, and concerning me, that I must be
favour in the eyes of the merchant, and he imprisoned.
entrusted unto me his house. And the Lord 15 . Now, after four and twenty days came the
blessed him by my means, and increased him in Ishmaelites ; and having heard that Jacob my
silver and gold, and I was with him three months father was mourning because of me, they said
and five days. unto me, How is it that thou saidst that thou

x2. About that time the Memphian wife of weft a slave ? and 1o, we have learnt that thou
Potiphar passed by with great pomp, and cast art the son of a mighty man in the land of Ca-
her eyes upon me, because her eunuchs told her naan, and thy father grieveth for thee in sack-
concerning me. And she told her husband con- cloth. And again I would have wept, but I
cerning the merchant, that he had become rich restrained myself, that I should not put my
by means of a young Hebrew, saying, And they brethren to shame. And I said, I know not, I
say that men have indeed stolen him out of the am a slave. Then they take counsel to sell me,
land of Canaan. Now therefore execute judg- that I should not be found in their hands. For
ment with him, and take away the youth to be they feared Jacob, lest he should work upon
hy steward; so shall the God of the Hebrews them a deadly vengeance. For it had been
leas thee, for grace from heaven is upon him. heard that he was mighty with the Lord and

x3. And Potiphar was persuaded by her words, with men. Then said the merchant unto them,
and commanded the merchant to be brought, Release me from the judgment of Potiphar.
and mid unto him, What is this that I hear, that They therefore came and asked for me, saying,
thou stealest souls out of the laud of the Hebrews, He was bought by us with money. And he sent
and sellest them for slaves? The merchant us away.
therefore fell upon his face, and besought him, i6. Now the Memphian woman pointed me
saying, I beseech thee, my lord, I know not what !out to her husband, that he should buy me ; for
thou sayest. And he said, Whence then is thyI hear, said she, that they are selling him. And
Hebrew servant? And he said, The Ishma- ishe sent a eunuch to the Ishmaelites, and asked
elites entrusted him to me until they should them to sell me; and since he was not willing
return. And he believed him not, but com- to traffic with them, he returned. So when the
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eunuch had made trial of them, he made known and in beauty, because I was like in all things to
to his mistress that they asked a large price for Jacob.
their slave. And she sent another eunuch, say- 19. Hear ye also, my children, the visions
ing, Even though they demand two mime of which I saw. There were twelve deer feeding,
gold, take heed not to spare the gold ; only buy and the nine were divided and scattered in the
the boy, and bring him hither. And he gave land, likewise also the three. And I saw that
them eighty pieces of gold for me, and told his from Judah was bern a virgin wearing a linen*
mistress that a hundred had been given for me. garment, and from her went forth a Lamb, with-
And when I saw it I held my peace, that the out spot, and on His left hand there was as it
eunuch should not be punished, were a hon ; and all the beasts rushed against

x7. Ye see, my children, what great things I Him, and the lamb overcame them, and de-
endured that I should not put my brethren to stroyed them, and trod them under foot. And
shame. Do ye also love one another, and with because of Him the angels rejoiced, and men,
long-sufferlng hide ye one another's faults. For and all the earth. And these things shall take
God delighteth in the unity of brethren, and in place in their season, in the last days. Do )re
the purpose of a heart approved unto love. And therefore, my children, observe the command-
when my brethren came into Egypt, and learn_ ments of the Lord, and honour Judah and Levi ;
that I returned their money unto them, and up- for from them shall arise unto you the Lamb of
braided them not, yea, that I even comforted God, by grace saving all the Gentiles and Israel.
them, and after the death of Jacob I loved them For His kingdom is an everlasting kingdom,
more abundantly, and all things whatsoever he which shall not be shaken ; but my kingdom
commanded I did very abundantly, then they among you shall come to an end as a watcher's 3
marvelled. For I suffered them not to be af- hammock, which after the summer will not
flicted even unto the smallest matter; and all appear.
that was in my hand I gave unto them. Their 2o. I know that after my death the Egyptians
children were my children, and my children were will afflict you, but God will undertake your
as their servants ; their hfe was my life, and all cause, and will bring you into that which He
their suffering was my suffering, and all their promised to your fathers. But carry ye up my
sickness was my infirmity. My land was their bones with you;4 for when my bones are taken
land, my counsel their counsel, and I exalted up, the Lord will be with you in light, and Beliar
not myself among them m arrogance because shall be in darkness with the Egyptians. And
of my worldly glory, but I was among them as carry ye up Zfipah your mother, and lay her near
one of the least. Bilhah, by the hippodrome, by the side of Ra-

i8. If ye also therefore walk in the command- chel.S And when he had said these things, he
ments of the Lord, my children, He will exalt stretched out his feet, and slept the long sleep.
you there, and will bless you with good things And all Israel bewailed him, and all Egypt, with
for ever and ever. And if any one seeketh to a great lamentation. For he felt even for the
do evil unto you, do ye by well-doing pray for[ Egyptians even as his own members, and showed
him, and ye shall be redeemed of the Lord from ithem kindness, aiding them in every work, and
all evil. For, behold, ye see that through long-! counsel, and matter.
suffering I took unto wife even the daughter of
my, m_ster And a hundred talents of ,_oldL *Thismfingofallrmagatmeatwou}dmtoimpl_ao_z_a¢,-

.i • _ I tlon wtth the priestly robe. St. Luke (L 36) indeed calls-the Virgin
were given me with her ; for the Lord made thekms_om_of El_heth. OnthustendencytO asmciate theold
them _,_ o_,_ _o A A _ ..... lo_ i_o_,,+,,]sacerdotalmhew_ththenewroyaltyofMe-uuah, cf.,e.g.,Protev_x.--- _ o,_. v_ _.. .-xn_ .J__ gaVe. _**_ ,xmv L,_u_y eel. _'acobi, cc. 6, 7, 0; Augumilne, co.ira Fa_*twm, x_tl. 4; F.4fi-

as a flower above the beautiful ones of Israel ; [_h_,_,._/_i_[,,_. _3. [s_,,b,_,_.e,p. x_,*,,Ira.]
and He preserved me unto old age in stren_hl , _f_.'r_,_;.s;,_,_s.,ndy, b_,,**6. T_,_t_Jo,_',

- - Ib_mt,nme r_,_- t,. yon.onOen.l._6is: "?._d Ja_e#_d_t_
x Another account is raven anthe Tar_. Ps. _o_ of Gem xli. 45, hundred and ten years old; and t.h_. embalmed ram, and ptacea mm

•' And he gave him to wire Asenath whom Dinah bare to Shechem: Itn a coffin, and sa.n.khim in the middle of the Nde of J[4gypt."
and the w_e of Pot_phemh priac_ _ Tanes brought up." I _ Cf. Gen. xtvm. 7. LXX.

XII._THE TESTAMENT OF BENJAMIN CONCERNING A PURE MIND.

x.THE recordofthewordsofBenjamin,which milk; thereforeI was suckledby Bilhahher
he setforthtohissons,afterhe had liveda hun- handmaid. For Rachel remained barren for
dred and twentyyears And he kissedthem, twelve),carsafterthatshe had borneJoseph:
and said : As Isaacw--a_s"born to Abraham in his and she prayed the Lord with fas_ twelve
h.undredth year, so also was I to Jacob. Now Idays, and she conceived and bare me. _m"ore"
since Rachel died in giving me birth, I had no ] father loved Rachel dearly, and prayed _ he
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might see two sons born from her : therefore was him. So he that doeth good overcometh the
I called the son of days, which is Benjamin.' evil, being shielded by Him that is good ; and

:_. When therefore I went into Egypt, and he loveth the righteous as his own soul. If any
Joseph my brother recognised me, he said unto one is glorified, he envieth him not ; if any one
me, What did they tell my father in that they is enriched, he is not jealous ; if any one is val-
sold me ? And I said unto him, They dabbled [ant, he praiseth him ; he trusteth and laudeth
thy coat with blood and sent it, and said, Look him that is sober-minded ; he showeth mercy to
if this is the coat of thy son. And he said to the poor; he is kindly disposed toward the
me, Even so, brother; for when the Ishmaelites weak ; he singeth the praises of God ; as for him
took me, one of them stripped off my coat, and who hath the fear of God, he protecteth him as
gave me a girdle, and scourged me, and bade with a shield ; him that loveth God he aldeth ;
me run. And as he went away to hide my gar- him that rejecteth the Most High he admon-
merit, a lion met him, and slew him ; and so his isheth and turneth back ; and him that hath the
fellows were afraid, and sold me to their corn- grace of a good spirit, he loveth even as his own
panions, soul.

3. Do ye also therefore, my children, love the 5. If ye have a good mind, my children, then
Lord God of heaven, and keep His command-will both wicked men be at peace with you, and
merits, and be followers of the good and holy the profligate will reverence you and turn unto
man Joseph ; and let your mind be unto good, good ; and the covetous shall not only cease from
even as ye know me. He that hath his mind their inordmate desire, but shall even give the
good seeth all things rightly. Fear ye the Lord, fruits of their covetousness to them that are af-
and love your neighbour; and even though the flicted. If ye do well, even the unclean spirits
spirits of Beliar allure you into all troublous shall flee from you ; yea, the very beasts shall flee
wickedness, yet shall no troublous wickedness from you in dread. For where the reverence for
have dominion over you, even as it had not over good works is present unto the mind, .darkness
Joseph my brother. How many men wished to fleeth away from him. For if any one ns lnjun-
slay him, and God shielded him ! For he that ous to a holy man, he repenteth ; for the holy
feareth God and loveth his neighbour cannot be man showeth pity on h_sreviler, and holdeth his
smitten by Behar's spiritof the air, being shielded peace. And if any one betray a righteous soul,
by the fearof God ; nor can he be ruled over by and the righteous man, though praying, be hum-
the device of men or of beasts, for he ]s aided bled for a little while, yet not long after he
by the love of the Lord which he hath towards appeareth far more glorious, even as was Joseph
his neighbour. For he even besought our father my brother.
Jacob that he would pray for our brethren, that 6. The mind of the good man is not in the
the Lord would not impute to them the evil power of the deceit of the spirit of Beliar, for
that they devised concerning Joseph. And thus the angel of peace guideth his soul. He gazeth
Jacob cried out, My child Joseph, thou hast pre- not passionately on corrupttble things, nor gath-
vailed over the bowels of thy father Jacob. And ereth together riches unto desire of pleasure ;
he embraced him, and kissed him for two hours, he delighteth not in pleasure, he hurteth not his
saying, In thee shall be fulfilled the prophecy of neighbour, he pampereth not himself with food,
heaven concerning the Lamb of God, even the he erreth not in the pride of his eyes, for the
Saviour of the world, that spotless shall He be Lord is his portion. The good mind admitteth
delivered up for transgressors, and sinless* shall not the glory and dishonour of men, neither
He be put to death for ungodly men in the blood knoweth it any guile or lie, fighting or reviling ;
of the covenant, for the salvation3 of the Gentiles for the Lord dwetleth in him and lighteth up his
and of Israel, and shall destroy Behar, and them soul, and he rejoiceth towards all men at every
that serve him. nine. The good mind hath not two tongues, of

4. Know ye, my children, the end of the good blessing and of cursing, of insult and of honour,
man ? Be followersof his compassion in a good of sorrow and of joy, of quietness and of trou-
mind, that ye also may wear crowns of glory, ble, of hypocrisy and of truth, of poverty and of
The good man hath not a dark eye ; for he [wealth ; but it hath one disposition, pure and un-
showeth mercy to all men, even though they be corrupt, concerning all men. It ha..thno double
sinners, even though they devise evil concerning [ sight,4 nor double hearing ; for m everytmng

[which he doeth, or speaketh, or seeth, he
_--*-_.._,,_A a'_ _--,, _,,_,,'_,t**'_¢_[knoweth that the Lord watcheth his soul, and
_,,_y u**_ , " " and " " edc,_,._,..s), _ _ ar,,Aa_8,_u,,,.tl[_-,_ _ , [he cleanseth his mind that he be not condemn

_. _, ¢¢._'_c_,,,_,'_._ a _ _ al twofold,and hathno singleness.
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7. Flee ye therefore, my children, the evil-do-[ and righteousness each one with his neighbour,
ing of Beliar ; for it giveth a sword to them that and judgment unto faithful doing, and keep the
obeyeth, and the sword is the mother of seven law of the Lord and His commandments ; for
evils. First the mind conceiveth through Beliar, these things do I teach you instead of all inherit-
and first there is envy; secondly, desperation; ance. Do ye also therefore give them to your
thirdly, tribulation ; fourthly, captivity ; fifthly, children for an everlasting possession ; for so did
neediness ; sixthly, trouble ; seventhly, desola- both Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob. All these
tlon. Therefore also Cain is delivered over to things they gave us for an inheritance, saying,
seven vengeances by God, for in every hundred Keep the commandments of God until the Lord
years the Lord brought one plague upon him. shall reveal His salvation to all nations. Then
Two hundred years he suffered, and in the nine shall ye see Enoch, Noah, and Shem, and Abra-
hundredth year he was brought to desolation at ham, and Isaac, and Jacob, arising on the right
the flood, for Abel his righteous brother's sake. hand in gladness. Then shall we also arise, each
In seven' hundred years was Cain judged, and one over our tribe, worshipping the King of
Lamech in seventy times seven; because for ever heaven, who appeared upon the earth in the
those who are likened unto Cain in envy unto lform of a man of humility. And as many as
hatred of brethren shall be judged with the same believed on Him on the earth shah rejoice with

punishment. Him ; 3 and then shall all men arise, some unto
8. Do ye also therefore, my children, flee ill- Iglory and some unto shame. And the Lord

doing, envy, and hatred of brethren, and cleave shall judge Israel first, even for the wrong they
to goodness and love. He that hath a pure did unto Him ; for when He appeared as a de-
mind in love, looketh not after a woman unto !liverer, God in the flesh, they believed Him not.
fornication; for he hath no defilement in his And then shall He judge all _e Gentiles, as
heart, because the Spirit of God resteth in him. many as believed Him not when He appeared
For as the sun ..is not defiled by shining over upon earth. And He shall reprove Israel among
dung and mire, but rather drieth up both and the chosen ones of the Gentiles, even as He
driveth away the ill smell ; so also the pure mind, rreproved Esau among the Midianites, who de-
constrained among the defilements of the earth, ceived their brethren, so that they fell into
rather edifieth, and itself suffereth no defilement, fornication and idolatry ; and they were alien-

9. Now I suppose, from the words of the ated from God, and became as they thatwere no
righteous Enoch, that there will be also evil- children in the portion of them that fear the
doings among you : for ye will commit fornica- Lord. But if ye walk in holiness in the presence
tion with the fornication of Sodom, and shall of the Lord, ye shall dwell in hope again in me,
perish all save a few, and will multiply inordinate and all Israel shall be gathered unto the Lord.
lusts with women ; and the kingdom of the xL And I shall no longer be called a raven-
Lord shall not be among you, for forthwith He ing wolf4 on account of your ravages, but a
will take it away. Nevertheless the temple of worker of the Lord, distributing food to them
God shall be built in your portion, and shall be that work what is good. And one s shall rise up
glorious among.you. For He shall take it, and from my seed in the latter times, beloved of the
the twelve tribes shall be gathered together there Lord, heating upon the earth His voice, en-
and all the Gentiles, until the Most High shall hghtening, with new knowledge all the Gentiles,
send forth His salvation in the visitation of His bursting m upon Israel for salvation with the
only-begotten one. And He shall enter into the light of knowledge, and tearing it away from it
front 2 of the temple, and there shall the Lord like a wolf, and giving it to the synagogue of
be treated with outrage, and He shall be lifted the Gentiles. And untd the consummation oft he
up upon a tree. And the veil of the temple ages shall he be in the synagogues of the Gen-
shall be rent, and the Spirit of God shall descend tiles, and among their rulers, as a strain of music
upon the Gentiles as fire poured forth. And He in the mouth of all ; 6 and he shall be inscribed
shall arise from the gr£ve, and shall ascend from in the holy books, both his work and his word,and he shall be a chosen one of God for ever ;earth into heaven: and I know how lowly He
shall be upon the earth, and how glorious in the and because of him my father Jacob instructed
heaven, me, saying, He shall fiH up that which lacketh

xo. Now when Joseph was in Egypt, I longed of thy tribe.
to see his visage and the form ofhis countenance I , r_._.s,6._S-p.,s,_,,_,:-_,,._ ..... ,_Im father I , _,. =li_ _g.. _, _ .
and through the prayers of Jacob Y , t_ota_. .,Ro_,,.m.l..,:sh"q_i_x.'_.
saw him, while awake in the daytime, in nis fall ]-_ aa,_-,_ _r_i ....... t_. ,_. ill.p.43o,.._ _'_.]

and perfect shape. Know ye ttaeretore, my cn!l- / _ _.._._L _.p. 646,..a_ _.t_e. acl_n,_:
dren, that I am dying. Work therefore trumti,,_¢_.,_.:mL_yJ.d.3_ iL,.,o'_'_,¢_'_:_._,.

_ . - _ .... | _:.p. _7; aria emgmnm_, _.---., ........ ). •

- _n_ wonld ¢_m to l_ tl_ meamng m _ _ao_.
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12. And when he finished his words, he said : from Egypt, they and their brethren brought up
I charge you, my children, carry up my bones the bones of their fathers secretly in a place
out of Egypt, and bury me at Hebron, near my which is called Canaan ; and they buried them
fathers. So Benjamin died a hundred and in Hebron, by the feet of their fathers. And
twenty-five years old, in a good old age, and they they returned from the land of Canaan, and
placed him in a coffin. And in the ninety-first dwelt in Egypt until the day of their departing
year of the departure of the children of Israel from the land of Egypt.

NOTE BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

I HAD prepared annotations for these pages which I find will require more space than this
overloaded volume can afford. Let me indicate some sources of information which the student

may find convenient. Thus, in Liddon's Bampfon f2cture (4th ed., London, 1869) , consult p.
71 for remarks on Philo and Alexandrian Jews ; see also p. 91. Concerning the "Book of
Enoch," pp. 7 and 302 ; see Westcott, Study of the Gospels (London, 1867) , p. lO9, a reference to

the Book of Jubikes, and its lack of reference to Messiah. See Jewish doctnne of the Messiah,
pp. 86, 143, 151 ; the "Book of Henoch," pp. 69, 93, 1o_ ; apocryphal words of Jews, p. 458.

He places the "Book of Henoch" earlier than the " Book of Jubilees," and the "Twelve Patri-
archs" after that. Compare Westcott's Historic Faith (London, 1883), a quotation from Gold-
win Smith, on "the blood of Christ," note 8, p. 537.

I cannot forbear to note, among useful suggestions in these Testaments, that (on p. t t) of
the share of Simeon in the persecution of Joseph. It explains the real purpose of Joseph in

selecting Simeon as the hostage to be left in Egypt (Gen. xlii. 5x-24.) Joseph heard the mutual
reproaches of his brothers, and foresaw that Simeon would be made to suffer as most guilty : so he
was withdrawn. Again, a like anxiety (Gen. xlv. 5) appears when Simeon was sent back with

them to his father. Other suggestions may be noted as substantially iUustrating the sacred
narrative.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

EXCERPTSOF THEODOTUS;OR, SELECTIONSFROM THE PROPHETIC

SCRIPTURES.

WE may thank Mr. Wilson,the translator,forseparatingthiscollection,absolutely,from the

worksofClemcnt ofAlexandria,towhichithas bccn made an appendix. The referenceto"our

Pantmnus" givesthe onlycolourforsuch a collocationwithso greata name. Itisthework of

a Montanist,perhaps,who may have had some relationswiththe Alexandrianschool; but itis

hard to saypreciselywho, of threeorfournamed Theodotus(allheretics),may havemade the

compilation,more especiallybecausedisjointedand contradictoryfragmentsseem mixed up init

asitiscommonly edited. Dupin (perhapstooreadilycopyingValesius)appearstothinkClem-

ent may have been the compiler,but that,likethe Hy_oty_oses,thework was the productof

dayswhen he was imperfectlyeducatedinChristiantruth.Itseems tome more reasonableto

concludethattheseexcerpts,and what goesby thename ofFragmennfrom theHy_oses, are

alikecorruptorforgeddocuments,forwhichClcment'sname has been borrowed,to givethem

some credit; and I can desireno betterauthorityforthisopinionthanthatof JeremiahJones,

withtheargumentstobe foundinhislearnedwork on the Canon._

The wretchedperformancc,therefore,isvaluablechieflyasillustrating,certainheresiesof the

secondcentury; but,incidentally,itisofconsiderableimportanceas confirmingthe orthodox
writersinthosebooksand doctrinestowhich itbearswitnessincoincidencewiththem.

I regretthatthe Edinburgh editorsgiveus nota lineof informationastotheirestimateof

theseextracts,or concerningauthorshipand likemattersofinterestand naturalcuriosity.

Z Vol. i. pP. 37z.-276. TheteS_c#_ra._oft_qttotedu"],_,doi_ le_
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EXCERPTS OF THEODOTUS;'

oR,

SELECTIONS FROM THE PROPHETIC SCRIPTURES."

I. THOSE around Sedrach, Misak, and Abed- that dwell in the element, those who have an
nago in the furnace of fire, say as they. praise earthly disposition.
God, "Bless, ye heavens, the Lord ; pr',use and IV. And that the Son is the beginning 7 or
exalt Him for ever ;" then, "Bless, ye angels, head, Hosea teaches clearly : "And it shall be,
the Lord ;" then, "Bless the Lord, all ye waters that in the place in which it was said to them,
that are above heaven." So the Scriptures assign Ye are not my people, they shall be called the
the heavens and the waters to the class of pure children of the living God : and the children of
powers 3as is shown in Genesis. Suitably, then, Judah and the children of Israel shall be gathered
inasmuch as "power" is used with a variety of to the same place, and they shall place over them
meaning, Daniel adds, "Let every power bless one head, 8 and they shall come up out of the
the Lord ;" then, further, "Bless the Lord, sun land ; for great is the day of JezreeL" 9 For
and moon ;" and, "Bless the Lord, ye stars of whom one believes, him He chooses. But one
heaven. Bless the Lord, all ye that worship believes the Son, who is the head; wherefore
Him; praise and confess the God of gods, for also he said in addition: "But I will have mercy
His mercy is for ever." It is written in Daniel, on the sons of Judah, and will save them by the
on the occasion of the three children praising in Lord their God." '° Now the Saviour who saves
the furnace, is the SOn of God. He is then the head.7

u. "Blessed art Thou, who lookest on the v. The Spirit by Osee says, "I am your In-
abysses as Thou sittest on the cherubim," says structor ;" z, ,, Blow ye '* the trumpet upon the
Daniel, in agreement with Enoch,4 who said, hills of the Lord ; sound upon the high places."'s
"And I saw all sorts of matter." For the abyss, And is not baptism itself, which is the sign of re-
which is in its essence boundless, is bounded by generation, an escape from matter, by the teach-
the power of God. These material essences then, ingof the Saviour, a great impetuous stream, ever
from which the separate genera and their species rushing on and bearing us along? The Lord
are produced, are called abysses ; since you accordingly, leading us out of disorder, illumines
would not call the water alone the abyss, al- us by bringing us into the light, which is slmdow-
though matter is allegorically called water, the less and is material no longer.
abyss, vi. This river and sea of matter two prophets _4

"In the beginning God made the heaven cut asunder and divided by the power of the
and the earth," s both terrestrial and ceiestial Lord, the matter being bounded, through both
things. And that this is true, the Lord said to divisiom of the water. Famous leaders both, by
Osee, "Go, take to thyself a wife of fornication, whom the signs were believed, they complied
and children of fornication : because the land with the will of God, so that the righteous man
committing fornication, shall commit fornication, may proceed from matter, i_a.ving }ou_
de_ar_'ng from the Lord." 6 For it is not the through it first. On the one ot mese commana-
element of earth that he speaks of, but those era also was imposed the name of our Saviour.'S

z [I hav¢ prefixed this title, which Mr. Wilson hasomitted, posal- [ 7 _.i_y,_ the_ extractsaretl_tnselvcsmmewhatab"..ml_.] I '
i [For _ the con_m_ns abOUt.Theodotus and the d/ve_ pe_ [ t° I'll. i-7"9H_ L _ It.

t_ callM, s_ Iardner, Cred@., vat. S7_-.-ST9._ am _,te.extr_ts ] zz Hos.
Comm_ly _flled the _¢lor_ea or Exc_'/_ts ef TAe-odoCus; _dt ___ ] v. *. k _" --
ao_ .._.cm_ain"_z'tainVum.Z_,whichmayhavebeeamm"Voa'u°'_-J[ t_., BlowyethecraterinGibe, endd_eromperA.V. v&nts.

s Cmn.k z. | u jmdtmt:Jesus.
6 tt_ Lm. 43
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vn. Now, regeneration is by water and spirit, soul, not of the body : "For all flesh is grass," 7
as was all creation : "For the Spirit of God and corporeal and external good things are tern-
moved on the abyss." ' And for this reason the porary ; "but the things which axe unseen are
Saviour was baptized, though not Himself need-eternal." s
ing= to be so, in order that He might consecrate xu. As to knowledge, some elements of it we
the whole water for those who were being regen- already possess ; others, by what we do possess,
erated. Thus it is not the body only, but the we firmly hope to attain. For neither have we
soul, that we cleanse. It is accordingly a sign attained all, nor do we lack all. But we have
of the sanctifying of our invisible part, and of received, as it were, an earnest of the eternal
the straining off from the new and spiritual crea- blessings, and of the ancestral riches. The pro-
tion of the unclean spirits that have got mixed visions for the Lord's way are the Lord's beati-
up with the soul. tudes. For He said : "Seek," and anxiously

vm. "The water above the heaven." Since seek, "the kingdom of God, and all these things
baptism is performed by water and the Spirit as shall be added to you : for the Father knoweth
a protection against the twofold fire, m that which what things ye have need of." 9 Thus He limits
lays hold of what is visible, and that which lays not only our occupations, but our cares. For
hold of what is invisible; and of necessity, there He says: "Ye cannot, by taking thought, add
being an immaterial element of water and a aught to your stature." zo For God knows well
material, is it a protection against the twofold 3 what it is good for us to have and what to want.
fire. And the earthly water cleanses the body ; He wishes, therefore, that we, emptying ourselves
but the heavenly water, by reason of its being of worldly cares, should be filled with that which
immaterial and invisible, is an emblem of the is directed towards God. "For we groan, desir-
Holy Spirit, who is the purifier of what is invisi- ing to be clothed upon with that which is ineor-
hie, as the water of the Spirit, as the other of the ruptible, before putting off corruption." For
body. when faith is shed abroad, nnbehef is nonplussed.

Ix. GOd, out of goodness, hath mingled fear Similarly also with knowledge and righteousness.
with goodness. For what is beneficial for each We must therefore not only empty the soul, but
one, that He also supplies, as a physician to a fill it with God. For no longer is there evil in
sick man, as a father to his insubordinate child : it, since that has been made to cease ; nor yet is
"For he that spareth his rod hateth his son." 4 there good, since it has not yet received good.
And the Lord and His apostles walked in the But what is neither good nor evil is nothing.
midst of fear and labours. When, then, the af- "For to the swept and empty house return," _x
fliction is sent in the person of a righteous man,S if none of the blessings of salvation has been put
it is either from the Lord rebuking him for a sin in, the unclean spirit that dwelt there before,
committed before, or guarding him on account taking with him seven other unclean spirits.
of the future, or not preventing by the exercise Wherefore, after emptying the soul of what is
of His power an assault from without, 6-for some evil, we must fill with the good God that which
good end to him and to those near, for the sake is His chosen dwelhng-place. For when the
of example, empty rooms are filled, then follows the seal, that

x. Now those that dwell in a corrupt body, the sanctuary may be guarded for GOd.
like those who sail in an old ship, do not lie on xzrL " By two and three witnesses every word
their back, but axe ever praying, stretching their is established." :2 By Father, and Son, and Holy
hands to God. Spirit, by whose witness and help the prescribed

Xl. The ancients were exceedingly distressed, commandments ought to be kept. _3
unless they had always some suffering in the xtv. Fasting, according to the signification of
body. For they were afraid, that if they received the word, is abstinence from food. Now food
not in this world the punishment of the sins which, makes us neither more righteous nor less. But
in numbers through ignorance, accompany those mystically it shows that, as life is maintained in
that are in the flesh, they would in the other individuals by sustenance, and want of sustenance
world suffer the penalty all at once. So that is the token of death ; so also ought we to fast
they preferred curative treatment here. What is from worldly ti_ings, that we may die to the
to be dreaded is, then, not external disease, but world, and aPcerthat, by partaking of divine sus-

sins, for which disease comes, and disease of the tenance, live to God. Especially does fastingj 7lsa.xL6.
: Gen.Ls. I 8=,Cot.iv.zS.
s [InaquotationwhichJone_makesfromtheE..rcer,/_fnotfoundI 9 Matt.vi.33,3s.

In_)thereveniels__ C_e, voJ.' P.375.] I mMatt..viaT;Lukc=_Lss.

l Fray._ _ _ DeuLx_. 6.. . . .
6.Tlm_ _lhi=_.l_t_ as_,le__ithatmbe_ ieoml_:lef'co71ofSt.John'sF_rME_-tl__ ,o:m.Elut_LH .

_JtoA,j,, m"4_lo_w. J the D#C_., hb.v.cap.xt.p.z_4,ca..,u:gne.j
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empty the soul of matter, and make it, along edge, man. knows how to say Lord, Lord ; but
with the body, pure and light for the divine not.as. Hm slave, he has learned to say, Our
words. Worldly food is, then, the former life tamer., Having set free the spirit of bondage,
and sins ; but the divine food is faith, hope, love, which produces fear, and advanced by love to
patience, knowledge, peace, temperance. For Iadoption, he now reverences from love Him
"blessed are they that hunger and thirst after" whom he feared before. For he no longer ab-
God's "righteousness ; for they shall be filled."' sta_ from what he ought to abstain from out of
The soul, but not the body, it is which is suscep- fear, but out of love clings to the command-
tible of this craving, ments. "The Spirit itself," it is said, "b_reth

xv. The Saviour showed to the believing apos- witness when we cry, Abba,4 Father." s
tles prayer to be stronger than faith in the case xx. Now the Lord with His precious blood
of a demoniac, whom they could not cleanse, redeems us, freeing us from our old bitter tna_
when He said, Such things are accomplished by ters, that is, our sins, on account of which the
prayer. He who has believed has obtained for- spiritual lawyers of wickedness ruled over us.
gaveness of sins from the Lord ; but he who has Accordingly He leads us into the liberty of the
attained knowledge, inasmuch as he nolonger sins, Father, m sons that are co-heirs and friends.
obtains from himself the forgiveness of the rest. "For," says the Lord, "they that do the will of

xvi. For as cures, and prophecies, and signs my Father are my brethren and fellow-heir." 6
are perfontmd by the agency of men, God work- "Call no man. therefore, father to yourselves on
ing in them, so also is Gnostic teaching. For earth." 7 For it is mastersthatareonearth. But
God shows His power through men. And the in heaven is the Father, of whom is the whole
prophecy rightly says, "I will send to them a family, both in heaven and on earth, s For love
man who will save them."* Accordingly He sends rules willing Aearts, but fear the unwilling. One
forth at one time prophets, at another apostles, kind of fear is base ; but the other, leading
to be saviours of men. Thus God does good us as a pedagogue to good, brings us to Christ,
by the agency of men. For it is not that God and is saving.
can do some things, and cannot do others : He xxt. Now if one has a conception of God,
is never powerless in anything. No more are it by no means corresponds with His worthineH.
some things done with, and some things against For what can the worthiness of God be ? But
His will ; and some things by Him, and some let him, as far as is possible, conceive of a great
_mgs by another. But He even brought us into and incomprehensible and most beautiful light ;
being by means of men, and trained us by means inaccessible, comprehending all good power, all
of men. comely virtue ; caring for all, compassionate, pas-

xvli. God made us, having previously no exist- sionless, good ; knowing all things, foreknowing
ence. For if we had a previous existence, we all things, pure, sweet, shining, stainless.
must have known where we were, and how and XXll. Since the movement of the soul is self-
why we came hither. But if we had no pre-ex- originated, the grace of God demands from it
istence, then God is the sole author of our crea- what the soul possesses, willingness as its contri-
tion. As, then, He made us who had no exist- bution to salvation. For the soul wishes to be
ence, so also, now that we are made, He saves its own good ; which the Lord, he_ever, #yes
us by His own grace, if we show ourselves worthy it. For it is not devoid of sensation so as to be
and susceptible ; if not, He * will let us pass to carried along like a body. Havingis the result of
our proper end. For He is Lord both of the taking, and taking of willing and desiring; and
living and the dead. keeping hold of what one has received, of the

xvm. But see the power of God, not only in exercise of care and of ability. Wherefore God
the case of men, in bringing to existence out of has endowed the soul with free choice, tl'_ lie
non-existence, and making them when brought may show it its duty, and that it choosing, may
into being grow up according to the progress of receive and retain.
the time of life, but also in saving those who be- xxm. As through the body the Lord t_ake and
lieve, in a way suital_le to each individual. And healed, so also formerly by the prophets, and now
now He changes both hours, and times, and fruits, by the apostles and teachers. For the Church
and elements. For this is the one God, who has is the minister of the Lord's power. Thence
measured both the beginning and the end of He then assumed humanity,9 that by it He might
events suitably to each one.

xax. Advancing from faith and fear to knowl- , [A _ _ tothe .t_l.., _..,. _ _
]_ul'_ _ wdw_; _ n umma mine to_nL_J me_urn
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minister to the Father's will. And at all times not of wickedness, but of power, is to be selected.
the God who loves humanity z invests Himself For as fire is the most potent of the elements,
with man for the salvation of men, m in former and masters all things ; so also God is all-power-
times with the prophets, and now with the ful and almighty, who is able to hold, to create,
Church. For it is fitting that like should minis- to make, to nourish, to make grow, to save,
ter to like, in order to a like salvation, having power of body and soul. As, then, fire is

xxrv. For we are of the earth .... C_sar is superior to the elements, so is the Almighty
the prince, for the time being, whose earthly Ruler to gods, and powers, and principalities.
image is the old man, to which he has returned. The power of fire is twofold : one power con-
To him, then, we are to render the earthly things, duces to the production and maturing of fruits
which we bore in the image of the earthly, and and of animals, of which the sun is the image ;
the things of God to God. For each one of the and the other to consumption and _test_ction,
passions is on us as a letter, and stamp, and as terrestrial fire. When, then, God is called a
sign. Now the Lord marks uswith another stamp, consuming fire, He is called a mighty and resist-
and with other names and letters, faith instead less power, to which nothing is impossible, but
of unbelief, and so forth. Thus we are trans, which is able to destroy.
lated from what is material to what is spiritual, Respecting such a power, also, the Saviour
"having borne the image of the heavenly. ''_ says, "I came to send fire upon the earth, ''6

xxv. John says : "I indeed baptize you with indicating a power to purify what is holy, but
water, but there cometh after me He that bap- destructive, as they say, of what is material ; and,
tizeth with the Spirit and fire."3 But He bap- as we should say, disciplinary. Now fear per-
tized no one with fire. But some, as Heracliu_ tains to fire, and diffusion to light.
says, marked with fire the ears of those who XXVILNow the more ancient men r did not
were sealed ; understanding so the apostolic say- write, as they neither wished to encroach on the
ing, "For His fan is in His hand, to purge His time devoted to attention bestowed on what they
floor: and He will gather the wheat into the handed down, in the way of teaching, by the
garner ; but the chaff He will burn with fire un- additional attention bestowed on writing, nor
quenchable."4 There is joined, then, the expres, spent the time for considering what was to be
sion" by fire" to that" by the Spirit ;" since He said on writing. And, perhaps convinced that
separates the wheat from the chaff, that is, from the function of composition and the department
the material husk, by the Spirit ; and the chaff is of teaching did not belong to the same cast o_
separated, being fanned by the wind :s so also mind, they gave way to those who had a natural
the Spiritpossesses a power of separating material turn for it. For in the case of a speaker, the
forces. Since, then, some things are produced stream of speech flows unchecked and impetu-
from what Is unproduced and indestructible, m ous, and you may catch it up hastily. But that
that is, the germs of life,--the wheat also is which is always tested by readers, meeting with
stored, and the material part, as long as it is strict s examination, is thought worthy of the
conjoined with the superior part, remains ; when utmost pains, and is, so to speak, the written
separated from it, it is destroyed ; for it had its confirmation of oralinstruction, and of the voice
existence in another thing. This separating ele- so wafted along to posterity by written composi-
merit, then, is the Spirit, and the destroying tion. For that which was committed in trust to
element is the fire: and material fire is to be the elders, speaking in writing, uses the writer's
understood. But since that which is saved is help to hand itself down to those who are to
like wheat, and that which grows in the soul like read it. As, then, the magnet, repelling other
chaff, and the one is incorporeal, and that which matter, attracts iron alone by reason of affinity ;
is separated is material ; to the incorporeal He so also books, though many read them, attract
opposes spirit, which is rarefied and pure-- those alone who are capable of comprehending
almost more so than mind ; and to the material them. For the word of truth is to some "fool-
Ite Ol_aSeSfire, not as being evil or bad, but as ishness," 9 and to others a "stumbling-block ; -9
strong and capable of cleansing away evil. For but to a few "wisdom." 9 So also is the power
fire is conceived as a good force and powerful; of God found to be. But far from the Gnostic
destructive of what is baser, and conservative of be envy. For it is for this reason also that he
what is better. Wherefore this fire is by the asks whether it be worse to give to the unworthy,
prophets called wise. or not commit to the worthy ; and runs the risk,

xxw. Thus also, then, when God is called "a from his abundant love of communicating, not
consuming fire," it is because a name and sign,

6 Luke x_. 49-

a X_. xv.49. 8 Itsoems better, with _1'o. t tO read .....
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only to every one who is qualified, but sometimes being cut away and stript off from the whole
also to one unworthy, who asks importunately ; sou], he henceforth consorts and lives with what
not on account of his entreaty (for he loves not is noblest, which has now become pure, and
glory), but on account of the persistency of the emancipated to adoption.
petitioner who bends his mind towards faith with XXXlL Pythagoras thought that he who gave
copious entreaty, things their names, ought to be regarded not

xxvm. There are those calling themselves only the most intelligent, but the oldest of the
Gnosfics who are envious of those in their own wise men. We must, then, search the Scriptures
house more than strangers. And, as the sea is accurately, since they are admitted to be ex-
open to all, but one swims, another sails, and a pressed in parables, and from the names hunt
third catches fish; and as the land is common out the thoughts which the Holy Spirit, pro-
but one walks, another ploughs, another hunts, pounding respecting things, teaches by imprint-
--somebody else searches the mines, and an- ing His mind, so to speak, on the expressions ;
other builds a house : so also, when the Scripture that the names used with various meanings, being
is read, one is helped to faith, another to moral- made the subject of accurate investigation, may
ity, and a third is freed from superstition by the be explained, and that that which is hidden un-
knowledge of things. The athlete, who know_ der many integuments may, being handled and
the Olympic stadium, strips for training, con- learned, come to light and gleam forth. For so
tends, and becomes victor, tripping up h_s antag- also lead turns white as you rub it ; white lead
onists who contend against his scienhfic method, being produced from black. So also scientific
and fighting out the contest. For scientific knowledge (gnosis), shedding its light and bright-
knowledge ' is necessary both for the training of hess on things, shows itself to be in truth the
the soul and for gravity of conduct ; making the divine wisdom, the pure light, which illumines
faithful more active and keen observers of things• the men whose eyeball is clear, unto the sure
For as there is no believing without elementary vision and comprehension of truth.
instruction, so neither is there comprehension xxxni. Lighting, then, our torch _at the source
without science.' of that light, by the passionate desire which has

XXlX. For what is useful and necessary to sal- it for its object, and striving as much as possible
vatlon, such as/he knowledge of the Father, and to be assimilated to it, we become men * full of
Son, and Holy Spirit, and also of our own soul, hght,s Israelites indeed. For He called those
are wholly requisite ; and it is at once beneficial friends and brethren who by desire and pursuit
and necessary to attain to the scientific account aimed after likeness to the Divinity.
of them. And to those who have assumed the xxxlv. Pure places and meadows have received
lead in doing good, much experience is advan- voices and visions of holy phantasms. 6 But every
tageous; so that none of the things which ap- man who has been perfectly purified, shall be
pear to be known necessarily and eruditely by thought worthy of divine teaching and of power.
others may escape their notice. The exposition, xxxv. Now I know that the mysteries of
too, of heterodox teaching affords another exer- science (gnosis) are a laughing-stock to m_ny,
cise of the inquiring soul, and keeps the dmciple especially when not patched up with sophistical
from being seduced from the truth, by his having figurative language. And the few are at first
already had practice beforehand in sounding all startled at them; as when light is suddenly
round on warlike instruments of music.* brought into a convivial party in the dark. Sub-

xxx. The life of the Gnostic rule, (as they say sequenfly, on getting used and accustomed, and
that Crete was barren of deadly animals,) is pure trained to reasoning, as if gladdened and exult-

from every evil deed, and thought, and word; ing for delight, tbey2_raire the Lord .... F_
not only hating no one, but beyond envy and as pleasure has for its essence release from pain)
hatred, and all evil-speaking and slander, so also has knowledge the removal of ignorance.

xxxL In length of days, it is not on account For as those that are most asleep think they are
of his having hved long that the man is to be _most awake, being under the power of dr'.am-
regarded happy, to whose lot it has also faU¢n, visions very vivid and fixed ; so those that are
through his having lived, to be worthy of living most ignorant think that they know most. But
for ever. He has pained no one, except in in- blessed are they who muse themselves from this
structing by the word the wounded in heart, as sleep and derangement, and raise their eyes to
it were by a salutary honey, which is at once the light and the truth.
sweet and pungent. So that, above all, the xxxw. It is, therefore, equally requisite for
Gnostic preserves the decorous along with that him who wishes to have a pupil who is docile)
which is in accordance with reason. For passion

,--0"
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and has blended faith with aspiration, to exercise God being glorified through our knowledge, and
himself and constantly to study by himself, in- through the inheritance. Thus also it is said,
vestigating the truth of his speculations ; and "The Lord liveth," and "The Lord hath risen."9
when he thinks himself right, to descend to xun. "A people whom I knew not hath served
questions regarding things contiguous. For the me ;" ,o by covenant I knew them not, alien
young birds make attempts to fly in the nest, sons, who desired what pertained to another.
exercising their wings. XLIV. "Magnifying the salvations of His

xxxvn. For Gnostic virtue everywhere makes king."" All the faithful are called kings, brought
man good, and meek, and harmless,' and pain- to royalty through inheritance.
less, and blessed, and ready to associate in the xLv. Long-suffering is sweetness above honey ;
best way with all that is divine, in the best way not because it is long-suffering, but in conse-
with men, at once a contemplative and active quence of the fruit of long-suffering. Since,
divine image, and turns him into a lover of what then, the man of self-control is devoid of pas-
is good by love. For what is good,= as there sion, inasmuch as he restrains the passions, not
it is contemplated and comprehended by wisdom, without toil ; but when habit is formed, he is no
is here by self-control and righteousness carried longer a man of self-control, the man having
into effect through faith : practising in the flesh come under the influence of one habit and of
an angelic ministry ; haltowmg the soul in the the Holy Spirit.
body, as in a place clear and stainless. XLVI.The passions that are in the soul are

xxxvm. Against Tatian,3 who says that the called spints,--not spirits of power, since in
words, "Let there be light," 4 are supplicatory, that case the man under the influence of passion
If, then, He is supplicating the supreme God, would be a legion of demons; but they are so
how does He say, "I am God, and beside me called in consequence of the impulse they corn-
there is none else ?" s We have said that there municate. For the soul itself, through modlfi-
are punishments for blasphemies, for nonsense cations, taking on this and that other sort of
for outrageous expressions ; which are pumshed qualities of wickedness, is said to receive spxrits.
and chastised by reason. XLVm The Word does not bid us renounce

xxxax. And he said, too, that on account of property ; '= but to manage property without in-
their hair and finery, women are punished by the ordinate affection ; and on anything happening,
Power that is set over these matters ; which also not to be vexed or grieved ; and not to desire
gave to Samson strength in his hair; which pun- to acquire. Divine Providence bids keep away
ishes the women who allure to fornication through from possession accompanied with passion, and
the adornment of their hair. from all inordinate affectxon, and from this turns

xL. As by the effluence of good, people are back those still remaining'3 in the flesh.
made good, in like manner are they made bad. xLvm. For instance, Peter says in the Apoca-
Good is the judgment of God, and the discrimz- lypse,'4 that abortive infants shall share the bet-
nation of the believing from the unbelieving, and ter fate ; ,s that these are committed to a guardian
the judgment beforehand, so as not to fall into angel, so that, on receiving knowledge, they may
greater judgment-- this judgment being correc- obtain the better abode, having had the same
tion. experiences which they would have had had they

Xr.L Scripture says that infants which are ex- been in the body. But the others shall obtain
posed are delivered to a guardian angel, and that salvation merely, as being injured and pitied,
by him they are trained and reared. "And they and remain without punishment, receiving this
shall be," it says, "as the faithful in this world reward.

of a hundred ReeYeavrSl_ifona,rge_aysWherefore also XLIX.The milk of women, flowing from thePeter, in the a : "And a flash breasts and thickening, says Peter in the Apoca-
of fire, leaping from those infants, and striking lypse, '6 wilt produce minute beasts, that prey on
the eyes of the women." For the just shines flesh, and running back into them will consume
forth as a spark in a reed, and will judge the them : teaching that punishments arise for sins.
nations.7 He says that they are produced from sins ; as

xt_. "With the holy Thou wilt be holy. ''s itwas for their sins that the peoplewere sold.
"According to thy praise is thy name glorified ;" And for their want of faith in Christ, as the

apostle says, they were bitten by serpents.
z For a_t_¢ in the text, we must, trot, slating thus, read ¢tBXe_-_.

If we translate, as we may, "Onmttc virtue is a thing everywhere 9 Luke xxiv. 34-
good, and meek," etc., no change is required in the reading, zo ps. xvlil 43.

_t _bKctJ_t,. zz Ps. xvfii. 5o.
3 _Fmm. some lost work el"hit.] n *r',i_nw*, tasted of rr_,_, u 1- the text, and E_._rtv for
_ _,en. L 3. x_4.o_vin the next datum.Isa. xKv. 6. z5"Avao,rp_e_ i_', t_reo_ rob_ _ _re._. For which, as sllghfly

e [On the= qtu_tafiom =tee/.,arrack, Cr_a_.Z., ii. =56,madJones, xla_= rble, Sylbor=. p_ i'r, _,/_e_ _v e'am¢,,asabove.
C_qt.ak._ L p. 373-] ,t [See note 6, p. 48, xupra.]

7 W'atd, iii. 7 ItS=_g the re_ing _to_pa_,Lmt=_trlof that in the text_ w*_p_,
P=. _ =6. v. [See note 6, Ix 48, :_/ra.]
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x. An ancient said that the embryo is a living the resurrection. For he knew that He who was
thing ; for that the soul entering into the womb to rise was the Lord. Likewise also the demons ;
after it has been by cleansing prepared for con- since also they suspected that Solomon was the
ception, and introduced by one of the angels Lord, and they knew that he was not so, on his
who preside over generation, and who knows the sinning. "Night to night." All the demons
time for conception, moves the woman to inter- knew that He who rose after the passion was the
course ; and that, on the seed being deposited, Lord. And already Enoch 7 had said, that the
the spirit, which is in the seed, is, so to speak, angels who transgressed taught men astronomy
appropriated, and is thus assumed into conjunc- and divination, and the rest of the arts.
tion in the process of formation. He cited as a uv. "There are no speeches or words whose
proof to all, how, when the angels give glad tid- voices are not heard," neither of days nor nights.

i ings to the barren, they introduce souls before "Their sound is gone forth unto all the earth."
conception. And in the Gospel "the babe He has transferred the discourse to the saints
leapt", as a living thing. And the barren are alone, whom he calls both heavens and days.

; barren for this reason, that the soul, which unites iv. The stars, spiritual bodies, that have corn-
: for the deposit of the seed, is not introduced so munications with the angels set over them, and
: as to secure conception and generation, are governed by them, are not the cause of the

u. "The heavens declare the glory of God." 2 production of things, but are signs of what is
The heavens are taken in various meanings, both taking place, and will take place, and have taken
those defined by space and revolution, and those place in the case of atmospheric changes, of
by covenant, -- the immediate operation of the fruitfulness and barrenness, of pestilence and
first-created angels. For the covenants caused fevers, and in the case of men. The stars do
a more especial appearance of angels,--that 3 in not in the least degree exert influences, but in-
the case of Adam, that in the case of Noah, that dicate what is, and will be, and has been.
in the case of Abraham, that in the case of Moses. LVI."And in the sun hath He set His taber-
For, moved by the Lord, the first-created angels nacle." There is a transposition here. For it
exercised their influence on the angels attached is of the second coming that the discourse is.
to the prophets, considering the covenants the So, then, we must read what is transposed in its
glory of God. Furthermore, the things done on due sequence : "And he, as a bridegroom issu-
earth by angels were done by the first-created ing from his chamber, will rejoice as a giant to
angels to the glory of God. run his way. From heaven's end is his going

UL It is the Lord that is principally denomi- forth ; and there is no one who shall hide him-
hated the Heavens, and then the First-created ; self from his heat ;" and then, "He hath set His
and after these also the holy men before the tabernacle in the sun."
Law, as the patriarchs, and Moses, and the proph- Some say that He deposited the Lord's body
ets ; then also the apostles. "And the firmament in the sun, as Hermogenes. And "His tabero
showeth His handiwork." He applies the term nacle," some say, is His body, others the Church
"firmament" 4 to God, the passionless and im- of the faithful.
moveable, as also elsewhere the same David says, Our Pantamus s used to say, that prophecy
"I will love Thee, 0 Lord, my strength4 and my utters its expressions indefinitely for the most
refuge."s Accordingly, the firmament itselfshows part, and uses the present for the future, and
forth the work of His hands,--that is, shows and again the present for the past. Which is also
manifests the work of His angels. For He shows seen here.9 For "He hath set" is put both for
forth and manifests those whom He hath made. the past and the future. For the future, because,

Lm. "Day unto day uttereth speech." As the on the completion of this period, which is to run
heavens have various meanings, so also has day. according to its present ,o constitution, the Lord
Now speech is the Lord ; and He is also fre-iwill come to restore the righteous, the faithful,
quently called day. "And night unto night show- in whom He rests, as in a tent, to one and the
eth forth knowledge." The devil knew that the same unity ; for all are one body, of the same
Lord was to come. But he did not believe that race, and have chosen the same faith and right-
He was God ; wherefore also he tempted Him, eousness. But some as head, some as eyes, some
in order to know if He were powerful. It is said, as ears, some as hands, some as breasts, some as
"he left 6 Him, and departed from Him for a feet, shall be set, resplendent, in the sun. "Shine
season ;" that is, he postponed the discovery till forth as the sun,"" or in the sun; since an angel

* Luke L 43. _ [See note 9 P. 3, _pra.]
2 Ps. xix. ,. [Here follow notes on su_w verses, some not e [No doubt i_ may have _6d this.]

unworthy of an orthodox Father ] 9 Or rather, as Sylb. points out, this is a case of the past used for
S i.e., the covenant. the present, etc.

6 For _av, which is the reading of the text,Sylburglus' suggestion correct'_a_
ofe_ ore;a_,has beenadopted, n Matt.alli.43*
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high in command is in the sun. For he is ap- who have taught axe translated to archangelic
pointed for rule over days ; as the moon is for authority; and those who have learned instruct
ruling over night.' Now angels are called days. those again who from men axe changed to angels.
Along with the angels in* the sun, it is said, they Thus afterwards, in the prescribed periods, they
shall have assigned to them one abode, to be for are brought to the properangelic state of the body.
some time and in some respects the sun, as it LVm. "The law of God is perfect, converting
were the head of the body which is one. And, souls. ''6 The Saviour Himself is called Law and
besides, they also are the rulers of the days, as Word, as Peter in "the Preaching," and the
that angel in the sun, for the greater purpose for prophet : "Out of Zion shall go forth the Law,
which he before them 3 migrated to the same and the Word of the Lord from Jerusalem." 7
place. And again destined to ascend progres- LIX. "The testimony of the Lord is sure, mak-
sively, they reach the first abode, in accordance ing children wise." The covenant of the Lord
with the past "He hath set :" so that the first- is true, making wise children ; those free from
created angels shall no longer, according to provi- evil, both the apostles, and then also us. Be-
dence, exercise a definite ministry, but may be in sides, the testimony of the Lord, according to
repose, and devoted to the contemplation of God which He rose again after His passion, having
alone ; while those next to them shall be pro- been verified by fact, led the Church to confir-
rooted to the post which they have left ; and so marion in faith.
those beneath them similarly, i LX. "The fear of the Lord is pure, enduring

LVn. There are then, according to the apostle, for ever." He says that those who have been
those on the summit, 4 the first-created. And turned from fear to faith and righteousness endure
they are thrones, although Powers, being the first- for ever.
created, inasmuch as God rests in them, as also "The judgments of the Lord are true,"--sure,
in those who believe. For each one, according and incapable of being overturned ; and giving
to his own stage of advancement, possesses the rewards according to what is right, bringing the
knowledge of God in a way special to himself; righteous to the unity of the faith. For this is
and in this knowledge God reposes, those who shown in the words, "justified for the same." s
possess knowledge being made immortal by "Such desires9 axe above gold and precious
knowledge. And is not "He set His tabernacle stone."
in the sun" to be understood thus ? God "set LXL "For also Thy servant keeps them." Not
in the sun," that is, in the God who is beside that David alone is called servant ; but the whole
Him, as in the Gospel, Eli, Eli,S instead of my people saved is called the servant of God, in
God, my God. And what is "above all rule virtue of obedience to the command.
and authority, and power, and every name that is EXit. "Cleanse me from my secret faults;" m
named," are those from among men that are thoughts contrary to right reason--defects. For
made perfect as angels and archangels, so as/o He calls this foreign to the righteous man.
rise to the nature of the angels first-created. LXln. " If they have not dominion over me,
For those who are changed from men to angels then shall I be innocent." If those who perse-
are instructed for a thousand years by the angels cute me as they did the Lord, do not have
after they are brought to perfection. Then those dominion over me, I shall not be innocent. For

no one becomes a martyr unless he is persecuted ;
t Gen. i. t8.
* .°0' h_ d._ay _ould_ ..0" o. _'. nor appears righteous, unless, being wronged, he

xt ,,e may,,_t_ toch_ ,,_,o_,nto_,_v. takes no revenge ; nor forbearing . . .
4 'gv _ *i_p_ dwoxavo_o"r_¢**. The last word yields no suitable

_lle, and conjcctll_ as to the right reading is yam; andwe have
I_'t it untranslated. The Latin translator renders "qui in summa 6 Ps. xix. 8.

¢_llocafi sum." _ Isa. it. 3.
Ps. xlx. x_, Septuagint.

s "ID,_ is (with marvellous ignorance of the Hebrew tongue, as 9 _ _oca_rat if_vt_,t, for which the Septuagint has _=,Ov/_vr_
_ _ao_) hmk_ ,a_ Za,,_. ,,m_. V.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

TO

TWO EPISTLES CONCERNING VIRGINITY.

BY PROFESSOR M. B. RIDDLE, D.D.

AMONO the "Pseudo-Clementina" the Two Epistles concerning Virginity must properly be

placed. The evidence against the genuineness seems conclusive ; yet, with the exception of the
homily usually styled the Secand E2_istle of Clement,' no spurious writings attributed to the great

Roman Father can be assigned an earlier date than these two letters. Uhthom, in view of the
reference to the sub-introduct:e, thinks they were written shortly before the time of Cyprian ; * and

this seems very probable. Jerome was acquainted with the writings (Ad./rovinum, i. Iz), and
possibly Epiphanius (Hcer., xxx. ,5). Hence we may safely allow an early date. Yet these

evidences of age tell against the genuineness.
i. Early works of this character would not have disappeared from notice to such an extent,

had they been authenticated as writings of Clement. Supporting, as they do, the ascetic tendency

prevalent in the Western Church at and after the date when they are first noticed by Christian
writers, they would have been carefully preserved and frequently cited, had they been genuine.
The name of the great Roman Father would have been so weighty, that the advocates of celibacy

would have kept the documents in greater prominence. The silence of Eusebius respecting the
letters is an important fact in this discussion.

2. A second argument against the genuineness is derived from the ascetic tone itself. Such
pronounced statements are not, we must firmly hold, to be found in the Christian literature of the

sub-apostolic age. This historical argument is further sustained by other indications in the epis-
tles. They point to a stage of ecclesiastical development which belongs to a much later period
than that of Clement.

3. The use of Scripture in these letters seems to be conclusive against the Clementine author-

ship. A comparison with the citations in the genuine Epistle of Clement shows that these writings

make much greater use of the Panline (particularly the Pastoral) Epistles ; that the Old Testament
is less frequently cited, and that the mode of handling proof-texts is that of a later age.

4. The judgment of the most candid patristic scholars is against the genuineness. Of Protes-

tants, Wetstein stands alone in supporting the Clementine authorship ; and his position is readily

explained by the fact that he discovered the Syriac version which restored the writings to modem
scholars (see below). The genuineness is defended by Villecourt and Beelen (see below), also by

M6hler,Champagny, and Br(ick.But such expertsas Mansi,Hefele,Ahog, and Funk,among

Roman Catholics,unitewith Protestantscholarsin assigninga laterdate,and consequentlyin

denyingthe Clemcntineauthorship.

z S_ vol. vii. l_p.5og-S_J.
• _ thisc.m,sCyprian stoutly __,:m_,,r,deckComa. Cyprlaa, A,,/c-N_a,¢ F_ers, ,ol.v. pp ssr, 3sS, SSr--S_.
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54 INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

WRmE the great mass of early Christian literature bearing the name of Clement of Rome is

undoubtedly spurious, the ease is somewhat different vnth regard to the two following epistles.
Not only have Roman Catholic writers maintained their genuineness with great ingenuity and

learning, but Wetstein, who first edited them, argued powerfully for their being received as the
authentic productions of Clement ; and even Neander has admitted that they may possibly have
been written by that friend and fellow-labourer of the apostles.

Their literary history in modem times is somewhat curious. Wetstein unexpectedly discovered

them appended to a copy of the Syriac Peschito version of the New Testament furnished to him

by Sir James Porter, then British ambassador at Constantinople. He soon afterwards (i752)
published them in Syriac, accompanied by a Latin version of his own, with Prolegomena, in which

he upheld their genuineness. This speedily called forth two works, one by Lardner (1753) , and
a second by Venema (i 754), in both of which their authenticity was disputed. To these writings
Wetstein h_mself, and, after his death, Gallandius, published rejoinders; but the question re-

mained as far from positive settlement as ever, and continues subjudice even at the present day.
It is generally admitted (and, of course, asserted by those that maintain their truly Clementine

origin) that Greek was the original language of these epistles. Many have argued that they con-
tain plain references to the sub-introductm spoken of in the literature of the third century, and

that therefore they were probably composed in the Oriental Church about that period.

These epistles have been very carefully edited in recent times by the Roman Catholic scholars"
Villecourt (1853) and Beelen (1856). Both have argued strenuously for the genuineness of the

letters, but it may be doubted if they have succeeded in repelling all the objections of Lardner
and Venema. Beelen's work is a highly scholarly production, and his Prolegomena are marked

by great fulness and perspicuity.
A German translation of these epistles was published by Zingefle (1821). They are now for

the first time translated into the English language.
The'translation is made from the text of Beelen.

The division into chapters is due to Wetstein.



TWO EPISTLES CONCERNING VIRGINITY.

THE FIRST EPISTLE OF THE BLESSED CLEMENT, THE DISCIPLE OF PETER

THE APOSTLE.

CHAP.L--THE SALUTATION'. the whole creation even now by good works, as
To all those who love and cherish their life those who are truly " the light of the world," '0

_kick is in Christ through God the Father, and giving hght to "those who sit in darkness," _ that
they may arise and go forth fromthe darkness by

obey the truth of God in hope of eternal life ; the hght of the good works of the fear of God,to those who bear affection towards their breth-
ren and towards their neighbours in the love of "that they may see our good works, and glorify
God ; to the blessed _rother virgins/who devote our Father who is in heaven." '* For it is re-
themselves to preserve virginity "for the sake of quired of the man of God, that in all his words
the kingdom of heaven ; "* and to the holy sister and works he be perfect, and that in his life he
virgins : the peace which is in God.3 be adorned with all exemplary and well-orderedbehaviour,'3 and do all his deeds in righteousness,
CHAP. II. _ FOR TRUE VIRGINITY PERFECT VIRTUE as a man of God.

IS N'ECESSARY.
CHAP. m._TRUE VIRGINS PROVE THEMSELVES

Of all virgins of either sex who have truly re- SUCHBY SELF-DENIAL,AS DOESTHETRUEBE-
solved to preserve virginity for the sake of the LIEVERBYC,OODWORKS.
kingdom of heaven m of each and every one of
them it is required that he be worthy of the king- For virgins are a beautiful pattern to believers,
dom of heaven in every thing. For not by elo- and to those who shall believe. The name alone,
quence 4 or renown,S or by station 6 and descent, indeed, without works, does not introduce into
or by beauty or strength, or by length of life,7 is the kingdom of heaven ; but, if a man be truly
the kingdom of heaven obtained ; but it is ob- a believer, such an one can be saved. For, if a
tained by the power of faith, when a man person be only called a believer in name, whilst
exhibits the works of faith. For whosoever is he is not such in works, he cannot possibly be a
truly righteous, his works testify concerning his believer. "Let no one," therefore, "lead you
faith, that he is truly a believer, with a faith astray with the empty words of error." ,4 For,
which is great, a faith which is perfect, a faith merely because a person is called a virgin, if hebe destitute of works excellent and comely, and
which is in God, a faith which shines in good
works, that the Father of all may be glonfied suitable to virginity, he cannot possibly be saved.
through Christ. Now, those who are truly vir- For our I,ord called such virginity as that "fool-
gins for the sake of God give heed to Him who ish," as He said in the Gospel ;*sand because it
hath said, "Let not righteousness and faith fail had neither oil nor light, it was left outside of

thee ; bind them on thy neck, and thou shalt find the__kingdomthebddegroom,°fheaven, andandWaswasShUtreckonedOUtfrom the
favour for thyself; and devise thou good things J°H_s°f

with
enemies. For such persons as these "havebefore God and before men. ''s "The paths,"

therefore, "of the righteous shine as the light, the appearance only of the fear of God, but the
and the light of them advances until the day is power of it they deny."'e For they "think with
perfect." 9 For the beams of their light illumine themselves that they are something, whilst theyare nothing, and are deceived. But let every
•, Inix_ O_k ,.,_U.,o,_, u_dofboth_*_ Cc.o_t. R_. one constantly try'7 his worl_,"'s and know him-

_. 4). _ _ ong_ _._oy_bo._,m_.. ,,_.*_a_m* self; for empty worship does he offer, whosoeverform. This will not always be mdlcatvd m the muowmg traz_ uon.
• M,_..i ..... . he be that makes profession of virginity and
S Or" tothe holy_drg_s whom h C,od: pace-. SoZhagerle,

sad probably Wetsteln . .......
• Zing., not so well, utkes this to me_m_ w/me co.n_s_on m i_y Io Matt. v. z_._

mouth _ (du..r..hdus mlindlic._ Bekcnntmss), o_aparmg matt. vu. m I_- ix. s;Matt, iv. _._a Mau. v, x6; x Pt't. R. _.

•a. /.a_."bymml_b_." _. ,3 _rfingtozC.or.zh,._.--]Sz_.
6 ,]_e _ek Wo_ crop.% b_ ado_d m ty.e _-i_._ is somo. 14 Eph. v. 6.

times thus _ _ Bzz_. z_ Matt. xxv. s.
7/._. "much tlme." a6 _ Tim. _iL$. ._7 A:,'t. "_ e_ry _ be trym_
• Pray.lb. _, LXX.).
_/._. ,, (u_cL_ _. iv. zS. s* C.,_ v/. 3, 4.
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56 TWO EPISTLES CONCERNING VIRGINITY.

sanctity, "and denies its power." For virginity CHAP.v.wTX_ IRKSOMENESSAND_ EI'v'E_IF.S
of such a kind is impure, and disowned by all OF vmGnvrr¢.
good works. For "every tree whatsoever is Thou desirest, then, to be avirgin? Knowest
known from its fruits.", "See that thou under- thou what hardship and irksomeness there is in
stand =what I say: God will give thee under- true virginity _ that which stands constantly at
standing." 3 For whosoever engages before God all seasons before God, and does not withdraw
to preserve sanctity must be girded with all from His service, and "is anxious how it may
the holy power of Cod. And, if with true fear4 please its Lord with a holy body, and with its
he crucify his body, he for the sake of the fear spirit?"ts Knowest thou what great glory per-
of God excuses himself from that word in which tains to virginity, and is it for this that thou dost
theScri_ffeshassaid: "Befruifful, andmulti- set thyse/f to practise it ? Dost thou really know
ply," 6 and shuns all the display, and care, and and understand what it is thou art eager to do?
sensuality,7 and fascination of this world, and its Art thou acquainted with the noble task of holy
revelries and its drunkenness, and all its luxury virginity? Dost thou know how, like a man,
and ease, and withdraws from the entire life of s to enter "lawfully" upon x6 this contest and
this world, and from its snares, and nets, and "strive,"'7 that, in the might of the Holy Spirit,'s
hindrances ; and, whilst thou walkest 9 upon the thou choosest this for thyself, that thou mayest
earth, be zealous that thy work and thy business be crowned with a crown of light, and that they
be in heaven, may lead thee about in #iumph through "the

Jerusalem above "? ,0 If so be, then, that thou
CHAP.xv._co_rm_AmoN og _ RvM_gS ON longest for all these things, conquer the body ;

SELF-DENIALj OBJECTAND REWARDOF TRUEconquer the appetites of the flesh ; conquer the
VmGL'_S. world in the Spirit of God ; conquer these vain

things of time, which pass away and grow old,
For he who covets for himself these things so and decay, and come to an end ; conquer the

great and excellent, withdraws and severs him- dragon ;2,, conquer the lion ;=' conquer the ser-
self on this account from all the world, that he pent ;==conquer Satan ; _ through Jesus Christ,
may go and live a life divine and heavenly, like who doth strengthen thee by the hearing of His
the holy angels, in work pure and holy, and "in words and the divine Eucharist23 "Take up thy
the holiness ,o of the Spiritof God,"" and that he cross and follow" =*Him who makes thee clean,
may serve God Almighty through Jesus Christ Jesus Christ thy Lord. Strive to run straight
for the sake of the kingdom of heaven. On this forwardand boldly, not with fear, but with cour-
account he severs himself from all the appetites age, relying on the promise of thy Lord, that
of the body. And not only does he excuse thou shalt obtain the victor-crown=sof thy "caR-
himself from this command, "Be fruitful, and ing on high "=6 through Jesus Christ. For who-
multiply," but he longs for the "hope promised" soever walks perfect in faith, and not fearing,
and prepared "and laid up in heaven .... by God, doth in very deed receive the crown of virginity,
who has declared with His mouth, and He does which is great in its toil and great in its reward.
not lie, that it is "better than sons and daugh- Dost thou understand and know how honourable
ters," _3and that He willgive to virgins a notable
place in the house of God, which is something a thing is sanctity ?=_ Dost thou understand howgreat and exalted and excellent is the glory of
"better than sons and daughters," and better virginity ?=Sthan _e2_lace of those who have passed a wedded
life in sanctity, and whose " bed has not been
defiled."_* For God wiUgive to virginsthe king- tRAP. w._Dlvn_m'v ov WROImT¢.
dora of heaven, as to the holy angels, by reason The womb of a holy virgin=9carried our Lord
of this great and noble profession. Jesus Christ, the Son of God; and the body

x Matt. xiL_ [Mm'ela'ohabbjImImvL44.--IL] ts xCor. vU.34.
s Or "_." Them is no pla_ o.n woods.hi the passage x6 Lit. "_ to."

quoted(,, Tim. a. 7), norpedmpswas thin_ m the S]_ac. z7 a Tim. ii. 5.,,. .
_1=Tim. il. 7. ,, x8Thewords, mthemlght_the ]_olySp_it,'sppear toobscure• Z._. "u'_ in far ¢/Gcv/. Th= _ i= lxobablyfaulty, the,ense.-- B_r._,.

--B_LI_. t9 Gal. iv. =6.

S The elllpds is molly to be tiros_ed upin _u¢ 9plsd_ _-mlj ImRoy. xiL?.similar¢as_whichfallow,italkswill notbc mmL_ ILl =xt Pet. v. 8.
6 Gca. I.ML *a = Cot. xi. 3.

Or fromall_r_ wlth. lat¢rdatetlmathesabaposmli_age.-- 1L]
9 Eifl_sometMngishe_omlttsdbytl_ ummml_,o_Ckme_ u Ma_a_i.s_.

huvad_dfla_fvamoC_.--Baaum. . i ss/.tt 'cammd " "
=o- S.ar_'--._a_..[So A.y. TheR.V_.._t_r '6Failm.,. _ . . .. .

,_'v,,,.,,_,_,"..a=is_i_" -. _ ====_.- g.j -).,=,_..".=m_. ['r_ q the.%=2_,.._, • holT,
xt =_ iL t3- _:., ia the limited _a_.. _¢ oon_, _ etc.,= mau_

Cd. i.s. _ of the lateront,m.-- R.] . .
_ I_.lvl. _.,S. _ The la=ttwo =e=te=e_ pmpi_ bele_ tocaap, va.

I_b. _ 4. _ Or "tl_ Holy Vlr#a."
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which our Lord wore, and in which He carried her Lord : as it is written, "Be ye holy, as I am
on the conflict in this world, He put on from a holy, saith the Lord." '_
holy virgin. From this, therefore, understand
the greatness and dignity of virginity. Dost thou CHAP.vm.-- VlRCms, By THE LAV_Q asmE OF
wish to be a Christian ? Imitate Christ in every- CARNALAFFECTION,AREI.mTATOgSOF COD.

thing. John, the ambassador, he who came For, if a man be only in name called holy, he
before our Lord, he "than whom there was not is not holy; but he must be holy in everything :
a greater among those born of women,"' the in his bodyand in his spirit. And those who are
holy messenger of our Lord, was a virgin. Imi- virgins rejoice at all times in becoming like God
tate, therefore, the ambassador of our Lord, and and His Christ, and are imitators of them. For
be his follower 2 in every thing. That John, in those that are such there is not "the mind ,4

again, who "reclined on the bosom of our Lord, of the flesh." In those who are truly believers,
and whom He greatly loved," 3--he, too, was a and "in whom the Spirit of Christ dwells" ,s
holy person.* For it was not without reason that in them "the mind of the flesh" cannot be :
our Lord loved him. Paul, also, and Barnabas, which is fornication, uncleanness, wantonness ;
and Timothy, with all the others, "whose names idolatry,,6sorcery ; enmity,jealousy, rivalry, wrath,
are written in the book of life," s __ these, I say, disputes, dissension's, ill-will ; drunkenness, rev-
all cherished and loved sanctity, 6 and ran in the elry; buffoonery, foolish talking, boisterous laugh-
contest, and finished their course without blemish, ter ; backbiting, insinuations ; bitterness, rage ;
as imitators of Christ, and as sons of the living clamour, abuse, insolence of speech ; malice, in-
God. Moreover, also, Elijah and Elisha, and venting of evil, falsehood ; talkativeness,', bab-
many other holy men, we find to have lived a bling; ,s threatenings, gnashingofteeth, readiness
holy 2 and spotless life. If, therefore, thou de- toaccuse,'9 jarring, _° disdaining's, blows ; perver-
sirest to be like these, imitate them with all thy sions af the rzght, 2, laxness injudgmtnt; haughti-
power. For the Scripture has said, "The elders ness, arrogance, ostentation, pompousness, _oast.
who are among you, honour ; and, seeing their ingof family, of beauty, of position, of wealth, of an• e •.1 ,,8

manner of life and conduct, imitate their talm. arm of flesh ; ,2 quarrelsomeness, injustice,23eager.
And again it salth, " Imitate me, my brethren, as ness for victory ; hatred, anger, envy, perfidy, re-
I ira,tare Chnst." 9 taliation ; 24debauchery, gluttony, "overreaching

(which is idolatry)," 2s ,, the love of money (which
CHAP.vii. _ THETRUEviRGIN', is the root of all evils) ; "26 love of display, vain-

Those, therefore, who imitate Christ, imitate glory, love of rule, assumption, pride (which is
Him earnestly. For those who have "put on called death, and which "God fights against ")72
Christ " ,o in truth, express His likeness in their Every man with whom are these and such like
thoughts, and in their whole hfe, and in all their things _ every such man is of the flesh. For,
behaviour : in word, and in deeds, and in pa- "he that is born of the flesh is flesh ; and he
tience, and in fortitude, and in knowledge, and that is of the earth speaketh of the earth," 2s and
in chastity, and in long-suffering, and in a pure his thoughts are of the earth. And "the mind
heart, and in faith, and in hope, and in full and of the flesh is enmity towards God. For it does
perfect love towards God. No wrgin, therefore, not submit itself to the law of God ; for it can-
unless they be in everything as Christ, and as not do so, ''29 because it is in the flesh, "in which
those "who are Chnsts,"" can be saved. For dwells no good," 3obecause the Spirit of God is
every virgin who is in God is holy in her body
and in her spirit, and is constant in the service t3 _Pet.i. zs c_ L_. _. ,0.x4 Rom. rift 6 (dpp6_p.a).

of her Lord, not turning away from it any whither, t_ Som.vi_
but waiting upon Him always in purity and holi- ,6 LfiL" theworshipof idols." The tingleword |_._g_.

sometimes used to exp,. ss ",dola.tty" (as in E,_..,ej_.., opp. tom.

ness in the Spirit of God, being "solicitous how i. p; ,6), _ ,or fou,a,, t_ _p_
she may please her Lord," '_ by h'ving purely and , L,_."m_chtalking."

15 L,t. "e_ words." " Iwithout stain, and solicitous to be pleasing before ,9 Th, _ord"thu,,_n0_-di, notin thet_xlco_,but_ wen._m-
Him in every thing. She who is such does not tratedbylsa.xxix._r (" that_d*kei manan offetuler"),wheretho
withdraw from our Lord, but in spirit is ever with Hiphilof tt_ is reed, corre_ponditmto the Aphelof the mm

root, from whtch the present word is .d_. "veda.
Jo The word is used in the Peschlto of t Tim. yr. 5J to

_ $ohnx_. ._ eee_ Theword_ aot_ e_ehudeoa_
4 i.e.) a vlrgl_ _t Or (' power." • ..

phil. i.v. _.. tl /..t¥." folly;" but m tt_d tn a Cot. tin. tV
Le., vlr_nlty, g4 Or " re_tlg of OVi]_."

7 i e., ceh'Imte, or e.hasto, ts CoL iii. _.
s Heb. xiil. 7. _ _ Tim. vt. to.

x Pet. v. S; Ja_ iv. 6.
9 x Cot. xi, z. _t John iii. 6,_t.so Rom. xifi. z4,.

tt GaL v.._. _ Rom. vlii. 7.
t_ t Cot. vil. 3z. a° Rom. viL x&
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not in it. For this cause justly does the Scrip- things which are requisite for your salvation, xx
turesay regardingsuch a generation as this : " My But we speak thus ,2 in consequence of the evil
Spirit shall not dwell in men for ever, because rumours and reports concerning shameless men,
they are flesh." _ "Whosoever, therefore, has who, under pretext of the fear of God, have their
not the Spirit of God in him, is none of His :"2 dwelling with maidens, and so expose themselves
as it is written, "The Spirit of God departed to danger, and walk with them along the road
from Saul, and an evil spirit troubled him, which and in solitary places _3alone -- a course which is
was sent upon him from God." s full of dangers, and full of stumbling-blocks and

snares and pitfalls ; nor is it in any respect right
CHAP.IX.- co_rrn_ATioN OF TH_ streyF_r OF for Christians and those who fear God so to con-

MORTIFICATIONj DIGNITYOF PERSONSCONSE-duct themselves. Others, too, eat and drink with
CRATEDTOCOD. them at entertainments allozoing themselves in
He in whomsoever the Spirit of God is, is in loose behaviour and much uncleanness w such as

accord with the will of the Spirit of God ; and, ought not to be among believers, and especially
because he is in accord with the Spirit of God, among those who have chosen for themselves a
therefore does he mortify the deeds of the body life of holiness. .4 Others, again, meet together
and live unto God, "treading down and subju- for vain and trifling conversation and merriment,
gating the body and keeping it ufider ; so that, and that they may speak evil of one another ;
while preaching to others," he may be a beaut,- and they hunt up tales against one another, and
ful example and pattern to believers, and may are idle: persons with whom we do not allow
spend his life in works which are worthy of the you even to eat bread. Then, others gad about
Holy Spirit, so that he may "not be cast away,"4 among the houses of virgin brethren or sisters, on
but may be approved before God and before pretence of visiting them, or reading the Scrip-
men. For in "the man who is of GOd," 5with tures to them, or exorcising them. Forasmuch
him I say there is nothing of the mind of the as they are idle and do no work, they pry into
flesh ; and especially in virgins of either sex ; but those things which ought not to be inquired into,
the fruits of all of them are "the fruits of the and by means of plausible words make merchan-
Spirit "6 and of life, and they are truly the city disc of the name of Christ. These are men from
of God, and the houses and temples in which whom the divine apostle kept aloof, because of
GOd abides and dwells, and among which He the multitude of their evil deeds; as it is written :
walks, as in the holy city of heaven. For in this "Thorns sprout in the hands of the idle ;"is and,
"do ye appear to the world as lights, in that ye "The ways of the idle are full of thorns." 16
give heed to the Word of life," 7 and thus ye are
in truth the praise, and the boast, and the crown CHAP.XL-- PERNICIOUSNESSOF IDLENESSj WARN-
of rejoicing, and the delight of good servants in n_ AG_aNSTTHE EMPTYLO_CINGTOBETEACH-
our Lord Jesus Christ. For all who see you will Egs ; ADVICEABOUTTEACHU_GANDTHEUSEOF

"acknowledge that ye are the seed which the Drv_ Girts.
Lord hath blessed ; in very deed a seed hon- Such are the ways of all those who do not
ourable and holy, and "a priestly kingdom, a work, but go hunting for tales, and think to
holy people, the people of the inheritance,"9 the themselves that this is profitable and right.'7 For
heirs of the promises of God ; of things which such persons are like those idle and prating wid-
do not decay, nor wither; of "that which eye ows"who go wandering about 'Samong houses '''9
hath not seen, and ear hath not heard, and which with their prating, and hunt for idle tales, and
hath not come up into the heart of man ; of that carry them from house to house with much ex-
which GOd hath prepared for those who love aggeration, without fear of God. And besides
Him and keep His commandments. ''_° all this, barefaced men as they are,_°under pre-

tence of teaching, they set forth a variety of doc-
CH_. X._Vm_'tCC_TION OF V_CEROUS AND trines. And would that they taught the doctrines

SCA_.WDALOUSASSOCIATIONWITHMAIDENS. of truth I But it is this which is so disquieting,
Now, we are persuaded of you, my brethren, that they understand not what they mean, and

that your thoughts are occupied about those assert that which is not true : because they wish

*c,a. vi.3. [Thisis ,, exmp_of the_ .m_.h_.of inter=tO be teachers, and to display themselves as skil-
_l_remtion,not yet _rpated, which carries Paul's disun.cUve use ca
il_ term" flesh" back to the Pentateuch, whe_ no ethical sense m xl Or "life."
necestarilyimplmd.-- R.] z_ The words which follow, "¢onoerning thoee thins which we

* R_Lvii._. ['rheAlkmlespeakse(" theSpiritotCAr_t.'--R.] speak," appear not to be genuine. -- B_m.i_.
s x _mr*. xvt. t4. |aBeelen suplx)ses a_l, k& eye,l,: "along the lonely mad."
4 x Cot. ix. 27. z,t i e., virginity.
S z T'w_,vi, xz. zs Prov. xxvL 9.
e Gal. v. _. _ Prov. xv. z0 (LXX.). *,

Phil. iL xS, z6. *_ L_t. "profit and righteou_ess.
IIsa. Ixi 9. zI/.a¥." go about and waud_."
9 _ Pet. ii. 9" 19 z Tim. v. x3. ,,

*o i C.or. ii._ _o _. "ia the.it _
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ful in speaking ; because they traffic in iniquity the word of instruction, or of prophecy," 's blessed
in the name of Christ -- which it is not right for be God, "who helps every man without grudging
the servants of God to do. And they hearken n that God who gives to every man and does
not to that which the Scripture has said: "Let not upbraid Mm." ,9 With the gift, therefore,
not many be teachers among you, my brethren, which thou hast received from our Lord, serve
and be not all of you prophets." ' For "he who t@ spiritual brethren, the prophets who know
does not transgress in word is a perfect man, able that the words which thou speakest are those of
to keep down and subjugate his whole body." 2 our Lord ; and declare the gift which thou hast
And, "If a man speak, let him speak in the received in the Church for the edification of the
words 3 of God." 4 And, "If there is in thee brethren in Christ (for good and excellent are
understanding, give an answer to thy brother ; those things which help the men of God), if so
but if not, put thy hand on thy mouth." s For, be that they are truly with thee. *°
"at one time it is proper to keep silence, and at
another time to speak. ''6 And again it says: CHAP.XII.qRULES FOR V'P31TS, EXORCISMS, AND
"When a man speaks in season, it is honourable7 HOWPEOPLEARETO ASSISTTHESICK,ANDTO
to him."s And again it says: " .Let your speech I WALKm ALLTamGS wrrHooT OFF,.NeE.

mbeStoaS_ned'_loth tgracee anF°an_lerrtqu_ed °fna] Moreover, also, this is comely and useful, that• ,, _ g . . ry [a man "visit orohaus and widows." 2, and esve-
in season..9 l<or."he taat utters whatsoever[ cially those poor persons who have many clail-
comes to ms mourn, mat man proauces state ;_dren These thin-s are without controvers-• . . g , Y,
and he that utters a superflmty of words increases !re^uired of the servants of God and cornel •and
vexation, and he that _shasty vath h_s hps falls _1 , y• " " " statable for them. This also, again, is suitable
into evil. For because of the unruliness of the and right and comely for those who are brethren
tongue cometh anger ; but the perfect man keeps in Christ, that they should visit those who axe
watch over his tongue, and loves his soul's life." '° harassed by evil spirits, and pray and pronounce
For these are they "who by good words and fair adjuratmns,, overthem, intelligently, offeringsuch
speeches lead astray the hearts of the simple, prayer as is acceptable before God ; not with a
and, while offering them blessings, lead them multitude of fine words/3 well prepared and ar-
astray." " Let us, therefore, fear the judgment ranged, so that they may appear to men eloquent
which awaits teachers. For a severe judgment and of a good memory. Suck men are "like a
will those teachers receive "who teach, but do sounding pipe, or a tinkling cymbal ; ,,_4 and they
not," _*and those who take upon tl_epnthe name bring no help to those over whom they make
of Christ falsely, and say : We teach the truth, their adjuratmns ; but they speak with terrible
and yet go wandering about idly, and exalt them- words, and affright people, but do not act with
selves, and make their boast" in the mind of the true faith, according to the teaching of our Lord,
flesh." ,3 These, moreover, are like "the blind who hath said : "This kind goeth not out but
man who leads the blind man, and they both fall by fasting and prayer, ''*s offered unceasingly and
into the ditch." ,4 And they will receive judg- with earnest mind. And let them holily ask and
ment, because in their talkativeness and their: beg of God, with cheerfulness and all _:ircum-
frivolous teaching they teach natural ,s wisdom, spection and purity, without hatred and without
and the "frivolous error of the plausible words malice. In this way let us approach a brother
of the wisdom of men," ,6 ,, according to the will or a sister who is sick, and visit them in a way
of the prince of the dominion of the air, and of that is right, without guile, and without covetous-
the spirit which works in those men who will not nets, and without noise, and without talkative-
obey, according to the training of this world, and ness, and without such behaviour as is alien from
not according to the doctrine of Christ."'z But the fear of God, and without haughtiness, but
ff thou hast received "the word of knowledge, or with the meek and lowly spirit of Christ. Let
.... _----lthem, therefore, with fasting and with prayert xCot.xh.*9. [But compareJas.iixz: ' Benotmanyteach- ...._" (R.V.),whichp_a_ t_ n_t _t_ao_.--R.] [make their adjuratmns, and not with the elegant

] J+_.-,_,_- ,, ]and well-arranged and fitly-ordered words of
• _. i_._P_h'L [learning, but as men who have received the gift
s Ecclusv x4
6 _ _i _ " of healing from God, confidently, to the glory of
S Prov. xxv'. xx. xs x C.or. xi[. R.-xo.
9 Lit. "in his place." Col. iv. 6. t9 Jas i. s-

xo Lu'. "his soul for hf¢." Prov. xvili. 6, xiii. 3, xxi. s3. _ An obscure chmse, which Beelen supposes to be due to the tulip,
st Rom. xvt. XT-_ 9. _rehenslon o£ the Syrian translator. Perhalm the ohio.dry will be mu
x* Matt+ xxiiL 3. ffwe read" gffts,"asdoWets.andZiug.,byachan_intl_ poin¢_
z_ Col. iL 28. _ J_. L _7.
z4 Matt. zv. 24. _ Or "exorcisms,"
zsAszCot.xv.44 (_,X,z_). --See]aL_ _S[alsozCot.il. *_Lit. "de_antandnumemmwonk."

z3, 24.--R.] , [ _ , Cot, xm. x.
_ S_ Col. ii. 8. [ _ Matt, xvii. _x. [Or Mark ix. _9; the vet_ in Matthew is ¢_"
_ Eph. h. *; Col. ii, 8. [ doubtful genuincnc¢_ _]_..]
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God. By' your fastings and prayers and per- God, this also is manifest and well-known. This
petual watching, together with your other good too, again, is comely, that a man should not be
works, mortify the works of the flesh by the envious of his neighbour. And moreover, again,
power of the Holy Spirit. He who acts thus it is suitable and comely that all those who work
"is a temple of the Holy Spirit of God.", Let the works of the Lord should work the works of
this man cast out demons, and God wiU help! the Lord in the fear of God. Thus is it required
him. For it is good that a man help those that of them to conduct themselves. That "the har-
are sick. Our Lord hath said : "Cast out vest is great, but the workmen are few," this also
demons," at the same time commanding many is well-known and manifest. Let us, therefore,
other acts of healing ; and, "Freely ye have re- "ask of the Lord of the harvest" that He would
ceived, freely give."3 For such persons as these send forth workmen into the harvest; s such
a goodly recompense is laid up by GOd, because workmen as "shall skilfully dispense the word of
they serve their brethren with the gifts which truth ;" workmen "whoshall notbe ashamed ; ,,9
have been given them by the Lord. This is also faithful workmen ; workmen who shall be "the
comely and helpful to the servants of God, be- light of the world ; .... workmen who "work not
cause they act according to the injunctions of for the food that perisheth, but for that food
our Lord, who hath said: "I was sick, and ye which abideth unto life eternal ;"" workmen
visited Me, and so on." 4 And this is comely who shall be such as the apostles ; workmen who
and right and just, that we visit our neighbours imitate the Father, and the Son, and the Holy
for the sake of God with all seemliness of man- Spirit ; who are concerned for the salvation of
ner and purity of behaviour ; as the Apostle hath men ; not "hireling" ,2 workmen ; not workmen
said : "Who is sick, and I am not sick ? who is to whom the fear of God and righteousness ap-
offended, and I am not offended ?" s But all pear to be gain ; not workmen who "serve their
these things are spoken in reference to the love belly ;" not workmen who "with fair speeches
with which a man should love his neighbour, and pleasant words mislead the hearts of the
And in these things let us occupy ourselves,6 innocent ;" ,3 not workmen who imitate the chil-
without giving offence, and let us not do any- dren of light, while they are not light but dark-
thing with partiality or for the shaming of others, hess-- "men whose end is destruction ;" _4not
but let us love the poor as the servants of God, workmen who practise iniquity and wickedness
and especially let us visit them. For this is and fraud ; not "crafty workmen ;" _s not work-
comely before God and before men, that we men "drunken" and "faithless ;" ,6 nor work-
should remember the poor, and be lovers of the men who traffic in Christ ; ,7 not misleaders ; not
brethren and of strangers, for the sake of God "lovers of money ; not malevolent." _s
and for the sake of those who believe in God, as Let us, therefore, contemplate and imitate the
we have learnt from the law and from the proph- faithful who have conducted themselves well in
ets, and from our Lord Jesus Christ, concerning the Lord, as is becoming and suitable to our
the love of the brotherhood and the love of c.ailing and profession. Thus let us do service
strangers: for ye know the words which have before God in justice and righteousness, and
been spoken concerning the love of the brother- without blemish, "occupying ourselves with
hood and the love of strangers ; 7 powerfully are things good and comely before God and also
the words spoken to all those who do them. before men."'9 For this is comely, that God

be glorified in us in all things.
CHAP. xm. m WHAT PRmSTS SHOULDBE AND Here endeth the first Epistle of Clement.

SHOULD NOT BE.

Beloved brethren f that a man should build up , Matt.ix.37,3s
" Lit. "_thout d_nm" _ Tim. iL x$.

and establish the brethren on the faith in one ,9oMatt... _4.
tt John vi. a7.

John x. xa, I3.
z O:" in." _ Rom. xvl, zS.
: t Cor. vi. 19.Matt. x. & u Phil. iii. x9.
4 Ltd. "and thinp slmilat to these," Matt. xxv. _. zs 2 Cor. xL x3.
s _ C.or. xl. a9. 16 See Matt. xxiv.45-5x- . . .
6 Z_."letusbe." .... .1___..... ,t.:. x7 [Comp. the term Xpte_/zsrepo¢, Ch_st-mmlgerf-.'Christ.
? Beelen here omits, as _mt'iotm, me woms, tK_a,m_ .-- same trafficker," m TeackiuK, chap. Tfft.5, voL vu. p. 38L -- R.J

_l_is pleamat lind agl_ub_ to Tea: because y© m¢ aU taught d x$ z Tim. ill 3; Ttt. i. 7.t9 Rom. r_L ZT.
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THE SECOND EPISTLE OF THE SAME CLEMENT.

CHAP. L m HE DmCW.nms THE Cm_PECTSESS we turn in and lodge, and that same brother will
oF ms n,rrm_comcsE wrm THE OTHERSEX, provide and prepare whatever is necessary for

TELLSHOWIN ms JOURNEYSHE Acts AT US; and he himself waits upon us, and he him-
PLACESWHERETHEREARE BRETHRENONLY. self washes our _eet for us and anoints us with

I WOULD,moreover, have you know, my breth- ointment, and he himself gets ready a bed for
ren, of what sort is our conduct in Christ, as well us, that we may sleep in reliance on God. All
as that of all our brethren, in the variauy places these things will that consecrated brother, who
in which we are. And if so be that you approve is in the place in which we tarry, do in his own
it, do ye also conduct yourselves in like manner person. He will himself serve the brethren,
in the Lord. Now we, if God help us, conduct and each one of the brethren who are in the
ourselves thus : with maidens we do not dwell, same place will join with him in rendering all
nor have we anything in common with them ; those services s which are requisite for the breth-
with maidens we do not eat, nor drink ; and, ren. But with us may no female, whether
where a maiden sleeps, we do not sleep ; neither young maiden or married woman, be there at
do women wash our feet, nor anoint us ; and on that time ; 9 nor she that is aged, j° nor she that
no account do we sleep where a maiden sleeps has taken the vow ; not even a maid-servant,
who is unmarried or has taken the vow : z even whether Christian or heathen ; but there shall
though she be in some other place _ she be only be men with men. And, if we see it to be
alone, we do not pass the night there? More- requisite _to stand and pray for the sake of the
over, if it chance that the time for rts/overtake women, and to speak words of exhortation and
us in a place, whether in the country, or in a edification, we call logetktr the brethren and all
village, or in a town, or in a hamlet,_ or where- the holy s_sters and maidens, and likewise all the
soever we happen to be, and there are found other women who are there, inviting t/ttm with
brethren in that place, we turn in to one who is all modesty and becoming behaviour to come
a brother, and call together there all the breth- and feast on the truth." And those among us
ten, and speak to them words of encouragement who are skilled in speaking speak to them, and
and exhortation.4 And those among us who are exhort them in those words which God has given
gifted in speaking will speak such words as are us. And then we pray, and salute '_ one another,
earnest, and serious, and chaste, in the fear of the men the men. But the women and the maid-

ens will wrap their hands in their garments ;God, and exlwrf thera to please God in every-
thing, and abound and go forward in good works, and we also, with circumspection and with all
and" be free from s anxious care in everything," 6 purity, our eyes looking upwards, shall wrap our
as is fit and right for the people of God. right hand in our garments ; and then they will

come and give us the salutation on our right hand
CHAP. H._HIS BEHAVIOURIN PLACES WHEREwrapped in our garments. Then we go where

THERE WERE CHRISTIANS OF BOTH SEXES. God permits us.

And if, moreover, it chance that we are dis- CHAP.In. _ Rt,_ES FORTHE COgDUCTOF CEt._TE
rant from our homes and from our neighbours, BrgrHrr_ IN PLACESWHERETHERE AV._ ONLY
and the day decline and the eventide overtake _,_uuFa) CHRWrls_S.
US, and the brethren press us, through love of
the brotherhood and by reason of their affection And if again we chance to come into a place
for strangers, to stay with them, so that we may where there is no consecrated brother, but all are
watch with them, and they may hear the holy married, all those who are there will receive
word of God and do if, and be fed with the the brother who comes to them, and minister to
words of the Lord, so that they may be mindful him, and care for his wants ,3 in everything, as-
of them, and they set before us bread and water siduously, with good-will. And the brother shall
and that which God provides, and we be will- be ministered to by them in the way that is suit-
ing and consent to stay through the night with• . . 8 Lil, " wP_ with him mhK_w all those things. _

them ; if there be there a holy rain7 with him I 9 _T_ _,,u_-_ of _t _ p_pss is of i__r
...... ____ _ -- [ The' ram_c/ty"of thecarlleragehade_lenttyp_maiwl_

z L_t. "oriaadmlghterofthevovenan_ . . [ pmbJbmons were pemu_-- R.J _
I Beelen's s_miering,"wedo not even Imss t_ night,"xa_s not [ so L_.._,_ s_...l__,._.,_ _ _skh/' _mmerle_m_

to be favored either by the an'msffcmcut or the _ ] r--- .... _--- t_r qr'--'--, ------- _--

4Or"cousolath_/." So n_bc,_e-,_ in the N. T. hasbotheemm.] _s__, ' .................$ L_'t "witlmut- _ [ Z._. cometomcoeagmmmemma.,

_ i.e., _ _o has taken the vow of ceh'ba_. _ ss_."_orthatwhkh_shis;"_ fa_wl_/_.,_ra_la_d
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able. And the brother will say to the married tures there, but we flee as from before the face of
persons who are in that place: We holy men do a serpent, and as from before the face of sin.
not eat or drink with women, nor are we waited Not that we disdain the believing woman m far
on by women or by maidens, nor do women be it from us to be so minded towards our breth-
wash our feet for us, nor do women anoint us, ten in Christ [m but, because she is alone, we
nor do women prepare our bed for us, nor do are afraid lest any one should make insinuations
we sleep where women sleep, so that we may be against us in words of falsehood. For the hearts
without reproach in everything, lest any one of men are firmly set s on evil. And, that we
should be offended or stumble at us. And, whilst may not give a pretext to those who desire to
we observe all these things, "we are without get a pretext against us and to speak evil of us,
offence to every man.", As persons, therefore, and that we may not be a stumbling-block to
"who know the fear of the Lord, we persuade any one, on this account we cut off the pretext
men, and to God we are made manifest." = of those who desire to get a pretext against us ;

on this account we must be "on our guard that
CHAP. IV._CONDUCT OF THE HOLY MAN WH.F_,]RE we be to no one a stumbling-block, neither to

THEREAREWOMENONLY. the Jews, nor to the Gentiles, nor yet to the

But if we chance to come into a place where Church of God ; and we must not seek that
there are no ChHs_bn men, but all the believers which is profitable to ourselves only, but that
are women and maidens,3 and they press us to which is for the profit of many, so that they may
pass the night there in that place, we call them be saved."9 For this does not profit us, that
all together to some suitable place/ and ask another stumble because of us. Let us, there-
them how they do ; and according to that which fore, be studiously on our guard at all times, that
we learn from them, and what we see to be their we do not smite our brethren and give them to
state of mind, we address them in a suitable man- drink of a disquieting conscience through our
ner, as men fearing God. And when they have being to them a stumbling-block. For "if for
all assembled and come toget/_er,and we see that the sake of meat our brother be made sad, or
they are in peace,5 we address to them words shocked, or made weak, or caused to stumble,
of exhortation in the fear of God, and read the we are not walking in the love of God. For the
Scripture to them, with purity and in the con- sake of meat thou causest him to perish for
cise 6 and weighty words of the fear of God. whose sake Christ died. '''° For, in "thus sinning
We do everything as for their edification. And against your brethren and wounding their sickly
as to those who are married, we speak to them conseaenees, ye sin against Christ Himself. For,
in the Lord in a manner suited to them. And if for the sake of meat my brother is made to
if, moreover, the day decline and the eventide stumble," let us who are believers say, "Never
draw on, we select, in order to pass the night will we eat flesh, that we may not make our
there, a woman who is aged and the most exem- brother to stumble." '_ These things, moreover,
platy 7 of them all ; and we speak to her to give does ever one who truly loves God, who truly
us a place all to ourselves, where no woman en- takes up his cross, and puts on Christ, and loves
ters, nor maiden. And this old woman herself his neighbour ; the man who watches over him-
will bring us a lamp, and whatever is requisite self that he be not a stumbling-block to any one,
for us she will herself bring us. From love to that no one be caused to stumble because of him
the brethren, she will bring whatever is requisite and die because he is constantly with maidens

and lives in the same house with them _ a thingfor the service of stranger brethren. And she
herself, when the time for sleep is come, will de- which is not right-- to the overthrow of thosewho see and hear. Evil conduct like this is
part and go to her house in peace, fraught with stumbling and peril, and is akin _2

to death. But blessed is that man who is tit-
CHAP. V._WHERE THERE IS ONLY ONE WOMAN,

THEFATHERDOESNOTMAKEASTAY; HOWCARE-cumspect and fearful in everything for the sake

FULLY STUMBLING-'BI.OCKS MUST BE AVOIDED. i of purity l
But if, moreover, we chance upon a place, and iCHAP. VL_ now c_imsTm_ m_OULDBEHAV_

find there one believing woman only, and no i THEMSELVESAMONOHEATHENS.

other person be there but she only, we do not If,moreover, it chance that we go to a place
stop there, nor pray there, nor read the Scrip- in which there are no Christians, and it be im-

z =Cot.vl.3.
s 2 Cot. v. el. $ Or "are set and fixed."

/.,_. '_all of them axe believing women and maidetm." 9 t Cot. x. 32, 33.
4L_."semeplatmontherights_le." TheSynantranslatorhes 'ORom. xiv. x_. [The Apostle's noble tmd conststent oounsel to

ptobebly mistaken the meaning of *t_ _ m/It_t6v, where &_:tdv the "strong" brethren at Rome is m sharp contrast with the use here
may he comlxased with deatter m Hor., Sat., il. x_ iS. -- BBKLKN. made of it. Only one of the "weak" brethren could have written

] ]Prob_.b]ymeamng z "when we have inquired of their welfa_." thL_epistle. -- R.]

6 _. "campressed." L_. "near,"t L/g. " chaste," o_r"mode_" _ x Cor. viii. x2, t 3.
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portant for us to stay there a few days, let us be crLcP, vH.mrasm OF COt_rD_O ADMO/_TORY
" wise as serpents, and harmless as doves ; "' and EX.4.MPLE_, AS WELLAS /NSrI'RUCTIVEPATrERNB.

let us "not be as the foolish, but as' the wise,"* Let us consider, therefore, my brethren, andin all the self-restraint of the fear of God, that
God may be glorified in everything through our i see how all the righteous fathers conducted them-
Lord Jesus Christ, through our chaste and holy selves during the whole time of their sojourn inthis life, and let us search and examine from the
behaviour. For, "whether we eat, or drink, or law dawn to the New Testament. For this is
do anything else, let us do it as for the glory of both becoming and profitable, that we should
God." _ Let "all those who see us acknowledge i know how many men there have been, and who
that we are a blessed seed,"* "sons of the living they were, that have perished through women ;
God," s in everything--in all our words, in and who and how many have been the women
shamefastness, in punt-y, in humility, forasmuch that have perished through men, by reason of the
as we do not copy the heathen in anything, nor.... i constancy with which they have associated with
are as behevers hke other men, but in everythmg one another. And further, also, for the same tea-
are estranged from the wicked. And we "do son, I will show how many have been the men,
not cast that whmh is holy before dogs, nor and who they were, that lived all their lifetime,
pearls before swine ; "6 but with all possible self- and continued even to the close, with one an-
restraint, and with all discretion, and with all fear other in the performance of chaste works without
of God, and with earnestness of mind we praise blemish. And it is manifest and well-known that
God. For we do not minister where heathens this is so.'3
are drinking and blaspheming in their feasts with
words of impurity, because of their wickedness.7

CHAP, VIII. _JOSEPH AND POTIPHAR'S WIFE j OF
Therefore do we not sing iOsalms to the hea- WrtATKInD LOVETO F_MaLESOtrGHTTO BE.
thens, nor do we read to them the Scriptures, that
we may not be like common stagers, either those There is Joseph, faithful, and intelligent, and
who play on the lyre,s or those who sing with the wise, and who feared God in everything: Did
voice, or hke soothsayers, as many are, who follow not a woman conceive an excessive passzon for
these practices and do these things, that they the beauty of this chaste and upright man ?
may sate themselves with a paltry mouthful of And, when he would not yield and consent to
bread, and who, for the sake of a sorry cup of gratify her passionate desire,'* she cast the right-
wine, go about "singing the songs of the Lord eous man into every kind of distress and tor-
in the strange land"0 of the heathen, and doing ment, to within a litre of death,*3 by bearinK
what is not right. Do not so, my brethren ; we false witness. But God delivered him from all
beseech you, nay brethren, let not these deeds be the evils that came upon him through this
clone among you ; but put away those who choose wretched woman. ¥e see, my brethren, what
thus to behave themselves with infamy and dis- distresses the constant sight of the person of the
grace. It is not proper, my brethren, that these Egyptian woman brought upon the righteous
things should be so. But we beseech you, breth- man. Therefore, let us not be constantly with
ren in righteousness, that these things be so done women, nor with maidens. For this is not profit-
with you as with us, as for a pattern of believers, able for those who truly wish to "gird up their
and of those who shall believe. Let us .be of loins." ,6 For it is required that we love the
the flock of Christ, in all righteousness, and in sisters in all purity and chasteness, and with all
all holy and unblemished conduct, behaving our- curbing of thought, in the fear of God, not asso-
selves with uprightness and sanctity, as is right clating constantly with them, nor finding access
for believers, and observing those things which to them at every hour.
are praiseworthy, and pure, and holy, and hon-
ourable, and noble ; and do ye promote ,o all caa.P. Ix. _ s_a_,oN's _Mo_rro_Y FALL
those things which are profitable. For ye are Hast thou not heard concerning Samson the
"our joy, and our crown," and our hope, and Nazarite, "with whom was the Spirit of God," x,
our life, "if so be that ye stand in the Lord."" the man of great strength? This man, who was
So be it t '* a Nazarite, and consecrated to God, and who was

gilled with strength and might, a woman broughtI Matt. x. x6,
2 Eph. v. t 5. to ruin with her wretched body, and with her
a. co_._. 3.. vile passion. Art thou, perchance, such a man'* Is*. lxl. 9-
s Ph,l._. ,s. as he ? Know thyself, and know the measure of
s Matt. viL 6.

Beden joins "because of thdr w/_" w/th tl_ words that
follow, x_ Wemdn and Zi_b,m_ join _a this _ *o the nat, by •

cbanp of the comtruct_oa.
s Or" dtharL" x, Li_t " her pausion and her ck:_e."

Ps G._r_. 4. t$ L_. " _ tOde_th."Or" let on foot. u
zt Phil. iv. t. t6 Luke x_.,_5.
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thy strength. _ "The married _voman catcheth Therefore, it is not proper for us, nor right for
precious souls." 2 Therefore, we do not allow us, to assoejate with sisters, indue'rig in laughter
any man whatsoever to sit with a married wo- and looseness ; but we ought to behaz,e tomard_
man ; much less to live in the same house with them with all chasteness and purity, and in the
a maiden who has taken the vow, or to sleep fear of the Lord.
where she sleeps, or to be constantly with her.
For this is to be hated and abominated by those CHAr. xn. -- SOU)MON'Sn_Aa_AzzON THROUGH
who fear God. WOMEN.

Hast thou not read the history of Solomon,
CHAP.X. _ DAVID'S SIN, SO ADMONrI_RYTO US the son of David, the man to whom God gave

WEAKMF__. wisdom, and knowledge, and largeness of mind, '°
Does not the ease of David instruct thee, and riches, and much glory, beyond all men?

whom God "found a man after His heart," 3one Yet this same man, through women, came to
faithful, faultless, pious, true? This same man ruin, z, and departed from the Lord.
saw the beauty of a woman m I mean of Bath-
sheba m when he saw her as she was cleansing CHAP.xm.- THE HISTORYOF SUSANNATEACHES
herself and washing unclothed. This woman the CIRCUMSPECTIONWITHTHE EYESANDIN SO-
holy man saw, and was thoroughly 4 captivated CtETY.
with desire by the sight of hera See, then, what
evils he committed because of a woman, and Hast thou not read, and dost thou not know,
how this righteous man sinned, and gave corn- concerning those elders who were in the days of
mand that the husband of this woman should Susanna, who, because they were constantly with
be killed in battle. Ye have seen what wicked women, and looking upon the beauty which was
schemes he laid and executed, and ]ww, because an°ther's'x_ fell into the depths of wantonness,
of his passion for a woman, he perpetrated a mur- and were not able to keep themselves in a chaste
der-- he, David, who was called "the anointed mind"a but were overcome by a depraved dispo-sition, and came suddenly i4 upon the blessed
of the Lord." 6 Be admonished, O man : for, Susanna to corrupt her. But she did not consentif such men as these have been brought to
ruin through women, what is /_y righteousness, to their foul passion, but cried unto God, and Godsaved her out of the hands of the bad old men.
or what art thou among the holy, that thou con-
sortest with women and with maidens day and Does it not, therefore, behove us to tremble and
night, with much silliness, without fear of God ? be afraid, forasmuch as these old men, judges and
Not/hus, my brethren, not thus let us conduct elders of the people of God, fell from their dig-
ourselves ; but let us be mindful of that word nity because of a woman ? For they did not keep
which is spoken concerning a woman : "Her in mind that which is said : "Look thou not on the
hands lay snares, and her heart spreadeth nets ; beauty which is another's ;" and, "The beauty
but the just shall escape from her, whilst the of woman has destroyed many ;" x5and "W_th a
wicked falleth into her hands." 7 Therefore let married woman do not sit ;" z6and that, again, in
us, who are consecrated, s be careful not to live in which it says : "Is there any one that puts fire
the same house with females who have taken the in his bosom, and does not burn his clothes ;" _7
vow. For such conduct as this is not becoming or, ".Does a man walk on fire, and his feet are
nor right for the servants of God. not scorched ? So whosoever goeth in to anotherman's wife is not pure from evil, and whosoever

comes near to her shallnot escape." 's And again
CHAP.XL_ ADMOmTORVmSTORYOFTHEINCEST-it says: "Thou shalt not long after the beautyUOUS CHILDREN OF DAVID.

a woman, lest she take thee captive with her
Hast thou not read concerning Amnon and eyelids ;" x9 and, "Thou shalt not look upon a

Tamar, the children of David? This Amnon maiden, lest thou perish through desireof her ; ....
conceived a passion for his sister, and hum- and, "With a woman that sings beautifully thou
bled her, and did not spare her, because he shalt not constantly be ; ,,2, and, "Let him that
longed for her with a shameful passion ; and he thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall." 22
proved wicked and profligate because of his con-
stunt intercourse with her, without the fear of xoLit."heart."

God, and he "wrought uncleanness in Israel." 9 *_o_"p_,_h_."ta Susannahavinga husband,Joachim.
t3 Lit. "a mindof _."

z Lit. " know thym_m_¢." i4 Lit. "rose."
Pray._. _6. x5 Ecclus. ix. 8, 9"

s z Sam._i. 13: Ps. Ixxxix. _m,seqq._ Acts xliL _. z6Ecdus. ix. z_
.t _ " . - x7Prov.vi. 27.L L verily. . .
S " Bythe pl_.asureder_:,cdf_mmthe sight o/'he_. --Bwa',_. ss Prov. vi. 28,_
• Ps. XviiL5o; nSam. xix. _I. x9Prov. vL aS.

Ecchm. ix. 5.
7 Eccl. vii. _. _ Ecdus. ix. 4.s Lit. "holy."
9 C,ea. x._iv. 7. m z Coz.x. z_,.
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CHAP. XIV. _ F20.IFIPLESOF CIRCUMSPECTBEHAV- thing. Also, when our Lord Jesus Christ Himself
IOUR FROM THE OLD TE.STAMENT. was talking with the woman of Samaria by the

But see what it says also concerning those holy well alone," His disciples came" and found Him
men, the prophets, and concerning the apostles talking with her, "and wondered that Jesus was
of our Lord. Let us see whether any one of these standing and talking with a woman." ¢ Is He
holy men was constantly with maidens, or with not a rule, such as may not be set aside, an ex-
young married women, or with such widows as the ample, and a pattern to all the tribes of men ?
divine apostle declines to receive. Let us con- And not only so ; but also, when our Lord was
sider, in the fear of God, the manner of life of risen from the place of the dead, and Mary
these holy men. Lo! we find it written concern- came to the place of sepulture, she ran and
mg Moses and Aaron, that they acted and lived fell at the feet of our Lord and worshipped Him,
in the company of' men, who themselves also fol- and would have taken hold of Him. But He
lowed a course of conduct like theirs. And thus said to her : "Touch Me not ; for I am not yet
did Joshua also, the son of Nun. Woman was ascended to My Father." s Is it not, then, mat-
there none with them ; but they by themselves ter for astonishment, that, while our Lord did not
used holily to minister before God, men with allow Mary, the blessed woman, to touch His feet,
men. And not only so ; but they taught the yet thou livest with them, and art waited on by
people, that, whensoever the host moved, every women and maidens, and sleepest where they
tribe should move on apart, and the women with sleep, and women wash thy feet for thee, and
the women apart, and that they should go into anoint thee ! Alas for this culpable state of mind !
the rear behind the host, and the men also apart Alas for this state of mind which is destitute of
by their tribe_. And, according to the command fear ! Alas for this affrontery and folly which is
of the Lord, so did they set out, like a wise peo- without fear of God ! Dost thou not judge thine
ple, that there might be no disorder on account own self? Dost thou not examine thine own self?
of the women when the host moved. With Dost thounot know thine own self and the meas-

beautiful and well-ordered arrangements did they ure of thy strength ? These things, moreover, are
march without stumbling. For lo ! the Scrip- trustworthy, and these things are true and right ;
tures bear testimony to my words : "When the and these are rules immutable for those who be-
children of Israel had crossed over the Sea of have themselves uprightly in our Lord. Many
Suth, Moses and the children of Israel sang the holywomen, again, ministered to holy men of their
praises of the Lord, and said : We will praise the substance, as the Shunammite woman ministered
Lord, because He is exceedingly to be praised." 2 to Ehsha ; but she did not live with him, butthe
And, after that Moses had finished s singing prophet lived in a house apart. And, when her
praises, then Miriam, the sister of Moses and son died, she wanted to throw herself at the feet
Aaron, took a timbrel in her hands, and all the of the prophet ; but h_s attendant would not al-
women went out after her, and sang praises with low her, but restrained her. But Elisha said to
her, women with women apart, and men with his servant : "Let her alone, because her soul is
men apart. Then again, we find that Ehsha distressed"'6 From these things, then, weought
and Gehazi and the sons of the prophets lived to understand their manner of life. To Jesus
together m the fear of God, and that they had Christ our Lord women ministered of their sub-
no females living with them. Micah too, and all stance ; but they did not live with him ; but
the prophets likewise, we find to have lived in chastely, and holily, and unblameably they be-
this manner m the fear of the Lord. hayed before the Lord, and finished their course,

and received the crown in 7 our Lord God AI-

CHAP. XV. _ THE EXAMPLE OF JESUS j HOW WE MAY mighty.
ALLOW OURSELVES TO BE SERVED BY WOMEN.

CHAP. XVI. -- EXHORTATION TO UNION AND TO

And, not toextendour discoursetotoo great OBEDIENCEj CONCLUSION.
length, what shall we say concerning our Lord
Jesus Christ? Our Lord Himself was constantly Therefore, we beseech you, our brethren in
with His twelve discipleswhen He had come forth our Lord, that these things be observed with you,
to the world. And not only so ; but also, when He as with us, and that we may be of the same mind,
was sending them out, He sent them outtwoand that we may be one in you and ye may be one
two together, men with men ; but women were not in us, and that in everything we may be of one
sent with them, and neither in the highway nor in soul and one heart in our Lord. Whosoever
the house did they associate with women or with knoweth the Lord heareth us ; and every one
maidens : and thus they pleased God in every- , John iv, *7.

s John xx :7.
t Lt¥. "their conduct and living was with." 6 2 Kings iv. 27.
2 Fatod. xv. ,. z Beelen suggests the rea&ng" from," or to render tl_ present
5 Lzt. "ceased from." text" by."
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who is not of God heareth not us. He who lye saints. Peace and joy be with you from God
desires truly to keep sanctity heareth us ; and the Father through Jesus Christ our Lord. So
the virgin who truly desires to keep virginity lbe it.
heareth us ; but she who does not truly desire [ Were endeth the Second Epistle of Clement,
to keep virginity doth not hear us. Finally, fare- the disciple of Peter. His prayer be with us !
well in our Lord, and rejoice in the Lord, all So be it.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

TO THR

PSEUDO-CLEMENTINE LITERATURE.

By PROFESSOR M. B. RIDDLE, D.D.

TI_Ename "Pseudo-Clementine Literature" (or, more briefly, "Clementina") is applied to a
seriesof writings, closely resembling each other, purporting to emanate from the great Roman Father.
But, as Dr. Schaff remarks, in this literature he is evidently confounded with "Flavius Clement,
kinsman of the Emperor Domitian.", These writings are three in number : (i) the Recognia'ous, of
which only the Latin translation of Rufinus has been preserved ; _ (2) the Homilies, twenty in num-

: ber, of which a complete collection has been known since 1853 ; (3) the Epitome, "an uninterest-
: ing extract from the Homilies, to which are added extracts from the letter of Clement to James,

from the Martyrium of Clement by Simeon Metaphrastes, etc." 3 Other writings may be classed
with these ; but they are of the same general character, except that most of them show the influ-

, ence of a later age, adapting the material more closely to the orthodox doctrine.
The Recognitions and the Homilies appear in the pages which follow. The former are given a

prior position, as in the Edinburgh series. It probably cannot be proven that these represent the
earlier form of this theological romance ; but the Homilies, "in any case, present the more doc-
trinally developed and historically important form of the other treatises, which are essentially
similar." 4 They are therefore with propriety placed after the Recognitions, which do not seem to
have been based upon them, but upon some earlier document.5

" The critical discussion of the Clemena'na has been keen, but has not reached its end. It neces-

sarily involves other questions, about which there is still great difference of opinion. A few
results seem to be established :

(x) The entire literature is of Jewish-Christian, or Ebionitic, origin. The position accorded
to "James, the Lord's brother," in all the writings, is a clear indication of this ; so is the silence
respecting the Apostle Paul. The doctrinal statements, "though not perfectly homogeneous"
(Uhlhom), are Judaistic, even when mixed with Gnostic speculation of heathen origin. This
tendency is, perhaps, not so'clearly marked in the Recogni_'ons as in the Itomih'es; but both
partake largely of the same general character. More particularly, the literature has been con-
nected with the Ebionite sect called the Elkesaites ; and some regard the Homilies as con-
taiuing a further development of their system.6 This is not definitely established, but finds some

x Hixto_ oft_e Ckristz'au C_urck, vcd. il. p. 436, new edition.
ffiSee the Introductory Note of the Edinburgh translator.
-_ Uhlhorn, article Clstz_tlncs, Schaff-Herzog, L P-497. A second E/_e'tovxe has been lmbfiduxl by Dreuel ; ace Ia_lmluctmy

Nonce to Ho_'ts.

4 Lechler, A_-t_¢ a_l Post-Al_stoh'¢ Ti_e:, ii. p. _8, Edinburgh translation, :886, from 3d edltioa.
s Uhlhom: lee_ra.
6 Comp. Uldhorn, p. S9_t;Sch_, H:_t_) ,, iL p. 436; Lee.bier, iL p. Jd_. See ScJu_-Herzog, L art. ,_.mzTt_#o
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support in the resemblance between the baptismal forms, as given by Hippolytus in the case of the
Elkesaites,' and those indicated in the Recogni_'om and Homilies, especially the latter."

(2) The entire literature belongs to the class of fictitious writing "with a purpose." The Ger-
rnans properly term the Homilies a "Tendenz-Romance." The many "lives of Christ" written in
our day to insinuate some other view of our Lord's person than that given in the canonical Gos-
pels, furnish abundant examples of the class. The Ttibingen school, finding here a real specimen
of the influence of party feeling upon quasi-historical literature, naturally pressed the Clemen_na
in support of their theory of the origin of the Gospels.

(3) The discussion leaves it quite probable, though not yet certain, that all the works are
"independent elaborations-- perhaps at first hand, perhaps at second or third--of some older tract
not now extant." 3 Some of the opinions held respecting the relations of the two principal works
are given by the Edinburgh translator in his Introductory Notice. It is only necessary here to
indicate the progress of the modern discussion. Neander, as early as i818, gave some promi-
nence to the doctrinal view of the Homiltes. He was followed by Baur, who found in these
writings, as indicated above, support for his theory of the origin of historical Christianity. It is
to be noted, however, that the heterogeneous mixture of Ebionism and Gnosticism in the doctrinal
views proved perplexing to the leader of the Tdbingen school. Schliemann 4 took ground against
Baur, collecting much material, and carefully investigating the question. Both authors gave the
priority to the Homilies. While Baur went too far in one direction, Schliemann, perhaps, failed to
recognise fully the basis of truth in the position of the former. The next important step in the
discussion was made by Hilgenfeld,s whose views are briefly given in the Notice which follows.
Hilgenfeld assigned the priority to the Recognilions, though he traced all the literature to an
earlier work. Uhlhorn _ at first attempted to prove that the Recognitions were a revision of the
Homilies. Further contributions were made by Lehmann 7 and Lipsius. s The former dis-
covered in the Recagm_'ons two distinct parts by different authors (i.-iii., iv.-ix.), tracing all the
literature to the Kerygma of Peter. The latter finds the basis of the whole in the Acta Petri,
which show a strong anti-Pauline tendency.

Influenced by these investigations, Uhlhorn modified his views. Lechler,9 while not positive
in his convictions, makes the following prudent statement : "An older work lies at the basis both
of the Homilies and Recognttions, bearing the title, Kerygmen des Petrus. '° To this document
sometimes the Homilies, sometimes the gecognia'ons, correspond more faithfully; its historical
contents are more correctly seen from the Recognitions, its doctrinal contents from the Homilies."
Other views, some of them quite fanciful, have been presented.

The prevalent opinion necessarily leaves us in ignorance of the authors of this literature.
The date of composition, or editing,-cannot be definitely fixed. In their present form the several
works may be as old as the first half of the third century, and the common basis may be placed
in the latter half of the second century.

How far the anti-Pauline tendency is carried, is a matter of dispute. Baur and many others
think Simon is meant to represent Paul ; ** but this is difficult to believe, though we must admit

t See Hippolytus, gfFutation of all Her*siss, book ix. 8-xu, Aftl_-zVicene Fa_ker$, vol. v. pp. x3t-z34. The forms occur in chap.
zo_pp. x3a, x33-

u See R*cog_'o_, _ 45"48; HomzTie*, Epistle of Peter to James, 4, Homily XIV. :.
This is the last opinion of Uhlhom (Herzog, R*al-gncykl, i877 , art. Clem*ntiRtn; comp. Schafi'-Herzog. L p. 498). This author

had previously defimded the priority of the Homil:'es (Die Homilitn ur.d Rehognilionen des Cltmens Roma#us, G_mgen, x854; comp
Herren, edition og tgM, art. ClaViers).

4 Die Clsme_'uo* _:t den _tutten Sc_ri._eu, u_ dcr EMonlilsmu$, Hamburg, x844..

S Dk Clsmsnti_kck.tn Rekognitlone_ und HomzTicn, hack i]rem Ursprungund In,air darg_atellt, Jena, x848.
e See supra, note 3- Uhthoru found the nucleus of the hterature in tlomdi*s, xvl.-zLx.

DiG Cltmtntinlsclwn Sckr_en, Gotha, t869.
e D_ _elle'_ d_" _mi$c_ P_rwxm_r, Kie|, :S7a.
9 At_rtolic and P_st-A_tolic Ti_*_ voL iL p. aTo.

_o So Hilgeufeid, I,ehn_au, Uhlhom.
az See e_ecially Homil_s, xvil. zg. He._ them is "p.-obabiy only an incidental sneer at Paul" (Schaff, H_#rT, tk p. 438)°
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the disposition to ignore the Apostle to the Gentiles. As to the literary merit of these proclue-
tions the reader must judge.

For convenience in comparison of the two works, the following table has been prepared, based
' on the order of the Recogni_'ons. The correspondences are not exact, and the reader is referred
: to the footnotes for fuller details. This table gives a general view of the arrangement of the

two narratives :

RBCOG_Wr_oMs. HoMIuzs.]R_coum',noN_. HoMna_.
I. . I., II. I VI .... XI.

II., IIL. . III. [VII .... XII., XIII.
- . IV.-VII. [VIII., IX.. . XIV., XV.
IV. VIII., IX. [ . . . XVI.-XIX.
V. X., XV. [ X .... XX.





INTRODUCTORYNOTICETO THE RECOGNITIONSOF CLEMENT.

[BY THE TRANSLATOR, REV. THOMAS SMITH_ D.D.]

THE _ecogniClons o)e Clement is a kind of philosophical and theological romance. The writer

of the work seems to have had no intention of presenting his statements as facts ; but, choosing
the disciples of Christ and their followers as his principal characters, he has put into their mouths
the most important of his beliefs, and woven the whole together by a thread of fictitious narrative.

The Recvgni_ons is one of a series ; the other members of which that have come down to us

are the Clemen6ne Homihes and two Epi¢omes. x
The authorship, the date, and the doctrinal character of these books have been subjectsof keen

discussion in modem times. Especial prominence has been given to them by the Tiibingen school.
Hilgenfeld says : "There is scarcely a single writing which is of so great importance for the his-

tory of Christianity in its first stage, and which has already given such brilliant dmclosures at the
hands of the most renowned critics in regard to the earliest history of the Chnstian Church, as

the writings ascribed to the Roman Clement, the Recognitions and Homilies. ''2 The importance
thus attached to these strange and curious documents by one school of theologians, has compelled
men of all shades of belief to investigate the subject ; but after all their investigations, a great

variety of opinion still prevails on almost every point connected with these books.

We leave our readers to judge for themselves in regard tothe doctrinal statements, and confine
ourselves to a notice of some of the opinions in regard to the authorship and date of the Recog-
nih'ons.3

The first question that suggests itself in regard to the RecagniB'ons is, whether the ReeoKni6ons
or the Homilies are the earliest form of the book, and what relation do they bear to each other?

Some maintain that they are both the productions of the same author, and that the one is a later
and altered edition of the other ; and they find some confirmation of this in the preface of Ru-

finus. Others think that both books are expansions of another work which formed the basis. And
others maintain that the one book is a rifadmento of the other by a different hand. Of this third

party, some, like Cave, Whiston, Rosenmiiller, Statidlin, Hilgenfeld, and many others, believe that
the Recogni_'ons was the earliest* of the two forms ; while others, as Clericus, Mdhler, Lticke,
Schliemann, and Uhlhorn, give priority to the Clemen6nes. Hilgenfeld supposes that the original

writing was the K@vTk,_ II_Tpo_, which still remains in the work ; that besides this there are three
parts,--one directed against Basilides, the second the Travels of Peter (_-_m), and the third

the Recogni_'ons. There are also, he believes, many interpolated passages of a much later date

than any of these parts.s

t [Sue,=#ra, p. 69,andIntroductoryNoticetoItomilles.--R.] .
Die Ckme_tinisclra Reko#tionen und Homilies,nac_ihrem Ur_raf[ *nd In,all dar_sttllt, yenDr.&dollHilff_deld,

Jena,z848,p. t. [Despitethemorbidtasteofthisschoolforhereticalwntlngs,andthenowprovenincorrecme_of the"tendency.theory,"
duecreditmustbe giventoBaurandhisfollowersforawakeninga bettercrttmaldiscernmentamongthe_u&mtsof ecclelL_tacalhistm?.
Hilgenfeld'sjudgments,inthehigherandlowercrittcismalso,arefmquendyveryincorrect;buthehesdonemuchtofut-therac._rmct
ma_oftheelements'rot.SeeIntroductoryNodce,swpa. -- R.]

3 [Therifle,whichvar/eamdifferentmanuscripts,isderivedfromthe"narrating,inthehe_books,oftbere-unlonofthescgttemtlmem-
ber'sof theC]¢meutinefamily,whoallatlastfindthemselvestogetherin _, anda_ _ byPeter"(Sclmff,Hg,*toT).-- ILl

+SeeSchfier_.n+Dk Ckmtntist_, Ehunburg,tS44,p._gS.
s [Seeabriefaccouutof thediscusfaonsH,_ra,p. 7o.-- I_]
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No eonclusion has been reached in regard to the author. Some have believed that it is a genu-
ine work of Clement. Whiston maintained that it was written by some of his hearers and com-
panions. Others have attributed the work to Bardesanes. But most acknowledge that there is no
possibility of discovering who was the author.

Various opinions exist as to the date of the book. It has been attributed to the first, second,
third, and fourth centuries, and some have assigned even a later date. If we were to base our

arguments on the work as it stands, the date assigned would be somewhere in the first half of the

third century. A passage from the Recognia'ans is quoted by Origen _ in his Commentary on Gene-
sis, written in 23x ; and mention is made in the work of the extension of the Roman franchise to

all nations under the dominion of Rome,--an event which took place in the region of Caracalla,
A.D. 2I I. The Recognitions also contains a large extract from the work .De Faro, ascribed to

Bardesanes, but really written by a scholar of his. Some have thought that Bardesanes or his
scholar borrowed from the Recagnia'ans; but more recently the opinion has prevailed, that the

passage was not originally in the RecogTtia'ons, but was inserted in the Recognia'ons towards the mid-
dle of the third century, or even later. 2

Those who believe the work made up of various documents assign various dates to these doc-
uments. Hilgenfeld, for instance, believes that the K_pvT/_a IIg_-pov was written before the time of

Trajan, and the Travels of Peter about the time of his reign.

Nothing is known of the place in which the Recognia'ans was written. Some, as Schliemann,
have supposed Rome, some Asia Minor, and recently Uhlhorn has tried to trace it to Eastern
Syria.

The Greek of the Recognia'aas is lost. The work has come down to us in the form of a transla-

tion by Rufinus of Aquileia (d. 4Io A.D.). In his letter to Gandentius, Rufinus states that he

omitted some portions difficult of comprehension, but that in regard to the other parts he had

translated with care, and an endeavour to be exact even in rendering the phraseology.
The best editions of the Recagmll'ans are those by Cotelerius, often reprinted, and by Gersdorf,

Lipsim, _838 ; but the text is not in a satisfactory condition.

x P_ilacalta, cap. 2a.

a See Merx, Bardesanes men Ede$$a, Halle, x863, p. xx3.

s Die Homilien und Rekognltionen des Clemens Romanus, nacA ikrem Ursprung und lntmlt darg,estellt, yon Gerhard Uhlhoro,

GBttlngen, x854 , p. 4_9. [Schaff thinks " the Homilies probably originated in Ettst Syria, the Recogmtian* in Rome." But Rufinus gnvelt

no iotimatlon of the Roman origin of the Greek work he translated. Still, the apparently more orthodox character of the Recooo_@t_,.a sug-
gests ma editor from the Western Church, -- R.]



RECOGNITIONS OF CLEMENT.

RUFINUS, PRESBYTER OF AQUILEIA; HIS PREFACE TO CLEMENT'S BOOK

OF RECOGNITIONS.

TO BISHOP GAUDENTIUS. taken do not envy, yet those upon whom he is

To thee, indeed, O Gaudentius, thou choice bestowed should repine. Truly it is right to
glory of our doctors, belongs such vigour of point out the plan of our translation to you, who
mind, yea, such grace of the Spirit, that whatever have read these works also in Greek, lest haply
you say even in the course of your daffy preach- m some parts you may think the order of trans-
lug, whatever you dehver in the church, ought lauon not kept. I suppose you are aware that
to be preserved in books, and handed down to there are two editions in Greek of this work of
posterity for their mstructmn. But we, whom Clement, -- the'Avayv_,e_, that is, Recognitions;
slenderness of wit renders less ready, and now and that there are two collections of books, dlf-
old age renders slow and inactive, though after fermg in some points, but in many containing
many delays, yet at length present to you the the same narrative. In short, the last part of
work which once the virgin Sylvia of venerable this work, m which is the relation concerning the
memory enjoined upon us, that we should render transformation of Simon, is contained in one of
Clement into our language, and you afterwards the collections, but is not at all in the other.*
by hereditary right demanded of us ; and thus There are also xn both collections some disserta-
we contribute to the use and profit of our peo- ttons concerning the Unbegotten God and the
ple, no small spoil, as I think, taken from the Begotten, and on some other subjects, which, to
libraries of the Greeks, so that we may feed with say nothing more, are beyond our comprehension.3These, therefore, as being beyond our powers,
foreign nourishment those whom we cannot with
our own. For foreign things usually seem both i I have chosen to reserve for others, rather than to
more pleasant, and sometnnes also more profit- produce m an imperfect state. But in the rest,
able. In short, almost everything ]s foreign that we have given our endeavour, so far as we could,
brings heahng to our bodms, that opposes dis- not to vary either from the sentiments or even
eases, and neutralizes poisons. For Judsea sends from the language and modes of expression;
us Laco,ma balsamt, Crete Coma dtctamm, Ara- and this, although it renders the style of the
bia her flower of spices, India reaps her crop of narratwe less ornate, yet it makes it more faith-
spikenard; which, although they reach us in a ful. The epistle in which the same Clement,
somewhat more broken condttion than when they writing to James the Lord's brother, informs himof the death of Peter, and that he had left him
leave their native fields, yet retain entire thesweet-
ness of their odour and their healing virtue, his successor in his chair and teaching, and inwhich also the whole subject of church order is
Receive therefore, my soul,' Clement returning
to you ; receive him now in a Roman dress. And treated, I have not prefixed to this work, both
wonder not if haply the florid countenance of elo- because it is of later date, and because I have
quence appear less in him than usual. It matters already translated and pubhshed it.* But I do
not rowded the sense tastes the same There- . ..............., _) " r"Ck_ _feren_ is l._oDaDav _o the tr_nf.lormatton OZ _ lm_

fore we transoort foreign merchandise into our of _¢_%'gtt'_o the appe-a_-_ranc_ ofSimonMaJ_u*..TI_. ts..rmrral_l
• -- , . . _ _ _ __._.:_1. mboththeRecogni_ionz(ooo_x 53, etc) armmtnel_'omdtte#l,xx"

country with much labour. Anct I Know not watt, t2,¢t¢), though°the latter book elo_"_w,thouta.y ytatera_t of

how grateful countenances my count rymen.wel;I _:::_::-:, zt_:°,','_t_._:_l_th_.t_t_R_a'_o*t_.F_come me, brin_in_ to them the hen spozls Ot [ pomo_ of that work has gi,wa us its account of the _

Greece, and unlocking hidden treasures of win- I- 3'lHo_ tarR_,_ hasomitted rtlom.whichoeem_ m Creek
dora with the key of our language. But mayl_tt_k,o,,_. ,,!_q,!__ey_a___:th_i._m.m__o._t a.
God grant your prayers, that no unlucky eye nor I them.lX_hmlsu_2Ybe urgediu_avotrto_F_ lmmatyot tl_//o_,

meet us. lest, by an extreme [but is not eonclmi_.. _ R.]any hvzd aspect may - - - - - • , . ta'_ is.o _ _ rot,l_, t_* 8_r_'_
kind of prodigy, while those from whom ne zs/ ,_m.t ©pistle _toth_tto'(l_,a_a_re_g_n_n_n_

: Vat rmtdiags" .magnaaim0mon¢,""myknd,"*'myfrimad.'| th°aueatumtd that °alk_etma" -- "J 7S
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not think it out of place to explain here what in were indeed bishops in the city of Rome before
that letter will perhaps seem to some to be incon- Clement, but during the lifetime of Peter : that is,
sistent. For some ask, Since Linus and Cletus that they undertook the care of the episcopate,
were bishops in the city of Rome before this and that he fulfilled the office of apostleship ; as
Clement, how could Clement himself, writing to is found also to have been the case at C_esarea,
James, say that the chair of teaching was handed where, when he himself was present, he yet had
over to him by Peter? z Now of this we have Zacchams, ordained by himself, as bishop. And
heard this explanation, that Linus and Cletus in this way both statements will appear to be

t [The language of Rufinus confirms that of Iremeus, Eusebias, true, both that these bishops are reckoned before
and Jercm¢, as to the episoapal succt_ton at Rome (assuming that Clement, and yet that Clement received the
Cletus and Anacletus, named by Iren_us, is identical vrtth Oetus).
Forothervarisuons,seeChurchHtstonesandEncyclop._dms(under teacher's seat on the death of Peter. But now let
Clemens Romanus). The current opimon at Rome m the begumlng US see how Clement, writing to James the Lord's
of the fifth century is evident fromthis_ Comp. Angs-zV'i¢¢ns brother, begins his narrative.Ptsl_Aer$s vol. L pp. x,2. _ R. l



RECOGNITIONS OF CLEMENT.

: BOOK I.

CHAP. I. _ CLEMENT_S EARLY HISTORY j DOUBTS, CHAP, nI._ HIS DISSATISFACTION WITH THE SCHOOLS

I CLEMENT, who was born in the city of OF THE PHILOSOPHERS.
Rome,' was from my earliest age a lover of chas- Having therefore such a bent of mind from
tity ; while the bent of my mind held me bound my earliest years, the desire of learning some-
as with chains of anxiety and sorrow. For a thing led me to frequent the schools of the phi-
thought that was in me--whence originating, I losophers. There I saw that nought else was
cannot tell-- constantly led me to think of my done, save that doctrines were asserted and con-
condition of mortality, and to discuss such ques- troverted without end, contests were waged, and
tions as these : Whether there be for me any the arts of syllogisms and the subtleties of con-
hfe after death, or whether I am to be wholly clusions were discussed. If at any time the
annihilated : whether I did not exist before I was doctnne of the immortality of the sou] prevailed,
born, and whether there shall be no remem- I was thankful ; if at any time it was impugned, I
brance of this life after death, and so the bound- went away sorrowful. Still, neither doctrine had
lessness of time shall consign all things to obhvion the power of truth over my heart. This only I
and silence ; so that not only we shall cease to understood, that opinions and definitions of things
be, but there shall be no remembrance that we were accounted true or false, not in accordance
have ever been. This also I revolved in my with their nature and the truth of the arguments,
mind : when the world was made, or what was but in proportion to the talents of those who sup-
before it was made, or whether it has existed from Iported them. And I was all the more tortured in
eternity. For it seemed certain, that if it had the bottom of my heart, because I was neither
been made, it must be doomed to dissolution ; able to lay hold of any of those things which
and if it be dissolved, what is to be afterwards ? were spoken as firmly established, nor was I able

unless, perhaps, all things shall be buried in to lay aside the desire of inquiry ; but the more I
oblivion and silence, or something shall be, which endeavoured to neglect and despise them, so
the mind of man cannot now concewe, much the more eagerly, as I have said, did a de-

sire of this sort, creeping in upon me secretly as
ci_u,, n.- ms mSTRF2S, with a kind of pleasure, take possession of my

While I was continually revolving in my mind heart and mind.
these and such like questions, suggested I know crib,, re.--am mcRms-m_ visQumr.
not how, I was pining away wonderfully through
excess of grief; and, what was worse, if at any Being therefore straitened in the discovery of
time I thought to cast aside such cares, as being things, I said to myself, Why do we labour in
of little use, the waves of anxiety rose all the vain, since the end of things is manifest? For
higher upon me. For I had in me that most if after death I shall be no more, my present
excellent companion, who would not suffer me torture is useless ; but if there is to be for me a
to rest m the desire of immortality : for, as the life after death, let us keep for that life the ex-citements that belong to it, lest perhaps some
subsequent issue showed, and the grace of Al-
mighty God directed, this bent of mind led me Isadder things befall me than those which I now
to the quest of truth, and the acknowledgment suffer, unless I shall have lived p.iously and mr-
of the true light ; and hence it came to pass, berly ; and, according to the opmaons of some
that ere long I pitied those whom formerly in of the philosophers, I be consigned to the streamof dark-rolling Phlegethon, or to Tartarus, like
my ignorance I believed to be happy. Sisyphus and Titym, and to eternal punishment

in the infernal regions, like Ixion and Tantahm.
t,n o_rIomi_ I. The_ 8reno gn_er _m_ _ And again I would answer to myself: But theseappearin av6nlon.--R.]
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things are fables ; or if it be so, since the matter announcing that there was a certain person in
is in doubt, it is better to live piously. But again Judaea, who, beginning in the spring-time,' was
I would ponder with myself, How should I re- preaching the kingdom of God to the Jews, and
strain myself from the lust of sin, while uncer- saying that those should receive it who should
tain as to the reward of righteousness ?--and observe the ordinances of His commandments
all the more when I have no certainty what right- and His doctrine. And that His speech might
eousness is, or what is pleasing to God ; and be believed to be worthy of credit, and full of
when I cannot ascertain whether the soul be im- the Divinity, He was said to perform many
mortal, and be such that it has anything to hope mighty works, and wonderful signs and prodigies
for ; nor do I know what the future is certainly by His mere word ; so that, as one having power
to be. Yet still I cannot rest from thoughts of from God, He made the deaf to hear, and the
this sort. blind to see, and the lame to stand erect, and

expelled every infirmity and all demons from
CHAP.v. _ HIS DESIGNTO TES'r THE IMMORTALITYmen ; yea, that He even raised dead persons who

OF THE SOUL. were brought to Him ; that He cured lepers also,

What, then, shall I do ? This shall I do. I looking at them from a distance ; and that there
shall proceed to Egypt, and there I shall culti- was absolutely nothing which seemed impossibleto Him. These and such like things were con-
rate the friendship of the hierophants or proph-
ets, who preside at the shrines. Then I shall firmed in process of time, not now by frequentrumours, but by the plain statements of persons
win over a magician by money, and entreat him,
by what they call the necromantic art, to bring coming from those quarters; and day by daythe truth of the matter was further disclosed.
me a soul from the infernal regions, as if I were
desirous of consulting it about some business.
But this shall be my consultation, whether the CHAP. VII.- ARRIVALOF BARNABASAT ROME.

soul be immortal. Now, the proof that the soul At length meetings began to be held in vari-
is immortal will be put past doubt, not from ous places in the city, and this subject to be
what it says, or from what I hear, but from what discussed in conversation, and to be a matter of
I see: for seeing it with my eyes, I shall ever wonder who this might be who had appeared,
after hold the surest conviction of its immor- and what message He had brought from God to
tality ; and no fallacy of words or uncertainty of men ; until, about the same year, a certain man,
hearing shall ever be able to disturb the persua- standing in a most crowded place in the city,
sion produced by sight. However, I related this made proclamation to the people, saying : "Hear
project to a certain philosopher with whom I was me, O ye citizens of Rome. The Son of God
intimate, who counselled me not to venture upon is now in the regions of Judma, promising eter-
it ; "for," said he, "if the soul should not obey nal life to every one who will hear Him, but upon
the call of the magician, you henceforth will live condition that he shall regulate his actions ac-
more hopelessly, as thinking that there is noth- cording to the will of Him by whom He hath
ing after death, and also as having tried things been sent, even of God the Father. Wherefore
unlawful. If, however, you seem to see anything, turn ye from evil things to good, from things
what religion or what piety can arise to you from temporal to things eternal. Acknowledge that
things unlawful and impious ? For they say that there is one God, ruler of heaven and earth, in
transactions of this sort are hateful to the Divin- whose righteous sight ye unrighteous inhabit His
ity, and that God sets Himself in opposition to l world. But if ye be converted, and act accord-
those who trouble souls after their release from ing to His will, then, coming to the world to
the body." When I heard this, I was indeed come, and being made immortal, ye shall enjoy
staggered in my purpose ; yet I could not in any His unspeakable blessings and rewards." * Now,
way either lay aside my longing, or cast off the the man who spoke these things to the people
distressing thought, was from the regions of the East, by nation a

Hebrew, by name Barnabas, who said that he
cttnP, w. -- HEARS OF c-'x-I_"r, himself was one of His disciples, and that he was

Not to make a long story of it, whilst I was sent for this end, that he should declare these
tossed upon these billows of my thought, a cer- things to those who would hear them.3 When I
tain report, which took its rise in the regions of heard these things, I began, with the rest of the
the East in the reign of Tiberius Cmsar, gradually
reached us; and gainingstrengthas itpassed ,v.R.inthetimeofTt'be_usCmsar.[In Homily I. a warning of future punishment is added. _ R.]
through every place, like some good message 3 lThe narrative in the Homdlte,v is fuller; the preacher at Rome

sent from God, it was filling the whole world, isnot named; Clement attempts to go to Judza, is driven to Alexan-dria, and meets Barnabas there: the occurrences here given in chaps.
and suffered not the divine will to be concealed s-. _rep_d mAlexandria,whenceClementgoes,afterthede_a't-

ure of Barnabas, to C._mrea, where he meets Peter (comp. cuap.
in silence. For it was spread over all places, t,).-Ic]
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multitude, to follow him, and to hear what he had crying out that he was a barbarian and a mad-
to say. Truly I perceived that there was noth- man. When I saw matters going on in this way,
ing of dialectm artifice in the man, but that he being filled, I know not whence, with a certain
expounded with simphcity, and without any craft zeal, and inflamed with religious enthusiasm, I
of speech, such things as he had heard from the could not keep silence, but cried out with all
Son of God, or had seen. For he did not con-boldness, "Most righteously does Almighty God
firm his assertions by the force of arguments, hxde His will from you, whom He foresaw to be
but produced, from the people who stood round unworthy of the knowledge of Himself, as is
about him, many witnesses of the sayings and manifest to those who are really wise, from what
marvels which he related, you are now doing. For when you see that

preachers of the will of God have come amongst
CHAP. VlII.--HISPgEACHING. yOU, because their speech makes no show of

Now, inasmuch as the people began to assent knowledge of the grammatical art, but in simple
willingly to the things which were sincerely and unpohshed language they set before you the
spoken, and to embrace his simple d_scourse, divine commands, so that all who hear may be
those who thought themselves learned or philo-I able to follow and to understand the things that
sophic began to laugh at the man, and to flout are spoken, you deride the ministers and messen-
lure, and to throw out for him the grapphng- gers of your salvation, not knowing that it is the
hooks of syllogisms, lake strong arms. But he, condemnation of you who think yourselves skil-
unterrified, regarding their subtleties as mere ful and eloquent, that rustic and barbarous men
ravinG, did not even judge them worthy of an have the knowledge of the truth ; whereas, when
answer, but boldly pursued the subject which he it has come to you, it is not even received as a
had set before him. At length, some one having guest, while, if your intemperance and lust did
proposed this question to him as he was speak-not oppose, it ought to have been a citizen and
ing, Why a gnat has been so formed, that though a native. Thus you are convicted of not being

friends of truth and philosophers, but followersit xs a small creature, and has six feet, yet it has
got wings in addition ; whereas an elephant, i °f boasting and vain speakers. Ye think that

truth dwells not in simple, but in ingenious and
though it is an immense animal, and has no subtle words, and produce countless thousands
wings, yet has only four feet ; he, paying no
attention to the question, went on with his dis- of words which are not to be rated at the worth
course, which had been interrupted by the of one word. What, then, do ye think will be-
unseasonable challenge, only adding this admoni- come of you, all ye crowd of Greeks, if there is
tion at every interruption : "We have it in charge to be, as he says, a judgment of God it But now
to declare to you the words and the wondrous give over laughing at this man to your own de-
works of Him who hath sent us, and to confirm struction, and let any one of you who pleases
the truth of what we speak, not by artfully de- answer me ; for, indeed, by your barking you
vised arguments, but by witnesses produced from annoy the ears even of those who desire to besaved, and by your clamour you turn aside to the
amongst yourselves. For I recognise many fall of infidelity the minds that are prepared for
standing in the midst of you whom I remember
to have heard along with us the things which we faith. What pardon can there be for you who

deride and do violence to the messenger of the
have heard, and to have seen what we have seen. truth when he offers to you the knowledge of
But be it in your option to receive or to spurn
the tidings which we bring to you. For we can-God ? whereas, even if he brought you nothing
not keep back what we know to be for your ad- of truth, yet, even for the kindness of his inten-tions towards you,you ought to receivewith
vantage,because,ifwe be silent,woe istous;,gratitudeand welcome."
but to you, ifyou receivenot what we speaz,
destruction.I could indeed veryeasilyanswer

your foolish challenges, if you asked for the sake [ CHAP.x. m_crERcovP.SZ wrm _am_aB_s. •
of learnin_ truth,--I mean as to the difference .............. _ . . r wnile x was urging mese ana mmuar argu-
ot a gnat and an elephant; but now itwere • •
abs - - f t' e creatures when I ments, a great excitement was stirred up amongsto ura to speak to you o nes , • " •. _ . -.... the bystanders, some beingmoved wath pity as
the ve Creator and Framer or all tmngs isry towards a stranger, and approving my speech as
unknown by you." in accordance with that feeling; others, petulant

and stolid, rousing the anger of their undisci-
CHAP.IX._CLEMENT'S INTERPOSITIONON BEHALF plined minds as much against me as against Bar-

OF BARNABAS. nabas. But as the day was declining to evening,

When he had thus spoken, all, as with one I laid hold of Barnabas by the right hand, and
consent, with rude voice raised a shout of deris- led him away, although reluctantly, to my house ;
ion, to put him to shame, and to silence him and there I made him remain, lest perchance
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any one of the rude rabble should lay hands it, and standing before the door, I informed the
upon him. While we were thus placed in con- doorkeeper who I was, and whence I came ; and,
tact for a few days, I gladly heard him discours- behold, Barnabas coming out, as soon as he saw
ing the word of truth; yet he hastened his me rushed into my arms, weeping for joy, and,
departure, saying that he must by all means cel- seizing me by the hand, led me in to Peter.
ebrate at Judaea a festal day of his religion which Having pointed him out to me at a distance.
was approaching, and that there he should re- "This," said he, "is Peter, of whom I spoke, to
main in future with his countrymen and his you as the greatest in the wisdom of God, and
brethren, evidently indicating that he was horri- to whom also I have spoken constantly of you.
fled at the wrong that had been done to him. Enter, therefore, as one well known to him. For

he is well acquainted with all the good that is in
CHAP.XI._ DEPARTUREOF BARNABAS. thee, and has carefully made himself aware of

your religious purpose, whence also he is greatly
At length I said to him, "Only expound to me desirous to see you. Therefore I present you to

the doctrine of that man who you say has ap- him to-day as a great gift." At the same time,
peared, and I will arrange your sayings in my
language, and will preach the kingdom and right- presenting me, he said, "This, O Peter, is Clem-ent."
eousness of Almighty God; and after that, it

you wish it, I shall even sail along with you, for CHAP. xm.- HIS CORDIAL RECEPTIONBY PETER.
I am extremely desirous to see Judaea, and per-
haps I shall remain with you always." To this But Peter most kindly, when he heard my
he answered, "If indeed you wish to see our name, immediately ran to me and kissed me.
country, and to learn those things which you de- Then, having made me sit down, he said, "Thou
sire, set sail with me even now; or, if there be didst well to receive as thy guest Barnabas,
anything that detains you now, I shall leave with preacher of the truth, nothing fearing the rage
you directions to my dwelling, so that when you of the insane people. Thou shalt be blessed.
please to come you may easily find me ; for to- For as you have deemed an ambassador of the
morrow I shall set out on my journey." When truth worthy of all honour, so the truth herself
I saw him determined, I went down with him to shall receive thee a wanderer and a stranger, and
the harbour, and carefully took from him the di- shaU enroll thee a citizen of her own city ; and
rections which he gave me to find his dwelling, then there shall be great joy to thee, because,
I told him that, but for the necessity of getting imparting a small favour, thou shalt be written
some money which was due to me, I should not heir of eternal blessings. Now, therefore, do
at all delay, but that I should speedily follow not trouble yourself to explain your mind to me ;
him. Having told him this, I commended him for Barnabas has with faithful speech informed
to the kindness of those who had charge of the me of all things about you and your dispositions,
ship, and returned sad ; for I was possessed of almost daily and without ceasing, recalling the
the memory of the intercourse which I had had memory of your good qualities. And to point
with an excellent guest and a choice friend, out to you shortly, as to a friend already of one

mind with us, what is your best course ; if there
CHAP. XII. -- CLEMENT'S ARRIVAL AT C/ESAREA, AND is nothing to hinder you, come along wlth us, and

INTRODUCTIONTO PETER. hear the word of the truth, which we are going
to speak in every place until we come even to

Having then stopped for a few days, and hay- the city of Rome ; and now, if you wish any-
ing in some measure finished the business of thing, speak."
collecting what was owing to me (for I neglected
many things through my desire of hastening, CHAP. XIV._ HIS ACCOUNTOF HIMSELF.
that I might not be hindered from my purpose),
I set sail d_rect for Judaea, and after fifteen days Having detailed to him what purpose I had
lantled at C_esarea Stratonis, which is the largest conceived from the beginning, and how I had
c, ty in Palestane.' When I had landed, and was been distracted with vain inqu,ries, and all those
seeking for an inn, I learned from the conversa- things which at first I intimated to thee, my lord
tion of the people, that one Peter, a most ap- James, so that I need not repeat the same things
proved disciple of Him who appeared in Judaea, now, I willingly agreed to travel with him ; "for
and showed many signs and miracles divinely that," said I, "is just what I was most eagerly
performed among men, was going to hold a dis- desirous of. But first I should wish the scheme
cussion of words and questions the next day with of truth to be expounded to me, that I may know
one Simon, a Samaritan. Having heard this, I whether the soul is mortal or immortal; and if
asked to be shown his lodging ; and having found immortal, whether it shall be brought into judg-

ment for those things which it does here. Fur-
, [The two ,_-o_t, a _ _g _ P_ at _ _-_ ther, I desire to know what that righteousness_e_/r mr,a_.- R.]
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is, which is pleasing to God ; then, further, tained that he is a prophet, it behoves you thence-
whether the world was created, and why it was forth to believe him in everything, and not further
created, and whether it is to be dissolved, and to discuss the particulars which he teaches, but
whether it is to be renovated and made better, to hold the things which he speaks as certain and
or whether after this there shall be no world at sacred ; which things, although they seem to be
all ; and, not to mention everything, I should wish received by faith, yet are believed on the ground
to be told what is the case with respect to these of the probation previously instituted. For when
and such like things." To this Peter answered, once at the outset the truth of the prophet is
"I shall briefly impart to you the knowledge of established on examination, the rest is to be
these things, 0 Clement : therefore listen, heard and held on the ground of the faith by

which it is already established that he is a
CHAP.XV.-- PETER'S FroST n_STRUCrlON: CAUSESteacher of truth. And as it is certain that all

OF IGNORANCE, things which pertain to divine knowledge ought

"The will and counsel of God has for many to be held according to the rule of truth, so it
reasons been concealed from men ; first, indeed, is beyond doubt that from none but Himself
through bad instruction, wicked associauons, alone can it be known what is true."
evil habits, unprofitable conversation, and un-
righteous presumptions. On account of all CHAP.XVm--PETER REQUESTSHIMTO S_ ms AT-
these, I say, first error, then contempt, then infi- T_D_rr.

dehty and malice, covetousness also, and vain Having thus spoken, he set forth to me so
boasting, and other such like evils, have filled the openly and so clearly who that Prophet was, and
whole house of this world, like some enormous how He might be found, that I seemed to have
smoke, and preventing those who dwell in it from before my eyes, and to handle with my hand, the
seeing its Founder aright, and from perceiving proofs which he produced concerning the pro-
what things are pleasing to Him. What, then, is phetic truth ; and I was struck with intense as-
fitting for those who are within, excepting with tonishment, how no one sees, though placed
a cry brought forth from their inmost hearts to before his eyes, those things which all are seeking
invoke His aid, who alone is not shut up in the for. Whence, by his command, reducing into
smoke-filled house, that He would approach and order what he had spoken to me, I compiled a
open the door of the house, so that the smoke book concerning the true Prophet, and sent it
may be dissipated which is within, and the light of to you from Caesarea by his command. For he
the sun which shines without may be admitted, said that he had received a command from you

to send you every year an account of his sayings
CHAP. XvL -- INSTRUCTIONCONTrm._J) : THE TgUE and doings. * Meantime, at the beginning of his

PROPHET. discourse which he delivered to me the first day,
"He, therefore, whose aid is needed for the when he had instructed me very fully concerning

house filled with the darkness of ignorance and the true Prophet, and very many things besides,
the smoke of vices, is He, we say, who is called the he added also this : "See," said he, "for the
true Prophet, who alone can enlighten the souls future, and be present at the discussions which,
of men, so that with their eyes they may plainly whenever any necessity arises, I shall hold with
see the way of safety. For otherwise it is im- those who contradict ; against whom, when I
possible to get knowledge of divine and eternal idisp ute, even if I shall seem to be worsted, I
things, unless one learns of that true Prophet ; shall not be afraid of your being led to doub1_o£
because, as you yourself stated a little ago, the those things which I have stated to you ; because_
belief of things, and the opinions of causes, are even if I shall seem to be beaten, yet those things.
estimated in proportion to the talents of their shall not therefore seem to be uncertain which
advocates: hence, also, one and the same cause the true Prophet has delivered to us. Yet I
is now thought just, now unjust ; and what now hope that we shall not be overcome in disputa-
seemed true, anon becomes false on the assertion dons either, if only our hearers are reasonable,
of another. For this reason, the credit of reli- and friends of truth, who can discern the force
gion and piety demanded the presence of the true and bearing of words, and recognise what dis-
Prophet, that He Himself might tell us respect- course comes from the sophistical art, not con-
ing each particular, how the truth stands, and raining truth, but an image of truth; and what
might teach us how we are to believe concerning that is, which, uttered simply and without craft,
each. _ And therefore, before all else, the cre- depends for all its power not on show and orna-
dentials of the prophet himself must be examined nent, but on truth and reason."
with all care ; and when you have once ascer- * [co_z Ho_ayI, z,, _._-_.tb_. is • _ _.

Both ac_oun_ _m to _ mk to _ with the fw.fi_ r_fim

z [This dlr,cvm_ ;_ giv_ _ewhat mo_ fuUy hem than in the to Jam.,and both ma_bg_ _ to _ glm tl_gwy _g'a_nm_
Homd_.i.-- R.] _ __ -- 1L]
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CHAP.xvm. _ mS PRO_IruCGBY I'm'L_'S mm'RUC- mayest be able to meet with us at the same
TION. table." Having thus spoken, he ordered me to

To this I answered : "I give thanks to God go to rest, for by this time both fatigue and the
Almighty, because I have been instructed as I time of the day called to sleep.
wished and desired. At all events, you may
depend upon me so far, that I can never come CHAP.xx. N POSTPOSEMENTOr DmCUSSIONWITH
tO doubt of those things which I have learned of SIMONMAGUS.
yOU ; SO that even if you yourself should at any Early next morning Zacch_eus" came in to us,
time wish to transfer my faith from the true and after salutation, said to Peter: "Simon puts
Prophet, you should not be able, because I have off the discussion till the eleventh day of the
drunk in with all my heart what you have spoken, present month, which is seven days hence, for
And that you may not think that I am promising he says that then he will have more leisure for
you a great thing when I say that I cannot be the contest. But to me it seems that his putting
moved away from this faith, it is with me a cer- [ off is also advantageous to us, so that more may
tainty, that whoever has received this account of I come together, who may be either hearers or
the true Prophet, can never afterwards so much ] judges of our disputation. However, if it seem
as doubt of its truth. And therefore I am con- proper to you, let us occupy the interval in dis-
fident with respect to this heaven-taught doctrine, cussing among ourselves the things _1,hlch, we
in which all the art of malice is overborne. For [suppose, may come into the controversy ; so that
in opposition to/kis prophecy neither any art can [ each of us, knowing what things are to be pro-
stand, nor the subtleties of sophisms and syllo- posed, and what answers are to be given, may
gism ; but every one who hears of the true consider with himself if they are all'right, or if
Prophet must of necessity long immediately for an adversary shall be able to find anything to ob-
the truth itself, nor will he afterwards, under pre- [ject, or to set aside the things which we bring
text of seeking the truth, endure diverse errors. [ against him. But if the things which are to be
Wherefore, O my lord Peter, be not further anx- [spoken by us are manifestly impregnable on
ious about me, as if I were one who does not levery side, we shall have confidence in entering
know what he has received, and how great a gift [ upon the examination. And indeed, this is my

has been conferred on him. Be assured that you opinion, that first of all it ought to be inquiredhave conferred a favour on one who knows and what is the origin of all things, or what is the
understands its value : nor can I be easily de- immediate3 thing which may be called the cause
ceived on that account, because I seem to have of all things which are : then, with respect to
gotten quickly what I long desired ; for it may all things that exist, whether they have been
be that one who desires gets quickly, while made, and by whom, through whom, and for
another does not even slowly attain the things whom ; whether they have received their sub-
which he desires." sistence from one, or from two, or from many ;

and whether they have been taken and fashioned
CHAP.Xm.--PETER'S SATISFACTIOt¢. from none _revmusly subsisting, or from some:

Then Peter, when he heard me speak thus, then, whether there is any virtue in the highest
said : "I give thanks to my God, both for your things, or in the lower ; whether there is any-
salvation and for my own peace ; for I am great- thing which is better than all, or anything that is
ly delighted to see that you have understood inferior to all; whether there are any motions,
what is the greatness of the prophetic virtue, or none ; whether those things which are seen
and because, as you say, not even I myself, if I were always, and shall be always; whether they
should wish it (which God forbid !),should be have come into existence without a creator,
able to turn you away to another faith. Now and shall pass away without a destroyer. If, I
henceforth begin to be with us, and to-morrow say, the discussion begin with these things, I
be present at our discussions, for I am to have think that the things which shall be inquired into,
a contest with Simon the magician." When he being discussed with diligent examination, will
had thus spoken, he retired to take food along be easily ascertained. And when these are as-
with his friends ; but he ordered me to eat by certained, the knowledge of those that follow
myself;' and after the meal, when he had sung will be easily found. I have stated my opinion ;
praise to God and given thanks, he rendered to be pleased to intimate what you think of the
me an account of this proceeding, and added, matter.4
"May the Lord grant to thee to be made like to • [Identifiedin theH_i/ie$ withghepub]_ ofJericho. Fif-teenothers are named in Homdy II. x; some of them are introduced
us in all things, that, receiving baptism, thou inR_o_a_s, ii.,.--R.]

s I-[ere we follow a marginal _adlng.
! [Ida the Hmilie: this is not explea_d, but implied. The whole 4 [Thm chapter has no direct parallel in the H_tTfe*. While

lama_ _ a _m quite contrary to Pauhae precept,there Is a general resembinnce in the remainder of book i. to Homily

Compm_ the moredetatledltatemeat ofmin book ii. 7o, 7a, nectimt diffcrcmtfrom that ot"theHom_[t't$.--R.]vii, ag_ Homily XlII. 4. -- R.] IL, much of the matter is _peculiar,or at least mtroduced in a ¢o_-
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CHAP. XXI._ ADVANTAGEOF THE DELAY. spoken, that it may be the better recalled to

To this Peter answered : "Tell Simon in the your memory." Then he began in this way to
refresh my recollection of what he had said:

meantime to do as he pleases, and to rest as- ,, Do you remember, 0 friend Clement, thesured that, Divine Providence granting, he shall
always find us ready." Then Zacchmus went account I gave you of the eternal age, that
out to intimate to Simon what he had been told. knows no end ?" Then said I, "Never, O
But Peter, looking at us, and perceiving that I Peter, shall I retain anything, if I can lo_e or
was saddened by the putting off of the contest, forget that."
said: "He who believes that the world is ad-
ministered by the providence of the Most High CHAP. xxm.--REPm'TrlON CONTINUED.
God. ought not, 0 Clement, my friend, to take Then Peter, having heard my answer with
it amiss, in whatever way particular things hap- pleasure, stud : "I congratulate you because you
pen, being assured that the righteousness of have answered thus, not because you speak of
God guides to a favourable and fitting issue these things easily, but because you profess that
even those things which seem superfluous or you remember them ; for the most sublime
contrary in any business, and especially towards truths are best honoured by means of silence.
those who worship Him more intimately; and Yet, for the credit of those things which you
therefore he who is assured of these things, as remember concerning things not to be spoken, _
I have said, if anything occur contrary to his tell me what you retain of those things which
expectation, he knows how to drive away grief we spoke of in the second place, which can
from his mind on that account, holding it un- easily be spoken out, that, perceiving your
questlonable in his better judgment, that, by the tenacity of memory, I may the more readily
government of the good God, even what seems point out to you, and freely open, the things of
contrary may be turned to good. Wherefore, which I wish to speak." Then I, when I per-
0 Clement, even now let not this delay of the cewed that he rejoiced in the good memory of
magician Snnon sadden you : for I believe that his hearers, said : "Not only am I mindful of
it has been done by the providence of God, for your definition, but also of that preface which
your advantage ; that I may be able, in this in- was prefixed to the defimtion ; and of almost
terval of seven days, to expound to you the all things that you have expounded, I retain the
method of our faith without any distraction, sense complete, though not all the words ; be-
and the order continuously, according to the cause the things that you have spoken have
tradition of the true Prophet, who alone knows been made, as it were, native to my soul, and
the past as it was, the present as it is, and the nborn. For you have held out a most sweet
future as it shall be : which things were indeed cup to me in my excessive thirst. And that
plainly spoken by Him, but are not plainly you may not suppose that I am occupying you
written ; so much so, that when they are read, with words, being unmindful of things, I shall
they cannot be understood without an expound- now call to mind the things which were spoken,
er, on account of the sin which has grown up in which the order of your discussion greatly
with men, as I said before. Therefore I shall helps me; for the way in which the things that
explain all things to you, that in those things you said followed by consequence upon one
which are written you may clearly perceive what another, and were arranged in a balanced man-
is the mind of the Lawgiver." ner, makes them easily recalled to memory by

the lines of their order. For the order of say-

CHAF. XXlL -- REPETmO_ OF INSTRUC'rlOUS. rags is useful for remembering them : for when

When he had said this, he began to expound you begin to follow them point by point in suc-cession, when anything is wanting, immediately
to me point by point of those chapters of the
law which seemed to be in question, from the the sense seeks for it; and when it has found
beginning of the creation even to that point of it, retains it, or at all events, if it cannot dis-cover it, there will be no reluctance to ask it of
time at which I came to him at Cmsarea, telling the master. But not to delay in granting what
me that the delay of Simon had contributed to
my learning all things in order. "At other you demand of me, I shall shortly rehearse
times," said he," we shall discourse more fully what you delivered to me concerning the deft-nition of truth.
on individual points of which we have now
spoken shortly, according as the occasion of
our conversation shall bring them before us ; so CHAP. XXlV.w REggrrrtoN co_.
that, according to my promise, you may gain a "There always was, there is now, and there
full and perfect knowledge of all. Since, then, ever shall be, that by which the first Will be.
by this delay we have to-day on our hands, I
wish to repeat to you again what has been , T_ i_,_t I _y _ ,_ t_ youm_mb_ t_ _.
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gotten from eternity consists; and from the strengthened me with all confidence of your as-
first Will ffrocttds a second Will. After these sertions." And then, having perceived that the
came the world ; and from the world came sum of all religion and piety consists in this,
time: from this, the multitude of men; from I immediately replied: "You have proceeded
the multitude the election of the beloved, from most excellently, O Peter : wherefore, in future,
whose oneness of mind the peaceful kingdom expound unhesitatingly, as to one who already
of God is constructed. But the rest, which knows what are the foundations of faith and
ought to follow these, you promised to tell me piety, the traditions of the true Prophet, who
at another time• After this, when you had ex- alone, as has been clearly proved, is to be be-
plained about the creation of the world, you lieved. But that exposition which requires
intimated the decree of God, "which He, of assertions and arguments, reserve for the unbe-
His own good pleasure, announced in the pres- lievers, to whom you have not yet judged it
ence of all the first angels," and which He proper to commit the indubitable faith of pro-
ordained as an eternal law to all ; and how He phetic grace." When I had said this, I added :
established two kingdoms, -- I mean that of the "You promised that you would give at the proper
present time and that of the future,-- and ap- time two things: first this exposition, at once
pointed times to each, and decreed that a day simple and entirely free from error; and then
of judgment should be expected, which He de- an exposition of each individual point as it may
termined, in which a severance is to be made of be evolved in the course of the various ques-
things and of souls : so that the wicked indeed tions which shall be raised. And after this you
shall be consigned to eternal fire for their sins ; expounded the sequence of things in order
but those who have lived according to the will from the beginning of the world, even to the
of God the Creator, having received a blessing present time; and if you please, I can repeat
for their good works, effulgent with brightest the whole from memory."
light, introduced into an eternal abode, and
abiding in incorruption, shall receive eternal CHAP.XXW.--gmEtCDSmPOFGOD;HOWSECURED.

gifts of ineffable blessings." To this Peter answered: "I am exceedingly
delighted, O Clement, that I commit my words

CHAP.XXV.n Rm'grrnoN cotcrxmrgD, to so safe a heart ; for to be mindful of the

While I was going on thus, Peter, enraptured things that are spoken is an indication'of havingin readiness the faith of works. But he fromwith joy, and anxious for me as if I had been
his son, lest perhaps I should fail in recollection :whom the wicked demon steals away the words
of the rest, and be put to shame on account of of salvation, and snatches them away from his
those who were present, said : " It is enough, memory, cannot be saved, even though he wish
O Clement ; for you have stated these things it ; for he loses the way by which hfe is reached.
more clearly than I myself explained them." Wherefore let us the rather repeat what has been
Then said I, " Liberal learning has conferred spoken, and confirm it in your heart, that is, in
upon me the power of orderly narration, and of what manner or by whom the world was made,
stating those things clearly for which there is that we may proceed to the friendship of the
occasion. And if we use learning in asserting Creator. But His friendship is secured by living
the errors of antiquity, we ruin ourselves by well, and by obeying His will ; which will is the
gracefulness and smoothness of speech ; but if law of all that live. We shall therefore unfold
we apply learning and grace of speech to the these things briefly to you, in order that they
assertion of the truth, I think that not a little may be the more surely remembered.
advantage is thereby gained. Be that as it may,
my lord Peter, you can but imagine with what CHAP.XXVn.n AcCouter oF THE C___mOt_.
thankfulness I am transported for all the rest of "In the beginning,' when God had made the
your instruction indeed, but especially for the heaven and the earth, • as one house, the shadow
statement of that doctrine which you gave:
There is one God, whose work the world is, , [nilgeaf_td_h_p_._7-7_p_,toftheJ_,,i_h-Ch_

document called Ke_,wa Pefri, of which an oulhne is gnven m
and who, because He is in all respects right- bookhi.7s. _m he thinkswas of Roman origin.Certainlythese
eons, shall render to every one according to his chaptmbearmawmarks&anearlieroriginthanmostofthepseudo-Clementtae literature. Much of the matter is not found elsewhere

deeds. And after that you added : For the as- inthinhterature;thetoneof thediscoursem muchsuperior;the
instruction, represented as given to Clement, is quite well adapted

sertion of this dogma countless thousands of toh,sDeedsasa heatheninquirer;theviewspresentedarenotso
words will be brought forward; but in those to e_ag_t *_muchthatoccursin theHomili_; theattempttoadjust the statements to the New-Testament narrative is skilfuily
whom is granted knowledge of the true Prophet, m_e,a_tthereisnoth_khig,g_t .... b_-_. It my not
all this forest of words is cut down. And on he improper to add, that the impressmns first grven in regard to thas

[ _ were made upoa the writer of this note quite independently of
this account, since you have delivered to me a Hdgenfeld's theory;acaneof themcommittedto writtngwithout

• a thought of m,,,._.;,_,g that theory. -- R.Jdiscourse concerning the true Prophet, you have . c_ _ i.
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which was cast by the mundane bodies involved and the human race also having multiplied, in
in darkness those things which were enclosed in the eighth generation, righteous met, who had
it. But when the will of God had introduced lived the life of angels, being allured by the
light, that darkness which had been caused by beauty of women, fell into promiscuous and illicit
the shadows of bodies was straightway dispelled : connections with these ;a and thenceforth acting
then at length light is appointed for the day, in all things without discretion, and disorderly,
darkness for the night. And now the water they changed the state of human affairs and the
which was within the world, in the middle space divinely prescribed order of life, so that either
of that first heaven and earth, congealed as if by persuasion or force they compelled all men
with frost, and solid as crystal, is distended, and to sin against God their Creator. In the ninth
the middle spaces of the heaven and earth are generation are born the giants, so called from of
separated as by a firmament of this sort ; and old,3 not dragon-footed, as the fables of the
that firmament the Creator called heaven, so Greeks relate, but men of immense bodies, whose
called by the name of that previously made : hones, of enormous size, are still shown in some
and so He divided into two portions that fabric places for confirmation. But against these the
of the universe, although it was but one house, righteous providence of God brought a flood
The reason of the division was this, that the up- upon the world, that the earth might be purified
per portion might afford a dwelhng-place to from their pollution, and every place might be
angels, and the lower to men. After this, the turned into a sea by the destruction of the
place of the sea and the chaos which had been wicked. Yet there was then found one righteous
made received that portion of the water which man, by name Noah, who, being delivered in an
remained below, by order of the eternal Will ; ark with his three sons and their wives, became
and these flowing down to the sunk and hollow the colonizer of the world after the subsiding of
places, the dry land appeared ; and the gather- the waters, with those animals and seeds which
ings of the waters were made seas. And after he had shut up with him.
this the earth, which had appeared, produced
various species of herbs and shrubs. It gave CHAP.XXX.--NOAH'S SONS.

forth fountains also, and rivers, not only in the "In the twelfth generation, when God hadplains, but on the mountains. And so all things
were prepared, that men who were to dwell in it blessed men, and they had begun to multiply/
might have it in their power to use all these they received a commandment that they should

• things according to their will, that is, either for not taste blood, for on account of this also the
deluge had been sent. In the thirteenth genera-

, good or evil. tion, when the second of Noah's three sons had
CHAP.XKVILI._ ACCOUNTOF THE CREATIONCON- done an injury to his father, and had been cursed

TINUED. by him, he brought the condition of slavery upon
his posterity. His elder brother meantime ob-

"After this He adorns that visible heaven with mined the lot of a dwelling-place in the middle
stars. He places in it also the sun and the moon, Iregion of the world, in which is the country of
that the day might enjoy the light of the one, Judma ; the younger obtained the eastern quar-
the night that of the other ; and that at the same ter, and he the western. In the fourteenth gen-
time they might be for an indication of things eration one of the cursed progeny first erected
past, present, and future. For they were made an altar to demons, for the purpose of magical
for signs of seasons and of days, which, although arts, and offered there bloody sacrifices. In the
they are seen indeed by all, are understood only fifteenth generatiorr, for the first time, men set
by the learned and intelligent. And when, after up an idol and worshipped it. Until that time
this, He had ordered hying creatures to be pro- the Hebrew language, which had been given by
duced from the earth and the waters, He made God to men, bore sole sway. In the sixteenth
Paradise, which also He named a place of de- generation the sons of men migrated from the
lights. But after all these things He made man, east, and, coming to the lands that had been as-
on whose account He had prepared all things, signed to their fathers, each one marked the
whose internal species, is older, and for whose place of his own allotment by his own name.
sake all things that are were made, given up to In the seventeenth generation Nimrod I. reigned
his service, and assigned to the uses of his habi- in Babylonia, and built a city, and thence mi-
ration.

2 G_. vi. 2. [Comp/tre with this .dmpter Hona'ly Will. ttv._t7w
CHAP. XXIX.--THE GIANTS: THE FLOOD. where there arc many more fancd'ttldetails. -- R.]

J T_ _-it_ l_r= tmaslz_ ti_ 1_ds d .d_._.Selmmgi__ _.
"AU things therefore being completed which v..... _'-_ _ _'_'o, _. ._._, mlq_,.i_y. Ionanmr. We have_ the transmtm_.,ot our autmmzeg, vemmu

are in heaven, and in earth, and in the waters, it i, like. howe,er,thatt_.,m_ .bt_.. t_ .tm.,to t=_.tl_t
they liv¢_l to a great age, as m maintainS,.,ta7 Jo_o_ quowo vy

z Thatm, ]fissou_tothe doctrine mrthc prc+_ Smcerma thewot_oi,_m_ymm,cc_mcwomto'_l,
d wo_,.s. ,, GemLV..z.
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grated to the Persians, and taught them to wor-the origin of the world, and likewise its end ;
ship fire. 1 • showed him the immortality of the soul, and

the manner of life which was pleasing to God ;
c'R_. xxm. -- WORLDArrzR T_E FLOOD. declared also the resurrection of the dead, the

future judgment, the reward of the good, the
"In the eighteenth generation wailed cities punishment of the evil,--all to be regulated

were built, armies were organized and armed, iby righteous judgment: and having given him
judges and laws were sanctioned, temples were ! all this information plainly and sufficiently, He
built, and the princes of nations were adored as departed again to the invisible abodes. But
gods. In the nineteenth generation the descend- while Abraham was still in ignorance, as we said
ants of him who had been cursed after the flood, to you before, two sons were born to him, of
going beyond their proper bounds which they whom the one was called Ismael, and the other
had obtained by lot in the western regions, drove Heliesdros. From the one are descended the

into the eastern lands those who had obtained barbarous nations, from the other the people of
the middle portion of the world, and pursued the Persians, some of whom have adopted the
them as far as Persia, while themselves violently manner of living and the institutions of their
took possession of the country from which they neighbours, the Brachmans. Others settled in
expelled them. In the twentieth generation a Arabia, of whose posterity some also have
son for the first time died before his father, 2 on spread into Egypt. From them some of the
account of an incestuous crime. Indians and of the Egyptians have learned to

be circumcised, and to be of purer observance
CHAP. XXXU.- ABRAHAM. than others, although in process of time most of

"In the twenty-first generation there was a them have turned to impiety what was the proof
certain wise man, of the race of those who were and sign of purity.
expelled, of the family of Noah's eldest son, by
name Abraham, from whom our Hebrew nation CHAP. XXXIV.--THE ISRAELITESIN EGYPT.
is derived. 3 When the whole world was again "Nevertheless, as he had got these two sons
overspread with errors, and when for the hideous- during the time while he still hved in ignorance
ness of its crimes destruction was ready for it, of things, having received the knowledge of God,
this time not by water, but fire, and when already ihe asked of the Righteous One that he might
the scourge was hanging over the whole earth, merit to have offspring by Sarah, who was his
beginning with Sodom, this man, by reason of lawful wife, though she was barren. She ob-
his friendship with God, who was well pleased rained a son, whom he named Isaac, from
with him, obtained from God that the whole whom came Jacob, and from him the twelve
world should not equally perish. From the first patriarchs, and from these twelve seventy-two.
this same man, being an astrologer, was able, These, when famine befell, came into Egypt
from the account and order of the stars, to recog- with all their family ; and in the course of four
nise the Creator, while all others were m error, hundred years, being multiplied by the blessing
and understood that all things are regulated by and promise of God, they were afflicted by the
His providence. Whence also an angel, 4 stand- Egyptians. And when they were afflicted the
ing by him in a vision, instructed him more fully true Prophet appeared to Moses,S and struck
concerning those things which he was beginning the Egyptians with ten plagues, when they re-
to perceive. He showed him also what belonged fused to let the Hebrew people depart from
to his race and posterity, and. promised him that them, and return to their native land ; and he
those districts should be restored rather than brought the people of God out of Egypt. But
given to them. those of the Egyptians who survived the plagues,

being infected with the animosity of their king,
CHAP. xxxm.- ABRAP,AM: mS Pos'r_P.rrv. pursued after the Hebrews. And when they had

"Therefore Abraham, when he was desirous overtaken them at the sea-shore, and thought to
to learn the causes of things, and was intently destroy and exterminate them all, Moses, pour-
pondering upon what had been told him, the ing out prayer to God, divided the sea into two
true Prophet appeared to him, who alone knows parts, so that the water was held on the right
the hearts and purpose of men, and disclosed hand and on the left as if it had been frozen,
to him all things which he desired. He taught and the people of God passed as over a dry
him the knowledge of the Divinity; intimated road; but the Egyptians who were pursuing

them, rashly entering, were drowned. For when
' _th thischap_tcom_.__HomilyIX. 3--./.--R.I the last of the Hebrews came out, the last of the

[Tbi_o_,ty and_e_ =_tion of theOUl-T_u_t Egyptians went down into the sea ; and straight-
economy (chaps.._'39)isl_'uhm"m thegt#_nitiov.,r. -- R.J

4 G_ xv., xxn. ,_ F.,xod.hi.
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way the waters of the sea, which by his corn-tracted from them, he allowed them indeed to
mand were held bound as with frost, were loosed sacrifice, but permitted it to be glone only to
by his command who had bound them, and re- God, that by any means he might cut off one half
covering their natural freedom, inflicted punish- of the deeply ingrained evil, leaving the other
ment on the wicked nation, half to be corrected by another, and at a future

time; by Him, namely, concerning whom he
CHAP. XXXV.m THE EXODUS. said himself, ' A prophet shall the Lord your God

"After this, Moses, by the command of God, raise unto you, whom ye shall hear even as my-
whose providence is over all, led out the people self, according to all things which He shall say

to you. Whosoever shall not hear that prophet,
of the Hebrews into the wilderness ; and, leaving i his soul shall be cut off from his people.'the shortest road which leads from Egypt to i
Judma, he led the people through long windings I
of the wilderness, that, by the disciphne of forty CHAP. XXXVII._THE HOLYPLACE.
years, the novelty of a changed manner of life I "In addition to these things, he also appointed

3 might root out the evils which had clung to them a place m which alone it should be lawful to
. by a long-continued familiarity with the customs i them to sacrifce to God? And all this was ar-

of the Egyptians. Meantime they came to Mount ranged with this view, that when thefitting time
i Sinai, and thence the law was given to them with should come, and they should learn by means of

voices and sights from heaven, written in ten the Prophet that God desires mercy and not sac-
precepts, of which the first and greatest was that rifice,5 they might see Him who should teach them

i they should worship God Himself alone, and not that the place chosen of God, in which it was
make to themselves any appearance or form' to suitable that vmtnus should be offered to God, is
worship. But when Moses had gone up to the his Wisdom ; and that on the other hand they
mount, and was staying there forty days, the peo- might hear that this place, which seemed chosen
ple, although they had seen Egypt struck with for a time, often harassed as it had been by hos-

; the ten plagues, and the sea parted and passed tile invasions and plundermgs, was at last to be
over by them on foot t manna also given to them wholly destroyed. 6 And in order to impress this

; from heaven for bread, and drink supplied to upon them, even before the coming of the true
'o them out of the rock that followed 2 them, which Prophet, who was to reject at once the sacrifices
_, kind of food was turned into whatever taste any and the place, it was often plundered by enemies

one desired ; and although, being placed under and burnt with fire, and the people carried into
the torrid region of heaven, they were shaded by captivity among foreign nations, and then brought
a cloud in the day-time, that they might not be back when they betook themselves to the mercy
scorched by the heat, and by night were enhght- of God ; that by these things they might be
ened by a pillar of fire, lest the horror of dark- taught that a people who offer sacrifices are
ness should be added to the wasteness of the driven away and delivered up into the hands of
wilderness ;--those very people, I say, when the enemy, but they who do mercy and right-
Moses stayed in the mount, made and worshipped eousness are without sacrifices freed from cap-
a golden calf's head, after the fashion of Apis, tivlty, and restored to their native land. But it
whom they had seen worshipped in Egypt ; and fell out that very few understood this ; for the
after so many and so great marvels which they greater number, though they could perceive and
had seen, were unable to cleanse and wash out observe these things, yet were held by the irra-
from themselves the defilements of old habit, i tional opinion of the vulgar : for right opinion
On this account, leaving the short road which Iwith liberty is the prerogative of a few.
leads from Egypt to Judma, Moses conducted
them by an immense circuit of the desert, If I CHAP.XXXVIII._ SINS OF THE ISRAELITES.

haply he might be able, as we mentioned before, "Moses,7 then, having arranged these things,
to shake off the evils of old habit by the change and having set over the people one Aus6s to
of a new education, bnng them to the land of their fathers, himself

by the command of the living God went up to a
CHAP. XXXVI. _ ALLOWANCE OF SACRIFICE FOR A certain mountain, and there died. Yet such was

TIME. the manner of his death, that till this day no
"When meantime Moses, that faithful and one has found his burial-place. When, there-

wise steward, perceived that the vice of sacri- fore, the people reached their fathers' land, by
ricing to idols had been deeply ingrained into the I the providence of God. at their first onset the
people from their assocmtion with the Egyptians, -...... , --_ . I-_ __ I _ Deut xvii z5" Actstll $2 $3
and that the root ot tills evil COUla no_ oc tzx- i , Deut" xil "it' '2 Chron'vii' x="

t Who_ ;. "_._^r-'_t,._ I 6 Matt. xxlv. 2; Lttkexax. 44.
s Comp. z Cot. x. 4- .......
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inhabitants of wicked races are routed, and they afterwards other seventy-two most approved dis-
enter upon tb.eir paternal inheritance, which was ciples,3 that, at least in this way recogmsing the
distributed among them by lot. For some time pattern of Moses/the multitude might believe
thereafter they were ruled not by kings, but that this is He of whom Moses foretold, the

judges, and remained in a somewhat peaceful Prophet that was to come.S
condition. But when they sought for themselves
tyrants rather than kings, then also with regal CaAP. XU.--RFyECTm_ OF ThE TRUEPROPHET.
ambition they erected a temple in the place "But some one perhaps may say that it is pos-
which had been appointed to them for prayer ; sible for any one to imitate a number ; but what
and thus, through a succession of wicked kings, shall we say of the signs and miracles which He
the people fell away to greater and still greater wrought ? For Moses had wrought miracles and
impiety, cures in Egypt. He also of whom he foretold

that He should rise up a prophet like unto him-
CI-L_.XXXtX.--sAvrmM m_rrixrr-_Dn¢ pmcE self, though He cured every sickness and in-

or SACmF_CES. firmity among the people, wrought innumerable
" But when the time began to draw near that miracles, and preached eternal life, was hurried

what waswanting in the Mosaic institutions should by wicked men to the cross ; which deed was,
be supplied, as we have said, and that the Prophet however, by His power turned to good. In
should appear, of whom he had foretold that He short, while He was suffering, all the world suf-
should warn them by the mercy of God to cease fered with Him ; for the sun was darkened, the
from sacrificing ; lest haply they might suppose mountains were torn asunder, the graves were
that on the cessation of sacrifice there was no opened, the veil of the temple was rent,6 as in
remissionof sins for them, He instituted baptism lamentation for the destruction impending over
by water amongst them, in which they might be the place. And yet, though all the world was
absolved from all their sins on the invocauon of moved, they themselves are not even now moved
His name, and for the future, following a perfect to the consideration of these so great things.
life, might abide in immortality, being purified
not by the blood of beasts, but by the purifi- cuaP. xLn. _ CALLOF THEGENTILES.
cation of the Wisdom of God. Subsequently "But inasmuch as it was necessary that the
also an evident proof of this great mystery is Gentiles should be called into the room of those
supplied in /]ze fact, that every one who, be- who remained unbelieving/so that the number
lieving in this Prophet who had been foretold by might be filled up which had been shown to
Moses, is baptized in His name, shall be kept Abraham,S the preaching of the blessed king-
unhurt from the destruction of war which ira- dora of God is sent iflto all the world. On this
pends over the unbelieving nation, and the place account worldly spirits are disturbed, who always
itself; but that those who do not believe shall oppose those who are in quest of liberty, and
be made exiles from their place and kingdom, who make use of the engines of error to destroy
that even against their will they may understand God's building ; while those who press on to the
and obey the will of God. glory of safety and liberty, being rendered braver

by their resistance to these spirits, and by the
CHAP. XL. _ ADVENT OF THE TRUE PROPHET. toll of great struggles against them, attain the
"These things therefore having been fore- crown of safety not without the palm of vic-

arranged, He who was expected comes, bringing tory. Meantime, when He had suffered, and
signs and miracles as His credentials by which darkness had overwhelmed the world from the
He should be made manifest. But not even so sixth even to the ninth hour,9 as soon as the sun
did the people believe, though they had been shone out again, and things were returned to
trained during so many ages to the belief of these their usual course, even wicked men returned
things. And not only did they not believe, but to themselves and their former practices, their
they added blasphemy to unbelief, saying that fear having abated. For some of them, watch-
He was a gluttonous man and a belly-slave, and ing the place with all care, when they could not
that He was actuated by a demon,' even He prevent His rising again, said that He was a
who had come for their salvation. To such an magician ; others pretended that he was stolen
extent does wickedness prevail by the agency of away. '°
evil ones; so that, but for the Wisdom of God 3 L,k•x.
assisting those who love the truth, almost all 4N,m._i ,6.
would have been involved in impious delusion, s r_,t. x,_. _s.6 Matt. xxvti. 45, Sx, 5a.
Therefore He chose us twelve/the first who be- _ [Cha_. 4a, 43, show llttl• of the Ebloniti• ttmden_, • ._L_t m

the attempt to reduce the diff•renc_ be_n _ews and Chnsumm
lieved in Him, whom He named apostles; and tot_m_poi_tof_l_,the__-_,h_h;potJ_m.--g.]

e Gen. xv.; Acts x/ii.

t Matt,ix.;Jol_ v_, 9 Matt. mtvii. 4S.
• Matt. x. :o Matt.xxviii,x3.
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CHAP. XLIH. -- SUCCESSOF THE GOSPEL. the Christ ; but I should wish to learn what lhe

"Nevertheless, the truth everywhere prevailed ; Christ means, or why He is so called, that
for, in proof that these things were done by di- a matter of so great importance may not be
vine power, we who had been very few became vague and uncertain to me."

in the course of a few days, by the help of God, ca_a,. XLV.--TI_ TRUE PROPHgr: w_rv C_Lr__
far more than they. So that the priests at one
time were afraid, lest haply, by the providence THE CHmS'r.
of God, to their confusion, the whole of the Then Peter began to instruct me in this man-
people should come over to our faith. There- ner: 4 ,, When God had made the world, as Lord
fore they often sent to us, and asked us to dis- of the universe, He appointed chiefs over the
course to them conceming Jesus, whether He several creatures, over the trees even, and the
were the Prophet whom Moses foretold, who is mountains, and the fountains, and the rivers, and
the eternal ChristJ For on this point only does all things which He had made, as we have told
there seem to be any difference between us who you ; for it were too long to mention them one by
believe in Jesus, and the unbelieving Jews. But one. He set, therefore, an angel as chief over the
while they often made such requests to us, and angels, a sprat over the sptrits, a star over the stars,
we sought for a fitting opportunity, a week of a demon over the demons, a bird over the birds,
years was completed from the passion of the a beast over the beasts, a serpent over the ser-
Lord, the Church of the Lord which was con- pents, a fish over the fishes, a man over men,
stltuted in Jerusalem was most plentifully mul- who is Christ Jesus. But He is called Christ by
fiplied and grew, being governed with most a certain excellent rite of religion ; for as there
righteous ordinances by James, who was or- are certain names common to kings, as Arsaces
darned bishop in it by the Lord. among the Persians, C_esar among the Romans,

Pharaoh among the Egyptians, so among the
CHAP. XLIV.-- CHALLENGEBY CAIAPHAS. Jews a king is called Christ. And the reason

of this appellation is this : Although indeed He
"But when we twelve apostles, on the day of was the Son of God, and the beginning of all

the passover, had come together with an im- things, He became man ; Him first God anointed
mense multitude, and entered into the church with oil which was taken from the wood of the
of the brethren, each one of us, at the request tree of life : from that anointing therefore He is
of James/ stated briefly, in the hearing of the called Chrtst. Thence, moreover, He Himself
people, what we had done in every place.3 also, according to the appointment of His Father,
While this was going on, Caiaphas, the high anoints with similar oil every one of the pious
priest, sent priests to us, and asked us to come when they come to His kingdom, for their re-
to him, that either we should prove to him that freshment after their labours, as having got over
Jesus is the eternal Christ, or he to us that He the difficulues of the way; so that their light
is not, and that so all the people should agree
upon the one faith or the other ; and this he may shine, and being filled with the Holy Spirit,
frequently entreated us to do. But we often they may be endowed with immortality.S But itoccurs to me that I have sufficiently explained
put it off, always seeking for a more convement to you the whole nature of that branch from
time." which that ointment is taken.

Then I, Clement, answered to this : "I think
that this very question, whether He is the Christ, c_a,. XLVLm ANoncrmQ.
is of great importance for the establishment of
the faith ; otherwise the high priest would not "But now also I shall, by a very short repre-

sentation, recall you to the recollection of all
so frequently ask that he might either learn or these things. In the present hfe, Aaron, the first
teach concerning the Christ."

Then Peter : "You have answered rightly, O high priest, 6 was anointed with a composition of
chrism, which was made after the pattern of that

Clement 3 for as no one can see without eyes,
nor hear without ears, nor smell without nostrils, spiritual ointment of which we have spoken be-
nor taste without a tongue, nor handle anything fore. He was prince of the people, and as a king
without hands, so it is impossible, without the received first-fruits and tribute from the people,
true Prophet, to know what is pleasing to God." man by man ; and having undertaken the office

And I answered : "I have already learned * rThed_our_ a chain 45-S"_ _t, re_._, t._ i._ _hr_._
logical conslstency. The doctnne_ while showing Ebioninc ortga.%

from your instruction that this true prophet is _ closer to the Catholic view than that of the Homilies. -- R.]
s [The refere.nces .to oil m chaps 45-48, particularly tile ¢on-

t John xll. 34, . necuon of anomUng wtth bapusm, have been regarded, since .the dt_
g [Evidently" the Lord's brother Cornp. chap. 68. -- R.] . . covery of the full text of Hippolytus, as showing trac.es of relatio_shlp
s [This account of occurrences in Jerusalem (chaps 45-70). ty to the system of the Elke_mtes. See Introductory Nonce. In the

probab ymeant to supplement Acts v and vm The datetalhes w_tn forms g,ven by Hippolytos (tee A_e-2Vt'ce#.e F'at;/ters|v. pp. 131t,
the stoning of Stephen, to which there is no a uston. 1 ne whore z33) the od ts represmated as one of seven wtt_ to be acb
bears abundant marks of "mampulauon" of the New-Testament jured by the subject of bapusm. _ R.J
record.-- R.] 6 Exod. xmx.; Lev. vlh.
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of judging the people, he judged of things clean baptism, that fire which the priest kindled for
and things unclean. But if any one else was sins ; for, from the time when He appeared, the
anointed with the same ointment, as deriving vir- chrism has ceased, by which the priesthood or
rue from it, he became either king, or prophet, the prophetic or the kingly office was conferred.
or priest. If, then, this temporal grace, com-
pounded by men, had such efficacy, consider now CHAP. XLIX.-- TWO COMINGSOF CHRIST.

how potent was that ointment extracted by God "His coming, therefore, was predicted by
from a branch of the tree of life, when that which Moses, who delivered the law of God to men ;
was made by men could confer so excellent digni- but by another also before him, as I have already
ties among men. For what in the present age informed you. He therefore intimated that He
is more glorious than a prophet, more illustrious ishould come, humble indeed in His first coming,
than a priest, more exalted than a king?" but glorious in His second. And the first, in-

deed, has been already accomphshed ; since He
CHAP. XLVH,- ADAMANOINTEDA PROPHET. has come and taught, and He, the Judge of all,
To this I replied : "I remember, Peter, that has been judged and slain. But at His second

you told me of the first man that he was a proph- coming He shall come to judge, and shall indeed
et ; but you did not say that he was anosnted, condemn the wicked, but shall take the pious
If then there be no prophet without anointing, into a share and association with Himself in His
how could the first man be a prophet, since he kingdom. Now the faith of His second coming
was not anointed ?" Then Peter, smiling, said : depends upon His first. For the prophets-
" If the first man prophesied, it is certain that especially Jacob and Moses-- spoke of the first,
he was also anointed. For although he who has but some also of the second. But the excellency
recorded the law in his pages is silent as to his of prophecy is chiefly shown in this, that the
anointing, yet he has evidently left us to under- prophets spoke not of things to come, according
stand these things. For as, if he had said that to the sequence of things ; otherwise they might
he was anointed, it would not be doubted that seem merely as wise men to have conjectured
he was also a prophet, although it were not writ- what the sequence of things pointed out.
ten in the law ; so, since it is certain that he was
a prophet, it is in like manner certain that he CHAP L.--HIS REJECTION"BY THE JEWS.

was also anointed, because without anointing he "But what I say is this : It was to be expected
could not be a prophet. But you should rather that Christ should be received by the Jews, to
have said, If the chrism was compounded by whom He came, and that they should beheve on
Aaron, by the perfumer's art, how could the first Him who was expected for the salvation of the
man be anointed before Aaron's time, the arts people, according to the traditions of the fathers ;
of composition not yet having been discovered ?" but that the Gentiles should be averse to H_m,
Then I answered, "Do not misunderstand me, since neither promise nor announcement con-
Peter; for I do not speak of that compounded cerning Him had been made to them, and in-
ointment and temporal oil, but of that simple deed He had never been made known to them

and eternal aint_lazt, which you told me was even by name. Yet the prophets, contrary to
made by God, after whose likeness you say that the order and sequence of things, said that He
that other was compounded by men." should be the expectation of the Gentiles, and

not of the Jews. _ And so it happened. For
CHAP. XLVIII._ THE TRUE PROPHET, A PRIF_.ST. when He came, He was not at all acknowledged
Then Peter answered, with an appearance of by those who seemed to expect Him, in con-

indignation : "What ! do you suppose, Clement, sequence of the tradition of their ancestors ;
that all of us can know all things before the whereas those who had heard nothing at all of
time ? But not to be drawn aside now from our Him, both believe that He has come, and hope
proposed discourse, we shall at another time, that He is to come. And thus m all things
when your progress is more manifest, explain prophecy appears faithful, which said that He
these things more distinctly, was the expectation of the Gentiles. The Jews,

" Then, however, a priest or a prophet, being therefore, have erred concerning the first coming
anointed w/th the compounded ointment, putting of the Lord ; and on this point only there is dis-
fire to the altar of God, was held illustrious in agreement betwixt us and them. For they them-
all the world. But after Aaron, who was a priest, selves know and expect that Christ shall come ;
another is taken out of the waters. I do not but that He has come already in humility
speak of Moses, but of Him who, in the waters even He who is called Jesus--they do not
of baptism, was called by God His Son.' For know. And this is a great confirmation of His
it is Jesus who has put out, by the grace of coming, that all do not believe on Him.

z M,,n: _ zT. B Ge=. xllx. zo.
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CHAP. LI.--THE ONLY SAVlOtm. tion, they may obtain an eternal inheritance in
proportion to their good deeds. And therefore

"Him, therefore, has God appointed in the blessed are all those who shall attain to the
end of the world ; because it was impossible kingdom of Christ ; for not only shall they
that the evils of men could be removed by any escape the pains of hell, but shall also remainother, provided that the nature of the humar

incorruptible, and shall be the first to see God
race were to remain entire, i.e., the liberty of the Father, and shall obtain the rank of honour
the will being preserved. This condition, there-
fore, being preserved inviolate, He came to in- among the first in the presence of God.
vite to His kingdom all righteous ones, and those
who have been desirous to please Him. For CHAP. 1211.- ANIMosrrYOF THE JEWS.
these He has prepared unspeakable good things, "Wherefore there is not the least doubt con-
and the heavenly city Jerusalem, which shall shine cerning Christ ; and all the unbelieving Jews are
above the brightness of the sun, for the habita- stirred up with boundless rage against us, fem'ing
tion of the saints. But the unrighteous, and the lest haply He against whom they have sinned
wicked, and those who have despised God, and should be He. And their fear grows all the greater,
have devoted the life given them to &verse because they know that, as soon as they fixed
wlckednesses, and have given to the practice of Him on the cross, the whole world showed
evil the time which was given them for the work sympathy with Him ; and that His body, al-
of righteousness, He shall hand over to fitting though they guarded it with strict care, could
and condign vengeance. But the rest of the nowhere be found ; and that innumerable mul-
things which shall then be done, it is neither in tltudes are attaching themselves to His faith.
the power of angels nor of men to tell or to Whence they, together with the high priest
describe. This only it is enough for us to know, Caiaphas, were compelled to send to us again
that God shall confer upon the good z.n eternal and again, that an inquiry might be instituted
possession of good things." concerning the truth of His name. And when

they were constantly entreating that they might
CHAP.LII.-- FHE SAINTSBEFORECHRIST'S COMING.either learn or teach concerning Jesus, whether

He were the Christ, it seemed good to us to go
When he had thus spoken, I answered : "If up into the temple, and in the presence of all

those shall enjoy the kingdom of Christ, whom the people to bear witness concerning Him, and
His coming shall find righteous, shall then those at the same time to charge the Jews with many
be wholly deprived of the kingdom who have foolish things which they were doing. For the
died before His coming?" Then Peter says: people was now divided into many parties, ever
"You compel me, O Clement, to touch upon since the days of John the Baptist.
things that are unspeakable. But so far as it is
allowed to declare them, I shall not shrink from CHAP. LIV._JEWISH SECTS.
doing so. Know then that Christ, who was from
the beginning, and always, was ever present with "For when the rising of Christ was at hand
the pious, though secretly, through all their for the abolition of sacrifices, and for the be-
generations ; especially with those who waited stowal of the grace of baptism, the enemy,
for Hith, to whom He frequently appeared. But understanding from the predictions that the time
the time was not yet that there should be ares- was at hand, wrought various schisms among the
urrection of the bodies that were dissolved ; but people, that, if haply it might be possible to
this seemed rather to be their reward from God, abolish the former sin, 2 the latter fault might be
that whoever should be found righteous, should incorrigible. The first schism, therefore, was
remain longer in the body ; or, at least, as is that of those who were called Sadducees, which
clearly related in the writings of the law con- took their rise almost in the time of John.
cerning a certain righteous man, that God trans- These, as more righteous than others, began to
lated him.' In like manner others were dealt iseparate themselves from the assembly of the
with, who pleased His will, that, being translated people, and to deny the resurrection of the
to Paradise, they should be kept for the king- dead, 3 and to assert that by an argument of in-
dom. But as to those who have not been able fidelity, saying that it was unworthy that God

completely to fulfil the rule of righteousness, but should be worshipped, as it were, under the
have had some remnants of evil in their flesh, promise of a reward. The tirst author of this
their bodies are indeed dissolved, but their souls opinion was Dositheus ;* the second was Simon.
are kept in good and blessed abodes, that at the Another schism is that of the Samarimm ; for
resurrection of the dead, when they shall recover "--, Th,t,,, thea_a _,i_o,.
their own bodies, purified even by the dissolu- 3 M,tt **a _.4[Comp.book_. 8-,,_d.H_nT JL ,4.. _ ,ni_

confuses the later Do_itheus wlth an caner teacher,wno_

z flea. v. a4. Zadok wa_ the founder of the I_:t of tim _R.]
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they deny the resurrection of the dead, and as- that the dead rise, in accordance with the teach-
sert that God is not to be worshipped in Jeru- ing of Him of whom Moses foretold that He
salem, but on Mount Gerizim. They indeed should come the true Prophet. ' Or if,' says he,
tightly, from the predictions of Moses, expect 'you do not think that this is He whom Moses
the one true Prophet ; but by the wickedness of foretold, let this first be inquired into, so that
Dositheus they were hindered from believing when this is clearly proved to be He, there may
that Jesus is He whom they were expecting, be no further doubt concerning the things which
The scribes also, and Pharisees, are led away He taught.' These, and many such like things,
into another schism ; but these, being baptized Andrew proclaimed, and then stopped.
by John, and holding the word of truth received
from the tradition of Moses as the key of the cm_y. LVII.- S.kMARITANREFUTED.

kingdom of heaven, have hid it from the hear- "But a certain Samaritan, speaking against the
ins of the people.' Yea, some even of the dis- people and against God, and asserting that neither
ciples of John, who seemed to be great ones, are the dead to rise, nor is that worship of God
have separated themselves from the people, and
proclaimed their own master as the Christ. But to be maintained which is in Jerusalem, but thatMount Gerizim is to be reverenced, added also
all these schisms have been prepared, that by this in opposition to us, that our Jesus was not
means of them the faith of Christ and baptism He whom Moses foretold as a Prophet to come
might be hindered, into the world. Against him, and another who

supported him in what he said, James and John,
CHAP. LV._ PUBLICDmCUSSlON. the sons of Zebedee, strove vigorously ; and al-

"However, as we were proceeding to say, though they had a command not to enter into
when the high priest had often sent priests to their cities, 3 nor to bring the word of preaching
ask us that we might discourse with one another to them, yet, lest their discourse, unless it were
concerning Jesus ; when it seemed a fit oppor- confuted, should hurt the faith of others, they
tunity, and it pleased all the Church, we went up replied so prudently and so powerfully, that they
to the temple, and, standing on the steps to- put them to perpetual silence. For James made
gether with our faithful brethren, the people kept an oration concerning the resurrection of the
perfect silence ; and first the high priest began dead, with the approbatmn of all the people ;
to exhort the people that they should hear pa- while John showed that if they would abandon
tiently and quietly, and at the same time witness the error of Mount Gerizim, they should conse-
and judge of those things that were to be spoken, quently acknowledge that Jesus was indeed He
Then, in the next place, exalting with many who, according to the prophecy of Moses, was
praises the rite of sacrifice which had been be- expected to come; since, indeed, as Moses
stowed by God upon the human race for the wrought signs and miracles, so also did Jesus.
remission of sins, he found fault with the baptism And there is no doubt but that the likeness of
of our Jesus, as having been recently brought in the mgns proves Him to be that prophet of whom
in opposition to the sacrifices. But Matthew, 2 he said that He should come, ' like himself.'
meeting his propositions, showed clearly, that Having declared these things, and more to the
whosoever shall not obtain the baptism of same effect, they ceased.
Jesus shall not only be deprived of the kingdom
of heaven, but shall not be without peril at the cY,-_P.LVIII.- SCRIBESREFUTED.

resurrection of the dead, even though he be for- "And, behold, one of the scribes, shouting
tiffed by the prerogative of a good life and an out from the midst of the people, says: 'The
uptight disposition. Having made these and signs and miracles which your Jesus wrought, he
such like statements, Matthew stopped, wrought not as a prophet, but as a magician.'

Him Philip eagerly encounters, showing that by
CHAP. LVI._ SADDUCEESREFUTED. this argument he accused Moses also. For when

" But the party of the Sadducees, who deny Moses wrought signs and miracles in Egypt, in
the resurrection of the dead, were in a rage, so like manner as Jesus also did in Judma, it cannot
that one of them cried out from amongst the be doubted that what was said of Jesus might
people, sa)4ng that those greatly err who think as well be said of Moses. Having made these
that the dead ever arise. In opposition to him, and such like protestations, Philip was silent.
Andrew, my brother, answering, declared that it
is not an error, but the surest matter of faith, CHAP. laX.--PHARISEES RErtrlXD.

"Then a certain Pharisee, hearing this, chid
t I.u_ zi. 5_"
J [It,** _ ,_,_,t_ thatra,_at, notionof a_,xnwh*t,,_it,,_. Philip because he put Jesus on a level with Mo-

dach Apostle must be tt!0rre_mted as omatribut_ his po_ to
th_ _ aml _ of the falth.-- g.] s Matt. x. 5-
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_es. To whom Bartholomew, answering, boldly I to love, a penalty to hatred. ' For the very fact,'
declared that we do not only say that Jesus was said he, ' that He assumed a Jewish body, and
equal to Moses, but that He was greater than he, was born among the Jews, how has not this in-
because Moses was indeed a prophet, as Jesus cited us all to love Him ?' When he had spoken
was also, but that Moses was not the Christ, as this, and more to the same effect, he stopped.
Jesus was, and therefore He is doubtless greater
who is both a prophet and the Christ, than he
who is only a prophet. After following out this CHAP.LXL--CAIAPItAS ANSWERED.

train of argument, he stopped. After him James "Then Caiaphas attempted to impugn the
the son of Alphmus gave an address to the peo- doctrine of Jesus, saying that He spoke vain
ple, with the view of showing that we are not to things, for He said that the poor are blessed ; 3
believe on Jesus on the ground that the prophets and promised earthly rewards ; and placed the
foretold concerning Him, but rather that we are chief gift in an earthly inheritance ; and prom-
to beheve the prophets, that they were really ised that those who maintain righteousness shall
prophets, because the Christ bears testimony to be satisfied with meat and drink; and many
them ; for it is the presence and coming of things of this sort He is charged with teaching.
Christ that show that they are truly prophets: Thomas, in reply, proves that his accusation is
for testimony must be borne by the superior to frivolous ; showing that the prophets, in whom
his inferiors, not by the inferiors to their superior. Caiaphas believes, taught these things much
After these and many similar statements, James more, and did not show in what manner these
also was silent. After him Lebbmus began ve- things are to be, or how they are to be under-
hemently to charge it upon the people that they stood ; whereas Jesus pointed out how they are
did not believe m Jesus, who had done them so to be taken. And when he had spoken these
much good by teaching them the things that are things, and others of like kind, Thomas also held
of God, by comforting the afflicted, healing the his peace.
sick, reheving the poor ; yet for all these benefits
their return had been hatred and death. When

CHAP. LXlI.- FOOUSHN_S OF I'REACmI_G.
he had declared these and many more such
things to the people, he ceased. "Therefore Caiaphas, again looking at me, and

sometimes in the way of warning and sometimes
CHAP.LX. --DISCIPLES OF JOHN REFUTED. In that of accusation, said that I ought for the

future to refrain from preaching Christ Jesus, lest
"And, behold, one of the disciples of John I should do it to my own destruction, and lest,

asserted that John was the Christ, and not Jesus, being deceived myself, I should also deceive
inasmuch as Jesus Himself declared that John others. Then, moreover, he charged me with
was greater than all men and all prophets.' ' If, presumption, because, though I was unlearned, a
then,' said he, 'he be greater than all, he must fisherman, and a rustic, I dared to assume the
be held to be greater than Moses. and than Jesus office of a teacher. As he spoke these things, and
himself. But if he be the greatest of all, then many more of like kind, I said in reply, that I
must he be the Christ.' To this Simon the Ca- incurred less danger, if, as he said, this Jesus
naanite, answering, asserted that John was indeed were not the Christ, because I received Him as
greater than all the prophets, and all who are a teacher of the law; but that he was in terrible
born of women, yet that he is not greater than danger if this be the very Christ, as assuredly
the Son of man. Accordingly Jesus is also the He is : for I believe in Him who has appeared ;
Christ, whereas John is only a prophet : and but for whom else, who has never appeared, does
there is as much difference between him and he reserve his faith? But if I, an unlearned and
Jesus, as between the forerunner and Him whose uneducated man, as you say, a fisherman and a
forerunner he is ; or as between Him who gives rustic, have more understanding than wise elders,
the law, and him who keeps the law. Having this, said I, ought the more to strike terror into
made these and similar statements, the Canaanite yon. For if I disputed with any learning, and
also was silent. After him Barnabas,* who also

won over you wise and learned men, it would
is called Matthias, who was substituted as an appear that I had acquired this power by long
apostle in the place of Judas, began to exhort learning, and not by the grace of divine power ;
the people that they should not regard Jesus but now, when, as I have said, we unskilled men
with hatred, nor speak evil of Him. For it were convince and overcome you wise men, who that
far more proper, even for one who might be in has any sense does not perceive that this is not
ignorance or in doubt concerning Jesus, to love a work of human subtlety, but of divine will and
than to hate Him. For God has affixed a reward gift ?

t Matt xL 9, tx.
We should doubtless read" Barsabas." -I Matt. v. 3; _ vi.so.
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cg__. t.xra.-- Jau,g.tu TOTar JEWS. tense fury against us, he stood up, and said,*' Be

"Thus we argued and bore witness ; and we quiet for a little, O men of Israel, for ye do not
who were unlearned men and fishermen, taught i perceive the trial which hangs over you. Where-
the priests concerning the one only God ofl fore refrain from these men ; and if what they
heaven; the Sadducees, concerning the resurrec- are engaged in be of human counsel, it will soon
tion of the dead ; the Samaritans, concerning come to an end; but if it be from God, why
the sacredness of Jerusalem (not that we en- will you sin without cause, and prevail nothing ?
tered into their cities, but disputed with them in For who can overpower the will of God ? Now
public) ; the scribes and Pharisees, concerning therefore, since the day is declining towards
the kingdom of heaven ; the disciples of John, evening, I shall myself dispute with these then
that they should not sufferJohn to be a stum- to-morrow, in this same place, in your hearing,
bling-btock to them ; and all the people, that so that I may openly oppose and clearly confute
Jesus is the eternal Christ. At last, however, I every error.' By this speech of his their fury
warned them, that before we should go forth to i was to some extent checked, especially in the
the Gentiles, to preach to them the knowledge l h°pe that next day we should be publicly con-
of God the Father, they should themselves be] victed of error ; and so he dismissed the people
reconciled to God, receiving His Son ; for I peacefully.
showed them that in no way else could they be CHAP.LXVLw.DISCUSSIONR_-MED.
saved, unless through the grace of the Holy
Spirit they hasted to be washed with the bap- "Now when we had come to our James, while
tlsm of threefold invocation, and received the we detailed to him all that had been said and
Eucharist of Christ the Lord, whom alone they done, we supped, and remained with him, spend-
ought to believe concerning those things which ing the whole night in supplication to Almighty
He taught, that so they might merit to attain God, that the discourse of the approaching dis-
eternal salvation ; but that otherwise it was utter- putation might show the unquestionable truth of
ly impossible for them to be reconciled, to God, our fa!th. Therefore, on the following day, James
even if they should kindle a thousand altars and the b_shop went up to the temple with us, and
a thousand high altars to Him. ]with the whole church. There we found a great

multitude, who had been waiting for us from the
CHAP.LXlV._TEMPLE TO BE DESTROYED. middle of the night. Therefore we took our

, . I stand in the same place as before, in order that,
"' For we, said I, ' have ascertained beyond Istanding on an elevation, we might be seen by

doubt that God is much rather displeased wire / all the neo,qe Then wh,_nnrnfo, nd silenc ....
the sacrifices which you offer, the time of sacri _ _ • , _-- r ......." obtained, Gamaliel, who, as we have said, was of
flees having now passed away; and because ye our faith, but who by a dtspensation remained
will not acknowledge that the time for offering amongst them, that if at any time they should
victims is now past, therefore the temple shall be attempt anything unjust or wicked against us, he
destroyed, and the abomination of desolation ' might either check them by skilfully adopted
shall stand in the holy place ; and then the Gos- counsel, or might warn us, that we m_ght either
pel shall be preached to the Gentiles for a testi- be on our guard or might turn it aside ;--he
mony against you, that your unbelief may be [therefore, as if acting against us, first of all look-
judged by their faith. For the whole world at ling to James the bishop, addressed him m this
different times suffers under divers maladies, manner:m
either spreading generally over all, or affecting
specially. Therefore itneeds a physician to visit CHAP.LXVtt.-- SPEECHOF GhMAUEL

it for its salvation. We therefore bear witness to "If I, Gamaliel, deem it no reproach either
you, and declare to you what has been hidden to my learning or to my old age to learn some-from every one of you. It is for you to con-
sider what is for your advantage.' thing from babes and unlearned ones, if haplythere be anything which it is for profit or for

safety to acquire (for he who lives reasonably
CHAP.LXV._Tt_iULT STILLEDBYOAMALIEL. knows that nothing is more precious than the
"When I had thus spoken, the whole multi- soul), ought not this to be the object of love

rude of the priests were in a rage, because I had and desire to all, to learn what they do not know,
foretold to them the overthrow of the temple, and to teach what they have learned ? For it is
Which when Gamaliel, a chief of the people, saw most certain that neither friendship, nor kindred,

who was secretly our brother in the faith, but nor lofty power, ought to be more precious to
by our advice remained among them _ because men than truth. Therefore you, O brethren, if
they were greatly enraged and moved with in- ]ye know anything more, shrink not from laying it

z _ ix.*'/; M_ z,dv. zS. * Ac_ v. 35-39.
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before the people of God who are present, and He has accomplished ; the other in glory, which
also before your brethren ; while the whole peo- is hoped for to be accomplished, when He shall
ple shall willingly and in perfect quiemess hear come to give the kingdom to those who believe
what you say. For why should not the people in Him, and who observe all things which He
do this, when they see even me equally with has commanded. And when he had plainly
themselves willing to learn from you, if haply taught the people concerning these things, he
God has revealed something further to you ? added this also : That unless a man be baptized
But if you in anything are deficient, be not ye in water, m the name of the threefold blessed-
ashamed in like manner to be taught by us, that ness, as the true Prophet taught, he can neither
God may fill up whatever is wanting on either !receive remission of sins nor enter into the king-
side. But if any fear now agitates you on account dom of heaven ; and he declared that this is the
of some of our people whose minds are preju- prescription of the unbegotten God. To which
diced against you, and if through fear of their he added this also : ' Do not think that we speak
violence you dare not openly speak your senti- of two unbegotten Gods, or that one is divided
ments, in order that I may deliver you from this into two, or that the same is made male and
fear, I openly swear to you by Almighty God, female. But we speak of the only-begotten Son
who hveth for ever, that I will suffer no one to of God, not sprung from another source, but
lay hands upon you. Since, then, you have all ineffably self-originated ; and in hke manner we
this people witnesses of this my oath, and you speak of the Paraclete.' _ But when he had
hold the covenant of our sacrament as a fitting spoken some things also concerning baptism,
pledge, let each one of you, without any hesita- through seven successive days he persuaded all
Uon, declare what he has learned ; and let us the people and the high priest that they should
brethren, listen eagerly and in silence.' hasten straightway to receive baptism.

CHAP. LXVIII. -- THE RULE OF FAITH. CHAP. LXX._TUMULT RAISED BY SAUL.

"These sayings of G_maliel did not much "And when matters were at that point that
please Caiaphas ; and holding him in suspicion, they should come and be baptized, some one of
as it seemed, he began to insinuate himself cun- our enemies,3 entering the temple with a few
ningly into the discussions : for, smiling at what men, began to cry out, and to say, ' What mean
Gamaliel had said, the chmf of the priests asked ye, O men of Israel? Why are you so easily
of James, the chmf of the bishops,' that the dis- hurried on ? Why are ye led headlong by most
course concerning Christ should not be drawn miserable men, who are deceived by Simon, a
but from the Scriptures ; ' that we may know,' magician ?' While he was thus speaking, and
said he, ' whether Jesus be the very Christ or no.' adding more to the same effect, and while James
Then said James, ' We must first inquire from the bishop was refuting him, he began to excite
what Scriptures we are especially to derive our the people and to raise a tumult, so that the
discussion.' Then he, with difficulty, at length people might not be able to hear what was said.
overcom, by reason, answered, that it must be Therefore he began to drive all into confusion
derived from the law ; and afterwards he made with shouting, and to undo what had been ar-
mention also of the prophets, ranged with much labour, and at the same time

to reproach the priests, and to enrage them with
CHAP. LXIX._TWO COMINGSOF CHRIST. revllings and abuse, and, like a madman, to ex-

"To him our James began to show, that what- cite every one to murder, saying, ' What do ye?
soever things the prophets say they have taken Why do ye hesitate? Oh, slug_sh and inert;
from the law, and what they have spoken is in why do we not lay hands upon them, and pull
accordance with the law. He also made some all these fellows to pieces ?' When he had said
statements respecting the books of the Kings, in this, he first, seizing a strong brand from the
what way, and when, and by whom they were altar, set the example of smiting. Then others
written, and how they ought to be used. And also, seeing him, were carried away with like
when he had discussed most fully concerning the !madness. Then ensued a tumult on either side,
law, and had, by a most clear exposition, brought !of the beating and the beaten. Much blood is
into light whatever things are in it concerning shed ; there is a confused flight, in the midst of
Christ, he showed by most abundant proofs that which that enemy attacked James, and threw
Jesus is the Christ, and that in Him are fulfilled him headlong from the top of the steps ; and
all the prophecies which related to His humble supposing him to be dead, he cared not to inflict
advent. For he showed that two advents of further violence upon him.

Him are foretold : one in humiliation, which _ [Th,$ sentence seems m have been frmn_l to accord wlth the
Catholic doctrine. -- R ]

x [This utle is consistent with the position accorded to James the s A marginal note m one of the mamu_ipts states that this euemlf
Lord's brother in the entlre pseudo-Clemeatiae literature, _ IL] was Saul [This is coafumed by chap. 7z. -- 1L]
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CHAP. LXXI._ FLIGHT TO JERICHO. sure that you send me in writing every year an
account of your sayings and doings, and espe-

, But our friends Jilted him up, for they were cially at the end of every seven years.' With
both more numerous and more powerful than these expressions he dismissed me, and in six
the others ; but, from their fear of God, they days I arrived at C_esarea._
rather suffered themselves to he killed by an in-
ferior force, than they would kill others. But
when the evening came the priests shut up the CHAP.LXXnL_ WELCOMEDBY ZACCH_OS.
temple, and we returned to the house of James, "When I entered the city, our most beloved
and spent the night there in prayer. Then before brother Zacch_eus met me ; and embracing me,
daylight we went down to Jericho, to the num- brought me to this lodging, in which he himself
ber of 5o0o men. Then after three days one stayed, inquiring of me concerning each of the
of the brethren came to us from Gamaliel, whom brethren, especially concerning our honourable
we mentioned before, bringing to us secret tid- brother James. And when I told him that he
ings that that enemy had received a commission was still lame on one foot, on his immediately
from Caiaphas, the chief priest, that he should asking the cause of this, I related to him all that
arrest all who believed in Jesus, and should go I have now detailed to you, how we had been
to Damascus with his letters, and that there also, called by the priests and Caiaphas the high
employing the help of the unbelievers, he should priest to the temple, and how James the arch-
make havoc among the faithful ; and that he bishop, standing on the top of the steps, had for
was hastening to Damascus chiefly on this ac- seven successive days shown the whole people
count, because he believed that Peter had fled from the Scriptures of the Lord that Jesus is
thither, x And about thirty days thereafter he the Christ ; and how, when all were acquiescing
stopped on his way while passing through Jeri- that they should be baptized by him in the name
cho go,ng to Damascus. At that time we were of Jesus, an enemy did all those things which I
absent, having gone out to the sepulchres of two have already mentioned, and which I need not
brethren which were whitened of themselves repeat.
every year, by which miracle the fury of many
against us was restrained, because they saw that CHAP. LXXIV.- SIMONMAGUSCHALLENGESPETER.
our brethren were had in remembrance before

"When Zacchams had heard these things, he
God. told me in retum of the doings, of Simon ; and

CHAP. LXXII._ PETER SENT TO C?F.SAREA. in the meantime Simon himself--how he heard
of my arrival I do not know-- sent a message

"While, therefore, we abode in Jericho, and to me, saying, ' Let us dispute to-morrow in the
gave ourselves to prayer and fasting, James the hearing of the people.' To which I answered,
bishop sent for me, and sent me here to C_esa- , Be it so, as it pleaseth you.' And this promise
rea, saying that Zacch_eus had written to him of mine was known over the whole city, so that
from C_esarea, that one Simon, a Samaritan _even you, who arrived on that very day, learned
magician, was subverting many of our people, that I was to hold a discussion with Simon on

asserting that he was one Stans, 2m that is, in the following day, and having found out my
other words, the Christ, and the great power of abode, according to the directions which you
the high God, which is superior to the Creator had received from Barnabas, came to me. But I
of the world ; at the same time that he showed so rejoiced at your coming, that my mind, moved
many miracles, and made some doubt, and I know not how, hastened to expound all things
others fall away to him. He informed me of quickly to you, yet especially that which is the
all things that had been ascertained respecting main point in our faith, concerning the true
this man from those who had formerly been Prophet, which alone, I doubt not, is a sufficient
either his associates or his disciples, and had foundation for the whole of our doctrine. Then,
afterwards been converted to Zacch_eus. ' Many in the next place, I unfolded to you the more
therefore there are, O Peter,' said James, ' for secret meaning of the written law, through its
whose safety's sake it behoves you to go and to several heads, which there was occasion to un-
refute the magician, and to teach the word of fold; neither did I conceal from you the good
truth. Therefore make no delay; nor let it things of the traditions. But what remains,
grieve you that you set out alone, knowing that beginning from to-morrow, you shall hear from
God by Jesus will go with you, and will help you, day to day in connection with the questions
and that soon, by His grace, you will have which will be raised in the discussion with Simon,
many associates and sympathizers. Now be

_' [The vlsk of Peter to C_vea narrated in Acts _r.was for avery
z Acts xxli 5- [There is an evident _t_gt to cast a slur upon different I_ It is probable that th_ a_r of the ,-_tco_'ttOna

t_Alpm_Paul, bu.t the sut_res_.on of the name is s_if_mt._ R.] conneetccl the __l_tS_-cuu_tby Saul _d the so_ o_ _mon De-
s [Comp, book ii. 7 aad Homily LI. *_, _4. -- 1hJ _ et"the _il_r juxmp_dfion in A_U viii, -- R.J
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until by God's favour we reach that city of Rome for what he had told" me, and promised that I
to which we believe that our journey is to be[would most readily do all that he commanded.

directed." [Then, having taken food, he ordered me to rest,
I then declared that I owed him all thanks I and he also betook himself to rest.

BOOK II.

CHAP. I.- POWER OF HABIT. CHAP. IL- CURTAILMENT OF SLEEP.

WHEN the day dawned which had been fixed Then I, when I heard this,said: "You have

for the discussionwith Simon, Peter, risingat very well said,0 Peter ; for one custom is su-

the firstcock-crowing, aroused us also: for we perseded by another. For when I was at sea,I
were sleepingm the same apartment, thirteenof was at firstdistressed,and all my system was

us in all;i of whom, next to Peter,Zacch_euswas disordered,so thatI feltas ifI had been beaten,
first,then Sophonius, Joseph and Mich_eas,Eli- and could not bear the tossing and tumult of

esdrus, Phineas, Lazarus, and Elis_eus: after the sea; but aftera few days, when I had got

these I (Clement) and Nicodemus ; then Niceta accustomed to it,I began to bear ittolerably,so
and Aquila, who had formerly been disciplesof thatI was glad to take food immediately in the
Simon, and were converted to the faithof Christ morning along with the sailors,whereas before
under the teaching of Zacch_eus. Of the wo- itwas not my custom to eat anything before the

men therewas no one present. As the evening seventh hour. Now, therefore,simply from the
light2 was stilllasting,we all sat down ; and custom which I then acquired,hunger reminds
Peter,seeing that we were awake, and that we me about that time at which I used to eat with

were givingattentionto him, having saluted us, the sailors; which, however, I hope to get rid
immediately began to speak, as follows:-- of,when once another custom shallhave been

"I confess, brethren, that I wonder at the fornled. I believe,therefore,thatyou alsohave

power of human nature, which I see to be fitacquired the habit of wakefulness,as you state;
and suitedto every callupon it. This,however, and you have wished at a fittingtime to explain

itoccurs to me to say of what I have found by thisto us, thatwe alsomay not grudge to throw

experience,that when the middle of the night offand dispense with some portion of our sleep,
ispassed, I awake of my own accord, and sleep thatwe may be able to take in the precepts of
does not come to me again. This happens to the living doctrine. For when the food is

me for thisreason,thatI have formed the habit digested,and the mind isunder the influenceof

of recallingto memory the words of my Lord, the silence of night,those thingswhich are sea-
which I heard from Himself; and for the long- sonably taught abide in it."
ing I have towards them, I constrain my mind

and my thoughts to be roused, that, awaking to CHAP. IIL- NEED OF CAUTION'.
them, and recalling and arranging them one by

one, I may retain them in my memory. From Then Peter, being pleased to hear that I ur_
this, therefore, whilst I desire to cherish the derstood the purport of his preface, that he had

sayings of the Lord with all delight in my heart, delivered it for our advantage ; and commend-
the habit of waking has come upon me, even ing me, doubtless for the purpose of eneoura-

if there be nothing that I wish to think of. ging and stimulating me, began to deliver the
Thus, in some unaccountable way, when any following discourse:3 "It seems t(> me to be

custom is established, the old custom is changed, seasonable and necessary to have some discus-
provided indeed you do not force it above sion relating to those things that are near at
measure, but as far as the measure of nature ad- hand ; that is, concerning Simon. For I should
mits. For it is not possible to be altogether wish to know of what character and of what con-
without sleep ; otherwise night would not have duct he is. Wherefore, if any one of you has
been made for rest." any knowledge of him, let him not fail to inform

me ; for it is of consequence to know these
,[with_ t_t_ t_t i. i_ _, _ _.,_ ,= things beforehand. For if we have it in charge,

(or subsututed), m_:lsome impotume¢Eiven to the mmfl_¢'t
twelve.Sce also Homily ll.z. The_variety 8nd_
p_inttotheu_ ofaoommoaba_,L--R.] s _, the//om#7_s th_dlscom_ bel_ the_ with_

* That is. tl_ lamp wl_:hhad _ lighttd _-tl_ tm=irg, is ,m_ t, lt=.-- ltJ
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that when we enter into a city we should first gisms ; and what is worse than all, he is greatly
learn who in it is worthy,' that we may eat with skilled in the magic art. And therefore I fear,
him, how much more is it proper for us to as- lest haply, being sostronglyfortified on every side,
certain who or what sort of man he is to whom he shall be thought to be defending the truth,
the words of immortality are to be committed ] whilst he is alleging falsehoods, in the presence of
For we ought to be careful, yea, extremely care- those who do not know him. For neither should
ful, that we cast not our pearls before swine.* we ourselves have been able to escape from him,

and to be converted to the Lord, had it not been
CHAP..re.-- rRm)ENCE r_ DF.aLmG wrrH OPPO- that, while we were his assistants, and the sharers

NEWrS. of his errors, we had ascertained that he was a

"But for other reasons also it is of importance deceiver and a magician."
that I should have some knowledge of this man. CHAP. VI.--SIMON MAGUS: HIS WICKED_.
For if I know that in those things concerning
which it cannot be doubted that they are good, When Niceta had thus spoken, Aquila also
he is faultless and irreproachable,-- that is to asking that he might be permitted to speak, pro-
say, if he is sober, merciful, upright, gentle, and ceeded in manner following : "Receive, I entreat
humane, which no one doubts to be good quah- thee, most excellent Peter, the assurance of my
ties, -- then it will seem to be fitting, that upon love towards thee ; for indeed I also am extremely
him who possesses these good virtues, that which anxious on thy account. And do not blame us in
is lacking of faith and knowledge should be con- this, for indeed to be concerned for any one com-
ferred ; and so his life, which is in other respects eth of affection ; whereas to be indifferent is no less
worthy of approbation, should be amended in than hatred. But I call God to witness that I feel
those points m which it shall appear to be ira- for thee, not as knowing thee to be weaker in de-
perfect. But if he remains wrapped up and pol- bate, -- for indeed I was never present at any dis-
luted in those sins which are manifestly such, it pute in which thou wert engaged,-- but because I
does not become me to speak to him at all of well know the impieties of this man, I think ofthy
the more secret and sacred things of divine reputation, and at the same time the souls of the
knowledge, but rather to protest and confront hearers, and above all, the interests of the truth
him, that he cease from sin, and cleanse his itself. For this magician is vehement towards all
actions from vice. But if he insinuate himself, things that he wishes, and wicked above measure.
and lead us on to speak what he, while he acts For m all things we know him well, since from boy-
imnronerlv ou_,ht not to hear it will be our hart [ hood we have been assistants and ministers of his
to _)arrVyhim cautiously. For not to answer him wickedness ; and had not the love of God rescued
at all does not seem proper, for the sake of the I us from him, we should even now be engaged in
hearers, lest haply they may think that we decline the same evil deeds with him. But a certain in-
the contest through want of ability to answer him, born love towards God rendered his wickedness
and so their faith may be injured through their hateful to us, and the worship of God attractive
misunderstanding of our purpose." to us. Whence I think also that it was the work

of Divine Providence, that we, being first made his

CHAP. V. -- SIMON MAGUS, A FORMIDABLE ANTAG- associates, should take knowledge in what manner
OmST. or by what art he effects the prodigies which he

seems to work. For who is there that would not
When Peter had thus spoken to us, Niceta asks be astonished at the wonderful things which he

permission to say something to him ; 3 and Peter does ? Who would not think that he was a god
having granted permission, he says : "With your come down from heaven for the salvation of men ?

pardon, I beseech you, my lord Peter, to hear me, For myself, I confess, if I had not known him inti-
who am very anxious for thee, and who am afraid mately, and had taken part in his doings, I would
lest, in the contest which you have in hand with easily have been carried away with him. Whence
Simon, you should seem to be overmatched. For it was no great thing for us to be separated from
it very frequently happens that he who defends the his society, knowing as we did that he depends
truth does not gain the victory, since the hearers upon magic arts and wicked devices. But if thou
are either prejudiced, or have no great interest in also thyself wish to know all about him -- who,
the better cause. But over and above all this, what, and whence he is, and how he contrives what
Simon himself is a most vehement orator, trained he does -- then listen.
in the dialectic art, and in the meshes of sylto-

z Matt. x. ix. CHAP. VII. _ SIMON MAGUS : HIS HISTORY.

* _. _ii.s. "This Simon's father was Antonius, and hisS [T'-m m_ of l_,e_ a_d Aquila are introduced in the
l'/_z_Y¢* b_an,¢ the lmstponem_at o£ the discuuion with Shnon. mother Rachel. By nation he is a Samaritan, from

;-. _b_ ,_,_ _- ,_ _, _,,-_. m_ s._ a village of the Gettones ; by profession a magi-
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clan, yet exceedingly well gained in the Greek[art am able to show many signs and prodigies,
literature ; desirous of glory, and boasting above by means of which either my glory or our sect
all the human race, so that he wishes himself to be may be established. For I am able to render
believed to be an exalted power, which is above myself invisible to those who wish to lay hold of
God the Creator, and to be thought to be the me, and again to be visible when I am willing to
Christ, and to be called the Sland:ng One. And be seen.3 If I wish to flee, I can dig through
he uses this name as implying that he can never the mountains, and pass through rocks as if they
be dissolved, asserting that his flesh is so corn-were clay. If I should throw myself headlong
pacted by the power of his divinity, that it can lfrom a lofty mountain, I should be borne un-
endure to eternity. Hence, therefore, he is called hurt to the earth, as if I were held up ; when
the Stand:ng One, as though he cannot fall by bound, I can loose myself, and bind those
any corruption, who had bound me; being shut up in prison,

I can make the barriers open of their own aC-
CHAP.VIII.- SIMONMAGUS: HIS HISTORY. cord ; I can render statues animated, so that .

those who see suppose that they are men.
"For after that John the Baptist was killed, as I can make new trees suddenly spring up,

you yourself also know, when Dositheus had and produce sprouts at once. I can throw
broached his heresy,' with thirty other chief dis- myself into the fire, and not be burnt ; I can
ciples, and one woman, who was called Luna 2- change my countenance, so that I cannot be
whence also these thirty appear to have been ap- recognised ; but I can show people that I have
pointed with reference to the number of the days, two faces. I shall change myself into a sheep
according to the course of the moon--this Simon, or a goat ; I shall make a beard to grow upon
ambitlous of evil glory, as we have said, goes to little boys ; I shall ascend by flight into the air ;
Dositheus, and pretending friendship, entreats I shall exhibit abundance of gold, and shall
him, that if any one of those thirty should die, !make and unmake kings. I shall be worshipped
he should straightway substitute hlm in room of as God ; I shall have divme honours publicly
the dead : for it was contrary to their rule either assigned to me, so that an image of me shall be

to exceed the fixed number, or to admit any one set_.p, and I shall be worshipped and adored aswho was unknown, or not yet proved ; whence Go And what need of more words ? What-
also the rest, desmng to become worthy of the ever I wish, that I shall be able to do. For
place and number, are eager in every way to already I have achieved many things by way of
please, according to the institutions of their sect, experiment. In short,' says he, ' once when my
each one of those who aspire after admittance mother Rachel ordered me to go to the field to
into the number, hoping that he may be deemed reap, and I saw a slckle lying, I ordered it to go
worthy to be put into the place of the deceased, and reap ; and it reaped ten times more than
when, as we have said, any one dies. Therefore the others. Lately, I produced many new sprouts
Dositheus, being greatly urged by this man, intro- from the earth, and made them bear leaves and
duced Simon when a vacancy occurred among produce fruit in a moment ; and the nearest
the number, mountain I successfully bored through.'

_. IX.--sIMoN MAGUS:ms PROFESSION.
CHAP X._SlMON MAGUS: HIS DECEPTION.

"But not long after he fell in love with that
woman whom they call Luna ; and he confided "But when he spoke thus of the production
all things to us as his friends : how he was a of sprouts and the perforation of the mountain,
magician, and how he loved Luna, and bow, I was confounded on this account, because he
being desirous of glory, he was unwilling to enjoy wished to deceive even us, in whom he seemed
her ingloriously, but that he was waiting patiently to place confidence ; for we knew that those
till he could enjoy her honourably ; yet so if we things had been from the days of our fathers,
also would conspire with him towards the accom- which he represented as having been done by
plishment of his desires. And he promised that, himself lately. We then, although we heard
as a reward of this service, he would cause us to these atrocities from him, and worse than these,
be invested with the highest honours, and we yet we followed up his crimes, and suffered
should be believed by men to be gods ; ' Only, others to be deceived by him, telling also many
however, on condition,' says he, 'that you confer l_es on his behalf; and this before he did any of
the chief place upon me, Simon, who by magic the things which he had promised, so that while

as yet he had done nothing, he was by some
z [Comp. i. 54- In Homily If. g3 Simon is mid to be a followerof thought to be God.

_ohn the Bapt_t, one of the _rty chk.fmen; so Do_themL Here
Do_thctm is *tpreseat_ as tbe head of a _te sect; so in L 54-

--_}Cttlled "Helctm" in the tto=,?:'e:, and idetltifi_l apl_renfly of Simmaaremozeextmvsgant trodI_tlumthouoommmgs[The statements maim in tbeRtc_m'td°tur ttstmC_inStbt e'ls'_mm"
with I_.e.kn, gig __,__ of tht Tn_an War. -- R.] in tt_ H,,_. Comp. tt_ latter, il, _- R.]
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CHAP. XL--SIMON MAGUS,AT THE HEAD OF THE thing, Simon began thus to explain it to us as
SECT OF DosrrHEUS. his associates. ' I have,' said he, ' made the soul

of a boy, unsullied and violently slain, and in-
"Meantime, at the outset, as soon as he was yoked by unutterable adjurations, to assist me ;

reckoned among the thirty disciples of Dositheus,
he began to depreciate Dositheus himself, saying and by it all is done that I command.' ' But,'said I, ' is it possible for a soul to do these
that he did not teach purely or perfectly, and things ?' He answered: ' I would have you
that this was the result not of ill intention, but know this, that the soul of man holds the next
of ignorance. But Dositheus, when he perceived !place after God, when once it is set free from
that Simon was depreciating him, fearing lest his the darkness of his body. And immediately it
reputation among men might be obscured (for acquires prescience: wherefore it is invoked for
he himself was supposed to be the Standing necromancy.' Then I answered: 'Why, then,
One), moved with rage, when they met as usual do not the souls of persons who are slain take
at the school, seized a rod, and began to beat vengeance on their slayers ?' ' Do you not re-
Simon ; but suddenly the rod seemed to pass member,' said he, 'that I told you, that when it
through his body, as if it had been smoke. On goes out of the body it acquires knowledge of the
which Dositheus, being astonished, says to him, future ?' ' I remember,' said I. ' Well, then,'
' Tell me if thou art the Standing One, that I may said he, ' as soon as it goes out of the body, itadore thee.' And when Szmon answered that

immediately knows that there is a judgment to
he was, then Dositheus, perceiving that he him- come, and that every one shall suffer punishment
self was not the Standing One, fell down and for those evils that he hath done ; and therefore
worshipped him, and gave up his own pla_e as they are unwilling to take vengeance on their
chief to Simon, ordering all the rank of thirty slayers, because they themselves are enduring
men to obey him ; himself taking the inferior torments for their own evil deeds which they
place which Simon formerly occupied. Not long had done here, and they know that severer pun-
after this he died. ishments await them in the judgment. More-

over. they are not permitted by the angels _ho
CHAP. XII._SIMON MAGUSAND LUNA. preside over them to go out, or to do anything.'

"Therefore, after the death of Dositheus, 'Then,'I replied, 'if the angels do not permit
Simon took Luna to himself; and wlth her he them to come hither, or to do what they please,
still goes about, as you see, deceiving multnudes, how can the souls obey the magician who in-
and asserting that he himself is a certain power yokes them ? ' ' It is not,' said he, ' that they
which is above God the Creator, while Luna, grant indulgence to the souls that are wilhng to
who is with him, has been brought down from come ; but when the presiding angels are adjured
the higher heavens, and that she is Wisdom, lby one greater than themselves, they have the
the mother of all things, for whom, says he, the I excuse of our violence who adjure them, to per-
Greeks and barbarians contending, were able in]mit the souls which we invoke to go out: for
some measure to see an image of her ; but of they do not sln who suffer violence, but we who
herself, as she is, as the dweller with the first impose necessltyupon them.' Thereupon Niceta,
and only God, they were wholly ignorant. Pro- not able longer to refrain, hastily answered, as
pounding these and other things of the same mdeed I also was about to do, only I wished first
sort, he has deceived many. But I ought also to get information from him on several points ;
to state this, which I remember that I myself but, as I said, N1ceta, anticipating me, said:
saw. Once, when this Luna of his was in a cer- ' And do you not fear the day of judgment, who
rain tower, a great multitude had assembled to do violence to angels, and invoke souls, and
see her, and were standing around the tower on deceive men, and bargain for dwine honour to
all sides ; but she was seen by all the people yourself from men ? And how do you persuade
to lean forward, and to look out through all the us that there shall be no judgment, as some of
windows of that tower.* Many other wonderful the Jews confess, and that souls are not immortal,
things he did and does ; so that men, being as- as many suppose, though you see them with your
tonished at them, think that he himself is the very eyes, and receive from them assurance of
great God. the divine judgment ?'

CheAP.XnL-- SIMONr_OVS : SECRgr Or ms MAaXC. CHAP. XrV.-- S_O_r MAaus, PROrESS_ TO BZ
"Now when Niceta and I once asked him to COD.

explain to us how these things could be effected "At those sayings of his Simon grew pale ;
by magic art, an.d what was the nature of that but after a little, recollecting himself, he thus

answered : ' Do not think that I am a man of
Then_,_g _ _ _, _ _,,-_ _ at _ _ _i_o_ your race. I am neither magician, nor loverat oace. _TL
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of Luna, nor son of Antonius. For before my patience of God, and, on the other hand, at
mother Rachel and he came together, she, still the audacity of human rashness in some. For
a virgin, conceived me, while it was in my power what further reason can be found to persuade
to be either small or great, and to appear as a Simon that God judges the unrighteous, since
man among men.' Therefore I have chosen he persuades himself that he employs the obedi-
you first as my friends, for the purpose of try- ence of souls for the service of his crimes ? But,
ing you, that I may place you first in my hear- in truth, he is deluded by demons. Yet, although
enly and unspeakable places when I shaU have he ]s sure by these very things that souls are im-
proved you. Therefore I have pretended to be mortal, and are judged for the deeds which they
a man, that I might more clearly ascertain if have done, and although he thinks that he really
you cherish entire affection towards me.' But sees those things which we believe by faith; "
when I heard that, judging him indeed to be a though, as I said, he is deluded by demons,
wretch, yet wondering at his impudence; and yet he thinks that he sees the very substance
blushing for him, and at the same time fearing of the soul. How shall such a man, I say, be
lest he should attempt some evil against us, I brought to confess either that he acts wickedly
beckoned to Niceta to feign for a httle along while he occupies such an evil position, or that
with me, and said to him : ' Be not angry with he is to be judged for those things whmh he
us, corruptible men, 0 thou incorruptible God, hath done, who, knowing the judgment of God,
but rather accept our affection, and our mind despises it, and shows himself an enemy to God,
willing to know who God is ; for we did not till and dares commit such horrid things ? Where-
now know who thou art, nor did we perceive fore it is certain, my brethren, that some oppose
that thou art he whom we were seeking.' the truth and religion of God, not because it

appears to them that reason can by no means
CHAP. XV._ SIMONMAGUS,PROFESSEDTO HAVE stand with faith, but because they are either in-

MADE A BOY OF AIR. volved in excess of wickedness, or prevented by

"As we spoke these and such like words with their own evils, or elated by the swelling of their
looks suited to the occasion, this most vain fel- heart, so that they do not even believe those
low believed that we were deceived ; and being things which they think that they see with their
thereby the more elated, he added also this : ' I own eyes.
shall now be propitious to you, for the affection
which you bear towards me as God; for you CHAP. XVlI.--MEN ENEMIESTO GOD.

loved me while you did not know me, and were "But, inasmuch as inborn affection towards
seeking me in ignorance. But I would not have God the Creator seemed to suffice for salvation
you doubt that this is truly to be God, when one to those who loved Him, the enemy studies to
is able to become small or great as he pleases ; pervert this affection in men, and to render them
for I am able to appear to man in whatever man- hostile and ungrateful to their Creator. For
ner I please. Now, then, I shall begin to unfold I call heaven and earth to witness, that if God
to you what is true. Once on a time, I, by my permitted the enemy to rage as much as he
power, turning air into water, and water again desires, all men should have perished long ere
into blood, and solidifying it into flesh, formed now ; but for His mercy's sake God doth not
a new human creature--a boy--and produced suffer him. But if men would turn their affec-
a much nobler work than God the Creator. For tion towards God, all would doubtless be saved,
He created a man from the earth, but I from air even if for some faults they might seem to be

a far more difficult matter ; and again I un- corrected for righteousness But now the most
made him and restored him to mr, but not until of men have been made enemies of God, whose
I had placed his picture and image in my bed- hearts the wicked one has entered, and has
chamber, as a proof and memorial of my work.' turned aside towards himself the affection which
Then we understood that he spake concernnig God the Creator had implanted in them, that
that boy, whose soul, after he had been slain by they might have it towards Him. But of the
violence, he made use of for those services which rest, who seemed for a time to be watchful, the
he required, enemy, appearing in a phantasy of glory and

CHAP. XVt.-- SIMONMAGUS: HOPEIaSS_ESSOF splendour, and promising them certain great and
ms CASE. mighty things, has caused their mind and heart

to wander away from God ; yet it is for some
But Peter, hearing these things, said with just reason that he is permitted to accomplish

tears:* "Greatly do I wonder at the infinite these things."

z IThis parody of the miraculous conception is not found in the just before the discussion with Simon, abounding inHomdie$.- R ] stateme_ tt that
2 [In Homily tl _7"53 the discourse of Peter is quite different, suggest erronemts wews of Sca_te, and indic.ate a Gno_tt_ origla.

and far less worthy, ht ilomdy IlL t--28 a stmilar d.,cour_ t_,gtv©nj --'R. l
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Ct-mP. xvm. _ _NSIBILrrv or M_. receiving us most kindly, and instructing us con-
cerning the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ, en-

"To this Aquila answered : "How, then, are rolled us in the number of the faithful." When
men in fault, if the wicked one, transforming Niceta had done speaking, Zacchmus, who had
himself into the brightness of light, t promises gon e out a little before, entered, saying, "It is
to men greater things than the Creator Himself time, O Peter, that you proceed to the disputa-
does?" Then Peter answered : "I think," says tion; for a great crowd, collected in the court
he, "that nothing is more unjust than this ; and of the house, is awaiting you, in the midst of
now listen while I tell you how unjust it is. If whom stands Simon, supported by many attend-
your son, whom you have trained and nour- ants.,, Then Peter, when he heard this, order-
ished with all care, and brought to man's estate, ing me to withdraw for the sake of prayer (for
should be ungrateful to you, and should leave I had not yet been washed from the sins which I
you and go to another, whom perhaps he may had committed in ignorance), said to the rest,
have seen to be richer, and should show to ,, Brethren, let us pray that God, for His un-
him the honour which he owed to you, and, speakable mercy through His Christ, would help
through hope of greater profit, should deny his me going out on behalf of the salvation of men
birth, and refuse you your paternal rights, would who have been created by Him." Having said
this seem to you right or wicked?" Then this, and having prayed, he went forth to the
Aquila answered : "It is manifest to all that it court of the house, in which a great multitude
would be wicked." Then Peter said : "If you of people were assembled ; and when he saw
say that this would be wicked among men, how them all looking intently on him in profound
much more so is it in the case of God, who, silence, and Simon the magician standing in the
above all men, is worthy of honour from men ; midst of them hke a standard-bearer, he began
whose benefits we not only enjoy, but by whose m manner following?
means and power it is that we began to be when
we were not, and whom, if we please, we shall
obtain from Him to be for ever in blessedness ! * [Three discussionswith StmonMagusare detailed in the

pseudo-Clementme hterature,--one in the Recognthana, ii. 2o-111 48;
In order, therefore, that the unfaithful may be t_ intheao,_*Z....... 3o-sSandxv,.-xix. Thedifferencesbetween

these are quite remarkable
distinguished from the faithful, and the pious I.E._t .... 1Dzff ...... e$.--ThatintheRecog'nftfansisasstgned
from the impious, it has been permitted to the toC_rea, and ,_ r*presentodas last,,g threedays,detailsof each

day's dlscosston helog given. The earher one in the/-/omelles is glveu
wicked one to use those arts by which the affec- thesameplaceandtime,buttt xs verybrief. Thederailsof thefirst
lions of every one towards the true Father may dayaloneare menttoned,andttresemblesthat m the Recog'ntt,on$

less than does the later one Tins is represented as takmg place at
be proved. But if there were in truth some Laodtcea,andasoccupymgfourdays.Theaccountlsthelongestof
strange God, were it right to leave our own thethree. In,tsh,stoncalsettingthtsdiscussionhaslqoparallehntheRecognztions. Faustus, the father of Clement, m made the umpire;

God, who created us, and who is our Father a_d this dlscusston before him takes the place of the discussions with
him winch occupy so large a part of Recognitions, wu.-x.

and our Maker, and to pass over to another?" n lnternal Dt2feerences--Ofcourse,thereare manythoughts
"God forbid t,, said Aquila. Then said Peter: common to thedlseussmns: butthe treatmenttsso .... edas to form

" one of the most perplexmg points m the hterary problem All are
"How, then, shall we say that the wicked one somewhatirregular,n arrangement, hence an analyms ,s dtfficuh.

The dlseusston m the ReedS'rations seems to be more etincal and
is the cause of our sin, when this is done by per- phdosophmalthanthosein the Ho,,ulzes,the lattercontainmore

mission of God, that those may be proved and theosophical v,ews. Both of them emphasize the falsehoods of Scnp-

condemned in the day of judgment, who, allured tare, and abound more in sophistries and verbal sword.lay. In theRecogmtton*, agamst Stmon's polytheism and theory o fan unknow-

by greater promises, have abandoned their duty able God, Peter opposes the righteousness of God, emph ..... g the
freedom of the wlll_ discussing the extsteuce and origin of evil, revert-

towards their true Father and Creator ; while lug to the righteousnessof God as provingthe tmmortahtyof the
soul The defeat of Simon is narrated m a peculiar way.

those who have kept the faith and the love of TheCaesareandlseussmnm theHomilie_isverybrieflynarrated.
their own Father, even with poverty, if so it has After the prehmmary parley, Simon attacks the God of the Scriptures,

attrlbtmng defects to Him Peter's reply', whde explaining manybefallen, and with tribulation, may enjoy heavenly p_._g¢_ correctly, is largely taken up w,m a statement of the view

gifts and immortal dignities in His kingdom ? of the Scrtptures peculmr to the Homd .... Thts is really the weaponwith which Simon is defeated. The dtscu_sion, therefore, presents few

But we shall expound these things more care- pointsof resemblanceto thatmtheRecag_ztzon*.
The Laodtceau discussion in the Homtlze*, covering four days,

fully at another time. Meantime I desire to isofahtghercharacterthautheprocedmg.Itts notstrtctlyparallel
know what Simon did after this." to that m the Recognttian*. The opening argument is concerning

polytheism. To Peter's monotheism bimon opposes the contradmuons
of Sctapture: these Peter explains, incindmg some chrtstologtcal state-
ments winch lead to a declaratmn of the nature, name, and character

CHAP. ElK. _ DISPUTATION BEGUN. of God. On the second day, alter some personal discussion, Stmou
asserts that Christ's teaching differs from that of Peter; the argument
reverts to the shape and figure of GOd Tim evtdeuce of the senses ts

And Niceta answered : "When he perceived urged against fancaed revelaU ..... htch are attributed to d.....
On the thtrd day the question of God the Framer of the world is m-

that we had found him out, having spoken to t,oduoed,and Hm moralcharacter.Peterexplainsthenatureof
one another concerning his crimes, we left him, revehuon, with some sharp personal thrusts at Sma_a, but soon l"¢-

verts to the usual explanation of Scrtpture

and came to Zacchmus, telling him those same on the fourth day the existence of tim evil one bcconms the

things which we have now told to you. But he, prom_ntto#c. theexastenc¢ofsan ispressed;andtimdiscusston¢1o_ with a justificat,on of the inequalitiea of human hf¢, and an ex-
pr'-=_fion of judgmm_t against Simon by Faustus.

Throughout these portions footnotes have been added, to indicate
t * _. ai. a4 . the _ of thought in the several aocounts. -- R.]
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ci_P. X.X.--Tii_ rdNGI)OU OF COD AND ms ing secret and hidden things before we inquire
RICWrEOUSNF.SS. into the works of righteousness, we ought to

"Peace be to all of you who are prepared to render to ourselves a reason, because if acting
give your right hands to truth:' for whosoever well we shall merit to obtain salvation: then,
are obedient to it seem indeed themselves to going to God chaste and clean, we shall be filled
confer some favour upon God; whereas they with the Holy Spirit, and shall know all things
do themselves obtain from Him the gift of His that are secret and hidden, without any cavilling
greatest bounty, walking in His paths of right- of questions; whereas now, even if any one
eousness. Wherefore the first duty of all is to should spend the whole of his life in inquiring
require into the righteousness of God and His into these things, he not only shall not be able
kingdom ; • His righteousness, that we may be to find them, but shall involve himself in greater
taught to act rightly ; His kingdom, that we errors, because he did not first enter through
may know what is the reward appointed for the way of righteousness, and strive to reach the
labour and patience ; in which kingdom there is haven of life.
indeed a bestowal of eternal good things upon
the good, but upon those who have acted con- CHAP. XXII.- RIGHTEOUSNESS; WHAT IT IS.
trary to the will of God, a worthy infliction of "And therefore I advise that His righteous-
penalties in proportion to the doings of every ness be first inquired into, that, pursuing our
one. It becomes you, therefore, whilst you are journey through it, and placed in the way of
here,--that is, whilst you are in the present life, truth, we may be able to find the true Prophet,

to ascertain the will of God, while there is running not with swiftness of foot, but with good-
opportunity also of doing it. For if any one, ness of works, and that, enjoying His guidance,
before he amends his doings, wishes to investi- we may be under no danger of mistaking the
gate concerning things which he cannot discover, way. For if under His guidance we shall men,
such investigation will be foolish and ineffectual, to enter that city to which we desire to come,
For the time is short, and the judgment of God all things concerning which we now inquire we
shall be occupied with deeds, not questions, shall see with our eyes, being made, as it were,
Therefore before all things let us inquire into heirs of all things. Understand, therefore, that
this, what or in what manner we must act that the way is this course of our life ; the travellers
we may merit to obtain eternal life. are those who do good works ; the gate is the

true Prophet, of whom we speak ; the city is
CHAP. XXL--RIGHTEOUSN_ THE WAY TO THE the kingdom in which dwells the Almighty

KINGDOM. Father, whom only those can see who are of
"For if we occupy the short time of this life pure heart. 4 Let us not then think the labour

with vain and useless questions, we shall without of this journey hard, because at the end of it
doubt go into the presence of God empty and there shall be rest. For the true Prophet Him-
void of good works, when, as I have said, our self also from the beginning of the world, through
works shall be brought into judgment. For the course of time, hastens to rest. For He is
everything has its own time and place. This is present with us at all times ; and if at any time
the place, this the time of works ; the world to it is necessary, He appears and corrects us, that
come, that of recompenses. That we may not He may bring to eternal life those who obey
therefore be entangled, by changing the order Him. Therefore this is my judgment, as also it
of places and times, let us inquire, in the first is the pleasure of the true Prophet, that inquiry
place, what is the righteousness of God ; so that, should first be made concerning righteousness,
like persons going to set out on a journey, we by those especially who profess that they know
may be filled with good works as with abundant God. If therefore any one has anything to pro-
provision, so that we may be able to come to the pose which he thinks better, let him speak ; and
kingdom of God, as to a very great city. For when he has spoken, let him hear, but with
to those who think aright, God is manifest even patience and quietness : for in order to this at
by the operations of the world which He hath the first, by way of salutation, I prayed for peace
made, using the evidence of His creation ; _ and to you all."
therefore, since there ought to be no doubt
about God, we have now to inquire only about CHAP.xxm.--suaoN mu_lslm _cz.

His righteousness and His kingdom. But if our To this Simon answered : s ,, We have no need

mind suggest to us to make any inquiry concern- of your peace ; for if there be peace and con-
- [This opening sentence occurs in the Homilies, but in other 4 Matt. v. 8.

partsdmdi_murtmsdtffer. This is far mo_ dtgmf'mdand exmsmumt s [InHomilyIII..38,_, "Si?on_.a_a'emmtedmat .once am_. -
than th_ m tim Hami_'e*, winch at once mtrodoc_ a c!_* to atv ] lug the Apo_.tk and ini monot?ezsm; me arguw_nts are, m me mare,thorlty as me_z_ of the Prophet. -- R.]

a Matt. vl. 33-
3 Rom. L _o. " "--
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cord, we shall not be able to make any advance versation should be conducted patiently, so that
towards the discovery of truth. For robbers and neither should the one snatch it away from the
debauchees have peace among themselves, and other, nor should the unseasonable speech of
every wickedness agrees with '_tself; and if we one contradicting interrupt the speech of the
have met with this view, that for the sake of other; and that we should not cherish the desire
peace we should give assent to all that is said, of finding fault, but that we should be allowed,
we shall confer no benefit upon the hearers ; but, as I have said, to go over again what has not
on the contrary, we shall impose upon them, and been clearly enough spoken, that by fairest ex-
shall depart friends. Wherefore, do not invoke ammation the knowledge of the truth may be-
peace, but rather battle, which is the mother of come clearer. For we ought to know, that if
peace ; and if you can, exterminate errors. And any one is conquered by the truth, it is not he
do not seek for friendship obtained by unfair that is conquered, but the ignorance which is in
admissions ; for this I would have you know, him, which is the worst of all demons ; so that
above all, that when two fight with each other, he who can drive it out receives the palm of sai-
then there will be peace when one has been de- vation. For it is our purpose to benefit the
feared and has fallen. And therefore fight as hearers, not that we may conquer badly, but that
best you can, and do not expect peace without we may be well conquered for the acknowledg-
war, which is impossible ; or if it can be attained, ment of the truth. For if our speech be actuated
show us how." by the desire of seeking the truth, even although

we shall speak anything imperfectly through
CHAP. XXIV._PETER'S F..XPLANATION. human frailty, God in His unspeakable goodness

To this Peter answered : "Hear with all atten- will fill up secretly in the understandings of the
hearers those things that are lacking. For He

fion, 0 men, what we say. Let us suppose that is righteous ; and according to the purpose ofthis world is a great plain, and that from two
states, whose kings are at variance with each every one, He enables some to find easily what

they seek, while to others He renders even that
other, two generals were sent to fight : and sup- obscure which is before their eyes. Since, then,pose the general of the good king gave this
counsel, that both armies should without blood- the way of God is the way of peace, let us with
shed submit to the authority of the better king, peace seek the things which are God's. If any

one has anything to advance in answer to this,
whereby all should be safe without danger ; but let him do so ; but if there is no one who wishes
that the opposite general should say, No, but we
must fight ; that not he who is worthy, but he to answer, I shall begin to speak, and I myself
who is stronger, may reign, with those who shall shall bring forward what another may object to
escape ;- which, I ask you, would you rather me, and shall refute it."
choose ? I doubt not but that you would give
your hands to the better king, with the safety of CIlia,. XXVL--S_ON'S n,rrERgtrgnoN.
all. And I do not now wish, as Simon says that When therefore Peter had begun to continue
I do, that assent should be given, for the sake his discourse, Simon, interrupting his speech,
of peace, to those things that are spoken amiss ; said : "Why do you hasten to speak whatever
but that truth be sought for with quietness and you please ? I understand your tricks. You wish
order, to bring forward those matters whose explanation

you have well studied, that you may appear to
CHAP. XXV.mPRrgCmLES ON WHICH THE DIS- the ignorant crowd to be speaking well ; but I

CUSSIONSHOULDBE CONDUCTED. shall not allow you this subterfuge. Now there-

"For some, in the contest of disputations, fore, since you promise, as a brave man, to
when they perceive that their error is confuted, answer to all that any one chooses to bring for-
immediately begin, for the sake of .making good ward, be pleased to answer me in the first place."
their retreat, to create a disturbance, and to stir Then Peter said : "I am ready, only provided
up strifes, that it may not be manifest to all that that our discussion may be with peace." Then
they are defeated ; and therefore I frequently Simon said : "Do not you see, O simpleton, that
entreat that the investigation of the matter in in pleading for peace you act in opposition to
dispute may be conducted with all patience and your Master, and that what you propose is not
quietness, so that if perchance anything seem to suitable to him who promises that he will over-
be not rightly spoken, it may be allowed to go throw ignorance ? Or, if you are right in asking
back over it, and explain it more distinctly. For peace from the audience, then your Master was
sometimes a thing may be spoken in one way wrong in saying, ' I have not come to send peace
and heard in another, while it is either advanced on earth, but a sword.' ' For either you say
too obscurely, or not attended to with sufficient well, and he not well ; or else, if your Master
care ; and on this account I desire that our con- , M,tt. x. _.
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said well, then you not at all well : for you do are blessed, and that thereby they should see
not understand that your statement is contrary God, in order that every one desiring so great a
to his, whose disciple you profess yourself to good might keep himself from evil and polluted
be." thoughts.

CHAP. XXVH.--QUESI'IONS AND ANSWERS. CHAP. XXlX. -- PEACE AND STRIFE.

Then Peter : "Neither He who sent me did "Thus, therefore, our Master, inviting His dis-
amiss in sending a sword upon the earth, nor do ciples to patience, impressed upon them that the
I act contrary to Him in asking peace of the blessing of peace was also to be preserved with
hearers. But you both unskilfully and rashly the labour of patience. But, on the other hand,
find fault with what you do not understand : for He mourned over those who lived in riches and
you have heard that the Master came not to luxury, who bestowed nothing upon the poor ;
send peace on earth ; but that He also said, proving that they must render an account, be-
' Blessed are the peace-makers, for they shall be cause they did not pity their neighbours, even
called the very sons of God,' ' you have not when they were in poverty, whom they ought to
heard. Wherefore my sentiments are not differ- love as themselves. And by such sayings as
ent from those of the Master when I recommend these He brought some indeed to obey Him, but
peace, to the keepers of which He assigned others He rendered hostile. The believers there-
blessedness." Then Simon said : "In your de- fore, and the obedient, He charges to have peace
sire to answer for your Master, O Peter, you among themselves, and says to them, 'Blessed
have brought a much more serious charge against are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the
him, if he himself came not to make peace, yet very sons of God.' 3 But to those who not only
enjoined upon others to keep it. Where, then, did not beheve, but set themselves in opposition
is the consistency of that other saying of his, to His doctrine, He proclaims the war of the
' It is enough for the disciple that he be as his word and of conihtation, and says that ' hence-
master? .... forth ye shall see son separated from father, and

husband from wife, and daughter from mother,
CHAP. XXVIII.-- CONSISTENCYOF CHRIST'S and brother from brother, and daughter-in-law

TEACHING. from mother-in-law, and a man's foes shall be

To this Peter answered : "Our Master, who they of his own house.' 4 For in every house,
was the true Prophet, and ever mindful of Him- when there begins to be a difference betwixt be-
self, neither contradicted Himself, nor enjomed liever and unbeliever, there is necessarily a con-
upon us anythmg different from what Himself test: the unbelievers, on the one hand, fighting
practised. For whereas He sald, ' I am not against the faith ; and the believers, on the other,
come to send peace ou earth, but a sword ; and confuting the old error and the vices of sins in
henceforth you shall see father separated from them.
son, son from father, husband from wife and
wife from husband, mother from daughter and CHAP.XXX.-- PEACETO THE SONS OF PEACg.
daughter from mother, brother from brother, "' In like manner, also, during the last period
father-in-law from daughter-in-law, friend from of His teaching, He wages war against the scribes
friend,' all these contain the doctrine of peace ; and Pharisees, charging them with evil deeds and
and I will tell you how. At the beginning of unsound doctrine, and with hiding the key of
His preaching, as wishing to invite and lead all knowledge which they had handed down to them
to salvation, and induce them to bear patiently from Moses, by which the gate of the heavenly
labours and trials, He blessed the poor, and kingdom might be opened.S But when our Mas-
promised that they should obtain the kingdom ter sent us forth to preach, He commanded us,
of heaven for their endurance of poverty, in that into whatsoever city or house we should
order that under the influence of such a hope enter, we should say,' Peace be to this house.'
they might bear with equanimity the weight of ' And if,' said He,' a son of peace be there, your
poverty, despising covetousness ; for covetous- peace shall come upon him ; but if there be not,
hess is one, and the greatest, of most pernicious gour peace shall return to you.' Also that, going
sins. But He promised also that the hungry and out from that house or city, we should shake off
the thirsty should be satisfied with the eternal upon them the very dust which adhered to our
blessings of righteousness, in order that they feet. ' But it shall be more tolerable for the hnd
might bear poverty patiently, and not be led by of Sodom and Gomorrah in the day of judgment
it to undertake any unrighteous work. In like than for that city or house.' _ This indeed He
manner, also, He said that the pure in heart

3 Matt. v. 9.
4 Matt. x. _, 36; Luke xii. 53.
s Matt. xxm : Luke xi.t Matt. v 9-

a Matt. z. aS. 6 Matt. x. xa-zS; Luke x. 5, 6.
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commanded to be done at length, if first the understand. In the first place, I shall answer
word of truth be preached in the city or house, your assertion, that I set forth the words of my
whereby they who receive the faith of the truth Master, and from them resolve matters about
may become sons of peace and sons of God ; which there is still doubt. Our Lord, when He
and those who will not receive it may be con- sent us apostles to preach, enjoined us to teach
victed as enemies of peace and of God. all nations a the things which were committed to

us. We cannot therefore speak those things as
CHAP. XXXI.--PEACE AND WAR. they were spoken by Himself. For our commis-

"Thus, therefore, we, observing the commands sion is not to s/eak, but to teach those things,
of our Master, first offer peace to our hearers, and from them to show how every one of them
that the way of salvation may be known without rests upon truth. Nor, again, are we permitted
any tumult. But if any one do not receive the to speak anything of our own. For we are sent ;
words of peace, nor acquiesce in the truth, we and of necessity he who is sent delivers the mes-
know how to direct against him the war of the sage as he has been ordered, and sets forth the
word, and to rebuke him sharply by confuting will of the sender. For if I should speak any-
his ignorance and charging home upon him his thing different from what He who sent me en-
sins. Therefore of necessity we offer peace, joined me, I should be a false apostle, not saying
that if any one is a son of peace, our peace may what I am commanded to say, but what seems
come upon him ; but from him who makes him- good to myself. Whoever does this, evidently

wishes to show himself to be better than he isself an enemy of peace, our peace shall return
to ourselves. We do not therefore, as you say, by whom he is sent, and without doubt is a traitor.
propose peace by agreement with the wicked, if, on the contrary, he keeps by the things that

he is commanded, and brings forward most clearfor indeed we should straightway have given you
the right hand ; but only ]n order that, through assertions of them, it will appear that he is ac-
our discussing quietly and patiently, it might be comphshing the work of an apostle ; and it is
more easily ascertained by the hearers which is by striving to fulfil this that I displease you.
the true speech. But if you differ and disagree Blame me not, therefore, because I bring forward
with yourself, how shall you stand? He must the words of Him who sent me. But if there
of necessity fall who is divided in himself; ' for is aught in them that is not fairly spoken, you

have liberty to confute me ; but this can in noevery kingdom divided against itself shall not
stand.' _ If you have aught to say to this, say wise be done, for He is a prophet, and cannot
on." be contrary to Himself. But if you do not think

that He is a prophet, let this be first inquired
CHAP. XXXlI._SIMON_S CHALLENGE. into."

Then said Simon : "I am astonished at your
folly. For you so propound the words of your CHAP. XXXlV.-- ORDER OF PROOF.
Master, as if it were held to be certain concern- Then said Simon : "I have no need to learn

ing him that he is a prophet; while I can very this from you, but how these things agree with
easily prove that he often contradicted himself, one another. For if he shall be shown to be

In short, I shall refute you from those words inconsistent, he shall be proved at the same time
which you have yourself brought forward. For I not to be a prophet." Then says Peter : "But
you say, that he said that every kingdom or if I first show Him to be a prophet, it will follow
every city divided in itself shall not stand ; and that what seems to be inconsistency is not such.
elsewhere you say, that he said that he would For no one can be proved to be a prophet merely
send a sword, that he might separate those who by consistency, because it is possible for many
are in one house, so that son shall be divided to attain this ; but if consistency does not make
from father, daughter from mother, brother from a prophet, much more inconsistency does not.
brother ; so that if there be five in one house, Because, therefore, there are many things which
three shall be divided against two, and two to some seem inconsistent, which yet have con-
against three.* If, then, everything that is sistency in them on a more profound investiga-
divided falls, he who makes divisions furnishes tion; as also other things which seem to have
causes of falling ; and if he is such, assuredly he consistency, but which, being more carefully dis-
is wicked. Answer this if you can." cussed, are found to be inconsistent; for this

reason I do not think there is any better way to
CHAP.XXKIIL_AUTHOR1TY. judge of these things than to ascertain in the

Then Peter : "Do not rashly take exception, first instance whether He be a prophet who has
O Simon, against the things which you do not SP°ken those things which appear to be incon-

sistent. For it is evident that, if He be found a
x Matt. xiL _;.
8 Luke xll. 5z-$_t. _ Matt. x.xvliL xgp ao.
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prophet, those things which seem to be contra- fion of these things I know that countless thou-
dictory must have consistency, but are misunder- sands of words can be called forth."
stood. Concerning these things, therefore, proofs
will be properly demanded. For we apostles are CRAP. xxxvn, mSn_ON'S SUBTLETY.
sent to expound the sayings and affirm the judg-
ments of Him who has sent us ; but we are not Then Simon said : "I admire, indeed, the
commissioned to say anything of our own, but to quickness of your wit, yet I do not embrace the
unfold the truth, as I have stud, of His words." error of your faith. For you have wisely fore-

seen that you may be contradicted ; and you
CHAP, XXXV.- HOW' ERROR CANNOT STAND WITH have even politely contbssed, that for the asser-

TRUTH. tion of these things countless thousands of words "
will be called forth, for no one a_ees with the

Then Simon said : "Instruct us, therefore, how profession of your faith. In short, as to there :
it can be consistent that he who causes divisions, being one God, and the world being His work, ,
which divisions cause those who are divided to who can receive this doctrine ? Neither, I think,
fall, can either seem to be good, or to have any one of the Pagans, even if he be an un-
come for the salvation of men." Then Peter learned man, and certainly no one of the phi-
said: "I will tell you how our Master said that losophers ; but not even the rudest and most
every kingdom and every house divided against wretched of the Jews, nor I myself, who am well
itself cannot stand ; and whereas He Himself acquainted with their law." Then Peter said:
did this, see how it makes for salvation. By the ,, Put aside the opinions of those who are not
word of truth He certainly divides the kingdom here, and tell us face to face what is your own."
of the world, which is founded in error, and Then Simon said: "I can state what I really
every house in it, that error may fall, and'truth think; but this consideration makes me rehc-
may reign. But if it happen to any house, that lant to do so, that if I say what is neither accep-
error, being introduced by any one, divides the table to you, nor seems right to this unskilled
truth, then, where error has gained a footing, it rabble, you indeed, as confounded, will straight-
is certain that truth cannot stand." Then Simon way shut your ears, that they may not be pol-
said : "But it is uncertain whether your master luted with blasphemy, forsooth, and will take to
divides error or truth." Then Peter : "That flight because you cannot find an answer ; while
belongs to another question ; but if you are the unreasoning populace will assent to you, and
agreed that everything which is divided falls, it embrace you as one teaching those things which
remains that I show, if only you will hear in are commonly received among them ; and will
peace, that our Jesus has divided and dispelled curse me, as professing things new and unheard
error by teaching truth." of, and instilling my error into the minds of

others."
CHAP. XXXVI.- ALTERCATION.

CHAP. XXXVIH. _SIMON'S CREED.
Then said Simon : "Do not repeat again and

again your talk of peace, but expound briefly Then Peter : "Are not you making use of long
what it is that you think or believe." Peter an- )reambles, as you accused us of doing, because
swered: "Why are you afraid of hearing fre- you have no truth to bring forward? or if you
quently of peace ? or do you not know that have, begin without circumlocution, if you have
peace is the perfection of law ? For wars and so much confidence. And if, indeed, what you
disputes spring from sins ; and where there is say be displeasing to any one of the hearers, he
no sin, there is peace of soul; but where there will withdraw ; and those who remain shall be
is peace, truth is found in disputations, right- compelled by your assertion to approve what is
eousness in works." Then Simon : "You seem true. Begin, therefore, to expound what seemeth
to me not to be able to profess what you think." to you to be right." Then Simon said : "I say
Then Peter : "I shall speak, but according to my that there are many gods ; but that there is one
own judgment, not under constraint of your incomprehensible and unknown to all, and that
tricks. For I desire that what is salutary and IHe is the God of all these gods." Then Peter
profitable be brought to the knowledge of all ; [answered : "This God whom you assert to be
and therefore I shall not delay to state it as brief- [incomprehensible and unknown to all, can you
ly as possible. There is one C_I ; and He is lprove His existence from the Scriptures of the
the creator of the world, a righteous judge, ren- [Jews,* which are held to be of authority, or
dering to every one at some time or other ac- from some others of which we are all ignorant,
cording to his deeds._ But now for the asser- I

. '. [_ discussionin theHo.a_** isrepresentedasvirtu_lybe-I_ t_ _._hei_ teachi_oftheOUT_mmeut_ the
_w_th this _t of the Apostle; comp. Homily IIL ]7- [ ueity ot jehovah. This is ngnW regamm as an _ of E_arguments he_e, however, are given with greater detail. -- R.] Ionlttc origm. But Gnostic elemca_ cat_ _ aed allaia, -- R-]
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or from the Greek authors, or from your own CHAP. XL.--PETER'S ANSWER.
writings ? Certainly you are at liberty to speak
from whatever writings you please, yet so that you When Peter had heard this, he answered :
first show that they are prophetic ; for so thclr "Fear nothing, Simon : for, behold, we have nei-
authority will be held without question." ther shut our ears, nor fled ; but we answer with

words of truth to those things which you have
spoken falsely, asserting this first, that there is

CHAP.XXXIX.- ARGUMENTFOR POLYTHEISM. one God, even the God of the Jews, who is the
only God, the Creator of heaven and earth, who

Then Simon said : "I shall make use of asser- is also the God of all those whom you call gods.
fions from the law of the Jews only. For it is If, then, I shall show you that none is superior
manifest to all who take interest in religion, that to Him, but that He Himself is above all, you
this law is of universal authority, yet that every will confess that your error is above all." s Then
one receives the understanding of this law ac- Simon said : "Why, indeed, though I should be
cording to his own judgment. For it has so unwilling to confess it, would not the hearers
been written by Him who created the world, who stand by charge me with unwillingness to
that the faith of things is made to depend upon profess the things that are true ?"
it. Whence, whether any one wishes to bring
forward truth, or any one to bring forward false-
hood, no assertion will be received without this i CHAP. XLI.--THE ANSWER,CONTINUED.
law. Inasmuch, therefore, as my knowledge is " Listen, then," says Peter, "that you may

most fully in accordance with the law, I rightly I know, first of all, that even if there are manydeclared that there are many gods, of whom t gods, as you say, they are subject to the God of
one is more eminent than the rest, and incom- the Jews, to whom no one is equal, than whom
prehensible, even He who is God of gods. But I no one can be greater ; for it is written that the
that there are many gods, the law itself informs Iprophet Moses thus spoke to the Jews: 'The
me. For, in the first place, it says thts in the Lord your God is the CJod of gods, aJad the Lord
passage where one in the figure of a serpent of lords, the great God.' 9 Thus, although there
speaks to Eve, the first woman, ' On the day ye are many that are called gods, yet He who is the
eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and God of the Jews is alone called the God of gods.
evil, ye shall be as gods,' ' that is, as those who For not every one that is called God is neces-
made man ; and after they have tasted of the sarily God. Indeed, even Moses is called a god
tree, God Himself testifies, saying to the rest to Pharaoh, ,oand it is certain that he was a man ;
of the gods, ' Behold, Adam is become as one and judges were called gods, and it is evident
of us ; ' = thus, therefore, it is manifest that there that they were mortal. The idols also of the
were many gods engaged in the making of man. Gentiles are called gods, and we all know that
Also, whereas at the first God said to the other they are not ; but this has been inflicted as a
gods, ' Let us make man after our image and punishment on the wicked, that because they
likeness ;' 3 also His saying,' Let us drive him would not acknowledge the true God, they
out ; '= and again, 'Come, let us go down, and should regard as God whatever form or image
confound their language ;' * all these things indi- should occur to them. Because they refused to
cate that there are many gods. But this also receive the knowledge of the One who, as I
is written, ' Thou shalt not curse the gods, nor said, is God of all, therefore it is permitted to
curse the chief of thy people ;' s and again this them to have as gods those who can do nothing
writing, ' GOd alone led them, and there was no for their worshippers. For what can either dead
strange god with them, '6 shows that there are images or living creatures confer upon men,
many gods. There are also many other testi- since the power of all things is with One ?
monies which might be adduced from the law,
not only obscure, but plain, by which it is taught CHAP. XLII.-- CUARmAN ANGELS
that there are many gods.7 One of these was
chosen by lot, that he might be the god of the "Therefore the name God is applied in three
Jews. But it is not of him that I speak, but of ways : '_ either because he to whom it is given is
that God who is also his God, whom even the truly God, or because he is the servant of him
Jews themselves did not know. For he is not who is truly ; and for the honour of the sender,
their God, but the God of those who know him." ]that his authority may be full, he that is sent is

$ [The re_ly of Peter here is of a higher character than that given
Jt Gem iii. $. in the Hem:Ties (see iti 40, etc.). Indeed, the report of the enttre

Gem lit. *a. dumussion m the Rtcoga, a',O._ shows a mtlmnor conceptton of the
3 Gen i. 26. Apostle.-- R.]
4 Gea. xi. 7. 9 Deut. _. iT.
J F.a_. ram. aL z, Exod. vit. x.

DeuL roll tit. It [Thm tmnarlmble chapter is peculiar to theReceg_'_/oma. The[CemlTa_B,_,:ly X'CL6. -- R.] a,_aOtogy_ tobeEbk_uc,ratberthanGamtic_-- R.]
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called by the name of him who sends, as is hold, to the I.ord thy God belong the heaven,
often done in respect of angels: for when they and the heaven of heavens, the earth, and all
appear to a man, if he is a wise and intelligent things that are in them : nevertheless I have
man, he asks the name of him who appears to chosen your fathers, that I might love them, and
him, that he may acknowledge at once the you after them.' 4 Thus that judgment is sup-
honour of the sent, and the authority of the ported by the Scripture on every side, that He
sender. For every nation has an angel, to whom who created the world is the true and only
God has committed the government of that God.
nation ; and when one of these appears, although
he be thought and called God by those over cIua,. XLrV.ETn_ sEi_,E_rr, _ AtrrHoR Or
whom he presides, yet, being asked, he does not POLYTHEISM.
give such testimony to himself. For the Most "But even if there be others, as we have said,
High God, who alone holds the power of all who are called gods, they are under the power :
things, has divided all the nations of the earth of the God of the Jews ; for thus saith the.
into seventy-two parts, and over these He hath Scripture to the Jews, ' The Lord our God, He
appointed angels as princes. But to the one is God of gods, and Lord of lords.'S Him
among the archangels who is greatest, was com- alone the Scripture also commands to be wor-
mltted the government of those who, before all shipped, saying, ' Thou shalt worship the Lord
others, received the worship and knowledge of thy God, and Him only shalt thou serve; '6
the Most High God. But holy men also, as we and, ' Hear, O Israel : the Lord thy God is one
have said, are made gods to the wicked, as having God.' 7 Yea, also the saints, filled with the Spirit
received the power of life and death over them, of God, and bedewed with the drops of His
as we mentioned above with respect to Moses mercy, cried out, saying, ' Who is like unto Thee
and the judges. Wherefore it is also written among the gods? O Lord, who is like unto
concerning them, 'Thou shah not curse the Thee? '_ And again, 'Who is God, but the
gods, and thou shalt not curse the prince of thy Lord; and who is God, butour Lord?'9 There-
people." Thus the princes of the several nations fore Moses, when he saw that the people were
are called gods. But Christ is God of princes, advancing, by degrees initiated them in the
who is Judge of all. Therefore neither angels, understanding of the monarchy and the faith of
nor men, nor any creature, can he truly gods, one God, as he says in the following words:
forasmuch as they are placed under authority, ' Thou shalt not make mention of the names of
being created and changeable : angels, for they other gods ;' ,o doubtless remembering with what
were not, and are ; men, for they are mortal ; penalty the serpent was visited, which had first
and every creature, for it is capable of dissolu- named gods." For it is condemned to feed upon
tion, if only He dissolve it who made it. And dust, and is judged worthy of such food, for this
therefore He alone is the true God, who not only cause, that it first of all introduced the name of
Himself lives, but also bestows life upon others, gods into the world. But if you also wi_h to
which He can also take away when it pleaseth introduce many gods, see that you partake not
Him. the serpent's doom.

CHAP. XLIII.--NO GOD BUT JEHOVAH. CHAP. XLV. m POLYTHEISM INEXCtrSABLE.

"Wherefore the Scripture exclaims, in name "For be sure of this, that you shall not have
of the God of the Jews, saying, ' Behold, behold, us part|cipators in this attempt ; nor will we suf-
seeing that I am God, and there is none else fer ourselves to be deceived by you. For it
besides me, I will kill, and I will make alive ; will not serve us for an excuse in the judgment,
I will smite, and I will heal ; and there is none if we say that you deceived us ; because neither
who can deliver out of my hands. '2 See them- could it excuse the first woman, that she had
fore how, by some ineffable virtue, the Scripture, unhappily believed the serpent; but she was
opposing the future errors of those who should condemned to death, because she believed badly.
affirm that either in heaven or on earth .there is For this cause therefore, Moses, also commend-
any other god besides Him who is the God of Lug the faith of one God to the people, says,
the Jews, decides thus : ' The Lord your God is , Take heed to thyself, that thou be not seduced
one God, in heaven above, and in the earth from the Lord thy God.' t" Observe that he
beneath; and besides Him there is none else.'_
How, then, hast thou dared to say that there is • Deu_._ ,4, ,_
any other God besides Him who is the God of , I_u_ z..."6 ])cut. vl. t3, x. SO.
the Jews? And again the Scripture says,' Be- , r_,L ,i. 4.

s Ps. Lxxxvi. 8, lx_ zg.
9 Ps. xviiL 3t.

z E,md. xxit =8. :o Josh. xxii;. 7, in Sept.
at Deut. xxxh. 39. tt Ge,. ill. [Tim mum thought occurs in Hams'ly_ top tx.--IL]])cut, iv. 39. rs ])cur.. vJ_ S.t.
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makes use of the same word which the first who was his creator, and the maker of the world ;
woman also made use of in excusing herself, and Enoch knew him, inasmuch as he was trans-
saying that she was seduced ; but it profited her lated by him ; and Noah, since he was ordered
nothing. But over and above all this, even if by him to construct the ark; and although
some true prophet should arise, who should per- Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, and Moses,
form signs and miracles, but should wish to and all, even every people and all nations,
persuade us to worship other gods besides the know the maker of the world, and confess him
God of the Jews, we should never be able to to be a God, yet your Jesus, who appeared long
believe him. For so the divine law has taught after the patriarchs, says : ' No one knows the
us, handing down a secret injunction more purely Son, but the Father ; neither knoweth any one
by means of tradition, for thus it saith : ' If there the Father, but the Son, and he to whom the
arise among you a prophet, or one dreaming a Son has been pleased to reveal Him.' 5 Thus,
dream, and give you signs or wonders, and these therefore, even your Jesus confesses that there
signs or wonders come to pass, and he say to is another God, incomprehensible and unknown
you, Let us go and worship strange gods, whom to all.
ye know not ; ye shall not hear the words of that
prophet, nor the dream of that dreamer, because CHAP. XLVIII.-- PETER'S ANSWER.

proving he hath proved you, that he may see if Then Peter says : "You do not perceive that
ye love the Lord your God.' ' you are making statements in opposition to your-

self. For if our Jesus also knows Him whom ye
ct-L_. XLVL- CHRmT ACKNOWLEDGEDTHE COD call the unknown God, then He is not known by

OF THE JEWS. yOU alone. Yea, if our Jesus knows Him, then

"Wherefore also our Lord, who wrought signs Moses also, who prophesied that Jesus should
and wonders, preached the God of the Jews; come, assuredly could not himself be ignorant
and therefore we are right in believing what He of Him. For he was a prophet ; and he who
preached. But as for you, even if you were prophemed of the Son doubtless knew the Father.

For if it is in the option of the Son to reveal the
really a prophet, and performed signs and won- Father to whom He will, then the SOn, who has
ders, as you promise to do, if you were to an-
nounce other gods besides Him who is the true been with the Father from the beginning, and
God, it would be manifest that you were raised through all generations, as He revealed the
up as a trial to the people of God ; and there- Father to Moses, so also to the other proph-
fore you can by no means be believed. For He ets ; but if this be so, it is evident that the
alone is the true God, who is the God of the Father has not been unknown to any of them.
Jews ; and for this reason our Lord Jesus Chnst But how could the Father be revealed to you,
did not teach them that they must inquire after who do not believe in the Son, since the Father
God, for Him they knew well already, but that is known to none except him to whom the SOn
they must seek His kingdom and righteousness, 2 is pleased to reveal Him ? But the Son reveals
which the scribes and Pharisees, having received the Father to those who honour the Son as they
the key of knowledge, had not shut in, but shut honour the Father." 6
out.3 For if they had been ignorant of the true
God, surely He would never have left the knowl- CHAP. XLIX.--THE SUPREMELIGHT.
edge of thisthing,which was the chiefof all,
and blamed them forsmalland littlethings,as Then Simon said: "Remember thatyou said
forenlargingtheirfringes,and claimingthe up- thatGod has a son,which isdoing Him wrong ;
pcrmost rooms in feasts,and prayingstandingforhow can He have a son,unlessHe issubject
in the highways,and such likethings; which topassions,likemen oranimals? But on these
assuredly,in comparisonof thisgreatcharge,pointsthereisnot time now to show your pro-
ignoranceof God, seem to be smalland insig-found folly,for I hastento make a statement
nifimmtmatters." concerningthe immensityof thesupreme light;

and sonow listen.My opinionis,thatthereis
a certainpower of immense and ineffablelight,CHAP. XLVH._ SIMON'S CA'elL.
whose greatnessmay be held to be incompre-

To thisSimon replied:4 ,,From thewords of hensible,of which power even the maker of the
your master I shall refute you, because even he world is ignorant, and Moses the lawgiver, and
introduces to all men a certain God who was un- Jesus your master." 7
known. For although both Adam knew the God

s Matt. xi._. [Comp. Lukex. _. This ob]a:tlon is given in
s Deut. xill. s.-_. Hmmilies XVII.'¢, XVIIf. 4.--R.]
s Matt. vi. '_3. 6 John v. _$.
s Iaske zi.ss. T IThiscl_pter presents the topic whlch is made the maln polnt
a [C.ompam Hom_ X'V_. 4.--1_.] in a subsequent discuuio_ with Sunon; _ Homily XVIlI. -- R.J
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CHAP.L._SIMON'S PRESUMPTION. to all, who do not know the prophetic sense,
Then Peter ' "Does it n " " _ which is that of prescience?" Then Simon

be madness, that anyone sho°_dS_e utpoYn°_imt° ib_ncg_otn t°eheSaYslbi'eTa__ l_mW:r of which "I speak,........ I p o e exceuent than all,
self to assert that there zs another tJoct than the a even than that God who made the w ,1
God of all ; and should say that he sunnoses[ Y:........ on.a,
there is a certain _ower anA ._.^..1._ ..... :'_._ ,^ [ nezmer any ot me angels has Known, nor ot the

• . v .' _ '_ _,''_.'._ v_._? ...... [ demons, nor of the Jews, nay, nor any creature
affirm _ls to others, oetore ne himself is sure which subsists by means of God the creator
of what he says? Is any one so rash as to How, then, could that creator's law teach me
believe your words, of which he sees that you that which the creator himself did not know,
are yourself doubtful, and to admit that there is since neither did the law itself know it, that"
a certain power unknown to God the Creator, it might teach it?"and to Moges, and the prophets, and the law,
and even to Jesus our Master, which power is so
good, that it will not make itself known to any CHAP.LII._ REDUCTIOAD ABSORDUM.
but to one only, and that one such an one as Then Peter said : " I wonder how you have"
thou ! Then, further, if that is a new power, been able to learn more from the law than the
why does it not confer upon us some new sense law was able to know or to teach ; and how you
in addition to those five which we possess, that say that you adduce proofs from the law of those
by that new sense, bestowed upon us by it, we things which you are pleased to assert, when you
may be able to receive and understand itself declare that neither the taw, nor He who gave
which is new ? Or if it cannot bestow such a the law--that is, the Creator of the world m
sense upon us, how has it bestowed it upon you ? knows those things of which you speak ! But
Or if it has revealed itself to you, why not also this also I wonder at, how you, who alone know
to us ? But if you of yourself understand things these things, should be standing here now with
which not even the prophets were able to per- us all, circumscribed by the limits of this small
ce_ve or understand, come, tell us what each one court." Then Simon, seeing Peter and all the
of us is thinking now; for if there is such a people laughing, said: "Do you laugh, Peter,
spirit in you that you know those things which while so great and lofty matters are under dis-
are above the heavens, which are unknown to cussion?" Then said Peter: "Be not enraged,
all, and incomprehensible by all, much more Simon, for we are doing no more than keeping
easily do you know the thoughts of men upon our promise : for we are neither shutting our
the earth. But if you cannot know the thoughts ears, as 3?on said, nor did we take to flight as
of us who are standing here, how can you say soon as we heard you propound your unutterable
that you know those things which, you assert, things ; but we have not even stirred from the
are known to none ? place. For indeed you do not even propound

things that have any resemblance to truth, which
CHAP. LI.--THE SIXTH SENSE. might to a certain extent frighten us. Yet, at

all events, disclose to us the meaning of this
"But believe me, that you could never know saying, how from the law you have learned of a

what light is unless you had received both vision God whom the law itself does not know, and of
and understanding from light itself; so also in whom He who gave the law is ignorant." Then
other things. Hence, having received under- Simon said: "If you have done laughing, I
standing, you are framing in imagination some- shall prove it by clear assertions." Then Peter
thing greater and more sublime, as if dreaming, said : "Assuredly I shall give over, that I may
but deriving all your hints from those five senses, learn from you how you have learned from the
to whose Gwer you are unthankful. But be law what neither the law nor the God of the law
sure of this, that until you find some new sense Himself knows."
which is beyond those five which we all enjoy,
you cannot assert the existence of a new God." CHAP. LIII. -- SIMON'S BLASPHEMY.
Then Simon answered: "Since all things that
exist are in accordance with those five senses, Then says Simon : "Listen : it is manifest to
that power which is more excellent than all can- all, and ascertained in a manner of which no
not add anything new." Then Peter said : "It account can be givenJ that there is one God,
is false _ for there is also a sixth sense, namely who is better than all, from whom all that is took
that of foreknowledge : for those five senses are its beginning ; whence also of necessity all things
capable of knowledge, but the sixth is that of that are after him are subject to him, as the chief
foreknowledge ; and this the prophets possessed.
How, then,can you know a God who isunknown ,we _ W *pm_Lphmti,t_ _pm,.i_ _J'_,z,"q,,_,.

radlone com#ertum_ "I_ w_mmg _ems _ be, that the belief of
the.ex'.m.ttnceandunit'/ofGodis nottimmmdtot _ but

z [Withchalk.$o,St, comp.HomilyXVILz3,etc.-- R.] ot mm,t_-._ori_-tim:t.
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and most excellent of all. When, therefore, I !what is done amiss ; or else, if he does not wish
had ascertained that the God who created the to remove the evils, that he is himself evil ; but
world, according to what the law teaches, is in ill he neither can nor will, that he is neither
many respects weak, whereas weakness is utterly powerful nor good. And from this it cannot
incompatible with a perfect God, and I saw that but be concluded that there is another God more
he is not perfect, I necessarily concluded that excellent and more powerful than all. If you
there is another God who is perfect.' For this have aught to say to this, say on."
God, as I have said, according to what the
writing of the law teaches, is shown to be weak CHAP. LV.- SlMOI_'SOn3ECTIOZ,TSaXrRUgDAC,Ams'r
in many things. In the first place, because the mMSVLF.

man whom he formed was not able to remain Peter answered : "0 Simon, they are wont to
such as he had intended him to be; and because conceive such absurdities against God who do
he cannot be good who gave a law to the first not read the law with the instruction of masters,
man, that he should eat of all the trees of para- but account themselves teachers, and think that
dise, but that he should not touch the tree of
knowledge; and if he should eat of it, he they can understand the law, though he has notexplained it to them who has learned of the
should die. For why should he forbid him to Master.2 Nevertheless now, that we also may
eat, and to know what is good and what evil,
that, knowing, he might shun the evil and choose seem to follow the book of the law according to
........... i . :your apprehension of it ; inasmuch as you saythe gooa_ _ut tiara ne aia not permt; aria .... ,_ • ............. r tiaat the creator ot the wona is ShOWn to be

because ne ala eat m violation ot the commana- . .... _ .......
. ....... ._ootn impotent anti evil, now is it that you do

ment, ano alSCoverecl wnat is gooo, ano learnea .. . . . . .. _ . .. . . . . [not see mat mat power or yours, wnlcn you saytor the sake ot honour to cover his na_eoness . • .. r ..... . .: -
.. . . . • - , . , .lls superior to all, lalls an(1 lies unoer me very
_Jor ne percelvea it to oe unseemty to smna ........... .. _ . . . . Isame cnarges_ J_or me very same tmng may oenaKeo Delore his t_reatorl, ne conoemns to .......
................ t said of it, that it is either powerless, since it doesaear, n mm who naa learnecl to Oo nonour toboa, , - ... ... . .

........... not correct those mmgs wmcn here are oone
ann curses the serpent wno nan snown mm mese ...............amiss ; or 1i it can ann will not, if: is evil ; or li
things. But truly, if man was to be injured by it neither can nor will, then it is both impotent
this means, why did he place the cause of injury
in paradise at all? But if that which he placed! and

imperfect. Whence that new power of

yours is not only found liable to a similar charge,
ir_ paradise was good, it is not the part of one but even to a worse one, if, in addition to all
that is good to restrain another from good. these things, it is believed to be, when it is not.

For He who created the world, His existence is
CHAP.LIV._HOW SIMONLEARNEDFROMTHE LAWmanifest by His very operation in creating the

WIlT THE LAW DOES NOT aXAC_;, world, as you yourself also confess. But this
"Thus, then, since he who made man and power which you say that you alone know,

the world is, according to what the law relates, affords no indication of itself, l_y which we
imperfect, we are given to understand, without might perceive, at least, that it is, and subsists.
doubt, that there is another who is perfect.
For it is of necessity that there be one most cHxe. LVL--NO GOD ABOVETHE CREATOR.
excellent of all, on whose account also every
creature keeps its rank. Whence also I, know- "What kind of conduct, then, would it be that
ing that it is every way necessary that there be we should forsake God, in whose world we live
some one more benignant and more powerful and enjoy all things necessary for life, and follow
than that imperfect God who gave the law, I know not whom, from whom we not only ob-
understanding what is perfect from comparison rain no good, but cannot even know that he ex-
of the imperfect, understood even from the ists? Nor truly does he exist. For whether you
Scripture that God who is not mentioned there, call him light, and brighter than that light which
And in this way I was able, O Peter, to learn we see, you borrow that very name from the
from the law what the law did not know. But Creator of the world ; or whether you say that
even if the law had not given indications from he is a substance above all, you derive from Him
which it might be gathered that the God who the idea with enlargement of speech) Whether
made the world is imperfect, it was still possible you make mention of mind, or goodness, or life,
for me to infer from those evils which are done or whatever else, you borrow the words from
in this world, and are not corrected, either that Him. Since, then, you have nothing new con-
its creator is powerless, if he cannot correct

s [The attitude of the Apostle Peter toward the Old Testament is
differently t_presented in the H_,fflies, where false views areadmitted

l [The argument of Simon here differs from that _ in to exist in ,.he Scnptuxes. Comp. Hombres II. 38, 4o, 4it St, III.
Homilies XVIL, XVlII There Simon Ds_rts that .the Franmr of the 4, $, etc. -- R.]

That is, you take theidea of substanoe from the God of the Jews,
_o_ is_ot.t_.hi_ c,2a, _ rk ..o_b_ _._ a._good.,_tomy _b,_ k_ o_ s_o_ _ t_,,oms_aa.t.o_p, also Doo£ m. 37, StL_ _.j
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cerning that power you speak of, not only as "But the good God bestows salvation if he is
regards understanding, but even in respect of only acknowledged ; but the creator of the world
naming him, how do you introduce a new God, demands also that the law be fulfilled." Then
for whom you cannot even find a new name ? said Peter : "He saves adulterers and men-slay-
For not only is the Creator of the world called ers, if they know him ; but good, and sober, and
a Power, but even the ministers of His glory, merciful persons, if they do not know him, in
and all the heavenly host. Do you not then consequence of their having no information con-
think it better that we should follow our Creator cerning him, he does not save ! Great and good
God, as a Father who trains us and endows us truly is he whom you proclaim, who is not so
as He knows how ? But if, as you say, there be much the saviour of the evil, as he is one who
some God more benignant than all, it is certain shows no mercy to the good." Then Simon:"
that he will not be angry with us ; or if he be "It is truly very difficult for man to know him,
angry, he is evil. For if our God is angry and as long as he is in the flesh ; for blacker than all.
punishes, He is not evil, but righteous, for He darkness, and heavier than all clay, is this body"
corrects and amends His own sons. But he with which the soul is surrounded." Then says
who has no concern with us, if he shall punish Peter : "That good God of yours demands
us, how should he be good ? Inflictmg punish- things which are difficult ; but He who is truly
ments upon us because we have not been drawn God seeks easier things. Let him then, since he
by vain imaginations to forsake our own Father is so good, leave us with our Father and Creator ;
and follow him, how can you assert that he is so and when once we depart from the body, and
good, when he cannot be regarded as even just?" leave that darkness that you speak of, we shall

more easily know Him ; and then the soul shall
CHAP. LVlI.-- SIMON'SINCONSISTENCY. better understand that God is its Creator, and

shall remain with Him, and shall no more be
Then Simon: "Do you so far err, Peter, as harassed with diverse imaginations ; nor shall

not to know that our souls were made by that wish to betake itself to another power, which is
good God, the most excellent of all, but they known to none but Simon only, and which is ofhave been brought down as captives into this
world ?" To this Peter answered : "Then he is such goodness that no one can come to it, un-

not unknown by all, as you said a little while less he be first guilty of impiety towards his own
ago ; and yet how did the good God permit his father I I know not how this power can be

called either good or just, which no one can
souls to be taken captive, if he be a power over please except by acting impiously towards himall?" Then Simon said: "He sent God the

creator to make the world ; and he, when he had by whom he was made !"
made it, gave out that himself was God." Then
Peter stud : "Then he is not, as you said, un- CHAP.LIX._ THE CREATOROUR FATHER.

known to Him who made the world ; nor are Then Simon : "It is not impious for the sake
souls ignorant of him, if indeed they were stolen of greater profit and advantage to flee to him who
away from him. To whom, then, can he be un- is of richer glory." Then Peter : "If, as you say_
known, if both the Creator of the world know it is not impious to flee to a stranger, it is at al!him, as having been sent by him ; and all souls
know him, as having been violently withdrawn events much more pious to remain with our own

father, even if he be poor. But if you do not think
from him ? Then, further, I wish you would tell it impious to leave our father, and flee to another,
us whether he who sent the creator of the world as being better than he ; and you do not believe
did not know that he would not keep faith ? For that our Creator will take this amiss ; much more
if he did not know it, then he was not prescient ; the good God will not be angry, because, when
while if he foreknew it, and suffered it, he is we were strangers to him, we have not fled to him,
himself guilty of this deed, since he did not pre- but have remained with our own Creator. Yea, I
vent it ; but if he could not, then he is not ore- think he will rather commend us the more for this,
nipotent. But if, knowing it as good, he did not that we have kept faith with God our Creator; for
prohibit it, he is found to be better, who pre- hewill consider that, ffwe had been his creatures,
sumed to do that which he who sent him did not we should never have been seduced by the allure-
know to be good." ments of any other to forsake him. For if any

CHAP. LVIILD SIMON'S GOD UNJUST. one, allured by richer promises, shall leave his
own father and betake himself to a stm_txg,er, it

Then Simon said : "He receives those who may be that he will leave him in his turn, and go
will come to him, and does them good." Peter to another who shall promise him greater things,
answered: "But there is nothing new in this ; and this the ratherbecatu_e he is not his son, since
for He whom you acknowledge to be the Crea- he could leave even him who by nature was his
tor of the world also does so." Then Simon : father." Then Simon said : " But what if souls
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are from him, and do not know him, and he is fills this whole world, how great do you suppose
truly their father?" that bodiless and infinite light to be? So great,

doubtless, that this light of the sun would seem
CHAP. LX. _ THE CREATOR THE b-_rPREME GOD. to be darkness and not light, in comparison."

Then Peter said : "You represent him as weak
enough. For if, as you say, he is more powerful CHAP. I.XlL-- PETER'S EXPERIENCEOF IMAGINA-
than all, it can never be believed the weaker TION.

wrenched the spoils from the stronger.' Or if When Simon thus spoke, Peter answered: 2
God the Creator was able by violence to bring ,, Now listen patiently concerning both these
down souls into this world, how can it be that, matters, that is, concerning the example of
when they are separated from the body and freed stretching out the senses, and concerning the
from the bonds of captivity, the good God shall immensity of light. I know that I myself, O
call them to the sufferance of punishment, on the Simon, have sometimes in thought extended my
ground that they, either through his remissness sense, as you say, into regions and islands situ-
or weakness, were dragged away to this place, and ated afar off, and have seen them with my mind
were involved in the body, as in the darkness of not less than if it had been with my eyes. When
ignorance ? You seem to me not to know what a I was at Capernaum, occupied in the taking of
father and a God is : but I could tell you both fishes, and sat upon a rock, holding in my hand
whence souls are, and when and how they were a hook attached to a line, and fitted for deceiv-
made ; but it is not permitted to me now to dis- ing the fishes, I was so absorbed that I did not
close these things to you, who are in such error in feel a fish adhering to it while my mind eagerly
respect of the knowledge of God." Then said ran through my beloved Jerusalem, to which I
Simon : "A time will come when you shM1 be had frequently gone up, waking, for the sake of
sorry that you did not understand me speaking of offerings and prayers. But I was accustomed
the ineffable power." Then said Peter : "Give us also to admire this C_esarea, hearing of it from
then, as I have often said, as being yourself a others, and to long to see it ; and I seemed to
new God, or as having yourself come down from myself to see it, although I had never been m
him, some new sense, by means of which we it ; and I thought of it what was suitable to be
may know that new God of whom you speak ; thought of a great city, its gates, walls, baths,
for those five senses, wfiich God our Creator has streets, lanes, markets, and the like, in accord-
given us, keep faith to their own Creator, and do ance with what I had seen in other cities ; and
not perceive that there is any other God, for so to such an extent was I delighted with the in-
their nature necessitates them." tentness of such inspection, that, as you said, I

neither saw one who was present and standing
CHAP.LXI._IMAGINATI'ONo by me, nor knew where myself was sitting."

To this Simon answered : "Apply your mind Then said Simon : "Now you say well."
to those things which I am going to say, and
cause it, walking in peaceable paths, to attain to CHAP. LXIII._ PETER'S REVERIE.
those things which I shall demonstrate. Listen Then Peter : a In short, when I did not per-
now, therefore. Did you never m thought reach ceive, through the occupation of my mind, that
forth your mind into regions or islands situated I had caught a very large fish which was attached
far awa 7, and remain so fixed in them, that you to the hook, and that although it was dragging
could not even see the people that were before the hook-line from my hand, my brother Andrew,
you, or know where yourself were sitting, by who was sitting by me, seeing me in a reverie
reason of the delightfulness of those things on and almost ready to fall, thrusting his elbow into
which you were gazing ?" And Peter said : "It my side as if he would awaken me from sleep,
is true, Simon, this has often occurred to me." said : ' Do you not see, Peter, what a large fish
Then Simon said : "In this way now reach forth you have caught ? Are you out of your senses,
your sense into heaven, yea above the heaven, that you are thus in a stupor of astonishment?
and behold that there must be some place be- Tell me, What is the matter with you ?' But I
yond the world, or outside the world, in which was angry with him for a little, because he had
there is neither heaven nor earth, and where no withdrawn me from the delight of those things
shadow of these things produces darkness ; and which I was contemplating ; then I answered
consequently, since there are neither bodies in that I was not suffering from any malady, but
it, nor darkness occasioned by bodies, there must that I was mentally gazing on the beloved Jern-
of necessity be immense light ; and consider of salem, and at the same time on Cmsarea ; and

what sort that light must be, which is never suc- , [Th_ ,ton, (c_. 6,-6s) i, _o_l_r to the.e,co_-_;t,_,_:In
ceeded by darkness. For if the light of this sun I,Iomil_,xvu x47_9t_r_ _ anargura¢ntagainstthe trus .t.wo.rthmesS

of supernatural m.mons, whach is r,upposcd to bo autt-ratflttm m its
z Ialmxi.n. area.--R.1
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that, while I was indeed with him in the body, comprehend these things, it were easier to throw
in my mind I was wholly carried away thither, his sense, which knows how to ascend thither,
But he, I know not whence inspired, uttered a into the heart and breast of some one of us who
hidden and secret word of truth, stand by, and to tell what thoughts he is cherish-

ing in his breast. If therefore you can declare
CHAP. LXIV._ ANDREW'SREBUKE. the thoughts of the heart of any one of us, who

"' Give over,' says he, ' O Peter. What is it is not pre-engaged in your favour, we shall per-
that you are doing ? For those who are begin- haps be able to believe you, that you are able to
ning to be possessed with a demon, or to be dis- know those things that are above the heavens,
turbed in their minds, begin in this way. They although these are much loftier."
are first carried away by fancies to some pleasant
and delightful things, then they are poured out CHAP. LXVI.- EXISTENCEAND CONCEPTION.
in vain and fond motions towards things which To this Simon replied : ' "O thou who hast :
have no existence. Now this happens from a woven a web of many frivolities, listen now. It
certain disease of mind, by reason of which they is impossible that anything which comes into a
see not the things which are, but long to bring man's thoughts should not also subsist in truth
to their sight those which are not. But thus it and reality. For things that do not subsist, have
happens also to those who are suffering phrenzy, no appearances ;" but things that have no ap-
and seem to themselves to see many images, be- pearanees, cannot present themselves to our
cause their soul, being torn and withdrawn from thoughts." Then said Peter : "If everything
its place by excess of cold or of heat, suffers a that can come into our thoughts has a subsist-
failure of its natural service. But those also who ence, then, with respect to that place of immen-
are m distress through thirst, when they fall sity which you say is outside the world, if one
asleep, seem to themselves to see rivers and thinks in his heart that it is light, and another
fountains, and to drink ; but this befalls them that it is darkness, how can one and the same
through being distressed by the dryness of the place be both light and darkness, according to
unmolstened body. Wherefore it is certain that their different thoughts concerning it?" Then
this occurs through some ailment either of the said Simon : "Let pass for the present what I
soul or body.' have said ; and tell us what you suppose to be

above the heavens."
CHAP. LXV.--FALLACY OF IMAGINATION.

"In short, that you may receive the faith of CHAP.LXVIL_THE LAW TEACHESOF IMMENSITY,
the matter ; concerning Jerusalem, which I had Then said Peter : "If you believed concerning
often seen, I told my brother what places and the true fountain of light, I could instruct you
what gatherings of people I had seemed to my- what and of what sort is that which is immense,
self to see. But also concerning Cmsarea, which and should render, not a vain fancy, but a con-
I had never seen, I nevertheless contended that sistent and necessary account of the truth, and
it was such as I had conceived it in my mind should make use, not of sophistical assertions,
and thought. But when I came hither, and saw but testimonies of the law and nature, that you
nothing at all like to those things which I had might know that the law especially contains what
seen in phantasy, I blamed myself, and observed we ought to believe in regard to immensity. But
distinctly, that I had assigned to it gates, and if the doctrine of immensity is not unknown to
walls, and buildings from others which I had the law, then assuredly nought else can be un-
seen, taking the likeness in reality from others, known to it ; and therefore it is a false supposition
Nor indeed can any one ]magin_ anything new, of yours, that there is anything of which the law
and of which no form has ever existed. For is not cognisant. Much more shall nothing be
even if any one should fashion from his imagana- unknown to Him who gave the law. Yet I can-
tion bulls with five heads, he only forms them not speak anything to you of immensity and of
with five heads out of those which he h_ seen those things which are without limit, unless first
with one head. And you therefore, now, if you either accept our account of those heavens
truly you seem to yourself to perceive anything which are bounded by a certain limit, or else
with your thought, and to look above the hear- propound your own account of them. But if you
ens, there is no doubt but that you imagine them cannot understand concerning those which are
from those things which you see, placed as you comprehended within fixed boundaries, much
are upon the earth. But if you think that there more can you neither know nor learn anything
is easy access for your mind above the heavens, concerning those which are without limit."
mad that you are able to conceive the things that tlThe remaining chapters of th_ book have no exact tmraUd in

are there, and to apprehend knowledge of that theHo,m_z'a.--R]a That is, Ira,re no vfi.'bl¢ or mmtai't_ _tn'_t_ gct:ort_ to t_
immense light, I think that for him who can _ _o_of
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CI¢..AP._._THE VISIBLEAND THE INVISIBLEprostrated themselves before Peter; and he, in-
HF.AVF-_. yoking upon them the name of God, cured some

who had demons, healed others who were sick,
To this Simon answered : "It seems to me to and so dismissed the people rejoicing, command-

be better to believe simply that God is, and that ing them to come early the next day. But
that heaven which we see is the only heaven in Peter, when the crowds had withdrawn, corn-
the whole universe." But Peter said : "Not so ; manded the table to be spread on the ground,
but it is proper to confess one God who truly is ; in the open air, in the court where the disputa-
but that there are heavens, which were made by tion had been held, and sat down together with
Him, as also the law says, of which one is the those eleven ; but I dined reclining with some
higher, in which also is contained the visible others who also had made a beginning of hearing
firmament ; and that that higher heaven is per- the word of God, and were greatly beloved.
petual and eternal, with those who dwell in it ;
but that this visible heaven is to be dissolved and

to pass away at the end of the world, in order CHAP. LXXI.-- SEPARATIONFROM THE UNCLEAN.
that that heaven which is older and higher may But Peter, most benignantly regarding me,
appear after the judgment to the holy and the lest haply that separation might cause me sorrow,
worthy." To this Simon answered : "That these says to me : "It is not from pride, O Clement,
things are so, as you say, may appear to those that I do not eat with those who have not yet
who believe them ; but to him who seeks for been purified; but I fear lest perhaps I should
reasons of these things, it is impossible that they injure myself, and do no good to them.' For
can be produced from the law, and especially this I would have you know for certain, that
concerning the immensity of light." every one who has at any time worshipped idols,

and has adored those whom the pagans call gods,
CHAP. LXlX.- FAITH AND RF.ASOm or has eaten of the things sacrihced to them, is

Then Peter : "Do not think that we say that not without an unclean spirit ; for he has become
these things are only to be received by faith, but a guest of demons, and has been partaker with
also that they are to be asserted by reason. For that demon of which he has formed the image
indeed it is not safe to commit these things to in his mind, either through fear or love." And
bare faith without reason, since assuredly truth by these means he is not free from an unclean
cannot be without reason. And therefore he spirit, and therefore needs the purification of
who has received these things fortified by reason, i baptism, that the unclean spirit may go out of
can never lose them ; whereas he who receives him, which has made its abode in the inmost
them without proofs, by an assent to a simple affections of his soul, and what is worse, gives

no indication that it lurks within, for fear itstatement of them, can neither keep them safely,
nor is certain if they are true ; because he who should be exposed and expelled.
easily believes, also easily yields. But he who
has sought reason for those things which he has CHAP.LXXILm THE REMEDY.

believed and received, as though bound by "For these unclean spirits love to dwell in the
chains of reason itself, can never be torn away bodies of men, that they may fulfil their own
or separated from those things which he hath desires by their service, and, inclining the mo-
believed. And therefore, according as any one tions of their souls to those things which they
is more anxious in demanding a reason, by so themselves desire, may compel them to obey their
much will he be the firmer in preserving his own lusts, that they may become wholly vessels
faith." of demons.S One of whom is this Simon, who

CHAP. LXX.--ADJOU]L.MMENT. is seized with such disease, and cannot now be

To this Simon replied: "It is a great thing healed, because he is sick in his will and pur-pose. Nor does the demon dwell in him against
which you promise, that the eternity of bound- his will ; and therefore, if any one would drive
tess light can be shown from the law." And it out of him, since it is inseparable from him-
when Peter said, "I shall show it whenever you iself, and, so to speak, has now become his very
please," Simon answered: "Since now it is a _soul, he should seem rather to kill him, and to
late hour, I shall stand by you and oppose you incur the guilt of manslaughter. Let no one of
to-morrow ; and if you can prove that this world you therefore be saddened at being separatedwas created, and that souls are immortal, you
shall have me to assist you in your preaching." from eating with us, for every one ought to ob-
When he had said thus, he departed, and was serve that it is for just so long a time as he
followed by a third part of all the people who z [co=p.booki. _, _ _; Ho_ I. _,. xln. +--R.I
had come with him, who were about one thou- 2 zco, x. _o.[ 3 IOn tl_ demonologyof thiswork_oebookiv. z5-_9;
rand men. But the rest with bended _ne_ Hc_y IX. $_s.--g.J
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pleases. For he who wishes soon to be baptized not been baptized. It is rather you, therefore,
is separated but for a little time, but he for a who hinder us from eating with you, if you in-
longer who wishes to be baptized later. Every terpose delays in the way of your purification,
one therefore has it in his own power to demand and defer your baptism." Having said thus,
a shorter or a longer time for his repentance ; and having blessed, he took food. And after-
and therefore it lies with you, when you wish it, wards, when he had given thanks to God, he
to come to our table ; and not with us, who are went into the house and went to bed ; and we
not permitted to take food with any one who has all did the hke, for it was now night.

BOOK III.'

CHAP. L_ PEARLSBEFORESWINE. waiting in the court, and in the midst of them

Meantime Peter, rising at the crowing of the stands Simon, endeavouring to preoccupy the
cock, and wishing to rouse us, found us awake, ears of the people with most wicked persuasions."

Then Peter, immediately going out, stood in the
the evening light still burning ; and when, ac- place where he had disputed the day before, and
cording to custom, he had saluted us, and we
had all sat down, he thus began. " Nothing is fall the people turning to him with joy, gave heed
more difficult, my brethren, than to reason con- !to him. But when Simon perceived that the
cerning the truth in the presence of a mixed people rejoiced at the sight of Peter, and weremoved to love him, he said in confusion: "I
multitude of people. For that which is may
not be spoken to all as it m, on account of those wonder at the folly of men, who call me a magi-
who hear wickedly and treacherously ; yet it is clan, and love Peter ; whereas, having knowledge
not proper to decewe, on account of those who of me of old, they ought to love me rather.
demre to hear the truth sincerely. What, then, And therefore from this sign those who have
shall he do who has to address a mixed multi- sense may understand that Peter may rather seem
tude ? Shall he conceal what is true ? How, to be the magician, since affection is not borne
then, shall he instruct those who are worthy? to me, to whom it is almost due from acquaint-
But if he set forth pure truth to those who do ance, but is abundantly expended upon him, to
not desire to obtain salvation, he does injury to whom it is not due by any familiarity." 4
Him by whom he has been sent, and from whom
he has recewed commandment not to throw CHAP. xIII. m SIMONA SEDUCER.
the pearls of His words before swine and dogs, 2 While Simon was talking on in this style, Peter,
who, striving against them with arguments and having saluted the people in his usual way, thus
sophisms, roll them in the mud of carnal under- answered : "O Simon, his own conscience is
standing, and by their barkings and base answers sufficient for every one to confute him ; but if
break and weary the preachers of God's word. you wonder at this, that those who are acquainted
Wherefore I also, for the most part, by using with you not only do not love you but even hate
a certain circumlocution, endeavour to avoid you, learn the reason from me. Since you are
publishing the chief knowledge concerning the a seducer, you profess to proclaim the truth ;
Supreme Divinity to unworthy ears." Then and on this account you had many friends who
beginning from the Father, and the Son, and the had a desire to learn the truth. But when they
Holy Spirit, he briefly and plainly expounded to saw in you things contrary to what you professed,
us, so that all of us hearing him wondered that they being, as I said, lovers of truth, began not
men have forsaken the truth, and have turned only not to love you, but even to hate you. But
themselves to vanity, yet they did not immediately forsake you, be-

cause you still promised that you could show them
CHAP. Xll.3 --SECOND DAY)S DISCUSSION. what is true. As long, therefore, as no one was

But when the day had dawned, some one came present who could show them, they bore with
in and said: "There is a very great multitude you ; but since the hope of better instruction

has dawned upon them, they despise you, and
' [The largerparta booki,i. hasnodirectparallelintheHo,nl. seek to know what they understand to be better.

/fe., though, oi'course, many of the v_ews presented are given m the And you indeed, acting by nefarious arts, thoughtlatter under different arcumsta_ces. -- R.]
2 Matt.vh.6. at first that you should escape detection. But

Chaps. ti -xii. are wanting in the Mss. of best authority; and tt
r,_ms to tasindisputable that they form no part of the ortgmal work.

latabla, we have ommed them. j
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you are detected. For you are driven into a people, but that I teach the truth. But now I
corner, and, contrary to your expectation, you refrain from a discussion concerning that bound-
are made notorious, not only as being ignorant less light. Answer me, therefore, what I ask of
of the truth, but as being unwilling to hear it you. Since God, as you say, made all things,
from those who know it. For if you had been whence comes evil? "3 Then said Peter : "To
willing to hear, that saying would have been ex- put questions in this way is not the part of an
emplified in you, of Him who said that ' there is opponent, but of a learner. If therefore you
nothing hidden which shall not be known, nor wish to learn, confess it; and I shall first teach
covered which shall not be disclosed.' " ' you how you ought to learn, and when you have

learned to listen, then straightway I shall begin
_'IAP.XIV.-- SIMON CLAIMS THE FULFILMENT OF tOteachyou. But ffyou do notwishto learn,

PETER'S PROMISE. as though you knew all things, I shall first set
While P_ter spoke these words, and others to forth the faith which I preach, and do you also

the same effect, Simon answered: "I will not set forth what you think to be true ; and when
have you detain me with long speeches, Peter ; the profession of each of us has been disclosed,
I claim from you what you promised yesterday, let our hearers judge whose discourse is sup-
You then said that you could show that the law ported by truth." To this Simon answered :
teaches concerning the immensity of the eternal "This is a good joke : behold a fellow who offers
light, and that there are only two heavens, and to teach me! Nevertheless I shall suffer you,
these created, and that the higher is the abode and bear with your ignorance and your arrogance.
of that light, in which the ineffable Father dwells ! I confess, then, I do wish to learn ; let us see
alone for ever ; but that after the pattern of that i how you can teach me."
heaven is made this visible heaven, which you
asserted is to pass away. You said, therefore, CHAP.XW.- EXlSTF_CEOF EVIL.
that the Father of all is one, because there can- Then Peter said : "If you truly wish to learn,
not be two infinites ; else neither of them would then first learn this, how unskilfully you have
be infinite, because in that in which the one sub- framed your question ; for you say, Since God
sists, he makes a limit of the subsistence of the has created all things, whence is evil? But be-
other. Since then you not only promised this, fore you asked this, three sorts of questions
but are able to show it from the law, leave off should have had the precedence: First, Whether
other matters and set about this." Then Peter there be evil ? Secondly, What evil is ? Thirdly,
stud : "If I were asked to speak of these things To whom it is, and whence ?" To this Simon
only on your account, who come only for the answered: "Oh thou most unskilful and un-
purpose of contradicting, you should never hear learned, is there any man who does not confess
a single discourse from me ; but seeing it is that there is evil in this life? Whence I also,
necessary that the husbandman, wishing to sow thinking that you had even the common sense
good ground, should sow some seeds, either in of all men, asked, whence evil is ; not as wish-
stony places, or places that are to be trodden of ing to learn, since I know all things, least of all
men, or in places filled with brambles and briers from you, who know nothing, but that I might
(as our Master also set forth, indicating by these show you to be ignorant of all things. And that
the diversities of the purposes of several souls), 2 you may not suppose that it is because I am
I shall not delay." angry that I speak somewhat sternly, know that

I am moved with compassion for those who are
CHAP. XV._ SIMON'S ARROGANCE. ipresent,whom you are attemptingto deceive."

Then saidSimon: "You seem to me to be Then Petersaid:"The more wicked are you,
angry; butifitbeso,itisnot necessarytoenter ifyou can do suchwrong,not beingangry; but
intothe conflict."Then Peter: "I see that smoke must risewhere thereisfire.Neverthe-

you perceivethatyou are to be convicted,and Iless Ishalltellyou,lestI shouldseem to take
you wish politelyto escape from the contest; you up withwords,soasnotto answerto those
forwhat have you seento have made me angryIthingswhich you have spoken disorderly.You
againstyou,a martdesiringto deceiveso greatIsaythatallconfessthe existenceof evil,which
a multitude,and when you have nothingto say,Iisverilyfalse; for,firstofall,thewhole Hebrew
pretendingmoderation,who alsocommand, for-nationdeny itsexistence."
sooth,by yourauthoritythatthecontroversyshall
be conducted as you please, and not as order CHAP.xvII. _NOT ADMITrF_.DBY ALL.

demands?" ThenSimon: "Ishallenforce my- Then Simon, interrupting his discourse, said:
self to bear patiently your unskilfulness, that I "They do rightly who say that there is no evil."
may show that you indeed wish to seduce the

J [In Homily XIX. tim discussion with Simon is respcctlng the
I Matt. x, _5. existe.ue.© of the evil one. Here the tr_tment m appareatly of a
• Luke viii. S. [Comp. Matt. xlli. 3P etc.; Mark iv. 3, etc.--R.] hlgher philosoplucal character. -- R.]
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Then Peter answered : "We do not propose to are many and diverse, if they disagree with each
speak of this now, but only to state the fact that other. But if you wish to receive an indication
the existence of evil is not universally admitted, how all these people who stand before us are as
But the second question that you should have one man, consider from their very silence and
asked is, What is evil ?--a substance, an acei- quietness how with all patience, as you see, they
dent, or an act ? And many other things of the do honour to the truth of God, even before they
same sort. And after that, towards what, or how learn 1%for they have not yet learned the greater
it is, or to whom it is evil,--whether to God, or observance which they owe to it. Wherefore
to angels, or to men, to the righteous or the I hope, through the mercy of God, that He
wicked, to all or to some, to one's self or to no will accept the religious purpose of their mind
one? And then you should inquire, Whence towards Him, and will give the palm of victory
it is ? -- whether from God, or from nothing; to him who preaches the truth, that He may
whether it has always been, or has had its begm- make manifest to them the herald of truth."
ning in time ; whether it is useful or useless ? and
many other things which a proposition of th_s CHAP. XX._COMMON PRINCIPLF_.
sort demands." To this Simon answered : "Par-

Then Simon : "On what subject do you wish
don me ; I was in error concerning the first ques- the discussion to be held ? "Fell me, that I also
tion ; but suppose that I now ask first, whether may define what I think, and so the inquiry may
evil is or not ?" begin." And Peter answered : " If, indeed, you

will do as I think right, I would have it done
CHAP. XVIII.m MANNEROF CONDUCTINGTHE according to the precept of my Master, who first

DISCUSSION. of all commanded the Hebrew nation, whom He
Then Peter said : "In what way do you put knew to have knowledge of God, and that it is

the question ; as wishing to learn, or to teach, He who made the world, not that they should
or for the sake of raising the question? If inquire about Him whom they knew, but that,
indeed as wishing to learn, I have something to knowing Him, they should investigate His will
teach you first, that coming by consequence and and His righteousness ; because it is placed in
the right order of doctrine, you may understand men's power that, searching into these things,
from yourself what evil is. But if you put the they may find, and do, and observe those things
question as an instructor, I have no need to be concerning which they are to be judged. There-
taught by you, for I have a Master from whom fore He commanded us to inquire, not whence
I have learned all things. But if you ask merely evil cometh, as you asked just now, but to seek
for the sake of raising a question and disputing, the righteousness of the good God, and His
let each of us first set forth his opinion, and so kingdom ; and all these things, says He, shall
let the matter be debated. For it is not reason- be added to you."' Then Simon said : "Since
able that you should ask as one wishing to learn, these things are commanded to Hebrews, as
and contradict as one teaching, so that after my having a right knowledge of God, and being of
answer it should be in your discretion to say opinion that every one has it in his power to do
whether I have spoken well or ill. Wherefore those things concerning which he is to be judged,
you cannot stand in the place of a gainsayer and -- but my opinion differs from theirs, -- where
be judge of what we say. And therefore, as I do you wish me to begin ?"
said, if a discussion is to be held, let each of us
state his sentiments ; and while we are placed CHAP. XXl. -- FREEDOMOF TIIE WILL.

in conflict, these religious hearers will be just Then said Peter: a I advise that the first
judges." inquiry be, whether it be in our power to know

whence we are to be judged." But Simon said :CHAP. XIX.-- DESIREOF INSTRUCTION.
" Not so ; but concerning God, about whom all

Then Simon said : "Does it not seem to you to who are present are desirous to hear." Then
be absurd that an unskilled people should sit in Peter : "You admit, then, that something is in
judgment upon our sayings ?" Then Peter : "It the power of the will : only confess this, if it is
is not so; for what perhaps is less clear to one, so, and let us inquire, as you say, concerning
can be investigated by many, for oftentimes God." To this Simon answered: " By no
even a popular rumour has the aspect of a means" Then Peter said: "If, then, nothing
prophecy. But in addition to all this, all these is in our power, it is useless for us to inquire
people stand here constrained by the love of anything concerning God, since it is not in the
God, and by a desire to know the truth, and power of those who seek to find ; hence I said
therefore all these are to be regarded as one, by well, that this should be the first inquiry, whether
reason of their affection being one and the same
towards the truth ; as, on the other hand, two ,M_tt._a3.
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anything is in the power of the will."' Then the soul, possessing a quality by which it can
said Simon: "We cannot even understand this be inclined towards what acts it wills." Then
that you say, if there is anything in the power of S,mon, applauding Peter for what he had spoken,
the will." But Peter, seeing that he was turning said : "Truly you have expounded it magnifi-
to contention, and, through fear of being over- cently and incomparably, for it is my duty to
come, was confounding all things as being in bear testimony to your speaking well. Now if
general uncertain, answered : "How then do you you wxllexplain to me th,s which I now ask you,
know that it is not in the power of man to know in all things else I shall submit to you. What I
anything, since this very thing at least you wish to learn, then, is this : if what God wishes
know?" to be, is ; and what He does not wish to be, is

CHAP.XXIL--RESPONSIBILrrY. not. Answer me this." Then Peter: "If you
Then Simon said : "I know not whether I do not know that you are asking an absurd and

know even this; for every one, according as it incompetent question, I shall pardon you and
is decreed to him by fate, either does, or under- explain ; but if you are aware that you are asking
stands, or suffers." Then Peter said : "See, my inconsequently, you do not well." Then Simon
brethren, into what absurdities Simon has fallen, said : "I swear by the Supreme Divinity, what-
who before my coming was teaching that men soever that may be, which judges and p_nishes
have it in their power to be wise and to do what those who sin, that I know not what I have said
they will, but now, driven into a corner by the inconsequently, or what absurdity there is in my
force of my arguments, he denies that man has words, that is, m those that I have just uttered."
any power either of perceiving or of acting;
and yet he presumes to profess himself to be CHAP.xxrv.w GODTHV _ttrrrxog OF GOOD,NOT
a teacher ! But tell me how then God judges OF ,_'nL.
according to truth every one for his doings, if To this Peter answered : "Since, then, you con-
men have it not m their own power to do any- fess that you are ignorant, now learn. Your ques-
thing? If this opinion be held, all things are tion demanded our deliverance on two matters
torn up by the roots; vain will be the desire of that are contrary to one another. For every
following after goodness ; yea, even in vain do motion is divided into two parts, so that a certain
the judges of the world administer laws and part is moved by necessity, and another by will ;
punish those who do amiss, for they had it not and those things which are moved by necessity
in their power not to sin ; vain also will be the are always in motion, those which are moved by
laws of nations which assign penalties to evil will, not always. For example, the sun's mouon
deeds. Miserable also will those be who labo- is performed by necessity to complete its ap-
riously keep righteousness ; but blessed those pomted circuit, and every state and service of
who, living in pleasure, exercise tyranny, living heaven depends upon necessary mot,ons. But
in luxury and wickedness. According to this, man d:rects the voluntary motions of his own
therefore, there can be neither righteousness, nor actions. And thus there are some things which
goodness, nor any virtue, nor, as you would have have been created for this end, that in their set-
it, any God. But, O Simon, I know why you vices they should he subject to necessity, and
have spoken thus : truly because you wished to should be unable to do aught else than what has
avoid inquiry, lest you should be openly con- been assigned to them; and when they have
futed ; and therefore you say that it is not in the accomplished this service, the Creator of all
power of man to perceive or to discern anything, things, who thus arranged them according to
But if this had really been your opinion, you His will, preserves them. But there are other
would not surely, before my coming, have things, in which there is a power of will, and
professed yourself before the people to be a which have a free choice of doing what they
teacher. I say, therefore, that man is under his will. These, as I have said, do not remain
own control." Then said Simon : "What is the always in that order in which they were created ;
meaning of being under his own control ? Tell but according as their will leads them, and the
us." To this Peter : "If nothing can be learned, judgment of their mind inclines them, they
why do you wish to hear?" And Simon said: effect either good or evil; and therefore He
"You have nothing to answer to this." hath proposed rewards to those who do well, and

_. xxm. m omom or _nL. '[penalties
to thosewho do evil.

Then said Peter: "I shall speak, not as under lcH_" xxv. m ,, WHOHATHRESISTEDHISWILL?"
1

compulsion from you, but at the request of the l ,, ............
hearers The nower of choice is the sense nf] You say, thereIore, it _ WiSheSanymmg

* _ .............. ot]to be, it Is; and ff He do not wish it, R is n .
. I [C_mtp. Homilies Xl. 8, XlX. xs. But in the Retort/tzars | .... _ 7- "7"
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But if I were to answer that what He wishes is, everything that He said is being fulfilled ; and
and what He wishes not is not, you would say those things which He spoke with respect to the
that then He wishes the evil things to be which future are believed to be about to be fulfilled,
are done in the world, since everything that He for faith is given to the future from those things
wishes is, and everything that He wishes not is which have already come to pass."
not. But if I had answered that it is not so
that what God wishes is, and what He wishes
not is not, then you would retort upon me thai CHAP. XXVII.-- THE VISIBLEHEAVEN:
God must then be powerless,ifHe cannot do MADE.

what He wills; and you would be allthe more But Simon,perceivingthatPeterwas clearly
petulant,asthinkingthatyou had gota victory,assigninga reasonfrom the head of prophecy,
thoughyou had saidnothingtothepoint.There- from which the whole questmn issettled,de-
foreyou are ignorant,O Simon,yea veryigno-cliuedthatthedlscourseshouldtake thisturn;
rant,how thewillofGod actsineach individualand thusanswered: "Give me an answerto the
case. For some things,aswc have said,He has questionsthatI put,and tellme, ifthatvisible
sowilledto be,thattheycannot be otherwiseheavenis,asyou say,tobc d_ssolved,why was it
thanastheyareordainedby Him ;and tothese made atfirst?" Peteranswered: "It was made

He has assignedneitherrewardsnor punish-forthesakeofthispresentlifeofmen, thatthere
ments; but thosewhich He has willedtobe so mightbe some sortof interpositionand separa-
thattheyhave itintheirpower todo what they tion,lestany unworthyone m_ght see the habi-
will,He has assignedtothem accordingtothelrtation()fthe celestialsand the abode of God

actionsand theirw111s,toearneitherrewardsor Himself,which arepreparedinordertobe seen
punishments. Since,therefore,as I have in- by thoseonlywho areofpurehearty But now,
formedyou,allthingsthataremoved ared_videdthatisinthet_meof theconflict,ithas pleased
intotwo parts,accordingtothedlstinctionthat Hun thatthose thingsbe invisible,which are
I formerlystated,everythingthatGod willsis,destinedasa rewardtothe conquerers."Then
and everythingthatHe willsnot isnot." SHnon said: "If the Creatorisgood,and the

world isgood,how shallHe who isgood ever
CHAP.XXVL--NO GOODNESS WITHOUT LIBERTY. destroythatwhich is good ? But ifHe shall

destroythatwhich isgood,how shallHe Him-
To thisSimon answered: "Was not He able selfbe thoughtto be good ? But ifHe shall

tomake usallsuch thatwe shouldbe good,and idissolveand destroyitasevil,how shallHe not
thatwe shouldnot have itin our power to be appear to be evil,who has made that which
otherwise?" Peteranswered: "Thisalsoisan isevil?"
absurdquestion. For ifHe had made usof an

unchangeable nature and incapable of being CHAP. XXVIII.-- WHY TO BE DISSOLVED.
moved away from good, we should not be really
good, because we could not be aught else ; and it To this Peter replied : "Since we have prom-
would not be of our purpose that we were good ; ised not to run away from your blasphemies, we
and what we did would not be ours, but of the endure them patiently, for you shall yourself
necessity of our nature.' But how can that be _krender an account for the things that you speak.
called good which is not done of purpose ? And I Listen now, therefore. If indeed that heaven
on this account the world required long periods, which is visible and transient had been made for
until the number of souls which were predes- its own sake, there would have been some reason
tined to fill it should be completed, and then in what you say, that it ought not to be dissolved.
that visible heaven should be folded up like a But if it was made not for its own sake, but for
scroll, and that which is higher should appear, the sake of something else, it must of necessity
and the souls of the blessed, being restored to be dissolved, that that for which it seems to have
their bodies, should be ushered into light ; but been made may appear. As I might say, by way
the souls of the wicked, for their impure actions of illustration, however fairly and carefully the
being surrounded with fiery spirit, should be shell of the egg may seem to have been formed,
plunged into the abyss of unquenchable fire, it is yet necessary that it be broken and opened,
to endure punishments through eternity. Now that the chick may issue from it, and that may
that these things are so, the true Prophet has appear for which the form of the whole egg seems
testified to us ; concerning whom, if you wish to have been moulded. So alSO, therefore, it is
to know that He is a prophet, I shall instruct necessary that the condition of this world pass
you by innumerable declarations. For of those away, that that sublimer condition of the hear-
things which were spoken by Him, even now enly kingdom may shine forth."

x [Comp. Homily XIX, xS. --R.] _ Matt. v. 8,
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C_z,. Xxm. -- com_uz AND TEMPORARYtrue God, and also His mercy. When therefore
_._rc, s MADE BY THE n_coP.RtrertB_ AND the crowds had withdrawn, and only we his at-
m'Em_AL tendants remained with him, we sat down on

Then Simon : "It does not seem to me that couches placed on the ground, each one recog-

the heaven, which has been made by God, can nising his accustomed place, and having taken
be dissolved. For things made by the Eternal food, and given thanks to God, we went to sleep.
One axe eternal, while things made by a corrup-
tible one are temporary and decaying." Then CHAP.XXXI.--DmmF_CE _ STUDy.
Peter : "It is not so. Indeed corruptible and But on the following day, Peter, as usual, rising
temporary things of all sorts are made by mortal before dawn, found us already awake and ready
creatures ; but the Eternal does not always make to listen ; and thus began : "I entreat you, my
things corruptible, nor always incorruptible ; but brethren and fellow-servants, that if any of you
according to the will of God the Creator, so will is not able to wake, he should not torment him-
be the things which He creates. For the power self through respect to my presence, because
of God is not subject to law, but His will is law sudden change is difficult ; but if for a long time
to His creatures." Then Simon answered : "I one gradually accustoms himself, that will not be
call you back to the first question. You said distressing which comes of use. For we had not
now that God is visible to no one ; but when that all the same training ; although in course of time
heaven shall be dissolved, and that superior con-we shall be able to be moulded into one habit,
dition of the heavenly kingdom shall shine forth, for they say that custom holds the place of a
then those who are pure in heart' shall see God ; second nature. But I call God to witness that
which statement is contrary to the law, for there I am not offended, if any one is not able to
it is written that God said, ' None shall see my wake ; but rather by this, if, when any one sleeps
face and live.' "2 all through the night, he does not in the course

of the day fulfil that which he omitted in the
CHAP.XXX.--HOW _E PURE _ HEARTSEECOD. night. For it is necessary to give heed intently

Then Peter answered : "To those who do not and unceasingly to the study of doctrine, that

read the law according to the tradition of Moses, iour mind may be filled with the thought of God
only; because in the mind which is filled withmy speech appears to be contrary to it ; but I

will show you how it is not contradictory. God!the thought of God, no place will be given to
is seen by the mind, not by the body ; by the the wicked one."
spirit, not by the flesh. Whence also angels,
who are spirits, see God ; and therefore men, as CHAP.XXXIL_ PETER'S PRIVATEINSTRUCTION.
long as they are men, cannot see Him. But after When Peter spoke thus to us, every one of us
the resurrection of the dead, when they shall eagerly assured him, that ere now we were awake,
have been made like the angels,3 they shall be being satisfied with short sleep, but that we were
able to see God. And thus my statement is not afraid to arouse him, because it did not become
contrary to the law; neither is that which our the disciples to command the ma_ter ; "and yet
Master said, ' Blessed are they of a pure heart, even this, O Peter, we had almost ventured to
for they shall see God.' ' For He showed that !take upon ourselves, because our hearts, agitated
a time shall come in which of men shall be made with longing for your words, drove sleep wholly
angels, who in the spirit of their mind shall see from our eyes. But again our affection towards
God." After these and many similar sayings, you opposed it, and did not suffer us violently to
Simon began to assert with many oaths, saying : rouse you." Then Peter said : "Since therefore
"Concerning one thing only render me a reason, you assert that you are willingly awake through
whether the soul is immortal, and I shall submit desire of hearing, I wish to repeat to you more
to your will in all things. But let it be to-mor- carefully, and to explain in their order, the things
row, for to-day it is late." When therefore Peter that were spoken yesterday without arrangement.
began to speak, Simon went out, and with him a And this I propose to do throughout these daily
very few of his associates ; and that for shame, disputations, that by night, when privacy of time
But all the rest, turning to Peter, on bended and place is afforded, I shall unfold in correct
knees prostrated themselves before him ; and order, and by a straight line of explanation, any-
some of those who were affiicted with diverse thing that in the controversy has not been stated
sicknesses, or invaded by demons, were healed with sufficient fulness." And then he began to
by the prayer of Peter, and departed rejoicing, point out to us how the yesterday's discussion
as having obta/ned at once the doctrine of the ought to have been conducted, and how it could

not be so conducted on account of the conten-
,_,. a. tiousness or the unskilfulness of his opponent;s Ex.rJtz_, m.
m_t. _iL _ and how therefore he only made use of assertion,
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and only overthrew what was said by his adver- CHAP. XXXV.- I.mmCmG B_ORE T_C.mNa.

sary, but did not expound his own doctrines To this Simon replied : "Then truth is not the
either completely or distinctly. Then repeating property of all, but of those only who know the artthe several matters to us, he discussed them in

of disputation, which is absurd ; for it cannot b_,
regular order and with full reason, since He is equally the God of all, that all should

not be equally able to know His will." Then
CHAP.xxxnI. -- LEARNERSAND CAVILLERS. Peter : "All were made equal by Him, and to all

But when the day began to be light, after He has given equally to be receptive of truth.
prayer he went out to the crowds and stood in But that none of those who are born, are born with
his accustomed place, for the discussion ; and education, but education is subsequent to birth, .
seeing Simon standing in the middle of the no one can doubt. Since, therefore, the birth
crowd, he saluted the people in his usual way, of men holds equity in this respect, that all are
and said to them : "I confess that I am grieved equally capable of receiving discipline, the dif- :
with respect to some men, who come to us in erence is not in nature, but in education. Who -
this way that they may learn something, but when does not know that the things which any one
we begin to teach them, they profess that they learns, he was ignorant of before he learned
themselves are masters, and while indeed they them?" Then Simon said: "You say truly."
ask questions as ignorant persons, they contra- Then Peter said : "If then in those arts which
dict as knowing ones. But perhaps some one are in common use, one first learns and then
will say, that he who puts a question, puts it in- teaches, how much more ought those who pro-
deed in order that he may learn, but when thal less to be the educators of souls, first to learn,
which he hears does not seem to him to be right, and so to teach, that they may not expose
it is necessary that he should answer, and that themselves to ridicule, if they promise to afford
seems to be contradiction whmh is not contra- knowledge to others, when they themselves are
diction, but further inquiry, unskilful ?" Then Simon : "This is true in re-

spect of those arts which are in common use ;
CHAP.XXXIV._ AGAINSTORDERIS AGAINSTREASON. but in the word of knowledge, as soon as any

"Let such a one then hear this : The teaching one has heard, he has learned."
of all doctnne has a certain order, and there are
some things which must be delivered first, others CHAP. XXXVI.-- SELF-EVIDENCEOF THE TRUTH.
in the second place, and others in the third, and Then said Peter : "If indeed one hear in an
so all m their order ; and if these things be deliv- orderly and regular manner, he is able to know
ered in thelr order, they become plain ; but if they what is true ; but he who refuses to submit to the
be brought forward out of order, they will seem to rule of a reformed life and a pure conversation,
be spoken against reason. And therefore order is which truly is the proper result of knowledge of
to be observed above all things, if we seek for the the truth, will not confess that he knows what he
purpose of finding what we seek. For he who does know. For this is exactly what we see in
enters rightly upon the road, will observe the the case of some who, abandoning the trades
second place in due order, and from the second which they learned in their youth, betake them-
will more easily find the third ; and the further selves to other performances, and by way of ex-
he proceeds, so much the more wdl the way of cusing their own sloth, begin to find fault wfth
knowledge become open to him, even until he the trade as unprofitable." Then Simon : "Ought
arrive at the city of truth, whither he is bound, all who hear to believe that whatever they hear is
and which he desires to reach. But he who is true?" ThenPeter: " Whoever hears an orderly
unskilful, and knows not the way of inquiry, -- statement of the truth, cannot by any means gain-
as a traveller in a foreign country, ignorant and say it, but knows that what is spoken is true, pro-
wandering, if he will not employ a native of the vided he also willingly submit to the rules of life.
country as a guide,--undoubtedly when he has But those who, when they hear, are unwilling
strayed from the way of truth, shall remain out- to betake themselves to good works, are pre-
side the gates of life, and so, involved in the vented by the desire of doing evil from acquies-
darkness of black night, shall walk through the cing in those things which they judge to be fight.
paths of perdition. Inasmuch therefore, as, if Hence it is manifest that it is in the power of
those things which are to be sought, be sought the hearers to choose which of the two they pre-
in an orderly manner, they can most easily be fer. But if all who hear were to obey, it would
found, but the unskilful man is ignorant of the be rather a necessity of nature, leading all in one
order of inquiry, it is right that the ignorant man way. For as no one can be persuaded to be-
should yield to the knowing one, and first learn come shorter or taller, because the force of nature
the order of inquiry, that so at length he may does not permit it ; so also, if either all were
find the method of asking and answering, converted to the truth by a word, or all were not
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converted,itwould be the forceofnaturewhich answered:"Becausewithoutrighteousness,good-
compelledallinthe one case,and none atallin nesswould be unrighteousness; foritisthepart
the other, to be converted." of a good God to bestow His sunshine and rain

equally on the just and the unjust;3 but this
C_ua,. xxxw.-- cod RIGWrEOUS as WELL AS would seem to be unjust, if He treated the good

OOOD. !and the bad always with equal fortune, and were
Then said Simon : "Inform us, therefore, what it not that He does it for the sake of the fruits,

he who desires to know the truth must first learn." which all may equally enjoy who are born in

Then Peter : "Before all things it must be in- this world. But as the rain given by God equally
quired what it is possible for man to find out. nourishes the corn and the tares, but at the
For of necessity the judgment of God turns time of harvest the crops are gathered into
upon this, if a man was able to do good and the barn, but the chaff or the tares are burnt
did it not. And therefore men must inquire in the fire,4 so in the day of judgment, when the
whether they have it in their power by seeking righteous shall be introduced into the kingdom
to find what is good, and to do it when they of heaven, and the unrighteous shall be cast out,
have found it ; for this is that for which they are then also the justice of God shall be shown.
to be judged. But more than this there is no For if He remained for ever ahke to tl-.e evil
occasion for any one but a prophet to know ; and the good, this would not only not be good,
for what is the need for men to know how the but even unrighteous and unjust ; that the right-
world was made ? This, indeed, would be neces- eous and the unrighteous should be held by
sary to be learned if we had to enter upon a Him in one order of desert."
similar construction. But now it is sufficient for

us, in order to the worship of God, to know that CHAP. XXXIX.- IMMORTALITYOF THE SOUL.

He made the world ; but how He made it is no Then said Simon : "The one point on which
subject of inquiry for us, because, as I have I should wish to be satisfled is, whether the
said, it is not incumbent upon us to acquire the soul is immortal ; for I cannot take up the bur-
knowledge of that art, as though we were about den of righteousness unless I know first concern-
to make something similar. But neither are we ing the immortal,ty of the soul ; for indeed if it
to be judged for this, why we have not learned is not immortal, the profession of your preaching
how the world was made, but only for that, if cannot stand." Then said Peter : "Let us first
we be without knowledge of its Creator. For inquire whether God is just; for if this were ascer-
we shall know that the Creator of the world is tained, the perfect order of religion would straight-
the righteous and good God, if we seek Him in way be established." Then Simon : "With all
the paths of righteousness. For if we only your boasting of your knowledge of the order
know regarding Him that He is good, such of discussion, you seem to me now to have
knowledge is not sufficient for salvation. For in answered contrary to order ; for when I ask you
the present life not only the worthy, but also the to show whether the soul is immortal, you say
unworthy, enjoy His goodness and His benefits, that we must first inquire whether God is just."
But if we believe Him to be not only good, but Then said Peter : "That is perfectly right and
also righteous, and if, according to what we regular." Simon: "I should wish to learn
believe concerning God, we observe righteous- how."
ness in the whole course of our life, we shall
enjoy His goodness for ever. In a word, to the croup, xL. -- PROVED nv TH_ SUCCmS OF THE
Hebrews, whose opinion concerning God was WICKED IN THIS LIFE.
that He is only good, our Master said that they
should seek also His righteousness;' that is, "Listen, then," said Peter: "Some men who

are blasphemers against God, and who spendthat they should know that He is good indeed _
in this present time, that all may live in His their whole life in injustice and pleasure, die in
goodness, but that He shall be righteous at the their own bed and obtain honourable burial ;
day of judgment, to bestow eternal rewards while others who worship God, and maintain
upon the worthy, from which the unworthy their life frugally with all honesty and sobriety,
shall be excluded, die in deserted places for their observance of

righteousness, so that they are not even thought

c.__. x.xxvIm -- C,OD'S yOmaCE _OV¢_ AT anne worthy of burial. Where, then, is the justice
of God, if there be no immortal soul to suffer

DAY OF JUDGMENT. punishment in the future for impious deeds, or
Then Simon : "How can one and the same enjoy rewards for piety and rectitude ?" Then

being be both good and righteous? "= Peter Simon said: "It is this indeed that makes me
Matt. vi. 33-

- J [Comp: Hom_l'_ XVII. 4, etc., XVIIL z. The objection is c_" s Matt. v. 45.
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incredulous, because many well-doers perish but now, being confuted in that, you assert that
miserably, and again many evil-doer_ finish long there is no God at all. For by occasion of I
lives in happiness." ' know not what unknown God, you denied that

the Creator of the world is God, but asserted
CHAP.XLLm Cnvms OF srMo_r, that He is either an evil being, or that He has

Then said Peter : "This very thing which many equals, or, as we have said, that He is not
draws you into incredulity, affords to us a certain God at all. And when you had been overcome
conwction that there shall be a judgment. For in this position, you now assert that the soul is
since it is certain that God is just, it is a neces- mortal, so that men may not live righteously
sary consequence that there is another world, and uprightly in hope of things to come. For
in which every one receiving according to his if there be no hope for the future, why should
deserts, shall prove the jusuce of God. But if not morcy be given up, and men indulge in
all men were now recewing according to their luxury and pleasures, from which it is manifest
deserts, we should truly seem to be deceivers that all unrighteousness springs? And while.
when we say that there is a judgment to come ; you introduce so impious a doctrine into the
and therefore this very fact, that in the present miserable life of men, you call yourself pious,
life a return is not made to every one according and me impious, because, under the hope of
to his deeds, affords, to those who know that future good things, I will not suffer men to take
God is just, an indubitable proof that there shall up arms and fight against one another, plunder
be a judgment." Then said Simon : "Why, and subvert everything, and attempt whatsoever
then, am I not persuaded of it ?" Peter : "Be- lust may dictate. And what will be the condi-
cause you have not heard the true Prophet say- tion of that life which you would introduce,
ing, ' Seek first His righteousness, and all these that men wiIl attack and be attacked, be enraged
things shall be added to you.' "_ Then said and disturbed, and live always in fear? For
Simon : "Pardon me if I am unwilling to seek those who do evil to others must expect like evil
righteousness, before I know if the soul is to themselves. Do you see that you are a leader
immortal." Then Peter: "You also pardon of disturbance and not of peace, of iniquity
me this one thing, because I cannot do other- and not of equity? But I feigned anger, not
wise than the Prophet of truth has instructed because I could not prove that the soul is ira-
me." Then said Simon : "It is certain that mortal, but because I pity the souls which you
you cannot assert that the soul is immortal, and are endeavouring to deceive. I shall speak,
therefore you cavil, knowing that if it be proved therefore, but not as compelled by you ; for I
to be mortal, the whole profession of that reli- know how I should speak ; and you will be the
gion which you are attempting to propagate will only one who wants not so much persuasion as
be plucked up by the roots. And therefore, admonition on this subject. But those who are
indeed, I commend your prudence, while I do really ignorant of this, I shall instruct as is
not approve your persuasiveness; for you per- suitable."
suade many to embrace your religion, and to
submit to the restraint of pleasure, in hope of CHAP. XLIII.- SIMON'S SUBTERFUGI_.

future good things ; to whom it happens that Then says Simon : "If you are angry, I shall
they lose the enjoyment of things present, and neither ask you any questions, nor do I wish toare deceived with hopes of things future. For

hear you." Then Peter: "If you are now seek-
as soon as they die. their soul shall at the same ing a pretext for escaping, you have full liberty,time be extinguished."

and need not use any special pretext. For all
have heard you speaking all amiss, and haveCHAP. XLIL _" FULL OF ALL SUBTLETY AND ALL

MISCHIEF." perceived that you can prove nothing, but that
you only asked questions for the sake of contra-

But Peter, when he heard him speak thus, !diction ; which any one can do. For what
grinding his teeth, and rubbing his forehead difficulty is there in replying, after the clearest
with his hand, and sighing with profound grief, proofs have been adduced, ' You have said
said:s ,, Armed with the cunning of the old nothing to the purpose?' But that you may
serpent, you stand forth to deceive souls ; and know that I am able to prove to you in a single
therefore, as the serpent is more subtile than sentence that the soul is immortal, I shall ask
any other beast, you profess that you are a iyou with respect to a point which all know ;
teacher from the beginning. And again, like answer me, and I shall prove to you in one
the serpent you wished to introduce many gods ; sentence that it is immortal." Then Simon, who

z [Comp.HormlyXlX.as.--R.] had thought that he had got, from the anger
* Matt. yr. 3"4. of Peter, a pretext for departing, stopped on
a _The con_uding _-ticqa of this discussion (chats. 4_.-48) it

peculiarallkelnitsargumeatandttacolloqums,--R.] account of the remarkable promise that was
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made to him, and said : "Ask me then, and I in secret. Therefore I spoke what I knew, not
shall answer you what all know, that I may hear what I foreknew."
in a single sentence, as you have promised, how
thesoulisimmortal." CHAP. XLVL _ SIMON'S RAGE.

Butwhen Simonhearddais,heassailedPeter
CHAP.XLre._SIGHT OR _O? with curses and reproaches, saying: "Oh most

Then Peter : " I shall speak so that it may be wicked and most deceitful of men, to whom
proved to you before all the rest. Answer me, fortune, not truth, hath given the victory. But
therefore, which of the two can better persuade I sought repentance not for defect of knowl-
an incredulous man, seeing or hearing?" Then edge, but in order that you, thinking that by
Simon said : "Seeing." Then Peter : "Why repentance I should become your disciple, might
then do you wish to learn from me by words, entrust to me all the secrets of your profession,
what is proved to you by the thing itself and by and so at length, knowing them all, I might
sight ?" Then Simon: "I know not what you confute you. But as you cunningly understood
mean." Then Peter : "If you do not know, go for what reason I had pretended penitence, and
now to your house, and entering the inner bed- acquiesced as if you did not understand my
chamber you will see an image placed, containing stratagem, that you might first expose me in
the figure of a murdered boy clothed in purple ; presence of the people as unskilful, then fore-
ask him, and he will inform you either by hearing seeing that being thus exposed to the people,
or seeing. For what need is there to hear from I must of necessity be indignant, and confess
him if the soul is immortal, when you see it that I was not truly penitent, you anticipated
standing before you ? For if it were not in me, that you might say that I should, after my
being, it assuredly could not be seen. But if penitence, again return to my infidelity, that you
you know not what image I speak of, let us might seem to have conquered on all sides, both
straightway go to your house, with ten other if I continued in the penitence which I had
men, of those who are here present."' professed, and if I did not continue; and so

you should be believed to be wise, because you
CHAP.XLV.mA HOm_-THRVST. had foreseen these things, while I should seem to

But Simon hearing this, and being smitten be deceived, because I did not foresee your
by his conscience, changed colour and became trick" But you foreseeing mine, have used
bloodless ; for he was afraid, if he denied it, subtlety and circumvented me. But, as I said,
that his house would be searched, or that Peter your victory is the result of fortune, not of
in his indignation would betray him more openly, truth : yet I know why I did not foresee this ;
and so all would learn what he was. Thus he because I stood by you and spoke with you in
answered : "I beseech thee, Peter, by that good my goodness, and bore patiently with you. But
God who is in thee, to overcome the wickedness now I shall show you the power of my dlvinity,
that is in me. Receive me to repentance, and so that you shall quickly fall down and worship
you shall have me as an. assistant in your preach- me.
ing. For now I have learned in very deed that CHAP.XLVII.- SIMON'SVAUNT.

yOUare a prophet of the true God, and there- "I am the first power, who am always, and
fore you alone know the secret and hidden without begmning.S But having entered the
things of men." z Then said Peter : "You see, womb of Rachel, I was born of her as a man,
brethren, Simon seeking repentance ; in a little that I might be visible to men. I have flown
while you shall see him returning again to his through the air; I have been mixed with fire,
infidelity. For, thinking that I am a prophet, and been made one body with it ; I have
forasmuch as I have disclosed his wickedness, made statues to move ; I have animated lifeless
which he supposed to be secret and hidden, he things; I have made stones bread; I have
has promised that he will repent. But it is not flown from mountain to mountain ; I have
lawful for me to lie, nor must I deceive, whether moved from place to place, upheld by angels'
this infidel be saved or not saved. For I call hands, and have lighted on the earth. Not
heaven and earth to witness, that I spoke not by only have I done these things ; but even now I
a prophetic spirit what I said, and what I in- am able to do them, that by facts I may prove
timated, as far as was possible, to the listening to all, that I am the Son of God, enduring to
crowds ; but I learned from some who once eternity, and that I can make those who believe
were his associates in his works, but have now on me endure in like manner for ever. But
been converted to our faith, what things he did your words are all vain; nor can you perform

t [_Comp, book iL x._nnd Homily II. _. any real works such as I have now mentioned,
• IE_.ay_ _om=d _romX_ _. _S-_l T_ _ _.

]ptcmaar to me _e¢o4_w,_. -- x_..j s [Comlm_ withthis¢Impmrbook iL9, x¢: Homily II. _. -- R.J
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as he also who sent you is a magician, who yet him in whatever he pleases to employ it in ; in
could not deliver himself from the suffering of which truly, as I have said, he is deluded by
the cross." demons, and therefore I spoke to him according

to his own ideas: for he has learned from the
CHAP.XLVm.mATTEMP_ TOCREATEA DISTURB-Jews, that judgment and vengeance are to be

ANCE. brought forth against those who set themselves

To this speech of Simon, Peter answered: against the true faith, and do not repent. But
"Do not meddle with the things that belong to there are men to whom, as being perfect in
others; for that you are a magician, you have crimes, the wicked one appears, that he may
confessed and made manifest by the very deeds deceive them, so that they may never be turned
that you have done ; but our Master, who is the to repentance.

Son of God and of man, is manifestly good ; cHAP. L.- PETER'SBENEDICTION.
and that he is truly the Son of God has been
told, and shall be told to those to whom it is "You therefore who are turned to the Lord
_ttmg. But if you will not confess that you by repentance, bend to Him your knees." When
are a magician, let us go, with all this multitude, he had said this, all the multitude bent their
to your house, and then it wiU be evident who knees to God ; and Peter, looking towards
is a magician." While Peter was speaking thus, heaven, prayed for them with tears that God,
Simon began to assail him with blasphemies and for His goodness, would deign to receive those
curses, that he might make a riot, and excite all betaking themselves to Him. And after he had
so that he could not be refuted, and that Peter, prayed, and had instructed them to meet early
withdrawing on account of his blasphemy, might the next day, he dismissed the multitude. Then,
seem to be overcome. But he stood fast, and according to custom, having taken food,'we went
began to charge him more vehemently, to sleep.

CHAP. XLIX. _SIMON'S RETREAT. CHAP. LI. _PETER'S ACCESSIBILrrY.

Then the people in indignation cast Simon Peter, therefore, rising at the usual hour of the
from the court,_ and drove him forth from the night, found us waking; and when, saluting us,
gate of the house ; and only one person followed in his usual manner, he had taken his seat, first
him when he was driven out.' Then silence of all Niceta said: "If you will permit me, my
being obtained, Peter began to address the lord Peter, I have something to ask of you."
people in this manner: "You ought, brethren, Then Peter said: "I permit not only you, but
to bear with wicked men patiently ; knowing all, and not only now, but always, that every
that although God could cut them off, yet He one confess what moves him, and the part in his
suffers them to remain even till the day ap- mind that is pained, in order that he may obtain
pointed, in which judgment shall pass upon all. healing. For things which are covered with
Why then should not we bear with those whom silence, and are not made known to us, are
God suffers ? Why should not we bear with cured with difficulty, like maladies of long stand-
fortitude the wrongs that they do to us, when He ing ; and therefore, since the medicine of sea-
who is almighty does not take vengeance on sonable and necessary discourse cannot easily be
them, that both His own goodness and the im- applied to those who keep silence, every one
piety of the wicked may be known ? But if the ought to declare in what respect his mind is
wicked one had not found Simon to be his feeble through ignorance. But to him who
minister, he would doubtless have found another : keeps silence, it belongs to God alone to give a
for it is of necessity that in this life offences remedy. We indeed also can do it, but by
come, 'but woe to that man by whom they the lapse of a long time. For it is nece_
come;', and therefore Simon is rather to be sary that the discourse of doctrine, proceeding
mourned over, because he has become a choice in order from the beginning, and meeting each
vessel for the wicked one, which undoubtedly single question, should disclose all things, and
would not have happened had he not received resolve and reach to all things, even to that
power over him for his former sins. For why which every one requires in his mind ; but that,
should I further say that he once believed in as I have said, can only be done in the course
our Jesus, and was persuaded that souls are im- of a long time. Now, then, ask what you
mortal?3 Although in this he is deluded by please."
demons, yet he has persuaded himself that he
has the soul of a murdered boy ministering to CHAF.Ln.--FALSE m_cs Jux'v m_cu_.

, [_ accountof_ _o_ g th__ _ _ to_ Then Niceta said : "I give you abundant
Reco_t'_.--R ] thanks, O most clement Peter; but this is what

Matt. xv/h. ].
a_ts _. ,_. I desire to learn) how Simon, who is the enemy
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of God, is able to do such and so great things ? CHAP.LIV._ GOD TO BE SUPREMELYLOVED.

For indeed he told no lie in his declaration of "' It behoves, therefore, the good to love thatwhat he has done." To this the blessed Peter
thus answered : "God, who is one and true, has way above all things, that is, above riches, glory,rest, parents, relatives, friends, and everything in
resolved to prepare good and faithful fnends for the world. But he who perfectly loves this pos-
His first begotten ; but knowing that none can session of the kingdom of heaven, will un-
be good, unless they have in their power that doubtedly cast away all practice of evil habit,
perception by which they may become good, negligence, sloth, malice, anger, and such like.
that they may be of their own intent what they For if you prefer any of these to it, as loving
choose to be,- and otherwise they could not the vices of your own lust more than God, you
be truly good, if they were kept m goodness shall not attain to the possession of the heavenly
not by purpose, but by necessity, u has given to kingdom ; for truly it is foolish to love anything
every one the power of his own will, that he more than God. For whether they be parents,
may be what he wishes to be. And again, fore- they die ; or relatives, they do not continue ; or
seeing that that power of will would make some friends, they change. But God alone is eternal,
choose good things and others evil, and so that and abideth unchangeable. He, therefore, who
the human race would necessarily be divided will not seek after that which is profitable to
into two classes, He has permitted each class to himself, is evil, to such an extent that his wick-
choose both a place and a king, whom they edness exceeds the very prince of impiety. For
would. For the good King rejoices in the good, he abuses the goodness of God to the purpose
and the wicked one in the evil. And although of his own wickedness, and pleases himself; but
I have expounded those things more fully to the other neglects the good things of his own
you, O Clement, in that treatise in which I dis- salvation, that by his own destruction he may
coursed on predestination and the end, yet it is please the evil one.
fitting that I should now make clear to Niceta
also, as he asks me, what is the reason tha_
Simon, whose thoughts are against God, is able CHAP. LV.- TEN COMMANDMENTSCORRESeOmmCG
to do so great marvels. TO THE PLAGUESOF EGYPT.

"On account of those, therefore, who by
CHAP. LIII._SELF-LOVE THE FOUNDATIONOF neglect of their own salvation please the evil

GOODNESS. one, and those who by study of their own profit
"First of all, then, he is evil, in the judgment seek to please the good One, ten things have

of God, who will not inqmre what is advanta- been prescribed as a test to thls present age,
geous to himself. For how can any one love according to the number of the ten plagues
another, if he does not love himself? Or to which were brought upon Egypt. For when
whom will that man not be an enemy, who cannot Moses, according to the commandment of God,
be a friend to himself? In order, therefore, that demanded of Pharaoh that he should let the
there might be a distinction between those who people go, and in token of his heavenly commis-
choose good and those who choose evil, God sion showed signs, his rod being thrown upon
has concealed that which is profitable to men, the ground was turned into a serpent.' And
i.e., the possession of the kingdom of heaven, when Pharaoh could not by these means be
and has laid it up and hidden it as a secret treas- brought to consent, as having freedom of will,
ure, so that no one can easily attain it by his own again the magicians seemed to do similar signs,
power or knowledge. Yet He has brought the by permission of God, that the purpose of the
report of it, under various names and opinions, king might be proved from the freedom of his
through successive generations, to the hearing of will, whether he would rather believe the signs
all : so that whosoever should be lovers of good, wrought by Moses, who was sent by God, or
hearing it, might inquire and discover what is those which the magicians rather seemed to
profitable and salutary to them ; but that they work than actually wrought. For truly he ought
should ask it, not from themselves, but from Him to have understood from their very name that
who has hidden it, and should pray that access they were not workers of truth, because they
and the way of knowledge might be given to were not called messengers of God, but magi-
them: which way is opened to those only who clans, as the tradition also intimates. More-
love it above all the good things of this world ; over, they seemed to maintain the contest up to
and on no other condition can any one even un- a certain point, and afterwards they confessed
derstand it, however wise he may seem ; but that of themselves, and yielded to their superior.*
those who neglect S_o inquire what is profitable Therefore the last plague is inflicted,_ the de-
and salutary to themselves, as self-haters and
self-enemies, should be deprived of its good rex. _ii..vi,i.

2 Ex. viii. x9,
things, as lovers of evil things. __. x..
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struction of the first-born, and then Moses is ! thus you can easily obtain the remedy. Do you
commanded to consecrate the people by the remember that I said, that the worst of all things
sprinkling of blood; and so, gifts being pre- is when any one neglects to learn what is for
sented, with much entreaty he is asked to depart his good ?" Niceta answered : "I remember."
with the people. Then Peter: "And again, that God has veiled

His truth, that He may disclose it to those who
CHAP. LVI.-- SIMON nF__STED PETER, AS THE faithfully follow Him ? .... Neither," said Niceta,

MA6tCXA2CSMOSES. "have I forgotten this." Then said Peter:
. . . I "What think you then ? That God has buried

"In a similar transaction t see that I am even His truth dee- in the earth and has hea-edf P , P
now engaged. For _. then A when Mose.s .ex- [mountains upon it, that it may be found by those
norted the King tO oeimve t_od, the magicians • ....... only who are able to dig down into the denths ?
opposed him t)y a pretended exMbition of similar .......... -r ,........... ;It 1s not so ; our as rte has surrounaect me
s]gus, anti so Kept back the unDeilevers trom sal- mountains and the earth with the expanse of
vation ; so also now, when I have come forth to heaven, so hath He veiled the truth with the
teach all nations to believe in the true God, curtain of His own love, that he alone may be
Simon the magician resists me, acting in.opposi- iabl e to reach it, who has first knocked at the
tion to me, as they also did in opposition to gate of divine love•
Moses ; in order that whosoever they be from_

among the nations that do not use sound judg-! CHAP.LIX._ GOODAND EVIL IN PAIRS.
merit, they may be made manifest; but that
those may be saved who rightly distinguish signs i "For, as I was beginning to say, x God has
from signs." While Peter thus spoke, Niceta appointed for this world certain pairs ; and he
answered : "I beseech you that you would per- who comes first of the pairs is of evil, he who
mlt me to state whatever occurs to my mind." comes second, of good. And in this is given
Then Peter, being delighted with the eagerness to every man an occasion of right judgment,
of his disciples, said : "Speak what you will." whether he is simple or prudent. For if he is

simple, and believes him who comes first, though
CHAP• LVII._ MIRACLESOF THE MAGICIANS. moved thereto by signs and prodigies, he must

of necessity, for the same reason, believe him
Then said Niceta : "In what respect did the who comes second ; for he will be persuaded by

Egyptians sin in not believing Moses, since the signs and prodigies, as he was before. When he
magicians wrought like signs, even although they believes this second one, he will learn from him
were done rather in appearance than in truth?
For if I had been there then, should I not have that he ought not to believe the first, who comes

of evil ; and so the error of the former is cor-
thought, from the fact that the magicians did rected by the emendation of the latter. But if
like things to those which Moses did, either that he will not receive the second, because he has
Moses was a magician, or that the magicians believed the first, he will deservedly be con-
wrought their signs by divine commission ? For demned as unjust ; for unjust it is, that when he
I should not have thought it likely that the same believed the first on account of his signs, he will
things could be effected by magicians, even in not believe the second, though he bring the same,
appearance, which he who was sent by God per- or even greater signs. But if he has not believed
formed. And now, in what respect do they sin the first, it follows that he may be moved to be-
who believe Simon, since they see him do so lieve the second. For his mind has not become
great marvels ? Or is it not marvellous to fly so completely inactive but that it may be roused
through the air, to be so mixed with fire as to
become one body with it, to make statues walk, by the redoubling of marvels. But if he is pru-dent, he can make distinction of the signs. And
brazen dogs bark, and other such like things, if indeed he has believed in the first, he will be
which assuredly are sufficiently wonderful to moved to the second by the increase in the mir-
those who know not how to distinguish? Yea, acles, and by comparison he will apprehend
he has also been seen to make bread of stones, which are better ; although clear tests afmirades
But if he sins who believes those who do signs,
how shall it appear that he also does not sin who are recognised by all learned men, as we haveshown in the regular order of our discussion.
has believed our Lord for His signs and works But if any one, as being whole and not needing
of power?" a physician, is not moved to the first, he will be

CHAP Idrawn to the second by the very continuance ofLVIII TRUTHVEILEDWITH LOVE
• . w " ] the thing, and will make a distinction of signs

" ou and marvels after this fashion, he who xs ofThen said Peter: I take it well that y [ " " "-- "

bring the truth to the rule, and do not suffer l_
h" . . Line m_t_ta_ otctmt_. , , .,_ . ,mdrances of faith to lurk m your soul. For lj_ _o= t_ po.t_ or_, _ withS_.-- f_i
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theevilone,thesignsthathe works do good to of thisworld,thathe may have leisuretoattend
no one; but thosewhich thegood man worketh to the word of God onlyP Such ishe whom
are profitable to men. alone the true Prophet deems wise, even he who

sells all that he has and buys the one true pearl, •
CIlia'.LX.-- US_S_r_SS OF PRgrv_m)ED_mACL_S. who understands what is the difference between

"For tell me, I pray you, what is the use of temporal things and eternal, small and great,
showing statues walking, dogs of br_s or stone men and God. For he understands what is the
barking, mountains dancing, of flying through eternal hope in presence of the true and good
the air, and such like things, which you say that God. But who is he that loves God, save him
Simon did ? But those siggs which are of the who knows His wisdom ? And how can any one
good One, are directed to the advantage of men, obtain knowledge of God's wisdom, unless he
as are those which were done by our Lord, who be constant in hearing His word ? Whence it

comes, that he conceives a love for Him, andgave sight to the blind and hearing to the deaf,
raised up the feeble and the lame, drove away venerates Him with worthy honour, pouring out
sicknesses and demons, raised the dead, and did hymns and prayers to Him, and most pleasantly
other like things, as you see also that I do. resting in these, accounteth it his greatest dam-
Those signs, therefore, which make for the benefit age if at any time he speak or do aught else even
of men, and confer some good upon them, the for a moment of time ; because, in reality, the
wicked one cannot do, excepting only at the end soul which is filled with the love of God can
of the world. For then it shall be permitted neither look upon anything except what pertains
him to mix up with his signs some good ones, as to God, nor, by reason of love of Him, can be
the expelling of demons or the healing of dis- satisfied with meditating upon those things which
eases ; by this means going beyond his bounds it knows to be pleasing to Him. But those who
and being divided against himself, and fighting have not conceived affection for Him, nor bear
against himself, he shall be destroyed. And His love lighted up in their mind, are as it were
therefore the Lord has foretold, that in the last placed in darkness and cannot see light ; and
times there shall be such temptation, that, if it therefore, even before they begin to learn any-
be possible, the very elect shall be deceived ; thing of God, they immediately faint as though
that is to say, that by the marks of signs being worn out by labour ; and filled with weariness,
confused, even those must be disturbed who seem they are straightway hurried by their own pecuhar
to be expert in discovering spirits and distinguish- habits to those words with which they are pleased.
ing miracles. For it is wearisome and annoying to such persons

to hear anything about God ; and that for the
reason I have stated, because their mind has re-

CHAP. LXI.m TEN PAroS. ceived no sweetness of divine lov_."
"The ten pairs' of which we have spoken

have therefore been assigned to this world from _. LXm. m A D_SERTER fROM SIMON'SCAMP.
the beginning of time. Cain and Abel were one
pair. The second was the giants and Noah ; the While Peter was thus speaking, the day
third, Pharaoh and Abraham; the fourth, the dawned; and, behold, one of the disciples of
Philistines and Isaac ; the fifth, Esau and Jacob ; Simon came, crying out : 3 ,, I beseech thee, O
the sixth, the magicians and Moses the lawgiver ; Peter, receive me, a wretch, who have been de-
the seventh, the tempter and the Son of man; ceived by Simon the magician, to whom I gave
the eighth, Simon and I, Peter ; the ninth, all :heed as to a heavenly God, by reason of those
nations, and he who shall be sent to sow the miracles which I saw him perform. But when I
word among the nations ; the tenth, Antichrist heard your discourses, I began to think him a
and Christ. Concerning these pairs we shall man, and indeed a wicked ,nan ; nevertheless,
give you fuller information at another time." when he went out from this I alone followed him,
When Peter spoke thus, Aquila said : "Truly for I had not yet clearly perceived his impieties.
there is need of constant teaching, that one may But when he saw me following him, he called me
learn what is true about everything." blessed, and led me to his house ; and about the

middle of the night he said to me, 'I shall make
you better than all men, if you will remain with

CRy. LXn.--THE C_RISTU_ Ln_ me even till the end.' When I had promised
But Peter said : "Who is he that is earnest him this, he demanded of me an oath of per-

toward instruction, and that studiously inquires severance ; and having got this, he placed upon
into every particular, except him who loves his my shoulders some of his polluted and accursed
own soul to salvation, and renounces all the affairs secret things, that I might carry them, and or-

x _] tlmcio_dud lmi_c_mlmre H_ly IL x_ _, 3._; HI. s Matt. xifi. 46.1,3.-- j _ [Thisinc_lemisL_'_doLlyintheR_g_'_,_r.--R.]
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dered me to follow him. But when we came to the future : for what is passed is ended ; but the
the sea, he went aboard a boat which happened things which threaten are dangerous to those who
to be there, and took from my neck what he had shall fall in with them. For offences shall never

ordered me to carry. And as he came out a be wanting in this world,z so long as the enemy
httle after, bringing nothing with him, he must is permitted to act according to his will; in
have thrown it into the sea. Then he asked me order that the prudent and those who understood
to go with him, saying that he was going to his wiles may be conquerors irr the contests
Rome, and that there he would please the peo- which he raises against them ; but that those
ple so much, that he should be reckoned a god, who neglect to learn the things that pertain to
and publicly gifted with divine honours. 'Then,' the salvation of their souls, may be taken by him
said he, ' if you wish to return hither, I shall with memted deceptions. Since, therefore, as
send you back, loaded with all riches, and up- you have heard, Simon has gone forth to pre-
held by various services.' When I heard this, occupy the ears of the Gentiles who are called
and saw nothing in him in accordance with this to salvation, it is necessary that I also follow
profession, but perceived that he was a magician upon his track, so that whatever disputations he
and a deceiver, I answered : ' Pardon me, I pray raises may be corrected by us. But inasmuch
you ; for I have a pain in my feet, and therefore as it is right that greater anxiety should be felt
I am not able to leave C_esarea. Besides, I have concerning you who are already received within
a wife and little children, whom I cannot leave the walls of life,-- for if that which has been
by any means.' When he heard this, he charged actually acquired perish, a positive loss is sus-
me with sloth, and set out towards Dora, saying, tained ; while with respect to that which has not
' You will be sorry, when you hear what glory I yet been acquired, if it can be got, there is so
shall get in the city of Rome.' And after this :much gain ; but if not, the only loss is that there
he set out for Rome, as he said ; but I hastily is no gain ; m in order, therefore, that you may
returned hither, entreating you to receive me to be more and more confirmed in the truth, and
penitence, because I have been deceived by]the nations who are called to salvation may in
him." no way be prevented by the wickedness of

Simon, I have thought good to ordain Zacchmus
CHAP. I2QV.- DECLARATION OF SIMON'S WICKED- aS pastor over you, 3 and to remain with you my-

_Ess. self for three months ; and so to go to the Gen-
When he who had returned from Simon had tiles, lest through our delaying longer, and the

thus spoken, Peter ordered him to sit down in crimes of Simon stalking in every direction, they
the court. And he himself going forth, and seeing should become incurable."
immense crowds, far more than on the previous
days, stood in his usual place ; and pointing out CHAP. LXVl.--ZACCHSUS MADEBISHOPOF C.ESA-
him who had come, began to discourse as fol- REAj PRESBYTERS AND DEACONSORDAINED.

lOWS: "This man whom I point out to you, At this announcement all the people wept,
brethren, has just come to me, telling me of the hearing that he was going to leave them ; and
wicked practices of Simon, and how he has

Peter, sympathizing with them, himself also shed
thrown the implements of his wickedness into tears ; and looking up to heaven, he said : "To
the sea, not induced to do so by repentance, but Thee, O God, who hast made heaven and earth,
being afraid lest, being detected, he should be and all things that are in them, we pour out the
subjected to the public laws. And he asked this

prayer of supplication, that Thou wouldest com-
man, as he tells me, to remain with him, promis- fort those who have recourse to "Ihee in their
ing him immense gifts ; and when he could not tribulation. For by reason of the affection that
persuade him to do so, he left him, reproaching they have towards Thee, they do love me who
him for sluggishness, and set out for Rome." have declared to t.hem Thy truth. Wherefore
When Peter had intimated this to the crowd, the guard them with the right hand of Thy corn-

man himself who had returned from Simon stood ] passion ; for neither" Zacchmus nor any other,,
up, and began to state to the people everything ] man can be a sufficient guardian to them.
relating to Simon's crimes. And when they were When he had said this, and more to the same
shocked by the things which they heard that effect, he laid his hands upon Zacch_us, and
Simon had done by his magical acts, Peter said :' prayed that he might blamelessly discharge the

duty of his bishopric. Then he ordained twelve
CHAp.LXV.-- Pm'ER P.XSOLVESTO FOLLOWSlMOI_I.presbyters and four deacons, and said : "I have

"Be not, my brethren, distressed by those

things that have been done, but give heed to _Ma_.x_iit.7. Iak, _ t.3 [In the Homilltsfufi_mg_m mgthc_of
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ordained you this Zacchams as a bishop, know-to subvert any, we might immediately confute
ing that he has the fear of God, and is expert in him. But since it appears to me to be unjust to
the Scriptures. You ought therefore to honour forsake those who have been already converted
him as holding the place of Christ, obeying him to God, and to bestow our care upon those who
for your salvation, and knowing that whatever are still afar off, I think it right that I should
honour and whatever injury is done to ham, re- remain three months with those in this city
dounds to Christ, and from Christ to God. Hear _whohave been turned to the faith, and should
him therefore with aU attention, and receive strengthen them ; and yet that we should not
from him the doctrine of the faith ; and from neglect those who are still far off, lest haply, if
the presbyters the monitions of life ; and from the they be long infected with the power of petal-
deacons the order of discipline. Have a reli- cious doctrine, it be more difficult to recover
gious care of widows ; vigorously assist orphans them. Therefore I wish (only, however, if yqu
take pity on the poor ; teach the young modesty also think it right), that for Zacchmus, whom we
--and in a word, sustain one another as circum- have now ordained bishop, Benjamin the son of
stances shall demand ; worship God, who created Saba be substituted ; and for Clement (whom I
heaven and earth ; believe in Christ; love one have resolved to have always by me, because,
another ; be compassionate to all ; and fulfil coming from the Gentries, he has a great, desire
charity not only in word, but in act and deed." to hear the word of God) there be substituted

Ananias the son of Safm ; and for Niceta and
CHAP.nxva.--m-vrrATioN TO B_a'rISM. Aquila, who have been but lately converted to

When he had given them these and such like the faith of Christ, Rubelus the brother of
precepts, he made proclamation to the people, Zacch_eus, and Zacharias the builder. I wish,
saying: "Since I have resolved to stay three therefore, to complete the number of twelve by
months with you, if any one desires it, let him substituting these four for the other four, that

Simon may feel that I in them am always with
be baptized ; that, stripped of his former evils, him." 2
he may for the future, in consequence of his own
conduct, become heir of heavenly blessings, as a CHAP._ax.- _P, ANOEUEWrsAPPROVEDBY ALL
reward for his good actions. Whosoever will,
then, let him come to Zacchams and give his THEBRETHREn.
name to him, and let him hear from him the Having therefore separated me, Clement, and
mysteries of the kingdom of heaven. Let him Niceta and Aquila, he said to those twelve:
attend to frequent fastings, and approve him- "I wish you the day after to-morrow to pro-
self in all things, that at the end of these three ceed to the Gentiles, and to follow in the foot-
months he may be baptized on the day of the steps of Simon, that you may inform me of all
festival. But every one of you shall be baptized his proceedings. You will also inquire diligently
in ever flowing waters, the name of the Trine the sentiments of every one, and announce to
Beatitude being invoked over him ; he being first them that I shall come to them without delay ;
anointed with oil sanctified by prayer, that so at and, in short, in all places instruct the Gentiles
length, being consecrated by these things, he may to expect my coming." When he had spoken
attain a perception of holy things." ' these things, and others to the same effect, he

said : "You also, my brethren, if you have any-
CHAP.LXVIII.- TWELVESENTBEFOREHIM. thing to say to these things, say on, lest haply it

be not right which seems good to me alone."
And when he had spoken at length on the Then all, with one voice applauding him, said:

subject of baptism, he dismissed the crowd, and ,, We ask you rather to arrange everything ac-
betook himself to his usual place of abode ; and cording to your own judgment, and to order
there, while the twelve stood around him (viz. what seems good to yourself; for this we think
Zaccl_us and Sophonlas, Joseph and Michmus, to be the perfect work of piety, ff we fulfil whatEleazar and Phineas, Iaza_s and Eliseus, I
Clement and Nicodemus, Niceta and Aquila), you command."
he addressed us to the following effect: "Let
us, my brethren, consider what is right ; for it is CHIn'. LXX.-- DEPARTtmEOFTHETWELVE.
our duty to bring some help to the nations, Therefore, on the day appointed, when mey
which are called to salvation. You have your- had ranged themselves before Peter, they said:
selves heard that Simon has set out, wishing to "Do not think, O Peter, that it is a small grief
anticipate our _ourney. Him we should have to us that we are to be deprived of the privilege
followed step by step, that wheresoever he tries of hearing you for three months ; but since it is

- t T_smlqrbe_msllued,,,thatbem_l.lmrtld_ o(hol_thhlgs.- s [Compme with this chapter tahelists in book ll t mtdlnHomBy-

cul_r to thls tmmq_-- R.]
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good for us to do what you order, we shall most do so, if duty will admit of it. And when I say
readily obey. We shall always retain in our _ du_ _i# admit, I mean that no one by his
hearts the remembrance of your face ; and so departure must sadden any one who ought uot
we set out actively, as you have commanded us." to be saddened, as by leaving parentswho ought
Then he, having poured out a prayer to the Lord not to be left, or a faithful wife, or any other
for them, dismissed them. And when those person to whom he is bound to afford comfort
twelve who had been sent forward had gone, for God's sake." Meantime, disputing and teach-
Peter entered, according to custom, and stood ing day by day, he filled up the time appointed
in the place of disputation. And a multitude with the labour of teaching; and when the fes-
of people had come together, even a hrger num- tival day arrived, upwards of ten thousand were
her than usual; and all with tears gazed upon baptized.
him, by reason of what they had heard from
him the day before, that he was about to go CHAP. Lxxm.--TIDnSC, S Or SIMON.

forth on account of Simon. Then, seeing them But in those days a letter was received from
weeping, he himself also was similarly affected, the brethren who had gone before, in which
although he endeavoured to conceal and to re- were detailed the crimes of Simon, how going
strain his tears. But the trembling of his voice, from city to city he was deceiving multitudes,
and the interruption of his discourse, betrayed and everywhere maligning Peter, so that, when
that he was distressed by similar emotion, he should come, no one might afford him a hear-

ing. For he asserted that Peter was a magician,
CHAP. LXXI.- PETER PREPARES THE _F_,ANS a godless man, injurious, cunning, ignorant, and

FOR HIS DEPARTURE. professing impossible things. "For," says he,
However, rubbing his forehead with his hand, "he asserts that the dead shall rise again, which

he said: "Be of good courage, my brethren, is impossible. But if any one attempts to con-
and comfort your sorrowful hearts by means of fute him, he is cut off by secret snares by him,
counsel, referring all things to God, whose will through means of his attendants. Wherefore, I
alone is to be fulfilled and to be preferred in all also," says he, "when I had vanquished him and
things. For let us suppose for a moment, that triumphed over him, fled for fear of his snares,
by reason of the affection that we have towards lest he should destroy me by incantations, or
you, we should act against His will, and remain compass, my death by plots." They intimated
with you, is He not able, by sending death upon also tha_ he mainly stayed at Tripolis.'
me, to appoint to me a longer separation from
you? And therefore it is better for us to carry CHAP. LXXIV._FAREWELL TO CJESAREA.
out this shorter separation with His will, as those Peter therefore ordered the letter to be read
to whom it is prescribed to obey God in all to the people; and after the reading of it, he
things. Hence you also ought to obey Him addressed them and gave them full instructions
with like submission, inasmuch as you love me about everything, but especially that they should
from no other reason than on account of your obey Zacchmus, whom he had ordained bishop
love of Him. As friends of GOd, therefore, over them. Also he commended the presbyters
acquiesce in His will ; but also judge yourselves and the deacons to the people, and not less the
what is right. Would it not have seemed wicked, people to them. And then, announcing that he
if, when Simon was deceiving you, I had been should spend the winter at Tripolis, he said:
detained by the brethren in Jerusalem, and had ,, I commend you to the grace of God, being
not come to you, and that although you had about to depart to-morrow, with God's will
Zacchmus among you, a good and eloquent man? But during the whole three months which he
So now also consider that it would be wicked, ispent at Cmsarea, for the sake of instruction,
if, when Simon has gone forth to assail the Gen- whatever he discoursed of in the presence of
tiles, who are wholly without a defender, I should the people in the day-time, he explained more
be detained by you, and should not follow him. fully and perfectly in the night, in private to us,
Wherefore let us see to it, that we do not, by an as more faithful and completely approved by
unreasonable affection, accomplish the will of him. And at the same time he commanded me,
the wicked one. because he understood that I carefully stored in

my memory what I heard, to commit to writing
cv,_. LXXm- MORE THAN Tm_ THO_ _a'- whatever seemed worthy of record, and to send

TmF_. it to you, my lord James, as also I did, in obe-

"Meantime I shall remain with you three dience to his command.

months, as I promised. Be ye constant in hear- x [In Ho_ In. 5sS.lm_i__, _,ioggr_t ma-ac_
ing the word ; and at the end of that time, if .atTry.. l'._.hlmth_, _t_ _t _ .go_..

mng_vnmmmama_m:ato Laodicea. S_/-/oaw'l_
any are able and willing to follow us, they may =vi.,_c.--R.l
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CHAP. LXXV.- CONTENTSOF CLEMENT'SDE- !cerning the words of the Lord which seem to
SPAXCRESTO JAMES. be contradictory, but are not ; and what is the

The first book,' therefore, of those that I for- explanation of them. The ninth, that the law
merly sent to you, contains an account of the which has been given by God is righteous and
true Prophet, and of the peculiarity of the un- perfect, and that it alone can make pure. The
derstanding of the law, according to what the tenth, concerning the carnal birth of men, and
tradition of Moses teacheth. The second con- concerning the generation which is by baptism ;
rains an account of the beginning, and whether and what is the succession of carnal seed in
there be one beginning or many, and that the man ; and what is the account of his soul, and
law of the Hebrews knows what immensity is. how the freedom of the will is in it, which, see-
The third, concerning God, and those things ing it is not unbegotteu, but made, could not be
that have been ordained by Him. The fourth, immoveable from good. Concerning these sev-
that though there are many that are called gods, eral subjects, therefore, whatever Peter discoursed
there is but one true God, according to the tes- at Cmsarea, according to his command, as I have
timonies of the Scriptures. The fifth, that there said, I have sent you written in ten volumes.*
are two heavens, one of which is that visible But on the next day, as had been determined,
firmament which shall pass away, but the other we set out from Cmsarea with some faithful men,
is eternal and invisible. The sixth, concerning who had resolved to accompany Peter.
good and evil ; and that all things are subjected
to good by the Father ; and why, and how, and • [Thischapterfurnishessome positiveevidencethattheRecog-nitionsare based upon an earher work. The topics here named do
whence evil is, and that it co-operates with good, not correspond with those of the Homilies, except m the most gen.

but not with a good purpose ; and what are the eralway. Hencethispassagedoes notfavourthe theorythat theauthor of the Recog_ttwns had the Hamthe$ before him when he

signsof good,and what thoseofevil; and what wrote.Evenin xvL-....ofthelaterwork,wMch Uhlhornre-
is the difference between duality and conjunc- garded as the nucleus of the entire hterature, the resemblances areshght. As already intimated (see Introductory Notice, p. 7x), Uhl-
tion. The seventh, what are the things which hornhasabandonedthistheory.On the other hand, the chapter bears marks of being the con-
the twelve apostles treated of in the presence elusaoutoa completedocument. It can thereforehe urged,m sup-

port of the new vtew of Lehmann (Dee Clementt'niscken Sckrtftoz,
of the people in the temple. The eighth, con- Gotha,t869),thattheRtcogn,Donsaremadcupoftwoparts(books

1.-111.,IV-X ) by two different authorsj both parts hemg based on
earher documents. This chapter as regarded by Htlgenf¢ld as ton-i Cotelerius remarks that these ten books previously sent to James 1

(if they ever existed) ought to he distinguished from the ten books of ; talnmg a general outline of the Keryg'ma P¢trt, a Jewish-Chrisuan
the RecosCuzttagx , which were addressed to the same James, but document of Roman origin. In i _7-72 he finds a remnant of this
written alter those now mentioned. • document incorporated m the ._ecogn,twn_. _ ILl

BOOK IV.

CHAP. I. m HALT AT DORA. ITrip °lis'r Therefore, as all those who were anx-

HAVlNO set out from Cmsarea on the way to ious followed Peter from each city, we were a
Tripolis, we made our first stoppage at a small great multitude of elect ones when we entered
town called Dora, because it was not far distant ; into Tripolis. On our arrival, the brethren who
and almost all those who had believed through had been sent before met us before the gates of
the preaching of Peter could scarcely bear to be the city ; and taking us under their charge, con-
separated from him, but walked along with us, ducted us to the various lodgings which they
again and again gazing upon him, again and had prepared. Then there arose a commotion
again embracing him, again and again convers-
ing with him, until we came to the inn. On the • t (In books iv.-vi, the scene islaidat Tripoh$.The_ city

ts the tocat_ty to which Homilies VIII.-XI. are ass".t_a¢d. The inter.
following day we came to Ptolemais, where we veoing portion (Homilies 1V.-VII.) gives the detads of the journey

her¢ afluded to, toiling of ,rattans d_,courses at Tyre.. Some of tim
stayed ten days ; and when a considerable num- matter ot these discourses occurs in the Recognitions, but under dif-

ber had received the word of God, we signified ferent carcumstance_.Theheathendisputantsare not the same.
The parallelisms of the portions assi_gnedto Tripolis are as follows:

to some of them who seemed particularly at-ten- book,v. _ _ _onnte,w_-,m HomilyVIII. and m muchofHomily
tire, and wished to detain us longer for the sake ix.,: .bo?k_. h.. r_l_l in HomdyX__d in pare of XL;eoox vl. m ,ts general outline resembles Homily XI.
of instruction, that they might, if so disposed, The d_conr_ of the A_ae _. O,_n in _ R,_ot_',_,_are more orderly and logical than those in the HomdHe#. The views
follow us to Tripolis. We acted in the same pm_n_d d_r _omo,het, in accordance_th the S-'-_r_chammr

ot t.he two works. Much of the matter in the R_eg_ occurs in
way at Tyre, and Sidon, and Berytus, and an- a dmr_t _ intheUo,_i,,, bnt_ in._. _.'__8_ "_ to
nounccd to those who desired to hear further pointtothe_ty of thefo,_. Bothmi_athe tuJr_t mp_-

iatxons Ot a e-_..mort d_ ltottrce, lint that theory_is
discourses, that we were to spend the winter at =¢0_ur_appaca_toth_ta_ma, ofth, Utmta_--g.]
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in the city, and a great assemblage of persons "Now then," said they," instruct us to tell them
desirous to see Peter.' what seems good to you ; for it is absurd that

so great a multitude should have come together,
CH_. n.- RECto'nONm THE HOUSEOFMARO. and should depart with sadness, through no an-

And when we had come to the house of Maro, swer being returned to them. For they will not
in which preparation had been made for Peter, consider that it is they that have not waited for
he turned to the crowd, and told them that he the appointed day, but rather they will think that
would address them the day after to-morrow, you are slighting them."
Therefore the brethrenwho had been sent before
assigned lodgings to all who had come with us. CHAP.IV.- THE HARVESTPLENTEOUS,

Then, when Peter had entered into the house of Then Peter, filled with admiration, said:3
Maro, and was asked to partake of food, he "You see, brethren, how every word of the Lord
answered that he would by no means do so, until spoken prophetically is fulfilled. For I remem-
he had ascertained whether all those that had ber that He said, ' The harvest indeed is plente-
accompanied him were provided with lodgings, ous, but the labourers are few ; ask therefore the
Then he learned from the brethren who had been Lord of the harvest, that He would send out
sent before, that the citizens had received them labourers into His harvest.' 4 Behold, therefore,
not only hospitably, but with all kindness, by the things which are foretold in a mystery are
reason of their love towards Peter ; so much so, fulfilled. But whereas He said also, ' Many shall
that several were disappointed because there come from the east and the west, from the north
were no guests for them ; for that all had made and the south, and shall recline in the bosom of
such preparations, that even if many more had Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob ;' s this also is,
come, there would still have been a deficiency of as you see, in like manner fulfilled. Wherefore
guests for the hosts, not of hosts for the guests. I entreat you, my fellow-servants and helpers, that

you would learn diligently the order of preaching,
CHAP.IIL-- SIMON'SFLIGHT. and the ways of absolutions, that ye may be able

Thereupon Peter was greatly delighted, and to save the souls of men, which by the secret
praised the brethren, and blessed them, and re- power of God acknowledge whom they ought
quested them to remain with him. Then, when to love, even before they are taught. For you

see that these men, like good servants, long forhe had bathed in the sea, and had taken food,
he went to sleep in the evening ; and rising, as him whom they expect to announce to them the
usual, at cock-crow, while the evening light was coming of their Lord, that they may be able to
still burning, he found us all awake. Now there fulfil His will when they have learned it. The
were in all sixteen of us, viz. Peter and I, Clem- desire, therefore, of hearing the word of God,
ent, Niceta and Aquila, and those twelve who and inquiring into His will, they have from God ;
had preceded us.2 Saluting us, then, as was his and this is the beginning of the gift of God,
wont, Peter said : "' Since we are not taken up which is given to the Gentiles, that by this they
with others to-day, let us be taken up w_thour- may be able to receive the doctrine of truth.
selves. I shall tell you what took place at Cmsa-
rea after your departure, and you shall tell us CH_. v.- MOSESANDC_rmSw.
of the doings of Simon here." And while the "For so also it was given to the people of the
conversation was going on on these subjects, at Hebrews from the beginning, that they should
daybreak some of the members of the family love Moses, and believe his word; whence also
came in and told Peter that Simon, when he it is written: 'The people believed God, and
heard of Peter's arrival, departed in the night, Moses HIS servant. '° What, therefore, was of
on the way to Syria. They also stated that the peculiar gift from God toward the nation of the
crowds thought that the day which he had said Hebrews, we see now to be given also to those
was to intervene was a very long time for their who are called from among the Gentiles to the
affection, and that they were standing in impa- faith. But the method of works is put into the
tience before the gate, conversing among them- power and will of every one, and this is their
selves about those things which they wished to own ; but to have an affection towardsa teacher
hear, and that they hoped that they should by of truth, this is a gift of the heavenly Father.
all means see him before the time appointed ; But salvation is in this, that you do His will of
and that as the day became lighter the multitudes whom you have conceived a love and affection
were increasing, and that they were trusting con- through the gift of God ; lest that saying of His
fidenfly, whatever they might be presumingupon,
that they should hear a discourse from him, _ _ _i_ _.-_]

4 Matt.ix 37,__.
z [- Mmo0_n,," _ VIII. 1. --1L] 5 _ xiiL2; _ _iiLxx.
s [C.oml_Hm0y VIII. 3.-- R.] 6 Fat.zi,. 3z.
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be addressed to you which He spoke, ' Why call threw themselves on the ground, while the un-
ye me Lord, Lord, and do not what I say?' ' It clean spirits entreated that they might be allowed
is therefore the peculiar gift bestowed by God but for one day to remain in the bodies that they
upon the Hebrews, that they believe Moses ; and had taken possession of. But Peter rebuked
the peculiar gift bestowed upon the Gentiles is them, and commanded them to depart ; and
that they love Jesus. For this also the Master they went out without delay. After these, others
intimated, when He said, ' I will confess to Thee, who had been afflicted with long-standing sick-
O Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because nesses asked Peter that they might receive heal-
Thou hast concealed these things from the wise ing ; and he promised that he would entreat the
and prudent, and hast revealed them to babes. _ Lord for them as soon as his discourse of instruc-
By which it is certainly declared, that the people tion was completed. But as soon as he prom-
of the Hebrews, who were instructed out of the ised, they were freed from their sicknesses; s and
law, did not know Him ; but the people of the he ordered them to sit down apart, with those
Gentiles have acknowledged Jesus, and venerate who had been freed from the demons, as after
Him ; on which account also they shall be saved, the fatigue of labour. Meantime, while this was
not only acknowledging Him, but also doing His going on. a vast multitude assembled, attracted
will. But he who is of the Gentiles, and who not only by the desire of hearing Peter, but also
has it of God to believe Moses, ought also to by the report of the cures which had been accom-
have it of his own purpose to love Jesus also. plished. But Peter, beckoning with his hand to
And again, the Hebrew, who has it of God to the people to be still, and settling the crowds in
believe Moses, ought to have it also of his own tranquillity, began to address them as follows :
purpose to believe in Jesus; so that each of
them, having in himself something of the divine CHAP, viii. _ PROVIDENCEVINDICATED.

gift, and something of his own exertion, may be ' "It seems to me necessary, at the outset of a
perfect by both. For concerning such an one discourse concerning the true worship of God,
our Lord spoke, as of a rich man, ' Who brings first of all to instruct those who have not as yet
forth from his treasures things new and old.' 3 acquired any knowledge of the subject, that

throughout the divine providence must be main-
CHAP. VI. _ A CONGREGATION. tained to be without blame, by which the world

"But enough has been said of these things is ruled and governed. Moreover, the reason
for time presses, and the religious devotion of of the present undertaking, and the occasion
the people invites us to address them." And offered by those whom the power of God has
when he had thus spoken, he asked where there healed, suggest this subject for a beginning, viz.
was a suitable place for discussion. And Maro !to show that for good reason very many persons
said : "I have a very spacious hall 4 which can are possessed of demons, that so the justice of
hold more than five hundred men, and there is God may appear. For ignorance will be found
also a garden within the house ; or if it please to be the mother of almost all evils. But now
you to be in some public place, all would prefer let us come to the reason.
it, for there is nobody who does not desire at
least to see your face." Then Peter said: chAP. _X.--STATE OF Im¢OCENO_ A STATE Or
"Show me the hall, or the garden." And when ENJOYMENT.

he had seen the hall, he went in to see the garden "When God had made man after His own

also ; and suddenly the whole multitude, as if image and likeness, He grafted into His work a
some one had called them, rushed into the house, certain breathing and odour of His divinity,
and thence broke through into the garden, where that so men, being made partakers of His Only-
Peter was already standing, selecting a fit place begotten, might through Him be also friends of
for discussion. God and sons of adoption. Whence also He

CHAP. VII._ THE SICK HEALED. Himself, as the true Prophet, knowing with what
actions the Father is pleased, instructed them in

But when he saw that the crowds had, like the what way they might obtain that privilege. At
waters of a great river, poured over the narrow that time, therefore, there was among men only
passage, he mounted upon a pillar which hap- one worship of GOd- a pure mind and an un-
pened to stand near the wall of the garden, and corrupted spirit. And for this reason every
first saluted the people in a religious manner, creature kept an inviolable covenant with the
But some of those who were present, and who human race. For by reason of their reverence
had been for a long time distressed by demons, of the Creator, no sickness, or bodily disorder,

or corruption of food, had power over them ;'Lukevi._.
s Matt.xi. "S. [Lulmx._tt; camp. Homily X'VIII. iS-, 7. -- R.]

Matt. Mil. ,a. $ [In Homilies VIII. 8, a4, IX. at, the healing tak_ place after
4 _dt,, ia M ,iagular,pmbabl_a te_#e, the_.-- g.]
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whence it came to pass, that a life of a thousand rest, who were so ungrateful that they could not
years did not fall into the frailty of old age. be amended and corrected even by labours and

tribulations, were condemned to a terrible death.
CHAP.X.- SIN THECAUSEOF SUFFERING. Yet amongst them also He found a certain one,

"But when men, leading a life void of distress, who was righteous with his house? whom He
began to think that the continuance of good preserved, having enjoined him to build an ark,
things was granted them not by the divine in which he and those who were commanded to
bounty, but by the chance of things, and to go with him might escape, when all things should
accept as a debt of nature, not as a gift of God's be destroyed by a deluge : in order that, the
goodness, their enjoyment without any exertion of wicked being cut off by the overflow of waters,
the delights of the divine complaisance, -- men, the world might receive a purification; and he
being led by these things into contrary and ira- who had been preserved for the continuance of
pious thoughts_came at last, at the instigation the race, being purified by water, might anew
of idleness, to think that the life of gods was repairthe world.
theirs by nature, without any labours or merits
on their part. Hence they go from bad to CHAP.xm. -- ORIGInOF mOLATRY.
worse, to believe that neither is the world gov- "But when all these things were done, men
erned by the providence of God, nor is there turned again to impiety ; s and on this account
any place for virtues, since they knew that they a law was given by God to instruct them in the
themselves possessed the fulness of ease and manner of living. But in process of time, the
delights, without the assignment of any works worship of God and righteousness were cor-
previously, and without any labours were treated rupted by the unbelieving and the wicked, as
as the friends of God. we shall show more fully by and by. Moreover,

perverse and erratic religions were introduced, to
CHAP.XI._ SUFFERINGSALUTARY. which the greater part of men gave themselves up,

"By the most righteous judgment of God, by occasion of holidays and solemnities, institut-
therefore, labours and afflictions are assigned as ing drinkings and banquets, following pipes, and
a remedy to men languishing in the vanity of flutes, and harps, and diverse kinds of musical
such thoughts. And when labour and mbula- instruments, and indulging themselves in all
tions came upon them, they were excluded from kinds of drunkenness and luxury. Hence every
the place of delights and amenity. Also the kind of error took rise ; hence they invented
earth began to produce nothing to them without groves and altars, fillets and victims, and after
labour; and then men's thoughts being turned drunkenness they were agitated as if with mad
in them, they were warned to seek the aid of emotions. By this means power was given to
their Creator, and by prayers and vows to ask the demons to enter into minds of this sort, so
for the divine protection. And thus it came to that they seemed to lead insane dances and to
pass, that the worship of God, which they had rave like Bacchanalians ; hence were invented
neglected by reason of their prosperity, they the gnashing of teeth, and bellowing from the
recovered through their adversity ; and their depth of their bowels ; hence a terrible counte-
thoughts towards GOd, which indulgence had nance and a fierce aspect in men, so that he
perverted, affliction corrected. So therefore the whom drunkenness had subverted and a demon
divine providence, seeing that this was more had instigated, was believed by the deceived

and the erring to be filled with the Deity.profitable to man, removed from them the ways
of benignity and abundance, as being hurtful,
and introduced the way of vexation and tribula- CHAP.xr¢.--cOD BOTHOOOVANDmom'ra_us.
ti°n-x "Hence, since so many false and erratic tell-

CHAP. XII.- TRANSLATION OF ENOCH. gions have been introduced into the world,6 we
have been sent, as good merchants, bringing

"But 2 that He might show that these things unto you the worship of the true God, handed
were done on account of the ungrateful, He down from the fathers, and preserved ; as the
translated to immortality a certain one of the seeds of which we scatter these words amongst
first race of men, because He saw that he was you, and place it in your choice to choose what
not unmindful of His grace, and because he seems to you to be right. For if you receive
hoped to call on the name of God ; 3 while the' those things which we bring you, you shall not

i

fal t[In Homily VIII t_-x6 there is inserted a curious account of the [
I of man and angels, and of a race of giants. -- R. 1 . 4 Gen. vi. 9.

._ 2 [Chap. t_ has no exact parallel in the Hotnzldes, but Homily $ [ There is a ,_lar chapter in Homily IX. 7, bat _ a

viii. t7 resembles ,t. -- R.] 6 [With chaps, x4_= compttt Homily IX. S-tS. Tit* j,tmml
wifl_ Tl_ere seems to be here a mixing up of the translation of Enoc/t on the following day, -- R.]the statemant that in tbe daysofE_ me_ began tocalt on the outline istha same, and the _ qmte dole ill the
_ _ tha Lo_; Gea. iv. 26. part of both psseag_ _ R ]
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only be able yourselves to escape the incursions believe from the assaults of the demon, but also
of the demon, but also to drive them away from gives them command over those who rule over
others ; and at the same time you shall obtain others. And therefore it is necessary for you,
the rewards of eternal good things. But those who are of the Gentiles, to betake yourselves to
who shall refuse to receive those things which God, and to keep yourselves from all unclean-
are spoken by us, shall be subject in the present ness, that the demons may be expelled, and
life to diverse demons and disorders of sick- God may dwell in you. And at the same time,
nesses, and their souls after their departure from by prayers, commit yourselves to God, and call
the body shall be tormented for ever. For God for His aid against the impudence of the de-
is not only good, but also just ; for if He were mons ; for ' whatever things ye ask, believing,
always good, and never just to render to every ye shall receive." But even the demons them-
one according to his deeds, goodness would be selves, in proportion as they see faith grow in a
found to be injustice. For it were injustice if man, in that proportion they depart from him,
the impious and the pious were treated by Him residing only in that part in which something
alike, of infidelity still remains ; but from those who

believe with full faith, they depart without any
CHAP.XV._ HDWDEMONSGET POWEROVERMEN. delay. For when a soul has come to the faith

"Therefore demons, as we have just said, of God, it obtains the virtue of heavenly water,
when once they have been able, by means of by which it extinguishes the demon like a spark
opportunities afforded them, to convey them- of fire.
selves through base and evil actions into the CHAP. xvm.--Tms rOWXR m PROPORTIONTO
bodies of men, if they remain in them a long FAITH..
time through their own negligence, because they
do not seek after what is profitable to their souls, "There is therefore a measure of faith, which,
they necessarily compel them for the future to if it be perfect, drives the demon perfectly from
fulfil the desires of the demons who dwell in the soul ; but if it has any defect, something on
them. But what is worst of all, at the end of the part of the demon still remains in the por-
the world, when that demon shall be consigned tion of infidelity ; and it is the greatest difficulty
to eternal fire, of necessity the soul also which for the soul to understand when or how, whether
obeyed him, shall with him be tortured in fully or less fully, the demon has been expelled
eternal fires, together with its body which it from it. For if he remains in any quarter, when
hath polluted, he gets an opportunity, he suggests thoughts to

men's hearts ; and they, not knowing whence
ot._. xv_. _wHY T_mr DaSH TO POSSESS_f_N. they come, believe the suggestions of the de-

mons, as if they were the perceptions of their
"Now that the demons are desirous of occu- own souls. Thus they suggest to some to follow

pying the bodies of men, this is the reason, pleasure by occasion of bodily necessity ; they
They are spirits having their purpose turned to excuse the passionateness of others by excess of
wickedness. Therefore by immoderate eating gall ; they colour over the madness of others by
and drinking, and lust, they urge men on to sin, the vehemence of melancholy ; and even exten-
but only those who entertain the purpose of sin- uate the folly of some as the restflt of abundance
nlng, who, while they seem simply desirous of of phlegm. But even if this were so, still none of
satisfying the necessary cravings of nature, give these could be hurtful to the body, except from
opportunity to the demons to enter into them, the excess of meats and drinks ; because, when
because through excess they do not maintain these are taken in excessive quantities, their
moderation. For as long as the measure of ha- abundance, which the natural warmth is not
ture is kept, and legitimate moderation is pre- sufficient to digest, curdles into a sort of poison,
served, the mercy of God does not give them and it, flowing through the bowels and all the
liberty to enter into men. But when either the veins like a common sewer, renders the motions
mind falls into impiety, or the body is filled with of the body unhealthy and base. Wherefore
immoderate meat or drink, then, as if invited by moderation is to be attained in all things, that
the will and purpose of those who thus neglect neither may place be given to demons, nor the
themselves, they receive power as against those soul, being possessed by them, be delivered
who have broken the law imposed by God. along with them to be tormented in eternal

fireS.
CHAP. XVlL_THE GOSPEL GIVES POWER OVER

D_OSS. CHAP. Xm. -- DEMONSmcrrE TO mOLA_n_x'.

"You see, then, how important is the acknowl- "There is also another error of the demons,
edgment of God, and the observance of the di- which they suggest to the senses of men, that
vine religion, which not only protects those who __. _..,.
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they should think that those things which they heaviness of a body. And therefore they, as
suffer, they suffer from such as are called gods, being spirits, know without delay and without
in order that thereby, offering sacrifices and difficulty what physicians attain after a long time
gifts, as if to propitiate them, they may strength- and by much labour. It is not wonderful, there-
en the worship of false religion, and avoid us fore, if they know somewhat more than men do ;
who are interested in their salvation, that they but this is to be observed, that what they know
may be freed from error ; but this they do, as I they do not employ for the salvation of souls,
have said, not knowing that these thing are sug- but for the deception of them, that by means of
gested to them by demons, for fear they should it they may indoctrinate them in the worship
be saved. It is therefore in the power of every of false religion. But God, that the error of so
one, since man has been made possessed of great deception might not be concealed, and
free-will, whether he shall hear us to life, or the that He Himself might not seem to be a cause
demons to destruction. Also to some, the de- of error in permitting them so great licence to
mons, appearing visibly under various figures, deceive men by divinations, and cures, and
sometimes throw out threats, sometimes prom- dreams, has of His mercy furnished men with a
ise relief from sufferings, that they may instil remedy, and has made the distinction of false-
into those whom they deceive the opinion of hood and truth patent to those who desire to
their being gods, and that it may not be known know. This, therefore, is that distinction : what
that they are demons. But they are not con- is spoken by the true God, whether by prophets
cealed from us, who know the mysteries of the or by diverse visions, is always true ; but what is
creation, and for what reason it is permitted to foretold by demons is not always true. It is
the demons to do those things in the present therefore an evident sign that those things are
world ; how it is allowed them to transform not spoken by the true God, in which at any
themselves into what figures they please, and to time there is falsehood ; for in truth there is
suggest evil thoughts, and to convey themselves, never falsehood. But in the case of those who
by means of meats and of drink consecrated to speak falsehoods, there may occasionally be a
them, into the minds or bodies of those who slight mixture of truth, to give as it were season-
partake of it, and to concoct vain dreams to ing to the falsehoods.
further the worship of some idol.

CHAP. XXII.--WHY THEY SOMETIMES COME TRUE.

CHAP. XX._ FOLLYOF IDOLATRY. "But if any one say, What is the use of this,
"And yet who can be found so senseless as to that they should be permitted even sometimes

be persuaded to worship an idol, whether it be to speak truth, and thereby so much error be
made of gold or of any other metal? To whom introduced amongst men ? let him take this for
is it not manifest that the metal is just that which answer : If they had never been allowed to speak
the artificer pleased ? How then can the divin- any truth, then they would not foretell anything
ity be thought to be in that which would not be at all ; while if they did not foretell, they would
at all unless the artificer had pleased? Or how not be known to be demons. But if demons
can they hope that future things should be de- were not known to be in this world, the cause
clared to them by that in which there is no per- of our struggle and contest would be concealed
ception of present things ? For although they from us, and we should suffer openly what was
should divine something, they should not straight- done in secret, that is, if the power were granted
way be held to be gods ; for divination is one to them of only acting against us, and not of
thing, divinity is another. For the Pythons also speaking. But now, since they sometimes speak
seem to divine, yet they are not gods ; and, in truth, and sometimes falsehood, we ought to
short, they are driven out of men by Christians. acknowledge, as I have said, that their response,.'
And how can that be God which is put to flight are of demons, and not of God, with whom there
by a man ? But perhaps you will say, What as is never falsehood.
to their effecting cures, and their showing how
one can be cured ? On this principle, physicians CHAP.xxm. m EVIL NOT m SUBST_OL
ought also to be worshipped as gods, for they
cure many ; and in proportion as any one is "But if any one, proceeding more curiously,
more skilful, the more he will cure. inquire : What then was the use of God's making

these evil things, which should have so great a

CHAP. XXI.mHEATHEN OP.ACLm. tendency to subvert the minds of men?' To
one proposing such a question, we answer that

"Whence it is evident that they, since they we must first of all inquire whether there is any
are demoniac spirits, know some things both
more quickly and more perfectly than men; for z [.c_. __ t=,,_=o==et.p_mtmi_ 9= _,,,q_,.:b_k _ .,,,,,,,,,##..T_. 9t_i_ o_t_...o,i_ $.t,m m m _,,m
they are not retarded in their learning by thei aremotctaayueatmmtae_co_u,Ju.-_ J
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evil in substance. And although it would be had undertaken the contests for the heavenly
sufficient to say to him that it is not suitable rewards. Thus, therefore, neither are those things
that the creature judge the Creator, but that to destitute of utility which are thought to be evil,
judge the work of another belongs to him who since the conquered unwillingly acquire eternal
is either of equal skill or equal power; yet, to rewards for those by whom they are conquered.
come directly to the point, we say absolutely[But let this suffice on these points, for in process
that there is no evil in substance. But if this of time even more secret things shall be dis-
be so, then the Creator of substance is vainly closed.
blamed.

CHAP. XXV. _ EVIL ANGELS SEDUCERS.

CHAP. XXIV. _ WHY GOD PERMrrs EVIL. c_ Now therefore, since you do not yet under-

"But you will meet me by saying, Even if it stand how great darkness of ignorance surrounds
has come to this through freedom of will, was you, meantime I wish to explain to you whence
the Creator ignorant that those whom He ere- the wo/ship of idols began in this world. And
ated would fall away into evil? He ought there- by idols, I mean those hfeless images which you
fore not to have created those who, He foresaw, worship, whether made of wood, or earthenware,
would deviate from the path of righteousness, or stone, or brass, or any other metals : of these
Now we tell those who ask such questions, that the beginning was in this wise. Certain angels,
the purpose of assertions of the sort made by us having left the course of their proper order,
is to show why the wickedness of those who as began to favour the vices of men, 2 and in some
yet were not, did not prevail over the goodness measure to lend unworthy aid to their lust, in
of the Creator.' For if, wishing to fill up the order that by these means they might indulge
number and measure of His creation, He had their own pleasures the more; and then, that
been afraid of the wickedness of those who were they might not seem to be inclined of their own
to be, and like one who could find no other way accord to unworthy services, taught men that
of remedy and cure, except only this, that He demons could, by certain arts--that is, by magi-
should refrain from His purpose of creating, lest cal invocations-- be made to obey men ; and
the wickedness of those who were to be should so, as from a furnace and workshop of wicked-
be ascribed to Him ; what else would this show ness, they filled the whole world with the smoke
but unworthy suffering and unseemly feebleness of impiety, the light of ptety being withdrawn.
on the part of the Creator, who should so fear
the actings of those who as yet were not, that CHAP.XXVII._ HAMTHEFIRSTMAGICIAN.
He refrained from His purposed creation ?

"For these and scztle other causes, a flood
CHAP. XXV.- EVIL BEINGS TURNED TO GOOD was brought upon the world,3 as we have said

ACCOUter. already, and shall say again ; and all who were
upon the earth were destroyed, except the family

"But, setting aside these things, let us con- of Noah, who survived, with his three sons and
sider this earnestly, that God the Creator of the their wives. One of these, by name Ham, un-
universe, foreseeing the future differences of His happily discovered the magical act, and handed
creation, foresaw and provided diverse ranks and down the instruction of it to one of his sons,
different offices to each of His creatures, accord- who was called Mesraim, from whom the race of
ing to the peculiar movements which were pro- the Egyptians and Babylonians and Persians are
duced from freedom of will ; so that while all descended. Him the nations who then existed
men are of one substance in respect of the called Zoroaster,S admiring him as the first au-
method of creation, there should yet be diversity thor of the magic art ; under whose name also
in ranks and offices, according to the peculiar many books on this subject exist. He therefore,
movements of minds, to be produced from liberty being much and frequently intent upon the stars,
of will. Therefore He foresaw that there would and wishing to be esteemed a god among them,
be faults in His creatures ; and the method of began to draw forth, as it were, certain sparks
His justice demanded that punishment should from the stars, and to show them to men, in or-
follow faults, for the sake of amendment. It der that the rude and ignorant might be aston-
behoved, therefore, that there should be minis- ished, as with a miracle ; and desiring to increase
ters of pun/shment, and yet that freedom of will this estimation of him, he attempted these things
should draw them into that order. Moreover, again and a_ain until he was set on fire and

those_also must have enemies to conquer, who l consume d by'the' demon himself, whom hl ac
]costed with too great importunity.,The_ is_t_ _t7 or_hg io thissentence,and[

the ptedse memtin8 is ummwhat obtcmt. The _al. _, how- [ _" _
ever. it _fly evident, that if God had refrained from creating [ * fCorap. Homily VIII. 13.- R.J_ ... m
throe who, He fore_tw, would fall _ evil, thin would have beea to [ 3 [With chaps. 2_-3x compare Homily l._. 3"7. z_e resem-
lub_t His goodne_ to their _ [ bimm_ are quite clooe.See al_ book t. 3o, 3x. -- R.]
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CHAP. XXVIII._TOW'ER OF BABEL. these they add also certain solemnities, and
drunken banquets, in which men might with all

¢,But the foolish men who were then, whereas freedom indulge ; and demons, conveyed into
they ought to have abandoned the opinion which them in the chariot of repletion, might be mixed
they had conceived of him, inasmuch as they with their very bowels, and holding a place there,
had seen it confuted by his mortal punishment, might bind the acts and thoughts of men to
extolled him the more. For raising a sepulchre :heir own will. Such errors, then, having been
to his honour, they went so far as to adore him introduced from the beginning, and having been
as a friend of God, and one who had been re- aided by lust and drunkenness, in which carnal
moved to heaven in a chariot of lightning, and men chiefly delight, the religion of God, which
to worship him as if he were a living star. consisted in continence and sobriety, began to
Hence also his name was called Zoroaster after become rare amongst men, and to be well-nigh
his death- that is, living star- by those who, _bolished.
after one generation, had been taught to speak
the Greek language. In fine, by this example, CHAP.XXXL- IDOLATRYLED TO ALL IMMORALITY.
even now many worship those who have been
struck with lightning, honouring them with sep- "For whereas at first, men worshipping a right-
ulchres, and worshipping them as friends of God. eous and all-seeing God, neither dared sin nor
But this man was born in the fourteenth gen- do injury to their neighbours, being persuaded
eration, and died in the fifteenth, in which the that God sees the actions and movements of
tower was built, and the languages of men were every one ; when religious worship was directed
divided into many. to lifeless images, concerning which they were

certain that they were incapable of hearing,
CHAP. XXIX.- FIRE-WORSHIPOF THE PERSIANS. or sight, or motion, they began to sin licen-

tiously, and to go forward to every crime, be-
"First among whom is named a certain king cause they had no fear of suffering anything at

Nimrod, the magic art having been handed the hands of those whom they worshipped as
down to him as by a flash, whom the Greeks gods. Hence the madness of wars burst out;
also called Ninus, and from whom the city of hence p]underings, rapines, captivities, and lib-
Nineveh took its name. Thus, therefore, di- erty reduced to slavery; each one, as he could,
verse and erratic superstitions took their begin- satisfied his lust and his covetousness, although
ning from the magic art. For, because it was no power can satisfy covetousness. For as fire,
difficult to draw away the human race from the the more fuel it gets, is the more extensively
love of God, and attach them to deaf and lifeless kindled and strengthened, so also the madness
images, the magicians made use of higher efforts, of covetousness is made greater and more vehe-
that men might be turned to erratic worship, by ment by means of those things which it acquires.
signs among the stars, and motions brought down
as it were from heaven, and by the will of God. CHAP.XXXII.- INVITATION.
And those who had been first deceived, collect-
ing the ashes of Zoroaster,- who, as we have "Wherefore begin now with better under-
said, was burnt up by the indignation of the de- standing to resist yourselves in those things
mon, to whom he had been too troublesome,-- which you do not rightly desire ; ' if so be that
brought them to the Persians, that they might be you can in any way repair and restore in your-
preserved by them with perpetual watching, as selves that purity of religion and innocence of
divine fire fallen from heaven, and might be wor- life which at first were bestowed upon man by
shipped as a heavenly God. God, that thereby also the hope of immortal

blessings may be restored to you. And give
CHAP. XXX.--HERO-WORSHIP. thanks to the bountiful Father of all, by Him

whom He has constituted King of peace, and
"By a like example, other men in other places the treasury of unspeakable honours, that even

built temples, set up statues, inst/tuted mysteries at the present time your sins may be washed
and ceremonies and sacrifices, to those whom away with the water of the fountain, or river, or
they had admired, either for some arts or for vir- even sea : the threefold name of blessedness being
tue, or at least had held in very great affection ; called over you, that by it not only evil spirits
and rejoiced, by means of all things belonging may be driven out, if any dwell in you, but also
to gods, to hand down their fame to posterity ; that, when you have forsaken your sins, and have
and that especially, because, as we have already with entire faith and entire purity of mind be-
said, they seemed to be supported by some phan- lieved in God, you may drive out wicked spirits
tasies of magic art, so that by invocation of de- and demons from others also, and may be able
mons something seemed to be done and moved
by them towards the deception of men. To ,,. '-x.][T°_ 3,. 33.• _ _ i, _ i, s_,_"_Ix. _.
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to set others free from sufferings and sicknesses, worshipped by Him by whom he knew that he
For the demons themselves know and acknowl- was to be destroyed. Therefore our Lord, con-
edge those who have given themselves up to firming the worship of one God, answered him :
God, and sometimes they are driven out by the ' It is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy
mere presence of such, as you saw a little while God, and Him only shalt thou serve.'s And he,
ago, how, when we had only addressed to you terrified by this answer, and fearing lest the true
the word of salutation, straightway the demons religion of the one and true God should be re-
on account of their respect for our religion, be- stored, hastened straightway to send forth into
gan to cry out, and could not bear our presence this world false prophets, and false apostles, and
even for a little, false teachers, who should speak indeed in the

name of Christ, but should accomplish the will
CHAP. XXXIII._THE WEAKEST CHRISTIAN MORE of the demon.

POWERFUL THAN THE STRONGEST DEMON.

"Is it, then, that we are of another and a su- CHAP.XXXV._ FALSEAPOSTLES.
perior nature, and that therefore the demons are "Wherefore observe the greatest caution, that
afraid of us? Nay, we are of one and the same :ou believe no teacher, unless he bring from
nature with you, but we differ in rehgion. But Jerusalem the testimonial of James the Lord's
if you will also be like us, we do not grudge it, brother, or of whosoever may come after him:
but ratherwe exhort you, and wish you to be as- For no one, unless he has gone up thither, and
sured, that when the same faith and rehgion and there has been approved as a fit and faithful
innocence of life shall be in you that is in us, teacher for preaching the word of Christ,-
you will have equal and the same power and vir- unless, I say, he brings a testimonial thence, is
tue against demons, through God rewarding your by any means to be received. But let neither
faith. For as he wl/o has .soldiers under him, prophet nor apostle be looked for by you at this
although he may be inferior, and they superior time, besides us. For there is one true Prophet,
to him in strength, yet 'says to this one, Go whose words we twelve apostles preach ; for He
and he goeth ; and to another, Come, and he is the acce_ted year of God, having us apostles
cometh ; and to another, Do this, and he doeth as His twelve months. But for what reason the
it ;' ' and this he is able to do, not by his own :world itself was made, or what dwersities have
power, but by the fear of Caesar; so every faith- occurred in it, and why our Lord, coming for its
ful one commands the demons, although they restoration, has chosen and sent us twelve apos-
seem to be much stronger than men, and that tles, shall be explained more at length at another
not by means of his own power, but by means of time. Meantime He has commanded us to go
the power of God, who has put them in subjec- forth to preach, and to invite you to the supper
tion. For even that which we have just spoken of the heavenly King, which the Father hath
of, that Caesar is held in awe by all soldiers, prepared for the marriage of H,s Son, and that
and in every camp, and in his whole kingdom, we should give you wedding garments, that is,
though he is but one man, and perhaps feeble in the grace of baptism ; s which whosoever obtains,
respect of bodily strength, this is not effected as a spotless robe with which he is to enter to
but by the power of God, who inspires all with the supper of the King, ought to beware that it
fear, that they may be subject to one. be not in any part of at stained with sin, and so

he be rejected as unworthy and reprobate.
CHAP. XXXIV. _TEMPTATION OF CHRIST.

"This we would have you know assuredly, CHAP.XXXVI.- THEGARM_¢rsUNSPOTTED.
that a demon has no power against a man, "But the ways in which this garment may be
unless one voluntarily submit himself to his de- spotted are these : If any one withdraw from
slres? Whence even that one who is the prince God the Father and Creator of all, receiving
of wickedness, approached Him who, as we have another teacher besides Christ, who alone is the
said, is appointed of God King of peace, tempt- faithful and true Prophet, and who has sent us
ing Him, and began to promise Him all the twelve apostles to preach the word ; if any one
glory of the world ; because he knew that when think otherwise than worthily of the substance of
he had offered this to others, for the sake of the Godhead, which excels all things ;--these
deceiving them, they had worshipped him. are the things which even fatally pollute the gar-
Therefore, impious as he was, and unmindful of ment of baptism. But the things which pollute it
himself, which indeed is the special peculiarity in actions are these : murders, adulteries, hatreds,
of wickedness, he presumed that he should be avarice, evil ambition. And the things which

I Matt.rill.9 [Lukevii.a.--R.] s Matt.iv.xo. [Luk¢_.a.--Ro]
• : [The _ o( this di_:our_, dia_. _4"-37,,,_,ubles t_ of ., [This is pecuE{r in thls conn,_,... There is, at

me m'tt _ T ri_.ff., in Homily VIIL ,,, _4. AJ alre_ly indicated, : i_ma of_mti-Paulitm slKrit in i_ teachiag.--R.] Inastj asug.muca m _omily IX. fiuds a l_arallel in this book --R.] [Matt. xxiL a-.-x4.]
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pollute at once the soul and the body are these : the following day, he dismimed the crowds ; and
to partake of the table of demons, that is, to taste when they were unwilling to depart, Peter saicr
things sacrificed, or blood, or a carcase which is to them : "Do me this favour on account of the
strangled,' and if there be aught else which has fatigue of yesterday's journey ; and now go away,
been offered to demons. Be this therefore the first and meet in good time to-morrow." And so
step to you of three ; which step brings forth they departed with joy. But Peter, command-
thirty commands, and the second sixty, and the ing me to withdraw a little for the purpose of
thlrd a hundred, 2 as we shall expound more fully prayer,_ afterwards ordered the couches to be
to you at another time." spread in the part of the garden which was cov-

ered with shade; and every one, according to
CHAP. XXXVlL_ THE CONGREGATIONDISMISSED. custom, recognising the place of his own rank,

we took food Then, as there was still someWhen he had thus spoken, and had charred • '
• • _ portion of the da left he conversed with us conthem to come to the same place m good time on Y , " -

_ _ c rnmg the Lord s miracles ; and when evening
t [In Homily Vll. 8a similar mjuncuon isgiven, at Sidon. The I WaS come, he entered his bed-chamber and went

language in both places recalls Acts xv 2o and t Cor x. 2t, But [ to slee TM

mosta oftlm chapter._ ts peculiar to the .Recog_ztto_'t" -- R,] _ "
Matt xIIL 23. [Comp. Mark iv. 8, 20, where the orderer the I

numherscort_sI__t.n,dswlththat of theRecol_itzexa The mterpre-[ s Clement, bein_notyetbaptiJmd, is repr¢sttitedunotlmrmttte d
_uon Is a lancum one, mmcaUng not omy juomstlc legalL_m but to loin with the discmtes even in nra_er ff?_ ; .^ i, _..

_ibeCnc_Ofi.on_ esotericteaching. Tim passage ,bows Ehi_omttc'tea. ] Th_is _;m_atton is tn_tca_edin the _/-/o_t:/l'_L b'_ut'm't_"-mph_'_
• -- "= placed upon it m the Receg'_tfier.,t. -- R.]

BOOK V.

CHAP.L _PETER'S SALUTATIOI_. sin, he b_came at the same time liable to frailty.

BUT on the following day,, Peter rising a little This therefore is written, that men may know
earlier than usual, found us asleep ; and when he that, as by impiety they have been made liable to
saw it, he gave orders that silence should be kept suffer, so by piety they may be made free from
for him, as though he himself wished to sleep suffering; and not only free from suffering, but
longer, that we might not be disturbed in our by even a little faith in God be able to cure the
rest. But when we rose refreshed with sleep, sufferings of others. For thus the true Prophet
we found him, having finished his prayer, waiting promised us, saying, ' Verily I say to you, that if
for us in his bed-chamber. And as it wa., ye have faith as a grain of mustard seed, ye shall

already dawn, he addressed us shortly, saluting say to this mountain, Remove hence, and it shall
us according to his custom, and forthwith pro- remove.' a Of this saying you have yourselves
ceeded to the usual place for the purpose of also had proofs; for you saw yesterday how at
teaching ; and when he saw that many had our presence the demons removed and were put
assembled there, having invoked peace upon them to flight, with those sufferings which they had
according to the first religious form, he began to brought upon men.
speak as follows :

CHAP. III. -- FAITH AND UNBELIEF.

"Whereas therefore some men suffer, and
CHAP.II.- SUFFERINGTHE EFFECTOF SIN. others cure those who suffer, it is necessary to

"God, the Creator of all, at the beginning know the cause at once of the suffering and the
made man after His own image, and gave him icure ; and this is proved to be nought else than
dominion over the earth and sea, and over the unbelief on the part' of the sufferers, and faith on
air ; aS the true Prophet has told us, and as the the part of those who cure them. For unbelief,
very reason of things instructs us : for man alone while it does not believe that there is to be a
is rational, and it is fitting that reason should judgment by God, affords licence to sin, and sin
rule over the irrational. At first, therefore, while makes men liable to sufferings ; but faith, be-
he was still righteous, he was superior to all dis- lievir_, that there is to be a judgment of God,
orders and all frailty ; but when he sinned, as we restrains men from sin; and those who do not
taught you yesterday, and became the servant of sin are not only free from demons and sufferings,

but can also put to flight the demons and suffer.

t [_ookv. h_sa_ni_ _,r_._1in Ho=it_x.: whi_ is_ ings of others.
to. the second day at Tr_pohs, The matter here ts more emtttmiv_
_. x, =, thaw _ _bhmm m Hotmly X. _6.-- g.] • Mitt, _
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CHAP. IV.-- IGNORANCETHE MOTHEROF EVILS. if, again, no one of the hearers could at all re-

"From ' all these things, therefore, it is con- ceive it, this also were a power of nature which
eluded that all evil springs from ignorance ; and should compel the doing of some one thing, and
ignorance herself, the mother of all evils, is should leave no place for the other course. But
sprung from carelessness and sloth, and is nour- now, since it is free for the mind to turn its
ished, and increased, and rooted in the senses judgment to which side it pleases, and to choose
of men by negligence ; and if any one teach that the way which it approves, it is clearly manifest
she is to be put to flight, she is with difficulty that there is in men a liberty of choice.
and indignantly torn away, as from an ancient
and hereditary abode. And therefore we must CHAP. VII.--RESPONSmmrrv ov m_OWLEDGE.

labour for a little, that we may search out the "Therefore, before any one hears what is good
presumptions of ignorance, and cut them off by for him, it is certain that he is ignorant ; and
means of knowledge, especially in those who are being ignorant, he wishes and desires to do
preoccupied with some erroneous opinions, by what is not good for him; wherefore he is not
means of which ignorance is the more firmly judged for that. But when once he has heard
rooted in them, as under the appearance of a ithe causes of his error, and has received the
certain kind of knowledge ; for nothing is worse I method of truth, then, if he remain in those
than for one to believe that he knows what he is ] errors with which he had been long ago Dreoc-
ignorant of, and to maintain that to be true [ cupied, he shall rightly be called into judgment,
which is false. This is as if a drunk man should i to suffer punishment, because he has spent in
think himself to be sober, and should act indeed I the sport of errors that portion of life which was
in all respects as a drunk man, and yet think [ given him to be spent-in living well. But he
himself to be sober, and should wish to be called f who, hearing those things, willingly receives
so by others. Thus, therefore, are those also who I them, and is thankful that the teaching of good

do not know what is true, yet hold some appear- ] things has been brought to him, inquires moreance of knowledge, and do many evil things as_ eagerly, and does not cease to learn, until he
if they were good, and hasten destruction as if ascertains whether there be truly another word,
it were to salvation, in which rewards are prepared for the good.

And when he is assured of this, he gives thanks
CHAP.V. m ADVANTAGESOF r.NOWLE_E, to God because He has shown him the light of

"Wherefore we must, above all things, hasten truth ; and for the future directs his actions in all
to the knowledge of the truth, that, as with a good works, for which he is assured that there is
light kindled thereat, we may be able to dispel a reward prepared in the world to come ; while
the darkness of errors: for ignorance, as we he constantly wonders and is astonished at
have said, is a great evil ; but because it has no the errors of other men, and that no one sees the
substance, it is easily dispelled by those who are truth which is placed before his eyes. Yet he
in earnest. For ignorance is nothing else than himself, rejoicing in the riches of wisdom which
not knowing what is good for us ; once know this, he hath found, desires insatiably to enjoy them,
and ignorance perishes. Therefore the knowl- and is delighted with the practice of good works ;
edge of truth ought to be eagerly sought after ; hastening to attain, with a clean heart and a pure
and no one can confer it except the true conscience, the world to come, when he shall be
Prophet. For this is the gate of life to those able even to see God, the king of all.
who will enter, and the road of good works to
those going to the city of salvatiom CHAP.VIII.m DESmES Or THE FL_SH TO BE SUB-

DUED.

CHAP.V_._ FREE-Wn.L. "But the sole cause of our wanting and being
"Whether any one, truly hearing the word of deprived of all these things is ignorance. For

of the true Prophet, is willing or unwilling to while men do not know how much good there
receive it, and to embrace His burden, that is, is in knowledge, they do not suffer the evil of
the precepts of life, he has either in his power, ignorance to be removed from them ; for they
for we are free in will.a For if it were so, that know not how great a difference is involved in
those who hear had it not in their power to do the change of one of these things for the other.
otherwise than they had heard, there were some Wherefore I counsel every learner willingly to
power ofnature in virtue of which it were not lend his ear to the word of God, and to hear
free to him to pass over to another opinion. Or with love of the truth what we say, that his

mind, receiving the best seed, may bring forth
z [c_. 4,5, r_-_e somewhatH_ X. s, _ch co_ joyful fruits by good deeds. For if, while Iap_._in/_ _ oft._ Ap_ to hlstoUo_._.- R.]
a [.He_apm thedocmaeof free-willis pre_, theHo_t'/_s

_o_p_R.]l. C_ _-,_no _ _ teach the things which pertain to salvation, anyone refuses to receive them, and strives to resist
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them with a mind occupied by evil opinions, he cn_a,, xL --THE EXPECTATIONOF THE GKNTILm.
shall have the cause of his perishing, not from
us, but from himself. For it is hm duty to ex- "But that which a prophet of the Jews fore-
amine with just judgment the things which we told, that He was to be waited for by the Gen-
say, and to understand that we speak the words tiles,, confirms above measure the faith of truth
of truth, that, knowing how things are, and in Him. For if he had said that He was to be
directing his life in good actions, he may be waited for by the Jews, he would not have
found a partaker of the kingdom of heaven seemed to prophesy anything extraordinary, that
subjecting to himself the desires of the flesh He whose coming had been promised for the
and becoming lord of them, that so at length he salvation of the world should be the object of

hope to the people of the same tribe with Him-
himself also may become the pleasant possession self, and to His own nation : for that this would
of the Ruler of all. take place, would seem rather to be a matter of

emma,. IX. uTHE TWO raYODOMS, natural inference than one requiring the gran-
deur of a prophetic utterance. Butnow, whereas

"For he who persists in evil, and is the ser- the prophets say that all that hope which is set
vant of evil, cannot be made a portion of good forth concerning the salvation of the world, and
so long as he persists in evil, because from the the newness of the kingdom which is to be es-
beginning, as we have said, God instituted two tablished by Christ, and all things which are
kingdoms, and has given to each man the power declared concerning Him are to be transferred
of becoming a portion of that kingdom to which to the Gentiles ; the grandeur of the prophetic
he shall yield himself to obey. And since it is office is confirmed, not according to the sequence
decreed by God that no one man can be a ser- of things, but by an incredible fulfilment of the
vant of both kingdoms, therefore endeavour with prophecy. For the Jews from the beginning
all earnestness to betake yourselves to the cove- had understood by a most certain tradition that
nant and laws of the good King. Wherefore this man should at some time come, by whom
also the true Prophet, when He was present with all things should be restored ; and dally medi-
us, and saw some rich men negligent with re- taring and looking out for His coming, when
spect to the worship of God, thus unfolded the they saw Him amongst them, and accomplishing
truth of this matter : ' No one,' said He, ' can the signs and miracles, as had been written of
serve two masters ; ye cannot serve God and Him, being blinded with envy, they could not
mammon ;,i calling riches, in the language of recognise Him when present, in the hope of
His country, mammon, whom they rejoiced while He was absent ; yet

the few of us who were chosen by Him under-
CHAP. X. _ JESUS THE TRUE PROPHET. stood it.

"He therefore is the true Prophet, who ap- CHAP.XII. -- CALL OF THE GENTILES.
peared to us, as you have heard, in Judaea, who,
standing in public places, by a simple command "But this happened by the providence of
made the blind see, the deaf hear, cast out de- God, that the knowledge of this good One
mons, restored health to the sick, and life to the should be handed over to the Gentiles, and

those who had never heard of Him, nor had
dead ; and since nothing was impossible to Him,
He even perceived the thoughts of men, which learned from the prophets, should acknowledge
is posmble for none but God only. He pro- Him, while those who had acknowledged Him
claimed the -kingdom of God ; and we believed in their daily meditations should not know Him.
Him as a true Prophet in all that He spoke, For, behold, by you who are now present, anddesire to hear the doctrine of His faith, and to
deriving the confirmation of our faith not only
from His words, but also from His works ; and know what, and how, and of what sort is His
also because the sayings of the law, which many coming, the prophetic truth is fulfilled. For

this is what the prophets foretold, that He is togenerations before had set forth His coming,
were fulfilled in Him ; and the figures of the be sought for by you, who never heard of HimP
doings of Moses, and of the patriarch Jacob And, therefore, seeing that the prophetic sayings
before him, bore in all respects a type of Him. are fulfilled even in yourselves, you rightly be-
It is evident also that the time of His advent, lieve in Him alone, you rightly wait for Him,

that is, the very time at which He came, was you rightly inquire concerning Him, that you
foretold by them ; and, above all, it was con- not only may wait for Him, bat also believing,
rained in the sacred writings, that He was to be you may obtain the inheritance of His kingdom ;

waited for by the Gentiles. And all these things , o,_. _l=. ,_ [Tm,ae=i_d,ta_t of.,be _t a t_ c_.
were equally fulfilled in Him. tin i__.ul_r to me Rerojr.ltlo,,: _mp., o. _

f#.em to indicate.a tendency term a_ati-Patdine _ _ _flte _/'o_
l_*, yet the ¢h_ _ sotexlology ale ]gbioattte_ -- l_.

t Matt. vL *4. a _ htv. x.
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according to what Himself said, that every one those whom they worship ? Does any one of you
is made the servant of him to whom he yields wish to see in such sort as they see ? or to hear
subjection. 1 after the manner of their hearing? or to have

such understanding as they have ? Far be this
CHAP. xrm-- ncvrrA_oN OF THE OESTm_. from any of my hearers ! For this were rather
"Wherefore awake, and take to yourselves to be thought a curse and a reproach to a man,

our Lord and God, even that Lord who is Lord who bears in himself the image of God, although
both of heaven and earth, and conform your- he has lost the likeness. What sort of gods,
selves to His image and likeness, as the true then, are they to be reckoned, the imitation of
Prophet Himself teaches, saying, ' Be ye merci- whom would be execrable to their worshippers,
ful, as also your heavenly Father is merciful, who and to have whose likeness would be a reproach ?
makes His sun to rise upon the good and the What then? Melt your useless images, and make
evil, and rains upon the just and the unjust.' _ useful vessels. Melt the unserviceable and inac-
Imitate Him, therefore, and fear Him, as the rive metal, and make implements fit for the use
commandment is given to men, 'Thou shalt wor- of men. But, says one, human laws do not allow
ship the Lord thy God, and Him only shalt thou us.S He says well ; for it is human laws, and
serve.' 3 For it is profitable to you to serve this not their own power, that prevents it. What
Lord alone, that through Him knowing the one kind of gods, then, are those which are defended
God, ye may be freed from the many whom ye by human laws, and not by their own energies ?
vainly feared. For he who fears not God the And so also they are preserved from thieves by
Creator of all, but fears those whom he himself watch-dogs and the protection of bolts, at least
with his own hands hath made, what does he do if they be of silver, or gold, or even of brass ; for
but make himself subject to a vain and senseless those that are of stone and earthenware are pro-
fear, and render himself more vile and abject tected by their own worthlessness, for no one
than those very things, the fear of which he has will steal a stone or a crockery god. Hence
conceived in his mind? But rather, by the those seem to be the more miserable whose
goodness of Him who inviteth you, return to more precious metal exposes them to the greater
your former nobleness, and by good deeds show danger. Since, then, they can be stolen, since
that you bear the image of your Creator, that by they must be guarded by men, since they can be
contemplation of His likeness ye may be be- melted, and weighed out, and forged with ham-
lieved to be even His sons. mers, ought men possessed of understanding to

hold them as gods ?
CHAP, XIV.- IDOLS UNPROFITABLE.

"Begin,4 therefore, to cast out of your minds CHAP. XvI. _ GOD ALONE A Frr OBJECT OF
the vain ideas of idols, and your useless and WORSHIP.
empty fears, that at the same time you may also "Oh [ into what wretched plight the under-
escape the condition of unrighteous bondage, standing of men has fallen ! For if it is reckoned
For those have become your lords, who could the greatest folly to fear the dead, what shall we
not even have been profitable servants to you. judge of those who fear something that is worse
For how should lifeless images seem fit even to than the dead are ? For those images are not
serve you, when they can neither hear, nor see, even to be reckoned among the number of the
nor feel anything? Yea, even the material of dead, because they were never alive. Even the
which they are made, whether it be gold or silver, sepulchres of the dead are preferable to them,
or even brass or wood, though it might have since, although they are now dead, yet they once
profited you for necessary uses, you have ten- had life ; but those whom you worship never
dered wholly inefficient and useless by fashion- possessed even such base life as is in all, the hfe
ing gods out of it. We therefore declare to you of frogs and owls. But why say more about
the true worship of God, and at the same time them, since it is enough to say to him who adores
wam and exhort the worshippers, that by good them : Do you not see that he whom you adore
deeds they imitate Him whom they worship, and sees not, hear that he whom you adore hears
hasten to return to HIS image and likeness, as not, and understand that he understands not?
we said before. --for he is the work of man's hand, and neces-

sarily is void of understanding. You therefore
CHAP. X'Y.- FOLLYOF IDOLATRY. worship a god without sense, whereas every one

"But I should like if those who worship idols who has sense believes that not even those things
are to be worshipped which have been made by

would tell me if they wish to become like to iGod and have sense, 6 such as the sun, moon, and
z johnviii._.
• Luke vl 36; Matt v.4S. .s [This,withthemor¢ sped_staUm_mt of Homily X. S,points
s D_mc vi. x3; Matt. iv. To. to an early datc.--_L]

4 [The pm'alld with Homily.X, _ at this clmp_r,,Imd _ that I.h¢hrmvcnly borises,have Jomc land ofhfc aud mtelligcac¢.tlaucs for sc_a'al chaptcrs, --R.] 6 h was a very prevalent opinion among the sneient phflosoph_lb
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stars, and all things that are in heaven and upon 1naturally destroys the sinner. But since the
earth. For they think it reasonable, that not Ijudgment shall be according to reason, the cause
those things which have been made for the set- and origin of ignorance shall be inquired into, as
vice of the world, but the Creator of those things well as of every sin. For he who is unwilling
themselves, and of the whole world, should be to know how he may attain to life, and prefers to
worshipped. For even these things rejoice when be in ignorance lest he thereby be made guilty,
He is adored and worshipped, and do not take from this very fact is judged as if he knew and
it well that the honour of the Creator should be had knowledge. For he knew what it was that
bestowed on the creature. For the worship of he was unwilling to hear; and the cunning
God alone is acceptable ta them, who alone is obtained by the artifice of the serpent will avail
uncreated, and all things also are His creatures, him nothing for an excuse, for he will have to
For as it belongs to him who alone is uncreated do with Him to whom the heart is open. But
to be God, so everything that has been created that you may know that ignorance of itself brings
is not truly God. destruction, I assure you that when the soul

departs from the body, if it leave it in ignorance
CHAP. XVII. -- SUGGESTIONS OF THE OLD SERPENT. Of Him by whom it was created, and from whom

m this world it obtained all things that were
"Above all, therefore, you ought to under- necessary for its uses, it is driven forth from the

stand the deception of the old serpent' and his light of His kingdom as ungrateful and unfaithful.
cunning suggestions, who deceives you as it were
by prudence, and as by a sort of reason creeps
through your senses ; and beginning at the head, CHAP. XIX._ HIS SECONDSUGGESTION.

he ghdes through your inner marrow, accounting "Again, the wicked serpent suggests another
the deceiving of you a great gain. Therefore he opinion to men, which many of you are in the
insinuates into your minds opinions of gods of habit of bringing forward,- that there is, as we
whatsoever kinds, only that he may withdraw say, one God, who is Lord of all ; but these also,
you from the faith of one God, knowing that they say, are gods. For as there is one Cmmr,
your sin is his comfort. For he, for his wicked- and he has under him many _udges, m for ex-
ness, was condemned from the beginning to eat ample, prefects, consuls, tribunes, and other offi-
dust, for that he caused to be again resolved cers, m in like manner we think, that while there
into dust him who had been taken from the is one God greater than all, yet still that these
dust, even till the time when your souls shall be gods are ordained in this world, after the like-
restored, being brought through the fire ; as we ness of those officers of whom we have spoken,
shall instruct you more fully at another time. subject indeed to that greater God, yet ruling us
From him, therefore, proceed all the errors and and the things that are in this world. In answer
doubts, by which you are driven from the faith to this, I shall show you how, in those very
and belief of one God. things which you propose for deception, you are

confuted by the reasons of truth. You say that
CHAP. XVlILm HIS _IRST SUC,GESTION. God occupies the place of Cmsar, and those who

"And first of all he suggests to men's thoughts are called gods represent His judges and officers.
not to hear the words of truth, by which they Hold then, as you have adduced it, by the ex-
might put to flight the ignorance of those things ample of C_esar ; and know that, as one of
which are evils. And this he does, as by the C_esar's judges or administrators, as prefects, pro-
presentation of another knowledge, making a consuls, generals, or tribunes, may lawfully take
show of that opinion which very many hold, to the name of C_esar,--or else both he who should
think that they shall not be held guilty if they take it and those who should confer it should be
have been in ignorance, and that they shall not [destroyed together,-- so also in this case you
be called to account for what they have not ought to observe, that if any one give the name
heard ; and thereby he persuades them to turn of God to any but Himself, and he accept it,

they shall partake one and the same destruction,
aside from hearing the word. But I tell you, in
opposition to this, that ignorance is in itself a by a much jnore terrible fate than the servants
most deadly poison, which is sufficient to ruin of Cmsar. For he who offends against Cw.sar
the soul without any aid from without. And shall undergo temporal destruction ; but he who
therefore there is no one who is ignorant who offends against Him who is the sole and true
shall escape through his ignorance, but it is cer- God, shall suffer eternal punishment, and that
tain that he shall perish. For the power of sin deservedly, as having injured by a wrongful con-dition the name which is unique.'

t l'C_mt_ book il ,_. In Homily X to, etc, the influence of the
" -' "-- ' " re ts s The writer meatm, that insult is offered to that name which Ira-

serpent m spoken of, but the discourse here ts much fuller. The _ _, Ionss. to _ alone by giving it to othe_ and thu* plact_ g m a
however, a gmmral agreement m oudme betweem chaps, xy-_ nexe potation which is unjust to it.andHomi_X. ,o-2x.-- R.]
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c_u,P, xx. -- EOVm_ mOLarRV, rightly holds this opinion, that that is called God

." Although this word GOD is not the g/gmt of to which nothing can be compared or equalled,
God, but meantime that word is employed by but which exceeds all and excels all ; how can it

be supposed that that name which _s believed tomen as His name ; and therefore, as I have said,
when it is used reproachfully, the reproach is be above all, is rightly given to those whom you
referred to the injury of the true name. In think to be employed for the service and corn-
short, the ancient Egyptians, who thought that fort of human hfe? But we shall add this also.
they had discovered the theory of the heavenly This world was undoubtedly made, and is cor-
revolutions and the nature of the stars, never- ruptible, as we shall show more fully by and by ;

meantime it is admitted both that it has been
thetess, through the demon's blocking up their i
senses, subjected the incommunicable name to l made and that it is corruptible. If therefore
all kinds of indignity. For some taught that the world cannot be called God, and rightly so,
their ox, which is called Apis, ought to be wor- because it is corruptible, how shall parts of the
shipped ; others taught that the he-goat, others world take the name of God? For inasmuch
that cats, the ibis, a fish also, a serpent, onions, i as the whole world cannot be God, much more
drains, crepitus ventris, ought to be regarded as its parts cannot. Therefore, if we come back to
deities, and innumerable other things, which I the example of C_esar, you will see how far you
am ashamed even to mention." are in error. It is not lawful for any one, though

a man of the same nature with him, to be corn-

CHAP. XXL-- Eavm-uLN mO_TgV MORE Rr_soN- pared with C_esar : do you think, then, that any
ABLE THAN OTHERS. one ought to be compared with God, who excels

all in this respect, that He was made by none,
When Peter was speaking thus, all we who but Himself made all things ? But, indeed, you

heard him laughed. Then said Peter : "You dare not give the name of C_esar to any other,
laugh at the absurdities of others, because because he immediately pumshes one who of-
through long custom you do not see your own. fends against him ; you dare give that of God
For indeed it is not without reason that you to others, because He delays the punishment of
laugh at the folly of the Egyptians, who worship offenders against Him, in order to their repent-
dumb animals, while they themselves are ra- ance.
tional. But I will tell you how they also laugh
at you ; for they say, We worship living animals, c_a,. xxm. _THIRD SUGGESTION.
though mortal; but you worship and adore "Through the mouths of others also that
things which never were alive at all. They add serpent is wont to speak in this wise : We adore
this also, that they are figures and allegories of visible images in honour of the invisible God. _
certain powers by whose help the race of men is Now this is most certainly false. For if you really
governed. Taking refuge in this for shame, they wished to worship the image of God, you would
fabricate these and similar excuses, and so en- do good to man, and so worship the true image
deavour to screen their error. But this is not of God in him. For the image of God is in
the time to answer the Egyptians, and leaving every man, though His likeness is not in all, but
the care of those who are present to heal the where the soul is benign and the mind pure. If,
disease of the absent. For it is a certain indi- therefore, you wish truly to honour the image of
cation that you are held to be free from sick- God, we declare to you what is true, that you
ness of this sort, since you do not grieve over it should do good to and pay honour and reverence
as your own, but laugh at it as that of others, to man, who is made in the image of God ; that

_ou minister food to the hungry, drink to the
CHAP.xxn. 0 SECOm) SUC_m'rIoN Co_'rmUED. thirsty, clothing to the naked, hospitality to the

"But let us come back to you, whose opinion stranger, and necessary things to the prisoner ;
it is that God should be regarded as C_esar, and and that is what will be regarded as truly be-
the gods as the ministers and deputies of C_esar. stowed upon God. And so far do these things
Follow me attentively, and I shall presently show go to the honour of God's image, that he who
you the lurking-places of the serpent, which lie does not these things is regarded as casting
in the crooked windings of this argument. It reproach upon the divine image. What, then,
ought to be regarded by all as certain and is that honour of God which consists in running
beyond doubt, that no creature can be on a [from one stone or wooden figure to another, in
level with God, because He was made by none, venerating empty and lifeless figures as deifies,
but Himself made all things ; nor indeed can and despising men in whom the image of God
any one be found so irrational, as to suppose is of a truth? Yea, rather be assured, that who-
that the thing made can be compared with the[ever commits murder or adultery, or anything
maker. If therefore the human mind, not only I -----_ _ .'--7--

z [To Chal_.a3 36apm'al_,- _ by HomilyXI + z_
by reason, but even by a sort of natural instinct, I _l .....
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that causes suffering or injury to men, in all doing these things. You do not know what
these the image of God is violated. For to freedom of will is, and you forget that he is
injure men is a great impiety towards God. good who is so by his own intention ; but he
Whenever, therefore, you do to another what who is retained in goodness by necessity cannot
you would not have another do to you, you be called good, because it is not of himself that
defile the image of God with undeserved dis- he is so. Because, therefore, there is in every one
tresses. Understand, therefore, that that is the liberty to choose good or evil, he either acquires
suggestion of the serpent lurking within you, rewards, or brings destruction on himself. Nay,
which persuades you that you may seem to be it is said, God brings to our minds whatsoever
pious when you worship insensible things, and we think. What mean ye, O men ? Ye blas-
may not seem impious when you Injure sensible pheme. For if He bnngs all our thoughts into
and rational beings, our minds, then it is He that suggests to us

thoughts of adultery, and covetousness, and bias-
CHAP. XXlV.- FOURTHSUGGESTION. phemy, and every kind of effeminacy. Cease, I

entreat of you, these blasphemies, and under-
"But to these things the serpent answers us stand what is the honour worthy of God. Andwith another mouth, and says : If God did not

wish these things to be, then they should not be. say not, as some of you are wont to say, that
I am not telling you how it is that many con- God needs not honour from men. Indeed, He
trary things are permitted to be in this world for truly is in need of none ; but you ought to
the probation of every one's mind. But this is know that the honour which you bestow upon
what is suitable to be said in the meantime : If, God is profitable to yourselves. For what is so
according to you, everything that was to be execrable, as for a man not to render thanks to
worshipped ought not to have been, there would his Creator?
have been almost nothing in this world. For
what is there that you have left without worship- CHAP. XXVI.-- SIXTH SU_ESTION'.
ping it? The sun, the moon, the stars, the water, "But it is said: We do better, who give
the earth, mountains, trees, stones, men ; there thanks both to Himself, and to all with Him. In
is no one of these that ye have not worshipped, th_s you do not understand that there is the ruin
According to your saying, therefore, none of of your salvation. For it is as if a sick man
these ought to have been made by God, that should call in for his cure at once a physician and
you m_ght not have anything that you could poisoners ; since these could indeed injure him,
worship ! Yea, He ought not even to have made but not cure him ; and the true physician would
men themselves to be the worshippers ! But refuse to mix his remedies with their poisons, lest
this is the very thing which that serpent which either the man's destruction should be ascribed
lurks within you desires : for he spares none of to the good, or his recovery to the injurious.
you ; he would have no one of you escape But you say : Is God then indignant or envious,
from destruction. But it shall not be so. For if, when He benefits us, our thanks be rendered
I tell you, that not that which is worshipped is to others ? Even if He be not indignant, at all
m fault, but he who worships. For with God events He does not wish to be the author of error,
is righteous judgment ; and He judges in one that by means of His work credit should be given
way the sufferer, and in another way the doer, to a vain idol. And what is so impious, so un-
of wrong, grateful, as to obtain a benefit from God, and

to render thanks to blocks of wood and stone ?
CHAP. XXV._ FIFTH SUGGESTION. Wherefore arise, and understand your salvation.

"But you say : Then those who adore what For God is in need of no one, nor does Ho re-
ought not to be adored, should be immediately quire anything, nor is He hurt by anything ; but
destroyed by God, to prevent others doing the we are either helped or hurt, in that we are grate-
like. But are you wiser than God, that you ful or ungrateful. For what does God gain from
should offer Him counsel ?' He knows what to our praises, or what does He lose by our blas-
do. For with all who are placed in ignorance phemies ? Only tkis we must remember, that
He exercises patience, because He is merciful God brings into proximity and friendship with
and gracious ; and He foresees that many of Himself the soul that renders thanks to Him.
the ungodly become godly, and that even some But the wicked demon possesses the ungrateful
of those who worship impure statues and pol- soul.
luted images have been converted to God, and
forsaking their sins and doing good works, CHAP.XXVlI.--CREATCrRES TAKE V_X_F._mX ON
attain to salvation. But it is said: We ought stm_EmS.

never to have come even to the thought of "But this also I would have you know, that

Ro_ _i._ upon such souls God does not take vengeance
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directly, but His whole creation rises up and CHAP.XXtX.m GOD'S CARE OF HUMmerTHINGS.
inflicts punishments upon the impious; and
although in the present world the goodness of "But perhaps some of you will say, God has
God bestows the light of the world and the ser- no care of human things ; and if we cannot even
vices of the earth alike upon the pious and the attain to the knowledge of Him, how shall we
impious, yet not without grief does the sun afford attain to His friendship ? That God does con-
his light, and the other elements perform their cern Himself with the affairs of men, His gov-
service, to the impious. And, in short, some- ernment of the world bears witness : for the sun
times even in opposition to the goodness of the daily waits upon it, the showers minister to it ;
Creator, the elements are wearied out by the the fountains, rivers, winds, and all elements,
crimes of the wicked ; and thence it is that attend upon it ; and the more these things be-
either the fruit of the earth is blighted, or the come known to men, the more do they indicate
composition of the air is vitiated, or the heat of God's care over men. For unless by the power
the sun is increased beyond measure, or there is of the Most High, the more powerful would
an excessive amount of rain or of cold. Thence never minister to the inferior ; and by this God
pestilence, and famine, and death in various is shown to have not only a care over men, but
forms stalk forth, for the creature hastens to take some great affection, since He has deputed such
vengeance on the wicked ; yet the goodness of noble elements to their service. But that men
God restrains it, and bridles its indignation may also attain to the friendship of God, is
against the wicked, and compels it to be obe- proved to us by the example of those to whose
dient to His mercy, rather than to be inflamed prayers He has been so favourable, that He has
by the sins and the crimes of men. For the withheld the heaven from ram when they wished,
patience of God waiteth for the conversion of and has again opened it when they prayed.'
men, as long as they are in this body. And many other things He has bestowed upon

those who does His will, which could not be be-
stowed but upon His friends. But you will say,
What harm is done to God if these things also

CHAP.XXVIII._ ETERNITYOF PUNISHMENTS. are worshipped by us ? If any one of you should

"But if any persist in impiety till the end of pay to another the honour that is due to his fa-
life, then as soon as the soul, which is immortal, ther, from whom he has received innumerable
departs, it shall pay the penalty of its persistence benefits, and should reverence a stranger and for-
in impiety. For even the souls of the impious eigner as his father, should you not think that he
are immortal, though perhaps they themselves was undutiful towards his father, and most deserv-
would wish them to end with their bodies. Bu! ing to be disinherited ?
it is not so ; for they endure without end the tor-
ments of eternal fire, and to their destruction CHAP.XXX.m RELIGIONOF FATHERSTO BE ABAN-
they have not the quality of mortality. But per- DONED.

haps you will say to me, You terrify us, O Peter. "Others say, It is wicked if we do not worship
And how shall we speak to you the things which those idols which have come down to us from our

are in reality ? Can we declare to you the truth fathers, and prove false to the religion bequeathed
by keeping silence ? We cannot state the things to us by our ancestors. On this principle, if any
which are, otherwise than as they are. But if we one's father was a robber or a base fellow, he
were silent, we should make ourselves the cause ought not to change the manner of life handed
of the ignorance that is ruinous to you, and down to him by his fathers, nor to be recalled
should satisfy the serpent that lurks within you, from his father's errors to a better way ; and it
and blocks up your senses, who cunningly sug- is reckoned impious if one do not sin with his
gests these things to you, that he may make you parents, or does not persist in impiety with them.
always the enemies of God. But we are sent for Others say, We ought not to be troublesome to
this end, that we may betray his disguises to you ; God, and to be always burdening Him with com-
and melting your enmities, may reconcile you to plaints of our miseries, or with the exigencies of
God, that you may be converted to Him, and our petitions. How foolish and witless an an-
may please Him by good works. For man is at swer ! Do you think it is troublesome to God
enmity with God, and is in an unreasonable and if you thank Him for His benefits, while you do
impious state of mind and wicked disposition not think it troublesome to Him if, for His gifts,
towards Him, especially when he thinks that he you render thanks to stocks and stones? And
knows something, and is in ignorance. But how comes it, that when rain is withheld in a long
when you lay aside these, and begin to be pleased drought, we all turn our eyes to heaven, and en-
and displeased with the same things which please treat the gift of rain from God Almighty, and all
and displease God, and to will what GOd wiUeth,
then ye shall truly be called His friends, z, Kmg_z,_., xvm.;J_. v. ,7, xs.
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of us with our little ones pour out prayers on God, them the power of entering into you ; and so
and entreat His compassion ? But truly nngrate- you admit that which is the cause either of mad-
ful souls, when they obtain the blessing, quickly hess or of unlawful love.
forget : for as soon as they have gathered in their
harvest or their vintage, straaghtway they offer CHAP.XXXIII._ ORIGINOF IMPIETY.
the first-fruits to deaf and dumb images, and pay
vows in temples or groves for those things which "Hence is the origin of all impiety; hence
God has bestowed upon them, and then offer murders, adulteries, thefts ; and a nursery is
sacrifices to demons ; and having received a fa- formed of all evils and wickednesses, while you
your, deny the bestower of the favour, t indulge in profane libations and odours, and give

to wicked spirits an opportunity of ruling and
obtaining some sort of authority over you. For

CHAP.XXXI.- PAGANISM,ITS _oRMrrms. when they invade your senses, what do they else
"But some say, These things are instituted for than work the things which belong to lust and

the sake of joy, and for refreshing our minds; injustice and cruelty, and compel you to be
and they have been devised for this end, that the obedient to all things that are pleasing to them ?
human mind may be relaxed for a little from God, indeed, permits you to suffer this at their
cares and sorrows. See now what a charge you hands by a certain righteous judgment, that from
yourselves bring upon the things which you prac- !he very disgrace of vour doings and your feel-
tlse. If these things have been invented for the rags you may understand how unworthy it is to
purpose of lightening sorrow and affording enjoy- be subject to demons and not to God. Hence
ment, how is it that the invocations of demons also, by the friendship of demons, men are
are performed m groves and woods? What is brought to disgraceful and base deeds ; hence,
the meaning of the insane whiflings, and the men proceed even to the destruction of life,
slashing of limbs, and the cutting off of mere- either through the fire of lust, or through the
bets? How is it that mad rage is produced in madness of anger through excess of grief, so
them ? How is insanity produced ? How is it that, as is well" known, some have even laid
that women are driven violently, raging with violent hands upon themselves. And this, as we
dishevelled hair? Whence the shrieking and have said, by a just sentence of God they are
gnashing of teeth ? Whence the bellowing of not prevented from doing, that they may both
the heart and the bowels, and all those things understand to whom they have yielded them-
which, whether they are pretended or are con- selves in subjedtion, and know whom they have
trived by the ministration of demons, are ex- forsaken.
hiblted to the terror of the foolish and ignorant ?
Are these things done for the sake of lightening cHAP. XXXIV.-- WHO ARE WORSI_IPPERSOF COD?

the mind, or rather for the sake of oppressing: "But some one will say, These passions some-
it ? Do ye not yet perceive nor understand, that times befall even those who worship God. It is
these are the counsels of the serpent lurking not true. For we say that he is a worshipper of
within you, which draws you away from the ap- God, who does the will of God, and observes the
prehension of truth by irrational suggestions of precepts of His law. For in God's estimation
errors, that he may hold you as slaves and ser- he is not a Jew who is called a Jew among men
vants of lust and concupiscence and every dis- (nor is he a Gentile that is called a Gentile),
graceful thing ? but he who, believing in God, fulfils His law and

does His will, though he be not circumcised.3
CHAP. XXXlL-- TRUE RELIGIONCALLSTO SOBRI- He is the true worshipper of God, who not only

ETY AND _dODF_'I'¢. is himself free from passions, but also sets others

"But I protest to you with the clear voice free from them ; though they be so heavy that
of preaching, that, on the contrary, the religion of they are like mountains, he removes them by
God calls you to sobriety and modesty ; orders means of the faith with which he believes in God.4
you to refrain from effeminacy and madness, Yea, by faith he truly removes mountains with
and by patience and gentleness to prevent the their trees, if it be necessary. But he who
inroads of anger ; to be content with your o_m seems to worship God, but is neither fortified by
possessions, and with the virtue of frugality; a full faith, nor by obedience to the command-
not even when driven by poverty to plunder the ments, but is a sinner, has given a place in him-
goods of others, but in all things to observe jus- self, by reason of his sins, to passions, which are
lace ; to withdraw yourselves wholly from the appointed of God for the punishment of those
idol sacrifices: for by these things you invite
demons to you, and of your own accord give know*a'_ o.i_ t__,_,,,_i,fro=mw imt_m h,,m, oomm_°ftmtm°_;"_it_tt_t is,__tl_ own

edg_'Rom, r,"_; Rcv. iL 9.
t Litexid_, _chang_ the [mstowea'of tt for anotimr." 4 Matt. x-vii. _o; Lu_ k'viL 6.
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who sin, that they may exact from them the by the issue of things, and the most certain end
deserts of their sins by means of punishments of blessedness.
inflicted, and may bring them purified to the
general judgment of all, provided always that CHAP. XxxvI. -- CONCLUSIONOF DISCOURSE.

their faith do not fail them in their chastisement. "And, therefore, although the serpent lurk-
For the chastisement of unbelievers in the pres- ing within you occupies your senses with a thou-
ent life is a judgment, by which they begin to sand arts of corruption, and throws in your way
be separated from future blessings ; but the a thousand obstacles, by which he may turn you
chastisement of those who worship God, while away from the heanng of saving instruction, all
it is inflicted upon them for sins into which they the more ought you to resist him, and despising
have fallen, exacts from them the due of what his suggestions, to come together the more fre-
they have done, that, preventing the judgment, quently to hear the word and receive instruction
they may pay the debt of their sin in the present from us, because nobody can learn anything who
life, and be freed, at least in half, from the eter- is not taught." _
ml punishments which are there prepared. And when he had done speaking, he ordered

those to be brought to him who were oppressed
CHAP. XXXV.-- JUDGMENTTO COME. by sicknesses or demons, and laid his hands

"But he does not receive these things as true upon them with prayer ; and so he dismissed
who does not believe that there is to be a judg- the crowds, charging them to resort to the hear-
ment of God, and therefore, being bound by mg of the word during the days that he was to
the pleasures of the present life, is shut out from remain there. Therefore, when the crowds had
eternal good things ; and therefore we do not departed, Peter washed his body in the waters
neglect to proclaim to you what we know to be l which ran through the garden, with as many of
necessary for your salvation, and to show you the others as chose to do so ; and then ordered
what is the true worship of God, that, believing the couches to be spread on the ground under
in God, you may be able, by means of good i a very shady tree, and directed us to recline ac-
works, to be heirs with us of the world to come. cording to the order established at C_esarea.
But if you are not yet convinced that what we And thus, having taken food and given thanks to
say is true, meantime, in the first instance, you God after the manner of the Hebrews, as there
ought not to take it amiss and to be hostile to us was yet some portion of the day remaining, he
because we announce to you the things which ordered us to question him on any matters that
we consider to be good, and because we do not we pleased. And although we were with him
grudge to bestow also upon you that which we twenty in all, he explained to every one what-
believe brings salvation to ourselves, labouring, ever he pleased to ask of him; the particulars
as I have said, with all eagerness, that we may of which I set down in books and sent to you
have you as fellow-heirs of the blessings which some time ago. And when evening came we
we believe are to befall ourselves. But whether entered with him into the lodging, and went to
those things which we declare to you are cer- sleep, each one in his own place.
tainly true, you shall not be able to know other-
wise than by rendering obedience to the things , [The latter half of this dlscour_e, as already indicated (see noteon chap. 23), finds a parallel m Honuly Xl. 4-18, which forms the
which axe commanded, that you may be taught f_t _ of that_coum.-- R.]

BOOK VI.

CHAP. I. _ BOOK VI. DILIGENCE m STUDY. ' shorter ; if, therefore, one desires to occupy some

!portion of the night in study, he must not keep
BO'T as soon as day began to advance the the same hours 2 for waking at all seasons, but

dawn upon the retiring darkness, Peter having 'should spend the same length of time in sleep-
gone into the garden to pray, and returning ing, whether the night be longer or shorter, and
thence and coming to us, by way of excuse for be exceedingly careful that he do not cut off
awaking and coming to us a little later than from the period which he is wont to have for
usual, said this:' "Now that the spring-time study, and so add to his sleep and lessen his
has lengthened the day, of course the night is time of keeping awake. And this also is to be

t [Comp. book ill. 3,t. To this thcrc m ao #el its tim/-J'amz'- z It will M rcracrahered that the /unit* were variable pmlo_
_. --R.] andhem tobe_k,m_ _ smari_
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observed, lest haply if sleep be interrupted while !you, and, what is of more importance than all
the food is still undigested, the undigested mass the rest, how it has made you liable to eternal
load the mind, and by the exhalation of crude Ipunishments in the world to come. Is not the
spirits render the inner sense confused and dis- fire of most righteous indignation kindled within
turbed. It is right, therefore, that that part also you for all these things, now that the light of
be cherished with sufficient rest, so that, those truth has shone upon you ; and does not the
things being sufficiently accomphshed which are flame of that anger which is pleasing to God
due to it, the body may be able in other things rise within you, that every sprout may be burnt
to render due service to the mind." up and destroyed from the root, if haply any

shoot of evil concupiscence has budded within
CHAP.IL- MUCH TO BE DONE INA LITTLETIME.yOU ?

• . [

When he had sald thls,as very many had[ c_e. Iv._ NOT PEACE,BUT A SWORD.
alreadyassembledin the accustomedplaceof
the gardentohear him,Peterwent forth; and Hence,also,He who hath sentus,when He

had come,2and had seenthatalltheworldhadhaving saluted the crowds in his usual manner,
began to speak as follows : ' " Since, indeed, as fallen into wickedness, did not forthwith give
land neglected by the cultivator necessarily pro- peace to him who is m error, lest He should
duces thorns and thistles, so your sense, by long confirm him in evil ; but set the knowledge of
neglect, has produced a plentiful crop of nox- truth in opposition to the rums of ignorance of it,
ious opinions of things and dogmas of false that, if haply men would repent and look upon
science ; there is need now of much care m the light of truth, they might rightly grieve that
cultivating the field of your mind, that the word they had been deceived and drawn away into the
of truth, which is the true and diligent husband- precipices of error, and might kindle the fire of
man of the heart, may cultivate it with continual salutary anger against the ignorance that had
instructions. It is therefore your part to ren- deceived them. On this account, therefore, He
der obedience to it, and to lop off superfluous said,' I have come to send fire on the earth ;
occupations and anxieties, lest a noxious growth and how I wish that it were kindled !' s There
choke the good seed of the word. For it may is therefore a certain fight, which is to be fought
be that a short and earnest diligence may repair by us in this life ; for the word of truth and knowi-
a long time's neglect ; for the time of every edge necessarily separates men from error and
one's life is uncertain, and therefore we must _gnorance, as we have often seen putrified and
hasten to salvation, lest haply sudden death seize dead flesh in the body separated by the cutting

knife from its connection with the living mere-
upon him who delays, bets. Such is the effect produced by knowledge

CHAP. III.- RIGHTEOUSANGER. of the truth. For it is necessary that, for the
sake of salvation, the son, for example, who has

" And all the more eagerly must we strive on received the word of truth, be separated from
this account, that while there is time, the col- his unbelieving parents ; or again, that the father
lected vices of evil custom may be cut off. And be separated from his son, or the daughter from
this you shall not be able to do otherwise, than her mother. And in this manner the battle of
by being angry with yourselves on account of knowledge and ignorance, of truth and error,
your profitless and base doings. For this is anses between believing and unbelieving kins-
nghteous and necessary anger, by which every men mad relations. And therefore He who has
one is indignant with himself, and accuses him- sent us said again, ' I am not come to send peace
self for those things in which he has erred and on earth, but a sword.' 4
done amiss ; and by this indignation a certain
fire is kindled in us, which, applied as it were to C_AP. V.u NOW TgE FIorrr BEGm_S.
a barren field, consumes and burns up the roots
of vile pleasure, and renders the soil of the heart "But if any one say, How does it seem fight
more ferule for the good seed of the word of for men to be separated from their parents ? I
God. And I think that you have sufficiently will tell you how. Because, if they remained

with them in error, they would do no good to
worthy causes of anger, from which that most
righteous fire may be kindled, if you consider them, and they would themselves perish with
into what errors the evil of ignorance has drawn them. It is therefore right, and very right, that
you, and how it has caused you to fall and rush he who will be saved be separated from him who
headlong into sin, from what good things it has will not. But observe this also, that this separa-

withdrawn you, and into what evils it has driven • [The remainingchalnersof thls book(4-z4)correspondwith
[HomilyXLx9-3_. Thedlscoursehereis mmewhatfuller,_ tha

X[Tochaps.%3, thereis _ parallelin the correspondingchap-Iorderoftoplcs_ the_ throughout,--R.]
of Hormly XL Then [O[IOWS a km_ _,',9__s._ _milatr to that in 3 Luke xii. 49,

bookv. a3-36. -- R.] 4 Matt.x.
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tion does not come from those who understand 'In the beginning God made the heaven and the
aright; for they wish to be with their relatives, earth. But the earth was invisible, and unar-
and to do them good, and to teach them better ranged ; and darkness was over the de p : and
things. But it is the vice peculiar to ignorance, the Spirit of God was upon the waters.' s Which
that it will not bear to have near it the light of Spirit, like the Creator's hand, by command of
truth, which confutes it ; and therefore that sep- God separated light from darkness ; and after
aration originates with them. For those who re- that invisible heaven produced this vimble one,
ceive the knowledge of the truth, because it is that He might make the higher places a habita-
full of goodness, desire, if it be possible, to share tion for angels, and the lower for men. For
it with all, as given by the good God ; yea, even your sake, therefore, by command of God, the
with those who hate and persecute them: for water which was upon the face of the earth
they l_now that ignorance is the cause of their withdrew, that the earth might produce fruits
sin. Wherefore, in short, the Master Himself for you ; and into the earth also He inserted
when He was being led to the cross by those veins of moisture, that fountains and rivers might
who knew Him not, prayed the Father for His flow forth from it for you. For your sake it
murderers, and said, 'Father, forgive their sin was commanded to bring forth living creatures,
for they know not what they do!'' The disci- and all things which could serve for your use
pies also, in imitation of the Master, even when and pleasure. Is it not for you that the winds
themselves were suffering, in like manner prayed blow, that the earth, conceiving by them, may
for their murderers. 2 But if we are taught to bring forth fruits ? Is it not for you that the
pray even for our murderers and persecutors, showers fall, and the seasons change ? Is it not
how ought we not to bear the persecutions of for you that the sun rises and sets, and the moon
parents and relations, and to pray for their con- undergoes her changes ? For you the sea offers
version? its service, that all things may be subject to you,

ungrateful as you are. For all these things shall
O-L_. W.--C.,OD TO BE LOVED MORETHANthere not be a righteous punishment of yen-

PARENTS. geance, because beyond all else you are ignorant
of the bestower of all these things, whom you"Then let us consider carefully, in the next

place, what reason we have for loving our par- ought to acknowledge and reverence above all?
ents. For this cause, it is said, we love them,
because they seem to be the authors of our life. CHAP.VIII._NECF.SSITYOF BAPTISM.
But our parents are not authors of our life, but "But now I lead you to understanding by the
means of it. For they do not bestow life, but same paths. For you see that all things are pro-
afford the means of our entering into this life duced from waters. But water was made at first
while the one and sole author of life is God. If by the Only-begotten ; and the Almighty God is
therefore we would love the Author of our life the head of the Only-begotten, by whom we come
let us know that it is He that is to be loved to the Father in such order as we have stated
But then it is said, We cannot know Him ; but above. But when you have come to the Father,
them we know, and hold in affection. Be it so : you will learn that this is His will, that you be born
you cannot know wka/ God is, but you can anew by means of waters, which were first ere-
very easily know what God is nat. For how car, ated. 4 For he who is regenerated by water, hay-
any man fail to know that wood, or stone, or ing filled up the measure of good works, is made
brass, or other such matter, is not God ? But if heir of Him by whom he has been regenerated
you willnot give your mind to consider the things in incorruption. Wherefore, with prepared minds,
which you might easily apprehend, it is certain[ approach as sons to a father, that your sins may
that you are hindered in the knowledge of God, be washed away, and it may be proved before
not by impossibility, but by indolence ; for if you God that ignorance was their sole cause. For
had wished it, even from these useless images if, after the learning of these things, you remain
you might have been set on the way of under- in unbelief, the cause of your destruction will be
standing, imputed to yourselves, and not to ignorance.

And do you suppose that you can have hope
CHAP.YR.- _ gaR'r_ M_E FORM_. towards God, even if you cultivate all piety and

"For it is certain that these images are made all righteousness, but do not receive baptism.
with iron tools ; but iron is wrought by fire, Yea rather, he wit1 be worthy of greater punish-
which fire is extinguished by water. But water ment, who does good works not well ; for merit
is moved by spirit ; and spirit has its beginning accrues to men from good works, but only if
from God. For thus saith the prophet Moses : they be done as God commands. Now God

3 Oeni. xtg.
• Luke nitL 36 4 [There mno mmet parallel to these statemaents in the e_re.slu_d-
• Actm vii. 6o. lag c._pter of the Ho_'ea (xt. a6). -- R.J
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has ordered every one who worships Him to be be careful that he ' come not near a menstruous
sealed by baptism ; but if you refuse, and obey woman ;' for this the law of God regards as de-
your own will rather than God's, you are doubt- testable. But though the law had given no ad-
less contrary and hostale to His vail. monition concerning these things, should we

willingly, like beetles, roll ourselves in filth?
CHAP.]X.--USZ OF _,"TISM. For we ought to have something more than the

"But you will perhaps say, What does the animals, as reasonable men, and capable of hear-
baptism of water contribute towards the worship enly senses, whose chief study it ought to be to
of God ? In the first place, because that which guard the conscience from every defilement of
hath pleased God is fulfilled. In the second the heart.
place, because, when you are regenerated and
born agmn of water and of God, the frailty of CHAP.ya.--rgWARD AND OUTWARDCLEANSINO

your former birth, which you have through men, "Moreover, it is good, and tends to purity,
is cut off, and so at length you shall be able to also to wash the body with water. I call it
attain salvation ; but otherwise it is impossible, good, not as if it were that prime good of the
For thus hath the true prophet tesUfied to us with purifying of the mind, but because this of the
an oath : 'Verily I say to you, That unless a man washing of the body is the sequel of that good.
is born again of water, he shall not enter into the For so also our Master rebuked some of the
kingdom of heaven, z Therefore make haste ; Pharisees and scribes, who seemed to be better
for there is in these waters a certain power of than others, and separated from the people, call-
mercy which was home upon them at the begin- mg them hypocrites, because they purified only
ning, and acknowledges those who are baptized those thin H which were seen of men, but le_
under the name of the threefold sacrament, and defiled and sordid their hearts, which God alone
rescues them from future punishments, presenting sees. To some therefore of them--not to all
as a gift to God the souls that are consecrated by -- He said, ' Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees,
baptism. Betake yourselves therefore to these hypocrites! because ye cleanse the outside of
waters, for they alone can quench the violence of the cup and platter, but the inside is full of pol-
the future fire ; and he who delays to approach to lution. O blind Pharisees, first make clean what
them, it is evident that the idol of unbehefremains is within, and what is without shall be clean also.' _
in him,and by it he is prevented from hastening to For truly, if the mind be purified by the light
the waters which confer salvation. For whether of knowledge, when once it is clean and clear,
you be righteous or unrighteous, baptism is neces- then it necessarily takes care of that which is
sary for you in every respect : for the righteous, without a man, that is, his flesh, that it also may
that perfection may be accomphshed in him, and be purified. But when that which is without, the
he may be born again to God ; for the unright- cleansing of the flesh, is neglected, it is certain
eous, that pardon may be vouchsafed him of the that there is no care taken of the purity of the
sins which he has committed in ignorance. There- mind and the cleanness of the heart. Thus
fore all should hasten to be born again to God therefore it comes to pass, that he who is clean
without delay, because the end of every one's inwardly is without doubt cleansed outwardly
life is uncertain, also, but not always that he who is clean out-

wardly is also cleansed inwardly--to wit, when
CHAP. X. _ NECESSITYOF GOODWORKS. he does these things that he may please men.

"But when you have been regenerated by
water, show by good works the likeness in you CHAP.XII. _ IMPORTANCEOF CHASTITY.

of that Father who hath begotten you. Now you "But this kind of chastity is also to be ob-
know God, honour Him as a father ; and His hon- served, that sexual intercourse must not take
our is, that you live according to His will. And place heedlessly and for the sake of mere pleas-
His will is, that you so live as to know nothing of ure, but for the sake of begetting children.3 And
murder or adultery, to flee from hatred and coy- since this observance is found even amongst
etousness, to put away anger, pride, and boast- some of the lower animals, it were a shame if it
ing, to abhor envy, and to count all such things be not observed by men, reasonable, and wor-
entirely unsuitable to you. There is truly a cer- shipping God. But there is this further reason
tain peculiar observance of our religion, which why chastity should be observed by those who
is not so much imposed upon men, as it is sought hold the true worship of God, in those forms of
out by every worshipper of God by reason of its it of which we have spoken, and others of like
purity. By reason of chastity, I say, of which sort, that it is observed strictly even amongst those
there are many kinds, but first, that every one

2 Matt. xxiil. _5, "_,6.

* John ill. S. [Thin passage is ctted, wtth additions, in Homily 3o, to wluch it aas a geaeral resemblance.- R.]XI. 26. --R.J s [This chapter is more specific in its tntatettmats tinla Ho_yXL
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who are still held by the devil in error, for even hear Him not.' z But with respect to those who
amongst them there is in some degree the ob- refused to repent of their evil deeds, He spoke
servance of chastity. What then ? Will you thus : ' The men of Nineve shall rise in the judg-
not observe, now that you are reformed, what ment with this generation, and shall condemn
you observed when you were in error ? it ; for they repented at the preaching of Jonas ;

and, behold, a greater than Jonas is here.' 2 You
c_tAv, xm.--stn, EmoRrr¢ OF CHmSTt_ MORAL- see, therefore, how He condemned those who

rrv. were instructed out of the law, by adducing the

"But perhaps some one of you will say, Must example of those who came from Gentile igno-
we then observe all things which we did while rance, and showing that the former were not even
we worshipped idols? Not all. But whatever equal to those who seemed to live in error.
things were done well, these you ought to ob- From all these things, then, the statement that
serve even now ; because, if anything is rightly He propounded is proved, that chastity, which is
done by those who are in error, it is certain that observed to a certain extent even by those who
that is derived from the truth ; whereas, if any- live m error, should be held much more purely
thing is not rightly done in the true religion, that and strictly, in all its forms, as we showed above,
is, without doubt, borrowed from error. For by us who follow the truth ; and the rather be-
good is good, though it be done by those who cause with us eternal rewards are assigned to its
are in error ; and evil is evil, though it be done observance."
by those who follow the truth. Or shall we be
so foolish, that if we see a worshipper of idols CHAP. XV. --BISHOPS, rRESBVTERS,DEACONS,aYO
to be sober, we shall refuse to be sober, lest we wmows ORDAINEDAT TRIPOLIS.
should seem to do the same things which he does When he had said these things, and others to
who worships idols ? It is not so. But let this the same effect, he dismissed the crowds ; and
be our study, that if those who err do not corn- having, according to his custom, supped with his
mit murder, we should not even be angry; if friends, he went to sleep. And while in this
they do not commit adultery, we should not even manner he was teaching the word of God for
covet another's wife ; if they love their neigh- three whole months, and converting multitudes
bouts, we should love even our enemies ; if they to the faith, at the last he ordered me to fast ;
lend to those who have the means of paying, we and after the fast he conferred on me the bap-
should give to those from whom we do not hope tism of ever-flowing water, in the fountains which
to receive anything. And in all things, we who adjoin the sea.3 And when, for the grace of re-
hope for the inheritance of the eternal world generation divinely conferred upon me, we had
ought to excel those who know only the present joyfully kept holiday with our brethren, Peter or-
world ; knowing that if their works, when com- dered those who had been appointed to go before
pared with our works, be found like and equalhim, to proceed to Antaoch, and there to wait
in the day of judgment, there will be confusion three months more. And they having gone, he
to us, because we are found equal in our works himself led down to the fountains, which, I have
to those who are condemned on account of said, are near the sea, those who had fully re-
ignorance, and had no hope of the,world to come. ceived the faith of the Lord, and baptized them ;

and celebrating 4 the Eucharist with them, he ap-
CHAP. XlV.--g2_OWLE_E ENR___CESRESPO_mIL- pointed, as bishop over them, Maro, who had

ri_. entertained him in his house, and who was now

"And truly confusion is our worthy portion, if perfect in all things ; and with him he ordained
we have done no more than those who are infe- twelve presbyters and deacons at the same tame.
rior to us in knowledge. But if it be confusion He also instituted the order of widows, and
to us, to be found equal to them in works, what arranged all the services of the Church ; and
shall become of us if the examination that is to charged them all to obey Maro their bishop in

take place find us inferior and worse than them ? all things that he should command them. And
Hear, therefore, how our true Prophet has taught thus all things being suitably arranged, when the
us concerning these things ; for, with respect to three months were fulfilled, we bade farewell to
those who neglect to hear the words of wisdom, those who were at Tripolis, and set out for Anti-
He speaks thus : ' The queen of the south shall och.
rise in judgment with this generation, and shall

z Matt. xil. 42; Luke xl. 3x.
condemn it, because she came from the ends of • Matt.xlt.4x; Lukexi.32.
the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon ; and, _ [Comp. Homily XI. 3S, 36, whieh, howev_e, contain additionalmatter.-- R.]
behold, a greater than Solomon is here, and they _L_e,.I_, "breakingt_ mcha,l,t._
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BOOK VII.

CHAP.I. -- JOURNEYFROMTRIPOLIS. CHAP.m.--ORDER OF MARCH.

AT length leaving Tripolis/a city of Phoenicia, When Peter thus spoke, they of course acqui-
we made our first halt at Ortosias, not far from esced, saying : "It does not greatly sadden us
Tripolis ; and there we remained the next day to do this, because we are ordered by you, who
also, because almost all those that had believed have been chosen by the foresight of Christ to
in the Lord, unable to part from Peter, fol- do and to counsel well in all things ; but also
lowed him thus far. Thence we came to An- because, while it is a heavy loss not to see our
tharadus. But because there were many in our lord Peter for one, or it may be two days, yet it
company, Peter said to Niceta and Aquila : "As is not intolerable. And we think of our twelve
there are immense crowds of brethren with us brethren who go before us, and who are deprived
and we bring upon ourselves no httte envy as we of the advantage of hearing and seeing you for
enter into every city, it seems to me that we must a whole month out of the three that you stay in
take means, without doing so unpleasing a thing every city. Therefore we shall not delay doing
as to prevent their following us, to secure that as you order, because you order all things aright."
the wicked one shall not stir up envy against us And thus saying, they went forward, having re-
on account of any display! I w, sh, therefore, ceived instructions that they should speak to
that you, Nlceta and Aquila, would go before us the brethren who journeyed with them outside the
with them, so that you may lead the multitude city, and request them not to emer the cities in
divided into two sections, that we may enter a crowd and with tumult, but apart, and divided
every city of the Gentiles travelling apart, rather into two bands.
than in one assemblage.

CHAP,IV.- CLEMENT'SJOY AT REMAININGWITH
CHAP.IL--DISCIPLESDIVIDEDINTO TWO BANDS. PETER.

" But I know thatyou thmk itsad tobe sepa- But when theywere gone,I Clement rejoiced
ratedfrom me forthespaceofatleasttwo days.greatlybecausehe had kept me with himself,
Believeme, thatinwhateverdegreeyou loveme, and I saidtohim : "I givethanksto Cod that
my affectiontowardsyou istenfoldgreater.But you have not sentme forwardwiththe others,
if,by reasonof our mutualaffection,we willnot forI shouldhave diedthroughsadness." Then
do the thingsthatarefightand honourable,such saidPeter: "And what wiU happen ifnecessity
lovewillappeartobeunreasonable.And there-shalldemand thatyou be sentanywhereforthe
fore,wlthoutbatinga tlttleof our love,letus purposeof teaching? Would you die ifyou
attendto thosethingswhich seem usefuland were separatedfrom me for a good purpose?
necessary; especlallysincenota day can passin Would you not puta restraintupon yourself,to
whichyou may notbe presentatmy discussions,bearpatientlywhat necessityhas laidupon you?
For I purposeto pass throughthe most noted Or do you not know thatfriendsarealwaysto-
citiesof the provincesone by one,as you alsogether,and are joinedinmemory, though they
know,and toresidethreemonths ineach forthe be separatedbodily; as,on the otherhand,
sakeof teaching.Now, therefore,go beforeme some personsare neartoone anotherinbody,
to Laodicea,which isthe nearestcity,and I butareseparateinmind?"
shall follow you after two or three days, so far as
I purpose. But you shall walt for me at the inn CHAP.V.--CLEMF_',rr's AFFF.Crxo_tFOR Fm'ER.

nearest to the gate of the city ; and thence again, Then I answered : "Think not, my lord, that
when we have spent a few days there, you shall I suffer these things unreasonably ; but there is
go before me to more distant cities. And this I a certain cause and reason of this affection of
wish you to do at every city, for the sake of mine towards you. For I have you alone as the
avoiding envy as much as in us lies, and also that object of all my affections, instead of father and
the brethren who are with us, finding lodgings mother, and brethren ; but above all this, is the
prepared in the several cities by your foresight, fact that you alone are the cause of my salvation
may not seem to be vagabonds." and knowledge of the truth. And also this I do

[Thenarrativeofbookvii.isgiveninHomiliesXII,XIII.; notcountofleastmoment, thatmy youthfulage
.chap3Sincludingsomedetailsof HorntlyXIV.t. The.var/atmnsis subject to the snares of lusts ; andI am afraid
mthenarrativeportionsareunimportant:but theHomdtescontain tO be without you, by whose sole presence nil
longer dls_u_ses of the Apostle. Chaps. i-.¢_ here corral.pond qutt_
exactlywith Hoaa3y XlI. x'_4; the topacsOl the respect,re chapters effeminacy, however irrational it be, is put to

being the .... d the variatloRs mainly m forms of ¢xpl_-_Joa. -- shame; although I trust, by the mercy of God,R.j
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that even my mind, from what it has conceived and I answered him: "How have I so sinned
through your instruction, shall be unable to re- against you, that you should distress me with
ceive aught else into its thoughts. Besides, I such a proposal ?" Then Peter : "If it is evil
remember your saying at Cmsarea, ' If any one that I said I should serve you, you were first in
wishes to accompany me, without violating duti- fault in saying the same thing to me." Then
fulness, let him accompany me.' And by this said I: "The cases are not alike: for it be-
you meant that he should not make any one sad, comes me to do this to you ; but it is grievous
to whom he ought according to God's appoint- that you, who are sent as the herald of the Most
ment to cleave ; for example, that he should High God to save the souls of men, should say
not leave a faithful wife, or parents, or the hke. it to me." Then said Peter : "I should agree
Now from these I am entirely free, and so I am with you, were it not that our Lord, who came
fit for following you ; and I wish you would for the salvation of the whole world, and who
grant me that I might perform to you the ser- was nobler than any creature, submitted to be a
vice of a servant." servant, that He might persuade us not to be

ashamed to perform the ministry of servants to
CHAP. VI._PETER'S SIMPLICITYOF LIFE. our brethren." Then said I: "It were foolish-

Then Peter, laughing, said : "And do you not ness in me to suppose that I can prevad with
think, Clement, that very necessity must make you ; nevertheless I give thanks to the provi-dence of God, because I have merited to have
you my servant? For who else can spread my
sheets, and arrange my beautiful coverlets? you instead of parents."
Who will be at hand to keep my rings, and pre-
pare my robes, which I must be constantly cr___P. VaL--CLEMEwr's FAMILYreSTORe.
changing? Who shall superintend my cooks, Then said Peter: "Is there then no one of
and provide various and choice meats to be pre- your family surviving?" I answered : "There
pared by most recondite and various art; and are indeed many powerful men, coming of the
all those things which are procured at enormous stock of C_esar ; for Caesar himself gave a wife
expense, and are brought together for men of to my father, as being his relative, and educated
delicate up-bringing, yea rather, for their appe- along with him, and of a suitably noble family.
tite, as for some enormous beast? But perhaps, By her my father had twin sons, born before me,
although you live with me, you do not know my not very like one another, as my father told me ;
manner of life. I hve on bread alone, with for I never knew them. But indeed I have not

olives, and seldom even with pot-herbs ; and a distinct recollection even of my mother ; but
my dress, is what. you see,. a tunic with a pallium : I cherish the remembrance of her face, as ff I
and hawng these, I reqmre nothing more. This had seen it in a dream. My mother's name was
is suffÉcient for me, because my mind does not Matthidia, my father's Faustinianus : my broth-
regard things present, but things eternal, and ers', Faustinus and Faustus.. Now, when I was
therefore no present and visible thing delights barely five years old, my mother saw a vision--
me. Whence I embrace and admire indeed so I learned from my father--by which she was
your good mind towards me ; and I commend warned that, unless she speedily left the city with
you the more, because, though you have been her twin sons, and was absent for ten years, she
accustomed to so great abundance, you have and her children should perish by a miserable
been able so soon to abandon it, and to accom- fate.
modate yourself to th_s life of ours, which makes
use of necessary things alone. For we-- that is, CHAP.IX. -- DISAPPEARANCEOF HIS MOTHERAND
I and my brother AndrewDhave grown up from BROTHERS.
our childhood, not only orphans, but also ex-
tremely poor, and through necessity have be- "Then my father, who tenderly loved his sons,
come used to labour, whence now also we easily put them on board a ship with their mother, and
bear the fatigues of our journeyings. But rather, sent them to Athens to be educated, with slaves
if you would consent and allow it, I, who am a and maid-servants, and a sufficient supply of
working man, could more easily discharge the money; retaining me only to be a comfort to
duty of a servant to you." him, and thankful for this, that the vision had

not commanded me also to go with my mother.
CHAP.Vn.- PETER'SHUmLrI_. And at the end of a year my father sent men to

Athens with money for them, desiring also to
But I trembled when I heard this, and my know how they did ; but those who were sent

tears immediately gushed forth, because so great

a man, who is worth more than the whole world, t [Comp. Homily Xll. 8,wherethetamesgivenare: Mattidia,
had addressed such a proposal to me. Then he, Faustus (father) ; Faustmtm _md Fanstiv.hanus, the twin sons. Wtththese names rome conn_'t thc Germa_ legend of Faust, _Schaff,
when he saw me weeping, inquired the reason; auto,_, a. _.- Z.]
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never returned. Again, in the third year, my that, when we left the ship, we should not.rush
sorrowful father sent other men with money, who all together to see it : "' for," said he, "I do not
returned in the fou'th year, and related that they wish you to be noticed by the crowd." When
had seen neither my mother nor my brothers, therefore, next day, we reached the island by
that they had never reached Athens, and that no ship in the course of an hour, forthwith we has-
trace had been found of any one of those who tened to the place where the wonderful columns
had been with them. were. They were placed in a certain temple,

in which there were very magnificent works of
CHAP.X. -- DISAPPEARANCEOF HIS FATHER. Phidias, on which every one of us gazed ear-

"My father hearing this, and confounded nestly.
with excessive sorrow, not knowing whither to CHAP.XI;I.--a_-IE BEGGARWOMAN.
go or where to seek, went down with me to the
harbour, and began to ask of the sailors whether But when Peter had admired only the col-
any of them had seen or heard of the bodies of a umns, being no wise ravished with the grace of
mother and two little children being cast ashore the painting, he went out, and saw before the
anywhere, four years ago ;when one told onestory gates a poor woman asking alms of those who
and another another, but nothing definite was went in ; and looking earnestly at her, he said:
disclosed to us searching in this boundless sea. "Tell me, O woman, what member of your body
Yet my father, by reason of the great affection is wanting, that you subject yourself to the in-
which he bore to his wife and children, was fed dignity of asking alms, and do not rather gain
with vain hopes, until he thought of placing me your bread by labouring with your hands which
under guardians and leaving me at Rome, as God has given you." But she, sighing, said:
I was now twelve years old, and himself going in "Would that I had hands which could be moved ;
quest of them. Therefore he went down to the but now only the appearance of hands has been
harbour weeping, and going on board a ship, preserved, for they are lifeless, and have been
took his departure ; and from that time till now rendered feeble and without feeling by my knaw-
I have never received any letters from him, nor ing of them." Then Peter said : "What has
do I know whether he is alive or dead. But I been the cause of your inflicting so great an in-
rather suspect that he also has perished, either jury upon yourself?" "Want of courage," said
through a broken heart or by shipwreck; for she, "and nought else; for if I had had any
twenty years have now elapsed since then, and bravery in me, I could either have thrown myself
no tidings of him have ever reached me." from a precipice, or cast myself into the depths

of the sea, and so ended my griefs."

CHAP. XI.- DIFFERENT EFFECTS OF SUFFERING

ON HEATHENS AND CHRISTIANS. CHAP. XIV.--THE WOMAN'S GRIEF.

Peter, hearing this, shed tears of sympathy, Then Peter said: "Do you think, O woman,
and said to his friends who were present : " If that those who destroy themselves are set free
any man who is a worshipper of God had en- from torments, and not rather that the souls
dured what this man's father has endured, ira- of those who lay violent hands upon themselves
mediately men would assign his religion as the are subjected to greater punishments?" Then
cause of his calamities ; but when these things said she : "I wish I were sure that souls live in
happen to miserable Gentiles, they charge their the infernal regions, for I would gladly embrace
misfortunes upon fate. I call them miserable the suffering of the penalty of suicide, only that
because they are both vexed with errors here I might see my darling children, if it were but
and are deprived of future hope ; whereas, when for an hour." Then Peter : "What thing is it
the worshippers of God suffer these things, their so great, that effects you with so heavy sadness?
patient endurance of them contributes to their I should like to know. For if you informed me
cleansing from sin " of the cause, I might be able both to show you

• clearly, O woman, that souls do live in the in-
fernal regions ; and instead of the precipice orCHAP. XII.- EXCURSION TO ARADUS.
thedeep sea,I might giveyou some remedy,

Afterthis,one ofthosepresentbegan to ask thatyou may be ableto end your lifewithout
Peter,thatearlynext day we shouldgo to a!tormcnt.-
neighbouringislandcalledAradus,whichwas not
more thansixfurlongsoff,toseea certainwon- CHAP.XV.- _E WOU._-W'Ss'roR_.
dcrfulwork thatwas in it,viz.vine-wood' col-
umns of immense size.To thisPeterassented, Then thewoman, hearingthiswelcome prom-

ashe was verycomplaisant; but he chargedus ise,begantosay: " Itisneithereasyof belief,nor do I thinkitnecessarytotell,what ismy

-, w_io_r,.adlag,"g_" extraction,orwhat ismy country. Itisenough
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only to explain the cause of my grief, why I of their calamities to my own. But this sad-
have rendered my hands powerless by gnawing dened me all the more ; for my disposiuon was
them. Being born of noble parents, and hay- [not such that I could regard the misfortunes of
ing become the wife of a suitably powerful man, iothers as comforts to me. And when many de-
I had two twin sons, and after them one other, sired to receive me hospitably, a certain poor
But my husband's brother was vehemently en- woman who dwells here constrained me to enter
flamed with unlawful love towards me; and as into her hut, saying that she had had a hus-
I valued chastity above all things, and would band who was a sailor, and that he had died
neither consent to so great wickedness, nor at sea while a young man, and that, although
wished to disclose to my husband the baseness many afterwards asked her in marriage, she pre-
of his brother, I considered whether in any way i ferred widowhood through love of her husband.
I could escape unpolluted, and yet not set 'Therefore,' said she, 'we shall share whatever
brother against brother, and so bring the whole we can gain by the labour of our hands.'
race of a noble family into disgrace. I made up

my mind, therefore, to leave my country with my CHAP. XVm.--THE WOMAN'SSTORYCONTINUED.
tWOtwins, until the incestuous love should sub-
side, which the sight of me was fostering and in- "And, not to detain you with a long and
flaming ; and I thought that our other son should profitless story, I willingly dwelt with her on
remain to comfort his father to some extent, account of the faithful affection which she re-

tained for her husband. But not long after, my
CHAP. XV_.--THE WOMAN'SSTORYCONTINUED. hands (unhappy woman that I was 1), long torn

with gnawing, became powerless, and she who
" Now in order to carry out this plan, I pre- had taken me in fell into palsy, and now lies at

tended that I had had a dream, in which some home in her bed ; also the affection of those
deity stood by me in a vision, and told me that
I should immediately depart from the city w_th women who had formerly pitied me grew cold.

We are both helpless. I, as you see, sit beg-
my twins, and should be absent until he should ging ; and when I get anything, one meal serves
command me to return ; and that, if I did not
do so, I should perish with all my children. I tw° wretches. Behold, now you have heard
And so it was done. For as soon as I told the l en°ugh of my affairs; why do you delay the
dream to my husband, he was terrified; and fulfilment of your promise, to give me a remedy,
sending with me my twin sons, and also slaves by which both of us may end our miserable life
and maid-servants, and giving me plenty of without torment?"
money, he ordered me to sail to Athens, where
I might educate my sons, and that I should stay CHAP.XIX.-- PETER'S REFLeCtIONSONTHE STORY.

there until he who commanded me to depart While she was speaking, Peter, being dis-
should give me leave to return. While I was tracted with much thought, stood hke one thun-
sailing along with my son% I was shipwrecked in der-struck ; and I Clement coming up, said : "I
the night by the wolence of the winds, and, have been seeking you everywhere, and now
wretch that I am, was driven to this place ; and what are we to do ?" But he commanded me

when all had perished, a powerful wave caught to go before h_m to the ship, and there to wait
me, and cast me upon a rock. And while I sat for him ; and because he must not be gainsayed,
there with this only hope, that haply I might be I did as he commanded me. But he, as he
able to find my sons, I did not throw myself afterwards told me the whole, being struck with
into the deep, although then my soul, disturbed a sort of suspicion, asked of the woman her
and drunk with grief, had both the courage and family, and her country, and the names of her
the power to do it. sons ; "' and straightway," he said, "ff you tell

me these things, I shall give you the remedy."
CHAP. XVIL-- THE WOMAN'S STORYCONTINUED. But she, like one suffering violence, because she

" But when the day dawned, and I with shout- would not confess these things, and yet was de-
ing and howling was looking around, if I could sirous of the remedy, feigned one thing after
even see the corpses of my unhappy sons any- another, saying that she was an Ephesian, and
where washed ashore, some of those who saw her husband a Sicilian, and giving false names to
me were moved with compassion, and searched, her sons. Then Peter, supposing that she had
first over the sea, and then also along the shores, answered truly, said : "Alas ! O woman, I
if they could find either of my children. But thought that some great joy should spring up to
when neither of them was anywhere found, the us to-day; for I suspected that you were a cer-
women of the place, taking pity on me, began tain woman, concerning whom I lately learned
to comfort me, every one telling her own griefs, certain like things." But she adjured him, say-
that I might take consolation from the likeness ing: "I entreat you to tell me what they are,
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that I may know if amongst women there be CHAP. xxm.--a me.xct_

one more unfortunate than myself." But he said : "Cease : what mean you, 0
Clement, my son? Do not push away your

CHAP.XX. -- PETER'S STATEMENTTO THEWOMAN.mother." But I, as soon as I heard these words,
Then Peter, incapable of deception, and immediately bathed in tears, fell upon my mother,

moved with compassion, began to say: "There who had fallen down, and began to kiss her.
is a certain young man among those who follow For as soon as I heard, by degrees I recalled her
me for the sake of religion and sect, a Roman countenance to my memory ; and the longer I
citizen, who told me that he had a father and gazed, the more familiar it grew to me. Mean-
two twin brothers, of whom not one is left to time a great multitude assembled, hearing that
him. ' My mother,' he said, ' as I learned from the woman who used to sit and beg was recog-
my father, saw a vision, that she should depart nised by her son, who was a good man. t And
from the Roman city for a time with her twin when we wished to sail hastily away from the
sons, else they should perish by a dreadful island, my mother said to me: "My darling
death ; and when she had departed, she was never son, it is right that I should bid farewell to the
more seen.' And afterwards his father set out to woman who took me in ; for she is poor, and
search for his wife and sons, and was also lost." paralytic, and bedridden." When Peter and all

who were present heard this, they admired the
CHAP. XXI.- A DISCOVERY. goodness and prudence of the woman ; mad im-

When Peter had thus spoken, the woman, mediately Peter ordered some to go and to bring
struck with astonishment, fainted. Then Peter the woman in her bed as she lay. And when
began to hold her up, and to comfort her, and she had been brought, and placed in the midst
to ask what was the matter, or what she suffered, of the crowd, Peter said, in the presence of all :
But she at length, with difficulty recovering her "If I am a preacher of truth, for confirming
breath, and nerving herself up to the greatness the faith of all those who stand by, that they
of the joy which she hoped for, and at the same may know and believe that there is one God_
time wiping her face, said: "Is he here, the who made heaven and earth, in the name of
youth of whom you speak?" But Peter, when Jesus Christ, His Son, let this woman rise." And
he understood the matter, said : "Tell me first, as soon as he had said this, she arose whole, and
or else you shall not see him." Then she said : Ifell down at Peter's feet ; and greeting her friend
" I am the mother of the youth." Then says I and acquaintance with kisses, asked of her what
Peter : "What is his name ?" And she an- [ was the meaning of it all. But she shortly re-

swered : "Clement." Then said Peter : "It is [ lated to her the whole proceeding of the Rec-
hunself; and he it was that stroke with me a,°gni_'°n, 2 so that the crowds standing around
little while ago, and whom I ordered to go be- *wondered.
fore me to the ship." Then she fell down at CHAP. XXIV. _DEPARTURE FROM ARAOUS.
Peter's feet, and began to entreat him that he
would hasten to the ship. Then Peter said : Then Peter, so far as he could, and as time
"Yes, if you will promise me that you will do as permitted, addressed the crowds on the faith of
I say." Then she said : "I will _1o anything ; God, and the ordinances of religion ; and then
only show me my only son, for I think that in added, that if any one wished to know more
him I shall see my twins also." Then Peter accurately about these things, he should come
said : "When you have seen him, dissemble for to Antioch, "where," said he, "we have resolved
a little time, until we leave the island." "I will to stay three months, and to teach fully the
do so," she said. things which pertain to salvation. For if," said

he, "men leave their country and their parents
CHAP. XXlI.- A HAPPY MEETING. for commercial or military purposes, and do not

fear to undertake long voyages, why should it be
Then Peter, holding her hand, led her to the thought burdensome or difficult to leave home

ship. And when I saw him giving his hand to for three months for the sake of eternal life?"
the woman, I began to laugh ; yet, approaching When he had said these things, and more to the
to do him honour, I tried to substitute my hand same purpose, I presented a thousand drachmas
for his, and to support the woman. But as soon to the woman who had entertained my mother,
as I touched her hand, she uttered a loud scream, and who had recovered her health by means of
and rushed into my embrace, and began to de- Peter, and in the presence of all committed her
your me with a mother's kisses. But I, being to the charge of a certain good man, the chief
ignorant of the whole matter, pushed her off as person in that town, who promised that he would
a mad woman ; and at the same time, though
with reverence, I was somewhat angry with s perlm_, "a umn ingoodposition"[This m the u_wo_l of the book, as is _, _ tim
Peter. imm here, and not in Homey XI]. _3. --R-I
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gladly do what we demanded of him. I also to see vine-wood columns of wonderful size. I
distributed a little money among some others, consented ; and when we came to the place, all
and among those women who were said formerly the rest went into the interior of the temple;
to have comforted my mother in her miseries, but I- for what reason I know not--had no
to whom I also expressed my thanks. And mind to go farther.
after this we sailed, along with my mother, to
Antaradus. CHAP. XXVII. _ RECAPITDI_TION CONTINUED.

CHAP. xxv.-- JOUR_EYmOS. " But while I was waiting outside for them, I
began to notice this woman, and to wonder in

And when we had come to our lodging, t my what part of her body she was disabled, that she
mother began to ask of me what had become of did not seek her living by the labour of her
my father ; and I told her that he had gone to hands, but submitted to the shame of beggary.
seek her, and never returned. But she, hearing I therefore asked of her the reason of it. She
this, only sighed ; for her great joy on my ac- confessed that she was sprung of a noble race,
count lightened her other sorrows. And the and was married to a no less noble husband,
next day she journeyed with us, sitting with , whose brother,' said she, 'being inflamed by
Peter's wife ; and we came to Balanem, where unlawful love towards me, desired to defile his
we stayed three days, and then went on to brother's bed. This I abhorring, and yet not
Pathos, and afterwards to Gabala ; and so we daring to tell my husband of so great wicked-
arrived at Laodicea, where Niceta and Aquila ness, lest I should stir up war between the
met us before the gates, and kissing us, con- brothers, and bring disgrace upon the family,
ducted us to a lodging. But Peter, seeing that iudged it better to depart from my country with
it was a large and splendid city, said that it was my two twin sons, leaving the younger boy to be
worthy that we should stay in it ten days, or even a comfort to his father. And that this m_ght be
longer. Then Niceta and Aquila asked of me done with an honourable appearance, I thought
.who was this unknown woman ; and I answered : good to feign a dream, and to tell my husband
"It is my mother, whom God has given back to that there stood by me in a vision a certain deity,
me by means of my lord Peter." who told me to set out from the city immediately

with my two twins, and remain until he should
CHAP.XXVL-- RECAPITULATION'. instruct me to return.' She told me that her

And when I had said this, Peter began to re- husband, when he heard this, believed her, and
late the whole matter to them in order,* and sent her to Athens, with the twin children to be
said : "When we had come to Aradus, 3 and I educated there ; but that they were driven by a
had ordered you to go on before us, the same terrible tempest upon that island, where, when
day after you had gone, Clement was led in the the ship had gone to pieces, she was lifted by a
course of conversation to tell me of his extrac- wave upon a rock, and delayed killing herself
t.ion and his family, and how he had been de- only for this,' until,' said she, ' I could embrace
prived of his parents, and had had twin brothers at least the dead limbs of my unfortunate sons,
older than himself, and that, as his father told and commit them to bunal. But when the day
him, his mother once saw a vision, by which she dawned, and crowds had assembled, they took
was ordered to depart from the city of Rome pity upon me, and threw a garment over me.
with her twin sons, else she and they should But I, miserable, entreated them with many
suddenly perish. And when she had told his tears, to search if they could find anywhere the
father the dream, he, loving his sons with tender bodies of my unfortunate sons. And I, tearing
affection, and afraid of any evil befalling them, all my body with my teeth, with wailing and
put his wife and sons on board a ship with all howlings cried out constantly, Unhappy woman
necessaries, and sent them to Athens to be edu- that I am, where is my Faustus? where my
cated. Afterwards he sent once and again per- I Faustinus ?' "
sons to inquire after them, but nowhere found[

even a trace of them. At last the father him- I CHAP.xxvln, m MORE _ONS.
self went on the search, and until now he is_ ......... i 4 Niceta and - u'la• Ana when veter smct m s, Aq 1
nowhere to befaund. When Clement had given . •
............ suddenly started up, and bexng astomshed, began
me mrs narmuve, mere came one to us, asmng [,,_ _ ,,_eatlv _o_tated sav_n,_. "O Lord Thou

sto o to the nel hbo rm roland of Amdus
g g g ' [Ruler and God of all, are these things true, or

!_ : '
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• • "W r
said. e a e Faustmus and Faustus: and ltwo were scarcely enough for me, how much
even at the first, when you began this narrative, more it would have saddened their father, if he
we immediately fell into a suspicion that the lhad had none at all} For he was wretched
matters that you spoke of might perhaps relate through his great affection towards our sons, so
to us ; yet again considering that many like that even the authority of the dream could
things happen in men's lives, we kept silence, [scarce prevail upon him to give up to me Faus-
although our hearts were struck By some hope. tinus and Faustus, the brothers of this Clement,
Therefore we waited for the end of your story, and that himself should be content with Clement

that, if it were entirely manifest that it related alone."
to us, we might then confess it.' And when CHAP.XXXI.w TO0 MUCHJOY.
they had thus spoken, they went in weeping to
our mother. And when they found her asleep, While she was yet speaking, my brothers eould
and wished to embrace her, Peter prevented contain themselves no longer, but rushed into
them, saying : "Permit me first to prepare your their mother's embrace with many tears, and
mother's mind, lest haply by the great and kissed her. But she said: "What is the mean.
sudden joy she lose her reason, and her under- ing of this ?" Then said Peter" "Be not dis-I

standing be disturbed, especially as she is now!turbed, O woman; be firm. These are your
stupefied with sleep." sons Faustinus and Faustus, whom you supposed

to have perished in the deep ; but how they are
CHAP. XXIX.re"NOTHING COMMONOR UNCLEAN." ahvg, and how they escaped in that horrible

/ night, and how the one of them is called Niceta
Therefore, when our mother had risen from[and the other A-uila the" will be able to ex• q , Y -

her sleep, Peter began to address her, saying : / plain to you themselves, and we also shall hear
I wlsla you to know, 0 woman, an observance it alon wi-'- " W L- _ _ _ _ ._ .t.• - • , t g m you. Hen reter nau sam mls,

of our rehglon We worship one God, WHO : • • -• ' lourmother fainted, bemg overcome with excess
made the world, and we keep His law, in which of "o- • and after some time bein- rest--ed --a
He commands us first of all to worship Him, J y ' ._._ _:a ' ,, r _-_ ._ucome to herself, _,_ _a,u: x uc_cc_., you,
and to reverence His name, to honour our par- darling sons, tell me what has befallen you since
ents, and to preserve chastity and uprightness, that dismal and cruel night."
But this also we observe, not to have a common

table with Gentiles, unless when they believe, and CHAP.xxxn. _" HE BRINGETHTHEMUNTOTI'IEIR
on the reception of the truth are baptized, and DESIRED HAVEN."
consecrated by a certain threefold invocation of
the blessed name ; and then we eat with them.' Then Niceta began to say : "On that night,
Otherwise, even if it were a father or a mother, O mother, when the ship was broken up, and
or wife, or sons, or brothers, we cannot have a we were being tossed upon the sea, supported
common table with- them. Since, therefore, we on a fragment of the wreck, certain men, whose
do this for the special cause of religion, let it business it was to rob by sea, found us, and
not seem hard to you that your son cannot eat placed us in their boat, and overcoming the
with you, until you have the same judgment of power of the waves by rowing, by various
the faith that he has." stretches brought us to Cmsarea Stratonis. There

they starved us, and beat us, and terrified us, that
CHAP. XXX._"WHO CAN FORBIDWATER?" we might not disclose the truth; and having

changed our names, they sold us to a certain
Then she, when she heard this, said : "And widow, a very honourable women, named Justa.

what hinders me to be baptized to-day? For She, having bought us, treated us as sons, so
even before I saw you I was wholly alienated that she carefully educated us in Greek litera-
from those whom they call gods, because they ture and liberal arts. And when we grew up,
were not able to do anything for me, although I we also attended to philosophic studies, that we
frequently, and almost daily, sacrificed to them. might be able to confute the Gentiles, by sup-
And as to chastity, what shall I say, when nei- porting the doctrines of the divine religion by
ther in former times did pleasures deceive me, philosophic disputations.
nor afterwards did poverty compel me to sin?
But I think you know well enough how great ca_. xxxm. _matZR WaEC'K_gV_'rth
was my love of chastity, when I pretended that
dream that I might escape the snares of unhal- "But we adhered, for friendship's sake, and
lowed love, and that I might go abroad with boyish companionship, to one Simon, a magician,
my two twins, and when I left this my son Clem- who was educated along with us, so that we were
ent alone to be a comfort to his father. For if almost deceived by him. For there is mention

made in our religion of a certain Prophet, whose

' [Cutup. HomilygIII. 4b--lL] coming was hoped for by all who observe that
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religion, through whom immortal and happy life if they were sure of this, that the punishment of
is promised to be given to those who beheve in eternal fire awaits those who do not worship God,
Him. Now we thought that this Simon was he. when would they cease warning, and exhorting?
But these things shall be explained to you, O Or, if they refused, how would they not mourn
mother, at a more convenient season. Mean- and bewail them, being sure that eternal tor-
while, when we were almost deceived by Simon, ments awaited them ? Now, therefore, we shall
a certain colleague of my lord Peter, Zacchreus send for that woman at once, and see if she loves
by name, warned us that we should not be duped the faith of our religion ; and as we find, so shall
by the magician, but presented us to Peter on we act. But since your mother has judged so
his arrival, that by him we might be taught the faithfully concerning baptism, let her fast only
things which were sound and perfect. And this one day before baptism."
we hope will happen to you also, even as God
has vouchsafed it to us, that we may be able to CHAP. KXXVI.-- THE SONS' PLEADING.
eat and have a common table with you. Thus
therefore it was, O mother, that you believed But she declared with an oath, in presence of

my lord Peter's wife, that from the time she rec-
that we were drowned in the sea, while we were oguised her son, she had been unable to take
stolen by pirates." any food from excess of joy, excepting only that

yesterday she drank a cup of water. Peter's wife
CHAP. XXXIV._BAPTISM MUST BE PRECEDEDBY also bore witness, saying that it was even so.

FASTING. Then Aquila said: "What, then, hinders her
When Niceta had spoken thus, our mother being baptized?" Then Peter, smiling, said:

fell down at Peter's feet, entreating and beseech- ,, But this is not the fast of baptism, for it was
ing him that both herself and her hostess might not done in order to baptism." Then Niceta
be baptized without delay ; "that," said she, "I said : "But perhaps God, wishing that our
may not even for a single day suffer the loss of mother, on our recognition, should not be sep-
the company and society of my sons." In hke arated even for one day from participation of
manner, we her sons also entreated Peter. But our table, pre-ordained this fasting. For as in
he said : "What I Do you think that I alone her ignorance she preserved her chastity, that it
am unpitiful, and that I do not wish you to en- might profit her in order to the grace of baptism ;
joy your mother's society at meals ? But she so she fasted before she knew the reason of fast-
must fast at least one day first, and so be bap- ing, that it might profit her in order to baptism,
tized ; and this because I have heard from her a and that immediately, from the beginning of our
certain declaration, by which her faith has been acquaintance, she might enjoy communion of the
made manifest to me, and which has given evi- table with us."
dence of her belief; otherwise she must have
been instructed and taught many days before she CHAP. xxxvn. _ PETER INEXORABLE.

could have been baptized." Then said Peter : ' " Let not thee wicked one
prevail against us, taking occasion from a

CHAP. XXXV._DESIRING THE SALVATIONOF mother's love ; but let you, and me with you,OTHERS.
fast this day along with her, and to-morrow she

Then said I : "I pray you, my lord Peter, tell shall be baptized : for it is not right that the
us what is that declaration which you say afforded precepts of truth be relaxed and weakened in
you evidence of her faith?" Then Peter : "It favour of any person or friendship. Let us not
is her asking that her hostess, whose kindnesses shrink, then, from suffering along with her, for it
she wishes to requite, may be baptized along with is a sin to transgress any commandment. But
her. Now she would not ask that this grace be let us teach our bodily senses, which are without
bestowed upon her whom she loves, unless she us, to be in subjection to our inner senses ; and
believed that there is some great boon in bap- not compel our inner senses, which savour the
tism. Whence, also, I find fault with very many, things that be of God, to follow the outer senses,
who, when they are themselves baptized and be- which savour the things that be of the flesh. For
lieve, yet do nothing worthy of faith with those to this end also the Lord commanded, saying :
whom they love, such as wives, or children, or , Whosoever shall look upon a woman to lust
friends, whom they do not exhort to that which after her, hath committed adultery with her
they themselves have attained, as _ey wauM already in his heart' And to this He added:
do if indeed they believed that eternal life is , If thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out, and
thereby bestowed. In short, if they see them cast it from thee: for it is profitable for thee
to be sick, or to be subject to any danger bodily,
they grieve and mourn, because they are sure , [InHomi]yXlll.x_theAposfleis_tedasthtmdeferxing

the biptlmu; lint a longer discounm on chastity (e,,haps. t_-st) ts
thatin this destruction threatens them. So, then, si_,_tot_=,i_ofta_td.y --R.]
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that one of thy members perish, rather than thy in their order. And we her sons, Niceta and
whole body be cast into hell-fire.', He does Aquila, and I Clement, were present. And after
not say, has affended thee, that you should then this we dined with her, and glorified God with
cast away the cause of sin after you have sinned ; ]her, thankfully acknowledging the zeal and
but if it affendyou, that is, that before you sin teaching of Peter, who showed us, by the exam-
you should cut off the cause of the sin that pro- ple of our mother, that the good of chastity is
vokes and irritates you. But let none of you not lost with God ;( "as, on the other hand,"
think, brethlen, that the Lord commended the said he, "unchastity does not escape punishment,
cutting off of the members. His meaning is, though it may not be punished immediately, but
that the purpose should be cut off, not the slowly. But so well pleasing," said he, "ischas-
members, and the causes which allure to sin, in tlty to God, that it confers some grace in the
order that our thought, borne up on the chariot present life even upon those who are in error"
of sight, may push towards the love of God, sup- for future blessedness is laid up for those only
ported by the bodily senses ;2 and not give loose who preserve chastity and righteousness by the
reins to the eyes of the flesh as to wanton horses, grace of baptism. In short, that which has be-
eager to turn their running outs]de the way of the fallen your mother is an example of this, for all
commandments, but may subject the bodily sight this welfare has been restored to her in reward
to the judgment of the mind, and not suffer those of her chastity, for the guarding and preserving
eyes of ours, which God intended to be wewers of which continence alone is not sufficient ; but
and witnesses of His work, to become panders when any one perceives that snares and decep-
of evil desire. And therefore let the bodily tions are being prepared, he must straightway
senses as well as the internal thought be subject flee as from the violence of fire or the attack of
to the law of God, and let them serve His will, a mad dog, and not trust that he can easily frus-
whose work they acknowledge themselves to be." trate snares of this kind by philosophizing or by

humouring them ; but, as I have said, he must
CHAP. XXXVIII.- REWARD OF CHASTITY. flee and w_thdraw to a distance, as your mother

Therefore, as the order and reason of the also did through her true and entire love of chas-
mystery demanded, on the following day she was tity. And on this account she has been preserved
baptized in the sea, 3 and returning to the lodg- to you, and you to her ; and in addition, she has
ing, was imtlated in all the mysteries of rehgion been endowed with the knowledge of eternal

life." When he had said this, and much more
x Matt. v. 28,29. tO the same effect, the evening having come, we
a Here a marginal reathng is followed. The reachng of the text went to sleep.Is: " In order that our thought, borne on the chariot of contempla-

tion, may hasten on, invisible to the boddy senses, towards the love
of God." But the translataon of asl_ectus by "contemplauon" Js 4 [In Homdy XIII _o, 2t, a longer discourse, to the _.me effect,
doubtful, ts recorded, but tt m addressed to the mother the evening before he_

a [The baptism is narrated in Homily XIV. l.-- R.] baptmm. -- ILl

BOOK VIII.

CHAP. L _ THE OLD WORKMAN. USpraying, he waited till we came out, and then

Now the next morning Peter took my brothers saluted us, and said: "If you do not take it
and me with him, and we went down to the har- amiss, and regard me as an inquisitive and im-
bour to bathe in the sea, and thereafter we retired portunate person, I should wish to converse with
to a certain secret place for prayer. But a cer- you ; for I take pity on you, and would not have
rain poor old man, a workman, as he appeared you err under the appearance of truth, and be
by his dress, began to observe us eagerly, with- afraid of things that have no existence ; or if
out our seeing him, that he might see what you think that there is any truth in them, thendeclare it to me. If, therefore, you take it
we, were doing in secret.' And when he saw patiently, I can in a few words instruct you in

x [From this point there are considerable vanattons in the two what is right ; but if it be unpleasant to you, I

narrattves.Theoldman becomes, m theRecag=,tlana,a prominent shall go on, and do my business." To him Peterpartietpaat in the discussions, arguing wtth Peter, and with Ntceta,

Aqm'la, and Clement. At the close of these dtscusslons he is recog- answered : "Speak what you think good, and we
ntsed first by the sons {ix. 35), and then by ht_ wife, as Faustmtanus
(tx 37)- In the Homd:es Peter tells of an interview with the old will gladly hear, whether it be true or false ; for

(xtv. _.8), and the recognition takes place tmnmdlately, upo_rhisyOUare tO be welcomed, because, like a father
apptmrance(xiv. 9) Somethscur_tonwtthhtmfollows(HomtlyX );
butBoonthenmnco_t,_e_yis withSmumMagusC.I_o=,l_sXVl.- anxious on behalf of his children, you wish to put
XIX.), in the presence of the father, who ts =o...nvmced by Peter.
Book x. contains much matter introduoed in Hormhes IV.-VIL The US in possession of what you regard as good."
correslaOadeace_ will be mdmatnd in the foommes.--R.]
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ct-I_, n. -- OZNZStS. man : "Perhaps the presence of a multitude dis-
concerts you." Peter replied : "Not at all, ex-

Then the old man proceeded to say : " I saw cept only on this account, that I am afraid lest
you bathe in the sea, and afterwards retire into a haply, when the truth is made manifest in thesecret place ; wherefore observing, without your
noticing me, what you were doing, I saw you course of our discussion, you be ashamed in
praying. Therefore, pitying your error, I waated presence of the multitude to yield and assent
till you came out, that I might speak to you, and to the things which you may have understood

to be spoken truly." To this the old man an-
instruct you not to err in an observance of this swered : " I am not such a fool in my old age,
sort ; because there is neither any God, nor that, understanding what is true, I should deny
any worship, neither is there any providence it for the favour of the rabble."
in the world, but all things are done by fortui-
tous chance and genesis, as I have discovered
most clearlyfor myself,being accomplished CHAP.IV.--2_Iv. QUESTION STATED.

beyond othersin the disciplineof learning,i Then Peterbegan tosay: "Those who speak
Do not err,therefore: forwhetheryou pray,or the word of truth,and who enlightenthe souls
whetheryou do not pray,whatever your genesisof men, seem tome tobe likethe raysof the
contains,thatshallbefallyou." Then I Clem- sun,which,when once theyhave come forthand
entwas affected,I know not how, in my heart,appeared to the world,can no longerbe con-
recollectingmany thingsin him thatseemed cealedor hidden,while they are not so much
familiarto me ; forsome one says well,that sccn by men, astheyaffordsighttoall. There-
thatwhich issprung from any one, althoughforeitwas wellsaidbyOne totheheraldsofthe
itmay be long absent,yet a sparkof relation-truth,'Ye arc thehght of theworld,and a city
shipisneverextinguished._ ThereforeI began setupon a hillcannot be hid; neltherdo men
toask of him who and whence hewas,and how lighta candle and put itunder a bushel,but
descended. But he,notwishingtoanswerthese upon a candlestick,thatitmay cnhghtcnallwho
questions,said: "What hasthattodowithwhat are in the house.'"3 Then saidthe oldman :

I have toldyou? But first,ifyou please,letusI"He saidwell,whoeverhe.is. But letone of
converseof thosematterswhich we have pro- you statewhat,accordingto his opinion,ought
pounded ; and afterwards,ifcircumstancesre- tobe followed,thatwe may directour speechto
quire,wc can disclosetoone another,as friendsa definiteaim. For,inordertofindthe truth,
tofriends,our names,and families,and country,itisnot sufficienttooverthrowthe thingsthat
and otherthingsconnected with these." Yet[are spoken on the otherside,but alsothatone
wc alladmired the eloquenceof the man, and shouldhimselfbringforwardwhat he who ison
thegravityof his manners,and the calmnessof theothersidemay oppose. Therefore,inorder

hisspeech, thatboth partiesmay be on an equalfooting,it
seems tome tobc rightthateach of us should

CHAP. HI.--A FRIENDLY CONFERENCE. first enunciate wl_at opinion he holds. And, if
you please, I shall begin first. I say, then, that

But Peter, walking along leisurely while con- the world is not governed according to the provi-versing, was looking out for a suitable place for
, dence of God, because we see that many things

a conference. And when he saw a quiet recess in it are done unjustly and disorderly; but I
near the harbour, he made us sit down ; and so say that it is genests that does and regulates all

he himself first began. Nor did he hold the things."old man in any contempt, nor did he look down
upon him because his dress was poor and mean.

CHAP. V. -- FREEDOM OF DISCUSSION ALLOWED.
He said, therefore : "Since you seem to me to
be a learned man, and a compassionate, inas- When Peter was about to reply to this, Niceta,
much as you have come to us, and wish that to anticipating him, said : + "Would my lord Peter
be known to us which you consider to be good, i allow me to answer to this ; and let it not be
we also wish to expound to you what things we thought forward that I, a young man, should
believe to be good and right ; and if you do not have an encounter with an old man, but rather
think them true, you will take in good part our let me converse as a son with a father." Then
good intentions towards you, as we do yours said the old man: "Not only do I wish, my
towards us." While Peter was thus speaking, a Is on, that you should set forth your opinions ;

great multitude assembled. Then said the old Ibut also if any one of your associates, if any one

s [In Homily XIV. :-5 there is a discussion somewhat similar ] a Matt. v. z4, z$.
t? tl_ebtl_in_of this oae,, but reported by tim Apostle to the family [. _ [The whole arrangement, introducing the brothers asdislmttmts,
ol _.,_mmtt.--l¢..] ..... | Is peculmr to the geco£_ztwmt. The several dumourses are eon-

z [M are a number of _,aUons, like ths. m the narratsve, I struct,.-d wsth much sktB. I_¢ courtesy of the di_m_on is in sharp
_+ .the .rt_m, ttonof the old man aa the father, in the [ comrastwith the totmoftho_inthc/-/at_Zt_$,t_lm_dlytho_with
ttomil_r, aotlfiag ==;,_r appears. -- R.] ISimoa Magus.-- R-]
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even of the bystanders, thinks that he knows statements. Or if you wish me to speak first, I
anything, let him unhesitatingly state it: we shall not hesitate."
shall gladly hear it ; for it is by the contribution
of many that the things that are unknown are CHAP. WLran'HE WAY_.
more easily found out." Then Niceta there-
fore answered : "Do not deem me to have done Then the old man answered : "Whether it
rashly, my father, because I have interrupted the pleases you, my son, to speak first, or whether
speech of my lord Peter; but rather I meant you prefer that I should speak, makes no differ-

i to honour him by doing this. For he is a man ence, especially with those who discuss in a
of God, full of all knowledge, who is not ignorant friendly spirit. However, speak you first, and I

' even of Greek learning, because he is filled with will gladly hear ; and I wish you may be able
the Spirit of God, to whom nothing is unknown, even to follow out those things that are to be
But because it is suitable to him to speak of spoken by me, and to put in opposition to them

: heavenly things, I shall answer concerning those those things that are contrary to them, and from
; things which pertain to the babbling of the the comparison of both to show the truth."

Greeks. But after we have disputed in the Gre- Niceta answered : "If you wish it, I can even
clan manner, and we have come to that point state your side of the argument, and then an-swer it." Then the old man : "Show me first
where no issue appears, then he himself, as filled how you can know what I have not yet spoken,
with the knowledge of God, shall openly and and so I shall believe that you can follow outclearly disclose to us the truth on all matters, so
that not we only, but also all who are around us my sideof the argument." Then Niceta : "Your
as hearers, shall learn the way of truth. And sect is manifest, even by the proposition which

you have laid down, to those who are skilled in
therefore now let him sit as umpire ; and when doctrines of this sort ; and its consequence is cer-either of us shall yield, then let him, taking up

. tain. And because I am not ignorant what are
the matter, give an unquestionable judgment." the propositions of the philosophers, I know what

follows from those things which you have pro-
CHAP.VI.re'rilE OTHER SIDE OF THE QUESTIONpounded ; especially because I have frequented

STATED. the schools of Epicurus in preference to the

When Niceta had thus spoken, those who had other philosophers. But my brother Aquila has
assembled conversed among themselves : "Is attended more to the Pyrrhonists, and our other

brother to the Platonism and Aristotelians ; there-this that Peter of whom we heard, the most ap-
proved disciple of Him who appeared in Judaea, fore you have to do with learned hearers." ' Then
and wrought many signs and miracles ?" And said the old man : "You have well and logically
they stood gazing upon him with great fear and informed us how you perceived the things that
veneration, as conferring upon the Lord the follow from the statements which have been
honour of His good servant. Which when Peter enunciated. But I professed something more
observed, he said to them : "Let us hear with than the tenet of Epicurus ; for I introduced the

_enesis, and asserted that it is the cause of all
all attention, holding an impartial judgment
of what shall be said by each ; and after their the doings of men."
encounter we also shall add what may seem
necessary." And when Peter had said this, the CHAP.vm. m ms=rigc'rs.
crowds rejoiced. Then Niceta began to speak When the old man had said this, I Clement said
as follows : "You have laid down, my father, to him : "Hear, my father : if my brother Niceta
that the world is not governed by the prod- bring you to acknowledge that the world is not
dence of God, but that all things are subject to governed without the providence of God, I shall
genesis, whether the things which relate to the be able to answer you in that part which remains
dispositions, or those which relate to the doings concerning the genesis; for I am well acquaint-
of every one. This I could answer immediately ; ed with this doctrine." And when I had thus
but because it is right to observe order, we also spoken, my brother Aquila said : "What is the use
lay down what we hold, as you yourself requested of our calling him father, when we are corn-
should be done. I say that the world is gov- manded to call no man father upon earth?" •
erned by the providence of God, at least in those Then, looking to the old man, he said, "Do not
things which need His government. For He it take it amiss, my father, that I have found fault
is alone who holds all things in His hand, who with my brother for calling you father, for we
also made the world ; the just God, who shall have a precept not to call any one by that name."
at some time render to every one according to When Aquila said that, all the assembly of the
his deeds. Now, then, you have our pos!tion ; bystanders, as well as the old man and Peter,

go on as you please, either overthrowing mane or , [comp..n.om_XnL 7.-- R.I
establishing your own, that I may meet your ' _--: _9.
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laughed. And when Aquila asked the reason of !the order is directed from the higher to the lower
their all laughing, I said to him : "Because you numbers. Is it not so ?"
yourself do the very thing which you find fault
with in another; for you called the old man CHAP. X._CREATION IMPLIESPROVIDENCE.

father." But he denied it, saying : " I am not Then the old man said : "You are following
aware that I called him father." Meantime Pc- it out exceedingly well." Then Niceta: "Now,
ter was moved with certain suspicions,' as he then, we must inquire concerning the method of
told us afterwards ; and looking to Niceta, he the world ; of which the first inquiry is divided
said, "Go on with what you have proposed." into two parts. For it ]s asked whether it has

been made or not ? And if it has not been made,
CHAP. IX._SIMPLE AND COMPOUND. itself must be that Unbegotten from which all

things are. But if it has been made, concern-
Then Niceta began as follows: 2 "Everything ing this again the question is divided into two

that is, is either simple or compound. That i parts, whether it was made by itself, or by an-
which is simple is without number, division, col- other. And if indeed it was made by itself, then
our, difference, roughness, smoothness, weight, without doubt providence is excluded. If provi-
lightness, quality, quantity, and therefore without dence is not admitted, in vain is the mind incited
end. But that which is compound is either to virtue, in vain justice is maintained, if there be
compounded of two, or of three, or even of four _no one to render to the just man according to his
elements, or at all events of several ; and things ] merits. But even the soul itself will not appear
which are compounded can also of necessitYto be immortal, if there be no dispensation of
be divided." The old man, hearing this, said :
"You speak most excellently and learnedly, ] providence to receive it after its escape from thebody.
my son." Then Nieeta went on : "Therefore
that wiaich is simple, and which is without any CHAP.XI._GENERAL OR SPECIALPROVIDENCE.
of those things by which that which subsists
can be dissolved, is without doubt mcomprehen- "Now, if it be taught that there ]s a provi-
slble and infinite, knowing neither beginning nor dence, and that the world was made by it, other
end, and therefore is one and alone, and subsist- questions meet us which must be discussed. For

ing without an author. But that which is corn- it will be asked, In what way providence acts,
pound is subject to number, and diversity, and whether generally towards the whole, or specially

towards the parts, or generally also towards the
division,--is necessarily compounded by some parts, or both generally towards the whole, and
author, and is a diversity collected into one lspecially towards the parts ? But by generalspecies. That which is infinite is therefore, in
respect of goodness, a Father ; in respect of providence we mean this: as if God, at first

making the world, has given an order and ap-
power, a Creator. Nor can the power of ere- pointed a course to things, and has ceased to
ating cease in the Infinite, nor the goodness be take any further care of what Is done. But
quiescent ; but He is impelled by goodness to
change existing things, and by power to ar- special providence towards the parts is of this
range and strengthen them. Therefore 'some[ s°rt' that He exercmes providence over some
things, as we have .said, are changed, and com- men or places, but not over others. But general
posed of two or three, some of four, others of over all, and at the same time special over the
more elements. But since our inquiry at present parts, is in this wise : if God made all things at
is concerning the method of the world and its first, and exercises providence over each mdi-
substance, which, it is agreed, is compounded vidual even to the end, and renders to every one
of four elements, to which all those ten differ- according to his deeds.
enees belong which we have mentioned above,
let us begin at these lower steps, and come to CHAP. XII.--PRAYER INCONSISTENTWITH GENESIS.
the higher. For a way is afforded us to intel- "Therefore that first proposition, which de-
lectual and invisible things from those which we clares that God made all things in the beginning,
see and handle; as is contained in arithmetical and having imposed a course and order upon
instructions, where, when inquiry is made con- things, takes no further account of them, affirms
cerning divine things, we rise from the lower to that all things are done according to genesis.
the higher numbers ; but when the method re- To this, therefore, we shall first reply ; and espe-
specting present and visible things is expounded, cially to those who worship the gods and defend

genesis. Assuredly, these men, when they sac-
t [Anotherforeshadowlngoftheapproachingreeognitlon; peculiar rifiee to the gods and pray to them, hope that

to _ narrative. --R.]
2 [The argument of Nieeta (chaps 9-34), while it neeeamrily they shall obtain something in opposition to gene-

inelucl_ ttateat_nts occurring elsewhere in this hterature, is, as a sis, and so they annul genesis. But when they
whole, peculiar to the RecaKRitur_ In order of arrangement and laugh at those who incite to virtue and exhort toforge it is much lmpermr to mo_ of the dlm_ur_t. -- R.]
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continence, and say that nobody can do or suf- resolved and divided ? But if bodies seem to
fer anything unless what is decreed to him by be composed of two, or three, or even of four
fate, they assuredly cut up by the roots all worship elements, m who that has even a small portion
of the Divinity. For why should you worship of sense does not perceive that there must have
those from whom you can obtain nothing which been some one who collected several into one,
the method of what is decreed does not allow? and preserving the measure of tempering, made
Let this suffice in the meantime, in opposition a solid body out of diverse parts ? This some
to these men. But I say that the world is made one, therefore, we call God, the Creator of the
by God, and that it is at some time to be de- world, and acknowledge Him as the author of
stroyed by Him, that that world may appear the universe.
which is eternal, and which is made for this end,
that it may be always, and that it may receive CHAP. XV._ THEORIESOF CREATION.

those who, in the judgment of God, are worthy "For the Greek philosophers, inquiring into
of it. But that there is another and invisible the beginnings of the world, have gone, some in

: world, which contains this visible world within
itself,--after we have finished our discussion one way and some in another. In short, Pythag-

oras says that numbers are the elements of its
concernh_g the visible world, we shall come to it beginnings ; Callistratus, that qualities ; Alcmmon,
also. that contrarieties ; Anaximander, that immensity ;

CHAP. XIII.- A CREATORNECESSARY. Anaxagoras, that equalities of parts ; Epicurus,
that atoms ; Diodorus, that a/zcp_, that is, things

"Now, in the meantime, that this visible world in which there are no parts ; Asclepius, that _Ko_,
has been made, very many wise men among the which we may call tumours or swellings ; the
philosophers do testify. But that we may not geometricians, thatends ; Democritus, that ideas ;
seem to make use of assertions as witnesses, as Thales, that water ; Heraclitus, that fire ; Dioge-
though we needed them, let us inquire, if you nes, that air ; Parmenides, that earth; Zeno,
please, concerning its principles. That this visi- Empedocles, Plato, that fire, water, air, and
ble world is material, is sufficiently evident from earth. Aristotle also introduces a fifth element,
the fact that it is visible. But every body re- which he called _Karov_/mo-rov; that is, that
celves one of two DIFFERE_TIJ_; for xt is either which cannot be named ; without doubt indicat-
compact and solid, 9rdlvlded and separate. And ing Him who made the world, by joining the
if the body of which the world was made was corn- four elements into one. Whether, therefore,
pact and solid, and that body was parted and there be two, or three, or four, or more, or innu-
divided through diverse species and parts ac- merable elements, of which the world consists,
cording to its differences, there must necessarily in every supposition there is shown to be a God,
be nnderstood to have been some one to separate who collected many into one, and again drew
the body which was compact and solid, and to them, when collected, into diverse species ; and
draw it into many parts and diverse forms ; or if by this it is proved that the machine of the
all this mass of the world was compounded and world could not have subsisted without a maker
compacted from diverse and dispersed parts of and a disposer.
bodies, still there must be understood to have
been some one to collect into one the dispersed CHAP.XVL-- THE WORLD MADE OF NOTHINGBY
parts, and to invest these things with their differ- A CREATOR.

ent species. "But from this fact also, that in the conjunc-
tion of the elements, if one be deficient or in

CHAP. XIV._ MODE OF CREATION. excess, the others are loosened and fall, is shown

"And, indeed, I know that several of the that they took their beginning from nothing.
philosophers were rather of this opinion, that For if, for example, moisture be wanting in any
God the Creator made divisions and distinctions body, neither will the dry stand ; for dry is fed
from one body, which they call MATTER,which by moisture, as also cold by heat ; in which, as
yet consisted of four elements, mingled into one we have said, if one be defective, the whole are
by a certain tempering of divine providence, dissolved. And in this they give indications of
For I think that what some have said is vain, their origin, that they were made out o! nothing.

that the body of the world is simple, that is, Now if matter itself is proved to have been made,
without any conjunction ; since it is evident that how shall its parts and its species, of which the
what is simple can neither be a-body, nor can be world consists, be thought to be unmade? But
mixed, or propagated, or dissolved; all which, about matter and its qualities this is not the
we see, happen to the bodies of the world. • For time to speak : only let it suffice to have taught
how could it be dissolved if it were simple, and this, that God is the Creator of all things, be-
had not within it that from which it might be cause neither, if the body of which the worm
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consists was solid and united, could it be sepa- be brought together in so graceful a form, if it
rated and distinguished without a Creator; nor, was not made at once, and under the influence
if it was collected into one from diverse and of a single forth-putting of divine energy by the
separate parts, could it be collected and mixed power of a Creator, but by atoms gradually con-
without a Maker. Therefore, if God is so clear- curring and constructing it, not as reason de-
ly shown to be the Creator of the world, what manded, but as a fortuitous issue befell, how did
room is there for Epicurus to introduce atoms, it not fall down and crumble to pieces before it
and to assert that not only sensible bodies, but could be brought together and fastened ? And
even intellectual and rational minds, are nmde further, I ask this: What is the pavement on
of insensible corpuscles ? which the foundations of such an immense mass

are laid ? And again, what you call the pave-
CHAP.XVII._ DOCTRINEOF ATOMSU'N'I_ABLE. ment, on what does it rest? And again that

"But you will say, according to the opinion other, what supports it ? And so I go on asking,
of Epicurus, that successions of atoms coming in until the answer comes to nothing and vacuity [
a ceaseless course, and mixing with one another,
and conglomerating through unlimited and end- CHAP.XLX.--MORE DIFFICULTmSOF THE ATOMIC
less periods of time, are made sohd bodies. I THEORY.
do not treat this opinion.as a pure fiction, and "But if any one say that atoms of a fiery qual-
that, too, a badly contrived one ; but let us ex- ity, being joined together, formed a body, and
amine it, whatever be its character, and see if because the quality of fire does not tend down-
what is said can stand. For they say that those wards, but upwards, that the nature of fire, always
corpuscles, which they call atoms, are of different pushing upwards, supports the mass of the world
qualities: that some are moist, and therefore placed upon it ; to this we answer: How could
heavy, and tending downwards ; others dry and atoms of a fiery quality, whmh always make for
earthy, and therefore still heavy ; but others the highest place, descend to the lower, and be
fiery, and therefore always pushing upwards ; found in the lowest place of all, so as to form a
others cold and inert, and always remaining in foundation for all ; whereas rather the heavier
the middle. Since then some, as being fiery, qualities, that is, the earthy or watery, always
always tend upward, and others, as being moist come before the lighter, as we have said; hence,
and dry, always downwards, and others keep a also, they assert that the heaven, as the higher
middle and unequal course, how could they meet structure, is composed of fiery atoms, which are
together and form one body ? For if any one lighter, and always fly upwards ? Therefore the
throw down from a height small pieces of straw, world cannot have foundations of fire, or any
for example, and pieces of lead of the same size, other : nor can there be any association or corn-
will the light straws be able to keep up with the pacting of the heavier atoms with the hghter,
pieces of lead, though they be equal m size ? that is, of those which are aiways borne down-
Nay ; the heavier reach the bottom far more wards, with those that always fly upwards. Thus
quickly. So also atoms, though they be equal it is sufficiently shown that the bodies of the
in size, yet, being unequal in weight, the lighter world are consolidated by the union of atoms ;
will never be able to keep pace with the heavier ; and that insensible bodies, even if they could by
but if they cannot keep pace, certainly neither_ any means concur and be united, could not give
can they be mixed or form one body. forms and measures to bodies, form limbs, or

effect qualities, or express quantities ; all which,
CHAP. xvm. mTHE CONCOU_E OF ATOMSCOULD therefore, by their exactness, attest the hand of

NOT MAKETHE WORLD. [a Maker, and show the operation of reason, which
reason I call the Word, and God.

j "Then, in the next place, if they are cease-
lgssly borne about, and always coming, and
being added to things whose measure is already CHAP.XX. --PLATO'S TES'aT_OSV.
complete, how can the universe stand, when new "But some one will say that these things are
weights are always being heaped upon so vast done by nature. Now, in this, the controversy is
weights ? And this also I ask : If this expanse about a name. For while it is evident that it is a
of heaven which we see was constructed by the work of mind and reason, what you call nature, I
gradual concurrence of atoms, how did it not call God the Creator. It is evident that neither
collapse while it was in construction, if indeed the species of bodies, arranged with so necessary
the yawning top of the structure was not propped distinctions, nor the faculties of minds, could or
and bound by any stays? For as those who can be made by irrational and senseless work.
build circulardomes, unless they bind the fasten- But,if you regard the philosophers as fit wit-
ing of the central top, the whole falls at once ; nesses, Plato testifies concerning these things in
so also the circle of the world, which we see to the Ti_e._, where, in a discussion on the mak-
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hag of the world, he asks, whether it has existed ways approaching to the setting, and others to
always, or had a beginning, and decides that it be returning to the rising? Who put a measure
was made. ' For,' says he, ' it is visible and pal- upon the courses of the sun, that he might mark
pable, and corporeal ; but it is evident that all out, by his diverse motions, hours, and days, and
things which are of this sort have been made ; months, and changes of seasons ?u that he might
but what has been made has doubtless an author, distingmsh, by the sure measurement of his

" by whom it was made. This Maker and Father course, now winter, then spring, summer, and
of all, however, it is difficult to discover ; and afterwards autumn, and always, by the same
when discovered, it is impossible to declare Him changes of the year, complete the circle with

, to the vulgar.' Such is the declaration of Plato ; variety, without confusion ? Who, I say, will not
but though he and the other Greek philosophers pronounce that the director of such order is the
had chosen to be silent about the making of the very wisdom of God ? And these things we
world, would it not be manifest to all who have have spoken according to the relations given us
any understanding? For what man is there, by the Greeks respecting the science of the
having even a parti_le of sense, who, when he heavenly bodies.
sees a house having all things necessary for use-

_ ful purposes, its roof fashioned into the form of CHAP. XXm.u PROVmENCEIN E_a_THLVTHn_CS.
a globe, painted with various splendour and di-
verse figures, adorned with large and splendid "But what of those things also which we see

i on the earth, or in the sea? Are we not plainly
lights; who is there, I say, that, seeing such a
structure, would not immediately pronounce that taught, that not only the work, but also the provi-

dence, of God is in them ? For whereas thereit was constructed by a most wise and powerful
are on the earth lofty mountains in certain places,artificer ? And so, who can be found so foolish,

as, when he gazes upon the fabric of the heaven, the object of this ts, that the air, being com-
pressed and confined by them through the ap-perceives the splendour of the sun and moon,

sees the courses and beauty of the stars, and pointment of God, may be forced and pressed
: their paths assigned to them by fixed laws and out into winds, by which fruits may germinate,
; and the summer heat may be moderated whenperiods, will not cry out that these things are

made, not so much by a wise and rational artifi- the Pleiades glow, fired with the blaze of the
cer, as by wisdom and reason itself? sun. But you still say, Why that blaze of the

sun, that moderating should be required ? How,
then, should fruits be ripened which are neces-

CHAP. XXI. -- MECHANICALTHEORY. sary for the uses of men ? But observe this also,
"But if you would rather have the opinions of that at the meridian axis,' where the heat is

others of the Greek philosophers,--and you are greatest, there is no great collection of clouds,
acquainted with mechanical science,- you _e nor an abundant fall of rain, lest disease should
of course famdiar with what is their deliverance be produced among the inhabitants ; for watery
concerning the heavens. For they suppose a clouds, if they are acted on by rapid heat, render
sphere, equally rounded in every direction, and the air impure and pestilential. And the earth
looking indifferently to all points, and at equal also, receiving the warm rain, does not afford
distances in all directions from the centre of the nourishment to the crops, but destruction. In
earth, and so stable by its own symmetry, that this who can doubt that there is the working of
its perfect equality does not permit it to fall off divine providence? In short, Egypt, which is
to any side ; and so the sphere is sustained, scorched with the heat of/Ethiopia, in its neigh-
although supported by no prop. Now if the bourhood, lest its air should be incurably vitiated
fabric of the world really has this form, the divine by the effects of showers, its plains do not re-
work is evident in it. But if, as others think, the ceive rain furnished to them from the clouds,
sphere is placed upon the waters, and is sup- but, as it were, an earthly shower from the over-
ported by them, or floating in them, even so the flow of the Nile.
work of a great contriver is shown in it.

CHAP.XXIV._ RIVERSAND SEAS.
CHAr'. XXm _MOTIONS or THE SWAPS.

"What shall we say of fountains and rivers,
"But lest the assertion may seem doubtful re- which flow with perpetual motion into the sea?

specting things which are not manifest to all, let And, by the divine providence, neither does their
us come to those things of which nobody is ig- abundant supply fail, nor does the sea, though it
norant. Who disposed the courses of the stars receives so great quantities of water, experience
with so great reason, ordained their risings and any increase, but both those elements which con-
settings, and appointed to each one to accom- tribute to it and those which are thus contributed
plish the circuit of the heavens in certain and
regular times ? Who assigned to some to be al- • T_ i_,_ _t._.
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remain in the same proportion. But you will means of earth and water for the sustenance of
say to me : The salt water naturally consumes men ? For when these seeds are committed to
the fresh water which is poured into it. Well, the earth, the soil milks upon the seeds, as from
in this is manifest the work of providence, that its teats, the moisture which it has received into
it made that element salt into which it turned itself by the will of God. For there is in water
the courses of all the waters which it had pro- a certain power of the spirit given by God from
vided for the use of men. So that through so the beginning, by whose operation the structure
great spaces of time the channel of the sea has of the body that is to be begins to be formed in
not been filled, and produced a deluge destruc- the seed itself, and to be developed by means of
tire to the earth and to men. Nor will any one the blade and the ear ; for the grain of seed be-
be so foolish as to think that this so great reason ing swelled by the moisture, that power of the
and so great providence has been arranged by spirit which has been made to reside in water,
irrational nature, running as an incorporeal substance through cer-

tain strait passages of veins, excites the seeds to
CHAP. XXV._ PLANTSAND ANIMALS. growth, and forms the species of the growing

"But what shall I say of plants, and what of plants. By means, therefore, of the moist ele-
animals ? Is it not providence that has ordained ment in which that vital spirit is contained and
that plants, when they decay by old age, should inborn, it is caused that not only is it revived,

but also that an appearance and form m all re-
be reproduced by the suckers or the seeds which spects like to the seeds that had been sown is
they have themselves produced, and ammals by reproduced. Now, who that has even a particle
propagation? And by a certain wonderful dis- of sense wdl think that this method depends
pensation of providence, milk is prepared in the upon irrational nature, and not upon diwne wls-
udders of the dams for the animals before they dom ? Lastly, also these things are done m a
are born ; and as soon as they are born, with no resemblance of the birth of men ; for the earth
one to guide them, they seek out the store of seems to take the place of the womb, into which
nourishment provided for them. And not only the seed being cast, is both formed and nour-
males are produced, but females also, that by ished by the power of water and spirit, as we
means of both the race may be perpetuated, have said above.
But lest this should seem, as some think, to be

done by a certain order of nature, and not by CHAP. XXVII.-- POWER OF WATER.
the appointment of the Creator, He has, as a
proof and indication of His providence, ordained " But in this also the divine providence is to be
a few ammals to preserve their stock on the earth admired, that it permits us to see and know the
in an exceptional way : for example, the crow things that are made, but has placed in secrecy
conceives through the mouth, and the weasel and concealment the way and manner in which
brings forth through the ear ; and some birds, they are done, that they may not be competent
such as hens, sometimes produce eggs conceived to the knowledge of the unworthy, but may be
of wind or dust ; other animals convert the male laid open to the worthy and faithful, when they
into the female, and change their sex every year, shall have deserved it. But to prove by facts
as hares and hyaenas, which they call monsters ; and examples that nothing is imparted to seeds
others spring from the earth, and get their bodies of the substance of the earth, but that all de-
from it, as moles ; others from ashes, as vipers ; pends upon the element .of water, and the power
others from putrifying flesh, as wasps from horse- of the spirit which is in it, -- suppose, for exam-
flesh, bees from ox-flesh ; others from cow-dung, pie, that a hundred talents' weight of earth are
as beetles ; others from herbs, as the scorpion placed in a very large trough, and that there are
from the basil ; and again, herbs from animals, sown in it several kinds of seeds, either of herbs
as parsley and asparagus from the horn of the or of shrubs, and that water enough is suppliea
stag or the she-goat, for watering them, and that that care is taken

for several years, and that the seeds which are
CHAP. XXVI.--GERMINATION OF SEEDS. gathered are stored up, for example of corn or

barley and other sorts separately from year to
"And what occasion is there to mention more year, until the seeds of each sort amount to a

instances in which divine providence has or- hundred talents' weight, then also let the stalks
dained the production of animals to be effected be pulled up by the roots and weighed ; and
in various ways, that order being superseded after all these have been taken from the trough,
which is thought to be assigned by nature, from let the earth be weighed, it will still give back its
which not an irrational course of things, but one hundred talents' weight undiminished.' Whence,
arranged by his own reason, might be evinced ? then, shall we say that all that weight, and allAnd in this also is there not a full work of provi-
dence shown, when seeds sown are prepared by * [_ M_u., s_'rm,,t..59-]
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the quantity of different seeds and stalks, has brows, to serve the purpose of sight ; the ears
come ? Does it not appear manifestly that it so formed for hearing, that, like a cymbal, they
has come from the water? For the earth re- vibrate the sound of the word that falls upon
tains entire what is its own, but the water which them, and send it inward, and transmit it even
has been poured in all through is nowhere, on in the understanding of the heart ; whereas the
account of the powerful virtue of the divine con- tongue, striking against the teeth in speaking,
dition, which by the one species of water both performs the part of a fiddle-bow. The teeth
prepares the substances of so many seeds and also are formed, some for cutting and dividing
shrubs, and forms their species, and preserves the food, and handing it over to the inner ones ;
the kind while multiplying the increase. !and these, in their turn, bruise and grind it like

a mill, that it may be more conveniently digested
CHAP. XXVlII.- THE HUMANBODY. when it is conveyed into the stomach ; whence

also they are called grinders."From all these things I think it is sufficient-
ly and abundantly evident that all things are
produced ; and the universe consists by a de- CHAP. XXX.- BRF_ATHAND BU_OD.
signing sense, and not by the irrational opera- "The nostrils also are made for the purpose
tlon of nature. But let us come now, if you of collecting, inspiring, and expiring air, that by
please, to our own substance, that is, the sub- the renewal of the breath, the natural heat which
stance of man, who is a small world, a mzcro- is in the heart may, by means of the lungs, be
costa, in the great world ; and let us consider either warmed or cooled, as the occasion may
with what reason it is compounded: and from require ; while the lungs are made to abide in
this especially you will understand the wisdom the breast, that by their softness they may soothe
of the Creator. For although man conmsts of and cherish the vigour of the heart, in which the
different substances, one mortal and the other life seems to abide;--the life, I say, not the
immortal, yet, by the skllful contrivance of the soul. And what shall I say of the substance of
Creator, their diversity does not prevent their the blood, which, proceeding as a river from a
union, and that although the substances be di- fountain, and first borne along in one channel,
verse and alien the one from the other. For and then spreading through innumerable veins,
the one is taken from the earth and formed by as through canals, irrigates the whole territory of
the Creator, but the other is given from im- the human body with vital streams, being sup-
mortal substances ; and yet the honour of its plied by the agency of the liver, which is placed
immortality is not violated by this union. Nor in the right side, for effecting the digestion of
does it, as some think, consist of reason, and food and turning it into blood ? But m the left
concupiscence, and passion, but rather such af- side is placed the spleen, which draws to itself,
fections seem to be in it, by which it may be and in some way cleanses, the impurities of the
moved in each of these directions. For the blood.
body, which consists of bones and flesh, takes CHAP. XXXLraTHE INTES'rmEs.

its beginning from the seed of a man, which is "What reason also is employed in the intes-extracted from the marrow by warmth, and con-
veyed into the womb as into a soil, to which it tines, which are arranged in long circular wind-
adheres, and is gradually moistened from the ings, that they may gradually carry off the refuse
fountain of the blood, and so is changed into of the food, so as neither to render places sud-
flesh and bones, and is formed into the likeness denly empty, and so as not to be hindered by
of him who injected the seed. the food that is taken afterwards I But they are

made like a membrane, that the parts that are

CHAP. XXIX. -- SYMMETRY OF THE BODY. outside of them may gradually receive moisture,
which if it were poured out suddenly would

"And mark in this the work of the Designer, empty the internal parts ; and not hindered by
how He has inserted the bones like pillars, on a thick skin, which would render the outside dry,
which the flesh might be sustained and carried, and disturb the whole fabric of man with distress-
Then, again, how an equal measure is preserved ing thirst.
on either side, that is, the right and the left, so CHAP.XXXn.- GmCm_'nON.
Chat foot answers to foot, hand to hand, and
even finger to finger, so that each agrees in per- "Moreover, the female form, and the e_vity
fect equality with each ; and also eye to eye, of the womb, most suitable for receiving, and
and ear to ear, which not only are suitable to cherishing, and vivifying the germ, who does not
and matched with each other, but also are formed believe that it has been made as it is by reason
fit for necessary uses. The hands, for instance, and foresight ?--because in that part alone of
are so made as to be fit for work ; the feet for her body the female differs from the nmle, in
walking ; the eyes, protected with sentinel eye- which the fcetm being placed, is kept and cber-
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ished. And again the male differs from the and how He made the world; but it were not
female only in that part of his body in which proper that these should be disclosed to those
is the power of injecting seed and propagating who are reluctant to inquire into and understand
mankind. And in this there is a great proof the things which are placed before their eyes,
of providence, from the necessary difference of and which testify of His providence. For those
members ; but more in this, where, under a hke- things which are kept in secret, and are hidden
ness of form there is found to be diversity of use within the senses of Wisdom, as in a royal
and variety of office. For males and females treasury, are laid open to none but those who
equally have teats, but only those of the female have learned of Him, with whom these things
are filled with milk; that, as soon as they have are sealed and laid up. It is God, therefore,
brought forth, the infant may find nourishment who made all things, and Himself was made by
suited to him. But if we see the members in none. But those who speak of nature instead of
man arranged with such method, that in all God, and declare that all things were made by
the rest there is seen to be similarity of form, nature, do not perceive the mistake of the name
and a difference only in those in which their use which they use. For if they think that nature
requires a difference, and we neither see anything is irrational, it is most foolish to suppose that a
superfluous nor anything wanting in man, nor in rational creature can proceed from an irrational
woman anything deficient or in excess, who will creator. But if it is Reason -- that is, Logos ,--
not, from all these things, acknowledge the oper- by which it appears that all things were made,
ation of reason, and the wisdom of the Creator? they change the name without purpose, when

they make statements concerning the reason of
CHAP. XXXIIL-- CORRESPONDENCESIN CREATION.the Creator. If you have anything to say to

"With this agrees also the reasonable differ- these things, my father, say on."
ence of other animals, and each one being suited
to its own use and service. This also is testified CHAP.XXXV.- A CONTESTOF HOSPITALITY.

by the variety of trees and the diversity of herbs, When Niceta had thus spoken, the old m_n
varying both in form and in juices. This also is answered : "You indeed, my son, have conducted
asserted by the change of seasons, distinguished your argument wisely and vigorously ; so much
into four periods, and the circle closing the year so, that I do not think the subject of providence
with certain hours, days, months, and not deviat- could be better treated. But as it is now late,
ins from the appointed reckoning by a single I wish to say some things to-morrow in answer
hour. Hence, in short, the age of the world to what you have argued ; and if on these you
itself is reckoned by a certain and fixed account can satisfy me, I shall confess myself a debtor to
and a defimte number of years, your favour." And when the old man said this,

Peter rose up. Then one of those present, a
CHAP. XXXIV. _TIME OF MAKING THE WORLD. !chief man of the Laodiceans, requested of Peter

"But you will say, When was the world made l and us that he might give the old man other
And why so late? This you might have ob- clothes instead of the mean and torn ones that
jected, though it had been made sooner. For he wore. _ This man Peter and we embraced;
you might say, Why not also before this ? And and praising him for his honourable and excel-
so, going back through unmeasured ages, you lent intention, said : "We are not so foolish and
might still ask, And why not sooner? But we impious as not to bestow the things which are
are not now dmcussing this, why it was not made necessary for bodily uses upon him to whom we
sooner ; but whether it was made at all. For if have committed so precious words ; and we hope
it is manifest that it was made, it is necessarily that he will willingly receive them, as a fatherfrom his sons, and also we trust that he will share
the work of a powerful and supreme Artificer; "with us our house and our living." While we
and if this is evident, it must be left to the
choice and judgment of the wise Artificer, when said this, and that chief man of the city strove
He should please to make it;unless indeed you to take the old man away from us with the
think that all this wisdom, which has constructed greatest urgency and with many blandishments,

while we the more eagerly strove to keep him
the immense fabric of the world, and has given with us, all the people cried out that it shouldto the several objects their forms and kinds,
assigning to them a habit not only in accord- rather be done as the old man himself pleased ;
ance with beauty, but also most convenient and and when silence was obtained, the old man,
necessary" for their future uses, -- unless, I say, with an oath, said : "To-day I shall stay with no
you think that this alone has escaped it, that it z lComp,john Lx-s. "r_ e=pr_.ion _,em to be_ he_
should choose a convenient season for so magnifi- ,,it_ a_*mlc _._..- R.]it [This lnctdettt is pec_iar to the Reco_Yt_'.t_r. "r_c_re tmeros
cent a work of creation. He has doubtless a to he = re=in_en= of tht=chief"ra=min HomilyIV. to, wherea

richhumprovidesaplaceforthe_; camp.chap.3Shca_--
certain mason and evident causes why, and when, R.]
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one, nor take anything from any one, lest the CHAP. XXXVIII._ THE CHIEFMAN'S HOUSE.
choice of the one should prove the sorrow of

To these counsels of Peter we willingly assent-
the other ; afterwards these things may be, if so ed, saying to him that we should do nothing butit seem right."

what was pleasing to him. Then said he : "That
you may therefore be exercised without danger,

CHAP.XXXVI._ ARRANGEMEN'I_FOR TO-MORROW.each of you conduct the discussion in my pres-
ence, one succeeding another, and each one

And when the old man had said this, Peter elucidating his own questions. Now, then, as
said to the chief man of the city : "Since you Nlceta discoursed sufficiently yesterday, let
have shown your good-will in our presence, it is Aquila conduct the discussion to-day ; and after
not right that you should go away sorrowful; Aquila, Clement ; and then I, if the case shall
but we will accept from you favour for favour, require it, will add something." Meantime,
Show us your house, and make it ready, so that while we were talking in this way, we came to
the discussion which is to be to-morrow may be the house ; and the master of the house wel-
held there, and that any who wish to be present corned us, and led us to a certain apartment,
to hear it may be admitted." When the chief arranged after the manner of a theatre, and beau-
man of the city heard this, he rejoiced greatly ; tifully built. There we found great crowds wait-
and all the people also heard it gladly. And ing for us, who had come during the night, and
when the crowds had dispersed, he pointed out amongst them the old man who had argued with
his house ; and the old man also was preparing us yesterday. Therefore we entered, having
to depart. But 1 commanded one of my attend- Peter in the midst of us, looking about if we
ants to follow the old man secretly, and find could see the old man anywhere; and when
out where he stayed. And when we returned to Peter saw him hiding in the midst of the crowd,
our lodging, we told our brethren all our dealings he called him to him, saying : "Since you possess
with the old man ; and so, as usual, we supped a soul more enlightened than most, why do you
and went to sleep, hide yourself, and conceal yourself in modesty?

Rather come hither, and propound your senti-
CHAP. XXXVII.- " THE FORM OF SOUND WORDS, rnents."

WHICH YE HAVE HEARD OF ME."

CHAP. XXXIX. _ RECAPITULATION OF YESTERDAY'S

But on the followingday Peteraroseearly ARGUMENT.
and calledus,and we went togethertothesecret
placein which we had been on the previous When Peterhad thusspoken,immediatelythe
day,forthe purposeof prayer.And when,aftercrowd began to make room for the old man.*
prayer,we were comlng thencetotheappointedAnd when he had come forward,he thusbe-
place,he exhorted us by the way, saying:'gan: "Although I do not remember the words
"Hear me, most belovedfcllow-servants:Itis of the discoursewhich the young man de-

good thatevery onc of you, accordingto hls liveredyestcrday,yet I recollectthe purport
ability,contrlbutetotheadvantageof thosewho and the orderof it; and thereforeI thinkit
areapproachingto thefaithofourreligion;and necessary,forthe sake of thosewho were not
thereforedo not shrinkfrom instructingthe prcscntyesterday,tocallup what was said,and

ignorant,and teachingaccordingtothewisdom torepeateverythingshortly,that,althoughsome-
which has been bestowed upon you by the thingmay have escapedme, I may be reminded
providenceof God, yetsothatyou onlyjointhe of itby him who deliveredthe discourse,who
eloquenceof your discoursewith thosethingsisnow present.This,then,was the purportof
which you have heard from me, and which have yesterday's discussion : that all things that we
been committed to you. But do not speak any- see, inasmuch as they consist in a certain pro-
thing which is your own, and which has not portion, and art, and form, and species, must
been committed to you, though it may seem to be believed to have been made by intelligent
yourselves to be true ; but hold forth those power ; but if it be mind and reason that has
things, as I have said, which I myself have re- formed them, it follows that the world is gov-
ceived from the true Prophet, and have deliv- erned by the providence of the same reason,
ered to you, although they may seem to be less although the things which are done in the world
full of authority. For thus it often happens that may seem to us to be not quite rightly done.
men turn away from the truth, while they believe But it follows, that if God and mind is the ere.
that they have found out, by their own thoughts, ator of all things, He must also be just; but if
a form of truth more true and powerful."

spea_r, is aa_oo_ a mlpa or_.r...tt _, as _..m_..um_,
hr la tl_ geeag'mthn_, diollili _ Ul lal_

liln_c._p_._llar lo d_gecl_g.ii_.,- il_ ill problblyhla_an anti- imt_liattllHamillia.--R,]
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He is just, He necessarily judges. If He judges, haps neither mind could have constructed nor
it is of necessity that men be judged with re- reason described ; and yet it is not made by any
spect to their doings ; and if every one is judged mind. Behold, I have set forth the whole m a
in respect of his doings, there shall at some word: now answer me."
tlme be a righteous separation between righteous
men and sinners. This, I think, was the sub-i
stance of the whole discourse. CHAP.XLn.m T_ES Am) FORMS.

Then said Aquila : "If anything is expressed
CHAP.XL.- GENESIS. from a type and form, it is at once understood

that it is from reason, and that it could not be
"If, therefore, it can be shown that mind and made without mind ; since the type itself, which

reason created all things, it follows that those expresses figures and forms, was not made with-
things which come after are also managed by out mind. For example, if wax be applied to
reason and providence. But if unintelligent and an engraved ring, it takes the stamp and figure
blind nature produces all things, the reason of from the ring, which undoubtedly is without
judgment is undoubtedly overthrown ; and there sense ; but then the ring, which expresses the
is no ground to expect either punishment of sin figure, was engraven by the hand of a workman,
or reward of well-doing where there is no judge, and it was mind and reason that gave the type
Since, then, the whole matter depends upon this, to the ring. So then the bow also is expressed
and hangs by this head, do not take it amiss in the air; for the sun, impressing its rays on
if I wish this to be discussed and handled some- the clouds in the process of rarefacuon, and
what more fully. For in th,s the first gate, as it affixing the type of its circularity to the cloudy
were, is shut towards all things which are pro- moisture, as it were to soft wax, produces the
pounded, and therefore I wish first of all to have appearance of a bow ; and this, as I have said, is
it opened to me_. Now therefore hear what my effected by the reflection of the sun's brightness
doctrine is ; and if any one of you pleases, let upon the clouds, and reproducing the brightness
him reply to me : for I shall not be ashamed to of its circle from them. Now this does not
learn, if I hear that which is true, and to assent always take place, but only when the opportu-
to him who speaks rightly. The discourse, then, nity is presented by the rarefaction of moistened
which you delivered yesterday, which asserted clouds. And consequently, when the clouds
that all things consist by art, and measure, and again are condensed and unite, the form of the
reason, does not fully persuade me that it is mind bow is dissolved and vanishes. Finally, the bow
and reason that has made the world ; for I have never is seen without sun and clouds, just as the
many things which I can show to consist by image is not produced, unless there be the type,
competent measure, and form, and species, and and wax, or some other material. Nor is it
which yet were not made by mind and reason, wonderful if God the Creator in the beginning
Then, besides, I see that many things are done made types, from which forms and species may
in the world without arrangement, consequence, now be expressed. But this is similar to that,
or justice, and that nothing can be done withoul that in the beginning God created insensible ele-
the course of GENESIS.This I shall in the sequel ments, which He might use for forming and
prove most clearly from my own case." developing all other things. But even those who

form statues, first make a mould of clay or wax,
CHAP.XLL--THE RAINBOW. and from it the figure of the statue is produced.

And then afterwards a shadow is also produced
When the old man had thus spoken, Aquila from the statue, which shadow always bears the

answered : "As you yourself proposed that any form and likeness of the statue. What shall we
one who pleased should have an opportunity of say then? That the insensible statue forms a
answering to what you might say, my brother shadow finished with as diligent care as the
Niceta permits me to conduct the argument to- statue itself? Or shall the finishing of the shadow
day." Then the old man: "Go on, my son, be unhesitatingly ascribed to him who has also
as you please." And Aquila answered: "You fashioned the statue ?
promised that you would show that there are
many things in the world which have a form and CHAP. XLIII._ THINGS APPARENTLY USELESS AND

species arranged by equal reason, which yet it is VILEMADEBY COD.
evident were not effected by God as their Cre-
ator. Now, then, as you have promised, point "If, then, it seems to you that this is so, and
out these things." Then said the old man : what has been said on this subject is enough, let
"Behold, we see the bow in the heaven assume us come to inquire into other matters ; or if you
a circular shape, completed in all proportion, think that something is still wanting, let us go
and have an appearance of reality, which per- over it again." And the old man said : "I wish
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you would go over this again, since there are CHAP.XLV.--MOTtONS OF THE SUN AND MOOU.
many other things which I see to be made in
like manner : for both the fruits of trees are l_ro- Says Aquila : "I shall do so without delay.
duced in like manner, beautifully formed and Two visible signs are shown in heaven--one of
wonderfully rounded ; and the appearance of the the sun, the other of the moon ; and these are
leaves is formed with immense gracefulness, and followed by five other stars, each describing its
the green membrane is woven with exquisite art : own separate orbit. These, therefore, God has
then, moreover, fleas, mice, hzards, and such like, placed m the heaven, by which the temperature
shall we say that these are made by God ? of the air may be regulated according to the
Hence, from these vile objects a conjecture is seasons, and the order of vicissitudes and alter-
derived concerning the superior, that they are nations may be kept. But by means of the very
by no means formed by the art of mind." "You .same signs, if at any time plague and corruption
infer well," said Aquila, "concerning the texture is sent upon the earth for the sins of men, the
of leaves, and concerning small animals, that air is disturbed, pestilence is brought upon
from these belief is withdrawn from the superior animals, blight upon crops, and a destructive
creatures ; but let not these things deceive you, year m every way upon men ; and thus it is that
that you should think that God, working as it by one and the same means order is both kept
were only with two hands, could not complete and destroyed. For it is manifest even to the
all things that are made ; but remember how unbelieving and unskilful, that the course of the
my brother Niceta answered you yesterday, and sun, which is useful and necessary to the world,
truly disclosed the mystery before the time, as a and which is assigned by providence, is always
son speaking with his father, and explained why kept orderly ; but the courses of the moon, in
and how things are made which seem to be comparison of the course of the sun, seem to theunskilful to be inordinate and unsettled in her
useless." waxings and wanings. For the sun moves in

fixed and orderly periods: for from him are
CHAP. XLIV._ ORDINATEAND INORDINATE. hours, from him the day when he rises, from him

Then the old man : "I should like to hear also the night when he sets ; from him months

from you why those useless things are made by and years are reckoned, from him the variations
the will of that supreme mind ?" "If," said he, of seasons are produced ; while, rising to the
"it is fully manifest to you that there is in them higher regions, he tempers the spring ; but when
the work of mind and reason, then you will not he reaches the top of the heaven, he kindles the
hesitate to say also why they were made, and to summer's heats : again, sinking, he produces the
declare that they have been rightly made." To temper of autumn ; and when he returns to hislowest circle_ he bequeaths to us the rigour of
this the old man answered : "I am not able, my
son, to say that those things which seem formed winter's cold from the icy binding of heaven.
by art are made by mind, by reason of other
thin_ which we see to be done unjustly and CHAP.XLVL_ SUNAm) MOO_rMINISTERSBOTHOF
disorderly in the world." "If," says Aquila, 6OOD AND EVIL.
"those things which are done disorderly do not
allow you say that they are done by the provi- But we shall discourse at greater length on
dence of God, why do not those things which these subjects at another time. Now, meantime,
are done orderly compel you to say that they we remark that though he is that good servant
are done by God, and that irrational nature can- for regulating the changes of the seasons, Net,
not produce a rational work ? For it is certain, when chastisement is inflicted upon men accord-
nor do we at all deny, that in this world some ing to the will of God, he glows more fiercely,
things are done orderly, and some disorderly, and burns up the world with more vehement
Those things, therefore, that are done rationally, fires. In like manner also the course of the
believe that they are done by providence ; but moon, and that changing which seems to the un-
those that are done irrationally and inordinately, skilful to be disorderly, is adapted to the growth
that they befall naturally, and happen accidentally, of crops, and cattle, and all living creatures ; for
But I wonder that men do not perceive, that by her waxings and wanings, by a certain won-
where there is sense things may be done ordi- derful contrivance of providence, everything that
nately and inordinately, but where there is no is born is nourished and grows; concerning
sense neither the one nor the other can be done ; Iwhich we could speak more at length and unfold
for reason makes order, and the course of order I the matter in deta_l_,but that the met;hod of the
necessarily produces something inordinate, ifl question proposea recaim us. xet, Dy me very
anything contrary happen to disturb order." I same appliances by which they are pro_tuced, all
"[_ tho nlA rn_n • "This very thin_ I wish youlthing s are nouristaea ana increased; l_twnen,
to show me." ] from any just cause, the regulation of me p-
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pointed order is changed, corruption and dis- free from them all ; for with them it is unlawful
temper arise, so that chastisement may come to come at a woman after she has conceived, or
upon men by the will of God, as we have said while she is being purified. No one there eats
above, unclean flesh, no one knows aught of sacrifices ;

all are judges to themselves according to justice.
CHAP. XLV_.-- cg__S'nSr_n_rrs oN THE mGwr- For this reason they are not chastened with those

Eous AND THE WICKED. plagues which we have spoken of; they live to
extreme old age, and die without sickness. But

"But perhaps you will say, What of the fact we, miserable as we are, dwelTing as it were with
that, in that common chastisement, like things deadly serpents 2__ I mean with wicked men
befall the pious and the impious ? It is true, necessarily suffer with them the plagues of af-and we confess it ; but the chastisement turns
to the advantage of the pious, that, being af- flictions in this world, but we cherish hope from
flicted in the present life, they may come more the comfort of good things to come."
purified to the future, in which perpetual rest is
prepared for them, and that at the same time CHAP. XLIX._ GOD'S PRECEPTSDESPISED.
even the impious may somewhat profit from "If," said the old man, "even the righteous
their chastisement, or else that the jast sen- are tormented on account of the iniqmties of
tence of the future judgment may be passed others, God ought, as foreseeing this, to have
upon them ; since in the same chastisements commanded men not to do those things from
the righteous give thanks to God, while the which it should be necessary that the righteous
unrighteous blaspheme. Therefore, since the be afflicted with the unrighteous ; or if they did
opinion of things is divided into two parts, that them, He ought to have applied some correction
some things are done by order and others against or purification to the world." s "God," said
order, it ought, from those things which are done Aquila, "did so command, and gave precepts
according to order, to be believed that there is by the prophets how men ought to live ; but
a providence ; but with respect to those things even these precepts they despised : yea, if any
which are done against order, we should inquire desired to observe them, them they afflicted with
their causes from those who have learned them various injuries, until they drove them from their
by prophetic teaching: for those who have be- purposed observance, and turned them to the
come acquainted with prophetic discourse know rabble of infidelity, and made them like unto
when, and for what reason, blight, hail, and pesti- themselves.
lence, and such like, have occurred in every gen- CHAP. L. m THE mOOD.
eration, and for what sins these have been sent
as a punishment ; whence causes of sadness, "Wherefore, in short, at the first, when all the
lamentations, and griefs have befallen the human earth had been stained with sins, God brought a
race ; whence also trembling sickness has ensued, flood upon the world, which you say happened
and that this has been from the beginning the under Deucalion ; and at that time He saved a
punishment of parricide, x certain rigiateous man, with his sons, in an ark,

and with him the race of all plants and animals. 4
CHAP. XLVHL- CHASTISEMENTSFOR SINS And yet even those who sprang from them, after

a time, again did deeds like to those of their
"For in the beginning of the world there predecessors ; for those things that had befallen

were none of these evils, but they took their them were forgotten, so that their descendants
rise from the impiety of men ; and thence, with did not even believe that the flood had taken
the constant increase of iniquities, the number place. Wherefore God also decreed that there
of evils has also increased. But for this reason should not be another flood in the present
divine providence has decreed a judgment with world, else there should have been one in every
respect to all men, because the present life was generation, according to the account of their
not such that every one could be dealt with ac- sins by reason of their unbelief; but He rather
cording to his deservings. Those things, there- granted that certain angels who delight in evil
fore, which were well and orderly appointed from should bear sway over the several nations-- and
the beginning, when no causes of evil existed, to them was given power over individual men,
are not to be judged of from the evils which yet only on this condition, if any one first had
have befallen the world by reason of the sins of made himself subject to them by sinning -- until
men. In short, as an indication of the things He should come who delights in good, and by
which were from the beginning, some nations Him the number of the righteous should be corn-
are found which axe strangers to these evils. For pleted, and by the increase of the number of
the Seres, because they live chastely, are kept

s E_k. |i. 6.
This rendering is according to a marginal reading,

• _ iv. xm, in LX_ 4 [Camp book iv. za; Homily VIII. _7.--R.J
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pious men all over the world impiety should that the choice of men's will has departed from
i be in some measure repressed, and it should be the purpose of good, and fallen away to evil.

known to all that all that is good is done by
God. CHAP. LIIL- EVERYTHING HAS ITS CORRESPONDING

CONTRARY.
cz__av, u.- EVILS BROUGI-rrm BY SlY.

"Therefore this division holds in all the

"But by the freedom of the will, every man, things of the world ; and as there are pious men,
while he is unbelieving in regard to things to so there are also impious ; as there are prophets,
come, by evil deeds runs into evils. And these so also there are false prophets ; and amongst
are the things in the world which seem to be the Gentiles there are philosophers and false
done contrary to order, which owe their existence philosophers. Also the Arabian nations, and
to unbelief. Therefore the dispensation of many others, have imitated the circumcision of
divine providence is withal to be admired, which the Jews for the service of their impiety. So
granted to those men in the beginning, walking also the worship of demons is contrary to the
]n the good way of life, to enjoy incorruptible divine worship, baptism to baptism, laws to the
good things ; but when they sinned, they gave law, false apostles to apostles, and false teachers
birth to evil by sin. And to every good thlngito teachers. And hence it is that among the
evil is joined as by a certain covenant of alliance .• . ] _hllosouhers some assert orowdence, others deny
on the part of.sin, since indeed the earth, has l i't ; some maintain that tiaere is one God, others
been polluted with human blood, and altars have _..k .......... _ .... .. _.^.._ ,_._

been hghted to demons, and they have polluted matter has come to this, that whereas demons
the very air by the filthy smoke of sacrifices ; are expelled by the word of God, by which it is
and so at length the elements, being first cor- declared that there is a providence, the magical

: rupted, have handed over to men the fault of art, for the confirmation of infidehty, has found
their corruption, as roots communicate thar out ways of imitating this by contraries. Thus
quali_es to the branches and the fruit, has been discovered, the method of counteract-

ing the poison of serpents by incantations, and
CHAP. LII. -- '_ NO ROSE WITHOUT ITS THORN." the effecting of cures contrary to the word and

; "Observe therefore in this, as I have said, power of God. The magic art has also found
how justly divine providence comes to the help out mimstries contrary to the angels of God,
of things vitiated ; that, inasmuch as evils which placing the calling up of souls and the figments
had derived their origin from sin were associated of demons in opposition to these. And, not to
with the good things of God, He should assign prolong the discourse by a further enumeration,
two chiefs to these two departments.' And ac- there is nothing whatever that makes for the
cordingly to Him who rejoices in good He has belief of providence, which has not something,
appointed the ordering of good things, that He on the other hand, prepared for unbelief; and
might bring those who believe in Him to the :herefore they who do not know that division of
faith of His providence ; but to him who rejoices things, think that there _s no providence, by
in evil, He has given over those things which reason of those things in the world which are
are done without order and uselessly, from which discordant from themselves. But do you, my
of course the faith of His providence comes into father, as a wise man, choose from that division
doubt ; and thus a just division has been made the part which preserves order and makes for the
by a just God. Hence therefore it is, that belief of providence, and do not only follow
whereas the orderly course of the stars produces that part which runs against order and neutralizes
faith that the world was made by the hand of a the belief of providence."
designer, on the other hand, the disturbance of
the air, the pestilent breeze, the uncontrolled fire cn_,. l..lv.-- AN ILLUS_rRATION.
of the lightning, cast doubt upon the work of To this the old man answered : "Show me a
providence. For, as we have said, every good way, my son, by which I may establish in my
thing has its corresponding contrary evil thing mind one or other of these two orders, the one
joined with it ; as hail is opposite to the fertiliz- of which asserts, and the other denies, provi-
ing showers, the corruption of mildew is asso- dence." "To one having a right judgment,"
elated with the gentle dew, the whirlwinds of say s Aquila, "the decision is easy. For this
storms are joined with the soft _ds, unfruitful very thing that you say, order and disorder, may
trees with fruitful, noxious herbs with useful, be produced by a contriver, but not by insensi-
wild and destructive animals with gentle ones. ble nature. For let us suppose, by way of illus-
But all these things are arranged by God, because tration, that a great mass were torn from a high

rock,andeastdown headlong,and when dashed
* tC._*_e ,,,it__hap_.s_-r_t_doct,ir_a mlrs_ _u_ii_upon thegroundwere broken intomany pieces,

book _i. 59-.6t ; Homaly U. z$, etc., ill a3- -- R.]
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could it in any way happen that, amongst that beginning. And this is the bound assigned, that
multitude of fragments, there should be found unless one first do the will of the demons, the
even one which should have any perfect figure demons have no power over him."
and shape?" The old man answered: "It is
impossible." "But," said Aquila, "if there be CHAr. LVI.--ORIGng OF EVIL.
present a statuary, he can by his skilful hand
and reasonable mind form the stone cut from Then the old man said: "You have stated it

the mountain into whatever figure he pleases." excellently, my son. It now remains only that
The old man said : "That is tree." "There- you tell me whence is the substance of evil : for
fore," says Aquila, "when there is not a rational if it was made by God, the evil fruit shows that
mind, no figure can be formed out of the mass ; the root is in fault ; for it appears that it also ]sof an evil nature. But if this substance was
but when there is a designing mind, there may co-eternal with God, how can that which wasbe both form and deformity : for example, if a
workman cuts from the mountain a block to equally unproduced and co-eternal be subject to

which he wishes to give a form, he must first the other?" "It was not always," said Aquila ;
cut it out unformed and rough ; then, by de- "but neither does it necessarily follow, if it was
grees hammering and hewing it by the rule of made by God, that its Creator should be thought
his art, he expresses the form which he has to be such as is that which has been made by
conceived in his mind. Thus, therefore, from Him. For indeed God made the substance of
informity or deformity, by the hand of the work- all things ; but if a reasonable mind, which has
man form is attained, and both proceed from been made by God, do not acquiesce in the laws
the workman. In like manner, therefore, the of its Creator, and go beyond the bounds of the
things which are done in the world are ac- temperance prescribed to it, how does this re-
complished by the providence of a contriver, fleet on the Creator? Or if there is any reason
although they may seem not quite orderly. And higher than this, we do not know it ; for we
therefore, because these two ways have been cannot know anything perfectly, and especially

_oncerning those things for our ignorance of
made known to you, and .you have heard the]
divisions of them, flee from the way of unbelief, which we are not to be judged. But those
lest haply it lead you to that prince who delights things for which we are to be judged are most

evils ; but follow the way of faith, that you easy to be understood, and are despatched al-most in a word. For almost the whole rule of

may come to- that King who delighteth in good our actions is summed up in this, that what we
men." are unwilling to suffer we should not do to

CHAP.LV.I THE TWO KINGDOMS. others. For as you would not be killed, you

To this the old man answered: " But why must beware of killing another; and as you
would not have your own marriage violated,

was that prince made who delights in evil?'
And from what was he made? Or was he not you must not defile another's bed ; you would

made ?" Aquila said : "The treatment of that not be stolen from, neither must you steal ; and
subject belongs to another time ; but that you every matter of men's actions is comprehendedwithin this rttle."
may not go away altogether without an answer
to this, I shall give a few hints on this subject
also. God, foreseeing all things before the cre- CHAP.LVm DTh"E OLD MAN UNCOtCVn_CED.
at'ion of the world, knowing that the men who Then the old man : "Do not take amiss, my
were to be would some of them indeed incline to son, what I am going to say. Though your
good, but others to the opposite, assigned those words are powerful, yet they cannot lead me to
who should choose the good to His own govern- believe that anything can be done apart from
ment and His own care, and called them His _N_SIS. For I know that all things have hap-
peculiar inheritance ; • but He gave over the gov- pened to me by the necessity of GEN_SXS,3 and
eminent of those who should turn to evil to therefore I cannot be persuaded that either to
those angels who, not by their substance, but by do well or to do ill is in our power ; and if
opposition, were unwilling to remain with God, we have not our actions in our power, it cannot
being corrupted by the vice of envy and pride, be believed that there is a jdugment to come,
Those, therefore, he made worthy princes of by which either punishments may be inflicted
worthy subjects ; yet he so delivered them over on the evil, or rewards bestowed on the good.
to those angels, that they have not the power [In short, since I see that you are initiated in this
of doing what they will against them, unless they [sort of learning, I shall lay before you a few
transgress the bounds assigned to them from the [ things from the art itself." "If," says Aquila,

I"you wish to add anything from that science, my
_ [o_ _ c_r¢_ d _ ¢,_ o_, _ boo_._.3,_., _d theI ....

xDeut._ S,m LXX. l [CompHo_nny_av. S,_--- _j
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brother Clement will answer you with all care, knoweth what and how every man is seeking.=
since he has attended more fully to the science For He is within the mind of every one of us,
of mathematics. For I can maintain in other but in those who have no desire of the knowl-
ways that our actions are in our own power; edge of God and His righteousness, He is in-
but I ought not to presume upon those things operative ; but He works in those who seek
which I have not learned." after that which is profitable to their souls, and

kindles m them the light of knowledge'. Where-
CHAP. LVIII.m SITTINGIN JUDGMENTUPON GOD. fore seek Him first of all ; and if you do not find

Him, expect not that you shall learn anything
When Aquila had thus spoken, then I Clement from any other. But He is soon found by those

said: "To-morrow, my father, you shall speak who diligently seek Him through love of the
as you please, and we will gladly hear you ; for truth, and whose souls are not taken possession
I suppose it will also be graufying to you that of by wickedness. For He is present with those
you have to do with those who are not ignorant who desire Him in the innocency of their spirits,
of the science which you profess." When, there- who bear patiently, and draw sighs from the
fore, it had been settled between the old man bottom of their hearts through love of the truth ;
and me, that on the following day we should but He deserts malevolent minds,s because as a
hold a discussion on the subject of GENESIS-- prophet He knows the thoughts of every one.
whether all things are done under its influence And therefore let no one think that he can find

or there be anything in us which is not done by Him by his own wisdom, unless, as we have said,
GENESlS,but by the judgment of the mind-- he empty his mind of all wickedness, and con-
Peter rose up, and began to speak to the follow- ceive a pure and faithful desire to know Him.
ing effect :' "To me it is exceedingly wonder- For when any one has so prepared himself, He
ful, that things which can easily be found out Himself as a prophet, seeing a mind prepared
men make difficult by recondite thoughts and for Him, of His own accord offers Himself to
words; and those especially who think them- his knowledge.
selves wise, and who, wishing to comprehend the
will of God, treat God as if He were a man, yea, CHAP.LX.-- his DELIVERANCESNOT TO BEQUF_-
as if He were something less than a man : for TION_-D.
no one can know the purpose or mind of a man
unless he himself reveal his thoughts ; and nel- "Therefore, if any one wishes to learn all
ther can any one learn a profession unless he things, he cannot do i/ _y discussing them
be for a long time instructed by a master. How one by one ; for, being mortal, he shall not be
much more must it be, that no one can know able to trace the counsel of God, and to scan
the mind or the work of the invisible and incom- immensity itself. But if, as we have said, he
prehensible God, unless He Himself send a desires to learn all things, let him seek after the
prophet to declare His purpose, and expound true Prophet ; and when he has found Him, let
the way of His creation, so far as it is lawful for him not treat with Him by questions and dispu-
men to Iearn it I Hence I think it ridiculous tations and arguments ; but if He has given any

when men judge of the power of God in natural response, or pronounced any judgment, it can-
ways, and think that this is possible and that not be doubted that this is certain. And there-
impossible to Him, or this greater and that less, fore, before all things, let the true Prophet be
while they are ignorant of everything ; who, be- sought, and His words be laid hold of. In re-
ing unrighteous men, judge the righteous God; spect to these this only should be discussed by
unskilled, judge the contnver; corrupt, judge every one, that he may satisfy himself if they are
the incorruptible ; creatures, judge the Creator. truly His prophetic words ; that is, if they con-

tain undoubted faith of things to come, if they
mark out definite times, if they preserve the

CHAP. LIX.--THE TRUEPROPHZr. order of things, if they do not relate as last
But I would not have you think, that in say- those things which are first, nor as first those

ing this I take away the power of judging con- things which were done last, if they contain
cerning things ; but I give counsel that no one nothing subtle, nothing composed by magic art
walk through devious places, and rush into errors to deceive, or if they have not transferred to
without end. And therefore I advise not only themselves things which were revealed to others,
wise men, but indeed all men who have a de- and have mixed them with falsehoods. And
sire of knowing what is advantageous to them, ]when, all these things having been discussed by
that they seek after the true Prophet ; for it is• who _ The htroductlo, of t_ cha ¢o_mi_z t_ mmHe alone who knoweth all things, and _ _.[_ ......... ___.c_P5"___._¢_ ....
........ dhcus._n with _h¢ hth_ Omn _ of the/:/om//_sZ _mP. Ixmk m-

z [This discourse ofPeterispeculiar to the geco_nitlo_; _ re- ] ,, _ _g_] _
mmbl_ somewhat th¢ earlier discourse to C_.,_nt ia booi_ L -- _.j J --_--r
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I
right judgment, it is established that they are learning, but find the end of their life sooner
prophetic words, so they ought to be at once ithan the end of their questions.
believed concerning all things on which they
have spoken and answered. CH_'. LXII.- END OF THE CONFERENCE.

"And, therefore, since amongst these /hi-
CHAP._a.- ImCO_Cg OF _ PmLos- loso_hers are things uncertain, we must come

o_. to the true Prophet. Him God the Father
wished to be loved by all, and accordingly He

"For let us consider carefully the work of has been pleased wholly to extinguish those
divine providence.* For whereas the philoso- opinions which have originated with men, and
phers have introduced certain subtile and diffi- in regard to which there is nothing like certainty
cult words, so that not even the terms that they __ that He the true Prophet might be the more
use in their discourses can be known and under- sought after, and that He whom 2 they had ob-
stood by all, God has shown that those who scured should show to men the way of truth.
thought themselves word-framers are altogether For on this account also God made the world,
unskilful as respects the knowledge of the truth, and by Him the world is filled ; whence also
For the knowledge of things which is imparted He is everywhere near to them who seek Him,
by the true Prophet is simple, and plain, and though He be sought in the remotest ends of
brief; which those men walking through devious the earth. But if any one seek Him not purely,
places, and through the stony difficulties of nor holily, nor faithfully, He is indeed within
words, are wholly ignorant of. Therefore, to him, because He is everywhere, and is found
modest and simple minds, when they see things within the minds of all men ; but, as we have
come to pass which have been foretold, it is said before, He is dormant to the unbelieving,
enough, and more than enough, that they may and is held to be absent from those by whom
receive most certain knowledge from most cer- His existence is not believed." And when Pc-
rain prescience ; and for the rest may be at ter had said this, and more to the same effect,
peace, having received evident knowledge of the concerning the true Prophet, he dismissed the
truth. For all other things are treated by opin- crowds ; and when he very earnestly entreated
ion, in which there can be nothing firm. For the old man to remain with us, he could prevad
what speech is there which may not be contra- nothing ; but he also departed, to return next
dicted? And what argument is there that may day, as had been agreed upon. And after this,
not be overthrown by another argument ? And we also, with Peter, went to our lodging, and
hence it is, that by disputation of this sort men enjoyed our accustomed food and rest.
can never come to any end of knowledge and

2 If we were to read quant instead ofque_, the sense would he:
that He might lay open to men the way of truth winch they had

x [Comp. Hom_yXV. $._]K,] blocked up. So Wh_ton.

BOOK IX.

CHAP.L mAWrEXPIAI_AmON. memory the words which you spoke after the

ON the following day, Peter, along with us, agreement was made, in wlaich you taught that
hastened early to the place in which the discus- it is impossible for man to know any thing, un-
s/on had been held the day before ; and when less he learn from the true Prophet." Then
he saw that great crowds had assembled there i Peter said: "You do not know what I meant;
to hear, and saw the old man with them, he said but I shall now explain to you. I spoke of the

' "Oldto him: man, it was agreed yesterday will and purpose of God, which He had before
that you should confer to-day with Clement ; the world was, and by which purpose He made
and that you should either show that nothing the world, appointed times, gave the law, prom-
takes place apart from genesis, or that Clement ised a world to come to the righteous for the
should prove that there is no such thing as gene- rewarding of their good deeds, and decreed
air, but that what we do is in our own power." punishments to the unjust according to a judi-
To this the old man answered : "I both re-i cial sentence. I said that this counsel and this
member what was agreed upon, and I keep in wiU of God cannot be found out by men, be-

cause no man can gather the mind of God from
t [_ dfimmtm_ h book ix. ate pncufiar to the Rtcogotitioatt conjectures and opinion, unless a prophet sent

not m_, in their positm ha the aory, but to a vmmrkably larg_ e.z- by Him declare it. I did not therefore speakt_atia thtmatttt.--R.]
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of any doctrines or studies, that they cannot be are born in this world, and to preserve them for
found out or known without a prophet ; for I His Son, set apart in a certain place of the
know that both arts and sciences can be known worM, which is without sin ; in which there are
and practised by men, which they have learned, already some, who are there being prepared, as
not from the true Prophet, but from hmnan in- I said, as a bride adorned for the coming of the
structors, bridegroom. For the prince of this world and

CHAP.H. w PRELIMINARIES. of the present age is like an adulterer, who
corrupts and violates the minds of men, and,

c, Since, therefore, you profess to be conver- seducing them from the love of the true bride-
sant with the position of the stars and the groom, allures them to strange lovers.
courses of the heavenly bodies, and that from

these you can convince Clement that all things CHAP.IV.m WHY THE EVIL PRINCEWAS MADE.
are subject to GENESIS,or that you will learn from
him that all things are governed by providence, But some one will say, How then was it neces-
and that we have something in our own power, sary that that prince should be made, who was
it is now time for you two to set about this." to turn away the minds of men from the true
To this the old man answered: "Now indeed prince ?2 "Because God, who, as I have said,
it was not necessary to raise questions of this wished to prepare friends for His Son, did not
kind, if it were possible for us to learn from the wish them to be such as by necessity of nature
true Prophet, and to hear in a definite proposi- could not be aught else, but such as should
tion, that anything depends on us and on the desire of their own choice and will to be good ;
freedom of our will ; for your yesterday's dis- because neither is that praiseworthy which is not
course affected me greatly, in which you disput- desirable, nor is that judged to be good which is
ed concerning the prophetic power.' Whence notsoughtforwithpurpose. For there is no credit
also I assent to and confirm your judgment, that in being that from which the necessity of your
nothing can be known by man with certainty, nature does not admit of your changing. There-
and without doubt, seeing that he has but a fore the providence of God has willed that a
short period of life, and a brief and slender multitude of men should be born in this world,
breath, by which he seems to be kept in life. that those who should choose a good life might
However, since I am understood to have prom- be selected from many. And because He fore-
ised to Clement, before I heard anything of the saw that the present world could not consist ex-
prophetic power, that I should show that all cept by variety and inequality, He gave to each
things are subject to GENESIS,or that I should mind freedom of motions, according to the all-
learn from him that there is something in our- versities of present things, and appointed this
selves, let him do me this favour, that he first prince, through his suggestion of those things
begin, and propound and explain what may be which run contrary, that the choice of better
objected : for I, ever since I heard from you a things might depend upon the exercise of virtue ?
few words concerning the power of prophecy,
have, I confess, been confounded, considering CHAP.V. m NECESSITYOF INEQUALITY.
the greatness of prescience ; nor do I think
that anything ought to be received which is col- "But to make our meaning plainer, we shallexplain it by particulars. Was it proper, for ex-
leered from conjectures and opinion." ample, that all men in this world should be kings,

or princes, or lords, or teachers, or lawyers, or
CHAP. HI.- BEGINNING OF THE DISCUSSION. geometers, or goldsmiths, or bakers, or smiths,

When the old man had said this, I Clement or grammarians, or rich men, or farmers, or per-
began to speak as follows : "God by His Son fumers, or fishermen, or poor men ? It is oct-
created the world as a double house, separated ain that all could not be these. Yet all these
by the interposition of this firmament, which is professions, and many more, the life of men
called heaven ; and appointed angelic powers requires, and without these it cannot be passed;
to dwell in the higher, and a multitude of men to therefore inequality is necessary in this world.
be born in this visible world, from amongst For there cannot be a king, unless he has sub-
whom He might choose friends for His Son, jects over whom he may rule and reign; nor
with whom He might rejoice, and who might be can there be a master, unless he has one over
prepared for Him as a beloved bride for a bride- whom he may bear sway; and in like manner of
groom. But even till the time of the marriage, the rest.
which is the manifestation of the world to come,

He has appointed a certain power, to choose , [conp.t_okvm.55,#: H_._.XtX-_.8.--R- 1
outand watch overthegood ones of thosewho _[T_ doctm_of¢_.-wln,..at_.t_o_..ty_ m ia

_'/L,_dZ'¢S"there Is trot so much eutpJia_lJ t_u5 _ tJ_dlll_lttl l_g

z EComp. book viii. $8-/o'a.-- R."[ m Homily Xl. 8. -- R,]
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¢ai_. VL--JmRAsc_2a_rrs OF THE WORLD l,oa not pay his debt ; and of acting humanely
THE _XERClSE OF VIRTUE. towards those who by their creation seem to be

subject to him; also of maintaining gentleness
"Therefore the Creator, knowing that no one towards subjects, and of doing all things accord-

would come to the contest of his own accord, ing to the law of God. For He has given a
while labour is shunned, m that is, to the prac- law, thereby aiding the minds of men, that they
rice of those professions which we have men- may the more easily perceive how they ought to
tioned, by means of which either the justice or act with respect to everything, in what way they
the mercy of every one can be manifested,-- may escape evil, and in what way tend to future
made for men a body susceptible of hunger, and blessings ; and how, being regenerate m water,
thirst, and cold, in order that men, being com- they may by good works extinguish the fire of
pelled for the sake of supporting their bodies, their old birth. For our first birth descends
might come down to all the professions which through the fire of lust, and therefore, by the
we have mentioned, by the necessity of liveli- divine appointment, this second birth is intro-
hood. For we are taught to cultivate every one duced by water, which may extanguish the na-
of these arts, for the sake of food, and drink, ture of fire ; [ and that the soul, enlightened
and clothing. And in this the purpose of each by the heavenly Spirit, may cast away the fear of
one's mind is shown, whether he will supply the the first birth : provided, however, it so live for
demands of hunger and cold by means of thefts, the time to come, that it do not at all seek after
and murders, and perjuries, and other crimes of any of the pleasures of this world, but be, as it
that sort ; or whether, keeping justice and mercy were, a pilgrim and a stranger,* and a citizen of
and continence, he will fulfil the servme of ira- another city.
minent necessity by the practice of a profession
and the labour of his hands. For if he supply CHAP. VlIL m USES OF EVILS.
his bodily wants with justice, and piety, aald
mercy, he comes forth as a victor in the contest "But perhaps you will say, that in those things
set before him, and is chosen as a friend of the indeed in which the necessity of nature demands
Son of God. But if he serve carnal lusts, by the service of arts and works, any one may have
frauds, iniquities, and crimes, he becomes a it in his power to maintain justice, and to put
friend of the prince of this world, and of all de- what restraint he pleases either upon his desires
mons ; by whom he is also taught this, to ascribe or his actions ; but what shall we say of the
to the courses of the stars the errors of his own sicknesses and infirmities which befall men, and
evil doings, although he chose them of purpose, of some being harassed with demons, and fevers,
and willingly. For arts are learned and prac- and cold fits, and some being attacked with mad-
tised, as we have said, under the compulsion of ness, or losing their reason, and all those things
the desire of food and drink; which desire, when which overwhelm the race of man with innumer-
the knowledge of the truth comes to any one, able misfortunes? To this we say, that if any
becomes weaker, and frugality takes its place, one consider the reason of the whole mystery,
For what expense have those who use water and he will pronounce these things to be more just
bread, and only expect it from God ? :ban those that we have already explained. For

God has given a nature to men, by which they
may be taught concerning what as good, and

CHAP. vii. m ThE OLD Am) THE NEW BIRTH. to resist evil ; that is, they may learn arts, and to

"There is therefore, as we have said, a cer- resist pleasures, and to set the law of God be-
tain necessary inequality in the dispensation of fore them in all things. And for this end He
the world. Since indeed all men cannot know has permitted certain contrary powers to wander
all things, and accomplish all works, yet all need up and down in the world, and to strive against
the use and service of almost all. And on thls us,3 for the reasons which have been stated be-
account it is necessary that one work, and an- fore, that by striving with them the palm of vic-
other pay him for his work ; that one be servant, tory and the merit of rewards may accrue to
and another be master; that one be subject, the righteous.
another be king. But this inequality, which is a
necessary provision for the life of men, divine CHAP. IX.--" CONCEIVEDIN Sin."
providence has turned into an occasion of jus- "From this, therefore, it sometimes happens,
rice, mercy, and humanity : that while these that if any persons have acted incontinently, and
things are transacted between man and man, have been willing not so much to resist as to
every one may have an opportunity of acting

justly with him to whom he has to pay wages * [comr_. HomilyXL _ o_ thiswm of bapatm.-- R.]
for his work; and of acting mercifully to him *r_.... ix. ,,.s [O_ the doctrineof demonscomparebookiv. t4-_2: Homily
who, perhaps through sickness or poverty, can- Ix.s-,s.--g.
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yield, and to give harbour to these demons in CatAP.xa. m FEAR.

themselves, by their noxious breath an intemper- "But some one will say, And what shall we
ate, iU-conditioned, and diseased progeny is be- do now, whom it has alreaay happened to us togotten. For while lust is wholly gratified, and

be smeared with sins as with pitch ? I answer:
no care is taken in the copulation, undoubtedly Nothing ; but hasten to be washed, that the fuela weak generation is affected with the defects

of the fire may be cleansed out of you by the
and frailties of those demons by whose instiga- invocation of the holy name, and that for the
tion these things are done. And therefore par- future you may bridle your lusts by fear ofents are responsible for their children's defects of

the judgment to come, and with all constancy
this sort, because they have not observed the law beat back the hostile powers whenever they ap-of intercourse. Though there are also more se-

proach your senses. But you say, If any one
cret causes, by which souls are made subject to fall into love, how shall he be able to contain
these evils, which it is not to our present purpose himself, though he see before his eyes even that
to state, yet it behoves everyone to acknowledge river of fire which they call Pyriphlegethon?
the law of God, that he may learn from it the Thts is the excuse of those who will not be con-
observance of generation, and avoid causes of vetted to repentance. But now I would not
impurity, that that which is begotten may be
pure. For it is not nght, while in the planting have you talk of Pyriphlegethon. Place before

you human punishments, and see what influence
of shrubs and the sowing of crops a suitable fear has. When any one is brought to punish-
season is sought for, and the land is cleaned, and ment for the crime of love, and is bound to the
all things are suitably prepared, lest haply the stake to be burned, can he at that time conceive
seed which is sown be injured and perish, that
in the case of man only, who is over all these any desire of her whom he loved, or place her

image before his eyes ? By no means, you will
things, there should be no attention or caution say. You see, then, that present fear cuts off
in sowing his seed. unrighteous desires. But if those who believe

in God, and who confess the judgment to come,
CHAP. X.--TOW SMEAREDWITH PITCH. and the penalty of eternal fire, m if they do

"But what, it is said, of the fact that some not refrain from sin, it is certain that they do not
who in their childhood are free from any bodily believe with full faith : for if faith is certain,
defect, yet in process of time fall into those fear also becomes certain ; but if there be anydefect in faith, fear also is weakened, and then
evils, so that some are even violently hurried on the contrary powers find opportunity of enter-
to death? Concerning these also the account ing. And when they have consented to their
is at hand, and is almost the same : for those
powers which we have said to be contrary to persuasions, they necessarily become subject also
the human race, are in some way invited into the to their power, and by their instigation are
heart of every one by many and diverse lusts, driven to the precipices of sin.
and find a way of entrance ; and they have in
them such influence and power as can only en- CHAP.xn.- ASTROLOGERS.
courage and incite, but cannot compel or ac- "Therefore the astrologers,' being ignorant
complish. If, therefore, any one consents to of such mysteries, think that these things hap-
them, so as to do those things which he wicked- pen by the courses of the heavenly bodies :
ly desires, his consent and deed shall find the hence also, in their answers to those who go to
reward of destruction and the worst kind of them to consult them as to future things, they
death. But If, thinking of the future judgment, are deceived in very many instances. Nor is it
he be checked by fear, and reclaim himself, so to be wondered at, for they are not prophets ;
that he do not accomplish in action what he has but, by long practice, the authors of errors find
conceived in his evil thought, he shall not only a sort of refuge in those things by _vhich they
escape present destruction, but also future pun- were deceived, and introduce certain CLIMACTEmC
ishments. For every cause of sin seems to be pERIODS,that they may pretend a knowledge of
like tow smeared over with pitch, which imme- uncertain things. For they represent these
diately breaks into flame as soon as it receives CLIMACTERICSas times of danger, in which one
the heat of fire; and the kindling of this fire sometimes is destroyed, sometimes is not de-
is understood to be the work of demons. If, stroyed, not knowing that it is not the course of
therefore, any one be found smeared with sins the stars, but the operation of demons, that
and lusts as with pitch, the fire easily gets the regulates these things; and those demons, being
mastery of him. But if the tow be not steeped anxious to confirm the error of astrology, de-
in the pitch of sin, but in the water of purifica-
tion and regeneration, the fire of the demons , IOntheerrorof astrology,comtmr*book... r-c*. t,.Homi_XIV. 5 and el_,wherc '*_*" and tlm _ Oi"_ m
shall not be able to be kindled in it. i,_tm_.l--R.
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ceive men to sin by mathematical calculations cI_¢P, xv.--FEAR OF MENANDOF COD.
SOthat when they suffer the punishment of sin
either by the permission of God or by legal sen "But as a proof that the fear of God has much
tence, the astrologer may seem to have spoken efficacy for the repressing of lusts, take the ex-
truth. And yet they are deceived even in this ; ample of hi,man fear. Who is there among men
for if men be quickly turned to repentance, and that does not covet his neighbour's goods?
remember and fear the future judgment, the And yet they are restrained, and act hones@,
punishment of death is remitted to those who through fear of the punishment which is pre-
are converted to God by the grace of bap- scribed by the laws. Through fear, nations are
tism. subject to their kings, and armies obey with

arms in their hands. Slaves, although they are
CHAP.xm. -- Rkn'_strnos HEREOR HERF_FTF_.stronger than their masters, yet through fear sub-

[mit to their masters' rule. Even wild beasts are
"But SOmeone will say, Many have committed Itamed by fear ; the strongest bulls submit their

even murder, and adultery, and other crimes, and _necks to the yoke, and huge elephants obey their
have suffered no evil. This indeed rarely hap- masters, through fear. But why do we use hu-
pens to men, but to those who know not the man examples, when even divine are not want-
counsel of God it frequently seems to happen, ing ? Does not the earth itself remain under the
But God, who knows all things, knows how and fear of precept, which it testifies by its motion
why he who sins does sin, and what cause leads and quaking? The sea keeps its prescribed
each one to sin. This, however, is in general to bounds ; the angels maintain peace ; the stars
be noticed, that if any are evil, not so much in keep their order, and the rivers their channels :
their mind as in their doings, and are not borne it is certain also that demons are put to flight by
to sin under the incitement of purpose, upon fear. And not to lengthen the discourse by too
them punishment is inflicted more speedily, and many particulars, see how the fear of Cmd, re-
more in the present life ; for everywhere and straining everything, keeps all things in proper
always God renders to every one according to his harmony, and in their fixed order. How much
deeds, as He judges to be expedient. But those more, then, may you be sure that the lusts of de-
who practise wickedness of purpose, so that they mons which arise in your hearts may be extin-
sometimes even rage against those from whom guished and wholly abolished by the admonition
they have received benefits, and who take no of the fear of God, when even the inciters of
thought for repentance--their punishment He lust are themselves put to flight by the influ-
defers to the future. For these men do not, like ence of fear? You know that these things are
those of whom we spoke before, deserve to end so ; but if you have anything to answer, pro-
the punishment of their crimes in the present ceed."
life ; but it is allowed them to occupy the present
time as they will, because their correction is not
such as to need temporal chastisements, but such CHAP.XVI.--_n'ERVEer co_vc_c-noN.
as to demand the punishment of eternal fire in
hell ; and there their souls shall seek repentance, Then said the old man: "My SOnClement
where they shall not be able to find it. has wisely framed his argument, so that he has

left us nothing to say to these things ; but all his
discourse which he has delivered on the natureCHAP.XlV.mrOrOWLEDOEDEADENSLUSTS.
of men has this bearing, that along with the fact

"But if, while in this life, they had placed be- that freedom of will is in man, there is also some
fore their eyes the punishments which they shall cause of evil without him, whereby men are in-
then suffer, they would certainly have bridled deed incited by various lusts, yet are not corn-
their lusts, and would in nowise have fallen into pelled to sin ; and that for this reason, he said,
sin. For the understanding in the soul has much because fear is much more powerful than they,
power for cutting off all its desires, especially and it resists and checks the violence of desires,
when it has acquired the knowledge of heavenly so that, although natural emotions may arise, yet
things, by means of which, having received the sin may not be committed, those demons being
light of truth, it will turn away from all darkness put to flight who incite and inflame these emo-
of evil actions. For as the sun obscures and tions. But these things do not convince me ;
conceals all the stars by the brightness of his for I am conscious of certain things from which
shining, so also the mind, by the light of knowl- I kno_ well, that by the arrangement of the
edge, renders all the lusts of the soul ineffective heavenly bodies men become murderers or adul-
and inactive, sending out upon them the thought terers, and perpetrate other evils ; and in like
of the judgment to come as its rays, so that they manner honourable and modest women axe corn-
can no longer appear in the soul peUed to act well
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c.R_.xvn.- _'rRoLoGIc_._LORZ.' the beginningof the world,(have a law not to

"In short,when Mars,holdingthecentrein know murder,nor adultery,nor whoredom, and
hishouse,regardsSaturnquarterly,withMercury not tocommit theft,and not toworshipidols;
towardsthecentre,the fullmoon coming upon and inallthatcountry,which isverylarge,there

isneithertemple,nor image,nor harlot,nor
him,inthe dailyCE_F_ heproducesmurderers,adulteress,nor isany thiefbroughttotrial.But
and thosewho aretofallby thesword,*bloody,neitherisany man everslainthere; and nodrunken,lustful,devilishmen, inquirersintose-
crets,3malefactors,sacrilegiouspersons,and such man's libertyof williscompelled,accordingto

your doctrine,by the fierystarof Mars,to use
like; especiallywhen therewas no one of the the sword for the murder of man ; nor does
good starslookingon. But againMars himself,Venus inconjunctionwithMars compel toadul-having a quarterlypositionwith respectto
Venus,ina directiontowardthecentre,whileno tery,althoughof coursewiththem Mars occu-

piesthemiddlecircleofheaveneveryday. But
good starlookson,producesadulterersand in- amongst theSeresthefearof lawsismore paw-
cestuous persons. Venus with the Moon, in the erful than the configuration of Gm_ESm.borders and houses of Saturn, if she was with Sat-
urn, and Mars looking on, produces women that
are viragos, ready for agriculture, building, and CHAP. xx.--BRAHM_S.
every manly work, to commit adultery with whom "There are likewise amongst the Bactrlans, in
they please, and not to be convicted by their the Indian countries, immense multitudes of
husbands, to use no delicacy, no ointments, nor iBrahmans, who also themselves, from the tradi-
feminine robes and shoes, but to live after the ,ion of their ancestors, and peaceful customs
fashion of men. But the unpropitious Venus and laws, neither commit murder nor adultery,
makes men to be as women, and not to act in nor worship idols, nor have the practice of eat-
any respect as men, if she is with Mars in Aries ing animal food, are never drunk, never do any-
on the contrary, she produces women if she is thing maliciously, but always fear God. And
in Capricorn or Aquarius." these things indeed they do, though the rest of

the Indians commit both murders and adulteries,
CHAP. XVIII.- THE REPLY. and worship idols, and are drunken, and prae-

And when the old man had pursued this sub- tise other wickednesses of this sort. Yea, in the
western parts of India itself there is a certainject at great length, and had enumerated every

kind of mathematical figure, and also the posi- country, where strangers, when they enter it, are
taken and slaughtered and eaten ; and neithertion of the heavenly bodies, wishing thereby to

show that fear is not sufficient to restrain lusts, have good stars prevented these men from such
I answered again : "Truly, my father, you have wickednesses and from accursed food, nor have
argued most learnedly and skilfully ; and reason malign stars compelled the Brahmans to do any
herself invites me to say something in answer to evil. Again, there is a custom among the Per-
your discourse, since indeed I- am acquainted sians to marry mothers, and sisters, and daagh-
with the science of mathematics, and gladly hold ters. In all that district the Persians contract
a conference with so learned a man. Listen, incestuous marriages.
therefore, while I reply to what you have said,
that you may learn distinctly that CE_ESlS is not CHAP.XXI.- DISTRICTSOF H_VEN.

at all from the stars, and that it is possible for "And that those who study mathematics may
those to resist the assault of demons who have not have it in their power to use that subterfuge
recourse to God ; and, as I said before, that not by which they say that there are certain districts
only by the fear of God can natural lusts be re- of heaven to which it is granted to have some
strained, but even by the fear of men, as we shall things peculiar to themselves, some of that na-
now instruct you. !tion of Persians have gone to foreign countries,

who are called Magusmi, of whom there are
CHAP.XlX._ REFtrrATIONOF AS'mOLOCY. some to this day in Media, others in Parthia,

"There are, in every country or kingdom, laws some also in Egypt, and a considerable number
imposed by men, enduring either by writing or in Galatia and Phrygia, all of whom maintain the
simply through custom, which no one easily trails- form of this incestuous tradition without varia-
gresses. In short, the first Seres, who dwell at tion, and hand it down to their posterity to be

observed, even although they have changed their
. lCh'lTandeh. 19-_ at_ takeninanahettdformfromthcwrit- district of heaven; nor has Venus with the
mg a_. ribed to Bantesanes, De Fate. [These chapters have no par.
al_l m the _tem,lze$, but the argument of the old man respecting Moon in the confines and houses of Saturn, with

II]_.plles the_ .me posit_on; comp. Homily XIV. 3"/, it. - R.]
k_a .Jey.turalreading, '" to kill with the sword "

3 That ts, viohtors of the sacred mysteries, whidl was ttgar6td it_ 4 That k_ the farther _ not_its I_ltt _ the Illlo_llg_ _
of the most horrid of _,,_-s from tim be_m_i_ of tim weakL
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Saturn also and Mars looking on, compelled band ; and each part of the world adheres to its
them to have a o_mis among other men.' own manners and institutions. None of the

Amazons have husbands, but, like animals, they
CHAt'. xxm--cvdsroMs OF a_E GEt_.S. go out from their own territories once a year

about the vernal equinox, and live with the men
"Amongst the Geli also there is a custom, that of the neighbouring nation, observing a sort of

women cultivate the fields, build, and do every solemnity the while, and when they have con-
manly work ; and they are also allowed to have ceived by them they return ; and it they bring
intercourse with whom they please, and are not forth a male child, they cast him away, and rear
found fault with by their husbands, or called only females. Now, since the birth of all is at
adulteresses : for they have promiscuous inter- one season, it is absurd to suppose that in the
course everywhere, and especially with strangers ; case of males Mars is at the time in equal por-
they do not use ointments ; they do not wear tions with Saturn, but never in the GENESISof
dyed garments, nor shoes. On the other hand, females ; and that they have not Mercury placed
the men of the Gelones are adorned, combed, with Venus in his own houses, so as to produce
clothed in soft and various-coloured garments, either painters, or sculptors, or money-changers ;
decked with gold, and besmeared with ointments, or in the houses of Venus, so that perfumers, or
and that not through lack of manliness, for they singers, or poets might be produced. Among
are most warlike, and most keen hunters. Yet the Saracens, and Upper Libyans, and Moors,
the whole women of the Gelones had not at their and the dwellers about the mouths of the ocean,
birth the unfavourable Venus in Capricornus or and also in the remote districts of Germany, and
Aquarius ; nor had all their men Venus placed among the Sarmatians and Scythians, and all the
with Mars in Aries, by which configuration the nations who dwell in the regions of the Pontic
Chaldean science asserts that men are born ef- shore, and in the island Chrysea, there is never
feminate and dissolute, found a money-changer, nor a sculptor, nor a

painter, nor an architect, nor a geometrician, nor
CHAP, xxIn. _ MANNERS OF THE SUSID2E. a tragedian, nor a poet. Therefore the influence

"But, further, in Susm the women use oint- of Mercury and Venus must be wanting among
ments, and indeed of the best sort, being decked them.
with ornaments and precious stones ; also they
go abroad supported by the aid of their maid- CHAP.XXV.- NOT GENESIS,BUT FREE-WILL.
servants, with much greater ambition than the "The Medes alone in all the world, with the
men. They do not, however, cultivate modesty, greatest care, throw men still breathing to be de-
but have intercourse indifferently with whomso- voured by dogs ; yet they have not Mars with the
ever they please, with slaves and guests, such Moon placed in Cancer all through their daily
liberty being allowed them by their husbands ; GENESIS. The Indians burn their dead, and the
and not only are they not blamed for this, but wives of the dead voluntarily offer themselves, and
they also rule over their husbands. And yet the are burned with them. But all the Indian women
GENESISof all the Susian women has not Venus who are burned alive have not the Sun under the
with Jupiterand Mars in the middle of the hear- earth in nightly GENESIS,with Mars in the regions
en in the houses of Jupiter. In the remoter of Mars. Very many of the Germans end their
parts of the East, if a boy be treated unnaturally, lives by the halter ; but all have not therefore the
when it is discovered, he is killed by his brothers, Moon with Hora begirt by Saturn and Mars.
or his parents, or any of his relations, and is left From all this it appears that the fear of the laws
unburied. And again, among the Gauls, an old bears sway in every country, and the freedom
law allows boys to be thus treated publicly ; and of will which is implanted in man by the Spirit
no disgrace is thought to attach to it. And is it complies with the laws ; and GFa_ESIScan neither
possible, that all those who are so basely treated compel the Seres to commit murder, nor the
among the Gauls, have had Lucifer with Mercury Brahmans to eat flesh, nor the Persians to shun in-
in the houses of Saturn and the confines of Mars ? cest, nor the Indians to refrain from burning, nor

the Medes from being devoured by dogs, nor the
CHAP.XXPVo-- DIFFERENTCUSTOMSOF DIFFERENTParthians from having many wives, nor the women

cotm'rRiF_.s, of Mesopotamia from preserving their chastity,
nor the Greeks from athletic exercises, nor the

"In the regions of Britain several men have Gallic boys from being abused ; nor can it corn-
one wife ; in Parthia many women have one hus- pel the barbarous nations to be instructed in the

studies of the Greeks ; but, as we have said, each
: Thislsaliter_ tr/mslttion of text. If weretdA,_te_forfeR-

,at'm, we gtt: "nor h_ Vexms, etc., compelled the_ to k_ up thts nation observes its own laws according to free-
_m _ t_ midttorothersth_,_ t_ forceo_,.,=r,,s. E_- will, and annuls the decrees of GENESISby the
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cu._. xxvt. u ClaU_Tm. the blood of the tender infant. But no one of
the Gentiles has ever submitted to this on the

"But some one skilled in the science of math- eighth day ; and, on the other hand, no one of
ematics win say that GF2_ESiSis divided into seven the Jews has ever omitted it. How then shall
parts, which they call climates, and that over each the account of G_ESIS stand with this, since
climate one of the seven heavenly bodies bears Jews live in all parts of the world, mixed with
rule ; and that those d_verse laws to which we Gentiles, and on the eighth day suffer the cut-
have referred are not given by men, but by those ting of a member? And no one of the Gen-
dominant stars according to their will, and that tiles, but only they themselves, as I have said, do
that which pleases the star is observed by men this, induced to it not by the compulsion of alay
as a law. To this we shall answer, in the first star, nor by the perfusion a of blood, but by the
place, that the wodd is not divided into seven law of their rehgion ; and in whatever part of
parts ; and in the second place, that if it were the world they are, this sign is familiar to them.
so, we find many different laws in one part and But also the fact that one name is among thorn
one country ; and therefore there are neither all, wheresoever they are, does this also come
seven /aws according to the number of the through GENESIS? And also that no child born
heavenly bodies, nor twelve according to the among them is ever exposed, and that on every
number of the signs, nor thirty-rex according to seventh day they all rest, wherever they may be,
that of the divisions of ten degrees ; but they and do not go upon a journey, and do not use
are innumerable, fire ?_ Why is it, then, that no one of the Jews

CHAP.XXViI.-- DOCq_INEOF " CLIMATES " is compelled by GENESISto go on a journey, or to
LrNTENABLE. build, or to sell or buy anything on that day ?

"Moreover, we ought to remember the things CHAP. X.XIX.w THE COSPEL MOm_ r_WEanH.
which have been mentioned, that in the one TaAr_ "C_EStS."

country of India there are both persons who feed "But I shall give a still stronger proof of the
on human flesh, and persons who abstain ever matters in hand. For, behold, scarcely seven
from the flesh of sheep, and birds, and all living years have yet passed since the advent of the
creatures ; and that the Magusmi marry their righteous and true Prophet ; and in the courae
mothers and daughters not only in Persia, but of these, men of all nations coming to Ju&e_,
that in every natron where they dwell they keep and mgved both by the signs and miracles which
up their incestuous customs. _ Then, besides they saw, and by the grandeur of His doctrine,
we have mentioned also innumerable nations received His faith ; and then going back to their
which are wholly ignorant of the studies of own countries, they rejected the lawless rites of
literature, and also some wise men have changed the Gentiles, and their incestuous marriages. In
the laws themselves in several places ; and some short, among the Parthians-- as Thomas, who
taws have been voluntarily abandoned, on ac- is preaching the Gospel amongst them, has _mrit-
count of the impossibility of observing them, or ten to us _ not many now are addicted to po-
on account of their baseness. Assuredly we can lygamy ; nor among the Medes do many throw
easily ascertain how many rulers have changed their dead to dogs ; nor are the Persians pleased
the laws and customs of nations which they have with intercourse with their mothers, or incestu-
conquered, and subjected them to their own ous marriages with their daughters ; nor do the
laws. This is manifestly done by the Romans, Susian women practise the adulteries that were
who have brought under the Roman law and allowed them ; nor has Gm_.sls been able to force
the civil decrees almost the whole world, and all those into crimes whom the teaching of religioa
nations who formerly lived under various laws restrained.
and customs of their own. It follows, therefore,
that the stars of the nations which have been CHAP.XXX._ "czm_ms" m_ wrrlt
conquered by the Romans have lost their cLi- OOD'SJtrSXaC_

mates and their portions. "Behold, from the very matter in which we
CHAP. XXvm. _JEWlS_ _MS. are now engaged, 4 draw an inference, and from

the circumstances in which we are now placed
"I shall add another thing which may satisfy deduce a conclusion, how, through a rumour only

even the most incredulous. All the Jews who
live under the law of Moses circumcise their s l_b_ we ,hotad__"_..,PL_._ iuJmd ,¢ _k_/,a¢,_,

sons on the eighth day without fail, and shed _s_j¢_o_themthesheddtl_c_blood,u SoWhlmloutlmls]ate_I_X. XXXV. 3"

t The tmtt reads: " the ineestuou ctutmna oi"their evils, or of 4 [This conelusi°a °f the arilmment bYa J'cfemnce t° the PmlAmt is
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reaching the ears of men that a Prophet had ap- I know both my own CENF_Sand that of my wife,
peared in Judma to teach men with signs and and I know that those things have happened
miracles to worship one God, all were expecting which our OENESISprescribed to each of us ; and
with prepared and eager minds, even before the I cannot now be withdrawn by words from those
coming of my lord Peter, that some one would things which I have ascertained by facts and
announce to them what He taught who had ap- deeds. In short, since I perceive that you are
peared. But lest I should seem to carry the excellently skilled in this sort of learning, hear
enumeration too far, I shall tell you what con- the horoscope of my wife, and you shall find the
clusion ought to be drawn from the whole, configuration whose issue has occurred. For she
Since God is righteous, and since He Himself had Mars with Venus above the centre, and the
made the nature of men, how could it be that Moon setting in the houses of Mars and the con-
He should place OEI_ESlSin opposition to us, fines of Saturn. Now this configuration leads
which should compel us to sin, and then that women to be adulteresses, and to love their own
IIe should punish us when we do sin? Whence slaves, and to end their days in foreign travel
it is certain that God punishes no sinner either and in waters. And this has so come to pass.
in the present life or in that to come, except For she fell in love with her slave, and fearing at
because He knows that he could have conquered, once danger and reproach, she fled with him,
but neglected victory. For even in the present and going abroad, where she satisfied her love,
world He takes vengeance upon men, as He did she perished in the sea."
upon those who perished in the deluge, who were
all destroyed in one day, yea, in one hour, al- CHAP. xxxm.--AN APPROACHINGRECOGNITION.

though it is certain that they were not all born Then I answered : "How know you that she
in one hour according to the order of genes, s. cohabited with her slave abroad, and died in his
But it is most absurd to say that it befalls us by society ?" Then the old man said : "I know it
nature to suffer evils, if sins had not gone before, with perfect certainty ; not indeed that she was

married to the slave, as indeed I had not even
CHAP.XXXl._VALUE OF KNOWLEDGE. discovered that she loved him. But after she

"And therefore, if we desire salvation, we was gone, my brother gave me the whole story,
ought above all to seek after knowledge, being tclhng me that first she had loved himself; but
sure that if our mind remain in ignorance, we he, being honourable as a brother, would not
shall endure not only the evils of genesis, but pollute his brother's bed with the stain of incest.
also whatever other evils from without the demons But she, being both afraid of me, and unable to
may please, unless fear of laws and of the judg- bear the unhappy reproaches (and yet she should
ment to come resist all our desires, and check not be blamed for that to which her GENESIScorn-
the violence of sinning. For even human fear !pelled her), pretended a dream, and said to me :
does much good, and also much evil, unknown , Some one stood by me in a vision, who ordered
to GENESIS,as we have shown above. Therefore me to leave the city without delay with my two
our mind is subject to errors in a threefold man- twins.' When I heard this, being anxious for
net : from those things which come to us through Iher safety and that of my sons, I immediately
evil custom ; or from those lusts which the body Isent away her and the children, retaining with
naturally, stirs up in us ; or from those, which myself one who was younger. For this she said
hosttle powers compel us to. But the mind has that he had permitted who had given her warning
it in its own nature to oppose and fight against ]in her sleep."
these, when the knowledge of truth shines upon
it, by which knowledge is imparted fear of the CHAP. XXXiV.- THWOTHERSInE OF THE STORY.

judgment to come, which is a fit governor of Then I Clement, understanding that he per-
the mind, and which can recall it from the preci- chance was my father, was drowned in tears,pices of lusts. That these things, therefore, are
in our power, has been sufficiently stated, and my brothers also were ready to rush forwardand to disclose the matter ; but Peter restrained

them, saying: "Be quiet, until I give you per-
CHAP. XXXn.mSTLmBO_N FACTS. mission." Therefore Peter, answering, said to

"Now, old man, if you have any thing to say the old man : "What was the name of your
in answer to these things, say on." Then said younger son?" And he said: "Clement."
the old man : ' "You have most fully argued, Then Peter : "If I shall this day restore to you
my son ; but I, as I said at first, am prevented your most chaste wife and your three sons, will
by my own consciousness from according assent you believe that a modest mind can overcome
to all this incomparable statement of yours. For unreasonable impulses, and that all things that

have been spoken by us are true, and that ClmE-
e.t.t LToa_ps. 3_-37a parti_!wr_l_ is rou_ i, I-Iom;_XlV. is nothing ?" Then said the old rrmn: "As-_e arrangement is quite di_reut, tad the deudlt va_. -- R.J SIS
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it is impossible for you to perform what you have tied to Cmsarea, and there sold to a pious woman,
promised, so it is impossible that anything can who treated them as sons, and brought them
take place apart from GENESJS." Then says Pc- up, and caused them to be educated as gentle-
ter : "I wish to have all who are here present as men ; and how the pirates had changed their
witnesses that I shall this day hand over to you names, and called the one Niceta and the other
your wife, who is living most chastely, with your Aquila ; and how afterwards, through cammo$
three sons. And now take a token of these studies and acquaintanceship, they had adhered
things from this, that I know the whole story to Simon ; and how they had turned away from
much more accurately than you do ; and I shall him when they saw him to be a magician and a
relate the whole occurrences in order, both that deceiver, and had come to Zacchmus ; and how
you may know them, and that those who are subsequently they had been associated with him-
present may learn." self; and how Clement also, setting out from

the city for the sake of learning the truth, had,
CHAr. XXXV.--REVELATIO_-S. through his acquaintance with Barnabas, come

to Cmsarea. and had become known to him, and
When he had said this, he turned to the had adhered to him, and how he had been taught

crowds, and thus began : "This person whom by him the faith of his religion ; and also how he
you see, O men, in this poor garb, is a citizen of had found and recognised his mother begging at
the city Rome, descended of the stock of Cmsar Antaradus, and how the whole island rejoiced at
himself. His name is Faustinianus. He obtained his recognition of her ; and also concerning her
as his wife a woman of the highest rank, Matthi- sojourn with her most chaste hostess, and the
dia by name. By her he had three sons, two of cure that he had wrought upon her, and con-
whom were twins ; and the one who was the cerning the liberality of Clement to those who
younger, whose name was Clement, is this man !" had been kind to his mother ; and how after-
When he said this, he pointed to me with his wards, when Niceta and Aquila asked who the
finger. "And his twin sons are these men, Ni- strange woman was, and had heard the whole
ceta and Aquila, the one of whom was formerly story from Clement, they cried out that they
called Faustinus and the other Faustus." ' But were her twin sons Faustinus and Faustus ; and
as soon as Peter pronounced our names, all the how they had unfolded the whole history of what
old man's hmbs were weakened, and he fell down had befallen them ; and how_afterwards, by the
in a swoon. But we his sons rushed to him, and persuasion of Peter himself, they were presented
embraced and kissed him, fearing that we might to their mother with caution, lest she should be
not be able to recall his spirit. And while these cut off by the sudden joy.
thin_ were going on, the people were confounded
with very wonder. CHAP. XXXVII. _ANOTHER RECOGNITION.

CH_. XXXVI.-- NEW REVEI_TIONS. But while Peter was detailing these things in
the hearing of the old man, in a narrative which

But Peter ordered us to rise from embracing was most pleasing to the crowd, so that the
our father, lest we should kill him ; and he him- hearers wept through wonder at the events, and
self, laying hold of his hand, and lifting him up through compassion for sufferings incident to
as from a deep sleep, and gradually reviving him, humanity,3 my mother, hearing (I know not
began to set forth to him the whole transactions how) of the recognition of my father, rushed
as they had really happened : _ how his brother into the middle of us in breathless haste, crying
had fallen in love with Matthidia, and how she, out, and saying : "Where is my husband, my
being very modest, had been unwilling to inform lord Faustinianus, who has been so long afflicted,
her husband of his brother's lawless love, lest she wandering from city to city in search of me ?"
should stir up hostility between the brothers, and While she shouted thus like one demented, and
bring disgrace upon the family ; and how she had gazed around, the old man, running up, began
wisely pretended a dream, by which she was or- to embrace and hug her with many tears. 4 And
dered to depart from the city with her twin sons, while these things were going on, Peter requested
leaving the younger one with his father ; and how the crowds to disperse, saying that it was un-
on their voyage they had suffered shipwreck seemly to remain longer ; but that opportunity
through the violence of a storm ; and how, when must be afforded them of seeing one another
they were cast upon an island called Antaradus more privately. "But to-morrow," said he, "if
Matthidia was thrown by a wave upon a rock, but any of you wish it, let them assemble to hear the
her twin children were seized by pirates and car- word."

_ _._co=_,,_,_ ,_.., of,_, ,_,_ i. ti_ xtv.9. , u_.-,_0 _,or _=,_." . . .4 [tamp HomffyXIV. 9- The m¢ognltimt oa t_ t?o_.._r b

_2_T'-nlt_ispecurtartothe R, ecog_g_; in Homily R.tt_mmmffasoce.u_mt; tlm vmimiomssumquim_--
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CHAP. _.- "A_aELS UNAWARES." merit, and could not speak; but the servants
who were in attendance said: "This girl has

When Peter had said this, the crowds dis- been possessed of a demon from her seventh
persed ; and when we also were intending to go year, and used to cut, and bite, and even to tear
to our lodging, the master of the house said to in pieces, all who attempted to approach her,
us : ' "It is base and wicked that such and so and this she has never ceased to do for twenty
great men should stay in a hostelry, when I have years till the present time. Nor could any one
almost my whole house empty, and very many cure her, or even approach her, for she rendered
beds spread, and all necessary things provided." many helpless, and even destroyed some ; for
But when Peter refused, the wife of the house- she was stronger than any man, being doubtless
holder prostrated herself before him with her strengthened by the power of the demon. But
children, and besought him, saying, "I entreat now, as you see, the demon has fled from your
you, stay with us." But not even so did Peter presence, and the doors which were shut with
consent, until the daughter of those people who ithe greatest strength have been opened, and she
asked him, who had been for a long time vexed herself stands before you in her sound mind,
with an unclean spirit, and bound with chains, asking of you to make the day of her recovery
who had been shut up in a closet, having had gladsome both to herself and her parents, and to
the demon expelled from her, and the door of remain with them." When one of the servants
the closet opened, came with her chains and fell had made this statement, and the chains of their
down at Peter's feet, saying : "It is right, my own accord were loosened from her hands and
lord, that you keep my deliverance-feast here feet, Peter, being sure that it was by his means
to-day, and not sadden me or my parents." But that soundness was restored to the girl, con-
when Peter asked what was the meaning of her sented to remain with them. And he ordered
chains and of her words, her parents, gladdened those also who had remained in the lodging,
beyond hope by the recovery of their daughter, ]with his wife, to come over ; and every one of
were, as it were, thunderstruck with astonish- us having got a separate bed-chamber, we re-

mained ; and having taken food in the usual
manner, and given praises to God, we went to

t [Thts chapter is peculiar to the Recognitlon_¢ ; the detailed
description of the exorctsm ts a curious ptcce of hteratulx.-- R. l sleep in our several apartments.

BOOK X.

CHAP.I. -- PROBATION. [tion, and soon falls to pieces. Therefore it seems
!to me, that you should permit him to live for a

BUT in the morning, after sunrise, I Clement, year according to his own judgment ; and during
and Niceta and Aquila, along with Peter, came that time he may travel with us, and while we
to the apartment in which my father and mother are instructing others he may hear with sire-
were sleeping ; and finding them still asleep, we plicity ; and as he hears, if he has any right
sat down before the door, when Peter addressed purpose of acknowledging the truth, he will
us in such terms as these : ' "Listen to me, most himself request that he may take up the yoke
beloved fellow-servants: I know that you have religion ; or if he do not please to take tt,
a great affection for your father ; therefore I am _fe may remain a friend. For those who do not
afraid that you will urge him too soon to take take it up heartily, when they begin not to be
upon himself the yoke of religion, while he is able to bear it, not only cast off that which they
not yet prepared for it ; and to this he may per- had taken up, but by way of excuse, as it were,
haps consent, through his affection for you. But for their weakness, they begin to speak evil of
this is not to be depended on ; for what is done the way of religion, and to malign those whom
for the sake of men is not worthy of approba- they have not been able to follow or to imitate."

I ['In book x. the arran_'met_t, to the close of chap. 5t_differs
from that of the Homilles. Here Peterpropos_ a delay. In Homily
XV. an account is gtven of the attempt to convert the father tmmedt- CHAP. If. _ A DIFI_CLTLTY.
nttly: the Apostle arguing with him, and urging the importance of

beinga t_e_e =i,d,_th his fmily., a_ inHomil_ XVl- TO this Niceta answered : "My lord Peter, I
XIX. a second cllsctts_on with Simon Is given, occurnng m the
presence of the father of Clement. Here the argument ts carried on say nothing against your right and good court-

by Clement (chalk. 7-aS), Niceta (chaps. 30"-34, ,tI), Aquila (chaps sels j but I wish to say one thing, that thereby3S--38),Imd concluded by Peter him.tell (chaps 4_-5t). Mncn otto©

mytho_catl matter finds n parallel in the dlsct_ion wtth Appton I may learn something that I do not know.
(Hond'ly IV.-VI.), but there m no direct agreement m the two works
fromt_ po_ tochap.sa.Comp.Holy XX._x.--R.] What ffmy fathershould die withinthe year
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during which you recommend that he should be rance ? This, as I have said, will rather hurt
put off? He will go down to hell helpless, and him. being ignorant of your design. But if we
so be tormented for ever." Then stud Peter: brothers, white we converse among ourselves, are
" I embrace your kindly purpose towards your in any doubt, let a fitting solution be given by
father, and I forgive you in respect of things of you to our inquiry. For if he see even you hesi-
which you are ignorant. For do you suppose taring and doubting, then truly he will think that
that, if any one is thought to have hved right- no one has knowledge of the truth."
eously, he shall forthwith be saved ? Do you not
think that he must be examined by Him who CHA.P.IV._ FREE INQUIRY.

knows the secrets of men, as to how he has lived To this Peter answered : "Let us not concern
righteously, whether perchance according to the ourselves about this ; and if indeed it is fitting
rule of the Gentries, obeying their institutions that he enter the gate of life, God will afford a
and laws; or for the sake of the friendship of fitting opportunity; and there shall be a begir/-
men ; or merely from custom, or any other cause ; nmg from God, and not from man. And there-
or from necessity, and not on account of right- fore, as I have said, let him journey with us, and
eousness itself, and for the sake of God ? For hear our discussions ; but because I saw you in
those who have lived righteously, for the sake of haste, therefore I said that opportunity must be
God alone and His righteousness, they shall sought; and when God shall give it, do you
come to eternal rest, and shall receive the per- comply with my advice in what I shall say."
petmty of the heavenly kingdom. For salvation While we were thus talking, a boy came to tell
is not attained by force, but by liberty ; and not us that our father was now awake ; and when we
through the favour of men, but by the faith of God. were intending to go in to him, he himself came
Then, besides, you ought to consider that God to us, and saluting us with a kiss, after we had
is prescient, and knows whether this man is one sat down again, he said : "Is it permitted to one
of His. But if He knows that he is not, what to ask a questmn, if he wishes it ; or is silence
shall we do with respect to those things which enforced, after the manner of the Pythagoreans ?"
have been determined by Him from the begin- Then said Peter: "We do not compel those
ning? But wherein I can, I give counsel : when who come to us either to keep silence continu-
he is awake, and we sit down together, then do ally, or to ask questions ; but we leave them free
you, as if you wished to learn something, ask a to do as they will, knowing that he who is anx-
question about those matters which it is fitting ious about his salvation, if he feels pain in any
for him to learn; and while we speak to one part of "his soul, does not suffer it to be silent.
another, he will gain instruction. But yet wait But he who neglects his salvation, no advantage
first to see if he himself ask anything ; for if he is conferred upon him if he is compelled to ask,
do so, the occasion of discourse will be the excepting this only, that he may seem to be ear-
fitter. But if he do not ask anything, let us nest and diligent. Wherefore, if you wish to get
by turns put questions to one another, wishing to any information, ask on."
learn something, as I have said. Such is my

judgment, state what is yours." CH._a'.V.--GOOD AND EVIL.

cH.e. nL --A suooEs'no_. Then the old man said : "There is a saying
very prevalent among the Greek philosophers,

And when we had commended his right eoun- to the effect that there is in reality neither good
sel, I Clement said : "In all things, the end for nor evil in the life of man ; but that men call
the most part looks back upon the beginning, things good or evil as they appear to them, preju-
and the issue of things is similar to their com- diced by the use and custom of life. For not
mencement. I hope, therefore, with respect to even murder is really an evil, because it sets the
our father also, since God by your means has soul free from the bonds of the flesh. Further,
given a good beginning, that He will bestow also they say that even just judges put to death those
an ending suitable to the beginning, and worthy who commit crimes ; but if they knew homicide
of Himself. However, I make this suggestion, to be an evil, just men would not do that. Nei-
that if, as you have said, we begin to speak, in ther do they say that adultery is an evil ; for if
presence of my father, as if for the purpose of the husband does not know, or does not care,
discussing some subject, or learning something there is, they say, no evil in it. But neither, say
from one another, you, my lord Peter, ought they, is theft an evil ; for it takes away what one
not to occupy the place of one who has any- does not possess from another who has it. And,
thing to learn ; for if he see this, he will rather indeed, it ought to be taken freely and openly ;
be offended. For he is convinced that you but in that it is done secretly, that is rather a re-
fxflly know all things, as indeed you do. How proof of his inhumanity from whom it is secretly
then will it be, if he see you pretending igno- _takea. For aU men ought to have the common
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use of all things that are in this world ; but make a long discussion, I shall speak briefly of
through injustice one says that this is his, and the mattei'. The earth which is dry is in need
another that that is his, and so division is caused of the addition and admixture of water, that it
among men. In short, a certain man, the may be able to produce fruits, without whzch
wisest among the Greeks, _ knowing that these man cannot live: this is therefore a legitimate
things are so, says that friends should have all conjunction. On the contrary, if the cold of
things common. Now, in all t]zings unquestion- hoar-frost be mixed with the earth, or heat with
ably wives are included. He says also that, as the water, a conjunction of this sort produces
the air and the sunshine cannot be divided, so nei- corruption ; and this, in such things, is adultery."
ther ought other things to be divided, which are
given in this world to all to be possessed in corn- CHAP. VUL--XD_aTrgD Evn_s.

mort, but should be so possessed. But I wished Then my father answered : "But as the harm-
to say this, because I am desirous to turn to well- fulness of an inharmonious conjunction of ele-
doing, and I cannot act well unless I first learn ments or stars is immediately betrayed, so ought
what is good ; and if I can understand that, I also adultery to be immediately shown that it is
shall thereby perceive what is evd, that is, oppo- an evil." Then I : " First tell me this, whether,
site to good. as you yourself have confessed, evils are pro-

duced'from incongruous and inharmonious mix-
CHAP. VI. _ PETER'S AUTHORITY.

ture ; and then after that we shall inqmre into
"But I should like that one of you, and not the other matter." Then my father said : "The

Peter, should answer what I have said ; for it is nature of things is as you say, my son." Then
not fitting to take words and instruction at h_s I answered : "Since, then, you wish to learn of
hand, with questions ; but when he gives a dehv- these things, see how many things there are which
erance on any subject, that should be held with- no one doubts to be evils. Do you think that a
out answering again. And therefore let us keep fever, a fire, sedition, the fall of a house, murder,
him as an umpire ; so that if at any time our bonds, racks, pains, mournings, and such like, are
discussion does not come to an issue, he may evils?" Then said my father: "It is true, my
declare what seems good to him, and so give an son, that these things are evil, and very evil ; or,
undoubted end to doubtful matters. And now at all events, whoever denies that they are evil,

therefore I could believe, content with his sole let him suffer them !"
opinion, if he expressed any opinion ; and this

is what I shall do at last. Yet I wish first to see CHAP. ix. --r_XISTFAeCEOF EVrLO_r ASTROLOGICAL

if it is possible by discussion to find what is PRINCIPLES.

sought. My wish therefore is, that Clement I Then I answered: "Since, therefore, I have
should begin first, and should show ff there is to deal with one who is skilled in astrological
any good or evil in substance or in actions." science, 2 I shall treat the matter with you ac-

cording to that science, that, taking my method
CHAP, VII._ CLEMENT'SARGUMENT. from those things with which you are familiar,

To this I answered : "Since indeed you wish you may the more readily acquiesce. Listen
to learn from me if there is any good or evil in now, therefore : you confesg that those things
nature or in act, or whether it is not rather that which we have mentioned are evils, such as
men, prejudiced by custom, think some things fevers, conflagrations, and such like. Now these,
to be good, and others to be evil, forasmuch as according to you, are said to be produced by
they have made a division among themselves of I mahgnant stars, such as the humid Saturn and
common things, which ought, as you say, to be[ the hot Mars ; but things contrary to these are
as common as the air and the sunshine ; I think produced by benignant stars, such as the tern-
that I ought not to bring before you any state- perate Jupiter and the humid Venus. Is it not
ments from any other quarter than from those so ?" My father answered : " It is so, my son ;
studies in which you are well versed, and which and it cannot be otherwise." Then said I :
you support, so that what I say you will receive ,, Since you say, therefore, that good things are
without hesitation. You assign certain bounda- produced by good stars-- by Jupiter and Venus,
ties of all the elements and the heavenly bodies, for example m let us see what is the product
and these, you say, meet in some without hurt, where any one of the evil stars is mixed with the
as in marriages ; but in others they are hurtfully good, and let us understand that that is evil.
united, as in adulteries. And you say that some For you lay it down that Venus makes mar-
things are general to all, but other things do not riages, and if she have Jupiter in her confignra-
belong to all, and are not general. But not to

* [Comp. bookix, lS, x_,,etc. ThequesdoueKastrolo_ismuch
more pmrament in the Rer_; but comp. Hmndy XIV. S. and

it Allusimismadeto_ma:lcoatmtmlt.ltof wive_ as stated etsewhere._R.]_ the X,,,_d_'_ ot Phuo.
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tlonshe makes the marriageschaste; but if For Iam distracted,becauseI know thatmany
Juplterbe not regarding,and Mars be present,things,yea,almostallthings,have befallenme
thenyou pronouncethatthemarriagesare cor- accordingtoGENESIS."
ruptedbyadultery."Then saidmy father: "It
is even so." Then I answered: "Therefore CHAP.Yd.--TEST OF ASTROLOCY.

adultery is an evil, seeing that it is committed Then I answered : "I shall therefore tell you,
through the admixture of evil stars ; and, to my father, what is the nature of mathematics, and
state it in a word, all things that you say that do you act according to what I tell you. Go to
the good stars suffer from the mixture of evil a mathematician,' and tell him first that such
stars, are undoubtedly to be pronounced to be and such evils have befallen you at such a time,
evil. Those stars, therefore, by whose admix- and that you wish to learn of him whence, or
ture we have said that fevers, conflagrat,ons, and
other such 1,ke evils are produced,-- those, ac- how, or through what stars they have befallen

you. He will no doubt answer you that a m_.-
cording to you, work also murders, adulteries, lignant Mars or Saturn has ruled your times,'or
thefts, and also produce haughty and stohd that some one of them has been periodic ; or
men." that some one has regarded you diametrically,

CHAP. X._ HOW TO MAKEPROGRESS. or in conjunction, or centrally ; or some such

Then my father said : "Truly you have shown answer will he give, adding that m all these some
briefly and incomparably that there are evils in one was not in harmony with the malignant one,
actions ; but still 1 should wish to learn this, how or was invisible, or was in the figure, or was be-

yond the division, or was eclipsed, or was not in
God justly judges those who sin, as you say, if contact, or was among the dark stars ; and many
CENESrScompels them to sin?" Then I an- other hke things will he answer, according to
swered : "I am afraid to speak anything to his own reasons, and will condescend upon par-
you, my father, because it becomes me to hold ticulars. After him go to another mathemati-
you in all honour ; else I have an answer to give clan, and tell him the opposite, that such and
you, if it were becoming." Then says my such good happened to you at that time, men-
father : "Speak what occurs to you, my son ; tioning to him the same time, and ask him from
for it is not you, but the method of inquiry, what parts of your GENESISthis good has come to
that does the wrong, as a modest woman to an

you, and take care, as I said, that the times are
incontinent man, if she is indignant for her the sar0e with those about which you asked con-
safety and her honour." Then I answered: cerning ewls. And when you have deceived
"If we do not hold by the principles that we him concerning the times, see what figures he
have acknowledged and confessed, but if those will invent for you, by which to show that good
things which have been defined are always things ought to have befallen you at those very
loosened by forgetfulness, we shall seem to be
weawng Penelope's web, undoing what we have times. For it is impossible for those treating otthe GENESISof men not to find in every quarter,
done. And therefore we ought either not to ac- as they call it, of the heavenly bodies, some stars
quiesce too easily, before we have diligently ex- favourably placed, and some unfavourably ; for
amined the doctrine propounded ; or if we have the circle is equally complete in every part, ac-
once acquiesced, and the proposition has been cording to mathematics, admitting of diverse and
agreed to, then we ought to keep by what has various causes, from which they can take occa-
been once determined, that we may go on w_th sion of saying whatever they please.
our inquiries respecting other matters." And
my father said : "You say well, my son ; and I
know why you say th_s : it is because in the dis- CHAP.Xm-- ASTROLOGYBAFFLEDBY FREE-WILL.
cussion yesterday on natural causes, you showed "For, as usually happens when men see un-
that some mahgnant power, transferring itself favourable dreams, and can make nothing certain
into the order of the stars, excites the lusts of out of them, when any event occurs, then they
men, provoking them in various ways to sin, yet adapt what they saw in the dream to what has
not compelling or producing sins." To this I occurred; so also is mathematics. For before
answered : "It is well that you remember it ; anything happens, nothing is declared with cer-
and yet, though you do remember it, you have tainty ; but after something has happened, they
fallen into error." Then said my father : "Par- gather the causes of the event. And thus often,
don me, my son ; for I have not yet much prac- when they have been at fault, and the thing has
rice in these things : for indeed your discourses fallen out otherwise, they take the blame to them-
yesterday, by their truth, shut me up to agree selves, saying that it was such and such a star
with you ; yet in my consciousness there are, as which opposed, and that they did not see it ; not

it were, some remains of fevers, which for a , [Thee,w_a= a _ ,_l_ i, _W*,,d ._o
little hold me back from faith, as from health. _H_ YAV.3.--B.]
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knowing that their error does not proceed from ] day and the hour whose signs even He foretold,
their unskilfulness in their art, but from the in- I and referred the whole to the Father, how shall
consistency of the whole system. For they do [ we account it disgraceful to confess that we are
not know what those things are which we indeed / ignorant of some things, since in this we have
desire to do, but in regard to which we do not tthe example of our Master? But this only we
indulge our desires. But we who have learned Iprofess, that we know those things which we
the reason of this mystery know the cause, since, have learned from the true Prophet ; and that
having freedom of will, we sometimes oppose those things have been delivered to us by the
our desires, and sometimes yield to them.' And true Prophet, which He judged to be sufficient
therefore the issue of human doings is uncertain, for human knowledge."
because it depends upon freedom of will. For
a mathematician can indeed indicate the desire CHAP.xv.--cLr_mtr's Dmcotmss.

which a malignant power produces ; but whether Then I Clement went on to speak thus : "At
the acting or the issue of this desire shall be Tripolis, when you were disputing agains_ the
fulfilled or not, no one can know before the ac- Gentiles, my lord Peter, I greatly wondered at
complishment of the thing, because it depends you, that although you were instructed by your
upon freedom of will. And this is why ignorant father according to the fashion of the Hebrews
astrologers have invented to themselves the talk and in observances of your own law, and were
about climacterics as their refuge in uncertain- never polluted by the studies of Greek learning,
ties, as we showed fully yesterday, you argued so magnificently and so incompara-

bly; and that you even touched upon some
CHAP.XIII._..OPLE ADMrI_ED. things concerning the histories of the gods,

"If you have anything that you wish to say to which are usually declaimed in the theatres.
this, say on." Then my father: "Nothing can But as I perceived that their fables and blas-
be more true, my son, than what you have stated." phemies are not so well known to you, I shall
And while we were thus speaking among our- discourse upon these in your hearing, repeating
selves, some one informed us that a great multi- them from the very beginning, if it please you "
rude of people were standing outside, having Then says Peter: "Say on; you do well to
assembled for the purpose of hearing. Then assist my preaching." Then said I: "I shall
Peter ordered them to be admitted, for the place speak, therefore, because you order me, not by
was large and convenient. And when they had way of teaching you, but of making public what
come in, Peter said to us : "If any one of you foolish opinions the Gentiles entertain of the
wishes, let him address the people, and discourse gods."
concerning idolatry." To whom I Clement an-
swered: "Your great benignity and gentleness CHAP. XVL--"WOULD THAT ALL GOD'S PEOPLE
and patience towards all encourages us, so that WFaXEPROPHETS."

we dare speak in your presence, and ask what But when I was about to speak, Niceta, biting
we please ; and therefore, as I said, the gentle- his lip, beckoned to me to be silent. And when
hess of your disposition invites and encourages Peter saw him, he said : "Why would you re-
all to undertake the precepts of saving doctrine, press his liberal disposition and noble nature,
This I never saw before in any one else, but in that you would have him be silent for my hon-
you only, with whom there is neither envy nor our, which is nothing? Or do you not know,
indignation. Or what do you think ? that if all nations, after they have heard from

me the preaching of the truth, and have be-
cm_,. XaV.QNO MAN HAS UmVERSAL K_COWL-lieved, would betake themselves to teaching,

P_a_E. they would gain the greater glory for me, if
Then Peter said: "These things come not indeed you think me desirous of glory ? For

only from envy or indignation; but sometimes what so glorious as to prepare disciples for
there is a bashfulness in some persons, lest haply Christ, not who shall be silent, and shall be
they may not be able to answer fully the ques- saved alone, but who shall speak what they have
tions that may be proposed, and so they avoid learned, and shall do good to others ? I wish
the discovery of their want of skill. But no one indeed that both you, Niceta, and you, beloved
ought to be ashamed of this, because there is Aquila, would aid me in preaching the word of
no man who ought to profess that he knows all God, and the rather because those things in
things; for there is only One who knows all which the Gentiles err are well known to you ;
things, even He who also made all things. For [and not you only, but all who hear me, I wish,
if our Master declared that He knew not the I as I have said, so to hear and to learn, that they

Imay be able also to teach : for the world needs
_ _ hema _ i, the t..ou_ oae[ many helpers, by whom men may be recalled
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from error." When he had spoken thus, he said oracle that he who should be born of her should
to me : "Go on then, Clement, with what you be more powerful than himself, and should drive
have begun." him from his kingdom, he determined to devour

all the sons that should be born to him. First,
CHAP.xvn. m CEWrmE COSMOC,Omr. then, there is born to him a son called Aides,

And I immediately rejoined: "Seeing that who amongst us is called Oreus ; and him, forthe reason we have just stated, he took and de-
when you were disputing at Tripolis, as I said, voured. After him he begot a second son, called
you discoursed much concermng the gods of the Neptune ; and him he devoured in like manner.
Gentiles profitably and convincingly, I desire to Last of all, he begot him whom they call Jupite_ ;
set forth in your presence the ridiculous legends
concerning their origin, both that you may not but him his mother Rhea pitying, by stratagemwithdrew from his father when he was about to
be unacquainted with the falsehood of this vain devour him. And first, indeed, that the crying
superstition, and that the hearers who are present ]o f the child might not be noticed, she made
may know the disgraceful character of their
error. The wise men, then, who are among the certain Corybantes strike cymbals and drums,

that by the deafening sound the crying of the
Gentiles, say that first of all things was chaos ; '
that this, through a long time solidifying its outer infant might not be heard.
parts, made bounds to itself and a sort of foun-
dation, being gathered, as it were, into the man- CHAP.XIX._THEIR DESTINIES.
her and form of a huge egg, within which, in the "But when he understood from the lessening
course of a long time, as within the shell of the of her belly that her child was born, he de-
egg, there was cherished and vivified a certain manded it, that he might devour it ; then Rhea
animal; and that afterwards, that huge globe presented him with a large stone, and told him
being broken, there came forth a certain kind that that was what she had brought forth. And
of man of double sex, which they call masculo- he took it, and swallowed it ; and the stone,
feminine. This they called Phanetas, from when it was devoured, pushed and drove forth
appearing, because when it appeared, they say, those sons whom he had formerly swallowed.
then also light shone forth. And from this, Therefore Orcus, coming forth first, descended,
they. say that there were produced substance, and occupies the lower, that is, the infernal
prudence, motion, and coition, and from these regions. The second, being above him--he
the heavens and the earth were made. From whom they call Neptune--is thrust forth upon
the heaven they say that six males were pro- the waters. The third, who survived by the
duced, whom they call Titans ; and in like artifice of his mother Rhea, she put upon a she-
manner, from the earth six females, whom they goat and sent into heaven.
called Titanides. And these are the names of
the males who sprang from the heaven : Oceanus, CHAP.XX.-- I)OINGSOF JUIJII'F-_

Coeus, Crios, Hyperion, Iapetus, Chronos, who "But enough of the old wife's fables and
amongst us is called Saturn. In like manner, genealogy of the Gentiles ; for it were endlessthe names of the females who sprang from the
earth are these : Theia, lZhea, Themis, Mnemos- if I should set forth all the generations of those

whom they call gods, and their wicked doings.
yne, Tethys, Hebe? But by way of example, omitting the rest, I shall

detail the wicked deeds of him only whom they
CHAP. xvm. m FAMILYOF SATURU. hold to be the greatest and the chief, and whom

"Of all these, the first-born of the heaven they call Jupiter.3 For they say that he pos-
took to wife the first-born of earth ; the second sesses heaven, as being superior to the rest ; and
the second, and in like manner all the rest. The he, as soon as he grew up, married his own sis-
first male, therefore, who had married the first ter, whom they call Juno, in which truly he at once
female, was on her account drawn downwards ; becomes like a beast. Juno bears Vulcan ; but,
but the second female rose upwards, by reason as they relate, Jupiter was not his father. How-
of him to whom she was married ; and so each ever, by Jupiter himself she became mother of
doing in their order, remained in those places Medea; and Jupiter having received a response
which fell to their share by the nuptial lot. that one who should be born of her should be
From their intercourse they assert that innumer- more powerful than himself, and should expel
able others sprang. But of these six males, the him from his kingdom, took her and devoured
one who is called Saturn received in marriage her. Again Jupiter produced Minerva from his
Rhea, and having tfeen warned by a certain bra'm, and Bacchus from his thigh. After this,

when he had fallen in love _th Thetis, they say
t [Withthis cosamtCm_(chat_,t-zg,_-_4)cmalmmtlmdiv

ofAppi_,_ v l. 3-,o.--R.]
• [Coat__._. st,adtlom_VL,.--ILl ,[Coa_._ V.,,-,Sio,ataa*lleltoGha_,o-,_--R.l
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that Prometheus informed him that, if he lay ! Pandorus ; Thalcrucla, the daughter of Proteus,
with her, he who should be born of her should of whom was born Nympheus; Salamis, the
be more powerful than his father ; and for fear daughter of Asopus, of whom Saracon ; Taygete,
of this, he gave her in marriage to one Peleus. Electra, Main, Plutide, daughters of Atlas, of
Subsequently he had intercourse with Perseph- whom respectavely he begot Lacedaemon, Dar-
one, who was his own daughter by Ceres ; and danus, Mercury, and Tantalus ; Phthia, the daugh-
by her he begot Dionysius,' who was torn in ter of Phoroneus, of whom he begot Adh_eus;
pieces by the Titans. But calling to mind, it is Chonia, the daughter of Aramnus, of whom he
said, that perhaps his own father Saturn might begot Lacon ; Chalcea, a nymph, of whom was
beget another son, who might be more powerful born Olympus; Charidia, a nymph, of whom
than himself, and might expel him from the Alcanus; Chloris, who was the wife of Ampycus,
kingdom, he went to war with his father, along of whom Mopsus was born ; Cotonia, the daughter
with his brothers file Titans ; and having beaten of Lesbus, of whom Polymedes ; Hippodamla,
them, he at last threw his father into prison, and the daughter of Anicetus ; Chrysogenia, the
cut off his genitals, and threw them into the sea daughter of Peneus, of whom was born This-
But the blood which flowed from the wound seeus.
being mixed with the waves, and turned into

CHAP. XXII.- VILE TRANSFCRMATION OF JLrP1TER.
foam by the constant churning, produced her
whom they call Aphrodite, and whom with us "There are also innumerable adulteries of
they call Venus. From his intercourse with her his, of which no offspring was the result, which
who was thus his own sister, they say that this it were tedious to enumerate. But amongst

those whom we have mentioned, he violatedsame Jupiter begot Cypris, who, they say, was
the mother of Cupid. some being transformed, like a magician. In

short, he seduced Antiope, the daughter of Nyc-
CHAP.XXL_A BLACKCATALOGUE. teus, when turned into a satyr, and of her were

born Amphion and Zethus; Alcmene, when
"Thus much of his incests ; I shall now speak changed into her husband Amphitryon, and of

of his adulteries. He defiled Europa, the wife her was born Hercules ; 2Egina, the daughter
of Oceanus, of whom was born Dodon_eus of Asopus, when changed into an eagle, of
Helen, the wife of Pandion, of whom Musa_us whom ,'Eacus was born. So also he defiled
Eurynome, the wife of Asopus, of whom Ogygias ; Ganymede, the son of Dardanus, being changed
Hermione, the wife of Oceanus, of whom the into an eagle ; Manthea, the daughter of Phocus,
Graces, Thalia, Euphrosyne, Aglala; Themis, his when changed into a bear, of whom was born
own sister, of whom the Hours, Eurynomia, Dice, Arctos ; Dan_e, the daughter of Acrisius, being
Irene ; Themisto, the daughter of Inachus, of changed into gold, of whom Perseus; Europa,
whom Areas ; Id_ea, the daughter of Minos, of the daughter of Phoenix, changed into a bull, of
whom Asterion; Phoenissa, the daughter of Al- whom were born Minos, Rhadamanthus, and
phion, of whom Endymion ; Io, the daughter of Sarpedon ; Eurymedusa, the daughter of Ache-
Inachus, of whom Epaphus ; Hippodamia and laus, being changed into an ant, of whom Myr-
Isione, daughters of Danaus, of whom Hippo- midon; Thaha, the nymph, being changed into
damia was the _vife of Olenus, and Isione of a vulture, of whom were born the Palisci, in
Orchomenus or Chryses ; Carme, the daughter Sicily ; Imandra, the daughter of Geneanus, at
of Phoenix, of whom was born Britomartis, who Rhodes, being changed into a shower ; Cassi-
was an attendant of Diana ; Callisto, the dangh- opeia, being changed into her husband Phoenix,
ter of Lycaon, of whom Orcas; Lybee, the and of her was born Anchinos; Leda, the
daughter of Munantius, of whom Belus; Latona, daughter of Thestius, being changed into a
of whom Apollo and Diana ; Leandia, the daugh- swan, of whom was born Helen ; and again the
ter of Eurymedon, of whom Coron ; Lysithea, same, being changed into a star, and of her were
the daughter of Evenus, of whom Helenus ; born Castor and Pollux ; Lamia, being changed
Hippodamia, the daughter of Bellerophon, of into a lapwing; Mnemosyne, being changed into
whom Sarpedon ; Megaelite, the daughter of a shepherd, of whom were born the nine Muses ;
Maearius, of whom Thebe and Locrus ; Niobe, Nemesis, being changed into a goose ; the Cad-
the daughter of Phoroneus, of whom Argus and mian Semele, being changed into fire, and of her
Pelasgus ; Olympias, the daughter of Neoptole- was born Dionysius. By his own daughter Ceres
mus, of whom Alexander ; Pyrrha, the daughter he begot Persephone, whom also herself he de-
of Prometheus, of whom Helmetheus ; Protogenia filed, being changed into a dragon.
and Pandora, daughters of Deucalion, of whom
he begot ._Ethelius, and Dorns, and Melera, and CHAP.xxm. m wmr A COD?

I mou_ _ h_,__ _ ._.tl_ ,, ,_ _t _orDio,y- "He also committed adultery with Europa,
Otihcr I_ _-_ mO_reOr [e_ corlru]_fotmL_the (_l_k _ _lng to the I,atJJl Bacchus, _ o_ t[w the wife of his own uncle Oceanus, and with her
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sister Eurynome, and punished their father ; and at Rhodes ; and many others are worshipped,
he committed adultery wlth Plute, the daughter one in one place and another in another, whom
of his own son Arias, and condemned Tantalus, they do not doubt to have been dead men.
whom she bore to hlm. Of Larisse, the daughter Whence it follows that their predecessors also,
of Orchomenus, he begot Tityon, whom also he falling into a like error, conferred divine honour
conmgned to punishment. He carried off Dia, upon dead men, who perhaps had had some
the wife of his own son Ixion, and subjected him power or some skill, and especially if they had
to perpetual punishment; and almost all the stupefied stolid men by magical phantasies, a
sons who sprang from his adulteries he put to
wolent deaths ; and indeed the sepulchres of CHAP.XXVL--MET_ORPHOSES.
almost all of them are weU known. Yea, the
sepulchre of thls parricide himself, who destroyed " Hence there has now been added, that the
hls uncles and defiled their wives, who corn- poets also adorn the falsehoods of error by ele-
mitted whoredom with his sisters, this magician gance of words, and by sweetness of speech per-

SU_ dethat mortals have been made immortaL;of many transformations, is shown among the

yeamore_they say that men are changed intoCretans, who, although they know and acknowl-
edge his horrid and incestuous deeds, and tell stars, and trees, and animals, and flowers, and
them to all, yet are not ashamed to confess h_m birds, and fountains, and rivers. And but that
to be a god. Whence it seems to me to be it might seem to be a waste of words, I could
wonderful, yea, exceeding wonderful, how he even enumerate almost all the stars, and trees,
who exceeds all men in wickedness and crimes, and fountains, and rivers, which they assert to
has received that holy and good name which is have been made of men ; yet, by way of ex-
above every name, being called the father of amp le, I shall mention at least one of each
gods and men ; unless perhaps he who rejoices class. They say that Andromeda, the daughter
in the evds of men has persuaded unhappy souls of Cepheus, was turned into a star ; Daphne, the
to confer honour above all others upon him daughter of the river Lado, into a tree ; Hya-
whom he saw to excel all others in crimes, in cinthus, beloved of Apollo, into a flower ; Callisto
order that he might allure all to the imitation of into the constellation which they call Arctos ;
his evil deeds. Progne and Philomela, with Tereus, into birds ;

that Thysbe in Cilicia was dissolved into a foun-
CHAP.XXIV._ FOLLYOF POLYTHEISM. tain ; and Pyramus, at the same place, into a

river. And they assert that almost atl the stars,
"But also the sepulchres of his sons, who are trees, fountains, and rivers, flowers, animals, and

regarded amongst these the Genl_les as gods, birds, were at one time human beings."
are openly pointed out, one in one place, and
another in another : that of Mercury at Her- CHAP.XXWI.-- I_CONSmTk'WCVOV POL_'rs.
mopolis ; that of the Cyprian Venus at Cyprus ;
that of Mars in Thrace ; that of Bacchus at But Peter, when he heard this, said : "Accord-
Thebes, where he is said to have been torn in ing to them, then, befdre men were changed into
pieces ; that of Hercules at Tyre, where he was stars, and the other things which you mention,
burnt with fire ; that of 2Esculapius in Epidaurus. the heaven was without stars, and the earth with-
And all these are spoken of, not only as men out trees and animals ; and there were neither
who have died, but as wicked men who have fountains, nor rivers, nor birds. And without
been pumshed for their crimes ; and yet they these, how did those men themselves live, who
are adored as gods by foolish men.' afterwards were changed into them, since it is

evident that, without these things, men could
CHAP.XXV._ DF.AVMEN VF.nngD. not live upon the earth ?" Then I answered :

"But they are not even able to observe the wor-
"But if they choose to argue, and affirm that ship of their own gods consistently ; for every

these are rather the places of their birth than
of their burial or death, the former and ancient ione of those whom they worship has something

dedicated to himself, from which his worshippers
doings shall be convicted from those at hand and ought to abstain : as they say the olive is dedi-
still recent, since we have shown that they wor- cater to Minerva, the she-goat to Jupiter, seeds
ship those whom they themselves confess to
have been men, and to have died, or rather to to Ceres, wine to Bacchus, water to Osiris, the

ram to Hammon, the stag to Diana, the fish and
have been punished ; as the Syrians worship the dove to the demon of the Syrians, fire to
Adonis, and the Egyptians Osiris ; the Trojans, Vulcan ; and to each one, as I have said, is there
Hector; Achilles is worshipped at Leuconesus, something specially consecrated, from which the
Patroclus at Pontus, Alexander the Macedonian :worshippers ate bound to abstain, for the honour

s [Comp. Hmm'ly V. _ whe_ tbcsc dcsm'ls appear in a le_cr_
vniua by C_ne_ B il"fzdm a _; .1..,, _ Vl. s:t. -- lr,..j s [C._m_ llmm_r VI. i_, -- ]R.]
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of those to whom they are consecrated. But[is based upon many authorities, but especially
were one abstaining from one thing, and another [ two, Orpheus and Hesiod.' Now their writings
from another, by doing honor to one of the gods, I are divided into two parts, in respect of their
they incur the anger of all the rest ; and there- [ meaning,-- that is, the literal and the allegorical ;
fore, if they would concihate them all, they must t and the vulgar crowd has flocked to the literal,
abstain from all things for the honour of all, so [but all the eloquence of the philosophers andi ....

that, being self-condemned by a just sentence learned men is expended m admiration of theI
before the day of judgment, they should perish iallegorical. It is Orpheus, then, who says that
by a most wretched death through starvation, at first there was chaos, eternal, unbounded, un-

produced, and that from it all things were made.
CHAP.XxVln.--BUTTRESSES or GENTILISM. He says that this chaos was neither darkness

" But let us return to our purpose. What nor light, neither moist nor dry, neither hot nor
reason is there, yea, rather, what madness pos- cold, but that it was all things mixed together,
sesses the minds of men, that they worship and and was always one unformed mass ; yet that at
adore as a god, a man whom they not only know length, as it were after the manner of a huge egg,
to be impious, wicked, profane -- I mean Jupiter it brought forth and produced from itself a certain
--incestuous, a parricide, an adulterer, but even double form, which had been wrought through
proclaim him publicly as such in their songs in immense periods of time, and which they call
the theatres ? Or if by means of these deeds masculo-feminine, a form concrete from the con-
he has deserved to be a god, then also, when trary admixture of such diversity ; and that this
they hear of any murderers, adulterers, parricides, is the principle of all things, which came of pure
incestuous persons, they ought to worship them matter, and which, coming forth, effected a sepa-
also as gods. But I cannot understand why they ration of the four elements, and made heaven
venerate in him what they execrate in others." of the two elements which are first, fire and
Then Peter answered : "Since you say that you air, and earth of the others, earth and water;
cannot understand it, learn of me why they yen- and of these he says that all things now are born
crate wickedness in him. In the first place, it is and produced by a mutual participation of them.
that, when they themselves do like deeds, they So far Orpheus.
may know that they shall be acceptable to him, in-
asmuch as they have but imitated him in his w,ck- CHAP.XXra. -- HESIOD'ScosMoe.omr.

edness. In the second place, because the ancients "But to this Hesiod adds, that after chaos the
have left these things skilfuUy composed in their heaven and the earth were made immediately,
writings, and elegantly engrafted in their verses from which he says that those eleven were pro-
And now, by the aid of youthful education, duced (and sometimes also he speaks of them
since the knowledge of these things adheres to as twelve) of whom he makes six males and five
their tender and simple minds, it cannot without females. And these are the names that he gives
difficulty be torn from them and cast away." to the males : Oceanus, Coeus, Cnus, Hyperion,

Iapetus, Chronos, who is also called Saturn. Also
CHAP.XKIX._ALLEGORIES. the names of the females are: Theia, Rhea,

When Peter had said this, Niceta answered : Themis, Mnemosyne, Tethys.* And these names
"Do not suppose, my lord Peter, but that the they thus interpret allegorically. They say that
learned men of the Gentiles have certain plaus- the number is eleven or twelve : that the first is
ible arguments, by which they support those nature itself, which also they would have to be
things which seem to be blameworthy and dis- called Rhea, from FLOWING; and they say that the
graceful. And this I state, not as wishing to ]other ten are her accidents, which also they call
confirm their error (for far be it from me that qualities ; yet they add a twelfth, namely Chronos,
such a thing should ever come into my thought) ; who with us is called Saturn, and him they take
but yet I know that there are amongst the more to be time. 3 Therefore they assert that Saturn
intelligent of them certain defences, by which and Rhea are time and matter ; and these, when
they are accustomed to support and colour over they are mixed with moisture and dryness, heat
those things which seem to be absurd. And if and cold, produce all things.
it please you that I should state some of them
--for I am to some extent acquainted with CHAP.XXXII.-- ALLEGORICALINTERPRETATION.
them-- I shall do as you order me." And when

"She therefore (Rhea, or nature), it is said,
Peter had given him leave, Niceta proceeded as produced, as it were, a certain bubble which hadfollows.

been collecting for a long time ; and it being
CHAP. XEE. -- COSMOGONY OF ORPHEUS.

"An the literature among the Greeks which is z [Com_chris. *v*oandHo=i_VI. a-*o,t_-z_-- ILl
written on the subject of the origin of antiquity, ] [Comp. chap, t7andHomilyV !. *. --R.][COm__ W. 5, x*.--Z.]
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graduallycollectedfrom the spiritwhichwas inIter; because,asI have said,timenow produces
the waters,swelled,and being forsome timelfrom matternothingnew: but the warmth of
drivenoverthe surfaceof matter,from which itIseedsrestoresallthingsaccordingtotheirkinds;
had come forthas from a womb, and being and no birthof Rhea-- thatis,no increaseof
hardened by the rigourof cold,and alwaysin- flowingmatter- ascendsfurther.And there-
creasingby additionsofice,atlengthwas broken[foretheycallthatfirstdivisionof the elements
offand sunk into the deep,and drawn by itsthemutilationof Saturn,becausehe cannotany

own weight,went down to the infernalregions;more producea world.
and becauseitbecame invisibleitwas called

Aides, and is also named Orcus or Pluto.' And CHAP.XXXIV._ OTHERALLEGORIES.
since it was sunk from the top to the bottom, it "And of Venus they give forth an allegory to
gave place to the moist element to flow together ; this effect. When, say they, the sea was put
and the grosset part, whmh is the earth, was laid under the air, and when the brightness of tl_e
bare by the retirement of the waters. They say, heavens shone more pleasantly, being reflected
therefore, that thls freedom of the waters, which from the waters, the loveliness of things, whichwas formerly restrained by the presence of the

appeared fairer from the waters, was called Venus ;
bubble, was called Neptune after the bubble and she, it, being united with the air as with her,attained the lowest place. After this, when the
cold element had been sucked down to the lower its, own brother, so as to produce beauty, which

might be the object of deslre, is said to have
regions by the concretion of the icy bubble, and given birth to Cupid. In this way, therefore, as
the dry and the moist element had been sepa- we have said, they teach that Chronos, who is
rated, there being now no hindrance, the warm:saturn ' is allegorically time ; Rhea is matter ;
element rushed by its force and hghtness to the Aides--that is, Orcus--is the depth of the in-
upper regions of the air, being borne up by fernal regions ; Neptune is water ; Jupiter is air
wind and storm. This storm, therefore, whichin Greek is called x,_ra_7_¢, they called _axs-- --that is, the element of heat; Venus is the
that is, a she-goat ; and the fire which ascendec lovehness of things ; Cupid is desire, which is

in all things, and by which posterity is propa-
to the upper regions they called Jupiter ; where- gated, or even the reason of things, which gives
fore they say that he ascended to Olympus riding delight when wisely looked into. Hera-- that
on a she-goat, is, Juno--is said to be that middle air which

descends from heaven to earth. To Diana,
CHAP. XXXIH._ ALLEGORYOF JUPITER, ETC. whom "they call Proserpine, they hand over the
"Now this Jupiter the Greeks would have to air below. They say that Apollo is the Sun him-

be called from hls living, or giving life, but our self, which goes round the heaven ; that Met-
people from his glving succour. _ They say, cury is speech, by which a reason is rendered
therefore, that this is the living substance, which, for everything ; that Mars is unrestrained fire,
placed in the upper regions, and drawing all which consumes all things. But not to delay
things to itself by the influence of heat, as by you by enumerating everything, those who have
the convolution of the brain, and arranging them the more abstruse intelligence concerning, such
by the moderation of a certain tempering, is things think that they give fair and just reasons,
said from his head to have produced wisdom, by applying thls sort of allegory to every one of
whom they call Minerva, who was called 'A0_ their objects of worship."
by the Greeks on account of her immortality ;
who, because the father of all created all things CHAP. XXXV.-- USELESSNESSOF THESE _TJ_30-
by his wisdom, is also said to have been pro- ruES.

duced from his head, and from the principal When Niceta had thus spoken, Aquila an-
place of all, and is represented as having formed swered : 4 ,, Whoever he was that was the author
and adorned the whole world by the regulated and inventor of these things, he seems to me to
admixture of the elements) Therefore the forms have been very impious, since he covered over
which were impressed upon matter, that the world those things which seem to be pleasant and
might be made, because they are constrained by seemly, and made the ritual of his superstition
the force of heat, are said to be held together to consist in base and shameful observances,
by the energy of Jupiter. And since there are
enough of these, and they do not need anything since those things which are written accordingto the letter are manifestly unseemly and base ;
new to be added to them, but each thing is re-i and the whole observance of their religion con-paired by the produce of its own seed, the
hands of Saturn are said to be bound by Jupi-sists in the_, that by such crimes and impieties

they may teach men to imitate their gods whom
x [Comp.Ho_ly VI.6. -- R.]
s Comp. Homily VI. 7 __ R. ]
S _With c._tm. 33, 34, e.ompareHomily _I. 8--to.-- R.] 15. 4_[With this _atfR.l tl_ ,mmlmm ]ttomily VII, ,iT,
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they worship. For in these allegories what profit able and impious a ritual, assuredly he is sacri-
can there be to them? For although they are legious, whoever either gave forth these things
framed so as to be decent, yet no use is derived at first, or persists in fulfilling them, now that
from them for worship, nor for amendment of they have unhappily been given forth. And what
morals, shall we say of the books of the poets? Ought

not they, if they have debased the honourable
CHAP. _VI._T_ ._[_EC.,O_ AN" AFTER-

THOUGHT. and pious deeds of the gods with base fables, to
be forthwith cast away and thrown into the fire,

"Whence it is the more evident that prudent that they may not persuade the still tender age
men, when they saw that the common supersti- of boys that Jupiter himself, the chief of the
tion was so disgraceful, so base, and yet they gods, was a parricide towards his parents, in-
had not learned any way of correcting it, or any i cestuous towards his sisters and his daughters,
knowledge, endeavoured with what arguments and even impure towards boys ; that Venus and
and interpretations they could to veil unseemly Mars were adulterers, and all those things which
things under seemly speech, and not, as they have been spoken of above? What do you
say, to conceal seemly reasons under unseemly think of this matter, my lord Peter?"
fables. For if this were the case, surely their
statues and their pictures would never be made CHAP. XXXlX.-- ALL FOR THE BEST.
with represen/aa'ans af their vices and crimes.
The swan, which committed adultery with Leda, Then he answered : "Be sure, beloved Aquila,
would not be represented, nor the bull which that all things are done by the good providence
committed adultery with Europa ; nor would of God, that the cause which was to be contrary
they turn into a thousand monstrous shapes, him to the truth should not only be infirm and weak,but also base. For if the assertion of error had
whom they think better than all. And assuredly,
if the great and wise men who are amongst them been stronger and more truth-hke, any one who
knew that all this is fiction and not truth, would had been deceived by it would not easily return
not they charge with impiety and sacrilege those to the path of truth. If even now, when so
who should exhibit a picture or carve an image many wicked and disgraceful things are related
of this sort, to the injury of the gods ? In concerning the gods of the Gentiles, scarce any
short, let them present a king of their own time one forsakes the base error, how much more .if
...... there had been m it anything seemly and trum-
lnmeIorm01anox, oragoose, oranant, ora ... > _ .. . _. .._._ . . ...... .i i-..u^_ . ".^ .k ...... z" .1.^:_ like /_or me mma is Wltu cumcultv transxerreavultu_, _.u 1¢_ _.c.l wm_ um JLI/_IIiI_ 01. L[I_I[ " , • • 4 •
.......... from those things with which it has been imbuedglng upon it, ana set up SUCh a statue or ngure . . . . . .
in a public place, and they will soon be made to !.n,earl.Y Y°uth2 and on thin account, as I said.,
e I., a ,-1- • _, a a ._ • I11;naz DeeR enectea Dv (llvlne provmence, tnagreel me wrong oi melt uee% anu me _reatuess i . . . - ....... .
^f its -" -'-hme-- _ / the substance ot error should be Doth weak aria¢J _JUIIJ_ /,11.. ....

I base. But all other things also dwme providence
CHAP XXXVXl_UKE CODS LIKe.WORSmPPERS /dispenses fitly and advantageously, although the

,, _" . • "..... ' • , • ", I method of the divine dispensation, as good, and
., _ut s.mce mose tmngs, ratber are true wmcn _the best possible, is not clear to us who are ig-
rdle pUDnC oaseness testmes, ana concealments . . .. . ... ,,. . - .... . .. . . norant ol me causes oi tnln_rs.
nave DeeR sought ann moncatea by prudent men
to excuse them by seemly speeches, therefore cHAp. XL.- FURTHERINFORMATIONSOUGHT.
are they not only not prohibited, but even in the
very mysteries figures are produced of Saturn When Peter had thus said, I Clement asked
devouting his sons, and of the boy hidden by Niceta that he would explain to us, for the sake
the cymbals and drums of the Corybantes ; and of instruction, some things concerning the alle-
with respect to the mutilation of Saturn, what gories of the Gentiles, which he had carefully
better proof of its truth could there be, than that studied ; "for," said I, "it is useful that when
even his worshippers are mutilated, by a like we dispute with the Gentiles, we should not be
miserable fate, in honour of their god ? Since unacquainted with these things." Then said
then these things are manifestly seen, who shall Niceta : "If my lord Peter permits me, I can
be found of so little sense, yea, of such stolidity, do as you ask me." Then said Peter: "To-day
that he does not perceive that those things are I have given you leave to speak in opposition to
true concerning the unfortunate gods, which the Gentiles, as you know." And Niceta said:
their more unfortunate worshippers attest by the "Tell me then, Clement, what you would have
wounding and mutilation of their bodies? me speak about." And I said to him : "Inform

us how the Gentiles represent matters concem-
ca-_. xxxvm. _ wRrrmos or TaX Poz-'rs. hag the supper of the gods, which they had at

"But if, as they say, these things, so creditably the marriage of Peleus and Thetis. * What do
and piously done, are dispemed by so discredit- _ [c._ u,_r yR._,_4,,_ ** t_ _ _ t_ _- R.]
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they make of the shepherd Paris, and what of CHAP.xI.n. m nCrElU'RErAT]ONOF scRnn'Un_

less Juno, Minerva, and Venus, between whom Then Peter, commending his statement, said : '
he acted as judge? What of Mercury? and what "Ingenious men, as I perceive, take many veri-
of the apple, and the other things which follow similitudes from the things which they read ; and
in order?" therefore great care is to be taken, that when the

CHAP. XU.- mtPm.NATIONOF mmHOLOGV, law of God is read, it be not read according to

Then Niceta : "The affair of the supper of the understanding of our own mind. For there
are many sayings in the divine Scriptures which

the gods stands in this wise. They say that the can be drawn to that sense which every one has
banquet is the world, that the order of the gods preconceived for himself; and this ought not to
sitting at table is the position of the heavenly be done. For you ought not to seek a foreign
bodies. Those whom Hesiod calls the first and extraneous sense, which you have brought
children of heaven and earth, of whom six were from without, which you may confirm from the
males and six females, they refer to the number authority of the Scriptures, but to take the sense
of the twelve signs, which go round all the of truth from the Scriptures themselves; and
world. They say that the dishes of the ban- therefore it behoves you to learn the meaning of
quet are the reasons and causes of things, sweet the Scriptures from him who keeps it accord-
and desirable, which in the shape of inferences ing to the truth handed down to him from his
from the positions of the signs and the courses fathers, so that he can authoritatively declare
of the stars, explain how the world is ruled and what he has rightly received. But when one
governed. Yet they say these things exist after has received an entire and firm rule of truth
the free manner of a banquet, inasmuch as the from the Scriptures, it will not be improper if he
mind of every one has the option whether he contribute to the establishment of true doctrine
shall taste aught of this sort of knowledge, or anything from common education and from lib-
whether he shall refrain ; and as in a banquet eral studies, which, it may be, he has attached
no one is compelled, but every one is at liberty himself to in his boyhood ; yet so that, when
to eat, so also the manner of philosophizing de- he has learned the truth, he renounce falsehood
pends upon the choice of the will. They say i'and-retence "
that discord is the lust of the flesh, which rises t' •
up against the purpose of the mind, and hinders cN_. xun. mA WORDOF F._CHORTATION.
the desire of philosophizing ; and therefore they I
say that the time was that in which the marriage [ And when he had said this, he looked to our
was celebrated. Thus they make Peleus and the /father, and said : "You therefore, old man, if

nymph Thetis to be the dry and the moist ele- !indeed you care for your soul's safety, that whenment, by the admixture of which the substance you desire to be separated from the body, it

of bodies is composed. They hold that Mercury Imay, in consequence of this short conversion,
is speech, by which instruction is conveyed to /find eternal rest, ask about whatever you please,
the mind ; that Juno is chastity, Minerva cour- tand seek counsel, that you may be able to cast
age, Venus lust, Paris the understanding. If ioft any doubt that remains in you. For even

therefore, say they, it happens that there is in i to young men the time of life is uncertain ; but toa man a barbarous and uncultivated understand- old men it is not even uncertain, for there is no
ing, and ignorant of right judgment, he will doubt that there is but little time remaining to
despise chastity and courage, and will give the them. And therefore both young and old ought
prize, which is the apple, to lust ; and thereby to be very earnest about their conversion and
ruin and destruction will come not only upon repentance, and to be taken up with the adorn-
himself, but also upon his countrymen and the ment of their souls for the future with the wor-
whole race. These things, therefore, it is in thiest ornaments, such as the doctrines of truth,
their power to compose from whatever matter the grace of chastity, the splendour of righteous-
they please; yet they can be adapted to every ness, the fairness of piety, and all other things
man ; because if any one has a pastoral and rus- with which it becomes a reasonable mind to be
tic and uncultivated understanding, and does adorned. Then, besides, they should break off
not wish to be instructed, when the heat of his from unseemly and unbelieving companions, and
body shall make suggestions concerning the keep company with the faithful, and frequent
pleasure of lust, straightway he despises the vir- those assemblies in which subjects are handled
rues of studies and the blessings of knowledge, relating to chastity, righteousness, and piety; to
and turns his mind to bodily pleasures. And! Pray to God always heartily, and to ask of Him
hence it is that implacable wars arise, cities are those things which ought to be asked of God ; to
destroyed, countries fall, even as Paris, by the give thanks to Him ; to repent truly of their past
abduction of Helen, armed the Greeks and the '[Tl_di_ou_offl__t_ (c_, O-5,)_ no_
bar_ to their mutual destruction." _,,_,. Itl, a_,md_to_-_]
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doings ; in some measure also, if possible, by to do well? Or are you afraid, lest, when you
deeds of mercy towards the poor, to help their have done well, you do not find the reward as
penitence: for by these means pardon will be you supposed? And what loss will you sustain
more easily bestowed, and mercy will be sooner if you do well without reward ? Would not con-
shown to the merciful, science alone be sufficient in this ? But if you

find as you anticipate, shall you not receive great
cT_P. XLW._ _a_r_r_rv._. things for small, and eternal for temporal ? But

"But if he who comes to repentance is of I say this for the sake of the unbelieving. For
more advanced age, he ought the more to give the things which we preach are as we preach
thanks to God, because, having received the them ; because they cannot be otherwise, since
knowledge of the truth, after all the violence of they have been promised by the prophetic word.
carnal lust has been broken, there awaits him no
fight of contest, by which to repress the pleasures CHAP.XLvn. --" A FxrrHvOL SAVING,AND
of the body rising against the mind. It remains, WORTHYOF ALL ACCEPTATION'."
therefore, that he be exercised in the learning of "But if any one desires to learn exactly the
the truth, and in works of mercy, that he may truth of our preaching, let h,m come to hear,
bring forth fruits worthy of repentance ; and that and let him ascertain what the true Prophet is ;
he do not suppose that the proof of conversion and then at length all doubtfulness will cease to
is shown by length of time, but by strength of him, unless wath obstinate mind he resist those
devotion and of purpose. For minds are mani- things which he finds to be true. For there are
lest to God ; and He does not take account of! some whose only object it is to gain the victory
times, but of hearts. For He approves if any m any way whatever, and who seek praise for
one, on hearing the preaching of the truth, does this rather than their salvation. These ought
not delay, nor spend time in negligence, but ira- not to have a single word addressed to them, lest
mediately, and if I may say so, in the same mo- both the noble word suffer injury, and condemn
ment, abhorring the past, begins to desire things Ito eternal death him who is guilty of the wrong
to come, and burns with love of the heavenly done to it. For what is there in respect of
kingdom. Iwhich any one ought to oppose our preaching ?

CHAP.XLV.-- ALL OUGHTTO REPENT. !or in respect of which the word of our preaching
I is found to be contrary to the belief of what is

"Wherefore, let no one of you longer dis- ] true and honourable ? It says that the God the
semble nor look backwards, but willingly ap- Father, the Creator of all, is to be honoured, as
proach to the Gospel of the kingdom of God. also His Son, who alone knows Him and His
Let not the poor man say, When I shall become will, and who alone is to be believed concerning
rich, then I shall be converted. God does not all things which He has enjoined. For He alone
ask money of you, but a merciful heart and a pious is the law and the Lawgiver, and the righteous
mind. Nor let the rich man delay his conver- Judge, whose law decrees that God, the Lord of
sion by reason of worldly care, while he thinks all, is to be honoured by a sober, chaste, just, and
how he may dispose the abundance of his fruits ; merciful life, and that all hope is to be placed
nor say within himself, ' What shall I do ? where in Him alone.
shall I bestow my fruits ?' Nor say to his soul,
' Thou hast much goods laid up for many years ;
feast and rejoice.' For it shall be said to him, CHAP.XLVnL_ ERRORSOF THE PHILOSOPHERS.
' Thou fool, this night thy soul shall be taken "But some one will say that precepts of this
from thee, and whose shall those things be which sort are given by the philosophers also." Noth-
thou hast provided ?' ' Therefore let every age, ing of the kind : for they do indeed give corn
every sex, every condition, haste to repentance, mandments concerning justice and sobriety, but
that the), may obtain eternal life. Let the young !they are ignorant that God is the recompenser
be thankful that they put their necks under the of good and evil deeds ; and therefore their laws

yok.e of discipline in the very violence of their and precepts only shun a public accuser, but
• The old also are themselves praise- cannot purify the conscience. For why should

worthy, because they change for the fear of God, one fear to sin in secret, who does not know that
the custom of a long time in which they have there is a witness and a judge of secret things ?
been unhappily occupied. Besides, the philosophers in their precepts add

that even the gods, who are demons, are to be
CHAP.XLVt._ Trm Stn_ WORD Or PROPH_'Y honoured ; and this alone, even if in other re-

_ " Ispects they seemed worthy of approbation, is suf-
"Let no one therefore put off. _Let .no one I ficient to convict them of the most dreadful ira-

delay. For what occasion is there _or nemymg I _
[ • [Comp_tethe arSumemdCle_t, _ a h,mhca i_l_t,
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piety, and condemn them by their own sentence, might in the midst of his crimes declare himself
since they declare indeed that there is one God, innocent, while he does not wash out his guilt
yet command that many be worshipped, by way by repentance, but doubles it by hying the blame
of humouring human error. But also the phi-upon fate. And what shall I say of those phi-
losophers say that God is not angry, not knowing losophers who have maintained that the gods are
what they say. For anger is evil, when it dis-to be worshipped, and such gods as were de-
turbs the mind, so that it loses right counsel, scribed to you a little while ago? What else was
But that anger which punishes the wicked does this but to decree that vices, crimes, and base
not bring disturbance to the mind ; but it is one deeds should be worshipped? I am ashamed of
and the same affection, so to speak, which as- you, and I pity you, if you have not yet discov-
signed rewards to the good and punishment to ered that these things were unworthy of belief,
the evil ; for if He should bestow blessings upon and impious, and execrable, or if, having discov-
the good and the evil, and confer equal rewards ered and ascertained them to be evil, ye have
upon the pious and the impious, He would 'ap- nevertheless worshipped them as if they were
pear to be unjust rather than good. good, yea, even the best.

CHAP. XLIX. -- GOD'S LONC-SUFFERING. CHAP. U.--CHRIST THE TRUE PROPHET.

"But you say, Neither ought God to do evil. "Then, besides, of what sort is that which
You say truly; nor does He. But those who some of the philosophers have presumed to
have been created by Him, while they do not speak even concerning God, though they are
believe that they are to be judged, indulging mortal, and can only speak by opinion concern-
their pleasures, have fallen away from piety and ing invisible things, or concerning the origin of
righteousness. But you will say, If it is right to the world, since they were not present when it
punish the wicked, they ought to be punished was made, or concerning the end of it, or con-
immediately when they do wickedly. You in- cerning the treatment and judgment of souls in
deed do well to make haste; but He who is the infernal regions, forgetting that it belongs
eternal, and from whom nothing is secret, inas- indeed to a reasonable man to know things pres-
much as He is without end, in the same propor- ent and visible, but that it is the part of prophetic
tion is His patience extended, and He regards prescience alone to know things past, and things
not the swiftness of vengeance, but the causes future, and things invisible ? These things, there-
of salvation. For He is not so much pleased fore, are not to be gathered from conjectures
with the death as with the conversion of a sin- and opinions, in which men are greatly deceived,
ner.' Therefore, in short, He has bestowed upon but from faith in prophetic truth, as this doctrine
men holy baptism, to which, if any one makes of ours is. For we speak nothing of ourselves,
haste to come, and for the future remains with- nor announce things gathered by human judg-
out stain, all his sins are thenceforth blotted ment; for this were to deceive our hearers.
out, which were committed in the time of his But we preach the things which have been corn-
ignorance, mitted and revealed to us by the true Prophet.

And concerning HIS prophetic prescience and
CHAP.L.--PmLOSOPSERSNOT BEI_FACTORSOr power, if any one, as I have said, wishes to re-

MES. ceive clear proofs, let him come instantly and be

"For what have the philosophers contributed alert to hear, and we shall give evident proofs
to the life of man, by saying that God is not by which he shall seem not only to hear the
angry with men ? Only to teach them to have power of prophetic prescience with his ears, but
no fear of any punishment or judgment, and even to see it with his eyes and handle it with
thereby to take away all restraint from sinners, his hand ; and when he has entertained a sure

faith concerning Him, he will without any labour
Or what have they benefited the human race, take upon him the yoke of righteousness andwho have said that there is no God, but that all

piety ;' and so great sweetness will he perceive
things happen by chance and accident ? What in it, that not only will he not find fault with any
but that men, hearing this, and thinking that labour being in it, but will even desire somethiag
there is no judge, no guardian of things, are further to be added and imposed upon him."driven headlong, without fear of any one, to
every deed which eitller rage, or avarice, or lust
may dictate. For they truly have much benefited ct_.t,. LU.-- amos ANDammms.
the life of man who have said that nothing can And when he had said this, and more to the
be done apart from ozmmts; that is, that every same purlxzm, and had cured some who were
one, ascribing the cause of his sin to _ present who were infirm and possessed of de-

t Rink. zviii. _j. s Matt. zi _o.
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mons, he dismissed the crowds, while they gave father, he said : "The cause of the dismay of
thanks and praised God, charging them to come your wife and your sons is this, -- the appear-
to the same place on the following days also for ance of your countenance does not seem to be
the sake of hearing. And when we were to- as it was, but the face of the detestable Simon
gether at home, and were preparing to eat, one appears in you."
entering told us that Appion Pleistonices,' with
Anubion, were lately come from Antioch, and CHAP. LIV.--EXCla'E_E_rr m A.,cnoc_.
were lodging with Simon2 Then my father, And while he was thus speaking, one of those
when he heard this, rejoiced, and said to Peter : returned who had gone before to Antioch, and
"If you permit me, I should like to go and sa- said to Peter : "I wish you to know, my lord
lute Applon and Anubion, for they are great Peter, that Simon at Antioch, doing many signs
friends of mine; and perhaps I shall be able to and prodigies in public, has inculcated upon
persuade Anubion to dispute with Clement on the people nothing but what tends to excite
the subject of c.ZNESJS." Then Peter said: "I hatred against you, calling you a magician, a
consent ; and I commend you, because you re- sorcerer, a murderer ; and to such an extent
spect your friends. But consider how all things has he stirred up hatred against you, that they
occur to you according to your wish by God's greatly desire, if they can find you anywhere,
providence ; for, behold, not only have the oh- even to devour your flesh. And therefore we
]eels af proper affection been restored to you who were sent before, seeing the city greatly
by the appointment of God, but also the pres- moved against you, met together in secret, and
ence of your friends is arranged for you." Then considered what ought to be done.
said my father : "Truly I consider that it is so
as you say." And when he had said this, he CHAP. LV.--A STRATAGEM.
went away to Anubion. "And when we saw no way of getting out of

the difficulty, there came Cornelius the centu-
CHAP.LIH._A TRANSFORMATION. rion, being sent by Cmsar to the president of

But we, sitting with Peter the whole night, Cmsarea on public business. Him we sent for
asking questions, and learning of him on many alone, and told him the reason why we were sor-
subjects, remained awake through very delight rowful, and entreated him that, if he could do
in his teaching and the sweetness of his words ; anyth,ng, he should help us. Then he most
and when it was daybreak, Peter, looking at me readily promised that he would straightway put
and my brothers, said : "I wonder what has be- him to flight, if only we would aid his plans.
fallen your father." And while he was speaking And when we promised that we would be active
my father came in, and found Peter speaking to in doing everything, he said, ' Cmsar has ordered
us about him. And when he had saluted he sorcerers to be sought out and destroyed in the
began to apologize, and to explain the reason city of Rome and through the provinces, and a
why he had remained abroad. But we, looking great number of them have been already de-
at him, were horrified ; for we saw on him the stroyed. I shall therefore give out, through my
face of Simon, yet we heard the voice of our friends, that I am come to apprehend that magi-
father. And when we shrank from him, and clan, and that I am sent by C_esar for this put-
cursed him, my father was astonished at our pose, that he may be punished with the rest of
treating him f,o harshly and barbarously. Yet his fraternity. Let your people, therefore, who
Peter was the only one who saw his natural are with him in disguise, intimate to him, as if
countenance ; and he said to us : "Why do you they had heard it from some quarter, that I am
curse your father?" And we, along with our sent to apprehend him ; and when he hears this,
mother, answered him : " He appears to us to he is sure to take to flight. Or if you think of
be Simon, though he has our father's voice." anything better, tell me. Why need I say more ?'
Then Peter : "You indeed know only his voice, It was so done by those of ours who were with
which has not been changed by the sorceries ; him, disguised for the purpose of acting as spies
but to me also his face, which to others appears on him. And when Simon learned that this was
changed by Simon's art, is known to be that of come upon him, he received the information as
your father Faustinianus." And looking at my a great kindness conferred upon him by them,

and took to flight. He therefore departed from
z The name ts generally written Apion. Themeanlngof Plels- Antioch, and, as we have heard, came hither

toltiL'_SiS doubtful, rome suppoetiug t_ltt it indicatea bis blrth#ace,
tome his father: but genea-all¥ it hi taken as an epithet, and ,t will with Athenodorus.
then refer to his frequent vmtorms in lltera_ contests. [See Homily
|V_ _hand the disctisslons with Appion which follow in that homdy CHAP. LVL _ SIMON'S DESIGN l]ff THE TR/LNSFOR-
antt m V., VI.-- R.l

* [Fmm this pom't the rtmemM to the close of Homily XX. MATION.

(.ch_ ll'.,,'_) is fIulte mltrked. But in the 2fe_g,_dtg_theem_lu. CCAI]lion m mot_ deudled and oQmp_te; tee chap. 65 This hi in _o=_d- we, therefore, who went before you, con-

.,_ _th the L_,_,_I_ or ,m ,=r_ti._,,,mh gi,_ _ sidered that in the meantime you should not golptmmnence to ihe fam_ me-Clement. -- g.i
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up to Antioch, till we see if the hatred of you that at that very time we were standing around
which he has sown among the people be in any him, hearing him tell that he intended to flee
degree lessened by his departure." When he away that night, for that he had heard that some
who had come from Antioch had imparted this persons had come even to this city of Laodicea
information, Peter, looking to our father, said, to apprehend him by command of the emperor,
"Faustmianus, your countenance has been trans- but that he wished to turn all their rage against
formed by Simon Magus, as is evident; for he, this Faustinianus, who has lately come hither.
thinking that he was being sought for by Cmsar And he said to us: 'Only you make him sup
for pumshment, has fled in terror, and has placed with us, and I shall compound a certain oint-
his own countenance upon you, if haply you ment, with which, when he has supped, he shall
might be apprehended instead of him, and put anoint his face, and from that time he shall seem
to death, that so he might cause sorrow to your to all to have my countenance. But you first
sons." But nay father, when he heard this, cry- anoint your faces with the juice of a certain herb,
ing out, said with tears : "You have judged that you may not be deceived as to the change
rightly, O Peter : for Anubion also, who is very of his countenance, so that to all except you he
friendly with me, began to inform me in a cer- shall seem to be Simon.'
tam mysterious way of his plots ; but unhappily
I did not believe h_m, because I had done him CHAP.LIX.mA SCENEOF MOURNING.

no harm." "And when he said this, I said to him, ' And
CHAP.LVII._ GRE4.TGRIEF. what advantage will you gain from this deed ?'

And when all of us, along with my father, Then Simon said : ' In the first place, that those
were agitated with sorrow and weeping, mean- who are seeking me may lay hold on him, and
time Anubion came to us, intimating to us that so give over the search for me. But if he be
Simon had fled during the night, making for punished by Cmsar, that his sons may have much
Judma. But seeing our father lamenting and sorrow, who forsook me, and fled to Peter, and
bewailing himself, and saying, "Wretch that I are now his assistants.' Now I confess to you,
am, not to beheve when I beard that he is a Peter, what is true. I did not dare then tell
magmlan ! What has befallen wretched me, that Faustmianus ; but neither did Simon give us op-
on one day, being recognised by my wife and portunity of speaking with hinl in private, and
my sons, I have not been able to rejoice with disclosing to him fully Simon's design. Mean-
them, but have been rolled back to the former !time, about the middle of the night, Simon has
miseries which I endured in my wandenng !" fled away, making for Judma. And Athenodorus
m but my mother, tearmg her dishevelled hair, land Appion have gone to convoy him; but I
bewailed much more bitterly, rowe also, con-pretended bodily indisposition, that I might
founded at the change of our father's counte- remain at home, and make him return quickly
nance, were, as it were, thunderstruck and beside to you, if haply he may in any way be concealed
ourselves, and could not understand what was with you, lest, being seized by those who are in
the matter. But Anubion, seeing us all thus quest of Sunon, he be brought before Cmsar, and
afflicted, stood like one dumb. Then Peter, perish without cause. And now, in my anxiety
looking at us his sons, said : "Believe me that about him, I have come to see him, and to
this is your very father ; wherefore also I charge return before those who have gone to convoy
you that you respect him as your father. For Simon come back." And turning to us, Anubion
God will afford some opportunity on which he said : "I, Anubion, indeed see the true counte-
shall be able to put off the countenance of Si- nance of your father, because I was previously
mon, and to recover the manifest figure of your anointed by Simon himself, as I have told you,
father _ that is, his own." that the real face of Faustinianus might appear

to my eyes ; whence I am astonished and wonder
CHAP. LVIII.-- HOWrr ALLHAPPENED. at the art of Simon Magus, because you standing

here do not recognise your father." And while
Then, turning to my father, he said : "I gave my father and mother, and all of us, wept for the

you leave to salute Appion and Anubion, who_ things which had befallen, Anubion, moved with
you said, were your friends from boyhood, but
not that you should speak with Simon." Then compassion, also wept.
my father said: "I confess I have sinned."
Then said Anubion : "I also with him beg and cHaP. LX.mA COtmaXRPLOT.
entreat of you to pardon the old man -- good Then Peter, moved with compa_k_ion, promised
and noble man as he is. He was unhappily se- that he would restore the face of our father_
duced and imposed upon by the magician in saying to him: "Listen, Faustinian_ : As soon
question ; for I will tell you how the thing was as the error of your transformed countenance
done. When he came to salute USeit happened shall have conferred some advantage on us, and
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shallhave subservedthedesignswhichwe have]theplace." And Petergavehim furtherinstruc-
inview,thenI shallrestoretoyou thetrueform[tion,saying: "When thereforeyou come tothe
of your countenance;on condition,however,Iplace,and see the people turnedby your dis-
that you firstdespatchwhat I shallcommand [course,and layingasidetheirhatred,and return-
you." And when my fatherpromised thathe[ing to theirlongingfor me, send and tellme,
would withallhismight fulfileverythingthatheIand I shallcome immediately;and when I come,
might chargehim wlth,providedonly thathe Ishallwithoutdelaysetyou freefromthisstrange
might recoverhisown countenance,Peterthus countenance,and restoretoyou yourown,which
began : "You have heard with your own ears,isknown to allyourfriends."And havingsaid
thatone of thosewho had been sentbeforehas this,he orderedmy brothersto go with him,
returnedfromAntioch,and toldushow Simon, and atthesame timeour motherMatthidia,and
while he was there,stirredup the multitudessome of our friends.But my mother refusedto
againstme, and inflamedthe whole cityinto go alongwithhim, and said: "It seems as ifI
hatredof me, declaringthatI am a magiclan,shouldbe an adulteressifI were to associate
and a murderer,and a deceiver,sothattheyare with the countenanceof Simon ; but if I be
eager,iftheyseeme, even toeatmy flesh.Do compelled to go alongwith him, it isat all
thereforewhat I tellyou : leaveClement with eventsimpossiblethatI can lieinthesame bed
me, and go beforeustoAntioch,withyourwife,with him ; but I do not know ifI can consent
and your sons Faustusand Faustinus.And I even to go with him." And when she stoutly
shallMso send otherswith you,whom I thinkrefused,Anubion began to exhorther,saying:
fit, who shall observe whatsoever I command "Believe me and Peter. But does not even
them. his voice persuade you that he is your husband

CHAP. LXL_ A MINE DUG. Faustinianus, whom truly I love not less than you

"When therefore you come with them to An- do ? And, in short, I also myself shall come withyou." And when Anubion had said this, my
tioch, as you will be thought to be Simon, stand mother promised that she would go with him.
in a public place, and proclaim your repentance,

and say : ' I Simon declare to you, and confess crua,. LXtII._ A PIOUS FRAUD.
that all that I said concerning Peter was false:
for he is neither a seducer, nor a magician, nor Then said I : "God arranges our affairs to our
a murderer, nor any of the things that I spoke liking ; for we have w_th us Anublon an astrolo-
against him ; but I said all these things under ger, with whom, if we come to Antioch, we shall
the instigation of madness. I therefore entreat dispute with all earnestness on the subject of
you, even I myself, who erewhile gave you causes CENESlS." And when our father had set out,
of hatred against him, that you think no such after the middle of the night, with those whom
thing concerning him. But lay aside your hatred ; Peter had ordered to accompany him, and with
cease from your indignation ; because he is truly Anubion ; in the morning, before Peter went to
sent by God for the salvation of the worldaa the discussion, those men returned who had
disciple and apostle of the true Prophet. Where- convoyed Simon, namely Appion and Athenodo-
fore I advise, exhort, and charge you that you rus, and came to us inquiring after my father.
hear him, and believe him when he preaches to But Peter, when he was informed of their corn-
you the truth, lest haply, if you despise him, ing, ordered them to enter. And when they
your very city suddenly perish. But I will tell were seated, they asked, "Where is Faustini-
you why I now make this confession to you. anus?" Peter answered: "We do not know;
This night an angel of God rebuked me for my for since the evening that he went to you, no
wmkedness, and scourged me tembly, became I ione of his friends has seen him. But yesterday
was an enemy to the herald of the truth. There- morning Simon came inquiring for him ; and
fore I eutreat you, that even if I myself should because we gave him no answer, I know not what
ever again come to you, and attempt to say any- he meant, but he said that he was Faustinianus.
thing against Peter, you will not receive nor But when nobody believed him, he went and
believe me. For I confess to you, I was a ma- lamented, and threatened that he would destroy
gician, a seducer, a deceiver ; but I repent, for ]himself; and afterwards he went away towards the
it is possible by repentance to blot out former]sea."
evil deeds.' ,I

CHAP. I..Xrg.--A COMP_,-£_iiON IN LYING.

When Appion heard this, and those who were
CHAP. I.XlI._A CASE O1, CONSCm_CE. with him, they raised a great howling, saying:

When Peter made this intimation to my father, "Why have you done this ? Why did you not
he answered : "I know what you wish ; do not receive him?" And when Athenodorus was
trouble yourself further : for I understand and going to tell me that it was my father Faustini-
know what I am to undertake when I come to anus himself, Appion prevented him, and raid :
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"We have learned from some one that he ha_ ever you have wondered at in me was done, not
gone with Simon, and that at the entreaty of by means of truth, but by the lies and tricks of
Faustinianus himself, being unwilling to see his demons, that I might subvert your faith and
sons, because they are Jews. When therefore condenm my own soul. I confess that all things
we heard this, we came to inquire after him here ; that I said about Peter were lies ; for he never
but since he is not here, it appears that he must was either a magic,an or a murderer, but has
have spoken truly who told us that he has gone been sent by God for the salvation of you all ;
with Simon. This, therefore, we tell you." But and if from this hour you think that he is to be
I Clement, when I understood the designs of despised, be assured that your very city may
Peter, that he wished to make them suppose that suddenly be destroyed. But, you will ask,
the old man would be required at their hands, what is the reason that I make this confession
so that they might be afraid and flee away, I to you of my own accord ? I was vehemently
began to ald his design, and said to Applon : rebuked by an angel of God this night, and most
"Listen, dear Appion : what we believe to be severely scourged, because I was his enemy. I
good, we wish to deliver to our father also ; but therefore entreat you, that if from this hour even
if he will not receive it, but rather, as you say, I myself shall ever open my mouth against him,
flees away through abhorrence of us--it may you will drive me from your sight ; for that foul
perhaps be harsh to say so-- we care nothing demon, who is an enemy to the salvation of men,
about him." And when I had said this, they speaks against him through my mouth, that you
departed, cursing my cruelty, and followed the may not attain to life by his means. For what
track of Simon, as we learned on the following miracle could the magic art show you through me ?
day. I made brazen dogs bark, and statues move, men

CHAP. LXV.-- SUCCESSOF THE PLOT. change their appearances, and suddenly vanish
from men's stght ; and for these things you ought

Meantime, while Peter was daily, according to to have cursed the magic art, which bound your
his custom, teaching the people, and working souls with devihsh fetters, that I might show you
many miracles and cures, after ten days came a vain miracle, that you might not beheve Peter,
one of our people from Antioch, sent by nay who cures the sick in the name of Him by whom
father, reforming us how my father stood in pub- he is sent, and expels demons, and gives sight to
hc, accusing S_mon, whose face indeed he seemed the blind, and restores health to the palsied, and
to wear, and extolling Peter with unmeasured raises the dead."
praises, and commending inm to all the people,
and making them long for him, so that all were
changed by his speech, and longed to see him ; CHAP.Lxvn. _ FAUSTINIANUSIS HIMSELFAGAIIq'.
and that many had come to love Peter so much, Whilst he made these and similar statements,
that they raged against my father in his charac- the people began to cui'se him, and to weep and
ter of Simon, and thought of laying hands on lament because they had sinned against Peter,
him, because he had done such wrong to Peter ! believing him to be a magician or wicked man.
"Wherefore," said he, "make haste, lest haply But the same day, at evening, Faustinianus had
he be murdered ; for he sent me with speed to his own face restored to him, and the appearance
you, being in great fear, to ask you to come with- of Simon Magus left him. Now Simon, hearing
out delay, that you may find him alive, and also that his face on Faustinianus had contributed to
that you may appear at the favourable moment, the glory of Peter, came in haste to anticipate
when the city is growing in affectaon towards Peter, and intending to cause by his art that his
you. ''x He also told us how, as soon as my likeness should be taken from Faustinianus, when
father entered the city of Antioch, the whole Christ had already accomplished this according
people were gathered to him, supposing him to to the word of His apostle. But Niceta and
be Simon ; and he began to make public con- Aquila, seeing their father's face restored after
fession to them all, according to what the restora- the necessary proclamation, gave thanks to God,
tion of the people demanded : for all, as many and would not suffer him to address the people
as came, both noble and common, both rich any more.
and poor, hoping that some prodigies would be
wrought by him in his usual way, he addressed CHAP. Lxvm.w PETER'S ElCrRXrinTO Ah"noctt.

thus:-- But Simon began, though secretly, to go
CHAP.LXVI._TRUTI-I TOLD BY"LYINGLIPS. amongst his friends and acquaintances, and to

"It is long that the divine patience bears with malign Peter more than before. Then all spat
me, Simon, the most unhappy of men ; for what- in his face, and drove him from the city, saying :

"You will be chargeable with your own death,
z [At this point the narrat'tve in the tturnia,e$ virtuallyeads; a if you think of coming hither again, speaking

sentence follows, resembling a passage in chap. 68. See note on I ". . _r_ .__ ,,
xx. *3.--It] iagaans_ fever. These things being known at
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Z_dieea, Peter ordered the people to meet on being cured, began to run to Peter's feet, the
the following day ; and having ordained one of blind to shout on the recovery of their sight,
those who followed him as bishop over them, the lame to give thanks on regaining the power of
and others as presbyters, and having baptized walking, the sick to rejoice in restor6d health ;
multitudes, and restored to health all who were some even who were barely alive, being already
troubled with sicknesses or demons, he stayed without consciousness or the power of speech,
there three days longer ; and all things being were raised up ; and all the lunatics, and those
properly arranged, he bade them farewell, and possessed of demons, were set free.
set out from Laodicea, being much longed for
by the people of Antioch.' And the whole city CHAP. LXXL--SUCCmS.
began to hear, through Niceta and Aquila, that
Peter was coming. Then all the people of the So great grace of His power did the Holy
city of Antioch, hearing of Peter's arrival, went Spirit show on that day, that all, from the least to
to meet him, and almost all the old men and the the greatest, with one voice confessed the Lord ;
nobles came with ashes sprinkled on their heads, and not to delay you with many words, within
in this way testifying their repentance, because seven days, more than ten thousand men, be-
they had listened to the magician Simon, in op- lieving in God, were baptized and consecrated
position to his preaching, by sanctification : so that Theophilus, 2 who was

more exalted than all the men of power in that

c_P. Lxm. m Pm'ER'S T_KSOrV_. city, with all eagerness of desire consecrated the
great palace of his house under the name of a

Stating these and such like things, they bring church, and a chair was placed in it for the
to him those distressed with sicknesses, and tot- Apostle Peter by all the people ; and the whole
mented with demons, paralytics also, and those multitude assembling daily to hear the word,
suffering diverse perils ; and there was an infinite believed in the healthful doctrine which was
number of sick people collected. And when avouched by the efficacy of cures.
Peter saw that they not only repented of the evil
thoughts they had entertained of him through CHAP.LXXII._ H.API_/"ENDINO.
means of Simon, but also that they showed so
entire faith in God, that they believed that all Then I Clement, with my brothers and our
whe suffered from every sort of ailment could be mother, spoke to our father, asking him whether
healed by him, he spread out his hands towards any remnants of unbelief remained in him. And
heaven, pouring out prayers with tears, and gave he said : "Come, and you shall see, in the pres-
thanks to God, saying : "I bless thee, O Father, ence of Peter, what an increase of faith has
worthy of all praise, who hast deigned to fulfil grown in me." Then Faustinianus approached,
every word and promise of Thy Son, that every and fell down at Peter's feet, saying: "The seeds
creature may know that Thou alone art God in of your word, which the field of my mind has
heaven and in earth." received, are now sprung up, and have so ad-

vanced to fruitful maturity, that nothing is want-

CHAP.LXX.--mRACLr.S. ing but that you separate me from the chaff by
that spiritual reaping-hook of yours, and place

With such sayings, he went up on a height, me in the garner of the Lord, making me par-
and ordered all the multitude of sick people to taker of the divine table." Then Peter, with all
be ranged before him, and addressed them all in alacrity grasping his hand, presented hun to me
these words : "As you see me to be a man like Clement, and my brothers, saying : "As God has
to yourselves, do not suppose that you can re- restored your sons to you, their father, so also
cover your health from me, but through Him your sons restore their father to God." And he
who, coming down from heaven, has shown to i proclaimed a fast to all the people, and on the
those who believe in Him a perfect medicine for next Lord's day he baptized him ; and in the
body and soul. Hence let all this people be midst of the people, taking occasion from his
witnesses to your declaration, that with your conversion, he related all his fortunes, so that the
whole heart you believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, whole city received him as an angel, and paid
that they may know that themselves also may be him no less honour than they did to the apostle.3
saved by Him." And when all the multitude of
the sick with one voice cried out that He is the , [It ispossibk:thatthischaracterwas suggestedtothewriterby

the well-known Theophiltts of Antioch, But_ m view ot the evident
Unle God whom Peter preaches, suddenly an anachromsm, it seems more probable that he had in mind the "The-

ophilus" namedin the l_2og_ to the GOsl_l of Luke 0. x-4) and m
overpowering light of the grace of God appeared Act__ ..--R.]
in the midst of the people ; and the paralytics , [The ,_,,_ prob_Uydoseswitht_ words:t_ acU_d_-tence ss not in _y with the general plan of the Reco_it_,

whu:h sklifully treats the material so as to give prominence to the
' t_. _bataaaeof this _ntence forms the somewhat abr_ ms- family of Clement. Some scribe, _ for the _mon_ of the

¢Imlmet theH_v_llct; _ sa.--R.J ApostlePeter, has doubtless comzlbated the ,mnecesu_ seate,,oe
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And these things being known, Peter ordered the ordained one of his followers as bi, hoao, and oth-

lkeo_le to meet on the following day; and having ers as 2bresbyters, he ba_h'_-ed also a great number_ ofpeo_le, and restored to health all *oho had been
which follows. See next note The ordination of a btshop at Anti- [ distressed with sicknesses.'
och by Peter is stmply an absurdity. It _ unlikely that even the [
writer of the RecogTtltwn¢ would venture to ignore the previous extst-| -
enC¢ ofa ChrisUan church m that city. -- R.] t g This sentence occurs only in one ms.





INTRODUCTORYNOTICETO THE CLEMENTINEHOMILIF_

[BY THE REV. THOMAS SMITH, D.D.]

WE have already given an account of the C&mentines in the Introductory Notice to the Recog-
nih'ans. _ All that remains for us to do here, is to notice the principal editions of the Homilies.

The first edition was published by Cotelerius in his collection of the Apostolic Fathers, from a
manuscript in the Royal Library at Paris, the only manuscript of the work then known to exist.
He derived assistance from an epitome of the work which he found in the same library. The

text of Cotelerius was revised by Clericus in his edition of Cotelerius, but more carefully by
Schwegler, Stuttgart, I847. The Paris Ms. breaks off in the middle of the fourteenth chapter of
of the nineteenth book.

In x853 (GSttingen) Dressel published a new recension of the Homilies, having found a com-

plete manuscript of the twenty Homilies in the Ottobonian Library in Rome. In x859 (Leipzig)
he published an edition of two Epitomes of the Homilies,--the one previously edited by Turne-
bus and Cotelerins being given more fully, and the other appearing for the first time. To these
Epitomes were appended notes by Frederic Wieseler on the Homilies. The last edition of the

Clemenffnes is by Paul de Lagarde (Leipzig, x865) , which has no new sources, is pretentious, but
far from accurate.

t [The readerisreferredtot_ IntroductoryNoticeprefixedtothiseditionoftheClementitmllttratureforabriefsummaryoftimviews
respectingtherelauonsof thetwoprinctpalworks. Thefootnotesthroughoutwillaid mmakingacomparlsmt.Thepreparationof these
noteshasstrengthenedthe convtctlonof thewriterthattheReceg_dtdo_amnotdcptmdentontheHomik'es,butthatthereversemy be
true.-- R.]
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EPISTLE OF PETER TO JAMES.

PETER to James, the lord and bishop of the enemy? And these things some have attempted
holy Church, under the Father of all, through while I am still alive, to transform my words by
Jesus Christ, wishes peace always.' certain various interpretations, in order to the

dissolution of the law; as though I also myself
CHAP. L -- DocrRt_ OF R_ERVE. were of such a mind, but did not freely proclaim

it, which God forbid ! For such a thing were to
Knowing, my brother, your eager desire after act in opposition to the law of God which was

that which is for the advantage of us all, I beg spoken by Moses, and was borne witness to by
and beseech you not to communicate to any one our Lord in respect of its eternal continuance ;
of the Gentiles the books of my preachings which for thus he spoke : "The heavens and the earth
I sent to you, nor to any one of our own tribe shall pass away, but one jot or one tittle shall in
before trial ; but if any one has been proved no wise pass from the law." s And this He has
and found worthy, then to commit them to him, said, that all things might come to pass. But
after the manner in which Moses delivered his these men, professing, I know not how, to know
books to the Seventy who succeeded to his my mind. undertake to explain my words, which
chair. Wherefore also the fruit of that caution they have heard of me, more intelligently than I
appears even till now. For his countrymen keep who spoke them, telling their catechumens that
the same rule of monarchy and pohty every- this is my meaning, which indeed I never
where, being unable in any way to think other- thought of. But if, while I am still alive, they
wise, or to be led out of the way of the much- dare thus to misrepresent me, how much more
indicating Scriptures. For, according to the will those who shall come after me dare to do
rule delivered to them, they endeavour to correct so i
the discordances of the Scriptures, if any one, "
haply not knowing the traditmns, is confounded CaAP. m. m ImTUL_ON.
at the various utterances of the prophets. Where- Therefore, that no such thing may happen,
fore they charge no one to teach, unless he has for this end I have prayed and besought you
first learned how the Scriptures must be used. not to communicate the .books of my preaching
And thus they have amongst them one God, one which I have sent you to any one, whether of
law, one hope. our own nation or of another nation, before trial ;

but if any one, having been tested, has been
CHAP.m--_sREP_E_rrAr_O_r OF PETER'S found worthy, then to hand them over to him,

r_TlUNZ, according to the initiation of Moses, by which
he delivered his books to the Seventy who

In order, therefore, that the like may also succeeded to his chair ; in order that thus they
happen to those among us as to these Seventy, may keep the faith, and everywhere deliver the
give the books of my preachings to our breth- rule of truth, explaining all things after our tra-
ten, with the like mystery of initiation, that they dition ; lest being themselves dragged down by
may indoctrinate those who wish to take part in ignorance, being drawn into error by conjectures
teaching ; for if it be not so done, our word of after their mind, they bring others into the like
truth will be rent into many opinions. And this pit of destruction. Now the things that seemed
I know, not as being a prophet, but as already good to me, I have fairly pointed out to you ;
seeing the beginning of this very evil. For some md what seems good to you, do you, my lord,
from among the Gentiles have rejected my legal becomingly perform. Farewell.
preaching,attachingthemselves to certainlaw-
lessand trifling preaching of the man who is my _ [Thisis _,_ of .the_ _-r_,_i_ _ _

amimli_zam_..-- g. I ....

z [Tlaeol_etdtl_at_yhal_kl, to_ountCortbe .19._['r'-_i, afaiT_o, the ._o_ffi_-m_,, S_r_amffi_me-lmam:tm'h_o_the_ _ Som_ima_ _
appem'am_dth_H_ih_, ltwoekis_mtolmthe lat_portma i_--R.]

sis
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CHAP.IV.--AN" ADJURATIONCONCERNINGTHE me, whatever of them I happen to possess. But
RECEIVERSOF THE BOOK. if I be not minded to carry them about with me,

I shall not suffer them to be in my house, but
x. Therefore James, having read the epistle, shall deposit them with my bishop, having the

sent for the elders ; and having read it to them, same faith, and setting out from the same per-
said: "Our Peter has strictly and becomingly sons as myself.* But if it befall me to be
charged us concerning the establishing of the sick, and m expectation of death, and if I be
truth, that we should not communicate the childless, I shall act m the same manner. But
books of his preachings, which have been sent if I die having a son who is not worthy, or not
to us, to any one at random, but to one who is yet capable, I shall act in the same manner.
good and religious, and who wishes to teach, For I shall deposit them with my bishop, in
and who is circumcised, and faithful. And these order that if my son, when he grows up, be
are not all to be committed to him at once ; worthy of the trust, he may give them to him as
that, if he be found injudicious in the first, the his father's bequest, according to the terms of
others may not be entrusted to him. Wherefore this engagement.
let him be proved not less than six years. And 4. "' And that I shall thus do, I again call to
then according to the initiation of Moses, he witness heaven, earth, water, in which all things
tkat is to deliver the books should bring him are enveloped, and in addition to all these, the
to a river or a fountain, which is living water, all-pervading air, without which I cannot breathe,
where the regeneration of the righteous takes that I shall always be obedient to him who giv-
place, and should make him, not swear--for eth me these books of the preachings, and shall
that is not lawful-- but to stand by the water observe in all things as I have engaged, or even
and adjure, as we ourselves, when we were re- something more. To me, therefore, keeping
generated,' were made to do for the sake of not this covenant, there shall be a part with the holy
sinning, ones ; but to me doing anything contrary to

2. "And let him say: ' I take to witness what I have covenanted, may the universe be
heaven, earth, water, in which all things are hostile to me, and the all-pervading ether, and
comprehended, and in addition to all these, that the God who is over all, to whom none is supe-
air also which pervades all things, and without rior, than whom none is greater. But if even I
which I cannot breathe, that I shall always be should come to the acknowledgment of another
obedient to him who gives me the books of the God, I now swear by him also, be he or be he
preachings ; and those same books which he may not, that I shall not do otherwise. .And m ad-
give me, I shall not communicate to any one in dition to all these things, if I shall lie, I shall be
any way, either by writing them, or giving them accursed living and dying, and shall be punished
in writing, or giving them to a writer, either with everlasting punishment.'
myself or by another, or through any other mi- "And after this, let him partake of bread and
tiation, or trick, or method, or by keeping them salt with him who commits them to him."
carelessly, or placing them before any one,
or granting him permission to see them, or in
any way or manner whatsoever communicating CHAP.V.--THE AD_TION ACCEPTED.
them to another ; unless I shall ascertain one to
be worthy, as I myself have been judged, or James having thus spoken, the elders were in
even more so, and that after a probation of not an agony of terror. Therefore James, perceiv-
less than six years ; but to one who is religious ing that they were greatly afraid, said : "Hear
and good, chosen to teach, as I have received me, brethren and fellow-servants. If we should
them, so I will commit them, doing these things give the books to all indiscriminately, and they
also according to the will of my bishop, should be corrupted by any daring men, or be

3" "' But otherwise, though he were my son perverted by interpretations, as you have heard
or my brother, or my friend, or otherwise in any that some have already done, it will remain even
way pertaining to me by kindred, if he be un- for those who really seek the truth, always to
worthy, that I will not vouchsafe the favour to wander in error. Wherefore it is better that they
him, as is not meet ; and I shall neither be ter- should be with us, and that we should communi-
rifled by plot nor mollified by gifts. But if even cate them with all the fore-mentioned care to
it should ever seem to me that the books of the those who wish to live piously, and to save

preachings given to me are not true, I shall not others. But if any one, after taking this adjura-
so communicate them, but shall give them back. tion, shall act otherwise, he shall with good rea-
And when I go abroad, I shall carry them with son incur eternal punishment. For why should

not he who is the cause of the destruction of
x [The form Of _tdjumtlon has tome poln_ d It.sembtaz_ with

the bwptmmflforms _vcn by H_ppoPzg_.,as m.ose of th¢ E_kmmites. t Uulets the retiring be corrupt _, I tmppose the refettac¢
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others not be destroyed himself?" The elders, Iwe all rose up, and prayed to the Father and
therefore, being pleased with the sentiments of JGod of all, to whom be glory for ever. Amen.'
James, exclaimed, "Blessed be He who, as fore- I_
seeing all things, has graciously appointed thee I , .............

"" " " _ " *he h ] .J th. I LKunnus, in his preface to tue/¢ecoga_ _ no auutaoaas our msnop ; anct when t y aa sam _s,Itoth__t_.- a.]



EPISTLE OF CLEMENT TO JAMES.

Ct_uE_rr to James, the lord,' and the bishop even to him who has journeyed with me from
of bishops, who rules Jerusalem, the holy church the beginning to the end, and thus has heard all
of the Hebrews, and the churches everywhere my homilies--who, in a word, having had a
excellently founded by the providence of God, share in all my trials, has been found stedfast in
with the elders and deacons, and the rest of the the faith ; whom I have found, above all others,
brethren, peace be always, pious, philanthropic, pure, learned, chaste, good,

upright, large-hearted, and striving generously
CHAP, I. -- PETER'S MARTYRDOM. to bear the ingratitude of some of the catechu-

Be it known to you, my lord, that Simon, who, mens. Wherefore I communicate to him the
for the sake of the true faith, and the most sure power of binding and loosing, so that with re-
foundation of his doctrine, was set apart to be spect to everything which he shall ordain in the
the foundation of the Church, and for this end earth, it shall be decreed in the heavens. For
was by Jesus Himself, with His truthful mouth, he shall brad what ought to be bound, and loose
named Peter, the first-fruits of our Lord, the what ought to be loosed, as knowing the rule of
first of the apostles ; to whom first the Father the Church. Therefore hear him, as knowing
revealed the Son ; whom the Christ, with good that he who grieves the president of the truth,
reason, blessed ; the called, and elect, and asso- sins against Christ, and offends the Father of. all.
ciate at table and in the journeyings of Christ; Wherefore he shall not live ; and therefore it
the excellent and approved disciple, who, as becomes him who presides to hold the place of
being fittest of all, was commanded to enlighten a physician, and not to cherish the rage of an
the darker part of the world, namely the West, irrational beast."
and was enabled to accomplish it,--and to what
extent do I lengthen my discourse, not wishing CHAP. IlL _ NOLO EPISCOPARI.
tO indicate what is sad, which yet of necessity, While he thus spoke, I knelt to him, and
though reluctantly, I must tell you,--he him- entreated him, declining the honour and the
self, by reason of his immense love towards men, authority of the chair. But he answered : "Con-
having come as far as Rome, clearly and publicly cerning this matter do not ask me ; for it has
testifying, in opposition to the wicked one who seemed to me to be good that thus it be, and
withstood him, that there is to be a good King all the more if you decline it. For this chair
over all the world, while saving men by hm God- has not need of a presumptuous man, ambitious
inspired doctrine, himself, by violence, exchanged of occupying it, but of one pious in conduct and
this present existence for life. deeply skilled m the word of Gad. But show

me a better than yaurself, who has travelled more
CHAP. II.--ORDINATION OF CLEMENT. with me, and has heard more of my discourses,

But about that time, when he was about to and has learned better the regulations of the
die, the brethren being assembled together, he Church, and I shall not force you to do well
suddenly seized my hand, and rose up, and said against your will. But it will not be in your
in presence of the church : " Hear me, brethren power to show me your superior ; for you are
and fellow-servants. Since, as I have been taught the choice first-fruits of the multitudes saved
by the Lord and Teacher Jesus Christ, whose through me. However, consider this further,
apostle I am, the day of my death is approach- that if you do not undertake the administration
lag, I lay hands upon this Clement as your bish- of the Church, through fear of the danger of sin,
op ; and to him I entrust my chair of discourse, you may be sure that you sin more, when you

have it in your power to help the godly, who are,
It More prob.3,bly ,, the Lord,sbmther- SoltmusthaveheeniB as it were, at sea and in danger, and will not do

thetext .from which Rufinus lralashtll_l.[That this means '*Jamel/
the Lo_'s brother" is qmte certain, but it is not neeer,saty to adopt SO, providing only for your own interest, and not
tiffs re/tdlnl_"I'seret com_ ehttla. _to m,t.dthe opening, sentence of the for the common advantage of all. But that it

wrttmiPtBVtcms"¢lMstle.mylord Jam_.'InR_tcqmItlt,Omt,_R.] m. 7,1, Clement m mpt=stmtzd at behoves you altogether to undertake the danger,
1,8
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while I do not cease to ask it of you for the help occupation, to point out the things that are ad-
of all, you well understand. The sooner, there-vantageous, both you should be punished, as
fore, you consent, so much the sooner will you not having taught what was profitable, and they,
relieve me from anxiety, not having learned, should perish by reason of

ignorance. Wherefore do you indeed preside
CHAP. IV.--THE RECOMPENSEOF THE REWARD. over them without occupation, so as to send

"But I myself also, 0 Clement, know the forth seasonably the words that are able to save
griefs and anxieties, and dangers and reproaches, them ; and so let them listen to you, knowing
that are appointed you from the uninstructed that whatever the ambassador of the truth shall
multitudes ; and these you will be able to bear bind upon earth is bound also in heaven, and
nobly, looking to the great reward of patience what he shall loose is loosed. But you shall
bestowed on you by God. But also consider bind what ought to be bound, and loose what
this fairly with me: When has Christ need of ought to be loosed. And these, and such likes
your aid ? Now, when the wicked one has are the things that relate to you as president.
sworn war against His bade ; or in the time
to come, when He shall reign victorious, having CHAP. Vll. -- DUTIESOF PRESBYTERS.

no need of further help ? Is it not evident to "And with respect to the presbyters, take
any one who has even the least understanding, these instructions. Above all things, let them
that it is now? Therefore with all good-will join the young betimes in marriage, anticipating
hasten in the time of the present necessity to do the entanglements of youthful lusts. But nei-
battle on the side of this good King, whose char- ther let them neglect the marriage of those who
acter it is to give great rewards after victory, are already old ; for lust is vigorous even in some
Therefore take the oversight gladly ; and all the old men. Lest, therefore, fornication find a place
more in good time, because you have learned among you, and bring upon you a very pesti-
from me the administration of the Church, for lence, take precaution, and search, lest at any
the safety of the brethren who have taken refuge time the fire of adultery be secretly kindled
with us. among you. For adultery is a very terrible

CHAP.V._A CHARGE. thing, even such that it holds the second place
"However, I wish, in the presence of all, to in respect of punishment, the first being assigned

remind you, for the sake of all, of the things be- to those who are in error, even although they be
longing to the administration. It becomes you, chaste. Wherefore do you, as elders of the
living without reproach, with the greatest ear- Church, exercise the spouse of Christ to chas-
nestness to shake off all the cares of life, being tity (by the spouse I mean the body of the
neither a surety, nor an advocate, nor involved Church) ; for if she be apprehended to be
in any other secular business. For Christ does chaste by her royal Bridegroom, she shall obtain
not wish to appoint you either a judge or an the greatest honour ; and you, as wedding guests,
arbitrator in business, or negotiator of the secular shall receive great commendation. But if she
affairs of the present life, lest, being confined to be caught having sinned, she herself indeed shall
the present cares of men, you should not have be cast out ; and you shall suffer punishment,
leisure by the word of truth to separate the good if at any time her sin has been through your
among men from the bad. But let the disciples negligence.
perform these offices to one another, and not
withdraw you from the discourses which are able CHAP. VIII. -- *' DO GOODUNTO ALL."

to save. For as it is wicked for you to under- "Wherefore above all things be careful about
take secular cares, and to omit the doing of what chastity ; for fornication has been marked out as
you have been commanded to do, so it is sin for a bitter thing in the estimation of God. But
every layman, if they do not stand by one an- there are many forms of fornication, as also
other even in secular necessities. And if all do Clement himself will explain to you. The first
not understand to take order that you be with- is adultery, that a man should not enjoy his own
out care in respect of the things in which you wife alone, or a woman not enjoy her own bus-
ought to be, let them learn it from the deacons; band alone. If any one be chaste, he is able
that you may have the care of the Church always, also to be philanthropic, on account of which
in order both to your administering it well, and he shall obtain eternal mercy. For as adultery
to your holding forth the words of truth, is a great evil, so philanthropy is the greatest

good. Wherefore love all your brethren with
CHAP. VL _ THE DUTY OF A BISHOP. grave and compassionate eyes, performing to

u Now, if you were occupied with secular orphans the part of parents, to widows that of
cares, you should deceive both yourself and your husbands, afford'.mg them sustenance with all
hearers. For not being able, on account of kindliness, arrangmg marriages for those who are
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in their prime, and for those who are without doing. But if any of you doubt concerning the
a profession, the means of necessary support things which I have said are to be, let him con-
through employment ; giving work to the artifi- less it without shame, if he cares for his own
cer, and aims to the incapable, soul, and he shall be satisfied by the president.

But if he has believed rightly, let his conversa-
CHAP.IX._ "LET BROTHERLYLOVECONTINUE." tion be with confidence, as fleeing from the

"But I know that ye will do these things if great fire of condemnation, and entering into
you fix love into your minds ; and for its entrance the eternal good kingdom of God.
there is one only fit means, viz., the common par-
taking of food.' Wherefore see to it that ye be CHAP. XH.-- DUTIES OF DEACONS.
frequently one another's guests, as ye are able, "Moreover let the deacons of the church,
that you may not fail of it. For it is the going about with intelligence, be as eyes to the
cause of well-doing, and well-doing of salvation, bishop, carefully inquinng into the doings of
Therefore all of you present your provisions in each member of the church, ascertaining who
common to all your brethren in God, knowing is about to sin, in order that, being arrested
that, giving temporal things, you shall receive with admonition by the president, he may haply
eternal things. Much more feed the hungry, not accomplish the sin. Let them check the
and give drink to the thirsty, and clothing to the disorderly, that they may not desist from assem-
naked ; visit the sick ; showing yourselves to bling to hear the discourses, so that they may
those who are in prison, help them as ye are able, be able to counteract by the word of truth those
and receive strangers into your houses with all anxieties that fall upon the heart from every
alacrity. However, not to speak m detad, phi-side, by means of worldly casualties and evil
lanthropy will teach you to do everything that communicahons ; for if they long remain fallow,
is good, as misanthropy suggests ill-doing to they become fuel for the fire. And let them
those who will not be saved, learn who are suffering under bodily disease, and

let them bring them to the notice of the multi-
CHAP. X._cCWHATSOEVERTHINGSARE HONEST." tude who do not know of them, that they may

"Let the brethren who have causes to be _visit them, and supply their wants according to
settled not be judged by the secular authorities ; the judgment of the president. Yea, though
but let them by all means be reconciled by the they do this without his knowledge, they do
elders of the church, yielding ready obedience nothing amiss. These things, then, and things
to them. Moreover, also, flee avarice, inasmuch like to these, let the deacons attend to.
a._ it is able, under pretext of temporal gain, to
deprive you of eternal blessings. Carefully keep CHAP. XlII. -- DUTIES OF CATECHISTS.
your balances, your measures, your weights, and "Let the catechists instruct, being first in-
the things belonging to your traffic, just. Be structed ; for it is a work relating to the souls
faithful with respect to your trusts. Moreover, of men. For the teacher of the word must ac-
you will persevere in doing these things, and commodate himself to the various judgments of
things similar to these, until the end, if you have the learners. The catechists must therefore be
in your hearts an ineradicable remembrance of learned, and unblameable, of much experience,
the judgment that is from God. For who would and approved, as you will know that Clement is,
ran, being persuaded that at the end of life there who is to be your instructor after me. For it
is a judgment appointed of the righteous God, were too much for me now to go into details.
who only now is long-suffering and good, 2 that However, if ye be of one mind, you shall be
the good may in future enjoy for ever unspeaka- able to reach the haven of rest, where is the
ble blessings; but the sinners being found as peaceful city of the great King.
evil, shall obtain an eternity of unspeakable pun-
ishment. And, indeed, that these things are so, CHAP. XIV.--THE VESSELOF THE CHURCH.
it would be reasonable to doubt, were it not that "For the whole business of the Church is like
the Prophet of the truth has said and sworn that unto a great ship, bearing through a violent
it shall be. storm men who are of many places, and who

desire to inhabit the city of the good kingdom.CHAP. Xl. _ DOUBTS TO BE SATISFIED.
Let, therefore, God be your shipmaster ; and

"Wherefore, being disciples of the true let the pilot be likened to Christ, the mate 3 to
Prophet, laying aside double-mindedness, from the bishop, and the sailors to the deacons, the
which comes ill-doing, eagerly undertake well- midshipmen to the catechists, the multitude of

* um-_, - or_t." the brethren to the passengers, the world to the
t Tim m_nmoa _dlng would _ "who alo_ is now kmg._f.

_ buz the chaap of a letter giv_ th¢ _._ing which wclm_ 3 It is imposaibk to traashte these ten_s ver_ accurately. Isup-iz_ethe_r_ was radard_ "_-car_m in tl_ gail_.
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sea ; the foul winds to temptations, persecutions should hate you on account of your lofty right-
and dangers ; and all manner of afflictions to eousness, their hatred shall nothing hurt you,
the waves ; the land winds and their squalls to the but the love of the righteous God shall greatly
discourses of deceivers and false prophets ; the benefit you. Therefore endeavour to shake off
promontories and rugged rocks to the judges the praise that arises from injustice, and to attain
in high places threatening terrible things ; the the profitable praise that is from Christ on ae-
meetings of two seas, and the wild places, to count of righteous administration."
unreasonable men and those who doubt of the
promises of truth. Let hypocrites be regarded CHAP.XVlI.--THE PEOPLE'SDUTIES.
as like to pirates. Moreover, account the strong Having said this, and more than this, he
whirlpool, and the Tartarean Charybdis, and looked again upon the multitude, and said:
murderous wrecks, and deadly founderings, to be "And you also, my beloved brethren and fellow-
nought but sins. In order, therefore, that, sail- servants, be subject to the president of the truth
ing with a fair wind, you may safely reach the in all things, knowing this, that he who grieves
haven of the hoped-for city, pray so as to be him has not received Christ, with whose chair
heard. But prayers become audible by good he has been entrusted ; and he who has not
deeds, received Christ shall be regarded as having

despised the Father ; wherefore he shall be cast
CHAP. XV.-- INCIDENTS OF THE VOYAGE. out of the good kingdom. On this account,

"Let therefore the passengers remain quiet, endeavour to come to all the assemblies, lest as
sitting in their own places, lest by disorder they deserters you incur the charge of sin through
occasion rolling or careening. Let the midship- the disheartening of your captain. Wherefore
men give heed to the fare. Let the deacons all of you think before all else of the things that
neglect nothing with which they are entrusted; relate to him, knowing this, that the wicked one,
let the presbyters, like sailors, studiously arrange being the more hostile on account of every one
what is needful for each one. Let the bishop, of you, wars against him alone. Do you there-
as the mate, wakefully ponder the words of the fore strive to live in affection towards him, and in
pilot alone. Let Christ, even the Saviour, be kindliness towards one another, and to obey him,
loved as the pilot, and alone believed in the in order that both he may he comforted and you
matters of which He speaks ; and let all pray to may be saved.
God for a prosperous voyage. Let those sailing
expect every tribulation, as travelling over a CHAP. XVlII.- " AS A HEATHEN MAN AND A
great and troubled sea, the world: sometimes, PUBLICAN.
mdeed, disheartened, persecuted, dispersed, hun- "But some things also you ought of yourselves
gry, thirsty, naked, hemmed in ; and, again, to consider, on account of his not being able to
sometimes united, congregated, at rest ; but also speak openly by reason of the plots. Such as :
sea-sick, giddy, vomiting, that is, confessing sins, if he be hostile to any one, do not wait for his
like disease-producing bile,--I mean the sins speaking ; and do not take part with that man,
proceeding from bitterness, and the evils accu- but prudently follow the bishop's will, being
mulated from disorderly lusts, by the confession enemies to those to whom he is an enemy, and
of which, as by vomiting, you are relieved of not conversing with those with whom he does
your disease, attaining healthful safety by means not converse, in order that every one, desiring to
of carefulness, have you all as his friends, may be reconciled

to him and be saved, listening to his discourse.
CHAP. xva. -- THE BISHOP'SLABOURSAND But if any one remain a friend of those to whom

REWARD. he is an enemy, and speak to those with whom he
"But know all of you that the bishop labours does not converse, he also himself is one of

more than you all ; because each of you suffers those who would waste the church. For, being
his own affliction, but he his own and that of with you in body, but not with you in judgme.nt,
every one. Wherefore, O Clement, preside as a he is against you ; and is much worse than the
helper to every one according to your ability, open enemies from without, since with seeming
being careful of the cares of all. Whence I friendship he disperses those who are within."
know that in your undertaking the administra-
tion, I do not confer, but receive, a favour. But CHAP. XlX.-- INSTALLATIONOF CLEMEI_T.
take courage and bear it generously, as knowing Having thus spoken, he laid his hands upon
that God will recompense you when you enter me in the presence of all, and compelled me to
the haven of rest, the greatest of blessings, a sit in his own chair. And when I was seated,
reward that cannot be taken from you, in pro- he immediately said to me: "I entreat you, in
portion as you have undertaken more labour for the presence of all the brethren here, that when-
the safety of alL So that, ff many of the brethren soever I depart from this life, as depart I must,
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you send to James the brother of the Lord CrlAP. XX.-- CLEMENT'SOBEDIENCE.
a brief account of your reasonings from your
boyhood, and how from the beginning until Whence I, my lord James, having promised
now you have journeyed with me, hearing the as I was ordered, have not failed to write in
discourses preached by me in every city, and books by chapters the greater part of his dis-
seeing my deeds. And then at the end you courses in every city, which lmve been already
will not fail to inform him of the manner of my written to you, and sent by himself, as for a
death, as I said before. For that event will not token ; and thus I despatched them to you,' in-
grieve him very much, when he knows that I scribing them "Clement's Epitome of the Popu-

lar Sermons of Peter." However, I shall beginpiously went through what it behoved me to
suffer. And he will get the greatest comfort to set them forth, as I was ordered.
when he learns, that not an unlearned man, or
one ignorant of life-giving words, or not knowing , [Comparewiththisthe remarkablechapter,Recogxitions,hi.

75, where a summary is given of prewotm writings sent to James.
the rule of the Church, shall be entrusted with T_ d_,g_ of t_ lett..... tdentlyknownto Rufinus,was toautben-
the chair of the teacher after me. For the dis- ttcate the work which follows. The language of Rufinus may fairly

imply that this letterp known to be of later origin, was someumes

course of a deceiver destroys the souls of the pre_ed to theRecogn,tio=,al_o. TheentirehteraturegnvesJames
of Jerusalem a marked supremacy. Thts ts an evident© of Jewtsh-

multitudes who hear." c_s,_ o,,s_.-R.]
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BOOKS L TO V. HAVE BEEN TRANSLATED BY REV. THOMAS SMITHpD.D,; BOOKS VL°XIL BY
PETER PETERSON, M.A.; AND BOOKS XIIL-XX. BY DR. DONALDSON.

HOMILY I.

CHAP. L--BOYISH QUESTIOmNGS. I CHAP. III.--PERPLEXITY.
[

I CLEMENT, being a Roman citizen, _ even from I From my boyhood, then, being in,airier in
my earliest youth was able to live chastely, my [ such reasonings, in order to learn something deft-
mind from my boyhood drawing away the lust Hire, I used to resort to the schools of the phi-
that was in me to dejection and distress. For losophers. But nought else did I see than the
I had a habit of reasoning--how originating I setting up and the knocking down of doctrines,
know not-- making frequent cogitations con- and strifes, and seeking for victory, and the arts
cerning death : When I die, shall I neither exist, of syllogisms, and the skill of assumptions ; and
nor shall any one ever have any remembrance of sometimes one opinion prevailed,-- as, for ex-
me, while boundless time bears all things of all ample, that the soul is immortal, and sometimes
men into forgetfulness ? and shall I then be with- that it is mortal. If, therefore, at any time the
out being, or acquaintance with those who are ; doctrine prevailed that it is immortal, I was glad ;
neither knowing nor being known, neither having and when the doctrine prevailed that it is mortal,
been nor being ? And has the world ever been I was grieved. And again,I was the more dis-
made? and was there anything before it was!heartened because I could not establish either
made ? For if it has been always, it shall also doctrine to my satisfaction. However, I per-
continue to be ; but if it has been made, it shall ceived that the opinions on subjects under discus-
also be dissolved. And after its dissolution, shall Ision are taken as true or false, according to their
there ever be anything again, unless, perhaps, idefenders, and do not appear as they really are.
silence and forgetfulness? Or perhaps some-Perceiving, therefore, now that the acceptance
thing shall be which is not possible now to con- does not depend on the real nature of the sub-
ceive, jects discussed, but that opinions are proved to

be true or false, according to ability of those who
CHAP. II.--GOOD OUT OF EVIL. defend them, I was still more than ever at a loss

As I pondered without ceasing these and such in regard of things. Wherefore I groaned from
like questions _ I know not whence arising-- the depth of my soul. For neither was I able to
I had such bitter grief, that, becoming pale, I establish anything, nor could I shake off the
wasted away ; and, what was most terrible, if at consideration of such things, though, as I said
any time I washed to drive away this meditation before, I wished it. For although I frequently
as unprofitable, my suffering became all the more charged myself to be at peace, in some way or
severe ; and I grieved over this, not knowing other thoughts on these subjects, accompanied
that I had a fair inmate, even my thought, which with a feeling of pleasure, would come into my
was to be to me the cause of a blessed immor- mind.

tality, as I afterwards knew by experience, and CHAP, IV._MORE PERPLEXITY,
gave thanks to God, the Lord of all. For it was
by this thought, which at first afflicted me, that And again, living in doubt, I said to myself,
I was compelled to come to the search and the Why do I labour in vain, when the matter is
finding of things ; and then I pitied those whom clear, that if I lose existence when I die, it is not
at first, through ignorance, I ventured to call fitting that I should distress myself now while
blessed. [I do exist? Wherefore I shall reserve my grief

till that day, when, ceasing to exist, I shall not be
, [a'_ f_t _ _ _ rao_-_witha_ _ affected with grief. But if I am to exist, what

_23
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does it profit me now to distress myself gram- CHAP. v_.--wmmGs miou JUD_.._.

itously? And immediately after this another And, not to discuss such matters to you in a
reasoning assailed me ; for I said, Shall I not long speech, while I was occupied with such rea-
have something worse to suffer then than that sonings and doings, a certain report, taking its
which distresses me now, ff I have not lived rise in the spring-time," in the reign of Tiberius
piously; and shall I not be delivered over, ac- C_esar, gradually grew everywhere, and ran
cording to the doctrines of some philosophers, through the world as truly the good tidings of
to Pyriphlegethon and Tartarus, like Sisyphus, or God, being unable to stifle the counsel of God
Tityus, or Ixion, or Tantalus, and be punished in silence. Therefore it everywhere became
for ever in Hades ? But again I replied, saying : greater and louder, saying that a certain One in
But there are no such things as these. Yet Judma, beginning in the spring season, was
again I said : But if there be ? Therefore, said preaching to the Jews the kingdom of the invisl-
I, since the matter is uncertain, the safer plan is ble God, and saying that whoever of them would
for me rather to live piously. But how shall I be reform his manner of living should enjoy it. And
able, for the sake of righteousness, to subdue m order that He might be believed that He
bodily pleasures, looking, as I do, to an uncer- uttered these things full of the Godhead, He
tain hope ? But I am neither fully persuaded wrought many wonderful miracles and signs by
what is that righteous thing that is pleasing to His mere command, as having received power
God, nor do I know whether the soul is immortal from God. For He made the deaf to hear, the
or mortal. Neither can I find any well-estab- blind to see, the lame to walk, raised up the
lished doctrine, nor can I abstain from such de- bowed down, drove away every disease, put to
batings, flight every demon; and even scabbed lepers,

CHAP. V.m A RESOLUTIO_q. by only looking on Him from a distance, were
What, then, am I to do, unless this? I shall go sent away cured by Him ; and the dead being

into Egypt, and I shall become friendly with the brought to Him, were raised ; and there was
hierophants of the shrines, and with the proph- nothing which He could not do. And as time
ets ; and I shall seek and find a magacian, and jadvanced, so much the greater, through the ar-
persuade him with large bribes to effect the call- rival of more persons, and the stronger grew--I
ing up of a soul, which is called necromancy, assay not now the report, but--the truth of the
if I were going to inquire of it concerning some thing ; for now at length there were meetings in
business. And the inquiry shall be for the pur- various places for consultation and inquiry as to
pose of learning whether the soul is immortal, who He might be that had appeared, and what
But the answer of the soul that it is immortal was His purpose.
shall not give me the knowledge from its speak-
ing or my hearing, but only from its being seen; CHAP. VII.--THE GOSPEL IN ROME.
SOthat, seeing it with my very eyes, I may have

And then in the same year, in the autumna self-sufficient and fit assurance, from the very
fact of its appearing, that it exists ; and never season, a certain one, standing in a public place,
again shall the uncertain words of hearing be cried and said, "Men of Rome, hearken. The
able to overturn the things which the eyes have Son of God is come in Judma, proclaiming eter-
made their o_n. However, I submitted this nal life to all who will, if they shall live accord-
very plan to a certain companion who was a phi- ing to the counsel of the Father, who hath sent
losopher; and he counselled me not to venture Him. Wherefore change your manner o_ life
upon it, and that on many accounts. "For if," from the worse to the better, from things tern-
said he, "the soul shall not listen to the magi- poral to things eternal ; for know ye that there
clan, you will live with an evil conscience, as is one God, who is in heaven, whose world ye
having acted against the laws which forbid the unrighteously dwell in before His righteous eyes.
doing of these things. But if it shall listen to But if ye be changed, and live according to His
him, then, besides your living with an evil con- counsel, then, being born into the other world,
science, I think that matters of piety will not be and becoming eternal, ye shall enjoy His un-
promoted to you on account of your making this speakable good things. But if ye be unbeliev-
attempt. For they say that the Deity is angry rag, your souls, after the dissolution of the body,
with those who disturb souls after their release shall be thrown into the place of fire, where,
from the body."' And I, when I heard this, being punished etemaJly, they shall repent of
became indeed more backward to undertake their unprofitable deeds. For every one, the

such a thing, but I did not abandon my original term of repentance is the present life." I there-
plan ; but I was distressed, as being hindered in fore, when I heard these things, was grieved,
the execution of it. because no one among so great multitudes, hear-

t This r*n_rin_ is from the t_mtin th* corms_ndu_ pu_© of . which took its ri_ in tl_ _ _ the East." _ R.]the Eplto_e dt g¢_'i_ $. Par_'. • [This clatme is rtp_tc.d in the Recog'x_ _ foilow$:
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ing such an announcement, said : I shall go into without preparation what he had heard and seen
Judea, that I may know if this man who tells us the manifested Son of God do and say. And
these things speaks the truth, that the Son of even from the crowd who stood around him he
God has come into Jud _a, for the sake of a produced many witnesses of the miracles and
good and eternal hope, revealing the w_ll of the discourses which he narrated.
Father who sent Him. For it is no small mat-
ter which they say that He preaches: for He CHAP. X.--CAVILS OF THE PHILOSOPHERS.

asserts that the souls of some, being t/wmstlz,es But while the multitudes were favourably dis-
immortal, shall enjoy eternal good things; and posed towards the things that he so artlessly
that those of others, being thrown into un- spoke, the philosophers, impelled by their
quenchable fire, shall be pumshed for ever. worldly learning, set upon laughing at him

and making sport of him, upbraiding and re-
CHAP. VIII,-- DEPARTURE FROM ROME. proaching him with excessive presumption, mak-

While I spoke thus concerning others, I also ing use of the great armoury of syllogisms. But
lectured myself, saying, Why do I blame others, he set aside their babbling, and did not enter
being myself guilty of the very same crime of into their subtle questioning, but without embar-
heedlessness ? But I shall hasten into Judaea, rassment went on with what he was saying. And
having first arranged my affairs.' And when I then one of them asked, Wherefore it was that
had thus made up my mind, there occurred a a gnat, although it be so small, and has six feet,
long time of delay, my worldly affairs being dif- has wings also ; while an elephant, the largest of
ficutt to arrange. Therefore, meditating further beasts, is wingless, and has but four feet? But
on the nature of life, that by involving 2 men in he, after the question had been put, resuming
hope it lays snares for those who are making his discourse, which had been interrupted, as
haste, yea, and how much time I had been though he had answered the question, resumed
robbed of while tossed by hopes, and that we his original discourse, only making use of this
men d_e while thus occupied, I left all my affairs !preface after each interruption : "We have a
as they were, and sped to Portus ; 3 and coming commission only to tell you the words and the
to-the harbour, and being taken on board a ship, wondrous domgs of Him who sent us ; and in-
I was borne by adverse winds to Alexandria in- stead of logical demonstration, we present to
stead of Judaea ; and being detained there by you many witnesses from amongst yourselves
stress of weather, I consorted with the philoso- who stand by, whose faces I remember, as living
phers, and told them about the rumour and the images. These sufficient testimonies it is left
sayings of him who had appeared in Rome. to your choice to submit to, or to disbelieve.+
And they answered that indeed they knew noth- But I shall not cease to declare unto you what
ing of him who had appeared in Rome; but[is for your profit; for to be silent .were to me z
concerning Him who was born in Judaea, and loss, and to disbelieve is ruin to you. But in-
who was said by the report to be the Son of deed I could give answers to your frivolous ques-
God, they had heard from many who had come tions, if you asked them through love of truth.• I
from thence, and had learned respecting all the lBut the reason of the different structure of the
wonderful things that He did with a word. gnat and elephant it is not fitting to tell to

those who are ignorant of the God of all."
CHAP. IX.- PREACHING OF BARNABAS.

CHAP. XL _ CLEMENT'S ZEAL,
And when I said that I wished I could meet

with some one of those who had seen Him, they When he said this, they all, as in concert, set
immediately brought me to one, saying, "There up a shout of laughter, trying to silence him and
is one here who not only is acquainted with put him out, as a barbarous madman. But I,
Him, but is also of that country, a Hebrew, by seeing this, and seized, I know not how, with
name Barnabas, who says that he himself is one [enthusiasm, could no longer keep silence with
of His disciples ; and hereabouts he resides, and righteous indignation, but boldly cried out, say-
readily announces to those who will the terms ing, " Well has God ordained that His counsel
of His promise." Then I went with them ; and should be incapable of being received by you,
when I came, I stood listening to his words with iforeseeing you to be unworthy, as appears mani-
the crowd that stood round him ; and I per- festly to such of those who are now present as
ceived that he was speaking the truth not with have minds capable of judging. For where_s
dialectic art, but was setting forth simply and now heralds of His counsel have been sent forth,

!not making a show of grammatical art, but set-
x [Thc narritivc h¢_ _ _ that d tl_ _Y¢_-og_i_,t.a; -

com_ book i.dzmm._,,.--R.] .. . .. .+we_,veiz'.m _ *,+,mm_x+m-,l_ o[.Dm_ .T_
z For +_r_o_v W'_eJer _ +_z_/;rr_v, that ¢mmmvmg comm_mxt is thu_d: "whose fmc_ I +_nem_r, ano w+_

J Pc_'u_ r._ ixz't o/Rmz_ O_ _. mick w6Jm_J,," the wa."
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ring forth His will in simple and inartificial pleases answer. And do not bark like vicious
words, so that whosoever hear can understand dogs, deafening with disorderly clamour the ears
what is spoken, and not with any invidious feel- of those who would be saved, ye unrighteous
ing, as though unwilling to offer it to all ; you and God-haters, and perverting the saving
come here, and besides your not understand- method to unbelief. How shall you be able
ing what is for your advantage, to your own to obtain pardon, who scorn him who is sent to
injury you laugh at the truth, which, to your con- speak to you of the Godhead of God ? And this
detonation, consorts with the barbarians, and you do towards a man whom you ought to have
which you will not entertain when it visits you, received on account of his good-will towards
by reason of your wickedness and the plainness you, even if he did not speak truth."
of its words, lest you be convicted of being
merely lovers of words, and not lovers of truth
and lovers of wisdom. How long will you be CHAP.XIII._CLEMENT INSTRUCTEDBY BAR-NABAS.
learning tO speak, who have not the power of
speech ?' For many sayings of yours are not While I spake these words, and others to the
worth one word. What, then, will your Grecian same effect, there arose a great excitement
multitude say, being of one mind, if, as he says, among the crowd ; and some as pitying Barna-
there shall be a judgment? "Why, O God, didst has, sympathized with me; but others, being
Thou not proclaim to us Thy counsel?" Shall senseless, ternbly gnashed their teeth against
you not, if you be thought worthy of an answer me. But, as the evening had already come, I
at all, be told this? "I, knowing before the took Barnabas by the hand, and by force con-
foundation of the world all characters that were ducted him, against his will, to my lodging, and
to be, acted towards each one by anticipation constrained him to remain there, lest some one
according to his deserts without making it might lay hands on him. And having spent
known ;_ but wishing to give full assurance to several days, and instructed me briefly in the
those who have fled to me that this is so, and to true doctrine, as well as he could in a few days,
explain why from the beginning, and in the first he said that he should hasten into Judaea for the
ages, I did not suffer my counsel to be pubhcly observance of the festival, and also because he
proclaimed ; I now, in the end of the world,J wished for the future to consort with those of l_is
have sent heralds to proclaim my will, and they own nation.
are insulted and flouted by those who will not be
benefited, and who wilfully reject my friendship. CHAP. XIv.- DEPARTUREOF BARNABAS.
Oh, great wrong ! The preachers are exposed to
danger even to the loss of life,4 and that by the But it plainly appeared to me that he was dis-
men who are called to salvation, concerted. For when I said to him, "Only set

forth to me the words which you have heard of
the Man who has appeared, and I will adornCHAP. XII,--CLEMENT'S REBUKE OF THE PEOPLE,
them with my speech, and preach the counsel of

"And this wrongful treatment of my heralds God ; and if you do so, within a few days I will
would have been against all from the beginning, sail with you, for I greatly desire to go to the
if from the beginning the unworthy had been land of Judaea, and perhaps I shall dwell with
called to salvation. For that which is now done you all my life ; "-- when he heard this, he an-
wrongfully by these men serves to the vindica- swered : "If you wish to inquire into our affairs,
tion of my righteous foreknowledge, that it was and to learn what is for your advantage, sail with
well that I did not choose from the beginning to me at once. But if you will not, I shall now
expose uselessly to public contempt the word give you directions to my house, and that of
which is worthy of honour; but determined to those whom you wish /a meet, that when you
suppress it, as being honourable, not indeed from choose to come you may find us. For I shall
those who were worthy from the beginning -- for set out to-morrow for my home." And when I
to them also I imparted it m but from those, saw that he could not be prevailed upon, I went
and such as those, unworthy, as you see them to with him as far as the harbour ; and having
be, _ those who hate me, and who will not love learned of him the directions which he had
themselves. And now, give over laughing at promised to give me for finding the dwellings, I
this man, and hear me with respect to his an- said to him, "Were it not that to-morrow I am
nouncement, or let any one of the hearers who to recover a debt that is due to me, I should

straightway set sail with you. But I shall soon
, a'_ want, _s. audEat. have" amw_r*¢ ,_.k_ wen." overtake you." And having said this, and having
•La.,"Xmet_h ._ _ ,_=dy."T_ ,_-__, givenhim inchargetothosewho commandedu mficLffiiq"_ prmvam o_um."

n=., T_ r_i. m. _ _,,, e,_,- h...._ ,¢ _,_,, ,,m,_- astheanshiP'excellentIreturnedanddeargrieving'friend.rememberinghim
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CHAP.XV.-- INTRODUCTION TO PETER. [to speak from city to city, as far as Rome itself.
But having spent some days, and not having And if you wish to say anything, speak on."

been able to recover the whole debt, for the sake
of speed I neglected the balance, as being a CH_a_.XvII.- QUESTIONSPROPOUNDED.

hindrance, and myself also set sail for Judaea, Then I set forth my purpose from the begin-
and in fifteen days arrived at C_esareaStratonis., ning, and how I had spent myself upon difficult
And when I had landed, and was seeking for a questions, and all the things that I disclosed to
lodging, I learned that one named Peter, who you at the outset, so that I need not write the

was the most esteemed disciple of the Man who _same. things again. Then I said, "I hold my-
had appeared in _[ud_ea, and had done signs and self m readiness to journey with you ; for this, I
wonders, was going to have a verbal controversy iknow not how, I gladly wish. However, I wish
next day with Simon, a Samaritan of Gitthi. Ifirst to be convinced concerning the truth, that I
When I heard this, I begged to be shown his [may knowwhether the soul is mortal or immort_ ;
lodging; and as soon as I learned it, I stood[and whether, if it is eternal, it is to be judged
before the door. And those who were in the !concerning the things which it hath done here.

house, seeing me, discussed the question who I [Also, whether there is anything that is righteous
was, and whence I had come. And, behold, i and well-pleasing to God ; and whether the world
Barnabas came out ; and as soon as he saw me !was made, and for what end it was made ; and
he embraced me, rejoicing greatly, and weeping, iwhether it shall be dissolved ; and if it shall be
?rod he took me by the hand, and conducted me Idissolved, whether it shall be made better, or
to where Peter was, saying to me, "This is Peter, Ishall not be at all." And not to mention them
of whom I told you as being the greatest m the fin detail, I said that I wished to learn these
wisdom of God, and I have spoken to him of,things, and things consequent upon these. And
you continually. Therefore enter freely, 2 for I ] to this he answered : "I shall shortly convey to
have told him your excellent qualities, without you, O Clement, the knowledge of the things
falsehood ; and, at the same time, have disclosed that are ; and even now listen.
to him your intention, so that he himself also is i

desirous to see you. Therefore I offer him a[ C_AP. xvnI.--CAVSZS OF IONORA_CE.

great gift when by my hands I present you to "The will of God has been kept in obscurity
him." Thus saying, he presented me, and said, in many ways. In the first place, there is evil in-"This, 0 Peter, is Clement."

struction, wicked association, terrible society, un-
seemly discourses, wrongful prejudice. Thereby

CHAP. XVI.--PETER'S SALUTATION. is error, then fearlessness, unbelief, fornication,
Then the blessed man, springing forward as covetousness, vainglory ; and ten thousand other

soon as he heard my name, kissed me ; and mak- such evils, filling the world as a quantity of smoke
ing me sit down, straightway said, "You acted fills a house, have obscured the sight of the men
nobly m entertaining Barnabas, a herald of the inhabiting the world, and have not suffered them
truth, to the honour of the hying GOd, being to look up and become acquainted with God the

magnanimously not ashamed, nor fearing the re- !Creator from the delineation of Himself zahic_t
sentment of the rude multitude. Blessed shall IHe /zas given, and to know what is pleasing to
you be. For as you thus with all honour enter-

Him. Wherefore it behoves the lovers of truth,
mined the ambassador of the truth, so also truth crying out inwardly from their breasts, to call
herself shall constitute you, who are a stranger, for aid, with truth-loving reason, that some one
a citizen of her own city. And thus you shall [living within the house 3 which is filled with smoke
greatly rejoice, because you have now lent a imay approach and open the door, so that the
small favour ; I mean the kindness of good Ilight of the sun which is without may be admitted
words.. You shall be heir of blessings which Iinto the house, and the smoke of the fire which
are ootl_ eternal and cannot possibly be taken t is within may be driven out.
from you. And do not trouble yourself to detail
to me your manner of life ; for the veracious CHAP. XIX.--THE TRUg PROPHET.

Barnabas has detailed to us everything relating " Now the Man who is the helper I call the
to you, making favourable mention of you almost true Prophet ; and He alone is able to enlighten
every day. And in order that I may tell to you the souls of men, so that with our owu eyes we
briefly, as to a genuine friend, what is in hand, may be able to see the way of eternal salvation.travel with us, unless anything hinders you, par-
taking of the words of truth which I am going But otherwise it is impossible, as you also know,

since you said a little while ago that every doc-
£.H_t_,,o_o_g_i_ d_p._l_.--R.] trine is set up and pulled down, and the same is

__ 1.he .U_xtmoorrupt. I)ress¢l's_h=ngm aclopu_cl in the _xt,
sA

WI**Lue.w ¢_ your OW_taccord. _
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thought true or false, according to the power of CHAP. XXI. _ UNALTERABLECONVICTION.

him who advocates it ; so that doctrines do not When he had thus spoken, I answered : "Now
appear as they are, but take the appearance of do I thank God; for as I wished to be con-
being or not being truth or falsehood from those vinced, so He has vouchsafed to me. However,
who advocate them.' On this account the whole so far as concerns me, be you so far without
business of religion needed a true prophet, that anxiety that I shall never doubt ; so much so,
he might tell us things that arc, as they are, and that if you yourself should ever wish to remove
how we must believe concerning all things. So me from the prophetic doctrine, you should not
that it is first necessary to test the prophet by be able, so well do I know what I have received.
every prophetic sign, and having ascertained that And do not think that it is a great thing that I
he is true, thereafter to believe him in every promise you that I shall never doubt; for neither
thing, and not to sit in judgment upon his several I myself, nor any man who has heard your dis-
sayings, but to receive them as certain, being course concerning the Prophet, can ever doubt
accepted indeed by seeming faith, yet by sure of the true doctrine, having first heard and un-
judgment. Forby our initial proof, and by strict derstood what is the truth of the prophetic
inquiry on every side, all things are received with announcement. Wherefore have confidence in
right reason. Wherefore before all things it is the God-willed dogma ; for every art of wicked-
necessary to seek after the true Prophet, because ness has been conquered. For against prophecy,
without Him it is impossible that any certainty neither arts of discourses, nor tricks of sophisms,
can come to men." nor syllogisms, nor any other contrivance, can

prevail anything; that is, if he who has heard
CHAP. XX.-- PETER'S SATISFACTIONWITH the true Prophet really is desirous of truth, and

CLEMENT. does not give heed to aught else under pretext
And, at the same time, he satisfied me by ex- of truth. So that, my lord Peter, be not dlscon-

pounding to me who He is, and how He is found, certed, as though you had presented the greatest
and ht_lding Him forth to me as truly to be *igood to a senseless person; for you have pre-
found, showing that the truth is more manifest Isente d it to one sensible of the favour, and who

to the ear by the discourse of the prophet than tcannot be seduced from the truth that has been
things that are seen with the eye ; so that I was icommitted to him. For I know that it is one of
astonished, and wondered that no one sees those those things which one wishes to receive quickly,
things which are sought after by all, though they and not to attain slowly. Therefore I know that
lie before him. However, having written this I should not despise, on account of the quick-
discourse concerning the Prophet by his order, ness wttk which I haz,e got it, what has been
he caused the volume to be despatched to you committed to me, what is incomparable, and what
from C_esarea Stratonis, saying that he had a alone is safe."
charge from you to send his discourses and his
acts year by year. 2 Thus, on the very first day, CHAP. XXII.-- THANKSGIVING.

beginning only concerning the prophet of the When I had thus spoken, Peter said : "I give
truth, he confirmed me in every respect ; and thanks to God, both for your salvation and for
then he spoke thus : "Henceforth give heed to my satisfaction. For I am truly pleased to know
the discussions that take place between me and that you apprehend what is the greatness of
those on the other side ; and even if I come off prophecy. Since, then, as you say, if I myself
at a disadvantage, I am not afraid of your ever should ever wish -- which God forbid-- to trans-
doubting of the truth that has been delivered to fer you to another doctrine, I shall not be able
you, knowing well that I seem to be beaten, but to persuade you, begin from to-morrow to attend
not the doctrine that has been delivered to us upon me in the discussions with the adversaries.
by the Prophet. However, I hope not to come And to-morrow I have one with Simon Magus."
off in our inquiries at a disadvantage with men And hawng spoken thus, and he himself having
who have understanding -- I mean lovers of truth, partaken of food in private, he ordered me also
who are able to knowwhatdiscourses are specious, to partake ; 3 and having blessed the food, and
artificial, and pleasant, and what are unartificial having given thanks after being satisfied, and
and simple, trusting only to the truth /hal is having giving me an account of this matter, he
canz_yed through them."

went on to say: "May God grant you in all
' [Comp_. Reco4,w_tia_t.$, L ,6,wht_ the _ it more, fully things to be made like unto me, and having been
, The m, it _ _ ordd_u_. _ k _,ds. Ore- baptized, to partake of the same table with me."

,,_,_ Peer _ ,_ d_ _ _n_ i,, ,_d _t "b_ hit And having thus spoken, he enjoined me to go
order" must aito apply to Peter,The _¢_v/R_ make Clement
write the book and _ it, The passage it deemed imporumt, and is to rest ; for now indeed my bodily nature de-

accccdingly discussed in Schliemann, p 83; Hilgenfeld, p. 37: and manded sleep.Ublhom, p. zox. [See N_. ¢_iti_, L '7. Both passages, despi_
variation, may be urged m support of the existenc_ of an e._i_r

doctmmnt as the ¢omm_m basis of the Clementine hteratum.- R.] 3 [Comp. Homily XIII. 4 and _Yec_it/a_, L ,_ -- R.]
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HOMILY II.

CHAP. I.--PETER'S ATTENDANTS. [ment, may be able to bear up under that which
THEREFORE the next day, I Clement, awaking _befalls it : for then the mind knows in the crisis

from sleep before dawn, and learning that Peter of the struggle to have recourse to him who suc-
was astir, and was conversing w_th his attendants eoured it by good counsel.
concerning the worship of God (there were six-
teen of them,' and I have thought good to set CHAP. IV._A REQUEST.
forth their names, as I subsequently learned them, "However, I have learned, O Clement, how
that you may also know who they were. The that in Alexandria Barnabas perfectly expounded
first of them was Zacch_eus, who was once a to you the word respecting prophecy. Was-it
pubhcan, and Sophonias his brother ; Joseph and not so ?" I answered, "Yes, and exceeding
his foster-brother Michaias ; also Thomas and well." Then Peter : "Therefore it is not neces-
Eliezer the twins ; also 2Eneas and Lazarus the sary now to occupy with the instructions which
priests ; besides also Elismus, and Benjamm ¢ou know, the time which may serve us for other
the son of Saphrus ; as also Rubilus and Zacharia,, instructions whmh you do not know." Then
the builders ; and Ananias and Hagg_eusthe said I: "You have rightly said, O Peter. But
Jammmians ; and Nicetas and Aquila the friends), vouchsafe this to me, who purpose always to
-- accordingly I went in and saluted h_m, and at attend upon you, continuously to expound to me,
his request sat down. a delighted hearer, the doctrine of the Prophet.

For, apart from Him, as I learned from Barna-
CHAP. II.--A SOUND MIND IN A SOUND BODY. bas, it is impossible to learn the truth."

And he, breaking off the discourse in which
he was engaged, assured me, by way of apology, CHAP. V.--EXCELLENCE OF THE KNOWLEDGEOl_THE TRUE PaOVHET.
why he had not awakened me that I might hear
his discourses, assigning as the reason the dis- And Peter, being greatly pleased with this,
comfort of my voyage. As he wished this to be ianswered : "Already hath the rectifying process
dispelled, _ he had suffered me to sleep. " For," taken its end, as regards you, knowing as you
said he, "whenever the soul is distracted con- do the greatness of the infallible prophecy, with-
cerning some bodily want, it does not properly out which it is impossible for any one to receive
approach the instructions that are presented to that which is supremely profitable. For of many
it. On this account I am not willing to converse, and dwerse blessings which are in the things
either with those who are greatly gnewng through which are or which may be, the most blessed of
some calamity, or are immoderately angry, or are all mwhether it be eternal life, or perpetual
turned to the frenzy of love, or are suffering un- health, or a perfect understanding, or light, or
der bodily exhaustion, or are distressed with the joy, or immortahty, or whatever else there is or
cares of life, or are harassed with any other suf- that can be supremely good in the nature of
ferings, whose soul, as I said, being downcast, things -- cannot be possessed without first know-
and sympathizing with the suffering body, occu- mg things as they are ; and this knowledge can-
pies also its own intelligence therewith, not be otherwise obtained than by first becoming

acquainted with the Prophet of the truth.
CHAP. III. -- FOREWARNED IS FOREARMED.

CHAP. VI.--THE TRUE PROPHET.

"And let it not be said, Is it not, then, proper
to present comforts and admonitions to those "Now the Prophet of the truth is He who
who are in any bad case? To this I answer, always knows all things--things past as they
that if, indeed, any one is able, let him present were, things present as they are, things future as
them ; but if not, let him bide his time. For they shall be ; sinless, merciful, alone entrusted
I know s that all things have their proper season, with the declaratmn of the truth. Read, and
Wherefore it is proper to ply men with words _'ou shall find that those were deceive#4 who
which strengthen the soul in anticipation of evil ; thought that they had found the truth of them-
so that, if at any time any evil comes upon them, selves. For this is peculiar to the Prophet, to
the mind, being forearmed with the right argn- declare the truth, even as it is peculiar to the sun

to bring the day. Wherefore, as many as have
,. [w'_t,_t t_o_,=_,,, t_ _m=, o, t_-i_,_,,l_t_, oc. desired to know the truth, but have not had
m _._,,,az_.,, _i 68,,,h_ ,mvo_o_ h _h_ to_ _m- even.. _elve. Comp also .Recog'nitiont, ii. L A comlmrison of these the good fortune to learn it from Him, have not

Igstsfavours the th_ry o4"a common docgmenta_ bas_ -- g. ]
= Iateral_"mbehofl_doutofme." 4 "W_'hnotmt_butg_jm_._
J EccI_ ill t. Jom*suchetpre_on_xddbe_ffff_d.
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found it, but have died seeking it. For how can And we are all able to judge of Him, whether he is
he find the truth who seeks it from his own igno- a prophet, even although we be wholly unlearned,
rance ? And even if he find it, he does not know and novices in sophisms, and unskilled in geome-
it, and passes it by as if it were not. Nor yet try, and uninitiated in music. For God, as car-
shall he be able to obtain possession of the truth ing for all, has made the discovery concerning
from another, who, in like manner, promises to Himself easier to all, in order that neither the
him knowledge from ignorance ; excepting only barbarians might be powerless, nor the Greeks
the knowledge of morality and things of that unable to find Him. Therefore the discovery
sort, which can be known through reason, which concerning Him is easy ; and thus it is :-
affords to every one the knowledge that he ought
not to wrong another, through his not wishing CHAP. X.--TEST OF THE PROPHET.

himse_to be wronged. "If he is a Prophet, and is able to know how
the world was made, and the things that are in

CHAP. VII._ UNAIDEDQUEST OF TRUTH PROFIT- it, and the things that shall be to the end, _f
LESS. He has foretold us anything, and we have ascer-

"All therefore who ever sought the truth, trust- tained that it has been perfectly accomplished,
ing to themselves to be able to find it, fell into we easily believe that the things shall be which
a snare. This is what both the philosophers of He says are to be, from the things that have
the Greeks, and the more intelligent of the bar- been already ; we believe Him, I say, as not only
barians, have suffered. For, applying themselves knowing, but foreknowing. To whom then, how-
to things visible, they have given decisions by ever limited an understanding he may have, does
conjecture on things not apparent, thinking that it not appear, that it behoves us, with respect to
that was truth which at any time presented itself the things that are pleasing to God, to believe
to them as su_. For, like persons who know beyond all others Him who beyond all men
the truth, they, still seeking the truth, reject some knows, even though He has not learned ? Where-
of the suppositions that are presented to 'them, fore, if any one should be unwilhng to concede
and lay hold of others, as tf they knew, while the power of knowing the truth to such an one
they do not know, what things are true and what -- I mean to Him who has foreknowledge through
are false. And they dogmatize concerning truth, the divinity of the Spirit that is in Him--con-
even those who are seeking after truth, not know- ceding the power of knowing to any one else, is
ing that he who seeks truth cannot learn it from he not void of understanding, in conceding to
his own wandering. For not even, as I said, can him who is no prophet, that power of knowing
he recognise her when she stands by him, since which he would not concede to the Prophet ?
he is unacquainted with her.

CHAP. XI. _IGNORANCE_ KNOWLEDGE_ FORE-
CHAP. VIII._TEST OF TRUTH. KNOWLEDGE.

"And it is by no means that which is true, "Wherefore, before all things, we must test
but that which is pleasing, which persuades the Prophet with all judgment by means of the
every one who seeks to learn from himself, prophetic promise; and having ascertained Him
Since, therefore, one thing is pleasing to one, to be the Prophet, we must undoubtingly follow
and another to another, one thing prevails over
one as truth, and another thing over another, the other words of His teaching ; and havingconfidence concerning things hoped for, we must
But the truth is that which is approved by the conduct ourselves according to the first judg-
Prophet, not that which is pleasant to each indi- meat, knowing that He who tells us these things
vidual. For that which is one would be many, has not a nature to lie. Wherefore, if any of the
if the pleasing were the true ; which is impossible, things that are afterwards spoken by Him do not
Wherefore also the Grecian philologers--rather

appear to us to be well spoken, we must know
than philosophers x__ going about matters by con- that it is not that it has been spoken amiss, but that
jectures, have dogmatized much and diversely, it is that we have not conceived it aright. For
thinking that the apt sequence of hypotheses is ignorance does not judge knowledge, and so
truth, not knowing that when they have assigned neither is knowledge competent truly to judge
to themselves false beginnings, their conclusion foreknowledge ; but foreknowledge affords knowl-
has corresponded with the beginning, edge to the ignorant.

CHAP. IX._UTH _- WEAK THINGS OF THE
WORLD." CHAP. XII.- DOCTRINE OF THE TRUE PROPHET.

"Whence a man ought to pass by all else, and "Hence, O beloved Clement, if you would
commit himself to the Prophet of the truth alone, know the things pertaining to God, you have to

learn them from Him alone, because He alone
.,.._.vo..o_1_a_.."_.=sofwo__ _wi,- knowsthe truth. For ffanyone else knowsany-_,.
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thing, he has received it from Him or from His a fitness to be either righteous or unrighteous.
disciples. And this is His doctrine and true To him also he hath varied the figures of corn-
proclamation, that there is one God, whose work binations, placing before him small things first,
the world is ; who being altogether righteous, and great ones afterwards, such as the world and
shall certainly at some time render to every one etermty. But the world that now is, is tempo-
according to his deeds, rary ; that which shall be, is eternal. First is

ignorance, then knowledge. So also has He
CHAP. XIn. m FUTURE REWARDS AND PUniSH- arranged the leaders of prophecy. For, since

M_TS. the present world is female, as a mother bring-
"For there is every necessity, that he who ing forth the souls of her children, but the world

says that God is by His nature righteous, should to come is male, as a father receiving his chil-
believe also that the souls of men are immortal : dren from tl_eir mariner, therefore in this world
for where would be His justice, when some, there come a succession of prophets, as being
having lived piously, have been evil-treated, and sons of the world to come, and having knowledge
sometimes violently cut off, while others who of men. And if pious men had understood this
have been wholly impious, and have indulged in mystery, they would never have gone astray, but
luxurious living, have died the common death even now they should have known that Simon,
of men ? Since therefore, without all contradic- who now enthralls all men, is a fellow-worker of
tlon, God who is good is also just, He shall not error and deceit. Now, the doctrine of the pro-
otherwise be known to be just, unless the soul phetic rule is as follows.
after its separation from the body be immortal,
so that the wicked man, being in hell/as having CHAP.XVI.-- MAN'SWAYSOPPOSITETO GOD'S.
here received his good things, may there be "As in the beginning God, who is one, like a
punished for his sins ; and the good man, who right hand and a left, made the heavens first and
has been punished here for his sins, may then, as then the earth, so also He constituted all the
in the bosom of the righteous, be constituted an combinations in order ; but upon men He no
heir of good things. Since therefore God is more does this, but varies all the combinations.
righteous, it is fully evident to us that there is a For whereas from Him the greater things come
judgment, and that souls are immortal, first, and the inferior second, we find the oppo-

site in men--the first worse, and the second
CHAP.X_V.--RI_HTEOUS_'ESS AND UNRmHTEOUS- superior. Therefore from Adam, who was made

_ESS. after the image of God, there sprang first the
"But if any one, according to the opinion of unrighteous Cain, and then the righteous Abel.

this Simon the Samaritan, will not admit that Again, from him who amongst you is called
God is just, to whom then can any one ascribe Deucalion/ two forms of spirits were sent forth,
justice, or the possibility of it ? For if the Root the impure namely, and the pure, first the black
of all have it not, there is every necessity to raven, and then the white dove. From Abraham
think that it must be impossible to find it in also, the patriarchs of our nation, two firsts
human nature, which is, as it were, the fruit, sprang _ Ishmael first, then Isaac, who was
And if it IS to be found in man, how much more blessed of God. And from Isaac himself, in
in God [ But if righteousness can be found no- like manner, there were again two _ Esau the
where, neither in God nor in man, then neither profane, and Jacob the pious. So, first in birth,
can unrighteousness. But there is such a thing as the first born in the world, was the high
as righteousness, for unrighteousness takes its priest Aaron, then the lawgiver zlfoseJ.
name from the existence of righteousness ; for it
is called unrighteousness, when righteousness is CHAP.XVIL_ FIRST THE WOlfF9 THEI_Tlfl[lg
compared w'_th it, and is found to be opposite BEa_rEa-
to it. "In like manner, the combination with re-

CHAP. XV._FAXRS. spect to Elias, which behoved to have come,
"Hence therefore God, teaching men with has been willingly put off to another time, having

respect to the truth of existing things, being determined to enjoy it conveniently hereafl.er.S
Himself one, has distinguished all principles Wherefore, also, he who was among those born
into pairs and opposites, • Himself being one of woman came first; then he who was among
and sole God from the beginning, having made
heaven and earth, day and night, light and fire, __t_.4For"_" W'_b,_ ¢_ "_t," _ twod_
sun and moon, life and death. But man alone p_o._.s in this,_._ t_ _-t is ;,,-o_ly ..._:,:wt_ T,z s,==_.
amongst these He made self-controlling, having m_,i,, semi to be,_t _.d_._ozm_Z _ _ _
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the sons of men came second It were possi- not have healed had she remained a Gentile, on
ble, following this order, to perceive to what account of its not being lawful to heal her as a
series Simon belongs, who came before me to Gentile.4
the Gentiles, and to which I belong who have
come afterhim,and have come inupon him as CHAP. XX.- DIVORCED FOR THE FAITH.

lightupon darkness,as knowledge upon igno- "She, therefore,havingtakenup a manner of
rance,as healingupon disease. And thus,as lifeaccordingtothelaw,was,with the daughter
the true Prophet has told us,a falseprophetwho had been healed,drivenoutfrom herhome
must firstcome from some deceiver; and then,by her husband,whose sentimentswere opposed
in likemanner,afterthe removal of the holy toours. But she,being faithfulto her engage-
place,the trueGospel must be secretlysent ments,and beingin affluentcircumstances,re-
abroadforthe rectificationof the heresiesthat mained a widow herself,but gave her daughter
shallbe. Afterthis,also,towardstheend,Anti- in marriageto a certainman who was attached
christmust firstcome, and then ourJesusmust to thetruefaith,and who was poor. And, ab-
be revealedto be indeedthe Christ; and afterstainingfrommarriageforthesakeofher daugh-
this,the eternallighthavingsprungup, alltheiter' she bought two boys and educated them,
thingsof darknessmust disappear, and had them inplaceofsons. And theybeing

educatedfrom theirboyhood withSimon Magus,
CHAP. XVIII. -- MISTAKE ABOUT SIMON MAGUS. have learnedallthingsconcerninghim. For
"Since,then,as I said,some men do not such was theirfriendship,thattheywere associ-

know the ruleof combination,thence they do atedwith him in allthingsinwhich hcwished
not know who ismy precursorSimon. For iftounitewiththem.
he were known, he would not bc believed; but
now,notbeingknown,heisimproperlybelieved; CHAP. XXI.- JUSTA'S ADOPTED SONS, ASSOCIATES

and though hisdeeds are thoseof a hater,he WITH SIMON.
isloved; and though an enemy, he isreceived "These men havingfalleninwithZacchmus,
asa friend; and though he be death,he isde- who sojournedhere,and having receivedthe
siredas a saviour; and though fire,he iscs- word oftruthfrom him,and havingrepentedof
teemed as light;and though a deceiver,hc is theirformerinnovations,and immediatelyde-
believedasa speakerof truth." nouncing Simon as beingprivywith him inall
Then I Clement, when I heard this,said,things,as soon as I came tosojournhere,they

"Who then,I pray you,isthiswho issuch a came tomc with theirfoster-mother,beingprc-
deceiver? Ishouldliketobeinformed." Then sentcdto me by him,Zacchceus,and cvcrsince
said Peter: "If you wish to learn,itisinyour theycontinuewith me, enjoyinginstructionsin
power to know itfrom thosefrom whom I also the truth."When Peterhad saidthis,he sent
gotaccurateinformationon allpointsrespectingfor them. and charged them that they should
him. accuratelyrelateto me all thingsconcerning

CHAP. XIX.--JUSTA, A PROSELYTE. Simon. And they, having called God to witness

"There is amongst us one _usta, a Syro-Phoe- that in nothing they would falsify, proceeded with
nician, by race a Canaanite, whose daughter was the relation.
bppressed with a grievous disease.' And she
:ame to our Lord, crying out, and entreating CHAP. XXII. -- DOCTRINESOF SXMON.
that He would heal her daughter. But He, First Aquila began to speak in this wise:
truing asked also by us, said, ' It is not lawful to "Listen, O dearest brother, that you may know
heal the Gentiles, who are like to dogs on ac- accurately everything about this man, whose he
:ount of their using various • meats and prac- is, and what, and whence ; and what the things are
ices, while the table in the kingdom has been [which he does, and how and why he does them.S
jiven to the sons of Israel.' But she, hearing _This Simon is the son of Antonius and Rachel,
.his, and begging to partake like a dog of the a Samaritan by race, of the village of Gltthm,
_'rumbs that fall from this table, having changed which is six gchoeni distant from the city. He
vhat she was,3 by living like the sons of the having disciplined himself greatly in Alexandria, 6
:ingdom, she obtained healing for her daughter, and being very powerful in magic, and being
ts she asked. For she being a Gentile, and ambitious, wishes to be accounted a certain su-
_maining in the same course of life, He would preme power, greater even than the God who "'

[created the world. And sometimes intimating
_ z [Chaps. z?7_x m iJec.ulbr to tM Hvmili_% though in the I ......
r__f_, vii. _, Justa is named as Imviag _ _d ¢du. [ 4 Them am _ _ readings in this _nmm_, and atom
amd N_ mxl Aq_IL -- R.] . I _ tlmm can be mlctly ¢mastrued; but the gem_'al sense is obvious. I
._F_ _ Dunckcr _ _,,"meawwlthout ] _ s [For the paralld ac_ ofSimon, given also by Aquila, see ._

_x_cmm. . _ W.b._, iL 7-tS.-- v,-L . .

J
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that he is Christ, he styles himself the Standing malign Dositheus as not delivering the instrue-
One.' And this epithet he employs, as intimat- tions correctly. And this he said that he did,
ing that he shall always stand, and as not having not through unwillingness to deliver them cot-
any cause of corruption so that his body should rectly, but through ignorance. And on one
fall. And he neither says that the God who occasion, Dositheus, perceiving that this artful
created the world is the Supreme, nor does he accusation of Simon was dissipating the opinion
beheve that the dead will be raised. He rejects of him with respect to many, so that they did
Jerusalem, and substitutes Mount Gerizzim for not think that he was the Standing One, came in
it. Instead of our Christ, he proclaims himself, a rage to the usual place of meeting, and finding
The things of the law he explains by his own Simon, struck him with a staff. But it seemdd
presumption ; and he says, indeed, that there to pass through the body of Simon as if he had
is to be a judgment, but he does not expect it. been smoke. Thereupon Dositheus, being con-
For if he were persuaded that he shall be judged founded, said to him, ' If you are the Standin'g
by God, he would not dare be impious towards One, I also will worship you.' Then Simon said
God Himself'. Whence some not knowing that, that he was ; and Dositheus, knowing that he
using religion as a cloak, he spoils the things of himself was not the Standing One, fell down and
the truth, and faithfully believing the hope and worshipped ; and associating himself with the
the judgment which in some way he says are to twenty-nine chiefs, he raised Simon to his own
be, are ruined, place of repute ; and thus, not many days after,

Dos]theus himself, while he (Simon) stood, fell
CHAP. XXlII._SIMON A DISCIPLE OF THE BAP- down and died.

TIST.

"But that he came to deal with the doctrines CHAP. XXV.-- SIMON'S D_CEXT.

of religion happened on this wise. There was "But Simon is going about in company with
one John, a day-baptist, 2 who was also, accord- Helena, and even till now, as you see, is stirring
ing to the method of combination, the forerun- up the people. And he says that he has brought
her of our Lord Jesus ; and as the Lord had down this Helena from the highest heavens to
twelve apostles, bearing the number of the twelve the world ; being queen, as the all-bearing being,
months of the sun, so also he,.]'ohn, had thirty and wisdom, for whose sake, says he, the Greeks
chief men, fulfilling the monthly reckoning of the and barbarians fought, having before their eyes
moon, in which number was a certain woman but an image of truth ; 6 for she, who really is the
called Helena, 3 that not even this might be wzth- truth, was then with the chiefest god. More-
out a dispensational significance. For a woman, over, by cunningly explaining certain things of
being half a man, made up the imperfect num- this sort, made up from Grecian myths, he de-
ber of the triacontad ; as also in the case of the ceives many ; especially as he performs many
moon, whose revolution does not make the corn- signal marvels, so that if we did not know that he
plete course of the month. 4 But of these thirty, does these things by magic, we ourselves should
the first and the most esteemed by John was also have been deceived. But whereas we were
Szmon ; and the reason of his not being chief his fellow-labourers at the first, so long as he did
after the death of John was as follows : _ such things without doing wrong to the interests

of religion ; now that he has madly begun to at-
CHAP. XXIV._ ELECTIONEERINGSTRATAGEMS. tempt to deceive those who are rehgious, we

"He being absent in Egypt for the practice have withdrawn from him.
of magic, and John being killed, Dositheus de-
siring the leadership,S falsely gave out that Simon CHAP.xxvn _ HIS WICKEDSESS.
Was dead, and succeeded to the seat. But Si- "For he even began to commit murder,7 as
mon, returning not long after, and strenuously himself disclosed to us, as a friend to friends,
holding by the place as his own, when he met that, having separated the soul of a child from
with Dositheus did not demand the place, know- its own body by horrid incantations, as his as-
ing that a man who has attained power beyond sistant for the exhibition of anything that he
his expectations cannot be removed from it. pleased, and having drawn the likeness of the
Wherefore with pretended friendship he gives boy, he has it set up in the inner room where
himself for a while to the second place, under he sleeps, saying that he once formed the boy
Dositheus. But taking his place after a few days of air, by divine arts, and having painted his like-
among the thirty fellow-disciples, he began to hess, he gave him back again to the ah'. And

t [Comp. Rece_dtdam*, L 7_. -- R ] ,, 6 We have hen: an allusion to the tradltiem that it wal oaly at

a A day.ha T__t is taken tomean"mae whobaptiz_everyda¥, i_e o_Helen thatwas taken toTroy, andnot the read Helen bet-2t [Called ' Luna"in the Rtcolnitin:.-- R.]
4 [Peculiar, in this detailed form, to the Ha_.:lie:.-- R.] r [With the tumottnt of Simmi's doings tn _ _ mlXt_
$ [Compar©thevadedaom_mtmatceg_itiosu, iL 8.--17,.] .Rtw_;_s.r_ h.9, to, z_"x5; iii. 4.7.--LI
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he explains that he did the deed thus. He says become a king, few things accrue to the short
that the first soul of man, being turned into the time of your life for enjoyment, and things wick-
nature of heat, drew to itself, and sucked in the iedly gotten soon flee away, and procure eve_-
surrounding air, after the fashion of a gourd ; ' !lasting punishment for the adventurer. Where-
and then that he changed it into water, when it fore we counsel you to fear God, by whom the
was within the form of the spirit ; and he said soul of every one must be judged for the deeds
that he changed into the nature of blood the air that he hath done here.'
that was in it, which could not be poured out on
account of the consistency of the spirit, and that CHAP. XXIX.-- IMMORTALITYOF THE SOUL.

he made the blood solidified into flesh; then, "When he heard this he laughed; and when
the flesh being thus consolidated, that he ex- we asked him why he laughed at us for giving
hibited a man not made from earth, but from him good counsel, he answered: ' I laugh at
air. And thus, having persuaded himself that your foolish supposition, because you believe
he was able to make a new sort of man, he said that the soul of man is immortal.' Then I said :

that he reversed the changes, and again restored , We do not wonder, 0 Simon, at your attempt-
him to the air. And when he told this to others, ing to deceive us, but we are confounded at the
he was believed; but by us who were present way in which you deceive even yourself. Tell
at his ceremonies he was religiously disbelieved, me, 0 Simon, even if no one else has been fully
Wherefore we denounced his impieties, and with- convinced that the soul is immortal, at all events
drew from him." you and we ought to be so : you as having sepa-

rated one from a human body, and conversed
CHAP. XXVII.- HIS PROMISES. with it, and laid your commands upon it ; and

When Aquila had thus spoken, his brother we as having been present, and heard your com-
Nicetas said : "It is necessary, O Clement our mands, and clearly witnessed the _erformance
brother, for me to mention what has been left of what was ordered.' Then said Simon: ' I
out by Aquila. For, in the first place, God is know what you mean ; but you know nothing
witness that we assisted him in no impious of the matters concerning which you reason.'
work, but that we looked on while he wrought ; Then said Nicetas : ' If you know, speak ; but
and as long as he did harmless things, and ex- if you do not know, do not suppose that we can
hibited them, we were also pleased. But when, be deceived by your saying that you know, and
in order to deceive the godly, he said that he [ that we do not. For we are not so childish, that
did, by means of godhead, the things that were you can sow in us a shrewd suspicion that we
done by magic, we no longer endured hun should think that you know some unutterable
though he made us many promises, especially things, and so that you should take and hold us

I ......

that our statues should be thought worthy of a ,in subjecuon, by holding us in restraint through
_laee in the templet and that we should be means of desire.'
thought to be gods, and should be worshipped
by the multitude, and should be honoured by CHAP. XXX.--AN ARGUMENT.

kings, and should be thought worthy of public "Then Simon said: 'I am aware that you
honours, and enriched with boundless wealth, know that I separated a soul from a human body ;

but I know that you are ignorant that it is not
CHAP. XXVIII.m ]FRUITLESSCOUNSEL. the soul of the dead person that ministers to me,

"These things, and things reckoned greater for it does not exist ; but a certain demon works,
than these, he promised us, on condition only pretending to be the soul.' Then said Nicetas :
that we should associate with him, and keep si- , Many incredible things we have heard in our
lence as to the wickedness of his undertaking, so lifetime, but aught more senseless than this
that the scheme of his deceit might succeed, speech we do not expect ever to hear. For if a
But still we would not consent, but even coun- demon pretends to be the soul of the dead per-
selled him to desist from such madness, saying son, what is the use of the soul at all, that it
to him : ' We, O Simon, remembering our friend- should be separated from the body ? Were
ship towards you from our childhood, and out not we ourselves present, and heard you conjur-
of affection for you, give you good counsel. De- ing the soul from the body ? And how comes
sist from this attempt. You cannot be a God. it that, when one is conjured, another who is not
Fear Him who is really God. Know that you conjured obeys, as if it were frightened ? And
are a man, and that the time of your life is short ; you yourself, when at any time we have asked
and though you should get great riches, or even you why the conferences sometimes cease, did

* Whichwas usedby the _i_, as c,pp_-gl_ ire now not you say that the soul, having fulfilled the
m_ time upon earth which it was to have passed in

• TheWtlc,_ Ms.andg#__,, nmd," timt, _ _d smtu_ the body, goes to Hades ? And you added, thatthouldt_.nmt_dmhom_ of us._
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the souls of those who commit suicide are not first ignorance, then knowledge ; first disease,
easily permitted to come, because, having gone then healing, so the things of error come first
home into Hades, they are guarded.'" into our life, then truth supervenes, as the physi-

cian upon the disease. Therefore straightway,
CHAP. XXXI.- A DILEMMA. when our God-loved nation was about to be

Nicetas having thus spoken, Aquila himself in ransomed from the oppression of the Egyptians,
turn said : "This only should I wish to learn of first diseases were produced by means of the
you, Simon, whether it is the soul or whether it rod turned into a serpent, which was given to
is a demon that is conjured: what is it afraid Aaron, and then remedies were superinduced
of, that it does not despise the conjuration ? by the prayers of Moses. And now also, when
Then Simon said : ' It knows that it should the Gentiles are about to be ransomed from the
suffer punishment if it were disobedmnt.' Then superstition with respect to idols, wickedness,
said Aqmla : ' Therefore, if the soul comes when which reigns over them, has by anticipatioa-
conjured , there is also a judgment. If, there- sent forth her ally like another serpent, even
fore, souls are immortal, assuredly there is also a this Simon whom you see, who works wonders
judgment. As you say, then, that those which to astonish and deceive, not signs of healing to
are conjured on wicked business are punished convert and save. Wherefore it behoves you
if they disobey, how are you not afraid to com- also from the miracles that are done to judge
pel them, when those that are compelled are the doers, what is the character of the performer,
punished for disobedience ? For it is not won- and what that of the deed. If he do unprofit-
derful that you do not already suffer for your able miracles, he is the agent of wickedness ;
doings, seeing the judgment has not yet come, but if he do profitable things, he is a leader of
when you are to suffer the penalty of those goodness.
deeds which you have compelled others to do,
and when that which has been done under corn- CHAP. XXXlV._ USELESS AND PHILANTHROPIC

MIRACLES.
pulsion shall be pardoned, as having been out
of respect for the oath which led to the evil ac- "Those, then, are useless signs, which you say
tion.' ' And he hearing this was enraged, and that Simon did. But I say that the making statues
threatened death to us if we did not keep silence walk, and rolling himself on burning coals, and
as to his doings." becoming a dragon, and being changed into a

goat, an.d flying in the air, and all such things,
CHAP. XXXlI.- SIMON'SPRODIGIES. not being for the healing of man, are of a ha-

Aquila having thus spoken, I Clement in- ture to deceive many. But the miracles ofcom-
quired : "What, then, are the prodigies that he passionate truth are philanthropic, such as you
works?" And they told me that he makes have heard that the Lord did, and that I after
statues walk, and that he rolls himself on the Him accomplish by my prayers ; at which most
fire, and is not burnt ; and sometimes he flies ; of you have been present, some being freed from
and he makes loaves of stones; he becomes all kinds of diseases, and some from demons,
a serpent ; he transforms himself into a goat ; some having their hands restored, and some
he becomes two-faced ; he changes himself into their feet, some recovering their eyesight, and
gold ; he opens lockfast gates ; he melts iron ; some their hearing, and whatever else a man can
at banquets he produces images of all manner of do, being of a philanthropic spirit."
forms. In his house he makes dishes be seen i

as borne of themselves to wait upon him, no CHAP. XXXV.-- DISCUSSIONPOSTPONED.
bearers being seen. I wondered when I heard When Peter had thus spoken, towards dawn
them speak thus ; but many bore witness that]Zacchmus entered and saluted us, and said to
they had been present, and had seen such things. Peter : "Simon puts off the inquiry till to-mor-

row; for to-day is his Sabbath, which occurs
CHAP. XXXIIL-- DOCTRINEOF PAIRS. at intervals of eleven days.". To him Peter

These things having been thus spoken, the ex- answered : "Say to Simon, Whenever thou
cellent Peter himself also proceeded to speak : 2 wishest ; and know thou that we are always in
"You must perceive, brethren, the truth of the readiness to meet thee, by divine providence,
rule of conjunction, from which he who departs when thou desirest." And Zacchmus hearing
not cannot be misled. For since, as we have this, went out to return the answer.
said, we see all things in pairs and contraries,
and as the night is first, and then the day ; and CHAP. XXXVI.-- ALL FOR TttE B_ST.

XThei=t_, tramlates:,,ashavmgpreferredtheoathtothe©viI But he (Peter) saw me disheartened, and
_c_o_., asked the reason ; and being told that it pro-

, [Chaps.3_,_, _d a _,_lVa in_r_¢0¢_,_,_,,at 59,60,atthe ceeded from no cause but the postI_nement ofof the discussion w_th Stmon. -- R.]
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the inquiry,' he said : "He who has apprehended with an evil conscience on account of blasphe-
that the world is regulated by the good prod- mous words.
dence of God, O beloved Clement, is not vexed
by things howsoever occurring, considering that CHAP. XXXIX.--TACTICS.
things take their course advantageously under "Simon, therefore, as I learn, intends to come
the providence of the Ruler. Whence, know- into public, and to speak of those chapters
ing that He is just, and living with a good con- against God that are added to the Scriptures, for
science, he knows how by right reason to shake the sake of temptation, that he may seduce as
off from his soul any annoyance that befalls him, many wretched ones as he can from the love
because, when complete, it must come to some of God. For we do not wish to say in public
unknown good. Now then, let not Simon the that these chapters are added to the Bible, since
magician's postponement of the inquiry grieve we should thereby perplex the unlearned multi-
you ; for perhaps it has happened from the prov- tudes, and so accomplish the purpose of this
idence of God for your profit. Wherefore I winked Simon. For they not having yet the pow-
shall not scruple to speak to you as being my er of discerning, would flee from us as impious ;
special friend, or, as if not only the blasphemous chapters were

false, they would even withdraw from the word.
CHAP. XXXVIL-- SPIES m THE ENEMY'S CA_P. Wherefore we are under a necessity of assenting

"Some • of our people attend feignedly upon to the false chapters, and putting questions in
Simon as companions, as if they were persuaded return to him concerning them, to draw him into
by his most atheistic error, in order that they a strait, and to give in private an explanation of
may learn his purpose and disclose it to us, so the chapters that are spoken against God to the
that we may be able to encounter this terrible well-disposed after a real of their faith ; and of
man on favourable terms. And now I have this there is but one way, and that a brief one.
learned from them what arguments he is going It is this. 4
to employ in the discussion. And knowing th_s,
I give thanks to God on the one hand, and I CHAP. XL.--PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION.
congratulate you on the other, on the postpone- "Everything that is spoken or written against
ment of the discussion ; for you, being instructed God is false. But that we say this truly, not
by me before the discussion, of the arguments only for the sake of reputation, but for the sake
that are to be used by him for the destruction of truth, I shall convince you when my discourse
of the ignorant, will be able to listen without has proceeded a little further. Whence you, my
danger of falling, most beloved Clement, ought not to be sorry at

Simon's having interposed a day between this
CHAP. XXXVlII._CORRUPTION OF THE LAW. and the discussion. For to-day, before the dis-

"For the Scriptures have had joined to them cussion, you shall be instructed concerning the
many falsehoods against God on this account, chapters added to the Scriptures ; and then in
The prophet Moses having by the order of God the discussion concerning the only one and good
delivered the law, with the explanations, to cer- God, the Maker also of the world, you ought not
rain chosen men, some seventy in number, in to be distracted. But in the discussion you will
order that they also might instruct such of the even wonder how impious men, overlooking the
people as chose, after a little the written law had multitudes of things that are spoken in the Scrip-
added to it certain falsehoods contrary to the tures for God, and looking at those that are
law of God,3 who made the heaven and the spoken against Him, gladly bring these forward ;
earth, and all things in them ; the wicked one and thus the hearers, by reason of ignorance, be-
having dared to work this for some righteous liewng the things against God, become outcasts
purpose. And this took place in reason and from His kingdom. Wherefore you, by advan-
judgment, that those might be convicted who tage of the postponement, learning the mystery
should dare to" listen to the things written of the Scriptures, and gaining the means o/not
against God, and those who, through love to- sinning against GOd, will incomparably rejoice."
wards Him, should not only disbelieve the things
spoken against Him, but should not even endure CHAP. XLL_ ASKING FOR INFORMATION_NOT
to hear them at all, even if they should happen CONTRADICTION.
to be true, judging it much safer to incur dan- Then I Clement, heating this, said: "Truly
ger with respect to religious faith, than to live I rejoice, and I give thanks to GOd, who in all

things doeth well. However, he knows that I
x [camp.Re¢_,a_'_u, i.2t.-- R.]
• It*ramchap ,7 toill.sSt_ mtttr isVt*_di_to t_ Uo,i_. shall be able to think nothing other than that all
vlc_w$8tmP.zlareob_y coio_-_flbytheGnosticE_ of
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things are for God. Wherefore do not suppose true ? If He dwells in a tabernacle, who is with-
that I ask questions, as doubting the words con- out bounds ? If He is fond of fat, and sacrifices,
cerning God,' or those that are to be spoken, and offerings, and drink-offerings, who then is
but rather that I may learn, and so be able my- without need, and who is holy, and pure, and
self to instruct another who is ingenuously willing perfect ? If He is pleased with candles and can-
to learn. Wherefore tell me what are the false- dlesticks, who then placed the luminaries in
hoods added to the Scriptures, and how it comes heaven ? If He dwells in shadow, and darkness,
that theyare really false." Then Peter answered : and storm, and smoke, who is the light that
"Even although you had not asked me, I should lightens the universe ? If He comes with trum-
have gone on in order, and afforded you the ex- pets, and shoutings, and darts, and arrows, who
position of these matters, as I promised. Learn, is the looked-for tranquillity of all ? If He love's
then, how the Scriptures misrepresent Him in war, who then wishes peace ? If He makes evil
many respects, that you may know when you things, who makes good things ? If He is without
happen upon them. affection, who is a lover of men ? If He is nqt

faithful to His promises, who shall be trusted ?
CHAP. XLII. m RIGHT NOTIONS OF GODESSENTIAL If He loves the wicked, and adulterers, and mur-

TO HOLINESS. deters, who shall be a just judge ? If He changes
"But what I am going to tell you will be suffi- His mind, who is stedfast ? If He chooses evil

cient by way of example. But I do not think, men, who then takes the part of the good ?
my dear Clement, that any one who possesses
ever so little love to God and ingenuousness, !CHAP. XLV.- HOW GOD IS TO BE THOUGHT OF.
will be able to take in, or even to hear, the i
things that are spoken against Him. For how "Wherefore, Clement, my son, beware of
is it that he can have a monarchic 2 soul, and be thinking otherwise of God, than that He is the
holy, who supposes that there are many gods, and only God, and Lord, and Father, good and right-
not one only? But even if there be but one, eous, the Creator, long-suffering, merciful, the sus-
who will cherish zeal to be holy, that finds in Him talner, the benefactor, ordaining love of men,
many defects, since he will hope that the Be- counselling purity, immortal and making immor-
ginning of all things, by reason of the defects of tal, incomparable, dwelling in the souls of the
his own nature, will not visit the crimes of others ? good, that cannot be contained and yet is con-

tained,* who has fixed the great world as a cen-
CHAP. XLIII.-- A PRIORI ARGUMENTON THE DI- tre in space, who has spread out the heavens and

VINE ATTRIBUTES. solidified the earth, who has stored up the water,

"Wherefore, far be it from us to believe that who has disposed the stars in the sky, who has
the Lord of all, who made the heaven and the made the fountains flow in the earth, has pro-
earth, and all things that are in them, shares duced fruits, has raised up mountains, hath set
His government with others, or that He lies. bounds to the sea, has ordered winds and blasts,
For if He lies, then who speaks truth ? Or who by the spirit of counsel has kept safely the
that He makes experiments as in ignorance ; for body comprehended in a boundless sea.
then who foreknows? And if He deliberates,
and changes His purpose, who is perfect in un- CHAP. XLVI.-- JUDGMENTTO COME.
derstanding and permanent in design ? If He "This is our Judge, to whom it behoves us to
envies, who is above rivalry ? If He hardens look, and to regulate our own souls, thinking all
hearts, who makes wise ? If He makes blind things in His favour, speaking well of Him, per-
and deaf, who has given sight and hearing ? If suaded that by His long-suffering He brings to
He commits pilfering, who administers justice ? light the obstinacy of all, and is alone good. And
If He mocks, who is sincere ? If He is weak, He, at the end of all, shall sit as a just Judge
who is omnipotent? If He is unjust, who is upon every one of those who have attempted
just? If He makes evil things, who shall make what they ought not."
good things? If He does evil, who shall do

good ? CHAP. XLVII. -- A PERTINENT QUESTION.

CHAP. XLIV.- THE SAME CONTINUED. When I Clement heard this, I said, "Truly,
" But if He desires the fruitful hill,3 whose this is a godliness ; truly this is piety." And

then are all things ? If He is false, who then is again I said : "I would learn, therefore, why the
t The text Kits/r*rr." by," which has been altered into*}*rlp. Da- Bible has written anything of this sort ? For I

viswouldread¢ro,_,"by you." remember that you said that it was for the con-
2 Cotelerlus doubts whether this expression means a soul ruling

overhis body, orasouldmposed to favour monarchtcal rule. Thefor-
met ext_mauon _=e_m to us mo_ probable. 4 The Latin has here," imperceptus et perceptus; " but _Vioscler

3 Wttmeler considers this corrupt, andamends: "_'He desires points out that Xwpo-Jlt_ has reference to God'sdwening inthe
more." souls of the goud, and thus He is comained by tlmm.
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viction of those who should dare to believe any- CHAP. LI.- WEIGHIN THE BALANCE.
thing that was spoken against God. But since Then Peter said : "If, therefore, some of the
you permit us, we venture to ask, at your corn- Scriptures are true and some false, with good
mand: If any one, most beloved Peter, should reason said our Master, ' Be ye good money-
choose to say to us, 'The Scriptures are true, al- changers,' ' inasmuch as in the Scriptures there
though to you the things spoken against God are some true sayings and some spurious. And
seem to be false,' how should we answer him ?" to those who err by reason of the false scriptures

He fitly showed the cause of their error, saying,
CHAP. XLVIII°_A PARTICULARCASE. 'Ye do therefore err, not knowing the true things

of the Scriptures ; 2 for this reason ye are lgno-
Then Peter answered : "You speak well in rant also of the power of God.'" Then said I :

your inquiry ; for it will be for your safety. There- ,, You have spoken very excellently."
fore listen : Since there are many things that are
spoken by the Scriptures against God, as time CHAP. LII.--SINS OF THE SAINTS DENIED.

presses on account of the evening, ask with re- Then Peter answered : "Assuredly, with goodspect to any one matter that you please, and I
will explain it, showing that it is false, not only reason, I neither believe anything against God,
because it is spoken against God, but because it nor agamst the just men recorded in the law,
is really false." Then I answered : "I wish to taking for granted that they are impious imagl-
learn how, when the Scriptures say that God is nations. For, as I am persuaded, neither was
ignorant, you can show that He knows ?" Adam a transgressor, who was fashioned by the

hands of God ; nor was Noah drunken, who was
found righteous above all the world ; 3 nor did

CHAP. XLIX._ REDUCTIOAD ABSURDUM. Abraham live with three wives at once, who, on

Then Peter answered : "You have presented account of his sobriety, was thought worthy of a
us with a matter that can easily be answered, numerous posterity;nor did Jacob associate with
However, listen, how God is ignorant of nothing, [four-- of whom two were sisters -- who was the
but even foreknows. But first answer me what I father of the twelve tribes, and who intimated
ask of you. He who wrote the Bible, and told the coming of the presence of our Master ; nor
how the world was made, and said that God does was Moses a murderer, nor did he learn to judge
not foreknow, was he a man or not ?" Then I from an idolatrous priest-- he who set forth the
said: "He was a man." Then Peter answered: law of God to all the world, and for his right

judgment has been testified to as a faithful
"How, then, was it possible for him, being a steward.
man, to know assuredly how the world was made,
and that God does not foreknow?" CHAP. LIII. -- CLOSE OF THE CONFERENCE.

"But of these and such like things I shall
CHAP. L._A SATISFACTORYANSWER. afford you an explanation in due t_me. But for

Then I, already perceiving the explanation, the rest, since, as you see, the evening has come
smiled, and said that he was a prophet. And upon us, let what has been said be enough for
Peter said : "If, then, he was a prophet, being a to-day. But whenever you wish, and about
man, he was ignorant of nothing, by reason of whatever you wish, ask boldly of us, and we
his having received foreknowledge from God; shall gladly explain it at once." Thus having
how then, should He, who gave to man the gift spoken, he rose up. And then, having partaken
of foreknowledge, being God, Himself be igno- of food, we turned to sleep, for the night had
rant?" And I said : "You have spoken rightly." come upon us.
Then Peter said : "Come with me one step fur- , Th_ is quo_ threetimesin theg,,,,atles as a _ri_g of our
ther. It being acknowledged by us that God Lord v_, be,, and m HormlyIII. chap.$o,and Homdr XVIII.

chap _o. It is probably taken from one of the apocryphal Gospels.

foreknows all things, there is every necessity that In Homdy XVIII chap. 2o the meaning is shown to be, that as it is
the part ofa money-chsnger to dlsti spurious coins from genu-the scriptures are false which say that He is ig..... ..¢_h

] tns, so It as the part of a Christina to dzstmgumh false statements from.

norant, and those are true which say that Helle.knows." Then said I : " It must needs be so." * A corru.pttoaofthetexts,Matt.r.xiLag,Markxll._ Cma. vlk x.
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HOMILY Ill.

CHAP. I. _ THE MORNING OF THE DISCUSSION. CHAP. Iv.--SNARES LAID FOR THE GENTILES,

Two days, therefore, having elapsed, and while "And with us, indeed, who ,have had handed
the third was dawning, I Clement, and the rest down from our forefathers the worship of the
of our companions, being roused about the sec- God who made all things, and also the mystery
ond cock-crowing, in order to the discussion with of the books which are able to deceive, he will
Simon, found the lamp still alight, and Peter not prevail ; but with those from amongst the
kneeling in prayer. Therefore, having finished Gentiles who have the polytheistic fancy bred in
his supplication, and turning round, and seeing them, and who know not the falsehoods of the
us in readiness to hear, he said : * -- Scriptures, he will prevail much. And not onb/

he ; but if any other shall recount to those from
CHAP. II.- SIMON'SDESIGN. among the Gentiles any vain, dreamlike, richly

"I wish you to know that those who, accord- set out story against God, he will be believed,
ing to our arrangement, associate wath Simon because from their chddhood their minds are
that they may learn his intentmns, and submit accustomed to take in things spoken against
them to us, so that we may be able to cope with God. And few there shall be of them, as a few
his variety of wickedness, these men have sent out of a multitude, who through ingenuousness
to me, and informed me that Simon to-day is, as shall not be wllhng so much as to hear an evil
he arranged, prepared to come before all, and word against the God who made all things. And
show from the Scriptures that He who made the to these alone from amongst the Gentiles it shall
heaven and the earth, and all things in them, is be vouchsafed to be saved. Let not any one of
not the Supreme God, but that there is another, you, therefore, altogether complain of Simon, or
unknown and supreme, as being in an unspeaka- of any one else ; for nothing happens unjustly,
ble manner God of gods ; and that He sent two since even the falsehoods of Scripture are with
gods, one of whom is he who made the world, good reason presented for a test."
and the other he who gave the law. And these
thingshe contrivestosay,thathe may dissipate CHAP. V.--USE OF ERRORS.

the rightfaithof thosewho would worshipthe Then I Clement,hearingthis,said: "How
one and onlyGod who made heavenand earth. sayyou,my lord,thateven thefalsehoodsofthe

Scripturesaresetforthhappilyforthe proofof
CHAP. IU.--HIS OBJECT. men ?" And he answered: "The falsehoodsof

"When I heard this,how was I notdisheart-theScriptureshavebeen permittedtobe written
ened ! WhereforeI wishedyou also,my breth-fora certainrighteousreason,atthe demand of
ten,who associatewlth me, to know thatI am evil.And when I sayhappily,I mean this: In
beyond measure grievedin my soul,seeingthe the accountof God, the wickedone,not loving
wicked one awake for the temptationof men, God lessthanthegood one,isexceededby the
and men whollyindifferentabout theirown sal-good in thisone thingonly,thathe,not par-
ration.For tothosefrom amongst theGentilesdoning thosewho are impiouson accountof
who wcrc about being persuadedrespectingthe ignorance,through love towardsthatwhich is
earthlyimages that they are no gods,he has profound,desiresthedestructionoftheimpious;
contrivedto bringin opmmns of many other but thegood one desirestopresentthem witha
gods,inorderthat,iftheyceasefrom thepoly- remedy. For the good one desiresallto be
theo-mania,they may be deceived to speak healedby repentance,but savesthoseonlywho
otherwise, and even worse than they new do, know God. But those who know Him' not He
against the sole government of God, so that they does not heal : not that He does not wish to do
may not yet value the truths connected with that so, but because it is not lawful to afford to those
monarchy, and may never be able to obtain who, through want of judgment, are like to irra-
mercy. And for the sake of this attempt Simon tional animals, the good things which have been
comes to do battle with us, armed with the false prepared for the children of the kingdom.
chapters of the Scriptures. And what is more
dreadful, he is not afraid to dogmatize thus CHAP.VL _PURGATORY AND HELL.

against the true God from the prophets whom "Such is the nature of the one and only God,
he does not in fact believe, who made the world, and who created us, and

, [Zh¢sm m_-dght cha_,_ of this hmay ha,e noexact who has given us all things, that as long as any
parallel in the R¢co_tf_a_; much of the maglge,r is pccldlar to thas one is within the limit of piety_ and does notwo_tk- g.]
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blaspheme His Holy Spirit, through His love if any one, as he pleases, form a dogma agree-
towards him He brings the soul to Himself by able to himself, and then carefully search the
reason of His love towards it. And although it Scriptures, he will be able to produce many tes-
be sinful, it is His nature to save it, after it has timonies from them in favour of the dogma that
been suitably punished for the deeds it hath he has formed. How, then, can confidence be
done. But if any one shall deny Him, or in any placed in them against God, when what every
other way be guilty of impiety against Him, and man wishes is found in them ?
then shall repent, he shall be punished indeed
for the sins he hath committed against Him, but CHAP. X. -- SIMON'SINTENTION.

he shall be saved, because he turned and lived. "Therefore Simon, who is going to discuss
And perhaps excessive piety and supphcation in public with us to-morrow, is bold against the
shall even be delivered from punishment, igno- monarchy of God, wishing to produce many
rance being admitted as a reason for the pardon statements from these Scriptures, to the effect
of sin after repentance.' But those who do not that there are many gods, and a certain one who
repent shall be destroyed by the punishment of is not He who made this world, but who is supe-
fire, even though in all other things they are riot to Him ; and, at the same time, he is going
most holy. But, as I said, at an appointed time to offer many scriptural proofs. But we also can
a fifth 2 part, being punished with eternal fire, easily show many passages from them that He
shall be consumed. For they cannot endure who made the world alone is God, and that
for ever who have been impious against the one there is none other besides Him. But if any
God. one shall wish to speak otherwise, he also shall

CHAP. VII.--WHAT IS IMPIETY? be able to produce proofs from them at his
"But impiety against Him is, in the matter of pleasure. For the Scriptures say all manner of

religion, to die saying there is another God, things, that no one of those who inquire un-
whether superior or inferior, or in any way say- gratefully may find the truth, but simply what
ing that there is one besides Him who really is. he wishes to find, the truth being reserved for
For He who truly is, is He whose form the body the grateful ; now gratitude is to preserve our
of man bears ; for whose sake the heaven and love to Him who is the cause of our being.
all the stars, though in their essence superior,
submit to serve him who is in essence inferior, CHAP. XI.--DISTINCTION BETWEEN PREDICTION
on account of the form of the Ruler. So much AND PROPHECY.

has God blessed man above all, in order that, "Whence it must before all things be known,
loving the Benefactor in proportion to the mul- that nowhere can truth be found unless from a
titude of His benefits, by means of this love he prophet of truth. But He is a true Prophet,
may be saved for the world to come. who alwayg" knows all things, and even the

thoughts of all men, who is without sin, as being
CHAP. VIII, _ WILES OF THE DEVIL. convinced respecting the judgment of God.

"Therefore the love of men towards God is Wherefore we ought not simply to consider re-
sufficient for salvation. And this the wicked specting His foreknowledge, but whether His
one knows ; and while we are hastening to sow foreknowledge can stand, apart from other cause.
the love towards Him which makes immortal For physicians predict certain things, having the
in the souls of those who from among the Gentiles pulse of the patient as matter submitted to them ;
are ready to believe in the one and only God, and some predict by means of having fowls, and
this wicked one, having sufficient armour against some by having sacrifices, and others by having
the ignorant for their destruction, hastens to sow many various matters submitted to them ; yet
the supposition of many gods, or at least of one these are not prophets.
greater, in order that men, conceiving and being
persuaded of what is not wisdom, may die, as in CHAP. xII.--THE SAME.
the crime of adultery, and be cast out from His "But if any one should say that the fore-
kingdom, knowledge shawn by these predictions is like

to that foreknowledge which is really implanted,
CHAP. IX.- UNCERTAINTYOF THE SCRIPTURES.he were much deceived. For he only declares

"Worthy, therefore, ofrejectioniseveryonewho such things as being present, and that if he
is willing so much as to hear anything against the speaks truth. However, even these things are
monarchy of God ; but if any one dares to hear serviceable to me, for they establish that there
anything against God, as trusting in the Scrip- is such a thing as foreknowledge. But the fore-
tures, let him first of all consider with me that knowledge of the one true Prophet does not

only know things present, but stretches out
z The text manifcst_ corr_t.
• rtrt_ ,_t_." _ _." prophecy without limit as far as the world to
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come, and needs nothing for its interpretation, might be among those to whom the word was
not prophesying darkly and ambiguously, so that spoken. For the Prophet of truth utters the
the things spoken would need another prophet word of proof in order to the faith of His
for the interpretation of them ; but clearly and hearers.
simply, as our Master and Prophet, by the inborn
and ever-flowing Spirit, always knew all things. CHAP. XVI.- DOCTRINE OF' CONJUNCTION.

"However, there are many proclaimers of
CHAP.XlIL -- PROPHETICKNOWLEDGECONSTANT. error, having one chief, even the chief of wick-

"Wherefore He confidently made statements edness, just as the Prophet of truth, being one,
respecting things that are to be-- I mean suf- and being also the chief of piety, shall in His
ferings, places, limits. For, being a faultless own times have as His prophets all who are
Prophet, and looking upon all things with the found pure. But the chief cause of men being
boundless eye of His soul, He knows hidden deceived is this, their not understanding beford-
things. But if we should hold, as many do, hand the doctrine of conjunction, which I shall
that even the true Prophet, not always, but not fail to expound to you in private every day,
sometimes, when He has the Spirit, and through summarily ; for it were too long to speak in de-
it, fol:eknows, but when He has it not is lgno- tall. Be you therefore to me truth-loving judges
rant,-- if we should suppose thus, we should de- of the things that are spoken.
ceive ourselves and mislead others. For such a
matter belongs to those who are madly inspired CHAP. xvn.-- WHETHER ADAM HAD THE SPIRIT.

by the spirit of disorder- to those who are "But I shall begin the statement now. God
drunken beside the altars, and are gorged with having made all things, if any one will not allow
fat. to a man, fashioned by His hands, to have pOS-

CHAP. XIV. m PROPHETIC SPIRIT CONSTANT. sessed His great and Holy Spirit of foreknowl-

"For If it were permitted to any one who will edge, how does not he greatly err who attributes
profess prophecy to have it believed in the cases it to another born of a spurious stock l* And I
in which he was found false, that then he had do not think that he will obtain pardon, though
not the Holy Spirit of foreknowledge, it will be he be misled by spurious scripture to think
difficult to convict him of being a false prophet ; dreadfill things against the Father of all. For
for among the many things that he speaks, a few h_ who insults the image and the things belong-
come to pass, and then he is believed to have ing to the eternal King, has the sin reckoned as
the Spirit, although he speaks the first things committed against Him in whose likeness the
last, and the last first ; speaks of past events image was made. But then, says he, the Divine
as future, and future as already past ; and also Spirit left him when he sinned. In that case the
without sequence ; or things borrowed from Spirit sinned along with him ; and how can he
others and altered, and some that are lessened, escape peril who says this? But perhaps he re-
unformed, foolish, ambiguous, unseemly, ob- ceived the Spirit after he sinned. Then it is
scure, proclaiming all unconscientiousness, given to the unrighteous ; and where is justice ?

But it was afforded to the just and the unjust.
CHAP. xv. _ CHRIST'S PROPHECIES. This were most unrighteous of all. Thus every

falsehood, though it be aided by ten thousand
"But our Master did not prophesy after this reasonings, must receive its refutation, though

fashion ; but, as I have already said, being a after a long time.
prophet by an inborn and ever-flowing Spirit,
and knowing all things at all times, He confl- CHAP. XVIlI.--ADAM NOT IGNORANT.
denfly set forth, plainly as I said before, suffer-
ings, places, appointed times, manners, limits. "Be not deceived. Our father was ignorant
Accordingly, therefore, prophesying concerning of nothing ; since, indeed, even the law publicly
the temple, He said : ' See ye these buildings? current, though charging him with the crime of

ignorance for the sake of the unworthy, sends toVerily I say to you, There shall not be left here i
one stone upon another which shall not be taken ! him those desirous of knowledge, saying, ' Ask
away ; and this generation shall not pass until your father, and he will tell you ; your elders,

and they will declare to you.'_ This father,the destruction begin. For they shall come,
and shall sit here, and shall besiege it, and shall! these elders ought to be inquired of. But you
slay your children here." And in like manner have not inquired whose is the time of the king-
He spoke in plain words the things that were dom, and whose is the seat of prophecy, though
straightway to happen, which we can now see He Himself points out Himself, saying, ' The

with our eyes, in order that the accomplishment • [Here,,e f_ a_ot._r._w, _ ._ _=_'t_opi_
for which the author desires the indorsement oi veter. _ K.J

I Matt. xxiv. a, 34; Luke xlx. 43, 44. 3 Dear xxmi. 7-
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scribes and the Pharisees sit in Moses' seat; all But in addition to these, himself having made
things whatsoever they say to you, hear them."i man , he had breath, the indescribable garment
Hear them, He said, as entrusted with the key of the soul, that he might be able to be immortal.
of the kingdom, which is knowledge, which]
alone can open the gate of life, through which CHAP. XXLw THE EATING OF THE FORBIDDEN
alone is the entrance to eternal life. But truly, FRUIT DENIED.

He says, they possess the key, but those wishing " He hinl_elf being the only true prophet,
to enter they do not suffer to do so. fittingly gave names to each animal, according

to the merits of its nature, as having made it.
CHAP. XIX.--REIGN OF CHRIST. For if he gave a name to any one, that was also

c, On this account, I say, He Himself, rising the name of that which was made, being given
from His seat as a father for his children, pro- ]by him who made it. s How, then, had he still
claiming the things which from the beginning need to partake of a tree, that he might know
were delivered in secret to the worthy, extending what is good and what is evil, if he was corn-
mercy even to the Gentiles, and compassionat- manded not to eat of it? But this senseless men
ins the souls of all, neglected His own kindred, believe, who think that a reasonless beast was
For He, being thought worthy to be King of the more powerful than the God who made these
world to come, fights against* him who, by pre- things.
destination, has usurped the kingdom that now CHAP. XXII.-- MALE AND FEMALE.
is. And the thing which exceedingly grieved
Him is thin, that by those very persons for "But a companion was created along with
whom, as for sons, he did battle, He was as- him, a female nature, much differing from him,
sailed, on account of their ignorance. And yet as quality from substance, as the moon from the
He loved even those who hated Him, and wept sun, as fire from light. She, as a female ruling
over the unbelieving, and blessed those who the present world as her like, 6 was entrusted to
slandered Him, and prayed for those who were be the first prophetess, announcing prophecy
in enmity against Him: And not only did He with all amongst those born of woman: But
do this as a father, but also taught His disciples the other, as the son of man, being a male,
to do the like, bearing themselves as towards prophesms better things to the world to come as
brethren.4 This did our Father, this did our a male.
Prophet. This is reasonable, that He should be

CHAP XXlII TWO KINDS OF PROPHECY
King over His children ; that by the affection. • "-
of a father towards his children, and the en-I "Let us then understand that there are two
grafted respect of children towards their father, !kinds of prophecy : s the one male ; and let it
eternal peace might be produced. For when be defined that the first, being the male, has
the good man reigneth, there is true joy among been ranked after the other in the order of ad-
those who are ruled over, on account of him vent ; but the second, being female, has been
who rules. !appointed to come first m the advent of the

pairs. This second, therefore, being amongst
CHAP. IX.- CHRIST THE ONLY PROPHET HAS those born of woman, as the female superin-

APPEARED IN DIFFERENTAGES. tendent of this present world, wishes to be
"But give heed to my first discourse of the thought masculine.9 Wherefore, stealing the

truth. If any one do not allow the man lash- seeds of the male, and sowing them with her
ioned by the hands of God to have had the own seeds of the flesh, she brings forth the fruits
Holy Spirit of Christ, how is he not guilty of -- that is, words-- as wholly her own. And she
the greatest impiety in allowing another born promises that she will give the present earthly
of an impure stock to have it ? But he would riches as a dowry, wishing to change the slow
act most piously, if he should not allow to an- for the swift, the small for the greater.
other to have it, but should say that he alone
has it, who has changed his forms and his names CHAP. XXIV.--THE PROPHETESSA MISLEADER.
from the beginning of the world, and so reap- " However, she, not only presuming to say
peared again and again in the world, until corn- and to hear that there are many gods, but also
ins upon his own times, and being anointed with believing herself to be one, and in hope of being
mercy for the works of God, he shall enjoy rest
for ever. His honour it is to bear rule and lord- s c._ _. _o.

6 That m, the pr,_ent world is female, and is under the rule of tim
ship over all things, in air, earth, and waters. _m_: th,,,o_t to comeismal*_d is.nd_ therulenfth¢male.

7 The allusion is to the fact t_t John the Bapnst :s called tim
gr_mst of those born of woman, while Christ is called the Son of man.

t Matt, xxlli. =_3- 8 Literally, " Let there he to us two genuine prophecies."
8 From a c_ttject_ _ by NcaBd_. 9 [Tim doctrine of these chapters is tinged with Gnosdc d.ali_n;
S Matt. xxlli, 37; Luim xlll. $4; _ xxlli. 214. mtmh 0f the rotter might, according to tmdluon, have been equally
4 Matt. v. 44- well pat in the mouth of Simon. --ILJ
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that which she had not a nature to be, and explicitly, speaks decidedly, frequently makesthrowing away what she had, and as a female, mention of the eternal fire of punishment, con-
istantly announces the kingdom of God, indicatesbeing in her courses at the offering of sacrifices, j

is stained with blood ; and then she pollutes heavenly riches, promises unfading glory, shows
those who touch her. But when she conceives lthe remission of sins by works.
and brings forth temporary kings, she stirs up
wars, shedding much blood ; and those who de- CHAP. xxvn. -- THE PROPHET AND THE PROPH-

: sire to learn truth from her, by telling them all ETESS.

things contrary, and presenting many and vari- "And what need is there to say lnore ? The
ous services, she keeps them always seeking and male is wholly truth, the female wholly false-
finding nothing, even until death. For from the hood. But he who is born of the male and the
beginning a cause of death lies upon blind men ; female, in some things speaks truth, in some
for she, prophesying deceit, and ambiguities, and falsehood. For the female, surrounding the

: obliqmties, deceives those who believe her. white seed of the male with her own blood, a_
with red fire, sustains her own weakness with the

CHAP. XXV. m CAIN'S NAME AND NATURE. extraneous supports of bones, and, pleased with
"Hence the ambiguous name which she gave the temporary flower of flesh, and spoihng the

to her first-born son, lzalling him CAIN, which strength of the judgment by short pleasures,
has a capabihty of interpretation in two ways ; ' leads the greater part into fornication, and thus
for it is interpreted both POSSESSIONand ENVY, deprives them of the coming excellent Bride-
as signifying that in the future he was to envy groom. For every person is a bride, whenever,
either a woman, or possessions, or the love of being sown w_th the true Prophet's whole word
the parents towards her. * But if it be none of truth, he is enlightened in his understanding.
of these, then it will befall him to be called the
POSSESSIOn. For she possessed him first, which CHAP. xxvIII.--SPIRITUAL ADULTERY.

also was advantageous to him. For he was a "Wherefore, it is fitting to hear the one only
murderer and a liar, and with his sins was not Prophet of the truth, knowing that the word
willing to be at peace with respect to the govern- that is sown by another bearing the charge of
ment. Moreover, those who came forth by suc- fornication, is, as it were, cast out by the Bride-
cession from him were the first adulterers. And

groom from His kingdom. But to those who
there were psalteries, and harps, and forgers of know the mystery, death is also produced by
instruments of war. Wherefore also the proph- spiritual adultery. For whenever the soul is
ecy of his descendants being full of adulterers sown by others, then it is forsaken by the Spirit,
and of psalteries, secretly by means of pleasures as guilty of fornication or adultery ; and so the
excites to wars. living body, the life-giving Sprat being withdrawn,

, , [ is dissolved into dust, and the rightful punishment
CHAP. XXVI.w ABELS NAME AND NATURE. of sin is suffered at the time of the judgment by
'-'But he who amongst the sons of men had the soul, after the dissolution of the body ; even

prophecy innate to his soul as belonging to it, I as, among men, she who is caught in adultery is
expressly, as being a male, indicating the hopes ] first cast out from the house, and then afterwards
of the world to come, called his own son Abel, is condemned to punishment."
which without any ambiguity is translated GRIEF.
For he assigns to his sons to grieve over their CHAP. XXlX.--THE SIGNAL GIVEN.

deceived brethren. He does not deceive them While Peter was about to explain fully to us
when he promises them comfort in the world to this mystic word, Zacchmus came, saying : "Now
come. When he says that we must pray to one indeed, O Peter, is the time for you to go out
only God, he neither himself speaks of gods, nor and engage in the discussion ; for a great crowd
does he believe another who speaks of them. awaits you, packed together in the court ; and
He keeps the good which he has, and increases in the midst of them stands Simon, like a war-
more and more. He hates sacrifices, bloodshed, chieftain attended by his spearmen." And Pe-
and libations ; he loves the chaste, the pure, the
holy. He quenches the fire of altars, represses ter, hearing this, ordered me to withdraw for

prayer, as not yet having received baptism for
wars, teaches pious preachers wisdom, purges salvation, and then said to those who were al-
sins, sanctions marriage, approves temperance, ready perfected: "Let us rise and pray that
leads all to chastity, makes men liberal, pre- God, by His unfailing mercies, may help me
scribes justice, seals those of them who are per- striving for the salvation of the men whom He
fect, publishes the word of peace, prophesies has made." And having thus said, and having

_ l_._Notethe f_m_c myalch=of the_,t_vrmmm he= #m_ prayed, he went out into the uncovered portion
•_. "_ A_'t ofthecourt,whichwas a largespace; and there
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were many come together for the purpose of heavens, settled the earth, set bounds to the sea,
seeing barn, his pre-eminence having made them stored up the things that are in Hades, and filled
more eagerly hasten to hear.' all places with air.

CHAr. XXX. -- APOSTOLIC SALUTATION. CHAP. XXXIII.- WORKS OF CREATION.

Therefore, standing and seeing all the people "He alone turned into the four contrary ele-
gazing upon him in profound silence, and Simon ments 4 the one, first, simple substance. Thus
the magician standing in the midst, he began to combining them, He made of them myriads of
speak thus: "Peace be to all you who are in compounds, that, being turned into opposite
readiness to give your right hands to the truth natures, and mingled, they might effect the pleas-
of God,* which, being His great and-incompara- ure of life from the combination of contraries.
ble gift in the present world, He who sent us, In like manner, He alone, having created races
being an infallible Prophet of that which is su- of angels and spirits by the rLtT of His will,
premely profitable, gave us in charge, by way of peopled the heavens ; as also He decked the
salutation before our words of instruction, to visible firmament with stars, to which also He as-
announce to you, in order that if there be any signed their paths and arranged their courses.
son of peace among you, peace may take hold He compacted the earth for the production of
of him through our teaching ; but if any of you fruits. He set bounds to the sea, marking out a
will not receive it, then we, shaking off for a dwelling-place on the dry landA He stores up
testimony the road-dust of our feet, which we the things in Hades, designating it as the place
have borne through our toils, and brought to you of souls ; and He filled all places with air, that
that you may be saved, will go to the abodes and all living creatures might be able to breathe
the cities of others.3 safely in order that they might live.

CHAP. XXXI. -- FAITH IN GOD. CHAP, XXXIV. -- EXTENT OF CREATION.

"And we tell you truly, it shall be more toler- "0 the great hand of the wise God, which
able in the day of judgment to dwell in the land doeth all in all ! For a countless multitude of
of Sodom and Gomorrah, than m the place of birds have been made by Him, and those various,
unbelief. In the first place, because you have differing in all respects from one another; I
not preserved of yourselves what is reasonable ; mean in respect of their colours, beaks, talons,
in the second place, because, hearing the things looks, senses, voices, and all else. And how
concerning us, you have not come to us ; and in many different species of plants, distinguished
the third place, because you have disbelieved us by boundless variety of colours, qualities, and
when we have come to you. Wherefore, being scents! And how many animals on the land
concerned for you, we pray of our own accord and in the water, of which it were impossible to
that our peace may come upon you. If there- tell the figures, forms, habitats, colour, food,
fore ye will have it, you must readily promise _senses, natures, multitude ! Then also the mul-
not to do injustice, and generously to bear wrong ; titude and height of mountains, the varieties of
which the nature of man would not sustain, un- stones, awful caverns, fountains, rivers, marshes,
less it first received the knowledge of that which seas, harbours, islands, forests, and all the in-
is supremely profitable, which is to know the habited world, and places uninhabited !
righteous nature of Htm who is over all, that
He defends and avenges those who are wronged, CHAP. xxxv. --" THESE ARV. A PARr Or HIS
and does good for ever to the pious. WAYS."

"And how many things besides are unknown,
CHAP. XXXII.--INVITATION. having eluded the sagacity of men[ And of

"Do you, therefore, as thankful servants of those that are within our comprehension, who
God, perceiving of yourselves what is reasonable, of mankind knows the limit ? I mean, how the
take upon you the manner of life that is pleasing heaven rolls, how the stars are borne in their
to Him, that so, loving Him, and being loved of courses, and what forms they have, and the sub-
Him, you may enjoy good for ever. For to Him sistence of their being, 6 and what are their
alone is it most possible to bestow it, who gave ethereal paths. And whence the blasts of winds
being to things that were not, who created the are borne around, and have different energies ;

whence the fountains ceaselessly spring, and the
x [For a gm_rLI eomlma'L:_n_of the dLf_t._ions with Simon,

R,rog_z_, h. x9, Comp. Homily XVI. I. -- R.I. . rivers, being ever flowing, run down into the sea,
z [In _'¢¢a£u_t_m.% iL .._o.jtlus sentence o_...u_: but the opening

dmcour_ d Peter is quite atl_r_nt, fitr more dignifi_l and _t 4 "Ibis is rather a tmmphrase than a strict tra_slatlon. .
withthe real c_t_r of the Aposfle. -- R.l S Various reading, "assigned it t/w a_ as a habitatum

J Matt. x. _m, et_; Mark. vi. xt, et¢.-" Luke. x:._et¢. [Comp aquatieanlmals."
b I.ite_lly, "d their life," according to t_ _ _ d

R_vogxltlo_ ii ao, wh_ the exordium iJ quite differealt, presezst- that th_ heav_a_ _ w_¢/iving cre.aturcLhag the rlghttov.sm_ of GotL -- R.]
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and neither is that fountain emptied whence would you lie, and deceive the unlearned multi-
they come, nor do they fill that sea whither they tude standing around you, persuading them that
come ! How far reaches the unfathomable it is unlawful to think that there are gods, and
depth of the boundless Tartarus ! Upon what to _:all them so, when the books that are current
the heaven is up'borne which encircles all ! How among the Jews say that there are many gods?"
the clouds spring from air, and are absorbed into And now I wish, in the presence of all, to dis-
air ! What is the nature of thunder and light-cuss with you from these books on the necessity
nmg, snow, hail, mist, ice, storms, showers, hang- of thinking that there are gods ; first showing
ing clouds I And how He makes plants and respecting him whom you call God, that he is
animals! And these things, with all accuracy, not the supreme and omnipotent Being, inas-.

continually perfected in their countless varieties I much as he is without foreknowledge, imperfect,
needy, not good, and underlying many and in-

CHAP. XXXVI. _ DOMINION OVER THE CREATURES. numerable grievous passions. Wherefore, when :
"Therefore, if any one shall accurately scan this has been shown from the Scriptures, as I-

the whole with reason, he shall find that God has say, it follows that there is another, not written
made them for the sake of man. For showers of, foreknowing, perfect, without want, good,
fall for the sake of fruits, that man may partake removed from all grievous passions. But he
of them, and that animals may be fed, that whom you call the Creator is subject to the
they may be useful to men. And the sun shines, opposite evils.
that he may turn the air'into four seasons, and
that each time may afford its peculiar service to CHAP. XXXlX.m DEFECTSASCRIBEDTO GOD.

man. And the fountains spring, that drink may "Therefore also Adam, being made at first
be given to men. And, moreover, who is lord after his likeness, is created blind, and is said
over the creatures, so far as is possible? Is it not to have knowledge of good or evil, and is
not man, who has received wisdom to till the l foun d a transgressor, and is driven out of para-
earth, to sail the sea : to make fishes, birds, and dise, and is punished with death. In like man-
beasts his prey ; to investigate the course of the ner also, he who made him, because he sees
stars, to rome the earth, to sail the sea ; to build not in all places, says with reference to the
cities, to define kingdoms, to ordain laws, to exe- overthrow of Sodom, ' Come, and let us go
cute justice, to know the invisible God, to be down, and see whether they do according to
cognizant of the names of angels, to drive away their cryowhich comes to me ; or if not, that I
demons, to endeavour to cure diseases by medi- may know.' 3 Thus he shows himself ignorant.
cines, to find charms against poison-darting ser- And in his saying respecting Adam, ' Let us
penis, to understand antipathies? drive him out, lest he put forth his hand and

touch the tree of life, and eat, and live forCHAP. XXXVlI.-- " WHOM TO KNOW IS LIFE
ETERNAL." ever ;' * in saying LEST he is ignorant ; and in

driving him out lest he should eat and live for
But if thou art thankful, O man, understand- ever, he is also envious. And whereas it is

ing that God is thy benefactor in all things, thou ]written that ' God repented that he had made
mayest even be immortal, the things that are]man ,, s this implies both repentance and igno-
made for thee having continuance through thy Irance. For this reflection is a view by which
gratitude. And now thou art able to become Ione ' through ignorance, wishes to inquire into
incorruptible, if thou acknowledge Him whom the result of the things which he wills, or it is
thou didst not know, if thou love Him whom the act of one repenting on account of the
thou didst forsake, if thou pray to Him alone event not being according to his expectation.
who is able to punish or to save thy body and And whereas it is written, 'And the Lord smelled
soul. Wherefore, before all things, consider a scent of sweetness,' 6 it is the part of one in
that no one shares His rule, no one has a name need ; and his being pleased with the fat of
in common with Him m that is, is called God. flesh is the part of one who is not good. But
For He alone is both called and is God. Nor his temptirrg, as it is written, ' And God did
is it lawful to think that there is any other, or to tempt Abraham,' 7 is the part of one who is
call any other by that name. And if any one wicked, and who is ignorant of the issue of the
should dare do so, eternal punishment of soul experiment."is his."

CHAP. XXXVIII. _ SIMONtS CHALLENGE. 2 [The Eblottitlc tendency appears in this t_reuematlon tff
Simon, as opposing the monotheism of the Old Tetmmenk Comp.

When Peter had thus spoken, Simon, at the R_'_,'_,, _. _.--R.]30ea. xviii. *l.
outside of the crowd, cried aloud : ' "Why 4 c._. _i._.

5 C,en. vi. 6,
x [The reply of Simon in the Reco_itlosa, is quite different, 6 Gen. viii. al.

though the substanoe of this attack is gtvea in the progre_ of this the Jewish Scrtptmms are not found inthe R#_. --]_]discussion; seeRt¢o_nitio_, ,. 20---R] _ Gen. _ii. x. [The_ obje_mm from the tmthropomorphism d
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CHAP. XL.-- PETER'S ANSWER. [ " How can you show that the Scriptures contra-
oas- ]dict themselves ?" And Peter said : "You say

In like manner Simon, by taking many - tsages from the Scriptures, seemed to show that / hat Adam was created blind, which was not so ;
God is subject to every infirmity. And to this for He would not have pointed out the tree of the
Peter said : " Does he who is evil, and wholly knowledge of good and evil to a"blind man, and
wicked, love to accuse himself in the things in commanded him not to taste of it." Then said
which he sins? Answer me this." Then said Simon: " He meant that his mind was blind."
Simon : " He does not." Then said Peter : Then Peter : "How could he be blind in respect
"How, then, can God be evil and wicked, see- of his mind, who, before tasting of the tree, in
ing that those evil things which have been com- harmony with Hnn who made him, imposed ap-
monly written regarding Him, have been added propriate names on all the animals? " Then
by His own will .t,, Then said Simon .""It may Simon : " If Adam had foreknowledge, how did
1-._the, the. oh ....... ;,,o, _;_ ;....... ,o- k.. _. he not foreknow that the serpent would deceive
ot_herpo'werT'an'c_no_°ac'cor*din'g'to_l_is_cho_ce':, his wife?" Then Peter: " If Adam had not
Then saidPeter" "Let us then in the firstlforeknowledge,how did he givenames to the
n . _ " " ' is • ' . sons of men as they were born with referencerlace, m-tuire into th . If, indeed He has of[ ....
His own will accused Himself, as you formerly [ to their future doings, calling the first Cam
acknowledged, then He is not wicked ; but if lt j (which is interpreted ' envy'), who through envy
: a ........... 1_............. ,-- :--..:---_ I killed his brother Abel (which is interpretedIS UUII_ Dy _,llOLllt_l" _._WI_[, IL IIIUbL Ut:: IULILII[t:_LI • • .

and investigated with all energy who hath sub- ' grief') ; for his pa,remts grieved over him, the
jected to all evils Him who alone is good." first slain?

CHAP XLI. m **STATUS QU2ESTIONIS." CHAP. XLIIL--GOD'S FOREKNOWLEDGE,

Then said Simon : "You are manifestly avoid- "But if Adam, being the work of God, had
ing the hearing of the charge from the Scriptures foreknowledge, much more the God who cre-

ated him. And that is false which is written thatagainst your God." Then Peter: "You your-
self appear to me to be doing this ; for he who God reflected, as if using reasoning on account

of Ignorance ; and that the Lord tempted Abra-avoids the order of inquiry, does not wish a true
investigation to be made. Hence I, who proceed ham, that He might know if he would endure
in an orderly manner, and wish that the writer it ; and that which is written, ' Let us go down,
should first be considered, am manifestly desir- and see if they are doing according to the cry
ous to walk in a straight path." Then Simon : of them which cometh to me ; and if not, that
"First confess that if the things written against I may know.' And, not to extend my discourse
the Creator are true, he is not above all, since, too far, whatever sayings ascribe ignorance to
according to the Scriptures, he is subject to all Him, or anything else that is evil, being upset
evil ; then afterwards we shall inquire as to the by other sayings which affirm the contrary, are
writer." Then said Peter: "That I may not proved to be false. But because He does in-
seem to speak against your want of order through deed foreknow, He says to Abraham, 'Thou
unwillingness to enter upon the investigation,' shalt assuredly know that thy seed shall be so-
l answer you. I say that if the things written journers in a land that is not their own ; and
against God are true, they do not show that God they shall enslave them, and shall evil entreat
is wicked." Then said Simon:" How can you them, and humble them four hundred years.
maintain that?" But the nation to which they shall be in bond-

age will I judge, and after that they shall come
CHAP. XLIL--WAS ADAM BLIND? OUt hither with nmch property ; but thou shalt

depart to thy fathers with peace, being nourished
Then said Peter : "Because things are written in a good old age ; and in the fourth generation

opposite to those sayings which speak evil of they shall return hither, for the sins of the Amo-
him ; wherefore neither the one nor the other rites are hi_erto not filled up.
can be confirmed." Then Simon : "How, then,
is the truth to be ascertained, of those Scriptures CHAP. XLIV.-- GOD'S DECREES.
that say he is evil, or of those that say he is
good?" Then Peter: "Whatever sayings of "Butwhat? Does not Moses pre-intimate the
the Scriptures are in harmony with the creation sins of the people, and predict their dispersion
that was made by Him are true, but whatever among the nations? But if He gave foreknowl-
are contrary to it are false.", Then Simon said : edge to Moses, how can it be that He had it

not Himself? But He has it. And if He has

• The text of this passage in all th. ¢dmtions is mzanlnglesa. It it, as we have also shown, it is an extravagant
become_ clear b_ change of punctuation

u [Comp.. il 38 and many other passages for this view of tl_ saying that He reflected, and that He repented,
errors of Scrilaxtr¢. The test o1" truth a_ _ stated is I_t_"_rt_y.
It saigzm Kam ,m_ra at_tties. --R.] ._ Cam. re. *3-x6.
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and that He went down to see, and whatever through their not foreseeing its disappearance,
else of this sort. Whatsoever things being fore- were not prophets."
known before they come to pass as about to
befall, take issue by a wise economy, wRhout CHAP. XLVIII.-- TEST OF TRUTH.

repentance. Then said Simon: "Since, as you say, we
CHAP. XLV._ SACRIFICES. must understand the things concerning God by

comparing them with the creation, how is it pos-
"But that He is not pleased with sacrifices, sible to recognise the other things in the law

is shown by this, that those who lusted after which are from the tradition of Moses, and are
flesh were slain as soon as they tasted it, and true, and are mixed up with these falsehoods?"
were consigned to a tomb, so that it was called Then Peter said: "A certain verse has been
the grave of lusts.' He then who at the first recorded without controversy in the written law,
was displeased with the slaughtering of animals, according to the providence of God, so as to
not wishing them to be slain, did not ordain show clearly which of the things written ar6
sacrifices as desiring them ; nor from the begin- true and which are false." Then said Simon :
ning did He require them. For neither are ,, Which is that ? Show it us."
sacrifices accomplished without the slaughter of
animals, nor can the first-fruits be presented.
But how is it possible for Him to abide in dark- CHAP. XLIX.--THE TRUE PROPHET.
ness, and smoke, and storm (for this also is Then Peter said : "I shall tell you forthwith.
written), who created a pure heaven, and created It is written in the first book of the law, towards
the sun to give light to all, and assigned the the end: ' A ruler shall not fail from Judah, nor
invariable order of their revolutions to lnnumer- a leader from hm thighs, until He come whose
able stars ? Thus, O Simon, the handwriting of it is ; and He is the expectation of the nations.' ¢
God-- I mean the heaven--shows the counsels If, therefore, any one can apprehend Him who
of Him who made it to be pure and stable, came after the failure of ruler and leader from

Judah, and who was to be expected by the
CHAP. XLVI.-- DISPARAGEMENTSOF GOD. nations, he will be able by this verse to recognise

Him as truly having come ; s and believing His
"Thus the sayings accusatory of the God who teaching, he will know what of the Scriptures

made the heaven are both rendered void by the are true and what are false." Then said Simon :
opposite sayings which are alongside of them, , I understand that you speak of your Jesus as
and are refuted by the creation. For they were Him who was prophesied of by the scripture.
not written by a prophetic hand. Wherefore Therefore let it be granted that it is so. Tell us,
also they appear opposite to the hand of God, then, how he taught you to discriminate the
who made all things." Then said Simon : "How
can you show this ?" Scriptures."

CHAP. L.--HIS TEACHING CONCERNING THE
CHAP. XLVIL _FOREKNOWLEDGE OF MOSES, SCRIPTURES,

Then said Peter : "The law of God was given Then Peter : "As to the mixture of truth with
by Moses, without writing, to seventy wise men, falsehood,6 I remember that on one occasion
to be handed down, that the government might He, finding fault with the Sadducees, said,
be carried on by succession. But after that 'Wherefore ye do err, not knowing the true
Moses was taken up, it was written by some one, things of the Scriptures ; and on this account ye
but not by Moses.° For in the law itself it is are ignorant of the power of God.' 7 But if He
written, ' And Moses died ; and they buried him cast up to them that they knew not the true
near the house of Phogor/ and no one knows things of the Scriptures, it is manifest that there
his sepulchre till this day.' But how could are false things m them. And also, inasmuch as
Moses write that Moses died ? And whereas in He said, ' Be ye prudent money-changers,' s it is
the time after Moses, about 5oo years or there- because there are genuine and spurious words.
abouts, it is found lying in the temple which was And whereas He said, ' Wherefore do ye not
built, and after about 5oo years more it is carried
away, and being burnt in the time of Nebuchad- 3 tit i__o_ to rindth_v_t_iiia, th_,yet thePe=me_

ill this place, ]put in the mouth of the A_,-_.tl_Peter. _ R.]nezzar it is destroyed ; and thus being written • roD._h_....
after Moses, and often lost, even this shows the s From_ _d_ _li_ ot D_vi*.

6 [Comp Hormly IL 40. The attttude of Peter, as here rela,e-
foreknowledge of Moses, because he, foreseeing _t.d,,U_.g theOLdT_t, appearingtoexaht_ntrt_r-
its disappearance, did not write it ; but those ity ofCh_i_', t._chin,,_ yet q_o_ thecram, a H_andWork, seeks itsjustificatton in rationahstlc in_ The
who wrote it, being convicted of ignorance attitude is not an tmcommon one at present.-- t.] "

:' Matt. xxiL fg. [Mi_luotcd and misapplicd'lm_ as ia Homily
II. ,.-- R.]

| That is, Kibroth-Hatttmvah; Num. ma 34- _ This k 5_que_fly quo_l as a saying of Christ. It is Inu_bly
• Deut. xxxiv. 6, LXX. from one ot"the apocryphal Cmspek. [Camp. HGmily II. St. -- R.]
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perceive that which is reasonable in the Scrip- CHAP.LIV._OTHRR SAYINGS.
tures? ' He makes the understanding of him "Whence it is impossible without His teach-
stronger who voluntarily judges soundly, ing to attain to saving truth, though one seek it

for ever where the thing that is sought is not.
CHAP.LL- HISTEACHINGCONCERNINGTHE But it was, and is, in the word of our Jesus.

LAW. Accordingly, He, knowing the true things of the
"And His sending to the scribes and teachers law, said to the Sadducees, asking on what ac-

of the existing Scriptures, as to those who knew count Moses permitted to marry seven," "Moses
the true things of the law that then was, is well gave you commandments according to your
known. And also that He said, ' I am not come hard-hearteduess ; for from the beginning it was
to destroy the law,' ' and yet that He appeared not so : for He who created man at first, made
to be destroying it, is the part of one intimating him male and female.' ,,
that the things which He destroyed did not be-
long to the law. And His saying, ' The heaven CHAP.LV.- TEACHINGOFCHRIST.
and the earth shall pass away, but one jot or one
tittle shall not pass from the law,'a intimated "But to those who think, as the Scriptures
that the things which pass away before the teach, that God swears, He said,' Let your yea
heaven and the earth do not belong to the law be yea, and nay, nay ; for what is more thanthese is of the evil one.' ,3 And to those who
in reality, say that Abraham and Isaac and Jacob are dead,

CHAP.LII.--OTHER SAYINGSOF CHRIST. He said, ' God is not of the dead, but of the
"Since, then, while the heaven and the earth living.' ,4 And to those who suppose that God

still stand, sacrifices have passed away, and king- tempts, as the Scriptures say, He said, ' The
doms, and prophecies among those who are born tempter is the wicked one,' ,s who also tempted
of woman, and such like, as not being ordinances Himself. To those who suppose that God does
of God ; hence therefore He says, ' Every plant not foreknow, He said, ' For your heavenly
which the heavenly Father has not planted shall Father knoweth that ye need all these things
be rooted up.' 3 Wherefore He, being the tree before ye ask Him.' ,6 And to those who be-
Prophet, said, ' I am the gate of life ; 4 he who heve, as the Scriptures say, that He does not see
entereth through me entereth into life,' there all things, He said, ' Pray in secret, and your
being no other teaching able to save. Wherefore Father, who seeth secret things, will reward
also He cried, and said, ' Come unto me, all who you.' ,7
labour,' s that is, who are seeking the truth, and CHAP.LVI.-- TEACHINGOF CHRIST.
not finding it ; and again, ' My sheep hear my "And to those who think that He is not good,
voice ; ' 6 and elsewhere, ' Seek and find,' 7 since as the Scriptures say, He said, ' From which of
the truth does not lie on the surface, iyou shall his son ask bread, and he will give

him a stone ; or shall ask a fish, and he will give
CHAP.LIII.--OTHER SAYINGSOF CHRIST. him a serpent? If ye then, being evil, know to

"But also a witnessing voice was heard from give good gifts to your children, how much more
heaven, saying, ' This is my beloved Son, in shall your heavenly Father give good things to
whom I am well pleased ; hear Him.' 8 And in those who ask Him, and to those who do His
addition to this, willing to convict more fully of iwill !' ,8 But to those who affirmed that He was
error the prophets from whom they asserted that in the temple, He said, ' Swear not by heaven,
they had learned, He proclaimed that they died for it is God's throne ; nor by the earth, for it is
desiring the truth, but not having learned it, say- the footstool of His feet.' ,9. And to those who
ing, ' Many prophets and kings desired to see supposed that God is pleased with sacrifices, He
what ye see, and to hear what you hear; and said, ' God wishes mercy, and not sacrifices' ,o
verily I say to you, they neither saw nor heard.'9 --the knowledge of Himself, and not holocausts.
Stall further He said, ' I am he concerning whom
Moses prophesied, saying, A Prophet shall the CHAP.Lvn. -- TEACHINGOF CHRIST.
Lord our God raise unto you of your brethren, "But to those who are persuaded that He is
like unto me : Him hear in all things ; and who- evil, as the Scriptures say, He said, ' Call not
soever will not hear that Prophet shall die.' ,o

,x [Acuriousconfusio,oftwoC,osp*l.an-ad,,_,.retakingtl_
, MaR*.. 'z- ,_:_, ofb_h.--_:J= MaR. v. zls. Matt. xtx. 8; Mark x. 5, 6.
S Matt. r,,. x3. as Matt. v. _7.
4 John x. 9. x4 Matt xxn 32: Mark ziL a7: Lutw zx.
S MaR* xt a& xs Perhaps Matt. xiiL 39.
e, john x. _. t6 Matt. vL 8, 3a .
7 Matt, vii.7. x7 MaR* vl. 6.
s Matt. xv_. S. ta Matt. vi_ 9-xL
9 MaR* xlJl. z7 ; Luke x s_.. 19 Matt. v.34, 3_

s_, D_.,,,L_ s$-x9 ; A--'tsHI. a=, vii. 37- so Man. ix. x3, giL 7- [C..mnp.Ha_ vL 6. --It]
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me good, for One only is good." And again, all with one consent pray to God, that He would
' Be ye good and merciful, as your Father in the make manifest who amongst us is the best, that,
heavens, who makes the sun rise on good and sitting in the chair of Christ, he may piously rule
evil men, and brings rain upon just and unjust. '2 His Church. Who, then, shall be set apart?
But to those who were misled to imagine many For by the counsel of God that man is set forth
gods, as the Scriptures say, He said, ' Hear, O as blessed, ' whom his Lord shall appoint over the
Israel ; the Lord your God is one Lord.' "3 ministry of his fellow-servants, to give them their

meat in their season, not thinking and saying in
CHAP. LVIH.- FLIGHTOF SIMON. his heart, My Lord delayeth His coming, and

who shall not begin to beat his fellow-servants,
Therefore Simon, perceiving that Peter was eating and drinking with harlots and drunkards.

driving him to use the Scriptures as Jesus taught, And the Lord of that servant shall come in an
was unwilling that the discussion should go into hour when he doth not look for Him, and m a
the doctrine concerning God, even although day when he is not aware, and shall cut him in-
Peter had changed the discussion into question sunder, and shall assign his unfaithful part with
and answer, as Simon himself asked. However, the hypocntes.' 6
the discussion occupied three days.4 And while

the fourth was dawning, he set off darkling as CHAP. LXI._ MONARCHY.
far as Tyre of Phcenicia.S And hot many days
after, some of the precursors came and said to "But if any one of those present, being able
Peter : "Simon is doing great miracles in Tyre, to instruct the ignorance of men, shrink from it,
and disturbing many of the people there ; and thinking only of his own ease, let him expect to
by many slanders he has made you to be hated." hear this sentence : ' O wicked and slothful ser-

vant, thou oughtest to have given my money to
CHAP. LIX.-- PETER'S RESOLUTIONTO FOLLOW. the exchangers, and I at my coming should have

got my own. Cast out the unprofitable servant
Peter, hearing this, on the following night into the outer darkness.' 7 And with good rea-

assembled the multitude of hearers ; and as son ; ' for,' says He, ' it is thine, O man, to prove
soon as they were come together, he said: my words, as silverand money are proved among
"While I am going forth to the nations which the exchangers.' 8 Therefore the multitude of
say that there are many gods, to teach and tO the faithful ought to obey some one, that they
preach that God is one, who made heaven and may live in harmony. For that which tends to
earth, and all things that are in them, in order the government of one person, in the form of
that they may love Him and be saved, evil has monarchy, enables the subjects to enjoy peace
anticipated me, and by the very law of conjunc- by means of good order ; but in case of all,
tion has sent Simon before me, in order tha through desire of ruling, being unwilling to sub-
these men, if they shall cease to say that there mit to one only, they must altogether fall by
are many gods, disowning those upon earth that reason of division.
are called gods, may think that there are many
gods in heaven ; so that, not feeling the excel- CHAP. LXII. m OBEDIENCE LEAD_ TO PEACE.
lency of the monarchy, they may perish with
eternal punishment. And what is most dreadful, "But, further, let the things that are happen-
since true doctrine has incomparable power, he ing before your eyes persuade you ; how wars
forestalls me with slanders, and persuades them are constantly arising through there being now
to this, not even at first to receive me; lest he many kings all over the earth. For each one
who is the slanderer be convicted of being him- holds the government of another as a pretext for
self in reality a devil, and the true doctrine be war. But if one were universal superior, he,
received and believed. Therefore I must quickly having no reason why he should make war,
catch him up, lest the false accusation, through would have perpetual peace. In short, there-
gaining time, wholly get hold of all men. fore, to those who are thought worthy of eternal

life, God appoints one universal King in the
cmu,. IX. E SUCCESSORTO BE APPOINTED. world that shall then be, that by means of mon-

archy there may be unfailing peace. It behoves
"Since, therefore, it is necessary to set apart all, therefore, to follow some one as a leader,

some one instead of me to fill my place, let us honouring him as the image of GOd ; and it be-
hoves the leader to be acquainted with the road

t Matt. xix. t7; Mark x. x8; Luke xviii, t9. that entereth into the holy city.= Matt. v. 44., 45.
3 Mark xiL 29. - [Comp Deut. vi. 4- --R.]

..4[Tlmthreeda?s'discttssttmisdeudd_mRecoKn,,,mv..%'_=
m- 48; the account here is confined to the first day. -- R.] 6 Matt. xxlv. 45-5o-

s [Comp. Recog_gdegt, _i. 73, The hlstoncal incidents 7 Matt. xxv. 27-30,
two narraU_ vary greatly from this point onward. -- R.] s Probably from an apocryphal Gos_
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cK_. 12Oli._ ratCCtttlgusAPPO_crEx_. with, and declared lmble to punishment, like him
who hid the one talent. But if you will not be

"But of those who are present, whom shall I appointed a good guardian of the Church, point
choose but Zacclueus,' to whom also the Lord out another in your stead, more learned and
went in • and rested, judging him worthy to be more faithful than yourself. But you cannot do
saved ?" And having said this, he laid his hand this ; for you associated with the Lord, and wit-
upon Zacchmus, who stood by, and forced him to nessed His marvellous doings, and learned the
sit down in his own chair. But Zacchmus, fall- administratmn of the Church.
hag at his feet, begged that he would permit him
to decline the rulership ; promising, at the same
time, and saying, "Whatever it behoves the CHAP.LXVI.-- DANGEROF' DISOBEDIENCE.

ruler to do, I will do ; only grant me not to have "And your work is to order what things are,
this name : for I am afraid of assuming the name proper; and that of the brethren is to submit,
of the rulership, for it teems with bitter envy and and not to disobey. Therefore submitting they
danger." shall be saved, but disobeying they shall be pun-

CHAP. LXIV.--THE BISHOPRIC, ished by the Lord, because the president is en-
trusted with the place of Christ. Wherefore,

Then Peter said : "If you are afraid of this, do indeed, honour or contempt shown to the pres-
not be called RULER,but THE APPOINTEDONE, the ident is handed on to Christ, and from Christ to
Lord having permitted you to be so called, when God. And this I have said, that these brethren
He said, 'Blessed is that man whom his Lord may not be ignorant of the danger they incur
shall APPOINT to the ministry of his fellow- by disobedience to you, because whosoever dis-
servants.' 3 But if you wish it to be altogether obeys your orders, disobeys Christ ; and he who
unknown that you have authority of administra- disobeys Christ offends God.
tion, you seem to me to be ignorant that the
acknowledged authority of the president has
great influence as regards the respect of the CHAP.Lxvn.--DtrrlES oF CHURCHOFFICE-BE.AREP.S.

multitude. For every one obeys him who has "It is necessary, therefore, that the Church, as
received authority, having conscience as a great a city built upon a hill, have an order approved
constraint. And are you not well aware that of God, and good government. In parucular,
you are not to rule as the rulers of the nations, let the bishop, as chief, be heard in the things
but as a servant ministering to them, as a father which he speaks ; and let the elders give heed
to the oppressed, visiting them as a physician, that the things ordered be done. Let the dea-
guarding them as a shepherd, qin short, taking cons, going about, look after the bodies and the
all care for their salvation? And do you think souls of the brethren, and report to the bishop.
that I am not aware what labours I compel you Let all the rest of the brethren bear wrong
to undertake, desiring you to be judged by mul- !patiently ; but if they wish judgment to be given
titudes whom it is impossible for any one to concerning wrongs done to them, let them be
please? But it is most possible for him who reconciled in presence of the elders ; and let
does well to #ease God. Wherefore I entreat the elders report the reconciliation to the bishop.
you to undertake it heartily, by God, by Christ,
for the salvation of the brethren, for their order-
ing, and your own profit. CHAP.LXVIn._ "MARRIAGE ALWAYSHONOURABLE."

"And let them inculcate marriage not only
CHAP. LXV.--NOLO EPISCOPARI. upon the'young, but also upon those advanced

"And consider this other thing, that in pro- in years, lest burning lust bring a plague upon
the Church by reason of whoredom or adultery.

portion as there is labour and danger in ruling For, above every other sin, the wickedness of
the Church of Christ, so much greater is the re-

adultery is hated by God, because it not only
ward. And yet again the greater is also the destroys the person himself who sins, but those
punishment to him wh_x can, and refuses. I also who eat and associate with him. For it is
wish, therefore, knowing that you are the best like the madness of a dog, because it has the
instructed of my attendants, to turn to account nature of communicating its own madness. For
those noble powers of judging with which you ......... eft e " " o" o " ""h._,, _. o._,o,o._ _. _._ • _..a ;_ _._.. ,h.. me saxe oI Chastity, mer or , let n t nly the
....... . _._._.,2, ,fy..,.,. ,__/.:............... elders, but even all, hasten to accomplish mar-
you may De samtea wire me W.ELL DON_ COOD riage For the sin of him who commits adultery

Fmr_FoL SERV_XT,aria not De touncl tanlt tnec_sarily comes upon all Therefore, to ur e• g
_ [the brethren to be chaste, this is the first charity.

-- J I For _t _s the heahng of the soul For the nour-
_'_"_._" ]ishment of the body is rest.
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cHAP. LXLX.--" NOT FOgSAK_G THE ASSEMBUNGishment, not considering that the workman is
OF YOURSELVESTOGETHER." worthy of his hire? And let no one say: Is,

"But if you love your brethren, take nothing then, the word sold which was freely given ? Far
from them, but share with them such things as be it. For if any one has the means of living,
ye have. Feed the hungry ; give drink to the and takes anything, he sells the word ; but if he
thirsty ; clothe the naked ; visit the sick ; so far who has not takes support in order to live-- as
as you can, help those in prison ; receive stran- the Lord also took at supper and among His
gers gladly into your own abodes ; hate no one. friends, having nothing, though He alone is the
And how you must be pious, your own mind will owner of all things-- he sins not. Therefore
teach you, judging rightly. But before all else, suitably honour elders, oatec'hists, useful deacons,
if indeed I need say it to you, come together widows who have lived well, orphans as children
frequently, if it were every hour, especially on of the Church. But wherever there is need of
the appointed days of meeting. For if you do any provision for an emergency, contribute all
this, you are within a wall of safety. For dis- together. Be kind one to another, not shrinking
orderliness is the beginning of perdition. Let Ffrom the endurance of anything whatever for
no one therefore forsake the assembly on the/Y°ur own salvation."
ground of envy towards a brother. For if anyt
one of you forsake the assembly, he shall be re- [ CHAP.LXXII._ ORDINATION.

garded as of those who scatter the Church of] And having thus spoken, he placed his hand
Christ, and shall be cast out with adulterers. [upon Zaccha_us, saying, "0 Thou Ruler and
For as an adulterer, under the influence of the Lord of all, Father and God, do Thou guard the
spirit that is in hzm, he separates himself on shepherd with the flock. Thou art the cause,
some pretext, aud gives place to the wicked one JThou the power. We are that which is helped ;
against himself,- a sheep for the stealing, as Thou the helper, the physician, the saviour, the
one found outside the fold.' walt, the life, the hope, the refuge, the joy, the

expectation, the rest. In a word, Thou art all
CHAP. LXX.--" HEAR THE BISHOP." things to us. In order to the eternal attainment

"However, hear your bishop, and do not weary of salvation, do Thou co-operate, preserve, pro-
of giving all honour to him; knowing that, by tect. Thou canst do all things. For Thou art

the Ruler gf rulers, the Lord of lords, the Gov-showing it to him, it is borne to Christ, and from
Christ it is borne to God ; and to him who offers ernor of. kings. Do Thou give power to the
it, is requited mamfold. 2 Honour, therefore, the president to loose what ought to be loosed, to
throne of Christ. For you are commanded even bind what ought to be bound. Do Thou make
to honour the chair of Moses, and that although him wise. Do Thou, as by His name, protect
they who occupy it are accounted sinners.3 And the Church of Thy Christ as a fair bride. For
now I have said enough to you ; and I deem it Throe is eternal glory. Praise to the Father and
superfluous to say to him how he is to live un- the Son and the Holy Ghost to all ages. Amen."
blameably, since he is an approved disciple of
H_m who taught me also. CHAP. LXXIII.- BAFrISMS.

And having thus spoken, he afterwards said:
CFL_,p.LXXI.-- VARIOUSDUTIES OF CHRISTIANS. "Whoever of you wish to be baptized, begin from

"But, brethren, there are some things that you to-morrow to fast, and have hands laid upon you
must not wait to hear, but must consider of your- day by day, and inquire aiyout what matters
selves what is reasonable. Zacchmus alone hay- you please. For I mean still to remain with you

ten days." And after three days, having begun toing given himself up wholly to labour for you,
and needing sustenance, and not being able to baptize, he called me, and Aquila, and Nicetas,
attend to his own affairs, how can he procure and said to us: "As I am going to set out for
necessary support? Is it not reasonable that Tyre after seven days, I wish you to go away
you are to take forethought for his living ? not this very day, and to lodge secretly with Bernice
waiting for his asking you, for this is the part of the Canaanite, the daughter of Justa, and to
a beggar. But he will rather die of hunger than learn from her, and write accurately to me what

Simon is about. For this is of great conse-submit to do this. And shall not you incur pun-
quence to me, that I may prepare myself

t _te .... to be .... ptmn of the text here, but the g,_m-_l accordingly. Therefore depart straightway in
meaning is evident enough.

a There am several conjectural t_adlngs of this _ntence. We peace." And leaving him baptizing, as he

have not exactly followed any one of them, but have vcnturcgl on a commanded, we preceded him to Tyre ofconjecture of our own.
M_. _. 2,3. Phoenicia,
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HOMILY IV.

CHAP, I. _ BERNICE'S HOSPITALITY. CHAP. IV. _ SIMON'S DOINGS.

THUS I Clement, departing from C_rea Stra- But Bernice, being asked, said : " These
tonis, together with Nicetas and Aquila, entered things are indeed as you have heard ; and I will
into Tyre of Phoenicia ; _ and according to the tell you other things respecting this same Simon,
injunction of Peter, who sent us, we lodged with which perhaps you do not know. For he aston-
Bernice, the daughter of Justa the Canaanitess. ishes the whole city every day, by making
She received us most joyfully ; and striving with spectres and ghosts appear in the midst of the
much honour towards me, and with affection market-place; and when he walks abroad,
towards Aquila and Nicetas, and speaking freely statues move, and many shadows go before
as a friend, through joy she treated us cour- him, which, he says, are souls of the dead. And
teously, and hospitably urged us to take bodily many who attempted to prove him an impostor
refreshment. Perceiving, therefore, that she was he speedily reconciled to him ; and afterwards,
endeavouring to impose a short delay upon us, I under pretence of a banquet, having slain an ox,
said : "You do well, indeed, to busy yourself in and given them to eat of it, he infected them
fulfilling the part of love ; but the fear of our with various diseases, and subjected them to de-
God must take the precedence of this. For, mons. And in a word, having injured many,
having a combat on hand on behalf of many and being supposed to be a god, he is both
souls, we are afraid of preferring our own ease feared and honoured." 2
before their salvation.

CHAP. V. _ DISCRETION THE BETTER PART OF

CHAP. n. _ SIMON'S PRACTICES. VALOUR.

"For we hear that Simon the magician, being "XVherefore I do not think that any one will
worsted at C_esarea in the discussion with our be able to quench such a fire as has been kin-
lord Peter, immediately hastened hither, and is died. For no one doubts his promises ; but
doing much mischief. For he is slandering every one affirms that this is so. Wherefore,
Peter, in opposition to truth, to all the adver- lest you should expose yourselves to danger, I
saries, and stealing away the souls of the multi- advise you not to attempt anything against him
tude. For he being a magician, calls him a until Peter come, who alone shall be able to
magician; and he being a deceiver, proclaims resist such a power, being the most esteemed
him as a deceiver. And although in the discus- disciple of our Lord Jesus Christ. For so much
sions he was beaten in all points, and fled, yet do I fear this man, that if he had not elsewhere
he says that he was victorious ; and he con- been vanquished in disputing with my lord Pe-
stantly charges them that they ought not to lis- ter, I should counsel you to persuade even Peter
ten to Peter,-- as if, forsooth, he were anxious himself not to attempt to oppose Simon."
that they may not be fascinated by a terrible
magician. CHAP. VI. _ SIMON'S DEPARTURE.

CHAP.HI.-- OBJECTOF THE MISSION. Then I said : "If our lord Peter did not know

"Therefore our lord Peter, having learned that he himself alone can prevail against this
these things, has sent us to be investigators of power, he would not have sent us before him
the things that have been told him ; that if they with orders to get information secretly concern-
be so, we may write to him and let him know, ing Simon, and to write to him." Then, as
so that he may come and convict him face to evening had come on, we took supper,3 "and
face of the accusations that he has uttered went to sleep. But in the morning, one of Ber-
against him. Since, therefore, danger on the nice's friends came and said that Simon had set
part of many souls lies before us, on this ac- sail for Sidon, and that he had left behind him
count we must neglect bodily rest for a short Appion Pleistonices, 4 --a man of Alexandria, a
time; and we would learn truly from you who • [Comp.Actsvih'9-tL--R, l
live here, whether the things which we have a Ltrerally,"partookoft,air."

4 Thts epithet means, "the conqueror of very many." ,Snidasheard be true. Now tell us particularly." makes App,on the son of Pletstonices. [Comp Recognitfons, x.
_ 5a. It ts ewdent that the writer has m mind Apion, the oj_ponent

t fin the Recota_fi, ns (iv. x) mention is made of Ctc_._nt and of the Jews, aga/nst whom Josephus wrote Ms treatise Comparo
others accompmaymg Peter to Dora, Ptolemats, Tyre, Sidon, and the raatement of Homdy V.a. The entire dtscussion with Aply_t ,
lk-rytus (Beyrout), but no record is made of any discourses..In e,xtenchng over Homilies IV -Vl. it peculiar to this narrative,
Homdies IV.-VI1. the deuuls of this journey are given t but wgh a though much of the argument occurs in the dtscussion of Clement
varlatkm in some particulars. These ttomEl(e* are peculmr, in form., withhis father (2_eco_stdan_, _). Appion and Annubton are mtro-
to this work; but much of the matter occur_ m the Rtcognttions, m duced in Recog_titdo_, x. 5a, but not as disputants. The discussion
the final discuuion with the fathe.reft Ciemeat. -- R.J hese is comaructed wlth mtw.h skilL -- R. ]
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grammarian by profession, whom I knew as be- me, you shall hear, with those who are desirous
ing a friend of my father ; and a certmn astrol- to learn.
oger, Annubion the Diospolitan, and Athenodo-
rus the Athenian, attached to the doctrine of CHAP. IX.--UNWORTHY ENDS OF P_PHF.R_

Epicurus. And we, having learned these things "Wherefore, before beginning our conversation,
concerning Simon, in the morning wrote and let us now withdraw into some quieter place,
despatched a letter to Peter, and went to take and there I shall converse with you. And the
a walk. reason why I wish to speak privately is this,

CHAP. VII. _ APPION'S SALUTATION, because neither the multitude, nor even all the
philosophers, approach honestly to the judgment

And Appion met us, not only with the two of things as they are. For we know many, even
compamons just named, but with about thirty of those who pride themselves on their philoso-
other men. And as soon as he saw me, he phy, who are vainglorious, or who have put on
saluted and kissed me, and said, '"This is Clem- the philosopher's robe for the sake of gain, and
ent, of whose noble birth and hheral education not for the sake of virtue itself; and they, if
I have often told you ; for he, being related to they do not find that for which they take to
the family of Tiberius Caesar, and equipped with philosophy, turn to mockery. Therefore, on
all Grecian learning, has been seduced by a account of such as these, let us choose some
certain barbarian called Peter to speak and act place fit for private conference."
after the manner of the Jews. Wherefore I beg
of you to strive together with me for the setting CHAP. X. _ A COOLRETREAT.
of him right. And in your presence I now ask
him. Let him tell me, since he thinks that he And a certain one amongst them--a rich
has devoted himself to piety, whether he is not man, and possessing a garden of evergreen
acting most impiously, in forsaking the customs Plants2- said : "Since it is very hot, let us retire
of his country, and falling away to those of the for a little from the city to my gardens." Ac-
barbarians." cordingly they went forth, and sat down in a

place where there were pure streams of cool
CHAP.VnL- A CHALLENGE. water, and a green shade of all sorts of trees.

I answered: "I accept, indeed, your kindly There I sat pleasantly, and the others round
affection towards me, but I take exception to about me ; and they being silent, instead of a
your ignorance. For your affection is kindly, verbal request made to me, showed by their
because you wish to continue in those customs eager looks to me that they required the proof
which you consider to be good. But your of my assertion. And therefore I proceeded to
inaccurate knowledge strives to lay a snare for speak thus :
me, under the guise of friendship." Then said
Appion : "Does it seem to you to be ignorance, CHAP. XI.--TRUTH AND CUSTOM.
that one should observe the customs of his "There is a certain great difference, O men of
fathers, and judge after the manner of the Greece, between truth and custom. For truth
Greeks ?" Then I answered : "It behoves one is found when it is honestly sought ; but custom,
who desires to be pious not altogether to ob- whatsoever be the character of the custom re-
serve the customs of his fathers ; but to observe ceived, whether true or false, is strengthened by
them if they be pious, and to shake them off if itself without the exercise of judgment ; and he
they be impious. For it is possible that one who has received it is neither pleased with it as
who is the son of an impious father, if he being true, nor grieved with it as false. For
wishes to be pious, should not de_ire to follow such an one has believed not by judgment, but
the religion of his father."' Then answered by prejudice, resting his own hope on the opinion
Appion : "What then? Do you say that your of those who have lived before him on a mere
father was a man of an evil life ?" Then said I : peradventure. And it is not easy to cast off the
"He was not of an evil life, hut of an evil opin- ancestral garment, though it be shown to himself
ion." Then Appion : "I should like to know to be wholly fOOlish and ridiculous.
what was his evil apprehension." Then said I :
"Because he believed the false and wicked cI_AP, xn.mGm_as.

myths of ttle Greeks." Then Appion asked : "Therefore I say that the whole learning of
"What are these false and evil myths of the the Greeks is a most dreadful fabrication of a
Greeks?" Then I said: "The wrong opinion
concerning the gods, which, if you will bear with wicked demon. For they have introduc6d many

s Tb, t_t h_o is contr_ If w= t&SJt _s emendttlo= of
t We have adopted the emendatton of Wieseler. who reads *ma._,ot_t, into ,¢_,,_v, tbe._,mnd.translminn m, "Sx:ssun;_

a properW around htm continually rich m ieavez." ['I_r.,,e_ of
,retS_m_rt.Cr'_hr_"=_"forThe_a,_a*_readmgsinHethcais°tlss.PmP°tmsva_._0,, (habit) tm.ce___ 4aft man lure _tpartinl _ in R_, vJli 35"_-- R.]
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gods of their own, and these wicked, and subject things that are clear, referring to the impious
to all kinds of passion ; so that he who wishes t deeds of every one of those who are called gods,
to do the like things may not be ashamed, which [ I could not tell all their amours ; those of Zeus
belongs to a man, having as an example the[and Poseidon, of Pluto and Apollo, of Dionysus
wicked and unquiet lives of the mythological land Hercules, and of them all singly.3 And
gods. And through his not being ashamed, such of these you are yourselves not ignorant, and
an one affords no hope of his repenting. And have been taught their manners of hfe, being
others have introduced fate, whmh is called instructed in the Grecian learning, that, as
genesis, contrary to which no one can suffer or[ competitors with the gods, you might do like
do anything. This, therefore, also is like to the things.
first. For any one who thinks that no one has CHAP. XVI.- WICKEDNESS OF JUPITER.
aught to do or suffer contrary to genesis easily
falls into sin ; and having sinned, he does not "But I shall begin with the most royal Zeus,
repent of his impiety, holding it as his apology whose father Kronos, having, as you say, de-
that he was borne on by genesis to do these voured his own children, and having shorn off
things. And as he cannot rectify genesis, he has the members of his father Uranus with a sickle
no reason to be ashamed of the sins he corn- of adamant, showed to those who are zealous for
mits.' the mysteries of the gods an example of piety

towards parents and of love towards children.
CHAP. Xln.--I)ESTINY. And Jupiter himself bound his own father, and

"And others introduce an unforeseeing des- imprisoned him in Tartarus ; and he also pun-
tiny, as if all things revolved of their own accord, ishes the other gods. 4 And for those who wish
without the superintendence of any master. But to do things not to be spoken of, he begat Metzs,
thus to think these things is, as we have said, the and devoured her. But Metls was seed ; for it
most grievous of all opinions. For, as if there is impossible to devour a child. And for an
were no one superintending and fore-judging excuse to abusers of themselves with mankind,
and distributing to every one according to his he carries away Ganymedes. And as a helper
deserving, they easily do everything as they can of adulterers in their adultery, he is often found
through fearlessness. Therefore those who have an adulterer. And to those who wish to commit
such opinions do not easily, or perhaps do not at Incest with sisters, he sets the example in his
all, live virtuously ; for they do not foresee the intercourse w_th his sisters Hera and Demeter,
danger which might have the effect of converting and the heavenly Aphrodite, whom some call
them. But the doctrine of the barbarous Jews, [ Dodona.S And to those who wish to commit
as you call them, is most pious, introducing One incest with their daughters, there is a wicked
as the Father and Creator of all th_s world, by example from his story, in his committing incest
nature good and righteous; good, indeed, as with Persephone. But in myriads of instances
pardoning sins to those who repent ; but right- he acted impiously, that by reason of his exces-
eous, as visiting to every one after repentance slve wmkedness the fable of his being a god
according to the worthiness of his doings, might be received by impious men.

CHAP. XIV.- "_RINE ACCORDING TO GODLI- CHAP. XVlI.-" THEIR MAKERS ARE LIKE UNTO

NESS." THEM."

"This doctrine, even if it also be mythical, "You will hold it reasonable for ignorant men
being pious, would not be without advantage for to be moderately indignant at these fancies.
this life. For every one, in expectation of being But what must we say to the learned, some of
judged by the all-seeing God, receives the greater whom, professing themselves to be grammarians
impulse towards virtue. But if the doctrine be and sophists, affirm that these acts are worthy
also true, it withdraws him who has lived virtu- of gods ? For, being themselves incontinent,
onsly from eternal punishment, and endows him they lay hold of this mythical pretext ; and as
with eternal and unspeakable blessings from imitators of the gods, 6 they practise unseemly
God. things with freedom.

CHAP. XV. _ WICKEDNESS OF THE GODS.
CHAP, X'VIII._ SECOND NATURE.

"But I return to the foremost doctrine of the "On this account, they who live in the coun-Greeks, that which states in stories 2 that there
are gods, many, and subject to all kinds of try sin much less than they do, not having been
passions.And not to spend much time upon 3[SeeHomilyV.xx-xS,andcomp,ge_ogsdt:bns,x._o--R,l

4 Wtcscler proposes 8_,ov_ insmad of 0eovs; and he punishes his
uncles also, as in vi. a, 2x.

t [Compat_ the discussion on Genems in Homily XIV. 3, etc., s This ts properly regarded as a mistake for Dic_te, or D_loI_

t_veoAo-#_rctv. 6 Lit. "of those who are supcrlor or better."
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indoctrinated in those things in which they have CHAP. XXI.- EVILS OF ADULTERY.
been indoctrinated who dare do these things,
having learned from evil instruction to be im- "But why, it is said, if a man is ignorant of
pious. For they who from their childhood learn his wife's being an adulteress, is he not indig-
letters by means of such fables, while their soul nant, enraged, distracted ? why does he not make
is yet pliant, engraft the impious deeds of those war? Thus these things are not evil by nature,
who are called gods into their own minds; but the unreasonable opinion ofmenmake them
whence, when they are grown up, they ripen terrible. But I say, that even if these dreadful
fruit, hke evil seeds cast into the soul. And things do not occur, it is usual for a woman,
what is worst of all, the rooted impurities cannot through association with an adulterer, either to

forsake her husband, or if she continue to livebe easily cut down, when they are perceived to
with h_m, to plot against him, or to bestow uponbe bitter by them when they have attained to

manhood. For every one is pleased to remain the adulterer the goods procured by the labour
in those habits which he forms in childhood ; and of her husband ; and having conceived by the
thus, since custom is not much less powerful adulterer while her husband is absent, to attempt
than nature, they become difficult to be con- the destruction of that which is in her womb,
verted to those good things which were not sown through shame of conviction, and so to become
in their souls from the beginning, a child-murderer ; or even, while destroying it,

to be destroyed along with it. But if while her
CHAP. XIX.--"WHERE IGNORANCEIS BUSS." husband is at home she conceives by the adul-

terer and bears a child, the child when he grows
"Wherefore it behoves the young not to be up does not know his father, and thinks that he

satisfied with tho_e corrupting lessons, and those is his father who is not ; and thus he who is not
who are in their prime should carefully avoid the fath&r, at his death leaves his substance to
hstening to the mythologies of the Greeks. For the child of another. And how many other evils
lessons about their gods are much worse than naturally spring from adultery t And the secret
ignorance, as we have shown from the case of evils we do not know. For as the mad dog de-
those dwelling in the country, who sin less stroys all that he touches, infecting them with
through their not having been instructed by the unseen madness, so also the hidden evil of
Greeks. Truly, such fables of theirs, and spec- adultery, though it be not known, effects the
tacles, and books, ought to be shunned, and if cutting off of posterity.
it were possible, even their cities. For those
who are full of evil learning, even with their cHAP. xxn.--A _ORE ZXCELLmCrWAY.
breath infect as with madness those who asso-
ciate with them, with their own passions. And "But let us pass over this now. But this we

all know, that universally men are beyond meas-what is worst, whoever is most instructed among
them, is so much the more turned from the ure enraged on account of _t, that wars have

been waged, that there have been overthrowsjudgment which is according to nature.
of houses, and captures of cities, and myriads of

CHAP. XX.- FALSE THEORIESOF PHILOSOPHERS.other evils. On this account I betook myself to
the holy God and law of the Jews, putting my

"And some of those amongst them who even faith in the well-assured conclusion that the law

profess to be philosophers, assert that such sins ihas been assigned by the righteous judgment of
are indifferent, and say that those who are indig- _God, and that the soul must at some time te-
nant at such practices are senseless.' For they ceive according to the desert of its deeds."
say that such things are not sins by nature, but
have been proscribed by laws made by wise men Crlm,. xxm. N- WHITHERSHALLI GO FROMTHY
in early times, through their knowing that men, PRESENCE?"
through the instability of their minds, being
greatly agitated on these accounts, wage war with When I had thus spoken, Appion broke in

upon my discourse. "What !" said he ; "doone another ; for which reason, wise men have
made laws to proscribe such things as sins. But not the laws of the Greeks also forbid wicked-
this is a ridiculous supposition. For how can ness, and punish adulterers?" Then said I:
they be other than sins, which are the cause of "Then the gods of the Greeks, who acted con-
tumults, and murders, and every confusion ? For trary to the laws, deserve punishment. But how

shall I be able to restrain myself, if I suppose
do not shortcomings of life 2 and many more that the gods themselves first practised all wick-
evilsproceedfrom adultery? ednessesaswellasadultery,and did not suffer

!punishment; whereasthey ought the ratherto
_t_ t,,&pom_,m,_,_o_-_,'l:o,.,,.,o-so -,_.j have suffered, as not being slaves to lust? But

a'_ v_u_._ Ms m_em _, " _ptunm_or _oum, magic if they were subject to it, how were they gods?"p_"_ct_c_,_cepttom, l_.rplexifie_N
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Then Appion said : "Let us have in our eye not ing substance under the name of Zen, and of
the gods, but the judges ; and looking to them, time under that of Kronos, and of the ever-flow-
we shall be afraid to sin." Then I sam : "This ing nature of water under that of Rhea. How-
is not fitting, O Appion : for he who has his eye ever, as I have promised, I shall to-morrow
upon men will dare to sin, in hope of escaping exhibit the truth of things, explaining them one
detection ; but he who sets before his soul the by one to you when you come together in the
all-seeing God, knowing that he cannot escape morning. ''x In reply to this I said : "To-mor-
His notice, will refrain from sinning even in row, as you have promised, so do. But now
secret." hear something in opposition to what you are

CHAP. XXIV. --ALLEGORY. going to say.

When Appion heard this, he said: "I knew,
ever since I heard that you were consorting with CHAP. XXV.--AN ENGAGEMENTFOR TO-MORROW.
Jews, that yon had alienated your judgment. "If the doings of the gods, being good, have
For it has been well said by some one, 'Evil corn- been veiled with evil fables, the wickedness of
municatlons corrupt good manners.'" Then him who wove the veil is shown to have been
said I: "Therefore good communications cot- great, because he concealed noble things with
rect evil manners." And Appion said: "To- evil narratwes, that no one imitate them. But
day I am fully satisfied to have learned your if they really did things impious, they ought, on
position ; therefore I permitted you to speak the contrary, to have veiled them with good nat-
first. But to-morrow, in this place, if it is agree- ratives, lest men, regarding them as their supe-
able to you, I will show, in the presence of these rlors, should set about sinnmg in hke manner."
friends when they meet, that our gods are neither As I spoke thus, those present were evidently
adulterers, nor murderers, nor corrupiers of beginning to be welt-disposed towards the words
children, nor guilty of incest with rosters or spoken by me ; for they repeatedly and earnestly
daughters. But the ancients, wishing that only asked me to come on the following day, and
lovers of learning should know the mysteries, departed.
veiled them with those fables of which you have

x [See Homily VI. z°zo. Homdy V. contains an account o_"
spoken. For they speak physiologically of boil- Clcment's prevzous acquaintance withAppion.-- 1L]

HOMILY V.

CHAP. I. _ APPIONDOES NOT APPEAR. not able to get any sleep. And while I was un-

TIlE next day, therefore, in Tyre, as we had able to sleep, I remembered a trick that I played
agreed, I came to the quiet place, and there I upon him in Rome. It was this. From my boy-
found the rest, with some others also. Then hood I Clement was a lover of truth, and a seeker
I saluted them. But as I did not see Appion, I of the things that are profitable for the soul, and
asked the reason of his not being present ; and spending my time in raising and refuting theo-
some one said that he had been unwell ever since ries ; but being unable to find anything perfect,

through distress of mind I fell sick. And while
last evening. Then, when I said that it was rea- I was confined to bed Appion came to Rome,sonable that we should immediately set out to
visit him, almost all begged me first to discourse and being my father's friend, he lodged with me ;
to them, and that then we could go to see him. and hearing that I was in bed, he came to me,
Therefore, as all were of one opinion, I pro- as being not unacquainted with medicine, and

inquired the cause of my being in bed. But I,
ceeded to say : x__ being aware that the man exceedingly hated the

Jews, as also that he had written many books
cK_,. 1I.--ClmMEzcr's PmCVlOUSKNOWLEDGEOF against them, and that he had formed a friend-

ta, PzoN. [ ship with this Simon, not.through desire of learn-
"Vegt'ordnv when T |_Ct t.h;_ 0 G.;_nHt I t-t_n I ing, but because he knew that he was a Samaritan

fess that, through much anxiety about the discus-I_ "ld a.hater of the Jews, and th.at he had come
sion that was to take olace with Annion I _ I forth m opposition to the jews, tneretore ne nact

r r r , "'-- [ formed an alliance with him, that he might learn
z rTheh_,._l ..,._. _r_.,_ v _._.,_. _.._a _.- [ something from him against the Jews ; * --

mo_. of the vte_ ap_1_at.m a diffet_t cmmectto_ mth¢ gecoa,mt_ [ __
gmahmy booz x.). _ IL] I t [See Homily IV. 6, foomo_ -- _R.]
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CHAP. m. _ CLEMENT'STRICK. are their generals ; and when they are adjured
by them, they yield trembling, well knowing that

"I, knowing this before concerning Appion, if they disobey they shall be fully punished. But
as soon as he asked me the cause of my sickness, the angels also themselves, being adjured by the
answered feignedly, that I was suffering and dis- t magicians in the name of their ruler, obey, lest,
tressed in my mind after the manner of young being found guilty of disobedience, they be
men. And to this he said, ' My son, speak freely destroyed. For unless all things that are living
as to a father: what is your soul's ailment?' and rational foresaw vengeance from the ruler,
And when I again groaned feignedly, as being confusion would ensue, all revolting against one
ashamed to speak of love, by means of silence another.'
and down-looking I conveyed the impression
of what I wished to intimate. But he, being CHAP.VI._SCRUPLESo
persuaded that I was in love with a woman, said : "Then said I : ' Are those things correct, then,
' There is nothing in hfe which does not admit which are spoken by poets and philosophers, that
of help. For indeed I myself, when I was in Hades the souls of the wicked are judged and
young, being in love with a most accomplished punished for their attempts ; such as those ot
woman, not only thought it impossible to obtain Ixion, and Tantalus, and Tityus, and Sisyphus,
her, but d2d not even hope ever to address her. and the daughters of Danaus, and as many others
And yet, having fallen in with a certain Egyptian as have been impious here ? And how, if these
who was exceedingly well versed in magic, and things are not so, is it possible that magic can
having become his friend, I disclosed to him my subsist ?' Then he having told me that these
love, and not only did he assist me in all that I things are so in Hades, I asked him : ' Why are
wished, but, honouring me more bountifully, he not we ourselves afraid of magic, being persuaded
hesitated not to teach me an incantation by of the punishment in Hades for adultery? For
means of which I obtained her ; and as soon as I do not admit that it is a righteous thing to
I had obtained her, by means of his secret in- compel to adultery a woman who is unwilhng ;
struction, being persuaded by the liberality of but if any one will engage to persuade her, I am
my teacher, I was cured of love. ready for that, besides confessing my thanks.'

CHAP. IV. _APPION'S UNDERTAKING. CHAP. VII. _A DISTINCTION WITH A DIFFERENCE.

"' Whence, if you also suffer any such thing "Then Appion said : ' Do you not think it is
after the manner of men, use freedom with me the same thing, whether you obtain her by magic,
with all security ; for within seven days I shall or by deceiving her with words ?' Then said I :
put you fully in possession of her.' When I ' Not altogether the same ; for these differ widely
heard this, looking at the object I had in view, [from one another. For he who constrains a_
I said : ' Pardon me that I do not altogether [ unwilling woman by the force of magic, subjec_
believe in the existence of magic ; for I have [ himself to the most terrible punishment, a_ h_-
already tried many who have made many prom- [ ing plotted against a chaste woman ; but he who
ises, and have deceived me. However, your un- persuades her with words, and puts the ¢hoice
dertaking influences me, and leads me to hope. in her own power and will, does not force her.
But when I think of the matter, I am afraid that ]And I am of opinion, that he who has persuaded
the demons are sometimes not subject to the a woman will not suffer so great punishment as
magicians with respect to the things that are he who has forced her. Therefore, if you can
commanded them.' persuade her, I shall be thankful to you when I

have obtained her; but otherwise, I had rather
CHAP.V.- THEORYOF MAGIC. dye than force her against her will.'

"Then Appion said: 'Admit that I know CHAP. Vm. mFLATTERV OR _.¢¢;_
more of these things than you do. However,
that you may not think that there is nothing "Then Appion, being really puzzled, said:
in what you have heard from me in reference ' What am I to say to you ? For at one time, as
to what you have said, I will tell you how the one perturbed with love, you pray to obtain her ;
demons are under necessity to obey the magi-and anon, as if you loved her not, you make
clans in the matters about which they are corn- more account of your fear than your desire : and
manded. For as it is impossible for a soldier to you think that if you can persuade her you shall
contradict his general, and impossible for the be blameless, as without sin ; but obtaining her
generals themselves to disobey the king m for by the power of magic, you will incur punish-
if any one oppose those set over him, he is alto- ment. But do you not know that it is the end
gether deserving of punishment _ so it is impos- of every action that is judged, the fact tlmt it has
sible for the demons not to serve the angels who ibeen committed, and that no account is made
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of the means by which it has been effected ? ourselves wish it, but when we are ordered by
And if you commit adultery, being enabled by him, that we desire to do his will. But if, while
magic, shall you be judged as having done wick- we desire according to his will, we attempt to
edly ; and if by persuasion, shall you be absolved restrain the desire for the sake of what is called
from sin in respect of the adultery?' Then I chastity, what do we do but the greatest impiety,
said : ' On account of my love, there is a neces- when we oppose the oldest of all gods and men?
sity for me to choose one or other of the means

that are available to procure the object of my CHAP. XL- "ALL tmCLFA_F_.SSWITH OREEDI-
love ; and I shall choose, as far as possible, to N_ss."
cajole her rather than to use magic. But neither
is it easy to persuade her by flattery, for the wo- "' But let all doors be opened to him, and let
man is very much of a philosopher.' all banefill and arbitrary laws be set aside, which

have been ordained by fanatical men, who, under
CHAP. IX.- A LOVE-LETTER. the power of senselessness, and not willing to

understand what is reasonable, and, moreover,
"Then Appion said : ' I am all the more hope- suspecting those who are called adulterers, are

ful to be able to persuade her, as you wish, pro- with good reason mocked with arbitrary laws by
vided only we be able to converse with her.' Zeus himself, through Minos and Rhadamanthus.
'That,' said I, ' is impossible.' Then Appion For there is no restraining of Eros dwelling in
asked if it were possible to send a letter to her. our souls ; for the passion of lovers is not vol-
Then I said : ' That indeed may be done.' Then untary. Therefore Zeus himself, the giver of
Appion said: 'This very night I shall write a these laws, approached myriads of women ; and,
paper on encomiums of adultery, which you]according to some wise men, he sometimes had
shall get from me and despatch to her ; and I intercourse with human beings, as a benefactor
hope that she shall be persuaded, and consent.' ]for the production of children. But m the case
Appion accordingly wrote the paper, and gave Iof those to whom he knew that his being un-
it to me ; and I thought of it this very night, and !known would be a favour 2 he chan_,ed his form
I remembered that fortunately I have it°by me, [in order that he might neither grieve them, nor
along with other papers which I carry about with seem to act in opposition to the laws given by
me." Having thus spoken, I showed the paper himself. It becomes you, therefore, who are
to those who were present, and read it to them debaters of philosophy, for the sake of a good
as they wished to hear it ; and having read it, I life, to imitate those who are acknowledged to
said : "This, O men, is the instruction of the be the nobler, who have had sexual intercourse
Greeks, affording a bountiful licence to sin with- ten thousand times.
out fear. z The paper was as follows :

CHAP. XII. -- JUPITER'S AMOURS.
CHAP. X. _THE LOVER TO THE BELOVED ONE.

"'And not to spend the time to no purpose
"'Anonymously, on account of the laws of in giving more examples, I shall begin with

foolish men. At the bidding of Love, the first- mentioning some embraces of Zeus himself, the
born of all, salutation: I know that you are father of gods and men.S For it is impossible
devoted to philosophy, and for the sake of virtue to mention all, on account of their multitude.
you affect the life of the noble. But who are Hear, therefore, the amours of this great Jupiter,
nobler than the gods among all, and philoso- which he concealed by changing his form, on
phers among men ? For these alone know what account of the fanaticism of senseless men.
works are good or evil by nature, and what, not For, in the first place, wishing to show to wise
being so, are accounted so by the imposition of men that adultery is no sin, when he was going
laws. Now, then, some have supposed that the to marry, being, according to the multitude,
action which is called adultery is evil, although knowingly an adulterer, in his first marriage, but
it is in every respect good. For it is by the l not being so in reality, by means, as I said, of a
appointment of Eros for the increase of life. seeming sin he accomplished a sinless marriage.*
And Eros is the eldest of all the gods. For For he married his own sister Hera, assuming
without Eros there can be no mingling or gen- the likeness of a cuckoo's wing; and of her
emtion either of elements, or gods, or men, or: were born Hebe and Ilithyia. For he gave birth
irrational animals, or aught else. For we are I to Metis without copulation with any one, as did
all instruments of Eros. He, by means of us, [ also Hera to Vulcan.
is the fabricator of all that is begotten, the mind I .....
inhabiting our souls. Hence it is not when we [ *we be,_,do_ the_m,ao, of _r.

_ J [Comp R,,_g_u'tu,_, x. so.-2_, for a parallel to ehap_, xe-sS.--

s [The [ntroduc_on of the letters is en ingenious literary a_. I F,._ I have no doubt that this is tl_ geneaal meaning; but the text
Much of the m_ mmtar ib given in Xcc_,'u_, x.--R, l | is h_i_.ssly _lx.
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CHAP. XlIi. _JUPITER'S AMOURSCONTLNUED. these doings of the gods adulteries ; even of
those gods who did not refrain from the abuse

"'Then he committed incest with his sister, of males as disgraceful, but who practised even
who was born of Kronos and Thalasse, after this as seemly. For instance, Jupiter himself
the dismemberment of Kronos, and of whom was in love with Ganymede: Poseidon with
were born Eros and Cypns, whom they call also Pelops ; Apollo with Cinyras, Zacyinthus, Hya-
Dodone. Then, m the likeness of a satyr, he cinthus, Phorbas, Hylas, Admetus, Cyparissus,
had intercourse with Antiope the daughter of Amyclas, Troilus, Branchus the Tymnman, Parus
Nycteus, of whom were born Amphion and Ze- the Potnian, Orpheus ; Dionysus with Laonis,
thus. And he embraced Alcmene, the wife of Ampelus, Hymenmus, Hermaphrodites, Achilles ;
Amphitryon, in the form of her husband Amphl- Asclepius with Hippolytus, and Hephmstus with
tryon, of whom was born Hercules. And, changed Peleus ; Pan with Daphnis ; Hermes with Per-
into an eagle, he approached _/Egina, the daugh- seus, Chrysas, Theseus, Odrysus ; Hercules with
ter of Asclepius, of whom _Eacus was born. Abderus, Dryops, Jocastus, Philoctetes, Hylas,
And in the form of a bear he lay with Amalthea Polyphemus, Hmmon, Chonus, Eurystheus.
the daughter of Phocus ; and in a golden shower
he fell upon Danae, the daughter of Acrisms, of CHAP. XVI.--PRAISE OF tmCHASTrrY.
whom sprang Perseus. He became wild as a hon
to Callisto the daughter of Lycaon, and begat At- "'Thus have I in part set before you the
cus the second. And with Europa the daughter amours of all the more noted gods, beloved,
of Phoenix he had intercourse by means of a bull, that you may know that fanaticism respecting
of whom sprang Minos, and Rhadamanthus, and this thing is confined to senseless men. There-
Sarpedon ; and with Eurymedusa the daughter fore they are mortal, and spend their lives sadly,
of Achelous, changing himself into an ant, of because through their zeal they proclaim those
whom was born Myrmidon. With a nymph of things to be evil which the gods esteem as ex-
Hers_eus, in the form of a vulture, from whom cellent. Therefore for the future" you will be
sprang the wise men of old m Sicily. He came blessed, imitating the gods, and not men. For
to Juno the earth-born in Rhodes, and of her men, seeing you preserving that which is thought
were born Parg_eus, Kronius, Kytis. And he to be chastity, on account of what they them-
deflowered Ossla, taking the hkeness of her has- selves feel, praise you indeed, but do not help
band Phoenix, of whom Anchmous was born to you. But the gods, seeing you like unto them-
him. Of Nemesis the daughter of Thestius, selves, will both praise and help.
who is also thought to be Leda, he begot I
Helena, in the form of a swan or goose ; and CHAP. XVII._THE CONSTELLATIONS.

again, in the form of a star, he produced Castor "' For reckon to me how many mistresses
and Polydeuces. With Lamia he was trails- they have rewarded, some of whom they have
formed into a hoopoo, placed among the stars ; and of some they have

blessed both the children and the associates.
CHAP. XIV.- JUPITER'S UNDISGUISEDAMOURS. Thus Zeus made Calhsto a constellation, called

"' In the likeness of a shepherd he made the Little Bear, which some also call the Dog's
Mnemosyne mother of the Muses. Setting him- Tail. Poseidon also placed the dolphin in the
self on fire, he married Semele, the daughter of sky for the sake of Amphitrite ; and he gave a
Cadmus, of whom he begat Dionysus. In the place among the stars to Orion the son of
hkeness of a dragon he deflowered his daughter Euryale, the daughter of Minos, for the sake of
Persephone, thought to be the wife of his brother his mother Euryale. And Dionysus made a
Pluto. He had intercourse with many other constellation of the crown of Ariadne, and Zeus

invested the eagle which assisted him in the rape
women without undergoing any change in his !of Ganymede, and Ganymede himself with theform; for the husbands had no ill-will to him
as if it were a sin, but knew well that in associ- honour of the Water-pourer. Also he honoured
ating with their wives he bountifully produced the bull for the sake of Europa ; and also having
children for them, bestowing upon them the bestowed Castor, and Polydeuces, and Helena
Hermeses, the Apollos, the Dionysi, the Endym- upon Leda, he made them stars. Also Perseus
ions, and others whom we have spoken of, most for the sake of Danae ; and Arcus for the sake
excellent in beauty through his fatherhood, of Callisto. The virgin who also is Dice, for the

sake of Themis ; and Heracles for the sake of
Alcmene. But I do not enlarge further ; for itCHAP.XV.--UN_ATURAL LUSTS.
were long to tell particularly how many others

"' And not to spend the time in an endless the gods have blessed for the sake of their many
exposition, you will find numerous unions with mistresses, in their intercourse with human
Jupiter of all the gods. But senseless men call beings, which senseless men repudiate as evil
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deeds, not knowing that pleasure is the great to a beloved one, pretended as if she had written
advantage among men. in answer to it ; and the next day, when Appion

came, I gave him the reply, as if from her, as
CHAP. XVIII. -- THE PHILOSOPHERS ADVOCATES OF follows : --

ADULTERY.

" ' But why? Do not the celebrated philoso- CHAP. xxI. -- ANSWERTO APPION'SLETTER.
phers extol pleasure, and have they not had "' I wonder how, when you commend me for
intercourse with what women they would ? Of wisdom, you write to me as to a fool. For, wish-
these the first was that teacher of Greece, of ing to persuade me to your passion, you make
whom Phoebus himself said, '" Of all men, Soc- use of examples from the mythologies of the
rates is the wisest." Does not he teach that in gods, that Eros is the eldest of all, as you say,
a well-regulated state women should be corn- and above all gods and men, not being afraid to
mon? ' and did he not conceal the fair Alclbia- blaspheme, that you might corrupt my soul and
des under his philosopher's gown ? And the insult my body. For Eros is not the leader of
Socratic Antisthenes writes of the necessity of the gods,- he, I mean, who has to do with
not abandoning what is called adultery. And lusts. For if he lusts willingly, he is himself
even his disciple Diogenes, did not he freely his own suffering and punishment ; and he who
associate with Lais, for the hire of carrying her should suffer willingly could not be a god. But
on his shoulders in public ? Does not Epicurus if against his will he lust for copulation, and,
extol pleasure ? Did not Aristippus anoint him- pervading our souls as through the members of
self with perfumes, and devote himself wholly to our bodies, is borne into intermeddhng with our
Aphrodite ? Does not Zeno, intimating indiffer- minds, then he that impels him to love is greater
ence, say that the deity pervades all things, that than he. And again, he who impels him, being
it may be known to the intelligent, that with himself impelled by another desire, another
whomsoever'a man has intercourse, it is as with greater than he is found impelling him. And
himself; and that it is superfluous to forbid thus we come to an endless succession of lov-
what are called adulteries, or intercourse with ers, 2which m impossible. Thus, neither is there
mother, or daughter, or sister, or children. And an impeller nor an impelled ; but it is the lust-
Chrysippus, in his erotic epistles, makes mention ful passion of the lover himself, which is in-
of the statue in Argos, representing Hera and creased by hope and diminished by despair.
Zeus in an obscene position.

CHAP. XXII.--LYING FABLES.

CHAP. XIX._CLOSE OF THE LOVE-LETrER.
"' But those who will not subdue base lusts

"' I know that to those uninitiated in the truth belie the gods, that, by representing the gods as
these things seem dreadful and most base ; but first doing the things which they do, they may
not so to the gods and the philosophers of the be set free from blame. For if those who are
Greeks, nor to those initiated in the mysteries of called gods committed adulteries for the sake of
Dionysus and Demeter. But above all these, begetting children, and not through lascivious-
not to waste time in speaking of the lives of all ness, why did they also debauch males ? But it
the gods, and all the philosophers, let the two is said they complimented their mistresses by
chief be your marks -- Zeus the greatest of the making them stars. Therefore before this were
gods, and Socrates of philosophic men. And there no stars, until such time as, by reason of
the other things which I have mentioned in this wantonness, the heaven was adorned with stars
letter, understand and attend to, that you may by adulterers? And how is it that the children
not grieve your lover ; since, if you act contra- of those who have been made stars are punished
rily to gods and heroes, you will be judged in Hades,--Atlas loaded, Tantalus tortured with
wicked, and willsubjectyourselftofittingpunish- thirst, Sisyphus pushing a stone, Tltyus thrust
ment. But if you offer yourself to every lover, through the bowels, Ixion continually rolled
then, as an imitator of the gods, you shall receive round a wheel? How is it that these divine
benefits from them. For the rest, dearest one, lovers made stars of the women whom they de-
remember what mysteries I have disclosed to filed, but gave no such grace to these ?
you, and inform me by letter of your choice.

Fare thee well.' [ CHAP. xxm.- THE GODSI_000DS.
!

. XX. -- TIt_ Ugig MAD-_.u^Frr. I "'They were not gods: then, but representation*..
I of tyrants. For a certaan tomb m shown amon_

"I therefore, having received this billet from [ the Caucasian mountains, not in heaven, but ir

Appion, as though I were really going to send it / ....

*Thisfrom, mr#aal trading. I _v.
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earth, as that of Kronos, a barbarous man and a And it behoves them also, before the springing
devourer of children. Further, the tomb of the of the desire, to satisfy the natural passion of
lascivious Zeus, so famed in story, who in like puberty by marriage, first persuading them not
manner devoured his own daughter Metis, is to to look upon the beauty of another woman.
be seen in Crete, and those of Pluto and Posei-
don in the Acherusian lake ; and that of Helius CHAP. XXVL-- CLOSEOF THE ANSWER.

in Astra, and of Selene in Carrae, of Hermes in "' For our mind, whenever it is impressed de-
Hermopohs, of Ares in Thrace, of Aphrodite in lightfully with the image of a beloved one, al-
Cyprus, of Dionysus in Thebes, and of the rest ways seeing the form as in a mirror, is tormented
in other places. At all events, the tombs are by the recollection; and if it do not obtain its
shown of those that I have named ; for they desire, it contrwes ways of obtaining it ; but if
were men, and in respect of these things, wicked at do obtain it, it is rather increased, like fire
men and magicians.' For else they should not having a supply of wood, and especially when
have become despots-- I mean Zeus, renowned there Is no fear impressed upon the soul of the
in story, and Dionysus -- but that by changing lover before the rise of passion. For as water
their forms they prevailed over whom they extinguishes fire, so fear is the extinguisher of
pleased, for whatever purpose they designed, unreasonable desire. Whence I, having learned

from a certain Jew both to understand and to do
CHAP. XXIV. --IF A PRINCIPLE BE GOOD, CARRY the things that are pleasing to God, am not to

rr OUT. be entrapped into adultery by your lying fables.
"' But if we must emulate their lives, let us But may God help you in your wish and efforts

imitate not only their adulteries, but also their to be chaste, and afford a remedy to your soul
banquets. For Kronos devoured his own ehil- burning with love.'
dren, and Zeus in lake manner his own daughter.
And what must I say ? Pelops served as a sup- CHAP. XXVII.- A REASONfOR HATRED.
per for all the gods. Wherefore let us also, be- "When Appion heard the pretended answer,
fore unhallowed marriages, perpetrate a supper he said : "Is it without reason that I hate the

_ like that of the gods ; for thus the supper would Jews ? Here now some Jew has fallen in with
be worthy of the marriages. But this you would her, and has converted her to his religion, and
never consent to; no more will I to adultery, persuaded her to chastity, and it is henceforth
Besades this, you threaten me with the anger of impossible that she ever have intercourse with
Eros as of a powerful god. Eros is not a god, another man ; for these fellows, setting God bf-
as I conceive him, but a destre occurring from fore them as the universal inspector of actions,
the temperament of the living creature in order are extremely persistent in chastity, as being un-
to the perpetuation of life, according to the fore- able to be concealed from Him.'
sight of Him who worketh all things, that the

_' whole race may not fail, but by reason of pleas- CHAP. XXWn.m THE HOAX CONFESSED.

nre another may be produced out of the sub- "When I heard this, I said to Appion : ' Now
stance of one who shall die, springing forth by I shall confess the truth to you. I was not
lawful marriage, that he may know to sustain his enamoured of the woman, or of any one else,
own father in old age. And this those born my soul being exceedingly spent upon other de-
from adultery cannot do, not having the nature sires, and upon the investigation of true doc-
of affection towards those who have begotten trines. And till now, although I have examined
them. many doctrines of philosophers, I have inclined

to none of them, excepting only that of the
CHAP.XXV.-- BETTER TO MARRYTHANTO BURN. [ews, _ a certain merchant of theirs having so-

: "' Since, therefore, the erotic desire occurs for journed here in Rome, selling linen clothes, and
the sake of continuation and legitimate increas- a fortunate meeting having set simply before me
ing, as I have said, it behoves parents providing the doctrine of the unity of God.'
for the chastity of their children to anticipate
the desire, by imbuing them with instruction by CHAP. xxn¢.--Am'm_'s I_sEgrMEwr.
means of chaste books, and to accustom them "Then Appion, having heard from me the
beforehand by excellent discourses ; for custom truth, with his unreasonable hatred of the Jews,
is a second nature. And in addition to this, and neither knowing nor wishing to know what
frequently to remind them of the punishments their faith is, being senselessly angry, forthwith
appointed by the laws, that, using fear as a quitted Rome in silence. And as this is my first
bridle, they may not run on in wicked pleasures, meeting with him since then, I naturally expect

his anger in consequence. However, I shall ask
' [_ _ d_,._t _ of _ a_at_ in z_,_-o_/_, _ him in your presence what he has to say con-a4: also m Hon_|y VI. 2z. -- R.]
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cerning those who are called gods, whose lives, companied me to visit Appion. And we found
fabled to be filled with all passmns, are con- him bathed, and sitting at a table furnished.
stantly celebrated to the people, in order to Wherefore we inquired but httle into the matter
their imitation ; while, b_ides their human pas- concerning the gods. But he, understanding, I
sions as I have said, their graves are also shown suppose, our wish, promised that next day he
in different places." would have something to say about the gods,

and appointed to us _e same place where he
CHAP.XXK.- A DLqCUSSIONPROMISED. would converse with us. And we, as soon as he

The others having heard these things from had promised, thanked him, and departed, each
me, and desiring to learn what would ensue, ac- one to his home.

HOMILY VI.

CHAP. L m CLEMENTMEEq'SAPPION. that Aphrodite sprang from the drops of blood

Am) on the third day, when I came with my which flowed from it ; nor that Kronos associ-
friends to the appointed place in Tyre, I found iated with Rhea, and devoured his first-begotten
Appion sitting between Anubion and Athenodo- son Pluto, because a certain saying of Prome-
rus, and waiting for us, along with many other theus led him to fear that a child born from him
learned men. But m no wise dismayed, I greeted would wax stronger than himself, and spoil him
them, and sat down opposite Appion. And m a of his kingdom ; nor that he devoured in the
little he began to speak : -- same way Poseidon, his second child ; nor that,

"I wish to start from the following point, and when Zeus was born next, his mother Rhea con-
to come with all speed at once to the question, eealed him, and when Kronos asked for him that
Before you, my son Clement, joined us, my he might devour him, gave him a stone instead ;
friend Anubion here, and Athenodorus, who yes- nor that this, when _t was devoured, pressed
terday were among those who heard you dis- those who had been previously devoured, and
course, were reporting to me what you said of forced them out, so that Pluto, who was devoured
the numerous false accusations I brought against first, came out first, and after hnn Poseidon, and
the gods when I was visiting you in Rome, at the then Zeus ; 3 nor that Zeus, as the story goes,
time you were shamming love, how I charged preserved by the wit of hxs mother, ascended
them with pmderasty, lasciviousness, and numer- into heaven, and spoiled his father of the king-
ous incests of all kinds. But, my son, you ought dora ; nor that he punished h_s father's broth-
to have known that I was not in earnest when I ers ; nor that he came down to lust after mortal
wrote such things about the gods, but was con- women ; nor that he associated w_th his sisters,
cealing the truth, from my love to you. That and daughters, and sisters-in-law, and was gmlty
truth, however, if it so please you, you may hear of shameful peederasty ; nor that he devoured

his daughter Metis, in order that from her he
from me now. might make Athene be born out of his own

brain (and from his thigh might bear Dionysos,¢CHAP, II. n THE MYTHS ARE NOT TO BE TAKEN
who is said to have been rent in pieces by theLITERALLY.
Titans) ; nor that he held a feast at the marriage

"The wisest of the ancients, men who had by of Peleus and Thetis ; s nor that he excluded
hard labour learned all truth, kept the path of Eris (discord) from the marriage ; nor that Eris
knowledge hid from those who were unworthy on her part, thus dishonoured, contrived an
and had no taste for lessons in divine things.' occasion of quarrelling and discord among the
For it is not really true that from Ouranos and feasters ; nor that she took a golden apple from
his mother Ge were born twelve children, as the the gardens of the Hesperides, and wrote on it
myth counts them : six sons, Okeanos, Koios, For the fair.' And then they fable how Hera,
Krios, Hyperion, Japetos, Kronos ; and six and Athena, and Aphrodite, found the apple,
daughters, Thea, Themis, Mnemosyne, Demeter, and quarrelling about it, came to Zeus ; and he
Tethys, and Rhea? Nor that Kronos, with the
knife of adamant, mutilated his father Ouranos, 3 Thepassageseemstobeco,:upt. .

The common story about Dionysus Is, that he w_s the unborn
as you say, and threw the part into the sea; nor ,on,aotofM_m,butofSemele.Wtesetersupposesthatsome words

have fallen out, or that the latter part of the sentence Is a careless re-
x [Compare in gameml, with drops. _a, the mythologicad state- terpohtion.

atettm ia _trol_tio_*, x z_-4r. _ R.] s [Compare, on "the supperof the god.%" chap. x5, and Recog-
I [Com_ ]_eco_tda_r, z, zT, Sz.--R.] =_ur, x. 4z.--R.]
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did not decide it for them, but sent them by driven about with a natural motion, flowed in an
Hermes to the shepherd Paris, to be judged of I orderly manner from the same to the same (back
their beauty. But there was no such judging ] on itself), like a whirlpool, mixing the substances
of the goddesses....; nor d,d Paris give the apple to in such a way that from each 4 there flowed down
Aphrodite ; nor did Aphrodite, being thus hon- the middle of the universe (as in the funnel of a
oured, honour him in return, by giving him [ mould) precisely that which was most useful and
Helen to wife. For the honour bestowed by ! suitable for the generation of a hying creature.
the goddess could never have furnished a pre- iThis was carried down by the all-carrying whirl-
text for a universal war, and that to the ruin of pool, drew to itself the surrounding spirit, and
him who was honoured, himself nearly related having been so conceived that it was very fertile,
to the race of Aphrodite. But, my son, as I formed a separate substance. For just as a
said, such stories have a peculiar and phitosophi- bubble is usually formed in water, so everything
cal meaning, which can be allegorically set forth round about contributed to the conception of-
in such a way that you yourself would listen with this hall-like globe. Then there came forth to.
wonder." And I said, "I beseech you not to the light, after it had been conceived in itself,
torment me with delay." And he said, "Do not and was borne upwards by the divine spirit which
be afraid ; for I shall lose no time, but commence surrounded it,s perhaps the greatest thing ever
at once. born ; a piece of workmanship, so to speak,

having life in it which had been conceived from
CHAP.III.--APPION PROCEEDSTO INTERPRETTHE that entire infinite abyss, in shape like an egg,

MYTHS. and as swift as a bird.

"There was once a time when nothing existed
but chaos and a confused mixture of orderless CHAP. v.- KRONOSAND RI*IEAEY_INED.
elements, which were as yet simply heaped to- "Now you must think of Kronos as time
gether.' This nature testifies, and great men (CHRONOS),and Rhea as the flowing (RHEON)of
have been of opinion that it was so. Of these the watery substance. 6 For the whole body of
great men I shall bring forward to you him who matter was borne about for some TTME,before it
excelled them all in _asdom, Homer, where he brought forth, like an egg, the sphere-like, all-
says, with a reference to the original confused embracing heaven (OURA_OS),which at first was
mass, ' But may you all become water and full of productive marrow, so that it was able to
earth ;'" implying that from these all things had produce out of itself elements and colours of all
their origin, and that all things return to their sons, while from the one substance and the one
first state, which is chaos, when the watery and colour it produced all kinds of forms. For as a
earthy substances are separated. And Hesiod peacock's egg seems to have only one colour,
in the TnEO_OW¢ says, ' Assuredly chaos was the while potentially it has in it all the colours of the
very first to come into being.'S Now, by 'come animal that is to be, so this living egg, conceived
into being,' he evidently means that chaos came out of infinite matter, when set in motion by the
into being, as having a beginning, and dxd not underlying and ever-flowing matter, produces
always exist, without beginning. And Orpheus many different forms. For within the circum-
likens chaos to an egg, in which was the confused ference a certain living creature, which is both
mixture of the primordial elements. This chaos, male and female, is formed by the skill of the
which Orpheus calls an egg, is taken for granted indwelling divine spirit. This Orpheus calls
by Hesiod, having a beginning, produced from Phanes, because when it appeared (enA_lS) the

universe shone forth from it, with the lustre of
infiniteway. matter, and originated in the following that most glorious of the elements, fire, perfected

in moisture. Nor is this incredible, since in
crt_. Iv._ ORm_ or CHAOS. glowworms nature gives us to see a moist light.

"This matter, of four kinds, and endowed
with hfe, was an entire infinite abyss, so to speak, CHAP. W. _ _ a.m> 1,LtrrO.

in eternal stream, borne about without order, and "This egg, then, which was the first substance,forming every now and then countless hut in-
effectual combinations (which therefore it dis- growing somewhat hot, was broken by the living
solved again from want of order) ; ripe indeed, creature within, and then there took shape and
but not able to be bound so as to generate a came forth something; 7 such as Orpheus also
living creature. And once it chanced that this speaks of, where he says, 'when the capacious
infinite sea, which was thus by its own nature

.Thi_.i,.the mm_atioa ofDavhi,.,s. TheO,_ hu _ z-m_-

o[ .._ [Whh this dlscour_ and its cosmogony compare the dlscoume s This is W_ler's ¢m_dafi_ for "_¢dvecL _",,,,_meat and hia bto_ in,Y,gc4g,j,tt_m.w,x. zp.xg, _g:,..34._ 1L] 6 [C.omp. Rtcog'nili_,x, '7, 3x, :$_.--1_]
s ltiad, vii. _. _ W',mdercorreas _ "some s_}i being,'ret¢._ a_! b,_aw,"d

L. z,6. him _dm.q_xaa_"m_; and *' IR took hmmm_."
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egg was broken," etc. And so by the mighty CHAP.IX.--Ja_TmaS.
power of that which appeared (P_ls) and
came forth, the globe attained coherency, and "And Hera we understand to be a happy tern-
maintained order, while it itself took its seat, as pering of the atmosphere, and therefore she is
it were, on the summit of heaven, there in inef- very fruitful ; but Athena, as they call Pallas, was

reckoned a virgin, because on account of thefable mystery diffusing light through endless ages.
But the productive matter left inside the globe, intense heat she could produce nothing. And
separated the substances of all things. For first in a similar fashion Artemis is explained : for her
its lower part, just like the dregs, sank down- they take as the lowest depth of air, and so they
wards of its own weight; and thin they called called her a virgin, because she could not bear
Pluto from its gravity, and weight, and great anything on account of the extreme cold. And
quantity (POLU) of underlying matter, styling it that troubled and drunken composition which
the king of Hades and the dead. _ arises from the upper and lower vapours they

called Dionysus, as troubling the intellect. And
the water under the earth, which is in nature in-

CHAP. VII.--POSEmO_¢, zwUS, Am) MInaS. deed one, but which flows through all the paths
"When, then, they say that this primordial of earth, and is divided into many parts, they

substance, although most filthy and rough, was called Osiris, as being cut in pieces. And they
devoured by Kronos, that is, time, this is to be understand Adonis as favourable seasons, Aphro-
understood in a physical sense, as meaning that dite as coition and generation, Demeter as the
it sank downwards. And the water which flowed earth, the Girl (Proserpine) as seeds ; and Dio-
together after this first sediment, and floated on nysus some understand as the vine.
the surface of the first substance, they called Po-
seidon. And then what remained, the purest and
noblest of all, for it was translucent fire, they CHAP.X.--ALL SUCH STORIESARE ALLEGORICAL.

called Zeus, from its glowing (ZEOUSA) nature. "And I must ask you to think of all suchNow since fire ascends, this was not swallowed,
stories as embodying some such allegory. Look

and made to descend by time or Kronos ; but, on Apollo as the wandering Sun (PERI-POL6N), a
as I said, the fiery substance, since it has life in son of Zeus, who was also called Mithras, as
it, and naturally ascends, flew right up into the completing the period of a year. And these said
mr, which from its purity is very intelligent. By transformations of the all-pervading Zeus musthis own proper heat, then, Zeus--that is, the
glowing substance -- draws up what is left in the [be regarded as the numerous changes of the sea-sons, while his numberless wives you must under-
underlying moisture, to wit, that very strong 3 stand to be years, or generations. For the power
and divine spirit which they called Mefis. which proceeds from the _ether and passes

through the air unites with all the years and
CHAP. VIII._ PALLASAND HERA. generations in turn, and continually varies them,

"And 1;his, when it had reached the summit and so produces or destroys the crops. And ripe
of the _ther, was devoured by it (moisture be- fruits are called his children, the barrenness of
ing mixed with heat, so to say) ; and causing in some seasons being referred to unlawful unions."
it that ceaseless palpitation, it begat intelligence,
which they call Pallas from this palpitating (PAL-
LES'r_).4 And this is artistic wisdom, by which CHAP.rd.-- CLEMENTHAS HEARD ALL THIS BE-
the _etherial artificer wrought out the whole FORE.

world. And from all-pervading Zeus, that is, While Appion was allegorizing in this way, I
from this very hot _ether, air (AER) extends all became plunged in thought, and seemed not to
the way to our earth ; and this they call Hera. be following what he was saying. So he inter-
Wherefore, because it has come below the _ether, rupted his discourse, and said to me," If you do
which is the purest substance (just as a woman, not follow what I am saying, why should I speak
as regards purity, is inferior), when the two were at all ?" And I answered, "Do not suppose that
compared to see which was the better, she was I do not understand what you say. I understand
rightly regarded as the sister of Zeus, in respect it thoroughly ; and that the more that this m not
of her origin from the same substance, but as :he first time I have heard it. And that you
his spouse, as being inferior like a wife. may know that I am not ignorant of these things,

The t,_t _ a this q_t_t'_ gives_o_. ,_d has b_° I shall epitomize what you have said, and supply
in _ u,ffi_,tlo_. Lob_k _" ,t its pri_:" He,- in their order, as I have heard them from others,
"_e_;" D_u_, ,q=ci_t;- _d w_, the allegorical interpretations of those stories., wh/t¢. _

• [Comp._a,.i,,,.,,,.r_.--R.l you have omitted." And Appion said: "Do
s TI_ l_u4a Ms. has" very Free._ SO '_4 [With _ I1--:ocomF_re_, z. 3a, 34.-- R.]
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ot_. Xn.--EerroME OF APPIO_'S mC2L_ATXON, earth, the first offspring was not begotten, but

And I answered :' "I shall not at present fashioned complete, and called Achilles, because
speak particularly of that living egg, which was he never put his lips (CHRILE)to the breast. 6
conceived by a happy combination out of infinite Still in the bloom of life, he is slain by an arrow

while desiring to have Polyxena, that is, some-
matter, and from which, when it was broken, the thing other than the truth, and foreign (XEN_) tomasculo-feminine Phanes leaped forth, as some
say. I say little about all that, up to the point it, death stealing on him through a wound in his
when this broken globe attained coherency, there foot.
being left in it some of its marrow-like matter ; CHAP. XV._ THE JUDGMENTOF PARIS.

and I shall briefly run over the description of "Then Hera, and Athena, and Aphrodite, and
what took place m it by the agency of this mat- Eris, and the apple, mad Hermes, and the judg-ter, with all that followed. For from Kronos and

ment, and the shepherd, have some such hidden
Rhea were born, as you say--that is, by time meaning as the following:mHera is dignity$
and matter-- first Pluto, who represents the sedl- Athena, manliness ; Aphrodite, pleasure ; Hermes,
ment which settled down; and then Poseidon, language, which interprets (HERME_trnKOS)
the liquid substance in the middle, 2which floated thought ; the shepherd Paris, unreasoned and
over the heavier body below ; and the third child brutish passion. Now if, in the prime of life, lea-
- that is, Zeus m is the rather, and is highest of son, that shepherd of the soul, is brutish, does
all. It was not devoured ; but as it is a fiery not regard its own advantage, will have nothing to
power, and naturally ascends, it flew up as with I do with manliness and temperance, chooses only

a bound to the very highest rather, pleasure, and gives the prize to lust alone, bargain-
" "-- " may delight it,- he who thus judges incorrectly,, CHAP xnI KRONOSAND APHRODITE ing that it is to receive in return from lust whatdestruction andwill choose pleasure to his ownAnd the bonds of Kronos are the binding i

together of heaven and earth, as I have heard i that of his friends. And Eris is jealous spite ; and
others allegonzing ; and his mutilation is the sep- the golden apples of the Hesperides are perhaps
aration and partmg of the elements; for they riches, by which occasionally even temperate
all were severed and separated, according to persons like Hera are seduced, and manly ones
their respective natures, that each kind might be ! like Athena are made jealous, so that they do
arranged by itself. And ume no longer begets ] things which do not become them, and the soul's
anything ; but the things which have been be- beauty like Aphrodite is destroyed under the
gotten of it, by a law of nature, produce their guise of refinement. To speak briefly, in all
successors. And the Aphrodite who emerged men riches provoke evil discord.
from the sea is the fruitful substance which arises
out of moisture, with which the warm spirit mix- CHAP. XVI._ ttERCULES.

ing, causes that sexual desire, and perfects the "And Hercules, who slew the serpent which
beauty of the world, led and guarded riches, is the true philosophical

reason whmh, free from all wickedness, wanders
CHAP. XIV._ PELEUS AND THETIS, PROMETHEUS,all over the world, visiting the souls of men, and

ACHILLES,AND POLYXENA. chasusing all it meets, -- namely, men like fierce
"And the marriage banquet, at which Zeus lions, or timid stags, or savage boars, or multi-

held the feast on the occasion of the marriage form hydras; and so with all the other fabled
of the Nereid Thetis and the beautiful Peleus, labours of Hercules, they all have a hidden refer-
has in it this allegory,_ _ that you may know, ence to moral valour. But these instances must
Appion, that you are not the only one from whom suffice, for all our time would be insufficient if
I have heard this sort of thing. The banquet, we were to go over each one.
then, is the world, and the twelve are these
heavenly props of the Fates/called the Zodiac. cl-me. XVIl.- anaEv ARE _LAMEWORTI_WHO m-
Prometheus is foresight (PROMETHRIA),by which VRIcrF_ SUCHs'romEs.
all things arose ; Peleus is clay (pELOS), namely,
that which was COLLECTEDS from the earth and "Now/since these things can be clearly, prof-
mixed with Nereis, or water, to produce man ; itably, and without prejudice to piety, set forth
and from the mixing of the two, i.e., water and in an open and straightforward manner, I won-

der you call those men sensible and wise who
' [Comp. gecognitfon*, x. tT-tg, 29"36, 4t, for statements sired concealed.them under crooked riddles, and over-

inr to those in chaps, xa-tg. -- R.]
t This is Wk_eter's conjecture.
S LComp. chap. a, aad Rec.egniliaxs, 4o, 4t.,-_.R. ] . 6'rhlsh_t_gicr'srcst_dthe_. hvlsitmp_
4 TheLafia takes"motra"mthesense d 'd_mrtct, amttraa_ l_,'°l_amthehtoomof l-tfa,atwhieh fimeif atWongdctmi_

l_s "these propsorthedistrictsor thesky._
T}us _s Wiesraer's _ for u_ r_di_g or the MSS.,"ore- R.; [Compar¢ with the argtummm ]_% Reco_a_ka_t, _ 35-#L --trived."
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laid them with filthy stories, and thus, as if im- ioned the universe, being unable absolutely to
pelled by an evil spirit, deceived almost all men. demonstrate this on account of the traces of de-
For either these things are not riddles, but real sign in the work, they inweave the foresight of
crimes of the gods, in whmh case they should mind in such a way that they are able to entrap
not have been exposed to contempt, nor should even the wisest. But we say to them : If the
these their needs have been set before men at world arose from self-moved nature, how did it
all as models ; or things falsely attributed to the ever take proportion and shape, which cannot
gods were set forth in an allegory, and then, Ap-come but from a superintending wisdom, and
pion, they whom you call wise erred, in that, by can be comprehended only by knowledge, which
concealing under unworthy stories things in them- alone can trace such things ? If, on the other
selves worthy, they led men to sin, and that not hand, it is by wisdom that all things subsist and
without dishonouring those whom they believed maintain order, how can it be that those things
to be gods. arose from self-moved chance ?

CHAP. XVIII. _THE SAME.

"Wherefore do not suppose that they were CHAP. XX._THESE GODSWERE REALLYWICKEDMAGICIANS.
wisemen, but ratherevilspirits,who couldcover
honourableactionswithw_cked stories,inorder "Then thosewho chose to make dishonour-
thattheywho wish to imitatethclrbettersmay ableallegoriesofdivinethings--as,forinstance,
emulate thesedeeds of so-calledgods,which thatMeus was devoured by Zeus- have fallen
yesterdayin my discourseI spoke sofreelyof, intoa dilemma,becausetheyd_d not see that

namely,theirparricides,theirmurdersoftheirtheywho in thesestoriesabout the gods indi-
children,theirincestsof allkinds,theirshame- rectlytaughtphysics,denied the veryexlstence
lessadulteriesand countlessimpuritles.The ofthegods,revolvingallkindsofgodsintomere
most impiousof them are thosewho wishtheseallegoricalrepresentationsof the varioussub-
storiestobe believed,inorderthattheymay not stancesoftheuniverse.And soitismore hkely
be ashamed when theydo the hkc. Iftheyhad thatthegods thesepersonscelebratewere some
been disposedtoactreverently,theyought,asI sortof wicked magicians,who were in reality
saida littleago,even ifthegodsreallydidthe wicked men, but by magic assumed different
thingswhich are sungof them, to have veiledshapes,commltted adulterms,and took away
theirindecenciesundermore seemlystories,and life,and thustothemen ofoldwho didnot un-
not,on the contrary,as you saytheydid,when derstandmagic seemed tobe gods by thethings
thedeeds of thegods were honourable,clothedtheydid; and the bodiesand tombs of these
them inwickedand indecentforms,which,even men are tobe seeninmany towns.
when interpreted,can only be understoodby
much labour ; and when they were understood CHAP. XXI. -- THEIR GRAVES ARE STILL TO BE

by some, they indeed got for their much toil SEEN.
the privilege of not being deceived, which they "For instance, as I have mentioned already,
might have had without the toll, while they who in the Caucasian mountains there is shown the
were deceived were utterly ruined. (Those, tomb of a certain Kronos, a man, and a fierce
however, who trace the allegories to a more hon- monarch who slew his children. And the son
ourable source I do not object to ; as, for in- of this man, called Zeus, became worse/]mn hiy
stance, those who explain one allegory by saying fa[her; and having by the power of magic been
that it was wisdom which sprang from the head declared ruler of the universe, he committed
of Zeus.) On the whole, it seems to me more many adulteries, and inflicted punishment on
probable that winked men, robbing the gods of his father and uncles, and so died ; and the Cre-
their honour, ventured to promulgate these in- tans show his tomb. And in Mesopotamia there
suiting stories, lie buned a certain Helios at Atir, and a certain

Selene at Carrhm. A certain Hermes, a man,
CHAP.XIX.--NONE OF THESE ALLF-.GORIESARE lies buried in Egypt ; Ares in Thrace ; Aphro-

COUSWrENT. dlte in Cyprus; A_sculapius in Epidaurus; and

"Nor do we find the poetical allegory about the tombs of many other such persons are to be
any of the gods consistent with itself. To go no seen.'
further than the fashioning of the universe, the CHAP. XXlL_THEm CONTEMPORARIES,THERE-
poets now say that nature was the first cause of FORE, DID NOT LOOKON THEM AS GODS.
the whole creation, now that it was mind. For,
say they, the first moving and mixture of the ele- "Thus, to right-thinking men, it is clear that
ments came from nature, but it was the foresight they were admitted to be mortals. And their
of mind which arranged them in order. Even contemporaries, knowing that they were mortal,
when they assert that it was nature which lash- *[Comi_v. sj, andA'ecot,uZ_, _ 24.--R.J
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when theydiedpaidthem no more heed ;and itlimbs and partsof animals,thatthey may be
was lengthof timewhich clothedthem wlththe able to preservetheirrespectiveproporUons,

gloryof gods. Nor need you wonder thatthey may have a dearlydefinedshape,and thatall
who livedm the timesof .IEseulapiusand Her- the inward partsmay attainthe fittingcohe-
culeswere deceived,or the contemporariesof rency. In thesame way alsothepositionssuit-
Dionysusorany otherof themen of thattlme,able for each are determined,and that very
when even Hectorm lhum, and Achillesin the beautifully,by the artificermind. To be brief,
islandof Leuce,areworshippedby the inhabit-inallotherthingswhicha livingcreaturemust
antsofthoseplaces;and theOpuntinesworshiphave,thisgreatbeingof theworld isin no re-
Patroclus,and theRhodiansAlexanderofMace- spectwanting.
don.'

CHAP. XXV. _THE UNIVERSE IS THE PRODUCT OF

CHAP. XXIII. -- THE EGYPTIANS PAY DIVINE HON- MIND, :
OURS TO A MAN.

"Moreover, among the Egyptians even to the "Thus we are shut up to the supposition that"there is an unbegotten artificer, who brought the
present day, a man is worshipped as a god be- elements together, if they were separate ; or, if
fore his death. And this truly is a small ira- they were together, artistically blended them so
piety, that the Egyptians give dwine honours as to generate life, and perfected from all one
to a man in his lifetime ; but what is of all work. For it cannot be that a work which is

things most absurd is, that they worship birds completely wise can be made without a mind
and creeping things, and all kinds of beasts, which is greater than it. Nor will it do to say
For the mass of men nelther think nor do any- that love is the artificer of all things, or desire,
thing with discretion. But look, I pray you, at or power, or any such thing. All these are liable
what is most d_sgracefnl of all : he who is wlth to change, and transient in their very nature.
them the fatherof gods and men is said by them Nor can that be God which is moved by an-
to have had intercourse with Leda; and many i other ' much less what is altered by time and
of them set up in public a painting of this, I nature ' and can be annihilated. ''_
writing above it the name Zeus. To punish
this insult, I could wish that they would paint CHAP. XXVI._PETER ARRIVF_FROMC2_.fi_.REA.
their own present king in such base embraces
as they have dared to do with Zeus, and set it While I was saying these things to Appion,
up in public, that from the anger of a temporary Peter drew near from Caesarea, and in Tyre the
monarch, and him a mortal, they might learn people were flocking together, hurrying to meet
to render honour where it is due. Thls I say to him and unite in an expression of gratification
you, not as myself already knowing the true at his vislt. And Appmn withdrew, accompa-
God ; but I am happy to say that even if Idoi nied by Anubion and Athenodorus only ; but
not know who is God, I think I at least know the rest of us hurried to meet Peter, and I was
clearly what God is. the first to greet him at the gate, and I led him

towards the inn. When we arrived, we dis-
CHAP.XXIV.-- WHATIS NOT GOD. missed the people ; and when he deigned to

ask what had taken place, I concealed nothing,
"And first, then, the four original elements but told him of Simon's slanders, and the mon-

cannot be God, because they have a cause. strous shapes he had taken, and all the diseases
Nor can that mixing be God, nor that corn- he had sent after the sacrificml feast, and that
pounding, nor that generating, nor that globe some of the sick persons were still there in
which surrounds the visible universe ; nor the Tyre, while others had gone on with Simon to
dregs which flow together in Hades, nor the Sidon just as I arrived, hoping to be cured by
water which floats over them ; nor the fiery sub- him, but that I had heard that none of them had
stance, nor the air which extends from it to our been cured by him. I also told Peter of the
earth. For the four elements, if they lay out- controversy I had had with Appion ; and he,
side one another, could not have been mixed from his love to me, and desiring to encourage
together so as to generate animal life without me ' praised and blessed me. Then, having
some great artificer. If they have always been supped, he betook himself to the rest the fa-
united, even in this case they are fitted together tigues of his journey rendered so necessary.
by an artistic mind to what is requisite for the

[Thecond_ of tl._discus,slonls ...noA_?_hy,n_ onJyfrora
-- l_.fComp. _'dwogw_t_, x. 25, whexe these facts are also used. _thefairnesse£_t,°f themtargument,a_butinqulrer)fr°m theismmatmned.sktllwsth which__R.]the post-
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HOMILY VII.

CHAP.L- IrETERADDRESSESTHE PEOPLE. the prince of evil, in like manner, if you cease

AND on the fourth day of our stay in Tyre,' from these things, and flee for refuge to God
Peter went out about daybreak, and there met through the good Prince of His right hand,
him not a few of the dwellers round about, with honouring Him without sacrifices, by doing
very many of the inhabitants of Tyre itself, who whatsoever He wills, know of a truth that not
cried out, and said, "God through you have only will your bodies be healed, but your souls
mercy upon us, God through you heal us )" also will become healthy. For He only, destroy-" ing with His left hand, can quicken with His
And Peter stood on a high stone, that all might
see him ; and having greeted them in a godly right; He only can both smite and raise thefallen.
manner) thus began : --

CHAP. IV. _THE GOLDEN RULE.

cs._P, n.- REASONOF S_fON'S POWER. "Wherefore, as then ye were deceived by the
"God, who created the heavens and the forerunner Simon, and so became dead m your

whole universe, does not want occasion for the souls to God, and were smitten in your bodies ;
salvation of those who would be saved. Where- so now, if you repent, as I said, and submit to
fore let no one, in seeming evils, rashly charge those things whach are well-pleasing to God, you
Him with unkindness to man. For men do not may get new strength to your bodies, and re-
know the issue of those things which happen to cover your soul's health. And the things which
them, nay, suspect that the result will be evil ; are well-pleasing to God are these : to pray to
but God knows that they will turn out well. So i Him, to ask from Him, recognising that He is
is it in the case of Simon. He is a power of the giver of all things, and glves wlth discruni-
the left hand of God, and has authority to do natmg law ; to abstain from the table of devils,
harm to those who know not God, so that he not to taste dead flesh, not to touch blood ; to
has been able to involve you in diseases ; but be washed from all pollution ; and the rest in
by these very diseases, whlch have been per- one word,-- as the God-fearing Jews have heard,
mitred to come upon you by the good providence _do you also hear, and be of one mind in many
of God, you, seeking and finding him who is bodms; let each man be minded to do to his
able to cure, have been compelled to submit neighbour those good things he wishes for him-
to the will of God on the occasion of the cure of self. And you may all find out what Is good, by
the body, and to think of believing, in order holding some such conversation as the following
that in this way you may have your souls as well with yourselves : You would not like to be tour-
as your bodies in a healthy state, dered ; do not murder another man : you would

not hke your wife to be seduced by another ; do
CHAP.HI.--THE REMEDY. not you commit adultery: you would not lake

"Now I have been told, that after he had any of your things to be stolen from you ; steal
sacrificed an ox he feasted you in the middle nothing from another. And so understanding
of the forum, and that you, being carried away by yourselves what is reasonable, and doing it,
with much wine, made friends with not only the you will become dear to God, and will obtain
evil demons, but their prince also, and that in healing ; otherwise in the hfe which now is your
this way the most of you were seized by these bodies will be tormented, and in that which is
sicknesses, unwittingly drawing upon yourselves to come your souls will be punished." =
with your own hands the sword of destruction. CHAP. %'.- PETER DE.PARTS Fog SIDOtq'.
For the demons would never have had power over
you, had not you first supped with their prince. After Peter had spent a few days in teaching
For thus from the beginning was a law laid by them in this way, and in healing them, they
God, the Creator of all things, on each of the were baptized. And after that, 3 all sat down
two princes, him of the right hand and him of together in the market-places in sackcloth and
the left, that neither should have power over ashes, grieving because of his other wondrous
any one whom they might wish to benefit or to works, and repenting their former sins. And
hurt, unless first he had sat down at the same
table with them. As, then, when you partook • fWiththisdiscourse_'pecdn$ Simon.¢ompareRtcognttia_r,
of meat offered to idols, you became servants to _.6-,s. ButthestatementsrespectingStmon'spowerandthedesignof it are much stronger than here. -- R.]

We have adopted Wle_ler'$ emenda6on. The text may he
_Tha himmqtml details of _ Homily alto Ira,to no parallel in translated thus: "And after that. among hts other wondrous deed*,

fit= R_.--R.] =li t_ r¢_ (wha had aot _ bapti_d)=at do_," ¢t¢.
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when they of Sidon heard it, they did likewise, after being slightly punished. But they who have
and sent to beseech Peter, since they could not taken no care at all to know the better way, even
come themselves for their diseases. And Peter though they may have done countless other
did not spend many days in Tyre ; but when he good deeds, if they have not stood in the service
had instructed all its inhabitants, and freed them He has Himself appointed, come under the
from all manners of diseases and had founded charge of indifference, and are severely punished,
a church, and set over it as bishop one of the and utterly destroyed.
elders who were with him, he departed for
Sidon. But when S_mon heard that Peter was CHAP. VIII._THE SERVICEOF GOD'S APPOINT-
coming, he straightway fled to Beyrout with Mz_rr.

Appion and his friends. "And this is the service He has appointed :
To worship Him only, and trust only in the

CHAP.VI. _ PETERIN SIDON. Prophet of truth, and to be baptized for the
And as Peter entered Sidon, they brought remission of sins, and thus by this pure baptism

many in couches, and laid them before him. to be born again unto God by saving water ; to
And he said to them : "Think not, I pray you, abstain from the table of devils, that ts, from
that I can do anything to heal you, who am a food offered to idols, from dead carcases, from
mortal man, myself subject to many evils. But animals which have been suffocated or caught
I shall not refuse to show you the way in which by wild beasts, and from blood ;_ not to live any
you must be saved. For I have learned from longer impurely; to wash after intercourse ; that
the Prophet of truth the conditions fore-ordained the women on their part should keep the law of
of God before the foundation of the world ; that purification ; that all should be sober-minded,
is to say, the evil deeds which if men do He has given to good works, refraining from wrong-
ordamed that they shall be injured by the prince doing, looking for eternal hfe from the all-
of evil, and m hke manner the good deeds for powerful God, and askmg with prayer and con-
which He has decreed that they who have be- tinual supphcatlon that they may win it." Such
lieved in Him as their Physicmn shall have their was Peter's counsel to the men of Sidon also.
bodies made whole, and their souls established And in few days many repented and believed,
in safety, and were healed. And Peter having founded

a church, and set over it as bishop one of the
CHAP.VII.- THE TWO PATHS. elders who were with him, left Stdon.

"Knowing, then, these good and evil deeds,
I make known unto you as it were two paths,' CHAP. IX.- SIMONATrACKSPETER.

and I shall show you by which travellers are No sooner had he reached Beyrout than an
lost and by which they are saved, being guided earthquake took place ; and the multitude, run-
of God. The path of the lost, then, is broad ning to Peter, said, " Help us, for we are afraid
and very smooth--it rums them without trou- we shall all utterly perish." Then Simon ven-
bling them ; but the path of the saved is narrow, tured, along with Appion and Anubion and
rugged, and in the end it. saves, not without Athenodorus, and the rest of his companions, to
much toil, those who have journeyed through it. cry out to the people against Peter in public :
And these two paths are presided over by un- ,, Flee, friends, from this man l he is a magi-
belief and faith ; and these journey through the clan ; trust us, he it was who caused this earth-
path of unbelief, those who have preferred pleas- quake : he sent us these diseases to terrify us, as
ure, on account of which they have forgotten if he were God Himself." And many such false
the day of judgment, doing that which is not charges did Simon and his friends bring against
pleasing to God, and not caring to save their Peter, as one who could do things above human
souls by the word, and have not anxiously sought power. But as soon as the people gave him a
their own good. Truly they know not that the moment's quiet, Peter with surprising boldness
counsels of God are not like men's counsels; gave a little laugh, and said, "Friends, I admit
for, in the first place, He knows the thoughts of that I can do, God willing, what these men say ;
all men, and all must give an account not only and more than that, I am ready, if you do not
of their actions, but also of their thoughts. And believe what I say, to overturn your city fromtheir sin is much less who strive to understand
well and fail, than that of those who do not at top to bottom."
all strive after good things. Because it has
pleased God that he who errs in his knowledge CHAP.X. mSlMO_t IS VRIV_ AWAY.
of good, as men count errors, should be saved And the people were afraid, and promised to

do whatever he should command. "Let none
I [Comparewiththinchaptertherecentlydiscovered"Teaching"

adz C_r.x. ,_.-- 12_]
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of yOU, then," said Peter, "either hold conver- a good man I drive away diseases, for I am His
sation with these sorcerers, or have any thing to second messenger, since first the disease comes,
do with them." And as soon as the people but after that the healing. By that evil-working
heard this concise command, they took up sticks, magician, then, you were stricken with disease
and pursued them till they had driven them because you revolted from God. By me, if you
wholly out of the town. And they who were beheve on Him ye shall be cured: and so hay-
sick and possessed with devils came and cast ing had experience that He is able, you may turn
themselves at Peter's feet. And he seeing all to good works, and have your souls saved."
this, and anxious to free them from their terror,
said to them : -- CHAP. XH.- PETER GOES TO BYBLUS AND

TRIPOLIS,

c_d,. x3.--THe. WAYor SALVATION. AS he said these things, all fell on their knees
"Were I able to cause earthquakes, and do before his feet. And he, lifting up his hands to

all that I wish, I assure you I would not destroy heaven, prayed to God, and healed them all by
Simon and his friends (for not to destroy men his simple prayer alone. And he remained not
am I sent), but would make him my friend, that many days in Beyrout ; but after he had accus-
he might no longer, by his slanders against my tomed many to the service of the one God, and
preaching the truth, hinder the salvation of had baptized them, and had set over them a
many. But if you believe me, he himself is a bmhop from the elders who were with him, he
magician ; he is a slanderer ; he is a minister of went to Byblus. And when he came there, and
evil to them who know not the truth. There- learned that Simon had not waited for them for
fore he has power to bring dmeases on sinners, a day, but had gone straightway to Tnpohs,
having the sinners themselves to help him m his he remained there only a few days ; and after
power over them. But I am a servant of God that he had healed not a few, and exercmed
the Creator of all things, and a dmciple of Hm them in the Scriptures, he followed in Simon's
Prophet who is at Hts right hand. Wherefore track to Tripo]is, preferring to pursue him rather
I, being His apostle, preach the truth : to serve than flee from him.

HOMILY VIII.

CHAP.I. _ PETER'S ARRIVALAT TRIPOLIS. when he had gone in, the forerunners assigned

Now, as Peter was entering Tnpolis,, the lodgings to those who had come w_th him. Andthe hosts and the entertainers did not fall short
people from Tyre and Sidon, Berytus and By-
blus, who were eager* to get instruction, and of the desire of those who sought hospitality.
many from the neighbourhood, entered alongwith But Peter, knowing nothing of this, being asked
him ; and not least were there gatherings of the by us to partake of food, sa_d that he would not
multitudes from the city itself wishing to see him. himself partake until those who had come with
Therefore there met with us in the suburbs the him were settled. And on our assuring him
brethren who had been sent forth by him to as- that thin was already done, all having received
certain as well other particulars respecting the them eagerly by reason of their affection towards
city, as the proceedings of Simon. and to come him, so that those were grieved beyond measure
and explain them. They received him, and who had no guests to entertain,--Peter hearing
conducted him to the house of Maroones.3 this, and being pleased with their eager philan-

thropy, blessed them and went out, and having
bathed in the sea, partook of food with the fore-CHAP. II._PETER'S THOUGHTFULNESS.
runners ; and then, the evening having come, he

But he, when he was at the very gate of his slept.
lodging, turned round, and prommed to the
multitudes that after the next day he would con- CH_. m. -- A CONVERSATIOI_ncrERmwrED.
verse with them on the subject of religion. And But awaking about the second cock-crowing,

he found us astir. We were in all sixteen, viz.,
z [Fortheg,_tm.ldlmndlellsmofHomiliesVllI-XIwlthRe¢og_i[ Peter himself, and I Clement, Nicetas andIrons, tv-_,, sen foot.re on gecognttums, _v. L Horaihes VIII ]

IX.t_ mat_ ,_,a_l _ ,he_le e_,_a g,,o_a,,,, I Aquila, and the twelve who had preceded us.*
boo. iv.-- R ] l

a Ltt.: More willing to learn t_a. t/:e of_ers. [ Having therefore saluted us, he said, "To-day,
3 [*' Marn" in _¢_t£_*, iv. The re_.mhlaac¢ _ that

book and tht_ Homily m quite marked. -- R.] | ,s [Comp. Rccog_itio_s, iv, 3.__R. ]
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not being occupied with those without, we are ing in the teachers of truth is of God, while ex.
free to be occupied with one another. Where-cellent actions are left to every one to do by his
fore I shall tell you the things that happened after own judgment, the reward is righteously bestowed
your departure from Tyre ; and do you minutely upon those who do well. For there would have
relate to me what have been the doings of Simon been no need of Moses, or of the coming of Je-
here." While, therefore, we were answering one sus, if of themselves they would have understood
another by narratives on either side, one of our what is reasonable. Neither is there salvation in
friends entered, and announced to Peter that believing in teachers and calling them lords.
Simon, learning of his arrival, had set off for
Syria, and that the multitudes, thinking this one CHAP. VI.m CONCEALMENTAI_ REVELATION.

night to be like a year's time, and not able to "For on this account Jesus is concealed from
walt for the appointment which he had made, the Jews, who have taken Moses as their teacher,
were standing before the doors conversing with and Moses is hidden from those who have be-
one another in knots and circles about the ac- lieved Jesus. For, there being one teaching by
cusatlon brought by Simon, and how that, hay- both, God accepts him who has believed either
ing raised their expectations, and promised that of these. But believing a teacher is for the sake
he would charge Peter when he came with many of doing the things spoken by God. And that
evils, he had fled by night when he knew of his this is so our Lord Himself says, ' I thank thee,
arrival. "However," said he, " they are eager Father of heaven and earth, because Thou hast
to hear you ; and I know not whence some ru- concealed these things from the wise and elder,
mour has reached them to the effect that you and hast revealed them to sucking babes.'s
are going to address them to-day. In order, Thus God Himself has concealed a teacher from
therefore, that they may not when they are very some, as foreknowing what they ought to do, and
tired be dismissed without reason, you yourself has revealed h]m to others, who are ignorant
know what it is proper for you to do." what they ought to do.

CHAP. IV. _ MANY CALLED. CHAP. VII. _ MOSE$ AND CHRIST.

Then Peter, wondering at the eagerness of the "Neither, therefore, are the Hebrews con-
multitudes, answered, t " You see, brethren, how demned on account of their ignorance of Jesus,
the words of our Lord are manifestly fulfilled, by reason of Him who has concealed Him, if,
For I remember His saying, " Many shall come doing the things tammanded by Moses, they
fl'om the east and from the west, the north and the do not hate Him whom they do not know. Nei-
south, and shall rechne on the bosoms of Abraham, ther are those from among the Gentiles con-
and Isaac, and Jacob.' 2 ' But many,' said He demned, who know not Moses on account of
also,' are called, but few chosen.' 3 The coming, Him who hath concealed him, provided that
therefore, of these called ones is fulfilled. But these also, doing the things spoken by Jesus, do
inasmuch as it is not of themselves, but of God not hate Him whom they do not know. And
who has called them and caused them to come, some will not be profited by calling the teachers
on this account alone they have no reward, since lords, but not doing the works of servants. For
it is not of themselves but of Him who has on this account our Jesus Himself said to one
wrought m them. But if, after being called, who often called Him Lord, but did none of the
they do things that are excellent, for this is of things which He prescribed, 'Why call ye me
themselves, then for this they shall have a re- Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I say?' 6
ward. For it is not saying that will profit any one, but

CHAP.V.- FAITHTHE GIFT OF GOD. doing. By all means, therefore, is there need of

"For even the Hebrews who believe Moses, good works. Moreover, if any one has been
and do not observe the things spoken by him, thought worthy to recognise both as preaching
are not saved, unless they observe the things that one doctrine, that man has been counted rich in
were spoken to them. For their believing Mo- God, understanding both the old things as new
ses was not of their own will, but of God, who in time, and the new things as old."
said to Moses, ' Behold, I come to thee in a pil-
lar of cloud,thatthepeoplemay hearme speak- CHAP.WlI._A LARGZ CONaRF_Aa'IOZ¢.
ing to thee,and may believethee forever.'4 WhilePeterwas thusspeaking,themultitudes,
Since,therefore,both to the Hebrews and to asiftheyhad been calledby some one,entered
thosewho are calledfrom the Gentiles,belier-intothe placewhere Peterwas. Then he,see-

ing a great multitude, like the smooth current
_ z [W_hcha_. 4-,, ,_mp_-ethe do.eiT ,e_mb_ _m_e, of a river gently flowing towards him, said tolfe_itdaxa_ iv. 4-xt, -- R,]

= Matt. viii. It; Luke tim _)-
$ Matt. XX. x6. $ Mail xL IS; [Luko x. It.-- ILl
4 Fa. x,,. 9. 6 latke vL 46.
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Maroones, "Have you any place here that is all. To them, therefore, by obedience to the
better able to contain the crowd ?" Then Ma- law, all things were in abundance,--the fairest
roones conducted him to a garden-plot in the of fruits, fulness of years, freedom from grief
open air, and the multitudes followed. But Pe- and from disease, bestowed upon them without
ter, standing upon a base of a statue which was fear. with all salubrity of the air.
not very high, as soon as he had saluted the
multitude in pious fashion, knowing that many CHAP. XI. _ CAUSEOF THE FALLOF MAN.
of the crowd that stood by were tormented with
demons and many sufferings of long standing, "But they, because they had at first no expe-
and hearing them shrieking with lamentation, rience of evils, being insensible to the gift of
and failing down be him in supplication, good things, were turned to ingratitude by abun-
rebuked them, and commanded them to hold dance of food and luxuries, so that they even
their peace; and promising healing to them thought that there m no Providence, since they
after the discourse,' began to speak on this had not by previous labour got good things as the
wise :m reward of righteousness, inasmuch as no one of

them had fallen into any suffering or disease, or

CHAP. IX._ "VINDICATETHE WAYSOF COD TO any other necessity ; so that, as is usual for men
MEN." afflicted on account of wicked transgression, they

should look about for the God who is able to
"While beginning to discourse on the worship heal them? But immediately after their despite,

of God to those who are altogether ignorant of which proceeded from fearlessness and secure
everything, and whose minds have been cot- luxury, a certain just punishment met them, as
rupted by the accusations of our adversary following from a certain arranged harmony, re-
Simon, I have thought it necessary first of all moving from them good things as having hurt
to speak of the blamelessness of the God who them, and introducing evil thmgs instead, as
hath made all things, starting from the occasion advantageous.
seasonably afforded by Him according to His
providence, that it may be known how with CHAP. XlI. _METAMORPHOSESOF THE ANGELS.
good reason many are held by many demons,
and subjected to strange sufferings, that in this "For of the spirits who inhabit the heaven,3
the justice of God may appear ; and that those i the angels who dwell in the lowest region, being
who through ignorance blame Him, now may grieved at the ingratitude of men to God, asked
learn by good speaking and well-doing what that they might come into the life of men, that,
sentiments they ought to hold, and recall them- Ireally becoming men, by more intercourse they
selves from their previous accqsation, assigning i might convict those who had acted ungratefully
ignorance as the cause of their evil presumption, towards Him, and might subject every one to
in order that they may be pardoned, adequate punishment. When, therefore, their

petition was granted, they metamorphosed them-
CHAP.X. _THE ORIGINALLAW. iselves into every nature ; for, being of a more

godlike substance, they are able easily to assume
"But thus the matter stands. The only good any form. So they became precious stones, and

God having made all things well, and having ,goodly pearl, and the most beauteous purple,
handed them over to man, who was made after and choice gold, and all matter that is held in
His image, he who had been made breathing of most esteem. And they fell into the hands of
the divinity of Him who made him, being a true some, and into the bosoms of others, and suffered
prophet and knowing all things, for the honour themselves to be stolen by them. They also
of the Father who had given all things to him, changed themselves into beasts and reptales, and
and for the salvation of the sons born of him, as fishes and birds, and into whatsoever they
a genuine father preserving his affection towards pleased. These things also the poets among
the children born of him, and wishing them, for yourselves, by reason of fearlessness, sing, as
their advantage, to love God and be loved of they befell, attributing to one the many and
Him, showed them the way which leads to His diverse doings of all.
friendship, teaching them by what deeds of men
the one God and Lord of all is pleased ; and CHAP. xm. _W_lX FALLOF aRE _a_GEr_
having exhibited to them the things that are

"But when, having assumed these forms, theypleasing to Him, appointed a perpetual law to
all, which neither can be abrogated by enemies, convicted as covetous those who stole them, am.

nor is vitiated by any impious one, nor is con- • T_=_ing,_=s toteMS; b_tt_te_t_,,_-cealed in any place, but which can be read by
..... doubtedly corrupt, and scartmly intelhgibie.

of the Rtcog=ttions. The doctrine here ts pecuhar. But ootapa_
Ruo&m_io_ iv. 26. -- R ]
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changed themselves into the nature of men, in ture, to the eating of animals, and yet seem to
order that, living holily, and showing the possi- be blameless, as having ventured upon this
bility of so living, they might subject the un- through necessity, the Almighty God rained
grateful to punishment, yet having become in all nianna upon them, suited to their various tastes ;
respects men, they also partook of human lust, and they enjoyed all that they would. But they,
and being brought under its subjection they fell on account of their bastard nature, not being
into cohabitation with women;' and being in- pleased with purity of food, longed only after
volved wJth them, and sunk in defilement and the taste of blood. Wherefore they first tasted
altogether emptied of their first power, were un- flesh.
able to turn back to the first purity of their CHAP. XVI._CANNIBALISM.
proper nature, their members turned away from
their fiery substance : 2 for the fire itself, being "And the men who were with them there for
extinguished by the weight of lust, and changed the first time were eager to do the like. Thus,
into flesh, they trode the impious path downward, although we are born neither good nor bad, we
For theythemselves, being fettered with the bonds become one or the o/her; and having formed
of flesh, were constrained and strongly bound ; habits, we are with difficulty drawn from them.
wherefore they have no more been able to as- But when irrational animals fell short, these bas-
cend into the heavens, tard men tasted also human flesh. For it was

not a long step to the consumption of flesh like
CHAP. XIV. _ THEIR DISCOVERIES. their own, having first tasted it in other forms.

"For after the intercourse, being asked to show CHAP.XVII._THE FLOOD.
what they were before, and being no longer able
to do so, on account of their being unable to do "But by the shedding of much blood, the pure
aught else after their defilement, yet wishing to air being defiled with impure vapour, and sicken-
please their mistresses, instead of themselves, they ing those who breathed it, rendered them liable
showed the bowels 3 of the earth ; I mean, the to diseases, so that thenceforth men died pre-
choice metals, 4 gold, brass, silver, iron, and the maturely. But the earth being by these means
like, with all the most precious stones. And ],greatly defiled, these first teemed with poison-
along with these charmed stones, they delivered darting'and deadly creatures. All things, there-
the arts of the things pertaining to each, and fore, going from bad to worse, on account of
imparted the discovery of magic, and taught these brutal demons, God wished to cast them
astronomy, and the powers of roots, and what- away like an evil leaven, lest each generation
ever was impossible to be found out by the hu- from a wicked seed, being like to that before it,
man mind ; also the mettmg of gold and silver, and equally impious, should empty the world to
and the like, and the various dyeing of garments, come of saved men. And for this purpose, hay-
And all thmgs, in short, which are for the adorn- ing warned a certain righteous man,s with his
ment and delight of women, are the discov- three sons, together with their wives and their
eries of these demons bound in flesh, children, to save themselves in an ark, He sent

a deluge of water, that all being destroyed, the
CHAP. XV.-- THE GIANTS. purified world might be handed over to him who

was saved in the ark, in order to a second begin-
"But from their unhallowed intercourse spuri- ning of life. And thus it came to pass.

ous men sprang, much greater in stature than
ordinary men, whom they afterwards called CHAP.XVIII.- THE LAWTO THE SURVIVORS.
giants; not those dragon-footed giants who
waged war against God, as those blasphemous "Since, therefore, the souls of the deceased
myths of the Greeks do sing, but wild in man- giants were greater than human souls, inasmuch
nets, and greater than men in size, inasmuch as as they also excelled their bodies, they, as being
they were sprung of angels ; yet less than angels, a new race, were called also by a new name.
as they were born of women. Therefore God, And to those who survived in the world a law
knowing that they were barbarized to brutality, was prescribed of God through an angel, how
and that the world was not sufficient to satisfy they should live. For being bastards in race,
them (for it was created according to the pro- of the fire of angels and the blood of women,
portion of men and human use), that they might and therefore liable to desire a certain race of
not through want of food turn, contrary to na- their own, they were anticipated by a certain

righteous law. For a certain angel was sent to
them by God, declaring to them His will, and• [Comp Recag_itla_, L 3o. The details here are not only

tidier, but apparendy reprtsem a more developed stmculation. -- R.J sabring :2 The text m somewhat ObSCure;but the fo]Jow_gsentea_ shows
this robe the meaning of it.

s Literally, " the marrow."
4 Literally," xhc flow©nLof mttals.= $ [Cont_ Rwo_ v. t*.- R.]
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CHAP°XlX.--THE LAW TO TIlE GIANTSOR for this was not in his power, but inducing and
VF._ONS. persuading, because the being persuaded lies in

the power of every one? Approaching Him,
"' These things seem good to the all-seeing therefore, as being king of things present, he said

God, that you lord it over no man ; that you to the King of things future, 'All the kingdoms
trouble no one, unless any one of his own ac- of the present world are subject to me ; also the
cord subject himself to you, worshipping you, gold and the silver and all the luxury of this world
and sacrificing and pounng libations, and par- ar e under my power. Wherefore fall down and
taking of your table, or accomphshing aught worship me, and I will give you all these things.'
else that they ought not, or shedding blood, or And this he said, knowing that after He wor-
tasting dead flesh, or filling themselves with that shipped him he would have power also over Him,
which is torn of beasts, or that which is cut, or and thus would rob Him of the future glory, and
that which is strangled, or aught else that is un- kingdom. But He, knowing all things, not only
clean. But those who betake themselves to my did not worship him, but would not receive
law, you not only shall not touch, but shall also aught of the things that were offered by him.
do honour to, and shall flee from, their presence. For He pledged Himself with those that are
For whatsoever shall please them, being just, His, to the effect that it is not lawful henceforth
respecting you, that you shall be constrained to even to touch the things that are given over to
suffer. But if any of those who worship me go him. Therefore He answered and said, 'Thou
astray, either committing adultery, or practming shalt fear the Lord thy God, and Him only shalt
magic, or living impurely, or doing any other of thou serve.' 3
the things which arc not well-pleasing to me,
then they will have to suffer something at your
hands or those of others, according to my order. CHAP. XXIL _ THE MARRIAGESUPPER.
But upon them, when they repent, I, judging of
their repentance, whether it be worthy of pardon "However, the king of the impious, striving
or not, shall give sentence. These things, there- to bring over to his own counsel the King of the
fore, ye ought to remember and to do, well plous, and not being able, ceased his efforts, un-

dertaking to persecute Him for the remainder of
knowing that not even your thoughts shall be His hfe. But you, being ignorant of the fore-
able to be concealed from Him.' ordained law, are under hls power through evil

deeds. Wherefore you are polluted in body and
CHAP. XX._WILLING CAPTIVES. soul, and in the present hfe you are tyrannized

"Having charged them to this effect, the over by sufferings and demons, but in that which is
angel departed. But you are still ignorant of to come you shall have your souls to be punished.
this law, that every one who worships demons, or And this not you alone suffer through ignorance,
sacrifices to them, or partakes with them of their but also some of our nation, who by evd deeds
table, shall become subject to them and receive having been brought under the power of the
all punishment from them, as being under wicked prince of wickedness, like persons invited to a
lords. And you who, on account of ignorance supper by a father celebrating the marriage of
of this law, have been corrupted beside their his son, have not obeyed.4 But mstead of those
altars,' and have been satiated with fond affered who through preoccupation disobeyed, the Father
ta them, have come under their power, and do celebrating the marriage of his Son, has ordered
not know how you have been in every way in- us, through the Prophet of the truth, to come
jured in respect of your bodies. But you ought into the partings of the ways, that is, to you, and
to know that the demons have no power over to invest you with the clean wedding-garment,
any one, unless first he be their table-compan- which is baptism, which is for the remission of the
ion ; since not even their chief can do anything sins done by you, and to bring the good to the sup-
contrary to the law imposed upon them by God, per of God by repentance, although at the first
wherefore he has no power over any one who they were left out of the banquet.
does not worship him ; but neither can any one
receive from them any of the things that he CHAP. XXIII.- THE ASSEMBLY DISMISSED.
wishes, nor in anything be hurt by them, as you
may learn from the following statement. "If, therefore, ye wish to be the vesture of

the Divine Spirit, hasten first to put off your base
CHAP.XX_I.--_ATmN Or cHRtsr, presumption, which is an unclean spirit and a

"For once the king of the present time came • [The_1_io, d tb__y _V_ R,_e_,at_. _ 34-
to our King of righteousness, using no violence, 37,_t _,_ ,ft_ _tt_ o_ th_ bookis_t_ m H_Jr Ix.;footnote. -- R.]

J Ma_t. iv. : Lul_ iv.
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foul garment. And this you cannot otherwise CHAP. XXIV.- THE SICK HEALED.

put Off, than by being first baptized in good When he had thus spoken, all of them re-
works. And thus being pure in body and in mained, some in order to be healed, and others
soul, you shall enjoy the future eternal kingdom.
Therefore neither believe in idols, nor partake to see those who obtained cures. But Peter,

with them of the impure table, nor commit mur- Ilonly laying his hands upon them, and praying,
der, nor adultery, nor hate those whom it is not lhealed them ; ' so that those who were straight-
right to hate, nor steal, nor set upon any evil way cured were exceeding glad, and those wholooked on exceedingly wondered, and blessed
deeds ; since, being deprived of the hope of fu- _God, and believed with a firm hope, and with
ture blessings in the present life, you shall be' those who had been healed departed to their own
subjected to evil demons and terrible sufferings, , ................... inomes, having recelvea a charge to meet eanyand m the world to come you shall be pumshect ................... _oil me iOllOwlng flay. &nfl when mey naa gone,
with eternal fire Now, then, what has been ........ • .... qPeter remained there wRh his associates, and
said _s enough Ior to-day• l_or tile rest, those, art ok f t] ......... "-

" " _"c" " wi" a'" " ' p o " o bOa, ana reiresnea illmSeli Wll;lloi you WhO are aml tea m nments remain/ •• sleep.
for healing; and of the others, you who please

• j, --- ,
go m peace. I t [Comp. Recogntt:ons, iv. 7.-- R.]

HOMILY IX.

CHAP.I.- PETER'SDISCOURSERESUMED. tive of wars. For unity does not fight with

THEREFORE on the next day, Peter going out itself, but multitude has occasion of undertaking
with his companions, and coining to the former battle one against another.
place, and taking his stand, proceeded to say : l
" God having cut off by water all the impious CHAP. Itl.- FAMILYOF NOE.
men of old, having found one alone amongst "Therefore, straightway after the flood, 2 Noe
them all that was pious, caused him to be saved :continued to live three hundred and fifty years

in an ark, with his three sons and their w]ves, lw]t h the multitude of his descendants in con-
Whence may be perceived that it is His nature ,,cord, being a king according to the image of the
not to care for a multitude of wicked, nor to be one God. But after his death many of his de-
indifferent to the salvation of one pious. There- scendants were ambitious of the kingdom, and
fore the greatest nnpiety of all is forsaking the being eager to reign, each one considered how
sole Lord of all, and worshipping many, who are it might be effected ; and one attempted it by
no gods, as if they were gods. war, another by deceit, another by persuasion,

and one in one way and another in another ;
CHAP. II.- MONARCHYAND POLYARCHY. one of whom was of the family of Ham, whose

"If, therefore, while I expound and show you descendant was Mestren, from whom the tnbe._
that this is the greatest sin, which is able to of the Egyptians and Babylonians and Persians
destroy you all, it occur to your mind that you were multiplied.
are not destroyed, being great multitudes, you
are deceived. For you have the example of the CHAP.IV.-- ZOROASTER.

old world deluged. And yet their sin was much "Of this family there was born in due time a
less than that which is chargeable against you. certain one, who took up with magical practices,
For they were wicked with respect to their by name Nebrod, who chose, giant-like, to de-
equals, murdering or committing adultery. But vise things in opposition to God. Him the
you are wicked against the God of all, worship- Greeks have called Zoroaster. He, after the
ping lifeless images instead of Him or along deluge, being ambitious of sovereignty, and be-
with Him, and attributing His divine name to ing a great magician, by magical arts compelled
every kind of senseless matter. In the first the world-guiding star of the wicked one who
place, therefore, you are unfortunate in not now rules, to the bestowal of the sovereignty
knowing the difference between monarchy and Kilt from him. But he, s being a prince,
potyarchy--that monarchy, on the one hand, as a
is productive of concord, but polyarchy is effec- • lW'_thismmithes.t3eefl_tlg/ehapmrs_.ral_reaVlecog_Ha_#,L

3o, 3x, but more particularly_. _7"3t, which rau'msh a _ tmr-
t [Much _ tim matter in this Homily is to be fotmd in Recog- alleL -- R

m_tt_,.s, iv. -- R.] s That is, I supl, o_, the wick.cdone.
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and having authority over him who comoelled Ipower to constrain them to the foolish worship.
him,' wrathfully poured out the fire of theking- ]For, establishing this things by magical ceremo-
dora, that he might both bring to allegiance, and ]nies, they assigned them feasts from sacrifices,
might punish him who at first constrained him. libations, flutes, and shoutings, by means of

which senseless men, being deceived, and their
CHAP. V.- HERO-WORSHW. kingdom being taken from them, yet did not

, . ........ /desist from the worship that they had taken
Therefore the magician _eDroa, neulg cte.................. _up wlm. 1o sucn an extent oaa mey preIer

stroyed by this lightning falling on earth from _
heaven, for this circumstance had his name lerr°r' on account of its pleasantness, before

changed to Zoroaster, on account of the living [truth. They also howl after their sacrificialsurfeit, their soul from the depth, as it were
(_rav) stream of the star (acrTdpo,) being tby dreams, forewarning them of the punishment
poured upon him. But the unintelligent amongst' that is to befall such deeds of theirs.
the men who then were, thinking that through

the love of God his soul had been sent for by CHAP.VIII.raTHE BEST MERCHANDISE.
lightning, buried the remains of his body, and
honoured his burial-place with a temple among "Many forms of worship, 3 then, having passed
the Persians, where the descent of the fire oc- away in the world, we come, bringing to you,
curred, and worshipped him as a god. By this as good merchantmen, the worship that has
example also, others there bury those who die been handed down to us from our fathers, and
by lightning as beloved of God, and honour preserved ; showing you, as it were, the seeds
them with temples, and erect statues of the dead of plants, and placing them under your judg-
in their own forms. Thence, in like manner, ment and in ),our power. Choose that which
the rulers in different places were emulous af seems good unto you. If, therefore, ye choose
like hanaur, and very many of them honoured our wares, not only shall ye be able to escape
the tombs of those who were beloved of them, demons, and the sufferings which are inflicted by
though not dying by lightning, with temples and demons, but yourselves also putting them to
statues, and lighted up altars, and ordered them flight, and having them reduced to make sup-
to be adored as gods. And long after, by the phcation to you, shall for ever enjoy future
lapse of time, they were thought by posterity to blessings.
be really gods.

CHAP.IX.- HOWDEMONSGET POWEROVER MEN.
CHAP.V'I._ FIRE=WORSHIP.

"Since, on the other hand, you are oppressed
"Thus, in this fashion, there ensued many by" strange sufferings inflicted by demons, on

partitions of the one original kingdom. The your removal from the body you shall have
Persians, first taking coals from the lightning your souls also punished for ever ; not indeed
which fell from heaven, preserved them by or- by God's inflicting vengeance, but because such
dinary fllel, and honouring the heavenly fire as is the judgment of evil deeds. For the demons,
a god, were honoured by the fire itself with having power by means of the food given to
the first kingdom, as its first worshippers. After them, are admitted into your bodies by your
them the Babylonians, stealing coals from the own hands ; and lying hid there for a long time,
fire that was there, and conveying it safetly to they become blended with your souls. And
their own home, and worshipping it, they them- through the carelessness of those who think not,
selves also reigned in order. And the Egyptians, or even wish not, to help themselves, upon
acting in like manner, and calling the fire in the dissolution of their bodies, thefr souls being
their own dialect PHTHA_, which is translated united to the demon, are of necessity borne by
HEPHAISTUS or OSIRIS, he who first reigned it into whatever places it pleases. And what is
amongst them is called by its name. Those most terrible of all, when at the end of all
also who reigned in different places, acting in things the demon is first consigned to the purify-
this fashion, and making an image, and kin- ing fire, the soul which is mixed with it is under
dling altars in honour of fire, most of them were the necessity of being horribly punished, and
excluded from the kingdom, the demon of being pleased. For the soul,

being made of light, and not capable of bearing
cI-_P, vii. --SAC"RlrlClAL ORGIES. the heterogeneous flame of fire, is tortured ; but

"But they did not cease to worship images,* the demon, being in the substance of his own
by reason of the evil intelligence of the magi- kind, is greatly pleased, becoming the strong
cians, who found excuses for them, which had chain of the soul that he has swallowed up.

t I suppoN N*uarod,o_gormmm-. 3 [Comlm_witahe.hatm.S-iSthe_ _ in Rrco,-m/*
• [Coe/p.R_,mCt_ma,iv. t3.--R.] h_,r, iv. s4--n. Therescmblanc_arequ__--_P,.]
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c_ua', x. m 1tow Tam' ARE TO BE _XpFLLr.n. themselves are held captive by the deceiving
demons. Therefore the demons who lurk in

"But the reason why the demons delight in their souls induce them to think that it is not a
entering into men's bodies is this. Being spirits, demon that is distressing them, but a bodily dis-
and having desires after meats and drinks, and ease, such as some acrid matter, or bile, or
sexual pleasures, but not being able to partake phlegm, or excess of blood, or inflammation of
of these by reason of their being spirits, and a membrane, or something else. But even if
wanting organs fitted for their enjoyment, they this were so, the case would not be altered of its
enter into the bodies of men, in order that, get- being a. kind of demon. For the universal and
ting organs to minister to them, they may obtain earthly soul, which enters on account of all kinds
the things that they wish, whether it be meat, of food, being taken to excess by over-much
by means of men's teeth, or sexual pleasure, by food, is itself united to the spirit, as being cog-
means of men's members. Hence, in order to

nate, whmh is the soul of man ; and the ma-
the putting of demons to flight, the most useful terlal part of the food being united to the body,
help is abstinence, and fasting, and suffering of is left as a dreadful poison to it. Wherefore in
affliction. For ff they enter into men's bodies all respects moderation is excellent.
for the sake of sharing l_/easures, it is manifest
that they are put to fl_ght by suffering. But
inasmuch as some/being of a more malignant CHAP. xIn.--DECE1TS OF THE DEMONS.
kind, remain by the body that is undergoing "But some of the maleficent demons deceive
punishment, though they are punished with it, in another way. For at first they do not even
therefore it is needful to have recourse to God show their existence, in order that care may not
by prayers and pemions, refraining from every be taken against them ; but in due time, by
occasion of impurity, that the hand of God means of anger, love, or some other affection,
may touch him for his cure, as being pure and they suddenly injure the body, by sword, or
faithful, halter, or precipice, or something else, and at

last bring to pumshment the deceived souls of
CHAP. XI._UNBELIEF THE DEMON'S STRONGHOLD.those who have been mixed up wRh them, as we

said, withdrawing into the purifying fire. But
"But it is necessary in our prayers to ac- others, who are deceived in another way, do not

knowledge that we have had recourse to God, approach us, being seduced by the instigations
and to bear witness, not to the apathy, but to of maleficent demons, as if they suffered these
the slowness of the demon. For all things are things at the hands of the gods themselves, on
done to the believer, nothing to the unbehever, account of their neglect of them, and were able
Therefore the demons themselves, knowing.the to reconcile them by sacrifices, and that it is not
amount of faith of those of whom they take needful to come to us, but rather to flee from
possession, measure their stay proportionately, and hate us. And at the same time _ they hate
Wherefore they stay permanently with the un- and flee from those who have greater compas-
believing, tarry for a while w_th the weak in sion for them, and who follow after them in
faith ; but with those who thoroughly believe, order to do good to them.
and who do good, they cannot remain even for
a moment. For the soul being turned by faith,
as it were, into the nature of water, quenches CHAP.XIV._ MORETRICKS.
the demon as a spark of fire. The labour, there- "Therefore shunning and hating us they are
fore, of every one is to be solicitous about the deceived, not knowing how it happens that they
putting to flight of his own demon. For, being devise things opposed to their health. For
mixed up with men's souls, they suggest to every neither can we compel them against their will to
one's mind desires after what things they please, incline towards health, since now we have no
in order that he may neglect his salvation, such power over them, nor are they able of them-

selves to understand the evil instigation of the

ct-IAP,xm _THEORV OF DISEASE. demon ; for they know not whence these evil
"Whence man , not know'in- how the- are linstigati°ns are suggested to them. And these

;nil ..... ,'1 .... Yn, I-r, _1_ _,_;1_ the, _,ht_Y¢, cr [are they whom the demons affright, appearing in

g"este_d'_by t_e'_t'emons,"as _if'" tt_e;_'ere _t_h_ such forms as they please.. Andsometimes they
reasoning of their own souls. Wherefore they]pre.sc, riOe .remeoies. torm.ose wno are atsea_a,
become less active to come to those who are [and thus they receive aJvme nonours n-om more
able to save them, and do not know that theytwh° have previously been deceived. And they

]conceal from many taut they are aemom, out
t The gender is here changed, but the m shows that the ref- {not from us, who know their mystery, and why

k still to the demons. I _tplmfm the author forgot that m the [ -
i_ng _at.f_¢:c_ ho had _ _/._oMq; _masc.) and not _ ]
v_,6a (tt¢_t.). 1 • Some read o_'_, tht_
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they do thesethings,changing themselvesin the remedies thatare suitedto each disease.
dreams againstthoseoverwhom theyhave pow- Wherefore,beingskilfulphysicians,and able to
er; and why theyterrifysome, and giveorac- curethosediseaseswhich can be cured by men,
ularresponsesto others,and demand sacrificesand alsobeingprophets,and knowingwhen each
from them, and command them to eat with diseaseishealedof itself,theyso arrangetheir
them,thattheymay swallowup theirsouls, remediesthattheymay gain the creditof pro-

ducingthecure.

CHAP. XV.--TEST OF IDOLS.
CHAP. XVII.- REASONS WHY THEIR DECEITS ARE

"For as dire serpents draw sparrows to them Nor DETECTED.
by their breath, so also these draw to their own
will those who partake of their table, being "For why do they oracularly foretell cures
mixed up with their understanding by means of after a long time? And why, if they are al-
food and drink, changing themselves in dreams I mighty, do they not effect cures without admin-
according to the forms of the images, that they iistering any medicine ? And for what reason do
may increase error. For the image is neither a they prescribe remedies to some of those who
living creature, nor has it a divine spirit, but the [ pray to them, while to some, and it may be more

demon that appeared abused the torm.' How statable cases, they give no response? Thus,many, in like manner, have been seen by others whenever a cure Is going to take place spontane-
in dreams ; and when they have met one another ously, they promise, in order that they may get
when awake, and compared them with what they the credit of the cure ; and others, having been
saw in their dream, they have not accorded: sick, and having prayed, and having recovered
so that the dream is not a manifestation, but is spontaneously, attributed the cure to those whom
either the production of a demon or of the soul, they had invoked, and make offerings to them.
giving forms to present fears and desire. For Those, however, who, after praying, have failed,
the soul, being struck with fear, conceives forms are not able to offer their sacrifices. But if the
in dreams. But if you think that images, as relatives of the dead, or any of their children,
being alive, can accomplish such things, place inquired into the losses, you would find the fall-
them on a beam accurately balanced, and place ures to be more than the successes. But no one
an equipoise in the other scale, then ask them who has been taken in by them is willing to ex-
to become either heavmr or lighter ; and if this hiblt an accusation against them, through shame
be done, then they are alive. But it does not or fear ; but, on the other hand, they conceal the
so happen. But if it were so, this would not crimes which they believe them to be gmlty of.
prove them to be gods. For this might be ac-
complished by the finger of the demon. Even CHAP. XVIIl.--PROPS OF THE SYSTEM.

maggots move, yet they are not called gods. "And how many also falsify the responses
given and the cures effected by them, and con-

CHAP.XVL_ POWERSOF THE DEMONS. [firm them with an oath! And how many give
"But that the soul of each man embodies the Ithemselves up.to them for hire, undertaking false-

forms of demons after his own preconceptions, l ly to suffer certain things, and thus proclaiming
and that those who are called gods do not ap- Itheir suffering, and being restored by remedial
pear, is manifest from the fact that they do not tmeans, they say that they oracularly promised

them healing, in order that they may assign asappear to the Jews. But some one will say,
How then do they give oracular responses, fore- the cause the senseless worship ! And how many
casting future things? This also is false. But of these things were formerly done by magical
suppose it were true, this does not prove them art, in the way of interpreting dreams, and divin-ing ! Yet in course of time these things have
to be gods ; for it does not follow, if anything disappeared. And how many are there now,
prophesies, that it is a god. For pythons pro- who, wishing to obtain such things, make use of
phesy, yet they are cast out by us as demons, charms T However, though a thing be prophetical
and put to flight. But some one will say, They
work cures for some persons. It is false. But or healing, it is not divine.
suppose it were true, this is no proof of God- CHAP. XIX. _ PRIVILEGES OF THE BAIYrIZED.
head ; for physicians also heal many, yet are not
gods. But, says one, physicians do not corn- / "For God is almighty. For He is good and
pletely heal those of whom they take charge, but / righteous, now long-suffering to all, that those
these heal oracularly. But the demons know Iwho will, repenting of the evils which they have

done, and living well, may receive a worthy re-
x _ .me_ing is: "the idols or .'tm_,es oft.he heathen deities [ward in the day in which all things are judged.

arenot living, t_utthe denm_ adopt tl3eIolmsoi rinse images wuea xiTL_r ........ I_'-- *^ ^l-_.. _'_A k., _ _,¢
they_tomenmd _ream_.,* Vt'llUlt:lOlU ttUW I.,'_ttt by vtJ_J, _ t_j lba.._.,_ ut
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good knowledge,' and to oppose your evil lusts God, all things being enslaved by fear, do not
and thoughts, that you may be able to recover know the cause ; so also all disease-producing
the origanal saving worship which was committed spirits, being awed in some natural way, honour
to humanity. For thus shall blessings straight- and flee from him who has had recourse to God,
way spring up to you, which, when you receive, and who carnes right faith as His image in his
you will thenceforth quit the trial of evils. But heart.
give thanks to the Giver ; being kings for ever
of unspeakable good things, with the King of CHAP.XXII._ " RATHER REJOICF.."

peace. But in the present life, washing in a "But still, though all demons, with all diseases,
flowing river, or fountain, or even in the sea, with flee before you, you are not to rejoice in this only,
the thrice-blessed invocation, you shall not only but in that, through grace, your names, as of the

be able to drive away the spirits which lurk in]ever-living, are written in heaven. Thus also
you ; but yourselves no longer sinning, and un-, the Divine Holy Spirit rejoices, because man hath
doubtingly believing God, you shall drive out overcome death ; for the putUng of the demons
evil spirits and dire demons, w_th terrible dis- i to flight makes for the safety of another. But thisI

eases, from others. And sometimes they shall we say, not as denying that we ought to help oth-
flee when you but look on them. For they ers, but that we ought not to be inflated by this
know those who have given themselves up to and neglect ourselves. It happens, also, that the
God. Wherefore, honouring them, they flee af- demons flee before some wicked men by reason
frighted, as you saw yesterday, how, when after of the honoured name, and both he who expels
the address I delayed praying for those who were the demon and he who witnesses it are deceived :
suffering these maladies, through respect towards he who expels him, as if he were honoured on ac-
the worship they cried out, not being able to en- count of righteousness, not knowing the wicked-
dure it for a short hour. ness of the demon. For he has at once honoured

the name, and by his flight has brought the wick°
CHAP.XX.--"NOT ALMOST,BUT ALTOGETHER ed man into a thought of his righteousness, and

SUCH AS I AM." SO deceived him away from repentance. But

"Do not then suppose that we do not fear de- the looker-on, associating with the expeller as a
mons on this account, that we are of a different pious man, hastens to a like manner of life, and

is ruined. Sometimes also they pretend to flee
nature from yau. For we are of the same ha- before adjurations not made in the name of God,ture, but not of the same worship. Wherefore,
being not only much but altogether superior to that they may deceive men, and destroy them
you, we do not grudge you becoming such as wh°m they will.
_,e are ; but, on the other hand, counsel you, I

knowing that all these demons beyond measure[ CHAP.XXIII.-- THE SICK HEALED.

honour and fear those who are reconciled to God. "This then we would have you know, that tin-

CHAP XXI THE DEMONS SUB ECT TO THE BE [ less any one of h_s own accord give himself over
• "-- J - I as a slave to demons, as I said before, the demon

LIEVER. has no power against him. Choosing, therefore, to
"For, in like manner as the soldiers who are worship one God, and refraining from the table of

put under one of Cmsar s captains know to hon- _demons, and undertaking chastity with phllan-
our him who has received authority on account thropy and righteousness, and being baptized with
of him who gave it, so that the commanders say the tlarice-blessed invocation for the remission
to this one, Come, and he comes, and to an- of sins, and devoting yourselves as much as you
other, Go, and he goes ; so also he who has given can to the perfection of purity, you can escape
himself to God, being fmthful, is heard when he everlasting punishment, and be constituted heirs
only speaks to demons and diseases; and the of eternal blessings."
demons give place, though they be much strong- Having thus spoken, he ordered those to ap-
er than they who command them. For with un- proach who were distressed with diseases; 3 and
speakable power God subjects the mind of every thus many approached, having come together
one to whom He pleases. For as many cap- through the experience of those who had been
tains, with whole camps and cities, fear Cmsar, healed yesterday. And he having laid his hands
who is but a man, every one's heart being eager upon them and prayed, and immediately healed
to honour the image of all ; 2 for by the will of them, and having charged them and the others

to come earlier, he bathed and partook of food,
[wi_ _. _ _o_p_reR,_oa_a_,,, v,. _,, as, ,,_h and went to sleep.c..Iosel_rrctzmblctlmm.-- R.J

• t Iptt'fer here the common text to any of the prolml_ emeada-
tmmt, mad s_apose that them_hor represemsCtesar,.thoughbuton¢
mam,mtl_ tou_ or_::toatflcatitmof tl_ whole_ s [Comp.R,a,#, iv.7.--R.]
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HOMILY X.

CHAP. I. m TttE THIRD DAY IN TRIPOUS. earth and water, as may be known from the very

Tn,mgFOaE on the third day in Tripolis,' fact that by his intelligence he brings down the
Peter rose early and went into the garden, creatures that are in the air, and brings up those
where there was a great water-reservoir, into that are in the deep, hunts those that are on the
which a full stream of water constantly flowed, earth, and that although they are much greater
There having bathed, and then having prayed, in strength than he ; I mean elephants, and hons,and such like.
he sat down ; and perceiving us sitting around
and eagerly observing him, as wishing to hear
something from him, he said : m CHAP. Iv. -- FArm AND z)trrv.

"While, therefore, he was righteous, he was
CHAP. II._IGNORANCE AND ERROR. also superior to all sufferings, as being unable

"There seems to me to be a great difference by his immortal body to have any experience of
pain ; but when he sinned, as I showed you

between the ignorant and the erring. For the yesterday and the day before, becoming as it
ignorant man seems to me to be like a man who were the servant of sin, he became subject to all
does not wish to set out for a richly stored city,
through his not knowing the excellent things sufferings, being by a righteous judgment de-
that are there ; but the erring man to be like prived of all excellent things. For it was not

reasonable, the Giver having been forsaken, thatone who has learned indeed the good things
that are in the city, but who has forsaken the the gifts should remain with the ungrateful.
highway in proceeding towards it, and so has Whence, of His abundant mercy, in order to
wandered. Thus, therefore, it seems to me that our receiving, with the first, also future blessings,
there is a great difference between those who He sent His Prophet. And the Prophet has
worship idols and those who are faulty in the given in charge to us to tell you what you ought
worship of God. For they who worship idols to think, and what to do. Choose, therefore ;

and this is in your power. What, therefore, you
are ignorant of eternal life, and therefore they ought to think is this, to worship the God whodo not desire it ; for what they do not know,
they cannot love. But those who have chosen made all things ; whom if you receive in your
to worship one God, and who have learned of minds, you shall receive from Him, along wzth
the eternal life given to the good, if they either the first excellent things, also the future eternal
believe or do anything different from what is blessings.
pleasing to God, are like to those who have CHAP. V.--T_IE F_.ARov COD.

gone out from the city of punishment, and are "Therefore you shall be able to persuade
desirous to come to the well-stored city, and on yourselves with respect to the things that are
the road have strayed from the right path." profitable, if, like charmers, you say to the hor-

rible serpent which lurks in your heart, ' The
CHAP. nl. _ MAN THE LORD OZ_ALL. Lord God thou shalt fear, and Him alone thou

While he was thus discoursing to us, there shalt serve. '_ On every account it is advan-
entered one of our people, who had been ap- tageous to fear Him alone, not as an unjust, but
pointed to make the following announcement as a righteous God. For one fears an unjust
to him, and said: "My lord Peter, there axe being, lest he be wrongfully destroyed, but a
great multitudes standing before the doors." righteous one, lest he be caught in sin and pun-
With his consent, therefore, a great multitude ished. You can therefore, by fear towards Him,
entered. Then he rose up, and stood on the be freed from many hurtful fears. For if you do
basis, as he had done the day before ; and not fear the one Lord and Maker of all, you shall
having saluted them in religious fashion, he said : be the slaves of all evils to your own hurt, I mean
"God having formed the heaven and the earth, of demons and diseases, and of everything that
and having made all things in them, as the true can in any way hurt you.
Prophet has said to us, man, being made after I

the image and likeness of. God, was .appo.intedlCttAP. w.--nXSTORATZON OF THE z)ivxm_ _GE.
to be ruler and lord of things, I say, m air and ,, wt o e ce to God] Therefore approach "thc nfid n
__ [you who at first were made to be rulers and

t [Book v,_ the R,ceZ,_h'_, zasilo_l to the second day at I

TzlpolTm,contains most of tlm matter in thzs Homily,but has many | t ' - _[_wit_al_atl_ bext.--R.] | ]b[lztt.i_,. to; [Llzke_.S; VettL vl. 13.--K.J.
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lords of all things: ye who have His image in tc_a,., IX. _ " EYES HAVE THEY, BUT THEY SEE
your bodies, have in like manner the likeness of i NOT."

His judgrnen( in your minds. Since, then, by "Oh
acting hke irrational animals, you have lost the the minds of wretched men, who fear
soul of man from your soul, becoming like swine, IIthings deader than dead men ! For I cannot

call them even dead, which have never lived,
you are the prey of demons. If, therefore, you unless they are the tombs of ancient men. Forreceive the law of God, you become men. For i
it cannot be said to irrational animals, 'Thou_i sometimes a person, visiting unknown places,
shalt not kill, thou shalt not commit adultery, id°es not know whether the temples which he
thou shalt not steal,' and so forth. Therefore sees are monuments of dead men, or whether
do not refuse, when invited, to return to your they belong to the so-called gods ; but on in-

qmring and hearing that they belong to the gods,
first nobility ; for It is possible, if ye be con- he worships, without being ashamed that if he
formed to God by good works. And being ac- had not learned on inquiring, he would havecounted to be sons by reason of your likeness to
Him, you shall be reinstated as lords of all. passed them by as the monument of a deadman, on account of the strictness of the resem-

blance. However, it is not necessary that I
CHAP.VII.- UNPROFITABLENESSOF IDOI._. should adduce much proof in regard to such

"Begin,' then, to divest yourselves of the in- superstition. For it is easy for any one who
jurlous fear of yam idols, that you may escape pleases to understand that it, an idol, is nothing,
unrighteous bondage. For they have become unless there be any one who does not see. How-
your masters, who even as servants are unprofit- ever, now at least hear that it does not hear, and
able to you. I speak of the material of the life- understand that it does not understand. For the
less images, which are of no use to you as far as hands of a man who is dead made it. If, then,
service is concerned. For they neither hear nor the maker is dead, how can it be that that which
see nor feel, nor can they be moved. For is was made by him shall not be dissolved ? Why,
there any one of you who would hke to see as then, do you worship the work of a mortal which
they see, and to hear as they hear, and to feel is altogether senseless ? whereas those who have
as they feel, and to be moved as they are ? God reason do not worship animals, nor do they seek

to propitiate the elements which have been madeforbid that such a wrong should be done to any
man bearing the image of God, though he have byGod,--I mean the heaven, the sun, the moon,
lost His hkeness, lightning, the sea, and all things in them,_

rightly judging not to worship the things that He
has made, but to reverence the Maker and Sus-

CHAP.VIII._NO GODS WHICHARE MADEWITH tainer of them. For in this they themselves also
HANDS. rejoice, that no one ascribes to them the hon-

"Therefore reduce your gods of gold and sil- our that belongs to their Maker.
ver, or any other material, to their original na-
ture ; I mean into cups and basins and all other CHAP. X. _ IDOLATRYA DELUSIONOF THE SER-
utensils, such as may be useful to you for ser- PENT.

vice ; and those good things which were given "For His alone is the excellent glory of being
you at first shall be able to be restored. But alone uncreated, while all else is created. As,
perhaps you will say, The laws of the emperors therefore, it is the prerogative of the uncreated
do not permit us to do this. 2 You say well that to be God, so whatever is created is not God in-
it is the law, and not the power of the vain idols deed. Before all things, therefore, you ought to
themselves, which is nothing. How, then, have consider the evil-working suggestion of the de-
ye regarded them as gods, who are avenged by ceiving serpent that is in you, which seduces you
human laws, guarded by dogs, kept by multi- by the promise of better reason, creeping from
tudes ?--and that if they are of gold, or silver, your brain to your spinal marrow, and setting
or brass. For those of wood or earthenware are great value upon deceiving you. 3
preserved by their worthlessness, because no man

desires to steal a wooden or earthenware god l CHAP.XI._ WHYTHE SERPENTTEMPTSTO SIN.
So that your gods are exposed to danger in pro-
portion to the value of the material of which "For he knows the original law, that if he
they are made. How, then, can they be gods, bring you to the persuasion of the so-called
which are stolen, molten, weighed, guarded? gods, so that you sin against the one good of

monarchy, your overthrow becomes a gain to
ta,,_'[_o.,_t,_,,, ,¢, i, p_1_ tothisc_,m, _ t_ rem=- him. And that for this reason, because he being

is close throughout tome of tim _mcceedmg chapters. -- R. l

.s lThm ' with the con'tsponding _ in R¢cog_qltitms, v. iS, $ [Comp. Recostritiott#, _. 48, mad _ptdml._ tim fun _l_
--P°_] t°t tm eady @ of th¢ llteratm, uader tlm hzktimn eraperors, about the tet'ptm m RuoCaat'o_t_ v. tr'_, -- R. l
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condemned eats earth, he has power to eat him illustration--that you may know what is good
who through sin being dissolved into earth, has and what is evil. For you do not yet see it, nor
become earth, your souls going into his belly of do you look into the things that you utter.
fire. In order, therefore, that you may suffer
these things, he suggests every thought to your CHAP.XV.--ITS INCONCLUSIVENESS.

hurt. "For if you say that, after the manner of
CHAP.Xn.--IUmOV, ANanx mmrsEM WXC_SAT. C_esar, God has subordinate powers--those,

namely, which are called gods -- you do not thus
"For all the deceitful conceptions against the go by your illustration. For if you went by it,

monarchy are sown in your mind by him to your you must of necessity know that it is not lawful
hurt. First, that you may not hear the dis- to give the name of C_esar to another, whether
courses of piety, and so drive away ignorance, he be consul, or prefect, or captain, or any one
which is the occasion of evils, he ensnares you else, and that he who gives such a name shall not
by a pretence of knowledge, giving in the first live, and he who takes it shall be cut off. Thus,
instance, and using throughout this presumption, according to your own illustration, the name of
which is to think and to be unhappily advised, God must not be given to another ; and he who
that if any one do not hear the word of piety: is tempted either to take or gnve it is destroyed.
he is not subject to judgments. Wherefore also Now, if this insult of a man induces punishment,
some, being thus deceived, are not willing to much more they who call others gods shall be
hear, that they may be ignorant, not knowing subject to eternal pumshment, as insulting God.
that ignorance is of itself a sufficient deadly And with good reason; because you subject to
drug. For if any one should take a deadly drug all the insult that you can the name which it was
in ignorance, does he not die ? So naturally sins committed to you to honour, in order to His mon-
destroy the sinner, though he commit them in archy. For GOD is not properly His name ; but
ignorance of what is right, you having in the meantime received it, insult

what has been given you, that it may be accounted
CHAP.XlII. _ CONDEMNATIONOF THE IGNORANT.as done against the real name, according as you

"But if judgment follows upon disobedience use that. But you subject it to every kind of
to instruction, much more shall God destroy insult.
those who will not undertake His worship. For[ CHAP. XVI._GODS OF THE EGYPTIANS.
he who will not learn, lest that should make him
subject to judgment, is already judged as know- "Therefore you ringleaders among the Egyp-
ing, for he knew what he will not hear; so that tians, boasting of meteorology, and promising to
that imagination avails nothing as an apology judge the natures of the stars, by reason of the
in presence of the heart-knowing God. Where- evil opinion lurking in them, subjected that name

to all manner of dishonour as far as in them lay.fore avoid that cunning thought suggested by
the serpent to your minds. But if any one end For some of them taught the worship of an ox
this life in real ignorance, this charge will lie called Apis, some that of a he-goat, some of
against him, that, having lived so long, he did a cat, some of a _rpent ; yea, even of a fish,

and of onions, and rumblings in the stomach,'
not know who was the bestower of the food sup-
phed to him : and as a senseless, and ungrateful, and common sewers, and members of irrational
and very unworthy servant, he is rejected from animals, and to myriads of other base abomina-
the kingdom of God. tions _ey gave t/_e name of god."

CI-LA_P.XVII._THE EGYPTIANS'DEFENCEOF THEIRCHAP.XIV._POLYTHEISTIC_TION.
SYSTEM.

"Again, the terrible serpent suggests this sup-
position to you, to think and to say that very On Peter's saying this, the surrounding multi-
thing which most of you do say ;viz., We tude laughed. Then Peter said to the laughing
know that there is one Lord of all, but there multitude: "You laugh at their proceedings, not

knowing that you arc yourselves much more oh-
also are gods. For in like manner as there is jeers of ridicule to them. But you laugh at oneone C_sar, but he has under him procurators,
proconsuls, prefects, commanders of thousands, another's proceedings; for, being led by evil

custom into deceit, you do not see your own.
and of hundreds, and of tens ; in the same way, But I admit that you have reason to laugh at thethere being one great God, as there is one
_r, there also, after the manner of inferior idols of the Egyptians, since they, l_ing rational,

.... dworship irrational animals, and these altogetherpowers, are gods, inferior indeed to Him, but]
ruling over us. Hear, therefore, ye who have ldying" But listen to what they say when they
been led away by this conception as by a terri- Ideride..... you. We, they say, though we worship
ble poison-- I mean the evil conception of this ] , _,_,,,_,_,,.
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dying creatures, yet still such as have once had CHAP. XX.- N_rrH_ THE WORLDNOR ANY OF
life: but you reverence things that never lived. ITS PARTSCAN _E GOD.
And in addition to this, they say, We wish to "But the world, not being incomparable and
honour the form of the one God. but we cannot unsurpassable, and altogether m all respects with-
find out what it is, and so we choose to give honour out defect, cannot be God. But if the whole
to every form. And so, making some such state- world cannot be God, in respect of its having
ments as these, they think that they judge more been made, how much more should not its parts
rightly than you do. be reasonably called God; I mean the parts

that are by you called gods, being made of gold
CHAP. XVIIL_ ANSWERTO THE EGYPTIANS. and silver, brass and stone, or of any other

"Wherefore answer them thus: You lie, for material whatsoever ; and they constructed by
you do not worship these things in honour of mortal hand. However, let us further see how
the true God, for then all of you would worship the terrible serpent through man's mouth poisons
every form ; not as ye do. For those of you those who are seduced by his solicitations.
who suppose the onion to be the divinity, and
those who worship rumblings m the stomach, CHAP.XXI.-- IDOLSNOT ANIMATEDBY THE
contend with one another ; and thus all in hke DIVINESPIRIT.
manner preferring some one thing, revile those "For many say, We do not worship the gold
that are preferred by others. And with diverse or the silver, the wood or the stone, of the ob-
judgments, one reverences one and another jects of our worship. For we also know that
another of the limbs of the same ammal. /vlore- these are nothing but lifeless matter, and the art
over, those of them who still have a breath of of mortal man. But the spirit that dwells in
right reason, being ashamed of the manifest base- them, that we call God. Behold the immorality
ness, attempt to drive these things into allegories, of those who speak thus ! For when that which
wishing by another vagary to establish their appears is easily proved to be nothing, they have
deadly error. But we should confute the alle- recourse to the invisible, as not being able to be
gories, if we were there, the foolish passion for convicted in respect of what is non-apparent.
which ha; prevailed to such an extent as to con- However, they agree with us in part, that one
stltute a great disease of the understanding, half of their images is not God, but senseless
For it is not necessary to apply a plaster to a matter. It remains for them to show how we
whole part of the body, but to a diseased part. are to believe that these images have a divine
Since then, you, by your laughing at the Egyp- spirit. But they cannot prove to us that it is so,

tlans, show that you are not affected with their for it is not so ; and we do not believe themdisease, with respect to your own disease it were zvhen they say that they have seen it. We shall
reasonable I should afford to you a present cure afford them proofs that they have not a divine
of your own malady, spirit, that lovers of truth, hearing the refutation

of the thought that they are animated, may turn
CHAP. XlX. _ GOD'S PECULIAR ATTRIBUTE. away from the hurtful delusion.

"He who would worship God ought before
all things to know what alone is peculiar to the CHAP.XXII._ CONFUTATIONOF IDOL-WORSHIP.
nature of God, which cannot pertain to another, "In the first place, indeed, if you worship
that, looking at His peculiarity, mid not finding them as being ammated, why do you also worship
it in any other, he may not be seduced into ithe sepulchres of memorable men of old, who

ascribing godhead to another. But this is pe- ]confessedly had no divine spirit? Thus you do
culiar to God, that He alone m, as the Maker of not at all speak truth respecting this. But if
all, so also the best of all. That which makes is your objects of worship were really animated,
indeed superior in power to that which is made ; i they would move of themselves ; they would
that which is boundless is superior in magnitude !have a voice ; they would shake off the spiders
to that which is bounded : in respect of beauty, i that are on them ; they would thrust forth those
that which is comeliest ; in respect of happiness, i that wish to surprise and to steal them ; they
that which is most blessed ; in respect of under- Iwould easily capture those who pilfer the offer-
standing, that which is most perfect. And in ings. But now they do none of these things, but
like manner, in other respects, He has incom- are guarded, like culprits, and especially the
parably the pre-emenince. Since then, as I said, more costly of them, as we have already said.
this very thing, viz., to be the best of all, is pe- But what ? Is it not so, that the rulers demand
culiar to God, and the all-comprehending world l of you imposts and taxes on their account, as if
was made by Him, none of the things made youwere greatly benefited by them? Butwhat?
by Him can come into equal comparison with Have they not often been taken as plunder by
Him. enemies, and been broken and scattered? And
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do not the priests, more than the outside wor- is not right to call the elements gods, by which
shippers, carry off many of the offerings, thus good things are supplied; but only Him who
acknowledging the uselessness of their worship ? ordereth them, to accomplish all things for our

use, and who commandeth them to be service-
CHAP. XXm. _FOLLY OF IDOLATRY. able to man,--Him alone we call God in pro-

"Nay, it will be said ; but they are detected priety of speech, whose beneficence you do not
by their foresight. It is false ; for how many perceive, but permit those elements to rule over
of them have not been detected? And if on you which have been assigned to you as your
account of the capture of some it be said that servants. And why should I speak of the ele-
they have power, it is a mistake. For of those ments, when you not only have made and do
who rob tombs, some are found out and some worship lifeless images, but deign to be subject
escape ; but it is not by the power of the dead to them in all respects as servants ? Wherefore,
that those who are apprehended are detected, by reason of your erroneous judgments, you have
And such ought to be our conclusion with re- become subject to demons. However, by ac-
spect to those who steal and pilfer the gods. knowledgment of God Himself, by good deeds
;But it will be said, The gods that are in them you can again become masters, and command
take no care of their images. Why, then, do the demons as slaves, and as sons of Cod be
you tend them, wiping them, and washing them, constituted heirs of the eternal kingdom."
and scouring them, crowning them, and sacn-
ricing to them ? Wherefore agree with me that
you act altogether without right reason. For CHAP. XXVI._TFIE SICK HEALED.
as you lament over the dead, so you sacrifice Having said this, he ordered the demoniacs,
and make libations to your gods. and those taken with diseases, to be brought to

him ; and when they were brought, he laid his
CHAP.XXIV._ IMPOTENCEOF IDOLS. hands on them, and prayed, and dismissed them

"Nor yet is that in harmony with the illustra- healed, reminding them and the rest of the
tion of Cmsar, and of the powers under him, to multitude to attend upon him there every day
call them administrators ; whereas you take all that he should discourse. Then, when the
care of them, as I said, tending your images in others had withdrawn, Peter bathed in the reser-
every respect. For they, having no power, do voir that was there, with those who pleased ;
nothing. Wherefore tell us what do they ad- and then ordering a table to be spread on the
minister? what do they of that sort which rulers ground under the thick foliage of the trees, for
in different places do ? and what influence do the sake of shade, he ordered us each to recline,
they exert, as the stars of God ? Do they show according to our worth ; and thus we partook
anything like the sun, or do you light lamps be- of food. Therefore having blessed and having
fore them ? Are they able to bring showers, as given thanks to God for the enjoyment, accord-
the clouds bring rain,-- they which cannot even mg to the accustomed faith of the Hebrews ;
move themselves, unless men carry them? Do and there being still a long time before us, he
they make the earth fruitful to your labours, permitted us to ask him questions about what-
these to whom you supply sacrifices? Thus ever we pleased; and thus, though there were
they can do nothing, twenty of us putting questions to him all round,

he satisfied every one. And now evening hay-
CHAP.XXV._SERVANTS BECOMEMASTERS. ing descended, we all went with him into the

"But if they were able to do something, you largest apartment of the lodging, and there we
should not be right in calling them gods : for it all slept.

HOMILY XI.

CHAP. t.- MORmNOEXERCISES. were set down before him, he gave a discourse
THEREFORE on the fourth day at Tripolis, Peter ]touching the necessity of purity. And when

rising and finding us awake, saluted us and went ] thereafter it was day, he permitted the multitudes
out to the reservoir, that he might bathe and l to enter. Then, when a great crowd had en-
pray ; and we also did so after him. To us, J tered, he saluted them according to custom, and
therefore,when we had prayed together,and lbegan tospeak.
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cHAP. II.- " GIVINGALL DILIGENCE." --in this wise: food to the hungry, drink to the

"Inasmuch as, by long-continued neglect on thirsty, clothing to the naked, care to the sick,
your part, to your own injury, your mind has shelter to the stranger, and visiting him who is
caused to sprout many hurtful conceptions about in prison, to help him as you can. And not to
religion, and ye have become like land fallow by speak at length, whatever good things any one
the carelessness of the husbandman, you need wishes for himself, so let him afford to another
a long time for your purification, that your mind, in need, and then a good reward can be reck-
receiving like good seed the true word that is oned to him as being pious towards the image of

God. And by like reason, if he will not under-
imparted to you, may not choke it with evil cares,
and render it unfruitful with respect to works take to do these things, he shall be punished as
that are able to save you. Wherefore it behoves neglecting the image.
those who are careful of their own salvation to
hear more constantly, that their sins which have CHAP. V. m FORASMUCH AS YE DID IT UNTO ONE

been long multiplying may, in the short time that OF THESE.
remains, be matched with constant care for their "Can it therefore be said that, for the sake of
purification. Since, therefore, no one knows the piety towards God, ye worship every form, while
time of his end, hasten to pluck out the many in all things ye injure man who is really the
thorns of your hearts ; but not by little and little, image of God, committing murder, adultery,
for then you cannot be purified, for you have stealing, and dishonouring him in many other
been long fallow.' respects ? But you ought not to do even one

evil thing on account of which man is grieved.
CHAP. III._ '_ BEHOLDWHATINDIGNATION." But now you do all things on account of which

"But not otherwise will you endure to under- man is disheartened, for wrong is also distress.
Wherefore you murder and spoil his goods, and

take much care for your purification unless you whatever else you know which you would not
be angry with yourselves, and chastise yourselves receive from another. But you, being seduced
for those things with which, as unprofitable ser-
vants, you have been ensnared, consenting to by some malignant reptile to malice, by the sug-
your evil lusts, that you may be able to let in your gestion of polytheistic doctrine, are impious to-
righteous indignation upon your mind, as fire wards the real image, which is nian, and think
upon a fallow field. If, therefore, ye have not that ye are pious towards senseless things.
righteous fire, I mean indignation, against evil
lusts, learn from what good things ye have been CHAP. VL--WHY GODSUFFERSOBJECTSOF IDOL-
seduced, and by whom ye have been deceived, [ ATgV TO SUBSL_T.
and for what punishment ye are prepared ; and I "But some say, Unless He wished these
thus, your mind being sober, and kindled into [ things to be, they should not be, but He would
indignation like fire by the teaching of Him [ take them away. But I say this shall assuredly
who sent us, may be able to consume the evil ibe the case, when all shall show their preference
things of lust. Beheve me, that if you will, you for Him, and thus there shall be a change of the
can rectify all things, present world. However, if you wished him to

act thus, so that none of the things that are
CHAP. IV._ THE GOLDENRULE. worshipped should subsist, tell me what of exist-

"Ye are the image of the invisible God. _ ing things you have not worshipped. Do not
Whence let not those who would be pious say that some of you worship the sun, and some the
idols are images of God, and therefore that it is moon, and some water, and some the earth, and
right to worship them. For the image of God some the mountains, and some plants, and some
is man. He who wishes to be pious towards God seeds, and some also man, as in Egypt? There-
does good to man, because the body of man fore God must have suffered nothing, not even
bears the image of God. But all do not as yet you, so that there should have been neither wor-

shipped nor worshipper. Truly this is what the
bear His likeness, but the pure mind of the good temble serpent which lurks in you would have,
soul does. However, as we know that man was
made after the image and after the likeness of and spares you not. But so it shall not be. For
God, we .tell you to be pious towards him, that it is not the thing that is worshipped that sins ;for it suffers violence at the hands of him who

the favour may be accounted as done to God, will worship it. For though unjust judgment iswhose image he is. Therefore it behoves you to
passed by all men, yet not by God. For it is

give honour to the image of God, which is man not just that the sufferer and the disposer receive

t [With chaps. 2, 3, the cotnmslmndlng chapters in R_'a_i/_, the same punishment, unless he willingly receive
vL, agree. The parallel is resumed in chap. t9.-- R.] the honour which belongs only to the Most Hon-

* [M°st°f tlmmatterindrops"4-t$ isf°tmdiaR**a_'t@fu'v" ourable.*3_.-- _-]
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CHAP. VII._ "LET BOTH GROWTOGETHER TILLIfor when He has conferred a benefit, the idol,
THE rI_VEST." [ which has done nothing, is credited with the pow-

"Rut it it be ._a" t at t e nrshlrmer.x them [ er But also I say to you, if he who crouches in..... w__l__ __td _h___h_ w...... __.......... -. _: .................. ". _, J t a_oratlon oetore senseless idols had not been in-
selves ougm to oe taken away By me true tJoa, t .
that others may not do it. But you are not/J ured naturally, perhaps He (God) would have
wiser than God, that you should give Him coun- endured even this. Wherefore watch ye that
sel as one more prudent than He. He knows you may attain to a reasonable understanding on
what He does ; for He is long-suffering to all the matter of salvation. 2 For God being with-
who are in impiety, as a merciful and philan- out want, neither Himself needs anything, nor re-
thropic father, knowing that impious men be- ceives hurt ; for it belongs to us to be profited
come pious. And of those very worshippers of or injured. For in like manner as Cmsar is
base and senseless things, many becoming sober neither hurt when he is evil spoken of, nor prof-
have ceased to worship these things and to sin, ited when he is thanked, but safety accrues to
and many Greeks have been saved so as to pray the renderer of thanks, and ruin to the evil-speak-
to the true God. er, so they who speak well of God indeed profit

Him nothing, but save themselves ; and in like
CHAP.VIII. _ LIBERTYAND NECESSITY. manner, those who blaspheme Him do not in-

deed injure Hxm, but themselves perish.
" But, you say, God ought to have made us

at first so that we should not have thought at all CHAP.X. _ THE CREATURESAVENGEGOD'S CAUSE.
of such things. You who gay this do not know
what is free-will, and how it is possible to be really i "But it will be said that the cases are not
good ; that he who is good by his own choice is parallel between God and man ; and I admit
really good ; but he who is made good by another that they are not parallel : for the punishment is
under necessity is not really good, because he is ] greater to him who is guilty of impiety against
not what he is by his own choice. I Since there- I the greater, and less to him who sins against the
fore every one's freedom constitutes the true less.. As, therefore, God is greatest of all, so he
good, and shows the true evil, God has contrived who is impious against Him shall endure greater
that friendship or hostility should be in each man I punishment, as sinning against the greater ; not
by occasions. But no, it is said: everything lthrough His defending Himself with His own
that we think He makes us to think. Stop!i hand, but the whole creation being indignant at
Why do you blaspheme more and more, in say- I him, and naturally taking vengeance on him.

ing this? For if we are under His influence in / For to the blasphemer the sun will not give his
all that we think, you say that He is the cause of i light, nor the earth her fruits, nor the fountain its

fomtcations, lusts, avarice, and all blasphemy. !water, nor in Hades shall he who is there con-Cease your evil-speaking, ye who ought to speak i stituted prince give rest to the soul ; since even
well of Him, and to bestow all honour upon now, while the constitution of the world subsists,
Him. And do not say that God does not claim the whole creation is indignant at him. Where-
any honour ; for if He Himself claims nothing, fore neither do the clouds afford sufficient rains,
you ought to look to what is right, and to an- nor the earth fruits, whereby many perish ; yea,
swer with thankful voice Him who does you good even the air itself, inflamed with anger, is turned
in all things, to pestilential courses. However, whatsoever

good things we enjoy, He of His mercy compels
CHAP.IX. _ GOD A JEALOUSGOD. the creature to our benefits. Still, against you

"But, you say, we do better when we are who dishonour the Maker of all, the whole cre-
thankful at once to Him and to all others. Now, ation is hostile.
when you say this, you do not know the plot
that is formed against you. For as, when many CHAP.XI. _ IMMORTALITYOF THE SOUL.
physicians of no power promise to cure one pa- "And though by the dissolution of the body
tient, one who is really able to cure him does you should escape punishment, how shall you be
not apply his remedy, considering that, if he able by corruption to flee from your soul, which
should cure him, the others would get the credit ; is incomxptible ? For the soul even of the
so also God does not do you good, when He is wicked is immortal, for whom it were better not
asked along with many who can do nothing, to have it incorruptible. For, being punished
What 1 it will be said, is God enraged at this, if, with endless torture under unquenchable fire, and
when He cures, another gets the credit? I an- never dying, it can receive no end of its misery.
swer : Although He be not indignant, at all But perhaps some one of you will say, ' You ter-
events He will not be an accomplice in deceit ; rify us, O Peter.' Teach us then how we can be

thet [Comp.geco#t_.t, ill ttxtetc. In thatworktoefreedomof * WehaveadoptedthereadingofCodexO. Thereadingin tim
wtll,asnecessarytogoodness,ts morefrequentlya_rmed.-- R.] othtgsiscorrupt.
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silent aboutthese things, andyet tell you things as Tis it, then, that when there is a withholding of
they are, for not otherwise can we tell you them. rain, you look only to heaven and pour out
But if we should be silent, you should be en- prayers and supplications ; and when you obtain
snared by evils through ignorance. But if we it, you quickly forget? For when you have
speak, we are suspected of terrifying you with a reaped your harvest or gathered your vintage,
false theory. How then shall we charm that you d_stribute your first-fruits among those idols
wicked serpent that lurks in your soul, and sub- which are nothing, quickly forgetting God your
tilely insmuates suspictons hostile to God, under benefactor ; and thus you go into groves and
the guise of love of God ? Be reconciled wtth temples, and offer sacrifices and feasts. Where-
yourselves ; for in order to your salvation re- fore some of you say, These things have been
course is to Him with well-doing. Unreasonable excellently devised for the sake of good cheer
lust in you is hostile to God, for by conce,t of and feasting.
wisdom it strengthens ignorance.

CHAP. XIV. _ HEATHEN ORGIES.

CHAP. XII.- IDOLSUNPROFITABLE. '_ Oh men without understanding ! Judge ye
"But others say, God does not care for us. rightly of what is said. For if it were neces-

This also is false. For if really He did not care, sary to give one's self to some pleasure for the
He would neither cause H,s sun to rise on the refreshment of the body, whether were it better
good and the evil, nor send His rain on the just to do so among the rivers and woods and groves,
and the unjust. But others say, We are more where there are entertainments and conviviali-
pious than you, since we worship both him and ties and shady places, or where there is the mad-
images. I do not think, if one were to say to a ness of demons, and cuttings of hands, and
kmg, ' I give you an equal share of honour with emasculations, and fury and mania, and dis-
that which I give to corpses and to worthless hevelhng of hair, and shoutings and enthusiasms
dung' -- I do not thmk that he would profit by and howliugs, and all those things which are
it. But some one will say, Do you call our ob- done with hypocrisy for the confounding of the
jects of worship dung ? I say Yes, for you have unthinkmg, when you offer your prescribed
made them useless to yourselves by setting them prayers and thanksgivings even to those who are
aside for worship, whereas their substance might deader than the dead?
perhaps have been serviceable for some other
purpose, or for the purpose of manure. But now CHAP. XV._ HEATHENWORSHIPPERSUNDER TI-.IK
it is not useful even for this purpose, since you POWEROF THE DEMON.

have changed its shape and worship it. And how "And why do ye take pleasure in these doings ?
do you say that you are more pious, you who are Since the serpent which lurks in you, which has
the most wicked of all, who deserve destruction isown in you fruitless lust, wdl not tell you, I shall
of your souls by this very one incomparable sin, speak and put it on record. Thus the case
at the hands of Him who is true, if you abide stands. According to the worship of God, the
in it? For as if any son having received many proclamation is made to be sober, to be chaste,
benefits from his father, give to another, who is to restrain passion, not to pilfer other men's
not his father, the honour that is due to his goods, to live uprightly, moderately, fearlessly,
father, he is certamly disinherited ; but if he live gently ; rather to restrain one's self in necessi-
according to the judgment of his father, and so ties, than to supply his wants by wrongfully tak-
thanks him for h_s kindnesses, he is with good ing away the property of another. But with the
reason made the heir. so-called gods the reverse is done. And ye

renounce some things as done _y you, in or-
CHAP. XlII. _ ARGUMENTS IN" FAVOUR OF IDOLATRY der to the admiration of ),our righteousness;

ANSWERZD. whereas, although you did all that you are com-
"But others say, We shall act impiously if we manded, ignorance with respect to God is alone

forsake the objects of worship handed down to sufficient for your condemnation. But meeting
us by our fathers ; for it is like the guarding of i together in the places which you have dedicated
a deposit. But on this principle the son of a to them, you delight in making yourselves drunk,
robber or a debauchee ought not to be sober and you kindle your altars, of which the diffused
and to choose the better part, lest he should act i odour through its influence attracts the blind
impiously, and sin by doing differently from his] and deaf spirits to the place of their fumiga_,on.
parents ! How foolish, then, are they who say, And thus, of those who are present, some are
We worship these things that we may not be i filled with inspirations, and some with strange
troublesome to Him ; as if God were troubled fiends, and some betake themselves to lascivious-
by those who bless Him, and not troubled by ness, and some to theft and murder. For the
those who ungratefully blaspheme Him. Why exhalation of blood, and the libation of wine,
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satisfies even these unclean spirits, which turk geous, are seduced by temporal pleasures from
within you and cause you to take pleasure in taking hold of eternal things. Wherefore we
the things that are transacted there, and in attempt to make to you exhibitions of what is
dreams surround you with false phantasies, and profitable, that, being convinced of the promises
punish you with myriads of diseases. For under Ithat belong to piety, you may by good deeds
the show of the so-called sacred victims you are inherit with us the griefless world. Until then
filled with dire demons, which, cunningly con- you know us, do not be angry with us, as if we
ceahng themselves, destroy you, so that you spoke falsely of the good things which we desire
should not understand the plot that is laid for ifor you. For the things which are regarded by
you. For, under the guise of some injury, or us as true and good, these we have not scrupled
love, or anger, or grief, or strangling you with a ito bring to you, but, on the contrary, have
rope, or drowning you, or throwing you from a hastened to make you fellow-heirs of good
precipice, or by suicide, or apoplexy, or some things, which we have considered to be such.
other disease, they deprive you of life. For thus it is necessary td speak to the unbe-

lievers. But that we really speak the truth in
what we say, you cannot know otherwise thanCHAP. XVI. _ALL THINGS WORK FOR GOOD TO

THEM THAT LOVE GOD. by first listening with love of the truth.

"But no one of us can suffer such a thing ;
but they themselves are punished by us, when, CHAP.XVIII._ CHARMINGor THE SERPENT.

having entered into any one, they entreat us "Wherefore, as to the matter in hand, althoughthat they may go out slowly. But some one
will say perhaps, Even some of the worshippers of in ten thousand ways the serpent that lurks in
God fall under such sufferings. I say that that is you suggesting evil reasonings and hindrances,

wishes to ensnare you, therefore so much the
impossible. For he is a worshipper of God, of more ought ye to resist him, and to listen to us
whom I speak, who is truly pious, not one who assiduously. For it behoves you, consulting, as
is such only in name, but who really performs having been grievously deceived, to know how
the deeds of the law that has been gaven him. he must be charmed. But in no other way is it
If any one acts impiously, he is not pious ; in posmble. But by charming I mean the settinglike manner as, if he who is of another tribe
keeps the law, he is a Jew ; but he who does not yourselves by reason in opposition to their evil
keep it is a Greek. For the Jew believes God counsels, remembering that by promise of knowl-
and keeps the law, by which faith he removes edge he brought death into the world at the
also other sufferings, though like mountains and first?
heavy.' But he who keeps not the law is mani-
festly a deserter through not believing God ; and cI_P. xIX. _ NOT PEACE, BIJT A SWORD.

thus as no Jew, but a sinner, he is on account "Whence the Prophet of the truth, knowing
of his sin brought into subjection to those suffer- that the world was much in error, and seeing it
ings which are ordained for the punishment of ranged on the side of evil, did not choose that
sinners. For, by the will of God prescribed at there should be peace to it while it stood in
the beginning, punishment righteously follows error. So that till the end he sets himself

those who worship Him on account of trans- against all those who are in concord with
gressions; and this is so, in order that, having wickedness, setting trz_//z over against error,
reckoned with them by punishment for sin as for sending as it were fire upon those who are sober,
a debt, he may set forth those who have turne_ namely wrath against the seducer, which is
to Him pure in the universal judgment. For likened to a sword, s and by holding forth the
as the wicked here enjoy luxury to the loss of word he destroys ignorance by knowledge, cut-
eternal blessings, so punishments are sent upon ting, as it were, and separating the living from
the Jews who transgress for a settlement of the dead. Therefore, while wickedness is being
accounts, that, expiating their transgression here, conquered by lawful knowledge, war has taken
they may there be set free from eternal punish- hold of all. For the submissive son is, for the
ments, sake of salvation, separated from the unbelieving

father, or the father from the son, or the mother
c_P. xvn, _ SPEAKINGTHZ TgLrm I_ LOVE. from the daughter, or the daughter from the
"But you cannot speak thus ; for you do not mother, and relatives from relatives, and friends

believe that things arc then as we say ; I mean, from associates.
when there is a recompense for all. And on this
account, you being ignorant of what Is advanta- • [At this lm_t the tlm dls_mnm in tim R_aZ'mY_mr (v, 36)_mds;the _low_m8 chapters (_33) NP_ widz d_ dlmzz_ in

RK_tmit*'egs, vL ¢'-t4. --R.J
t Mat't. gviL _. J_u. x. _4_
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CHAP.XX._WHAT IF rr BE ALRFA_Y KINDLED? is not the fire itself extinguished with water?

"And let not any one say, How is this just, And has not the water its motion from the spirit?
that parents should be separated from their chil- And has not the spirit the beginning of its course
dren, and children from their parents ? It is from the God who hath made all things ? For thus
just, even entirely. For if they remained with said the prophet Moses : ' In the beginning Godmade the heaven and the earth. And the earth
them, and, after profiting them nothing, were
also destroyed along with them, how is it not was unsightly, and unadorned;and darkness was
just that he who wishes to be saved should be over the deep : and the Spirit of God was borne
separated from him who will not, but who wishes above the waters.' Which Spirit, at the bidding
to destroy him along with himself. Moreover, of God, as it were His hand, makes all things,
it is not those who judge better that wish to be dividing light from darkness, and after the invis-
separated, but they wish to stay with them, and ible heaven spreading out the visible, that the
to profit them by the exposition of better things ; places above might be inhabited by the angels
and therefore the unbelievers, not wishmg to of light, and those below by man, and all the
hearken to them, make war against them, ban- creatures that were made for his use.
ishing, persecuting, hating them. But those
who suffer these things, pitying those who are CHAP.XXIILm,,To WHOMMUCHlS GtVF_."
ensnared by ignorance, by the teaching of wis- " For on thy account, O man, God com-
dom pray for those who contrive evil against manded the water to retire upon the face of the
them, hawng learned that ignorance is the cause earth, that the earth might be able to bring forth
of their sin. For the Teacher Himself, being fruits for thee. And He made water-courses,
nailed to the cross, prayed to the Father that the that He might provide for thee fountains, and
sin of those who slew Him might be forgiven, that river-beds might be disclosed, that animals
saying, ' Father, forgive them their sins, for they might teem forth ; m a word, that He might fur-
know not what they do.' ' ]'hey also therefore, nish thee with all things. For is it not for thee
being imitators of the Teacher in their sufferings, that the winds blow, and the rains fall, and the
pray for those who contrive them, as they have seasons change for the production of fruits?
been taught. Therefore they are not separated Moreover, it is for thee that the sun and moon,
as hating their parents, since they make con- with the other heavenly bodies, accomplish
stant prayers even for those who are neither par- their risings and settings ; and rivers and pools,
ents nor relatives, but enemms, and strive to love with all fountains, serve thee. Whence to thee,
them, as they have been commanded. O senseless one, as the greater honour has beea

given, so for thee, ungrateful, the greater punish.
CHAP. XXI. _ t'IF I BE A FATHER, WHERE IS MY ment by fire has been prepared, because thot_

FEAR?" wouldest not know Him whom it behoved the_

"But tell me, how do you love your parents ? before all things to know.

If, indeed, you do it as always regarding what is xxIv. m ,,
right, I congratulate you ; but if you love them CHAP. BOm'_OF WATER."
as it happens, then not so, for then you may on "And now from inferior things learn the cau_
a small occasion become their enemies. But if of all, reasoning that water makes all things, and
you love them intelligently, tell me, what are water receives the production of its movement
parents ? You will say they are the sources of from spirit, and the spirit has its beginning from
our being. Why, then, do ye not love the the God of all. And thus you ought to hm,e
source of the being of all things, if indeed you reasoned, in order that by reason you might
have with right understanding elected to do this ? attain to God, that, knowing your origin, and
But you will now say again, we have not seen being born again by the first-born water, yoa
Him. Why, then, do ye not seek for Him, but may be constituted heir of the parents who have
worship senseless things? But what ? If it were begotten you to incorruption.
even difficult for you to know what God is, you
cannot fail to know what is not God, so as to CH_. XXV.--C, OOD WOmCSTO nE WELLlm_r_.
mason that God is not wood, nor stone, nor "Wherefore come readfly,_ a son to a father,
brass, nor anything else made of corruptible that God may assign ignorance as the cause of
matter, your sins. But if after being called you will not,
CHAP.XXn.--"THE OOVS THAT HAVE_OT Mart. or delay, you shall be destroyed bythe just judg-

THEHEAVES." ment of God, not being willed, through your not
willing. And do not think, though you were

" For are not they graven with iron ? And has more pious than all the pious that ever were, but
not the graving iron been softened by fire ? And if you be unbaptized, that yc.a shall ever obtain
•t_ _ _. hope. For all the more, on this account, you
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shall endure the greater punishment, because but is peculiar to the worship of God. I mean
you have done excellent works not excellently, punfication, not approaching to a man's own
For well-doing is excellent when it is done as wife when she is in separation, for so the law of
God has commanded. But if you will not be God commands. But what? If purity be not
baptized according to His pleasure, you serve added to the service of God, you would roll
your own will and oppose His counsel, pleasantly like the dung-flies. Wherefore as man,

having something more than the irrational ani-
CHAP. XXW.m BAVrmM. reals, namely, rationahty, purify your hearts from

"But perhaps some one will say, What does evil by heavenly reasoning, and wash your bodies
it contribute to piety to be baptized with water? in the bath. For purification according to the

!troth is not that the purity of the body precedesIn the first place, because you do that which is, . .
pleasing to God ; and in the second place, bemg purification after the heart, but that purity fol-
born again to God of water, by reason of fear lows goodness. For our Teacher also, dealing
you change your first generation, which is of with certain of the Pharisees and Scribes among
lust, and thus you are able to obtain salvation, us, who are separated, and as Scribes know the
But otherwise it is impossible. For thus the matters of the law more than others, still He re-
prophet has sworn to us, saying, "Verily I say proved them as hypocrites, because they cleansed
to you, Unless ye be regenerated by living water only the things that appear to men, but omitted
into the name of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, purity of heart and the things seen by God alone.
you shall not enter the kingdom of heaven.'
Wherefore approach. For there is there some- CHAP. XXlX._OUTWARD AND INWARDPURITY.
thing that is merciful from the beginning, borne "Therefore He made use of this memorable
upon the water, and rescues from the future expression, speaking the truth with respect to the
punishment those who are baptized with the hypocrites of them, notwith respect to all. For
thrice blessed invocation, offering as gifts to God to some He said that obedience was to be
the good deeds of the baptized whenever they rendered, because they were entrusted w_th the
are done after their baptism. Wherefore flee to chair of Moses. However, to the hypocrites he
the waters, for this alone can quench the vio- said,' Woe to you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypo-
lence of fires, a He who will not now come to it cntes, for ye make clean the outside of the cup
still bears the spirit of strife, on account of which and the platter, but the inside is full of filth.
he will not approach the living water for his own Thou blind Pharisee, cleanse first the inside of
salvation, the cup and the platter, that their outsides may

be clean also.' And truly: for when the mind
CHAP. XXVII. _ ALL NEED BAPTISM. is enlightened by knowledge, the disciple is able

"Therefore approach, be ye righteous or un- to be good, and thereupon purity follows ; for
righteous. For if you are righteous, baptism from the understanding within a good care of
alone is lacking in order to salvation. But if the body without is produced. As from negh-
you are unrighteous, come to be baptized for the gence with respect to the body, care of the
remission of the sins formerly committed in igno- understanding cannot be produced, so the pure
rance. And to the unrighteous man it remaans man can purify both that which is without and
that his well-doing after baptism be according to that which is within. And he who, purifying the
the proportion of his _brezJtaus impiety. Where- things without, does it lookmg to the praise of
fore, be ye righteous or unrighteous, hasten to be men, and by the praise of those who look on,
born to God, because delay brings danger, on he has nothing from God.
account of the fore-appointment of death being
unrevealed; and show by well-doing your like- CHAP. XXX. _ t, WHATSOEVER THINGS ARE PURE."

nesstotheFather,who begettethyou ofwater. "But who istheretowhom itisnot manifest
As a loveroftruth,honour thetrueGod asyour thatitisbetternot to have intercoursewitha

F,tther.But His honouristhatyou liveasHe, woman inherseparation,butpurifiedand washed.
beingrighteous,would have you live.And the And alsoaftercopulationitisproper towash.
willoftherighteousOne isthatyou do no wrong. But ifyou grudgetodo this,recalltomind how
But wrong is murder,hatred,envy,and such you followedafterthe partsofpuritywhen you
like ; and of these there are many forms, served senseless idols ; and be ashamed that

CHAP.XXVm.m Ptn_C.ATtON. now, when it is necessary to attain, I say not
more, but to attain the one and whole of purity,

"However, it is necessary to add something to you are more slothful. Consider, therefore, Him
these things which has not community with man, who made you, and you will understand who He

is that casts upon you this sluggishness with
t /t_ fromJohn _il. $. _.
• I.Co_. _oaa_,,s, lx.7.-_-j respect to purity.
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c_Ay. xxxL -- "WHAT IX) YE MORETHAN Jonas : and behold, a greater is here, and no one
OTHERS?" believes. '2 And thus, setting over against all

"But some one of you will say, Must we then their impiety those from among the Gentiles
do whatsoever things we did while we were idol- who have done we//, in order to condemn those
aters ? I say to you, Not all things ; but what- who, possessing the true religion, had not acted

so well as those who were in error, he exhorted
soever you did well, you must do now, and more :
fox"whatsoever is well done in error hangs upon those having reason not only to do equally with
truth, as if anything be ill done in the truth it is the Gentiles whatsoever things are excellent, but
from error. Receive, therefore, from all quarters more than they. And this speech has been sug-
the things that are your own, and not those that gested to me, taking occasion from the neces-
are another's, and cto not say, If those who are slty of respecting the separation, and of washing
in error do anything well we are not bound to do after copulation, and of not denying such purity,

though those who are in error do the same, since
it. For, on this principle, if any one who wor- those who in error do well, without being saved,ships idols do not commit murder, we ought to
commit murder, because he who is in error does are for the condemnation of those who are in

the worship of God, and do ill; because their
not commit it. respect for purity is through error, and not

CHAP. XXXlI.-- " TO WHOMMUCHIS CIVEN." through the worship of the true Father and God
of all."

"No ; but rather, if those who are in error do CHAP. XXXIV. _PETER'S DAILY WORK.
not kill, let us not be angry ; if he who as in
error do not commit adultery, let us not lust Having said this, he dismissed the multitudes ;
even in the smallest degree ; if he who is in and according to his custom, having partaken of
error loves him who loves him, let us love even food with those dearest to him, he went to rest.
those who hate us ; if he who is an error lends And thus doing and discoursing day by day, he
to those who have, let us gzz,e to those who have strongly buttressed the law of God, challenging
not. Unquestionably we ought-- we who hope the reputed gods with the reputed 6_nEsls,s and
to inherit eternal life -- to do better thmgs than arguing that there is no automatism, but that the
the good things that are done by those who know world is governed according to providence.
only the present hfe, knowing that if their works,
being judged with ours in the day of judgment, CHAP. XXXV._ " BEWAREOF FALSE PROPHETS. '_

be found equal m goodness, we shall have shame, Then after three months were fulfilled, he
and they perditmn, hawng acted against them- ordered me to fast for several days, and then
selves through error. And I say that we shall brought me to the fountains that are near to the
be put to shame on this account, because we sea, and baptized me as m ever-flowing water.
have not done more than they, though we have Thus, therefore, when our brethren rejoiced at
known more than they. And if we shall be put my God-gifted regeneration, not many days after
to shame if we show well-doing equal to theirs, he turned to the elders in presence of all the
and no more, how much more if we show less church, and charged them, saying: "Our Lord
than their well-doing ? and Prophet, who hath sent us, declared to us

that the wicked one, having disputed with Him
CHAP. xxxm.- THe. QVEE_ OF THE sotrrH Am) forty days, and having prevailed nothing against

THE MEN"OF NINEVEH. Him, promised that he would send apostles from
"But that indeed in the day of judgment the amongst his subjects, to deceive. Wherefore,

doings of those who have known the truth are above all, remember to shun apostle or teacher
compared with the good deeds of those who or prophet who does not flint accurately corn-
have been in error, the unlying One Himself has pare his preaching with that of James, who was
taught us, saying to those who neglected to come called the brother of my Lord, and to whom
and listen to H_m, ' The queen of the south shall was entrusted to administer the church of the
rise up with this generation, and shall condemn Hebrews in Jerusalem, _ and that even though
it; because she came from the extremities of he come to you with witnesses ; _ lest the wick-
the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon : and edness which disputed forty days with the Lord,

behold, a greater than Solomon is here,', and and prevailed nothing, should afterwards, like
ye do not believe Him. And to those amongst lightning falling from heaven upon the earth,
the people who would not repent at His preach- i • _- • ," L_t==t ,a'_ _ _ thetwo. . . [matt. xll 4 1; • _. t
mg He satd, 'The men of Nineveh shall rise upltt,_,2matt_,_,,.,¢k_r_,_..l-a_.:--.R.].. . __.

.... j _ _ iCo_p.rto_iy _v. ,a a_au_ ma a_ m_.Jv. t.with this genemtmn and shall condemn .tt' for l..hent X_'" there il r_ _fc_'n_ to ".gc_'m"" h_ffo_ _k
they heard and repented on the Dreachm_ ofl v_ ,, _., _ _ _kt _._ _ _,,_. j._ _ to..--m]

-- -- _ I , A _ rl_ding_ wt_ll t_ems p_, _, I./nk_._ come

• _a_x. xil 4*; [Lu¢-_zi.3x.--K-]. 'l_culia_tothe//o_-t_*.--_-J-
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send a preacher to your injury, as now he has tains which are near to the sea, and having
sent Simon upon us, preaching, under pretence celebrated ' the Eucharist, and having appointed
of the truth, in the name of the Lord, and sow- Maroones, who had received him into his house,
hag error. Wherefore He who hath sent us, and was now perfected, as their bishop, and
said, ' Many shall come to me in sheep's cloth- having set apart twelve elders, and having desig-
ing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves. By nated deacons, and arranged matters relating to
their fruits ye shall know them.'" widows, and having discoursed on the common

good what was profitable for the ordering of the
CHAP.XXXVL_FAREWELL TO TRIPOLIS. church, and having counselled them to obey

Having spoken thus, he sent the harbingers the bishop Maroones, three months being now
into Antioch of Syria, bidding them expect him fulfilled, he bade those in Tripohs of Phoenicia
there forthwith. Then when they had gone, farewell, and took his journey to Antioch of
Peter having driven away diseases, sufferings, and Syria, all the people acco,npany, ng us with due
demons from great multitudes who were per- honour.
suaded, and having baptized them m the foun- , Lxterally." having broken."

HOMILY XlI.

CHAP.I. _ TWOBANDS. [0 go into the more notable cities of the prov-

THER_FORZstarting from Tripolis of Phcenicia inces, and to remain some days, and discourse.
to go to Antioch of Syria, on the same day we And for the present lead the way into the neigh-
came to Orthasia, and there stayed.' And on bourmg Laodicea, and, after two or three days,
account of its being near the city which we had so far as it depends upon my choice, I shall
left, almost all having heard the preaching be- overtake you. And do you alone receive me
fore, we stopped there only one day, and set out at the gates, on account of the confusion, that
to Antaradus. And as there were many who thus we may enter along with you without tu-
journeyed with us, Peter. addressing Nicetus mult. And thence, in like manner, after some
and Aquila, said, "Inasmuch as the great crowd days' stay, others in your stead will go forward
of those who journey with us draws upon us no by turns to the places beyond, preparing lodg-
little envy as we enter city after city, I have ings for us."
thought that we must of necessity arrange, so
that neither, on the one hand, these may be CHAP. III.- SUBMISSION'.
grieved at being prevented from accompanying When Peter had thus spoken they were com-
us, nor, on the other hand, we, by being so con- pelled to acquiesce, saying, "It does not alto-
spicuous, may fall under the envy of the wicked. 2 gether grieve us, my lord, to do this on account
Wherefore I wish you, Nicetus and Aquila, to of its being your command ; in the first place,
go before me in two separate bodies, and enter]indeed, because you have been chosen by the
secretly into the Gentile cities, provadence of God, as being worthy to think and

counsel well In all things ; and in addition to this,
CHAP.I1. _ LOVE OF PREACHERS AND THEIR CON- forthemost partwe shallbe separatedfrom you

YEATS. onlyfortwo days by the necessityofpreceding

"I know, indeed,thatyou are distressedat you. And thatwere indeeda long time to be
being toldtodo this,beingseparatedfrom me withoutslghtof thee,O Peter,did we not con-
by a space of two days. I would have you siderthat theywillbe more grievedwho are
know, therefore,thatwe the persuaderslove sent much fartherforward,being ordered to

Waitforthcclongerineverycity,distressedthat
you the persuadedmuch more thanyou loveus they are longerdeprivedof the sightof thywho have persuadedyou. Thereforelovingone
anotheras we do by not unreasonablydoing longed-forcountenance. And we, though not
what we wish,letus provide,as much as in us lessdistressedthan they,make no opposition,
lies,forsafety.For I prefer,asyou alsoknow, becauseyou orderusto do itforprofit."Thus,

havingspoken,theywent forward,havingitin

' IOn the eorrcspou&_z of Homili_ Xtl., Xlll., with gtrog- charge that at the first stage they should address
m_s,_, vii., _ _ on vii x. Clmps. r"_4 here agree quite closely, the accompanying multitude that they should

s _Lilra_y,tbedivlslons,,of wlckedmm_.'dchapters, widaR_¢agJtiti_,_s, vii. x-s4. -- R.] enter the cities apart from one another,
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CHAP.IV.- CLEMm_r's JOY. position of my servant? For who else shall take
care of those many splendid tunics, with all my

When, therefore, they had gone, I, Clement, changes of rings and sandals ? And who shall
rejoiced greatly that he had ordered me to re- make ready those pleasant and artistic dainties,
main with himself. Then I answered and said, which, being so various, need many skilful cooks,
"I thank God that you have not sent me away and all those things which are procured with
as you have done the others, as I should have great eagerness, and are prepared for the appe-
died of grief." But he said, "But what? If tire of effemmate men as for some great wild
there shall ever be any necessity that you be beast ? However, such a choice has occurred
sent away for the sake of teaching, would you, to you, perhaps, without you understanding or
on account of being separated for a little while knowing my manner of life, that I use only
from me, and that for an advantageous purpose, bread and olives, and rarely pot-herbs ; and that
would you die for that ? Would you not rather this is my only coat and cloak which I wear;
impress upon yourself the duty of bearing the and I have no need of any of them, nor of aught
things that are arranged for you through neces- else : for even in these I abound. For my
sity, and cheerfully submit? And do you not mind, seeing all the eternal good things that
know that friends are present with one another are there, regards none of the things that are
in their memories, although they are separated here. However, I accept of your good will ;
bodily ; whereas some, being bodily present, and I admire and commend you, for that you,
wander from their friends in their souls, by rea- a man of refined habits, have so easily submitted
son of want of memory ?" your manner of living to your necessities. For

we, from our childhood, both I and Andrew,
CHAP. V. _ CLEMENT'S OFFICE OF SERVICE. my brother, who is also my brother as respects

Then I answered, " Do not think, my lord, God, not only being brought up in the condition
that I should endure that grief foolishly, but of orphans, but also accustomed to labour through

poverty and misfortune, easily bear the discom-
with some good reason. For since I hold you, forts of our present journeys. Whence, if you
my lord, in place of all, father, mother, brothers, would obey me, you would allow me, a working
relatives, you who are the means through God
of my having the saving truth, holding you in man, to fulfil the part of a servant to you."
place of all, I have the greatest consolation. I
And in addition to this, being afraid of my ICHAP.VII.--" NOT TO BE MINISTEREDUNTO,atrr

natural youthful lust, I was concerned lest, be- TO MINISTER." .

ing left by you (being but a young man, and But I, when I heard this, fell a-trembling andhaving now such a resolution that it would be
impossible to desert you without incurring the weeping, that such a word shou!dbe spoken.by

a man to whom all the men ot tats generauoaanger of God,) ' I should be overcome by lust.
are inferior in point of knowledge and piety.

But since it is much better and safer for me to /But he, seeing me weeping, asked the cause ofremain with you, when my mind is with good
reason set upon venerating, therefore I pray that' my tears. Then I said," In what have I sinned
I may always remain with you. Moreover, I so that you have spoken to me such a word ?"Then Peter answered, "If it were wrong of me
remember you saying in Cmsarea, ' If any one to speak of being your servant, you were first inwishes to journey with me, let him piously jour- I -. . . ,, . ,,

fault in asking to be mine. Then I said, The
ney.' And by PIOUSLYyou meant, that those cases are not parallel ; for to do this indeed be"who are devoted to the worship of God should
grieve no one in respect of God, such as by comes me well; but it is terrible for you, theherald of God, and who savest our souls, to do
leaving parents, an attached wife, or any others. 2 me."
Whence I am in all respects a fitting fellow-tray- this to Then Peter answered, "I should
eller for you, to whom, if you would confer the agree with you, but that a our Lord, who camefor the salvation of all the world, being alone
greatest favour, you would allow to perform noble above all, submitted to the condition ofthe functions of a servant."

a servant, that He might persuade us not to be
ashamed to perform the ministrations of set-

CHAP.Vl.--PmmR'S n_UCALrlY, vants to our brethren, however well-born we

Then Peter, hearing, smiled and said, "What may be." Then I said, ,, If I think to over-
think you, then, O Clement? Do you not think come you in argument, I am foolish. However,
that you are placed by very necessity in the I thank the providence of God, that I have

been thought worthy to have you instead of

tz L_e,_I at.
2 1 have ventured to make a _ty _light change on the

lmre, so as to bring out what I suppose to be the serum. 5 A t_glttlve _ geet_ to l_ drop_ _ t_ NJtt,
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CHAP. VIII.- FAMILYHISTORY. unreasonable questions, that he might try to

Then Peter inquired, "Are you really, then, search so great an extent of sea. However, he
was pardonable, because, through affection to-

alone in your family?" Then I answered, wards those whom he was seeking for, he fed"There are indeed many and great men, being
of the kindred of Caesar. Wherefore Caesar him- on vain hopes. And at last, placing me under
self gave a wife of his own family to my father, guardians, and leaving me at Rome when I was
who was his foster-brother ; and of her three twelve years old, he himself, weeping, went down
sons of us were born, two before me, who were to the harbour, and went on board ship, and set

out upon the search. And from that day till this
twins and very like each other, as my father told I have neither received a letter from him, nor
me. But I scarcely know either them or our do I know whether he be alive or dead. But I
mother, but bear about with me an obscure rather suspect that he is dead somewhere, either
image of them, as through dreams. My moth-
er's name was Mattidia, and my father's, Faustus ; overcome by grief, or perished by shipwreck.
and of my brothers one was called Faustinus, And the proof of that is that it is now the twen-
and the other Faustinianus.' Then after I, their tieth year that I have heard no true intelligence
third son, was born, my mother saw a vision--concerning him."
so my father told me- which told her, that un-
less she immediately took away her twin sons CHAP.XI.- THE AFFLICTIONSOF THE RIGHTEOUS.
and left the city of Rome for exile for twelve But Peter, hearing this, wept through sym-
years, she and they must die by an all-destruc- pathy, and immediately said to the gentlemen
tire fate. who were present : "If any worshipper of God

CHAP. IX.--Tire LOST ONF.S. had suffered these things, such as this man's
father hath suffered, he would immediately have

"Therefore my father, being fond of his chil- assigned the cause of it to be hm worship of
dren, supplying them suitably for the journey with God, ascribing it to the wicked one. Thus also
male and female servants, put them on board it is the lot of the wretched Gentiles to suffer ;
ship, and sent them to Athens with her to be and we worshippers of God know it not. But
educated, and kept me alone of his sons with with good reason I call them wretched, because
him for his comfort ; and for this I am very here they are ensnared, and the hope that is thine
thankful, that the vision had not ordered me also they obtain not. For those who in the worship
to depart with my mother from the city of Rome. of God suffer afflictions, suffer them for the ex-
Then, after the lapse of a year, my father sent piation of their transgressions."
money to them to Athens, and at the same time
to learn how they did. But those who went on CHAP.xn.- A PLEASURETRIP.
thiserranddid not return. And in the third

year,my fatherbeing distressed,sentothersin[ When Peterhad spoken thus,a certainone
likemanner withsupplies,and theyreturnedinIamongstusventuredtomvltehim, in the name
the fourthyear with the tidingsthatthey had of all,thatnext day,earlyin the morning,he
seen neithermy mother nor my brothers,nor shouldsailtoAradus,an islandopposite,distant,
had theyeverarrivedat Athens,nor had theyiI suppose,not quitethirtystadia,for the pur-
foundany traceof any one ofthosewho setout pose of seeingtwo pillarsof vine-wood that
withthem. were there,and thatwere of very greatgirth.

Thereforethe indulgentPeterconsented,saying,
CHAP. X. --THE SEEKER _. "When you leave the boat, do not go many of

"Then my father, hearing this, and being stu- you together to see the things that you desire tosee ; for I do not wish that the attention of the
pefied with excessive grief, and not knowing inhabitants should be turned to you." And so
where to go in quest of them, used to take me we sailed, and in short time arrived at the zsland.
with him and go down to the harbour, and in- Then landing from the boat, we went to the
quire of many where any one of them had seen place where the vine-wood pillars were, and
or heard of a shipwreck four years ago. And along with them we looked at several of the
one turned one place, and anotheranother. Then works of Phidias.
he inquired whether they had seen the body of
a woman with t'ma children cast ashore. And

CHAP. XIII.- A WOMANOF A SORROWFULSPIRIT,
when they told him they had seen many corpses
in many places, my father groaned at the infor- But Peter alone did not think it worth while
motion. But, with his bowels yearning, he asked i to look at the sights that were there ; but no-

ricing a certain woman sitting outside before
" _fam_yntra_su#ven iritheg_e,_.mit_*tm: blatthidia; the doors, begging constantly for her support, he

ram.hi:..._ (t_ _her); Fzm.;..__ v_,,_s, t_ twln_--
_._,+_i.s, amt_'t_--_q said to her, "O woman, is any of your limbs
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defective, that you submit to such disgrace- I my twin children, until the impure love should
mean that of begging, -- and do not rather work cease of him who flattered me to my disgrace.
with the hands which God has given you, and The other son, however, I left with his father, to
procure your daily food ?" But she, groaning, remain for a comfort to him.
answered, "Would that I had hands able to
work! But now they retain only the form of CHAP. XVL _ THE SHIPWI_CL
hands, being dead and rendered useless by
my gnawing of them." Then Peter asked her, "However, that matters might be thus ar-
" What is the cause of your suffering so terri- ranged, I resolved to fabricate a dream, to the
bly ?" And she answered, "Weakness of soul ; effect that some one stood by me by night, and
and nought else. For if I had the mind of a thus spoke : ' O woman, straightway leave tile
man, there was a precipice or a pool whence I Lcity with your twin children for some time, un-
should have thrown myself, and have been able til I shall charge you to return hither again.;
to rest from my tormenting misfortunes." otherwise you forthwith shall die miserably, with

your husband and all your children.' And so'I
CHAP. XIV._ BAI.,MIN GILEAD. did. For as soon as I told the false dream to

Then said Peter, "What then ? Do you sup- my husband, he being alarmed, sent me off by
ship to Athens with my two sons, and with.slaves,

pose, O woman, that those who destroy them- maids, and abundance of money, to educate the
selves are freed from punishment ? Are not the
souls of those who thus die punished with a boys, until, stud he, it shall please the giver of
worse punishment in Hades for their suicide ?" the oracle that you return to me. But, wretch

that I am, while satling with my children, I was
But she said, "Would that I were persuaded driven by the fury of the winds into these re-
that souls are really found ahve in Hades ; then gions, and the ship having gone to p_eces in the
I should love death, making light of the pumsh- night, I was wrecked. And all the rest having
ment, that I might see, were it but for an hour, died, my unfortunate self alone was tossed by amy longed-for sons !" Then said Peter, " What
is _t that grieves you ? I should like to know, O great wave and cast upon a rock ; and while I
woman. For if you inform me, in return for sat upon it in my misery, I was prevented, by
this favour, I shall satisfy you that souls live in the hope of finding my children alive, from
Hades ; and instead of precipice or pool, I shall throwing myself into the deep then, when I could
give you a drug, that you may live and die with- easily have done it, having my soul made drunk
out torment." by the "waves.

CHAP. XV. _ THE WOMAN'S STORY. CHAP. XVII._ THE FRUITLF_.SS SEARCH.

Then the woman, not understanding what was "But when the day dawned, I shouted aloud,
spoken ambiguously, being pleased with the and howled miserably, and looked around, seek-
promise, began to speak thus : --" Were I to ing for the dead bodies of my hapless children.
speak of my family and my country, I do not Therefore the inhabitants took pity on me, and
suppose that I should be able to persuade any seeing me naked, they first clothed me and then
one. But of what consequence is it to you to sounded the deep, seeking for my children. And
learn this, excepting only the reason why in my when they found nothing of what they sought,
anguish I have deadened my hands by gnawing some of the hospitable women came to me to
them ? Yet I shall give you an account of my- comfort me, and every one told her own mis-
self, so far as it is in your power to hear it. I, fortunes, that I might obtain comfort from
being very nobly born, by the arrangement of the occurrences of similar misfortunes. But
a certain man in authority, became the wife of a this only grieved me the more ; for I said
man who was related to him. And first I had that I was not so wicked that I could take

twins sons, and afterwards another son. But my Icomfort from the misfortunes of others. And
husband's brother, being thoroughly mad, was]so, when many of them asked me to accept
enamoured of wretched me, who exceedingly af-ltheir hospitality, a certain poor woman with
fected chastity. And I, wishing neither to con- much urgency constrained me to come into her
sent to my lover nor to expose to my husband I cottage, saying to me, ' Take courage, woman,
his brother's love of me, reasoned thus : that I / for my husband, who was a sailor, also died at
may neither defile myself by the commission of I sea, while he was still in the bloom of his youth;
adultery nor disgrace my husband's bed, nor set ] and ever. since, though many .have asked, me in
brother at war with brother, nor subject the / marrmge, I have preferred livang as a wadow, re-
whole family, which is a great one, to the re- 1gretting the loss of my husband. But we t_hall
proach of all, as I said. I reasoned that it was]have in common whatever we can both earn
best far me to leave the city for some time with I with our hands.'
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CHAP.xvm.--TROUBL_ UPON TROUBLE. fate, and having gone away with them, she can-

"And not to lengthen out unnecessary details, not be found ; and her husband, the young man's
I went to live with her, on account of her love to father, having gone in search of her, he also can-
her husband. And not long after, my hands were not be found."
debilitated by my gnawing of them; and the
woman who had taken me in, beingmholly seized CHAP.XXL --A DISCLOSURE.
by some malady, is confined in the house. Since While Peter thus spoke, the woman, who had
then the former compassion of the women has listened attentively, swooned away as if in stupor.
declined, and I and the woman of the house are But Peter approached her, and caught hold of
both of us helpless. For a long time I have sat her, and exhorted her to restrain herself, per-
here, as you see, begging ; and whatever I get I suadmg her to confess what was the matter with
convey to my fellow-sufferer for our support. Let her. But she, being powerless in the rest of her
this suffice about my affairs. For the rest, what body, as through intoxication, turned her head
hinders your fulfilling of your promise to give me round, being able to sustain the greatness of the
the drug, that I may give it to her also, who de- hoped-for joy, and rubbing her face : "Where,"
sires to die ; and thus I also, as you said, shall said she, "is this youth ?" And he, now seeing
be able to escape from hfe ?" through the whole affair, said, "Tell me first ; for

otherwise you cannot see him." Then she ear-
CHAP.XlX.-- EVASIONS. nestly said, "I am that youth's mother." Then

While the woman thus spoke, Peter seemed to sald Peter, "What is his name ?" And she said,
be in suspense on account of many reasonings. "Clement." Then Peter said, "It is the same,
But I came up and said, "I have been going and he it was that spoke to me a little while ago,
about seeking you for a long time. And now, whom I ordered to wait for me in the boat. And
what is in hand ?" But Peter ordered me to she, falling at Peter's feet, entreated hlm to make
lead the way, and wait for him at the boat ; and haste to come to the boat." Then Peter, "If
because there was no gainsaying when he corn- you will keep terms with me, I shall do so."
manded, I did as I was ordered. But Peter, as Then she said, "I will do anything ; only show
he afterwards related the whole matter to me me my only child. For I shall seem to see in

being struck in his heart with some slight suspi- him my two children who died here." Then
Peter said, "When ye see him, be quiet, untilcion, inquired of the woman, saying, "Tell me,

O woman, your family, and your city, and the we depart from the island." And she said, "I
names of your children, and presently I shall will."
give you the drug." But she, being put under CHAP.XXn.--THE LOST FOUND.
constraint, and not wishing to speak, yet being
eager to obtain the drug, cunningly said one Peter,. therefore, took her by the hand, and
thing for another. And so she said that she was Ied her to the boat. But I, when I saw him
an Ephesian, and her husband a Sicilian ; and in leading the woman by the hand, laughed, and
like manner she changed the names of the three approaching, offered to lead her instead of him,
children. Then Peter, supposing that she spoke to his honour. But as soon as I touched her
the truth, said, "Alas I O woman, I thought that hand, she gave a motherly shout, and embraced
this day was to bring you great joy, suspecting me violently, and eagerly kissed me as her son.
that you are a certain person of whom I was But I, being ignorant of the whole affair, shook
thinking, and whose affairs I have heard and ac- her off as a madwoman. But, through my re-
curately know." But she adjured him, saying, spect for Peter, I checked myself.
"'Fell me, I entreat of you, that I may know if
there is among women any one more wretched cHAP. XXnL _ REXVARDOF HosPrrALrrv.
than myself." But Peter said, "Alas ! What are you doing,

my son Clement, shaking off your real mother?"
CHAP.xx. _ PETER'S ACCOUNTOF THE MATrF.R. But 1, when I heard this, wept, and falling down

Then Peter, not knowing that she had spoken by my mother, who had fallen, I kissed her. For
falsely, through pity towards her, began to tell as soon as this was told me, I in some way re-
her the truth : "There is a certain young man called her appearance indistinctly. Then great
in attendance upon me, thirsting after the dis- crowds ran together to see the beggar woman,
courses on religion, a Roman citizen, who told telling one another that her son had recognised
me how that, having a father and two twin broth- her, and that he was a man of consideration.
ers, he has lost sight of them all. For," says he, Then, when we would have straightway left the
"my mother, as my father related to me, laving island with my mother, she said to us, "My
seen a vision, left the city Rome for a time with much longed-for son, it is right that I should
her twin children, lest she should perish by an evil bid farewell to the woman who entertained me,
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who, being poor and wholly debilitated, lies in treatment of the woman who took her in after
the house." And Peter hearing this, and all her shipwreck, or have you spoken this word by
the multitude who stood by, admired the good way of greatly complimenting your mother?
disposition of the woman. And immediately But if you spoke truly, and not by way of corn-
Peter ordered some persons to go and bring the pliment, you seem to me not to know what,the
woman on her couch. And as soon as the couch greatness of philanthropy is, which is affection
was brought and set down, Peter said, in the towards any one whatever in respect of his being
hearing of the whole multitude, "If I be a her- a man, apart from physical persuasion. But not
ald of the truth, in order to the faith of the by- even do I venture to call the hostess who re-
standers, that they may know that there is one ceived your mother after her shipwreck, philan-
God, who made the world, let her straightway thropic ; for she was impelled by pity, and per-
rise whole." And while Peter was still speaking, suaded to become the benefactress of a woman
the woman arose healed, and fell down before who had been shipwrecked, who was grieving
Peter, and kissed her dear associate, and asked for her children,-- a stranger, naked, destitut_
her what it all meant. Then she briefly detailed and greatly deploring her misfortunes. When,
to her the whole business of the recognition,' to therefore, she was in such circumstances, who
the astonishment of the hearers. Then also my that saw her, though he were impious, could but
mother, seeing her hostess cured, entreated that pity her ? So that it does not seem to me that
she herself also might obtain healing. And his even the stranger-receiving woman did a work
placing his hand upon her, cured her also. of philanthropy, but to have been moved to as-

sist her by pity for her innumerable misfortunes.
CHAP. XXIV.- ALL WELL ARRANGED. And how much more is it true of your mother,

than when she was in prosperous circumstances
And then Peter having discoursed concerning and requited her hostess, she did a deed, not of

God and the service accorded to Him, he con- phdanthropy, but ofMendship l for there is much
cluded as follows : "If any one wishes to learn difference between friendship and philanthropy,
these things accurately, let him come to Antioch, because friendship springs from requital. But
where I have resolved to remain some length of philanthropy, apart from physical persuasion,
time, and learn the things that pertain to his loves and benefits every man as he is a man.
salvation. For if you are familiar with leaving If, therefore, while she pitied her hostess, she
your country for the sake of trading or of war- also pitied and did good to her enemies who
fare, and coming to far-off places, you should have wronged her, she would be philanthropic;
not be unwilling to go three days' journey for but if, on one account she is friendly or hostile,
the sake of eternal salvation." Then, after the and on another account is hostile or friendly,
address of Peter, I presented the woman who such an one is the Mend or enemy of some
had been healed, in the presence of all the mul- quality, not of man as man."
titude, with a thousand drachmas, for her sup-
port, giving her in charge to a certain good man,
who was the chief man of the city, and who of CH_a,. XXVL- WHATm Pmt_NTHROPV.

his own accord joyfully undertook the charge. Then I answered, "Do you not think, then,
Further, having distributed money amongst many that even the stranger-receiver was philanthropic,
other women, and thanked those who at any who did good to a stranger whom she did not
time had comforted my mother, I sailed away kno_'?" Then Peter said, "Compassionate, in-
to Antaradus, along with my mother, and Peter, deed, I can call her, but I dare not call her
and the rest of our companions ; and thus we philanthropic, just as I cannot call a mother
proceeded to our lodging, philoteknic, for she is prevailed on to have an

affection for them by her pangs, and by her
CHAP. XXV.-- PHILANTHROPYAND FRIENDSHIP.rearing of them. As the lover also is gratified

And when we were arrived and had partaken by the company and enjoyment of his mistress,
of food, and given thanks according to our cu$- and the friend by return of friendship, so also the
tom, there being still time, s I said to Peter: compassionate man by misfortune. However the
"My lord Peter, my mother has done a work of compassionate man is near to the philanthropic,
philanthropy in remembering the woman her in that he is impelled, apart from hunting after
hostess." And Peter answered, "Have you in- the receipt of anything, to do the kindness. But
deed, O Clement, thought truly that your mother he is not yet philanthropic." Then I said, "By
did a work of philanthropy in respect of her what deeds, then, can any one be philanthropic ?"

And Peter answered, "Since I see that you are
,_co_. x_,oh,,,_ao,,,,,,a. _s,-_ _ _ p_ts t_ eager to hear what is the work of philan-
" [Themnainderofthls Homilyhas_ parallclin tbeRecoenl- thropy, I shall not object to telling you. He is

ta,,,. Th__ p,_-_ ,= pe_uli_,,,_ i_d_a_ __.._ the philanthropic man who does good even to
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his enemies. And that it is so, listen: Philan-If or any one except a prophet, who alone has
thropy is masculo-feminine ; and the feminine omniscience, to know with respect to the things
part of it is called COMeASSIO_,and the male that are done by any one, which are his own, and
part is named love to our neighbour. But every iwhich are not ; for all are seen as done by him."
ma_ is neighbour to every man, and not merely Then I said, "I would learn how some of
this man or that ; for the good and the bad, the men's wrong-doings or right-doings are their
friend and the enemy, are alike men. It be- own, and some belong to others."
hoves, therefore, him who practises philanthropy
to be an imitator of God, doing good to the cH.cP, xxIx.- SUFFERINGSOF THE COOD.

righteous and the unrighteous, as God Himself Then Peter answered, "The prophet of the
vouchsafes His sun and His heavens to all in the truth has said, ' Good things must needs come,
present world. But if you will do good to the and blessed, said he, is he by whom they come ;
good, but not to the evil, or even will punish in like manner evil things must needs come, but
them, you undertake to do the work of a judge, woe to him through whom they come.' _ But if
you do not strive to hold by philanthropy." evil things come by means of evil men, and good

things are brought by good men, it must needs
CHAP. XXVII._ WHO CAN JUDGE. be in each man as his own to be either good or

Then I said, "Then even God, who, as you bad, and proceeding from what he has proposed,
teach us, is at some time to judge, is not philan- m order to the coming of the subsequent good
thropic." Then said Peter, "You assert a con- or evil, 3 which, being of his own choice, are not
tradiction; for because He shall judge, on that arranged by the providence of God to come
very account He is philanthropic. For he who from him. This being so, this is the judgment
loves and compassionates those who have been of God, that he who, as by a combat, comes
wronged, avenges those who have wronged through all misfortune and is found blameless,
them." Then I said, " If, then, I also do good he is deemed worthy of eternal hfe ; for those
to the good, and punish the wrong-doers m re- who by the,r own will continue in goodness, are
spect of their injuring men, am I not philan- tempted by those who contmue in evil by their
thropic?" And Peter answered, " Ifaiong with own will, being persecuted, hated, slandered,
knowledge' you had also authority to judge, plotted against, struck, cheated, accused, tor-
you would do this rightly on account of your tured, disgraced,-- suffering all these things by
having received authority to judge those whom which it seems reasonable that they should be
God made, and on account of your knowl- enraged and surred up to vengeance.
edge infallibly justifying some as the righteous,
and condemning some as unrighteous. Then I CHAP. XXX._ OFFENCESMUST COME.

said, "You have spoken rightly and tru]y; for it "But the _laster knowing that those who
is impossible for any one who has not knowledge wrongfully do these things are guilty by means
to judge rightly. For sometimes some persons of their former sins, and that the spirit of
seem good, though they perpetrate wickedness in wickedness works these things by means of the
secret, and some good persons are conceived to' guilty, has counselled to compassionate men, as
be bad through the accusation of their enemies, they are men, and as being the instruments of
But even if one judges, having the power of tot- wickedness through sin; and this counsel He
turing and examining, not even so should he has given to His disciples as claiming philan-
altogether judge righteously. For some persons, thropy, and, as much as in us lies, to absolve the
being murderers, have sustained the tortures, wrong-doers from condemnation, that, as it were,
and have come off as innocent ; while others, the temperate may help the drunken, by prayers,
being innocent, have not been able to sustain fastings, and benedictions, not resisting, not
the tortures, but have confessed falsely against avenging, lest they should compel them to sin
themselves, and have been punished as guilty." more. For when a person is condemned by any

one to suffer, it is not reasonable for him to be
CHAP. XXVIIL_ DIFFICULTYOF JUDGING. angry with him by whose means the suffering

Then said Peter, "These things are ordinary : comes ; for he ought to reason, that if he had
now hear what is greater. There are some men not ill-used him, yet because he was to be ill-
whose sins or good deeds are partly their own, used, he must have suffered it by means of
and partly those of others ; but it is right that another. Why, then, should I be angry with
each one be punished for his own sins, and re- the dispenser, when 1 was condemned at all
warded for his own merits. But it is impossible events to suffer ? But yet, further : if we do

, a_ _i repcatemyre_,_t k_o_c_ts, and _ om_¢,_,, these same things to the evil on pretence of
_ this pas_ge,prosw.rtysignff_..s.fo_/_n_.'_oltdg_.Theatom. ........

m_.tskowsclearlythatttmeanso_.ofwhi_hforeknowledg_ aAnmcort,ectquotationfromMatt,xviii.7; Lukexvti.x,
illmemt_al:_mtl _, ._Thisfroma variousreading.
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revenge, we who are good do the very things poor by sharing his possessions with those who
which the evil do, excepting that they do them have none. But neither does he punish the sin-
first, and we second ; and, as I said,we ought her. For he who loves his neighbour as himself,
not to be angry, as knowing that in the provi- as he knows that when he has sinned he does
dence of God, the evil punish the good. Those, not wish to be punished, so neither does he
therefore, who are bitter against their punishers, punish those who sin. And as he wishes to be
sin, as disdaining the messengers of God ; but praised, and blessed, and honoured, and to have
those who honour them, and set themselves in all his sins forgiven, thus he does to his neigh-
opposition to those who think to injure them,' bour, loving him as himself.3 In one word, what
are pious towards God who has thus decreed." he wishes for himself, he wishes also for his

neighbour. For this is the law of God and of
CHAP.XXXL_ ,c HOWBEIT,THEY MEANT IT NOT." the prophets ; 4 this is the doctrine of truth.

And this perfect love towards every man is the
To this I answered, "Those, therefore, who male part of philanthropy, but the female p_rt

do wrong are not guilty, because they wrong the of it is compassion ; that is, to feed the hungry,
just by the judgment of God." Then Peter to give drink to the thirsty, to clothe the naked,
said, "They indeed sin greatly, for they have to visit the sick, to take in the stranger, to show
given themselves to sin. Wherefore knowing herself to, and help to the utmost of her power,
this, God chooses from among them some to him who is in prison,S and, in short, to have
punish those who righteously repented of their compassion on him who is in misfortune."
former sins, that the evil things done by the just
before their repentance may be remitted through CHAP.xxxnL mFEAR AND LOVE.
this punishment. But to the wicked who punish
and desire to ill-use them, and will not repent, But I, hearing this, said: "These things, in-
it is permitted to ill-use the righteous for the deed, it is impossible to do ; but to do good to
filhng up of their own punishment. For without enemies, bearing all their insolences, I do not

think can possibly be in human nature." Then
the will of God, not even a sparrow can fall into a Peter answered : " You have said truly ; for phi-
girn. 2 Thus even the hairs of the righteous are lanthropy, being the cause of immortality, is
numbered by God. given for much." Then I said, " How then is

it possible to get it in the mind ?" Then Peter
CHAP. XXXII.--THE GOLDENRULE. answered : " O beloved Clement, the way to get

"But he is righteous who for the sake of what it is this : if any one be persuaded that enemies,
is reasonable fights with nature. For example, ill-using for a time those whom they hate, be-
it is natural to all to love those who love them. come the cause to them of deliverances from
But the righteous man tries also to love his eternal punishment ; and forthwith he will or-
enemies and to bless those who slander him, dently love them as benefactors. But the way
and even to pray for his enemies, and to to get it, O dear Clement, is but one, which is
compassionate those who do him wrong, the fear of God. For he who fears God can-
Wherefore also he refrains from doing wrong, not indeed from the first love his neighbour as
and blesses those who curse him, pardons himself; for such an order does not occur to
those who strike him. and submits to those the soul. But by the fear of God he is able to
who persecute him, and salutes those who do do the things of those who love ; and thus, while
not salute him, shares such things as he has he does the deeds of love, the bride LOVE is, as
with those who have not, persuades him that is it were, brought to the bridegroom FEAR. And
angry with him, conciliates his enemy, exhorts thus this bride, bringing forth philanthropic
the disobedient, instructs the unbelieving, corn- thoughts, makes her possessor immortal, as an
forts the mourner; being distressed, he endures ; accurate image of God, which cannot be sub-
being ungratefully treated, he is not angry. But ject in its nature to corruption." Thus while he

expounded to us the doctrine of philanthropy,

having devoted himself to love his neighbour as the evening having set in, we turned to sleep.himself, he is not afraid of poverty, but becomes _
3 Matt. xxh :_.

I That is, [ suppose, who render good for Lwll 4 Matt. vie x2
a _ Luke xu. 6, 7, [Matt. x. ag, 3o.-- I_]. [ _ Matt. xxv. _,$, _.
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HOMILY XIII.

CHAP. I.--JOURNEY 'IX. LAODICEA. the flames of the twin children who travelled

Now at break of day Peter entered, and along with her, and who, she supposed, had per-
said : 1 ,, Clement, and his mother Mattidia, and ished in the deep.
my wife, must take their seats immediately on
the waggon." And so they did straightway. CHAP.III._RECOGNITION OF mCETAS AND AQUILA.
And as we were hastening along the road to Now when this summary narrative had-been
Balan:em, my mother asked me how my father given by Peter, Nicetas and Aquila in amaze-
was ; and I said : "My father went in search of ment said : "Is this indeed true, O Ruler and
you, and of my twin brothers Faustinus and Lord of the universe, or is it a dream ?" And
Faustinianus, and is now nowhere to be found. _Peter said : "Unless we are asleep, it certainly
But I fancy he must have died long ago, either is true." On this they waited for a little In deep
perishing by shipwreck, or losing his way, 2 or medstation, and then said: "We are Faustmus
wasted away by grief." When she heard this, and Faustinianus. From the commencement of
she burst into tears, and groaned through grief; your conversation we looked at each other, and
but the joy which she felt at finding me, miti- conjectured much with regard to ourselves,
gated in some degree the painfulness of her whether what was said had reference to us or
recollections. And so we all went down together not ; for we reflected that many coincidences take
to BManmm. And on the following day we went place in life. Wherefore we remained silent
to Paltus, and from that to Gabala ; and on the while our hearts beat fast. But when you came
next day we reached Laodicea. And, lo ! before to the end of your narrative, we saw clearly s that
the gates of the city Nicetas and Aquila met us, your statements referred to us, and then we
and embracing us, brought us to our lodging, avowed who we were." And on saying this,
Now Peter, seeing that the city was beautiful bathed in tears, they rushed in to see their
and great, said : "It is worth our while to stay mother ; and although they found her asleep,
here for some days ; for, generally speaking, a they were yet anxious to embrace her. But Peter
populous place is most capable of yielding us forbade them, saying: "Let me bring you and
those whom we seek." 3 Nicetas and Aquila present you to your mother, lest she should, in
asked me who that strange woman was ; and I consequence of her great and sudden joy, lose
said : "My mother, whom God, through my lord her reason, as she is slumbering, and her spirit is
Peter, has granted me to recognise." held fast by sleep."

CHAP. II. _PETER RELATES TO NICETAS AND CHAP. IV.--THE MOTHER MUST NOT TAKE FOOD

AQUILA THE HISTORY OF CLEMENT AND HIS WITH HER SON. THE REASON STATED.

FAMILY. As soon as my mother had enough of sleep, she
On my saying this, Peter gave them a sum- awoke, and Peter at once began first to talk to her

mary account ( of all the incidents, _ how, when of true piety, saying : "I wish you to know, 0 wo-
they had gone on before, I Clement had ex- man, the course of life involved in our rehgion?
plained to him my descent, the journey under- We worship one God, who made the wodd which
taken by my mother with her twin children on you see.; and we keep His law, which has for its
the false pretext of the dream ; and furthermore, chief injunctions to worship Him alone, and to
the journey undertaken by my father in search hallow His name, and to honour our parents,
of her ; and then how Peter himself, after hearing and to be chaste, and to live piously. In addition
this, went into the island, met with the woman, to this, we do not live with all indiscriminately ;
saw her begging, and asked the reason of her nor do we take our food from the same table as
so doing ; and then ascertained who she was, Gentiles, inasmuch as we cannot eat along with
and her mode of life, and the feigned dream, and them, because they live impurely. But when we
the names of her children w that is, the name have persuaded them to have true thoughts, and
borne by me, who was left with my father, and to follow a right course of action, and have bap-

tized them with a thrice blessed invocation, then
t [Comp. Recog_tlo_s, vii. aS. Here tim narrative is some- we dwell with them. For not even if it were our

what fullerln dttaiL-- R.]
a Cotdenusoonjectured¢r_-t/v'rctfortrcltm,Xlv.rs--"beingthin father, or mother, or wife, or child, or brother, or

on our journ_." . ]
-_The firat E#iteme explains "th_. whom we seek" as those

wboareworthytosharemChr_tormChnst's(3ospei S The text is somewhat doubtfuL We have given the
4 f In Rec_'w_, vii. _, _, the r_.a#tuhdon is more _- coumh_l m the 6m E.#_.

traded.-- R.] 6 ep_qt_m,
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any other one having a claim by nature on our the meaning of this?" And Peter answered:
affection, can we venture to take our meals with "Courageously summon up your spirits, O woman,
him ; for our religion compels us to make a dis- that you may enjoy your children ; for these are
tinction. Do not, therefore, regard it as an insult Faustinus and Faustinianus, your sons, who, you
if your son does not take his food along with you, said, had perished in the deep. For how they
until you come to have the same opinions and are alive, after they had in your opinion died
adopt the same course of conduct as he fol- on that most disastrous night, and how one of
lows." them now bears the name of Nicetas, and the

other that of Aquila, they will themselves be
CHAP.v. -- MATTIDIAWISHESTO BE BAPTIZED. able to tell you ; for we, as well as you, have yet
When she heard this, she said : "What, then, to learn this." When Peter thus spoke, my

prevents me from being baptized this day ? for mother fainted away through her excessive joy,
before I saw you I turned away from the so- and was like to die. But when we had revived
called gods, induced by the thought that, though her she sat up, and coming to herself, she sam :
I sacrificed much to them almost every day, they "Be so good, my darling children, as tell us what
did not aid me m my necessities. And with happened to you after that disastrous night."
regard to adultery, what need I say ? for not even
when I was rich was I betrayed into this sin by CHAP. VII. -- NICETASTELLS WHATBEFELL HIM.

luxury, and the poverty which succeeded has And Nicetas, who in future is to be called
been unable to force me into it, since I chng to Faustmus, began to speak. "On that very night
my chastity as constituting the greatest beauty,' when, as you know, the ship went to pieces, we
on account of which I fell into so great distress, were taken up by some men, who did not fear
But I do not at all imagine that you, my lord to follow the profession of robbers on the deep.
Peter, are ignorant that the greatest temptation 2 They placed us in a boat, and brought us along
arises when everything looks bright. And there- the coast, sometimes rowing and sometimes
fore, if I was chaste in my prosperity, I do not sending for provisions, and at length took us to
in my despondency give myself up to pleasures. C_esarea Stratonis,_ and there tormented us by
Yea, indeed, you are not to suppose that my soul hunger, fear, and blows, that we might not reck-
has now been freed from distress, although it has lessly disclose anything which they did not wish
received some measure of consolation by the us to tell ; and, moreover, changing our names,
recognition of Clement. For the gloom which they sncceeded in selling us. Now the woman
I feel in consequence of the loss of my two who bought us was a proselyte of the Jews, an
children rushes in upon me, and throws its altogether worthy person, of the name of Justa.
shadow to some extent over my joy ; for I am She adopted us as her own children, and zeal-
grieved, not so much because they perished in ously brought us up in all the learning of the
the sea, but because they were destroyed, both Greeks. But we, becoming discreet with our
soul and body, without possessing true 3 piety years, were strongly attached to her religion,
towards God. Moreover, my husband, their and we paid good heed to our culture, in order
father, as I have learned from Clement, went that, disputing with the other nations, we might
away in search of me and his sons, and for so be able to convince them of their error. We

many years has not been heard of; and, without also made an accurate study of the doctrines of

doubt, he must have died. For the miserable lthe philosophers, especially the most atheistic,
man, loving me as he did in chastity, was fond__ I mean those of Epicurus and Pyrrho, -- in
of his children ; and therefore the old man, de- ! order that we might be the better able to refute
prived of all of us who were dear to him above them.S
everything else, died utterly broken-hearted."

CHAP. VIII.--mCETAS LIKE TO BE DECEIVED BY

CHAP. VI.--THE SONS REVEAL THEMSELVES TO SIMON MAGUS.

THE MOTHER. "We were brought up along with one Simon,
The sons, on hearing their mother thus speak, a magician ; and in consequence of our friendly

could no longer, in obedience to the exhortation intercourse with him, we were in danger of being

of Peter, restrain themselves, but rising up, they 4
C • • • This claure literally trsmslated is "amt sometimes im_ it
lasped her m their arms, showering down,, upon. I with oars, they brought' us along the' _t¢l; and sou_umes_sendm Kher tears and kisses. But she said .. What is for pm*i_us,theycourt, t.,us to,,_ st,_tom.',, l _ ,_0.

I translator tenders "to land, not sdou_ the laud. 'rim Immmge
t e_._ [ assumes a different form in the Reco&ndtto#._, the first a_f_mt, and

t.,._t One MS. and the first Epitams read, "as being the greatest the second Epf'tame; and there ut,no doubt, some oo_ruptmn m the
.,_ssmg . I text. The text has aeue_n, Tea.whmh makes no sen_. we nave

"_h_' "destro." [ adopted the rendering gtven in the ReceE.ities*. Vanooa attemptm.... • Greek has," apart from divine piety towards God." At ] have been made to amend the word.
___leseler _rk.% the.epithet"dlvine" is corrupt The ..rot.an!rig[ S [Camp Reco_ittaxa, viil 7, wlmtethe, stud'_oftbeb_, rs
may ,7% without having known the propt_ mode of wonthipping [ are more ft_ indmated, as a inefa_ to the discmmo_ m which they
,,o_ t_.ar Mditt=mm_--R.I
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led astray. Now there is a report in regard to to be baptized. But some one of you will say,
some man, that, when he appears, the mass of 'They do love them, and care for them.' That
those who have been pious are to live free from is nonsense. For do they not, most assuredly,
death and pain in his kingdom. This matter, when they see them sick, or led away along the
however, mother, will be explained more fully at road that ends in death, or enduring any other
the proper time. But when we were going to trial, lament over them and pity them ? So, if
be led astray by Simon, a friend of our lord Pc- they believed that eternal fire awaits those who
ter, by name Zacch_us, came to us and warned worship not God, they would not cease admon-
us not to be led astray by the magician ; and ishing them, or being in deep distress for them
when Peter came, he brought us to him that he as unbelievers, if they saw them disobedient,
might give us full reformation, and convince us being fully assured that punishment awaits them.
in regard to those matters that related to piety. But now I shall send for the hostess, and ques-
Wherefore we beseech you, mother, to partake tion her as to whether she deliberately accepts
of those blessings which have been vouchsafed the law which is proclaimed through us ; * and
to us, that we may unite around the same ta- so, according to her state of mind, shall we do
ble !' This, then, is the reason, mother, why what ought to be done.
you thought we were dead. On that disastrous
night we had been taken up in the sea by pi- CHAP. Xt. _ MATTIDIA HAS UNINTENTIONALLY
rates, but you supposed that we had perished." FASTEDONE DAY.

" But since your mother has real confidence
CHAP. IX._THE MOTHER BEGS BAPTISM FOR in the efficacy of baptism,S let her fast at least

HERSELF AND HER HOSTESS. one day before her baptism." But she swore :
When Faustinus had said this, our mother fell " During the two past days, while I related to

down at Peter's feet, begging and entreating him the woman 6 all the events connected with the
to send for her and her hostess, and baptize recogmtion, I could not, in consequence of my
them immediately, m order that, says she, not a excesstve joy, partake of food : only yesterday
single day may pass after the recovery of my I took a htfle water." Peter's wife bore testi-
children, without my taking food with them. mony to her statement with an oath, saying:
When we united with our mother in making the "In truth she did not taste anything." And
same request, Peter said : "What can you ira- Aquila, who must rather be called Faustmianus 7
agine ? Am I alone heartless, so as not to wish in future, said : "There is nothing, therefore, to
that you should take your meals with your prevent her being bapt3zed." And Peter, smil-
mother, baptizing her this very day? But yet ing, rephed: " But that is not a baptismal fast
it is incumbent on her to fast one day before which has not taken place on account of the
she be baptized. And it is only one day, be- bat_tism itself." And Faustinus answered :
cause, in her simplicity, she said something in " Perhaps God, not wishing to separate our
her own behalf, which I looked on as a suffi- mother a single day after our recognition from
cient indication of her faith ; otherwise, her our table, has arranged beforehand the fast. For
purification must have lasted many days." as she was chaste in the times of her ignorance,

doing what the true rehgion inculcated, s so even
CHAP. X. _ MATrIDIA VALUES BAPTISM ARIGHT. now perhaps God has arranged that she should

And I said: "Tell us what it was that she said fast one day before for the sake of the true
which made her faith manifest." And Peter baptism, that, from the first day of her recog-

said : " Her request that her hostess and bene- nising us, she might take her meals along with
factress should be baptized along with her. For us."
she would not have besought this to be granted CHAP.XII._THE DIFFICULTYSOLVED.
to her whom she loves, had she not herself first And Peter said : "Let not wickedness have
felt that baptism was a great gift. And for this dominion over us, finding a pretext in Provi-
reason I condemn many that, after being bap- dence and your affection for your mother ; but
tized, and asserting that they have faith, they yet rather abide this day in your fast, and I shall join
do nothing worthy of faith ; nor do they urge you in it, and to-morrow she will be baptized.
those whom they love _ I mean their wives, or And, besides, this hour of the day is not suit-
sons, or friends _ to be baptized.* For if they able for baptism." Then we all agreed that it
had believed that God grants eternal life with should be so.
good works on the acceptance of baptism,3 they • Lit,:** the law which is by means of us," But the g_lom_a,

without delay would urge those whom theyloved tmdavanousreadingluCote|eHus,give'*ourlaw." .-q Iat., "Jince your mother is faithfully disposed m rega_ to
baptism."

t LiLt _ that ,,m may be able to lmrtake of cmmmon mlt mxl 6 Tlm second E#/to_t makes her the wif/e of Peter: a v_t'iot_
tal_" tradingmeatiomalsoherhostess. . .

_t Lit., _*to ti_t." 7 Drt_cl st_ly pi,efers the r_tdmg _ Faustmtm. _
$ 6rt _ _8,urr_i,mr,; lit., u on th¢ coadltima of baptlma." s Lit.," doing what was becoming to fiat truth."
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CHAP. xln. -- PETER ON CHASTITY. cuts Off all occasions for slander ; but if she be

That same evening we all enjoyed the benefit slandered as by an enemy, though affording him
of Peter's instruction. Taking occasion by what no pretext, she is blessed and avenged by God.
had happened to our mother, he showed us how The chaste woman longs for God, loves God,
the results of chastity are good, while those of pleases God, glorifies God ; and to men she af-
adultery are disastrous, and naturally bring de- fords no occasion for slander. The chaste wo-
struction on the whole race, if not speedily, at man perfumes the Church with her good reputa-
all events slowly.' "And to such an extent," tion, and glorifies it by her piety. She is, more-
he says, "do deeds of chastity please God, that over, the praise of her teachers, and a helper
in this hfe He bestows some small favour on ac- to them in their chastity.3
count of it, even on those who are in error ; for
salvation in the other world is granted only to CHAP. XVl.- PETER'S SPEECHCONTINUED.
those who have been baptized on account of "The chaste woman is adorned with the _on
their trust 2 in Hm b and who act chastely and of God as with a bridegroom. She is clot_ed
rtghteously. This ye yourselves have seen in the with holy light. Her beauty lies in a well-regu-
case of your mother, that the results of chastity lated soul ; and she is fragrant with ointment,
are m the end good. For perhaps she would even with a good reputation. She is arrayed in
have been cut off if she had committed adul- beautiful vesture, even in modesty. She wears
tery ; but God took pity on her for having be-about her precious pearls, even chaste words.
hayed chastely, rescued her from the death that iAnd she is radiant, for, her mind has been bril-
threatened her, and restored to her her lost chll- liantly lighted up. Into a beautiful mirror does
dren. she look, for she looks into God. Beautiful cos-

CHAP. XIV. --PETER'S SPEECH CONTINUED. metics s does she use, namely, the fear of God,
with which she admonishes her soul. Beautiful

"But some one will say, ' How many have is the woman, not because she has chains of gold
perished on account of chastity ! ' Yes ; but it on herp but because she has been set free from
was because they did not perceive the danger, tranment lusts. The chaste woman is greatly
For the woman who perceives that she is in love desired by the great King ; 7 she has been wooed,
with any one, or is beloved by any one, should watched, and loved by Him. The chaste wo-
immediately shun all association with him as she man does not furnish occasions for being desired,
would shun a blazing fire or a mad dog. And except by her own husband. The chaste wo-
this is exactly what your mother did, for she man is grieved when she is desired by another.
really loved chastity as a blessing : wherefore she The chaste woman loves her husband from the
was preserved, and, along with you, obtained the heart, embraces, soothes, and pleases him, acts
full knowledge of the everlasting kingdom. The the slave to him, and is obedient to him in all
woman who wishes to be chaste, ought to know things, except when she would be disobedient to
that she is envied by wickedness, and that be- God. For she who obeys God is without the
cause of love many he in wait for her. If, then, aid of watchmen chaste in soul and pure in body.
she remain holy through a stedfast persistence in
chastity, she will gain the wctory over all temp- CHAP.XVII.- PETER'S SPEECHCONTINUED.
rations, and be saved ; whereas, even if she were
to do all that is right, and yet should once corn- "Foolish, therefore, is every husband who sep-
mit the sin of adultery, she must be punished, arates his wife from the fear of God; for she
as satd the prophet, who does not fear God is not afraid of her hus-

band. If she fear not God, who sees what is
CHAP.XV. --PETER'S SPEECHCONTINUED. invisible, how will she be chaste in her unseen

choice ? s And how will she be chaste, who does
"The chaste wife, doing the will of God, is a not come to the assembly to hear chaste-making

good reminiscence of His first creation ; for God, words ? And how could she obtain admonition ?
being one, created one woman for one man. And how will she be chaste without watchmen,
She is also still more chaste if she does not for-

get her own creation, and has future punishment 3The On_,i. ,,_;, ,,,.60o,_ l_, L,_ tmt,t,t_ ,t_t
before her eyes, and is not ignorant of the loss I_hm*,, _D,',c_,**,,t;_,, sc_rr;a,=, c_._, *_0_..ttL_y,

+' tOthose who are char,re, Le., love or pntctise _.astlty_ _ as if th@
of eternal blessings. The chaste woman takes tu,tt._ wet. _a**-,,¢_,._.

4 Lit., " when. _'
pleasure in those who wish to be saved, and is a J ,*,_-p,_ort_omtm_t,; ira _,,_ _ i.

Po1?USexample to the pious, for she is the model evi_t_ r_ulmd.a good life. She who wishes to be chaste, _Lii.,"as b_uSe_a_t withsold."7 PS x|v It.
8 "I. her _ choice" meatus, fit vrlmteourJe d zonduet the

• t [Th'm.detailed discourse is pecuhar to the/-/em,7_k.$. In Recog. really pttfe n iu her heart. TMs _ o_mm in o_ I_: in
_fi'zotur,vii. 37, 38, tl_l_ it, _r, a bricfor statement on the same other ms. it is corrUlK. Sch_qOet attwttded it intO, i"lOW lllmU
topm+--R ] +she he cJm._e ttmmds hlm who dou not ase wAa+ 4* _r" id

* Lit.. ahope. the_ it _ by_Dre_____
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if she be not ir.formed in regard to the coming and thou shalt not wish that it be polluted. By
judgment of God, and if she be not fully assured adultery alone is the breath of God polluted.
that eternal punishment is the penalty for the And therefore it drags him who has polluted it
slight pleasure ? Wherefore, on the other hand, into the fire ; for it hastens to deliver up its in-
compel her even against her will always to come sulter to everlasting punishment."
to hear the chaste-making word, yea, coax her
to do so. CHAP. XX. _ PETER ADDRESSES MATTIDI&o

While Peter was saying this, he saw the goodCHAP. xvnI. -- PETER'S SPEECH CONTINUED.
and chaste Mattldia weeping for joy ; but think-

"Much better is it if you will take her by the ing that she was grieved at having suffered so
hand and come, in order that you yourself may much in past times, he said : 4 ,, Take courage, O
become chaste; for you will desire to become woman ; for while many have suffered many evils
chaste, that you may experience the full .fruition on account of adultery, you have suffered on
of a holy marriage, and you will not scruple, if account of chastity, and therefore you did not
you desire it, to become a father,' to love your die. But if you had died, your soul would have
own chddren, and to be loved by your own chil- been saved. You left your native city of Rome
dren. He who wishes to have a chaste wife is on account of chastity, but through it you found
also himself chaste, gives her what is due to a the truth, the diadem of the eternal kingdom.
wife, takes his meals with her, keeps company You underwent danger in the deep, but you did
with her, goes with her to the word that makes not die ; and even if you had died, the deep
chaste, does not grieve her, does not rashly quar- itself would have proved to you, dying on account
tel with her, does not make himself hateful to of chastity, a baptism for the salvation of your
her, furnishes her with all the good things he can, soul. You were deprived of your children for
and when he has them not, he makes up the de- a httle ; but these, the true offspring of your
fictency by caresses. The chaste wife does not husband, have been found in better circum-
expect to be caressed, recognises her husband stances. When starving, you begged for food,
as her lord, bears his poverty when he is poor, is but you did not defile your body by fornication.
hungry with him when he is hungry, travels with You exposed your body to torture, but you saved
him when he travels, consoles him when he is your soul ; you fled from the adulterer, that you
grieved, and if she have a large 2 dowry, is sub- might not defile the couch of your husband :
ject to him as if she had nothing at all. But if but, on account of your chastity, God, who knows
the husband have a poor wife, let him reckon her your flight, will fill up the place of your husband.
chastity a great dowry. The chaste wife is tem- Grieved and left desolate, you were for a short
perate in her eating and drinking, in order that time deprived of husband and children, but all
the weariness of the body, thus pampered, may these you must have been deprived of, some time
not drag the soul down to unlawful desires, or other, by death, the preordained lot of man.
Moreover, she never assuredly remains alone with But better is it that you were willingly deprived
young men, and she suspects 3 the old ; she turns of them on account of chastity, than that you
away from disorderly laughter, gives herself up should have perished unwillingly after a time,
to God alone ; she is not led astray ; she delights simply on account of sins.
in listening to holy words, but turns away from
thosewhich arenot spoken toproducechastity. CHAP.XXl._ THE SAME SUBJECTCONTINUED.

" Much betterisit,then,thatyour firstcir-CHAP. XIX. _ PETER'S SPEECH ENDED.
cumstances should be distressing. For when

"God is my witness : one adultery is as bad this is the case, they do not so deeply grieve
as many murders ; and what is terrible in it is you, because you hope that they will pass away,
this, that the fearfulness and impiety of its tour- and they yield joy through the expectation of
ders are not seen. For, when blood is shed, the better circumstances. But, above all, I wish
dead body remains lying, and all are struck by you to know how much chastity is pleasing to
the terrible nature of the occurrence. But the God. The chaste woman is God's choice, God's
murders of the soul caused by adultery, though good pleasure, God's glory, God's child. So
they are more frightful, yet, since they are not great a blessing is chastity,5 that if there had not
seen by men, do not make the daring a whit less been a law that not even a righteous person
eager in their impulse. Know, 0 man, whose should enter into the kingdom of God unbap-
breath it is that thou bast to keep thee in life,

4 [Something_ tochaps..._,sz,ocem*inRtco_t_on,, _i.
uz Tbe_ tmeraJ 1_ be mine ¢orrupuon" in this clause. Literally it 38, addressed to the _ of Mattzdia after hcf baptizun. But thtl tl

b_ _dyoawillnot_,ifyoa[o_, Im_n, tolmconmafatber." much fuller,-- R.l
I Lit., "hu.ger" _ Nz#al. s We h.ve ad_pt_l an emendation of Wieseler's. The emenda:
t/_t. The Latin tramdat_ lind Lehmatm render u t_- : tlon m questionable; but the Ntme it the bet4 that can be got out ot

tqmcm" o_ u mvetw." theword_
G
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tized,perhaps even the erringGentilesmight good hope. Whereforetheyarenot saved; for
have been saved solelyon accountof chastity,thedecreeof Cod isclearlyset down, thatan
WhereforeI am exceedinglysorryforthoseerr-unbaptizedpersoncannotenterintoHis king-

ingoneswho arechastebecausetheyshrinkfrom dora." When he saidthis,and much more,we
baptism_ thus choosingto be chastewithoutltumed tosleep.

HOMILY XIV.

CHAP. I.- MA'rl'IDIA IS BAI:rrI'ZED IN" THE SEA. why he himself had been late in returning.S He

Muc_ earlier than usual Peter awoke, and said that the following was the reason : "At the
came to us, and awaking us, said : "Let Faus- time that you came up," 6 he says, "an old man,
tinus and Faustinianus, along with Clement and a workman, entered along with you, concealing
the household, accompany me, that we may go himself out of curiosity. He had watched "us
to some sheltered spot by the sea, and there be before, as he himself afterwards confessed, "in
able to baptize her without attracting observa- order to see what we were doing when we en-
tion." Accordingly, when we had come to the tered into the sheltered place, and then he came
sea-shore, he baptized her betweeen some rocks, out secretly and followed us. And coming up
which supplied a place at once free from wind to me at a convenient place, and addressing me,
and dust.' But we brothers, along with our he said,' For a long time I have been following
brother and some others, retired because of the you and wishing to talk with you, but I was
women and bathed, and coming again to the afraid that you might be angry with me, as if I
women, we took them along with us, and thus were instigated by curiosity ; but now I shall tell
we went to a secret place and prayed. Then you, if you please, what I think is the truth.'
Peter, on account of the multitude, sent the And I replied,' Tell us what you think is good,
women on before, ordering them to go to their and we shall approve your conduct, even should
lodging by another way, and he permitted us what you say not be really good, since with a
alone of the men to accompany our mother and good purpose you have been anxious to state
the rest of the women? We went then to our what you deem to be good.'

lodging, and whale waiting for Peter's arrival, we
conversed with each other. Peter came several CHAP.III.--THE OLD MANDOES NOT BELIEVEIN
hours after, and breaking the bread for the GOD OR PROVIDENCE.
Eucharist,3 and putting salt upon it, he gave it "The old man began to speak as follows:
first to our mother, and, after her, to us her sons. ' When I saw you after you had bathed in the
And thus we took food along with her and blessed sea retire into the secret place, I went up and
God. secretly watched what might be your object in

entering into a secret place, and when I saw you
CHAP. IX._ THE REASON OF PFrER'S LATENESS.pray, I retired ; 7 but taking pity on you, I waited

Then? at length, Peter seeing that the multi- that I might speak with you when you came out,
tude had entered, sat down, and bidding us sit and prevail on you not to be led astray. For

there is neither God nor providence; but all
down beside him, he related first of all why he things are subject to Genesis. s Of this I am
had sent us on before him after the baptism, and fully assured in consequence of what I have my-

: Lit.," tranqmlandclean." [Thebapfiran,snarratedinR_og.self endured, having for a long time made a
nlt_n_ vii. 38. -- R

a_':ehaveadopt_'_anemendatiouofSchwegler's.TheMss.read careful study of the science.9 Do not there-
either"these"or ¢'thesame" for" therestof.n fore be deceived, my child. For whether you
tha_ The words "for the Eucharist" might be translated "after pray or not, you must endure what is assigned• ksglvmg." But it is much the same which, for the Eucharist is
plainly meant. The ETtitome# have tt: " taking the bread, giving tO you by Genesis. For if prayers could have
thanks, blessing, and consecrating it, he gave it; "but no menUou m
made of salt* [The details here are more spocific than in Reco_ral-
tzb:*:,vll. 38, The mention of " salt" is l_Claliar. Compare"the $ [Theoh_nmaisintroduoedatonexinRccogNitt¢_.*,v'fn's,and
salt" named asone of the" seven wlmesees ' m the baptbmaI form of the subsequent dlse_ilon takes place ia the lnemmce of Clement lead

theR.]Elksmitea, Hippdytus, Aste.N_c_*nePa_/_r*, v. PP. :3 _, :33, -- ma6nY°there'-- R']We have adopted an emendation of Winseleds. The text hm,

4 _k¢or_e extensive variations in the plan of the two narratives "at the time that you went away." _ , .
_e. tampo,.atto theend,seefootnoteonRecog,_iti#_:t_d;;.z. Ini TWinse_ thinksthatthereadingshouldbe: "I dida_ ,care.Recognitions the family of Clement are fimught into greater [ 8 Gelmlis is _ dtetermilald _ the start which _ M
pmmin_oeasdaspu_an, ts; in the H#,m//:_._rSimoqaMagus, smdPeter's ] num'.sblrth. [C.omp. tv. za. InR.*¢_il_, v_2, the k_ dis.
mecourses again.st him, are the mum featuret; both, however I p.re-I cxmsJonruth fliecld mu..b_im, mine .muae._;-.._r,,,J •

the ..d2_nauc element of the re-unlted family, though the detada I 9 _a_f_.tt*, amthemafi_l seamce s_. fly, w_ was _ OOn-
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done anything or any good, I myself should now to prove in another way that the affairs of this
be in better circumstances. And now, unless my warm are managed by a provadence, and that
needy garments mislead you, you will not refuse each one will receive reward or punishment ac-
to believe what I say. I was once in affluent cording to his actions. Whether he shall do so
circumstances ; I sacrificed much to the gods, now or hereafter, is a matter of no consequence
I gave liberally to the needy ; and yet, though I to me ; all I affirm is, that each one without
prayed and acted piously, I was not able to es- doubt will reap the fruit of his deeds. The
cape my destiny.' And I said : ' What are the proof that there is no Genesis is this. If any one
calamities you have endured ?' And he an- of you present has been deprived of eyes, or has
swered : ' I need not tell you now ; perhaps at his hand maimed, or his foot lame, or some other
the end you shall learn who I am, and who are part of the body wrong, and if it is utterly incur-
my parents, and into what straitened circum- able, and entirely beyond the range of the medi-
stances I have fallen. But at present I wish you cal profession, -- a case, indeed, which not even
to becorrie fully assured that everything is sub- the astrologers profess to cure, for no such cure
ject to Genesis.' has taken place within the lapse of a vast period,

m yet I praying to God will cure it,* although s
CHAP. IV._ PETER'S ARGUMENTSAGAINST GENESIS. it could never have been set right by Genesis. 6

"And I said: 'If all things are subject to l Since this is so, do not they sin who bias-
Genesis, and you are fully convinced that this is pheme the God that fashioned all things ?' And
the case, your thoughts and advice are contrary the old man answered: ' Is it then blasphemy
to your own opinion.' For if it is impossible to say that all things are subject to Genesis?'
even to think in opposition to Genesis, why do And I replied : ' Most certainly it is. For if all
you toil in vain, advising me to do what cannot the sins of men, and all their acts of impiety and
be done ? Yea, moreover, even if Genesis sub- licentiousness, owe their origin to the stars, and
sists, do not make haste to prevail on me not to if the stars have been appointed by God to do
worship Him who is also Lord of the stars, by this work, so as to be the efficient causes of all
whose wish that a thing should not take place, evils, then the sins of all are traced up to Him
that thing becomes an impossibility. For al- who placed Genesis 7 in the stars.'
ways that which is subject must obey that which
rules. As far, however, as the worship of the CHAP.VI.- THE OLD MANOPPOSESHIS PERSONAL
common gods is concerned, that is superfluous, EXPERIENCETO THE ARGUMENTOF PETER.

if Genesis has sway. For neither does anything "And the old man answered : s , You have

happen contrary to what seems good to fate, nor spoken truly,9 and yet, notwithstanding all your
are they themselves able to do anything, since incomparable demonstration, I am prevented
they are subject to their own universal Genesis. from yielding assent by my own personal knowl-
If Genesis exists, there is this objection to it, edge. For I was an astrologer, and dwelt firstthat that which is not first has the rule ; or, in
a/ker wards, the uncreated cannot be subject, for at Rome ; and then forming a friendship with

one who was of the family of Cmsar, I ascertained
the uncreated, as being uncreated, has nothing accurately the genesis of himself and his wife.
that is older than itself.' * And tracing their history, I find all the deeds

actually accomplished in exact accordance with
CHAP.V. m PRACaaCaLREFUTATIONOF GF__ZS. their genesis, and therefore I cannot yield to
"While we were thus talking, a great multi- your argument. For the arrangement xo of her

rude gathered round us. And then I looked to genesis was that which makes women commit
the multitude, and said : ' I and my tribe have adultery, fall in love with their own slaves, and
had handed down to us from our ancestors the perish abroad in the water. And this actually
worship of God, and we have a commandment took place ; for she fell in love with her own
to give no heed to Genesis, I mean to the science slave, and not being able to bear the reproach,
of astrology;a and therefore I gave no attention she fled with him, hurried to a foreign land,
to it. For this reason I have no skill in astrol- shared his bed, and perished in the sea.'
ogy, but I shall state that in which I have skill.
Since I am unable to refute Genesis by an appeal • WehaveadoptedthereadinggiveninthetwoE_dta,es.
to the science which relates to Genesis, I wish _ _hd2h_t"of.roof _ ,.__, to the.... tur_ _-of

_ ItheA_ostle,,speculiar'to_e-'Hmw"]rtie,.In th_e-Xeco_it,'o_""7tx.
s ,ULp thinkinl[youcouaselwhatmcontrarytoy?umelf." . J3o, anargument tsmadebyClemt_t, who app_L_ to thcpoweroftlm
o ltmar_umem, lt_m m obscure. Probably what ts mtended tel true Prophet. -- R.]

as touows: t._nests .n_ans o_tlo_,coming into being. Ongi-[ :' Thatis, the power of orlgitmtloa.
nat._.m,t_mm_t.bc the _ .power, for t_ must be mm_hlng.un- [ . s. [W,th chaps. 6-9_ there is a general corre_.._dence in RccoK-

_n_whi_h.h_. gtven riseto the ongmat_n..Theota_ma.t_n, ] nt_,¢_ .... 3_.-37. Th.... gement t_ qmte different. The oldImnot .l_m.l[ trust, .cannot Imve _tay, ana tt must tttmll be I man's representatton, that the awry he tells ts that of a frtend, is pecul-
tmt_rc_ that whtch _ unotigi_ted. . . . IJar to the Ho.ilit$. - R. ] . .

.._ lL_. tr_ _ ot amolo_I compm'c the fuU Zdtsctm.tiottm RGcog- [ 9 0ne Ms. a.dds " steatlys".and au E#t_'mwe ". great tlfm_"
Bmwm'_m. zs, x. _e-xa.-- _*_.J ! to That m, me pomtwn ot ute m at her birtlL
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CHAP. VII._THE OLD MAN TELLS HIS glORY, were the names of his twin sons?' And he
answered, ' Faustinus and Faustinianus.' ' What

"And I answered: ' How then do you know was the name of the third son?' He said,
that she who fled and took up her residence in , Clement.' ' What was their mother's name?'
a foreign land married the slave, and marrying He said, ' Mattidia.' Accordingly, from corn-
him died ?' And the old man said : ' I am quite passion, I shed tears along with him, and,
sure that this is true, not indeed that she married dismissing the multitudes, I came to you, in
him, for I did not know even that she fell in love order that I might take counsel with you after
with him ; but after her departure, a brother of we had partaken of food* together. But I did
her husband's told me the whole story of her not wish to disclose the matter to you before we
passion, and how he acted as an honourable had partaken of food, lest perchance you should
man, and did not, as being his brother, wish to be overcome by sorrow, and continue sad on the
pollute his couch, and how she the wretched day of baptism, when even angels rejqice." At
woman (for she is not blameable, inasmuch as these statements of Peter we all fell a weeping
she was compelled to do and suffer all this in along with our mother. But he beholding us in
consequence of Genesis) longed for him, and tears, said : "Now let each one of you, through
yet stood in awe of him and hls reproaches, and fear of God, bear bravely what has been said ;:
how she devised a dream, whether true or false for certainly it was not to-day that your fathe_
I cannot tell ; for he stated that she said, "Some died, but long ago, as you conjecturing said."
one in a vision stood by me, and ordered me to
leave the city of the Romans immediately with CHAP. IX.- FAUSTUSHIMSELFAPPEARS.
my children." But her husband being anxious
that she should be saved with his sons, sent When Peter said this, our mother could no
them immediately to Athens for their educa- longer endure it, but cried out, "Alas I my hus-
tion, accompanied by their mother and slaves, band ! loving us, you died by your own decis-
while he kept the third and youngest son with ion,s while we are still alive, see the light, and
himself, for he who gave the warning in the have just partaken of food." This one scream
dream permitted this son to remain with his had not yet ceased, when, lol the old man
father. And when a long time had elapsed, came in, and at the same time wishing to in-
during which' he received no letters from her, iquire into the cause of the cry, he looked on the
he himself sent frequently to Athens, and at woman and said, "What does this mean ? Whom
length took me, as the truest of all his friends, do I see ?" And going up to her, and looking
and went in search of her. And much did I at her, and being looked at more carefully, he
exert myself along with him in the course of our embraced her. But they were like to die
travels with all eagerness ; for I remembered through the sudden joy, and wishing to speak
that, in the old times of his prosperity, he had to each other, they could not get the power in
given me a share of all he had, and loved me consequence of their unsatisfied joy, for they
above all his friends. At length we set sail from _were seized with speechlessness. But not long
Rome itself, and so we arrived in these parts of; after, our mother said to him : "I now have
Syria, and we landed at Seleucia, and not many [you, Faustus, in every way the dearest being to
days after we had landed he died o¢ a broken line. How then are you alive, when we heard
heart. But I came here, and have procured my a short time ago that you were dead? But

livelihood from that day till this by the work of these are our sons, Faustinus, Faustinianus, and
my hands.' Clement. And when she said this, we all three

fell on him, and kissed him, and in rather an
CHAP.VIII._TFIE OLD MAN"GIVES INFORMATION] indistinct way we recalled his form to our

IN REGARD TO FAUSTUS THE FATHER OF CLEM- memoryA
ENT.

CHAP. X. _ FAUSTUS EXPLAINS HIS NARRATIVE TO

"When the old man had thus spoken, I knew PETER.
from what he said that the old man who he
stated had died, was no other than your father. Peter seeing this, said: "Are you Fausttm,
I did not wish, however, to commumcate your the husband of this woman, and the father of
circumstances to him until I should confer with her children?" And he said : "I am." And

you. But I ascertained where his lodging was, Peter said • "How, then, did you relate to me
and I pointed out mine to him ; and to make your own history as if it were another's ; telling
sure that my conjecture was right, I put this one
question to him : ' What was the name of the old * Lit.,"of salt."3 Ltt.," you died by a judgrmmt;" but it 6 thought that _tt
man ?' And he said, ' Faustus.' ' And what i. corrupt.

discu_ions have been held: lee oou_ tx. 35, 35- titttts ol the
t We have inserted ,_ from the E_ame*. tioushtp are, however, given in advance. --R.]
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me of yourtoils,and sorrow,and burial?"And truth. I suspect,therefore,thattheyspeak the
our fatheranswered: "Being of the familyof truthso faras they are accuratelyacquainted
CAesar,and not wishingto be discovered,I de- withthescience,and thattheirmistakesare the
visedthenarrativein another'sname, in order resultof ignorance; so thatI conjecturethat
thatitmight notbe perceivedwho I was. For the sciencehas a firm foundation,but thatthe
I knew that,ifI were recognised,thegovernorsastrologersthemselvesspeakwhat isfalsesolely
in theplacewould learnthls,and recallme to on account of ignorance,because they can-
gratifyC_esar,and would bestow upon me that not know allthingswith absolute4 accuracy."
formerprosperitytowhichI had formerlybidden And Peteranswered: "Considerswhethertheir
adieuwith allthe resolutionI couldsummon, speakingof the truthis not accidental,and
For I could not givemyselfup to a luxuriouswhether they do not make theirdeclarations
lifewhen I had pronounced the strongestcon- withoutknowing the mattersaccurately.For
demnationon myself,becauseI believedthatI itmust by allmeans happen that,when many
had been the causeofdeath to thosewho wer( propheciesare uttered,some of them should
lovedby me."' come true." And the old man said:"How,

then,isitpossibleto be fullyconvincedof this,
CHAP. XI. _ DISCUSSIONON GENESIS. whether the science of Genesis has a sure foun-

dation or not ?"
And Peter said: "You did this according t(

your resolution. But in regard to Genesis, were
you merely playing a part when you affirmed it CHAP. xm-- CLEMENTUNDERTAKESTHE DISCUS-
or were you in earnest in asserting that it ex- SION.
isted ?" Our father said : "I will not speak When both were silent, I said : "Since I know
falsely to you. I was in earnest when I main- accurately the science, but our lord and our
mined that Genesis existed. For I am. not un- father are not in this condition, I should like if
initiated in the science ; on the contrary, I Annubion himself were here, to have a discussion
associated with one who is the best of the as- with him in the presence of my father. For
trologers, an Egyptian of the name of Annubion thus would the matter be able to become public,
who became my friend in the commencement when one practically acquainted with the subject
of my travels, and disclosed to me the death of has held the discussion with one equally in-
my wife and children." s And Peter said : "Are formed." 6 And our father answered : "Where,
you not now convinced by facts, that the doc- then, is it possible to fall in with Annubion?"
trine of Genesis has no firm foundation?" And And Peter said : "In Antioch, for I learn that
my father answered : "I must lay before you Simon Magus is there, whose inseparable com-
all the ideas that occur to my mind, that listen- pamon Annubion is. When, then, we go there, if
ing to them I may understand your refutation of we come upon them, the discussion can take
them: I know, indeed, that astrologers both place." And so, when we had discussed many
make many mistakes, and frequently speak the subjects, and rejoiced at the recogmtion and

given thanks to God, evening came down upon
z Lit., "Having judged the greatest things in regard to those US, and we turned to sleep.who werelovedby me, as havingdled" The textisdoubtful,for

the first _2_itorae has somethmg quite different
2 [Comp. Honady IV. 6. Annub,on and Appmn arc not intro- 4 We have adopted the reading of Codex O, _rdv'r_¢. The other

duced m the geco_nzHw$ until book x. 5_. -- R ] v_s reads. '" that all cannot know all things accurately."
3 Here Mss. and E/_ztame$ differ in their readings The text s 1"be MSS read &rrege, '" hold hack." The reading of the text ts

adopted seems a combinauon of two xdeas: " that you may hsten and in an li_#itome.
refute them, and that I enay thus learn the truth." 6 Lit., " when arUst has had discussmn with fellow-artist."

HOMILY XV.

c_.he, i. _ PETER WISHm TO COWCERTrAUSTUS, yOU should become of the same mind as your

AT break of day our father, with our mother wife and children, in order that here you may live
and" his three sons, entered the place where along with them, and in the other world, 2 after
Peter was, and accosting him, sat down. Then the separation of the soul from the body, you
we also did the same at his request ; and Peter will continue to be with them free from sorrow.
looking at our father, said : ' "I am anxious that For does it not grieve you exceedingly that you

should not associate with each other?" And my
'[h..,_,'_,_,'_s, x. s, after the fad_crhaconm lmowa,the

_ay____._¢la_catedas _po_g de.laym tha aae.mptto Goave_ • I.it.,"them."
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father said : "Most assuredly." And Peter said : that our doctrine_ are false because there is no
If, then, separatmn from each other here gives providence.

you pain, and if without doubt the penalty awaits
you that after death you should not be with each CHAP.re. -- eRovm_c_ s_r m THE Evicts OF
other, how much greater will your grief be that THELIFEOF FAUSTUSAND HISFAMmY.
you, a wise man, should be separated from your
own family on account of your opinions ? They "But I maintain, from what has happened to
too, must * feel the more distiessed from the you,S that all things are managed by the provi-
consciousness that eternal punishment awaits you dence of God, and that your separation from
because you entertain different opinions from your family for so many years was providential ; 6
theirs, and deny the established truth. ''2 for since, if they had been with you, they per-

haps would not have listened to the doctrines of

CHAP. n.--RE_S0N FOR LISTENINGTO PETER'S the true religion, it was arranged that your chil-
ARGUMENTS. dren should travel with their mother, should be

shipwrecked, should be supposed to have per-
Our father said : "But it is not the case, my ished, and should be sold ; z moreover, that they

very dear friend, that souls are punished in should be educated in the learning of the Greeks,
Hades, for the soul is dissolved into air as soon especially in the atheistic doctrines, in order that,
as it leaves the body." And Peter said : "Un- as being acquainted with them, they might be tIm
til we convince you in regard to this point, better able to refute them ; and in addition to
answer me, does it not appear to you that you are this, that they should become attached to the
not grieved as having no faith in a _ture pun- true religion, and be enabled to be umted with
ishment, but they who have full faith m it must me, so as to help me in my preaching ; further-
be vexed in regard to you?" And our father more, that their brother Clement should meet in
said : "You speak sense." And Peter stud the same place, and that thus his mother should
"Why, then, will you not free them from the be recogmsed, and through her cure s should be
greatest grief they can have in regard to you by fully convinced of the right worship of God ; 9
agreeing to their religion, not, I mean, through that after no long interval the twins should rec-
dread, but through kindly feehng, hstening and ogmse and be recognised, and the other day
judging about what is stud by me, whether it be! should fall in with you, and that you should re-
so or not? and if the truth is as we state it, ceive back your own. I do not think, then, that
then here you will enjoy hfe with those who are such a speedy filling in of circumstances, com-
dearest to you, and in the other world you will ing as it were from all quarters, so as to accom-
have rest with them ; but if, in examining the plish one design, could have happened without
arguments, you show that what is stated by us is the direction of Providence."
a fictitious story,3 you will thus be doing good
service, for you will have your friends on your CHAP.V. -- DIFFERENCEBETWEENTHE TRUE KE-
side, and you will put an end to their leaning LIGIONAND PHILOSOPHY.
upon false hopes, and you will free them from
false fears." And our father began to say : "Do not sup-

pose, my dearest Peter, that I am not thinking
CHAP. ILl._ OBSTACLESTO FAITH. of the doctrines preached by you. I was think-

ing of them. But during the past night, when
And our father said : "There is evidently Clement urged me earnestly to give in my adhe-

much reason in what you say." And Peter said sion to the truth preached by you, I at last an-
"What is it, then, that prevents you from coming swered, ' Why should I ? for what new command-
to our faith ? Tell me, that we may begin our ment can any one give more than what the
discussion with it. For many are the hindrances, ancients urged us to obey ?' And he, with a
The faithful are hindered by occupation with gentle smile, said, ' There is a great difference,
merchandise, or public business, or the cultiva- father, between the doctrines of the true religion
tion of the soil, or cares, and such like ; the un- and those of philosophy ; _o for the true religion
believers, of whom you also are one, are hindered receives its proof from prophecy, while philoso-
by ideas such as that the gods, which do not ex-
ist, really exist, or that all things are subject to _ [The recapitulationof _ in Re..cofo_ittonz, ix. 26,is in ex.

Genesis, or chance,4 or that souls are mortal, or pla_atton to tlm sons, am:l not for a doctrma_ purpose. _ R.] .We have adopted a reading suggesr_l by the second Elhzlome.

7 The word _iTrpc,_m is corrupt. W¢ have adopted the emenda-
x We have inserted a 8ei, probably omitted on account of the tlon ,rO_cr,,. The word is not given m the MS. O. nor m the

prevmus _i. Epitomes.

2 The words are peculiar. Lit.," eternal punishment awaits you $ u*ro Sep_t*r_a_, which Cotelentts translates recu#eva_a m_d-
thinking other things through dental of the fixed dogma" (_r_-o_ tare.

, 9 Lit.,"couvlncedof theC-odhea&" "Godhead" is omitted ia
._¢tvo_).tlonem.,,The La_n _tor gives: " ob veri dogmatis nega- I the Epitomes. ...

3 u_;0_v _'t_ _. to [Compare the fuller statemcmt in Re¢og_@_r_ v_. 6t; _0
Properly, self-action. Recognition*_ x. 48-5t. -- I_]
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phy, fumishing us with beautiful sentences, seems CHAP.VII.raTHE EXPLA.NATIONOF A PARABLE;
to present its proofs from conjecture.' On say- THE PRESENTAND THE FUTURELIFEo

ing this, he took an instance, and set before us And Peter 6 said : "Are not those, then, who
the doctrine of philanthropy/ which you had you said received injustice, themselves transgress-
explained to him,* which rather appeared to me ors, inasmuch as they are in the kingdom of
to be very unjust, and I shall tell you how. the other, and is it not by overreaching that they
He alleged that it was right to present to him have obtained all they possess ? while those who
who strikes you on the one cheek the other* are thought to act unjustly are conferring a favour
also, and to give to him who takes away your on each subject of the hostile kingdom, so far as
cloak your tunic also, and to go'two miles with they permit him to have property. For these
him who compels you to go one, and such possessions belong to those who have chosen the
like." 4 presentY And they are so far kind as to permit

the others to live. This, then, is the parable ;
CHAP. Vl._THZ LOVEOF VAN. inow hsten to the actual truth. The prophet of

And Peter answered : "You have deemed un- the truth who appeared on earth taught us that

just what is most just. If you are inclined, will the Maker and God of all gave two kingdoms
you listen to me?" And my father said: "With to two, s good and evil ; granting to the evil the
all my heart." And Peter said : "What is your sovereignty over the present world along with
opinion ? Suppose that there were two kings, law, so that he, it, should have the right to pumsh
enemies to each other, and having their countries those who act unjustly ; but to the good He gave
cut off from each other ; and suppose that some the eternal9 age to come. But He made each
one of the subjects of one of them were to be man free with the power to give himself up to
caught in the country of the other, and to incur whatsoever he prefers, either to the present evil
the penalty of death on this account : now if he or the future good. Those men who choose the
were let off from the punishment by receiving a present have power to be rich, to revel in luxury,
blow instead of death, is it not plain that he who to indulge in pleasures, and to do whatever they
let him off is a lover of man ?" And our father can. For they will possess none of the future

said : "Most certainly." And Peter said : "Now goods. But those who have determined to ac-
suppose that this same person were to steal from cept the blessings of the future reign have no
some one something belonging to him or to an-right to regard as their own the things that are
other ; and if when caught he were to pay double, here, since they belong to a foreign king, with
instead of suffering the punishment that was due the exception only of water and bread, and those
to him, namely, paying four times the amount, things procured with sweat to maintain life (for
and being also put to death, as having been it is not lawful for them to commit suicide), '°
caught in the territories of the enemy ; is it not and also one garment, for they are not permitted
your opinion that he who accepts double, and to go naked on account of the all-seeing _x
lets him off from the penalty of death, is a lover Heaven.
of man?" And our father said : "He certainly
seems so." And Peter said: "Why then? Is CHAP.vnI._THE PRESENTAND THE FUTURE.
it not the duty of him who is in the kingdom of
another, and that, too, a hostile and wicked mon- "If, then, you wish to have an accurate ac-
arch, to be pleasing to alls for the sake of life, count of the matter, listen. Those of whom
and when force is applied to him, to yield still you said a little before that they receive injus-
more, to accost those who do not accost him, rice, rather act unjustly themselves ; for they
to reconcile enemies, not to quarrel with those who have chosen the future blessings, live along
who are angry, to give his own property freely to with the bad in the present world, having many
all who ask, and such like?" And our father enjoyments the same as the bad,_such as life
said : "He should with reason endure all things itself, light, bread, water, clothing, and others
rather, if he prefers life to them." of a like nature. But they who are thought by

you to act unjustly, shall not live with the good
t Or "love of matt " in all its phutt- kladlinmm, genfltmc_ts,

humanity ete 6 The following words wonld be more appropriately put m the

2 H_n_. XII. as _ mouth of the father as is done in fact by the E#t/omes. Peter's
s Matt. v. 39-4t; Luke vi.._9. The writer of the Hom(liesaddre_would commence, "And the parable ts." The E2#ttome* differ

changes, tim woi-¢l__l"tTwa, "tunic," of the. New Testament into much from each other and the text_ and there seems to be conftmton
,raCeWay, which Sumer describes "a coven.ng, for the head. neck, m the text. ..........

shoulde_t, m_d by women." Wmseler tsm doubt whether the, 7 This sentence woma ne more appropriate m me explanatmn ot
writer of the HomtTits uses vta4,6ptov as eqmvalent to Xt_'ea_'_t, or tbe_parable. . . .
whether he intentionally changed the word, for the person who Iooot [ The Greek leaves tt uncert_n wbeflmr tt vi.,t_vo, persm_ or
both cloak and tunic would be naked altogether; and this, the writer J two things,--whetber ttts a good. nemg ant an ewt t_p.g, or .goott
may have imaglned, Christ wotdd not have commanded: ] and evd. At_-q,wards, a good nemg aria an evlt are otstmcuy mtro-

4 [The larger part of thedlscusston in chap_. 5-it ts peculiar to I duced. .. . ,......
the Hom_llea. There is little matter m at found m the longer argu- 9 The word _t_to_.., properly and strictly etetaai, Is usea.
men,s of Recognltion*. -- R.] I to Ltt., to die w,lhngly. . . .

$ LIL, "to fl.at_." [ tl We have adopted an obvtm_ emendataon, t-m_'4t fflff winerY.
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men in z the coming age." And our father re- sends afflictions on those who do not act in
plied to this : " Now when you have convinced purity of heart, that on account of their having
me that those who act unjustly suffer injustice some measure of the love of God, they might, by
themselves, while those who suffer injustice have temporary inflictions, be saved from eternal
by far the advantage, the whole affair seems to punishments."
me still more the most unjust of transactions;
forthosewho seem to actunjustlygrantmany CHAP.X.--POVERTVNor _ECmSARmV RIGFrI_OUS.

thingstothosewho havechosenthefuturebless- And our fathersaid: "How thenisthis? Do

ings,but thosewho seem to receiveinjusticewc not see many impious men poor? Then
do themselvescommit injustice,becausetheydo do thesebelongto thesavedon thisaccount?"
notgiveinthe otherworld,to thosewho have And Petersaid: "Not atall; forthatpoverty
giventhem blesskngshere,the same advantagesisnot acceptablewhich longsforwhatitought
which thesegave to them." And Peter said: not. So thatsome arerichasfarastheirchoice

"Thls isnotunjustatall,becauseeach one has goes,though poor in actualwealth,and they
the power to choose the presentor the futureare punishedbecausetheydesireto havemore.
goods,whethertheybe smallorgreat. Hc who But one is not unquestionablyrighteousbe-
choosesby his own individualjudgment and cause hc happens to be poor. For he can be
wish,receivesno injustice,--Imean, not even a beggar as farasactualwealthisconcerned,
shouldhischoicereston what issmall,sincethe but hemay desireand evendo what aboveevery-
greatlaywithinhischolce,asinfactdidalsothe thinghe oughtnot todo. Thus he may worship
small."And our fathersaid:"You arc right;idols,or be a blasphemeror fornicator,orhe
forithasbeen saidby one of the wise men of may liveindiscriminately,orperjurehimself,or
the Greeks,'The blame restswith thosewho lic,or livethe lifeof an unbeliever.But our
chose-- God isblameless.'2 teacherpronounced thefaithfulpoor blessed;6

and hc did so,not becausetheyhad givenany-
CHAP.IX.- POSSESSIONS.kRZTRANSGRESSIONS.thing,forthey had nothing,but becausethey

"Will you be so good as to explainthiswere not to be condemned, as havingdone no
matteralso? Iremember Clementsayingtome, sin,simplybecausethey gave no alms,because
thatwc sufferinjuriesand afflictionsforthe for-theyhad nothingtogive." And ourfathersaid:
givenessof our sins." Peter said: "This is "In good truthallseems togo rightasfarasthe
quitecorrect.For we, who have chosen the subjectof discussionisconcerned; whereforeI
futurethings,insofaraswc possessmore goods haveresolvedtolistentothewholeofyourargu-
thanthese,whether they be clothing,or food ment inregularorder."
ordrink,oranyotherthing,possesssins,because
we ought not to have anything, as I explained CHAP. XL- EXPOSITIONOF THE TRUE RELIGION
toyou a littleago. To allofuspossessionsare PROMISF.J_
sins.3The deprivationof these,in whatever And Petersaid: "Since,then,you areeager
way itmay take place,isthe removalof sins."henceforthto learnwhat relatestoour religion,
And ourfathersald: "That seems reasonable,I ought to explainitin order,beginningwith
asyou explamcd thatthesewcrc the two boun- God Himself,and showingthatwe oughttocall
darylinesof thetwo kings,and * thatitwas in Him alone God, and that we neitherought
thepower ofeach tochoosewhateverhe wished tospeak of the othersas gods nor deem them
ofwhat was under theirauthority.But why are such,and thathe who actscontraryto thiswill

the afflictionssent,ors do wc sufferthem bepunishedeternally,ashavingshownthegreat-
.... a "justly?" And Peter said: "Most justly; for est lmplety to Htm who ls the Lord of U. And

since the boundary line of the saved is, as I said, saying this, he laid his hands on those who were
that no one should possess anything, but since vexed by afflictions, and were diseased, and
many have many possessions, or in other words possessed by demons ; and, praying, he healed
sins, for this reason the exceeding love of God them, and dismissed the multitudes. And then

entering in this way, he partook of his usual food,
s We have translated Sehwcgler's ¢mcndatton. He insemd;_. and went to sleep.s Plato, Re#., x.6z7 E.
3 One sis, tmmrts before the sentence: " For if in all of us ims-

sesstous are wont to occasion sins in those who have them." ¢, Matt. v. 3. The Epfto_e: run thus: "Our Lord Jesus Chtlstt
4 We have adopted Wmseler's eme.aadauonof v41nto_. theSonof the_.iving God, satck" And then they qtmte thewot_ot
s We have changed d tam _. our Gc_mt.
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HOMILY XVI.

CHAP. I.--SIMON WISHESTO DISCUSSwrrH PETER yOur promise in our presence, this of itself will
THE uNrrY ov COD. be sufficient proof that you are wrong, because

AT break of day Peter went out, and reach- you did venture to speak in the presence of those
ing the place where he was wont to discourse, who know the Scriptures. And now, why should
he saw a great multitude assembled. At the I wait till you tell me, when I have a most satis-
very time when he was going to discourse, one factory witness of your promise in the old man
of his deacons entered, and said: "Simon has who is present?" And, saying this, he looked
come from Antioch,' starting as soon as it was to my father, and said : "Tell me, most excel-
evening, having learned that you promised to lent of all men, is not this the man who prom-
speak on the unity 2 of God ; and he is ready, ised to prove to you to-day that God is one,
along with Athenodorus the Epicurean, to come and that we ought not to say or think that there
to hear your speech, in order that he may pub- is any other god, and that he who acts contrary
licly oppose all the arguments ever adduced by to this will be punished eternally, as committing
you for the unity of God." Just as the deacon the most heinous sin? Do you, then, refuse to
said this, lo I Simon himself entered, accom- reply to me ?"
panied by Athenodorus and some other friends.
And before Peter spoke at all, he took the first CHAP. In.--THE MODE OF THE DmCUSSION.
word, and said : -- And our father said : "Well might you have

demanded testimony from me, Sxmon, if Peter
c_. n.--THE SAME SUByECr cogrrm_D, had first denied tha4he had made the _romise.

"I heard that you promised yesterday to Fans- But now I shall feel no shame in saying what I
tus to prove this day, giving out your arguments am bound to say. I think that you wish to
in regular order, and beginning with Him who is enter on the discussion inflamed with anger.
Lord of the universe, that we ought to say that iNow this is a state of mind in which it is lmprop-
He alone is God, and that we ought neither to er for you to speak and for us to listen to you ;
say nor to think that there are other gods, because for we are no longer being helped on to the truth,
he that acts contrary to this will be punished but we are watching the progress of a contest.
eternally. But, above all, I am truly amazed at And now, having learned from Hellenic culture
your madness in hoping to convert a wise man, how those who seek the ¢rulh ought to act, I
and one far advanced in years, to your state of shall remind you. Let each of you give an
mind. But you will not succeed in your de- exposition of hxs own opinion,S and let the right
signs ; and all the more that I am present, and of speech pass from the one to the other. 6 For
can thoroughly refute your false arguments. For if Peter alone should wish to expound his
perhaps, if I had not been present, the wise old thought, but you should be silent as to yours, it
man might have been led astray, because he has is possible that some argument adduced by you
no critical acquaintance 3 with the books publicly might crush both your and his opinion ; and
believed in amongst the Jews? At present I shall both of you, though defeated by this argument,
omit much, in order that I may the more speedily would not appear defeated, but only the one
refute that which you have promised to prove, who expounded his opinion ; while he who did not
Wherefore begin to speak what you promised to expound his, though equally defeated, would not
say before us, who know the Scriptures. But if, appear defeated, but would even be thought to
fea.dng our refutation, you are unwilling to fulfil have conquered." And Simon answered : "I

will do as you say ; but I am afraid lest you do
t [HomihesXVI,-XIX.,givingthedetailsofaseconddiscus_onnot turnout a truth-lovingjudge,as you have

with Simon at Iatodice:_ am pecuhar to this narrative. Much of the
matter finds a parallel m the longer account of the previous discus- been already prejudiced by his arguments."

at Caesax'U m _n_gni¢_r, it. iii. (comp. Homily ILL), but all
the circumstances are different, Ohlhorn formerly regarded this
_Kton of the Homlh'es as the nucleus of the entire hterature. CHAP. IV.- THE PREJUDICES OF FAUSTUS RATHER
He has modified his view. An analysis of the discussion cannot be
attempted; but in tim faomom to Reco_iH#g#, ii. xg, a _.neral ON THE SIDE OF SIMON THAN ON THAT OF
compgrison is t, iven of the three a_ountl of discussions with St- PETER.
mouMaguL--'g.]

ItThe word properly silgnifies the" sole gov_-mment or monarchy Our father answered : "Do not compel meef God." h memm thit God ainne is ruler.
s a_. to agree with you without any exercise of my
• _ _ 'xo_b_o,,h_o_,_e,_,_,_-,, s,B_,,. T_ udgment in order that I may seem to be a

tramdaticm, given in the text, R that the Jews as a.._mmu-
mlty believed in these, book.q as speaking the truth. Cotelenus trans-
late: "thebooks which wevepubhclyeutru_ted tothe Jews." One $ _,p.ct. , . .
MS. macbb _ea_a._m#a_, whlch might mean, "demn_ tnmtworthy 6 One us. and an Ep_om_ have: ' .'rod you mmtt addreu you:
amens_e Jevm." arSument,to ano_orwhoa_, u judge."
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truth-loving judge ; but if you wish me to tell edge of good and evil, the serpent having per-
you the truth, my prepossessions are rather on suaded them by means of the woman, through
the side of your opinions." And Simon said : the promise that they would become gods, made
"How is this the case, when you do not know them look up ; ¢ and then, when they had thus
what my opinions are ?" And our father said : looked up, God said,s ' Behold, Adam is become
"It is easy to know this, and I will tell you how. as one of us.' When, then, the serpent said, 6 ' Ye
You promised that you would convict Peter of shall be as gods,' he plainly speaks in the belief
error in maintaining the unity of God ; but if that gods exist ; all the more as God also added
one undertakes to convict of error him who His testimony, saying, 'Behold, Adam isbecome
maintains the unity of God, it is perfectly plain as one of us.' The serpent, then, who said that
that he, as being in the right,' does not hold there are many gods, did not speak falsely.
the same opinion. For if he holds the same Again, the scripture,7 ' Thou shalt not revile the
opinion as the man who is thoroughly in error, gods, nor curse the rulers of thy people,' points
then he himself is in error ; but if he gives his out many gods whom it does not wish even to
proofs holding opposite opinions, then he is in be cursed. But it is also somewhere else writ-
the right. Not well 2 then do you assert that ten, s ' Did another god dare to enter and take
he who maintains the unity of God is wrong, him a nation from the midst of another nation,
unless you believe that there are many gods. as did I the Lord God ?' When He says, ' Did
Now I maintain that there are many gods. another God dare?' He speaks on the suppo-
Holding, therefore, the same opinion as you sltion that other gods exist. And elsewhere:9
before the discussion, I am prepossessed rather ' Let the gods that have not made the heavens
in your favour. For this reason you ought, and the earth perish ;' as if those who had made
to have no anxiety in regard to me, but Peter i them were not to perish. And in another place,
ought, for I still hold opinions contrary to]when it says, '° ' Take heed to thyself lest thou
his. And so after your discussion I hope I,go and serve other gods whom thy fathers knew
that, as a truth-loving judge, who has stripped ]not,' it speaks as if other gods existed whom
himself of his prepossessions, I shall agree to lthey' were not to follow. And again:" 'The
that doctrine which gains the victory." When [names of other gods shall not ascend upon thy
my father said this, a murmur of applause burst lips.' Here it mentions many gods whose names
insensibly from the multitudes because my father it does not wish to be uttered. And again it
had thus spoken, is written/2 'Thy God is the Lord, He is God

of gods.' And again : ,3, Who is like unto Thee,
CHAP.V. -- PETER COMMENCESTHE DISCUSSION.O Lord, among the Gods?' And again: '* ' God

Peter then said : "I am ready to do as the is Lord of gods.' And again : ,s , God stood in
the assembly of gods: He judgeth among the

umpire of our discussion has said ; and straight- gods.' Wherefore I wonder how, when there
way without any delay I shall set forth my opin-

are so many passages in writing which testify
1on in regard to God. I then assert that there that there are many gods, you have asserted thatis one God who made the heavens and the earth,
and all things that are in them. And it is not we ought neither to say nor to think that there

are many. '6 Finally, if you have anything to
right to say or to think that there is any other." sayagainst what has been spoken so distinctly, sayAnd Simon said: "But I maintain that the

Scriptures believed in amongst the Jews say that it in the presence of all."

there are many gods, and that God is not angy CHAP. vii.-- PgrER APPEALSTO THE OLD TES-
at this, because He has Himself spoken of many TAMENTTO PROVETHE UNITY OF GOD.
gods in His Scriptures.

And Peter said : " I shall reply briefly to what
CHAP. VI. -- SIMON APPEALS TO THE OLD TESTA- yOU have said. The law, which frequently speaks

MENT TO PROVE THAT THERE ARE MANY GODS, of gods, itself says to the Jewish multitude,'2 ' Be-

" For instance, in the very first words of the , &wt#ix#$_t.It stgmfie_ eitherto lookup.orto recoverone's
law, He evidently speaks of them as being like _sight Possibly the second meaning Is the one intended here, cor-respondmg to the words of our version: "Then your eyes shall be

even unto Himself. For thus it is written, that, Io_ed"
5 Gen iit. _=.

when the first man received a commandment 6 c_. i_.s.
from God to eat of every tree that was in the _ Ex.xxu._S.e Deut. iv. 34.

9 er. x. It.
garden,* but not to eat of the tree of the knowl- ,o{_ut. ,a_ 6.

It Josh. xxltl. 7, LXX.
x2 Deut x. x7.
t3 Ps xxxv. to, lxxxvl. 8.

• t ,'_. words translated "e_ror," _l,_r_a, and *'to he in the
ngtzt, e.Xr_eOetv, are, properly rendered, *'falsehood," and "to
speak the truth." x( Ps I L

fou_dThe MSS. read: "not otherwise." The reading of the text it ts Ps. lxxxli, x.
m an Elhto_e. t6 _Comp. Recog_iti_, i_. 39. -- R,]

s =_,rqj, "paradise." Gem. ii. x6, z 7. 17 trout, x. z¢.
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hold, the heaven of heavens is the Lord's thy as you interpreted the passage. For it is plainly
God, with all that therein is ; ' implying that, even declared that He who made them is one in the
if there are gods, they are under Him, that is, tin- very first part of Scripture: ,o , In the begin-
der the God of the Jews. And again:' ' The ning God created the heaven and the earth.'
Lord thy God, He is God in heaven above, and And it did not say,' the gods.' And somewhere
upon the earth beneath, and there is none other else it says," ' And the firmament showeth His
except Him.' And somewhere else the Scrip- handiwork.' And in another place it iswritten/_
ture says to the Jewish multitude, 2 ' The Lord ' The heavens themselves shall perish, but Thou
your God is God of gods ;' so that, even if there shalt remain for ever.'"
are gods, they are under the GOd of the Jews.
And somewhere else the Scripture says in regard CHAP.IX.m sr_ON TreES TOSHOWTHATTHE
tO HimJ ' God, the great and true, who regard- SCRWrURmCONTRADICTTHEMSELVES.

eth not persons, nortaketh reward,He doth exe- And Simon said : "I adduced clear passages
cute the judgment of the fatherless and widow.' from the Scriptures to prove that there are many
The Scripture, in calling the GOd of the Jews gods; and you, in reply, brought forward as
great and true, and executing judgment, marked manyor more from the same Scriptures, showing
out the others as small, and not true. But also that God is one, and He the God of the Jews.
somewhere else the Scripture says,S 'As I live, And when I said that we ought not to revile
saith the Lord, there is no other God but me. gods, you proceeded to show that He who cre-
I am the first, I am after this ; except me there ated is one, because those who did not create will
is no God.' And again :4 , Thou shalt fear the perish. And in reply to my assertion that we
Lord thy God, and Him only shalt thou serve.' ought to maintain that there are gods, because
And again:S ' Hear, O Israel, the Lord your the Scriptures also say so, you showed that we
God is one Lord.' And many passages besides ought not to utter their names, because the same
seal with an oath that God is one, and except Scripture tells us not to utter the names of other
Hun there is no God. Whence I wonder how, gods. Since, then, these very Scnptures say at
when so many passages testify that there is one one time that there are manygods, and at another
GOd, you say that there are many." that there is only one ; and sometimes that they

ought not to be reviled, and at other times that
crib. vm.-- s_oN ANDPETERCOX'Ttm_ETHe. they ought ; what conclusion ought we to come

DL_CUSSION. to in consequence of this, but that the Scnptures
And Simon said: ' My original stipulation themselves lead us astray?"

with you was that I should prove from the Scrip-
tures that you were wrong in maintaining that we CHAP.X.-- PETER'S EXPLANATIONOFTHE APPAR-
ought not to speak of many gods. Accordingly _ CONTRADICTIONSOF SCRIPTURE.

I adduced many written passages to show that And Peter said: "They do not lead astray,
the divine Scriptures themselves speak of many but convict and bring to light the evil disposi-gods." And Peter said : "Those very Scriptures
which speak of manygods, also exhorted us, say- tion against God which lurks like a serpent in
ing, ' The names of other gods shall not ascend each one. For the Scriptures lie before each
upon thy lips.' 6 Thus, Simon, I did not speak ione like many divers types. Each one, then,
contrary to what was written." And Simon said : ihas his own disposition like wax, and examining
"Do you, Peter, listen to what I have to say. the Scriptures and finding everything in them,
You seem to me to sin in speaking against them,7 he moulds his idea of God according to his
when the Scripture says,_ ' Thou shalt not revile wish, laying upon them, as I stud, his own dis-
the gads, nor curse the rulers of thy people.'" Iposition, which is like wax.'a Since, then, eachIone finds in the Scriptures whate_er opinion heAnd Peter said : "I am not sinning, Simon, in
pointing out their destruction according to the wishes to have in regard to God, for this reason
Scriptures ; for thus it is written :9, Let the gods he, Simon, moulds from them the forms ,4 of
who did not make the heavens and the earth many gods, while we moulded the form of Him

who truly exists, coming to the knowledge of
perish.' And He said thus, not as though SOMEthe true type from our own shape .'s For assur-
had made the heavens and were not to perish, edly the soul within us is clothed with His ira-

, Deut.i,. 39. age for immortality. If I abandon the parent
_ l_ut. x. x7.Isa. xlix. zS, xlv. _t, xliv. 6.
4 Deut. vi. z3. to Gen. L z.
! Deut. vl. 4- It Ps. xix. x.
6 Josh. xxill. 7, LXX. x_ Ps. eli. 26, a7 .
t' Name , the gods . . . ta [This statement of the imbjeet_ method o4' ht(l_tal_n is tn
SEx. x_ g8 The Mss. c_h hcn_, though they m_q't It m the curious harmony vnth the pre_ent th_ry of this work respe_ang

im_sagea_quotedahttlebcfore th_ One Ms. reads "the ruk_" the nuxtum of ermr and truth m the Scripmres. -- R.J_rltll our venL_1, I_tL_dtt¢.
9 Jet. x. xz. ts ttot_n_.
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of this soul, it also will abandon me to just CHAP.XIm--THE CO_'rR_'_ICTtONSOF THE
judgment, making known the injustice by the TURIn Im'F__ TO "R¥ THOSE WHO
very act of daring ;' and as coming from one Trmm

who is just, it vnll justly abandon me ; and so, And Peter answered : r ,, If the Scriptures or
as far as the soul is concerned, I shall, after pun- prophets speak of gods, they do so to try those
ishment, be destroyed, having abandoned the who hear. For thus it is written: s ' If there

help that comes from it. But if there is another arise among you a prophet, giving signs and
gad, first let him put on another form, another wonders, and that sign and wonder shall then
shape, in order that by the new shape of the come to pass, and he say to thee, Let us go
body I may recognise the new god. But if he after and worship other gods which thy fathers
should change the shape, does he thereby have not known, ye9 shall not hearken to the
change the substance of the soul? But if he words of that prophet ; let thy hands be among
should change it also, then I am no longer my- the first to stone him. For he hath tried to turn
self, having become another both in shape and thee from the Lord thy God. But if thou say
in substance. Let him, therefore, create others, in thy heart, How did he do that sign or won-if there is another. But there is not. For if
there had been, he'would have created. But der? thou shalt surely know that he who triedthee, tned thee to see if thou dost fear the Locd
since he has not created, then let him, as non- thy God.' The words ' he who tried thee, tried
existent, leave him who is really existent._ For thee,' have reference to the earliest times ; '° but
he is nobody,3 except only in the opinion of it appears to be otherwise after the removal to
Simon. I do not accept of any other god but Babylon. For God, who knows all things, wouldHim alone who created me "

• not, as can be proved by many arguments, try in
order that He Himself might know, for He fore-

CHAp. Xt.- tEN. L 26 _PEALr.D TO BY SIMON. knows all things. But, if you like, let us discuss
And Simon said : "Since I see that you fre- th,s point, and I shall show that God foreknows.

quently speak of the God who created you, learn But it has been proved that the opinion is false
from me how you are impious even to him. For that He does not know, and that this was written
there are evidently two who created, as the I to try us. Thus we, Simon, can be led astray"

the nor one ;Scripture says : 4 , And God said, Let us make Ineither by Scriptures by any else
man m our image, after our likeness.' Now ' let nor are we deceived into the admission of many
us make,' implies two or more ; certainly not gods, nor do we agree to any statement that is
one only." made against God.

CHAP. Xll.-- PETER'S EXPLANATION OF THE PAS- CHAP. XIV._OTHER BEINGS CALLED GODS.

SAGE. "For we ourselves also know that angels are
And Peter answered : "One is He who said called gods by the Scriptures, -- as, for instance,

to His Wisdom, ' Let us make a man.' But His He who spake at the bush, and wrestled with
Wisdom s was that with which He Himself al- Jacob,- and the name is likewise applied to
ways rejoiced 6 as with His own spirit. It is H_m who is born Emmanuel, and who is called
umted as soul to God, but it is extended by the mighty God. '2 Yea, even Moses became a
Him, as hand, fashioning the umverse. On this god to Pharaoh, though in reality he was a man.
account, also, one man was made, and from him The same is the case also with the idols of the
went forth also the female. And being a unity Gentiles. But we have but one God, one who
genencally, it is yet a duality, for by expansion made creation and arranged the universe, whose
and contraction the unity is thought to be a Son is the Christ. Obeying Christ,'_ we learn to
duality. So that I act rightly in offering up all know what is false from the Scriptures. More-
the honour to one God as to parents." And over, being furnished by our ancestors with the
Simon said : "What then ? Even if the Scrip- truths of the Scriptures, we know that there is
tures say that there are other gods, will you not only one who has made the heavens and the
accept the opinion?" earth, the God of the Jews, and of all who

x prebably.roAe._ta_.t should be changed into b_t_tavt, or some 7 [On thetheoryofthe Scriptureswhlch is here set forth, comlmm
such word: making known that an act of injustice has been eom- u. 38, etc., iti. 4s, etc.--P..]
matted by taking its departure, e Deut xiii. z ft.
. 2 This m:ght possibly be translated, "let him leave him who ex- 9 The change from the singular to the plural is in the Greek.

7o Lit. " But it had been stud that he who trted, tried." The idea
tstsreallytOexists.himwho exists; ,r L¢., let him leave the real God tO man, who i seems to fro, Before the removal to Babylon true prophets tested the

s Wieseler tmyouses, "for he exists tO no one." people by urging them to worship these gods; but after that event
4 Gen. i. ,a6". " false prophets arose who really wished tO seduce the Jews from the

Th_ This is the only passage in the HamiHe* relating to the a,o61_t, worship of the true God.text ismsome parts corrupt. It ts critically discussed by Uhl- It Ltt., " nor can we he made to stumble from the Scriptures aor
ham, some of wheae eme,odauons are adopted by Dressel mad trans- by any one else or a_clvtAin&elae."
iated here. t_ Isa. ix. 6.

6 Prov. vi_ 3o" t3 Lit.," where obeying: " tho"whom" might refe_ to GotL
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choose to worship Him. Our fathers, with pious the same substance, but they are not gods. But
thought, setting down a fixed belief in Him as if they are gods, then in this way the souls of
the true God, handed down this belief to us, all men, both those who have died, and those
that we may know that if any thing is said who are alive, and those who shall come into
against God, it is a falsehood. I shall add this being, are gods. But if in a spirit of contro-
remark over and above what I need say : If the versy you maintain that these also are gods, what
case be not as I have said, then may I, and all greal matter is it, then, for Christ to be called
who love the truth, incur danger in regard to God? for He has only what all have.
the praise of the God who made us."

CHAP. XVII. _THE NATURE OF GOD.

CHAP. XV.-- CHmST NOT COD, BUT THE SON OF "We call Him God whose peculiar attributes
COD. cannot belong to the nature of any other; for,

When Simon heard this, he said : "Since you as He is called the Unbounded because He is
say that we ought not to believe even the proph- boundless on every side, it must of necessity be
et that gives signs and wonders if he say that the case that it is no other one's peculiar attri-
there is another god, and that you know that he bute to be called unbounded, as another cannot
even incurs the penalty of death, therefore your in like manner be boundless. But if any one
teacher also was with reason cut off for having says that it is possible, he is wrong ; for two
given signs and wonders." And Peter answered : things boundless on every side cannot co-exist,
"Our Lord neither asserted that there were gods for the one is bounded by the other. Thus it
except the Creator of all, nor did He proclaim is in the nature s of things that the unbegotten is
Himself to be God, but He with reason pro- one. But if he possesses a figure, even in this
nounced blessed him who called Him the Son case the figure is one and incomparable. 6 Where-
of that God who has arranged the universe." fore He is called the Most High, because, being
And Simon answered : " Does it not seem to higher than all, He has the universe subject to
you, then, that he who comes from God is Him."
God?"' And Peter said: "Tell us how this CHAP. XVIII.- THE NAME OF GOD.

is possible ; for we cannot affirm this, because
we did not hear it from Him. And Simon said : Is this word ' God' His in-

effable name, which all use, because you main-
CHAP. XVI.- THE UN'BEGOTTENAND THE BEGOT- tain so strongly in regard to a name that it can-

TENNECESSARILYDIFFERENTFROMF..ACHOTHER. not be given to another ?" And Peter said : ' I
know that this is not His ineffable name, but one

"In addition to this, it is the peculiarity of which is given by agreement among men ; but
the Father not to have been begotten, but of the if you give it to another, you will also assign to
Son to have been begotten ; but what is begot- this other that which is not used ; and that, too,
ten cannot be compared with that which is un- deliberately.7 The name whmh is used is the
begotten or self-begotten." And Simon said: forerunner of that which is not used. In this

" Is it not the same on account of its origin?'2 way insolence is attributed even to thatwhmch
And Peter said : "He who is not the same in has not yet been spoken, just as honour paid to
all respects as some one, cannot have all the that which is known is handed on to that which

same appellations applied to him as that person." has not yet been known."
And Simon said: "This is to assert, not to
prove." And Peter said: "Why, do you not CHAP. XIX.--THE SHAPE OF GOD IN MAN'.
see that if a the one happens to be self-begot-
ten or unbegotten, they cannot be called the And Simon said : "I should like to know, Peter,
same ; nor can it be asserted of him who has if you really believe that the shape of man has
been begotten that he is of the same substance been moulded after the shape of God." s And
as he is who has begotten him?* Learn this Peter said: "I am really quite certain, Simon,
also : The bodies of men have immortal souls, that this is the case." And Simon said : "How
which have been clothed with the breath of God ; can death dissolve the body, impressed as it has
and having come forth from God, they are of thus been with the greatest seal?" And Peter

said : "It is the shape of the just God. When,

t [Here we encounter marked evidence of Eb,onism. Compare then, the body begms to act unjustly, the form
wi_ these chapters the letter of Rnlinus prefixed to the R¢cog'_,lw,,_. which is in it takes to flight, and thus the body
-- I'_ word wve_t¢, "arising, coming into being," is here used,

_e_w/crt¢ "b_etting.'" The idea fully expressed is: "Is not S L_t.,"thttsttisnature"-- • • -- ' - • 9 "
that which is ]J_.-gotten]dentw.al m es_nc_, w_th that w.h,ch I_-ge_ xt. S We have adopted an emendation here. The text has: " Even

._lWe have inserted et" Thel__ssagetsamendedmvartousways; thus the meomparable ,s one."
this w.ms to be the _mple_ * 7"Wxe.,eler proposes to join this clause with the following: '_And

4 I'I]_veryan¢ient vmriantinJohnx xS, *Chxl only begotten," inpsOsmtof ¢hoicethenamewhtch" . .indicates the distinction between the Unbegotten God and the Son. Lit., "of that one, of Hun " [The chapter ts pecahat to the
Even the Arlans use the phlu¢, '"Only-begotten God." -- R.] Hom:iieJ ; comp. xvn. 7, 8. -- R.]
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is dissolved, by the shape disappearing, in order inflict the severest punishment.* But, on the
that an unjust body may not have the shape of contrary, He is long-suffering, calls to repent-
the just God. The dissolution, however, does ance, having the arrows which end in the de-
not take place in regard to the seal, but in regard struction of the impious laid up in His treasures,
to the sealed body. But that which is sealed is which He will discharge like living animals when
not dissolved without Him who sealed it. And He shall sit down to give judgment to those that
thus it is not permitted to die without judgment." are His.3 Wherefore let us fear the just God,
And Simon said: "What necessity was there to whose shape the body of man bears for hon-
give the shape of such a being to man, who was our."
raised from the earth?" And Peter said:
"This was done because of the love of God, who cHAp. XXL-- srMoN PROmSES TO APPEALTO THE
made man. For while, as far as substance is TEACHINGOF CHRIST. Pgr_ D_SmSSES THE
concerned, all things are superior to the flesh of _ULTrrUDES.

man,--I mean the ether, the sun, the moon, When Peter said this, Simon answered:
the stars, the air, the water, the fire -- in a word, ,, Since I see you skilfully hinting that what is
all the other things which have been made for written in the books 4against the framer s of _e
the service of man,--yet, though superior in world does not happen to be true, to-morrow.I
substance, they willingly endure to serve the in- shall show, from the discourses of your teacher,
ferior in substance, because of the shape of the]tha t he asserted that the framer of the worldwas
superior. For as they who honour the clay not the highest God." And when Simon said
image of a king have paid honour to the king this, he went out. But Peter said to the assem-
himself, whose shape the clay happens to have, bled multitudes: "If Simon can do no other
so the whole creation with joy serves man, who injury to us in regard to God, he at least pre-
is made from earth, looking to the honour thus vents you from listening to the words that can
paid to God. purify the soul." On Peter saying this, much

whispering arose amongst the crowds, saying,
CHAP. XX._THE CHARACTEROF GOD. "What necessity is there for permitting him to

come in here, and utter his blasphemies against
"Behold, then, the character of that God to God ?" And Peter heard, and said, "Would

whom you, Simon, wish to persuade us to be that the doctrines against God which are in-
ungrateful, and the earth continues to bear you, tended to try men 6 went no further than Simon !
perhaps wishing to see who will venture to enter- For there will be, as the Lord said, false apos-
tam similar opinions to yours. For you were tles, false prophets/ heresies, desires for su-
the first to dare what no other dared : you were the premacy, who, as I conjecture, finding their
first to titter what we first heard. We first and beginning in Simon, who blasphemes God, will
alone have seen the boundless long-suffering !work together in the assertion of the same opin-
of God in bearing•with such great impiety as lion s against God as those of Simon." And say-
yours, ancl that God no ott_er than the .Creator ling this with tears, he summoned the multitudes
ot the world, against whom you have dared to to him b v his hand" and when they came he
act impiously. And yet openings of the earth[l_; _ hi, _nrl ..... _h .... d .... _ _nd than

took not place, and fire was not sent down from!_l'_smi•sseci-t'i_em."te'ilin'g"ihe'-__o-_co_m-e"at'_
heaven and went not torth to burn u men, and I• P earlier hour next day. Saying this, and groan-
rain was not poured out,' and a multitude of i ing, he entered and went to sleep, without tak-
beasts was not sent from the thickets, and upon ing food.us ourselves the destructive wrath of God did
not begin to show itself, on account of one who *Weha,_ in,*md _,.,_nd ,_o_ _ *ent_neto be i,*n_|.The meamng might be the same without ¢_v. The text of Dreue[ is
sinned the sin, as it were, of spiritual adultery, a__onow_:"For ,_ant HewhothenpunishedthesinsC,od,Creator

of heaven and earth: since even now, being bla_phen_l in tim high.
which is worse than the carnal. For it is not ,st d_e Hepunishedit inthehighestdegree_"
God the Creator of heaven and earth that in _ Cotelerittstranslates:"tO Hls enemms.'

4 1.©, the Scriptures.
former times punished sins, since now, when He s A disunctionhasto be made between the Creator, or make, out

is blasphemed in the highest degree, He would of nothing, and the framer, or fashmner, or l)emiurg¢, who puts tim
matter Into shape. ,

s Lit., "the word again_ God for th¢ trial of irma.'
t One MS.reads, .c was not rcstrahled." YComp. Matt. xmv. a4,
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HOMILY XVII.

CHAp. I.- SIMON COMESTO PETER. those who worship them, because they are seen

THE next day, therefore, as Peter was to hold by the eyes themselves to be made of stone, orbrass, or gold, or of some other lifeless material.
a discussion with Simon, he rose earlier than Wherefore the soul, because it knows that what
usual and prayed. On ceasing to pray, Zacchmus• is seen is nothing, cannot be spell-bound by fear
came in, and said : "Simon is seated without, in an equal degree by means of what is visible.
discoursing with about thirty of his own special But looking to a terrible God through the mflu-
followers." And Peter said : "Let him talk until ence of deceptive teaching, it has all its natural
the multitude assemble, and then let us begin the foundations overturned. And I say this, not be-
discussion in the following way. We shall hear
all that has been said by him, and having fitted cause I exhort you to worship Images, but because
our reply to this, we shall go out and discourse." Peter, seeming to free your souls from terrible
And assuredly so it happened. Zacchmus, there- images,* drives mad the mind of each one of youby a more terrible image, introducing God in a
fore, went out, and not long after entered again, shape, and that, too, a God extremely just, u an
and communicated to Peter the discourse de- image which is accompanied by what is terrible
livered by Simon against him.' and awful to the contemplatwe soul, by that which

can entirely destroy the energy of a sound mind.
CHAP. II. _ SIMON'S SPEECHAGAIN'STPETER. For the mind, when in the midst of such a storm,
Now he said : "He accuses you, Peter, of is like the depth stirred by a violent wind, per-

being the servant of wickedness, of having great turbed and darkened• Wherefore, if he comes
power in magic, and as charming the souls of] to benefit you, let him not, while seeming to dis-
men in a way worse than idolatry. 2 To prove ]solce your fears which gently proceed from life-
that you are a magician, he seemed to me to[less shapes, introduce in their stead the terrible
adduce the following evidence, saying : ' I am I shape of God. But has God a shape ? If He
conscious of this, that when I come to hold a! has, He possesses a figure. And if He has a
discussion with him, I do not remember a single figure, how is He not limited ? And if limited,
word of what I have been meditating on by my- [ He is in space. But if He is in space, He is less
self. For while he is discoursing, and my mind than the space which encloses Him. And if less
is engaged in recollecting what it is that I than anything, how is He greater than all, or
thought of saying on coming to a conference]superior to all, or the highest of all? This,
with him, I do not hear anything whatsoever of I then, is the state of the case.
what he is saying. Now, since I do not experi-
ence this in the presence of any other than in CHAP.IV.--IT IS ASSERTEDTHATCHRIST'S TEACH-
his alone, is it not plain that I am under the INa IS DIFFERENT FROMPETER'S.
influence of his magic ? And as to his doctrines "_ And that he does not really believe even
being worse than those of idolatry, I can make the doctrines proclaimed by his teacher is evi-
that quite clear to any one who has understand- dent, for he proclaims doctrines opposite to his.S
hag. For there is no other benefit than this, that For he said to some one, as I learn, 6 "Call me
the soul should be freed from images s of every not good, for the good is one." Now, in speak-
kind. For when the soul brings an image before ing of the good one, he no longer speaks of that
its eye, it is bound by fear, and it pines away just one/ whom the Scriptures proclaim, who
through anxiety lest it should suffer some calam- kills and makes alive, -- kills those who sin, and
ity ; and being altered, it falls under the influence makes alive those who live according to His will.
of a demon ; and being under his influence, it But that he did not really call Him who is the
seems to the mass to be wise. framer of the world good, is plain to any one who

can reflect. For the framer of the world was
CHAP.HI._SIMON'S ACCUSATIONOF PETER. known to Adam whom He had made, and to

c,, Peter does this to you while promising to Enoch who pleased Him, and to Noah who was
make you wise. For, under the pretext of pro- seen to be just by Him ; likewise to Abraham,
claiming one God, he seems to free you from and Isaac, and Jacob; also to Moses, and the
many lifeless images, which do not at all injure people, and the whole world. But Jesus, the

I The textlum: "againstPeter." . . . s [These chapters are peculiar to the go_ille$. -- R ]
t [Comp. Recog,_ftion$, tit. 1"2,for tt tnmtlar accusation m_ by 6 Matt. xtx. x7.

_mo_, at the beglrmmg of the second day's d_m,t_aon. -- r,.j 7 The Gnostic distinction between the God who is just and the
,tt_Aav, _ God who is good, is here mstst_l on.
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teacher of Peter himself, came and said,' "No When Zacchmus said this, Peter prayed aflzr his
one knew the Father except the Son, as no one Iusual manner and went out, and standing in the
knoweth 2 even the Son except the Father, and ]place where he spoke the day before, and srdut.
those to whom the SOn may wish to reveal Him." !ing the multitudes according to the custom

If, then, :t' was the Son himself' who was present, Ienjoined. ,,bYhis religion, he began to speak as
it was from the time of his appearance that he ]follows. Our Lord Jesus Christ, who is the
began to reveal to those to whom he wished, true prophet (as I shall prove conclusively at
H_m who was unknown to all. And thus the the proper time), made concise declarations in
Father was unknown to all who lived before him, regard to those matters that relate to the truth,
and could not thus be He who was known to for these two reasons: first, because He was in
all. the habit of addressing the pious, who had knowl-

iedge enough to enable them to believe the opin-
cttxP, v. -- JEsus mCONSiSTEI*rm ms TmCHmG. ions uttered by Him by way of declaration ; for

"' In saying this, Jesus is consistent not even His statements were not strange to their usual
with himself. For sometimes by other utter- mode of thought; and in the second place,
ances, taken from the Scriptures, he presents because, having a limited time assigned Him for
God as being terrible and just, saying,3 " Fear preaching, He did not employ the method of
not him who killeth the body, but can do noth- demonstration in order that He might not spend
ing to the soul ; but fear Him who is able to cast all His hmited time in arguments, for in this way
both body and soul into the Gehenna of fire. Yea, it might happen that He would be fully occupied
I say unto you, fear Him." But that he asserted in gwing the solutions of a few problems which
that He is really to be feared as being a just God, might be understood by mental exertion, while
to whom he says those who receive injustice cry, He would not have given us to any great extent s
is shown in a parable of which he gives the rater- those statements which relate to the truth. Ac-
pretation, saying : * "If, then, the unjust judge cordingly He stated any opinions He wished, as
did so, because he was continually entreated, to a people who were able to understand Him,
how much more will the Father avenge those to whom we also belong, who, whenever we did
who cry to Him day and night? Or do you not understand anything of what had been said
think that, because He bears long with them, He by Him, w a thing which rarely happened, m in-
will not do it? Yea, I say to you, He will do it, quired of Him privately, that nothing said by
and that speedily." Now he who speaks of God Him might be unmtelligible to us.
as an avenging and rewarding God, presents
Him as naturally just, and not as good. More- cI-mP, vn.--MAN I_ THE SHm'E OF COD.

over he gives thanks to the Lord of heaven and "Knowing therefore that we knew all that was
earth.s But if He is Lord of heaven and earth, spoken by Him, and that we could supply the
He is acknowledged to be the framer of the proofs, He sent us to the ignorant Gentiles to
world, and if framer, then He is just. When, baptize them for remission of sins, and corn-
therefore, he sometimes calls Him good and manded us to teach them first.9 Of His corn-
sometimes just, he is not consistent with himself mandments this is the first and great one, to fear
in this point. 6 But his wise disciple maintained the Lord God, and to serve Him only. But He
yesterday a third point, that real sight 7 is more meant us to fear that God whose angels they are
satisfactory than vision, not knowing that real who are the angels of the least of the faithful
sight can be human, but that vision confessedly amongst us, and who stand in heaven continually
proceeds from divinity.' beholding the face of the Father. '° For He has

shape, and He has every limb primarily and solely
CHAP.VI. _ PETER GOESOUT TO ANSWERSIMON. for beauty's sake, and not for use." For He has

"These and such like were the statements, not eyes that He may see with them ; for He sees
Peter, which Simon addressed to the multitudes on every side, since He is incomparably more
while he stood outside ; and he seems to me to brilliant in His body than the visual spirit which
be disturbing the minds of the greater number, is in us, and He is more splendid than every-
Wherefore go forth immediately, and by the thing, so that in comparison with Him the light
power of troth break down his false statements." of the sun may be reckoned as darkness. Nor

has He ears that He may hear ; for He hears,
ta Matt.xl. 27;[LukeX.... _m]_. g,co_'_'t_,,, il.4_.--R.]. perceives, moves, energizes, acts on every side.
, _t_."_"_._' "saw." ,But He has the most beautiful shape on account
, Lul_x_.'6-8. I_ _ --
S Matt. xi2s: [Lulm x. 2=]. ] s Lit. "to a_re.atcr e=tent."
- [Comp. xvfii, z etc.; alsoRirca_t'h_.t iIL37,38.--R.] I 9 Matt-xxviii. tg, ao-

• .7 The mSS. read_vepy,mv,"acti_ty." _|ericus amended|t into I to Matt. xviii to.
_f't'tu,.which meant, vislm or stght'in plum ope_..day.with one'_ tt .[Comp xvi. tg.:. The theosophlckl views .hem pttsem_, am

eyes, m opllo_o...onto the other word otr_'e.o'i__ tlt sleep, or [ _,_uliar .t? file Arlo_tt'l_&,though some traces ot _ _ m tI_
_ta_, or somedtmilar unusualsUU_., t l_¢¢o_,_qutzosu.-- R.I
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of man, that the pure in heart, may be able to entirely enclosed by air, yet it lightens up the
see Him, that they may rejoice because they air, it warms it, it divides it ; and if the sun be
suffered. For He moulded man in His own away from it, it is enveloped in darkness ; and
shape as in the grandest seal, in order that he from whatsoever part of it the sun is removed,
may be the ruler and lord of all, and that all it becomes cold as if it were dead ; but again it
may be subject to him. Wherefore, judging that is illuminated by its rising, and when it has been
He is the universe, and that man IS His image warmed up by it, it is adorned with still greater
(for He is Himself invisible, but His image man beauty. And it does this by giving a share of
is visible), the man who wishes to worship Him itself, though it has its substance limited. What,
honours His visible image, which is man. What- then, is there to prevent God, as being the
soever therefore any one does to man, be it Framer and Lord of this and everything else,
good or bad, is regarded as being done to Him. from possessing figure and shape and beauty,
Wherefore the judgment which proceeds from and having the communication of these qualities
Him shall go before, giving to every one accord- proceeding from Himself extended infinitely ?
ing to his merits. For He avenges His own
shape. CHAP. IX. _ GOD THE CEN_TRE OR HEART OF THE

UNIVERSE.

CHAP. VlIL-- GOD'S FIGURE: SIMON'S OBJECTION _c One, then, is the God who truly exists, who
THEREFROMREFUTED. presides in a superior shape, being the heart of

"But someone will say, If He has shape, then that which is above and that which is below
He has figure also, and is in space ; but if He is twice, 2 which sends forth from Him as from a
in space, and is, as being less, enclosed by it, how centre the life-giving and incorporeal power ; the
is He great above everything ? How can He be whole universe vnth the stars and regions 3 of the
everywhere if He has figure ? The first remark heaven, the air, the fire, and if anything else ex-
I have to make to him who urges these objec- ists, is proved to be a substance infinite in height,
tions is this : The Scriptures persuade us to have boundless in depth, immeasurable in breadth,
such sentiments and to believe such statements extending the hfe-giving and wise nature from
in regard to Him ; and we know that their dec- Him over three infinites.4 It must be, therefore,
larations are true, for witness is borne to them that this infinite which proceeds from Him on
by our Lord Jesus Christ, by whose orders we every side ex[sts,S having as its heart Him who
are bound to afford proofs to you that such is is above all, and who thus possesses figure ; for
the case. But first I shall speak of space. The wherever He be, He is as it were in the centre
space of God is the non-existent, but God is that of the infinite, being the hmit of the universe.
which exists. But that which is non-existent And the extensions taking their rise with Him,
cannot be compared with that whmh is existent, possess the nature of six infinltes ; of whom the
For how can space be existent ? unless it be a one taking its rise with Him penetrates 6 into
second space, such as heaven, earth, water, air, the height above, another into the depth below,
and if there is any other body that fills up the another to the right hand, another to the left, an-
vacuity, which is called vacuity on this account, other in front, and ,another behind ; to whom
that it is noticing. For ' nothing ' is its more ap- He Himself, looking as to a number that is equal
propriate name. For what is that which is called on every side,7 completes the world in six tern-
vacuity but as it were a vessel which contains poral intervals, s Himself being the rest, 9 and
nothing, except the vessel itself? But being va- having the infinite age to come as His image,
cuity, it is not itself space ; but space is that in being the beginning and the end. For in Him
which vacuity itself is, if indeed it is the vessel, the six infinites end, and from Him they receive
For it must be the case that that which exists is their extension to infinity.
in that which does not exist. But by this which
is non-existent I mean that which _s called by CHAP.x. _ THE NATUREAND SHAPEOF GOD.
some, space, which is nothing. But being noth- "This is the mystery of the hebdomad. For
ing, how can it be compared with that which is, He Himself is the rest of the whole who grants
except by expressing the contrary, and saying 2 The whole of thts chapter m full of corruptton; "twice " occurs
that it is that which does not exist, and that that inone,_s. Vafiomattemptshavebeenmadetoamendthe passage.

3 An emendation.
which does not exist is called spgce ? But even • ThetextIs corrupt.We have translated;tr"¢Itrei_rv¢*pd¢.
if it were something, there are many examples Somethink" three" shouldhe omitted. Thethre¢mfinitesare m

respect of height, depth, and breadth.
which I have at hand, but I shall content myself s A_pu.ctu_tedin r)_a, th_ rea_, ,' that_ im_.ite,s th,
with one only, to show that that which encloses heart."6 The emendanon of the transcriber of one of the _ss.
is not unquestionably superior to that which is _ThisreferstothefollomngmodeofexMbitingthenumber:.'.'.
enclosed. The sun is a circular figure, and is whereeach_idepr_ew_t_ numberthree.

a The creatton of the world in stx days. f9 The seventh day on which God rested, the type of the rest o
z Matt. v, 8. the future age. S4mEl_gttlt efBarnab_, c. xv.
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Himself as a rest to those who imitate His great- afflictions from ourselves and others, and receive
hess within their little measure. For He is alone, instead an exchange of blessings, and that,
sometimes comprehensible, sometimes incom- doing no ill in consequence of fear of the God
prehensible, sometimes limitable,' sometimes il- who sees everything, we should continue in
limitable, having extensions which proceed from )eace even in the present life.
Him into infinity. For thus He xs comprehen-
sible and incomprehensible, near and far, being CHAP. XlI.--THE FEAR AND LOVE OF GOD.
here and there, as being the only existent one,
and as giving a share of that mind which is in- "Thus, then, grateful service to Him who is
finite on every hand, in consequence of which :ruly Lord, renders us free from service to all
souls breathe and possess life ; 2 and if they be other masters.s If, then, it is possible for any
separated from the body and be found with a one to be free from sm wRhout fearing God, let
longing for Him, they are borne along into His him not fear ; for under the influence of love to
bosom, as in the winter time the m1_ts of the Him one cannot do what is displeasing to Him.
mountains, attracted by the rays of the sun, are For, on the one hand, _t is written that we are
borne along immortal 3 to it. What affection to fear Him, and we have been commanded to
ought therefore to arise within us if we gaze w_th love Him, in order that each of us may use that
our mind on His beautiful shape ! But other- prescnptlon which is suitable to his constitution.
wise it is absurd to speak of beauty. For beauty Fear H_m, therefore, because He is just; but
cannot exist apart from shape ; nor can one be whether you fear Him or love Him, sin not.
attracted to the love of God, nor even deem that And may _t be the case that any one who fears
he can see Him, if God has no form. H_m shall be able to gain the victory over un-

lawful desires, shall not lust after what belongs
to others, shall practise kindness, shall be sober,

CHAP. XI.--THE rEAR Or GOD. and act justly ! For I see some who are imper-
"But some who are strangers to the truth, fect in their fear of Him sinning very much. Let

and who give their energies to the service of evil, us therefore fear God, not only because He is
on pretext of glorifying God, say that He has just ; for it is through pity for those who have
no figure, in order that, being shapeless and received injustice that He inflicts punishment on
formless, He may be visible to no one, so as not those who have done the injustice. As water
to be longed for. For the mind, not seeing the itherefore quenches fire, so does fear extinguish
form of God, is empty of Him. But how can the desire for ewl practices. He who teaches
any one pray if he has no one to whom he may fearlessness does not himself fear ; but he who
flee for refu_e on whom he may lean _ For ff does not fear, does not believe that there will
he meets w_th no resistance, he falls out into be a judgment, strengthens h_s lusts, acts as
vacmty. Yea, says he, we ought not to fear a magician, and accuses others of the deeds
God, but to love H_m. I agree ; but the con- which he h_mself does.
sclousness of having done well in each good act
will accomplish this. Now well-doing proceeds cH_d_, xm.- THE EVI,SSCE OF THE S_._ES
from fearing. But fear, says he, strikes death CONTRASTEDWITH THAT FROM SUPERNATURAL
into the soul. Nay, but I affirm that _t does not wsIot¢.

strike death, but awakens the soul, and converts Simon, on hearing this, interrupted him, and
it. And perhaps the injunction not to fear God "I know against whom you are makingmight be right, if we men did not fear many said:
other things ; such, for instance, as plots against these remarks ; but in order that I may not
us by those who are like us, and wdd beasts, spend any time in discussing subjects which I do
serpents, diseases, sufferings, demons, and a not wish to discuss, repeating the same state-
thousand other ills. Let him, then, who asks us ments to refute you, reply to that which is con-
not to fear God, rescue us from these, that we cisely stated by us. You professed that you had
may not fear them ; but if he cannot, why well understood the doctrines and deeds 6 of
should he grudge that we should be delivered your teacher because you saw them before you
from a thousand fears by one fear, the fear of the with your own eyes,7 and heard them with your
Just One, and that it should be possible by a
slight 4 faith in Him to remove a thousand s We have adopted all emendation of a passage which is pla_corrupt

6 Doctrines and deedq: lit., the things of you.r teaehec.

z The MSS, have here Iv,._n_t_,, '.caetiwty.". This.has

• x The words in italies are msertedb_, conjecture. "Someuraes reminded into _}'ap3,¢_a,, "with plat nness, wuh dil_immm_.
incomprehensible, sometimes ilhmltable ' occur only in one _s. "Eudp-te_ is used throughout m opposmon to pn,ran,_a, _a_ and

We have adopted Wleseler's su_suons. ;wdnwov, and means the act of seeing and heanng _ our own
m plato daylight, when to doubt the fact olrserved 3s to doubt the

3 "Ibis word Is justly sttspected. The passage is in other respects senses; btrcaer&t is apparition or vision m ___aty, 0¢ some extt_¢01"rll t,

.t.__eword" slight" is not tiled in referenoe to the character of danary vcay but that of sleep; epettm and _l.wn,toe arc _ tO
t_. latth, but to indicate that the act 0£ faith m a small act compared wsmns m sleep. The last term tmphes this. The ttrst means _mpty
Wma me resul_ that flow from it. "a thing see_"
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own ears,and thatitisnot possibleforany other hearabout mattersthatdo notconcern us,and
tohave anythingsimilarby visionor apparition,awakingfrom sleepwe aredispiritedbecausewe
But I shallshow thatthisisfalse.He who hears haveneitherheardnorinquiredaboutthosemat-
any one withhisown ears,isnot altogetherfullytcrswhich we were eagertoknow."
assuredof the truthof what issaid; for his
mind has to consider whether he is wrong or CHAP. XV.--TmZ tormENtS FROM DREAMSDIS-
not, inasmuch as he is a man as far as appear- CUSSr_.D.

ance goes. But apparition not merely presents And Simon said : "If you maintain that ap-
an object to view, but inspires him who sees it
with confidence, for it comes from God. Now paritions do not always reveal the truth, yet for

all that, visions and dreams, being God-sent, do
reply first to this." ' not speak falsely in regard to those matters which

they wish to tell." And Peter said : "You were
CHAP. xr¢.--THE rCID_-NCZOF THE SE_SZS MORE right in saying that, being God-sent, they do not

TRUSTWORTHYTHAN THAT OF SUPERNATURAL speak falsely. But it is uncertain if he who sees
vxslos, has seen a God-sent dream." And Simon said :
And Peter said : "You proposed to speak to "If he who has had the vision is just, he has

one point, you replied to another? For your seen a true vision." And Peter said: "You
proposition was, that one is better able to know were right. But who is just, if he stands in need
more fully, and to att,_in confldence, S when he of a vision that he may learn what he ought to
hears in consequence of an apparition, than when learn, and do what he ought to do ?" And Si-
he hears with his own ears ; but when you set mon said : "Grant me this, that the just man
about the matter, you were for persuading us alone can see a true vision, and I shall then reply
that he who hears through an apparition is surer to that other point. For I have come to the
than he who hears with his own ears. Finally, conclusmn that an impious man does not see a
you alleged that, on this account, you knew more true dream." And Peter said : "This is false ;
satisfactorily the doctrines of Jesus than I do, and I can prove it both apart from Scripture
because you heard His words through an appa- and by Scripture ; but I do not undertake to
rition. But I shall reply to the propositmn you persuade you. For the man who is inclined
made at the beginning. The prophet, because to fall in love with a bad woman, does not change
he is a prophet, having first given certain infor- his mind so as to care for a lawful union with
marion with regard to what is objectively 4 said another woman in every respect good; but
by him, is believed with confidence; and being sometimes they love the worse woman through
known beforehand to be a true prophet, and prepossessions, though they are conscious that
being examined and questioned as the disciple there is another who is more excellent. And
wishes, he replies : But he who trusts to appari- you are ignorant, in consequence of some such
tion or vision and dream is insecure. For he state of mind." And Simon said: "Dismiss
does not know to whom he is trusting. For it is this subject, and discuss the matter on which you
possible either that he may be an evil demon or promised to speak. For it seems to me impos-
a deceptive spirit, pretending in his speeches to sible that impious men should receive dreams
be what he is not. But if any one should wish from God in any way whatever.
to inquire of him who he is who has appeared,
he can say to himself whatever he likes. And CHAP. xw.--_ro_ Bur _ DEMO_rS,_F_ TO
thus, gleaming forth like a wicked one, and re- THE IMPmUS.

rosining as long as he likes, he is at length And Peter said : "I remember that I promised
extinguished, not remaining with the questioner to prove this point, and to give my proofs in re-
so long as he wished him to do for the purpose gard to it from Scripture and apart from Scripture.
of consulting him. For any one that sees by And now listen to what I say. We know that
means of dreams cannot inquire about whatever
he may wish. For reflection is not in the spe- there are many (if you will pardon me the state-
cial power of one who is asleep. Hence we, de- ment ; and if you don't, I can appeal to those whoare present as judges) who worship idols, corn-
siring to have information in regard to something mit adultery, and sin in everyway, and yet they see
in our waking hours, inquire about something true visions and dreams, and some of them have
else in our dreams ; or without inquiring, we also apparitions of demons. For I maintain

z [com_/zt_.. y_,, a. so, s_..6,-_s. _ mp_ la_d that the eyes of mortals cannot see the incor-
uptm _l_nummd visio_ in tl_ remainder t_ the Homdy has been poreal form of the Father or Son, because it is
x_.t° __ R.] "_ _iu_a _ _ _ to _ illumined by exceeding great light. Wherefore
*Pfo_ it._o_dbe_., hm.d ot_,,., "_ itisnot becauseGod envies,but because Hcmrtmd a_de taatamhe.r."

a_rdai,,,x_.att__,toelup.t_um pities,thatHe cannotbe seen by man who has
_, tt_ _ ms. been turned into flesh. For he who sees Gad
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cmmot live. For the excess of light dissolves CHAP. xvnL--THE NXTUREOF REVELA_nON.

the flesh of him who sees ; unless by the secret "Thus to me also was the Son revealed by
power of God the flesh be changed into the ha- the Father. Wherefore I know what is the
ture of light, so that it can see light, or the sub- meaning of revelation, having learned it in my
stance of light be changed into flesh, so that it own case. For at the very time when the Lord
can be seen by flesh. For the power to see the said, ' Who do they say that I am ?' 9 and wheR
Father, without undergoing any change, belongs I heard one saying one thing of Him, and an-
to the Son alone. But the just shall also in like other another, it came into my heart to say (and
manner behold God ;' for in the resurrection of I know not, therefore, how I said it), ' Thou art
the dead, when they have been changed, as far the Son of the living God.' *° But He, pronoun-
as their bodies are concerned, into light, and cing me blessed, pointed out to me that it was
become like the angels, they shall be able to see the Father who had revealed it to me ; and
Him. Finally, then, if any angel be sent that from this time I learned that revelation is kuowl-
he may he seen by a man, he is changed into edge gained without instruction, and without ap-
flesh, that he may be able to be seen by flesh, pant,on and dreams. And this is indeed the
For no one can see the incorporeal power not case. For in the soul" which has been placed
only of the Son, but not even of an angel. But in us by ,2 God, there is all the truth ; but it is
if one sees an apparition, he should know that covered and revealed by the hand of God, who
this is the apparition of an evil demon, works so far as each one through his knowledge

deserves. 13 But the declaration of anything by
CHAP. XVII.--THE IMPIOUSSEE TRUE DREAMS means of apparitions and dreams from without

AND VlSlONS. is a proof, not that it comes from revelation, but
"But it is manifest that the impious see true from wrath. Finally, then, it is written in the

visions and dreams, and I can prove it from law, that God, being angry, said to Aaron and
Scripture. Finally, then, it is written in the law, Miriam, _4' If a prophet arise from amongst you,
how Abimelech, who was impious, wished to de- I shall make myself known to him through vis-
file the wife of just Abraham by intercourse, and ions and dreams, but not so as to my servant
how he heard the commandment from God in Moses ; because I shall speak to him in an out-
his sleep, as the Scripture saith, not to touch ward appearance, and not through dreams, just
her,2because she was dwelling with her husband, as one will speak to his own friend.' You see
Pharaoh, also an impious man, saw a dream in how the statements of wrath are made through
regard to the fulness and thinness of the ears bf visions and dreams, but the statements to a
coru,3 to whom Joseph said, when he gave the friend are made face to face, in outward ap-
interpretation, that the dream had come from )earance, and not through riddles and visions
God? Nebuchadnezzar, who worshipped images, and dreams, as to an enemy.
and ordered those who worshipped God to be
cast into fire, saw a dream s extending over the CHAP.XlX.m OPPOSITIONTO PETERUNREASONABLE.
whole age of the world. 6 And let no one say, "If, then, our Jesus appeared to you in a
' No one who is impious sees a vision when vision, made Himself known to you, and spoke
awake.' That is false. Nebuchadnezzar him-]to you, it was as one who is enraged with arL
self, having ordered three men to be cast into adversary ; and this is the reason why it was
fire, saw a fourth when he looked into the fur- through visions and dreams, or through revela-
nace, and said,' I see the fourth as the Son of tions that were from without, that He spoke to
God.' z And nevertheless, though they saw ap- you. But can any one be rendered fit for in-
pantions, visions, and dreams, they were impious, struction through apparitions ? And if you will
Thus, we cannot infer with absolute certainty say, ' It is possible,' then I ask, ' Why did our
that the man who has seen visions, and dreams, teacher abide and discourse a whole year to
and apparitions, is undoubtedly pious. For in those who were awake ?' And how are we to
the case of the pious man, the truth gushes believe your word, when you tell us that He ap-
up natural and pure s in his mind, not worked up peared to you ? And how did He appear to
through dreams, but granted to the good through you, when you entertain opinions contrary to>
intelligence. His teaching ? But if you were seen and taught

• xWe_ve translateda boldconjecture.Thetexthas,"The 9 Matt.xvt.
]_tnot mlike manner,"withoutanyverb, whichSchweg]eramended: to Matt. xvi. _

To thejust this power does not belong in like _m_er." zt Thisword m not in the teat. Schliemann proposed the word
G_:n. xx. 3. "heart." Possibly "breath" or "sphlt" may be-thelmt word.

3 Gen xlL S, _ See above.
4 Gen. xh. aS. ta - By" should properly be ".fx'om." ....
s Dan. ii. _t. t_ Lit., "who produces according .to the merrt ot each one tmow_

6 Lit, of tile whole length of the age. ing." Cotelerins translated "who, knowing the merit of each man,
7 Dan. tl,. 25 does to him according, to tt." The idea scent to .be, that Cod uno

t¢e We. have amended thls passage. The text applies the wordlt covers the truth hidden m the mul to each man _ to his dema't_
naturfdorinnattandpttlt-tot_mitu4_ tt_Ul_gii. 6,7; _t. _riG It.
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by Him, and became His apostle for a single CHAP.XX._ANOTHER SUBJECTFOR DISCUSSION
hour, proclaim His utterances, interpret His say- PROPOSED.
Lugs, love His apostles, contend not with me
who companied with Him. For in direct oppo- When Simon heard this, he said : "Far be it
sition to me, who am a firm rock, the foundation! from me to become his or your disciple. For I
of the Church,' you now stand. If you were not am not ignorant of what I ought to know ; but
opposed to me, you would not accuse me, and the inquiries which I made as a learner were
revile the truth proclaimed by me, in order that made that I may see if you can prove that actual
I may not be believed when I state what I my-sight is more distinct than apparition.S But you
self have heard with my own ears from the Lord, i spoke according to your own pleasure ; you did
as if I were evidently a person that was con-[not prove. And now, to-morrow I shall come
denmed and in bad repute. 2 But if you say :t° your opinions in regard to God, whom you
that I am condemned, you bring an accusation affirmed to be the framer of the world ; and in
against God, who revealed the Christ to me, and my discussion with you, I shall show that he is
you inveigh against Him who pronounced me not the highest, nor good, and that your teacher
blessed on account of the revelation. But if, i made the same statements as I now do ; and I
indeed, you really wish to work in the cause of shall prove that you have not understood him."
truth, learn first of all from us what we have IOn saying this he went away, not wishing to
learned from Him, and, becoming a disciple of listen to what might be said to the propositions
the truth, become a fellow-worker with us." which he had laid down.

z Matt xvi. _8. 3 This passage is corrupt m the text. Dressel reads, "that
= We have adopted an emcndaoon of Schwegler's. The text activity ts more distract than appantmn." By actJwty would he

reads, "in good repute." [The word "condemned" is supposed to meant, °' acting whde one Is awake, and m full possessmn of Ins
be borrowed from the account of the contest at Anuoch m Gal. n xx, senses;" and thus the meamng would be nearly the same asmour
where it ts applugl to the Apostle Peter Thts passage has therefore translatmu.
bct.a regard_ as a covert attack upon the Apostle Paul. _ g.]

HOMILY XVIII.

CHAP. I. _ SIMON MAINTAINS THAT THe- FRAMER CHAP. IL _ DEFINITION OF GOODNESS AND JUSTICE.

OF THE WORLD IS NOT THE HIGHEST GOD. And Peter said: "That I may not waste my

AT break of day, when Peter went forth to time in contentious discussions, while I make
discourse, Simon anticipated him, and said: the fair demand that you should give answers
"When I went away yesterday, I promised to to my propositions, I shall myself answer those
you to return to-day, and in a discussion show questions which I put, as is your wish. I then
that he who framed the world is not the highest affirm that the man who bestows 3goods is good,
God, but that the highest God is another who just as I see the Framer of the world doing when
alone is good, and who has remained unknown He gives the sun to the good, and the rain to
up to this time. At once, then, state to me the just and unjust." And Simon said : "It is
whether you maintain that the framer of the most unjust that he should give the same things
world is the same as the lawgiver or not? If, to the just and the unjust." And Peter said:
then, he is the lawgiver, he is just ; but if he is "Do you, then, in your turn state to us what
just, he is not good. But if he is not good, then course of conduct would constitute Him good."
it was another that Jesus proclaimed, when he And Simon said: "It is you that must state
said,, ' Do not call me good ; for one is good, this." And Peter said : "I will. He who gives
the Father who is in the heavens.' Now a law- the same things to the good and just, and also
giver cannot be both just and good, for these to the evil and unjust, is not even just according
qualities do not harmonize." 2 And Peter said : to you ; but you would with reason call Him
"First tell us what are the actions which in your just if He gave goods to the good and evils to
opinion constitute a person good, and what are the evil. What course of conduct, then, would
those which constitute him just, in order that He adopt, if He does not adopt the plan of giv-
thus we may address our words to the same ing things temporal to the evil, if perchance
mark."_ And Simon said: "Do you state first they should be converted, and things eternal to
what in your opinion is goodness, and what the good, if at least they remain good? And
justice." thus by giving to all, but by gratifying the more

z Matt. xix. ZT. a There _ a lacuna in one of the MSS here, whlch is supphcd _a
a [Comp. xvli. 5, and Rsco£aln'o_, m. 37, 38.-- R.] vario_ ways. We have inserted the word "goods"
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excellent,' His justice is good ; and all the more [one knoweth the Son hut the Father, and those to
long-suffering in this, that to sinners who repent whom the Son may wish to reveal Him?' But
He freely grants forgiveness of their sins, and to he would not have made this statement, had he
those who have acted well He assigns even eter- not proclaimed a Father who was still unrevealed,
hal life. But judging at last, and gwmg to each whom the law speaks of as the highest, and who
one what he deserves, He is just. If, then, this has not given any utterance either good or bad
is right, confess it ; but if it appears to you not (as Jeremiah testifies in the Lamentations s) ;
to be right, refute it." who also, limiting the nations to seventy lan-

guages, according to the number of the sons of
CHAP. in.--GOD BOTH GOODAND JUST. Israel who entered Egypt, and according to the

boundaries of these nations, gave to his own
And Simon said : "I said once for all, ' Every Son, who is also called Lord, and who brought

lawgiver, looking to justice, is just.'" And Peter into order the heaven and the earth, the Hebrews
said : "If it is the part of him who is good not as his portion, and defined him to be God of
to lay down a law, but of him who is just to lay gods, that is, of the gods who received the other
down a law, in this way the Framer of the world nations as their portions. Laws, therefore, pro-
is both good and just. He is good, inasmuch ceeded from all the so-called gods to their own
as it is plain that He did not lay down a law in divisions, which consist of the other nations. In
writing from the times of Adam to Moses ; but hke manner also from the Son of the Lord of all
inasmuch as He had a written law from Moses to came forth the law which is established among
the present times, 2 He is just also." And Su'non the Hebrews. And this state of matters was
said : "Prove to me from the utterances of your determined on, that if any one should seek refuge
teacher that it is within the power of the same in the law of any one, he should belong to the
man to be good and just ; for to me it seems division of him whose law he undertook to obey.
impossible that the lawgiver who is good should No one knew the highest Father, who was unre-
also be just." And Peter said : " I shall explain vealed, just as they did not know that his Son
to you how goodness itself is just. Our teacher was- his Son. Accordingly at this moment you
H_mself first said to the Pharisee who asked yourself, in assigning the special attributes of the
Him,3 'What shall I do to inherit eternal life ?' unrevealed Most High to the Son, do not know
' Do not call me good ; for one is good, even the that he is the Son, being the Father of Jesus,
Father who is in the heavens ;' and straightway who with you is called the Christ.He introduced these words, 'But if thou shalt
wish to enter Into life, keep the commandments.' CHAP. V.- PETER DOUBTS SIMON'S HONESTY.
And when he stud, ' What commandments ?' He
pointed him to those of the law. Now He When Simon had made these statements,
would not, ff He were indicating some other Peter said to him : "Can you call to witness that
good being, have referred him to the corn- these are your beliefs that being Himself,--I
mandments of the Just One. That indeed justice do not mean Him whom you speak of now as
and goodness are different I allow, but you do being unrevealed, but H_m in whom you believe,
not know that it is within the power of the same though you do not confess Him ? For you are
being to be good and just. For He is good, in talking nonsense when you define one thing in-
that He is now long-suffering with the penitent, stead of another. Wherefore, if you call Him
and welcomes them ; but just, when acting as to witness that you believe what you say, I shall
judge He will give to every one according to his answer you. But if you continue discussing with
deserts." me what you do not believe, you compel me to

strike the empty air." And Simon said: "It
CHAP. IV.- THE UNREVEALEDGOD. is from some of your own disciples that I have

heard that this ts the truth." 6 And Peter said :
And Simon said : "How, then, if the framer "Do not bear false witness?" And Simon said :

of the world, who also fashioned Adam, was ,, Do not rebuke me, most insolent man." And
known, and known too by those who were just Peter said : "So long as you do not tell who it
according to the law, and moreover by the just was who said so, I affirm that you are a liar."
and unjust, and the whole world, does your And Simon said: "Suppose that I myself have
teacher, coming after all these, say,¢ ' No one got up these doctrines, or that I heard them
has known the Father but the Son, even as no from some other, give me your answer to them.

x .... For if they cannot be overturned, then I have
wo _.Tkis .,tt_|auon of Cotelerms m doubtful. More correctly it
_d. be;. by gratifying dtfferent people," which does not make learned that this is the truth." And Peter said :

2 ;rhe_lte_ierpropose*."' by gratifyingin differentways" *' If it is a human invention, I wilt not reply tothe text seems corrupt here. Ltteraily tt is, " from Moses to
_k_t tLmes, m has been written, He ts just also."

IcexvlJj, i8, ft.. Matt. xtx. t6, ft. ._ Lain. hi. 38.
• 4 M..att.xl-27. [Lukex.*2. Comp HomilyXVII. 4" Recog_i- 6 The words in ltahcs are mserted to fdl up a lacutm which oc.ctmt
_,_, u. 47, 48. Tim dtscusuon here m much fuller. -- R.]. here m the Vatican us.
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it; but ifyou are held fastby the suppositionthatyou may stateitmore distinctly,so that
thatitisthe truth,acknowledge tome thatthistheymay perceivewhat are the reasonswhy we
isthecase,and I can thenmyselfsaysomething arecarryingonthisdiscussion."And Petersaid:

in regard to the matter." And Simon said: "I cannotstatethemattermore clearly:explain
"Once forall,then,thesedoctrinesseem tome what meaning you have attachedto thewords."

to be true. Give me your reply,ifyou have And Simon said:"There isno necessitywhy I
aughttosayagainstthem." should stateyour opinions." And Petersaid:

"You evidently,Simon, do not understandit,
CHAP. VI._TI-IE NATUREOF REVEJ.,ATION. and yet you do not wish to confess, that you

may not be detected in your ignorance, and thus
And Peter said : " If this is the case, you are be proved not to be the standing Son. For you

acting most impiously. For if it belongs to the hint this, though you do not wish to state it
Son, who arranged heaven and earth, to reveal plainly ; and, indeed, I who am not a prophet,
His unrevealed Father to,whomsoever He wishes, but a disciple of the true Prophet, know well from
you are, as I said, acting most impiously in re- the hints you have gwen what your wishes are.
vealing Him to those to whom He has not For you, though you do not understand even
revealed Him." And Simon said : "But he what is distinctly said, wish to call yourself son
himself wishes me to reveal him " And Peter in o osiion to us" An ...........•. ,, .... " . - , pp t . a _lmon sal_ : I wut
sala. You ao not unflerstand what I mean,

" . . . [remove every pretext from you. I confess I do
Simon:. But hsten and understand. When it, ts j not understand what can De..... me meaning ot the
said that the Son will reveal Him to whom me statement ' The Son reve 1 "" m t "........ / , a s z_t o wflomso-
wishes, it ts meant that such an one is to learn .._ . _ , o .... _ , _ ....... ,ever ne w_snes. _tate meremre wnat is its
of Him not by instruction, but by revelation ....... ,,/meaning more mstmcu
only. For it is revelation when that which lie_ I Y"
secretly veiled in all the hearts of men is re-
vealed unveiled by His God's own will without CHAP. vim _THE WORK OF REVELATIONBELONGS
any utterance. And thus knowledge comes to TO THE SON ALOt_F..
one, not becau{e he has been instructed, but be- And Peter said : "Since, at least in appear-
cause he has understood. And yet the person ance, you have confessed that you do not under-
who understands it cannot demonstrate it to stand _t, reply to the question I put to you, and
another, since he did not himself receive it by you wdl learn the meaning of the statement. Tell
instruction ; nor can he reveal it, since he is me, do you maintain that the Son, whoever he
not himself the Son, unless he maintams that he be, is just, or that he is not just?" And Simon
is himself the Son. But you are not the standing said : "I maintain that he is most just." And
Son. For if you were the Son, assuredly you Peter said: " Seeing He is just, why does He
would know those who are worthy of such a not make the revelation to all, but only to those
revelation. But you do not know them. For if to whom He wishes ?" And Simon said : " Be-
you knew them, you would do as they do who cause, being just, he wishes to make the revela,
know." tion only to the worthy." And Peter said:

" Must He not therefore know the mind of each
CHAP. VII._ SIMONCONFESSESHIS IGNORANCE. one, in order that He may make the revelation

to the worthy. ?" And Simon said : "Of course
And Simon said : "I confess I have not un- he must." And Peter said : "With reason, there-

derstood what you mean by the expression, ' You fore, has the work of giving the revelation been
would do as they do who know.'" And Peter said : confined to Him alone, for He a,one knows the
"If you have not understood it, then you cannot mind cf every one ; and it has not been given
know the mind of every one ; and if you are to you, who are not able to understand even that
ignorant of this, then you do not know those which is stated by us."
who are worthy of the revelation. You are not
the SOn, for ' the Son knows. Wherefore He
reveals Him to whomsoever He wishes, because CHAP, IX. _ HOW SIMON BEARS HIS EXPOSURE.

they are worthy." And Simon said : "Be not When Peter said this, the multitudes applaud-
deceived. I know those who are worthy, and I ed: But Simon, being thus exposed,3 blushed
am not the Son. And yet I have not understood !through shame, and rubbing his forehead, said :
what meaning you attach to the words, ' He re- " Well, then, do they declare that I, a magician,
veals attire to whomsoever He wishes.' But I yea, even I who syllogize, am conquered by Pe-
said that I did not understand it, not because ter ? It is not so. But if one should syllogize,
I did not know it, but because I knew that those though carded away and conquered, he still re-
who were present did not understand it, in order

2 [Tim r_alnder of the Homily m without a _ _ ia thn
Ritcogr4ttta_s -- R.]

z TI_ C_.k h_ "but.'* i _ Lit., "caught in tl_ act."
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talnsthetruththatisinhim. For theweakness thetruth,not knowing what he issaying. I am
inthedefenderisnot identicalwiththe truthin[referringtothestatementwhichhe uttered,'No
the conquered man.' But I assureyou thatIIone knows theFather.'" And Petersaid:"Do
havejudgedallthosewho arebystandersworthyInot any longerprofessthatyou know His doc-
toknow theunrevealedFather. Wherefore,be-Itrines.And S,mon said: "I do not professto
causeI publiclyrevealhim to them,you your- believehisdoctrines; butI am discussingpoints
self,throughenvy,are angrywithme who wish inwhich he was by accidentright."And Peter
to confer a benefit on them." said : "Not to give you any pretext for escape, I

shall carry on the discussion with you in the way
CHAP. X. -- PETER'SREPLY TO SIMON. yOUwish. At the same time, I call all to witnes_

And Peter said : "Since you have thus spoken that you do not yet believe the statement which
to please the multitudes who are present, I shall you just now made. For I know your opinions.
speak to them, not to please them, but to tell And in order that you may not imagine that I
them the truth. Tell me how you know all those am not speaking the truth, I shall expound your
who are present to be worthy, when not even opinions, that you may know that you are dis-
one of them agreed with your exposition of the cussing with one who is well acquainted with
subject ; for the giving of applause to me in op- them.
position to you is not the act of those who agree CHAP. XII. -- SIMON'S OPINIONS EXPOUNDED BY

with you, but of those who agree with me, to PETER.
whom they gave the applause for having spoken
the truth. But since God, who is just, judges "We, Simon, do not assert that from the great
the mind of each one -- a doctrine which you power, which is also called the dominant, power,
affirm to be true -- He would not have wished two angels were sent forth, the one to create the
this to be given through the left hand to those world, the other to give the law ; nor that each
on the right hand, exactly as the man who re- one when he came proclaimed himself, on ac-
cewes anything from a robber is himself guilty, count of what he had done, as the sole creator ;
So that, on this account, He dld not wish them nor that there is one who stands, will stand, and
to receive what is brought by you ; but they is opposed.3 Learn how you disbelieve even in
are to receive the revelation through the Son, respect to this subject. If you say that there is
who has been set apart for this work. For to an unrevealed power, that power is full of igno-
whom is it reasonable that the Father should rance. For it did not foreknow the ingratitude
give a revelation, but to His only Son, because of the angels who were sent by it." And Simon
He knows Him to be worthy of such a revela- became exceedingly angry with Peter for say-
tion? And so this is a matter which one can- ing this, and interrupted his discourse, saying:

not teach or be taught, but it must be revealed "What nonsense is this you speak, you daring
by the ineffable hand to him who is worthy to and most impudent of men, revealing plainly be-
know it." fore the multitudes the secret doctrines, so that

they can be easily learned ?" And Peter said :
CHAP. XL _ SIMON PROFESSES TO UTTER HIS REAL "Why do you grudge that the present audience

SENTIMENTS. should receive benefit ?" And Simon said :

"Do you then allow that such knowledge is aAnd Simon said: "It contributes much to
victory, if the man who wars uses his own weap- benefit ?" And Peter said : " I allow it : for the
ons ; for what one loves he can in real earnest knowledge of a false doctrine is beneficial, irms-
defend, and that which is defended with genuine much as you do not fall into it because of igno-

rance." And Simon said: "You are evidently
earnestness has no ordinary power m it. Where-
fore in future I shall lay before you my real not able to reply to the propositions I laid before
opinions. I maintain that there is some unre- you. I maintain that even your teacher affirms
vealed power, unknown to all, even to the that there is some Father unrevealed.
Creator himself, as Jesus himself has also de-
dared, though he did not know what he said. CHAP. Xat.- PETER'S EXPLA_ATtO_or TH:_
For when one talks a great deal he sometimes hits PASSAGE.

And Peter said : "I shall reply to that which
.m_This.pa._age i._ deemed corrupt by commentators. We haw vou wish me to soeak of, -- namely, the passage,

no caange m the reading of the Mc,S, except that of ves, tx_t_evqv _. . . _., _ -. . L __ t._ _ __ __
into vem,lu._o¢ ' and perhap_ even this is tmnece*ratry The last -NO one tnows me tamer out me aon, nor uoes
aentence .m_: 1" A man may overcome the weakness of hm ad- I ....... b .... the _n but the Father and they to
versaty, I_ut he aoes not therefore strip h,m of the truth which he [ °a J3 'J_"" _"_-- _ _ , 1

even when he is conquered." The Latm translauon of[

_trih_ with some emendations from later editor,, yle|ds this: t = K v_a. • ......
k ut tttey may thet I, a magleaan, am not merely conquered by Peter, I _ The text ts corru, pt. Varw_ .e_ rav_e _en i_n_l_,
ouatred.ueedtostraitsbyhtnreasomnlzs. But not even though one be l none of which are :,atisfactorY. uhllaoroproposes, Jtnattl_eult
_.._ to straits by reuonmgs, has the the truth which ts in htra con- I standing one, one who will _tand. Y.o_. who ann opl_!_, _ how

_te_" For the weakne_ of the de_uler is not the trttth of the con- t you ¢hs.beheve, and that that sul_t which you lay Is me power tin-• [ _vealed ts full of q_norance. P. _8, _to t.
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whom theSon may wish torevealHim.' First,Iof heaven and earth,thatwhat was concealed
then,I am astonishedthat,whilethisstatementIfrom the wise,Thou hast revealedto suckling
admits of countlessinterpretations,you should babes.'", And Petersaid:"This isnot the
have chosentheverydangerouspositionofmain- way in which the statementwas made ; but I
mining thatthestatementismade in referenceshallspeak of itas ifithad been made inthe
totheignoranceofthe Creator(Demiurge),and way thathas seemed good toyou. Our Lord,
allwho are underhim. For,first,the statementeven ifHe had made thisstatement,'What was
can applytoallthe Jews who thinkthatDavid concealedfrom thewise,theFatherrevealedto
isthe fatherof Christ,and thatChristhlmselfis babes,'could not even thusbe thoughttopoint
hisson,and do not know thatHe isthe Son of out another God and Father in additionto
God. Wherefore itisappropriatelysaid,'No Him who createdtheworld. For itispossible
one knows the Father,'since,insteadof God that the concealedthingsof which He spoke
theyaffirmedDavid to be His father; and the may be those of the Creator(Demiurge) him-
additionalremark,thatno one knows even the self;because Isaiah4 says,'I willopen my
Son,isquitecorrect,sincethey did not know mouth inparables,and I willbelchforththings
thatHe was theSon. The statementalso,'to concealedfrom the foundationof the world.'

whomsoever theSon may wishtorevealHim,' is Do you allow,then,thatthe prophetwas not
alsocorrect; forHe beingtheSon from thebe- ignorantof the thingsconcealed,which Jesus
ginning,was aloneappointedtogivetherevela-sayswere concealedfrom thewise,butrevealed
tion to those to whom He wishesto give it.to babes? And how was the Creator(Demi-
And thusthefirstman (protoplast)Adam must urge)ignorantof them, ifhis prophet Isaiah
have heard of Him ; and Enoch, who pleasedwas not ignorantof them ? But our Jesusd,d
Gad, must have known Him ; and Noah, the not in realitysay'what was concealed,'but He
righteousone,must havebecome acquaintedwith saldwhat seems a harsherstatement; for He
Him ; and Abraam His friend must have under- said, ' Thou hast concealed these thingsfi-om the
stood Him ; and Isaac must have perceived Him ; wise, and s hast revealed them to sucking babes.'
and Jacob, who wrestled with Him, must have Now the word ' Thou hast concealed ' implies
believed in Him ; and the revelation must have that they had once been known to them ; for
been given to all among the people who were the key of the kingdom of heaven, that is, the
worthy, knowledge of the secrets, lay with them.

CHAP. XIV. -- SIMON REFUTED.
CHAP. XVl.--THESE THINGS HIDDEN JUSTLY FROM

"But if, as you say, it will be possible to know THE WLSE.
Him, because He is now revealed to all through
Jesus,' are you not stating what is most unjust, "And do not say He acted impiously towards
when you say that these men did not know Hun, the wise in hiding these things from them. Far
who were the seven pillars of the world, and who be such a supposition from us. For He dld not
were able to please the most just God, and that act impiously ; but since they hid the knowledge
so many now from all nations who were impious of the kingdom, 6and neither themselves entered
know Him in every respect? Were not those nor allowed those who wished to enter, on this
who were superior to every one not deemed wor-account, and justly, inasmuch as they hid the
thy to know Him ? 2 And how can that be good ways from those who wished, were in like man-
which is not just? unless you wish to give the ner the secrets hidden from them, in order that
name of ' good,' not to him who does good to they themselves might experience what they had
those who act justly, but to him who loves the done to others, and with what measure they had
unjust, even though they do not believe, and measured, an equal measure might be meted out
reveals to them the secrets which he would not to them.7 For to him who is worthy to know,

reveal to the just. But such conduct is befitting is due that which he does not know ; but from
neither in one who is good nor just, but in one him who is not worthy, even should he seem to
who has come to hate the pious. Are not you, have any thing, it is taken away, s even if he be
Simon, the standing one, who have the boldness wise in other matters ; and it is given to the
to'make these statements which never have been worthy, even should they be babes as far as the
so made before?" times of their discipleship are concerned.

CHAP. XV. mMATrHEW XL 2 5 DISCUSSED. 3 Matt. xi. _5; [Luke x. ux; comp gecog'nitiatu, iv _].4 The passagedoes not occur in I_aiah, but in Ps. Ixxviil *. The

And Simon, being vexed at this, said : "Blame word* are quoted not from the LXX., but from the Gospel ofMatthew (xllt. 35), where m some _tss. they are attrtbuted to lsatah.

your own teacher, who said, ' I thank Thee, Lord see Ohlhorrt,p xx9. ts The words m italics are omttttd in the lass,; but the contex
leaves no doubt that they wea_ once in the text.

t The text is corrupt. We have placed _th _ after ti_tt. 6 Luke xi 5_
a Another reading is: *' Were uot throe deemed bett_ worthy 7 Matt. viu 2; [Luke vi. 38].

thaa_ oucdsc m know I-Ihn?" a Lu._ ,,,ia. iS.
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CHAP.XVlI.-- THE WAY"TO THE KINGDOMNOT der, and let off the wicked in consequence of
CONCEALEDFROMTHE ISRAELITES. the gifts of sacrifices ; yea, moreover, that He

"But if one shall say nothing was concealed deceived and spake falsely, and did every thing
from the sons of Israel, because it is written,' that is unjust, they themselves did things like to
' Nothing escaped thy notice, O Israel (for do what their God did, and thus sinning, asserted
not say, O Jacob, The way is hid from me),' that they were acting piously. Wherefore it was
he ought to understand that the things that impossible for them to change to the better, and
belong to the kingdom had been hid from them, when warned they took no heed. For they were
but that the way that leads to the kingdom, that not afraid, since they became like their God
is, the mode of life, had not been hid from them. through such actions.
Wherefore it is that He says, ' For say not that CHAP.XX.i SOMEPARTSOF THE OLD TESTAMRNT
the way has been hid from me.' But by the way
is meant the mode of life ; for Moses says," ' Be- WRrrrF._ TO TRY US.

hold, I have set before thy face the way of life "But one might with good reason maintain
and the way of death.' And the Teacher spoke that it was with reference to those who thought
in harmony with this :* ' Enter ye through the Him to be such that the statement was made,
strait and narrow way, through which ye shall , No one knoweth the Father but the Son, as no
enter into life.' And somewhere else, when one one knoweth even the Son, but the Father.' And
asked Him/' What shall I do to inherit eternal reasonably. For if they had known, they would
hfe? ' He pointed out to him the command- not have sinned, by trusting to the books written
ments of the law. against God, really for the purpose of trying.

But somewhere also He says, wishing to exhibit
CHAP. XVlII.- ISAIAHI. 3 EXPLAINED. the cause of their error more d_stinctly to them,

"From the circumstance that Isaiah said, in ' On this account ye do err, not knowing the
the person of God,z ' But Israel hath not known true things of the Scriptures, on which account
me, and the people hath not understood me,' it ye are ignorant also of the power of God.' s
is not to be inferred that Isaiah indicated another Wherefore every man who wishes to be saved
God besides Him who ts known ; 6 but he meant must become, as the Teacher said, a judge of
that the known God was m another sense un- the books written to try us. For thus He spake :
known, because the people sinned, being igno- ' Become experienced bankers.' Now the need
rant of the just character of the known God, of bankers anses from the circumstance that the
and imagined that they would not be punished spurious is mixed up with the genuine."
by the good God. Wherefore, after he said,
' But Israel hath not known me, and the people CHAP. XXI. -- SIMON'S ASTONISHMENTAT PETER'S

hath not understood me,' he adds, ' Alas ! a sin- TREATMENTOF THE SCRIPTURES.

ful nation, a people laden with sins.' For, not When Peter said this, Simon pretended to be
being afraid, in consequence of their ignorance utterly astomshed at what was said in regard to
of His justice, as I said, they became laden with the Scriptures ; and as if in great agitation, he
sins, supposing that He was merely good, and said : "Far be it from me, and those who love
would not therefore punish them for their sins. me, to listen to your discourses. And, indeed,

as long as I did not know that you held these
CHAP.XIX.- MISCONCEPTIONOF GOD IN THE OLD opinions in regard to the Scriptures, I endured

TESTAMENT. yOU, and discussed with you ; but now I retire.
"And some sinned thus, on account of im- Indeed, I ought at the first to have withdrawn,

agining that there would be no judgment 7 be- because I heard you say, ' I, for my part, believe
cause of His goodness. But others took an no one who says anything against Him who
opposite course. For, supposing the expressions created the world, neither angels, nor prophets,
of the Scriptures which are against God, and are nor Scriptures, nor priests, nor teachers, nor any
unjust and false, to be true, they did not know one else, even though one should work signs and
His real divinity and power. Therefore, in the miracles, even though he should lighten bril-
belief that He was ignorant and rejoiced in mur- i llantly in the air, or should make a revelation
__ through visions or through dre_tms.' Who, then,

t Isa. xl..2.6._.7.
' I_ut..... s. ican succeed in changing your mind, whether

Matt vat z3.z4. Iwell or ill, so as that you should hold opinions
4 Luke xvm. IS, ff ; Matt. xlx. t6, iT.
' Isa t. _, different from what you have determined on,

Cotelenus' Ms.inserts"the Creator"(Demiurge). seeing that you abide so persistently and im-We have adopted the Latin translanon here, as giving the
meaning which was intended by the writer; but the Greek will moveably in your own decision ?"
scarcei_ admit &such a translation. Probably the text is corrupt, or
S_methmg is omitted. The hteral translatton ts " In consequeac_
_ me unludgmg supposmon on accotmt of the goodness." e Mark xik a 4.
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CHAP. XXII.-- PETER WORSmPSONE COD. SO that he has not been your father, since you
have abandoned Him who was really your

When Simon said this, and was going to depart, Father.
Peter said: " Listen to this one other remark,
and then go where you like." Whereupon Simon CHAP. XXlU. _ SIMON Rm'Ig_.
turned back and remained, and Peter said : " I "But you will say, ' He knows that there is no
know how you were then astonished when you other above him, and on this account he cannot
heard me say, ' Whosoever says anything what- be abandoned.' Thanks, then, to there being
ever against God who created the world, I do no other ; but He knows that the state of your
not believe him.' But listen now to something mind is one inclined to ingratitude. But if, know-
additional, and greater than this. If God who ing you to be ungrateful, He welcomes you, and
created the world has in reality such a character knowing me to be grateful, He does not receive
as the Scriptures assign Him, and if somehow or me, He is inconsiderate, accordmg to your own
other He is incomparably wicked, more wicked' assertion, and does not act reasonably. And
than either the Scriptures were able to represent thus, Simon, you are not aware that you are the
Him, or any other can even conceive Him to servant of wickedness." And Simon answered :
be, nevertheless" I shall not give up worshipping "Whence, then, has evil arisen ? tell us." And
Him alone, and doing His will. For I wish you Peter said : "Since to-day you were the first to
to know and to be convinced, that he who has go out, and you declared that you would not in
not affection for his own Creator, can never have future hsten to me as being a blasphemer, come
it towards another. And if he has it towards to-morrow, if indeed you wish to learn, and I
another, he has it contrary to nature, and he is shall explain the matter to you, and I will per-
ignorant that he has this pa__sion for the unjust mit you to ask me any questions you like, with-
from the evil one. Nor will he be able to retain out any dispute." And Simon said : " I shall do

even it stedfastly. And, indeed, if there is an- as shall seem good to me." And saying this, he
other above the Creator (Demiurge), he will[ went away. Now, none of those who entered
welcome me, since he is good, all the more that along with him went out along with him ; but,
I love my own Father ; and he will not welcome ]falling at Peter's feet, they begged that they
you, as he knows that you have abandoned your[ might be pardoned for having been carried
own natural Creator: for I do not call Him Iaway with Simon, and on repenting, to be wel-

Father, influenced by a greater hope, and not Icomed. But Peter, admitting those persons who
earing for what is reasonable. Thus, even if you trepented, and the rest of the multitudes, laid his
find one who is superior to Him, he knows that: hands upon them, praying, and healing those
you will one day abandon hm_ ; and the more who were sick amongst them ; and thus dismiss-
........ ing them, he urged them to return early about

x ,, In¢omparabl wxeked more wicked than " liter'all " incom ' dawn And saying this, and going in with his,, Y , ; Y, - . . • .

_b_.w,_ked_.. ,,. ............ [intimate frmnds, he made the usual preparations
_/_ _r_K _ O$_O_j In iIKC maIlner. _e lIKvc tral_dat_ r • • - _ r ,_ .

5_,_. tot lmmeumce repose, lor it was now evemng.

HOMILY XlX.

CHAP. I. _ SIMON UNDERTAKES TO PROVE THAT beginning, that you have no other purpose, than

THE CREATOR OF THE WORLD IS NOT BLAMELESS. by every contrivance to show that the Creator

THE next day Peter came forth earlier than himself is alone the blameless God), -- since, as
usual ; and seeing Simon with many others wait- I said, I perceive that you have such a decided
ing for him, he saluted the multitude, and began desire to maintain this, that you venture to de-
to discourse. But no sooner did he begin than clare to be false some portions of the Scriptures
Simon interrupted him, and said : "Pass by these that clearly speak against him, for this reason I
long mtroductions of yours, and answer directly have determined to-day to prove that it is ira-
the questions I put to you. Since I perceive possible that he, being the Creator of all, should

be blameless. But this proof I can now begin,
that you' (as I know from what I heard at the if you reply to the questions which I put to

I This lm_age is corrupt. Wleseler has proposed to ttrnemt It by you.boldtranspofitionat'timc!=t_,*. W©mak_treeshghtahcratloain
thetzzc
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CHAP.m--_-,-IE LXa_-,_CE OF Tim DEVILAF- For if we discourse too daringly in regard to
FIRM_O. God, it is either because we do not believe that

"Do you maintain that there is any prince of we shall be judged, or that we shall be judgedonly in respect to that which we do, but not also
evil or not ? ' For if you say that there is not, I
can prove to you from many statements, and in regard to what we beheve and speak."" But
those too of your teacher, that there is ; but if Simon, understanding that Peter referred to hisown madness, said : "Permit me to run the risk ;
you honestly allow that the evil one exists, then
I shall speak in accordance with this belief." but do not you make what you assert to be blas-
And Peter said : " It is impossible for me to deny phemy a pretext for retiring. For I perceive
the assertion of my Teacher. Wherefore I allow that you wish to withdraw, in order that you
that the evil one exists, because my Teacher, may escape refutation before the masses, some-
who spoke the troth in all things, has frequently times as if you were afraid to listen to blas-
asserted that he exists. For instance, then, he phemies, and at other times by maintaining that,
acknowledges that he conversed with Him, and as nothing has been written as to how, and by
tempted Him for forty days? And I know that whom, and why the evil one came into existence,
He has said somewhere else, 'If Satan 6asts out we ought not to dare to assert more than the
Satan, he is divided against himself: how then Scripture. Wherefore also as a pious man you

affirm this only, that he exists. But by these
is his kingdom to stand?' 3 And He pointed
out that He saw the evil one like hghming fall- contrivances you deceive yourself, not knowing
ing down from heaven? And elsewhere He said, that, if it is blasphemy to inquire accurately re-
' He who sowed the bad seed is the devil.' gardmg the evil one, the blame rests with me, the
And again, ' Give no pretext to the evil one.' accuser, and not with you, the defender of God.
Moreover, in gnving advice, He said, ' Let your And if the subject inquired into is not in Scrip-
yea be yea, and your nay nay ; for what is more ture'" and on this account you do not wish to
than these is of the evil one.' 7 Also, in the inquire into it, there are some satisfactory methods
prayer which He delivered to us, we have It said, which can prove to you what is sought not less
' Deliver us from the evil one.' s And in another effectively than the Scriptures. For instance,

place, He promised that He would say to those must it not be the case that the evil one, who
who are impious, ' Go ye into outer darkness, you assert exists, is either originated or unorigi-noted ?" ,3
which the Father prepared for the devil and his
angels.'9 And not to prolong this statement
further, I know that my Teacher often said that CHAP.IV._ SUPPOSITIONSIN REGARDTO THE
there is an evil one. Wherefore I also agree in DEVIL'S ORIGIN.
thinkingthathe exists.If,then,in futureyou And Peter said: "It must be so." And
have anything to say in accordance with this be- Simon : "Therefore, if he is originated, he has
lief, say it, as you promised." been made by that very God who made all

things, being either born as an animal, or sent
CHAP. IIL- PETER REFUSES TO DISCUSS CERTAIN forth substantially, and resulting from an exter-

QUESTIONSIN REGARDTO THE DEVIL. nal mixture o/elements. For either '4 the matter,

And Simon said : "Since, then, you have hon- being hying or lifeless, from which he was made
estly confessed, on the testimony of the Scrip- was outside of Him,'S or he came into being
tures, that the evil one exists, state to us how he through God Himself, or through his own self,
has come into existence, if indeed he has come or he resulted from things non-existent, or he is
into existence, and by whom, and why." _o And a mere relative thing, or he always existed.
Peter said: "Pardon me, Simon, if I do not Having thus, as I think, clearly pointed out all
dare to affirm what has not been written. But the possible ways by which we may find him, in

if you say that it has been written, prove it. But going along some one of these we must find
if, since it has not been written, you cannot him. We must therefore go along each one of
prove it, why should we run risk in stating our these in search of his origin ; and when we find
opinions in regard to what has not been written ? him who is his author, we ipust perceive that heis to blaine. Or how does the matter seem to

x [Compare with thmdtscusslon respecting the origin of the evil you?"
one, gecognlhons tx. 55 56, x. 3, etc. In Recognitions, i_ x$-
s3, the existence of evil ts _ussed. --R.]

2 Mark L *3- It This passage is.probably corrupt. We have adopted the read-

3 Matt wll. a6. ingtsof Cotelertus-- _, _, insiead of*i and _t_.4 Luke x. xS. Lit., "unwritten"
S Matt. xiii. 39. 13 The words yev_l, df and ,iydv_D'ofare difficult to trmathn_ 'the

first means one who has shin©how or other come into being; the
Epn.'6.Timer.a7.passageis not fotmd in the New Testament. It resembles ond, one who has never come into bernE; but ha, always been. _..

7 Matt v. 37; Ja& v. to. uss. confound _,,1¢6_ wtth 3,_rrre_, begotten, and .iV_ with
8 Matt. yr. 13. k¥_l,tarro*, unhegotten.
') Matt xxv. 4x. t4 We have changed el into ;r. . . ,

*o [Comp. Homily XX. 8,9.--R.] _ By- Item" ts hnderstood God, tlmugh tt maymesn the_'vn.
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CHAP. V. w COD NOT DESERVL'_GOF BLAME n_ found one who is your equal, or worse thau
PERMrrrlNG THE EXISTENCEOF THE DEVIL. yOU. For this reason I likened you to the evil

And Peter said : "It is my opinion that, even one ; for you happen to be much more wicked
if it be evident that he was made by God, the than the author of evil. For no one can prove
Creator who made him should not be blamed ; that the evil one spoke against God ; but all of
for it might perchance be found that the service us who are present see you speaking daringly
he performs x was an absolute necessity. But if, against Him." And Simon said : "He who
on the other hand, it should be proved that he seeks the truth ought not to gratify any one

in any respect contrary to what is really true.was not created, inasmuch as he existed for ever,
not even is the Creator to be blamed in this For why does he make the inquiry at all?
respect, since He is better than all atlters, even Why, I ask ? for 1 am not also able, laying aside
if He has not been able to put an end to a being the accurate investigation of things, to spend
who had no beginning, because his nature did all my time in the praise of that God whom I
not admit of it ; or if, being able, He does not do not know." s
make away with him, deeming it unjust to put
an end to that which did not receive a begin- CHAP. VII.- PETER SUSPECTSSIMONOF NOT BE-
ning, and pardoning that which was by nature LIEVINGEVEN IN A GOD.
wicked, because he could not. have become And Peter said : "You are not so blessed as
anything else, even if he were to wish to do so. * to praise Him, nor indeed can you do such a
But if, wishing to do good, He is not able, even good deed as this ; for then you would be fldl
in this case He is good in that He has the will, of Him. For thus said our Teacher, who always
though He has not the power ; and while He spoke the truth : ' Out of the abundance of the
has not the power, He is yet the most powerful heart the mouth speaketh.'4 Whence you,
of all, in that the power is not left to another, abounding in evil purposes, through ignorance
But if there is some other that is able, and yet speak against the only good God. And not yet
does not accomplish it, it must be allowed that, suffering what you deserve to suffer for the words
in so far as, being able, he does not accomplish which you have dared to utter,S you either lm-
it, he is wicked in not putting an end to him, as agine that there will be no judgment, or per-
if he took pleasure in the deeds done by him. chance you think that there is not even a God.
:But if not even he is able, then he is better Whence, not comprehending such long-suffenng
who, though unable, is yet not unwilling to as His, you are moving on to still greater mad-
benefit us according to his ability." ness." And Simon said : "Do not imagine that

you will frighten me into not investigating the
CHAP. VI.- PETER ACCUSESSIMON OF BEING truth of your examples. For I am so eager for

WORSETHAN THE DEVIL. the truth, that for its sake I will not shrink from

And Simon said : "When you have discussed undergoing danger. If, then, you have anything
all the subjects which I have laid before you, I to say in regard to the propositions made by me
shall show you the cause of evil. Then I shall at the commencement, say it now."
also reply to what you have now said, and prove
that that God whom you affirm to be blameless CHAP.VIII.--PETER UNDERTAKESTO DISCUSSTHE
is blameable." And Peter stud : " Since I per- DEVIL'S ORIGIN.
ceive from what you say at the commencement And Peter said : "Since you compel us, after
that you are striving after nothing else than to we have made accurate investigations into the
subject God, as being the author of evil, to contrivances of God, to venture to state them,
blame, I have resolved to go along with you all and that, too, to men who are not ab]e to corn-
the ways you like, and to prove that God is prehend thoroughly the contrivances of their fel-
entirely free from blame." And Simon said: low-men, for the sake at least of those who are
"You say this as loving God, whom you sup- present, I, instead of remaining silent--a course
pose you know; but you are not right." And which would be most pious--shall discuss the
Peter said: "But y_u, as being wicked, and subjects of which you wish me to speak. I
hating God whom you have not known, utter agree with you in believing that there is a prince
blasphemous words." And Simon said: "Re- of evil, of whose origin the Scripture has yen-
member that you have likened me to the author tured to say nothing either true or false. But
of evil." And Peter mid : " I confess it, I was let us follow out the inquiry in many ways, as to
wrong in comparing you to the evil one ; for I how he has come into existence, if it is the fact
was compelled to do so, because I have not that he has come into existence ; and of the

x Lit., *' his usefulness was most necessary of all " 3 We have adopted the pointing of Wie.se_r.
s Thm seuumce is obscure in theorlgmal. We have, with Wlese- * Matt xn. 34

let, mad _tre_ t onuttmg _p_. Instead of supplying F,_ w¢ have s We have altered the punctuation. Echtors connect tnts clause
tamed .t,yy_a* _ theparticiple, withtheprer,m_Sentence,andchange,_of the,Is. into._.
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opinions which present themselves, let us select coursing about God." And Peter said : "Speak
that which is most reverential, since, in the case you, then, to us about God without using human
of probable opinions, that one is assumed with examples, and yet so that what you say can be
confidence which is based on the principle that understood ; but you are not able to do so.
we ought to attribute to God that which is more
reverential; and all the more so, if, when all CHAP. X.--THE ABSOLUTEGOD ENTIRELYL-N'COM-
other suppositions are removed, there still re- PREHENSIBLEBY MAN.

mains one which is adequate and involves less "For instance, then, what did you say in the
danger.' But I promise you, before I proceed beginning? If the wicked one has been begot-
with the investigation, that every method in the ten of God, being of the same substance as He,
investigation can show that God alone is then God is wicked. But when I showed you,
blameless, from the example which you yourself adduced,

that wicked beings come from good, and good
CHAP. IX.--THEORIES IN REGARD TO THE ORIGIN from wicked, you did not admit the argument,

OF THE DEVm. for you said that the example was a human one.

"But, as you said, if the evil one is created, Wherefore I now do not admit that the term
either he has been begotten as an animal, or he ' being begotten ' 4 can be used with reference

has been sent forth substantially by Him/ or he to_God ; for it is characteristic of man, and not
has been compounded externally, or his will has God, to beget. Not only so ; but God can-
arisen through composition ; or it happened that not be good or evil, just or unjust. Nor indeed
he came into existence from things non-existent, can He have intelligence, or life, or any of the
without composition and the will of God ; or he other attributes which can exist in man ; for all
has been made by God from that which in no these are peculiar to man. And if we must not,
manner and nowhere exists ; or the matter, be- m our investigations in regard to God, give Him
ing lifeless or hying, from which he has arisen the good attributes which belong to man, it
was outside of God; or he fashioned htmself, is not possible for us to have any thought or
or he was made by God, or he is a relative thing, make any statement in regard to God ; but all
or he ever existed: for we cannot say that he we can do is to investigate one point alone, m
does not exist, since we have agreed in th.mking namely, what is His will which He has Himself
that he does exist." And Simon said: "Well allowed us to apprehend, in order that, being

have you distinguished all the methods of ac- judged, we might be without excuse in regard
counting for his existence in a summary manner, to those laws which we have not observed,

Now _t is nay part to examine these various ideas, though we knew them."and to show that the Creator is blameable. But

it is your business to prove, as you promised, :HAP. XI.--THE APPLICATIONOF THE ATTRIBUTES
that he is free from all blame. But I wonder or MAN TO GOD.

if yOUwlll be able. For, first, if the devil has And Simon, hearing this, said : "You will not
been begotten from God as an animal, the vice force me through shame to remain silent in re-
which _s his is accordingly the same as that of gard to His substance, and to inquire into His
him who sends him forth." And Peter said : will alone. For it is possible both to think and
"Not at all. For we see many men who are to speak of His substance. I mean from the
good the fathers of wicked chflclren, and others good attributes that belong to man. For in-
who are wicked the fathers of good children, and stance, hfe and death are attributes of man ; but
others again who are wicked producing both death is not an attribute of God, but life, and
good and wicleed3 children, and others who are eternal hfe. Furthermore, men may be both
good having both wicked and good children, evil and good; but God can be only incompa-
For instance, the first man who was created pro- rably good. And, not to prolong the subject too
duced the unrighteous Cain and the righteous much, the better attributes of man are eternal
Abel." To this Simon said: "You are acting attributes of God." And Peter said: "Tell
foolishly, in using human examples when dis- me, Simon, is it an attribute of man to beget evil

and good, and to do evil and good?" And
ITh. ._ -- mssentencetsregardedaseorruptbyWteseler. Wehavere- Simon said : "It is." And Peter said : "Since

tamea tae marling of the Pans Ms, b and understand Aa_Bdverat

after it. A_ would naturally be m_er_ed after _-ttti'r/b but it ts not you made this assertion, we must assign the
necessary.K_#eur_p ts translated m the Latmpurgatts,wh,ch better attributes of man to God ; and so, while
may mean the same as in our translation if we take tt m the sense of

._wa._ned away; " but ,ra#atpe_t_._, would be a better reading The men beget evil and good, God can beget good
_raasmtion of Co,clef,us gaves "Since thin Is reasonably a_umed with

arm2ne.rssL,---namely, that it is fight to gtve to Cod," etc. only ; and while men do evil and good, God
• ,, ._"e.textneretsev,dendycorruptinmanyplaces, lftberead- rejoices only in doing good. Thus, with regard
rag- by him" ts to be retained we must suppose wtth Wieseler, that

, _ ,cod',,, _,tted,nthe_us e_. x'_g_ablyitshonl_be,
' y nun_elf." 4 Thetext is corrupt here. Literaltyitis,"I donor admitthat

3 ,, And bad" at not in the Mss., but is required by the context. God had been begotten."
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to God, we must either not predicate any of the when we have finished the subject now in hand.
attributes of man and be silent, or it is reason- Then I shall show how and on account of what
able that we should assign the best of the good he came into being, and I shall fully comfince
attributes to Him. And thus He alone is the you that his Creatoris blameless. 6 We said, then,
cause of all good things." that the four substances were produced by God.

And thus, through the volition of Him who rain-
CHAP.XIL--GOD PRODUCEDTHE WICKEDONE, BUT gled them, arose, as He wished, the choice of

NOT EVIL. evils. For if it had arisen contrary to His de-
termination, or from some other substance or

And Simon said : "If, then, God is the cause cause, then God would not have had firmness of
only of what is good, what else can we think will : for perchance, even though He should not
than that some other principle begot the evil wish it, leaders of evil might continually arise,
one ;' or is evil unbegotten ?" And Peter said : who would war against His wishes. But it is
"No other power begot the wicked one, nor is impossible that this should be the case. For no
evil unbegotten, as I shall show in the conclu- living being, and especially one capable of giving
sion ; for now my object is to prove, as I prom- guidance, can arise from accident : for every-
ised in the commencement, that God is blame- thing that is produced must be produced by
less in every _ respect. We have granted, then, some one."
that God possesses in an incomparable way the
better attributes that belong to men. Where-
fore also it is possible for Htm to have been the CHAP.XIV._ IS MATTERETERNAL?
producer of the four substances, -- heat, I mean, And Simon said : "But what if matter, being
and cold, moist and dry. These, as being at coeval with Him, and possessing equal power,
first simple and unmixed, were naturally indiffer- produces as His foe leaders who hinder His
ent in their desire ; 3 but being produced by wishes ?" And Peter said : " If matter is eter-
God, and mixed externally, they would naturally hal, then it is the foe of no one : for that which
become a living being, possessing the free choice exists for ever is impassible, and what is impas-
to destroy those who are evil. And thus, since sible is blessed ; but what is blessed cannot be
all things have been begotten from Him, the receptive of hatred, since, on account of its eter-
wicked one is from no other source. Nor hal creation,7 it does not fear that it will be de-
has he derived his evil from the God who has pnved of anything. But how does not matter
created all things (with whom it is impossible rather love the Creator, whenS it evidently sends
that evil should exist), because the substances forth its fruits to nourish all who are made by
were produced by Him in a state of indifference, Hm_? And how does it not fear Him as supe-
and carefully separated from each other ; and irior, as trembling through earthquakes it con-
when they were externally blended through his fesses, and as, though its billows ran high, yet,
art, there arose through volition the desire for when the Teacher was sailing on it and corn-
the destruction of the evil ones. But the good manded a calm, it immediately obeyed and be-
cannot be destroyed by the evil that arose, even came still? 9 What ! did not the demons go out
though it should wish to do so : for it exercises through fear and respect for Him, and others
its power only 4against those who sin. Ignorant, of them desired to enter into swine; but they
then, of the character of each,s he makes his first entreated Him before going, plainly because
attempt against him, and convicting him, he they had no power to enter even into swine
punishes him." And Simon said : "God being without His permission?" ,o
able to mingle the elements, and to make His
mixtures so as to produce any dispositions that CHAP. XV.- SIN THE CAUSEOF EVm.
He may wish, why did He not make the com-
position of each such as that it would prefer And Simon said: " But what if, being life-
what is good?" less, it possesses a nature capable of producing

what is evil and what is good?" And Peter said :
cu._,, xm.--COD THE MAKEROF THE DEVIL. "According to this statement, it is neither good

nor evil, because it does not act by free choice,
And Peter said : " Now indeed our object is being lifeless and insensible. Wherefore it is

to show how and by whom the evil one came possible to perceive distinctly in this matter,
into being, since he did come into being ; but how, being lifeless, it produces as if it were liv-
we shall show if he came into being blamelessly,

6 This pa_.*aReisevideatly oarrupt. ]Btttit is noteasy ta amend lt-
x t, Evil" htnot in the I_ss. It is inserted from the next sen- .7 Probably 're.fairy" should be tend, instead of "eternal cxe-

atuan."
a **Every" is inserted by a can_-'ture of Schwegler's. 8 At this word the MS.of Cotelerius breaks o/r; and we have the
S Lit., '* naturally had their desire towards neither." rest only m the Ottoboman l_s., fi.tr,t edited by
a The lwss. have "by law." We have changed vo_ into it6vov. 9 Matt. xxvu. 5x, vuL a4--a6.
Is The dewl is plai_ meant by the" he." ao Matt. rift. 3x.
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ing; ' and being insensible, it yet plainly fashions voluntary agents, and the wicked one departed
arusfic shapes both in animals and plants." And from a state of righteousness, why has he been
Simon said: "What! if God Himself gave it honoured with a post of command? Is it not
life, is not He, then, the cause of the evils which plain that he who thus honoured him takes
it produces ?" And Peter said : "If God gave pleasure in the wicked, in that he has thus hon-
it life according to His own will, then it is His oured him? ''6 And Peter said: "If God set
Spirit that produces it, and no longer is it any- him by law, when he rebelled, to rule over those
thing hostile to God, or of equal power with who were like him, ordering him to inflict pun-
Him ; or it is impossible that everything made ishment on those who sin, He is not unjust. But
by Him is made according as Fie wishes. But if it be the case that He has honoured him even
you will say, He Himself is the cause of evil, after his revolt, He who honoured him saw
since Fie Himself produces the evils through beforehand his usefulness ; for the honour is
it. What sort, then, are the evils of which you temporary, and it is right that the wicked should
speak ? Poisonous serpents and deadly plants, be ruled by the wicked one, and that sinners
or demons, or any other of those things that can should be pumshed by him."
disturb men?--whlch things would not have i
been injurious had not man sinned, for whmh CHAP. XVlI.E THE DEVIL HAS NOT EQUALPOW]_
reason* death came in. For if man were sin- wrrH coo.

less, the poison of serpents would have no effect, And Simon said : "If, then, he exists for ever,
nor the activities of injurious plants, nor would is not the fact of the sole government af God
there be the d_sturbances of demons, nor would thus destroyed, since there is another power,
man naturally have any other suffering ; but los- namely, that concerned with matter, which rules
ing his immortality on account of his sin, he has along with Hnn ?" And Peter said : "If they
become, as I sa_d, capable of every suffering, are different in their substances, they are dif-
But if you say, Why, then, was the nature of man ferent also in their powers, and the superior rules
made at the beginning capable of death? I tell the inferior. But if they are of the same sub-
you, because of free-will ; for if we were not ca- stance, then they are equal in power, and they
pable of death, we could not, as being immortal, are in like manner good or bad. But it is plain
be punished on account of our voluntary sin) that they are not equal in power ; for the Creator
And thus, on account of our freedom from suf- put matter into that shape of a world into which
fering, righteousness would be still more weak- He willed to put it. Is it then at all possible to
ened if we were wicked by choice ; for those maintain that it always existed, being a substance ;
who should have evil purposes could not be pun- and is not matter, as it were, the storehouse of
ished, on account of their being incapable of God? For it is not possible to maintain that
suffenng.4 there was a time 7 when God possessed nothing,

but He always was the only ruler of it. Where-
CHAP.XVLEWHY THE.WICKEDONE IS ENTRUSTEDfore also He is an eternal sole ruler ; s and on this

wrrH COWER. account it would justly be said to belong to Him
And Simon said to this: "I have one thing who exists, and rules, and is eternal."9 And

more to say in regard to the wicked one. As- Simon said : "What then? Did the wicked
suredly, since God made him out of nothing, he one make himself? And was God good in such
is in this respect wicked,S especially since he was a way, that, knowing he would be the cause of
able to make him good, by giving him at his evil, he yet did not destroy him at his origination,
creation a nature in no way capable of selecting when he could have been destroyed, as not yet
wickedness." And Peter said: "The statement being perfectly made? For if he came into
that He created him out of nothing, with a being suddenly and complete, then on that ac-
power of choice, is like the statement we have count '° he is at war with the Creator, as having
made above, that, having made such a constitu- come suddenly into being, possessed of equal
tion as can rejoice in evils, He Himself appears power with him."
to be the cause of what took place. But since
there is one explanation of both statements, we cm_,. xvIlI.--lS THE DEVIL A RELATION?

shall show afterwards why it was that He made And Peter said : "What you state is impossi-
him rejoice in the destruction of the wicked." ble ; for if he came into existence by degrees,
And Simon said : "If he made the angels also

6 The Greek is either mtgmsnm_cal or e.otnmpt, but the _ is
evident.

be' t Po_t_ly the right r_4;ng is &_tqt6Xm_ , a it produces living 7 This passage it tmpposed by most to be defective, and vatlotm
loglk n

words have been sttgg, e_ed to supply the l,lunum.
a Or,'on whose account." $ Or, " monarch. T' But only two letters of the wood are in the
_J[_p. xl. 8: Retognfg£an#, ill, ez t 5t6, etc.-- 17,.] sts, ; the rest ts _lied in by conjecture.
4 The text is corrupt. 9 Supplied by cot_atl_.

_ $ The Ms. reads: "In this respect he who made hlm is wlcked, zo Three words are smack out of the text of the itts. by an edltm_
who gave extstenc_ to what was _." mr,be._g • l_'petlti0_
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He could have cut him off as a foe by His "Is it the case, then, that there is nothing either
own free choice. And knowing beforehand bad or good by nature, but the difference arises
that he was coming into existence, He would through law and custom ? Far is it nat s the
not have allowed him as a good, had He not the habit of the Persians to marry their own
kno_cn that by reason of him what was useful mothers, sisters and daughters, while marriage
wan being brought into existence.' And he could with other women is prohibited 9 as most bar-
not have come into existence suddenly, complete, barous ? Wherefore, if it is not settled what
of his own power. For he who did not exist things are evil, it is not possible for all to look
could not fashion himself; and he neither could forward to the judgment of God." And Peter
become complete out of nothing, nor could any said : "This cannot hold ; for it is plain to all
one justly say that he had substance, 2 so as al- that cohabitation with mothers is abominable,
ways to be equal in power if he were begotten." even though the Persians, who are a mere frac-
And Simon said : "Is he then a mere relation, tlon of the whole, should under the effects of a
and in this way wicked ? 3__ being injurious, as bad custom fall to see the iniqmty of their abom-
water is injurious to fire, but good for the sea- inable conduct. Thus also the Britons pubhcly
sonably thirsty land ; as iron is good for the cul- cohabit in the sight of all, and are not ashamed ;
fivation of the land, but bad for murders ; and and some men eat the flesh of others, and feel
lust is not evil in respect of marriage, but bad in no disgust ; and others eat the flesh of dogs,
respect of adultery ; as murder is an evil, but and others practice other unmentionable deeds.
good for the murderer so far as his purpose is Thus, then, we ought not to form our judgments
concerned ; and cheating is an evil, but pleasant with a perception which through habit has been
to the man who cheats ; and other things of a perverted from its natural action. For to be
like character are good and bad in like manner, murdered is an evil, even if all were to deny it ;
In this way, neither is evil evil, nor good good ; for no one wishes to suffer it himself, and in the
for the one produces the other. For does not case of theft '° no one rejoices at his own punish-
that which seems to be done injuriously rejoice ment. If, then, no one" were at all ever to con-
the doer, but punish the sufferer? And though fess that these are sins, it is right even then to
it seems unjust that a man should, out of self- look forward of necessity to a judgment in re-
love, gratify himself by every means in his gard to sins." When Peter said this, Simon
power, to whom, on the other hand, does it not answered : "Does th_s, then, seem to you to be
seem unjust that a man should suffer severe pun- the truth in regard to the wicked one ? Tell
ishments at the hand of a just judge for having me."
loved himself?"

CHAP. XX. _ PAIN AND DEATH THE RESULT OFo

SIN.
CHAP. XIX. _ SOME ACTIONS REALLY WICKED.

And Peter said : "We remember that our Lord
And Peter said : "A man ought to punish and Teacher, commanding us, said, ' Keep the

himself through self-restraint,4 when his lust mysteries for me and the sons of my house.'
wishes to hurry on to the injury of another, Wherefore also He explained to His disciples
knowing tan/s the wicked one can destroy the privately the mysterms of the kingdom of hear-
wicked, for he has received power over them en.i, But to you who do battle with us, and ex-
from the beginning. And not yet is this an evil amine into nothing else but our statements,
to those who have done evil ; but that their souls whether they be true or false, it would be im-
should remain punished after the destruction, pious to state the hidden truths. But that none
you are right in thinking to be really harsh, of the bystanders may. imagine that I am con-
though the man who has been fore-ordained for triving excuses, x3because I am unable to reply
evil should say that it is right. 6 Wherefore, as I to the assertions made by you, I shall answer you
said, we ought to avoid doing injury 7 to another by first putting the questaon, If there had been a
for the sake of a shortlived pleasure, that we may state of painlessness, what is the meaning of the
not involve ourselves in eternal punishment for statement, 'The evil one was?'" And Simon
the sake of a little pleasure." And Simon said said : "The words have no meaning." And

Peter : "Is then evil the same as pain and death ?"
t Theeditorspunctuatedifferently,thus: " Andknowingbefore-And Simon : "It seems so." And Peter said :hand that he was becoming not good, He would not have allowed

him, unl¢_ He knew that he would be useful to Himself." We sup- - Evil, then, does not exist always, yea, it can-
the reference in the text to he to C*en.i. 3t. ..
Or, " self-sub_tenoe." We have supposed a transposmon of s ......

the words in the text Tim text is without doubt corrupt. Thks is a contectural filling up ot a blantt.
3 We-have adopted an ew_..ndauon of Lagarde'tk I 9 This tspart._, conjecture, to fill up a blank.
a Dressel translates viriliter, **nmnfully." ] txoThe text kshk¢ly cor_upk .......
s This word ks supplied by conjecture. . [ . U hlhora changed o,_,e_tn.tu ¢_he_: .We nave. cnangea
e This tmssaae is hopelessly corrupt. We have changed &_au_ I _at _p,rav mto _*u Toyq ,rqv. various emenaatgms nave 13eenprO-

into&_eae_, thevevb,_had *b_,tr0eSuapur/_tl'o_ htto *o_ *r0e&wpt_-] po_dlaMarkiv "More robabl Matt. xlli Iz __td_. -34. t P Y., . . ;:-- J
We have adopted Wi_ler's emendation of _h4te_into _tx*_. [ 13 We have adopt_ an eme.ndattonof Wieseler _
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notevenexistatallsubstantially; forpainand arecapableof grief,thatwe may be moved with
death belong to the classof accidents,nei- sympathyat thedeathof relatives,ofa wife,or
therofwhichcan co-existwithabidingstrength,children,or brothers,or parents,or friends,or
For what is pain but the interruptionof hat- some others,since,ifwe were not capableof

mony? And what isdeath but the separationsympathy,we shouldbe inhuman. In likeman-
ofsoulfrom body ? There isthereforeno pain ner,allthe otheraffectionswillbe found tobe
when thereisharmony. For death does not adaptedforus,ifatleastthereasonfortheirex-
evenatallbelongtothosethingswhichsubstan-istence4be considered."
tlallyexlst:fordeath isnothing,as I said,but
the separation of soul from body ; and when this CHAP.XXlI.,_---SINSOF IGNORANCE.

takes place, the body, whxch is by nature mcapa- And Simon : "Why is it, then, that some die
ble of sensation, is dissolved ; but the soul, being prematurely, and periodical diseases arise ; and
capable of sensation, remains in hfe and exists that there are, moreover, attacks of demons,
substantially. Hence, when there is harmony and of madness, and all other kinds of afflictions
there is no pain, no death, no, not even deadly which can greatly punish? " And Peter said:
plants nor po,sonous reptiles, nor anything of such
a nature that its end is death. And" hence, where " Because men, following their own pleasure in
immortality reigns, all things will appear to have all things, cohabit without observing the proper
been made with reason. And th_s will be the times ; and thus the deposition of seed, taking
case when, on account of righteousness, man be- place unseasonably, naturally produces a multi-
comes immortal through the prevalence of the tude of evds. For they ought to reflect, that as

a season has been fixed suitable for planting
peaceful reign of Christ, when his composition and sowmg,S so days have been appointed as
will be so well arranged as not [a g_ve rise' to appropriate for cohabitation, which are carefully
sharp impulses ; and his knowledge, moreover,
will be unerring, so as that he shall not mtsta/ee' to be observed. Accordingly some one well in-
evfl for good ; and he wall suffer no pain, so that structed in the doctrines taught by Moses, find-
he will not be mortal." * ing fault with the people for their sins, called

them sons of the new moons and the sabbaths. 6
Yet in the beginning of the world men lived long,

CHAP. XXI.--THE USES OF LUST, ANGER, GRIEF. and had no d_seases. But when through careless-
And Smaon said : 3 ,, You were right in say- ness they neglected the observation of the proper

mg th_s ; but in the present world does not man times, then the sons in succession cohabiting
seem to you to be capable of every kind ot af- through ignorance at times when7 they ought
fection,--as, for instance, of lust, anger, grief, not, place their children under innumerable af-
and the hke?" And Peter said: "Yes, these flict_ons. Whence our Teacher, when we in-
belong to the things that are acmdental, not to quired of Him s m regard to the man who was
those that always exist, and it will be found blind from his birth, and recovered his sight, ff
that they now occur with advantage to the soul. this man sinned, or his parents, that he should
For lust has, by the will of Him who created be born bhnd, answered, ' Neither did he sin at
all things well, been made to arise within the all, nor his parents, but that the power of God
hying being, that, led by it to intercourse, he may mzght be made manifest through him in healing
increase humamty, from a selection of which a the sins of ignorance.' 9 And, in truth, such af-
multitude of superior beings arise who are fit for flictions arise because of ignorance ; as, for in-
eternal life. But if it were not for lust, no one stance, by not knowing when one ought to cohabit
would trouble himself with intercourse with his with his wife, as if she be pure from her dis-
wife ; but now, for the sake of pleasure, and, as charge. Now the afflictions which you men-
it were, gratifying h_mself, man carries out His tloned before are the result of ignorance, and
wall. Now, if a man uses lust for lawful marriage, not, assuredly, of any wickedness that has been
he does not act impiously ; but if he rushes to perpetrated. Moreover, give me the man who
adultery, he acts impiously, and he is punished sins not, and I wall show you the man who suf-
because he makes a bad use of a good ordinance, fers not ; and you will find that he not only does
And in the same way, anger has been made b not suffer himself, but that he is able ,o to heal
God to be hghted up naturally within us, in or- I _thers. For instance, Moses, on account of his

der that we may be induced by it to itluward Oreff./
injuries. Yet if any one indulges it wi ho m It , we ha_eadop_dan_,_d_tlo= a Lag_t,'s.straint, he acts unjustly ; but if he uses it wath" / _ Eccles.iti.2.Lit, " new moons that are according to the moon." Gal. iv. to.

"At tames when" ts supphed by conjecture.
due bounds, he does what is right. Moreover, we I We have followed an emendauon of Wteseler's.

9 Johnlx. a, ;]. [Thm dear instance of citatton from the Gospel
t The words in italics supplied by conjecture.. ] of John is found m that portgm of the text recovered by Dressel. It

• _ This last sentence has two blanks, which are filled up by con- is of ,mportanco, since writers of the Tdbingen school previously
JleCtures. and one emcndatton has been adopted, denied that this author uses the fourth Gospel. -- R]

3 [With chaps, zx, _2, compare Homdy XX. 4- -- R.] xo We have adopted an obvious emendatmn of Whatekr'L
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piety, continued free from suffering all his life, know nothing." When Simon said this, and was
and by his prayers he healed the Egyptians when on the point of going out, my father said : " Lis-
they suffered on account of their sins." ten to me, Simon, for a moment, and then go

wherever you like. I remember that in the be-
CHAP. xxm. roT RE n_F_QUALrnESOF LOT IN HU- ginning, before the discussion, you accused me

M_'_ LIFE. of being prejudiced, though as yet you had had

And Simon said : "Let me grant that this is no experience of me. But now, having heard
you discuss in turn, and judging that Peter has

the ease : does not the inequality of lot amongst the advantage, and now assigning to him the
men seem to you most unjust? For one is in
penury, another is rich ; one is sick, another is meat of speaking the truth, do I appear to you
in good health : and there are innumerable dif- to judge correctly, and with knowledge ; 4 or is
ferences of a like character in human life."' it not so? For if you should say that I have

And Peter said : "Do you not perceive, Simon, judged correctly, but do not agree, then you are
nat you are again shooting your observations be- plainly prejudiced, inasmuch as you do not wish

yond the mark? For while we were discussing to agree, after confessing your defeat. But if
evil, you have made a digression, and intro- I was not correct in maintaining that Peter has

the advantage in the discussion, do you convinceduced the questton of the anomalies that appear
in this world. But I shall speak even to this us how we have not judged correctly, or you will

cease s to discuss wxth him before all, since you
point. The world is an instrument artistically will always be defeated and agree, and in conse-
contrived, that for the male who is to exist eter- quence your own soul will suffer pain, condemned
nally, the female may bear eternal righteous sons.
Now they could not have been rendered per- as you will be, and in disgrace, through your own

conscience, even if you do not feel shame be-
fectly pious here, had there been no needy ones
for them to help. In like manner there are the fore all the listeners as the greatest torture ; for
sick, that they may have objects for their care. we have seen you conquered, in fact, and we
And the other afflictions admit of a like expla- have heard your own lips confess it. Finally,
nation." And S_mon said : "Are not those in therefore, I am of opinion that you will not re-

humble circumstances unfortunate? for they are turn to the discussion, as you promised; but
subjected to distress, that others may be made that you may seem not to have been defeated, 6
righteous." And Peter said : " If their humilia- you have promised, when going away, that you
tion were eternal, their misfortune would be very will return."
great. But the humiliations and exaltations of CHAP. XXV.-- SIMON RETIRES. SOPHONIASASKS
men take place according to lot ; and he who is PETER TO STATE HiS REaL OPINIONSZN RE-
not pleased with h_s lot can appeal, 2 and by try- GARD TO EVIL.

ing his case according to law, he can exchange And Simon hearing this, gnashed his teeth
his mode of life for another." And Simon for rage, and went away in silence. But Peter
said : "What do you mean by this lot and this (for a considerable portmn of the day still re-
appeal?" And Peter said : "You are now de- mained) laid his hands on the large multitude
manding the exposition of another topic ; but to heal them ; and having dismmsed them, went
if you permit me, we can show you how, being into the house with his more intimate friends,
born again, and changing your origin, and living and sat down. And one of his attendants, of
according to law, you will obtain eternal _alva- the name of Sophonias, said : "Blessed is God,
tion." O Peter, who selected you and instructed z you

CHAP°XXIV.-- SIMONREBUKEDBY FAUSTUS. for the comfort of the good. For, in truth, you
discussed with Simon with dignity and great pa-

And Simon hearing this, said : "Do not im- tience. But we beg of you to discourse to us of
agine that, when I, while questioning you, agreed evil ; for we expect that you will state to us your
with you in each topic, I went to the next, as own genuine belief in regard to it, -- not, how-
being fully assured of the truth of the previous ; ever at the present moment, but to-morrow, if it
but I appeared to yield to your ignorance, that seems good to you : for we spare you, because
you might go on to the next topic, in order that, of the fatigue you feel on account of your dis-
becoming acquainted with the whole range of cussion." And Peter said: "I wish you to
your ignorance, I might condemn you, not know, that he who does anything with pleasure.
through mere conjecture, but from full knowl- finds rest in the very toils themselves ; but he
edge._ Allow me now to retire for three days,
and I shall come back and show that you , Possiblysomethingts corrupthere. Thewordsmayhe trans-lated:"Is it not plum that I know how to judge correctly?"

s The Ms. has," do not oease.." We have omitted _b, and
I [Comp. Rcco.g_f_,ems,ill 4o, 4I.- ILl changed _a-5o'_ into wa_c_t. Wc have inserted the _ aft_ _j
s An amcodotloa dW'm_lees, changed into ,_ before a3_clha_
s The whole of this sentence is corrupt. We have adoiR_ the 6 We have adopted an emendation d Wieseler's.

¢o_eetures o¢ Wmeler, though th_ m,n not eatirdy_, i :/m emeadatioa d Wie_:r's
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who does not do what he wishes, is .rendered sparing him on account of his fatigue, we re-
exceedingly weary by the very rest he takes. ]quested him to put the discussion off till the
Wherefore you confer on me a great rest when Inight, when It was his custom to discourse to his
you make me discourse on topics which please genuine friends. And partaking of salt, we
me." Content, then, with his disposition, and turned to sleep.

HOMILY XX.

CHAP. z.--PgrmR Is WrLLn_OTO CgATIrV man is a compound of two mixtures, the female
SOPHONIAS. and the male. Wherefore also two ways have

IN the night-time Peter rose up and wakened been laid before him w those of obedience and
us, and then sat down in his usual way, and said : disobedience to law ; and two kingdoms have
"Ask me questions about anything you like."' been established, m the one called 4 the king-
And Sophonias was the first to begin to speak to dom of heaven, and the other the kingdom of
him : "Will you explain to us who are eager to those who are now kings upon earth. Also two
learn what is the real truth in regard to evil ?" kings have been appointed, of whom the one is
And Peter said: "I have already explained it in selected to rule by law over the present and
the course of my discussion with Simon ; but transitory world, and his composiuon is such that
because I stated the truth in regard to it in corn- he rejoices in the destruction of the wicked.But the other and good s one, who is the King
binatlon with other topics, it was not altogether
clearly put ; for many topics that seem to be of of the age to come, loves the whole nature of
equal weight with the truth afford some kind of man ; but not being able to have boldness in the
knowledge of the truth to the masses. So that, present world, he counsels what is advantageous,
if now I state what I formerly stated to Simon like one who tries to conceal who he really is.6
along with many topics, do not imagine that you
are not* honoured with honour equal to his." CHAP. III.--THE WORK OF THE GOOD ONE AND
And Sophonlas said : "You are right ; for if you or THE EVIL ONE.

now separate it for us from many of the topics " But of these two, tke one 7 acts violently
that were then discussed, you will make the towards the other by the command of God.
truth more evident." Moreover, each man has power to obey which-

ever of them he pleases for the doing of good
CHAP. II.- THE TWOAGES. or evil. But if any one chooses to do what is

And Peter said : "Listen, therefore, to the igood, he becomes the possession of the future
truth of the harmony in regard to the evil one. good king ; but if any one should do evil, he
God appointed two kingdoms, and established becomes the servant of the present evil one, who,
two ages, determining that the present world having received power over him by just judg-
should be given to the evil one, because it is ment on account of his sins, and wishing to use it s
small, and passes qmckly away ; but He prom- Ibefore the coming age, rejoices in punishing him
ised to preserve for the good one the age to Iin the present life, and thus by gratifying, as it
come, as it will be greai and eternal. Man, were, his own private passion, he accomplishes
therefore, He created with free-will, and possess- the will of God. But the other, being made to
ing the capability of inclining to whatever actions / rejoice in power over the righteous, when he
he wishes.- And'his body consists of three parts, 1finds a righteous man, is exceedingly glad, and
deriving its origin from the female ; for it has saves him with eternal life ; and he also, as if
lust, anger, and grief, and what is consequent gratifying himself, traces the gratification which
on these. But the spirit not being uniform: but he feels on account of these to God. Now it is
consisting of three parts, derives its origin from within the power of every unrighteous man to
the mate ; and it is capable of reasoning, knowl- repent and be saved ; and every righteous man
edge, and fear, and what is consequent on these, may have to undergo punishment for sins corn-
And each of these triads has one root, so that mitted at the end of his career. Moreover,

• I [Chaps. x_xoarealsopeculiartotheHomtHes, thoughtherearel _ Anobviouscorrectlonoftl_us. isadopted.
trmtde_ntal _memb|ances to passages in the Recogmtla_, particularly $ We have changed _/rr_ into _t_: .

m the _resenmtton of free-will -- R.] e [Wtth thet_e vtews c_mpare the _trme...of Pattm, u _
' Not" is supplied by conjecture. I set forth; Homily II. 33, 34: gtcaLHitwns, tr_ _,6o, etc.--K.J

ly It may be for trpt,vre_ve% original, and it un_rlvmd. * Tim words in stali_ are supphed by _'$ conjecture.
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these two leaders are the swift lmnds of God lalso, that if one uses it righteously, as is within
eager to anticipate Him so as to accomplish His his power, he is pious ; but going beyond meas-
will. But that this is so, has been said even by ure, and taking judgment to himself,7 he is ira-
the law in the person of God : ' I will kill, and I pious."
will make alive; I will strike, and I will heal.' '
For, in truth, He kills and makes alive. He kills CHAP.v. -- SOPHOmASMAJ_rrA_S THAT 6OD c_a_-
through the left hand, that is, through the evil Nor PRODUCEWHAT IS UNLIKEHIMSELF.

one, who has been so composed as to rejoice in And Sophonias said again : "Your great pa-afflicting the impious. And he saves and bene-
tience, my lord Peter, gives us boldness to ask

fits through the right hand, that is, through the you many questions for the sake of accuracy.
good one, who has been made to rejoice in Wherefore we make our inquiries with confi-
the good deeds and salvation of the righteous, deuce in every direction. I remember, then, that
Now these have not their substances outside of Simon said yesterday, m his discussion with you,
God : for there is no other primal source. Nor, that the evil one, if he was born of God, pos-
indeed, have they been sent forth as animals sesses in consequence the same substance as He
from God, for they were of the same mind with does who sent him forth, and he ought to have
Him ; nor are they accidental, 2 arising sponta- been good, and not wicked. But you answered
neously in opposition to His will, since thus the that this was not always the case, since many
greatest exercise of His power would have been wicked sons are born of good parents, as from
destroyed. But from God have been sent forth Adam two unlike s sons were begotten, one of
the four first elements--heat and cold, moist whom was bad and the other good. And when
and dry. In consequence of this, He is the Simon found fault with you for having used
father of every substance, but not of the dispo- human examples, you answered that in thin way
sition 3 which may arise from the combination of we ought not to admit that God begets at all ;
the elements ; for when these were combined for this also is a human example. And I, So-
from without, disposition was begotten in them phonias, admit that God begets ; but I do not
as a chdd. The wicked one, then, having served allow that He begets what is bad, even though
God blamelessly to the end of the present world, the good among men beget bad chddren. And
can become good by a change in his compo- _do not imagine s that I am without reason attrib-
sition,4 since he assuredly is not of one uniform uting to God some of the quahtieg that distin-substance whose sole bent is towards sin. For

:uish men, and refusing to attribute others, when
not even more does he do evil, although he as grant that He begets, but do not allow that He
evil, since he has received power to afflict law- begets what is unhke Himself. For men, as you
fully." might expect, beget sons who are unlike them

in their dlsposmons for the following reason.
CHAP. IV. _ MEN SIN THROUGHIGNORANCE. Being composed of four parts, they change their
When Peter said this, Micah, who was himself bodies varionsly, according to the various changes

one of his followers, asked : "What, then, is the of the year ; and thus, the appropriate change
reason why men san ?" And Peter said : "It is either of increase or decrease ta.king place in
because they are ignorant that they will without the human body, each season destroys the har-
doubt be punished for their evil deeds when monious combination. Now, when the combi-
judgment takes place.S For this reason they, nations do not always remain exactly in the
having lust, as I elsewhere said, for the continu- same position, the seeds, having sometimes one
ance of hfe, gratify it in any accidental way, it combination, sometimes another, are sent off;
may be by the vitiation of boys, 6 or by some and these are followed, according to the comba-
other flattering sin. For in consequence of nation belonging to the season, by dispositions
their ignorance, as I said before, they are urged either good or bad. But in the case of God we
on through fearlessness to satisfy their lust in an cannot suppose any such thing ; for, being un-
unlawful manner. Wherefore God is not evil, changeable and always existing, whenever He
who has rightly placed lust within man, that wishes to send forth, there is an absolute neces-
there may be a continuance of life, but they are sit), that what is sent forth should be in all
most impious who have used the good of lust respects in the same position as that which has
badly. The same considerations apply to anger begotten, I mean in regard to substance and

disposition. But if any one should wish to
z Deut.x_xii.39. maintain that He is changeable, I do not know8 We have adopted an obvious emendation of W_tesele_'s.
3w_ h_,__h_g_t o_o-,_intoo_ ,_r_. how it is possible for him to maintain that He
4 We have given a meaning to _terao-_p_¢ not found in dic*

tionaries, but warranted by etzyrnology, and demanded by the sense, is immortal."
S Part of thinh suppliod _ Dressel's conjecture.
6 There is a lacmxa, which l_t been _ up in various ways.

Wehave _upposed/_.p. to be for _., possibly_qc_m*v _. Wie_lex 7 Dressel translates, "drawing judgment otl h;m_]f,"
supposes 'immature toys." s An emandauon of Wieseler's.
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c_ua,, vL- C,OD'S Powrm or C_CING HIMSmY. whatever he wishes, and that it is the character-

When Peter heard this, he thought for a httle, istic of one who grows old, and who must die
and said: "I do not think that any one can according to his nature, s to change, but we
converse about evil without doing the will of the ought not to entertain such thoughts of immor-
evil one. Therefore knowing this, I do not tal beings. For were not angels, who are free
know what I shall do, whether I shall be silent from old age, and of a fiery substance,9 changed
or speak. For if I be silent, I should incur the into flesh,--those, for instance, who received

the hospitality of Abraham, _° whose feet men
laughter of the multitude, because, professing washed, as if they were the feet of men of liketo proclaim the truth, I am ignorant of the ex-
planation of vice. But if I should state my substance?" Yea, moreover, with Jacob, '_ who

was a man, there wrestled an angel, convertedopiniou, I am afraid lest it be not at all pleasing
to God that we should seek after evil, for only into flesh that he might be able to come to close
seeking after good is pleasing to Him. How- quarters with him. And, in like manner, after
ever, in my reply to the statements of Sophonias, he had wrestled by his own will, he was con-
I shall make my ideas more plain. I then agree verted into his own natural form ; and now,
with him in thinking that we ought not to attrib- when he was changed into fire, he did not bum
ute to God all the qualities of men. For in- up the broad sinew of Jacob, but he inflamed it,
stance, men not having bodies that are convert- and made him lame. Now, that which cannot
ible are not converted ; but they have a nature become anything else, whatever it may wish, is
that admits of alteration by the lapse of time mortal, inasmuch as it is subject to its own
through the seasons of the year. But this is not nature ; but he who can become whatever he
the case with God ; for through His inborn, wishes, whenever he w_shes, is immortal, return-

..., ing to a new condition, inasmuch as he has con-
Sprat He becomes, by a power whmh cannot be I
described, whatever body He likes. And one[ tr°l over his own nature. Wherefore much more
can the more easily believe this, as the air, [does the power of God change the substance
which has received such a nature from Him, is of the body into whatever He wishes, and when-
converted into dew by the incorporeal mind ever He wishes ; and by the change that takes
permeating it, and being thickened becomes place x3He sends forth what, on the one hand, is
water, and water being compacted becomes of similar substance, but, on the other, is not of
stone and earth, and stones through collision equal power. Whatever, then, he who sends
hght up fire. According to such 2 a change and forth turns into a different substance, that he
conversion, air becomes first water, and ends in can again turn back into his own ; ,4 but he who
being fire through conversions, and the moist Is sent forth, arising in consequence of the
is converted into its natural opposite. Why? change which proceeds from him, and being his

!child, cannot become anything else without the
Did not God convert the rod of Moses into an [will of him who sent him forth, unless he wills
animal, making it a serpent,3 which He recon-it,,
vetted into a rod ? And by means of this very "
converted rod he converted the water of the CHAP, VIII, _ THE ORIGIN OF THE GOOD ONE

Nile 4 into blood, which again he reconverted DIFFERENTFROMTHAT OF THE EVIL ONE.
into water. "Yea, even man, who is dust, He
changed by the inbreathing of His breath 5 into When Peter said this, Micah,_s who was him-
flesh, and changed him back again into dust. 6 self also one of the companions that attended on
And was not Moses,Z who himself was flesh, con- him, said : "I also should like to learn from you
vetted into the grandest light, so that the sons if the good one has been produced in the same
of Israel could not look him in the face ? Much way that the evil one came into being. But if
more, then, is God completely able to convert they came into being in a similar manner, then
Himself into whatsoever He wishes, they are brothers in my opinion." And Peter

said : "They have not come into being in a sim-
ilar way: for no doubt you remember what ICHAP, VII. _ THE OBJECTION ANSWERED_ THAT
said in the beginning, that the substance of theONE CANNOT CHANGE HIMSELF.
body of the wicked one, being fourfold in origin,

"But perhaps some one of you thinks that was carefully selected and sent forth by God
one may become something under the influence
of one, and another under the influence of s one wonto¢t_is su#i_ eonj_mranybyDZ_.
another, but no one can change himself into 9oo_. ,a _. [.co,_p..P,. ¢_v.4-IPart of thts ts conjectural

tt _.n. xviii. 4
t _u_ro_. t2 Gen xxxii. _4-
s We have clmaged ,rt_o_l"ovimo _0v. t3 We have adopted Wieseler'i emendatlou ot _ into _.
3 E_ iv. 3, 4. t4 This passage is corrupt. We have chauged _r_ into _, _

4 Ex. wi. xg, 2o. satl_siied._**. .
•_ Gen. iLT.. .q_ remarks tlmt tltis cmmotbe theoxte _. Some
6 Ec_ ill _o. other mtme meutiomd in Horn. LLc. z must be r,ubstltuteclh*:* ot
_ Xx. x-r.s.iv._9. ia c. 4.
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but when it was combined externally, according cusing the teachers of truth so as to entrap the
to the will of Him who sent it forth, there arose, unwary, he is himself named the accuser (the
in consequence of the combination, the dispo- devil). But the statement of our unerring
sition which rejoices in evils : ' so that you may Teacher, that he and his angels, along with the
see that the substance, fourfold in origin, which deluded stoners, shall go into lower darkness,
was sent forth by Him, and which also always admits of the following explanation. The evd
exists, is the child of God; but that the acci- one, having obtained the lot 6 of rejoicing in
dentally arising disposition which rejoices in darkness according to his composition, delights
evils has supervened when the substance 2 was to go down to the darkness of Tartarus along
combined externally by him. And thus this dis- with angels who are his fellow-slaves ; for dark-
position has not been begotten by God, nor by ness is dear to fire. But the souls of men, being
any one else, nor indeed has it been sent forth drops of pure light, are absorbed by the sub-
by Him, nor has it come forth spontaneously,3 stance fire, which is of a different class ; and
nor did it always exist, like the substance be- not possessing a nature capable of dying, they
fore the combination ; but it has come on as an are punished according to their deserts. But if
accident by external combination, according to he who is the leader of men 7 into vice is not
the will of God. And we have often said that sent into darkness, as not rejoicing in it, then his
it must be so. But the good one having been composition, which rejoices in evils, cannot be
begotten from the most beautiful change of God, changed by another combination into the dispo-
and not having arisen accidentally through an sition for good. And thus he wdl be adjudged
external combination, is really His Son. Yet, to be with the good, s all the more because, hay-
since these doctrines are unwritten, and are con- mg obtained a composition which rejoices in
firmed to us only by conjecture, let us by no evds, through fear of God he has done nothing
means deem it as absolutely certain that this is contrary to the decrees of the law of God. And
the true state of the case. For if we act other- did not the Scripture by a mysterious hint 9 point
wise, our mind will cease from investigating the out by the statement ,o that the rod of the h_gh
truth, in the belief that it has already fully corn- priest Aaron became a serpent, and was again
prehended it. Remember these things, there- converted into a rod, that a change in the corn-
fore ; for I must not state such things to all, but position of the wicked one would afterwards
only to those who are found after trial most take place ?"
trustworthy. Nor ought we rashly to maintain
such assertions towards each other, nor ought ye CHAP. X. _ WHY SOME BELIEVE, AND OTHERS DO

to dare to speak as if you were accurately ac- NOT.

quainted with the discovery of secret truths, but And after Lazarus, Joseph, who also was one
you ought simply to reflect over them in silence ; of his followers, said : "You have spoken all
for in stating, perchance, that a matter is so,4 he things rightly. Teach me also this, as I am
who says it will err, and he will suffer punish- eager to know it, why, when you give the same
ment for having dared to speak even to himself discourses to all, some believe and others d_s-
what has been honoured with silence." beheve ?" And Peter said : "It is because my

discourses are not charms, so that every one
CHAP. IX.- WHY THE WICKED ONE IS APPOINTED that hears them must without hesitatmn believe

OVER THE WICKEDBY THE RIGHTEOUSGOD. them. The fact that some beheve, and others
When Peter said this, Lazarus, who also was do not, points out to the intelhgent the freedom

one of his followers, said : "Explain to us the of the will." And when he said this, we all
harmony, how it can be reasonable that the blessed him.
wicked one should be appointed by the right-
eous God to be the punisher of the impious, cHAP. Xl. -- ARRIVALOF APPIOS Am) AmamIOt_.

and yet should himself afterwards be sent into And as as we were going to take our meals,"
lower darkness along with his angels and with sin- some one ran in and said: "Appion Pleiston-
nets : for I remember that the Teacher Himself ices has just come with Annubion from Antioch,
said this.'s And Peter said : "I indeed allow and he is lodging with Simon." And my fatherthat the evil one does no evil, inasmuch as he is
accomplishing the law given to him. And al- hearing this, and rejoicing, said to Peter : "If
though he has an evil disposition, yet through you permit me, I shall go to salute Appion and
fear of GOd he does nothing unjustly ; but, ac- 0 we have_topt_dan _d_6o_ orWie_tees.

Waeseler's emendauov..
t Th_ passage is comtpt. We have adopted Wiesel_s _ s We have changed ,i_a#6_ into -'3,aeo_.

datio_2 for the most part. 9 An emendatton of Wteselcr's.
2 We have read _ with W'tesele_ for *'_. to Eat. vtL 9.

W'teaeler translates" acck:_mtally." xz1Chaps zx-aa are almost identical wath Rtcog_it':.o_, x. 55r-
4 We have changed e6X aht ._Xet,into _ ,IXew. 64. But the conclusion of that narrauvc is fuller, gqving I_
s Mat_ xxv. 4x. tothe re-united famdy; comp. at.sochap. a3 her_ R.]
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Annubion, who have been my friends from child- taste your very flesh if you should sojourn there._
hood. For perchance I shall persaude Annu- Wherefore we who went before, along with our
bion to discuss genesis with Clement." And brethren who were in pretence attached by you
Peter said: "I permit you, and I praise you to Simon, seeing the city raging wildly against
for fulfilling the duties of a friend. But now you, met secretly and considered what we ought
consider how in the providence of God there to do. And assuredly, while we wele in great
come together from all quarters considerations perplexity, Cornelius the centurion arrived, who
whlch contribute to your full assurance, render- had been sent by the emperor to the governor
ing the harmony complete. But I say this be- of the province. He was the person whom our
cause the arrival of Annubion happens advan- Lord cured when he was possessed of a demon
tageously for you." And my father : "In truth, in Ca_sarea. This man we sent for secretly ; and
I see that this is the case." And saying this, he informing him of the cause of our despondency,
went to Simon. we begged h_ help. He promised most readily

that he would alarm Simon, and make him take
CHAP.XII.--FAUSTUS APPEARSTO HIS FRIENDS tO flight, if we should assist him in his effort

WITHTHE FACE OF SIMON. And when we all promised that we should read-

Now all of us who were with Peter asked each ily do everything, he said,' I shall spread abroad
other questlons the whole of the night, and the news 4 through many friends that I have se-
conlanued awake, because of the pleasure and cretly come.to apprehend him ; and I shall pre-
joy we derived from what was said. But when tend that I am in search of him, because the
at.length the dawn began to break, Peter, look- emperor, having put to death many magicians,
ing at me and my brothers, sald : "I am puzzled and having received information m regard to
to think what your father has been about." And him, has sent me to search him out, that he may
just as he was saying this, our father came in and punish him as he punished the magicians before
caught Peter talking to us of him ; and seeing him ; while those of your party who are with him
hlm displeased, he accosted hlm, and rendered must report to him, as if they had heard it from
an apology for having slept outslde. But we a secret source, that I have been sent to appre-
were amazed when we looked at him: for we hend him. And perchance when he hears it from
saw the form of Simon, but heard the voice of them, he will be alarmed and take to flight.'
our father Faustus. And when we were fleeing When, therefore, we had intended to do something
from him, and abhomng hlm, our father was else, nevertheless the affair turned out in the fol-
astonished at receiving such harsh and hostile lowing way. For when he heard the news from
treatment from us. But Peter alone saw his many strangers who gratified him greatly by se-
natural shape, and said to us : "Why do you in crefly reforming him, and also from our brethren

who pretended to be attached to him, and took
horror turn away from your own father?" But we it as the opinion of his own followers, he re-and our mother said : "It is Simon that we see
before us, with the voice of our father" And solved on retmng. And hastening away from
Peter said : "You recognise only his voice, Antloch, he has come here with Athenodorus, as
which is unaffected by magic; but as my eyes we have heard. Wherefore we advise you not
also are unaffected by magic, I can see his form as yet to enter that city, until we ascertain whether
it really is, that he is not Simon, but your father they can forget in his absence the accusations
Faustus." Then, looking to my father, he said : which he brought against you."
"It is not your own true form that is seen by
them, but that of Simon, our dcadlxest foe, and CHAP.xw. m THE CHANGEIN THE FORM OF FAUm
a most impious man." * 'res CAUSEDBY SIMON.

When the person who had gone before gave
CHAP.Xnl. -- THE ln.IOh'T OF SIMON. this report, Peter looked to my father, and said :

While Peter was thus talking, there entered "You hear, Faustus ; the change in your form
one of those who had gone before to Antioch, has been caused by Simon the magician, as is
and who, coming back from Antioch, said to now evident. For, thinking that a semn/S of
Peter : "I wish you to know, my lord, that the emperor was seeking him to punish him, he
Simon, by doing many miracles publicly in An- became afraid and fled, putting you into his own
tioch, and calling you a magician and a juggler shape, that if you were put to death, your chil-
and a murderer, 2 has worked them up to such dren might have sorrow." When myfather heard
hatred against you, that every man is eager to this, he wept and lamented, and said: "You

have conjectured rightly, Peter. For Annubion,
de_ Thereare_me blankshere.suppliedfromtheEpt'to_¢.

Suppled from JYpita_e. The passage m Epttom¢ Sec_d ten- 3 This paso, age ht amended principally _ to W'te_tJ_it h'kely that the e_ntence ran: "But Stmon, while doing many the Recog_ilion$.
pulbh¢ly m Antioch, did nothing else by his dhtcourses than * An emendation of W'w.aeler's.

hatred amongst th,.m against you, and by e_ll;- E yo_" etc. 5 Inserted by conjectm_.
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who ismy dearfriend,'hintedhisdesigntome ; and thenyou willnot be deceived by hisnew 7
but I did not believe him, miserable man tkat I shape ; but to all others Faustus will seem to be
am, a since I deserved to suffer." Simon.'

CHAP. XV._THE REPENTANCE OF FAUSTUS. CHAP. X'VII. _ANNUBION'S SERVICES TO FAUSTUS.

When my father said this, after no long time "And while he stated this beforehand, I said,
.4nnubion came3 to us to announce to us the ' What, then, is the advantage you now expect to
flight of Simon, and how that very night he had get from such a contrivance ?' And Simon said,
hurried to Judaea. And he found our father wail- ' First, those who seek me, when they apprehend
ing, and with lamentations saying : "Alas, alas ! him, will give up the search after me. But if
unhappy man! I did not believe when I was he be executed by the hand of the emperor,
told that he was a magician. Miserable man that very great sorrow wdl fall upon his children, who
I am I I have been recogn,sed for one day by my left me, and fleeing to Peter, now aid him in h,s
wife and children, and have speedily gone back work.' And now, Peter, I confess the truth to
to my previous sad condition when I was still you: I was prevented by fear of Simon from
ignorant." And my mother lamenting, plucked informing Faustus of this. But Simon did not
her hair ; and we groaned in distress on account gwe us an opportunity for private conversation,
of the transformation of our father, and could lest some one of us might reveal s to him the
not comprehend what in the world "it could be. wicked design of Simon. Simon then rose up
But Annubion stood speechless, seeing and hear- in the middle of the night and fled to Judea,
ing these things ; whde Peter said to us, his convoyed by Appion and Athenodorus. Then
children, in the presence of all: " Believe me, I pretended that I was sick, in order that, re-
this is Faustus your father. Wherefore I urge ma,ning after they had gone, I might make
you to attend to him as being your father. For Faustus go back immedmtely to his own people,
God will vouchsafe some occasion for his putting if by any chance he might be able, by being
off the shape of Simon. and exhibiting again concealed with you, to escape observation, lest,
distinctly that of your father." And saying this, being caught as Simon by those who were m
and looking to my father, he said : "I permitted search of Simon, he might be put to death
you to salute Appion and Annubion, since you through the wrath of the emperor. At the dead
asserted that they were your friends from child- of night, therefore, I sent him away to you ; and
hood, but I did not permit you to associate with in my anxiety for him I came by night to see
the magtcian Simon." him, with the mtenUon of returning before those

who convoyed Simon should return." And look-
CHAP. XVI._WHY SIMON"GAVETO FAUSTUSHIS ing to us, he said: "I, Annubion, see the true

own sI-t_, shape of your father; for I was anointed, as I
related to you before, by S,mon himself, that the

And my father said : "I have sinned ; I con-
true shape of Faustus might be seen by my eyes.

fess it." And Annubion said: "I also along Astonished, therefore, I exceedingly wonder at
with him beg you to forgive the noble and good the magic power of Simon, in that stand,ng 9 you
old man who has been deceived : for the unfor- do not recognise your own father." And while
tunate man has been the sport of that notorious our father and our mother and we ourselves wept
fellow. But I shall tell you how it took place.*
The good old man came to salute us. But at on account of the calamity common to all of
that very hour we who were there happened to us, Annubion also through sympathy wept withUS.
be listening to Simon, who wished to run away

that night, for he had heard that some people CHAP. XVm. f PETER PROM_S_ TO RESTOWETO
had come to Laodicea in search of him by the FAUSTUSHIS OWN SHAPE.
command of the emperor. But as Faustus was
entering, he turneds his own rage on him, and Then Peter promised to us to restore the
thus addressed us : ' Make him, when he comes, shape of our father, and he said to him : "Faus-
share your meals ; and I will prepare an oint- tus, you heard how matters stand with us.
ment, so that, when he has supped, he may take When, therefore, the deceptive shape which in-
some of it, and anoint his face with it, and then vests you has been useful to us, and you have
he will appear to all to have my shape. But I assisted us in doing what I shall tell you to do,
will anoint you wish the juice 6 of some plant, then I shall restore to you your true form, when

I Part of ¢1_ is supplied from fl',e Recog'_itio,,_. :' us. reads "empW." W*eseler proposed "new" or '.' assumed."
t In,erred from the R¢cot'a_tioa_. s An emendation of Wieseler's. The parts in itahcs are sup-
S These words a_e takenTrom the Rccog_t_l,,.s. plied by conjecture.
$ An emendation of _|'s, 9 We should have expected "standing near" or somettnng strm-

Sup__ied bY Drexel from the R*_'vg_i_. las, as Wetseler remarks, but the Latin of.the R¢¢ogxztlona agrees.an _aead_iy,gm of WieKler's. with the Greek in having the simple" standing."
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you have first performed my commands." And ! of this, and I shall come to you immediately.
when my father said," I.shall do everything that And when I arrive there, that same day I shall
is in my power most walhngly ; only restore to remove the strange shape which now invests you,
my own people my own form ;" Peter answered, ! and I shall make your own unmistakeably visible
"You yourself heard with your own ears how i to your own people and to all others." Saying this,
those who went before me came back from the made his sons, my brothers, and our mother
Antioch, and said that Simon had been there, ]Mattidia to go along with him; and he also
and had strongly excited the multitudes against commanded some of his more intimate acquaint-
me by calhng me a magician and a murderer, a ances to accompany him. But my mother was4
deceiver and a juggler, to such an extent that all unwilling to go with him, and said : " I seem to
the people there were eager to taste my flesh, t be an adulteress if I associate with the shape of
You will do, then, as I tell you. You will leave Simon ; but if I shall be compelled to go along
Clement with me, and you will go before us into with him,S it is impossible for me to recline on
Antioch with your wife, and your sons Faustinus the same couch with him ! But I do not know
and Faustinianus. And some others will accom- if I shall be persuaded to go along with him."
pany you whom I deem capable of helping for- And while she was very unwilling to go, Annu-
ward my design, bion urged her, saying : "Believe me and Peter,

and the very voice itself, that this is Faustus
CHAP.XIX.- PETER'S INSTRUCTIONSTO FAUSTUS.your husband, whom I love not less than you.

And I myself willga 6 along with him." When
"When you are with these in Antioch, while Annubion said this, our mother promised to go

you look like Simon, proclaim publicly your re- with him.
pentance, saying,' I Simon proclaim this to you :
I confess x that all my statements in regard to CHAP. XXl.- APPION AND ATHENODORUS.RETURN'
Peter are utterly false ;* for he is not a deceiver, IN QU_'T OF FAUSTUS.

nor a murderer, nor a juggler ; nor are any of But Peter said : "God arranges our affairs in
the evil things true which I, urged on by wrath, a most satisfactory manner ; 7 for we have with
said previously in regard to him. I myself us Annubion the astrologer, s For when we
therefore beg of you, I who have been the cause arrive at Antioch, he will in future discourse re-
of your hatred to him, cease from hating him ; garding genesis, giving us his genuine opinions
for he is the true apostle of the true Prophet
that was sent by God for the salvation of the as a friend." Now when, after midnight, ourfather hurried with those whom Peter had or-

world. Wherefore also I counsel you to believe dered to go along with him and with Annubionwhat he preaches;3 for if you do not, your
whole city will be utterly destroyed. Now I to Antioch, which was near, early next day, be-
w,sh you to know for what reason I have made fore Peter went forth to discourse, Appion and
this confession to you. This night angels of God Athenodorus, who had convoyed Simon, returned
scourged me, the impious one, terribly, as being to Laodicea in search of our father. But Peter,
an enemy to the herald of the truth. I beseech ascertaining the fact, urged them to enter. • And
you, therefore, do not listen to me, even if I when they came in and sat down, and said,"Where is Faustus ?" Peter answered : "We
myself should come at another time and attempt know not ; for since the evening, when he went
to say anything against Peter. For I confess to to you, he has not been seen by his kinsmen.
you I am a magician, I am a deceiver, I area _But yesterday morning Simon came in search ofjuggler. Yet perhaps it is possmte mr me oy ,. - . ," .....
repentance to wipe out the i which were for Imm; ana wnen we maae no repty to ram, some-
merly committed by me.'" s ns - thing seemed to come over him,9 for he called

himself Faustus ; but not being believed, he
wept and lamented, and threatened to kill him-

CHAP.xx.--FAUSrus, ms WIRE, AND SONS, PRE- self, and then rushed out in the direction of the
PARE TO GO TO ANTIOCH. sea."

When Peter suggested this, my father said:
"I know what you want; wherefore take no CHAP.XXII.--APPION AND ATHE.NODORUSRETURN
trouble. For assuredly I shall take good care, TO SIMON.
when I reach that place, to make such state- When Appion and those who were with him
ments in regard to you as I ought to make." heard this, they howled and lamented, saying :
And Peter again suggested : "When, then, you
perceive the city changing from its hatred of me, • w_ have_W_d aa. at.,t,.., -._ added,,a ,t=,, _o_ai_to the R¢co_,_itlons.
and longing to see me, send information to me _ o0. ,o_d,_x_, issur_o_.

6 Supplied from the Rt¢oKnltia_t,
r We read _r¢_r_rctr_, in harmony with the RecaKnitlena.

t A mend_.., according to Epitamx. e Part m ital_s supplied from RecoKnitians.
3 rartty filled up tram ,Epztom¢ and Recognition. 9 The Gr_k ts probably corrupt here, but there can _ be

itS. tea_j" I preach." a doubt about the *'__ .n_ng.
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"Why did you not receive him?" And when CH_. xxm.- v_r_ OOESTOA_OCS.
at the same time Athenodorus wished to say Now, when ten days had pa._sed away, /here
to me, "It was Faustus, your father;" Appion came one a/ourl_eo/k 2 from our father to an-
anticipated him, and said, " We learned from nounce to us how our father stoodfor_vard pub-
some one that Simon, finding him, urged him to licly in the shape o/Simon, accusing him ;3 and
go along wit_ him,' Faustus himself entreating how by praising Peter he had made the whole
him, since he did not wish to see his sons after city of Antioch long for him : and in consequence
they had become Jews. And hearing this, we of this, all said that they were eager to see him,
came, for his own sake, in search of him. But and that there were some who were angry with
since he is not here, it is plain that he spake the him as being Simon, on account of their surpass-
truth who gave us the information which we, ing affection for Peter, and wished to lay hands
hearing it from him, have given to you." And on Faustus, believing he was Simon. Wherefore
I Clement, perceiving the design of Peter, that he, fearing that he might be put to death, had
he wished to beget a suspicion in them that he sent to request Peter to come immediately if he
intended to look out among them for the old wished to meet h_m alive, and to appear at the
man, that they might be afraid and take to flight, proper time to the city, when it was at the height
assisted in his design, and said to Appion : "Lis- of its longing for him.4 Peter, hearing th_s,
ten to me, my dearest Appion. We were eager called the multitude together to deliberate, and
to give to him, as being our father, what we our- appointed one of his attendants bishop ; and
selves deemed to be good. But if he himself having remained three days in Laodicea hap-
,.did.not_wish to. receive, it,.but,...°n the_contrary, ti_,in_ __.__'_'_h,'alin,_,,, he h_ten, +,_........ tn tho n,+i,_,hb,,,-^-
nea trom us m norror, x snalt ma_:e a some- ing city of Antioch. Amen
what harsh remark, ' Nor do we care for him.'" "-_ _"_ ...................... ---- --

" aid " W W " _ Supplied from the Reeo_ition_.And wh_en I s thLs, they ent a ay, as ffl 3Th,sp_,t.... to_ by..... f the Rteog_itio_a,
n'ntatea oy my savageness ; ana, as we learn [ 4 [The narrative in the. Recag_,ztdan$ (x 65) ts the same up to this
_--* A_,, *k_,, _+ *_ T,,_ _ +k_ <._1. _¢lPomt- But, mstead of thts somewhat abrupt concluston of thts chap-

JJ J' J I mr, we find there several chapters (from t • close of chap 65 to the
Simon. end chap. ?a), which round out the story: the confessmn of the father

[ m his metamorphosis, his resmratton, the Apostle's entry into Antt-
"_ t och, his miracles there, with the happy re-union of the enure fatuity
t _ is supplied purely by conjecture, of Clement as believers It should he added, as mdmatmg the close

•elatton of the two narratives, that the closing sentence of the Homz-
lte_ is found, wtth shght variaUons, m RecoKmtw_, x. iS.- R.]
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

APOCRYPHA OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

BY PROFESSOR M. B. RIDDLE, D.D.

THr translations which follow have been made from the critical edition of Tischendorf (see
Bibliographyat close of this volume). The text varies greatly from that of Fabricius. It was
found impossible to introduce the various readings and to cite the manuscript evidence supporting
them. Those who are interested in such study will have recourse to the volumes of Tischendorf.

The general character of the writings here grouped as "Apocrypha of the New Testament"
will appear from even a cursory perusal of them. It did not require any great discernment to
distinguishbetween these and the canonical books of the New Testament. The negative internal
ewdence thus furnished in support of the authority of the latter need not be emphasized. But
attention may well be called to certain historical facts in regard to these apocryphal writings:

i. No one of them ever obtained any general recognition among Christians; still less, a place
in the Canon of the New Testament. A few so-called Gospels are referred to by early writers ;
some obtained local recognition ; others, written for a purpose, were pressedinto notice by the advo-
cates of the tendency they were written to support : but, as a rule, the books were soon rejected,
and never obtained extensive circulation.

2. Though a few of the Apocryphal Gospels are of comparatively early origin (see Transla-
tor's Introduction), there is no evidence that any Gospels purporting to be what our four Gospels
are, existed in the first century, or that any other than fragmentary literature of this character
existed even in the second century. The Canon of the New Testament was not formed out of a
mass of writings possessing some claim to recognition, though there is a popular impression to
this effect.

3. Here the character of the writings comes in as confirmatory evidence. Of the Apocryphal
Gospels in general, R. Hot'mann' well says: "The method employed in these compositions is
always the same, whether the author intended simply to collect and arrangewhatwas floating in the
general tradition, or whether he intended to produce a definite dogmatical effect. Rarely he threw
himself on his own invention ; but generally he elaborated what was only hinted at in the Canoni-
cal Gospels, or transcribed words of Jesus into action, or described the literal fulfilment of some
Jewishexpectation concerning the Messiah, or repeated the wonders of the Old Testament in an
inhanced form, etc. The work done, he took care to conceal his own name, and inscribed his
book with the name of some apostle or disciple, in order to give it authority." As a rule, there-
fore, the Apocryphal Gospels give details regardingthose periods of our Lord's life about which
the New Testament is wisely silent.

"._,haff._ i. p.toS,
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The genesis of much of the literature resembles that of modern "Lives of Christ" written to

present a view of the Person of our Lord which is not in accordance with the obvious sense of the
New Testament. Probably sometofthe Apocryphal Gospels and Acts were not intended to be
forgeries, but only novels with a purpose.'

4. But while the early Church exercised proper discernment, and the Canon of the New
Testament was soon definitely recognised and universally accepted, the apocryphal writings

were not without influence. The sacred legends, the ecclesiastical traditions, all too potent in
their effect, are in many cases to be traced to these writings. Much that Rome inculcates is
derived from these books, which the Western Church constantly rejected. It is, therefore, not

strange that modern Protestant scholarship has been most active in the investigation of this htera-
ture. The study of these works furnishes not only a defence of the canonical books of the New

Testament, but an effective weapon against that "tradition" which would overbear the authority
of Holy Scripture. No attempt has been made to annotate the various works in illustration of

the above positions, although the temptation to do so was very great. A few notes have been
appended, but it was felt that in most cases the intelligent reader would not fail to draw the

proper conclusions from the documents themselves. Those who desire to investigate further will
find the best helps indicated either J_ the Introduction of the translator or in the Bibliography
which closes this volume and series.

It will be noticed that no Apocryphal Epistles are included in the literature which follows.
Such forgeries were less common, and the Apocryphal Acts furnished a more convenient channel

for heretical opinions and argument. Of the few in existence, some appear, in connection
with other works, in the Acts of Thadd_ens, in the Pseudo-Ignatian Epistles, in the Clementine

Homilies (Epistles of Peter to James), and in Ensebius. The forged letters of Paul, to the
I.aodiceans and a third to the Corinthians, deserve httle attention, being made to supply the sup-

posed loss suggested by Col. iv. i6 and x Cor. v. 9. The correspondence of Paul and Seneca
(six letters from the former and eight from the latter) has a certain interest, but scarcely deserves

a place even among the apocryphal writings.

z In most cases the vocabulary of the books furnishes positive evidence of the late origin. A great number of terms can be traced to a
imrticularperiodofecclesiasticaldevelopment_whll©thedogmauctendencieswhlchpointtoa glven(andcomparativelylate)periodofcon-

U'owrsyarefrequentand obvious.



TRANSLATOR'SINTRODUCTORYNOTICE

OuR aim in these translations has been to give a rendering of the originalas literal as possible;
and to this we have adhered even in cases --and they are not a few--in which the Latin or the
Greek is not in strict accordance with grammatical rule. It was thought advisable in all cases to
give the reader the means of forming an acctirate estimate of the style as well as the substance of
these curious documents.

PART I. -- APOCRYPHAL GOSPELS.

The portion of the volume, extending from page 36i to page 476, comprising the Apocryphal
Gospels properly so called, consists of twenty-two separate documents, of which ten are written in
Greek and twelve in Latin. These twenty-two may be classed under three heads : (a) those re-
lating to the history of Joseph and of the Virgin Mary, previous to the birth of Christ; (b) those
relating to the infancy of the Saviour ; and (c) those relating to the history of Pilate. The
ongines of the traditions are the Protevangelium of James, the Gospel of Thomas, and the Acts
of Pilate. All or most of the others can be referred to these three, as compilations, modifications,
or amplifications.

There is abundant evidence of the existence of many of these traditions in the second century,
thoughit cannot be made out that any of the books were then in existence in their present form.
The greater number of the authorities on the subject, however, seem to agree in assigning to the
first four centuries of the Christian era, the following fivebooks : x. The Protevangelium of James ;
2. The Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew; 4. The History of Joseph the Carpenter; 5. The Gospel of
Thomas ; 9. The Gospel of Nicodemus.

We proceed to give a very brief notice of each of them.

I. TAt Pro_oangelium o/James. --The name of Protevangelium was first given to it by Postel,
whose Latin version was published in t552. The James is usually referred to St. James the Less,
the Lord's brother ; but the titles vary very much.* Origen, in the end of the second century,
mentions a book of James, but it is by no means clear that he refem to the book in question.
Justin Martyr, in two passages, refers to the cave in which Christ was born ; and from the end of
the fourth century down, there are numerous a11usiomin ecclesiastical writings to statements made
in the Protevangelium.

For his edition Tischendorf made use of seventeen uss., one of them belonging to the ninth
eentury. The Greek is good of the kind, and free from errors and corruptions. There are trm_
latiom of it into English by Jones (i 7_2) and Cowper 0867).

II. 27_eGos_el of Pseudo-_ratll_m. --The majority of the l_v_.attribute this book to Matthew,
though the titles vary much. The letters prefixed, professing to be written to and by St. Jerome,
exist in sevelal of the _ms.; but no one who is acquainted with the style of Jerome's lettem will
think this one authentic. There are, however, in his works many allusions to some of the legen_
mentioned in this book. Chapters i.-xxiv, were edited by Thilo, chapters xxv. to the end areedited

Ont _J_tl_ l._rd',blather,inthe_rlmaChristianlittrttm_is Dot_ _ p,,-- tlz sanof .A.1phtt_oMof thott,teh_
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for the first time by Tischendorf. It is not very clear whether the Latin be original, or a direct
translation from the Greek. In most part it seems to be original. The list of epithets, how-

ever, applied to the triangles of the Alpha in chapter xxxi. are pretty obviously mistranslations of
Greek technical terms, which it might not be difficult to reproduce.

III. Gospel of the Nativity of 3fary. -- This work, which is in substance the same as the earlier

part of the preceding, yet differs from it in several important points, indicating a later date and a
different author. It has acquired great celebrity from having been transferred almost entire to

the Itistorta Lombardica or Zegenda .4urea in the end of the thirteenth century. Mediaeval poetry
and sacred art have been very much indebted to its pages.

The original is in Latin, and is not a direct translation from the Greek. In many passages it
follows very closely tile Vulgate translation.

IV. The History of Joseph the Carpenter.-- The original language of this history is Coptic.

From the Coptic it was translated into Arabic. The Arabic was pubhshed by Wallin in 1722, with
a Latin translation and copious notes. Wallin's version has been republished by Fabncius, and
later in a somewhat amended form by Thilo. This amended form of Wallin's version is the text

adopted by Tischendorf. Chapters xiv.-xxiii, have been pubhshed in the Sahidic text by Zoega in
x8io with a Latin translation, and more correctly by Dulaurier in 1835 with a French translation.

Tischendorf employs various arguments in support of his opinion that the work belongs to the
fourth century. It is found, he says, in both dialects of the Coptic : the eschatology of it is not
inconsistent with an early date : the feast of the thousand years of chapter xxvi. had become part

of heretical opinion after the third century. The death of the Virgin Mary m chapter v. is con-
sistent with the doctrine of the assumption, which began to prevail in the fifth century.

V., VI., VII. The Gospel of Thomas.--Like the Protevan.gelium of James, the Gospel of
Thomas is of undoubted antiquity. It is mentioned by name by Origen, quoted by Iren_eus and
the author of the Philosophumena, who says that it was used by the Nachashenes, a Gnostic sect

of the second century. Cyril of Jerusalem (d. 386) attributes the authorship not to the apostle,
but to a Thomas who was one of the three disciples of Manes. Thts fact, of course, indicates
that Cyril knew nothing of the antiquity of the book he was speaking of. This Manich_ean origin

has been adopted by many writers, of whom the best known are in recent times R. Simon and
Mingarelli.

The text of the first Greek form is obtained from a Bologna ras. published by Mingarelli with a
Latin translation in 1764, a Dresden MS.of the sixteenth century edited by Thilo, a Viennese frag-

ment edited by Lambecius, and a Parisian fragment first brought to light by Coteler in his edition
of the Apostolical Constitutions, and translated into Enghsh by Jones.

The second Greek form is pubhshed for the first time by Tischendorf, who got the MS., which
is on paper, of the fourteenth or fifteenth century, from one of the monasteries on Mount Sinai.

The Latin form is also published for the first time, from a Vatican Ms. There is another Latin
text existing in a palimpsest, which Tlschendorf assigns to the fifth century, and asserts to be much
nearer the ancient Greek copy than any of the other MSS.

It seems pretty clear, from the contents of the book, that its author was a Gnostic, a Docetist,
and a Marcosian ; and it was held in estimation by the Nachashenes and the Manicla_eans. Its

bearing upon Christian art, and to some extent Christian dogma, is well known.

The Greek of the original is by no means good, and the Latin translator has in many cases
mistaken the meaning of common Greek words.

VIII. Arabic Gospel of the Saviour's Infancy. m Chapters i.-ix, are founded on the Gospels

of Luke and Matthew, and on the Protevangelium of James _ chapters xxxvi, to the end are corn-
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piled from the Gospel of Thomas ; the rest of the book, chapters x. to xxxv., is thoroughly Oriental
in its character, reminding one of the tales of the Arabian 2Vigkts, or of the episodes in the
Golden Ass of Apuleius.

It is evident that the work is a compilation, and that the compiler was an Oriental. Various

arguments are adduced to prove that the original language of it was Syriac.
It was first published, with a Latin translation and copious notes, by Professor $ike of Cam-

bridge in 1697, afterwards by Fabricius, Jones, Schmid, and Thilo. Tischendorf's text is $ike's
Latin version amended by Fleischer.

There are not sufficient data for fixing with any accuracy the time at which it was composed
or compiled.

IX.-XIV. 2"_e Gospel of Nicodemus.' raThe six documents inserted under this name are
various forms of two books -- two in Greek and one in Latin of the Acts of Pilate ; one in Greek
and two in Latin of the Descent of Christ to the world below. Of twelve MSS.,only two or three

give the second part consecutively with the first, nor does it so appear in the Coptic translation.
The title of Gospel of Nicodemus does not appear before the thirteenth century.

Justin Martyr mentions a book called the Acts of Pilate, and Eusebius informs us that the
Emperor Maximim allowed or ordered a book, composed by the pagans under this tide, to be
published m a certain portion of the empire, and even to be taught in the schools ; but neither of
these could have been the work under consideration.

Tischendorf attributes it to the second century, which is probably too early, though without
doubt the legend was formed by the end of the second century. Maury (AdTm.de la Sociltl des
AnEg. de France, t. xx.) places it in the beginning of the fifth century, from 405 to 4no ; and
Renan (Etudes d'Hist. Relig., p. x77) concurs in this opinion. An able writer in the Quarterly
Review (vol. cxvi.) assigns it to 439 ; the author of the article Pilate, in Smith's Bible Dica'onary,
gives the end of the third century as the probable date.

The author was probably a Hellenistic Jew converted to Christianity, or, as Tischendorf and
Maury conclude, a Christian imbued with Judaic and Gnostic beliefs. The original language was
most probably Greek, though, as in the case of Pseudo-Matthew, the History of Joseph the Car-
penter, etc., the original language is, in many of the prefaces, stated to have been Hebrew. Some
think that Latin was the original language, on the ground that Pilate would make his report to the
Emperor in that, the official, language. The Latin text we have, however, is obviously a transla-
tion, made, moreover, by a man to whom Greek was not very familiar, as is obvious from several
instances specified in our notes to the text.

The edia'oprinceps of the Latin text is without place or date, and it has been re-edited by
Jones, Birch, Fabricius, Thilo, and others. The Greek text of Part I., and of a portion of Part
II., was first published by Birch, and afterwards in a much improved form, with the addition of
copious notes and prolegomena, by Thilo. The latter part of his prolegomena contains a full
account of the English, French, Italian, and German translations. For his edition Tisehendorf
consulted thirty-nine ancient documents, of which a full account is given in his prolegomena, pp.
lxxi.-lxxvi.

For an interesting account of these documents, see the introduction to Mr. B. H. Cowper's
translation of the Apocryphal Gospels, pp. lxxxv.-cii.

XV. TAe Zetter of Pan_'us t_Tate.J The text is formed from four authorities, none of them
ancient. A translation of the Greek text of the same letter will be found at p. 480.

XVI., XVII. 2_e Re2_ort of 2_'latt. _ The first of these documents was first published by
Fabricius with a Latin translation; the second by Birch, and then by Thilo. "rischendorf has

* [The numbers here correspond with those of T*_ in his pr_e_. In his table d _t_ats, however, he Si_ a

rateamaber to the letter of Pilate, which dote* XIII. Heac_ the eaume_tloa differs from that _-- R.]
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made use of five Mm., the earlie_ of the twelfth century. It does not seem po_ble to a._ign
the date.

XVIII. 2_eParadosis of P//ate.mIt has been well remarked by the author of the article in
the Quarterly Review above referred to, that the early Church looked on Pilate with no unfavour-
able eye ; that he is favourably shown in the catacombs ; that the early Fathers interpreted him as
a figure of the early Church, and held him to be guiltless of Christ's death ; that the creeds do not
condemn him, and the Coptic Church has even made him a saint. He remarks also that Dante
finds punishments for Caiaphas and Annas, but not for Pilate.

The text was first edited by Birch, and afterwards by Thilo. Tisehendorf makes use of five
_ss., of which the earliest belongs to the twelfth century.

XIX. 2_e Deatk of_q'late. _ This is published for the first time by Tischendorf from a Latin
Ks. of the fourteenth century. The language shows it to be of a late date. It appears almost
entire in the Zegenda Aurea.

XX. 2_e Narra_ve of Jos_h.--This history seems to have been popular in the middle ages,
ff we may judge from the number of the Greek uss. of it which remain.

It was first published by Birch, and after him by Thilo. For his edition Tischendorf made
use of three _ss., of which the oldest belongs to the twelfth century.

XXI. 27w Avenging of t_ Saviour. _ This version of the Legend of Veronica is written in
very barbarous Latin, probably of the seventh or eighth century. An Anglo-Saxon version, which
Tischendorf concludes to be derived from the Latin, was edited and translated for the Cambridge
Antiquarian Society, by C. W. Goodwin, in 185L The Anglo-Saxon text is from a Ms.in the Cam-
bridge Library, one of a number presented to the Cathedral of Exeter by Bishop Leofric in the
beginning of the eleventh century.

The reader willobserve that there are in this document two distinct legends, somewhat clumsily
joined together_ that of Nathan's embassy, and that of Veronica.*

PART II. raTHE APOCRYPHAL ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

This portion of the volume, extending from page 477 to page 564, presents us with documents
written in a style considerably different from that of the Apocryphal Gospels properly so called.
There we have without stint the signs that the Jews desired ; here we begin to have some glimpses
of the wisdom which the Greeks sought after, along with a considerable share of

QuidquidGmcia mendax
Audetin historia.

We have less of miracle, more of elaborate discomse. The Apoca'yphal Gospels were suited to
the mT_2_/e/ccu/a, fromwhich, as Jerome said, the Church originated; the Apocryphal Acts appeal
more to the Academia.

We have in ancient literature, especially Greek literature, a long series of fabulous histories
attached to the names of men who made themselves famous either in artsor arms. This taste for i
the marvellous became general after the expedition of Alexander; and from that time down we
have numerous examples of it in the lives of Alexander, of Pythagoras, of ApoUonius of Tyana,
of Homer, of Virgil, and others without number; and we all know how much fabulous matter is
apt to gather round the names of popular heroes even in modern times.

z [Ir_a.fitR_dfa_mmtsandfit_doth_Apocmlphal_m,,qc_lg_Lp.s_a. _mel_mm, lmtia_
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It is not to be wondered at, then, that round the names of Christ and His apostles, who had

brought about social changes greater than those effected by the exploits of any hero of old, there
should gather, as the result of the wondering awe of simple-minded men, a growth of the roman-
tic and the fabulous.

These stories came at length to form a sort of apostolic cycle, of which the documents follow-

ing are portions. They exists also in a Latin form in the ten books of the Acts of the Apostles,
compded probably in the sixth century, and falsely attributed to Abdias, the firstbishop of Baby-
1on,by whom it was, of course, written in Hebrew.'

We shall now give a brief account of each of the thirteen documents which make up this part
of the volume.

I. TAt Acts of Petsr and Paul. _ This book was first published in a complete form by Thilo
in 1837 and 1838. A portion of it had already been translated into Latin by the famous Greek
scholar Constantine Lascaris in i49 o, and had been made use of in the celebrated controversy
as to the situation of the island Melita, upon which St. Paul was shipwrecked. For his edition
Tischendorf collated six Mss., the oldest of the end of the ninth century.

Some portions at least of the book are of an early date. The Damine quo vadis story, p. 485,
is referred to by Origen, and others after him. A book called the Acts of Peter is condemned in
the decree of Pope Gelasius.

II. Acts of Paul and 7_ecla. _ This book is of undoubted antiquity. There seems reason to
accept the account of it giveu by Tertullian, that it was written by an Asiatic presbyter in glorifi-
cation of St. Paul (who, however, unquestionably occupies only a secondary place in it), and in
support of the heretical opinion that women may teach and baptize. It is expressly mentioned
and quoted by a long line of Latin and Greek Fathers. The quotations are inserted in Tischen-
dorf's Prolegomena, p. xxiv.

The text was first edited in 1698 by Grabe from a Bodleian Ms., republished by Jones in 1726.
A blank in the Bodleian MS.was supplied in I7, 5 by Thomas Hearne from another Oxford _s.
Tischendorf's text is from a recension of three Paris MSS.,each of the eleventh century.

III. Acts af Barnabas. _ This book has more an air of truth about it that any of the others.
There is not much extravagance in the details, and the geography is correct, showing that the
writer knew Cyprus well. It seems to have been written at all events before 478, in which yeaz
the body of Barnabas is said to have been found in Cyprus.

Papebroche first edited the book in the Acta Sanctorum in 1698, with a Latin translation.
The Vatican MS.which he used was an imperfect one. Tischendorfs text is from a Parisian Ms. of
the end of the ninth century.

IV. Jlcts of Pkili/. --A book under this name was condemned in the decree of Pope Gelasius;
and that the traditions about Philip were well known from an earlydate, is evident from the abun-
dant references to them in ancient documents. The writings of the Hagiographers also, both
Greek and Latin, contain epitomes of Philip's life.

The Greek text, now first published, is a recension of two Mss.,m a Parisian one of the
eleventh century, and a Venetian one. The latter is noticeable, from being superscribed From
t_ _ftsen_ Act to the end, leaving us to infer that we have only a portion of the book.

V. Acts of _u'_'_ in Hellas. _ This also is published for the first time by Tischendorf. It is
obviously a later document than the preceding, though eompeaed in the same style. It is from a
Parisianus. of the eleventh century.

x [T_mtls, ttlisthcmglltlmL OfmchH_n_,mlgimdtheretsmtmee.--_ '_i
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VI. Acts af Andrew. -- In the decree of Pope Gelasius (g. 496), a book under this name is
condemned as apocryphal. Epiphanins (d. 4o3) states that the Acts of Andrew were in favour
with the Encratites, the Apostolics, and the Origenians ; Augustine (d. 43o) mentions that the
Acts of the Apostles written by Leucius Charinus n disci_ulus diaboh, as Pope Gelasins calls him

were held in estimation by the Manichmans. The authorship generally is attributed to Leucius
by early writers ; Innoeentius I. (d. 4x7), however, says that the Acts of Andrew were composed
by the philosophers Nexocharis and Leonidas. This book is much the same in substance with the
celebrated Presbyterarum el Diacanarum Achaire de martyria S. Andrtte apastali epistala encyclica,

first edited in Greek by Woog in x749, and by him considered to be a genuine writing of the
apostolic age, composed about A.D. 80. Thilo, while dissenting from this opinion of Woog's,
concludes that it is a fragment from the Acts of Leucius, expurgated of most of its heresy, and
put into its present shape by an orthodox writer. Cardinals Baronius and Bellarmine assign
the epistle to the apostolic age ; Fabricius thinks it much later.

The probability is that the book was written by Leucius, following earlier traditions, and that
it was afterwards revised and fitted for general reading by an orthodox hand.

Though some of the traditions mentioned in the book are referred to by authors of the begin-
ing of the fifth century, there does not seem to be any undoubted quotation of it before the
eighth and the tenth centuries. Some portions of Pseudo-Abdias, however, are almost in the
words of our Greek Acts.

The text is edited chiefly from two Mss.,-- the one of the eleventh, the other of the four-
teenth century.

The Greek of the original is good of the kind, and exhibits considerable rhetorical skill.

VII. Acts of Andrew and llfatthias.mThilo assigns the authorship of these Acts also to
Leucius, and the use of them to the Gnostics, Manich_eans, and other heretics. Pseudo-Abdias
seems to have derived his account of Andrew and Matthias from the same source. Epiphanius
the monk, who wrote in the tenth century, gives extracts from the history. There is, besides, an
old English m commonly called Anglo-Saxon--poem, Andrew and Helene, published by Jacob
Grimm in x84o, the argument of which in great part coincides with that of the Acts of Andrew
and Matthias.

There is considerable doubt as to whether it is Matthias or Matthew that is spoken of.
Pseudo-Abdias, followed by all the Latin writers on the subject, calls him Matthew. The Greek
texts hesitate between the two. Tischendorf edits Matthias, on the authority of his oldest Ms.
There is also some discrepancy as to the name of the town. Some MSS. say Sinope, others
Myrmene or Myrna : they generally, however, coincide in calling it a town of ._Ethiopia.

Thilo, and Tischendorf after him, made use chiefly of three MSS.,only one of which, of the
fifteenth century, contains the whole book. The oldest is an uncial Ms. of about the eighth
century.

The Acts of Peter and Andrew, from the Bodleian Ms.,are inserted as an appendix to the
Acts of Andrew and Matthias.

VIII. Acts af_t"atthew.--This book is edited by Tischendorf for the first time. It is a much
later production than the last, written in bad Greek, and in a style rendered very cumbrous by the
use of participial phrases.

On the authority of the oldest MS.,Matthew, not Matthias, is the name here. It is probably
owing to this confusion between the names, that there is much uncertainty in the traditions regard-
ing St. Matthew.

Tisehendorf gives, in his/_/eg'omena, a long extract from Nicephorus, which shows that he
was acquainted with this book, or something very like it.

The text is edited from two MSS.,--a Parisian of the eleventh century, and a Viennese of a
later date.
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IX. ,4c#_of Thomas. _ The substance of this book is of great antiquity, and in its original
formit was held in great estimation by the heretics of the first and second centuries. The main
heresy which it contained was that the ApostleThomas baptized, not with water, but with oil only.
It is mentioned by Epiphanius, Turribins, and Nicephorus, condemned in the decree of Gelasius,
and in the Synopsis of Scriptureascribed to Athanasius,in which it is placed, along with the Acts
of Peter, Acts of John, and other books, among the An_gomena. St. Augustine in three pas-
sagesrefers to the book in such a way as to show that he had it in something very like its present
form. Two centuries later, Pseudo-Abdias made a recension of the book, rejecting the more
heretical portions, and adapting it generally to orthodox use. Photius attributes the authorship
of this document, as of many other apocryphal Acts, to Leucius Charinus.

The Greek text was first edited, with copious notes and prolegomena, by Thilo in x8_3. The
text fromwhich the present translation is made is a recension of five Mss.,the oldest of the tenth
century.

X. Consumma_'on off Thomas. -- This is properly a portion of the preceding book. Pseudo-
Abdias follows it veryclosely, but the Greek of some chapters of his translationor compilation has
not yet been discovered.

The text, edited by Tischendorf for the first time, is from a Ms. of the eleventh century.

XI. Mar_rdom o/ Bartholomezo.-- This Greek text, now forthe first time edited by Tischen-
dorf, is very similar to the account of Bartholomewin Pseudo-Abdias. The editor is inclined
to beheve, not that the Greek text is a translation of Abdias, which it probably is, but that both it
and Abdias are derived from the same source. Tischendorf seems inclined to lay some weight
upon the mention made by Abdias of a certain Crato, said to be a disciple of the Apostles Simon
and Judas, having written a voluminous history of the apostles, which was translated into Latin by
Julius Afncanus. The whole story, however,is absurd. It is very improbable that Julius Africanus
knew any Latin ; it is possible, however, that he may have compiled some stories of the apostles,
that these may have been translated into Latin, and that Pseudo-Crato and Pseudo-Abdias may
have derived some of their materials from this source.

The Greek text is edited froma Venetian MS.of the thirteenth century.

XIL Acts of Thadd_us. _ This document, of which our text is the editio p-itweps, is of some
consequence, as giving in another form the famous letters of Christ to Abgarus. Eusebius (H. E.,
i. i3) says that he found in the archivesof Edessa the letters written by their own hands, and that
he translated them from the Syriac. The story of the portraitwas a later invention. It is found
in Pseudo-Abdias (x. x), and with great detail in Nicephorus (H. E., ii. 7)- There is consider-
able variety in the texts of the letters. They were probablywritten in Syriac in the third century
by some native of Edessa, who wished to add to the importance of his city and the antiquityof
his church. See the whole subject discussed in Dr. Cureton's Ancient Syriac Documents relalivs
to the earliest establishment of Christianity in Edessa.

The Greek text, which is probably of the sixth or seventh century, seems, from allusions to the
synagogue, the hours of prayer, the Sabbath-day, etc., to have been written by a Jew. It is edited
from a Paris MS.of the eleventh century, and a Vienna one of a later date.

XIII. Ace of./'ohn.--A book under this title is mentioned by Eusebius, Epiphanius, Photitut,
among Greek writers; Augustine, Philastrius, Innocent I., and Turribius among Latin writers.
The two last named and Photius ascribe the authorship to Leucius, a_d/_/u_ dt_o_; who got
the credit of all these heretical brochures. It is not named in the decree of Gelasins.

Augustine (Tractat. x24 in Jolmnnem) relates at length the story of John going down alive
into hisgrave, and of the fact of his being alive being shown by his breath stirringabout the dust
on the tomb. This story, which has some resemblance to the Teutonic legend of Barbaroe_ is _

repeated by Photius.
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There is a Latin document published by Fabricins, _a_do-M'eh'_nis h'ber de Passio_ S. fo.
t,annis .Evangeh'sl, z, which the author professed to write with the original of Leucins before his

eyes. It has considerable resemblances in some passages to the present text. The only passages
in Pseudo-Abdlas that appear to have any connection with the present document are those which
refer to the apostle's burial.

The text is edited from a Paris Ms. of the eleventh century, and a Vienna one, to which no date
is assigned.

It is doubtful whether the narrative part of the Acts of John be by the same hand as the dis-
courses.

PART III.-- APOCRYPHAL APOCALYPSES.

This portion of the volume, extending from page 565 to page 598, consists of seven docu-
ments, four of which are called Apocalypses by their authors. Of these, the Greek text of the

first three is edited for the first time ; the fourth, the Apocalypse of John, has appeared before.
The fifth, The Falling Asleep of Mary, appears for the first time in its Greek form, and in the
first Latin recension of it.

The MSS.of these documents are characterized by extreme variety of readings ; and in some

of them, especially the earlier portion of the Apocalypse of Esdras, the text is in a very corrupt
state.

I. T,_r ,,l_cal_se of _foscs.- This document belongs to the Apocrypha of the Old Testa-

ment rather than that of the Hew. We have been unable to find in it any reference to any Christian
writing. In its form, too, it appears to be a portion of some larger work. Parts of it at least are
of an ancient date, as it is very likely from this source that the writer of the Gospel of Nicodemus

took the celebrated legend of the Tree of Life and the Oil of Mercy. An account of this legend
will be found in Cowper's A/,ocry_ohal GostOds, xcix.-cii. ; in Maury, Croyances el I__gendts de
l'Antifuig, p. _94 ; in Renan's commentary to the Syriac text of the Penitence of Adam, edited

and translated by Renan in thefournalAsian'qut for x853. There appeared a poetical rendering
of the legend in Blackwooa_s Magazine ten or twelve years ago.

Tischendorf's text is made from four MSS.: A, a Venice Ms. of the thirteenth century ; B and C,
Vienna MSS.of the thirteenth and twelfth centuries respectively ; and D, a Milan MS. of about the
eleventh century.

II. /7_ .4_Oecalypse of Esdras. -- This book is a weak imitation of the apocryphal fourth book
of Esdras. Thilo, in his prolegomena to the Acts of Thomas, p. lxxxii., mentions it, and doubts

whether it be the fourth book of Esdras or not. Portions of it were published by Dr. Hase of
the Paris Library, and it was then seen that it was a different production. The MS.is of about the

fifteenth century, and in the earlier portions very difficult to read.

nI. 2_e A_Oocaly_se of PauL--There are two apocryphal books beating the name of Paul

mentioned by ancient writers : The Ascension of Paul, adopted by the Cainites and the Gnostics ;
and the Apocalypse of Paul, spoken of by Augustine and Sozomen. There seems to be no
doubt that the present text, discovered by Tischendoffin I843, and published by him in 1866, is

the book mentioned by Augustine and Sozomen. It is referred to by numerous authorities, one
of whom, however, ascribes it to the heretic Paul of Samosata, the founder of the sect of the
Paulic'mm.

There appear to be versions of it in Coptic, Syriac, and Arabic. One of the Syrlac versions,
from an Urumiyeh Ms., was translated into English by an American missionary in x864. This
tramlation, or the greater portion of it, is printed by Tischendoff along with his edition of the text.
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Tischendorf, upon what seems to be pretty good evidence, ascribes it tO the year 380. It is
froma Milan ms. of not earlier than the fifteenth century. There is another m. two centuries
older; but they both seem to be copied from the same originaL The Syriac seems to be later
than the Greek, and, according to Eastern fashion, fuller in details.

IV. The A_ocaly2oseoffohn. _ In the scholia to the Grammar of Dionysius the Thracian,
ascribed to the ninth century, immediately after the ascription of the Apocalypse of Paul to Paul
of Samosata, there occurs the following statement : ' And there is another called the Apocalypse of
John the Theologian. We do not speak of that in the i_hud of Patmos, God forbid, for it is most
true ; but of a supposititious and spurious one.' This is the oldest reference to this Apocalypse.
Asseman says he found the book in Arabic in three _ss.

The document was first edited by Birch in 1804, from a Vatican Ms., collated with a Vienna
_s. For his edition Tischendoff collated other five Mss., two of Paris, three of Viennu_ of from
the fourteenth to the sixteenth century.

Of other Apocalypses, Tischendorf in his 23"olegomenagives an abstract of the Apocalypse of
Peter, the Apocalypse of Bartholomew, the Apocalypse of Mary, and the Apocalypse of Daniel.
The Apocalypse of Peter professes to be written by Clement. There is an Arabic MS.of it in the

Bodleian Library. It is called the Perfect Book, or the Book of Perfection, and consists of eighty-
nine chapters, comprising a history of the world as revealed to Peter, from the foundation of the
world to the appearing of Antichrist.

The Apocalypse of Bartholomew, from a MS.in the Paris Library,was edited and translated by
Dulaurier in 1835. The translation appears in Tischendorf's Prolegomena.

The Apocalypse of Mary, containing her descent to the lower world, appears in several Greek
Mss. It is of a late date, the work of some monk of the middle ages.

The Apocalypse of Daniel, otherwise called the Revelation of the Prophet Daniel about the
consummation of the world, is also of a late date. About the half of the Greek text is given in
the Prolegomena. We have not thought it necessary to translate it.

V., VI., VII. 2_e Assum:a'on of Mary.--It is somewhat strange that the Greek text of this
book, which has been translated into several languages both of the East and the West, is edited
by Tischendorf for the first time. He assigns it to a date not later than the fourth century. A
book under this title is condemned in the decree of Gelasius. The author of the Second Latin

Form (see p. 595, note), writing under the name of Melito, ascribes the authorship of a treatise
on the same subject to Leucius. This, however, cannot be the book so ascribed to Leucius, as
Pseudo-Melito affirms that his book, which is in substance the same as the Greek text, was writ-
ten to condemn Leucius' heresies.

There are translations or recensions of our text in Syriac,Sahidic, and Arabic. The Syriac was
edited and translated by Wright in 1865, in his Cont_'kuh'ons to the AiOocryiO_ulLi/erature of'tl, e
New Testament. Another recension of it was published in the Journal of Sacred Ia'terature for
January and April, 1864. An Arabic version of it, resembling more the Syriac than the Greek or
Latin, was edited and translated by Enger in x854. The Sahidic recension, published and tran_
lated by Zoega and Dulaurier, is considerably different from our pry'sent texts. The numerous
Latin recensions also differ considerably from each other, as will be seen from a comparison of
the First Latin Form with the Second. They are all, however, from the same source, and that
probably the Greek text which we have translated. The Greek texts, again, exhibit comidcrahle
variations,especially in the latter portions.

In the end of the seventh century, John Archbishop of Theualonica wrote a discourse on the
faUing asleep of Mary, mainly derived from the book of Pseudo-John; and in some _ this '_"
treatise of John of Thessalonica is ascribed to John the Apostle. Epiphanius, however, nm.kes _'
distinctive mention of both treatises. _:



360 INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

For his edition of the Greek text, Tischendorf made use of five uss., the oldest of the eleventh
¢ent_.

The First Latin Form is edited from three Italian zess.,the oldest of the thirteenth century.
The Second Latin Form, which has been previously published elsewhere, is from a Venetian

us. of the fourteenth century.

We have now concluded our notices, compiled chiefly from Tischendorf's 23,'olegomena,of the
Apocryphal Literature of the New Testament.

While these documents are of considerable interest and value, as giving evidence of a wide-
spread feeling in early times of the importance of the events which form the basis of our behef,
and as affording us curious glimpses of the state of the Christian conscience, and of modes of
Christian thought, in the _irstcenturies of our era, the predominant impression which they leave
on our minds is a profound sense of the immeasurable superiority, the unapproachable simplicity
and majesty, of the Canonical Writings.

ST. Aw_mrvcs, _otA Marc,_, :870.



THE PROTEVANGELIUM OF JAMES.

THE BIRTH OF MARY THE HOLY MOTHER OF GOD, AND VERY GLORIOUS

MOTHER OF JESUS CHRIST.'

x. IN the records of the twelve tribes of Israel I shall bewail my widowhood ; i shall bewail my
was Joachim, a man rich exceedingly; and he childlessness. And the great day of the Lord
brought his offerings double,* saying: There was at hand; and Judith ,o her maid-servant
shall be of my superabundance to all the people, said : How long dost thou humiliate thy soul?
and there shall be the offering for my forgive- Behold, the great day of the Lord is at hand,
hess3 to the Lord for a propitiation for me.* and it is unlawful for thee to mourn. But take
For the great day of the Lord was at hand, and this head-band, which the woman that made it
the sons of Israel were bringing their offerings, gave to me ; for it is not proper that I should
And there stood over against him Rubim, say- wear it, because I am a maid-servant, and it has
ing : It is not meet for thee first to bnng thine a royal appearance.*' And Anna said : Depart
offerings, because thou hast not made seed in from me; for I have not done such things, and
Israel.S And Joachim was exceedingly grieved, the Lord has brought me very low. I fear that
and wentawayto the registers of the twelve tribe,+ some wicked person has given it to thee, and
of the people, saying : I shall see the registers of thou hast come to make me a sharer in thy sin.
the twelve tribes of Israel, as to whether I alone And Judith said : Why should I curse thee,
have not made seed in Israel. And he searched, seeing that ,2 the Lord hath shut thy womb, so as
and found that all the righteous had raised up not to give thee fruit in Israel? And Anna was
seed in Israel. And he called to mind the pa- grieved exceedingly, and put off her garments
triach Abraham, that in the last day 6 God gave of mourning, and cleaned her head, and put on
him a son Isaac. And Joachim was exceedingly her wedding garments, and about the ninth hour
grieved, and did not come into the presence of went down to the garden to walk. And she saw
his wife ; but he retired to the desert,7 and there a laurel, and sat under it, and prayed to the
pitched his tent, and fasted forty days and forty Lord, saying : O God of our fathers, bless me
nights, s saying in himself: I will not go down and hear my prayer, as Thou didst bless the
either for food or for drink until the Lord my womb of Sarah, and didst give her a son Isaac.'*
God shall look upon me, and prayer shall be 3. And gazing towards the heaven, she saw a
my food and drink, sparrow's nest in the laurel,'+ and made a lamen-

2. And his wife Anna 9 mourned in two mourn- ration in herself, saying : Alas ! who begot me ?
ings, and lamented in two lamentations, saying : and what womb produced me ? because I have

become a curse in the presence of the sons of
, [Thisaae is takenbyT'_:he.do_¢t_m * .m_,_,ipt of the Israel, and I have been reproached, and they have

d_kLth ce.atury (Paris). At least seventeen other forms exist. Themv*nouslynamedbyaacientwriters.Inthedecr¢eofGx_lasmsdriven me in derision out of the temple of the
(A'D'495) hec°ndemntttas_vanFl:'m_w_i_Yac#biminerf_Lord. Alas ! to what have I been likened? I

t_ t_torF,b_d_.._t'-'--q_"_*_'aTi_a°__i,_ _pt --d,_._ T__ tm,_t_. _ ,o,_,h,t _B di_-- am not like the fowls of the heaven, because even'" , " " the fowls of the heaven are productive beforevanatmns are verbal and formal rather thaa material. -- R.]
a Susanna t. 4-

th_ The ttadinm+ vary, mad the m is doubtful, Thlb thinks Thee, O Lord, Alas I to what have I been lik-. thesenscm:'Sg¢hat _[offer overand abovewhat the lawvequir_ ened? I am not like the beasts of the earth, be-
a for the benefit of the whole people; but the offerirat I make for my cause even the beasts of the earth are productive+°smafio.rgl_veLx_m(*ccordmg to the law's reqmnmmeats_ ahall be to the
t,om,thatHemayhe tenderedmercifultome. before Thee, 0 Lord. Alas I to what have I been
c_rh_ Chu*chofRom _m,oint,M_-h _, B theSemtofSLJ_- likened ? I am not like these waters, because,HIS li_ is commemorated m prayera, and the lessoas to
•,c s_muare Wisd. xxxl and Matt. i.

s t Sam. L6, 7; Has+ ix. _t4. ,o Other forna of the name areJuth, Juthln.
it _tte M_. have: FolrI a_ thy M_l-ltervltot, Ind thou hug&Another readiag is: In hut last day__ regalatZTnara.ce.,,MAn_therreadingm: Iatothehill-cotmtr_.• - oses:Ex. zxiv.zS,raxiv,zS;I)eut,iz. 9. Ealjah:zg.ia_ ,* Se_eralMss.lasert:Thoahmtnetlu,tenedtamyvelce;fc_r.

_e. C_rist:Matt.iv.z. ,_Comp.t Sam.i. lr-z&TI__th ofJulyb llmPaut ofSt./ureaiatbeChurchofRome. -- Tol_tiLxo. +_
#t
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even these waters are productive before Thee, O 6. And the child grew strong day by day;
Lord. Alas I to what have I been likened ? I and when she was six 7 months old, her mother
am not like this earth, because even the earth set her on the ground to try whether she could
bringeth forth its fruits in season, and blesseth stand, and she walked seven steps and came
Thee, O I._rd.' into her bosom ; and she snatched her up, say-

4. And, behold, an angel of the I_rd stood by, ing : As the Lord my God liveth, thou shah not
saying: Anna, Anna, the Lord hath beard thy walk on this earth until I bring thee into the
prayer, and thou shalt conceive, and shalt bring temple of the Lord. And she made a sanctuary
forth ; and thy seed shall be spoken of in all the in her bed-chamber, and allowed nothing corn-
world. And Anna said : As the Lord my God mon or unclean to pass through her. And she
liveth, if I beget either male or female, I will called the undefiled daughters of the Hebrews,
bring it as a gift to the Lord my God; and it and they led her astray.8 And when she was a
shall mintster to Him in holy things all the days year old, Joachim nmde a great feast, and in-
of its life? And, behold, two angels came, say- vited the priests, and the scribes, and the elders,
ing to her: Behold, Joachim thy husband is and all the people of Israel. And Joachim
coming with his flocks.3 For an angel of the brought the child to the priests ; and they
Lord went down to him, saying : Joachim, Joa- blessed her, saying : O God of our fathers, bless
chim, the Lord God hath heard thy prayer Go this child, and give her an everlasting name to
down hence ; for, behold, thy wife Anna shall be named in all generations. And all the peo-
conceive. And Joachim went down and called ple sa_d : So be tt, so be it, amen. And he
his shepherds, saying : Bring me hither ten she- brought her to the chief priests ; and they
limbs without spot or blemish, and they shall blessed her, saying: O God most high, look
be for the Lord my God ; and bring me twelve upon this child, and bless her with the utmost
tender calves, and they shall be for the priests blessing, which shall be for ever. And her
and the elders ; and a hundred goats for all the mother snatched her up, and took her into the
people. And, behold, Joachim came with his sanctuary of her bed-chamber, and gave her
flocks ; and Anna stood by the gate, and saw the breast. And Anna made a song to the Lord
Joachim coming, and she ran and hung upon God, saying : I will sing a song to the Lord my
his neck, saying: Now I know that the Lord God, for He hath looked upon me, and hath
God hath blessed me exceedingly ; for, behold, taken away the reproach of mine enemies ; and
the widow no longer a widow, and I the child- the Lord hath given me the fruit of His right-
less shall conceive. And Joachim rested the eousness, singular in its kind, and richly en-
first day in his house, dowed before Him. Who will tell the sons of

5. And on the following day he brought his Rubim that Anna gives suck ? Hear, hear, ye
offerings, saying in himself: If the Lord God twelve tribes of Israel, that Anna gives suck.
has been rendered gracious to me, the plate 4 on And she laid her to rest in the bed-chamber of
the priest's forehead will make it manifest to me. her sanctuary, and went out and ministered unto
And Joachim brought his offerings, and observed them. And when the supper was ended, they
attentively the priest's plate when he went up to went down rejoicing, and glorifying the God of
the altar of the Lord, and he saw no sin in him- Israel.9
self. And Joachim said : Now I know that the 7. And her months were added to the child.
Lord has been gracious unto me, and has remit- And the child was two years old, and Joachim
ted all my sins. And he went down from the said : Let us take her up to the temple of the
temple of the Lord justified, and departed to his Lord, that we may pay the vow that we have
own house. And her months were fulfilled, and]vowed, lest perchance the Lord send to us, z°
in the ninth s month Anna brought forth. And and our offering be not received. And Anna
she said to the midwife : What have I brought said : Let us wait for the third year, in order
forth ? and she said : A girl. And said Anna : that the child may not seek for father or mother.
My soul has been magnified this day. And she And Joachim said : So let us wait. And the
laid her down. And the days having been ful- child was three years old, and Joachim said:
filled, Anna was purified, and gave the breast to Invite the daughters of the Hebrews that are
the child, 6 and called her name Mary. undefiled, and let them take each a lamp, and

let them stand with the lamps burning, that the
t Many of the usa. here add: Alas! to what have I been lik-

ened? 1 am not llke the wave_tof the sea, because even the waves of 7 One of the _ss. Ires nine.
s Tins is the

L_sea, in calm and storm, and the fishes m them, bless Thee, O reading of mo_t I_s. : but it is difficult to..see anysense in it. One Ms reads: They attended on her. Fabricius pro-
t : Sam. i. xx. posed: They bathed her

9 Two of the Mss add: And they gave her the name of Mary,
s One°fthe m_: With his _' and _x'P' and g°at_ !because her nmne fJ_l not fade for ever. This_ of membdo_xa.
a Eat. zxvlii 36--3& For tradalcu8 about tl_e_,'ta/_e_ see Euse_., name-- from the root _ar, fade--is roteof admen or so.

H. E_, _. 23, i_.-3x, v. _: EpiC., Bar., _ t* T'_ is taken to_: _ sotm_ mu_ to warn mthet,_
S Various rea_ugs are: Sixth, seventh, eighth, have been too long in paying our vow. One ms. reads, lest the Lind
60neoftheMss insorts: On the eighth day. depart f_m us; mmthor,-lest the Lord move away from us.
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child may not turn back, and her heart be cap- And now fear, O Joseph, lest the same things
tivated from the temple of the Lord. And they happen in thy house. And Joseph was afraid,
did so until they went up into the temple of the and took her into his keeping. And Joseph said
Lord. And the priest received her, and kissed to Mary : Behold, I have received thee from the
her, and blessed her, saying: The Lord has temple of the Lord; and now I leave thee in
magnified thy name in all generations. In thee, my house, and go away to build my buildings,
on the last of the days, the Lord will manifest and I shall come to thee. The Lord will pro-
His redemption to the sons of Israel. And he tect thee.

set her down upon the third step of the altar, io. And there was a council of the priests,
and the Lord God sent grace upon her ; and she saying : Let us make a veil for the temple of the
danced with her feet, and all the house of Israel Lord. And the priest said : Call to me the un-
loved her. defiled virgins of the family of David. And the

8. And her parents went down marvelling, officers went away, and sought, and found seven
and praising the Lord God, because the child virgins. And the priest remembered the child
had not turned back. And Mary was in the Mary, that she was of the family of David, and
temple of the Lord as if she were a dove that undefiled before God. And the officers went
dwelt there, and she received food from the away and brought her. And they brought them
hand of an angel. And when she was twelve' into the temple of the Lord. And the priest
years old there was held a council of the priests, said : Choose for me by lot who shall spin the
saying : Behold, Mary has reached the age of gold, and the white,4 and the fine linen, and the
twelve years in the temple of the Lord. What sdk, and the blue,s and the scarlet, and the true
then shall we do with her, lest perchance she purple. 6 And the true purple and the scarlet
defile the sanctuary of the Lord ? And they fell to the lot of Mary, and she took them, and
said to the high priest : Thou standest by the went away to her house. And at that time Zach-
altar of the Lord ; go in, and pray concerning arias was dumb, and Samuel was in his place
her; and whatever the Lord shall manifest unto until the time that Zacharias spake. .And Mary
thee, that also will we do. And the high priest took the scarlet, and span it.
went in, taking the robe * with the twelve bells 11. And she took the pitcher, and went out
Into the holy of holies ; and he prayed concern- to fill it with water. And, behold, a voice
ing her. And behold an angel of the Lord stood saying : Hail, thou who hast received grace ;
by him, saying unto him : Zacharias, Zacharias, the Lord is with thee ; blessed art thou among
go out and assemble the widowers of the people, women ! 7 And she looked round, on the right
aud let them bring each his rod ; and to whom- hand and on the left, to see whence this voice
soever the Lord shall show a sign, his wife shall came. And she went away, trembling, to her
she be. And the heralds went out through all house, and put down the pitcher ; and taking
the circuit of Judma, and the trumpet of the the purple, she sat down on her seat, and drew
Lord sounded, and all ran. it out. And, behold, an angel of the Lord stood

9. And Joseph, throwing away his axe, went before her, saying: Fear not, Mary; for thou
out to meet them ; and when they had assem- hast found grace before the Lord of all, and
bled, they went away to the high priest, taking thou shalt conceive, according to His word.
with ttmm their rods. And he, taking the rods And she heating, reasoned with herself, saying:
of all of them, entered into the temple, and Shall I conceive by the Lord, the living God?
prayed ; and having ended his prayer, he took and shall I bring forth as every woman brings
the rods and came out, and gave them to them : forth ? And the angel of the Lord said : Not
but there was no sign in them, and Joseph took so, Mary ; for the power of the Lord shall over-
his rod last ; and, behold, a dove came out of shadow thee: wherefore also that holy thing
the rod, and flew upon Joseph's head. And the which shall be born of thee shall be called the
priest said to Joseph, Thou hast been chosen Son of the Most High. And thou shalt call His
by lot to take into thy keeping the virgin of the name Jesus, for He shall save His people from
Lord. But Joseph refused, saying : I have chil- their sins. And Mary said : Behold, the servant
dren, and I am an old man, and she is a young of the Lord before His face : let it be unto me
girl. I am afraid lest I become a laughing-stock according to thy word.
to the sons of Israel. And the priest said to I2. And she made the purple and the tmarlet,
Joseph : Fear the Lord thy God, and remember and took them to the priest. And the priest
what the Lord did to Dathan, and Abiram, and blessed her, and said : Mary, the Lord God hath
Korah;3 how the earth opened, and they were !

4 Lit., und_l_L It is difftcult to _, what colou_ _. metm_ ot
swallowed up on account of their contradiction. ,f it ts a colour at au The word ,s one_ us_l to mma tim _t.

but wttk no tt.f_*ti_ to e._)lo_. It is _ the ,raze_ *ff a _ oi"

x F_x_fourteeu " Postol's La6n ve_ h_t_. a Sg_3ish,Lit..l_/_im]kh_e"
s N "_ *8. Sira_ _dv.9; Jmtm, Try&, _ _ Ex.r_Lnat._,

urn. _ 3t-33.
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magnified thy name, and thou shalt be blessed conceal her sin, I find myself fighting against
in all the generations of the earth. And Mary, the law of the Lord ; and if I expose her to
with great joy, went away to Elizabeth her kins- the sons of Israel, I am afraid lest that which is
woman/and knocked at the door. And when in her be from an angel," and I shall be found
Elizabeth heard her, she threw away the scarlet,= giving up innocent blood to the doom of death.
and ran to the door, and opened it ; and seeing What then shall I do with her ? I will put her
Mary, she blessed her, and said : Whence is this away from me secretly. And night came upon
to me, that the mother of my Lord should come him ; and, behold, an angel of the Lord appears
to me ? for, behold, that which is in me leaped to him in a dream, saying: Be not afraid for
and blessed thee.3 But Mary had forgotten the this maiden, for that which is in her is of the
mysteries of which the archangel Gabriel had Holy Spirit; and she will bring forth a Son, and
spoken, and gazed up into heaven, and said: thou shalt call His name Jesus, for He wall save
Who am I, O Lord, that all the generations of His people from their sins." And Joseph arose
the earth should bless me? 4 And she remained from sleep, and glorified the God of Israel, who
three months with Elizabeth ; and day by day had given him this grace ; and he kept her.
she grew bigger. And Mary being afraid, went 15. And Annas the scribe came to him, and
away to her own house, and hid herself from the said : Why hast thou not appeared in our assem-
sons of Israel. And she was sixteen s years old bly ? And Joseph said to him : Because I was
when these mysteries happened, weary from my journey, and rested the first day.

x3. And she was in her sixth month; and, And he turned, and saw that Mary was with
behold, Joseph came back from his building, child. And he"ran away to the priest, x3and said
and, entering into his house, he discovered that to him : Joseph, whom thou didst vouch for, has
she was big with child. And he smote 6 his committed a grievous crime. And the priest
face/and threw himself on the ground upon the said: How so? And he said: He has defiled
sackcloth, and wept bitterly, saying : With what the virgin whom he received out of the temple
face shall I look upon the Lord my God ? and of the Lord, and has married her by stealth, and
what prayer shall I make about this maiden ? has not revealed it to the sons of Israel. And
because I received her a virgin out of the temple the priest answering, said : Has Joseph done
of the Lord, and I have not watched over her this ? Then said Annas the scribe : Send offi-
Who is it that has hunted me s down? Who ha: cers, and thou wilt find the virgin with child.
done this evil thing in my house, and defiled the And the officers went away, and found it as he
virgin? Has not the history of Adam been had said; and they brought her along with Jo-
repeated in me ? For just as Adam was in the seph to the tribunal. And the priest said : Mary,
hour of his singing praise,9 and the serpent why hast thou done this? and why hast thou
came, and found Eve alone, and completely brought thy soul low, and forgotten the Lord thy
deceived her, so it has happened to me also. God? Thou that wast reared in the holy of
And Joseph stood up from the sackcloth, and holies, and that didst receive food from the hand
called Mary, and said to her : O thou who hast of an angel, and didst hear the hymns, and didst
been cared for by God, why hast thou done this, dance before Him, why hast thou done this?
and forgotten the Lord thy God ? Why hast And she wept bitterly, saying: As the Lord my
thou brought low thy soul, thou that wast brought God liveth, I am pure before Him, and know
up in the holy of holies, and that didst receive not a man. And the priest said to Joseph :
food from the hand of an angel? And she wept Why hast thou done this ? And Joseph said :
bitterly, saying: I am innocent, and have known As the Lord liveth, I am pure concerning her.
no man. And Joseph said to her : Whence Then said the priest : Bear not false witness, but
then is that which is in thy womb? And she speak the truth. Thou hast married her by
said: As the Lord my God liveth, I do not stealth, and hast not revealed it to the sons of
know whence it is to me. Israel, and hast not bowed thy head under the

14. And Joseph was greatly afraid, and re- strong hand, that thy seed might be blessed.
tired from her, and considered what he should And Joseph was silent.
do in regard to her. '° And Joseph said : If I x6. And the priest said : Give up the virgin

whom thou didst receive out of the temple ofx Luke L 39. 4o-
• Otherreadingsm_- the_xd--wlmtdmhmlinherhaad, the Lord. And Joseph burst into tears. And
s Luhei. 43,.v the priest said : I will give you to drink of the4 Luke i 48.
s S= M_. havedx_,n_ o_,/_: t_o,flftt,_- ando_, water of the ordeal of the Lord,,4 and He shall

_t,_. make manifest your sins in your eyes. And the6 The Latin translation has Awmg'de_tm.
Etmk. xxi. z_;

| Two l_$s.: /u_ Jer" mLxg" • n I_.t.,ang_lic; olin MS. lms t_ly; the Lafia translafioa_foBa_
$ Anot.her reading is: As Adam was in Paradise, and in tlut hour mga siaghfly diffc_mt trading, tlutt it t_dd _al btfadr to $wr.

d the*iagmg of i:tr_ {d_mloli_r) to(7_xlwas with tim mag_ the x* Matt. L 2o.

s*r_t, etc zaThr_Mss._ _,,_,'_nLMatt. L xg. t4 Num. v. zx, fl_
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priest took the water, and gave Joseph to drink, their mouths did not convey it ; but the faces of
and sent him away to the hill-country ; and he all were looking upwards. And I saw the sheep
returned unhurt. And he gave to Mary also to walking, and the sheep stood still ; and the
drink, and sent her away to the hill-country ; and shepherd raised his hand to strike them, and his
she returned unhurt. And all the people won- hand remained up. And I looked upon the cur-
dered that sin did not appear in them. And the rent of the river, and I saw the mouths of the
priest said : If the Lord God has not made kids resting on the water and not drinking, and
manifest your sins, neither do I judge you. And all things in a moment were driven from their
he sent them away. And Joseph took Mary, course.
and went away to his own house, rejoicing and x9. And I saw a woman coming down from
glorifying the God of Israel. the hill-country, and she said to me : O man,

t 7. And there was an order frtrrn the Emperor whither art thou going? And I said: I am
Augustus, that all in Bethlehem of Judaea should seeking an Hebrew midwife. And she answered
be enrolled.' And Joseph said : I shall enrol and said unto me : Art thou of Israel? And I
my sons, but what shall I do with this maiden ? said to her : Yes. And she said : And who is it
How shall I enrol her ? As my wife ? I am that is bringing forth in the cave ? And I said :
ashamed. As my daughter then? But all the A woman betrothed to me. And she said to
sons of Israel know that she is not my daughter, me : Is she not thy wife ? And I said to her :
The day of the Lord shall itself bring it to pass 2 It is Mary that was reared in the temple of the
as the Lord will. And he saddled the ass, and Lord, and I obtained her by lot as my wife.
set her upon it ; and his son led it, and Joseph And yet she is not my wife, but has conceived
followed. 3 And when they had come within of the Holy Spirit.
three miles, Joseph turned and saw her sorrow- And the widwife said to him: Is this true?
ful ; and he said to himself: Likely that which And Joseph said to her : Come and see. And
is in her distresses her. And again Joseph the midwife went away with him. And they
turned and saw her laughing. And he said to stood in the place of the cave, and behold a
her: Mary, how is it that I see in thy face at luminous cloud overshadowed the cave. And
one time laughter, at another sorrow? And the midwife said: My soul has been magnified
Mary said to Joseph : Because I see two peoples this day, because mine eyes have seen strange
with my eyes ; the one weeping and lamenting, things -- because salvation has been brought
and the other rejoicing and exulting. And they forth to Israel. And immediately the cloud dis-
came into the middle of the road, and Mary appeared out of the cave, and a great light shone
said to him : Take me down from off the ass, in the cave, so that the eyes could not bear it.
for that which is in me presses to come forth. And in a httle that light gradually decreased,
And he took her down from off the ass, and said until the infant appeared, and went and took
to her : Whither shall I lead thee, and cover thy the breast from His mother Mary. And the
disgrace ? for the place is desert, midwife cried out, and said : This is a great day

18. And he found a cave* there, and led her to me, because I have seen this strange sight.
into it ; and leawng his two sons beside her, And the midwife went forth out of the cave, and
he went out to seek a widwife in the district of Salome met her. And she said to her : Salome,
Bethlehem. Salome, I have a strange sight to relate to thee :

And I Joseph was walking, and was not walk- a virgin has brought forth-- a thing which her
ing ; and I looked up into the sky, and saw the nature admits not of. Then said Salome : As
sky astonished ; and I looked up to the pole of the Lord my God liveth, unless I thrust in my
the heavens, and saw it standing, and the birds finger, and search the parts, I will not believe
of the air keeping still. And I looked down that a virgin has brought forth.
upon the earth, and saw a trough lying, and 2o. And the midwife went in, and said to
work-people reclining: and their hands were in Mary: Show thyself; for no small controversy
the trough. And those that were eating did not has arisen about thee. And Salome put in her
eat, and those that were rising did not carry it finger, and cried out, and said : Woe is me for
up, and those that were conveying anything to mine iniquity and mine unbelief, because I have
- tempted the living God ; and, behold, my hand

, L_e_. ,. is dropping off as if burned with fire. And sheOr: Oa this day of the Lord I will do, etc.
_. - Another _readingis: And hasson Samuel led it, and Jame_ and bent her knees before the Lord, saying : 0 God
atmon followed.

* ._thlehm... reedtobeo,_=h,ao,,edby• oove of Them- of my fathers, remember that I am the seed of
m_,te., Adonis; and in the cave where Chrtst formerly wailed as Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob ; do not make

re.mat, they used to mourn for the beloved of Venus (_'ero_¢ to
_a_=l/su,). _In hts letter to Satnnisnus the cave is repeatedly men- a show of me to the sons of Israel, but restore

-.,.-_u:"Thatcaveinwhie_theSonofC__mdwasTm>rn;""thatven- me to the poor; for Thou knowest, O Lord, ._=mine cave," etc, "within the door of what was once the Lord's _
_2, _,, t_ _r.-., T_ yon ,_ to t_ pU_ of the;bep- that in Thy name I have performed my services,_. •nett appearsalsoW havebeenabevethe altarme _g_re /_
_,a,_a,o,_,t_k s_aitoj,-_,_rnv#.._, and that I have received my reward at Thy _,
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hand. And, behold, an angel of the Lord stood light shone about them, for an angel of the Lord
by her, saying to her : Salome, Salome, the Lord was with them, watching over them.
hath heard thee. Put thy hand to the infant, e3. And Herod searched for John, and sent
and carryit, and thou wilt have safety and joy. officers to Zacharias, saying : Where hast thou
And Salome went and carried it, saying : I will hid thy son? And he, answering, said to them :
worship Him, because a great King has been I am the servant of God in holy things, and I sit
born to Israel. And, behold, Salome was ira-constantly in the temple of the Lord : I do not
mediately cured, and she went forth out of the know where my son is. And the officers went
cave justified. And behold a voice saying: away, and reported all these things to Herod.
Salome, Salome, tell not the strange things thou And Herod was enraged, and said : His son is
hast seen, until the child has come into Jeru- destined to be king over Israel. And he sent to
salem, him again, saying : Tell the truth ; where is thy

z. And, behold, Joseph was ready to go into son ? for thou knowest that thy life is in my hand.
Judaea. And there was a great commotion m And Zacharias said : I am God's martyr, if thou
Bethlehem of Judaea, for Magi came, saying : sheddest my blood ; for the Lord vnll recezve my
Where is he that is born king of the Jews ? for spirit, because thou sheddest innocent blood at
we have seen his star in the east, and have come the vestibule of the temple of the Lord. And
to worship him. And when Herod heard, he Zacharias was murdered about daybreak. And
was much disturbed, and sent officers to the the sons of Israel did not know that he had been
Magi. And he sent for the priests, and examined murdered.4
them, saying : How is it written about the Christ ? 24. But at the hour of the salutation the
where is He to be born? And they said: In priests went away, and Zacharias did not come
Bethlehem of Judea, for so it is written._ And forth to meet them with a blessing, according to
he sent them away. And he examined the Magi, his custom.S And the priests stood waiting for
saying to them: What sign have you seen in Zacharias to salute him at the prayer, 6 and to
reference to the king that has been born? And glorify the Most High. And he still delaying,
the Magi said : We have seen a star of great they were all afraid. But one of them ventured
size shining among these stars, and obscuring to go in, and he saw clotted blood beside the
their light, so that the stars did not appear ; and altar ; and he heard a voice saying : Zacharias
we thus knew that a king has been born to has been murdered, and his blood shall not be
Israel, and we have come to worship him. And wiped up until his avenger come. And hearing
Herod said : Go and seek him ; and if you find this saying, he was afraid, and went out and totd
him, let me know, in order that I also may go it to the pnests. And they ventured in, and saw
and worship him. And the Magi went out. And, what had happened; and the fretwork of the
behold, the star which they had seen in the east temple made a wailing noise, and they rent their
went before them unul they came to the cave, clothes 7 from the top even to the bottom. And
and it stood over the top of the cave. And the they found not his body, but they found his
Magi saw the infant wzth His mother Mary ; and blood turned into stone. And they were afraid,
they brought forth from their bag gold, and frank- and went out and reported to the people that
incense, and myrrh. And having been warned Zacharias had been murdered. And all the
by the angel not to go into Judea, they went into tribes of the people heard, and mourned, and
their own country by another road.* lamented for him three days and three nights.

_2. And when Herod knew that he had been And after the three days, the priests consulted
mocked by the Magi, in a rage he sent murder- as to whom they should put in his place ; and
ers, saying to them : Slay the children 3 from two the lot fell upon Simeon. For it was he who
years old and under. And Mary, having heard had been warned by the Holy Spirit that he
that the children were being killed, was afraid, should not see death until he should see the
and took the infant and swaddled Him, and put Christ in the flesh,s
Him into an ox-stall. And Elizabeth, having And I James that wrote this history in Jerusa-
heard that they were searching for John, took lem, a commotion having arisen when Herod
him and went up into the hill-country, and kept died, withdrew myself to the wilderness until
looking where to conceal him. And there was the commotion in Jerusalem ceased, glorifying
no place of concealment. And Elizabeth, groan-
ing with a loud voice, says: O mountain of God, • A,oa_,udi,gis: _d H_,_,,_,_t,_ this,o,_,_ _ _be slainin themidstoftl_al_r beffor_ the dawn,thatther,_ymg
receivemotherandchild.And immediatelythe ofhimmightnot_ _-_e.mlbythe1_ot_.IT_ i.dd_t_

p_.he,bly sugg:st_..by the n:fc_.n_ to" ?._a_.s the son.of Ba_-

mountain was cleft, and received her. And a _. =Matc_.,.ss.L,affi=.s, butc_-_,Chm._v.,o-_.
_Twouss.l_rea&l:Andtbeu_. etc.,fromMie.v. _. s6"_'t"thebl_i_ ofZadwmdidn°t¢_ _' ere"Or, wlth prayer.
a Ma_t. ii. :-za. Oae of the M_. bern adds Matt. iL x_=x$,with _'Another___.g is: And was rent from the top, etc. ._

two or three slight variations. | Luke iL sl6. One of the It_ _ adds Matt. iL _9-_3, wtm
s Four _ss. have _ tl_ male cAildrt_., u in Matt, _. z6. two or three verbal changes.
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the LordGod, whohad givenmethe giRand the Ibe with them that fearour Lord Jesus Christ,to
__ th__to_.,And_cos_l_hombegloryto_ of_s_Ame_'

I
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HErE begirmeth the book of the Birth of the l the sods to turn them over and lift them up, and
Blessed Mary and the Infancy of the Saviour. iespecially he who has not added to his gains.
Written in Hebrew by the Blessed Evangelist :An arduous task is enjoined upon me, since what
Matthew, and translated into Latin by the Bless- your Blessedness has commanded me, the holy
ed Presbyter Jerome. Apostle and Evangehst Matthew himself did not

write for the purpose of pubhshing. For if he
To their well-beloved brother Jerome the Pres- had not done it somewhat secretly, he would

byter, Bishops Cromatius and Heliodorus in the have added it also to his Gospel which he pub-
Lord, greeting, hshed. But he composed this book in Hebrew ;

The birth of the Virgin Mary, and the nativity and so little did he publish it, that at this day the
and infancy of our Lord Jesus Christ, we find in book written in Hebrew by his own hand is in
apocryphal books. But considering that in them the possession of very rehgious men, to whom
many things contrary to our faith are written, we in successive periods of time it has been handed
have believed that they ought all to be rejected, down by those that were before them. And this
lest perchance we should transfer the joy of book they never at any time gave to any one to
Christ to Antichrist.' While, therefore, we were translate. And so it came to pass, that when it
considering these things, there came holy men, was published by a disciple of Manich_eus named
Parmenius and Varinus, who said that your Hoh- Leucius, who also wrote the falsely styled Acts
ness had found a Hebrew volume, written by the of the Apostles, this book afforded matter, not of
hand of the most blessed Evangehst Matthew, in edification, but of perdition ; and the opinion
which also the birth of the virgin mother he,elf, of the Synod in regard to it was according to
and the infancy of our Saviour, were written, its deserts, that the ears of the Church should
And accordingly we entreat your affection by not be open to it. Let the snapping of those
our Lord Jesus Christ Himself, to render it from that bark against us now cease ; for we do not
the Hebrew into Latin,* not so much for the at- add this little book to the canonical writings, but
tainment of those things which are the insignia we translate what was written by an Apostle and
of Christ, as for the exclusion of the craft of Evangelist, that we may disclose the falsehood
heretics, who, in order to teach bad doctrine, of heresy. In this work, then, we obey the corn-
have mingled their own lies with the excellent mands of pious bishops as well as oppose impi-
nativity of Christ, that by the sweetness of life ous heretics. It is the love of Christ, therefore,
they might hide the bitterness of death. It will which we fulfil, believing that they will assist us
therefore become your purest piety, either to by their prayers, who through our obedience at-
listen to us as your brethren entreating, or to let tain to a knowledge of the holy infancy of our
us have as bishops exacting, the debt of affec- Saviour.
tion which you may deem due.

There is extant another letter to the same

REPLYTO _Em L_rr_R _V Jr ROME. bishops, attributed to Jerome:--

To my lords the holy and most blessed Bishops You ask me to let you know what I think of
Cromatius and Heliodorus, Jerome, a humble a book held by some to be about the nativity of
servant of Christ, in the Lord greeting. St. Mary. And so I wish you to know that there

He who digs in ground where he knows that is much in it that is false. For one Seleucus,
there is gold,3 does not instantly snatch at what- who wrote the Sufferings of the Apostles, corn-
ever the uptorn trench may pour forth ; but, be- posed this book. But, just as he wrote what was
fore the stroke of the quivering spade raises aloft true about their powers, and the miracles they
the glittering mass, he meanwhile lingers over worked, but said a great deal that was false about

their doctrine ; so here too he has invented many
* Cr_intr_ue_,_-,ofit_,*a,_of_o_ia.--R.] untruths out of his own head. I shall take care
* Lit.,toLatin

L/c,co_o_, a ,okt. to render it word for word, exactly as it is in the
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Hebrew, since it is asserted that it was composed cense to the Lord, Joachim stood getting ready
by the holy Evangelist Matthew, and written in his gifts in the sight of the Lord. And the
Hebrew, and set at the head of his Gospel. priest, Ruben by name, coming to him, said:
Whether this be true or not, I leave to the an- It is not lawful for thee to stand among those
thor of the preface and the trustworthiness of who are doing sacrifice to God, because God
the writer : as for myself, I pronounce them has not blessed thee so as to give thee seed in
doubtful; I do not affirm that they are clearly Israel. Being therefore put to shame in the
false. But this I say freely mand I think none sight of the people, he retired from the temple
of the faithful will deny it m that, whether these of the Lord weeping, and did not return to
stories be true or inventions, the sacred nativity his house, but went to his flocks, taking with
of St. Mary was preceded by great miracles, and him his shepherds into the mountains to a far
succeeded by the greatest ; and so by those who country, so that for five months his wife Anna
believe that God can do these things, they can could hear no tidings of him. And she prayed
be believed and read without damaging their I with tears, saying : O Lord, most mighty God of

faith or imperilling their souls. In short, so far i Israel, why hast Thou, seeing that already Thou
as I can, following the sense rather than the hast not given me children, taken from me my
words of the writer, and sometimes walking in _husband also ? Behold, now five months that I
the same path, though not in the same footsteps, have not seen my husband ; and I know not
sometimes digressing a little, but still keeping where he is tarrying ;4 nor, if I knew him to be
the same road, I shall in this way keep by the i dead, could I bury him. And while she wept
style of the narrative, and shall say nothing that excessively, she entered into the court of His
is not either written there, or might, following house ; and she fell on her face in prayer, and
the same train of thought, have been written, poured out her supplications before the Lord.

After this, rising from her prayer, and lifting her
CHAP. I.t-- In those days there was a man in eyes to God, she saw a sparrow's nest in a laurel

Jerusalem, Joachim by name, of the tribe of Ju- tree,S and uttered her voice to the Lord with
dab. He was the shepherd of his own sheep,_ groaning, and said: Lord God Almighty, who
fearing the Lord in integrity and singleness of. hast given offspring to every creature, to beasts
heart. He had no other care than that of his wild and tame, to serpents, and birds, and fishes,

and they all rejoice over their young ones, Thou
herds, from the produce of which he supplied hast shut out me alone from the gift of Thy be-with food all that feared God, offering double
gifts in the fear of God to all who laboured in nigmty. For Thou, O God, knowest my heart,
doctrine, and who ministered unto Him. There- that from the beginning of my married life I have
fore his lambs, and his sheep, and his wool, and vowed that, if Thou, O God, shouldst give me

t son or daughter, I would offer them to Thee in
all things whatsoever he possessed, he used to Thy holy temple. And while she was thusdivide into three portions: one he gave to the
orphans, the widows, the strangers, and the poor ; speaking, suddenly an angel of the Lord ap-

peared before her, saying : Be not afraid, Anna,

the second to those that worshipped God ; and for there is seed for thee in the decree of God ;the third he kept for himself and all his house. 2
And as he d_d so, the Lord multiplied to him and all generations even to the end shall wonder
his herds, so that there was no man like him in at that which shall be born of thee. And when
the people of Israel This now he began to do i he had thus spoken, he vanished out of her sight.

when he was fifteen" years old. And a_ the age But she, in fear and dread because she had seen
of twenty he took to wife Anna, the daughter of Isuch a sight, and heard such words, at length
Achar, of his own tribe, that is, of the tribe of went into her bed-chamber, and threw herself
Judah, of the family of David. And though they" on the bed as if dead. And for a whole day and
had lived together for twenty years, he had by night she remained in great trembling and in
her neither sons nor daughters.s prayer. And after these things she called to her

her servant, and said to her : Dost thou see me
deceived m my widowhood and in great perplex-

CHAP. 2. -- And it halSpened that, in the time ity, and hast thou been unwilling to come in to
of the feast, among those who were offering in- me? Then she, with a slight murmur, thus

answered and said: If God hath shut up thy
li _T.wooft_lass.ha_thls p_otogue:I Ja_, thesanaJo**ph,Iwomb, and hath taken away thy husband from

_nng m me tear of God, have written all that with my own e_res I saw [
COming to pass in the tune of the nativity of the holy virgin Mary, ] thee, what can I do for thee ? And when ,Anna
or of the Lord the Saviour, giving thanks to God who has jgiven me [
._d?m re,the_c_ou.tsof H,_Advent,showm_Ti'_ahou.di_sgr_e theard this, she lifted up her voice, and wept
- _ t_,_ mhe_of Isr_. _aloud. :

Tobit i..
_ One of t_ lasS. has: Only they vowed that, if God should give [ _"

_etae_att_°ff_c_rl_ed.ng., they would devote It to the ..... of the temple; and I " Attother readhlgiA: Vv'l_te he h_ldi_--n_l_ fn4tD_-_, for _
At .t_tLthin' theft wet_ Wotlt to go to the templ¢ of thct Lord lit I tNara/_#. _.

me ytm, rly fesuvah. I s Comp. Tobit il. :to. .:_
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CHAr. 3- -- At the same time there appeared who were with him saw him, and not knowing why
a young man on the mountains to Joachim while he was lying down, thought that he was dead ;
he was feeding his flocks, and said to him : Why and they came to him, and with difficulty raised
dost thou not return to thy wife ? And Joachim him from the ground. And when he recounted
said : I have had her for twenty years, and it to them the vision of the angel, they were struck
has not been the will of God to give me children with great fear and wonder, and advised him to
by her. I have been driven with shame and accomplish the vision of the angel without de-
reproach from the temple of the Lord: why lay, and to go back with all haste to his wife.
should I go back to her, when I have been once And when Joachim was turning over in his mind
cast off and utterly despised ? Here then will whether he should go back or not, it happened
I remain with my sheep ; and so long as in this that he was overpowered by a deep sleep ; and,
life God is willing to grant me light, I shall will- behold, the angel who had already appeared to
ingly, by the hands of my servants, bestow their him when awake, appeared to him in his sleep,
portions upon the poor, and the orphans, and saying : I am the angel appointed by God as thy
those that fear God. And when he had thus guardian : go down with confidence, and return
spoken, the young man said to him: I am an to Anna, because the deeds of mercy which
angel of the Lord, and I have to-day appeared thou and thy wife Anna have done have been
to thy wife when she was weeping and praying, told in the presence of the Most High ; and to
and have consoled her ; and know that she has you will God give such fruit as no prophet or
conceived a daughter from thy seed, and thou saint has ever had from the beginning, or ever
in thy ignorance of this hast left her. She will will have. And when Joachim awoke out of his
be in the temple of God, and the Holy Spirit sleep, he called all his herdsmen to him, and
shall abide in her ; and her blessedness shall be told them his dream. And they worshipped the
greater than that of all the holy women, so that Lord, and said to him : See that thou no further
no one can say that any before her has been like despise the words of the angel. But rise and let
her, or that any after her in this world will be so. us go hence, and return at a quiet pace, feeding
Therefore go down from the mountains, and re- our flocks.
turn to thy wife, whom thou wilt find with child. And when, after thirty days occupied in going
For God hath raised up seed in her, and for this back, they were now near at hand, behold, the
thou wilt give God thanks ; and her seed shall angel of the Lord appeared to Anna, who was
be blessed, and she herself shall be blessed, and standing and praying, and said : 6 Go to the gate
shall be made the mother of eternal blessing, which is called Golden,7 and meet thy husband
Then Joachim adored the angel, and said to in the way, for to-day he will come to thee. She
him : If I have found favour in thy sight, sit for therefore went towards him in haste with her
a little in my tent, and bless thy servant, x And maidens, and, praying to the Lord, she stood a
the angel said to him : Do not say servant, but long time in the gate waiting for him. And when
fellow-servant ; for we are the servants of one she was wearied with long waiting, she lifted up
Master. s But my food is invisible, and my her eyes and saw Joachim afar off coming with
drink cannot be seen by a mortal. Therefore his flocks; and she ran to him and hung on his
thou oughtest not to ask me to enter thy tent ; [neck, giving thanks to God, and saying : I was
bnt if thou wast about to give me anything,3 offer a widow, and behold now I am not so : I was
it as a burnt-offering to the Lord. Then Joachim barren, and behold I have now conceived. And
took a lamb without spot, and said to the angel : :so they worshipped the Lord, and went into their
I should not have dared to offer a burnt-offering own house. And when this was heard of, there
to the Lord, unless thy command had given me was great joy among all their neighbours and
the priest's right of offering. 4 And the angel acquaintances, so that the whole land of Israel
said to him : I should not have invited thee to congratulated them.
offer unless I had known the will of the Lord.
And when Joachim was offering the sacrifice to CI_a,. 4. --After these things, her nine months
God, the angel and the odour of the sacrifice being fulfilled, Anna brought forth a daughter,
went together straight up to heaven with the and called her Mary. And having weaned her
smoke.S in her third year, Joachim, and Anna his wife,

Then Joachim, throwing himself on his face, went together to the temple of the Lord to offer
lay in prayer from the sixth hour of the day even sacrifices to God, and placed the infant, Mary
until evening. And his lads and hired servants by name, in the community of virgins, in which

the virgins remained day and night praising God.
z oe_. _. 3. And when she was put down before the doors ofa Rcv. xix. xo.
s udg. xld. x6.

_ 4 _ the Msmlchman sald that Jo_Mm was o( the tn'be o( 6 Comp. Ac_ ix. zz.
Lerl (August zzlii. 4, Co_ra _bw_tsm). As be.loagi_ to the _ This is the Beau_ul gate o¢ Acts iii. t, to which, accmding m

u4be_Judahj I_ had t_t the r/ght _'_ala¢_ _mus, the_ was in _ bY mmy _ from 0_ _ m
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the temple, she went up the fifteen steps ' so able, unchangeable, and daily advancing to per-
swiftly, that she did not look back at all ; nor fection. No one saw her angry, nor heard her
did she, as children are wont to do, seek for her speaking evil. All her speech was so full of grace,
parents. Whereupon her parents, each of them that her God was acknowledged to be in her
anxiously seeking for the child, were both alike tongue. She was always engaged in prayer and
astonished, until they found her in the temple, in searching the law, and she was anxious lest by
and the priests of the temple themselves won- any word of hers she should sin with regard to
dered, her companions. Then she was afraid lest in

her laughter, or the sound of her beautiful voice,
CHAP. 5.mThen Anna, filled with the Holy she should commit any fault, or lest, being

Spirit, said before them all : The Lord Almighty, elated, she should display any wrong-doing or
the God of Hosts, being mindful of His word, haughtiness to one of her equals.3 She blessed
hath visited His people with a good and holy God without intermission ; and lest perchance,
vMtation, to bring down the hearts of the Gen- even in her salutation, she might cease from
tries who were rising against us, and turn their praising God ; if any one saluted her, she used
to Himself. He hath openM His ears to our to answer by way of salutation : Thanks be to
prayers : He hath kept away from us the exulting God. And from her the custom first began
of all our enemies. The barren hath become of men saying, Thanks be to God, when they
a mother, and hath brought forth exultation saluted each other. She refreshed herself only
and gladness to Israel. Behold the gaffs which with the food which she daily received from the
I have brought to offer to my Lord, and mine hand of the angel ; but the food which she ob-
enemies have not been able to hinder me. For tamed from the priests she divided among the
God hath turned their hearts to me, and Him- poor. The angels of God were often seen speak-
self hath given me everlasting joy. ing with her, and they most diligently obeyed

i her. If any one who was unwell touched her,
CHAP.6.- And Mary was held in admiration the same hour he went home cured.

by all the people of Israel; and when she was

three years old, she walked with a step so ma- CHAP. 7.- Then Abiathar the priest offered
ture, she spoke so perfectly, and spent her time gifts without end to the high priests, in order
so assiduously in the praises of God, that all that he might obtain her as wife to his son. But
were astomshed at her, and wondered ; and she Mary forbade them, saying : It cannot be that I
was not reckoned a young infant, but as it were should know a man, or that a man should know
a grown-up person of thirty years old. She was me. For all the priests and all her relatiom
so constant in prayer, and her appearance was kept saying to her : God is worshipped in chil-
so beautiful and glorious, that scarcely any one dren and adored in posterity, as has always hap-
could look into her face. And she occupied _ened among the sons of Israel. But Mary an-
herself constantly with her wool-work, so that she swered and said unto them : God is worshipped
in her tender years could do all that old womer in chastity, as is proved first of all.4 For before
were not able to do. And this was the order Abel there was none righteous among men, and
that she had set for herself: ' From the morning he by his offerings pleased God, and was with-
to the third hour she remained in prayer ; from out mercy slain by him who displeased Him.
the third to the ninth she was occupied with her Two crowns, therefore, he received -- of oblation
weaving ; and from the ninth she again applied and of virginity, because in his flesh there was no
herself to prayer. She did not retire from praying pollution. Elias also, when he was in the flesh,
until there appeared to her the angel of the Lord, was taken up in the flesh, because he kept his
from whose hand she used to receive food ; and flesh unspotted. Now I, from my infancy in the
thus she became more and more perfect in the temple of God, have learned that virginity can
work of God. Then, when the older virgins be sufficiently dear to God. And so, because I
rested from the praises of God, she did not rest can offer what is dear to God, I have resolved
at all ; so that in the praises and vigils of God in my heart that I should not know a man at all.
none were found before her, no one more learned
in the wisdom of the law of God, more lowly in CHAP. 8. m Now it came to pass, when she
humility, more elegant in singing, more perfect was fourteen s years old, and on this account
in all virtue. She was indeed stedfast, immove- there was occasion for the Pharisees' saying that

tCo - .
c_-- ,_ po_d,._,nth t_ _f_. So,gt of _, P,. _,_- it was now a custom that no woman of that age

xxjv _ Smtth's D_¢c/. _ art. Songs of Degrees. Another read- _:
_g m: And there were about the temple, according to the fifteen s One d the Mss has: Sh¢ was anxiotm about her eomlmn'tora ,

P_nlnm-s of I_n_s, tlfteen steps of ascent: the temple was on a moun- est any of them should sm even m one word, lest any of them should
cord, arm tt_re had been there built the altar of burnt-offering, whtch atse her voice m laughing, lest any of thean should he in the

or proud to her father or her motile*._nFnn_rhe reached but by steps. _'
l_a_. orlt_rs of Otayer, teeA2_ast. Conat., ch. xL; Jermne's 40r, bythe firltofaU. ;_
-_- _ _,,_mp Demet.,-k_s_ etc. ._ Or, tw©l'_. :-

#
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should abide in the temple of God, they fell given it him whose it is, in it will appear the
upon the plan of sending a herald through all sign of which I spoke to thee. Now that was
the tribes of Israel, that on the third day all Joseph's rod ; and because he was an old man,
should come together into the temple of the he had been cast off, as it were, that he might
Lord. And when all the people had come not receive her, but neither did he himself wish
together, Abiathax the high priest rose, and to ask back his rod.4 And when he was humbly
mounted on a higher step, that he might be standing last of all, the high priest cried out to
seen and heard by all the people ; and when him with a loud voice, saying: Come, Joseph,
great silence had been obtained, he said : Hear and receive thy rod ; for we are waiting for thee.
me, 0 sons of Israel, and receive my words into And Joseph came up trembling, because the
your ears. Ever since this temple was built high priest had called him with a very loud
by Solomon, there have been in it virgins, the voice. But as soon as he stretched forth his
daughters of kings and the daughters of proph- hand, and laid hold of his rod, immediately
ets, and of high priests and priests ; and they from the top of at came forth a dove whiter
were great, and worthy of admiration. But than snow, beautxful exceedingly, which, after
when they came to the proper age they were long flying about the roofs of the temple, at
given in marriage, and followed the course of length flew towards the heavens. Then all the
their mothers before them, and were pleasing to people congratulated the old man, saying : Thou
God. But a new order of life has been found hast been made blessed in thine old age, 0
out by Mary alone, who promises that she will father Joseph, seeing that God hath shown thee
remain a virgin to God. Wherefore it seems to to be fit to receive MaxT. And the priests hay-
me, that through our inquiry and the answer of ing said to him, Take her, because of all the
God we should try to ascertain to whose keep- tribe of Judah thou alone hast been chosen by
ing she ought to be entrusted. Then these God; Joseph began bashfully to address them,
words found favour with all the synagogue. And saying : I am an old man, and have children,
"the lot was cast by the priests upon the twelve why do you hand over to me this infant, who as
tribes, and the lot fell upon the tribe of Judah. younger than my grandsons ? Then Abiathar
And the pnest said : To-morrow let every one the high priest said to him : Remember, Joseph,
who has no wife come, and bring his rod nl how Dathan and Abiron and Core perished, be-
his hand. Whence it happened that Joseph ' cause they despised the will of God. So wilt it
brought his rod along with the young men. happen to thee, if thou despise this which is
And the rods having been handed over to the commanded thee by God. Joseph answered
high priest, he offered a sacrifice to the Lord him : I indeed do not despise the will of God ;
God, and inquired of the Lord. And the Lord but I shall be her guardian until I can ascertain
said to him : Put all thexr rods into the holy of l concerning the will of God, as to which of my
holies of God, and let them remain there, and sons can have her as his wife. Let some virgins
order them to come to thee on the morrow to of her companions, with whom she may mean-
get back their rods ; and the man from the while spend her time, be given for a consolation
point of whose rod a dove shall come forth, and to her. Abiathar the high priest answered and
fly towards heaven, and in whose hand the rod, said : Five virgins indeed shall be given her for
when given back, shall exhibit this sign, to him iconsolation, until the appointed day come m
let Mary be delivered to be kept. which thou mayst receive her ; for to no other

On the following day, then, all having assem- can she be joined in marriage.
bled early, and an incense-offering having been Then Joseph received Mary, with the other
made, the high priest went into the holy of ho- five virgins who were to be with her in Joseph's
lies, and brought forth the rods. And when he house. These virgins were Rebecca, Sephora,
had distributed the rods, 2 and the dove came Susanna, Abigea, and Cael ; to whom the high
forth out of none of them, the high priest put priest gave the silk, and the blue, Sand the fine
on the twelve bells 3 and the sacerdotal robe ; linen, and the scarlet, and the purple, and the
and entering into the holy of holies, he there fine flax. For they cast lots among themselves
made a burnt-offering, and poured forth a prayer, what each virgin should do, and the purple for the
And the angel of the Lord appeared to him, veil of the temple of the Lord fell to the lot of
saying : There is here the shortest rod, of which Mary. And when she had got it, those virgins
thou hast made no account : thou didst bring it said to her : Since thou art the last, and humble,
in with the rest, but didst not take it out with and younger than all, thou hast deserved to re-
them. When thou hast taken it out, and hast ceive and obtain the purple. And thus saying,

4 Another and mon_ probable reading is: And this was Ioseph's

t One of the M__. adds: Seelngthat he had not a wife, and not he would not ask hock his rod_ lest pt_rchance he might be forced towlshmg to slight the order of the _atgh priest, rod; and he was of an abject appearan_, teeing that he was'old, and
a One of the Mss. inserts: To the number of three thousand, receive her.

s SeeProtev.James8. s Or,hyacinth.
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as it were in words of annoyance, they began to With what face shall I look at the temple of the
call her queen of virgins. While, however, they Lord, or with what face shall I see the priests of
were so doing, the angel of the Lord appeared God ? What am I to do ? And thus saying, he
in the midst of them, saying : These words shall thought that he would flee, and send her away.
not have been uttered by way of annoyance, but

prophesied as a prophecy most true. They CHAP. IX.--And when he was thinking of ris-
trembled, therefore, at the sight of the angel, ing up and hiding himself, and dwelling in secret,
and at his words, and asked her to pardon them, behold, on that very night, the angel of the Lord
and pray for them. appeared to him in sleep, saying : Joseph, thou

son of David, fear not; receive Mary as thy
CHAP. 9.--And on the second day, while wife: for that which is in her womb is of the

Mary was at the fountain to fill her pitcher, the Holy Spirit. And she shall bring forth a son,
angel of the Lord appeared to her, saying : and His name shall be called Jesus, for He will
Blessed art thou, Mary ; for in thy womb thou save His people from their sins. And Joseph,
hast prepared an habitation for the Lord. For, rising from his sleep, gave thanks to God, and
lo, the light from heaven shall come and dwell spoke to Mary and the virgins who were with
in thee, and by means of thee will shine over the her, and told them his vision. And he was corn-
whole world, forted about Mary, saying: I have sinned, in

Again, on the third day, while she was working that I suspected thee at all.
at the purple with her fingers, there entered a
young man of ineffable beauty. And when Mary CHAP. x2. m After these things there arose a
saw him, she exceedingly feared and trembled, great report that Mary was with child. And
And he said to her : Hail, Mary, full of grace ; Joseph was seized by the officers of the temple,
the Lord is with thee : blessed art thou among and brought along with Mary to the high priest.
women, and blessed is the fruit of thy womb.' And he with the priests began to reproach him,
And when she heard these words, she trembled, and to say : Why hast thou beguiled so great and
and was exceedingly afraid. Then the angel of so glorious a virgin, who was fed like a dove in
the Lord added: Fear not, Mary ; for thou ha_t the temple by the angels of God, who never
found favour with God : Behold, thou shalt con- wished either to see or to have a man, who had
ceive in thy womb, and shalt bring forth a King, the most excellent knowledge of the law of God ?
who fills not only the earth, but the heaven, and If thou hadst not done violence to her, she
who reigns from generation to generation, would still have remained in her virginity. And

Joseph vowed, and swore that he had never
CHAP. to. -- While these things were doing, touched her at all. And Abiathar the high priest

Joseph was occupied with his work, house-build- answered him : As the Lord liveth, I will give
ing, in the districts by the sea-shore ; for he was thee to drink of the water of drinking of the
a carpenter. And after nine months he came Lord, and immediately thy sin will appear.
back to his house, and found Mary pregnant. Then was assembled a multitude of people
Wherefore, being in the utmost distress, he which could not be numbered, and Mary was
trembled and cried out, saying : 0 Lord God, brought to the temple. And the priests, and her
receive my spirit ; for it is better for me to die relatives, and her parents wept, and said to
than to live any longer. And the virgins who Mary: Confess to the priests thy sin, thou that
were with Mary said to him : Joseph, what art wast like a dove in the temple of God, and
thou saying ? We know that no man has touched didst receive food from the hands of an angel.
her; we can testify that she is still a virgin, and And again Joseph was summoned to the altar,
untouched. We have watched over her;always and the water of dnnking of the Lord was
has she continued with us in prayer ; daily do given him to drink. And when any one that
the angels of God speak with her; daily does had lied drank this water, and walked seven
she receive food from the hand of the Lord. times round the altar, God used to show some

We know not how it is possible that there can sign in his face. When, therefore, Joseph had
be any sin in her. But ff thou wishest us to tell drunk in safety, and had walked round the altar
thee what we suspect, nobody but the angel of seven times, no sign of sin appeared in him.
the Lord 2 has made her pregnant. Then said Then all the priests, and the officers, and the
Joseph: Why do you mislead me, to believe people justified him, saying: Blessed art thou,
that an angel of the Lord has made her pregnant? seeing that no charge has been found good
But it is possible that some one has pretended against thee. And they summoned Mary, and
to be an angel of the Lord, and has beguiled said : And what excuse canst thou have ? or what
her. And thus speaking, he wept, and said: greater sign can appear in thee than the con-
--------'L_i._. ception of thy womb, which betrays thee ? This

• Ano_ _ _: T_ Ho_ SNrit. only we require of thee, that since Joseph is pure
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regarding thee, thou confess who it is that has be- a beautiful boy, clothed in white raiment, who
guilcd thee. For it is better that thy confession said to Joseph : Why didst thou say that the
should betray thee, than that the wrath of God words which Mary spoke about the two peoples
should set a mark on thy face, and expose thee were superfluous ? For she saw the people of
in the midst of the people. Then Mary said, the Jews weeping, because they have departed
stedfastly and without trembling : O Lord God from their God ; and the people of the Gentiles
King over all, who knowest all secrets, if there rejoicing, because they have now been added
be any pollution in me, or any sin, or any evil de- and made near to the Lord, according to that
sires, or unchastity, expose me in the sight of all which He promised to our fathers Abraham,
the people, and make me an example of punish- Isaac, and Jacob : for the time is at hand when
ment to all. Thus saying, she went up to the in the seed of Abraham all nations shall be
altar of the Lord boldly, and drank the water of blessed. 2
drinking, and walked round the altar seven times And when he had thus said, the angel ordered
and no spot was found in her. the beast to stand, for the time when she should

And when all the people were in the utmost bring forth was at hand ; and he commanded
astonishment, seeing that she was with child, and the blessed Mary to come down off the animal,
that no sign had appeared in her face, they began and go into a recess under a cavern, in which
to be disturbed among themselves by conflicting there never was light, but always darkness, he-
statements : some said that she was holy and un- cause the light of day could not reach it. And
spotted, others that she was wicked and defiled• when the blessed Mary had gone into it, it began
Then Mary, seeing that she was still suspected to shine with as much brightness as if it were
by the people, and that on that account she did the sixth hour of the day. The light from God
not seem to them to be wholly cleared, said in so shone in the cave, that neither by day nor
the hearing of all, with a loud voice, As the Lord night was light wanting as long as the blessed
Adonai liveth, the Lord of Hosts before whom I Mary was there. And there she brought forth a
stand, I have not known man ; but I am known son, and the angels surrounded Him when He
by Him to whom from my earliest years I have was being born. And as soon as He was born,
devoted myself. And this vow I made to my He stood upon His feet, and the angels adored
God from my infancy, that I should remain un- Him, saying : Glory to God in the highest, and
spotted in Him who created me, and I trust that on earth peace to men of good pleasure.S Now,
I shall so live to Him alone, and serve Him when the birth of the Lord was at hand, Joseph
alone ; and in Him, as long as I shall live, will I had gone away to seek midwives. And when
remain unpolluted. Then they all began to kiss he had found them, he returned to the cave,
her feet and to embrace her knees, asking her to and found with Mary the infant which she had
pardon them for their wicked suspicions• And brought forth. And Joseph said to the blessed
she was led down to her house with exultation Mary: I have brought thee two midwives
and joy by the people, and the priests, and Zelomi4 and Salome; and they are standing
all the virgins. And they cried out, and said : outside before the entrance to the cave, not
Blessed be the name of the Lord for ever, be- daring to come in hither, because of the ex-
cause He hath manifested thy holiness to all His ceeding brightness. And when the blessed
people Israel. Mary heard this, she smiled; and Joseph said

to her: Do not smile; but prudently allow
C_AP. x3.--And it came to pass some little them to visit thee, in case thou shouldst re-

time after, that an enrolment was made accord- quire them for thy cure. Then she ordered
ing to the edict of C_sar Augustus, that all the them to enter. And when Zelomi had come :
world was to be enrolled, each man in his native in, Salome having stayed without, Zetomi said
place. This enrolment was made by Cyrinus, to Mary : Allow me to touch thee. And when
the governor of Syria. t It was necessary, there- she had permitted her to make an examination,
fore, that Joseph should enrol with the blessed the midwife cried out with a loud voice, and
Mary in Bethlehem, because to it they belonged, said : Lord, Lord Almighty, mercy on us ! It
being of the tribe of Judah, and of the house has never been heard or thought of, that any
and family of David. When, therefore, Joseph one should have her breasts full of milk, and
and the blessed Mary were going along the road that the birth of a son should show his mother
which leads to Bethlehem, Mary said to Joseph : to be a virgin. But there has been no spilling
I see two peoples before me, the one weeping, of blood in his birth, no pain in bringing him
and the other rejoicing. And Joseph answered : forth. A virgin has conceived, a virgin has
Sit still on thy beast, and do not speak super-
fluons words. Then there appeared before them * G_. _ 3•

• 5_ Atford'sO._e.kTestamentonLukeil.z4. [Sol_v. V_r-
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broughtforth,and a virginshe remains. And CHAP. z5. _ And on the sixthday they en-
hearingthesewords,Salome said: Allowme to teredBethlehem,where theyspentthe seventh
handlethee,and prove whether Zclomi have day. And on the eighthday theycircumcised

spoken the truth. And the blessedMary al-thechild,and calledHis name Jesus;forso He
lowed her to handleher. And when she had was calledbytheangelbcforeHewas conceived
withdrawnher hand from handlingher,itdried inthewombA Now, afterthedaysof thepurl-

up,and throughexcessof pain she began to fiationof Mary were fulfilledaccordingto the
weep bitterly,and tobe ingreatdistress,cryinglawofMoses,thenJosephtooktheinfanttothe
out,and saying: 0 Lord God, Thou knowcst temple of theLord. And when the infanthad
thatIhave alwaysfearedThee,and thatwithoutreceivedparhithomus,s__ parhithomus,thatis,
recompense I have cared forallthe poor; I circumcision--theyofferedforHim a pairof
have taken nothingfrom the widow and the turtle-doves,ortwo young pigeons.6

orphan,and the needy have I not sentempty Now therewas in the templea man of God,
away. And, behold,I am made wretched be- perfectand just,whose name was Symeon, a
causeof mine unbelief,sincewithouta causeI hundredand twelveyearsold. He had received
wishedtotryThy virgin, the answer from the Lord,thathe shouldnot
And whileshe was thusspeaking,therestood tasteof death tillhe had seenChrist,the Son

by her a young man in shininggarments,say- of God, livingin the flesh.And havingseen
lug:Go tothechild,and adoreHim, and touch thechild,he criedoutwitha loudvoice,saying:
Him withthy hand,and He willheal thee,be- God hathvisitedHis people,and theLord hath
causeHe isthe Saviourof theworld,and of allfulfilledHis promise. And he made haste,and
thathope in Him. And shewent tothechildadored Him. And afterthishe took Him up
wlthhaste,and adored Him, and touched the intohiscloakand kissedHis feet,and said:
fringeof the clothsm which He was wrapped, Lord, now IcttcstThou Thy servantdepartin
and instantlyher hand was cured. And going peace,accordingto Thy word: formine eyes
forth,she began to cry aloud,and to tellthe have seen Thy salvation,whichThou hastpre-
wonderfulthingswhlch shehad seen,and which paredbeforethefaceofallpeoples,tobe a light
shehad suffered,and how shehad been cured; tolightentheGentiles,and thegloryofThy peo-
so that many through her statements believed. )le Israel.7

And some shepherds also affirmed that they There was also in the temple of the Lord,
had seen angels staging a hymn at midnight, _nna, a prophetess, the daughter of Phanuel, of
praising and blessing the God of heaven, and the tnbe of Asher, who had lived with her hus-
saying : There has been born the Saviour of all, band seven years from her virginity ; and she
who ]s Christ the Lord, in whom salvation shall had now been a widow eighty-four years. And
be brought back to IsraelJ she never left the temple of the Lord, but spent

Moreover, a great star, larger than any that had her time in fasting and prayer. She also like-
been seen since the beginning of the world, shone wise adored the child, saying : In Him is the re-
over the cave from the evening till the morning, demption of the world, s
And the prophets who were in Jerusalem said
that this star pointed out the birth of Christ, who CHAP. z6. m And when the second year was
should restore the promise not only to Israel, but past,9 Magi came from the east to Jerusalem,
to all nations, bringing great gifts. And they made strict in-

quiry of the Jews, saying: Where is the king
CHAP. I4.--And on the third day after the who has been born to you? for we have seen his

birth of our Lord Jesus Christ, the most blessed star in the east, and have come to worship him.
Mary went forth out of the cave, and entering a And word of this came to King Herod, and so
stable, placed the child in the stall, and the ox alarmed, him that he called together the scribes
and the ass adored Him. Then was fulfilled that and the Pharisees, and the teachers of the peo-
which was said by Isaiah the prophet, saying : The ple, asking of them where the prophets had fore-
ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his master's told that Christ should he born. And they said :
crib. 2 The very animals, therefore, the ox and In Bethlehem of Judah. For it is written : And
the ass, having Him in their midst, incessantly thou Bethelehem, in the land of Judah, art by no
adored Him. Then was fulfilled that which was means the least among the princes of Judah ; for
said by Abacuc the prophet, saying : 3 Between out of thee shall come forth a Leader who shall
two animals thou art made manifest. In the same

place Joseph remained with Mary three days. _ Lukeii _x.-_4.This shows am ¢amnt o_ the wrlter% or wmscn'b_s ImowledSe
ofGreek.

s Luke ii.8-xa. 6 Lev.xiiS,
s Isa. L ._. 7 Luke ii, t_-35,
J Hab. iii. g, according W the LXX. _zliug, D'.'__ D;.]_ two a Luke ii.

liviagcn:at._, for_,"PsrlD'JD',ycanmaimalive. 9 One .s/lm;: Wh_ twoda_ wcm_ Amabcr:Oil tim-- . th,rmmthday. o
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rule my people Israel.' Then King Herod sum- feet before the dragons ; and they adored Jesus,
moned the magi to him, and strictly inquired of and thereafter retired. Then was fulfilled that
them when the star appeared to them. Then, which was said by David the prophet, saying:
sending them to Bethlehem, he said: Go and Praise the Lord from the earth, ye dragons ; ye
make strict inquiry about the child ; and when dragons, and all ye deeps.9 And the young
ye have found him, bring me word again, that I child Jesus, walking before them, commanded
may come and worship him also. And while the them to hurt no man. But Mary and Joseph
magi were going on their way, there appeared to were very much afraid lest the child should be
them the star, which was, as it were, a guide hurt by the dragons. And Jesus said to them :
to them, going before them until they came to Do not be afraid, and do not consider me to
where the child was. And when the magi saw be a little child ; for I am and always have been
the star, they rejoiced with great joy ; and going perfect ; and all the beasts of the forest must
into the house, they saw the child Jesus sitting needs be tame before me.
in His mother's lap. Then they opened their
treasures, and presented great gifts to the blessed CrtAP. 19.--Lions and panthers adored Him
Mary and Joseph. And to the child H_mself likewise, and accompanied them in the desert.
they offered each of them a piece of gold. 2 And Wherever Joseph and the blessed Mary went,
likewise one gave gold, another frankincense they went before them showing them the way,
and the third myrrh.3 And when they were go- and bowing their heads ; and showing their sub-
ing to return to King Herod, they were warned mission by wagging their tails, they adored Him
by an angel m thetr sleep not to go back to with great reverence. Now at first, when Mary
Herod ; and they returned to their own country saw the lions and the panthers, and various
by another road.4 kinds of wild beasts, coming about them, she

was very much afraid. But the infant Jesus
CHAP. t7.-- And when Herod s saw that he looked into her face with a joyful countenance,

had been made sport of by the magi, his heart and said : Be not afraid, mother ; for they come
swelled with rage, and he sent through all the not to do thee harm, but they make haste to
roads, wishing to seize them and put them to serve both thee and me. Wtth these words He
death. But when he could not find them at all, drove all fear from her heart. And the lions
he sent anew to Bethlehem and all its borders, kept walking with them, and with the oxen, and
and slew all the male children whom he found the asses, and the beasts of burden which carried
of two years old and under, according to the their baggage, and did not hurt a single one of
time that he had ascertained from the magi.6 them, though they kept beside them ; but they

Now the day before this was done Joseph was were tame among the sheep and the rams which
warned in h_s sleep by the angel of the Lord, they had brought with them from Judrea, and
who said to him : Take Mary and the child, and which they had with them. They walked among
go into Egypt by the way of the desert. And wolves, and feared nothing ; and no one of them
Joseph went according to the saying of the was hurt by another. Then was fulfilled that
angel.7 which was spoken by the prophet : Wolves shall

feed with lambs ; the lion and the ox shall eat
CHAP.x8.--And havingcome to a certain cave, straw together, x° There were together two oxen

and wishing to rest in it, the blessed s Mary dis- drawing a waggon with provision for the journey,
mounted from her beast, and sat down with the!and the lions directed them in their path.
child Jesus in her bosom. And there were with
Joseph three boys, and with Mary a girl, going CHAP.20.--And it came to pass on the third
on the journey along with them. And, lo, sud- day of their journey, while they were walking,
denly there came forth from the cave many that the blessed Mary was fatigued by the exces-
dragons ; and when the children saw them, they sire heat of the sun in the desert ; and seeing a
cried out in great terror. Then Jesus went down mlm tree, she said to Joseph : Let me rest a litde
fi'om the bosom of His mother, and stood on Hi, under the shade of this tree. Joseph therefore

made haste, and led her to the palm, and made
t Mie. v.a. her come down from her beast. And as the
s The _iclul aurtu#, or gold shekel, was worth ;_, t6s 6d.

oneus.has:C_l,argaveMyrrh,Mel_h_fr_k,ocem,Bal- blessed Mary was sitting there, she looked up to
throatgokl. the foliage of the palm, and saw it full of fruit,4 Matt. iL x.-t_t.

s OneMs.has:AndwhenH_,comi_g backf_= 1_o=,the and said to Joseph : I wish it were possible to
year after, saw.* MatLil.2_. get some of the fruit of this palm. And Joseph

_' Matt. il t4.
s One of the MS_.has: When Joseph put the bM virgin and said to her : I wonder that thou sayest this, when

the boy upon a beast, and himself mounted another t and took the
tmui through the lutl country and the desert, that he nught get safe to

for they dui not want to go by the shore, for fear of heing m9Ps. cxlviiL 7.Isa. Lu. aS.
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thou seest how high the palm tree is; and that while they were thus speaking, behold, they
thou thinkest of eating of its fruit. I am think- looked forward, and began to see the mountains
ing more of the want of water, because the skins and cities of Egypt.
are now empty, and we have none wherewith to And rejoicing and exulting, they came into
refresh ourselves and our cattle. Then the child the regions of Hermopolis, and entered into a
Jesus, with a joyful countenance, reposing in the certain city of Egypt which is called Sofinen ; z
bosom of His mother, said to the palm : O tree, and because they knew no one there from whom
bend thy branches, and refresh my mother with they could ask hospitality, they went into a
thy fruit. And immediatel)_ at these words the temple which was called the Capitol of Egypt.
palm bent its top down to the very feet of the And in this temple there had been set up three
blessed Mary ; and they gathered from it fruit, hundred and fifty-five idols,* to each of which
with which they were all refreshed. And after on its own day divine honours and sacred rites
they had gathered all its frmt, it remained bent were paid. For the Egyptians belonging to the
down, waiting the order to rise from Him who same city entered the Capitol, in which the
had commanded it to stoop. Then Jesus said priests told them how many sacrifices were
to it : Raise thyself, O palm tree, and be strong, offered each day, according to the honour in
and be the companion of my trees, which are in which the god was held.
the paradise of my Father; and open from thy
roots a vein of water which has been hid in the CHAP. 23. -- And it came to pass, when the
earth, and let the waters flow, so that we may be most blessed Mary went into the temple with
satisfied from thee. And it rose up immediately, the little child, that all the idols prostrated them-
and at its root there began to come forth a spring selves on the ground, so that all of them were
of water exceedingly clear and cool and spar- lying on their faces shattered and broken to
khng. And when they saw the spring of water, pieces ;3 and thus they plainly showed that they
they rejoiced with great joy, and were satisfied, were nothing. Then was fulfilled that which was
themselves and all their cattle and their beasts, said by the prophet Isaiah : Behold, the Lord
Wherefore they gave thanks to God. will come upon a swift cloud, and will enter

Egypt, and all the handiwork of the Egyptmns
CHAP. 2L -- And on the day after, when they shall be moved at His presence. 4

were setting out thence, and in the hour m which
they began their journey, Jesus turned to the CHAP. 24.--Then Affrodosius, that governor
palm, and said : This privilege I give thee, O of the city, when news of this was brought to
palm tree, that one of thy branches be carried him, went to the temple with all his army. And
away by my angels, and planted in the paradise the priests of the temple, when they saw Affro-
of my Father. And this blessing I will confer dosius with all his army coming into the temple,
upon thee, that it shall be said of all who con- thought that he was making haste only to see
quer in any contest, You have attained the palm vengeance taken on those on whose account
of victory. And while He was thus speaking, the gods had fallen down. But "when he came
behold, an angel of the Lord appeared, and into the temple, and saw all the gods lying pros-
stood upon the palm tree ; and taking off one of trate on their faces, he went up to the blessed
its branches, flew to heaven with the branch in Mary, who was carrying the Lord in her bosom,
his hand. And when they saw this, they fell on and adored Him, and said to all his army and
their faces, and became as it were dead. And all his friends : Unless this were the God of our
Jesus said to them : Why are your hearts pos- gods, our gods would not have fallen on their
sessed with fear? Do you not know that this faces before Him ; nor would they be lying pros-
palm, which I have caused to be transferred to trate in His presence: wherefore they silently
paradise, shall be prepared for all the saints in confess that He is their Lord. Unless we, there-
the place of delights, as it has been prepared for fore, take care to do what we have seen our gods
us in this place of the wilderness ? And they doing, we may run the risk of His anger, and all
were filled with joy ; and being strengthened, come to destruction, even as it happened to
they all rose up. Pharaoh king of the Egyptians, who, not believ-

]ing in powers so mighty, was drowned in the sea,
CHAP. 22. MAfter this, while they were going with all his army.s Then all the people of that

on their journey, Joseph said to Jesus : Lord, it same city believed in the Lord God through
is a boiling heat ; if it please Thee, let us go by iJesus Christ.
the sea-shore, that we may be able to rest in the I z . ._.
ltles on the coast. Jesus sam to h_m : Fear not, ] * No n,ntton was so 1_ to klolatry_ and .worshil_l _tt_h *,

C.... " " 0., Sotrlna.

over, you shall accomplish in this one day. And] , _'_'_"

4
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CI-x_. _5.--After no long time the angel said Jesus working on the Sabbath at what it is not
to Joseph: Return to the land of Judah, for lawful for him to do? for he has made twelve
they are dead who sought the child's life.' sparrows of clay. And when Joseph heard this,

he reproved him, saying : Wherefore doest thou
CHAP. 26.-- And it came to pass, after Jesus on the Sabbath such things as are not lawful for

had returned out of Egypt, when He was in us to do? And when Jesus heard Joseph, He
Galilee, and entering on the fourth year of His struck His hands together, and said to His
age, that on a Sabbath-day He was playing with sparrows : Fly ! And at the voice of His corn-
some children at the bed of the Jordan. And mand they began to fly. And in the sight and
as He sat there, Jesus made to Himself seven hearing _)f all that stood by, He said to the
pools of clay, and to each of them He made birds: Go and fly through the earth, and through
passages, through which at His command He all the world, and live. And when those that
brought water from the torrent into the pool, were there saw such miracles, they were filled
and took it back again. Then one of those with great astonishment. And some praised
children, a son of the devil, moved with envy, and admired Him, but others reviled Him. And
shut the passages which supplied the pools with certain of them went away to the chief priests
water, and overthrew what Jesus had built up. and the heads of the Pharisees, and reported to
Then said Jesus to him : Woe unto thee, thou them that Jesus the son of Joseph had done
son of death, thou son of Satan ! Dost thou great signs and miracles in the sight of all the
destroy the works which I have wrought ? And people of Israel. And this was reported in the
immediately he who had done this died. Then twelve tribes of Israel
with great uproar the parents of the dead boy
cried out against Mary and Joseph, saying to CHAP.28. m And again the son of Annas, a
them : Your son has cursed our son, and he is priest of the temple, who had come with Joseph,
dead. And when Joseph and Mary heard this, holding his rod in his hand in the sight of all,
they came forthwith to Jesus, on account of the with great fury broke down the dams which
outcry of the parents of the boy, and the gather- Jesus had made with His own hands, and let out
ing together of the Jews. But Joseph said pri- the water which He had collected in them from
rarely to Mary : I dare not speak to Him ; but the torrent. Moreover, he shut the aqueduct by
do thou admonish Him, and say: Why hast which the water came in, and then broke it
Thou raised against us the hatred of the people ; down. And when Jesus saw this, He said to
and why must the troublesome hatred of men that boy who had destroyed His dams : O most
be borne by us ? And His mother having come wicked seed of iniquity ! O son of death ! 0
to Him, asked Him, saying : My Lord, what workshop of Satan ! verily the fruit of thy seed
was it that he did to bring about his death?shall be without strength, and thy roots without
And He said : He deserved death, because he l moisture, and thy branches withered, bearing no
scattered the works that I had made. Then fruit. And immediately, in the sight of ail, the
His mother asked Him, saying : Do not so, my boy withered away, and died.
Lord, because all men rise up against us. But
He, not wishing to grieve His mother, with His CHAP.29. m Then Joseph trembled, and took
right foot kicked the hinder parts of the dead hold of Jesus, and went with Him to his own
boy, and said to him : Rise, thou son of iniquity ; house, and His mother with Him. And, behold,
for thou art not worthy to enter into the rest of suddenly from the opposite direction a boy, also
my Father, because thou didst destroy the works a worker of iniquity, ran up and came against the
which I had made. Then he who had been !shoulder of Jesus, wishing to make sport of Him,
dead rose up, and went away. And Jesus, by or to hurt Him, if he could. And Jesus said
the word of His power, brought water into the to him : Thou shalt not go back safe and sound
pools by the aqueduct, from the way that thou goest. And immediately

he fell down, and died. And the parents of the
CHAP. 27. --And it came to pass, after these !dead boy, who had seen what happened, cried

things, that in the sight of all Jesus took clay out, saying : Where does this child come from?
from the pools which He had made, and of it It is manifest that every word that he says _s
made twelve sparrows. And it was the Sabbath true; and it is often accomplished before he
when Jesus did this, and there were very many speaks. And the parents of the dead boy came
children with Him. When, therefore, one of to Joseph, and said to him: Take away that
the Jews had seen Him doing this, he said to iJesus from this place, for he cannot live with us
Joseph : Joseph, dost thou not see the child in this town ; or at least teach him to bless, and

ZMatt.iLa6. OaeottheMss.herehaa:AndJosephandMarynot to curse. And Joseph came up to Jesus,
wenttol_ia thehome0¢a cemlnwidow,,ridspeaa_ _: and admonished Him, saying : Why doest thou
mdh, the_,e_tsor_ye_itglmanum_,of _/tmr_ _ such things? For already many are in grief_aled _u the ¢_r|y _ of gho Lat/n C_¢_pe.l c_"'n ,,'.m_..
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and against thee, and hate us on thy account, est not when thou wast born: I alone know
and we endure the reproaches of men because when you were born, and how long your life on
of thee. And Jesus answered and said unto earth will be. Then all who heard these words
Joseph: No one is a wise son but he whom his were struck with astonishment, and cried out:
father hath taught, according to the knowledge Oh [ oh I oh ! this marvellously great and won-
of this tame ; and a father's curse can hurt none derful mystery. Never have we heard the like 1
but evil-doers. Then they came together against Never has it been heard from any one else, nor
Jesus, and accused him to Joseph. When Jo- has .it been said or at any time heard by the
seph saw this, he was in great terror, fearing the prophets, or the Pharisees, or the scribes. We
violence and uproar of the people of Israel. know whence he is sprung, and he is scarcely
And the same hour Jesus seized the dead boy by five years old ; and whence does he speak these
the ear, and lifted him up from the earth in the words ? The Pharisees answered : We have
sight of all : and they saw Jesus speaking to him never hem'd such words spoken by any other
like a father to his son. And his spirit came child so young. And Jesus answered and said
back to him, and he revived. And all of them unto them : At this do ye wonder, that such
wondered, things are said by a child? Why, then, do ye

not believe me in those things which I have
CHAP. 3o.- Now a certain Jewish school- said to you ? And you all wonder because I

master named Zachyas ' heard Jesus thus speak- said to you that I know when you were born.
ing ; and seeing that He could not be overcome, I will tell you greater things, that you may won-
from knowing the power that was in Him, 2 he der more. I have seen Abraham, whom you
became angry, and began rudely and foolishly, call your father, and have spoken with him ; and
and without fear, to speak against Joseph. And he has seen meA And when they heard this
he said: Dost thou not wish to entrust me with they held their tongues, nor did any of them
thy son, that he may be instructed in human dare to speak. And Jesus said to them : I have
learning and in reverence ? But I see that Mary been among you with children, and you have
and thyself have more regard for your son than not known me ; I have spoken to you as to wise
for what the elders of the people of Israel say men, and you have not understood my words ;
against him. You should have given more because you are younger than I am_s and of little
honour to us, the elders of the whole church of faith.
Israel, both that he might be on terms of mu-
tual affection with the children, and that among CHAP.3T.--A second time the masterZachyas,
us he might be instructed in Jewish learning, doctor of the law, said to Joseph and Mary:
Joseph, on the other hand, said to him : And Give me the boy, and I shall hand him over to
is there any one who can keep this child, and master Levi, who shall teach him his letters and
teach him ? But if thou canst keep him instruct him. Then Joseph and Mary, soothing
and teach him, we by no means hinder him Jesus, took Him to the schools, that He might
from being taught by thee those things which are be taught His letters by old Levi. And as soon
learned by all. And Jesus, having heard what as He went in He held His tongue. And the
Zachyas had said, answered and said unto him : master Levi said one letter to Jesus, and, begin-
The precepts of the law which thou hast just !ning from the first letter Aleph, said to Him:
spoken of, and all the things that thou hast Answer. But Jesus was silent, and answered
named, must be kept by those who are in- ] nothing. Wherefore the preceptor Levi was an-
structed in human learning ; but I am a stranger I gry, and seized his storax-tree rod, and struck
to your law-courts, because I have no father at'- Him on the head. And Jesus said to the teacher
ter the flesh. Thou who readest the law, and Levi: Why dost thou strike me? Thou shalt
art learned in it, abidest in the law ; but I was [ know in truth, that He who is struck can teach
before the law. But since thou thinkest that no [ him who strikes Him more than He can be
one is equal to thee in learning, thou shalt be taught by him. For I can teach you those very
taught by me, that no other can teach any-!things that you are saying. But all these are
thing but those things which thou hast named, blind who speak and hear, like sounding brass
But he alone can who is worthy.3 For when I or tinkling cymbal, in which there is no percep-
shall be exalted on earth, I will cause to cease tion of those things which are meant by their
all mention of your genealogy. For thou know- sound. 6 And Jesus in addition said to Zachyas :

Every letter from Aleph even to Thet _ is known
t ott,_ formsof t_ m _._: z_, z_, z_heus, by its arrangement. Say thou first, therefore)Zachzm

Or,seeingthattherer.s in Himan insuperableImowled&e0/"
a Tischendorf thinks that the text is corrupt. But the metming _ Camp. Jolm _.il. _._.

seems tobe: Youareaot awhit better _m_your neighbours; for_dl Or. llterally, infe.rior to rim.

_m a= mOne (s'/tze, i.e., Christ) can teach mo_ who m worthy. Y Tau, snd not T4_h_ im tlm ]ut lq_et" af t]te _ al_
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what Thet is, and I will tell thee what Aleph is. and the dead live, that each may return to his
And _ Jesus said to them : Those who do original state, and abide in Him who is the root
not know Aleph, how can they say Thet, the of life and of perpetual sweetness. And when
hypocrites ? Tell me what the first one, Aleph, the child Jesus had said this, forthwith all who
is ; and I shall then believe you when you have had fallen under malignant diseases were re-
said Beth. And Jesus began to ask the names stored. And they did not dare to say anything
of the letters one by one, and said : Let the more to Him, or to hear anything from Him.
master of the law tell us what the first letter is,
or why it has many triangles, gradate, subacute, CHAP. 32.--After these things, Joseph and
mediate, obduced, produced, erect, prostrate, Mary departed thence with Jesus into the city
curvistrate, x And when Levi heard this, he was of Nazareth ; and He remained there with His
thunderstruck at such an arrangement of the _arents. And on the first of the week, when
names of the letters. Then he began in the Jesus was playing with the children on the roof
hearing of all to cry out, and say : Ought such of a certain house, it happened that one of
a one to live on the earth ? Yea, he ought to be the children pushed another down from the roof
hung on the great cross. For he can put out to the ground, and he was killed. And the par-
fire, and make sport of other modes of punish- ents of the dead boy, who had not seen this,
ment. I think that he lived before the flood, cried out against Joseph and Mary, saying : Your
and was born before the deluge. For what womb son has thrown our son down to the ground, and
bore him ? or what mother brought him forth ? he is dead. But Jesus was silent, and answered
or what breasts gave him suck? I flee before them nothing. And Joseph and Mary came in
him ; I am not able to withstand the words from haste to Jesus ; and His mother asked Ham,
his mouth, but my heart is astounded to hear saying: My lord, tell me if thou didst throw
such words. I do not think that any man can him down. And immedmtely Jesus went down
understand what he says, except God were with from the roof to the ground, and called the boy
him. Now I, unfortunate wretch, have given by his name, Zeno. And he answered Ham : My
myself up to be a laughing-stock to him. For lord. And Jesus said to him: Was it I that
when I thought I had a scholar, I, not knowing threw thee down from the roof to the ground ?
him, have found my master. What shall I say ? And he said : No, my lord. And the parents of
I cannot wathstand the words of this child: I the boy who had been dead wondered, and
shall now flee from this town, because I cannot honoured Jesus for the maracle that had been
understand them. An old man like me has wrought. And Joseph and Mary departed
been beaten by a boy, because I can find neither thence with Jesus to Jericho.
beginning nor end of what he says. For it is
no easy matter to find a beginning of himself.* CHAP. 33- --Now Jesus was six years old, and
I tell you of a certainty, I am not lying, that to His mother sent Him with a pitcher to the foun-
my eyes the proceedings of this boy, the com- tain to draw water with the children. And at
mencement of his conversation, and the upshot came to pass, after He had drawn the water, that
of his intention, seem to have nothing in corn- one of the children came against Him, and struck
mon with mortal man. Here then I do not the pitcher, and broke it. But Jesus stretched
know whether he be a wizard or a god ; or at out the cloak which He had on, and took up
least an angel of God speaks in him. Whence in Has cloak as much water as there had been in
he is, or where he comes from, or who he will the pitcher, and carried it to His mother. And i
turn out to be, I know not. Then Jesus, smiling when she saw it shewondered, and reflected within
at him with a joyful countenance, said in a corn- herself, and laid up all these things an her heart.3
rounding voice to all the sons of Israel standing
by and hearing : Let the unfruitful bring forth CHAP. 34.-- Again, on a certain day, He went
fruit and the blind see anrl *h,_ 1..... lt- ,q=h* forth into the field, and took a httle wheat from
and the noor enjoy the _ood thino_ of this life Has mother s barn, and sowed at Hamself. And

_ J o _,- ' it sprang up, and grew, and muluphed exceed-
_--Iingly. And at last it came to pass that He
,,ff_._e. ,o,._,o_._t_,,_;._.to_; _o_g,f_,/Himself reaped it, and gathered as the produce

,_ , , -- pe y . 4 " "
_rru_. t_ompare_t_]_ss_ m thefollowingApoerypha.[The [of It three kors, and gave tt to Hxs numerous
urospetot J.nomas, nrst _reeg lorm, caaps. 6, 7, ann parallel passages. ] _,,_;_ �$S
_R.] Itobviously, however, refersto thePentalpha, Peutacle, or Solo- I _Ht_w'_t_a_s_°"
mon's Seal, celebrated m the remains of the magical books that have [
come down to us under the names of Hermes and the Pythagoreans. ] t_u,_ _,, rI'%_ "..... ,4 _^" ..... + _¢ T_,';.
The Pentalpha was formed by joinmg by straight lines the alternate [ _-'_" ,33"-- &_lx. ta _ Au_ _txl_ _u_ ua j_,
angles of a regular pentagon, and thus contained numerous trxangles. ] cho a_d leadin_ to the river Iordan, to the nlace
The Pythagoreans called *t the H._g_ea or symbol of health, and It [ ,o .J .
was frequently eagraved on amulets and c_ms. It is still, if the [ --_ _
books are to "be trusted, a symbol _" power m the higher grades of [ 3 Luke ft. s9
fieemasonry. [ 4 The kor or chomer vms_acconilng to Jahn, equal to Sa pecks z

s ke., It is not wonderful that we do not understand what he says, I pint.
for we do n_ know what he is. l s Multz)6//c_.f_.
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where the children of Israel crossed : and there commanded his servant 3 to cut the wood with
the ark of the covenant is said to have rested, an iron saw, according to the measure which he
And Jesus was eight years old, and He went out had sent. But he did not keep to the prescribed
of Jericho, and went towards the Jordan. And measure, but made one piece of wood shorter
there was beside the road, near the bank of the than the other. And Joseph was in perplexity,
Jordan, a cave where a lioness was nursing her and began to consider what he was to do about
cubs ; and no one was safe to walk that way. i this. And when Jesus saw him in this state of
Jesus then, coming from Jericho, and knowing cogitation, seeing that it was a matter of impos-
that in that cave the lioness had brought forth sibility to him, He addresses him with words of
her young, went into it in the sight of all. And comfort, saying : Come, let us take hold of the
when the lions saw Jesus, they ran to meet Him, ends of the pieces of wood, and let us put them
and adored Him. And Jesus was sitting in the i together, end to end, and let us fit them exactly
cavern, and the lion's cubs ran hither and thither to each other, and draw to us, for we shall be
round His feet, fawning upon Him, and sporting, able to make them equal. Then Joseph did
And the older lions, with their heads bowed what he was bid, for he knew that He could do
down, stood at a distance, and adored Him, and whatever He wished. And Joseph took hold of
fawned upon Him with their tails. Then the the ends of the pieces of wood, and brought them
people who were standing afar off, not seeing together against the wall next himself, and Jesus
Jesus, said : Unless he or his parents had corn- took hold of the other ends of the pieces of wood,
mltted grievous sins, he would not of his own and drew the shorter piece to Him, and made it
accord have offered himself up to the lions, of the same length as the longer one. And He
And when the people were thus reflecting within said to Joseph : Go and work, and do what thou
themselves, and were lying under great sorrow, hast promised to do. And Joseph did what he
behold, on a sudden, in the sight of the people, had promised.*
Jesus came out of the cave, and the lions went
before Him, and the hon's cubs played with each CHAP. 38.- And it came to pass a second
other before His feet. And the parents of Jesus itime, that Joseph and Mary were asked by the
stood afar off, with their heads bowed down, and people that Jesus should be taught His letters
watched ; hkewise also the people stood at aim school. They did not refuse to do so ; and
d_stance, on account of the lions ; for they did iaccording to the commandment of the elders,
not dare to come close to them. Then Jesus they took Him to a master to be instructed in
began to say to the people : How much better human learning. Then the master began to
are the beasts than you, seeing that they recog- teach Him in an imperious tone, saying : Say
nise their Lord, and glorify Him; while you Alpha.S And Jesus said to him: Do thou tell
men, who have been made after the image and Ime first what Betha is, and I will tell thee what
likeness of God, do not know Him ! Beasts Alpha is. And upon this the master got angry
know me, and are tame ; men see me, and do iand struck Jesus ; and no sooner had he struck
not acknowledge me. Him, than he fell down dead.

And Jesus went home again to His mother.
CHAP. 36.--After these things Jesus crossed And Joseph, being afraid, called Mary to him,

the Jordan, in the sight of them all, with the and said to her : Know of a surety that my soul
lions ; and the water of the Jordan was divided iis sorrowful even unto death on account of this
on the right hand and on the left.' Then He child. For it is very likely that at some time
sa_d to the lions, in the hearing of all : Go in or other some one will strike him in malice, and
peace, and hurt no one ; but neither let man in- he will die. But Mary answered and said : O
jure you, until you return to the place whence man of God I do not believe that this is possi-
you have come forth. And they, bidding Him ble. You may believe to a certainty that He
farewell, not only with their gestures but with who has sent him to be born among men will
their voices, went to their own place. But Himself guard him from all mischief, and will in
Jesus returned to His mother. His own name preserve him from evil.

CHAP. 37"-- NOW Joseph 2 was a carpenter, CHAP. 39. -- Again the Jews asked Mary and
and used to make nothing else of wood but Joseph a third time to coax Him to go to an-
ox-yokes, and ploughs, and implements of hus- other master to learn. And Joseph and Mary,
bandry, and wooden beds. And it came to pass fearing the people, and the overbearing of the
that a certain young man ordered him to make
for him a couch six cubits long. And Joseph _ Lit.,boy..4 One of the MSS.here inserts: And when Jesus wu with other

children He repeatedly, went up and sat down upon a balcony., and
! Josh. lii. z6: _ Kings ii. 8. many of them began to do likewt_e, and they fell down and btm,ke
a One of the MSS. tells the story, not of Joseph, but of a certain thetr legsand arms. And the Lord Jesushealed th_ _.

Iml]der, a worker m wood. $ I'_lotothat the letter* are Greek here.

?
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princes, and the threats of the priests, led Him CHAP.4L mAnd they went away from Ca-
again to school, knowing that He could learn pernauminto the city whichis called Bethlehem ;
nothing from man, because He had perfect and Joseph lived with Mary in his own house,
knowledge from God only. And when Jesus had and Jesus with them. And on a certain day
entered the school, led by the Holy Spirit, He Joseph called to him his first-born son James,3
took the book out of the hand of the master and sent him into the vegetable garden to gather
who was teaching the law, and in the sight and vegetables for the purpose of making broth.
hearing of all the people began to read, not And Jesus followed His brother James into the
indeed what was written in their book ; but He garden ; but Joseph and Mary did not know this.
spoke in the Spirit of the living God, as if a And while James was collecting the vegetables,
stream of water were gushing forth from a living a viper suddenly came out of a hole and struck
fountain, and the fountain remained always full. his hand,_ and he began to cry out from exces-
And with such power He taught the people the sire pain. And, becoming exhausted, he said,
great things of the living God, that the master with a bitter cry : Alas ! alas ! an accursed viper
himself fell to the ground and adored Him. has struck my hand. And Jesus, who was stand-
And the heart of the people who sat and heard mg opposite to him, at the bitter cry ran up to
Him saying such things was turned into aston- [ames, and took hold of his hand ; and all that
ishment. And when Joseph heard of this, he He did was to blow on the hand of James, and
came running to Jesus, fearing that the master cool it : and immediately James was healed, and
himself was dead. And when the master saw the serpent died. And Joseph and Mary did
him, he said to him: Thou hast given me not not know what had been done ; but at the cry
a scholar, but a master ; and who can withstand of James, and the command of Jesus, they ran
his words? Then was fulfilled that which was to the garden, and found the serpent already
spoken by the Psalmist : The river of God is dead, and James quite cured.
full of water: Thou hast prepared them corn,

for so is the provision for it.Z CHAP.4_. m And Joseph having come to a
feast with his sons, James, Joseph, and Judah,

CHAP.4o. mAfter these things Joseph de- and Simeon and his two daughters, Jesus met
parted thence with Mary and Jesus to go into them, with Mary His mother, along with her
Capernaum by the sea-shore, on account of the s_ster Mary of Cleophas, whom the Lord God
malice of his adversaries. And when Jesus was had given to her father Cleophas and her mother
living in Capernaum, there was in the city a Anna, because they had offered Mary the mother
man named Joseph, exceedingly rich. But he of Jesus to the Lord. And she was called by
had wasted away under his infirmity, and died, the same name, Mary, for the consolation of her
and was lying dead in his couch. And when parentsA And when they had come together,
Jesus heard them in the city mourning, and Jesus sanctified and blessed them, and He was
weeping, and lamenting over the dead man, He the first to begin to eat and drink; for none
said to Joseph: Why dost thou not afford the of them dared to eat or drink, or to sit at
benefit of thy favour to this man, seeing that he table, or to break bread, until He had saner[-
is called by thy name? And Joseph answered fled them, and first done so. And if He hap-
him : How have I any power or ability to afford
him a benefit ? And Jesus said to him : Take _AccordmgtothetraditmnpreservedbyHegesippusandTer-tullian,James and Judas were husbandmen. See A pc,_t. CoKsl,
the handkerchief which is upon thy head, and oh.lxv,i.
go and put it on the face of the dead man, and a Comp.Actsxxvtii.s One of the Mss. has: And when Joseph, worn out with old age,
say to him : Christ heal thee ; and immediately diedandwasburiedwtthhisparents,theblessedMarylivedwuh
the dead man will be healed, and will rise from hernephews,orwtththechildrenofhersisters,forAnnaandEme-rma were ststers. Of Emerina was born lghzaheth, the mother of John

his couch. And when Joseph heard this, he theBapt,st.Andas A.... themotherof theblessedMary, wasvery heauuful, when Joachim was dead she was married to Cleophas,
went away at the command of Jesus, and ran, by whom she had a second daughter. She called her Mary, and gave

and entered the house of the dead man, and put hertoA!ph_tow_e;andofherwashornJamesthesonofAIph_:us.and Phihp his brother. And her second husband having died, Anna
the handkerchief which he was wearing on his ,,as.... ed to a third husband named Salorne by whom she had a

third daughter. She called her Mary likewtse,'and gave her m Zeb-
head upon the face of him who was lying in the ed_ tow_fe;andofherw_ehornJ_._ thesonofZebedee,and
COUCh,and said: Jesus heal thee. And forth- JohntheE_l_t.

Another .passage to the same effect is prefixed to the Gospel Itwith the dead man rose from his bed, and asked readsV.menaforV.merina,andJo_phforPhdin Itendswttha
who Jesus was? quotation from Jerome's sermon upon Easter: -- We read in the Gos-pals that there were four Marys-- first, the mother of the Lord the

_ __ Saviour; second, Hu maternal aunt, who was called Mary of Clco-

phas. third, Mary the mother of James and Joseph; fourth, M_t Pit. lxv. 9. Magda|ene -- though some maintain that the mother of James
I In place of this chapter, one of the usa has a number of mira- Josevh was His aunt.

des copied from the canonical Gospels _ the walking on the sca_ the _'he same MS.thus concludes: The holy Apostle and Evange_feeding of the five flmu_nd, the healing of a blind man, the raising John wtth his own hand wrote this httle book m Hebrew, and

of Lsaanm, and the tai_tn8 of a certain young man. learned doctor Jerome rendered it from Hebrew into Latin.
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pened to be absent, they used to wait until He before their eyes, observed Him, and feared
should do this. And when He did not wish to IHim. And when Jesus slept, whether by day
come for refreshment, neither Joseph nor Mary, [or by night, the brightness of God shone upon
northe sons of Joseph, His brothers, came. And, [Him. To whom be all praise and glory for ever
indeed, these brothers,keeping His life as a lamp Iand ever. Amen, amen.



THE GOSPEL OF THE NATIVITY OF MARY.

CHAP. X._ The blessed and glorious ever-vir- retired to the shepherds, who were in their pas-
gin Mary, sprung from the royal stock and family tures with their flocks ; nor would he return
of David, born in the city of Nazareth, was home, lest perchance he might be branded with
brought up at Jerusalem in the temple of the the same reproach by those of his own tribe,
Lord. Her father was named Joachim, and who were there at the time, and had heard this
her mother Anna. Her father's house was from the priest.
from Galilee and the city of Nazareth, but her
mother's family from Bethlehem. Their life was CHAP.3"-- Now, when he had been there for
guileless and right before the Lord, and irre- some time, on a certain day when he was alone,
proaehable and pious before men. For they an angel of the Lord stood by him in a great
divided all their substance into three parts, light. And when he was disturbed at h_sappear-
One part they spent upon the temple and the ance, the angel who had appeared to him re-
temple servants ; another they distributed to strained his fear, saying : Fear not, Joachim, nor
strangers and the poor ; the third they reserved be d_sturbed by nay appearance ; for I am the
for themselves and the necessities of their family, angel of the Lord, sent by Him to thee to tell
Thus, dear to God, kind to men, for about twenty thee that thy prayers have been heard, and that
years they hved in their own house, a chaste mar- thy charitable deeds have gone up into H_s pres-
ned life, w_thout having any children. Never- ence.4 For He hath seen thy shame, and hath
theless they vowed that, should the Lord happen heard the reproach of unfruitfulness which has
to g_ve them offspring, they would deliver _t to been unjustly brought against thee. For God _s
the service of the Lord ; on which account also the avenger of sin, not of nature : and, there-
they used to visit the temple of the Lord at each fore, when He shuts up the womb of any one, He
of the feasts during the year. does so that He may miraculously open it again ;

so that that which is born may be acknowledged
CHAP.2.-- And it came to pass that the fes- to be not of lust, but of the gift of God. For

tival of the dedication, was at hand ; wherefore was it not the case that the first mother of your
also Joachim went up to Jerusalem with some nation--Sarah--was barren up to her eightieth
men of his own tribe. Now at that time Issa- year?S And, nevertheless, in extreme old age
char 2 was high priest there. And when he saw she brought forth Isaac, to whom the promise
Joachim with his offering among his other fellow- was renewed of the blessing of all nations.
citizens, he despised him, and spurned his gifts, Rachel also, so favoured of the Lord, and so be-
asking why he, who had no offspnng, presumed loved by holy Jacob, was long barren; and yet
to stand among those who had ; saying that his she brought forth Joseph, who was not only the
gifts could not by any means be acceptable to lord of Egypt, but the deliverer of many nations
God, since He had deemed him unworthy of off- who were ready to perish of hunger. Who
spring : for the Scripture said, Cursed is every among the judges was either stronger than Sam-
one who has not begot a male or a female in son, or more holy than Samuel? And yet the
Israel.3 He said, therefore, that he ought first mothers of both were barren. If, therefore, the
to be fi'eed from this curse by the begetting of reasonableness of my words does not persuade
children ; and then, and then only, that he thee, believe in fact that conceptions very late m
should come into the presence of the Lord with life, and births in the case of women that have
his offerings. And Joachim, covered with shame been barren, are usually attended with something
from this reproach that was thrown in his teeth, wonderful. Accordingly thy wifeAnna will bring

forth a daughter to thee, and thou shalt call her
t x Mace. Iv. 52.-59; • Mace. x. ,-8; John x. a2; Josephus, An- name Mary : she shall be, as you have vowed,_tt_. xa. 7-

The spelling in the text is that in the Hebrew, the Samaritan consecrated to the Lord from'her infancy, and
Codex, the Targums, and the Tc.xtus Receptus. There is no Issa-
char in the list of htgh priests.

This statmnent does not occur in Scripture in so many words; 4 Comp. Acts x. 4.
but stenhty was looked upon as a punishment from God. ' $ Gen. xvh. x7. Sarah was ninety years old.
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she shall be filled with the Holy Spirit, even from shipped the Lord, they returned home, and
her mother's womb. She shall neither eat nor awaited in certainty and in gladness the divine
drink any unclean thing, nor shall she spend her promise. Anna therefore conceived, and brought
life among the crowds of the people without, forth a daughter; and according to the corn-
but in the temple of the Lord, that it may not be mand of the angel, her parents called her name
possible either to say, or so much as to suspect, Mary.
any evil concerning her. Therefore, when she
has grown up, just as she herself shall be miracu- Cn_. 6.-- And when the circle of three years
lously born of a barren woman, so in an incom- had rolled round, and the time of her weaning
parable manner she, a virgin, shall bring forth was fiflfilled, they brought the virgin to the tern-
the Son of the Most High, who shall be called ipie of the Lord with offerings. Now there were
Jesus, and who, according to the etymology of round the temple, according to the fifteen Psalms
His name, shall be the Saviour of all natmns, of Degrees) fifteen steps going up ; for, on
And this shall be the sign to thee of those things account of the temple having been built on
which I announce : When thou shalt come to the a mountain, the altar of burnt-offering, which
Golden gate in Jerusalem, thou shalt there meet stood outside, could not be reached except by
Anna thy wife, who, lately anxious from the delay steps. On one of these, then, her parents placed
of thy return, will then rejoice at the sight of the little gift, the blessed virgin Mary. And
thee. Having thus spoken, the angel departed when they were putting off the clothes which
from him. they had worn on the journey, and were putting

on, as was usual, others that were neater and
CrIa_,.4.--Thereafter he appeared to Anna cleaner, the virgin of the Lord went up all the

his wife, saying : Fear not, Anna, nor think that Isteps, one after the other, without the help of
it is a phantom which thou seest. For I am any one leading her or lifting her, in such a man-
that angel who has presented your prayers and net that, in thls respect at least, you would think
alms before God ; and now have I been sent to that she had already attained full age. For al-
you to announce to you that thou shalt bring ready the Lord in the infancy of His virgin
forth a daughter, who shall be called Mary, and wrought a great thing, and by the indication of
who shall be blessed above all women. She, full this miracle foreshowed how great she was to be.
of the favour of the Lord even from her birth, Therefore, a sacrifice having been offered ac-
shall remain three years in her father's house Icording to the custom of the law, and their vow
until she be weaned. Thereafter, being delivered being perfected, they left the virgin within the
to the service of the Lord, she shall not depart ienclosures of the temple, there to be educated
from the temple until she reach the years of d_s-with the other virgins, and themselves returned
cretion. There, in fine, serving God day and home.
mght in fastings and prayers, she shall abstain
from every unclean thing; she shall never know CHap. 7.- But the virgin of the Lord ad-
man, but alone, without example, immaculate, vanced in age and in virtues ; and though, in the
uncorrupted, without intercourse with man, she, iwords of the Psalmist, her father and mother
a virgin, shall bring forth a son ; she, His hand- had forsaken her, the Lord took her up.* For
maiden, shall bring forth the Lord- both in daily was she visited by angels, daily did she
grace, and m name, and in work, the Saviour of enjoy a divine vision, which preserved her from
the world. Wherefore arise, and go up to Jerusa- all evil, and made her to abound in all good.
lem; and when thou shalt come to the gate[And so she reached her fourteenth year; and
which, because it is plated with gold, is called not only were the wicked unable to charge her
Golden, there, for a sign, thou shalt meet thy with anything worthy of reproach, but all the
husband, for whose safety thou hast been anxious, igood, who knew her life and conversation, judged
And when these things shall have so happened, her to be worthy of admiration. Then the high
know that what I announce shall without doubt priest publicly announced that the virgins who
be fulfilled, were publicly settled in the temple, and had

reached this time of life, should return home
Ca_. 5---Therefore, as the angel had corn- and get married, according to the custom of the

raanded, both of them setting out from the place nation and the ripeness of their years. The
where they were, went up to Jerusalem; and others readily obeyed this command; but Mary
when they had come to the place pointed out alone, the virgin of the Lord, answered that she
by the an el's ro hecg p p y, there they met each conld not do this, saying both that her parents
other. Then, rejoicing at seeing each other, had devoted her to the service of the Lord, and
and secure in the certainty of the promised off-
spring, they gave the thanks due to the Lord, zp,. c==.-_=,=iv.The_ _._ _ froma_ _ a

women to chat of the men.
who exalteth the humble. And so, having wor- * Ps._ _o.
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that, moreover, she herself had made to the Lord !the Lord, with seven other virgins of her own
a vow of virginity, which she would never vio- age, and who had been weaned at the same
late by any intercourse with man. And the high time, whom she had received from the priest,
priest, being placed in great perplexity of mind, returned to the house of her parents in Galilee.
seeing that neither did he think that the vow
should be broken contrary to the Scripture, CHAP.9--- And in those days, that is, at the
which says, Vow and pay,' nor did he dare to time of her first coming into Gahlee, the angel
introduce a custom unknown to the nation, gave Gabriel was sent to her by God, to announce to
order that at the festival, which was at hand, all her the conception of the Lord, and to explain
the chief persons from Jerusalem and the neigh- to her the manner and order of the conception•
bourhood should be present, in order that from Accordingly, going in, he filled the chamber
their advice he might know what was to be done where she was with a great light ; and most
in so doubtful a case. And when this took courteously saluting her, he said: Hail, Mary!
place, they resolved unanimously that the Lord O virgin highly favoured by the Lord, virgin full
should be consulted upon this matter. Ahd of grace, the Lord is w_th thee ; blessed art thou
when they all bowed themselves in prayer, the above all women, blessed above all men that
high priest went to consult God in the usual have been hitherto born) And the virgin, who
way. Nor had they long to wait: in the hear- was already well acquainted with angelic faces,
ing of all a voice issued from the oracle and from and was not unused to the hght from heaven, was
the mercy-seat, that, according to the prophecy neither terrified by the vision of the angel, nor
of Isaiah, a man should be sought out to whom astonished at the greatness of the light, but only
the virgin ought to be entrusted and espoused, perplexed by his words ; and she began to con-
For it is clear that Isaiah says : A rod shall come sider of what nature a salutation so unusual could
forth from the root of Jesse, and a flower shall be, or what it could portend, or what end it
ascend from his root ; and the Spirit of the Lord could have. And the angel, divinely inspired,
shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and taking up this thought, says : Fear not, Mary, as
understanding, the spirit of counsel and strength, if anything contrary to thy chastity were hid
the spirit of w_sdom and piety ; and he shall be under this salutation. For in choosing chastity,
filled with the spirit of the fear of the Lord? thou hast found favour with the Lord ; and there-
According to th_s prophecy, therefore, he pre- fore thou, a virgin, shalt conceive without sin,
dieted that all of the house and family of David and shalt bring forth a son. He shall be great,
that were unmarried and fit for marriage should because He shall rule from sea to sea, and from
bring there rods to the altar ; and that he whose the river even to the ends of the earth ; 4 and
rod after it was brought should produce a flower, He shall be called the Son of the Most High,
and upon the end of whose rod the Spirit of the because He who is born on earth in humiliauon,
Lord should settle in the form of a dove, was reigns in heaven in exaltation; and the Lord
the man to whom the virgin ought to be en- !God will give Him the throne of His father Da-
trusted and espoused, rid, and He shall reign in the house of Jacob

for ever, and of His kingdom there shall be no
Ciqt_a,.8. m Now there was among the rest end ; s forasmuch as He is King of kings and

Joseph, of the house and family of David, a man Lord of lords,_ and His throne is from everlast-
of great age: and when all brought there rods, ing to everlasting. The virgin did not doubt
according to the order, he alone withheld his. these words of the angel ; but wishing to know
Wherefore, when nothing in conformity with the the manner of it, she answered : How can that
divine voice appeared, the high priest thought come to pass? For while, according to my
it necessary to consult God a second time ; and vow, I never know man, how can I bring forth
He answered, that of those who had been desig- iwithout the addition of man's seed ? To this
hated, he alone to whom the virgin ought to be[ the angel says : Think not, Mary, that thou shalt
espoused had not brought his rod. Joseph, ]conceive in the manner of mankind : for with-
therefore, was found out For when he had iout any intercourse with man, thou, a virgin, wilt• * i

brought h_s rod, and the dove came from heaven! conceive ; thou, a virgin, wilt bring forth ; thou,
and settled upon the top of it, it clearly appeared a virgin, wilt nurse : for the Holy Spirit shall
to all that he was the man to whom the virgin come upon thee, and the power of the Most
should be espoused. Therefore, the usual cere- High shall overshadow thee,7 without any of the
monies of betrothal having been gone through, heats of lust ; and therefore that which shall be
he went back to the city of Bethlehem to put born of thee shall alone be holy, because it
his house in order, and to procure things neces-

3 Lulet z. _6-38.
may for the marriage. But Mary, the virgin of • Ps.t_xll,s.

_Luke i. 32.35.z Pt. htxvl. _t. Rev. xix. x6_
a ha. xL z,_, _ Lulm i. 3S.
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alone, being conceived and born without sin, He came to the conclusion, therefore, privately
shall be called the Son of God. Then Mary ito dissolve their contract, and to send her away
stretched forth her hands, and raised her eyes secretly. And while he thought on these things,
to heaven, and said : Behold the hand-maiden behold, an angel of the Lord appeared to him
of the Lord, for I am not worthy of the name in his sleep, saying : Joseph, thou son of David,
of lady ; let it be to me according to thy word. fear not ; that is, do not have any suspicion of

It will be long, and perhaps to some even fornication in the virgin, or think any evil of her ;
tedious, if we insert in this little work every and fear not to take her as thy wife : for that
thing which we read of as having preceded or which is begotten in her, and which now vexes
followed the Lord's nativity : wherefore, omitting thy soul, is the work not of man, but of the
those things which have been more fully written Holy Spirit. For she alone of all virgins shall
in the Gospel, let us come to those which are bring forth tile Son of God, and thou shalt call
held to be less worthy of being narrated. His name Jesus, that is, Saviour; for He shall

save His people from their sins. Therefore JO-
CHAP. io. -- Joseph therefore came from Ju- seph, according to the command of the angel,

da_a into Galilee, intending to marry the virgin took the virgin as his wife ; nevertheless he knew
who had been betrothed to him ; for already her not, but took care of her, and kept her in
three months had elapsed, and it was the begin- chasfity.X And now the ninth month from her
ning of the fourth since she had been betrothed conception was at hand, when Joseph, taking
to him. In the meantime, it was evident from with him his wife along with what things he
her shape that she was pregnant, nor could she needed, went to Bethlehem, the city from which
conceal this from Joseph. For in consequence he came. And it came to pass, while they were
of his being betrothed to her, coming to her there, that her days were fulfilled that she should
more freely and speaking to her more famiharly, bring forth ; and she brought forth her first-born
he found out that she was with child. He be- son, as the holy evangelists have shown, our
gan then to be in great doubt and perplexity, Lord Jesus Christ, who with the Father and the
because he did not know what was best for him Son* and the Holy Ghost lives and reigns God
to do. For, being a just man, he was not willing !from everlasting to everlasting.
to expose her ; nor, being a pious man, to in- z Matt.i._8-_4,
jureherfairfame by a suspicionof fornication. *Thusm tbcon#n_



THE HISTORY OF JOSEPH THE CARPENTER.

IN the name of God, of one essence and three the riches of the earth. Yea, a single hour in
persons, the joyful dwelling of the pious is more blessed

The History of the death of our father, the and more precious than a thousand years among
holy old man, Joseph the carpenter, sinners : s inasmuch as their weeping and lamen-

May his blessings and prayers preserve us all, tation shall not come to an end, and their tears
O brethren ! Amen. shall not cease, nor shall they find for themselves

His whole life was one hundred and eleven consolation and repose .at any time for ever.
years, and his departure from this world hap- And now, O my honoured members, go declare
pened on the twenty-sixth of the month Abib, to all nations, tell them, and say to them : Veri-
which answers to the month Ab. May hls pray- ly the Saviour diligently requires into the inherlt-
er preserve us! Amen. And, indeed, it was ance which is due, and is the administrator of
our Lord Jesus Christ Himself who related this justice. And the angels will cast down their en-
history to His holy disciples on the Mount of emies, and will fight for them in the day of con-
Olives, and all Joseph's labour, and the end flict. And He will examine every single foolish
of" his days. And the holy apostles have pre- and idle word which men speak, and they shall
served this conversation, and have left it wmten give an account of it3 For as no one shall es-
down in the library at Jerusalem. May their cape death, so also the works of every man
prayers preserve us! Amen.' shall be laid open on the day of judgment,

whether they have been good or evil/ Tell

x. It happened one day, when the Saviour, them also this word which I have said to you
to-day: Let not the strong man glory in his

our Master, God, and Saviour Jesus Christ, was strength, nor the rich man m his riches ; but letsitting along with His disciples, and they were
all assembled on the Mount of Olives, that He him who wishes to glory, glory in the Lord. s
said to them : O my brethren and friends, sons 2. There was a man whose name was Joseph,
of the Father who has chosen you from all men, sprung from a family of Bethlehem, a town of
you know that I have often told you that l Judah, and the city of King David. This same
must be crucified, and must die for the sal- man, being well furnished with wisdom and
vation of Adam and his posterity, and that I learning, was made a priest in the temple of the
shall rise from the dead. Now I shall commit Lord. He was, besides, skilful in his trade,

to you the doctrine of the holy gospel formerly which was that of a carpenter ; and after the
announced to you, that you may declare it manner of all men, he married a wife. More-
throughout the whole world. And I shall en- over, he begot for himself sons and daughters,
dow you with power from on high, and fill you four sons, namely, and two daughters. Now
with the Holy Spirit? And you shall declare to these are their names--Judas, Justus, James,
all nations repentance and remission of sins.S For and Simon. The names of the two daughters
a single cup of water/if a man shall find it in were Assia and Lydia. At length the wife of
the world to come, is greater and better than righteous Joseph, a woman intent on the divine

glory in all her works, departed this life. But
all the wealth of this whole world. And as much Joseph, that righteous man, my father after theground as one foot can occupy in the house of
my Father, is greater and more excellent than all flesh, and the spouse of my mother Mary, went

away with his sons to his trade, practismg the
t The Coptic has: The =6th dayof Epep. This is thedepa_tu,_art of a carpenter.

from the body of our father Joseph the carp_nter_ the father of Christ [ o 'Nlcmr wh,_n ,';c,h*_,_,,q 1",_,_, became a
after theflash, whowasttt year, old. Our Savtournarrated alihis[ .o ............ .-'t_ ....... _i"'_
llfe to His apostles on Mount Olivet; and His apostle_ wrote it, and [ Wlflower, my mother Mary, Dlessefl_ holy, and
put it in the h'brarywhich is in Jerusa era. Also that the day on _ a -- 1 -- ,_
whlc,b the holy old man laid down his body was the tt6thof the month [ pure, was alreaoy twelve years ota. For her
_.pep. In the peace of God. amen. I "--'-"
His day ts the tgth of March m the Roman calendar. [ s Comp. Ps. lxxxiv, to.

a Luke xxiv. 49. { 6 Matt. xil. 36.
3 Luke xxtv. 47. [ _':t Cor. v. to.
4 Comp, Matt. x. 4.. I e Jet. ix. 23,24; z Cor. L 3_; aCor. z. t7.
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parents offered her in the temple when she was habitable world should be enrolled, each man in
three years of age, and she remained in the his own city. The old man therefore, righteous
temple of the Lord nine years. Then when the Joseph, rose up and took the virgin Mary and
priests saw that the virgin, holy and God-fearing, came to Bethlehem, because the time of her
was growing up, they spoke to each other, say- bringing forth was at hand. Joseph then in-
ing : Let us search out a man, righteous and scribed his name in the list ; for Joseph the son
pious, to whom Mary may be entrusted until of David, whose spouse Mary was, was of the
the t, me of her marriage ; lest, if she remain in tribe of Judah. And mdeed Mary, my mother,
the temple, it happen to her as is wont to hap- brought me forth in Bethlehem, in a cave near
pen to women, and lest on that account we sin the tomb of Rachel the wife of the patriarch
and God be angry with us. Jacob, the mother of Joseph and Benjamin.

4. Therefore they immediately sent out, am 8. But Satan went and told this to Herod the
assembled twelve old men of the tribe of Judah. ]Great, the father of Arehelaus. And it was this
And they wrote down the names of the twelve [same Herod s who ordered my friend and relative
tribes of Israel. And the lot fell upon the pious [John to be beheaded. Accordingly he searched
old man, righteous Joseph. Then the Priests for me diligently, thinking that my kingdom was
answered, and said to my blessed mother : Go to be of this world.6 But Joseph, that pious old
with Jose.ph, and be w,th him till the time of man, was warned of this by a dream. Therefore
your marriage. Righteous Joseph therefore re- he rose and took Mary my mother, and I lay in
ceived my mother, and led her away to his own her bosom. Salome 7also was their fellow-travel-
house. And Mary found James the Less in hm ler. Having therefore set out from home, he
father's house, broken-hearted and sad on ac- retired into Egypt, and remained there the space
count of the loss of hm mother, and she brought of one whole year, until the hatred of Herod
him up. Hence Mary was called the mother of passed away.
James: Thereafter Joseph left her at home, and 9- Now Herod died by the worst form of
went away to the shop where he wrought at his death, atoning for the shedding of the blood of
trade of a carpenter. And after the holy virgin the children whom he wickedly cut off, though
had spent two years in his house her age was there was no sin in them. And that impious ty-
exactly fourteen years, including the time at rant Herod being dead, they returned into the
whmh he received her. land of Israel, and lived in a city of Galilee

5. And I chose he1 of my own will, with the whmh is called Nazareth. And Joseph, going
concurrence of my Father, and the counsel of back to his trade of a carpenter, earned his living
the Holy Spirit. And I was made flesh of her, by the work of his hands; for, as the law of
by a mystery whmh transcends the grasp of ere- Moses had commanded, he never sought to live
ated reason. And three months after her con- for nothing by another's labour, s
ceptlon the righteous man Joseph returned from io. At length, by increasing years, the old
the place where he worked at hm trade; and man arrived at a very advanced age. He did
when he found my v_rgm mother pregnant, he not, however, labour under any bodily weakness,
was greatly perplexed, and thought of sending nor had his s,ght failed, nor had any tooth per-
her away secretly: But from fear, and sorrow, ished from his mouth. In mind also, for the
and the angmsh of his heart, he could endure whole time of his hfe, he never wandered ; but
neither to eat nor drink that day. like a boy he always in his business displayed

6. But at mid-day there appeared to him in a youthful vigour, and his limbs remained unim-
dream the prince of the angels, the holy Gabriel, paired, and free from all pain. His life, then,
furnished with a command from my Father ; and in all, amounted to one hundred and eleven
he stud to him. Joseph, son of David, fear not years, his old age being prolonged to the utmost
to take Mary as thy wife : for she has conceived hmit.
of the Holy Spirit; and she will bring forth a xL Now Justus and Simeon, the elder sons
son, whose name shall be called Jesus. He it is iof Joseph, were married, and had families of
who shall rule all nations with a rod of iron.3 their own. Both the daughters were likewise
Having thus spoken, the angel departed from married, and lived in their own houses. So there
him. And Joseph rose from his sleep, and did remained in Joseph's house, Judas and James
as the angel of the Lord had said to him ; and the Less, and my virgin mother. I moreover
Mary abode with him: Idwelt along with them, not otherwise than if I

7- Some time after that, there came forth an l .........
order from Augustus Cmsar the king, that all the _ It wasHerodAntipaswhoorderedJohntobebeheaded.

6 John xvlli 36. -- _
7 The Salome here mentioned wa._,according to two ot the ate.

! Luke xxiv. xo. [ of Pseudo-Matthew, the third husband of Anna, Mar_'s mother, and
* Matt. I. ,o- [ the father of Mary the wife _ Zebedee. But compare Matt, ga'*_ 56
3 p_. ii. 9; l_ev, x_ 5, _ z$. [ with Mark xv, 4o.
4 Matt. 1. _o-a 4. ] e Gen. fii. z9.
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had been one of his sons. But I passed all my must every soul pass through a before I have
life without fault. Mary I called my mother, and seen the glory of Thy Godhead. O G_, most
Joseph father, and I obeyed them in all that they righteous Judge, who in justice and equity wilt
said ; nor did I ever contend against them, but judge mankind, and wilt render unto each one
complied with their commands, as other men according to his works, O Lord and my God, I
whom earth produces are wont to do ; nor did I beseech Thee, be present to me in Thy compas-
at any time arouse their anger, or give any word sion, and enlighten nay path that I may come to
or answer in opposition to them. On the con- Thee ; for Thou art a fountain overflowing with
trary, I cherished them with great love, like the all good things, and with glory for evermore.
pupil of my eye. Amen.

x2. It came to pass, after these things, that a4. It came to pass thereafter, when he re-
the death of that old man, the pious Joseph, and turned to his own house in the city of Nazareth,
his departure from this world, were approaching, that he was seized by disease, and had to keep
as happens to other men who owe their origin to his bed. And it was at this time that he died,
this earth. And as hm body was verging on dis- according to the destiny of all mankind. For
solution, an angel of the Lord informed him that this disease was very heavy upon him, and he
his death was now close at hand. Therefore had never been ill, as he now was, from the day
fear and great perplexity came upon him. So of his birth. And thus assuredly it pleased
he rose up and went to Jerusalem ; and going Christ _ to order the destiny of righteous Joseph.
into the temple of the Lord, he poured out He lived forty years unmarried; thereafter his
his prayers there before the sanctuary, and wife remained under his care forty-nine years,
said : and then died. And a year after her death, my

I3. O God I author of all consolation, God mother, the blessed Mary, was entrusted to him
of all compassion, and Lord of the whole human by the priests, that he should keep her until the
race ; God of my soul, body, and spirit ; with time of her marriage. She spent two years in
supplications I reverence thee, O Lord and my his house ; and in the third year of her stay with
God. If now my days are ended, and the time Joseph, in the fifteenth year of her age, she
draws near when I must leave this world, send brought me forth on earth by a mystery which
me, I beseech Thee, the great Michael, the no creature can penetrate or understand, except
prince of Thy holy angels : let him remain with myself, and my Father and the Holy Spirit, con-
me, that my wretched soul may depart from this stituting one essence with myself.4
afflicted body without trouble, without terror and x5. The whole age of nay father, therefore,
impatience. For great fear and intense sadness that righteous old man, was one hundred and
take hold of all bodies on the day of their death, eleven years, my Father in heaven having so
whether it be man or woman, beast wild or tame, decreed. And the day on which his soul left
or whatever creeps on the ground or flies m the his body was the twenty-sixth of the month Abib.
air. At the last all creatures under heaven in For now the fine gold began to lose its splen-
whom is the breath of life are struck with hot- dour, and the silver to be worn down by use--
for, and their souls depart from their bodies with I mean his understanding and his wisdom. He
strong fear and great depression. Now there- also loathed food and drink, and lost all his skill
fore, O Lord and my God, let Thy holy angel in his trade of carpentry, nor did he any more
be present with his help to my soul and body, pay attention to it. It came to pass, then, in
until they shall be dissevered from each other, the early dawn of the twenty-sixth day of Abib,
And let not the face of the angel, appointed my that Joseph, that righteous old man, lying in his
guardian from the day of my birth,' be turned bed, was giving up his unquiet soul. Wherefore
away from me ; but may he be the companion he opened his mouth with many sighs, and struck
of my journey even untd he bring me to Thee : his hands one against the other, and with a loud
let his countenance be pleasant and gladsome
to me, and let him accompany me in peace. *Thisclauselookshkeaninterpolation.Butthedocmneo.fpur-
And letnot demons of frightfulaspectcome g_to_wasbeldfroman°artydate.Ci_.mea,P,,a_c.,n,.9,
near me in the way in which I am to go, until I Stro,_.,,_ 6- o_i_ _,_t c,z***,_. _4,_s.s Note the change from the first per=on. ,_-.a

come to Thee in bliss. And let not the door- 4 Here the Coptm has: Thin ts the end of the hfe of m]r be_v_
father Jpseph. When forty years old he reamed a wife, with whom

keepers hinder my soul from entering paradise, he Uv_dnine (.9forty][]_14_)ye_trB.Afterherdeathhe rernain©da

And do not uncover my sins, and expose me to widower one (or two) year, and my mother hvnd two years m hishouse before she was married to him, since he had been ordered oy

condemnation before Thy terrible tribunal. Let the priests to take charge of her until ihe time of her marriage. And
my mother Mary brought me forth in the third year that she was m

not the lions rush in upon me ; nor let the waves Josh's house,mthe_t_nthyearofherage. Mymotherbore me
of the sea of fire overwhelm my soul _ for this ma c_veCth,s_ amtstranslatlonformyMery),whichit ts un-lawfuleither to name or seek, and there is not in the whole creatmn *

man who knows it, except me and my Father and the Holy Sp_nL

I On the subject of guardkm angels,see S_el_kerd afHerma.l, It m to be noted that the last clause is omitted m the Coptic. _
phrase °fee °sunce was filv,t used iil regard to the doctrine of t

Vfi. 4; Jmua, A#ol., n 5, TT"y#_., 5; Al_tl_or_il _-_e_*_-, I0, _JO; Tl_ty by Au_usul_._. _, Stram._ yr. *7.
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voice cried out, and spoke after the following thoughts about the pure and blessed Mary, who
manner : -- was carrying Thee in her womb, and whom I was

i6. Woe to the day on which I was born into thinking of secretly sending away. And while I
the world ! Woe to the womb which bare me ! was thus meditating, behold, there appeared to me
Woe to the bowels which admitted me I Woe m my rest angels of the Lord, saying to me in a
to the breasts which suckled me ! Woe to the wonderful mystery : O Joseph, thou son of David,
feet upon which I sat and rested! Woe to fear not to take Mary as thy wife; and do not
the hands which carried me and reared me until I grieve thy soul, nor speak unbecoming words of
grewup !' For I was conceived in imquity, and her conception, because she is with child of the
m sins did my mother desire me3 Woe to my Holy Spirit, and shall bnng forth a son, whose
tongue and my hps, wh,ch have brought forth name shall be called Jesus, for He shall save His
and spoken vamty, detraction, falsehood, igno- people from their sins. Do not for this cause
rance, derision, idle tales, craft, and hypocrisy I wish me evil, O Lord ! for I was ignorant of the
Woe to mine eyes, which have looked upon mystery of Thy birth. I call to mind also, my
scandalous things ! Woe to mine ears, which Lord, that day when the boy died of the bite of
have delighted in the words of slanderers ! Woe the serpent. And his relations wished to deliver
to my hands, which have seized what did not of Thee to Herod, saying that Thou hadst killed
right belong to them ! Woe to my belly and him ; but Thou didst raise him from the dead;
my bowels, which have lusted after food unlawful and restore him to them. Then I went up to
to be eaten ! Woe to my throat, which hke a Thee, and took hold of Thy hand, saying : My
fire has consumed all that it found ! Woe to son, take care of thyself. But Thou didst say to
my feet, which have too often walked in ways me in reply : Art thou not my father after the
displeasing to God ! Woe to my body ; and flesh ? I shall teach thee who I am.4 Now there-
woe to my miserable soul, which has already fore, O Lord and my God, do not be angry with
turned aside from God its Maker ! What shall me, or condemn me on account of that hour. I
I do when I arrive at that place where I must am Thy servant, and the son of Thine hand-
stand before the most righteous Judge, and maiden;S but Thou art my Lord, my God and
when He shall call me to account for the Saviour, most surely the Son of God.
works which I have heaped up in my youth? i8. When my father Joseph had thus spoken,
Woe to every man dying in his sins ! Assuredly he was unable to weep more. And I saw that
that same dreadful hour, which came upon my death now had dominion over him. And my
father Jacob, 3 when his soul was flying forth mother, virgin undefiled, rose and came to me,
from his body, is now, behold, near at hand for saying : O my beloved son, this pious old man
me. Oh ! how wretched I am this day, and Joseph is now dying. And I answered : Oh, my
worthy of lamentation ! But God alone is the dearest mother, assuredly upon all creatures pro-
disposer of my soul and body ; He also will duced in this world the same necessity of death
deal with them after His own good pleasure, lies ; for death holds sway over the whole human

17. These are the words spoken by Joseph, race. Even thou, O my virgin mother, must
that righteous old man. And I, going in beside look for the same end of life as other mortals.
him, found his soul exceedingly troubled, for he And yet thy death, as also the death of this pious
was placed in great perplexity. And I said to man, is not death, but life enduring to eternity.
him : Hail ! my father Joseph, thou righteous Nay more, even I must die, as concerns the body
man ; how is it with thee ? And he answered which I have received from thee. But rise, O
me: All hail ! my well-beloved son. Indeed, the my venerable mother, and go in to Joseph, that
agonyand fear of death have already environed blessed old man, in order that thou mayst see
me; but as soon as I heard Thy voice, my soul what will happen as his soul ascends from his
was at rest. O Jesus of Nazareth ! Jesus, my body.
Saviour! Jesus, the deliverer of my soul ! Jesus, 19. My undefiled mother Mary, therefore, went
my protector ! Jesus ! O sweetest name in my and entered the place where Joseph was. And
mouth, and in the mouth of all those that love I was sitting at his feet looking at him, for the
it! 0 eye which seest, and ear which hearest signs of death already appeared in his counte-
hear me l I am Thy servant; this day I most nance. And that blessed old man raised his
humbly reverence Thee, and before Thy face I head, and kept his eyes fixed on my face ; bat
pour out my tears. Thou art altogether my he had no power of speaking to me, on account
God ; Thou art my Lord, as the angel has told of the agonies of death, which held him in their
me t_meswithout number, and especially on that
daywhen mysoul was driven about with perverse -a_ s_: _: jo_._.,_t,_t, j_ to_ ta_hx..i_

because when, once upon a ume, He h_l .re_lled to life.a. _

: Comp. Job ifi. re'rain from workJ that bvotll_t _ ttl_a n.am. ;_¢ _
_. _.,.• _ I_1 of Thomas, chap. 5.

_att i. x6. s Ps.cxvL z6.
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grasp. But he kept fetching many sighs. And 24 . Now his body was lying prostrate and
I held his hands for a whole hour ; and he turned bloodless ; wherefore I reached forth my hand,
his face to me, and made signs for me not to and put right his eyes and shut his mouth, and
leave him. Thereafter I put my hand upon his said to the virgin Mary : O my mother, where is
breast, and perceived his soul now near his the skill which he showed in all the time that he
throat, preparing to depart from its receptacle, lived in this world ? Lo ! it has perished, as if it

2o. And when my virgin mother saw me had never existed. And when his children heard
touching his body, she also touched his feet. And me speaking with my mother, the pure virgin,
finding them already dead and destitute of heat, they knew that he had already breathed his last,
she said to me : O my beloved son, assuredly and they shed tears, and lamented. But I said
his feet are already beginning to stiffen, and they to them : Assuredly the death of your father is
are as cold as snow. Accordingly she sum- not death, but life everlasting: for he has been
moned his sons and daughters, and said to them : freed from the troubles of this life, and has
Come, as many as there are of you, and go to passed to perpetual and everlasting rest. When
your father ; for assuredly he is now at the very they heard these words, they rent their clothes,
point of death. And Assia, his daughter, an- and wept.
swered and said : Woe's me, O my brothers, this 25. And, indeed, the inhabitants of Nazareth
Is certainly the same disease that my beloved and of Galilee, having heard of their lamentation,
mother died off And she lamented and shed flocked to them, and wept from the third hour
tears ; and all Joseph's other children mourned even to the ninth. And at the ninth hour they
along with her. I also, and my mother Mary, all went together to Joseph's bed. And they
wept along with them.' hfted his body, after they had anointed it with

2 I. And turning my eyes towards the region cosily unguents. But I entreated my Father in
of the south, I saw Death already approaching, the prayer of the celestials- that same prayer
and all Gehenna with him, closely attended by which with my own hand I made before I was
his army and his satellites ; and their clothes, carried in the womb of the virgin Mary, my
their faces, and their mouths poured forth flames, mother. And as soon as I had finished it, and
And when my father Joseph saw them coming pronounced the amen, a great multitude of angels
straight to him, his eyes dissolved in tears, and came up ; and I ordered two of them to stretch
at the same time he groaned after a strange out their shining garments, and to wrap in them
manner. Accordingly, when I saw the vehemence the body of Joseph, the blessed old man.
of his sighs, I drove back Death and all the host 26. And I spoke to Joseph, and said : The
of servants which accompanied him. And I smell or corruption of death shall not have do-
called upon my good Father, saying : -- minion over thee, nor shall a worm ever come

22. O Father of all mercy, eye which seest, forth from thy body. Not a single limb of it
and ear which hearest, hearken to my prayers shall be broken, nor shall any hair on thy head
and supplications in behalf of the old man be changed. Nothing of thy body shall perish,
Joseph ; and send Michael, the pnnce of Thine O my father Joseph, but it will remain entire and
angels, and Gabriel, the herald of light, and all uncorrupted even until the banquet of the thou-
the light of Thine angels, and let their whole sand years.* And whosoever shall make an of-
array walk with the soul of my father Joseph, feting on the day of thy remembrance, him will
until they shall have conducted it to Thee. This I bless and recompense in the congregation of
is the hour in which my father has need of corn- the virgins ; and whosoever shall give food to
passion. And I say unto you, that all the saints, the wretched, the poor, the widows, and orphans
yea, as many men as are born in the world, from the work of his hands, on the day on which
whether they be just or whether they be perverse, thy memory shall be celebrated, and m thyname,
must of necessity taste of death, shall not be in want of good things all the days

23. Therefore Michael and Gabriel came to of his life. And whosoever shall have given a
the soul of my father Joseph, and took it, and cup of water, or of wine, to drink to the widow
wrapped it in a shining wrapper. Thus he corn- or orphan in thy name, I will give him to thee,
mitred his spirit into the hands of my good that thou mayst go in with him to the banquet
Father, and He bestowed upon him peace. But as of the thousand years. And every man who shall
yet none of his children knew that he had fallen present an offering on the day of thy commemo-
asleep. And the angels preserved his soul from ration will I bless and recompense in the church
the demons of darkness which were in the way, of the virgins : for one I will render unto him
and praised God even until they conducted it !thirty, sixty, and a hundred. And whosover shall
into the dwelling-place of the pious.

2 g_gr_a_, IS: Jr/erm_r, i. 3; Iren_us, Co_tdra H_r, v. 3_t TheargumentoftheSahidicis: He sends forJo_eph's sons and Justin, Try_k., 8x; Tertulhan, _qdv. Marc ill. a4. Caius an
Dionysius ,reputed grossness and sensuality to (.erinthus, because hc

daughtens, of whom the oldest was Lysia the purlfie-selkr. They spoke of the v_'eddingfe.ast ofthe thousand]tears.all weep over their dying father.
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write the history of thy life, of thy labour, and that man, and will greatly move him. Then,

thy departure from this world, and this narrative without delay, it makes an onset on the soul, and
that has issued from my mouth, him shall I corn- obtains the mastery of it, doing with it whatever
mit to th_ keeping as long as he shall have to do it will. For, because Adam did not the will of
with this life. And when his soul departs from my Father, but transgressed His commandment,
the body, and when he must leave this world. I the wrath of my Father was kindled against him,
will burn the book of his sins, nor will I torment Iand He doomed him to death ; and thus it was
him with any punishment in the day of judg- that death came into the world. But if Adam
ment; but he shall cross the sea of flames, and had observed my Father's precepts, death would
shall go through it without trouble or pain.' And never have fallen to his lot. Think you that I
upon every poor man who can give none of those !can ask my good Father to send me a chariot
things which I have mentioned this is incum-!of fire,* which may take up the body of my

father convey it tobent : viz., if a son is born to him, he shall call, Joseph, and the place of rest,
his name Joseph. So there shall not take place im order that it may dwell with the spirits ? But
in that house either poverty or any sudden death on account of the transgression of Adam, that
for ever. trouble and violence of death has descended

27. Thereafter the chief men of the city came upon all the human race. And it is for this
together to the place where the body of the cause that I must die according to the flesh, for
blessed old man Joseph had been laid, bringing]my work which I have created, that they may
with them burial-clothes; and they wished to obtain grace.
wrap it up in them after the manner in which 29. Having thus spoken, I embraced the body
the Jews are wont to arrange their dead bodies, of my father Joseph, and wept over it ; and
And they perceived that he kept his shroud fast ; they opened the door of the tomb, and placed
for it adhered to the body in such a way, that his body in it, near the body of his father Jacob.
when they wished to take it off, it was found to And at the time when he fell asleep he had ful-
be like iron- impossible to be moved or loos- filled a hundred and eleven years. Never did a
ened. Nor could they find any ends in that tooth in his mouth hurt him, nor was his eyesight
piece of linen, which struck them with the great- Irendered less sharp, nor his body bent, nor his
est astonishment. At length they carried him strength impaired; but he worked at his trade
out to a place where there was a cave, and of a carpenter to the very last day of his life ;
opened the gate, that they might bury his body and that was the six-and-twentieth of the month
beside the bodies of his fathers. Then there Abib.
came into my mind the day on which he walked i 3o. And we apostles, when we heard these
w_th me into Egypt, and that extreme trouble !things from our Saviour, rose up joyfully, and
which he endured on my account. Accordingly, !prostrated ourselves in honour of Him, and
I bewailed his death for a long time ; and lying Isaid : O our Saviour, show us Thy grace. Now
upon his body, I said : -- indeed we have heard the word of life : never-

28. O Death ! who makest all knowled e to theless we wonder, O our Saviour, at the fate of
vamsh away, and raisest so many tears andg_am - Enoch and Ehas, inasmuch as they had not to
entatlons, surely ]t is God my Father Himselfl undergo death. For truly they dwell in the
who hath granted thee this power. For men die habitation of the righteous even to the present
for the transgression of Adam and his wife Eve, day, nor have their bodies seen corruptmn.
and Death spares not so much as one. Never-i Yet that old man Joseph the carpenter was,
theless, nothing happens to any one, or is brought nevertheless, Thy father after the flesh. And
upon him, without the command of my Father. Thou hast ordered us to go into all the world
There have certainly been men who have pro-and preach the holy Gospel; and Thou hast
longed their life even to nine hundred years ; but said : Relate to them the death of my father
they died. Yea, though some of them have lived Joseph, and celebrate to him with annual solem-
longer, they have, notwithstanding, succumbed nity a festival and sacred day. And whosoever
to the same fate ; nor has any one of them ever shall take anything away from this narrative, or
said: I have not tasted death. For the Lord add anything to it, commits sin. s We wonder
never sends the same punishment more than iespecially that Joseph, even from that day on
once, since it hath pleased my Father to bring which Thou wast born in Bethlehem, called Thee
it upon men. And at the very moment when his son after the flesh. Wherefore, then, didst
it, going forth, beholds the command descending Thou not make him immortal as well as them,
to it from heaven, it says : I will go forth against and Thou sayest that he was righteous and

doe_ All the fathers placed the purgatorial fires, as the Greek Church chosen ?
b now, at the day of judgment. Augustine was the first who 3I. And our Saviour answered and said : In-
_ugnt forward the supposmon that the purificatmn took place in
*xaces before the day of judgment. Haag, Hl#tv_redesDoganes, fi. 2 _ Kings u. zt.
3*3. 3 Rev. xxi.L xS, _9.
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deed, the prophecy of my Father upon Adam And I say to you, O my brethren, that they also,
for his disobedience, has now been fulfilled. Enoch and Elias,' must towards the end of time
And all things are arranged according to the will return into the world and die -- in the day,
and pleasure of my Father. For if a man rejects namely, of commotion, of terror, of p_rplexity,
the commandment of God, and follows the and affliction. For Antichrist will slay four
works of the devil by committing sin, his life is bodies, and will pour out their blood like water,
prolonged ; for he is preserved in order that he because of the reproach to which they shall ex-
may perhaps repent, and reflect that he must be pose him, and the ignominy with which they, in
delivered into the hands of death. But if any their lifetime, shall brand him when they reveal
one has been zealous of good works, his life also his impiety.
is prolonged, that, as the fame of his old age in- 32. And we said : O our Lord, our God and
creases, upright men may imitate him. But Saviour, who are those four whom Thou hast
when you see a man whose mind is prone to an- said .Antichrist will cut off from the reproach they
ger, assuredly his days are shortened ; for it is ibring upon him? The Lord answered: They
these that are taken away in the flower of their are Enoch, Elias, Schlla, and Tabitha. 2 When
age. Every prophecy, therefore, which my we heard this from our Saviour, we rejoiced and
Father has pronounced concerning the sons of exulted ; and we offered all glory and thanks-
men, must be fulfilled in every particular. But giving to the Lord God, and our Saviour Jesus
with reference to Enoch and Elias, and how they ChrisL He it is to whom is due glory, honour,
remain alive to this day, keeping the same bodies dignity, dominion, power, and praise, as well as
with which they were born ; and as to what con- to the good Father with Him, and to the Holy
cerns my father Joseph, who has not been al- Spirit that giveth life, henceforth and in all time
lowed as well as they to remain in the body: for evermore. Amen.
indeed, though a man live in the world many
myriads of years, nevertheless at some time or t Comp.Rev x,. 3-z2.
other he is Compelled to exchange life for death. _o_ Act__,. 36. S_haais probablymeantforthewidowor Naln's



THE GOSPEL OF THOMAS.

FIRST GREEK FORM..

THOMAS THE ISRAELITE PHILOSOPHER'S ACCOUNT OF THE INFANCY OF

THE LORD.

L I THOMAS,an Israelite, write you this ae- I But the parents of the boy that had been dried
count, that all the brethren from among the [ up took him up, bewailing his youth, and brought
heathen may know the miracles of our Lord him to Joseph, and reproached him because, said
Jesus Christ in His infancy, which He did after they, thou hast such a child doing such things.s
Has birth in our country. The beginning of it 4- After that He was again passing through
_sas follows : -- the village ; and a boy ran up against Him, and

3. This child Jesus, when five years old, was struck His shoulder. And Jesus was angry, and
playing in the ford of a mountain stream ; and t said to him : Thou shalt not go back' the way
He collected the flowing waters into pools, and thou camest. And immediately he fell down
made them clear immediately, and by a word dead. And some who saw what had taken place,
alone He made them obey Him. And having said : Whence was this child begotten, that every
made some soft clay, He fashioned out of it lword of his is certainly accomplished? And
twelve sparrows. And it was the Sabbath when I the parents of the dead boy went away to Joseph,
He did these things. And there were also many and blamed him, saying : Since thou hast such
other children playing with Him. And a certain ] a child, it is impossible for thee to live with us in
Jew, seeing what Jesus was doing, playing on I the village ; or else teach him to bless, and not
the Sabbath, went off immediately, and said to ] to curse : 4 for he is killing our children.

his father Joseph : Behold, thy son is at the 5- And Joseph called the child apart, and ad-
stream, and has taken clay, and made of it twelve I momshed Him, saying : Why doest thou such
birds, and has profaned the Sabbath. And things, and these people suffer, and hate us, and
Joseph, coming to the place and seeing, cried[persecute us? And Jesus said: I know that
out to Him, saying : Wherefore doest thou on ' these words of thine are not thine own ; s never-
the Sabbath what it is not lawful to do? And theless for thy sake I will be silent;-but they
Jesus clapped His hands, and cried out to the shall bear their punishment. And straightway
sparrows, and said to them : Off you go ! And those that accused Him were struck blind.
the sparrows flew, and went off crying. And And those who saw it were much afraid and in
the Jews seeing this were amazed, and went great perplexity, and said about Him: Every
away and reported to their chief men what they word which he spoke, whether good or bad, was
had seen Jesus doing.' _an act, and became a wonder. And when they

3. And the son of Annas the scribe was stand- 'saw that Jesus had done such a thing, Joseph
ing there with Joseph ; and he took a witlow rose and took hold of His ear, and pulled it
branch, and let out the waters which Jesus had hard. And the child was very angry, and said
collected. And Jesus, seeing what was done, to him : It is enough for thee to seek, and not to
was angry, and said to him : O wicked, impious, find ; and most certainly thou hast not done
and foolish! what harm did the pools and the wisely. Knowest thou not that I am thine?
waters do to thee? Behold, even now thou Do not trouble me. 6
shalt be dried up like a tree, and thou shalt not 3 One Ms has: And Jestts, at the en_of all of them, healed
bring forth either leaves, or root, s or fruit. And him.
straightway that boy was quite dried up. And I , or, e_t_, teachaimto _ _ _ to e_, *_,_p_rthim from this place; for, etc

Jesus departed, and went to Joseph's house, s Or,are notmine,butthine.¢,Pseudo-Malt._9-[The numericsrefenmcestothelatter_ of
"--'----- Pseudo-Matthafi, see pp. 378-383, shows the close relationship. But

x Pseudo-Matt. 26, etc. it is generally agreed that this narrauve is the older, and cmeof the
a Another reading as, brar._:, sourges of Pse..udo-Mattha:_ R.]
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6. And a certain teacher, Zacch_eus by name, of this boy, for I am not able at this hour to look
was standing in a certain place, and heard Jesus him in the face ; and when everybody says that
thus speaking to his father; and he wondered I have been beaten by a little child, what can I
exceedingly, that, being a child, he should speak say? And how can I give an account of the
in such a way. And a few days thereafter he lines of the first letter that he spoke about ? I
came to Joseph, and said to him : Thou hast a know not, O my friends ; for I can make neither
sensible child, and he has some mind. Give beginning nor end of him. Therefore, I beseech
him to me, then, that he may learn letters ; and thee, brother Joseph, take him home. What
I shall teach him along with the letters all knowl- great thing he is, either god or angel, or what
edge, both how to address all the elders, and I am to say, I know not. 2
to honour them as forefathers and fathers, and 8. And when the Jews were encouraging Zac-
how to love those of his own age. And He said chaeus, the child laughed aloud, and said : Now
to him all the letters from the Alpha even to the let thy learning bring forth fruit, and let the blind
Omega, clearly and with great exactness. And in heart see. I am here from above, that I may
He looked upon the teacher Zacchaeus, and said curse them, and call them to the things that are
to him : Thou who art ignorant of the nature above, as He that sent me on your account has
of the Alpha, how canst thou teach others tile commanded me. And when the child ceased
Beta? Thou hypocrite ! first, if thou knowest speaking, immediately all were made whole who
teach the A, and then we shall believe thee had fallen under His curse. And no one after
about the B. Then He began to question the that dared to make Him angry, lest He should
teacher about the first letter, and he was not able curse him, and he should be maimed.
to answer Him. And in the hearing of many, 9- And some days after, Jesus was playing m
the child says to Zacchaeus : Hear, O teacher, an upper room of a certain house, and one of
the order of the first letter, and notice here how the ch:ldren that were playing with Him fell
it has lines, and a middle stroke crossing those down from the house, and was killed. And,
which thou seest common ; (lines) brought to- when the other children saw this, they ran away,
gether; the highest part supporting them, and and Jesus alone stood still. And the parents of
again bringing them under one head ; with three the dead child coming, reproached 3 . . . and
points of tnterseclion; of the same kind ; prlnci- they threatened Him. And Jesus leaped down
pal and subordinate ; of equal length. Thou from the roof, and stood beside the body of the
"hast the lines of the A.' child, and cried with a loud voice, and said :

7. And when the teacher Zacch_eus heard the Zeno--for that was his name--stand up, and
child speaking such and so great allegories of tell me ; did I throw thee down? And he stood
the first letter, he was at a great loss about such up immediately, and said : Certainly not, my
a narrative, and about His teaching. And He lord; thou didst not throw me down, but hast
said to those that were present: Alas! I, wretch raised me up. And those that saw this were
that I am, am at a loss, brmgmg shame upon my- struck with astonishment. And the child's par-
self by having dragged this child hither. Take ents glorified God on account of the miracle
him away, then, I beseech thee, brother Joseph. that had happened, and adored Jesus. 4
I cannot endure the sternness of his look ; I io. A few days after, a young man was split-
cannot make out his meaning at all. "Fhat child ring wood in the corner,S and the axe came down
does not belong to this earth ; he can tame even and cut the sole of his foot in two, and he d_ed
fire. Assuredly he was born before the creation from loss of blood. And there was a great
of the world. What sort of a belly bore him, commotion, and people ran together, and the
what sort of a womb nourished him, I do not child Jesus ran there too. And He pressed
know. Alas ! my friend, he has carried me through the crowd, and laid hold of the young
away ; I cannot get at his meaning : thrice man's wounded foot, and he was cured immedt-
wretched that I am, I have deceived myself, ately. And He said to the young man: tOse
I made a struggle to have a scholar, and I was up now, split the wood, and remember me.
found to have a teacher. My mind is filled with And the crowd seeing what had happened,
shame, my friends, because I, an old man, have adored the child, saying: Truly the Spirit of
been conquered by a child. There is nothing God dwells in this child.
for me but despondency and death on account * Insteadofthisehapter,thePartsMshas. Andhewasashame--"_

and perplexed, because he knew not wbencc he knew the letters
t Pseud -Matt. 30 3x. Various explanattons have been given of And he arose, and went home, m great astonmhmant at this strange

this difficult passage by annotators, who refer :t to the A of the He- thing.
brew, or of the Greek, or of the Armenian alphabet. It seems, how- It then goes on with a fragment of the history of the dyer's shop,

ever, to answer very closely to the old Phcnicmn A, wbach was as glvan3onemofthetheArabic_ss,ofG°speltheLatin°ftheGospellnfanCY'msertsCh'he_aT"--Jesus, say n_t_ <t o,'¢ Indeed, you made him fall down. And lesus stud: I never rn
hma fall.Tim Paris ms. has: And he sat down to teach Jesus the letters,

and began the first letter Aleph: and Jesus says the second, Beth, 4 Pseudo-Matt 32.
Ound, and told him all the letters to the end. And shutting the book, s A better reachng would be iv _'_ 7t_ro_,_, in the neighbourhood,
He taught the master the prophets, for d_ ¢_ 7wv_a, m the corner.
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xr. And when He was six years old, His side of the door, because those that make him
mother gave Him a pitcher, and sent Him to angry die.S
draw water, and bring it into the house. But 15 . And after some time, another master
He struck against some one in the crowd, and again, a genuine friend of Joseph, said to him :
the pitcher was broken. And Jesus unfolded Bring the child to my school; perhaps I shall
the cloak which He had on, and filled it with be able to flatter him into learning his let-
water, and carried it to His mother. And His ters. And Joseph said : If thou hast the cour-
mother, seeing the miracle that had happened, age, brother, take him with thee. And he took
kissed Him, and kept within herself the mys- Him with him in fear and great agony ; but the
tenes which she had seen Him doing.' child went along pleasantly. And going boldly

lz. And again in seed-time the child wenl into the school, He found a book lying on the
out with His father to sow corn in their land. reading-desk ; and taking it, He read not the
And while His father was sowing, the child letters that were in it, but opening His mouth,

Jesus also sowed one grain of corn. And He spoke by the Holy Spirit, and taught the
when He had reaped it, and threshed it, He law to those that were standing round. And a
made a hundred kors ; _ and calling all the poor great crowd having come together, stood by and
of the village to the threshing-floor, He gave heard Him, and wondered at the ripeness of His
them the corn, and Joseph took away what was teaching, and the readiness of His words, and
left of the corn. And He was eight years old that He, child as He was, spoke in such a way.
when He did this miracle.3 And Joseph hearing of it, was afraid, and ran to

_3- And His father was a carpenter, and at the school, in doubt lest this master too should
that time made ploughs and yokes. And a cer- be without experience3 And the master said to
tam rich man ordered him to make him a couch. Joseph : Know, brother, that I have taken the
And one of what is called the cross pieces being chdd as a scholar, and he is full of much grace
too short, they did not know what to do. The Iand wisdom ; but I beseech thee, brother, take
child Jesus said to His father Joseph : Put down him home. And when the child heard this, He
the two pieces of wood, and make them even in laughed at him directly, and said : Since thou
the middle. And Joseph did as the child sa]d lhast spoken aright, and witnessed aright, for thy
to him. And Jesus stood at the other end, sake he also that was struck down shall be cured.
and took hold of the shorter piece of wood, and And immediately the other master was cured.
stretched it, and made _t equal to the other. And Joseph took the child, and went away
And His father Joseph saw it, and wondered, and home. r
embraced the child, and blessed Him, saying: 16. And Joseph sent his son James to tie up
Blessed am I, because God has given me this wood and bring it home, and the child Jesus also
child.4 followed him. And when James was gathering

I4. And Joseph, seeing that the child was vig- the fagots, a viper bit James' hand. And when
orous in mind and body, again resolved that He he was racked with 2_ain, and at the point of
should not remain ignorant of the letters, and death, Jesus came near and blew upon the bite ;
took Him away, and handed Him over to an- and the pain ceased directly, and the beast
other teacher. And the teacher said to Joseph : burst, and instantly James remained safe and
I shall first teach him the Greek letters, and sound, s
then the Hebrew. For the teacher was aware 17. And after this the infant of one of Joseph's
of the trial that had been made of the child, and neighbours fell sick and died, and its mother
was afraid of Him. Nevertheless he wrote out wept sore. And Jesus heard that there was great

the alphabet, and gave Him all his attention for I lamentation and commotion, and ran in haste,a long time, and He made him no answer. And and found the child dead, and touched his
Jesus said to him: If thou art really a teacher, breast, and said: I say to thee, child, be not
and art well acquainted with the letters, tell me dead, but live, and be with thy mother. And
the power of the Alpha, and I will tell thee the I directly it looked up and laughed. And He
power of the Beta. And the teacher was enraged I said to the woman : Take it, and give it milk,
at this, and struck Him on the head. And the l and remember me. And seeing this, the crowd
child, being in pain, cursed him ; and immedi- that was standing by wondered_ and said : Truly
ately he swooned away, and fell to the ground this child was either God or an angel of God,
on his face. And the child returned to Joseph's for every word of his is a certain fact. And
house; and Joseph was grieved, and gave orders Jesus went out thence, playing with the other
to His mother, saying : Do not let him go out- children.9

s Pseudo-Matt. 38.
ta Tl_:hendorf sug_.stl avlt'llp_, llmitlmd, tot d_tr_,._.t P_ttdo-Matt 33_

'Ihe IWror chomer waS, accordlng to Jahn, 3* pecks _t #L r P_eudo-Matt, 39.
P_'tuto-Matt 34- _1 P_udo-Matt. 4t.

4 Pleudo-MatL 37. 9 P_txlo-Matt. 4o.
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x8. And some time after there occurred a tending to Him, and wondering that He, being
great commotion while a house was building, a child, was shutting the mouths of the elders
and Jesus stood up and went away to the place, and teachers of the people, explaining the main
And seeing a man lying dead, He took him by points of the law and the parables of the
the hand, and said: Man, I say to thee, arise, prophets. And His mother Mary coming up,
and go on with thy work. And directly he rose said to Him : Why hast thou done this to us,
up, and adored Him. And seeing this, the child? Behold, we have been seeking for thee
crowd wondered, and said : This child is from in great trouble. And Jesus said to them : Why
heaven, for he has saved many souls from death, do you seek me ? Do you not know that I must
and he continues to save during all his life. be about my Father's business ?' And the scribes

19. And when He was twelve years old His and the Pharisees said : Art thou the mother of
parents went as usual to Jerusalem to the feast this child? And she said: I am. And they
of the passover with their fellow-travellers. And said to her : Blessed art thou among women, for
after the passover they were coming home again. God hath blessed the fruit of thy womb ; for
And while they were coming home, the child such glory, and such virtue and wisdom, we have
Jesus went back to Jerusalem. And His parents neither seen nor heard ever. And Jesus rdse up,
thought that He was in the company. And and followed His mother, and was subject to His
having gone one day's journey, they sought for parents. And His mother observed all these
Him among their relations ; and not finding Him, things that had happened. And Jesus advanced
they were in great grief, and turned back to the in wisdom, and stature, and grace.* To whom
city seeking for Him. And after the third day be glory for ever and ever. Amen.
they found Him in the temple, sitting in the
midst of the teachers, both hearing the law and , [Thtsmayberendered,asin R V..Lukeh.49,"mmyFatheds

hou_ " The words arc the same as in that passage. -- R.]
asking them questions. And they were all at- * Lukeu 4x-s2.

SECOND GREEK FORM..

THE WRITING OF THE HOLY APOSTLE THOMAS CONCERNING THE CHILD-

HOOD OF THE LORD.

x. I THOMAS the Israelite have deemed it and told the father of the dead boy. And he
necessary to make known to all the brethren of ran and found his child dead, and he went away
the heathen the great things which our Lord and reproached Joseph.
Jesus Christ did in His childhood, when He 3. And Jesus made of that clay twelve spar-
dwelt in the body in the city of Nazareth, going rows, and it was the Sabbath. And a child ran
in the fifth year of His age. and told Joseph, saying : Behold, thy child is

2. On one of the days, there being a rain- playing about the stream, and of the clay he has
storm, He went out of the house where His made sparrows, which is not lawful. And when
mother was, and played on the ground where he heard this, he went, and said to the child:
the waters were flowing. And He made pools, Why dost thou do this, profaning the Sabbath ?
and brought in the waters, and the pools were But Jesus gave him no answer, but looked upon
filled with water. Then He says : It is my will the sparrows, and said : Go away, fly, and live,
that you become clear and excellent waters, and remember me. And at this word they flew,
And they became so directly. And a certain and went up into the air. And when Joseph
boy, the son of Annas the scribe, came past, and saw it, he wondered.
with a willow branch which he was carrying threw 4. And some days after, when Jesus was going
down the pools, and the water flowed out. And through the midst of the city, a boy threw a
Jesus turning, said to him: O impious and stone at Him, and struck Him on the shoulder.
wicked, how have the pools wronged thee, that And Jesus said to him : Thou shalt not go on
thou hast emptied them ? Thou shalt not go on thy way. And directly falling down, he als0
thy way, and thou shalt be dried up like the died. And they that happened to be there were
branch which thou art carrying. And as he went istruck with astonishment, saying : Whence is
along, in a short time he fell down and died. this child, that every word he says is certainly
And when the children that were playing with accomplished? And they also went and re-
him saw this, they wondered, and went away proached Joseph, saying: It is impossible for
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thee to live with us in this city : but if thou dead upon the ground, and Jesus standiug above,
wishest to do so, teach thy child to bless, and they supposed that their boy had been thrown
not to curse : for he _skilling our children, and down by Him ; and fixing their eyes upon Him,
everything that he says is certainly accomplished, they reviled Him. And seeing this, Jesus di-

S- And Joseph was sitting in hm seat, and the rectly came down from the roof, and stood at
_hild stood before him ; and he took hold of the head of the dead body, and says to him :
Him by the ear, and pinched it hard. And Zeno, did I throw thee down ? Stand up, and
Jesus looked at him steadily, and said : It is tell us. For this was the name of the boy. And
enough for thee. at the word the boy stood up and adored Jesus,

6. And on the day after he took Him by the and said: My lord, thou didst not throw me
hand, and led Him to a certain teacher, Zac- down, but thou hast brought me to life when I
chreus by name, and says to him: O master, was dead.
take this child, and teach him his letters. And 9. And a few days after, one of the neighbours,
he says : Hand him over to me, brother, and I when splitting wood, cut away the lower parr
shall teach him the Scripture ; and I shall per- of his foot with the axe, and was on the point of
suade him to bless all, and not to curse. And death from loss of blood. And a great number.
Jesus hearing, laughed, and said to them : You of people ran together, and Jesus came with them_
say what you know ; but I know more than you, to the place. And He took hold of the young
for I am before the ages. And I know when man's wounded foot, and cured him directly, and
your fathers' fathers were born ; and I know how says to him : Rise up, split thy wood. And he
many are the years of your hfe. And hearing rose up and adored Him, giving thanks, and
this, they were struck with astonishment. And splitting the wood. Likewise also all that were
again Jesus said to them : You wonder because there wondered, and gave thanks to Him.
I said to you that I knew how many are the io. And when He was six years old, Mary
years of your life. Assuredly I know when the His mother sent Him to bring water from the
world was created. Behold, you do not believe fountain. And as He went along, the pitcher
me now. When you see my cross, then will ye was broken. And going to the fountain He
beheve that I speak the truth. And they were unfolded His overcoat, and drew water from the
struck with astomshment when they heard these fountain, and filled it, and took the water to His
things, mother. And seeing this, she was struck with as-

7- And Zacch_eus, having written the alphabet tonishment, and embraced Him, and kissed Him.
in Hebrew, says to Him : Alpha. And the child xi. And when Jesus had come to the eighth
says: Alpha. And again the teacher : Alpha ; year of His age, Joseph was ordered by a cer-
and the child likewise. Then again the teacher tain rich man to make him a couch. For he
says the Alph_t for the third time. Then Jesus, was a carpenter. And he went out into the
looking in the master's face, says: How canst field to get wood ; and Jesus went with him.
thou, not knowing the Alpha, teach another the And having cut two pieces of wood, and
Beta? And the child, beginning from the Alpha, smoothed them with the axe, he put the one
said by Himself the twenty-two letters. Then beside the other ; and in measuring he found
also He says again : Hear, O teacher, the order it too short. And when he saw this he was
of the first letter, and know how many entrances grieved, and sought to find another piece. And
and lines it has, and strokes common, crossing seeing this, Jesus says to him: Put these two
and coming together.' And when Zacchmus pieces together, so as to make both ends even.
heard such an account of the one letter, he was And Joseph, in doubt as to what the child should
so struck with astonishment, that he could make mean, did as he was told. Aud He says to him
no answer. And he turned and said to Joseph : again : Take a firm hold of the short piece.
Thin child assuredly, brother, does not belong And Joseph, in astonishment, took hold of it.
to the earth. Take him, then, away from me. Then Jesus also, taking hold of the other end,

8. And after these things, on one of the days drew it towards Himself, and make it equal to
Jesus was playing with other children on the the other piece of wood. And He says to
roofof a house. And one boy was pushed by Joseph : Grieve no more, but do thy work with-
another, and hurled down upon the ground, and out hindrance. And seeing this, he wondered
he died. And seeing this, the boys that were greatly, and says to himself: Blessed am I, be-
playingwith him ran away ; and Jesus only was cause God has given me such a boy. And when
{eftstanding upon the roof from which the boy they came back to the city, Joseph gave an
bad been hurled down. And when the news account of the matter to Mary. And when she
_¢asbrought to the parents of the dead boy, !heard and saw the strange miracles of her son,
'hey ran weeping; and finding their boy lying ishe rejoiced and glorified Him, with the Father
---..-____

_'[6.c-_ _ _, _ a_w a _ _ O,,.k _, tand the Holy Spirit, now and ever, and forever-"_".'_,_--R.] more. Amen.
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ZA TIN FORM'.

HERE BEGINNETH THE TREATISE OF THE BOYHOOD OF JESUS ACCORDING

TO THOMAS.

c'v._. L--HOW MAR_ _ JOSEPH FLED WITH the place until it was accomplished. And this
HIM INTO EGYPt. being done, the master began to thrust Him out

of the city, along with His mother.WHm_ a commotion took place in conse-
quence of the search made by Herod for our
Lord Jesus Christ to kill Him, then an angel CHAP. in.--HOW JESUSwE_rr OUT OF _OYPT.
said to Joseph : Take Mary and her boy, and And, lo, the angel of the Lord met Mary, and
flee into Egypt from the face of those who seek said to her : Take up the boy, and return mid
to kill Him. And Jesus was two years old when the land of the Jews, for they who sought His
He went into Egypt. life are dead. And Mary rose up with Jesus;

And as He was walking through a field of and they proceeded into the city of Nazareth,
corn, He stretched forth His hand, and took of which is among the possessions of her father.
the ears, and put them over the fire, and rubbed And when Joseph went out of Egypt after the
them, and began to eat. death of Herod, he kept Him in the desert until

And when they had come into Egypt, they there should be quietness in Jerusalem on the
received hospitality in the house of a certain part of those who were seeking the boy's life.
widow, and they remained m the same place And he gave thanks to God because He had
one year. given him understanding, and because he had

And Jesus was in His third year. And see- found favour in the presence of the Lord God.
ing boys playing, He began to play with them. Amen.
And He took a dried fish, and put it into a
basin, and ordered it to move about. And It CHAP. IV. _WHAT THE LORD JESUS DID IN THE

began to move about. And He said again to CITY OF NAZARETH.

the fish: Throw out thy salt which thou hast, It is glorious that Thomas the Israelite andand walk into the water. And it so came to
.......... apostle of the Lord _lves an account also of the

pass 2_nct the nelgnoours, seeing what had -. • ..... works of Tesus after He came out of Egypt into
oeen done, told it to the widow woman in l .... _ ........ "'. -. . .. . . , . . . _lxazaretn. unaerstana au oi YOU, my flearest
wnose nouse lvlary His roomer lived. And as] '_'......... jbrethren, what the Lord Jesus dld when He was
soon as she near_ it, she ti_rust them out ot her.... / in the cnv of Nazareth ; the first chapter of which
house with great haste [ .... -• 1S as lOliOWS :_

And when Jesus was five years old, there fell
CHAP.II.mHOW A SCHOOLMASTERTHRUSTHIM a great ram upon the earth, and the boy Jesus

OUT OF THE crrY. walked up and down through it. And there was
And as Jesus was walking with Mary His a terrible rain, and He collected it into a fish-

mother through the middle of the city market- pond, and ordered it by His word to become
place, He looked and saw a schoolmaster teach- clear. And Immediately it became so. Again
ing his scholars. And behold twelve sparrows He took of the clay which was of that fish-pond,
that were quarrelling fell over the wall into the and made of it to the number of twelve spar-
bosom of that schoolmaster, who was teaching rows. And it was the Sabbath when Jesus did
the boys. And seeing this, Jesus was very much this among the boys of the Jews. And the boys
amused, and stood still. And when that teache: of the Jews went away, and said to Joseph His
saw Him making merry, he said to his s_holars father : Behold, thy son was playing along with
with great fury : Go and bring him to me. And us, and he took clay and made sparrows, which
when they had carried Him to the master, he it was not lawful to do on the Sabbath ; and
seized Him by the ear, and said: What didst he has broken it. And Joseph went away to
thou see, to amuse thee so much? And He the boy Jesus, and said to Him: Why hast
said to him : Master, see my hand full of wheat, thou done this, which it was not lawful to do
I showed it to them, and scattered the wheat on the Sabbath? And Jesus opened His hands,
among them, and they carry it out of the middle and ordered the sparrows, saying : Go up into
of the street where they are in danger; and on the air, and fly; nobody shall kill you. And
this account they fought among themselves to they flew, and began to cry out, and praise God
divide the wheat. And Jesus did not pass from Almighty. And the Jews seeing what had hap-
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mPetnedwondered, and went away and told the learned his letters, I shall teach him honourably,
racles which Jesus had done. But a Phaxi- so that he may be no fool. But Joseph answered

see who was with Jesus took an olive branch, and and said to him : No one can teach him but God
began to let the water out of the fountain which alone. You do not beheve ttmt that litde boy
Jesus had made. And when Jesus saw this, He will be of little consequence ? And when Jesus
said to him in a rage : Thou impious and ignorant heard Joseph speaking in this way, He said to
Sodomite, what harm have my works the foun- Zacheus: Indeed, master, whatever proceeds
rains of water done thee ? Behold, thou shalt from my mouth is true. And before all I was
become hke a dry tree, having neither roots, nor Lord, but you are foreigners. To me has been
leaves, nor fruit. And immediately he dried up, given the glory of the ages, to you has been
and fell to the ground, and died. And his parents given nothing ; because I am before the ages.
took him away dead, and reproached Joseph, say- And I know how many years of life thou wilt
ing : See what thy son has done ; teach him to have, and that thou wilt be carried into exile : and
pray, and not to blaspheme, my Father hath appointed this, that thou mayest

understand that whatever proceeds from my
CHAP. V. _ HOW THE CITIZENS WERE EN'RAGEO mouth is true. And the Jews who were standing

AGAINSTJOSEPH ON ACCOUNTOF THE DOINGS by, and hearing the words which Jesus spoke,
oF jr-.Ws, were astonished, and said : We have seen "such

And a few days after, as Jesus was walking wonderful things, and heard such words _from
through the town with Joseph, one of the children that boy, as we have never heard, nor are likely
ran up and struck Jesus on the arm. And Jesus to hear from any other human belng, -- either
said to him : So shalt thou not finish thy journey, from the high priests, or the masters, or the
And immediately he fell to the ground, and died. Pharisees. Jesus answered and said to them :
And those who saw these wonderful things cried Why do you wonder ? Do you consider it in-
out, saying : Whence is that boy ? And they said credible that I have spoken the truth ? I know
to Joseph : It is not right for such a boy to be when both you and your fathers were born, and
among us. And Joseph went and brought Him. to tell you more, when the world was made ; I

know also who sent me to you) And when the
And they said to him : Go away from this place ; Jews heard the words which the child had spo-but if thou must live with us, teach him to pray,
and not to blaspheme : but our children have ken, they wondered, because that they were not
been killed. Joseph called Jesus, and reproved able to answer. And, communing with Himself,
Him, saying : Why dost thou blaspheme ? For the child exulted and said : I have told you a
these people who live here hate us And Jesus proverb ; and I know that you are weak and
said : I know that these words are not mine, but Ignorant.
thine ; but I will hold my tongue for thy sake : And that schoolmaster said to Joseph : Bring
and let them see to it in their _visdom. And him to me, and I shall teach him letters. And

Immediately those who were speaking against Joseph took hold of the boy Jesus, and led Him
Jesus became blind. And they walked up and to the house of a certain schoolmaster, where
down, and said : All the words which proceed other boys were being taught. Now the master
from his mouth are accomplished. And Joseph in soothing words began to teach Him His let-
seeing what Jesus had done, In a fury seized Him ters, and wrote for Him the first hne, which is
by the ear ; and Jesus said to Joseph in anger: from A to T,3 and began to stroke Him and
It is enough for thee to see me, not to touch me. teach Him. And that teacher struck the child
For thou knowest not who I am ; but if thou on the head; and when He had received the
didst know, thou wouldst not make me angry, blow, the child said to him: I should teach thee,

and not thou me ; I know the letters which thou
And although just now I am with thee, I was wishest to teach me, and I know that you are tomade before thee.

me like vessels from which there come forth only
c--.- sounds, and no wisdom And, beginning the line,l-t._. VL--HOW JESUS WAS TREATED BY THE ......... " ........

_ me sma the letters irom A to I in full, anti verySCHOOLMASTER. I
Ifast. And lie looked at the master, and said to

Therefore a certain man named Zacheus' lis- him : Thou indeed canst not tell us what A and
tened to all that Jesus was saying to Joseph, B are ; how dost thou wish to teach others? O
and in great astonishment said to himself: Such [ hypocrite, if thou knowest and will tell me about
a boy speaking in this way I have never seen. [ the A, then will I tell thee about the B. And
.And he went up to Joseph, and said : That is an [ when that teacher began to tell 4 about the first
intelligent .boy of thine ; hand him over to me [ letter, he was unable to give any answer. And
to learn his letters ; and when he has thoroughly • a _t, ht _[ "g alteration is I'm're made upon the _ or"tim

follOw[In this book the name Zacheus is given m dxffexamt form, [ °rtg_Tll_isreffers to the Hebrew alphabet.
mg tl_ Latin.-- R.] l 4 l_:ucr, pe.rhaps:And whe_ He began to tell thatt_e_b__.
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Jesus said to Zacheus : Listen to me, master ; when the parents of the boy who had died had
understand the first letter. See how it has two come. they spoke against Jesus : Surely it was
lines ; advancing in the middle, standing still, thou who made him fall down ; and they reviled
giving, scattering, varying, threatening ; triple Him. And Jesus, coming down from the house.
intermingled with double ; at the same time stood over the dead child, and with a loud voice
homogeneous, having all common.' called out the name of the child : Sinoo, Sinoo,

And Zacheus, seeing that He so divided the rise and say whether it was I that made thee fall
first letter, was stupefied about the first letter, down. And suddenly he rose up, and said: No,
and about such a human being and such learn- my lord. And his parents, seeing such a great
ing ; and he cried out, and said : Woe's me, for I miracle done by Jesus, glonfied God, and adored
am quite stupefied ; I have brought disgrace Jesus.
upon myself through that child. And he said to
Joseph: I earnestly entreat thee, brother, take CHAP. Wn.--HOW JESUSHEALEDA _O¥'S FOOT.

him away from me, because I cannot look upon And a few days thereafter, a boy in that town
his face, nor hear his mighty words. Because was splitting wood, and struck his foot. And a
that child can tame fire and bridle the sea : for great crowd went to him, and Jesus too went with
he was born before the ages. What womb them. And He touched the foot which had been
brought him forth, or what mother z nursed him, hurt, and immediately it was made who_. And
I know not. Oh, my friends, I am driven out Jesus said to him : Rise, and split the wood, and
of my senses ; I have become a wretched laugh- remember me. And when the crowd saw the
ing-stock. And I said that I had got a scholar ; miracles that were done by Him, they adored
but he has been found to be my master. And

Jesus, and said : Indeed we most surely beheve
my disgrace I cannot get over, because I am an that Thou art God.
old man ; and what to say to him I cannot find.

All I have to do is to fall into some grievous CHAP. IX.--HOW JESUS CARRIEDWATERIN A
illness, and depart from this world; or to leave CLOAK.

thistown,becauseall have seen my disgrace.
An infanthas deceivedme. What answer can And when Jesuswas sixyearsold,His mother

I givetoothers,orwhat wordscan I say,because sentHim todraw water. And when Jesushad
he has got the betterof me in thefirstletter? come tothe fountain,orto the well,therewere
I am struckdumb, O my friendsand acquaint-greatcrowdsthere,and theybroke His pitcher.
antes; neitherbeginningnor end can I findof And He tookthe cloakwhich He had on,and
an answerto him. And now I beseechthee,filleditwithwater,and carriedittoHis mother
brotherJoseph,take him away from me, and Mary. And His mother,seeingthe miracles
lead him home, becausehe isa master,or the whichJesushad done,kissedHim, and stud:0
Lord,oran angel. What tosayI do not know. Lord,hearme, and savemy son.
And Jesusturnedto the Jews who were with
Zacheus,and sa_dto them: Let allnot seeing CHAP.X._ HOW JESUSSOWED WHEAT.

see,and not understandingunderstand;letthe In the time of sowing,Joseph went out to
deaf hear,and letthosewho are dead through sow wheat,and Jesusfollowedhim. And when
me riseagain; and thosewho areexalted,letme Joseph began to sow,Jesusstretchedout His
callto stillhigher things,as He who sent hand,and tookasmuch wheat asHe couldhold

me to you hath commanded me. And when m His fist,and scatteredit. Joseph therefore
Jesusceasedspeaking,allwho had been affectedcame atreaping-timetoreaphisharvest.Jesus
withany infirmitythroughHis words were made came also,and collectedthecarswhich He had
whole. And theydidnot daretospeaktoHim. scattered,and theymade a hundred pecks4of

thebestgram ; and he calledthe poor,and the
CHAP. VII._HOW JESUS RAISED A BOY TO LIFE. widows, and theorphans,and distributedtothem

One day,when Jesuswas climbingon a cer- the wheat which He had made. Josephais0
tam house,alongwiththechildren,He began to took a littleof the same wheat,forthe blesmng
playwiththem. And one of theboysfelldown ofJesustohishouse.
through a back-door,and died immediately.
And when the childrensaw this,they allran!CHAP.XL -- HOW JF._TSMADE A SHORT PIECEOF
away ; but Jesus remained in the house.3 And wOODOF THE SAMELENGTHAS A LONGERoNE.

[ And Jesus reached the age of eight year_
_ _ ts hopel_ly_.r_V_. The_ of th!sOos_ {Joseph was a master builder,S and used to make

._ ILt_A_I.trCeK_ ttD(1 ]DtOOaoty tl_ tCJtt |l'Offl Wntcr_ I1_ Was 1 . _ _ _ -- _ _ • _ ___
,,_,_g,,_ _. _-,_ m_k_d,m_ .[Comw_ t_ ,_o_,_ mt ploughs anu ox-yoKes. ,_na one oayancn P_
.__wZ,Wo_.,o_-_ _ _ _ _ _ I ......
founded wkh _t_#_. [ • The _,¢Fu# or _d_'_,m was _lmost exactly two gallons.

Or, on tk hom_ I ._ Btu Iaobabiy _rdti_*tcr here i; equal to wows, a _"
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said to Joseph : Master, make me a couch, both and the master sat down beside Him, and lis-
useful and beautiful. And Joseph was in dis- tened to Him with pleasure, and entreated Him
tress, because the wood which he had brought ' to teach them more. And a great crowd being
for the work was too short. And Jesus said to gathered together, they heard all the holy teach-
him : Do not be annoyed. Take hold of this mg which He taught, and the choice words which
piece of wood by one end, and I by the other ; came forth from the mouth of Him who, child
and let us draw it out. And they did so ; and as He was, spake such things.
immediately he found it useful for that which he And Joseph, hearing of this, was afraid, and
wished. And He said to Joseph : Behold, do running 4... the master, where Jesus was, said
the work which thou wishest. And Joseph, see- to Joseph : Know, brother, that I have received
ing what He had done, embraced Him, and thy child to teach him or train him ; but he is
said : Blessed am I, because God hath given me filled with much gravity and wisdom. Lo, now,
such a son. take him home with joy, my brother ; because the

gravity which he has, has been given him by the
CHAP.Xtt. -- HOW JESUS WAS HaZCDEOOVER TO Lord. And Jesus, hearing the master thus speak-

LEARNHIS LETrERS. ing, became cheerful, and said : Lo, now, master,

And Joseph, seeing that He had such favour, thou hast truly said. For thy sake, he who is
and that He was increasing in stature, thought dead shall rise again. And Joseph took Himhome.
it nght to take Him to learn His letters. And
he handed Him over to another teacher to be

taught. And that teacher stud to Joseph : What CHAP.XtV.-- nOW JESUS DELIVEREDJAMES FKOM
letters dost thou wish me to teach that boy? THE BITE OF A SERPENT.

Joseph answered and said : First teach him the And Joseph sent James to gather straw, and
Gentile letters, and then the Hebrew. For the esus followed him. And while James was gath-
teacher knew that He was very intelligent, and'.
w_lhngly took Him m hand. And writing for I ering the straw, a viper bit him ; and he fell to
Him the first line, which _s A and B, he taught I the ground, as if dead from the poison. And
Him for some hours? But Jesus was silent, and I Jesus seeing this, blew upon his wound ; and ira-
made him no answer. Jesus sa:id to the master : I mediately James was made whole, and the viper
If thou art indeed a master, and if thou indeed d_ed.
knowest the letters, tell me the power 3 of the A,
and I shall tell thee the power of the B. Then CHAP.XV. -- HOW JWStYSRaXSEDA BOYTO Ur_
His master was filled with fury, and struck
Him on the head. And Jesus was angry, and A few days after, a child, His neighbour, died,
cursed him ; and he suddenly fell down, and and his mother mourned for him sore. Jesus,
died. hearing this, went and stood over the boy, and

And Jesus returned home. And Joseph gave knocked upon his breast, and said : I say to
orders to Mary H_s mother, not to let Him go thee, child, do not die, but live. And immedi-
out of the court of hzs house, ately the child rose up. And Jesus said to the

boy's mother: Take thy son, and give him the
breast, and remember me. And the crowd, see-

CHAP.xm.- HOW HE WAS _Ua_DEDOVERTO ing this miracle, said: In truth, this child is
ANOTHERMASTER. from heaven; for already has he freed many

Many days after came another teacher, a friend souls from death, and he has made whole all
of Joseph, and said to him : Hand him over to that hope in him.
me, and I with much sweetness will teach him The scnbes and Pharisees said to Mary: Art
his letters. And Joseph said to him : If thou thou the mother of this child ? And Mary said :
art able, take him and teach him. May it be Indeed I am. And they said to her : Blessed
attended with joy. When the teacher had taken art thou among women,S since God hath blessed
Him, he went along in fear and in great firmness, the fruit of thy womb, seeing that He hath
and held Him with exultation. And when He given thee such a glorious child, and such a gift
had come to the teacher's house, He found a of wisdom, as we have never seen nor heard of.
book lying there, and took it and opened it, and Jesus rose up and followed His mother. And
did not read what was written in the book ; but Mary kept in her heart all the great miracles that
opened His mouth, and spoke from the Holy Jesus had done among the people, in healing
Spirit, and taught the law. And, indeed, all who many that were diseased. And Jesus grew in
were standing there listened to Him attentively ; stature and wisdom ; and all who saw Him glo-

t I:_ha.j_, *eetum, cut, is the true reading, mad not aa'_m. 4 Somewords have been omitted here in the ztt., but the _*_ fit
obviousenoF_h._[ent_ts his translatton ofi=t _roAA_v_v.re again he makes a rrdstra_!,,d,_-- _v, fartitudo, s Luke L _8.
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rifled God the Father Almighty, who is blessed and invisible to their father,' as holy Scripture
for ever and ever. Amen. relates, and the prophets have borne witness to

His works in all the peoples of Israel. And He
And all these things I Thomas the Israelite it is who is to judge the world according to the

have written what I have seen, and have re- will of immortality, since He is the Son of God
counted them to the Gentiles and to our breth- throughout all the world. To Him is due all
ren, and many other things done by Jesus, who glory and honour for ever, who lives and reigns
was born in the land of Judah. Behold, the God through all ages of ages. Amen.
house of Israel has seen all, from the first even
to the last ; how great signs and wonders Jesus , The. I tin.k,,.,=_: andwhichtheirf_t_r Is,-_a,i._ th=.
did among them, which were exceedingly good, t_tt_,_g_._,-_ur,badnot_.,



THE ARABIC GOSPEL OF THE INFANCY OF

THE SAVIOUR.

Is the name of the Father, and the Son, and of the sun. The child, enwrapped in swaddiing
the Holy Spirit, one God. clothes, was sucking the breastof the Lady MaD.

With the help and favour of the Most High His mother, being placed in a stall. And w_en
we begin to write a book of the miracles of our both were wondering at this light, the old woman
Lord and Master and Saviour Jesus Christ, asks the Lady Mary: Art thou the mother of
which is called the Gospel of the Infancy: in this child? And when the Lady Mary gave her
the peace of the Lord. Amen. assent, she says : Thou art not at all like the

daughters of Eve. The Lady Mary said : As my

I. We find ' what follows in the book of Jo- son has no equal among children, so his mother
seph the high priest, who lived in the time of has no equal among women. The old woman
Christ. Some say that he is Caiaphas.2 He replied : My mistress, I came to get payment ;

I have been for a long time affected with palsy.
hassa_dthat Jesus spoke, and, indeed, when He Our mistress the Lady Marysaid to her : Placewas lying in His cradle said to Mary His moth-
er : I am Jesus, the Son of God, the Logos, thy hands upon the child. And the old woman
whomthou hast brought forth, as the Angel Ga- did so, and was immediately cured. Then she
bnel announced to thee ; and my Father hassent went forth, saying : Henceforth I will be the at-
me for the salvation of the world, tendant and servant of this child all the days of

z. In the three hundred and ninth year of the my life.
era of Alexander, Augustus put forth an edict, 4. Then came shepherds ; and when they had
that every man should be enrolled in his native lighted a fire, and were rejoicing greatly, there
place. Joseph therefore arose, and taking Mary appeared to them the hosts of heaven praising
his spouse, went away to 3Jerusalem, and came and celebrating God Most High. And while the
to Bethlehem, to be enrolled along with his faro- shepherds were doing the same, the cave was at

that time made like a temple of the upperw.orld,
fly in his native city. And hawng come to a since both heavenly and earthly voices glorified
cave, Mary told Joseph that the ame of the and magnified God on account of the birth ofbirth was at hand, and that she could not go
into the city ; but, said she, let us go into this the Lord Christ. And when that old Hebrew
cave. This took place at sunset. And Joseph woman saw the manifestation of those miracles,
went out in haste to go for a woman to be near she thanked God, saying : I give Thee thanks,
her. When, therefore, he was busy about that, O God, the God of Israel, because mine eyes
hesaw an Hebrew old woman belonging to Jeru- have seen the birth of the Saviour of the world.5. And the time of circumcision, that is. the
salem, and said : Come hither, mygood woman, eighth day, being at hand, the child was to be
and go into this cave, in which there is a woman circumcised according to the law. Wherefore
near her time. they circumcised Him in the cave. And the3. Wherefore, after sunset, the old woman,
and Joseph with her, came to the cave, and they old Hebrew woman took the piece of sMn ; but
both went in And, behold, it was filled with some say that she took the navel-string, and
lightsmore beautiful than the gleaming of lamps laid it past in a jar of old oil of nard. And she
and candles,* and more splendid than the light had a son, a dealer in unguents, and she gave itto him, saying: See that thou do not sell this

x Or had,e found, jar of unguent of nard, even although three
_ _.e_calledJoscph Caispl,.mmJo_phus, A,tti¢.,xviii ..... hundred denarii s should be offered thee for it.

as --__,,e La!m translation in Ttschendorf has Hieror,olyma, which,
J me for_,, m the rest of the translatton is femmme, means" from And this is that jar which Mary the sinner bought
Jacc.er_nt._ But as the Arablc .... I_r'.'toJerusalem,"the and poured upon the head and feet of our Lord

,. urat of the neuL form may he here intenaea.
h..g___r,with the hghut of lamps and candle_ more beautiful tI_m
ms._mmg,anti more splendid tlum sunlight. J;John zil. 5. The dousr/*_ was worth about

4oS
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Jesus Christ, which thereafter she wiped with the able to burn or destroy it. Then they took it,
hair of her head.' Ten clays after, they took and with the greatest honour laid it up among
Him to Jerusalem ; and on the fortieth day* their treasures.
after His birth they carried Him into the tern- 9- And when Herod saw that the magi had
ple, and set Him before the Lord, and offered left him, and not come back to him, he sum.
sacrifices for Him, according to the command- moned the priests and the wise men, and said to
meet of the law of Moses, which is : Every male them : Show me where Christ is to be born.
that openeth the womb shall be called the holy And when they answered, In Bethlehem of
of God.s Judma, he began to think of putting the Lord

6. Then old Simeon saw Him shining like a Jesus Christ to death. Then appeared an angel
pillar of light, when the Lady Mary, His virgin of the Lord to Joseph in his sleep, and said :
mother, rejoicing over Him, was carrying Him Rise, take the boy and His mother, and go away
in her arms. And angels, praising Him, stood into EgyptY He rose, therefore, towards cock-
round Him in a circle, like life guards standing crow, and set out.
by a king. Simeon therefore went up in haste io. While he is reflecting how he is to set
to the Lady Mary, and, with hands stretched out about his journey, morning came upon him after
before her, said to the Lord Christ : Now, O my he had gone a very little way. And now he was
Lord, let Thy servant depart in peace, according approachmg a great city, in which there was an
to Thy word ; for mine eyes have seen Thy idol, to which the other idols and gods of the
compassion, which Thou hast prepared for the Egyptians offered gifts and vows. And there
salvation of all peoples, a light to all nations, and stood before this idol a priest ministering to h_rn,
glory to Thy people Israel. Hanna also, a proph- who, as often as Satan spoke from that idol, re-
etess, was present, and came up, giving thanks ported it to the inhabitants of Egypt and its ter-
to God, and calling the Lady Mary blessed.* ntories. This priest had a son, three years old,

7. And it came to pass, when the Lord Jesus beset by several demons ; and he made many
was born at Bethlehem of Juda:a, in the time of speeches and utterances ; and when the demons
Kang Herod, behold, magi came from the east seized him, he tore his clothes, and remamed
to Jerusalem, as Zeraduscht s had predicted ; and naked, and threw stones at the people. And
there were with them gifts, gold, and frankincense, there was a hospital in that city dedicated to that
and myrrh. And they adored Him, and present- idol. And when Joseph and the Lady Mary had
ed to Him their gifts. Then the Lady Mary took come to the city, and had turned aside into that
one of the swaddhng-bands, and, on account of hospital, the citizens were very much afraid ; and
the smallness of her means, gave it to them ; and all the chief men and the priests of the idols
they received it from herwith the greatest marks came together to that _dol, and said to it : What
of honour. And in the same hour there up- agitation and commotion is this that has amen
peared to them an angel in the form of that star in our land ? The idol answered them : A God
which had before guided them on their journey; has come here in secret, who is God indeed;
and they went away, following the guidance of nor is any god besides Him worthy of divine wor-
its light, until they arrived in their own country. 6 ship, because He is truly the Son of God. And

8. And their kings and chief men came to- when this land became aware of His presence, it
gether to them, asking what they had seen or trembled at His arrival, and was moved and
done, how they had gone and come back, what shaken ; and we are exceedingly afraid from the
they had brought with them. And they showed greatness of His power. And in the same hour
them that swathing-cloth which the Lady Mary that idol fell down, and at its fall all, inhabitants
had given them. Wherefore they celebrated a of Egypt and others, ran together.
feast, and, according to their custom, lighted i i. And the son of the priest, his usual dis-
a fire and worshipped it, and threw that swath- ease having come upon him, entered the hospital,
ing-cloth into it ; and the fire laid hold of it, and there came upon Joseph and the Lady Mary,
and enveloped it. And when the fire had gone from whom all others had fled. The Lady Mary
out, they took out the swathing-cloth exactly as had washed the cloths of the Lord Christ, and
it had been before, just as if the fire had not had spread them over some wood. That dem0-
touched it. Wherefore they began to kiss it, niac boy, therefore, came and took one of the
and to put it on their heads and their eyes, say- cloths, and put it on his head. Then the demons,
ing : This verily is the truth without doubt. As- fleeing in the shape of ravens and serpents, began
suredly it is a great thing that the fire was not to go forth out of his mouth. The boy, being irn:

mediately healed at the command of the Lo.
z Luke vii. 37, 38.

_v. _.,. Christ, began to praise God, and then to giveEz. xia. ,; Lukeil. ,_. thanks to the Lord who had healed him. And
4 Luke il. _S-38.
S For this pi_ictlon of Zoro_ttr, see Smith's Diet oftlw Bz$l¢,

art. Magi.
6 Matt. ii. t-is. _ Matt. il. x3, x4.
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when _ _ther.saw him restored to health, My thee, Mary, and from thy son. So that woman
son, said he, what has happened to thee ? and was cured of her torment, and being restored to
by what means hast thou been healed ? The son her senses, she blushed on account of her naked-
answered : When the demons had thrown me on [ness ; and shunning the sight of men, went home
the ground, I went into the hospital, and there I to her friends. And after she put on her clothes,
found an august woman with a boy, whose newly- she gave an account of the matter to her father
washed cloths she had thrown upon some wood : and her friends ; and as they were the chief men
one of these I took up and put upon my head, of the city, they received the Lady Mary and
and the demons left me and fled. At this the Joseph with the greatest honour and hospitality.
father rejoiced greatly, and said : My son, it is 15. On the day after, being supplied by them
osstble that this boy is the Son of the living with provision for their journey, they went away,

d who created the heavens and the earth : for and on the evening of that day arrived at an-
when he came over to us, the idol was broken, other town, in which they were celebrating a
and all the gods fell, and perished by the power marriage ; but, by the arts of accursed Satan
of his magnificence, and the work of enchanters, the bride had" be-

i2. Here was fulfilled the propheeywhich says, come dumb, and could not speak a word. And
Out of Egypt have I called my son.' Joseph after the Lady Mary entered the town, carrying
indeed, and Mary, when they heard that that idol her son the Lord Christ, that dumb bride, saw
had fallen down and perished, trembled, and were her, and stretched out her hands towards the
afraid. Then they said : When we were in the Lord Christ, and drew Him to her, and took
land of Israel, Herod thought to put Jesus to Him into her arms, and held Him close and
death, and on that account slew all the chil- kissed Him, and leaned over Him, moving His
dren of Bethlehem and its confines ; and there body back and forwards. Immediately the knot
is no doubt that the Egyptians, as soon as they of her tongue was loosened, and her ears were
have heard that this idol has been broken, will'opened ; and she gave thanks and praise to
burn us with fire. 2 God, because He had restored her to health.

13. Going out thence, they came to a place And that night the inhabitants of that town ex-
where there were robbers who had plundered ulted with joy, and thought that God and His
several men of their baggage and clothes, and angels had come down to them.
had bound them. Then the robbers heard a I6. There they remained three days, being
great noise, like the no_se of a magnificent king held in great honour, and living splendidly.
going out of his city with his army, and his Thereafter, being supplied by them with pro-
chariots and his drums ; and at this the robbers wsion for their journey, they went away and
were terrified, and left all their plunder. And came to another city, in which, because it was
their captives rose up, loosed each other's bonds, very populous, they thought of passing the night.
recovered their baggage, and went away. And And there was in that city an excellent woman :
when they saw Joseph and Mary coming up to and once, when she had gone to the river to
the place, they said to them: Where is that bathe, lo, accursed Satan, in the form of a set-
king, at the hearing of the magnificent sound pent, had leapt upon her, and twisted himself
of whose approach the robbers have left us, so round her belly ; and as often as night came on,
that we have escaped safe ? Joseph answered he tyrannically tormented her. This woman,
them: He will come behind us. seeing the mistress the Lady Mary, and the

I4. Thereafter they came into another city, child, the Lord Christ, in her bosom, was struck
where there was a demoniac woman whom Sa- with a longing for Him, and said to the mistress
tan, accursed and rebellious, had beset, when the Lady Mary : O mistress, give me this child,
on one occasion she had gone out by night for that I may carry him, and kiss him. She there-
water. She could neither bear clothes, nor live fore ggve Him to the woman ; and when He
in a house; and as often as they tied her up was brought to her, Satan let her go, and fled
with chains and thongs, she broke them, and and left her, nor did the woman ever see him
fled naked into waste places ; and, standing in after that day. Wherefore all who were present
cross-roads and cemeteries, she kept throwing praised God Most High, and that woman be-
stones at people, and brought very heavy ca- stowed on them liberal gifts.
larmties upon her friends. And when the Lady 17. On the day after, the same woman took
Mary saw her, she pitied her ; and upon this scented water to wash the Lord Jesus ; and after
Satan immediately left her, and fled away in theshe had washed Him, she took the water with
form of a young man, saying : Woe to me from which she had done it, and poured part of it

upon a girl who was living there, whose body
_o,..=i _: M_tt._.xs. was white with leprosy, and washed her with

_a_dg _ d_th _,_ the .tmi_hm_t _ tho_..,m,i_, o_ it. And as soon as this was done, the gift was
fo-.=_',,,,,oa_o_'__= _'_-q_,g_._tthe,x°'mg_.mum._t_ iaav.t_ _o o. m,= cleansed from her leprosy. And the towns-
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people said : There is no doubt that Joseph and those who share the same nature with thee with
Mary and that boy are gods, not men. And the water in which thy body has been washed ?
when they were getting ready to go away from] Besides, she bestowed great gifts upon the mis-
them, the girl who had laboured under the lep- tress the Lady Mary, and sent her away with
rosy came up to them, and asked them to let great honour.
her go with them. 19. Coming thereafter to another city, they

i8. When they had given her permission, she wished to spend the night in it. They turned
went with them. And afterwards they came to aside, therefore, to the house of a man newly
a city, in which was the castle of a most illus- married, but who, under the influence of witch-
trious prince, who kept a house for the enter- craft, was not able to enjoy his wife ; and when
tainment of strangers. They turned into this they had spent that night with him, his bond
place ; and the girl went away to the prince's was loosed. And at daybreak, when they were
wife ; and she found her weeping and sorrowful, girding themselves for their journey, the bride-
and she asked why she was weeping. Do not groom would not let them go, and prepared for
be surprised, said she, at my tears; for I am them a great banquet.
overwhelmed by a great affliction, which as yet 2o. They set out, therefore, on the following
I have not endured to tell to any one. Perhaps, day ; and as they came near another city, they
said the girl, if you reveal it and disclose it to saw three women weeping as they came out of a
me, I may have a remedy for it. Hide this se- cemetery. And when the Lady Mary beheld
cret, then, replied the princess, and tell it to no them, she said to the girl who accompanied
one. I was married to this prince, who is a king her : Ask them what is the matter with them,
and ruler over many cities, and I lived long with or what calamity has befallen them. And to the
him, but by me he had no son. And when at girl's questions they made no reply, but asked m
length I produced him a son, he was leprous; their turn: Whence are you, and whither are
and as soon as he saw him, he turned away with you going ? for the day is already past, and night
loathing, and said to me : Either kill him, or is coming on apace. We are travellers, said the
give him to the nurse to be brought up in some gnrl, and are seeking a house of entertainment
place from which we shall never hear of him m which we may pass the mght. They sa_d.
more. After this I can have nothing to do with Go with us, and spend the night with us. They
thee, and I will never see thee more. On th_s followed them, therefore, and were brought lnt0
account I know not what to do, and I am over- a new house with splendid decorations and fur-
whelmed with grief. Alas l my son. Alas ! my niture. Now it was winter ; and the girl, going
husband. Did I not say so ? said the girl. I into the chamber of these women, found them
have found a cure for thy disease, and I shall again weeping and lamenting. There stood be-
tell it thee. For I too was a leper ; but I was side them a mule, covered with housings of cloth
cleansed by God, who is Jesus, the son of the of gold, and sesame was put before him ; and
Lady Mary. And the woman asking her where i the women were kissing him, and giving him
this God was whom she had spoken of, Here, food. And the girl said : What is all the ado,
with thee, said the girl ; He is living in the same my ladies, about this mule ? They answered her
house. But how is this possible? said she. with team, and said: This mule, which thou
Where is he ? There, said the girl, are Joseph iseest, was our brother, born of the same mother
and Mary; and the child who is with them is with ourselves. And when our father died, and
called Jesus ; and He it is who cured me of my left us great wealth, and this only brother, we
disease and my torment. But by what means, did our best to get him married, and were pre-
said she, wast thou cured of thy leprosy? Wilt paring his nuptials for him, after the manner of
thou not tell me that? Why not? said the girl. men. But some women, moved by mutual jeal-
I got from His mother the water in which He ousy, bewitched him unknown to us ; and one
had been washed, and poured it over myself; night, a little before daybreak, when the door
and so I was cleansed from my leprosy. Then of our house was shut, we saw that this our
the princess rose up, and invited them to avail brother had been turned into a mule, as thou
themselves of her hospitality. And she prepared now beholdest him. And we are sorrowful, as
a splendid banquet for Joseph in a great assem- thou seest, having no father to comfort us:
bly of the men of the place. And on the follow- there is no wise man, or magician, or enchanter
ing day she took scented water with which to in the world that we have omitted to send for;
wash the Lord Jesus, and thereafter poured the but nothing has done us any good. And as
same water over her son, whom she had taken often as our hearts are overwhelmed with grief,,
with her ; and immediately her son was cleansed we rise and go away with our mother here, ann
from his leprosy. Therefore, singing thanks and weep at our father's grave, and come back
praises to God, she said : Blessed is the mother again.
who bore thee, 0 Jesus ; dost thou so cleanse 21. And when the girl heard these things, Be of
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gu_ed courage, said she, and weep not: for the came to a desert; and hearing that it was in-
of your calamity is near ; yea, it is beside fested by robbers, Joseph and the Lady Mary

you, and in the middle of your own house. For I resolved to cross this region by night. But as
also was a leper ; but when I saw that woman, and they go along, behold, they see two robbers lying
along with her that young child, whose name is in the way, and along with them a great number
Jesus, I sprinkled my body with the water with of robbers, who were their associates, sleeping.
which His mother had washed Him, and I was Now those two robbers, into whose hands they
cured. And I know that He can cure your had fallen, were Titus and Dumachus. Titus
affliction also. But rise, go to Mary my mis- therefore said to Dumachus : I beseech thee to
tress ; bring her into your house, and tell her let these persons go freely, and so that our corn-
your secret ; and entreat and supplicate her to fades may not see them. And as Dumachus
have pity upon you. After the woman had heard refused, Titus said to him again : Take to thy-
the gnrl's words, they went in haste to the Lady self forty drachmas from me, and hold this as a
Mary, and brought her into their chamber, and pledge. At the same time he held out to him the
sat down before her weeping, and saying : O our belt which he had had about his waist, to keep
mistress, Lady Mary, have pity on thy hand-him from opening his mouth or speaking. And
maidens ; for no one older than ourselves, and the Lady Mary, seeing that the robber had done
no head of the family, is left-- neither father them a kindness, said to him : The Lord God
nor brother--to hve with us ; but this mule will sustain thee by His right hand, and will
which thou seest was our brother, and women grant thee remission of thy sins. And the Lord
have made him such as thou seest by witchcraft. Jesus answered, and said to His mother : Thirty
We beseech thee, therefore, to have pity upon us. years hence, O my mother, the Jews will crucify
Then, grieving at their lot, the Lady Mary took me at Jerusalem, and these two robbers will be
up the Lord Jesus, and put Him on the mule's raised upon the cross along with me, Titus on
back; and she wept as well as the women, and my right hand and Dumachus on my left ; and
said to Jesus Christ : Alas ! my son, heal this after that day Titus shall go before me into Par-
mule by Thy mighty power, and make him a adise. And she said: God keep this from thee,
man endowed with reason as he was before, my son. And they went thence towards a city
And when these words were uttered by the Lady of idols, which, as they came near it, was
Mary, his form was changed, and the mule be- changed into sand-hills.
came a young man, free from every defect. 24. Hence they turned aside to that sycamore
Then he and his mother and his sisters adored which is now called Matarea,' and the Lord Jesus
the Lady Mary, and lifted the boy above their brought forth in Matarea a fountain in which the
heads, and began to kiss Him, saying: Blessed Lady Mary washed His shirt. And from the
is she that bore Thee, O Jesus, O Sawour of the sweat of the Lord Jesus which she sprinkled
world ; blessed are the eyes wh]ch enjoy the there, balsam was produced in that region.
felicity of seeing Thee. 25. Thence they came down to Memphis,

22. Moreover, both the sisters said to their and saw Pharaoh, and remained three years in
mother : Our brother indeed, by the aid of the Egypt ; and the Lord Jesus did in Egypt very
Lord Jesus Christ, and by the salutary interven- many miracles which are recorded neither in
tlon of this girl, who pointed out to us Mary and the Gospel of the Infancy nor in the perfect
her son, has been raised to human form. Now, Gospel.
indeed, since our brother is unmamed, it would 26. And at the end of the three years He
do very well for us to give him as his wife this came back out of Egypt, and returned. And
girl, the]r servant. And having asked the Lady when they had arrived at Judma, Joseph was
Mary, and obtained her consent, they made a afraid to enter it ; but hearing that Herod was
splendid wedding for the girl ; and their sorrow dead, and that Archelaus his son had succeeded
being changed into joy, and the beating of their him, he was afraid indeed, but he went into
breasts into dancing, they began to be glad, to Judma. And an angel of the Lord appeared to
rejoice, to exult, and sing _adorned, on account him, and said: O Joseph, go into the city of
of their great joy, in most splendid and gorgeous Nazareth, and there abide.
ature. Then they began to recite songs and Wonderful indeed, that the Lord of the world
praises, and to say : O Jesus, son of David, who should be thus borne and carried about through
turnest sorrow into gladness, and lamentations the world!
into joy ! And Joseph and Mary remained there
ten days. Thereafter they set out, treated with t Matarea, or Matariyek the site of Hellepoli$ or On, is a little
great honours by these people, who bade them waytot_ _ _.of c_o, x_ Pashais _ to _ _o

onhis wsit to the Pans Exhibition of z867, _ tree and t_e gropnd
farewell, and from bidding them farewell re- _r.o..d_g it to the Empress of the French. For some interestlnf
turned weeping, especially the girl. _tk-_ about the tree,seea paragraph, by ]3. H. C. (i.e.. Mr. B_

Harris Cowper, who has tran_htted t_e _Apo_ry_ _), ia the
23. And turning away from this place, they Lt_:.rtH_.,r_r*dN_.mbe*, ruT.
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27. Thereafter, going into the city of Bethle- her son Cleopas lying in the oven laughing, and
hem, they saw there many and grievous diseases the oven quite cold, as if no fire had ever come
infesting the eyes of the children, who were near it, knew that her rival had thrown him into
dying in consequence. And a woman was there the fire. She drew him out, therefore, and took
with a sick son, whom, now very near death, she him to the Lady Mary, and told her of what had
brought to the Lady Mary, who saw him as she happened to him. And she said : Keep silence,
was washing Jesus Christ. Then said the woman and tell nobody of the affair ; for I am afraid
to her : O my Lady Mary, look upon this son for you if you divulge it. After this her rival
of mine, who is labouring under a grievous went to the well to draw water ; and seeing
disease. And the Lady Mary listened to her, Cleopas playing beside the well, and nobody
and said : Take a litre of that water in which I near, she seized him and threw him into the
have washed my son, and sprinkle him with it. well, and went home herself. And some men
She therefore took a little of the water, as the who had gone to the well for water saw the boy
Lady Mary had told her, and sprinkled it over sitting on the surface of the water ; and so they
her son. And when this was done his illness went down and drew him out. And they were
abated ; and after sleeping a litre, he rose up seized with a great admiration of that boy, and
from sleep safe and sound. His mother rejoi- praised God. Then came his mother, and took
cing at this, again took him to the Lady Mary. him up, and went weeping to the Lady Mary,
And she said to her : Give thanks to God, be- and said : O my lady, see what my rival has
cause He hath healed this thy son. done to my son, and how she has thrown him

aS. There was in the same place another into the well ; she will be sure to destroy him
woman, a neighbour of her whose son had lately some day or other. The Lady Mary said to
been restored to health. And as her son was her: God will avenge thee upon her. There-
labouring under the same disease, and his eyes after, when her rival went to the well to draw
were now almost blinded, she wept night and water, her feet got entangled in the rope, and
day. And the mother of the child that had she fell into the well. Some men came to draw
been cured said to her : Why dost thou not take her out, but they found her skull fractured and
thy son to the Lady Mary, as I did with mine her bones broken. Thus she &ed a miserable
when he was nearly dead? And he got well death, and in her came to pass that saying:
with that water with which the body of her son They have digged a well deep, but have fallen
Jesus had been washed. And when the woman into the pit which they had prepared.,
heard this from her, she too went and got some 30. Another woman there had twin sons who
of the same water, and washed her son with it, had fallen into dmease, and one of them died,
and his body and his eyes were instantly made and the other was at his last breath. And his
well. Her also, when she had brought her son mother, weeping, lifted htm up, and took him
to her, and disclosed to her all that had hap- to the Lady Mary, and said: O my lady, aid
pened, the Lady Mary ordered to give thanks me and succour me. For I had two sons, and
to God for her son's restoration to health, and I have just buried the one, and the other is at
to tell nobody of this matter, the point of death. See how I am going to

29 . There were in the same city two women, entreat and pray to God. And she began to
wives of one man, each having a son ill with say : O Lord, Thou art compassionate, and mer-
fever. The one was called Mary, and her son's ciful, and full of affection. Thou gavest me two
name was Cleopas. She rose and took up her sons, of whom Thou hast taken away the one :
son, and went to the Lady Mary, the mother of this one at least leave to me. Wherefore the
Jesus, and offering her a beautiful mantle, said : Lady Mary, seeing the fervour of her weeping,
O my Lady Mary, accept this mantle, and for it had compassion on her, and said : Put thy son
give me one small bandage. Mary did so, and: in my son's bed, and cover him with his clothes.
the mother of Cleopas went away, and made a And when she had put him in the bed in which
shirt of it, and put it on her son. So he was Christ was lying, he had already closed his eyes
cured of his disease ; but the son of her rival _in death ; but as soon as the smell of the clothes
died. Hence there sprung up hatred between of the Lord Jesus Christ reached the boy, he
them ; and as they did the house-work week opened his eyes, and, calling upon his mother
about, and as it was the turn of Mary the mother with a loud voice, he asked for bread, and took
of Cleopas, she heated the oven to bake bread ;! it and sucked it. Then his mother said : 0

and going away to bring the lump that she had i Lady Mary, now I know that the power of God
kneaded, she left her son Cleopas be.side the dweUeth in thee, so that thy son heals those that
oven. Her rival seeing him alone-- and the partake of the same nature with himself, as soon
oven was very hot with the fire blazing under it as they have touched his clothes. This boy that

seized him and threw him into the oven, and -----
took herself off. Mary coming back, and seeing z _ _L ,s, iv_.6.
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was healed is he who in the Gospel is called therefore they returned to their own city, prais-
Bartholomew. mg the Lord for what He had done. And when

3 t. Moreover, there was there a leprous wo- the chief heard that his wife had been cured, he
man, and she went to the Lady Mary, the took her home, and made a second marriage,
mother of Jesus, and said : My lady, help me. and gave thanks to God for the recovery of his
And the Lady Mary answered : What help dost wife's health.
thou seek ? Is it gold or silver? or is it that thy 33. There was there also a young woman af-
body be made clean from the leprosy? And that flicted by Satan ; for that accursed wretch re-
woman asked : Who can grant me this ? And peatedly appeared to her in the form of a huge
the Lady Mary said to her : Wait a httle, until dragon, and prepared to swallow her. He also
I shall have washed my son Jesus, and put him sucked out all her blood, so that she was left like a
to bed. The woman waited, as Mary had told :corpse. As often as he came near her, she, with
her ; and when she had put Jesus to bed, she her hands clasped over her head, cried out, and
held out to the woman the water in which she said : Woe, woe's me, for nobody is near to free
had washed His body, and said: Take a little me from that accursed dragon. And her father
of thts water, and pour it over thy body. And and mother, and all who were about her or saw
as soon as she had done so, she was cleansed, her, bewared her lot ; and men stood round her
and gave praise and thanks to God. in a crowd, and all wept and lamented, especial-

32. Therefore, after staying with her three ly when she wept, and said: Oh, my brethren
days, she went away ; and coming to a city, saw and friends, is there no one to free me from that
there one of the chief men, who had married murderer? And the daughter of the chief who
the daughter of another of the chief men. But had been healed of her leprosy, hearing the gift's
when he saw the woman, he beheld between her voice, went up to the roof of her castle, and saw
eyes the mark of leprosy m the shape of a star ; her with her hands clasped over her head weep-
and so the marriage was dissolved, and became ing, and all the crowds standing round her weep-
null and void. And when that woman saw them ing as well. She therefore asked the demomac's
m this condition, weeping and overwhelmed husband whether his wife's mother were alive.
with sorrow, she asked the cause of their gnef. And when he answered that both her parents were
But they said: Inqmre not into our condition, living, she said: Send for her mother to come
for to no one hying can we tell our grmf, and to me. And when she saw that he had sent for
to none but ourselves can we disclose it. She her, and she had come, she said : Is that dis-
urged them, however, and entreated them to tracted girl thy daughter? Yes, O lady, said
entrust it to her, saying that she would perhaps that sorrowful and weeping woman, she is my
be able to tell them of a remedy. And when daughter. The chief's daughter answered : Keep
they showed her the girl, and the sign of leprosy my secret, for I confess to thee that I was for-
which appeared between her eyes, as soon as merly a leper; but now the Lady Mary, the
she saw it, the woman said : I also, whom you mother of Jesus Christ, has healed me. But if
see here, laboured under the same disease, when, thou wishest thy daughter to be healed, take her
upon some business whmh happened to come in to Bethlehem, and seek Mary the mother of Je-
my way, I went to Bethlehem. There going [ sus, and beheve that thy daughter will be healed ;
into a cave, I saw a woman named Mary, whose [ I indeed believe that thou wilt come back with
son was he who was named Jesus ; and when ]joy, with thy daughter healed. As soon as the
she saw that I was a leper, she took pity on me, ] woman heard the words of the chief's daughter,
and handed me the water with which she had lshe led away her daughter in haste ; and going
washed her son's body. With it I sprinkled my to the place indicated, she went to the Lady
body, and came out clean. Then the woman / Mary, and revealed to her the state of her daugh-
said to her : Wilt thou not, O lady, rise and go ]ter. And the Lady Mary hearing her words,
with us, and show us the Lady Mary? And she gave her a little of the water in which she had

assentedMa; and they_ rose and went to the Lady_ /washed the body of her son Jesus, and orderedry, carrying with them splendid gifts. And lher to pour it on the body of her daughter.
when they had gone in, and presented to her She gave her also from the clothes of the Lord
the gaffs, they showed her the leprous girl whom Jesus a swathing-cloth, saying : Take this cloth,
they had brought. The Lady Mary therefore and show it to thine enemy as often as thou
said : May the compassion of the Lord Jesus ishalt see him. And she saluted them, and sent
Christ descend upon you ; and handing to them them away.
also a little of the water in which she had washed 34. When, therefore, they had gone away from
the body of Jesus Christ, she ordered the wretched her, and returned to their own district, and the
woman to be bathed in it. And when this had time was at hand at which Satan was wont to at-
been done, she was immediately cured ; and they, tack her, at this very time that accursed one ap-
and allstandingby, praisedGod. Joyfullypcaredtoherintheshapeof ahuge dragon,and
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the girl was afraid at the sight of him. And her whether then he were the son of the Creator;
mother said to her : Fear not, my daughter ; al- md the Lord Jesus bade them walk. And they
low him to come near thee, and then show him immediately began to leap ; and then, when He
the cloth which the Lady Mary hath given us, and had given them leave, they again stood still. And
let us see what will happen. Satan, therefore, He had made figures of birds and sparrows,
having come near in the likeness of a terri- which flew when He told them to fly, and stood
ble dragon, the body of the girl shuddered for still when He told them to stand, and ate and
fear of hlm ; but as soon as she took out the drank when He handed them food and dnnk.
cloth, and placed it on her head, and covered After the boys had gone away and told tins to
her eyes with it, flames and live coals began to i their parents, their fathers said to them: My
dart forth from it, and to be cast upon the drag- sons, take care not to keep company with Into
on. O the great miracle which was done as soon again, for he is a wizard : flee from him, there-
as the dragon saw the cloth of the Lord Jesus, fore, and avoid him, and do not play with him
from which the fire darted, and was cast upon again after this.
his head and eyes ! He cried out with a loud 37. On a certain day the Lord Jesus, running
voice : What have I to do with thee, O Jesus, about and playing with the boys, passed the shop
son of Mary ? Whither shall I fly from thee ? of a dyer, whose name was Salem ; and he had m
And with great fear he turned his back and de- his shop many pieces of cloth which he was to
parted from the girl, and never afterwards ap- dye. The Lord Jesus then, going into his shop,
peared to her. And the girl now had rest from took up all the pieces of cloth, and threw them
him, and gave praise and thanks to God, and into a tub full of indigo. And when Salem came
along with her all who were present at that and saw his cloths destroyed, he began to cry
miracle, out with a loud voice, and to reproach Jesus,

35. Another woman was living in the same saying: Why hast thou done this to me, O son
place, whose son was tormented by Satan. He, of Mary ? Thou hast disgraced me before all
Judas by name, as often as Satan seized him, my townsmen: for, seeing that every one wished
used to bite all who came near him ; and if he the colour that stated himself, thou indeed hast
found no one near him, he used to bite his own come and destroyed them all. The Lord Jesus
hands and other hmbs. The mother of th_s answered : I shall change for thee the colour of
wretched creature, then, hearing the fame of the any piece of cloth which thou shalt wish to be
Lady Mary and her son Jesus, rose up and changed. And immediately He began to take
brought her son Judas with her to the Lady the pLeces of cloth out of the tub, each of them
Mary. In the meantime, James and Joses had of that colour which the dyer wished, until He
taken the child the Lord Jesus wnh them to had taken them all out. When the Jews saw
play with the other children ; and they had gone this miracle and prodigy, they praised God.
out of the house and sat down, and the Lord 38. And Joesph used to go about through the
Jesus with them. And the demoniac Judas came whole city, and take the Lord Jesus with him,
up, and sat down at Jesus' right hand : then, be- when people sent for him in the way of his trade
ing attacked by Satan in the same manner as to make for them doors, and milk-pails, and
usual, he wished to bite the Lord Jesus, but was beds, and chests ; and the Lord Jesus was w_th
not able ; nevertheless he struck Jesus on the him wherever he went. As often, therefore, as
right side, whereupon He began to weep. And Joseph had to make anything a cubit or a span
immediately Satan went forth out of that boy, i longer or shorter, wider or narrower, the Lord
fleeing like a mad dog. And this boy who Jesus stretched His hand towards it ; and as soon
struck Jesus, and out of whom Satan went forth as He did so, it became such as Joseph wished.
in the shape of a dog, was Judas Iscariot, who Nor was it necessary for him to make anything
betrayed Him to the Jews ; and that same side with his own hand, for Joseph was not very skfl-
on which Judas struck Him, the Jews transfixed ful in carpentry.
with a lance.' 39- Now, on a certain day, the king of Jet.u-

36, Now, when the Lord Jesus had completed salem sent for him, and said : I wish thee, Josepla,
seven years from His birth, on a certain day He to make for me a throne to fit that place in
was occupied with boys of His own age. For which I usually sit. Joseph obeyed, and began
they were playing among clay, from which they the work immediately, and remained in the
were making images of asses, oxen, birds, and palace two years, until he finished the work
other animals ; and each one boasting of his skill of that throne. And when he had it carried to
was praising his own work. Then the Lord its place, he perceived that each side wanted
Jesus said to the boys : The images that I have two spans of the prescribed measure And the
made I will order to walk. The boys asked Him king, seeing this, was angry with Joseph ; and

Joseph, being in great fear of the king, spent

* Johnm. s_ the night without supper, nor did he taste any-
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thing at all. Then, being asked by the Lord by the boys, saying: Come hither, and adore
Jesus why he was afraid, Joseph said: Because the king ; then go thy way.
I have spoiled all the work that I have been two 42. In the meantime, while these things were
years at. And the Lord Jesus said to him : Fear going on, some men came up carrying a boy.
not, and do not lose heart ; but do thou take For this boy had gone into the mountain with
hold of one side of the throne ; I shall take the those of his own age to seek wood, and there he
other ; and we shall put that to rights. And found a partridge's nest ; and when he stretched
Joseph, having done as the Lord Jesus had said out his hand to take the eggs from it, a yen-
and each having drawn by his own side, the omous serpent bit him from the middle of the
throne was put to rights, and brought to the nest, so that he called out for help. His corn-
exact measure of the place. And those that fades accordingly went to him with haste, and
stood by and saw this miracle were struck with found him lying on the ground like one dead.
astonishment, and praised God. And the woods Then his relations came and took him up to
used in that throne were of those which are cele- icarry him back to the city. And after they had
brated in the time of Solomon the son of David ; come to that place where the Lord Jesus was
that is, woods of many and various kinds. ]sitting like a king, and the rest of the boys

4o. On another day the Lord Jesus went out standing round Him like His servants, the+ boys
into the road, and saw the boys that had corfie went hastily forward to meet him who had been
together to play, and followed them ; but the bitten by the serpent, and said to his relations :
boys hid themselves from Him. The Lord Come and salute the king. But when they were
Jesus, therefore, having come to the door of a unwllhng to go, on account of the sorrow in
certain house, and seen some women standing which they were, the boys dragged them by force
there, asked them where the boys had gone ; against their will. And when they had come up
and when they answered that there was no one to the Lord Jesus, He asked them why they
there, He said again : Who are these whom you were carrying the boy. And when they answered
see m the furnace ?' They replied that they that a serpent had bitten him, the Lord Jesus
were kids of three years old. And the Lord said to the boys : Let us go and kill that serpent.
Jesus cried out, and said : Come out hither, O And the parents of the boy asked leave to go
kids, to your Shepherd. Then the boys, in the away, because their son' was in the agony of
form of kids, came out. and began to danc_ death;but the boys answered them, saying:
round Him ; and the women, seeing this, were Did you not hear the king saying : Let us go kill
very much astonished, and were seized with the serpent? and will you not obey him? And
trembling, and speedily supplicated and adored so, agamst their will, the couch was carded back.
the Lord Jesus, saying : O our Lord Jesus, son And when they came to the nest, the Lord Jesus
of Mary, Thou art of a truth that good Shepherd said to the boys : Is this the serpent's place ?
of Israel ; have mercy on Thy handmaidens who They said that it was ; and the serpent, at the
stand before Thee, and who have never doubted call of the Lord, came forth wathout delay, and
for Thou hast come, O our Lord, to heal, and submitted itself to Him. And He said to it"
not to destroy. And when the Lord Jesus an- Go away, and suck out all the poison which thou
swered that the sons of Israel were like the hast infused into this boy. And so the serpent
Ethmplans among the nations, the women said : crawled to the boy, and sucked out all its poison.
Thou, 0 Lord, knowest all things, nor is any- Then the Lord Jesus cursed it, and immediately
thing hid from Thee ; now, indeed, we beseech on this being done it burst asunder ; and the Lord
Thee, and ask Thee of Thy affection to restore Jesus stroked the boy with his hand, and he was
these boys Thy servants to their former condi- healed. And he began to weep ; but Jesus said :
t_on. The Lord Jesus therefore said : Come, Do not weep, for by and by thou shalt be my
boys, let us go and play. And immediately, disciple. And this is Simon the Cananite, • of
while these women were standing by, the kids whom mention is made in the Gospel.3
were changed into boys. 43. On another day, Joseph sent his son James

4[. Now in the month Adar, Jesus, after the to gather wood, and the Lord Jesus went with
manner of a king, assembled the boys together, him as his companion. And when they had

hey spread their clothes on the ground, and come to the place where the wood was, and
e sat down upon them. Then they put on James had begun to gather it, behold, a venom-

His head a crown made of flowers, and, like ous viper bit his hand, so that he began to cry
chamber-servants, stood in HIS presence, on the out and weep. The Lord Jesus then, seeing
right and on the left, as if He were a king. And him in this condition, went up to him, and blew
whoever passed by that way was forcibly dragged upon the place where the viper had bitten him ;

0,
•*Matt. x. 4_clc.
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and this being done, he was healed immedi- 48. There was, moreover, at Jerusalem, a cer-
ately. !tain man named Zacch_eus, who taught boys.

44- One day, when the Lord Jesus was again He said to Joseph : Why, O Joseph, dost thou
with the boys playing on the roof of a house, not bring Jesus to me to learn his letters ? Jo-
one of the boys fell down from above, and lm- seph agreed to do so, and reported the matter
mediately expired. And the rest of the boys to the Lady Mary. They therefore took Him
fled in all directions, and the Lord Jesus was left to the master ; and he, as soon as he saw Him,
alone on the roof. And the relations of the boy wrote out the alphabet for Him, and told Him
came up and said to the Lord Jesus: It was to say Aleph. And when He had said Aleph,
thou who didst throw our son headlong from the the master ordered Him to pronounce Beth.
roof. And when He denied it, they cried out, And the Lord Jesus said to him : Tell me first
saying : Our son is dead, and here is he who has the meaning of the letter Aleph, and then I shall
killed him. And the Lord Jesus said to them : pronounce Beth. And when the master threat-
Do not bring an evil report against me ; but if ened to flog Him, the Lord Jesus explained to

I h .you do not believe me, come and let us ask the lm the meanings of the letters Aleph and Beth ;
boy himself, that he may bring the truth to hght. also which figures of the letter were straight,
Then the Lord Jesus went down, and standing which crooked, which drawn round into a spiral,
over the dead body, said, with a loud voice : which marked with points, which without them,
Zeno, Zeno, who threw thee down from the why one letter went before another; and many
roof? Then the dead boy answered and said : other things He began to recount and to eluci-
My lord, it was not thou who didst throw me date which the master himself had never either
down, but such a one cast me down from it. heard or read m any book. The Lord Jesus,
And when the Lord commanded those who were moreover, said to the master : Listen, and I shall
standing by to attend to His words, all who were say them to thee. And He began clearly and
present praised God for this miracle, distinctly to repeat Aleph, Beth, C,imel, Daleth,

45. Once upon a time the Lady Mary had on to Tan. And the master was astonished.
ordered the Lord Jesus to go and bring her and said : I think that this boy was born before
water from the well. And when He had gone Noah. And turning to Joseph, he said : Thou
to get the water, the pitcher already full was hast brought to me to be taught a boy more
knocked against something, and broken. And learned than all the masters. To the Lady Mary.
the Lord Jesus stretched out His handkerchief, also he said : This son of thine has no need of
and collected the water, and carried it to H_s instruction.
mother ; and she was astomshed at it. And she 49. Thereafter they took Him to another and
hid and preserved in her heart all that she saw. a more learned master, who, when he saw Him,

46. Again, on another day, the Lord Jesus said: Say Aleph. And when He had said Aleph,
was with the boys at a stream of water, and they the master ordered him to pronounce Beth.
had again made little fish-ponds. And the Lord And the Lord Jesus answered him, and said:
Jesus had made twelve sparrows, and had ar- First tell me the meaning of the letter Aleph,
ranged them round His fish-pond, three on each and then I shall pronounce Beth. And when
side. And it was the Sabbath-day. Wherefore the master hereupon raised his hand and flogged
a Jew, the son of Hanan, coming up, and seeing Him, immediately his hand dried up, and he
them thus engaged, said in anger and great in- died. Then said Joseph, to the Lady Mary:
dignatmn : Do you make figures of clay on the From this time we shall not let him go out of
Sabbath-day? And he ran quickly, and de- the house, since every one who opposes him is
stroyed their fish-ponds. But when the Lord struck dead.
Jesus clapped His hands over the sparrows which 5o. And when He was twelve years old, they
He had made, they flew away chirping, took Him to Jerusalem to the feast. And when

Then the son of Hanan came up to the fish- the feast was finished, they indeed returned ; but
pond of Jesus also, and kicked it with h_s shoes, the Lord Jesus remained in the temple among
and the water of it vanished away. And the the teachers and elders and learned men of the
Lord Jesus said to him : As that water has van- sons of Israel, to whom He put various questions
ished away, so thy life shall likewise vanish away. upon the sciences, and gave answers in His turn.'
And immediately that boy dried up. For He said to them : Whose son is the"Mess_as?

47. At another time, when the Lord Jesus was They answered Him : The son of David. Where-
returning home with Joseph in the evening, He fore then, said He, does he in the Spirit call him
met a boy, who ran up against Him with so much his lord, when he says, The Lord said to my lord,
force that He fell. And the Lord Jesus said to[ -------
him: As thou hast thrown me down, so thou

I Luke il. 4_-47. [A comparison of the two narratives _ veeryr
shalt fall, and not rise again. And the same hour _uggtst_e. Thelgvanteli_tLukedoesnotpresent an_, such raonst_

_f precocity, nor does _ adventure into dtscusmons ' upon the so-
the boy fell down, and expired. _-"-g.l
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Sit at my right hand, that I may put thine ene- Lord, from this time I will be thy disciple and
mies under thy footsteps ?' Again the chief of slave.
the teachers said to Him: Hast thou read the 53. While they were speaking to each other
books ? Both the books, said the Lord Jesus, of these and other things, the Lady Mary came,
and the things contained in the books. And after having gone about seeking Him for three
He explained the books, and the law, and the days along with Joseph. She therefore, seeing
precepts, and the statutes, and the mysteries, Him sitting among the teachers asking them
which are contained in the books of the proph- questions, and answering in His turn, said to
ets -- things which the understanding of no Him : My son, why hast thou treated us thus ?
creature attains to. That teacher therefore said Behold, thy father and I have sought thee with
I hitherto have neither attained to nor heard of great trouble. But He said : Why do you seek
such knowledge : Who, pray, do you think that me ? Do you not know that I ought to occupy
boy will be ? myself in my Father's house ? But they did not

5 i. And a philosopher who was there pres- understand" the words that He spoke to them.
ent, a skilful astronomer, asked the Lord Jesus Then those teachers asked Mary whether He
whether He had studied astronomy. And the were her son ; and when she signified that He
Lord Jesus answered him, and explained the was, they said: Blessed art thou, O Mary, who
number of the spheres, and of the heavenly bod- hast brought forth such a son. And returning
ies, their natures and operations ; their opposi- with them to Nazareth, He obeyed them in all
tlon ; their aspect, triangular, square, and sextile ; things- And His mother kept all these words
their course, direct and retrograde ; the twenty- of His in her heart. And the Lord Jesus ad-
fourths,2 and sixtieths of twenty-fourths ; and vanced in stature, and in wisdom, and in favour
other things beyond the reach of reason, with God and man._

52. There was also among those philosophers 54. And from this day He began to hide His
one very skilled in treating of natural science, miracles and mysteries and secrets, and to give
and he asked the Lord Jesus whether He had attention to the law, until He completed His
studied medicine. And He, in reply, explained thirtieth year, when His Father publicly declared
to him physics and metaphysics, hyperphysics Him at the Jordan by this voice sent down from
and hypophymcs, the powers likewise and hu- heaven : This is my beloved Son, in whom I am
mours of the body, and the effects of the same ; well pleased ; the Holy Spirit being present in
also the number of members and bones, of veins, the form of a white dove.4

artenes, and nerves ; also the effect of heat and 55. This is He whom we adore with supplica-
dryness, of cold and moisture, and what these tions, who hath given us being and life, and
gave rise to ; what was the operation of the soul who hath brought us from our mothers' wombs ;
upon the body, and its perceptions and powers ; who for our sakes assumed a human body, and
what was the operation of the faculty of speech, redeemed us, that He might embrace us in eter-
of anger, of desire ; lastly, their conjunction and ual compassion, and show to us His mercy ac-
disjunction, and other things beyond the reach cording to His liberality, and beneficence, and
of any created intellect. Then that philosopher tgenerosity, and benevolence. To Him is glory,
rose up, and adored the Lord Jesus, and said : O Iand beneficence, and power, mid dominion from

i this time forth for evermore. Amen.
. t Ps cx. x; Matt xxn 42-4_. [The Latinreads:vestt_k I Here endeth the w_,,-1,_r-_,,o,,_l _¢.k_ T-¢.....peaum tuorum **_,_. xJvo • _t t,u_. ,Lllta, t|t._, "' the footsteps ol thv feet " The original term, • . W" _t,

' footstool," has evtdenfly been mtsun&rstood by some transcrtber, with the md of God Most High, accordin to

- "2"{'he .rcrit_lu m was the twenty-fourth part of the a* It i_ what we have found in the original, g
hkely here put for the moUon of a planet during one hour.' Plmy, ] ....
,V H, n to, uses the word to signify an uncleaned number of de- _ Luke xi 46-52.
gre,...s,or parts of u degree. 4 Matt. tit. x3-z 7 ; Luke hi. :x-._ 3.



THE GOSPEL OF NICODEMUS.

PART I.--THE ACTS OF PILATE.

FIRST GREEK FORM.

MEMORIALS OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST, DONE IN THE TIME OF

PONTIUS PILATE.

PROLOGUe.m I Ananias, of the propra_tor's I March, in the consulship of Rufus and Rubellio,
body-guard, being learned in the law, knowing 1in the fourth year of the two hundred and second
our Lord Jesus Christ from the Holy Scriptures, Olympiad, Joseph Caiaphas being high priest of
coming to Him by faith, and counted worthy of[ the Jews.
the holy baptism, searching also the memorials I The account that Nicodemus wrote in Hebrew,
written at that time of what was done in the case after the cross and passion of our Lord Jesus
of our Lord Jesus Christ, wh,ch the Jews had Christ, the Saviour God, and left to those that
laid up in the time of Pontius Pilate, found these came after him, is as follows :
memorials written in Hebrew, and by the favour

of God have translated them into Greek for the CHAP. :.--Having called a council, the high
informatxon of all who call UlYOnthe name of priests and scribes Annas and Caiaphas and
our Master Jesus Christ, in the seventeenth year Seines and Dathaes, and Gamaliel, Judas, Levi
of the reign of our Lord Flavius Theodosius, and Nephthalim, Alexander and Jairus,3 and the
and the sixth of Flavius Valentmianus, in the rest of the Jews, came to Pilate accusing Jesus
ninth indlction.' about many things, saying: We know this man

All ye, therefore, who read and transfer into to be the son of Joseph the carpenter, born of
other books, remember me, and pray for me, Mary ; and he says that he is the Son of God,
that God may be merciful to me, and pardon my and a king ; moreover, he profanes the Sabbath,
sins which I have sinned against Him. and wishes to do away with the law of our fathers.

Peace be to those who read, and to those who Pilate says : And what are the things which he
hear and to their households. Amen. does, to show that he wishes to do away with it TM

The Jews say : We have a law not to cure any
In the fifteenth year* of the government of one on the Sabbath; but this manS has on

Tiberius C_esar, emperor of the Romans, and the Sabbath cured the lame and the crooked,
Herod being king of Galilee, in the nineteenth the withered and the blind and the paralyuc, the
vear of his rule, on the eighth day before the dumb and the demoniac, by evil practices. Pilate
_[alends of April, which is the twenty-fifth of says to them: What evil practices? They say

to him : He is a magician, and by Beelzebul prince
x [The work_ which precede taught to supplemeut the evang_ll- of the demons he casts out the demons, and

cal narrative m regard to the early life of our Lord, and Mary His
mother; those whsch follow are also supplemcntar£, but refer to the all are subject to him. Pilate says to them : Thls
clo*Lngeveuts.--R.] .......... is not casting out the demons by an unclean= The tsth year of Tiberius, reckoning Irora trteoeatn ol Augu_ I • ._ . _ . _. _ zr_ • _ _
,us, was t, v. _9, ^ v c. 782, the 4_rxt year of the uo_d Olympiad, m ] spIrlt_ DU[ Dy tne gou _sculaplu_.
the consolshtp of C. FugusGemmus and L. Rubelhus Gemmus, ana I
the 34th year of Herod Antipas. Other readings are: In the eighteenth [ _ .............
year-- In the mneteeuth year [Compare the Acts of Pilate m both [ xrJere ts rathe MSS.great varta..t,on as to mese nanw_
_orms. The vartauons here correspond with the vartous theories of [ 4 ][at, and wishes _ do.away wttu xt _ - brought
the length of our Lord's ministry. The text seems to confuse the ] s Compare wtttl tn.m, **ha_. uus, tv. x7: _tl_e)ews a __
tta_ement of Luke (m. x) respecting the heginmng of the pubhc i charges agmnst Jesu_**ttmt tie ata away ,w_t_tl_)aw_tc_ It,,__mi_n_trywtth the Ume of our Lord's death. _ ]_.] IMo_4t; that LS,that zxe ¢Itclnot rcst on tnc _mu_, •

4*6
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The Jews say to Pilate : We entreat )'our high- they were bent down and adored Jesus, cried s
hess that he stand at thy tribunal, and be heard.' out vehemently against the standard-bearers.
And Pdate having called them, says: Tell me And Pilate says to the Jews: Do you not wonder
how I, beinga procurator, can try a king? They how the tops of the standards were bent down,
say to him : We do not say that he is a king, but and adored Jesus? The Jews say to Pilate : We
he himself says that he is. And Pilate having saw how the standard-bearers bent them down,
called the runner, says to him: Let Jesus be and adored him. And the procurator having
brought in with respect. And the runner going called the standard-bearers, says to them : Why
out, and recognising Him, adored Him, and took have you done this? They say to Pilate : We
his cloak into his hand, and spread it on the are Greeks and temple-slaves, and how could we
ground, and says to him : My lord, walk on this, adore him ? and assuredly, as we were holding
and come m, for the procurator calls thee. And them up, the tops bent down of their own ac-
the Jews seeing what the runner had done, cord, and adored him.
cried out against Pilate, saying : Why hast Pilate says to the rulers of the synagogue and
thou ordered him to come in by a runner, the elders of the people: Do you choose for
and not by a crier? for assuredly the runner, yourselves men strong and powerful, and let
when he saw h_m, adored him, and spread them hold up the standards, and let us-see
his doublet on the ground, and made him walk whether they will bend down w_th them. And
hke a king. the elders of the Jews picked out twelve men

And Pilate having called the runner, says to )owerful and strong, and made them hold up the
him : Why hast thou done this, and spread out standards six by six ; and they were placed in
thy cloak upon the earth, and made Jesus walk front of the procurator's tribunal. And Pilate
upon _t? The runner says to him : My tord says to the runner: Take him outside of the
procurator, when thou didst send me to Jerusa- prmtorium, and bring him in again in whatever
lem to Alexander, _ I saw him sitting upon an ass, way may please thee. And Jesus and the run-
and the sons of the Hebrews held branches m net went out of the pr_etorium. And Pilate,
their hands, and shouted; and other spread summoning those who had formerly held up the
their clothes under hun, saying, Save now, thou standards, says to them : I have sworn by the
who art in the highest : blessed is he that cometh health of Cresar, that if the standards do not
in the name of the Lord.3 bend down when Jesus comes in, I will cut off

The Jews cry out, and say to the runner: your heads. And the procurator ordered Jesus
The sons of the Hebrews shouted in Hebrew; to come in the second time. And the runner
whence then hast thou the Greek? The runner did in the same manner as before, and made
says to them : I asked one of the Jews, and said, many entreaties to Jesus to walk on his cloak.
What is it they are shouting in Hebrew? And And He walked on it, and went in. And as He
he interpreted it for me. Pilate says to them : went in, the standards were again bent down, and.
And what did they shout in Hebrew? The Jews adored Jesus.
say to him: HOSANNA MEMBROMEBARUCHAMMA
ADONAf.*Pilate says to them : And this hosanna, CHAP. 2. _ And Pilate seeing this, was afraid',
etc., ho¢¢ is it interpreted? The Jews say to and sought to go away from the tribunal; but
him: Save now in the highest ; blessed is he when he was still thinking of going away, his
that cometh in the name of the Lord. Pilate wife sent to him, saying : Have nothing to do,
says to them : If you bear witness to the words with this just man, for many things have I suf-
spoken by the children, in what has the runner fered on his account this night. 6 And Pilate,
done wrong? And they were silent. And the summoning the Jews, says to them: You know
procurator says to the runner : Go out, and bring that my wife is a worshipper of God, and pret_em
htm in what way thou wilt. And the runner to adhere to the Jewish religion along with you.
going out, did in the same manner as before, and They say to him : Yes ; we know. Pilate says
says to Jesus : My lord, come in ; the procurator to them : Behold, my wife 7 has sent to me, say-
calleth thee. ing, Have nothing to do with this just man, for

And Jesus _oin_ in, and the standard-bearers many things have I suffered on account of him
holding their standards, the tops of the standards thin night. And the Jews answering, say unto
were bent down, and adored Jesus. And the Pilate : Did 6"e not tell thee that he was a sor-
Jews seeing the bearing of the standards, how cerer? s behoM, he has sent a dream to thy
------ wife.

Pr_ An°ther readlag is: We entreat Y°ur highness to g° into the S Anotlm_ reading m: Anmm m'td Caiaplms mtd _h, tim throe
,L_ crowd.t°nu'm'and question him. For Jesus was standing outside with false wimeues, .began to cry out, ,_tc.

Probably the Alexatuter mentioned in Acts iv. 6. 6 Matt. xx,vn. x9.

Matt'xx_" 8'9' ' bs_mu 7 One Ms. adds: Procta,--the tradltiomd mtmeef Pilate's wife.
-.,,ona/.l"J4-1_t'c_vm'aS:H°sfta_nat;imromtm#;ar'ac_&(' ) gut$ out the demo_, sndthey are all sttbjegttOhlm.sThee ttss. add: And by l_elzebtd, _ of the demor_ Im
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And Pilate, having summoned Jesus, says to cause he cures on the Sabbath. Pilate says.
Him: What do these witness against thee? For a good work do they wish to put him to
Sayest thou nothing? And Jesus said : Unless death ? They say to him : Yes.
they had the power, they would say nothing;
for every one has the power of his own mouth CHAP. 3.--And Pilate, filled with rage, went
to speak both good and evil. They shall see to outside of the prmtorium, and said to them : I
it.' take the sun to witness 4 that I find no fault in

And the elders of the Jews answered, and said this man. The Jews answered and said to the
to Jesus: What shall we see? first, that thou procurator: Unless this man were an evil-doer,
wast born of fornication ; secondly, that thy we should not have delivered him to thee. And
birth in Bethlehem was the cause of the murder Pilate said, Do you take him, and judge him
of the infants ; thirdly, that thy father Joseph according to your law. The Jews said to Pilate :
and thy mother Mary fled into Egypt because It is not lawful for us to put any one to death.
they had no confidence in the people, iPilate said : Has God said that you are not to

Some of the bystanders, pious men of the _put to death, but that I am ?

Jews, say : We deny that he was born of fornica- [ . .And Pilate went again into the prmtorium, and
tion; for we know that Joseph espoused Mary, spoke to Jesus privately, and said to H:m: Art
and he was not born of fornication. Pdate says thou the king of the Jews? Jesus answered
to the Jews who stud that he was of formcation : Pilate : Dost thou say this of thyself, or have
This story of yours is not true, because they were others said it to thee of me ? Pilate answered
betrothed, as also these fellow-countrymen of Jesus: Am I also a Jew?S Thy nation and the
yours say. Annas and Calaphas say to Pilate : ichief priests have given thee up to me. What
All the multitude of us cry out that he was born hast thou done ? Jesus answered : My kingdom
of fornication, and are not believed ; these are is not of this world ; for if my kingdom were of
proselytes, and his disciples. And Pilate, calling i this world, my servants would fight m order that
Annas and Caiaphas, says to them : What are I should not be given up to the Jews : but now
proselytes ? They say to him : They are by birth my kingdom is not from thence. Pilate sa_d to
children of the Greeks, and have now become Him: Art thou then a king? Jesus answered
Jews. And those that said that He was not born him : Thou s_yest that I am a king. Because
of fornication, viz. -- Lazarus, Asterius, Antonius, for this have I been born, and have I come, m
James, Amnes, Zeras, Samuel, Isaac, Phinees, order that every one who is of the truth m:ght
Crispus, Agrippas, and Judas=--say: We are hear my voice. Pilate says to him: What is
not proselytes, but are children of the Jews, and truth ? Jesus says to him : Truth is from heaven.
speak of the truth ; for we were present at the Pilate says : Is truth not upon earth ? Jesus
betrothal of Joseph and Mary. says to Pilate : Thou seest how those who speak

And Pilate, calling these twelve men who said the truth are judged by those that have the
that He was not born of fornication, says to power upon earth.
them : I adjure you by the health of Cmsar, to
tell me whether it be true that you say, that he CHAP. 4.--And leaving Jesus within the pr_-
was not born of fornication. They say to Pilate : torium, Pilate went out to the Jews, and said to
We have a law against taking oaths, because it them: I find no fault in him. The Jews say to
is a sin ; but they will swear by the health of him: He said, I can destroy this temple, and
Cmsar,3 that it is not as we have said, and we in three days build it. Pilate says : What tern-
are liable to death. Pilate saysto Annas and ple? The Jews say: The one that Solomon _
Caiaphas : Have you nothing to answer to this ? built in forty-six years, and this man speaks of
Annas and Caiapl_as say to Pilate: These twelve pulling it down and building it in three days.
are believed when they say that he was not born Pilate says to them : I am innocent of the blood
of fornication ; all the multitude of us cry out of this just man. See you to it. The Jews say:
that he was born of fornication, and that he is a His blood be upon us, and upon our children.
tmreerer, and he says that he is the Son of God And Pilate having summoned the elders and
and a king, and we are not believed, priests and Levites, said to them privately : Do

And Pilate orders all the multitude to go out, not act thus, because no charge that you bring
except the twelve men who said that He was not against him is worthy of death ; for your charge
born of fornication, and he ordered Jesus to be is about curing and Sabbath profanation. The
separated from them. And Pilate says to them : elders and the priests and the Levites say : If
For what reason do they wish to put him to ------
death? They say to him : They are angry be- • See A_t. Co_a., il. 5"6. At .l_t _ who is going to

mmt_ of death upon the _tlpnt raises h_ hands aloft, _t_tak_
sun to witness that he it innocent of hit blood.

s The full foroeo_the_i_: You do um mean to _ th_:
tt i.e., let them Ne t_ it.Them il coaslderabte _arlatitm ia the tttm,,-, to there nines. I too am tt Jewf
s Or,kt them_,e*r. 6 Comp.JohniLm,
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any one speak evil against C_esar, is he worthy them were destroyed. And now release this
of death or not ? Pilate says : He is worthy of man, for he is not deserving of death.
death. The Jews say to Pilate: If any one The Jews say to Nicodemus: Thou hast be-
speak evil against C_esar, he is worthy of death ; come his disciple, and therefore thou defendest
but this man has spoken evil against God. him. Nicodemus says to them : Perhaps, too,

And the procurator ordered the Jews to go the procurator has become his disciple, because
outside of the pr_torium; and summoning Je- he defends him. Has the emperor not ap-
sus, he says to Him : What shall I do to thee ? pointed him to this place of dignity ? And the
Jesus says to Pilate: As it has been given to Jews were vehemently enraged, and gnashed
thee. Pilate says: How gwen? Jesus says: their teeth against Nicodemus. Pilate says to
Moses and the prophets have proclaimed before- them : Why do you gnash your teeth against
hand of my death and resurrection. And the him when you hear the truth? The Jews say to
Jews noticing this, and hearing it, say to Pilate : Nicodemus : Mayst thou receive his truth and
What more wilt thou hear of this blasphemy? his portion. Nlcodemus says: Amen, amen;
pdate says to the Jews : If these words be blas- may I receive it, as you have said.
phemous, do you take him for the blasphemy,
and lead him away to your synagogue, and judge CgAP. 6. -- One of the Jews, stepping up,
him according to your law. The Jews say to asked leave of the procurator to say a word.
Pilate : Our law bears that a man who wrongs The procurator says : If thou wishest to say any
his fellow-men is worthy to receive forty save thing ' say on. And the Jew said: Thirty-eight
one ; but he that blasphemeth God is to be years I lay in my bed in great agony. And when
stoned with stones.' Jesus came, many demoniacs, and many lying

Pilate says to them : Do you take him, and ill of various diseases, were cured by him. And
punish him in whatever way you please. The some young men, taking pity on me, carried me,
Jews say to Pilate: We wish that he be crucified, bed and all, and took me to him. And when
Pdate says : He is not deserving of crucifixion, iJesus saw me, he had compassion on me, and

And the procurator, looking round upon the said to me : Take up thy couch and walk. And
crowds of the Jews standing by, sees many of I took up mycouch, and walked. The Jews say
the Jews weeping, and says : All the multitude to Pilate : Ask him on what day it was that he
do not wish him to die. The elders of the Jews was cured. He that had been cured says : On
say : For this reason all the multitude of us have a Sabbath.* The Jews say : Is not this the very
come, that he should die. Pilate says to the thing that we said, that on a Sabbath he cures
Jews : Why should he die? The Jews say : Be- and casts out demons?
cause he called himself Son of God, and King. And another Jew stepped up and said : I was

born blind ; I heard sounds, but saw not a face.

CHAP. 5.--And one Nieodemus, a Jew, stood And as Jesus passed by, I cried out with a loud
before the procurator, and satd : I beseech your voice, Pity me, O son of David. And he pitied
honour, let me say a few words. Pdate says : me, and put his hands upon my eyes, and I in-
Say on. Nicodemus says: I said to the elders stantly received my sight: And another Jew

stepped up and said: I was crooked, and heand the priests and Levites, and to all the multi- i
tude of the Jews in the synagogue, What do you straightened me with a word. And another said:
seek to do with this man ? This man does I was a leper, and he cured me with a word. 6
many miracles and strange things, which no one
has done or will do. Let him go, and do not CHAP. 7. _ And a woman _ cried out from a
washany ewl against him. If the miracles which distance, and said : I had an issue of blood, and
he does are of God, they will stand ; but if of I touched the hem of his garment, and the issue
man, they will come to nothing * For assuredly of blood which I had had for twelve years was

oses, being sent by God into Egypt, did many istopped: The Jews say : We have a law, tlmt a
miracles, which the Lord commanded him to woman's evidence is not to be received.9
do before Pharaoh king of Egypt. And there
were there Jannes and ]ambres, servants of Pha- CHAP. 8. _ And others, a multitude both of
raoh, and they also did not a few of the mira- men and women, cried out, saying : This man
des which Moses did ; and the Egyptians took is a prophet, and the demons are subject to him.
them to be gods_this Jannes and this Jambres.3 Pilate says to them who said that the demons
But, since the miracles which they &d were not:

of God, both they and those who believed in , job, ,. s-9.
•-----.-- J Mark x. 46, etc.

6 Matt_ viii. z-4, etc. . .
Some Mss. add the n_ae Bernice, _ Vemaka.

tans v.._8, e Matt. ix. _-16.
t, Tim ilk 8, 9. _ Jm. A*t., i*. S. | xS.
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were subject to Him : Why, then, were not your ] because they were crying out, he said to them :
teachers also subject to him? They say to Pi-I So this is he whom Herod sought? The Jews
late: We do not know. And others said: He lsay: Yes, it is he. And, taking water, Pilate
raised lazarus from the tomb after be had been ! washed his hands in the face of the sun, saying :
dead four days.' And the procurator trembled, I I am innocent of the blood of this just man;
and said to all the multitude of the Jews : Why see you to it. Again the Jews cry out : His
do you wish to pour out innocent blood ? blood be upon us, and upon our children.

Then Pilate ordered the curtain of the tribunal

CHAP. 9"- And having summoned Nicode- where he was sitting to be drawn,S and says to
mus and the twelve men that said He was not Jesus : Thy nation has charged, thee with being
born of fornication, he says to them : What a king. On this account I sentence thee, first
shall I do, because there is an insurrection to be scourged, according to the enactment of
among the people ? They say to him : We know venerable kings, and then to be fastened on the
not ; let them see to it. Again Pilate, having cross in the garden where thou wast seized. And
summoned all the multitude of the Jews, says : let Dysmas and Gestas, the two malefactors, be
You know that it is customary, at the feast of crucified with thee.
unleavened bread, to release one prisoner to you.
I have one condemned prisoner in the prison, CHAP. xO.-- And Jesus went forth out of the
a murderer named Barabbas, and this man stand- prmtorium, and the two malefactors with Him.
ing in your presence, Jesus, in whom I find no And when they came to the place, they stripped
fault. Which of them do you wish me to re- Him of his clothes, and girded Him with a towel,
lease to you ? And they cry out : Barabbas. Pi- and put a crown of thorns on Him round His
late says : What, then, shall we do to Jesus who head. And they crucified Him ; and at the
is called Christ ? The Jews say : Let him be same time also they hung up the two malefactors
crucified. And others said : Thou art no friend along with Him. And Jesus said : Father, for-
of Cmsar's if thou release this man, because he give them, for they know not what they do.
called himself Son of God and king. You wish, And the soldiers parted His clothes among
then, this man to be king, and not Caesar ? 2 them ; and the people stood looking at Him.

And Pilate, in a rage, says to the Jews : A1- And the chief priests, and the rulers with them,
ways has your nation been rebellious, and you mocked Him, saying : He saved others ; let h,m
always speak against your benefactors. The! save himself. If he be the Son of God, let him
Jewssay: What benefactors? He says to them : l come down from the cross. And the soldiers

Your God led you out of the,land of Egypt from made sport of Him, coming near and offeringbitter slavery, and brought )on safe through the Him vinegar mixed with gall, and said: Thou
sea as through dry land, and in the desert fed [art the king of the Jews ; save thyself. 6
you with manna, and gave you quails, and And Pilate, after the sentence, ordered the
quenched your thirst with water from a rock, and charge made against Him to be inscribed as a
gave you a law ; and in all these things you pro- superscription in Greek, and Latin, and Hebrew,
voked your God to anger, and sought a molten according to what the Jews had said: He
calf. And you exasperated your God, and He!king of the Jews.
sought to slay you. And Moses prayed for you, And one of the malefactors hanging up spoke
and you were not put to death. And now you to H,m, saying: If thou be the Christ, save
charge me with hating the emperor.3 thyself and us. And Dysmas answering, reproved

And rising up from the tribunal, he sought to him, saying : Dost thou not fear God, because
go out. And the Jews cry out, and say: We thou art in the same condemnation? And we
know that Cmsar is king, and not Jesus. For indeed justly, for we receive the fit punishment
assuredly the magi brought gifts to him as to a of our deeds ; but this man has done no
king. And when Herod heard from the magi evil. And he said to Jesus: Remember me,
that a king had been born, he sought to slay Lord, in Thy kingdom. And Jesus said to him:
him ; and his father Joseph, knowing this, took Amen, amen ; I say to thee, To-day shalt thou
him and his mother, and they fled into Egypt. be 7 with me in Paradise.
And Herod hearing of it, destroyed the children
of the Hebrews that had been born in Bethlehem.4 CHAP. XL _ And it was about the sixth hour,

And when Pilate heard these words, he was and there was darkness over the earth until the
afraid ; and brdering the crowd to keep silence, ninth hour, the sun being darkened ; and the

s John xi. z-t6. ] s Thls was customa_ before pronouncing sentence. See A_a.
• Matt. zxvli. _5-a6, etc. Cem't., it. S6-

6 Some of the ross. add: And the soldier Longinus, tala_g a
s Lit t king, Other tv.adings ate: with wishing tmother king; I tlmar, lacre.ed HLssade, and there came forthblood andwat*r.with sc_ktng Jesu,_ for king.
4 One ms. adds: from two y_ars old and under, i 7 LaL,ar_
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curtainof the temple was split in the middle, iwe shall give thy flesh to the birds of the air.
And crying out with a loud voice, Jesus said: Joseph says to them: These are the words of
Father, BADDACHEPHKID RUEI.9 which is, inter- Ithe arrogant Goliath, who reproached the living
preted: Into Thy hands I commit my spirit.' God and holy David: For God has said by the
And having said this, He gave up the ghost, prophet, Vengeance is mine, and I will repay,
And the centurion, seeing what had happened, saith the Lord: And now he that is uncircum-
glorified God, and stud : This was a just man. cised ill flesh, but circumcised in heart, has taken
And all the crowds that were present at this water, and washed his hands in the face of the
spectacle, when they saw what had happened, sun, saying, I am innocent of the blood of this
beat their breasts and went away. just man ; see ye to it. And you answered and

And the centurion reported what had hap- said to Pilate, His blood be upon us, and upon
pened to the procurator. And when the pro- our children. And now I am afraid lest the
curator and his wife heard .it, they were wrath of God come upon you, and upon your
exceedingly grieved, and neither ate nor drank children, as you have said. And the Jews, hear-
that day. And Pilate sent for the Jews, and saJd ing these words, were embittered in their souls,
to them : Have you seen what has happened ? and seized Joseph, and locked him into a room
And they say : There has been an eclipse of the where there was no window ; and guards were
sun in the usual way: stationed at the door, and they sealed the door

And His acquaintances were standing at a dis- where Joseph was locked in.
tance, and the women who came with Him from And on the Sabbath, the rulers of the syria-
Galilee, seeing these things. And a man named gogue,S and the priests and the Levites, made
Joseph, a councillor from the city of Arimathma, a decree that all should be found in the syna-
who also waited for the kingdom of God, went gogue on the first day of the week. And rising
to Pilate, and begged the body of Jesus. And up early, all the multitude in the synagogue con-
he took it down, and wrapped it m clean linen, suited by what death they should slay him. And
and placed it in a tomb hewn out of the rock, when the Sanhedrin was sitting, they ordered
in which no one had ever lain. him to be brought with nmch indignity. And

having opened the door, they found him not.

CHAP. I2.--And the Jews, hearing that Joseph And all the people were surprised, and struck
had begged the body of Jesus, sought him and with dismay, because they found the seals un-
the twelve who said that Jesus was not born of broken, and because Caiaphas had the key.
fornication, and Nicodemus, and many others And they no longer dared to lay hands upon
who had stepped up before Pilate and declared those who had spoken before Pilate in Jesus'
His good works. And of all these that were hid, behalf.
NIcodemus alone was seen by them, because he
was a ruler of the Jews. And Nicodemus says CHAP. I3. mAnd while they were still sitting
to them : How have you come into the syna- in the synagogue, and wondering about Joseph,
gogue ? The Jews say to him : How hast thou there come some of the guard whom the Jews
come into the synagogue ? for thou art a confed- had begged of Pilate to guard the tomb of Jesus,
erate of his, and his portion is with thee in the that His disciples might not come and steal Him.
world to come. Nicodemus says: Amen, amen. And they reported to the rulers of the syna-
And hkewise Joseph also stepped out and said gogue, and the priests and the Levites, what had
to them : Why are you angry against me because happened : how there had been a great earth-
I begged the body of Jesus ? Behold, I have put quake ; and we saw an angel coming down from
him in my new tomb, wrapping him in clean heaven, and he rolled away the stone from the
linen: and I have rolled a stone to the door of mouth of the tomb, and sat upon it; and he
the tomb. And you have acted not well against shone like snow, and like lightning. And we
the just man, because you have not repented of were very much afraid, and lay like dead men ;
crucifying him, but also have pierced him with and we heard the voice of the angel saying to
a spear. And the Jews seized Joseph, and or- the women who remained beside the tomb, Be
dered him to be secured until the first day of the not afraid, for I know that you seek Jesus who
week, and said to him: Know that the time was crucified. He is not here: He is risen, as
does not allow us to do anything against thee, He said. Come, see the place where the Lord
because the Sabbath is dawning ; and know that lay : and go quickly, and tell His disciples that
thou shalt not be deemed worthy of burial, but He is risen from the dead, and is in Galilee. 6

x Lake xxHi. 46. Ps xxxi S is F_ade,la _#tkid r_:M _ z Sam. xvil. 44.
20n _ • • . _ .-

__ _s. adds: Pilatesatd to t_m: You scoundrelst tsth|sthe 4 Deut..xxxil. 3._; Rom xii. t9; Heb. x. 3o. ....
_ean_YY°tt tell the truth about everythmg? Iknowthat that never hap- $ lThts wanev/dentbhmdcr, oaeol JL_t_yp0m/mgtoa_1-
_ns but at new moon. Nowyouate yourpa_soverye_terday, the gm.--R.]
'um'te_th o( the mcmth, and you r,ay that it was tm ecllpse c_"the sum 6 Matt. xxviiL $-7.
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The Jewssay: To what women did he speak? The elders and the priests and Levites say:
The men of the guard say : We do not know Give glory to the God of Israel, and confess to
who they were. The Jews say: At what time Him whether you have heard and seen those
was this ? The men of the guard say : At mid- things of which you have given us an account.
night. The Jews say: And wherefore did you And those who had given the account said: As
not lay hold of them ? The men of the guard the Lord hveth, the God of our fathers Abraham,
say : We were like dead men from fear, not ex- Isaac, and Jacob, we heard these things, and saw
pecting to see the light of day, and how could him taken up into heaven. The elders and the
we lay hold of them? The Jews say: As the priests and the Levites say to them: Have you
Lord liveth, we do not believe you. The men come to give us this announcement, or to offer
of the guard say to the Jews : You have seen so prayer to God? And they say : To offer prayer
great miracles in the case of this man, and have to God. The elders and the chief priests and
not believed ; and how can you believe us ? the Levites say to them : If you have come to
And assuredly you have done well to swear that offer prayer to God, why then have you told
the Lord liveth, for indeed He does live. Again] these idle tales in the presence of all the people ?4
the men of the guard say : We have heard that Says Phmees the priest, and Adas the teacher,
you have locked up the man that begged the and Haggai the Levite, to the rulers of the syna-
body of Jesus, and put a seal on the door ; and [ gogues, and the priests and the Levltes : If what
that you have opened it, and not found him. Do i we have said and seen be sinful, behold, we are
you then give us the man whom you were guard- ] before you ; do to us as seems good in your eyes.

ing, and we shall give you Jesus. The Jews say : And they took the law, and made them swearJoseph has gone away to his own city. The men upon it, not to give an) more an account of these
of the guard say to the Jews : And Jesus has risen, matters to any one. And they gave them to
as we heard from the angel, and is in Galilee. eat and drink, and sent them out of the city,

And when the Jews heard these words, they having given them also money, and three men
were very much afraid, and said : We must take with them ; and they sent them away to Gahlee.
care lest this story be heard, and all mchne to And these men having gone into Gahlee, the
Jesus. And the Jews called a council, and paid chief priests, and the rulers of the synagogue,
down a considerable sum of money, and gave it and the elders, came together into the synagogue,
to the soldiers, saying : Say, while we slept, his and locked the door, and lamented with a great
disciples came by night and stole him ; and if lamentation, saying : Is this a miracle that has
this come to the ears of the procurator, we shall happened in Israel? And Annas and Caiaphas
persuade him, and keep you out of trouble, said Why are you so much moved? Why do
And they took it, and said as they had been in- lyouweep ? Do you not know that his disciples
structed? have given a sum of gold to the guards of the

tomb, and have iustructed them to say that an
CHAP. I4.--And Phinees a priest, and Adas angel came down and rolled away the stone from

a teacher, and Haggai a Levite, came down from the door of the tomb ? And the priests and the
Galilee to Jerusalem, and said to the rulers of elders said: Be it that his disciples have stolen
the synagogue, and the priests a_d the Levites : Ihis body ; how is it that the hfe has come into
We saw Jesus and his disciples sitting on the ihis body, and that he is going about in Gahlee?
mountain called Mamilch ; 2 and he said to his And they being unable to give an answer to these
disciples, Go into all the world, and preach to ithings, said, after great hesitation. It is not lawful
every creature : he that believeth and is baptized for us to believe the uncircumcised.
shall be saved, and he that believeth not shall
be condemned. And these signs shall attend CHAP. 15. _ And Nicodemus stood up, and
those who have believed : in my name they shall stood before the Sanhedrin, saying : You say
cast out demons, speak new tongues, take up ser- well ; s you are not ignorant, you people of the
pents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it Lord, of these men that come down from Gall-
shall by no means hurt them, they shall lay lee, that they fear God, and axe men of substance,
hands on the sick, and they shall be well. And haters of covetousness, men of peace ; and they
while Jesus was speaking to his disciples, we saw have declared with an oath, We saw Jesus upon
him taken up to heaven.3 the mountain Mamilch with his disciples, and he

I Three of the Latin versions say: And they took the money, but [ taught what we heard from him, and we saw him
could not hide the truth. For they wanted to say, His disclples stole ] taken up into heaven. And no one asked them in
htm whde we slept, and could not utter it; but said, Truly the Lord [ what form he went up. For assuredly, as the book
Jesus Christ has risen from the dead; and we saw an angel of God ]

coming down from heaven, and he rolled back the stone, and sat on [ of the Holy Scriptures taught us, Helios also was

their Andday.thts saytug ha_ been spread abroad among the Jews even to IItaken up into heaven, and Elissa_us criedd_ouout
Other readings are: Malek, Mopl_k_ Mambr¢, Mabmch. ]

C,omp. 2 Kings xxli*, x3. _ 4 Lit., _vhy then this trifling which ye have Untied,
Mark xvt. x5-18. I 5 Pearhaps better as a question.
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with a loud voice, and Hellas threw his sheep- up, and blessed God, and said : Blessed be the
skin upon Eliss_us, and Eliss_eus threw his Lord God, who has delivered Israel, that they
sheepskin upon the Jordan, and crossed, and came should not shed innocent blood ; and blessed be
into Jericho. And the children of the prophets the Lord, who sent out His angel, and covered
met him, and said, O Eliss_eus, where is thyme under his wings. And he set a table for
master Helias? And he said, He has been taken them ; and they ate and drank, and slept there.
up into heaven. And they said to Ehss_us, And they rose up early, and prayed. And
Has not a spirit seized him, and thrown him upon Joseph saddled his ass, and set out with the men ;
one of the mountains ? But let us take our ser- and they came to the holy city Jerusalem. And
rants' with us, and seek him. And they per- all the people met Joseph, and cried out : Peace
sanded Elissmus, and he went away with them. to thee in thy coming in ! And he said to all
And they sought him three days, and did not the people : Peace to you ! and he kissed them.
find him ; and they knew he had been taken up." And the people prayed with Joseph, and they
And now listen to me, and let us send into every were astonished at the sight of him. And Nico-
distnct of Israel, and see lest perchance Christ demus received him into his house, and made a
has been taken up by a spirit, and thrown upon great feast, and called Annas and Caiaphas, and
one of the mountains? And this proposal the elders, and the priests, and the Levites to
pleased all. And they sent into every district of his house. And they rejoiced, eating and drink-
Israel, and sought Jesus, and did not find Him ; ing with Joseph ; and after singing hymns, each
but they found Joseph in Arimathma, and no one proceeded to his own house. But Joseph re-
dared to lay hands on h_m. mained in the house of Nicodemus.

And they reported to the elders, and the And on the following day, which was the prep-
priests, and the Levites: We have gone round aration, the rulers of the synagogue and the
to every district of Israel, and have not found priests and the Levites went early to the house
Jesus ; but Joseph we have found in Arimatha_a. of Nlcodemus ; and Nicodemus met them, and
And hearing about Joseph, they were glad, and stud : Peace to you ! And they said : Peace to
gave glory to the God of Israel. And the rulers thee, and to Joseph, and to all thy house, and to
of the synagogue, and the priests and the Levites, all the house of Joseph I And he brought them
having held a council as to the manner in which into his house. And all the Sanhedrin sat down,
they should meet with Joseph, took a piece of and Joseph sat down between Annas and Cain-
paper, and wrote to Joseph as follows :-- phas : and no one dared to say a word to him.

Peace to thee ! We know that we have sinned And Joseph said : Why have you called me ? And
against God, and against thee ; and we have they signalled to Nicodemus to speak to Joseph.
prayed to the God of Israel, that thou shouldst And Nmodemus, opening his mouth, said to
deign to come to thy fathers, and to thy children, Joseph : Father, thou knowest that the honourable
because we have all been grieved. For having teachers, and the priests and the Levites, see
opened the door, we did not find thee. And to learn a word from thee. And Joseph said:
we know that we have counselled evil counsel Ask. And Annas and Caiaphas having taken the
against thee ; but the Lord has defended thee, law, made Joseph swear, saying : Give glory to
and the Lord Himself has scattered to the winds the God of Israel, and give Him confession ; for
our counsel against thee, O honourable father Achar being made to swear by the prophet
Joseph. Jesus, 3 did not forsware himself, but declared

And they chose from all Israel seven men, unto him all, and did not hide a word from him.
friends of Joseph, whom also Joseph himself was Do thou also accordingly not hide from us to the
acquainted with ; and the rulers of the synagogue, extent of a word. And Joseph said : I shall not
and the priests and the 1,evites, say to them : hide from you one word. And they said to him :
Take notice : if, after receiving our letter, he With grief were we grieved because thou didst
read it, know that he will come with you to us ; beg the body of Jesus, and wrap it in clean linen,
but if he do not read it, know that he is ill- and lay it in a tomb. And on account of this
disposed towards us. And having saluted him we secured thee in a room where there was no
in peace, return to us. And having blessed the windows : and we put locks and seals upon the
men, they dismissed them. And the men came doors, and guards kept watching where thou wast
to Joseph, and did reverence to him, and said to locked in. And on the first day of the week we
him: Peace to thee! And he said: Peace to opened, and found thee not, and were grieved
you, and to all the people of Israel I And they exceedingly ; and astonishment fell upon all the
gave him the roll of the letter. And Joseph people of the Lord until yesterday. And now
having received it, read the letter and rolled it relate to us what has happened to thee.

And Joseph said : On the preparation, about
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the tenth hour, you locked me up, and I re- fear God, and do not withdraw themselves from
mained all the Sabbath. And at midnight, as I the prayers, and give the tithes thrice a year.s
was standing and praying, the room where you And when Jesus was born, his parents brought
locked me in was hung up by the four corners, him to this place, and gave sacrifices and burnt-
_md I saw a light like lightning into my eyes.' offerings to God. And when the great teacher
And I was afraid, and fell to the ground. And Symeon took him into his arms, he said, Now
some one took me by the hand, and removed Thou sendest away Thy servant, Lord, according
me from the place where I had fallen ; and to Thy word, in peace ; for mine eyes have seen
moisture of water was poured from my head even Thy salvation, which Thou hast prepared before
to my feet, and a smell of perfumes came about the face of all the peoples : a light for the revela-
my nostrils. And he wiped my face, and kissed Ition of the Gentiles, and the glory of Thy people
me, and said to me, Fear not, Joseph ; open Israel. And Symeon blessed them, and said to
thine eyes, and see who it is that speaks to thee. Mary his mother, I give thee good news about
And looking up, I saw Jesus. And I trembled, ithis child. And Mary said, It is well, my lord.
and thought it was a phantom ; and I said the And Symeon said to her, It is well ; behold, he
commandments, and he said them with me? ]ties for the fall and rising again of many in Israel,
Even so you are not ignorant that a phantom, if and for a sign spoken against ; and of thee thy-
it meet anybody, and hear the commandments, self a sword shall go through the soul, in order
takes to flight. And seeing that he said them that the reasoning of many hearts may be re-
with me, I said to him, Rabbi Hellas. And he vealed._
said to me, I am not Hehas. And I said to They say to the teacher Levi: How knowest
him, Who art thou, my lord? And he said to thou these things? Levi says to them : Do you
me, I am Jesus, whose body thou didst beg from not know that from him I learned the law ? The
Pilate ; and thou didst clothe me with clean Sanhedrin say to him: We wish to see thy
linen, and didst put a napkin on my face, and father. And they sent for his father. And they
didst lay me in thy new tomb, and didst roll a asked him ; and he said to them : Why have you
great stone to the door of the tomb. And I said ! not beheved my son ? The blessed and just
to him that was speaking to me, Show me the Symeon himself taught him the law. The San-
place where I laid thee. And he carried me hedrin says to Rabbi Levi: Is the word that
away, and showed me the place where I laid you have said true? And he said: It is true.
him ; and the linen cloth was lying in it, and the And the rulers of the synagogue, and the priests
napkin for his face. And I knew that it was and the Levites, said to themselves: Come, let
Jesus. And he took me by the hand, and placed us send into Galilee to the three men that came
me, though the doors were locked, in the middle and told about his teaching and his taking up,
of my house, and led me away to my bed, and and let them tell us how they saw hLm taken up.
said to me, Peace to thee l And he kissed me, And this saying pleased all. And they sent away
and said to me, For forty days go not forth out the three men who had already gone away into
of thy house ; for, behold, I go to my brethren Galilee with them ; and they say to them : Say
into Galilee. to Rabbi Adas, and Rabbi Phinees, and Rabbi

Haggai : Peace to you, and all who are with you

CHAP. x6. n And the rulers of the synagogue, A great inquiry having taken place in the Sanhe-
and the priests and the Levites, when they heard dnn, we have been sent to you to call you to
these words from Joseph, became" as dead, and this holy place, Jerusalem.
fell to the ground, and fasted until the ninth And the men set out into Galilee, and found
hour. And Nicodemus, along with Joseph, ex- them sitting and considering the law ; and they
horted Annas and Caiaphas, the priests and the saluted them in peace. And the men who were
Levites, saying : Rise up and stand upon your in Galilee said to those who had come to them :
feet, and taste bread, and strengthen your souls, Peace upon all Israel ! And they said : Peace

because to-morrow is the Sabbath of the Lord. i to you ! And they again said to them : Why ha_e
And they rose up, and prayed to God, and ate you come ? And those who had been sent sa_ :
and drank, and departed every man to his own The Sanhedrin call you to the holy city Jemsa-
house, lem. And when the men heard that they were

And on the Sabbath our teachers and the sought by the Sanhedrin, they prayed to God,
priests and Levites sat questioning each other, and reclined with the men, and ate and drank,
and saying : What is this wrath that has come ]and rose up, and set out in peace to Jerusalem.

-s? fnr we know his father and mother. [ And on the following day the Sanhedrm sat
n_P_vnLe,'i, a tea_c'lher,says : I know that his paxents [ in the synagogue, and asked them, saying : Did

[ , This_muld"_'_ to co_firm theoIfinio, that them vtm'_ t_
z Comp. A¢_ x. zz. [ tlthes Ix_idin the year. Comp. Smith's Dgct.p _r_ 1:_¢4t.
• Or__lhe spok_ to m_ I 4 I_m h. sS-35.
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_ou really see Jesus sitting on mountain given evidence of what was said by Rabbi

the

lamilch teaching his eleven disciples, and did Symeon, and that he said, Behold, he lies for the
you see him taken up ? And the men answered Jfall and rising again of many in Israel, and for aI .

_hem, and stud : As we saw him taken up, so also sign spoken against. And all the teachers said
we said. to all the people of the Lord: If this was from

Annas says : Take them away from one an- the Lord, and is wonderful in your eyes, 6 know-
other, and let us see whether their account agrees, ing you shall know, O house of Jacob, that it is
And they took them away from one another, written, Cursed is every one that hangeth upon a
And first they call Adas, and say to him : How tree.7 And another Scripture teaches : The gods
d_dst thou see Jesus taken up ? Adas says : which have not made the heaven and the earth
While he was yet sitting on the mountain shall be destroyed, s And the priests and the Le-
Mamilch, and teaching his disciples, we saw a vires said to each other : If his memorial be until
cloud overshadowing both him and his disciples, the year that is called Jobel,9 know that it shall
And the cloud took him up into heaven, and his it endure for ever, and he hath raised for himself
d_sclples lay upon their face upon the earth, a new people. Then the rulers of the synagogue,
And they call Phinees the priest, and ask him and the priests and the Levites, announced to all
also, saying: How didst thou see Jesus taken I Israel , saying: Cursed is that man who shall
up? And he spoke in hke manner. And the), l worship the work of man's hand, and cursed is

again asked Haggai, and he spoke m hke man- I the man who shall worship the creatures more
her. And the Sanhedrin said: The law of I than the Creator. And all the people said,
Moses holds: At the mouth of two or three[Amen, amen. '°
every word shall be established.' Buthem, a And all the people praised " the Lord, and
teacher, says : It is written m the law, And Enoch said : Blessed is the Lord, who hath given rest
walked with God, and is not, because God took to His people Israel, according to all that He
him? Jalrus, a teacher, said : And the death of hath spoken ; there hath not fallen one word of
holy Moses we have heard of, and have not seen every good word of His that He spoke to Moses
it ; for it is written m the law of the Lord, And His servant. May the Lord our God be with
Moses died from the mouth of the Lord, and no us, as He was with our fathers : let Him not
man knoweth of his sepulchre unto this day.3 destroy us. And let Him not destroy us, that
And Rabbi Lew said : Why did Rabbi Symeon we may incline our hearts to Him, that we may
say, when he saw Jesus, " Behold, he lies for the walk in all His ways, that we may keep His
fall and rising again of many in Israel, and for a commandments and His judgments which He
sign spoken against ?" 4 And Rabbi Isaac said : commanded to our fathers. '_ And the Lord shall
It is written in the law, Behold, I send my mes- be for a king over all the earth in that day ;
senger before thy face, who shall go before thee and there shall be one Lord, and His name one.'S
to keep thee in every good way, because my The Lord is our king : He shall save us." There
name has been called upon him.5 is none like Thee, O Lord.,s Great art Thou,

Then Annas and Caiaphas said : Rightly have O Lord, and great is Thy name. By Thy power
you said what is written in the law of Moses, _heal us, O Lord, and we shall be healed : save
that no one saw the death of Enoch, and no one Ius, O Lord, and we shall be saved ; ,6 because
has named the death of Moses ; but Jesus was we are Thy lot and heritage. And the Lord
tried before Pilate, and we saw him receiving will not leave His people, for His great name's
blows and spxttings on his face, and the soldiers sake ; for the Lord has begun to make us into
put about him a crown of thorns, and he was His people.'7
scourged, and received sentence from Ihlate, and And all, having sung praises, went away each
was crucified upon the Cranium, and two rob- man to his own house, glorifying God ; for His
bers with him ; and they gave him to drink vin- is the glory for ever and ever. Amen.

egar with gall, and Longinus the soldier pierced 6 p_.=va_ ,3.
his side with a spear ; and Joseph our honour- r Deut._i. ,3: c;,a.ia.._.

8 _t', X. II.
able father begged his body, and, as he says, he 9 :.e., the year of jubdee. The original, b,_ _ ¢*;u-_, :" not
_srisen ; and as the three teachers say, We saw Creek. It is noteasytoseewhatthe_ m_mL It may

to l_a.lxl. x-3.
hnn taken up into heaven ; and Rabbi Levi has ,o_,L x_,i. ,s: Rom.i.*S.

xx Or sang hymns to.
m x _s viii. S6--58.

Deut. xvii. 6 z_ Zech. xlv. 9.

'_uu H,e_" ',I ...... i,i. wa.
4 Luke ii. 34." _t6Comp. Jet, xvil. _..
a F_ zzm. _o, st; Mal. ill. z; Matt. zL zo, :7 temp. z Sam. xig z*.
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SECOND GREEK FORM..

A _ARRA_rE about the suffering of our Lord make accurate inquiry into what we say. Pilate
Jesus Christ, and His holy resurrection, therefore, throwing off his cloak, gave it to one

Written by a Jew, 2'Eneas by name, and trans- I of his officers,* saying : Go away, and show this
luted out of the Hebrew tongue into the Romaic to Jesus, and say to him, Pilate the procurator
language by Nicodemus, a Roman toparch, calls thee to come before him. The officer ac-

After the dissolution of the kingdom of the]cordingly went away, and finding Jesus, sum.
Hebrews, four hundred years having run their mooed Him, having unfolded on the ground
course, and the Hebrews also coming at last un- also Pilate's mantle, and urged Him to walk
der the kingdom of the Romans, and the king upon it. And the Hebrews, seeing this, and
of the Romans appointing them a king; when being greatly enraged, came to Pilate, murmur.
Tiberius C_esar at last swayed the Roman scep- ing against him, how he had deemed Jesus
tre, in the eighteenth year of his reign,' he up- worthy of so great honour.
pointed as king of Judaea, Herod, the son of the And he, having inquired of the officer who
Herod who had formerly slaughtered the infants had been sent how he had done so, the otficer
in Bethlehem, and he made Pilate procurator in answered : When thou didst send me to the Jew
Jerusalem ; when Annas and Caiaphas held the Alexander, I came upon Jesus entering the gate
high-priesthood of Jerusalem, Nicodemus, a Ro- of the city, sitting upon an ass. And I saw that
man toparch, having summoned a Jew, 2Eneas the Hebrews spread their garments in the way,
by name, asked him to write an account of the and the ass walked upon the garments ; and
things done in Jerusalem about Christ in the others cut branches, and they went forth to meet
times of Annas and Caiaphas. The Jew accord- him, and cried out, Hosanna in the highest !
ingly did this, and delivered it to Nicodemus ; Thus, therefore, it was necessary for me also to do.
and he, again, translated it from the Hebrew The Jews, hearing these words, said to h_m:
writing into the Romaic language. And the How didst thou, being a Roman, know what was
account is as follows: m said by the Hebrews? The officer answered:

I asked one of the Hebrews, and he told me
these things. Pilate said: What means Ho-

CHAP. I.wOur Lord Jesus Christ having sanna? The lews said: Save us, O Lord Pi-
wrought in Judaea many and great and extraor- Ilate answered : Since you confess that your chd-
dreary miracles, and on account ot this being dren Cald ¢o hnur n_w dr_ vnn hrina ,',hare, t_,

hated by the Hebrews, while kqiate was proc - - ........ ,'_-......... /ano say against jesus wnat you oo say: lne
rator in jerusatem, ano Annas ano Calaonast = -. . --- --- . -,. , ...... ". • - tjews were sllenl:_ aDo naG. notnlng tO answer.,
mgn priests, there came ot the Jews to the claiet .... • ........ ,• . l_ow, as jesus was coming to t-llate, toe sot-
priests, Judas, Levi, Nephthahm, Alexander, Sy- Idlers of Pilate adored Him. And others als0
rus, and many others, speaking against Christ• " "[were standin_ before Pilate holding standards.
And these chief priests sent them away to say ta"dl...... _e .I_¢_.............. woe enmlntre_, ..........the _tandnrds als0
these things to Pilate also. And they went away, Fbowed clown and adored Him As Pilate
and said to him: A man walks about in this • d

............... itherefore, was wondenng at what had happene ,
Clt wnose _amer IS CalleO. joseph, anna ms the l_ur_ ealcl t,_ him M_r lord it n_ heY ..................... : -.-s .... , .. w_ not t
mother Mary; and he calls himself king and!_t_,_,_,_a ¢ th,t ..q,_,_A 1,_,,¢ h,t the "rs
......... verturns he _.................. _.... ' ....... sol&e
_on ot _oa ; ana Demg a jew, ne o t. who were holding them carelessly.
Scriptures, and does away with the Sabbath. Pilate says to the ruler of the synagogue:
Pilate then asked, in order to learn from them _- - ,_ .... "-, _- ._*
: _. _ _._ .. ...... . t_noose twelve powerlul men, anu gave mem-,_
m what manner ne G.la away warn me baooatn. .-------
And they answered, saying : He cures the sick , One ms.inserts:byname Rachaab,themessenger. .t

on the Sabbath. Pilate says: If he makes the Slnsteadofthesefoursections,Ms Chasammuteaccountmthe suicide of Judas of whmh the following specimen may he given.
sick whole, he does no evil. They say to him : -- Andhewenthometomakeahahertohanghlmseif,andhe_und

If he effected the cures properly, small would be h_s_,te ,oattmga cocko_ theco_. Andhe say*to her:,,_wife and t a rope ready for me" for I mean to han_ myself _ t• ge . . - ' - 'that'
the evil ; but by using magic he does these dese_,,_.And hm wife studtohtm: Wh_" do you speak hke r

And Judas say..s' Know. m truth,that I tmjustly betrayed my masteus,
things, and by having the demons oil his side. etc.,and thathe Is gomgto rise on the thirdday;andwoe.to..,

And his wife says: Donut speak or thlnkm that way. ItlsJ_t.. ".
Pilate says : To cure a person that is ill is not I,kely as that this cock roasung on the coals will crow, that AeShU_
a diabolic work, but a grace from God. wiu rise, at you say. No sooner stud than the cock flapPeo'_¢

The Hebrews said : We beseech your high .... g.... d crew thrice. ThindecidedJndas,andhe tm,me°_ta7-_made the halter, and hanged himself [The l_qs. of the ae_
ness to summon him, in order that thou mayst O,_k Yore" .,_ ,l_ted byT_hendorf(E,_# ._#'_'_-t'

Ixxit..lxxm ) as follows: A, a Venice Ms., comparattvcty rcccu....,_
a paris ms. of the fifteenth century; C, a Venice _ of the

I [Comlmm the tint Greek form, prologue and footnote. -- R.] century. -- R.]
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standards, so that they may hold them firmly, the Sabbath N they accuse him; but he then
And this having taken place, Pilate ordered the does a good work, because he cures the sick.
officer to take Jesus outside, and bring Him in For this, sentence of death is not upon the man.
again. And as He was coming in, the standards The twelve also say to him : Assuredly, my lord,
again bowed down, and adored Him. Pilate it is so.
therefore wondered greatly. But the Jews said :
He _s a magician, and through that he does these

Cv_v. 3.--Pilate therefore went outside in
things, rage and anger, and says to Annas and Caiaphas,

and to the crowd who brought Jesus: I take
CHAr. 2.-- Pilate says to Jesus : Hearest thou the sun to witness that I find no fault in this

what these testify against thee, and answerest
thou not ?' And Jesus answered and said : man. The crowd answered : If he were not a

sorcerer, and a magician, and a blasphemer, we
Every man has power to speak either good or should not have brought him to your highness.
bad, as he wishes ; these also, therefore, having Pilate said : Try him yourselves ; and since you
power, say what they wish?

The Jews said to Him: What have we to have a law, do as your law says. The Jews
said : Our law permits to put no man to death. (

say about thee ? First, that thou wast begotten Pilate says : If you are unwilling to put him to
from sin ; second, that on account of thee, when death, how much more am I l
thou wast born, the mfants S were murdered; Then Pilate returned to the palace, and says
third, that thy father and thy'mother fled into to Jesus : Tell me, art thou the king of the Jews?
Egypt, because they had no confidence in tile Jesus answered : Dost thou say this, or have the
people.

To these the Jews who were there present, other Jews said this to thee, that thou mightst
question me ? Pilate said : Thou dost not think

God-fearing men, answered and said : We say that I am a Hebrew ? I am not a Hebrew. Thy
that h_s birth is not from sm; for we know that people and the chief priests have delivered thee
Joseph received into keeping his mother Mary, into my hands ; and tell me if thou art king ofaccording to the practice of betrothal. Pilate

the Jews? Jesus answered : My kingdom is not
said : Consequently you lie who say that his birth of this world ; for if my kingdom were in thisis from sin. They say again to Pdate : All the
people testify that he is a magician. The God- world, my soldiers would not be unconcerned at

my being seized : wherefore my kingdom is not
fearing Jews answered and said : We also were in this world. Pdate says : But art thou a king?
at the betrothal of his mother, and we are Jews, Jesus said : Thou hast said : for this was I born,
and know all his daily life ; but that he is a
magician, that we do not know. And the Jews to bear witness to the truth ; and if any one bea man of the truth, he believes my word, and
that thus sa_d were these : Lazarus, Asthanus, does it. Pilate says : What is the truth?s Jesus
Antomus, James, Zaras, Samuel, Isaac, Phinees, answered : The truth is from the heavens. Pilate
Crispus, Dagrippus, Amese, and Judas. says : On earth, then, is there no truth? Christ

Pilate therefore says to them: By the life of
says: I am the truth; and how is the truth

C_esar, I wish )_ou to swear whether the birth judged on earth by those that have earthly
of this man is without sin. They answered : Our
law lays down that we are to swear not at all, power!
because an oath is great sin. Notwithstanding,
by the life of C_esar we swear that his birth is Ct-tAV. 4. -- Pilate therefore, leaving Christ
without sin ; and if we lie, order us all to be alone, went outside, and says to the Jews : I find
beheaded. And when they had thus spoken, no fault in this man. The Jews answered : Let
the Jews that were bringing the charge an- us tell your highness what he said. He said, I
swered Pdate, and said : And dost thou believe am able to destroy the temple of God, and in
these twelve single Jews more than all the mul- three days to build it. Pilate says : And what
t_tude and us, who know for certain that he is temple did he say that he was to destroy ? The
a magician and blasphemer, and that he names Hebrews say: The temple of Solomon, which
himself Son of God ? Solomon built in forty-six years. 6

Then Pilate ordered them all to go forth out Pilate says privately to the chief priests and

of the pra_torium except the said twelve alone. Ithe scribes and the Pharisees : I entreat you, do
And when this had been done, Pilate says to nothing evd against this man ; for if you do evil
them privately : As to this man, it appears that against him, you will do unjustly : for it is not
from envy and madness the Jews wish to murder ]just that such a man should die, who has done
him : for of one thing-- that he does away with }great good to many men. They said to Elate :

I Matt xxvii, x3 '4- ] _ John xix. 6, 7.
COmp. John x_ "rx. ] s John xvti,. 3_-38.
lug. A)14,a_o infants: B, 44,<_oiafanta. l e Comp. JohniL m.
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If, my lord, he who has dishonoured Cmsar is And the Egyptians held these magicians to be
worthy of death, how much more this man who gods ; but because they were not from God, what
dishonours God ! they did was destroyed. This Jesus, then, raised

Then Pilate dismissed them, and they all went up I.azards, and he is alive. On this account I
outside. Thereupon he says to Jesus : What entreat thee, my lord, by no means to allow this
dost thou wish that I shall do to thee ? Jesus man to be put to death.
says to Pilate : Do to me as is determined. Pilate The Hebrews were enraged against Nicode.
says : How is it determined ? Jesus answered : mus, and said : Mayst thou receive the truth of
Moses and the prophets wrote about me being Jesus, and have a portion with him. Nico-
crucified, and rising again. The Hebrews, hear- demus says : Amen, amen ; be it to me as you
ing this, said to Pilate : Why do you seek to hear say.
a greater insult out of him against God? Pilate
says : These words are not an insult against God, CHAP. 6. -- And when Nicodemus had thus
since theyare written in the books of theprophets, spoken, another Hebrew rose up, and stud to
The Hebrews said : Our Scripture says, If a man Pdate : I beg of thee, my lord Pilate, hear me
offend against a man, that is to say, if lie insult also. Pilate answered : Say what thou w_shest
him, he is worthy to receive forty strokes with a tThe Hebrew says : I lay sick in bed thirty-eight
rod ; but if any one insult God, to be stoned.' Iyears ; and when he saw me he was grieved, and

Then came a messenger from Procle, the wife of Isaid to me, Rise, take up thy couch, and go into
Pilate, to him ; and the message said : Take care i thine house. And while he was saying the word
that thou do not agree that any evil should l I rose and walked about. T'he Hebrews
happen to Jesus the good man ; because during! to me,say: Ask him on what day of the week this
this night I have seen fearful dreams on account happened. He says : On Sabbath. 6 The Jews
of him. 2 And Pilate spoke to the Hebrews, stud: And consequently we say truly, that he
saying : If you hold as insult against God the does not keep the Sabbath.
words which you declare Jesus to have spoken, Another, agMn, standing in the midst, said.
take and judge him yourselves according to your I was born blind ; and as Jesus was going along
law.3 The Jews said to Pilate:We wish that you the road, I cried to him, saying, Have mercy
should crucify him. Pilate says : This is not good. ]upon me, Lord, thou son of David. And he

And Pilate, turning towards the people, saw !took clay, and anointed mine eyes ; and strmght-
many weeping, and said : To me it seems that it iway I received my sight. 7 Another said : I was
is not the wish of all the people that this man Icrooked ; and seeing him, I cried, Have mercy
should die. The priests and the scribes say: upon me, O Lord. And he took me by the
We on this account have brought all the people, hand, and I was immediately raised, s Another
that thou mightst have full conviction that all _said : I was a leper, and he healed me merel)

wish his death. Pilate says : For what evil hath by a word.9he done ? The Hebrews said : He says that he

is a king, and the Son of God. CHAP. 7. -- There was found there also a wo-
man named Veronica, and sh_ said: Twelve

CHAP. 5. _A God-fearing Jew, therefore, Nico-/years I was in an issue of blood, and I only
demus by name_ stood up in the midst, and stud _touched the edge of his garment, and directly
to Pilate : I entreat your highness to permit me was cured. `° The Jews say : Our law does not
to say a few words. Say on, said Pilate. Nico- admit the testimony of a woman."
demus says : I, being present in the synagogue,
said to the priests, and the Levites, and the
scribes, and the people, What have you to say CHAP. 8. -- Other men cried : This man _s a
against this man ? This man does many miracles, prophet, and the demons are afraid of him. PI-
such as man has never yet done nor wxll do. Let late says : And how were the demons not at all
him go, therefore ; and if indeed what he does thus afraid of your parents also ? They say:

We do not know. Others, again, said : Lazarus,be from God, it will stand ; but if from man, it
will be destroyed.* Just as happened also when after having been four days in the tomb, he

raised by a single word. '* Pilate therefore, hear-
God sent Moses into Egypt, and Pharoah king ing of the raising of Laz,arns, was afraid, andof Egypt told him to do a miracle, and he did it.
Then Pharoah had also two magicians, Jannes said to the people: Why do you wish to shed
and Jambres; and they also did miracles by the blood of a just man? __._.___--

the use of magic art, but not such as Moses did.s 6 Johnv. s-9-
_ John ix. 6, 7 .

t Deut. xxv, 3; Lev. xxlv. z6. s Comp. Acts _ 7-
a Matt. zxvu. xg_ 9 Luke: xviL tt-x 9.
_*John xvii* 3t. to Matt. ix. tto-.'_a,
* Comp Acts v. 38. It See note 9, P- 4t9.
S Ex, vh. xo-x4, t_ John xi. 43-
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0 --Then he summoned NicodemuslHim, rejoiced atl becausehehad been 1CHAP. • gre y, ong
and the twelve God-fearing Jews, and said to ldesirmg to see Him, hearing of the miracles
them:What do you say that I should do? be-Iwhich He did. He put on Him, therefore,
cause the people are in commotion They say : white garments. Then he began to question
We do not know : do as thou wilt ; but what the H_m. But Jesus d_d not give him an answer.
people do, they do unj.ustly, in order to kill him. iAnd Herod, wishing to see also some miracle or
P_late again went. outside, and said to the peo- Iother done by Jesus, and not seeing it, and also
Dle: You know that in the feasts of unleavened bbecause He did not answer him a single word,
t_read ,t is customary that I free on your account Isent Him back a_ainu to Pt'late...............6 pil_t_ _,.,_;--,,_
one of the criminals kept in custody. I have, [this, ordered his officers to bring water." Wash°-

then, one malefactor in the prison, a robber ling , then, his hands with the water, he said to
named Barabbas. I have also Jesus, who has I the people : I am innocent of the blood of this

never done any evil. Which of the two, then, Igood man. See you to it, that he is unjustly put
do you wish that I release to you ? The people to death, since neither I have found a fault in
answered : Release to us Barabbas. Pilate says : him, nor Herod ; for because of this he has sent
What then shall I do with Jesus? They say: him back again to me. The Jews said: His
Let him be crucified.' Again, others of them blood be upon us, and upon our children:
cried out : If thou release Jesus, thou art no Then Pilate sat down upon his throne to pass
fnend of C_esar,_ because he calls h_mself Son sentence. He gave order, therefore, and Jesus
of God, and king. And if thou free him, he came before him. And they brought a crown
becomes a king, and will take C_esar's kingdom, of thorns, and put it on His head, and a reed

P_late therefore was enraged, and said : AI- into His right hand: Then he passed sentence,
_ays has your natron been devilish 3 and unbe- and sa_d to Him : Thy nation says, and testifies
hevmg; and ever have you been adversaries to against thee, that thou wishest to be a king.
your benefactors. The Hebrews say : And who Therefore I decree that they shall beat thee first
were our benefactors ? Pilate says : God, who with a rod forty strokes, as the laws of the kings
freed you out of the hand of Pharaoh, and!decree, and that they shall mock thee ; and
brought you through the Red Sea as upon dry [ finally, that they shall crucify thee.
land, and fed you with quails, and gave you water
to drink out of the dry rock, and who gave you CUAP. io.--The sentence to this effect, then,
a law, which, denying God, you broke ; and if i having been passed by Pilate, the Jews began
Moses had not stood and entreated God, you! to strike Jesus, some with rods, others with t_eir
would have perished by a bitter death. All I hands, others with ¢hetr feet ; some also spat in
these, then, you have forgotten. Thus also, even I His face. Immedmtely, therefore, they got
now. you say that I do not at all love C_esar, but I ready the cross, and gave it to Him, and flew to

hate him, and wish to plot against his kingdom. I take the road. And thus going along, bearing
And hawng thus spoken, Pilate rose up from _also the cross, He came as far as the gate of the

the throne with anger, wishing to flee from. them. Icity of Jerusalem. But as He, from the many
The Jews therefore cried out, saying : We wish blows and the weight of the cross, was unable to
('_esar to be king over us, not Jesus, because walk, the Jews, out of the eager desire they had

Jesus received gifts 4 from the Magi. And Herod i to crucify Him as quickly as possible, took the
also heard this-- that there was going to be at cross from Him, and gave it to a man that met
king-- and wished to put him to death, and for i them, Simon by name, who had also two sons,
this purpose sent and put to death all the infants[ Alexander and Rufus. And he was from the
that were in Bethlehem. And on this account city of Cyrene.9 They gave the cross, then, to
also his father Joseph and his mother fled from him, not because they pitied Jesus, and wished
fear of h_m into Egypt: to lighten Him of the weight, but because they

So then Pilate, hearing tMs, silenced all the eagerly desired, as has been said, to put Him to
people, and said. This, then, is the Jesus whom death more speedily.
Herod then sought that he might put him to Of His disciples, therefore, John followed
death? They saytohim: Yes. Pflatetherefore, Him there. Then he came fleeing to the
having ascertained that he was of the jurisdiction mother of God. '° and said to her : Where hast
of Herod, as being derived of the race of the b Luke xxiu. 6-Iz. ['/'he only passage directly interpolated into

Jews, sent Jesus to h_m. And Herod, seeing Luke'snarrattveis"asb¢ingdenvedoftlmt'aceoftheJew_."A
curious blunder of the compiler! -- R.]

2 Matt xxvtt, xS-x8 , 2t-_3" [ _' Matt xxvm =5
3 _orm xtx x2. I t Iohn xix. a, 3; Matt. xx'viL a9.

4 "lhe word here 3fa0tetttt, tsused s Jail of the miraculous eg in Orat iii ConlraArianos, c 14 and =9 The te_

_ftsand graces besto_rldv_G_lanal_: ,_,CI_o!_ Ghost The word ] Ne;'tortu,to give thisepithetto Mary "wa, th.... mmcut, inand _latt. u. x4-t6 , [The writer seems to identify Herod the Great Alexandria. Fee Haag, Hisloir¢ des Do_es CAviItt_s, i. z9a.
_etod 2_tntt_m_, -- R.] [ The pa_:flls about the @,tee&toe in this c]lapl_r ate in_
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thou been, that thou hast not come to see what thee ? Where those healed by thee ? How has
has happened ? She answered : What is it that no one been found to help thee ? And looking
has happened? John says : Know that the to the cross, she said : Bend down, O cross, that
Jews have laid hold of my Master, and are taking I may embrace and kiss my son, whom I suckled
Him away to crucify Him. Hearing this, His at these breasts after a strange manner, as not
mother cried out with a loud voice, saying : My having known man. Bend down, O cross ; I
son, my son, what evil then hast thou done, that' wish to throw my arms round my son. Bend
they are taking thee away to crucify thee ? And down, O cross, that I may bid farewell to my son
she rose up as if blinded, _ and goes along the hke a mother. The Jews, hearing these words.
road weeping. And women followed her-- came forward, and drove to a distance both her
Martha, and Mary Magdalene, and Salome, and and the women and John.
other virgins. And John also was with her. Then Jesus cried out with a loud voice, say-
When, therefore, they came to the multitude of ing : Father, let not this sin stand against them,
the crowd, the mother of God says to John: for they know not what they do.S Then He
Where is my son? John says : Seest thou Him says. I thirst. And immediately there ran one
bearing the crown of thorns, and having His of the soldiers, and took a sponge, and filled it
hands bound ? And the mother of God, hearing with gall and vinegar mixed, and put it on a
this, and seeing Him, fainted, and fell backwards reed, and gave Jesus to drink. And having
to the ground, and lay a considerable time. And tasted it, He would not drink it. 6 And the Je_s
the women, as many as followed her, stood standing and looking on laughed at Hml, and
round her, and wept. And as soon as she said: If thou truly sayst that thou art the Son
revived and rose up, she cried out with a loud of God, come down from the cross, and lmrne-
voice : My Lord, my son, where has the beauty diately, that we may believe in thee. Others
of thy form sunk ? how shall I endure to see said mocking : Others he saved, others he cured,
thee suffering such things? And thus saying, and he healed the sick, the paralyt,c, the lepers.
she tore her face w_th her nails, and beat her the demoniacs, the bhnd, the lame, the dead;
breast. Where are they gone, said she, the and himself he cannot cureJ
good deeds which thou didst in Judaea? What In the same manner also, the robber crucified
evil hast thou done to the ]ews? The Jews, on His left hand stud to Him: If thou art the
then, seeing her thus lamenting and crying, came t Son of God, come down and save both thyself
and drove her from the road; but she would[and us. His name was Gmtas. And he that
not flee, but remained, saying : Kill me first, ye iwas crucified on the right, Dysmas by name, re-
lawless Jews. proved that robber, saying: O wretched and

Then they got safe to the place called Crani- miserable man, dost thou not fear God? "fie
urn, which was paved with stone ; 3 and there suffer the due punishment of what we have done,
the Jews set up the cross. Then they stripped but this man has done no evil at all. And turn-
Jesus, and the soldiers took His garments, and ing to Jesus, he says to Him : Lord, when Thou
divided them among themselves ; and they put shalt reign, do not forget me. And He said to
on Him a tattered robe of scarlet, and raised him : To-day, I tell thee truth, I shall have thee
Him, and drew Him up on the cross at the sixth in paradise with me. s
hour of the day. After this they brought also
two robbers, the one on His right, the other on CHAP. 1 I.--Then Jesus, crying out with a
His left. loud voice, Father, into Thy hands I shall corn-

Then the mother of God, standing and look- mit my spirit, breafl_ed His last.9 And 1remedy-
ing, cried out with a loud voice, saying: My ately one could see the rocks rent: for there
son I my son [ And Jesus, turning to her, and was an earthquake over all the earth ; and front
seeing John near her, and weeping with the rest the earthquake being violent and great, the rock_
of the women, said: Behold thy son! Then also were rent. And the tombs of the dead
He says also to John : Behold thy mother l _ were opened, and the curtain of the temple _as
And she wept much, saying : For this I weep, rent, and there was darkness from the sixth hour
my son, because thou sufferest unjustly, because till the ninth. And from all these things that
the lawless Jews have delivered thee to a bitter had happened the Jews were afraid, and said
death. Without thee, my son, what will be- Certainly this was a just man. And Longinus,
come of me ? How shall I live without thee ? the centurion who stood by, said : Truly thJs
What sort of life shall I spend ? Where are thy was a son of God. Others coming and seeing
disciples, who boasted that they would die with

S Luke xxiii 34 ; cf Act• vii. 60.
e John xlx. z8, Matt. xxvii. 48.
7 {_omp. Matt. xxvig 40-42.

t Lit., and. • Luke xxth. 39"43. MS C here inserts the early hlsto_/d _h*• Lit, darkened.
11A mistaken referexaceto John xlx. x3. robber I)ysme-_. _See note 3, P. 4 _6, -- R.]
4 John xlx. a6, aT. * Luke _ii 46.
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Him, beat their breasts from fear, and again land so was given up by us to death? And Jo-
turned back.' [seph, weeping and in great grief, fell at the feet

And the centurion having perceived all these [of Pilate, saying: My lord, let no hatred fall
so great miracles, went away and reported them Iupon a dead man ; for all the evil that a man
to Pdate. And when he heard, he wondered has done should perish with him in his death.
and was astonished, and from his fear and grief IAnd I know your highness, how eager thou wast
would neither eat nor drink that day. And he that Jesus should not be crucified, and how
sent notice, and all the Sanhedrin came to him much thou saidst to the Jews on his behalf, now
as soon as the darkness was past ; and he said in entreaty and again in anger, and at last how
to the people : You know how the sun has been thou didst wash thy hands, and declare that thou
darkened ; you know how the curtain has been wouldst by no means take part with those who
rent. Certainly I did well in being by no means wished him to be put to death ; for all which
wdhng to put to death the good man. And the reasons I entreat thee not to refuse my request.
malefactors said to Pilate : This darkness is an Pilate, therefore, seeing Joseph thus lying, and
echpse of the sun, such as has happened also at supplicating, and weeping, raised him up, and
other times. Then they say to him : We hold said : Go, I grant thee this dead man ; take him,
the feast of unleavened bread to-morrow ; and and do whatever thou wilt.

_e entreat thee, since the crucified are still And then Joseph, having thanked Pilate, and
breathing, that their bones be broken, and that kissed his hands and his garments, went forth,
they be brought down. Pilate said : It shall be rejoicing indeed in heart as having obtained his
so. He therefore sent soldiers, and they found desire, but carrying tears in his eyes. Thus also,
the two robbers yet breathing, and they broke though grieved, he was glad. Accordingly he
their legs ; but finding Jesus dead, they did not goes away to Nicodemus, and discloses to him
touch Him at all, except that a soldier speared all that had happened. Then, having bought
H_m in the right side, and immediately there myrrh and aloes a hundred pounds, and a new
came forth blood and water. 2 tomb,4 they, along with the mother of God and

And as the day af the preparation 3 was draw- Mary Magdalene and Salome, along with John,
ing towards evening, Joseph, a man well-born and the rest of the women, did what was custom-
and rich, a God-fearing Jew, finding Nicodemus, ary for the body with white linen, and placed
whose sentiments his foregoing speech had it in the tomb.S
shown, says to him : I know that thou didst love And the mother of God said, weeping : How
Jesus when living, and didst gladly hear hxs am I not to lament thee, my son ? How should
words, and I saw thee fighting with the Jews on _I not tear my face with my nails? This is that,
his account. If, then, it seem good to thee, let *my son, which Symeon the elder foretold to me
us go to Pilate, and beg the body of Jesus for when I brought thee, an infant of forty days old,
burial, because it is a great sin for him to lie into the temple. This is the sword which now
unburied. I am afraid, said Nicodemus, lest goes through my soul. 6 Who shall put a stop to
Pilate should be enraged, and some evil should my tears, my sweetest son? No one at all ex-
befall me. But if thou wilt go alone, and beg cept thyself alone, if, as thou saidst, thou shalt
the dead, and take him, then will I also go with rise again in three days.
thee, and help thee to do everything necessary Mary Magdalene said, weeping : Hear, 0 peo-
for the burial. Nlcodemus having thus spoken, pies, tribes, and tongues, and learn to what death
Joseph directed his eyes to heaven, and prayed the lawless Jews have delivered him who did
that he might not fail in his request; and he them ten thousand good deeds. Hear, and be
went away to Pilate, and having saluted him, sat astonished. Who will let these.things be heard
down. Then he says to him: I entreat thee, by all the world? I shall go alone to Rome, to
my lord, not to be angry with me, if I shall ask the Cmsar. I shall show him what evil Pilate
anythmg contrary to what seems good to your hath done in obeying the lawless Jews. Like.
highness. And he said: And what is it that wise also, Joseph lamented, saying: Ah, reel
thou askest ? Joseph says : Jesus, the good man sweetest Jesus, most excellent of men, if indeed
whom through hatred the Jews have taken away it be proper to call thee man, who hast wrought
to crucify, him I entreat that thou give me for such miracles as no man has ever done. How
burial. Pilate says: And what has happened, shall I enshroud thee? How shall I entomb
that we should deliver to be honoured again the thee ? There should now have been here tho_
dead body of him against whom evidence of whom thou fedst with a few loaves; for thus
9rcery was brought by his nation, and who was should I not have seemed to fail in what is due.
in suspi.____..__cionof taking the kingdom of Cm_ar, Then Joseph, along with Nieodemus, went

t COmp.Luke xxtti. 44-49.
John. xix. 3x-34. 4 Comp.Matt. xxviL

,_..._0__mplyL , tl_ ]Pr,q_ration;"comp.M_. _ ¢=,m_d sJo_nxlx.3S'_.
_"*_'% m me Rt, v. Ve_-- R.] 6 _ il. _.
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home ; and likewisealsothe mother of God, Bend down and seethe tomb where His bode
with the women, John' alsobeing presentwith lay; but go and tellHis disciplesthat He l's
them. risenfrom the dead,and letthem go intoGal-

ilee,for thereshallthey find Him. For thls

CHAP. x2.- When the Jews were made ac- reasonI tellyou thlsfirst.4
quaintedwith thesethingsdone by Josephand The Jews sayto the soldiers: What sortof
Nicodemus,theywere greatlystirredup againstwomen were theywho came tothe tomb? and
them. And the chiefpriestsAnnas and Caia- why didyou not layholdofthem ? The so]dlers
phas sent forJoseph,and said: Why hastthou say: From the fearand the mere sightofthe
done thisse_ice to Jesus? Joseph says: I angel,we were ableneitherto speak nor move.
know thatJesuswas a man just,and true,and The Jews said: As the God of Israelliveth,we
good inallrespects; and I know alsothatyou, do not beheve a word you say. The sold,ers
throughhatred,managed to murder him: and say: Jesusdid so greatwonders,and you be-
thereforeI buriedhim. Then the high prlestsheved not,and are you going to believeus?
wereenraged,and ]axdholdofJoseph,and threw You say trulythatGod liveth; and certainlyhe
him intoprison,and sa_dtohim : Ifwe had not whom you crucifiedtrulyliveth.But we have
to-morrow the feastof unleavenedbread,to- heardthatyou had Josephshutup intheprison,
morrow alsoshouldwe have put thee,likehim, and thatyou afterwardsopened the doors,and
todeath; butbeingkeptinthemeantlme,earlydidnot findhim. Do you then presentJoseph,
in the morning of the l_rd'sday_ thou shaltand so we alsoshallpresentJesus. The Jews
be given up to death. Thus they spoke,and say: Joseph,thatfledfrom the prison,you w111
affixedtheirsealtotheprison,havingsecureditfindin Arimathma,hls own country. And the
by fasteningsofallsorts, soldierssay: Go you too intoGahlee,and you
Thus, therefore,when the Preparationwas willfindJesus,astheangelsaldtothewomen•

ended,earlyon the SabbaththeJews went away At thesezvordstheJews were afraid,and sald
to Pilate,and saidto him: My lord,thatde- to the so]dlers:See thatyou tellthlsstoryto
ceiversald,thatafterthreedays he shouldrisenobody,orallwillbeheveinJesus. And fortb_s
again. Lest,therefore,hisdiselplesshouldstealreasontheygave them alsomuch money. And
him by night,and leadthe peopleastrayby such the soldlerssald: We are afraidlestby any
decelt,orderhis tomb to be guarded. Pilatechance Pilatehear thatwe have takenmoney,
therefore,upon this,gave them fivehundred,and he willkillus. And the Jews sa_d:'rake

• I

soldiers,who alsosatround the sepulchresoasiit; and we pledgeourselvesthatwe shallspeak
toguard it,afterhavingput sealsupon the stoneito Pilatein your defence. Only say thatyou

ofthe tomb_3 lwere asleep,and in your slumberthe disciples
The Lord sday.then,havingdawned,thechief of Jesuscame and stolehim from the tomb.

priests,alongwith the Jews, calleda counc11 The soldiersthereforetookthemoney, and said
and sentto take Joseph out of the prison,in as theywere bid. And up tothlsday thissame
ordertoput him todeath. But havingopened lyingtaleistoldamong theJews.S
it,they found him not. And theywere aston-

ishedatthis_ how,withthedoorsshut,and the CHAP. 14-_ And a few daysaftertherecame
boltssafe,and the sealsunbroken,Joseph had from Galileeto Jerusalemthreemen. One of
disappeared, them was a priest,by name Phinees; thesecond

a Levite,by name Aggai; and thethirda soldier,
CHAP. _3._ And upon thistherecame up by name Adas. These came tothechiefpriests,

one ofthesoldiersguardingthetomb,and he said and said to them and to the people: Jesus,
in the synagogue: Learn thatJesushas risen,whom you crucified,we haveseeninGalileewlth
The Jews say: How? And he said: Firstthere hiselevendisciplesupon the Mount of Olives,
was an earthquake; then an angelof theLord, teachingthem, and saying,Go into allthe
clothedwith lightning,came from heaven,and world,and proclaimthe good news ; and who-
rolledthestonefrom the tomb,and satupon it.soeverwillbelieveand be baptizedshallbe
And from fearof him,allof ussoldiersbecame .saved; but v,'hosoeverwillnot believeshallbe
asdead,and were ableneithertofleenor speak,condemned. And havingthusspoken,hewent
And we heard the angelssayingto thewomen up intoheaven.6 And both we and many others
who came thereto see thetomb : Be not you of thefivehundred7 besideswerelookingon.
afraid,forI know thatyou seek Jesus. He is And when thechiefpriestsand theJews heard
not here,but isrisen,as He toldyou before,thesethings,theysaidtothesethree:Giveglory

z It h to be observed that John's Gospel is much more frequently 4 Matt. xxviii, x.--8
quoted in thts book than any oftha others, s Matt xxviit, xt-xS.

a Observe the anachronLsm. 6 Mark xvi x6.
$ Matt. xxv_ 6_-fi6. 7 z L.or. xv. 6.
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to the God of Israel, and repent of these hes away and found him ; and having respectfully
that you have told. They answered : As the saluted him, as they had been ordered, they gave
God of our fathers Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob him the letter. And after receiving it and read-
tiveth, we do not lie, but tell you the truth, ing it, he glorified God, and embraced the sol-
Then the high priest spoke, and they brought diem; and having set a table, ate and drank with
the old covenant of the Hebrews out of the tem- them during all the day and the night.
ple, and he made them swear, and giving them And on the following day he set out with them
also money, he sent them into another place, in to Jerusalem ; and the people came forth to meet
order that they might not proclaim in Jerusalem him, and embraced him. And Nicodemus re-
the resurrection of Christ. ceived him into his own house. And the day

And when these stories had been heard by all after, Annas and Cataphas, the chief priests, hay-
the people_ the crowd came together into the ing summoned him to the temple, said to him:
temple, and there was a great commotion. For Give glory to the God of Israel, and tell us the
many said: Jesus has men from the dead, as truth. For we know that thou didst bury Jesus;
we hear, and why did you crucify him ? And and on this account we laid hold of thee, and
Annas and Caiaphas said: Do not believe, ye locked thee up in the prison. Thereafter, when
Jews, what the soldiers say ; and do not beheve we sought to bring thee out to be put to death,
tkat they saw an angel coming down from heaven, we did not find thee, and we were greatly as-
For we have given money to the soldiers, in tonished and afraid. Moreover, we prayed to
order that they should not tell such tales to any God that we might find thee, and ask thee. Tell
one; and thus also have the disciples of Jesus us therefore the truth.
given them money, in order that they should say Joseph said to them : In the evening of tr,_
that Jesus has risen from the dead. Preparation, when you secured me in prison, I

fell a-praying throughout the whole night, and
CHAP- _5.-- Nlcodemus says : O children of l throughout the whole day of the Sabbath. And

the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the prophet Hellas at m_dnight I see the prison-house that four an-
went up into the height of heaven with a fiery gels hfted _t up,' holding it by the four comers.
chariot, and it is nothing incredible if Jesus too And Jesus came in like lightning, and I fell to
has risen; for the prophet Hellas was a proto- the ground from fear. Taking hold of me,
type of Jesus, in order that you, hearing that therefore, by the hand, he raised me, saying,
Jesus has risen, might not disbelieve. I there- Fear not, Joseph. Thereafter, embracing me,
fore say and advise, that it is befitting that we he kissed me, and said, Turn thyself, and see
send soldiers into Galilee, to that place where who I am. Turning myself, therefore, and look-
these men testify that they saw htm with his dis- ing, I said, My lord, I know not who thou art.
c_ples, m order that they may go round about He says, I am Jesus, whom thou didst bury the
and find him, and that thus we may ask pardon day before yesterday. I say to him, Show me
of him for the evil which we have done to him. the tomb, and then I shall believe. He took
This proposal pleased them ; and they chose me, therefore, by the hand, and led me away to
soldiers, and sent them away into Galilee. And the tomb, which had been opened. And seeing
Jesus indeed they did not find ; but they found the linen and the napkin, and recognising him,
Joseph in Arimathma. I stud, Blessed is he that cometh in the name

When, therefore, the soldiers had returned, of the Lord;' and I adored him. Then taking
the chief priests, having ascertained that Joseph me by the hand, and accompanied by the an-
was found, brought the people together, and gels, he brought me to my house in Arimathma,
said : What shall we do to get Joseph to come and said to me, Sit here for forty days ; for I go
to us ? After deliberating, therefore, they wrote to my disciples, in order that I may enable them
to him a letter to the following effect : -- O father fully to proclaim my resurrection.
Joseph, peace be to thee and all thy house, and i
thy friends! We know that we have offended CHAP. i6.--When Joseph had thus spoken,
gamst God, and against thee His servant. On Ithe chief priests cried out to the people : We

account of this, we entreat thee to come here to [know that Jesus had a father and mother ; how
us thy children. For we have wondered much can we believe that he is the Christ ? One of
how thou didst escape from the prison, and we the Levites answered and said: I know the
say in truth that we had an evil design against family of Jesus, noble-minded men,s great ser-
thee. But God, seeing that our designs against _vants of God, and receiving tithes from the peo-

hee were unjust, has delivered thee out of our !ple of the Jews. And I know also Symeon the
ands. But come to us, for thou art the honour _ _

of.lob_ .people. ] ,_.,...... hid, _,_ta be_ .... it, moore O_ _a
_s letter the Jews sent to Arimath_a, with [t_ao,i_tofo_,o,o.sere • • • I,,. cx,al. ,6: M_ ,_,i..

n soldiers, friends of Joseph. And they went [ 5 or, lit_auy,m,_a _tmil,_.
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elder, that he received him when he was an in- apart, one by one, and questioned them singly
fant, and said to him : Now thou sendest away in private. They agreed with one another,
Thy servant, O Lord. therefore, and gave, even the three, one account.

The Jews said : Let us now find the three The chief priests answered, saying : Our Scrip.
men that saw him on the Mount of Olives, that ture says that every word shall be established by
we may question-them, and learn the truth more two or three witnesses.' Joseph, then, has con-
accurately. They found them, and brought fessed that he, along with Nicodemus, attended
them before all, and made them swear to tell to his body, and buried him, and how it is the
the truth. And they said : As the God of Israel truth that he has risen._
liveth, we saw Jesus alive on the Mount of
Olives, and going up into heaven. ,IX_ =ix.,s: Mm _ _6.This last.clau_ would be bettm as a question: And how is tt

Then Annas and Caiaphas took the three _ _th th.the _ mat
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PART II.--THE DESCENT OF CHRIST INTO HELL.

GREEK FOR_.

C:-r_. x (I7).--JosEPH says : And why do who had fallen asleep since the beginning of the
you wonder that Jesus has risen ? But it is world. And at the hour of midnight there rose
wonderful that He has not risen alone, but that a light as if of the sun, and shone into these
He has also raised many others of the dead, dark regions ; and we were all lighted up, and
who have appeared in Jerusalem to many. 1 saw each other. And straightway our father
And if you do not know the others, Symeon Abraham was united with the patriarchs and the
at least, who received Jesus, and his two sons prophets, and at the same time they were filled
whom He has raised up -- them at least you with joy, and said to each other : This light is from
know. For we buried them not long ago ; but a great source of light. The prophet Hesaia_
now their tombs are seen open and empty, and who was there present, said : This light is from
they are alive, and dwelling in Arimath_ea. They the Father, and from the Son, and from the Holy
therefore sent men, and they found their tombs Spirit ; about whom I prophesied when yet alive,
open and empty. Joseph says: Let us go to saying, The land of Zabulon, and the land of
Arimath,_ and find them. Nephthalim, the people that sat in darkne_%

Then rose up the chief priests Annas and have seen a great light. 2
Ca_aphas, and Joseph, and Nicodemus, and Then there came into the midst another, an
Gamaliel, and others with them, and went ascetic from the desert ; and the patriarchs said
away to Arimathma, and found those whom to him: Who art thou? And he said: I am
Joseph spoke of. They made prayer, there- John, the last of the prophets, who made the
fore, and saluted each other. Then they came paths of the Son of God straight, 3 and pro-
with them to Jerusalem, and brought them into claimed to the people repentance for the remis-
the synagogue, and secured the doors, and placed sion of sins? And the Son of God came to
in the midst the old covenant of the Jews ; and me ; and I, seeing Him a long way off, said to
the chief priests said to them : We wish you to the people : Behold the Lamb of God, who
swear by the GOd of Israel and Adonai, and so taketh away the sin of the world.s And with
that you tell the truth, how you have risen, and my hand I baptized Him in the river Jordan,
who has raised you from the dead. and I saw like a dove also the Holy Spirit

The men who had risen having heard this, coming upon Him ; 6 and I heard also the voice
made upon their faces the sign of the cross, and of God, even the Father,7 thus saying : This is
said to the chief priests: Give us paper and my beloved SOn, in whom I am well pleased, s
mk and pen. These therefore they brought. And on this account He sent me also to you, to
And sitting down, they wrote thus : -- proclaim how the only begotten Son of God is

coming here, that whosoever shall believe in
CHAP, 2 (I8).--O Lord Jesus Christ, the Him shall be saved, and whosoever shall not be-

resurrection and the life of the world, grant us
grace that we may give an account of Thy,res- * 1,.. i. .....

_rrection, and Thy miracles which Thou didst _ M,tt.Ma_k,i,.i.4.3"
rtaaes. We then were in Hades, with all 5 johu_.,9. __ ___

6 Or: and I saw, as it were, a oove mm the Holy Sl_it_ etc.

z Matt.._'vli. $3. 7 Or, of the God and Father.s Luke hi. 22.
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lieve in Him shall be condemned.' On this ac- he healed them ; and many whom I had got
count I say to you all, in order that when you ready to be buried, even these through a single
see Him you all may adore Him, that now only word he brought to life again.
is for you the time of repentance for having Hades says: And is this man so powerful _
adored idols in the vain upper world, and for to do such things by a single word ? or if he be
the sins you have committed, and that this is so, canst thou withstand him ? It seems to me
impossible at any other time. that, if he be so, no one will be able to wRhstand

him. And if thou sayest that thou didst hea
CH_a,. 3 (xg). mWhile John, therefore, was him dreading death, he said this mocking thee,

thus teaching those in Hades, the first created and laughing, wishing to seize thee wRh the
and forefather Adam heard, and said to his son strong hand ; and woe, woe to thee, to all eter.
Seth : My son, I wish thee to tell the forefathers nity !
of the race of men and the prophets where I sent Satan says : O aU-devouring and insatiable
thee, when it fell to my lot to die. And Seth Hades, art thou so afraid at hearing of our corn.
said : Prophets and patriarchs, hear. When my mon enemy ? I was not afraid of him, but
father Adam, the first created, was about to fall worked in the Jews, and they crucified him, and
once upon a time into death, he sent me to make gave him also to drink gall with vinegar.s Make
entreaty to God very close by the gate of paradise, ready, then, in order that you may lay fast hold
that He would guide me by an angel to the tree of him when he comes.
of compassmn, and that I might take oil and Hades answered : Heir of darkness, son of
anoint my father, and that he might rise up from destruction, devil, thou hast just now told rne
his sickness : which thing, therefore, I also did. that many whom thou hadst made ready to be
And after the prayer an angel of the Lord came, buried, he brought to life again by a single word
and said to me: What, Seth, dost thou ask? And if he has delivered others from the tomb.
Dost thou ask oil which raiseth up the sick, or how and with what power shall he be laid hold
the tree from which this oil flows, on account of by us ? For I not long ago swallowed dow1_
of the sickness of thy father ? This is not to be one dead, Lazarus by name ; and not long after
found now. Go, therefore, and tell thy father, one of the liwng by a single word dragged h_m
that after the accomplishing of five thousand five up by force out of my bowels : and I think that
hundred years 2 from the creation of the world, it was he of whom thou speakest. If, therefore.
then shall come into the earth the only begotten we receive him here, I am afraid lest perchance
Son of God, being made man ; and He shall we be m danger even about the rest. For, 10.
anoint him with this oil, and shall raise him up ; all those that I have swallowed from etermtv I
and shall wash clean, with water and with the perceive to be in commotion, and I am p_uned
Holy Spirit, both him and those out of him, and in my belly. And the snatching away of Lazarus
then shall he be healed of every disease ; but beforehand seems to me to be no good sign : for
now this is impossible, s not like a dead body, but like an eagle, he fle_

When the patriarchs and the prophets heard out of me ; for so suddenly did the earth thr0_
these words, they rejoiced greatly, him out. Wherefore also I adjure even thee.

for thy benefit and for mine, not to bring h_m
Cg-_. 4 (20).--And when all were in such here ; for I think that he is coming here to rase

joy, came Satan the heir of darkness, and said to all the dead. And this I tell thee : by the dark-
Hades : O all-devouring and insatiable, hear my [ness in which we live, if thou bring him here,

words. There is of the race of the Jews one ] not one of the dead will be left behind m it to

named Jesus, calling himself the Son of God ; me.
and being a man, by our working with them the
Jews have crucified him : and now when he is CHAP. 5 (2x). _While Satan and Hadeswere
dead, be ready that we may secure him here. thus speaking to each other, there was a great
For I know that he is a man, and I heard him ] voice like thunder, saying : Lift up your gates,
also saying, My soul is exceeding sorrowful, even O ye rulers ; and be ye lifted up, ye everlasting
unto death? He has also done me many evils gates ; and the King of glory shall come m?
when living with mortals in the upper world. For When Hades heard, he said to Satan : Go forth,
wherever he found my servants, he persecuted if thou art able, and withstand him. Satan there-
them ; and whatever men I made crooked, blind, fore went forth to the outside. Then Hades says
lame, lepers, or any such thing, by a single word to his demons : Secure well and strongly the

gates of brass and the bars of iron, and attenG
' [Markxvi.x6.]; Johnhi.x8. to my bolts, _.nd stand in orderfl and see to
sSSoo B.C. was the date commonly assigned to the _uon.

See Ctem.,.Str_., i.; Theoph. Ant., ad.4_t_l., ill.; comp. Jtmt.,

,4p_/s.Lxxxax . s Matt xxviL 34-For this legend, see the Revelation of Moses. e p$. xxiv 7.
4 Mark xv. 34- _ Lit., ezecx.
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everything ; for if he come in here, woe will glory, thou hast put thyself to death. For, since
seize us. I have received thee to keep thee safe, by expe-

The forefathers having heard this, began all to rience shalt thou learn how many evils I shall do
revile him, saying : O all-devouting and insatia- unto thee. O arch-devil, the beginning of death,
ble ! open, that the King of glory may come in. root of sin, end of all evil, what evil didst thou
David the prophet says : Dost thou not know, find in Jesus, that thou shouldst compass his de-
0 bhnd, that I when living in the world prophe- struction ? how hast thou dared to do such evil?

sled this saying : Lift up your gates, O ye rulers ? how hast thou busied thyself to bring down such
Hesalas sa_d: I, foreseeing this by the Holy a man into this darkness, through whom thou
Spire, wrote : The dead shall rise up, and those hast been deprived of all who have died from
m thexr tombs shall be raised, and those in the etermty ?
earth shall rejotce.' And where, O death, is thy
sting? where, O Hades, is thy victory? • CHAP. 8 (24).--While Hades was thus dis-

There came, then, again a voice saying : Lift coursing to Satan, the King of glory stretched
up the gates. Hades, hearing the vmce the sec- _out Hxs right hand, and took hold of our fore-
ond trine, answered as if forsooth he d_d not father Adam, and raised him. Then turning also
know, and says : Who is this King of glory ? to the rest, He said : Come all with me, as many
The angels of the Lord say : The Lord strong I as have died through the tree whtch he touched ;
and mighty, the Lord mighty in battle: And for, behold, I again raise you all up througla the
immediately w_th these words the brazen gates tree of the cross. Thereupon He brought them
were shattered, and the iron bars broken, and all out, and our forefather Adam seemed to be
all the dead who had been bound came out of filled with joy, and said : I thank Thy majesty,
the prisons, and we with them. And the King O Lord, that Thou hast brought me up out of
of glory came m in the form of a man, and all the lowest Hades: Likewtse also all the proph-
the dark places of Hades were hghted up. ets and the saints said : We thank Thee, O

Christ, Saviour of the world, that Thou hast
CHAP. 6 (22).--Immediately Hades cried brought our life up out of destruct]on.S

out : We have been conquered : woe to us ! But And after they had thus spoken, the Saviour
who art thou, that hast such power and might? blessed Adam with the sign of the cross on his
and what art thou, who comest here without sm, forehead, and did this also to the patriarchs, ana
who art seen to be small and yet of great power, prophets, and martyrs, and forefathers; and He
lowly and exalted, the slave and the master, the took them, and sprang up out of Hades. And
sold]er and the king, who hast power over while He was going, the holy fathers accom-
the dead and the hying? Thou wast nailed panying Him sang praxses, saying: Blessed is He
on the cross, and placed in the tomb ; and now that cometh in the name of the Lord : 6 Alleluia ;
thou art free, and hast destroyed all our power, to Him be the glory of all the saints.
Art thou then the Jesus about whom the chief
satrap Satan told us, that through cross and CHAP. 9 (25)'--And setting out to paradise,
death thou art to inherit the whole world? He took hold of our forefather Adam by the

Then the King of glory seized the chief satrap hand, and delivered him, and all the just, to the
Satan by the head, and delivered him to His an- archangel Michael. And as they were going into
gels, and saad : With iron chains bind his hands, the door of paradise, there met them two old
and his feet, and his neck, and his mouth. Then men, to whom the holy fathers said : Who are
He dehvered him to Hades, and said : Take him, you, who have not seen death, and have not
and keep him secure till my second appearing, come down into Hades, but who dwell in para-

dise in your bodies and your souls? One of
CH,p. 7 (23).-- And Hades receiving Satan, them answered, and said : I am Enoch, who was

said to him : Beelzebul, heir of fire and pumsh- well-pleasing to God, and who was translated
ment, enemy of the saints, through what neces- hither by Him ; and this is Helios the Thesbite ;
s_tydidst thou bring about that the King of glory and we are also to live until the end of the
should be crucified, so that he should come here world ; and then we are to be sent by God to
and deprive us of our power ? Turn and see withstand Antichrist, and to be slain by him,
that not one of the dead has been left in me, and after three days to rise again, and to be
but all that thou hast gained through the tree of snatched up in clouds to meet the Lord:
knowledge, all hast thou lost through the tree
of the cross : and all thy joy has been turned into CHAP. xo (26). _ While they were thus
grief; and wishing to put to death the King ofl speaking, there came another lowly man, carry-

,_ _. '0,accordingtotheLXX. s Comp.Ps,cdi.4.
•tu_. xut. 4. 6 Ps. cxvlll. :ff_

3 PL xxiv. S. [ I X"rhe_,s. iv, 17; 1_. x[ 3-x2.
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ing also upon his shoulders a cross, to whom the The saints hearing these things, all cried out
holy fathers said : Who art thou, who hast the with a loud voice : Great is our Lord, and great
look of a robber ; and what is the cross which is His strength.'
thou bearest upon thy shoulders ? He answered :
I, as you say, was a robber and a thief in the CHAP. x i (27).--All these things we saw and
word, and for these things the Jews laid hold of heard ; we, the two brothers, who also have been
me, and delivered me to the death of the cross, sent by Michael the archangel, and have been or-
along with our Lord Jesus Christ. While, then, dered to proclaim the resurrection of the Lord,
He was hanging upon the cross, I, seeing the but first to go away to the Jordan and to be bap-
miracles that were done, believed in Him, and tized. Thither also we have gone, and have been
entreated Him, and said, Lord, when Thou shalt baptized with the rest of the dead who have risen.
be King, do not forget me. And immediately Thereafter also we came to Jerusalem, and cele-
He said to me, Amen, amen : to-day, I say unto brated the passover of the resurrection. But
thee, shalt thou be with me in paradise. There- now we are going away, being unable to stay here.
fore I came to paradise carrying my cross ; and And the love of God, even the Father, and the
finding the archangel Michael, I said to him, grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the c0m-
Our Lord Jesus, who has been crucified, has sent reunion of the Holy Spirit, be with you all. _
me here ; bring me, therefore, to the gate of Having written these things, and secured the
Eden. And the flaming sword, seeing the sign rolls, they gave the half to the chief priests, and
of the cross, opened to me, and I went in. the half to Joseph and Nicodemus. And they
Then the archangel says to me, Wait a little, for immediately disappeared : to the glory of our
there cometh also the forefather of the race of Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.

men, Adam, with the just, that they too may come , P_._lwi s.
in. And now, seeing you, I came to meet you. *, cot. _. ,s.
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PART L--ACTS OF PILATE.

LA TIN FORM;.

I _ENEASwas at first a protector of the He- to Pilate, accusing the Lord Jesus Christ of many
: brews, and follower of the law ; then the grace things, and saying : We know him to be the son

of the Saviour and His great gift took possession of Joseph the carpenter, born of Mary ; and he
" of me. I recognised Christ Jesus in holy Scrip- says that he is the Son of God, and a king. Not
i ture; I came to Him, and embraced His faith, only so, but he also breaks the Sabbath, and

so that I might become worthy of His holy bap- wishes to do away with the law of our fathers.
; tism. First of all I searched for the memoirs Pilate says : What is it that he does, and wishes

_nntten in those times about our Lord Jesus to destroy the law ? The Jews say : We have a
Christ, which the Jews pubhshed m the age of law, not to heal any one on the Sabbath ; but
Pontius Pilate, and we found them in Hebrew he, by evil arts, heals on the Sabbath the lame
wntmgs, drawn up in the age of the Lord Jesus and the hunchbacked, the blind, the palsied, the

i Christ ; and I translated them into the language lepers, and the demoniacs. Pilate says to them :
of the Gentiles, in the reign of the eminent By what evil arts ? They say to him : He is a sot-
Theodosius, who was fulfilling his seventeenth cerer ; and by Beelzebub, prince of the demons,
consulship, and of Valentinian, consul for the he casts out demons, and they are all subject to
fifth time in the ninth indictlon. Whosoever him. Pilate says to them: It is not in an un-
of you read this book, and transfer it to other clean spirit to cast out demons, but in the god
copies, remember me, and pray for me, gEneas, of Scolapius.
least of the servants of God, that He be merci- The Jews say : We pray thy majesty to set
ful to me, and pardon my sins which I have him before thy tribunal to be heard. Pilate,

• committed against Him. Peace be to all who calling the Jews to him, says to them : How can
shall read these, and to all their house, for ever I I, seeing that I am a governor,, hear a king?
Amen. They say to him: We do not say that he is a

Now it came to pass, in the nineteenth year king, but he himself says he is. And Pilate,
of the reign of Tiberius Caesar, emperor of the calling a runner, says to him : Let Jesus be
Romans, and of Herod, son of Herod king of brought in with kindness. And the runner, go.
Galilee, in the nineteenth year of his rule, on the ing out and recognising Him, adored Him, and
e*ghth day before the kalends of April, which spread on the ground the cloak which he carried
is the twenty-fifth day of the month of March, in in his hand, saying : My lord, walk upon this,
the consulship of Rufinus and Rubelho, in the and come in, because the governor calls thee.
fourth year of the 2o2d Olympiad, under the! But the Jews, seeing what the runner did, cried
rule of. Joseph and Caiaphas,_ _Priests of the Jews'. out against Pilate, saying : Why didst not thou
the things done by the chief priests and the rest make him come in by the voice of a crier, but
ol the Jews, which Nicodemus recorded after by a runner? for the runner, too, seeing him, has
the cross and passion of the Lord, Nicodemus adored him, and has spread out before him on
himself committed to Hebrew letters, the ground the cloak which he held in his hand,

and has said to him : My lord, the governor calls
Cn_. L _ Annas and Caiaphas, Summas and thee.

l)agm, Gamaliel, Judas, Levi, Neptalim, Alex-
ander and Jairns, and the rest of the Jews, came z ThewordintheorlStaaliJtheSeae_tempr,s#¢:,wlfichtheVulgateusesforprocurator.
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And Pilate, calling the runner, says to him: and bring him in again, in whatever way thou
Wherefore hast thou done this, and honoured wilt. And Jesus and the runner went outside of
Jesus, who is called Christ? The runner says to the prmtonum. And Pilate, calling those _ho
him : When thou didst send me into Jerusalem had formerly held the standards, said to them:
to Alexander, I saw him sitting upon an ass, and By the health of Cmsar, if the standards do not
the children of the Hebrews breaking branches bow themselves when Jesu_ comes in, I will cut
from the trees, strewing them in the way ; and off your heads. And the governor ordered Jesu_
others held branches in their hands ; and others to come in a second time. And the runner did
spread their garments in the way, shouting and after the same form as before, and besought
saying, Save, therefore, Thou who art in the Jesus much that He would go up and walk upon
highest ; blessed is He that cometh in the name his cloak. And He walked upon it, and w_nt
of the Lord! in. And as Jesus was going in, immediatel_

The Jews cried out, saying against the runner : the standards bowed themselves, and adored
The children of the Hebrews indeed cried out Jesus.
in Hebrew. How canst thou, a Gentile, know
this? The runner says to them: I asked one CHAP. 2.--And Pilate seeing, fear seized him.
of the Jews, and said, What is it that they cry and immediately he wished to rise from the in-
out in Hebrew? and he explained to me. Pilate bunal. And while he was thinking of th]s. z,tz.,
says to them : And how did they cry out in He- to rise and go away, his wife sent to him, sa)lng:
brew ? The Jews said : Osanna in the highest ! Have nothing to do with that just man,3 for I
Pilate says to them: What is the meaning of have suffered much on account of him this mght.
Osanna in the highest? They say to him : Save knd Pilate, calhng the Jews, said to them : Ye
us, Thou who art in the hlghest. Pilate says to know that my wife is a worshipper of God, and
them : If you yourselves bear witness to the in Judaism thinks rather with you. The Jeers sa)
terms and words in which the children cried out, to him : So it is, and we know. Pilate sa)s to
in what has the runner sinned ? And they were them : Lo, my wife has sent to me, saying : Haze
silent. The governor says to the runner: Go nothing to do with that just man,3 for I ha_e
out, and lead him in, in whatever way thou wilt. suffered much on account of him this night.
And the runner, going forth, did after the same And the Jews answering, said to Pilate : Did _
form as before, and says to Jesus : My lord, go not say to thee that he is a magicmn? Lo, he
in, because the governor calls thee. has sent a vision of dreams to thy wife.

As Jesus, then, was going m, and the standard- Pilate called Jesus, and said to him : What is
bearers bearing the standards, the heads of the it that these witness against thee, and sayest thou
standards were bowed of themselves, and adored nothing to them ? And Jesus answered : If they
Jesus. And the Jews, seeing the standards, how had not the power, they would not speak. E_er_
they bowed themselves and adored Jesus, cried one has power over his own mouth to say good
out the more against the standard-bearers. And and evil ; let them see 4 [0 it.
Pilate says to the Jews : Do you not wonder at And the elders of the Jews answering, say to
the way in which the standards have bowed Jesus : What shall we see ? First, that thou _ast
themselves and adored Jesus? The Jews say born of fornication; second, that at thy birth
to Pilate: We saw how the men carrying the in Bethlehem there took place a massacre of
standards bowed themselves and adored Jesus. infants ; third, that thy father Joseph and thv
And the governor, calling the standard-bearers, mother Mary fled into Egypt, because they had
says to them : Why have you so done ? They no confidence in'the people.
say to Pilate: We are Gentile men, and slaves Some of the bystanders, kind men of the
of the temples : how had we ' to adore him ? Jews, say : We say that he was not born of for-
for when we were holding the figures, 2 they nication ; but we know that Mary was espoused
themselves bowed and adored him. to Joseph, and that he was not born of fornlca-

Pilate says to the chiefs of the synagogue and tion. Pilate says to the Jews who said that he
the elders of the people : Choose ye men power- was of fornication : This speech of yours is not
ful and strong, and let them hold the standards, true, seeing that the betrothal took place, as
and let us see whether they will bow of them- these of your nation say. Annas and Ca]aphas
selves. And the elders of the Jews, taking twelve say to Pilate : We with all the multitude sa)
men very strong and powerful, made them hold that he was born of fornication, and that he isa
the standards, six and six ; and they stood before magician ; but these are proselytes, and h,s dis-
the governor's tribunal. Pilate says to the run- ciples. And Pilate, calling Annas and Caiaphas,
ner: Take out Jesus outside of the prmtorium, says to them : What are proselytes ? They say

to him : They have been born sons of the Gen-
t i e., vnm it ptmm'l_ for ut.
2 Vulh_. 1:t.¢_,_-mi tOl_vc read _rtm_'mr_,al_ not grporo,v.o% 3 Lit., nothing to thee attd that just man.

ts in tl_ O_atek. + Lit., tl_ wdl_.
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d,,'aesand then have become. Jews. Then an- to him : Thou sayest that I am a kin'g. For I
swered those, who _stified that Jesus was not for this was born, and for this have I come, that
born of fornication, lazarus and Astenus, An-lI should bear witness to the truth ; and every
toniu_ and James, Annes and Azaras, Samuel one who is of the truth hears m voice Pilat
and Isaac, Finees and Crispus, Agrippa and!says to him- What is truth? JeLs sa s Tru_• y :
Judas : We were not born proselytes, but are is from heaven. Pilate says : Is not there truth
sons of the Jews, and we speak the truth ; for upon earth ? Jesus says to Pilate : Notice how
we were present at the betrothal of Mary. the truth-speaking are judged by those who have

And Pilate, calling to him those twelve men power upon earth.
; who proved that Jesus had not been born of

fornication, said to them: I adjure you by the CHAP. 4.- Pilate therefore, leaving Jesus
health of C_esar, tell me if it be true that Jesus within the prmtorium, went out to the Jews,
wa_ not born of fornication. They say to Pilate : and says to them : I find not even one fault in
We have a law not to swear, because it is a sin ; I him. The Jews say to him : He said, I can
but let them swear by the health of Cmsar that destroy that temple, and in three days raise it
it is not as we say, and we are worthy of death, again. Pilate said to them : What temple ?
Then said Pilate to Annas and Caiaphas: An- The Jews say to him: The temple which
s,vcr you nothing to those things which these Solomon built in forty and six years; and he
testify? Annas and Calaphas say to Pilate :! says that he can destroy and build it in three
Those twelve are believed that he is not born of days. Pilate says to them : I am innocent of
formcation; we--all the people--cry out that the blood of this man; see ye to it. The
he was born of fornication, and is a magician, Jews say to him. His blood be upon us, and
and says that he hnnself is the Son of God and upon our children.
a king, and we are not believed. And Pilate, calling the elders and priests and

And Pilate ordered all the multitude to go Levltes, says to them privately : Do not do so ;
outside, except the twelve men who said that for in nothing, though you accuse him, do I find
He was not born of fornication, and ordered to him deserving of death, not even about the heal-
separate Jesus from them. And Pilate says to mg and the breaking of the Sabbath. The priests
them For what reason do the Jews wish to put and Levites and elders say : Tell us, if any one

i Jesus to death? And they say to him: They blaspheme C_esar, is he deserving of death or
are angry because he heals on the Sabbath. not? Pilate says to them : He deserves to die.

_, Pilate said : For a good work do they wish to The Jews answered him : How much more is he
._ put him to death ? They say to him : Yes, my who has blasphemed God deserving to die l

lord. And the governor ordered the Jews to go out-
side of the pr_etormm ; and calling Jesus, said

CHAP.3.-- Pilate, filled with fury, went forth to Him : What am I to do to thee ? Jesus says
outside of the pr_etorium, and says to them : I to Pilate : As it has been given thee. Pilate
take the sun to witness that I find in this man says: How has it been given? Jesus says:
not even one fault. The Jews answered and said Moses and the prophets made pt'oclamat_on of
to t)_e governor : If he were not an evil-doer, my death and resurrection. And the Jews, hear-
we should never have delivered him to thee. ing this, say to Pilate: Why do you desire any
Pilate says to them : Take him, and judge him I more to hear blasphemy? And Pilate said : If

. according to your law. The Jews answered: It this speech is blasphemous, do you take him,
is not permitted to us to put any one to death, and lead him to your synagogue, and judge him
Pilate says to them : Has God said to you not according to your law. The Jews say to Pilate :
to put any one to death ? has He therefore said Our law holds, If a man have sinned against a
to me that I am to kill ? {man, he is worthy to receive forty less one ; but

Pilate, having again gone into the prmtorium, he who has blasphemed against God, to be
called Jesus to him privately, and said to Him : [ stoned.
Art thou the*king of the Jews ? Jesus answered [ Pilate says to them : Then judge him accord-
Pl!ate: Speakest thou this of thyself, or have ling to your law. The Jews say to Pilate: We
others said it to thee of me ? Pilate an Iwish that he be crucified Pilate says to them :
svvered: Am I a Jew ? Thy nation and the He does not deserve to be crucified.
hief priests have delivered thee to me. What And the governor, looking upon the people
ast thou done ? Jesus answering, said : My of the Jews standing round, saw very many of

kingdom is not of this world. If my kingdom the Jews weeping, and said : All the multitude
were of this world, my servants would assuredly does not wish him to die. The elders say to
Stnve that I should not be delivered to the Jews ; Pilate : And for this reason have we come
but now my kingdom is not from hence. Pilate the whole multitude_that he should die. Pilate
Saidto Him: Art thou then a king? -Jesus said said to the Jews: What has he done that lm
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should die ? They say : Because he said that was born blind; I heard a voice, and saw n0
he was the Son of God, and a king. man. And as Jesus was passing by, I cried out

with a loud voice, Have pity upon me, thou son
C_tAP. 5. -- But one Nicodemus, a Jew, stood of David. And he had pity upon me, and laid

before the governor, and said : I entreat, mer- his hands upon my eyes, and I saw immediatel).
cifully allow me to say a few words. Pilate says And another Jew starting up, said : I was hunch.
to him: Say on. Nicodemus says: I said to backed, and he straightened me with a word.
the elders and the priests and the Levites, and And another said : I was leprous, and he healed
to all the multitude of the Jews, in the syria-i me with a word.
gogue, What have you to do with this man?!
This man does many wonders and signs, which ! CHAt'. 7. -- And also a certain woman, Veron.
no one of men has done or can do. Let him ica by name, from afar off cried out to the gov-
go, and do not devise any evil against him : if eruor : I was flowing with blood for twelve years;
the signs which he does are of God, they will and I touched the fnnge of his garment, and lm.
stand ; but if of men, they will come to nothing, mediately the flowing of my blood stopped.
For Moses also, being sent by God into Egypt, The Jews say : We have a law, that a woman
did many signs, which God told him to do be- does not come to bear witness.
fore Pharaoh king of Egypt. And the sorcerers
Jamnes and Mambres were there healing, and CHAP. &--And certain others, a multitude of
they did, they also, the signs which Moses did, men and women, cried out, saying : That man ,s
but not all ; and the Egyptians deemed them as a prophet, and the demons are subject to h,m.
gods, Jamnes and Mambres. And since the Pilate says to those who said the demons are
signs which they did were not of God, they subject to him: And your masters, why are they
perished, both they and those who believed in not subject to him? They say to Pilate: Wed0
them. And now let this man go, for he is not not know. And others said to Pilate : He ra,sed
deserving of death, up dead Lazarus from the tomb after four da_.

The Jews say to Nicodemus : Thou hast be- The governor, hearing this, said trembling to all
come his disciple, and takest his part., Nico- the multitude of the Jews : Why do you wish to
demus, says to them: Has the governor also shed innocent blood?
become his disciple, and does he take his part ?
Has not C_esar set him over that dignity? And Caa_. 9.--And Pilate, calling Nicodemus and
the Jews were raging and gnashing with their the twelve men who said that He was not born of
teeth against Nicodemus. Prate says to them : fornication, says to then, : What am I to do, see-
Why do you gnash with your teeth against him, i ing that there is a sed,tion among the people _
_ohen you are hearing the truth ? The Jews say They say to him : We do not know ; let them see
to Nicodemus : Mayst thou receive his truth, and ito It. Again Pilate, calling all the multitude 0f
a portion with him ! Nicodemus says : Amen, the Jews, said : You know that you have a custom
amen, amen ; may I receive it, as you have said ! during the day of unleavened bread, that I

should release to you one that is bound. I ha_e
CM_a'. 6.- And of the Jews a certain other a notable one bound in the prison, a murderer

one, starting up, asks the governor that he might who is called Barabbas, and Jesus who is calle_
say a word. The governor says: What thou Christ, in whom I find no cause of death
wishest to say, say. And he said : For thirty- Whom do you wish that I should release unto
ei.ght years I lay in infirmity in my bed in very you ? And they all cried out, saying : Release
grievous pain. And at the coming of Jesus, unto us Barabbas. Pilate says to them: What.
many demoniacs, and persons held down by then, am I to do with Jesus who is called Chnst_
divers infirmities, were healed by him. And They all say: Let him be crucified. Again the
some young men had pity on me ; and carrying Jews said : Thou art no friend of C_esar's if thou
me in my bed, laid me before him. And Jesus, release this man, for he called himself the Son of
seeing, had pity on me, and said the word to God, and a king ; unless, perhaps, thou washest
me, Take up thy bed, and walk. And immedi- this man to be king, and not C_esar.
ately I was made whole ; I took up my bed, and Then, filled with fury, Pilate said to them : AI-
walked. The Jews say to Pilate : Ask him what ways has your nation been seditious, and alwa)_
was the day on which he was healed. He said : have you been opposed to those who were for
The Sabbath. The Jews say : Have we not so you. The Jews answered : Who are for us_
informed thee, that on the Sabbath he heals, Pilate says to them : Your God,--who rescued
mad drives out demons ? you from the hard slavery of the Egyptians, and

And a certain other Jew starting up, said : I led you forth out of Egypt through the sea as if
through dry land, and fed you in the desert with

t r_, _ awordt,r him. manna and quail, and brought water to you out
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of the rock, and gave you to drink, and gave by name Cestas, said to Him: If thou art the
you a law ; and in all these things you provoked Christ, free thyself and us. And Dismas an-
your God, and sought for yourselves a god, a swering, rebuked him, saying: Dost not even
Molten calf. And you exasperated your God, thou fear God, who art in this condemnation?
and He wished to slay you ; and Moses made for we justly and deservedly have received those
supplication for you, that ye should not die. And things which we endure ; but He has done no
now you say that I hate the king. evil. And he kept saying to Jesus : Remember

And rising up from the tribunal, he wished to me, Lord, in Thy kingdom. And Jesus said to

go outside. And the Jews cried out, and said him: Verily I say unto thee, that to-day shalt
to him : We know that Cmsar is king, and not thou be with me in paradise.

Jesus. For the Magi also presented gifts to him
as to a king ; and Herod, hearing from the Magi CHAP. x t.-- And it was about the sixth hour,
that a king was born, wished to slay him. But and there was darkness over the whole earth ;
when this was known, his father Joseph took him and the sun was obscured, and the veil of the
and his mother, and fled into Egypt ; and Herod temple was rent in the midst. And crying out
heating, destroyed the infants of the Jews which with a loud voice, He said : Father, into Thy
were born in Bethlehem. hands I commend my spirit. And thus fraying,

Pilate, hearing those words, was afraid. And He gave up the ghost. And the centurion, see-
silence being made among the people, who were ing what was done, glorified God, saying : This
crying out, Pilate said : This, then, is he whom was a just man. And all the people who were
Herod sought ? They say to him : It is he. present at that spectacle, seeing what was done,
And taking water, Pilate washed his hands in beating their breasts, returned.
presence of the people, saying: I am innocent And the centurion reported to the governor
of the blood of this just man ; see ye to it. what was done. And the governor and his wife
Again the Jews cried out, saying : His blood _e hearing, were very sorrowful, and neither ate nor
upon us, and upon our children, drank that day. And Pilate, calling together the

Then Pilate ordered the veil to be loosened,' Jews, said to them : Have you seen what has
and said to Jesus: Thine own nation have been done ? And they said to the governor:
brought charges against thee as a king ; and There has been an eclipse of the sun, as is usual.
therefore I have sentenced thee first to be And his acquaintances also stood afar off, and
scourged on account of the statutes of the em- the women who had followed Him from Galilee,
perors, and then to be crucified on a cross, seeing these things. And lo, a certain man, by

name Joseph, holding office, a man good and
CHAP. Io.--And when Jesus was scourged, he just, who did not consent to their counsels nor

delivered Him to the Jews to be crucified, and their deeds, from Arimath_a,3 a city of the Jews,
two robbers with Him ; one by name Dismas, and waiting, he also, for the kingdom of God, went to
the other by name Gestas. And when they came Pdate and begged the body of Jesus. And tak-
to the place, they stripped Him of His garments, ing Him down from the cross, he wrapped Him
and girt Him about with a linen cloth, and put a in clean linen, and laid Him in his own new
crown of thorns upon His head. Likewise also i tomb, in which no one had been laid.
they hanged the two robbers with Him, Dismas
on the right and Gestas on the left. And Jesus CHAP. x_. _ And the Jews, hearing that Joseph
said: Father, forgive them, for they know not:had begged the body of Jesus, sought for him;

what they do. And the soldiers parted Hisgar- Iand those twelve men who had said that He was

ments among them. And the people stood w_air- not born of fornication, and Nicodemus, and
ing; and their chief priests and judges mocked many others, who had stood before Pilate and
Him, saying among themselves : He saved others, declared His good works. And all of them be-
now let him save himself; if he is the Son of Img hid, Nicodemus alone appeared to them,
God, let him come down from the cross. And because he was a chief man of the Jews; and
the soldiers mocked Him, falling prostrate 2before he says to them: How have ye come into the
Him, and offering vinegar with gall, and saying : synagogue ? The Jews say to him : And thou,
If thou art the King of the Jews, set thyself free. how hast thou come into the synagogue, seeing

And Pilate, after sentence, ordered a title to that thou consentest with him? May his portion
be written in Hebrew, Greek_ and Latin letters, be with thee in the world to come I Nicodemtm
according to what the Jews said : This is the said : Amen, amen, amen. Likewise also Joseph,
King of the Jews. coming forth, said to them: Why are you en-

And one of the robbers who were hanged, raged against me because I begged the body of
"------- Jesus ? Ix), I have laid him in my own new

: _ .=_.s,p. 4,o.
_T_ LatinlintAf'd_atdu_;amdiatlm_ e,lau_ _

c_;._,m'_,iu,; b.t this,_ totl_ _ ,t_ta be_ varmt,_m*1_.ss. -- X.J
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tomb, wrapping him in clean linen ; and I have!became as dead. And we heard the voice of
rolled a stone to the door of the cave. And ye the angel speaking to the women who had COme
have not acted well against a just man, since you to the sepulchre, and saying, Be not ye afraid ;
have not borne in mind how you crucified him, for I know that ye seek Jesus who was crucified:
and pierced him with a lance. The Jews there- He is not here ; He has risen, as He said : corse
fore, laying hold of Joseph, ordered him to be and see the place where the Lord was laid. And
imprisoned because of the Sabbath-day; and go immediately and tell His disciples that He
they say to him : Know that the hour compels us has risen from the dead, and will go before you
not to do anything against thee, because the Sab- into Galilee, as He said to you.
bath is dawning. But understand that thou art The Jews say : To what women was he speak.
worthy not even of burial, but we wdl give thy ing? The soldiers say : We do notknowwho the
flesh to th¢ birds of the air and the beasts of the women were. The Jews say : At what hour was
earth. Joseph says to them : That is the speech it ? The guards say : At midnight. The Jews
of proud Goliath, who reviled the living God say: And why did you not detain them? The
against holy David. And God hath said, Ven- guards say: We became as dead from fear
geance is mine ; I will repay, saith the Lord. of the angel, not hoping now to see the hght
And Pilate, intercepted, in his heart, took water, of day ; and how could we detain them_ The
and washed his hands before the sun, saying, I Jews says : As the Lord God liveth, we do not
am innocent of the blood of this just man ; see believe you. And the guards said to the Jews
ye to it. And you answered and said to Pilate, You have seen so great signs m that man, and
His blood be upon us, and upon our children, have not believed ; and how can you beheve
And now I fear that some time or other the us, that the Lord lives ? For well have ye sworn
wrath of God will come upon you and your chll- that the Lord Jesus Christ hves. Again the
den, as you have said. And the Jews, hearing guards say to the Jews : We have heard that you
this, were embittered m heart ; and taking Joseph, have shut up Joseph, who begged the body of
shut him up in a house where there was no win- Jesus, m the prison, and have sealed it with
dow, and set guards at the gates, and sealed the your rings ; and on opening, that you have not
gate where Joseph had been shut up. found him. Give us Joseph, then, and we shall

And on the Sabbath morning they took coun- !give you Jesus Christ. The Jews said : Jose,,h
sel with the priests and the Levites, that they has gone to Anmathea, hisown city. The guard_
should all be assembled after the Sabbath-day. say to the Jews: And Jesus, as we have heard
And awaking at dawn, all the multitude in the from the angel, is in Gahlee.
synagogue took counsel by what death they And the Jews, hearing these sayings, feared
should slay him. And when the assembly was exceedingly, saying : Lest at some ume or other
sitting, they ordered him to be brought with this saying be heard, and all believe in Jesus.
much indignity; and opening the gate, they And the Jews, taking counsel among themselves,
found him not. All the people therefore were brought forth a sufficient number of silver pieces.
in terror, and wondered with exceeding astonish- and gave to the soldiers, saying : Say that, while
ment, because they found the seals sealed, and we slept, his disciples came and stole him. And
because Caiaphas had the keys. And no longer if this be heard by the governor, we shall per-
did they dare to lay hand upon those who spoke suade _ him, and make you secure. And the
before Pilate in Jesus' defence, soldiers, taking t,_e tunney, said as they were ad-

wsed by the Jews ; and their saying was spread
CHAp. 13. _ And while they were sitting in abroad among all.

the synagogue, and recriminating about Joseph, 1 C_._. 14a- And Finees a certain priest, andthere came certain of the guards whom they had I
asked from Pilate to guard the sepulchre of IAdd s ate cher, and Egias a Levite, coming
Jesus, lest His disciples coining should steal Him. idown from Galilee to Jerusalem, reported to the
And they reported, saying to the rulers of the I rulers of the synagogue, and the priests and the
synagogue, and the priests and the Levites, what I .Le.v! tes, how they had see n Jesus si_l.n,g, andhcl_
had happened: how there had happened a great disc,pies _v_th ,hlm, on the Mount ot ulwe_ Ton_is
earthquake, and we saw how an angel of the] is caned _amore or.lvl.alech..A, na ne _ to
Lord came down from heaven, and rolled away I disciples : rio into _ the world, ann. declare of
the stone from the door of the tomb, and sat every creature the .t_os.pel of the mngao shall
upon it ; and his countenance was like lightning, t G°d" He who be!mveth and. Is b_uz.ea con
and his raiment like snow. And for fear, we I b,e saved ; but he WhOoe!leveth not snail Det_emlaemned. And these s_gns snan touow

t Anotherrtsalngis co,,t#,,_t,,*,p_t,t,t. "r_ r,_mg ,, t_ / who believe : In my name shall they cast out
text, _*t_ud=#, is a curious mistranslation of the word in the / i'l@rrtr_n_ • _-1_, ohoil _1,- _n ..... _._nt_t_.s • they
Gr_k) t'_et'r_ cut away all rotmd, le)c,rcumd$¢d; or, byf ....... , tii,,.j; _ii_i o1._,,,_ x_ lt,,._ t,.,tl_ , ,
mn ob_otm ttmatltlon, )_ewamed t_ -- tim _#.ani_g _dopt_ in t_ _ - _ /
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shall take up serpents ; and if they have drunk Mambre with his disciples, and he taught them
any dea_y _ing, it shall not hurt them ; they !in our hearing," and that they saw him taken up
shall lay hanas upon the sick, and they shall be into heaven. And no one asked them this : How
well., And as Jesus was thus speaking to his he was taken up into heaven. And, as the writ-
d_sciples, we saw him taken up into heaven.' ing of the holy book teaches us, holy Elias too

The priests and the Levites and the elders say was taken up into heaven, and Elismus cried out
to them : Give glory to the God of I_raet, and with a loud voice, and Elias t_rew his sheepskin
give confession to Him, whether you have both over Ehsmus ; and again Elismus threw _hat
heard and seen those things which you have re- sheepskin over the Jordan, and went over and
lated. Those who had made the report say : As came to Jericho. And the sons of the prophets
the Lord God of our fathers hveth, the God of met him, and said to Elismus, Where is thy mas-
Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of ter Elias ? And he said, He has been taken up
Jacob, we have heard and seen. The Jews say into heaven. And they said to Elis_us, Has a
to them : Have you come for this -- to tell us ? spirit snatched him away, and thrown him upon
or have you come to give prayer to God ? They one of the mountains ? But rather let us take
said : We have come to give prayer to God. our boys 3 with us and seek him. And they per-
The elders and chief priests and Levites say to suaded Elismus, and he went with them. And
them : And if you have come to give prayer they sought him for three days and three nights_
to God, why have you murmured before all the and found him not, because he was taken up.
people about that foolish tale ? Finees the priest, And now, men, hear me, and let us send into all
and Addas the teacher, and Eglas the Levite, Israel, and see lest Jesus can have been taken
say to the rulers of the synagogue, and the priests up somewhere or other, and thrown upon one
and the Levites : If those words which we have of the mountains. And that saying pleased all.
spoken, which we have seen and heard, be sin, And they sent to all the mountains of Israel to
behold, we are in your presence ; do unto us ac- seek Jesus, and they found Him not ; but they
cording to that which is good in youreyes. And found Joseph of Arimathma, and no one dared
they, taking the law, adjured them to report the to lay hold of him.
words to no one thereafter. And they gave them And they reported to the elders and priests
to eat and drink, and put them outside of the city, and Levites : We have gone round all the moun-
gwmg them silver and pieces, and three men with tains of Israel, and not found Jesus ; but we have
them, who should conduct them as far as Gahlee. found Joseph in Arimathma. And hearing of

Then the Jews took counsel among themselves Joseph, they rejoiced, and gave glory to the God
when those men had gone up into Galilee ; and of Israel. And the rulers of the synagogue, and
the rulers of the synagogue shut themselves in, the priests and the Levites, taking counsel in
and were cut up 2 with great fury, saying : What what manner they should send to Joseph, took
sign is this which hath come to pass in Lrael? paper, and wrote to Joseph :-
And Annas and Calaphas say : Why are your Peace to thee and all that is thine ! We know
souls sorrowful? Are we to believe the soldiers, that we have sinned against God, and against
that an angel of the Lord came down from heav- thee ; and thou hast prayed to the God of Israel,
en, and rolled away the stone from the door of and He has delivered thee out of our hands.
the tomb? No; but that his disciples have given And now deign to come to thy fathers and
ml,ch gold to those who were gnardmg the sep- thy children, because we have been vehemently
ulchre, and have taken Jesus away, and have grieved. We have all sought for thee_we who
taught them thus to say : Say ye that an angel opened the door, and found thee not. We know
of the Lord came down from heaven, and rolled that we counselled evil counsel against thee ;
away the stone from the door of the tomb. Do but the Lord hath supplanted our counsel against
you not know that it is unlawful for Jews to be-thee. Thou art worthy to be honoured, father
here foreigners in a single word, knowing that Joseph, by all the people.
these same who received sufficient gold from us And they chose out of all Israel seven men
have said as we taught them? friendly to Joseph, whom atso Joseph knew to

be friendly ; and the r_Jlers of the synagogue
CI_AP. xs_An d Nicodemus rising up, stood and the priests and the Levites say to them:

in the midst of the counsel, and said : You have See, if he take the letter and read it, for certain
said rightly. And are not the men who have he will come with you to us; but if he do not
come down from Galilee God-fearing, men of iread it, you may know that he is ill-disposed
peace, hating a lie ? And they recounted with ttoward us, and, saluting him in peace, return to
an oath, how ' we saw Jesus sitting on Mount Ius. And blessing them, they sent them away.

z [co-_--_-........ ]And they came to Arimathma to Joseph, and_ R ] p _ff-al'k _i. 15-19; from the disputed ending of that Go_

a Co=cddt_antxr, a mtstranslation from considering ix6=savro ]
as Padre, t&ff t_ere cwt, hnstM of middle, tAey _tat tk¢ir brtaat*. | .t L¢., tcrvanta.
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adored him on their face upon the ground, and over all the people of God. And therefore hast
said : Peace to thee and all thine ! And Joseph thou been sent for; and now tell us what has
said: Peace to you, and to all the people of happened.

Israel I And they gave him the roll of the Then said Joseph : On the day of the Preps.
letter. And Joseph took and read it, and rolled ration, about the tenth hour, you shut me in,
up the letter, and blessed God, and said : and I remained there the whole Sabbath in full.
Blessed be the Lord God, who hath delivered And when midnight came, as I was standing
Israel from shedding innocent blood; and and praying, the house where you shut me in
blessed be God, who sent His angel, and coy- was hung up by the four comers, and there was
ered me under his wings. And he kissed them, a flashing of light in mine eyes. And I fell to
and set a table for them ; and they ate and the ground trembling. Then some one hfted
drank, and slept there, me up from the place where I had fallen, and

And they rose in the morning ; and Joseph poured over me an abundance of water from the
saddled his ass, and travelled with them, and head even to the feet, and put round my nostrils
they came into the holy city Jerusalem. And the odour of a wonderful ointment, and rub'bed
there met them all the people, crying out, and my face with the water itself, as if washing me,
saying: Peace be in thy coming in, father and kissed me, and said to me, Joseph, fear
Joseph I To whom he answered and said : The not ; but open thine eyes, and see who it is that
peace of the Lord be upon all the people ! And speaks to thee. And looking, I saw Jesus ; and
they all kissed him. And they prayed with being terrified, I thought it was a phantom.
Joseph, and were terrified at the sight of him. And with prayer and the commandments I
And Nicodemus took him into his house, and spoke to him, and he spoke with me. And I

made a great feast, and called Annas and Cain- I said to him : Art thou Rabbi Elias ? And he
phas, and the elders and chlef priests and Le- Isaid to me. I am not Elias. And I said : Who
vites, to his house. And making merry, and !art thou, my lord? And he said to me: I am
eating and drinking with Joseph, they blessed Jesus, whose body thou didst beg from Pilate,
God, and went every one to his own house. !and wrap in clean linen ; and thou didst lay a
And Joseph remained in the house of Nico-I

demus, napkin on my face, and didst lay me in thy new
tomb, and roll a stone to the door of the tomb.

And on the next day, which is the prepara-_Then I said to him that was speaking to me:
tion, the priests and the rulers of the synagogue Show me, Lord, where I laid thee. And he led
and the Levites rose early, and came to the ime, and showed me the place where I laid him,
house of Nicodemus. And Nicodemus met land the linen which I had put on him, and the
them, and said to them: Peace to you! And lnapkin which I had wrapped upon his face;
they said to him: Peace to thee and Joseph, land I knew that it was Jesus. And he took
and to thy house and Joseph's house ! And hold of me with his hand, and put me m the
Nicodemus brought them into his house. And midst of my house though the gates were shut,
the council sat ; and Joseph sat betweten Annas and put me in my bed, and said to me : Peace
and Caiaphas, and no one dared to say a word. to thee! And he kissed me, and said to me'
And Joseph said to them : Why have you called For forty days go not out of thy house ; for, 10,
me ? And they made signs with their eyes to I go to my brethren into Galilee.
Nicodemus, that he should speak with Joseph.
And Nicodemus, opening his mouth, said: CHAP. 16.--And the rulers of the synagogue,
Father Joseph, thou knowest that the reverend and the priests and the Lev.ltes, heanng these
teachers, priests, and Levites seek to hear a lwords from Joseph, became as it were dead, and
word from thee. And Joseph said : Ask. And Ifell to the ground, and fasted untxl the ninth
Annas and Caiaphas, takmg up the law, adjured hour. And Joseph and Nicodemus entreated
Joseph, saying : Give glory to the God of Israel, i them, saying : Arise and stand upon your feet,
and give confession to Him, that thou wilt not iand taste bread, and comfort your souls, seeing
hide any word' from us. And they said to lthat to-morrow is the Sabbath of the Lord.
him: With grief were we grieved that thou lAnd they arose, and entreated the Lord, and
didst beg the body of Jesus, and wrap it in late and drank, and went every man to his o_*
clean linen, and lay it in a tomb. Therefore we ]house.
shut thee up in a house where there was no t And on the Sabbath the teachers and doctors
window, and put a lock and a seal on the gate ; Isat questioning each other, and saying : What as
and on the first day of the week we opened the this wrath that has come upon us ? because we
gates, and found thee not. We were therefore know his father and mother. Levi the teacher
exceedingly grieved, and astonishment came said: I know that his parents fear God. and

never depart from prayer, and give tithes thrace
z 'r_Gr_b_,,,momai_r_.aast_rd. a-year. And when Jesus was born, his parents
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broughthim up tothisplace,and gave toGod and hisdisciplesprayedupon theirfaceson the
sacrificesand burnt-offerings.And assuredlyground. And callingFinecs the priest,they
the greatteacherSimeon took him into his questionedhim also,saying:How didstthou
arms.saying:Now Thou sendestaway Thy see Jesustakenup? And he saidthe same as
serva_nt,0 Lord, accordingto Thy word, in the other. And again they calledthe third,

peace; formine eyes have seen Thy salvation,Rabbi Egias,and questionedhim,and he said
whichThou hastpreparedbeforethefaceof allthe same as the firstand second. And those

peoples,a lightfortherevealingof thenations,who were inthecouncilsaid:The lawofMoses
and the gloryof Thy peopleIsrael.And he holdsthatby the mouth of two orthreeevery
blessedMary hismother,and said,I make an word shouldstand. Abudem, a teacher,one of
announcementto thee concerningthischild,thedoctors,says:Itiswritteninthelaw,Enoch
And Mary said,Well,my lord.'And Simeon walkedwith God, and was translated;forGod
said,Well. And he saidagain,Lo, he has been tookhim. Jairus,a teacher,said: And we have
setforthe falland risingagainof many in heardof thedeathof holyMoses,and havenot
Israel,and fora signwhich shallbe spoken seenit;foritm writteninthelaw of the Lord,
against;and a sword shallpiercethineown And Moses diedaccordingtotheword_of the
soul,thatthe thoughtsof many heartsmay be Lord,and no man knowethofhis buryingeven
revealed, to the presentday. Rabbi Levisaid:What is

And the Jews said to Levi : And how knowest it that Rabbi Simeon said : Lo, he lies for the
thou these things ? Levi says : Do you not fall and rising again of many in Israel, and for
know that from him I learned the law? They a sign which shall be spoken against? Rabbi
of the council say: We wish to see thy father. Isaac said: It is written in the law, Lo, I send
And they searched out his father, and got infor- mine angel, who shall go before thy face to keep
mation ; for he said : Why did you not beheve thee in every good way, because I have brought
my son? The blessed and just Simeon taught his3 new name.
him the law. The council says to'Rabbi Levi: Then Annas and Caiaphas said : Rightly have
The saying which thou hast spoken is true. The ye said that these things are written in the law
chmf priests and rulers of the synagogue, and of Moses, that no one saw the death of Enoch,
Levites, said to each other: Come, let us send and no one has named the burying of holy
into Galilee to the three men who came hither Moses. And Jesus gave account to 4 Pilate, and
and gave an account of hm teaching and his be- we saw him scourged, and receiving spitting on
ing taken up, and let them tell us how they saw his face ; and the soldiers put a crown of thorns
hm taken up into heaven. And that saying on him, and he received sentence from Pilate ;
pleased all. Then they sent three men into and then he was crucified, and they gave him
Galilee ; and Go, said they, say to Rabbi Addas gall and vinegar to drink, and two robbers were
and Rabbi Finees and Rabbi Egias, Peace to crucified with him, and the soldier Longinus
you and yours I Many investigations have been pierced his side with a lance ; and our honour-
made in the council concerning Jesus ; therefore iable father Joseph begged his body, and he has
have we been instructed to call you to the holy risen again, and, as they say, the three teachers
place, to Jerusalem. have seen him taken up into heaven. And

The men went to Galilee, and found them Rabbi Levi has borne witness to what was said
rating, and meditating on the law. And they by Simeon the elder--that he has been set for
saluted them in peace. And they said : Why the fall and rising again of many in Israel, and
have you come ? The messengers said : The for a sign which shall be spoken against.
council summon you to the holy city Jerusalem. Then Didas, a teacher, said to all the assem-
And the men, hearing that they were sought for bly : If all the things which these have borne
by the council, prayed to God, and reclined with witness to have come to pass in Jesus, they are
the men, and ate and drank with them. And from God, and let it not be wonderful in our
rising in the morning, they went to Jerusalem eyes.S The chiefs of the synagogue, and the
us peace, priests and the Levites, said to each other how

And on the morrow the council sat ; and they our law holds, saying : His name shall be blessed
questioned them, saying : Did you plainly see for ever : His place endureth before the sun, and
Jesus sitting on Mount Mambre teaching his His seat before the moon : and all the tribes of
disciples, and taken up into heaven ? earth shall be blessed in Him, and all nations

First Addas the teacher says : I really saw shall serve Him ; and kings shall come from far,
him sitting on Mount Mambre teaching his dis- adoring and magnifying Him. 6
ciples; and a shining cloud overshadowed him
and his disciples, and he went up into heaven ; _ ut.. mo,th.3 Or, ira, Th©textoftlmc.htmmls¢orrui_t.

4 i e +was trlt_dbefore,
s Comp. Ps. exviii. 23.

I Perhal_ thm would be better as a question: Isitgoodt _,Ps. Lr_ti zt, t 7.
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PART II.--CHRIST'S DESCENT INTO HELL.

LATIN. FIRST VERSION..

CHAP.X(I 7).--And Joseph rose upand said to turbed in heart. And together they looked
Annas and Cataphas :Truly and well do you won- towards heaven, and with their fingers made the
der, since you have heard that Jesus has been seen sign of the cross on their tongues, and lmme-
ahve from the dead, ascending up into heaven, diately they spoke together, saying : Give each
But it is more to be wondered at that he is not of us sheets of paper, and let us write what _e
the only one who has risen from the dead ; but have seen and heard. And they gave it to them
he has raised up alive out of their tombs many And they sat down, and each of them wrote,
others of the dead, and they have been seen by saying :-
many m Jerusalem. And hear me now, that we
all know the blessed Simeon, the great priest, CHAP. 2 (I8).- O Lord Jesus Christ, the
who took up with his hands Jesus, when an resurrection and the life of the dead, permit us
infant, m the temple. And Simeon himself had to speak mysteries through the death of Ths
two sons, full brothers ; and we all were at their cro_s, because we have been adjured by Thee.
falling asleep, and at their burial. Go, therefore, For Thou didst order Thy servants to relate to
and see their tombs : for they are open, because no one the secrets of Thy d_vme majesty which
they have risen ; and, behold, they are in the Thou didst in Hades. And when we were, along
city of Arimatha_a, hying together in prayers, with all our fathers, lying in the deep, in the
And, indeed, they are heard crying out, but blackness of darkness, suddenly there appeared
speaking with nobody, and they are silent as the a golden heat' of the sun, and a purple ro)al
dead. But come, let us go to them; let us light shining upon us. And immediately the
conduct them to us with all honour and respect, father of all the human race, with all the path-
And if we adjure them, perhaps they will speak archs and prophets, exulted, saying : That t,ght
to us of the mystery of their resurrection, is the source of eternal hght, which hath prom-

At hearing this they all rejoiced. And Annas ised to transmit to us co-eternal light. Ana
and Caiaphas, Nicodemus, and Joseph, and Esaias creed out, and said : This as the lightof
Gamahel, went, and did not find them in their the Father, the Son of God, as I predicted when
sepulchres ; but, walking into the city of Arima- I was alive upon earth : The land of Zabul0n
thea, they found them there, on their bended and the land of Nephthalim across Jordan, Gab-
knees, and spending their time in prayer. And lee of the nations, the people who sat in dark-
kissing them, they conducted them to Jerusalem, ness, have seen a great light ; and light _
into the synagogue, with all veneration and fear shining among those who are m the region o5
of God. And shutting the doors, and lifting up the shadow of death. And now it has conic
the law of the Lord, they put it in their hands, and shone upon us sitting in death.
adjuring them by the God Adonai, and the God And when we were all exulting in the hght
of Israel, who by the taw and the prophets spoke wh,ch shone over us, there came up to us our
to our fathers, saying: Do you believe that it father Simeon ; and he said, exulting: Glorify
was Jesus who raised you from the dead? Tell the Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God ; because
us how you have risen from the dead. I took Him up when born, an infant, m my hands

Karinus and Leucius, hearing this adjuration,
trembled in their body, and groaned, being dis- *c,ao,-;_ _ _,otor, h_..
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in the temple ; and instigated by the Holy Spirit, Spirit into life eternal. Then, descending upon
I said to Him, confessing : Now mine eyes have earth, Christ Jesus, the most beloved Son of God,
seen Thy salvation, which Thou hast prepared in will lead our father Adam into paradise to the
the sight of all peoples, a light for the revealing tree of mercy.
of the nations, and the glory of Thy people And when they heard all these things from
Israel. When they heard this, all the multitude Seth, all the patriarchs and prophets exulted
of the saints exulted more. with great exultation.

And after this there comes up, as it were, a
dweller m the desert; and he is asked by all: CHAP.4 (2o).--And when all the saints were
Who art thou ? To whom he says in answer : I exulting, lo, Satan, the prince and leader of
am John, the voice and prophet of the Most death, said to Hades: Make thyself ready to
High, going before the face of His coming to receive Jesus, who boasts himself to be the Son
prepare His ways, to give the knowledge of sal- of God, and is a man fearing death, and saying,
ration to His people for the remission of their My soul is sorrowful, even unto death. And he
sins. And seeing H_m coming to me, instigated has withstood me much, doing me evil ; and
by the Holy Spirit, I said : Behold the Lamb of many whom I made blind, lame, deaf, leprous,
God ! behold Him who taketh away the sins of and demoniac, he has healed with a word ; and
the world I And I baptized Him in the river those whom I have brought to thee dead, he has
of Jordan, and I saw the Holy Spirit descending dragged away from thee.
upon Ham in the form of a dove ; and I heard Hades, answering, said to Prince Satan : Who
a voice from the heavens saying, This is my be- is he that is so powerful, when he is a man in
loved Son, in whom I am well pleased. And fear of death ? For all the powerful of the earth
now I have gone before His face, and have are kept in subjection by my power, whom thou
descended to announce to you that the rising hast brought into subjection by thy power. If,
Son of God _s close at hand to visit us, coming then, thou art powerful, what is that man Jesus
from on high to us sitting in darkness and the like, who, though fearing death, withstands thy
shadow of death, power ? If he is so powerful in humanity, verily

I say unto thee, he is all-powerful in divinity,
CHAP.3 (I9).--And when the first created, and his power can no one resist. And when he

father Adam, had heard this, that Jesus was bap- says that he fears death, he wishes to lay hold
uzed in Jordan, he cried out to his son Seth on thee, and woe will be to thee to the ages
Tell thy sons, the patriarchs and the prophets, of eternity. And Satan, prince of Tartarus,
all that thou heardest from Michael the arch-answered and said: Why hast thou doubted,
angel when I sent thee to the gates of paradise and feared to receive this Jesus, thy adversary
to implore God that he might send thee Hi: and mine? For I have tempted him, and I
angel to give thee oil from the tree of mercy, have roused up my ancient people the Jews with
with which to anoint my body when I was sick hatred and anger against him ; I have sharp*
Then Seth, coming near to the holy patriarchs ened a lance to strike him ; I have mixed gall
and prophets, said : When I, Seth, was praying and vinegar to give him to drink ; and I have
to the Lord at the gates of paradise, behold prepared wood to crucify him, and nails to pierce
Michael, the angel of the Lord, appeared to me, him, and his death is near at hand, that I may
saying, I have been sent to thee by the Lord. I bring him to thee, subject to thee and me.
am set over the human race.' And to thee, Seth, Tartarus answered and said : Thou hast told
I say, do not labour with tears in prayers and me that it is he himself who has dragged away
supphcations on account of the oil of the tree of the dead from me. Now there are many who
mercy to anoint thy father Adam for the pain of are here kept by me, who, while they lived on
his body, because in no wise shalt thou receive earth, took the dead from me, not by their own

of it, except in the last days and times, except powers, but by godly prayers, and their almighty
when five thousand and five hundred years have God dragged them away from me. Who is that
been fulfilled : then will come upon the earth the iJesus, who by his word has withdrawn the dead
most beloved Son of God, to raise up again the from me without prayers? Perhaps he is the
body of Adam, and the bodies of the dead ; and same who, by the word of his command, brought
He, when He comes, will be baptized in Jordan. alive Lazarus, after he had been four days in
And when he shall have come out of the water stench and corruption, whom I kept dead. Sa-
of Jordan, then with the oil of His mercy shall tan, prince of death, answered and said : That
He anoint all that believe on Him ; and that oil Jesus is the same. And when Hades heard this,
of mercy shall be for the generation of those he said to him: I adjure thee by thy powers
who shall be born out of water and the Holy and mine, do not bring him to me. For I at

that time, when I heard the command of his
' u_,_. word, trembled with terror and dismay, and all
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my officers at the same time were confounded had twice shouted out this, says, as if not know.
along with me. Nor could we keep that Laza- ing : Who is the king of glory ? David says, in
ms ; hut, shaking himself like an eagle, he answer to Hades: I recognise those words of
sprang out, and went forth from us with all the shout, since I prophesied the same by His
activity and speed, and the same ground which Spirit. And now, what I have said above I say
held the dead body of Lazarus immediately gave to thee, The Lord strong and mighty, the Lord
him forth alive. So now, I know that that man mighty in battle ; He is the King of glory._
who could do these things is God, strong in And the Lord Himself hath looked down from
authority, powerful m humanity, and He is the heaven upon earth, to hear the groans of the
Saviour of the human race. But if thou bring prisoners, and to release the sons of the slain.7
Him to me, all who are here shut up in the cru- And now, most filthy and most foul Hades, open
city of the prison, and bound by their sins in thy gates, that the King of glory may come in.
chains that cannot be loosened, He will let loose, While David was thus speaking, there came to
and will bring to the life of His divinity for ever. Hades, m the form of a man, the Lord of ms.

jest)', and lighted up the eternal darkness, and

CHAP. 5 (_).--And as Prince Satan and burst asunder the indissoluble chains; and the
Hades were thus speaking to each other in turn, aid of unconquered power visited us, sitting m
suddenly there was a voice as of thunders, and the profound darkness of transgressions, and m
a shouting of spirits : Lift up your gates, ye :he shadow of death of sins. s
princes; and be ye lifted up, ye everlasting
gates ; and the King of glory shall come in.' C_I_,. 6 (2_). --When this was seen by Ha-
Hades hearing this, said to Prince Satan : Re- des and Death, and their impious officers, along
tire from me, and go outside of my realms : if with their cruel servants, they trembled at per-
thou art a powerful warrior, fight against the ceiving in their own dominions the clearness of
King of glory. But what hast thou to do with so great a light, when they saw Christ suddenly
Him ? And Hades thrust Satan outside of his in their abodes ; and they cried out, saying.
realms. And Hades said to his impious officers We have been overcome by thee. Who art thou,
Shut the cruel gates of brass, and put up the that to the Lord directest ourconfusion?9 Who
bars of iron, and resist bravely, that we, holding art thou, that, undestroyed by corruption, the
captivity, may not take Him captive." uncorrupted proof of thy majesty, with fury c0n-

And all the multitude of the saints, hearing demnest our power? Who art thou, so great
this, said to Hades, with the voice of reproach and little, lowly and exalted, soldier and corn-
Open thy gates, that the King of glory may mander, wonderful warrior in the form of a slave.
come in. And David cried out, saying : Did I and the king of glory dead and alive, whom slam
not, when I was alive upon earth, prophesy to the cross has carried ? Thou, who didst lie dead
you : Let them confess to the Lord His tender in the sepulchre, hast come down to us alive,
mercies and His wonderful works to the children and in thy death every creature trembled, and
of men : for He has shattered the brazen gates, the stars in a body were moved ; and now thou
and burst the iron bars ; He has taken them up hast been made free among the dead, and dis-
out of the way of their iniquity?s And after turbest our legions. Who art thou, that settest
this, in like manner, Esaias said: Did not I !, free those who art held captive, bound by ongi-
when I was alive upon earth, prophesy to you: pal sin, and recallest them to their former lib-
The dead shall rise up, and those who are in erty ? Who art thou, who sheddest a divine, and
their tombs shall rise again, and those who are splendid, and illuminating light upon those who
upon earth shall exult ; because the dew, which have been blinded by the darkness of their sins?
is from the Lord, is their health ? 4 And again I In like manner, also, all the legions of the de-
said, Where, O Death, is thy sting? where, O mons, terror-stricken with like fear from their
Hades, is thy victory? s fearful overthrow, cried out, saying: Whence_d

And when all the saints heard this from Esaias, thou, O Jesus, a man so powerful and splen_
theysaid to Hades: Open thygates. Since thou in majesty, so excellent, without spot, and free
art now conquered, thou wilt be weak and pow- from guilt ? For that world of earth which has
erless. And there was a great voice, as of thun- been subject to us always until now, which used
ders, saying : Lift up your gates, ye princes; and to pay tribute for our uses, has never sent us such
be ye lifted up, ye infernal gates ; and the King a dead man, has never destined such gifts for the
of glory shall come in. Hades, seeing that they powers below. Who therefore art thou,_that hast

z3g_.x,_v.?. . . . [
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so intrepidly entered our bounds, and who hast ever, in place of Adam and his sons, my just
not only no fear of our punishments, but, more- ones.
over, attemptest to take all away from our chains ?
perhaps thou art that Jesus of whom our pnnce CHAP. 8 (_4)._ And the Lord stretched out
Satan said, that by thy death of the cross thou His hand, and said : Come to me, all my saints,
wast destined to receive the dominion of the who have my image and likeness. Do you, who
whole world, have been condemned through the tree and

Then the King of glory, trampling on death the devil and death, now see the devil and
by His majesty, and seizing Prince Satan, deliv- death condemned through the tree. Immedi-
ered him to the power of Hades, and drewAdam ately all the saints were brought together under
to His brightness, the hand of the Lord. And the Lord, holding

Adam by the right hand, said to him : Peace be
CHAP.7 (23). -- Then Hades, receiving Prince to thee, with all thy children, my righteous ones t

Satan, said to him, with vehement revilmgs : O And Adam fell down at the knees of the Lord,
prince of perdition, and leader of extermination, and with tearful entreaty praying, said with a
Beelzebub, dension of angels, to be spit upon loud voice: I will extol Thee, O Lord ; for
by the just, why didst thou wish to do this _ Thou hast lifted me up, and hast not made my
D_dst thou wish to crucify the King of glory, in foes to rejoice over me. O Lord God, I cried
whose death thou didst promise us so great spoils ? unto Thee, and Thou hast healed me. O Lord,
Like a fool. thou d_dst not know what thou wast Thou hast brought out my soul from the powers
doing. For, behold, that Jesus by the splendour below ; Thou hast saved me from them that go
of His divinity is putting to flight all the dark- down into the pit. Sing praises to the Lord, all
ness of death, and He has broken into the His saints, and confess to the memory of His
strong lowest depths of our dungeons, and has holiness ; since there is anger in His indignation,
brought out the captives, and released those who and life in His goodwill.' In hke manner also
were bound. And all who used to groan under all the saints of God, falling on their knees at
our torments insult us, and by their prayers our the feet of the Lord, said with one voice : Thou
dominions are taken by storm, and our realms hast come, O Redeemer of the world : as Thou
conquered, and no race of men has now any hast foretold by the law and Thy prophets, so
respect for us. Moreover, also, we are grievously hast Thou fulfilled by Thy deeds. Thou hast
threatened by the dead, who have never beer redeemed the living by Thy cross; and by the
haughty to us, and who have not at any time been death of the cross Thou hast come down to us,
joyful as captwes. O Prince Satan, father of all to rescue us from the powers below, and from
impious wretches and renegades, why didst thou death, by Thy majesty. O Lord, as Thou hast
wish to do this ? Of those who from the begin- set the title of Thy glory in heaven, and hast
rang, even until now, have despaired of salvation erected as the title of redemption Thy cross
and hfe, no bellowing after the usual fashion upon earth, so, O Lord, set in Hades the sign of
is now heard here ; and no groaning of theirs the victory of Thy cross, that death may no
resounds, nor in any of their faces is a trace of more have dominion.
tears found. O Prince Satan, possessor of the And the Lord, stretching forth His hand,
keys of the lower regions, all thy riches which thou made the sign of the cross upon Adam and
hadst acquired by the tree of transgression and upon all His saints ; and holding Adam by the
the loss of paradise, thou hast now lost by the right hand, went up from the powers below :
tree of the cross, and all thy joy has perished, and all the saints followed Him. Then holy
When thou didst hang up that Christ Jesus the l David cried out aloud, saying : Sing unto the
King of glory, thou wast acting against thyself Lord a new song, for He hath done wonder-
and against me. Henceforth thou shalt know ful things ; His right hand and His holy arm have
w_at eternal torments and infinite punishments brought salvation to Himself. The Lord hath
thou art to endure in my everlasting keeping, made known His salvation; His righteousness
0 Prince Satan, author of death, and source of hath He revealed in the sight of the heathen.*
all pride, thou oughtest first to have inquired And all the multitude of the saints answered,
Into the bad cause of that Jesus. Him in whom saying : This is glory to all His saints. Amen,
.t_.u perceivedst no fault, why, without reason, alleluia.
didst thou dare unjustly to crucify ? and why And after this the prophet Habacuc cried out,
aast thou brought to our regions one innocent saying : Thou wentest forth for the salvation of
and just, and lost the guilty, the impious, and Thy people, to deliver Thine elect.3 And all the
the unjust of the whole world? saints answered, saying: Blessed is He who

SaAnd when Hades had thus spoken to Prince
o tan, then the King of glory said to Hades : 1m. _. _ (v-_s.).s I_ xcviil,z, a,
_tan the prince will be in thy power for s Hab.m.z_
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cometh in the name of the Lord ; God is the King omnipotent ; and I entreated Him, say.
Lord, and He hath shone upon us.' Amen, ing, Be mindful of me, Lord, when Thou shalt
alleluia. In like manner after this the prophet have come into Thy kingdom. Immediately
Mic_ also cried out, saying: Who is a God He accepted my entreaty, and said to me,
like unto thee, O Lord, taking away iniquities Amen ; I say to thee, To-day shalt thou be with
and passing by sins ? And now Thou dost with- me in paradise.7 And He gave me this sign
hold Thine anger for a testimony against us, of the cross, saying, Walk imo paradise carrying
because Thou delightest in mercy. And Thou this ; and if the guardian angel of paradme will
turnest again, and hast compassion upon us, and not let thee go in, show him the sign of the cross,
pardonest all our iniquities ; and all our sins and thou shalt say to him, Jesus Christ, the Son
hast Thou sunk in the multitude of death, 2 as of God, who has now been crucified, has sent
Thou hast sworn unto our fathers in the days me. Having done so, I said all this to the
of old.s And all the saints answered, saying : guardian angel of paradise. And when he heard
This is our God to eternity, and for ever and this, he immediately opened, and led me in,
ever ; and He will dtrect us for evermore.4 and placed me at the right of paradise, saying,
Amen, alleluia. So also all the prophets, quot- Lo, hold a little, and there will come in the father
ing the sacred writings concermng His praises,S of the whole human race, Adam, with all his
and all the saints crying, Amen, alleluia, followed children, holy and just, after the triumph and
the Lord. glory of the ascension of Christ the crucified

Lord. Heating all these words of the robber,
CHAP. 9 (25).--And the Lord, holding the all the holy patriarchs and prophets with one

hand of Adam, delivered him to Michael the voice said : Blessed art Thou, O Lord Almighty,
archangel : and all the saints followed Michael Father of everlasting benefits, and Father of
the archangel, and he led them all into the glori- mercies, who hast given such grace to Thy sm-
ous grace of paradise. And there met them nets, and hast brought them back into the grace
two men, ancient of days. The saints asked of paradise, and into Thy rich pastures ; for this
them : Who are you, that have not yet been dead is spiritual life most sure. Amen, amen.
along with us in the regions below, and have
been placed in paradise in the body? One CHAP. xi (27).nThese are the divine and
of them answered, and said : I am Enoch, who sacred mysteries which we saw and heard, I
by the word of the Lord have been translated Karinus, and Leucius. More we are not allowed
hither ; and he who is with me is Elias the Thes- to tell of the other mysteries of God, as Michael
bite, who was taken up by a fiery chariot. Here the archangel adjured us, and said : You shall
also even until now we have not tasted death, go into Jerusalem with your brethren, and con-
but have been reserved to the coming of Anti- tinue in prayers, and you shall cry out, and gl0-
christ, by divine signs and wonders to do battle rify the resurrection of the Lord Jesus Chnst,
with him, and, being killed by him in Jerusalem, who has raised you up again from the dead with
after three days and half a day to be taken up Himself. And with none of men shall you
alive again in the clouds. 6 speak ; and you shall sit as if dumb, until the

hour shall come when the Lord Himself shall

CHAP. to (25).--And while the saints Enoch permit you to relate the mysteries of His divan-
and Elias were thus speaking, behold, there came ity. And Michael the archangel ordered us to
up another man, most wretched, carrying on his walk across Jordan into a place rich and fertile,
shoulders the sign of the cross. And seeing where there are many who rose again along with
him, all the saints said to him : Who art thou? us for an ewdence of the resurrection of Christ
because thy appearance is that of a robber, the Lord ; because only three days were allowed
And what is the sign which thou carriest on thy to us who have risen from the dead to celebrate
shoulders ? In answer to them, he said : Truly in Jerusalem the passover of the Lord, with our
have you said that I was a robber, doing all sorts living relations, for an evidence of the resurrec-
of evil upon the earth. And the Jews crucified t-ion of Christ the Lord : and'we have been bap-
me along with Jesus ; and I saw the miracles in tized in the holy river of Jordan, receiving each

created things which were done through the of us white robes. And after three days, w.he_
cross of Jesus crucified, and I believed Him to we had celebrated the passover of the Lord, ai
be the Creator of all created things, and the who rose again along with us were snatched up

into the clouds, and taken across the Jordan,
z xt_e.x.diLt6, _.
t Sotimtext.a_wlh'twdime,wet/* ; buttheMSSmusthavehad and were no longer seen by any one. But we

_d_, Nn',, in the_pth octhem, _ theLXX.,nOthe were told to remain in the city of Arimatlue.a in
H_.
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These are the things which the Lord corn- ing Him to be the Son of God, thinking that He
manded us to relate to you. Give H_m praise did miracles by means of some charm, we made a
and confession, and be penitent, that He may great synagogue in this temple. And conferring
have mercy upon you. Peace be to you from with each other of the signs of the miracles which
the same Lord Jesus Christ, and the Sawour of Jesus had done, we found many witnesses of our
all of us ! Amen. nation who said that they had seen Jesus alive after

And after they had finished all, writing on sep- suffering death, and that He had penetrated into
arate sheets of paper, they arose. And Kaxinu, the height of heaven. And we have seen two
gave what he wrote into the hands of Annas and witnesses, whom Jesus raised up again from the
Caiaphasand Gamaliel ; in like manneralso Leu- dead, who told us many wonderful things that
c_usgave what he wrote into the hands of Nlco- Jesus did among the dead, which we have in our
demus and Joseph. And being suddenly trans- hands, written out. And our custom is, every
figured, they became exceedingly white, and were year before our synagogue, to open that holy col-
seen no more. And their "writings were found lection of books, and seek out the testimony of
exactly the same, not one letter more or less. God. And we have found in the first book of the

All the synagogue of the Jews, hearing all LXX., where the archangel Michael spoke to the
these wonderful sayings of Karinus and Leucms, thtrd son of Adam, the first man, of five thousand
satd to each other : Truly all these things have and five hundred years, in which the Christ, the
been done by the Lord, and blessed be the Lord most beloved Son of God, was to come from the
for ever and ever. Amen. And they all went heavens ; and upon this we have considered that
out vath great anxiety, beating their breasts with perhaps He was the God of Israel who said to
fear and trembling ; and they went away, each to Moses,' Make to thee the ark of the covenant, two
hts own house, cubits and a half in length, one cubit and a half in

All these things which were said by the Jews breadth, one cubit and a half in height. In these
in their synagogue Joseph and Nlcodemus ira- five and a half cubits we have understood and
mediately reported to the proconsul. And Pilate recognised, from the structure of the ark of the
himself wrote all which had been done and said old covenant, that in five and a half thousands
concerning Jesus by the Jews, and he placed all of years, Jesus Christ was to come in the ark of
the words in the public recordsofhispraetorium, the body; and we have found Him to be the

God of Israel, the Son of God. Because after
CHAP. I _ (28). -- After this, Pilate going into His passion, we, the chief priests, wondering at

the temple of the Jews, assembled all the chief the signs which happened on account of Him,
pnests, and learned men, and scribes, and teach- opened this collection of books, searching out
ers of the law, and went in with them into the all the generatmus, even to the generation of
sanctuary of the temple, and ordered that all Joseph, and reckoning that Mary the mother
the gates should be shut, and said to them : We of Christ was of the seed of David ; and we have
have heard that you have a certain great collec- found that from the time that God made the
tlon of books in this temple : therefore I ask you heaven and the earth and the first man, to the
that it be presented before us. And when four deluge, are two thousand two hundred and twelve"
officers brought in that collection of books, years ; and from the deluge to the building of the
adorned with gold and precious gems, Pilate tower, five hundred and thirty-one3 years; and
said to all : I adjure you by the God of your from the building of the tower to Abraham, six
tithers, who ordered you to build this temple in hundred and six 4 years ; and from Abraham
the place of his sanctuary, not to conceal the to the arrival of the children of Israel from Egypt,
truth from me. You all know what is written in four hundred and seventy years ; from the corn-
that collection of books ; but now say whether ing of the children of Israel out of Egypt to
you have found in the writings that Jesus, whom the building of the temple, five hundred and
you have crucified, to be the Son of God that eleven years ; and from the building of the tern-
was to come for the salvation of the human race, pie to the destruction of the same temple, four
and in how many revolutions of the seasons he hundred and sixty-four years. Thus far have we
ought to come. Declare to me whether you found in the book of Esdras. After searching,
crucified him in ignorance of this, or knowing it. we find that from the burning of the temple to

Being thus adjured, .A_nnasand Caiaphas or- the advent of Christ, and His birth, there are
dered all the others who were with them to go six hundred and thirty-six s years, which together
out of the sanctuary; and themselves shut all were five thousand five hundred years, as we
the gates of the temple and the sanctuary, and have found written in the book that Michael the
satd to Pilate : We have been adjured by thee,
0 good judge, by the building of this temple, to x_ ......t Sho.klbe_=_--_ ;,,pla_ofASG,#.
gave thee the truth, and a clear account of tkis a Thisi.dud_ t_ _ c_._

4Shouklbe6-_.
wtatter. Afterwe had crucified Jesus, not know- _sho_s_-man_iam_,tz_xn_.
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archangel foretold to Seth the third son of Ad- Judma, and when they saw him enlightening the
am, that in five and a half thousands of years blind, cleansing the lepers, curing the paralytics,
Christ the Son of God would come. I Even un- making demons flee from men, even raising the
til now we have told no one, that there might be [dead, commanding the winds, walking drysh0d
no dissension in our synagogues. And now thou upon the waves of the sea, and doing manyother
hast adjured us, O good judge, by this holy book signs of miracles ; and when all the people of
of the testimonies of God, and we make it man- the Jews said that he was the Son of God, the
ifest to thee. And now we adjure thee, by thy chief priests felt envy against him, and seLzed
life and safety, to make manifest these words to him, and delivered him to me ; and, telling me
no one in Jerusalem. one lie after another, they said that he wasa sor-

cerer, and was acting contraryto their law.
CHAP.t 3 (_9). -- Pilate, hearing these words And I believed that it was so, and delivered

of Annas and Caiaphas, laid them all up in the him to be scourged, according to their will.
acts of our Lord and Saviour, in the public rec- And they crucified him, and set guards over him
ords of his pr_etorium, and wrote a letter to when buried. And he rose again on the third
Claudius, king of the city of Rome,a saying : -- day, while my soldiers were keeping guard. But

Pontius Pilate to Claudius his king, greeting, so flagrant was the iniquity of the Jews, that
It has lately happened, as I myself have also they gave money to my soldiers, saying, Say that
proved, that the Jews, through envy, have pun- his disciples havestolen his body. But after re-
ished themselves and their posterity by a cruel ceiving the money they could not keep secret
condemnation. In short, when their fathers had what had been done ; for they bore witness both
a promise that their God would send them from that he had risen again, that they had seen him,3
heaven his holy one, who should deservedly be and that they had received money from theJews.
called their king, and promised that he would This accordingly I have done, lest any one
send him by a virgin upon the earth : when, there- should give a different and a false account of it,
fore, while I was procurator, he had come into and lest thou shouldst think that the lies of the

s L,t,ha,_o_. Jews are to be believed.
a [Compare the other Latin form of thin ktter{ as translated onp 459. also the version of ,he Ortek form of a ";m' 2=letter, included

m the Act* ofPtt, r arm laud. -- IL] 3 Or, that they had seen that h¢ rose from the dead.

LATIN.. SECOND VERSION.

Cn_. t (x7).--Then Rabbi Addas, and from this you may know that the gates of death
Rabbi Finees, and Rabbi Egias, the three men and darkness have been destroyed, and the souls
who had come from Galilee, testifying that they of the saints have been brought out thence, and
had seen Jesus taken up into heaven, rose up in have ascended into heaven along with Christ the
the midst of the multitude of the chiefs of the Lord. And indeed to us it has been corn-
Jews, and said before the priests and the Levites, manded by the Lord Himself, that for an ap-
who had been called together to the council of pointed time we should walk over the banks of
the Lord: When we were coming from Galilee, Jordan and the mountains; not, however, ap-
we met at the Jordan a very great multitude of peanng to every one, nor speaking to every one,
men, fathers s who had been some time dead. except to those to whom He has permitted us.
And present among them we saw Karinns and And just now we could neither have spoken nor
Leucius. And they came up to us, and we appeared to you, unless it had been allowed to
kissed each other, because they were dear us by the Holy Spirit.
friends of ours ; and we asked them, Tell us, And when they heard this, all the multitude
friends and brothers, what is this breath of life who were present in the council were struck with
and flesh ? and who are those with whom you fear and trembling, and wondered whether these
are going? and how do you, who have been things had really happened which these Galil_ans
some time dead, remain in the body? testified. Then Caiaphas and Annas said to the

And they said in answer : We have risen again council : What these have testified, first and last.
along with Christ from the lower world, and He must shortly be altogether made clear: If l!
has raised us up again from the dead. And shall be found to be true that Karinus and

Leucius remain alive in the body, and if we shall
, Au,m,_m. be able to behold them with our own eyes, then
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what they testify is altogether true ; and if we Adonai, and by the law and the prophets, saying :
find them, they will inform us of everything ; Tell us how you have risen from the dead, and
bat if not, you may know that it is all lies. what are those wonderful things which have hap-

Then the council having suddenly risen, it pened in our times, such as we have never heard

pleased them to choose men fit for the duty, to have happened at any other time ; because
feaxmg God, and who knew when they died, and already for fear all our bones have been be-
where they were buried, to inquire diligently, numbed, and have dried up, and the earth
and to see whether it was as they had heard, moves itself under our feet : for we have joined
The men therefore proceeded to the same place, all our hearts to shed righteous and holy blood.
fifteen in number, who through all were present Then Karinus and Leucius signed to them
at their falling asleep, and had stood at their feet with their hands to give them a sheet of paper
when they were buried, and had beheld their and ink. And this they dad, because the Holy
tombs. And they came and found their tombs Spirit did not allow them to speak to them.
open, and very many others besides, and found And they gave each of them paper, and put
a s_gn neither of thexr bones nor of their dust. them apart, the one from the other in separate
And they returned in all haste, and reported cells. And they, making with their fingers the
what they had seen. sign of the cross of Christ, began to write on the

Then all their synagogue was in great grief separate sheets; and after they had finished, as
and perplexity, and they said to each other : if out of one mouth from the separate cells, they
What shall we do ? Annas and Caiaphas said : cried out, Amen. And rising up, Karinus gave
Let us turn to where we have heard that they his paper to Annas, and Leucius to Caiaphas ;
are,and let us send to them men of rank, asking and saluting each other, they went out, and re-
and entreating them: perhaps they will deign turned to their sepulchres.
to come to us. Then they sent to them Nico- Then Annas and Caiaphas, opening the sheet
demus and Joseph, and the three men, the of paper, began each to read it in secret. But
Gahla_anrabbis who had seen them, asking that all the people took it ill, and so all cried out :
they should deign to come to them. And they Read these writings to us openly ; and after they
went, and walked round all the region of Jordan have been read through we shall keep them, lest
and of the mountains, and they were coming perchance this truth of God be turned through
back w_thout finding them. wilful blindness, by unclean and deceitful men,

And, behold, suddenly there appeared coming into falsehood. At this Annas and Caiaphas feU
down from Mount Amalech a very great number, a-trembling, and delivered the sheet of paper to
as it were, twelve thousand men, who had risen Rabbi Addas, and Rabbi Finees, and Rabbi
math the Lord. And though they recognised Egias, who had come from Galilee, and an-
very many there, they were not able to say any- nounced that Jesus had been taken up into
thing to them for fear and the angelic vision ; heaven. All the multitude of the Jews trusted
and they stood at a distance gazing and hearing to them to read this writing. And they read the
them, how they walked along singing praises, paper containing these words :m
and saying : The Lord has risen agazn from the
dead, as He had said; let us altexult andbe CHAP. 2 (IS).mI Karinus. O Lord Jesus
glad, since He reigns for ever. Then those who Christ, Son of the living God, permit me to
had been sent were astonished, and fell to the speak of Thy wonders which Thou hast done in
ground for fear, and received the answer from the lower world. When, therefore, we were kept
them, that they should see Kaxinus and Leucius in darkness and the shadow of death in the
in thetr own houses, lower world, suddenly there shone upon us a

And they rose up and went to their houses, great hght, and Hades and the gates of death
and found them spending their time in prayer, trembled. And then was heard the voice of the
And going in to them, they fell on their faces to Son of the Father most high, as if the voice of
the ground, saluting them ; and being raised up, a great thunder ; and loudly proclaiming, He
they said: O friends of God, all the multitude thus charged them: Lift up your gates, ye
of the Jews have directed us to you, hearing princes; lift up the everlasting gates ; the King
that you have risen from the dead, asking and of glory, Christ the Lord, will come up to enter
beseeching you to come to them, that we all m.
may know the great things of God which have Then Satan, the leader of death, came up,
happened around us in our times. And they fleeing in terror, saying to his officers and the
lramediately, at a sign from God, rose up, and powers below: My officers, and all the powers
came with them, and entered their synagogue, below, run together, shut your gates, put up the
Then the multitude of the Jews, with the priests, iron bars, and fight bravely, and resist, lest they
put the books of the law in their hands, and lay hold of us, and keep us captive in chains.
adjured them by the God Heloi, and the God Then all his impious officers were perplexed, and
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began to shut the gates of death with all dill- all points, werestrengthened in joy ; and all rap.
gence, and by little and little to fasten the locks ning together to father Adam, were crowded
and the iron bars, and to hold all theirweapons ' one place. Then our father Adam, gazing onall
grasped in their hands, and to utter howlings in that multitude, wondered greatly whether allof
a direful and most hideous voice, them had been begotten from him into the world.

And embracing those who were standing ever),.
CHin,. 3 ('9) .-Then Satan said to Hades: where around him, and shedding most bitter

Make thyself ready to receive him whom I shall tears, he addressed his son Seth, saying : Relate,
bring down to thee. Thereupon Hades thus re- my son Seth, to the holy patriarchsand prophets
plied to Satan : That voice was from nothing what the guardian of paradise said to thee, when
else than the cry of the Son of the Father most I sent thee to bring to me of that oil of compas.
high, because the earth and all the places of the sion, in order to anoint my body when I wasd].
world below so trembled under it : wherefore I Then he answered : I, when thou sentest me
think that myself and all my dungeons are now before the gates of paradise, prayed and ca-
lying open. But I adjure thee, Satan, head of treated the Lord with tears, and called upon the
all evils,' by thy power and my own, bring him guardian of paradise to give me of it therefrom.
not to me, lest, while we wish to take him, we Then Michael the archangel came out, and said
be taken captive by him. For if, at his voice to me, Seth, why then dost thou weep ? Know.
only, all my power has been thus destroyed, being informed beforehand,that thy fatherAdam
what do you think he will do when he shall will not receive of this oil of compassion now.
come in person ? but after many generations of time. For the

To him Satan, the leader of death, thus re- most beloved Son of God will come down from
plied : What art thou crying out about? Do not heaven into the world, and will be baptized by
be afraid, my old most w,cked friend, because John in the fiver Jordan; and then shall th)
I have stirred up the people of the Jews against father Adam receive of this oil 3 of compassion,
him ; I have told them to strike him with blows and all that believe in him. And of those who
on the face, and I have brought upon him be- have believed in him, their kingdom willendure
trayal by one of his disciples ; and he is a man for ever.
in great fear of death, because from fear he said,
My soul is sorrowful, even unto death ; and I Cm_P. 5 (_x).--Then all the saints, heanng
have brought him to this, that he has just been this again, exulted in joy. And one of those
lifted up and hanged on the cross, standing round, Isaias by name, cried out aloud,

Then Hades said to him : If he be the same and thundered : Father Adam, and all standing
who, by the mere word of his command, made round, hear my declaration. When I was on
Lazarus fly away hke an eagle from my bosom, earth, and by the teaching of the Holy Sprat.
when he had already been dead four days, he is in prophecy I sang of this light : The people
not a man in humanity, but God in majesty. I who sat in darkness have seen a great hght; to
entreat thee not to bring him to me. And Satan them dwelling in the region of the shadow of
says to him : Make thyself ready nevertheless ; death light has arisen. At these words father
be not afraid ; because he is already hanging on Adam, and all of them, turned and asked h,m
the cross, I can do nothing else. Then Hades Who art thou ? because what thou sayest _strue.
thus replied to Satan : If, then, thou canst do And he subjoined, and said : My name is Isa_as.
nothing else, behold, thy destruction ,s at hand. I, Then appeared another near him, as if a her-
in short, shall remain cast down and dishonoured ; mit. And they asked h_m, saying : Who art
thou, however, wilt be tortured under my power, thou, who bearest such an appearance in th}

body?4 And he firmly answered: I am John
CHAP.4 (sO).--And the saints of God heard the Baptist, voice and prophet of the Most H,gh.

the wrangling of Satan and Hades. They, how- I went before the face of the same Lord, thatI
ever, though as yet not at all recognising each might make the waste and rough places into plan
other, were, notwithstanding, in the possession ways. I with my finger pointed out and made
of their faculties. But our holy father Adam manifest the Lamb of the Lord, and Son of Cog.
thus replied to Satan at once: 0 captain of to the inhabitants of Jerusalem. I baptized
death, why dost thou fear and tremble ? Behold Him in the fiver Jordan. I heard the voJceof
the Lord is coming, who will now destroy all thy the Father from heaven thundering over H_ra.
inventions ; and thou shalt be taken by Him, and proclaiming, This is my beloved Son, _
and bound throughout eternity, whom I am well pleased. I received from I-hm

Then all the saints, hearing the voice of our the answer that He would descend to the lower
father Adam, how boldly he replied to Satan in world.

t Or_u_te .¢_tbe.r _ b_ a,,,.'_,_t,_ _ Thetext hasd¢0,God,ohviou_ami_temtforoi¢o,oil.
" Or, d all tl_ wir.k_ 4 Or, who w_a'_t m_, (ddng*)ond_ bodT.
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Then father Adam, hearing this, cried with a altogether ; and the Jews hung me up on a emt_,
loud voice, exclaiming : Alleluia I which is, inter- along with my Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of the
preted, The Lord is certainly coming. Father most high. I, in fine, have come herald-

ing • Him ; He indeed is coming immediately
CHAP. 6 (22). --After that, another standing behind me.

there, pre-eminent as it were, with a certain Then holy David, inflamed with anger against
mark of an emperor, David by name, thus cried Satan, cried out aloud : Open try gates, most
out, and said : When I was upon earth, I made vile wretch, that the King of glory may come in.
revelations to the people of the mercy of God In like manner also all the saints of God rose
and His visitation, prophesying future joys, say- up against Satan, and would have seized him,
ing through all ages, Let them make confession and divided him among them. And again a cry
to the Lord of His tender mercy and His won- was heard within : Lift up your gates, ye princes ;
derful works to the sons of men, because He has and be ye lifted up, ye everlasting gates ; and
shattered the gates of brass, and broken the bars the King of glory shall come in. Hades and
of iron. Then the holy patriarchs and prophets Satan, at that clear voice, again asked, saying :
began mutually to recognise each other, and each Who is this king of glory ? And it was said to
to quote his prophecies, ithem by that wonderful voice: The Lord of

Then holy Jeremias, examining his prophecies, !powers, He is the King of glory.
said to the patriarchs and prophets: When I
was upon earth, I prophesied of the Son of God, CHAP. g (24). m And, behold, suddenly
that He was seen upon earth, and dwelt with Hades trembled, and the gates of death and
men. the bolts were shattered, and the iron bars were

Then all the saints, exulting in the light of the broken and fell to the ground, and everything
Lord, and in the sight of father Adam, and in was laid open. And Satan remained in the
the answering of all the patriarchs and prophets, midst, and stood confounded and downcast,
cried out, saying: Alleluia! blessed is He who bound with fetters on his feet. And, behold,
cometh in the name of the Lord ; so that at their the Lord Jesus Christ, coming in the brightness
crying out Satan trembled, and sought a way of: of light from on high, compassionate, great, and
escape. And he could not, because Hades and lowly, carrying a chain in His hand, bound Satan
his satellites kept him bound in the lower regions, by the neck ; and again tying his hands behind
and guarded at all points. And they said to him, dashed him on his back into Tartarus, and
him : Why dost thou tremble ? We by no means placed His holy foot on his throat, saying :
allow thee to go forth hence. But receive this, Through all ages thou hast done many evils;
as thou art worthy, from Him whom thou didst thou hast not in any wise rested. To-day I
daily assail ; but ff not, know that thou, bound deliver thee to everlasting fire. And Hades be-
by Him, shall be in my keeping, ing suddenly summoned, He commanded him,

and said: Take this most wicked and impious
CHAP. 7 (23). _ And again there came the one, and have him in thy keeping even to that

voice of the Son of the Father most high, as it day in which I shall command thee. And he,
were the voice of a great thunder, saying. Lift up ras soon as he recewed him, was plunged under
your gates, ye princes ; and be ye lifted up, ye !the feet of the Lord along with him into the
everlasting gates, and the King of glory wiU depth of the abyss.
come in. Then Satan and Hades cried out,
saying: Who is the klngof glory? Andit was CHAP. 9 (25)._Then the Lord Jesus, the
answered to them in the voice of the Lord : Saviour of all, affectionate and most mild, salut-
The Lord strong and mighty, the Lord mighty mg Adam kindly, said to him: Peace be to
ill battle, thee, Adam, with thy children, through ira-

After this voice there came a man, whose ap- measurable ages of ages I Amen. Then father
pearance was that of a robber, carrying a cross Adam, falling forward at the feet of the Lord,
on his shoulder, crying from the outside of the and being raised erect, kissed His hands, and
door, and saying : Open to me, that I may come shed many tears, saying, testifying to all : Be-
in. And Satan, opening to him a little, brought hold the hands which fashioned me i And he
him inside into his dwelling,' and again shut the said to the Lord : Thou hast come, O King of
door after him. And all the saints saw him most [ glory, delivering men, and bringing them into
clearly, and said to him forthwith :Thy appear- Thy everlasting kingdom. Then also our mother
ance is that of a robber. Tell us what it is that ] Eve in like manner fell forward at the feet of
thou carriest on thy back. And he answered, ]our Lord, and was raised erect, and kir_:l His

and_said with humility : Truly I was a robber hands,____andpoured forth tears in abundance, and
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said, testif)a.ng to all: Behold the hands which we have seen, and which, adjured by
made me I testify, He beating witness who died forOus,,yu

we
and

Then all the saints, adoring Him, cried out, rose again ; because, as it was written, so has it
saying : Blessed is He who cometh in the name been done in all points.
of the Lord ! The Lord God hath shone upon
usm amen-- through all ages. Alleluia forever CHAP. II (27).--And when the paper was
and ever ! Praise, honour,power,glory I because finished and read through, all that heard it let1
Thou hast come from on high to visit us. Sing- on their faces, weeping bitterly, and cruelly beat-
ing Alleluia continually, and rejoicing together ing their breasts, crying out, and saying through
concerning HIS glory, they ran together under all : Woe to us ! Why has this happened to us
the hands of the Lord. Then the Saviour, in- wretched? Pilate flees; Annas and Caiaphas
quiring thoroughly about all, seized Hades,, flee ; the priests and Levites flee ; moreover also
immediately threw some down into Tartarus,and the people of the Jews, weeping and saying,
led some with Him to the upper world. Woe to us wretched ! we have shed sacred

blood upon the earth.
CHAP. zo (26).--Then all the saints of God For three days, therefore, and three nights,

asked the Lord to leave as a sign of victory the they did not taste bread and water at all ; nor
sign of His holy cross in the lower world, that did any of them return to the synagogue. But
its most impious officers might not retain as an on the thirdday again the council was assembled,
offender any one whom the Lord had absolved, and the other paper of Leucius was read through;
And so it was done. And the Lord set His and it was found neither more nor less, to a
cross in the midst of Hades, which is the sign single letter, than that which the writing of
of victory, and which will remain even to eter- Karinus contained. Then the synagogue was
nity. perplexed ; and they all lamented forty days and

Then we all went forth thence along with the forty nights, looking for destruction from God,
Lord, leaving Satan and Hades in Tartarus. And and the vengeance of God. But He, piuer
to us and many others it was commanded that affectionate and most high, did not imme&ately
we should rise in the body, giving in the world destroy them, bountifully gavingthem a place of
a testimony of the resurrection of our Lord repentance. But they were not found worthy to
Jesus Christ, and of those things which had be turned to the Lord.
been done in the lower world. These are the testimonies of Karinus and

These are the things, dearest brethren, which Leucius, dearest brethren, concerning Christ the
Son of God, and HIS holy deeds in the lower

t lgromordtdttinfer'hum,whichii obvmuslycorrupt.The world ; to whom let us all give praise and glory
broushtm_lat°'Hae_maYtohavct_h_'_ia_a_x,,_,_,b,tH_s, for_'_"X'#_, through immeasurable age of ages. Amen.



THE LETTER OF PONTIUS PILATE,

WHICH HE WROTE TO THE ROMAN EMPEROR t CONCERNING OUR LORD
JESUS CHRIST.

PONTIUSPILATE to Tiberius Cmsar the em- against it : and supernatural signs appeared while
peror, greeting.'

clearly:he was hanging, and, in the opinion of phi-Upon Jesus Christ, whose case I had losophers, threatened destruction to the whole
set forth to thee in my last, at length by the will world. His disciples are flourishing, in their
of the people a bitter punishment has been in- work and the regulation of their lives not ]6ely.
flicted, myself being in a sort unwilling and lag their master; yea, in his name most benefi-
rather afraid. A man, by Hercules, so pious and cent. Had I not been afraid of the rising of a
stnct, no age has ever had nor will have. But sedition among the people, who were just on the
wonderful were the efforts of the people them- point of breaking out, perhaps this man would
selves, and the unanimity of all the scribes and still have been ahve to us ; although, urged more
chief men and elders, to crucify this ambassador by fidelity to thy dignity than induced by my
of truth, notwithstanding that their own prophets, own wishes, I did not according to my strength
and after our manner the sibyls, warned them resist that innocent blood free from the whole

charge _rought against it, but unjustly, through
I [Compare the translation of the letter of Pilate to Claudius, found the malignity of men, should be sold and suffer_

in the .4c._,of Pet ..... d t°aul, also a stm,lar letter incorporated m _'et, as the Scriptures signify, to their own de-
r_, a,,,_,tof 2V,,oa,,,,,,,,_ecoadpart,Lauu,_rstv*r_oa,dap. strucfion. Farewell. agth March._3(_), p.4_. -- R.]
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THE REPORT OF PILATE THE PROCURATOR
CONCERNING OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST.

SENT TO THE AUGUST' C_SAR IN ROME.

FIRST GREEK FORM'.

I_ those days, our Lord Jesus Christ having forth from the tomb filled with very great fra-
been crucified under Pontius Pilate, procurator grance. And strangers that were manifestly
of Palestine and Phoenicia, these records were demoniac, and that had their dwelling in deserts,
made in Jerusalem as to what was done by the and ate their own flesh, hying hke beasts and
Jews against the Lord. Pilate therefore, along creeping things, even these he made to be
with his private report, sent them to the Ciesar dwellers in cities, and by his word restored them
in Rome, writing thus : -- to soundness of mind, and rendered them wise

To the most mighty, venerable, most divine, and able and reputable, eating with all the ene-
and most terrible, the august * Cmsar, Pilate the mies of the unclean spirits that dwelt in them
governor of the East sends greeting. I have, O for their destruction, which he cast down mr0
most mighty, a narrative to give thee, on account the depths of the sea. And again there was
of which I am seized with fear and trembling, another having a withered hand ; and not the
For in this government of mine, of which one hand only, but rather the half of the body of
of the cities is called Jerusalem, all the peo- the man, was petrified, so that he had not the
pie of the Jews have delivered to me a man form of a man, or the power of moving his
named Jesus, bringing many charges against body. And him by a word he healed, and
him, which they were not able to convict him of made sound. And a woman that had an issue
by the consistency of their evidence. And one of blood for many years, and whose joints 2and
of the heresies they had against him was, that veins were drained by the flowing of the blood,
Jesus said that their Sabbath should not be a so that she did not present the appearance of a
day of leisure, and should not be observed. For human being, but was like a corpse, and was
he performed many cures on that day : he made speechless every day, so that all the physicians
the bhnd receive their sight, the lame walk ; he of the district could not cure her. For there
raised up the dead, he cleansed the lepers ; he was not any hope of life left to her. And when
healed paralytics that were not at all able to Jesus passed by, she mysteriously received
make any movement of their body, or to keep strength through his overshadowing her; and
their nerves steady, but who had only speech she took hold of his fringe behind, and immedl-
and the modulation of their voice, and he gave atety in the same hour power filled up what in
them the power of walking and running, remov- her was empty, so that, no longer suffering any
hag their illness by a single word. Another thing pain, she began to run swiftly to her own clt_
again, more powerful still, which is strange even Kepharnaum, so as to accomplish the journey
with our gods : he raised up one that had been in six days.
dead four days, summoning him by a single And these are the things which I lately had m
word, when the dead man had his blood cor- my mind to report, which Jesus accomplished on
rupted, and when his body was destroyed by the the Sabbath. And other signs greater than these
worms produced in it, and when it had the stink he did, so that I have perceived that the wonder-
of a dog And seeing him lying in the tomb, ful works done by him are greater than can be
he ordered him to run. Nor had he anything done by the gods whom we worship.
of a dead body about him at all ; but as a bride- And him Herod and Archelans and Phd_p,
groom from the bridal chamber, so he came Ann,as and Caiaphas, with all the peop!_

_ Codex A }ms a better nmding-- arterles. [The _s. he_ _
t Or, Augustus. _red to is in Pm_ d the fom'tccath ctatary (n.y. z3,$,_--- r,.j
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ered to me, making a great uproar against me hour of the night also the sun was seen brighter
that I should try him. I therefore ordered him than it had ever shone before, lighting up all the
to be crucified, having first scourged him, and heaven. And as lightnings come suddenly in
having found against him no cause of evil accu-winter, so majestic men appeared • in glorious
sations or deeds, robes, an innumerable mulutude, whose voice

And at the time he was crucified there was was heard as that of a very great thunder, cry-
darkness over all the world, the sun being dark- ing out : Jesus that was crucified is risen : come
ened at mid-day, and the stars appeanng, but up out of Hades, ye that have been enslaved in
in them there appeared no lustre ; and the moon, the underground regions of Hades. And the
as if turned into blood, failed in her hght. chasm of the earth was as if it had no bottom ;
And the world was swallowed up by the lower but it was as if the very foundations of the earth
regions, so that the very sanctuary of the tern- appeared along with those that cried out in the
ple, as they call it, could not be seen by the heavens, and walked about in the body in the
Jews in their fall ; and they saw below them a midst of the dead that had risen. And he that
chasm of the earth, with the roar of the thun- raised up all the dead, and bound Hades, said :
ders that fell upon it.' And in that terror dead Say to my disciples, He goes before you into
men were seen that had risen, as the Jews them- Galilee ; there shall you see him.
selves testified ; and they said that it was Abra- And all that night the light did not cease shin.
ham, and Isaac, and Jacob, and the twelve pa- ing. And many of the Jews died, swallowed up
triarchs, and Moses and Job, that had died, as in the chasm of the earth, so that on the follow-
they say, three thousand five hundred years be- ing day most of those who had been against
fore. And there were very many whom I also Jesus could not be found. Others saw the ap-
saw appearing in the body ; and they were mak- pearing of those that had risen, whom no one of
lng a lamentation about the Jews, on account of us had ever seen.3 And only one 4 synagogue
the wickedness that had come to pass through of the Jews was left in this Jerusalem, since all
them, and the destruction of the Jews and of disappeared in that fall.
their law. With that terror, being in perplexity, and

And the fear of the earthquake remained from seized with a most frightful trembling, I have
the sixth hour of the preparation until the ninth written what I saw at that time, and have re-
hour. And on the evening of the first day of ported to thy majesty. Having set in order also
the week there was a sound out of the heaven, what was done by the Jews against Jesus, I have
so that the heaven became enlightened seven- sent it, my lord, to thy divinity.
fold more than all the days. And at the third , Or,so men appeared on high.

Thls sentence also m very corrupt,
4 Another and more probable readJmgis, _ot one. [So B, a Paris

t The text here is very corrupt, us. of the fourteenth century. -- R.J



THE REPORT OF PONTIUS PILATE, PROCURATOR
OF J UDA_A,

SENT TO ROME TO TIBERIUS CiESAR.

SECOND GREEK FORM.

To the most mighty, venerable, awful, most were troubled by unclean spirits to be inteUigent
divine, the august, m Pilatus Pontius, the gov- and reputable ; and sending awaythe demons m
eruor of the East : I have to report to thy them into a herd of swine, he suffocated them m
reverence, through this writing of mine, being the sea. Another man, again, who had a with.
seized with great trembling and fear, O most ered hand, and lived in sorrow, and had not even
mighty emperor, the conjuncture of the present the half of his body sound, he rendered sound
times, as the end of these things has shown, by a single word. And a woman that had a flow
For while I, my lord, according to the tom- of blood for many years, so that, in consequence
mandment of thy clemency, was discharging the of the flowing of her blood, all the joinmgs of
duties of my government, which is one of the her bones appeared, and were transparent like
cities of the East, Jerusalem by name, in which glass ; and assuredly all the physicians had lefther
is built the temple of the Jewish nation, all the without hope, and had not cleansed her, for there
multitude of the Jews came together, and deliv- was not in her a single hope of health : once,
ered to me a certain man named Jesus, bringing then, as Jesus was passing by, she took hold of
against him many and groundless charges ; and the fringe of his clothes behind, and that same
they were not able to convict him in anything, hour the power of her body was completely re-
And one heresy of theirs against him was, that stored, and she became whole, as if nothing were
he said that the Sabbath was not their right rest. the matter with her, and she began to run swiftly
And that man wrought many cures, in addition to her own city Paneas. x
to good works. He made the blind see; he And these things indeed were so. And the
cleansed lepers ; he raised the dead ; he healed Jews gave information that Jesus did these things
paralytics who could not move at all, except that on the Sabbath. And I also ascertained that the
they only had their voice, and the joining of miracles done by him were greater than any which
their bones ; and he gave them the power of walk- the gods whom we worship could do.
ing about and running, commanding them by a Him then Herod and Archelaus and Philip,
single word. And another mightier work he did, and Annas and Caiaphas, with all the people,
which was strange even with our gods : he raised delivered to me to try him. And as many were
up a dead man, Lazarus, who had been dead exciting an insurrection against me, I ordered
four days, by a single word ordering the dead him to be crucified.
man to be raised, although his body was already And when he had been crucified, there was
corrupted by the worms that grow in wounds ; darkness over the whole earth, the sun having
and that ill-smelling body lying in the tomb been completely hidden, and the heaven appear-
he ordered to run ; and as a bridegroom from ing dark though it was day, so that the stars
the bridal chamber, so he came forth out of appeared, but had at the same time their bright-
the tomb, filled with exceeding fragrance. And ness darkened, as I suppose your reverence _s
some that were cruelly vexed by demons, and not ignorant of, because in all the world they
had their dwellings in deserts, and ate the flesh lighted lamps from the sixth hour until evening.
of their own limbs, and lived along with reptiles And the moon, being like blood, did not shine
and wild beasts, he made to be dwellers in cities the whole night, and yet she happened to be at
in their own houses, and by a word he rendered
them sound-minded ; and he made those that • a'_ i,, _ a a'_w., a'_ ,,_ h,_,S_i*

46e,
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the full And the stars also, and Orion, made a raised up,' as the Jews that saw them said : We
lamentaboutthe Jews, on account of the wicked- have seen Abraham,and Isaac, and Jacob, and
ness that had been done by them.' the twelve patriarchs, that died two thousand

And on the first of the week, about the third five hundred yearsago ; and we have seen Noah
hourof the night, the sun was seen such as it manifestly in the body. And all the multitude
hadnever at any time shone, and all the heaven walked about, and sang praises to God with a
waslighted up. And as lightnings come on in loud voice, saying : The Lord our God that has
winter,so majestic men of indescribable splen- risen from the dead has brought to life all the
dourof dress and of glory appeared in the air, dead, and has plundered Hades, and put him
andan innumerable multitude of angels crying to death.
out,and saying : Glory in the highest to God, All that night therefore, my lord, 0 king, the
andon earth peace, among men goodwill : come light ceased not. And many of the Jews died,
up out of Hades, ye who have been kept in slav- and were engulphed and swallowed up in the
eryin the underground regions of Hades. And chasms in that night, so that not even their
at their voice all the mountains and hills were bodies appeared. Those, I say, of the Jews
shaken,and the rocks were burst asunder ; and suffered that had spoken against Jesus. And
great chasms were made in the earth, so that one synagogue was left in Jerusalem, since all
alsowhatwas in the abyss appeared, those synagogues that had been against Jesus

And there were seen in that terrordead men were engulphed.
From that fear, then, being in perplexity, and

z Insteadof thislastsentence,one ofthe MSS.has:And the seizedwithmuch trembling,atthatsame hour
wholeworld was shaken by unspeakable miracles, and all the crea. I ordered what had been done by them all toton was hke to be swallowed up by the lower reg,ons; so that also

thesanctuaryof thelrtemplewas rentfromtop tobottom. And be written _ and I have reporteditto thymight-againthere was thunder, and a mlgh W nome from heaven, so that all
our[andshook and trembled Another: And therc began to be earth, lness.
9uakcsm the hour in which the nads were fixed m Jesus' hands and
leer,unui evemng, a One Ms.adds: To the number ot"five hundrtd.
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A_rDthe writings having come to the city of And on the following day, the C_sar, sitting
the Romans, and having been read to the C_esar, in the Capitol with all the senate, tried again to
with not a few standing by, all were astounded, question Pilate. And the C_esar says : Tell the
because through the wickedness of Pilate the truth, O most impious, because through thy ira-
darkness and the earthquake had come over the pious action which thou hast perpetrated against
whole world. And the C_esar, filled with rage, Jesus, even here the doing of thy wicked deeds
sent soldiers, and ordered them to bring Pilate has been shown by the gods having been cast
a prisoner, down. Say, then, who is he that has been cruc_-

And when he was brought to the city of the fled ; because even his name has destroyed all
Romans, the C_esar, hearing that Pilate had the gods? Pilate said : And indeed the records
arrived, sat in the temple of the gods, in the of him are true ; for assuredly I myself was per-
presence of all the senate, and with all the army, suaded from his works that he was greater than
and all the multitude of his power ; and he or- all the gods whom we worship. And the C_esar
dered Pilate to stand forward.' And the C_esar said: For what reason, then, didst thou bnng
says to him: Why hast thou, 0 most impious, against him such audacity and such doings, if
dared to do such things, having seen so great thou wert not ignorant of him, and altogether
miracles in that man ? By daring to do an evil devising mischief against my kingdom ? Pilate
deed, thou hast destroyed the whole world, said : On account of the wickedness and rebel.

And Pilate said : O almighty 2 king, I am inno- lion of the lawless and ungodly Jews, I did
cent of these things ; but the multitude of the this.
Jews are violent and guilty. And the C_esar And the C_esar, being filled with rage, held a
said: And who are they? Pilate says: Herod, council with all his senate and his power, and
Archelaus, Philip, Annas and Cataphas, and all ordered a decree to be written against the Jews
the multitude of the Jews. The C_esar says : as follows : m To Licianus, the governor of the
For what reason didst thou follow out their chief places of the East, greeting. The reckless
counsel? And Pilate says : Their nation is re- deed which has been done at the present time
bellious and insubmissive, not submitting them- by the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and the citles
selves to thy power. And the C_esar said: When of the Jews round about, and their wicked action,
they delivered him to thee, thou oughtest to has come to my knowledge, that they have forced
have made him secure, and to have sent him Pilate to crucify a certain god named Jesus, and
to me, and not to have obeyed them in crucifying on account of this great fault of theirs the world
such a man, mghteous as he was, and one that has been darkened and dragged to destruction.
did such good mtracles, as thou hast said in thy Do thou then speedily, with a multitude of sol-
report. For from such miracles Jesus was mani- diers, go to them there, and make them prisoners,
fesfly the Christ, the King of the Jews. in accordance with this decree, Be obedient.

And as the C_esar was thus speaking, when he and take action against them, and scatter them,
named the name of Christ, all the multitude of and make them slaves among all the nations ; and
the gods fell down in a body, and became as having driven them out of the whole of Judaea,
dust, where the C_esar was sitting with the senate, make them the smallest of nations, so that it
And the people standing beside the C_esar all may not any longer be seen at all, because they
began to tremble, on account of the speaking of are full of wickedness. 3
the word, and the fall of their gods ; and being And this decree having come into the region
seized with terror, they all went away, each to of the East, Licianus, obeying from fear of the
his own house, wondering at what had happened, decree, seized all the nation of the Jews ; and
And the C_ar ordered Pilate to be kept in those that were left in Judaea he scattered among
security, in order that he might know the truth the nations, and sold for slaves : 4 so that it was
about Jesus. known to the C_sar that these things had been

z Or, in the entomb, s The text is very o_mal_L
s mv**e. 4 Lit., he m_lc to _ r,_v_ i_ thedi_l_,_ a" d_ C.en_
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done by Licianus against the Jews in the region us, and make us to be numbered in the portion
of the East ; and it pleased him. of Thy righteous.

Aud again the Caesar set himself to question I And, behold, when Pilate had finished his
pilate ; and he orders a captain named Albius/prayer, there came a voice out of the heaven,
...... _ t-ilates neaci, saying : Just as he laid ] saying : All the generations and families of the_/0 t:u_- v

hands upon the just man named Christ, in like ] nations shall count thee blessed, because under
manner also shall he fall, and not find safety, thee have been fulfilled all those things said about

And pilate, going away to the place, prayed me by the prophets ; and thou thyself shalt be
in silence, saying : Lord, do not destroy me seen as my witness at my second appearing, when
along with the wicked Hebrews, because I would I shall judge the twelve tribes of Israel, and those
not have laid hands upon Thee, except for the that have not owned my name. And the pre-
nation of the lawless Jews, because they were fect struck off the head of Pilate ; and, behold,
excmng rebellion against me. But Thou know- an angel of the Lord received it. And his wife
est that I did it in ignorance. Do not then de- Procla, seeing the angel coming and receiving
stroy me for this my sin ; but remember not evil his head, being filled with joy herself also, im-
_gamst me, 0 Lord, and against Thy servant mediately gave up the ghost, and was buried
Procla, who is standing with me in this the hour along with her husband.'
of my death, whom Thou didst appoint to proph-
esy"that Thou shouldest be naded to the cross, z One of the _ss. adds: By the wdl and good plealure of ourLord Jesus Christ, to whom be the glory of the Fatber, and _he Sonj
Do not condemn her also in my sin ; but pardon _d theHolyGhost,nowandever,andto_ of _i_¢akAm,re.



THE DEATH OF PILATE, WHO CONDEMNED
JESUS.

AND when Tiberius Cmsar, the emperor of the when I had disclosed to Him the cause of my
Romans, was labouring under a grievous disease, journey, He asked of me the cloth, and gave it
and understanding that there was at Jerusalem back to me impressed with the image of His
a certain physician, Jesus by name, who by a venerable face. Therefore, if thy lord will de-
single word cured all infirmities, he, not knowing voutly gaze upon His face,' he shall obtain forth.
that the Jews and Pilate had put Him to death with the benefit of health. And he said to her
ordered a certain friend of his named Volu- Is a picture of such a sort procurable by gold
sianus : Go as quickly as possible across the seas or silver ? She said to him : No ; but by the
and thou shalt tell Pilate, my servant and friend pious influence of devotion. I shall therefore
to send me this physician, that he may restore set out with thee, and shall carry the picture to
me to my former health. And this Volusianus, be seen by Cmsar, and shall come back again.
having heard the emperor's command, immedi- Voluslanus therefore came with Veronica to
ately departed, and came to Pilate, as he had Rome, and said to Tiberius the emperor : Jesus,
been commanded. And he related to the same whom thou hast been longing for, Pilate and the
Pilate what had been entrusted to him by Tibe- Jews have delivered to an unjust death, and
rius Caesar, saying : Tiberius Caesar, the emperor have through envy affixed to the gibbet of the
of the Romans, thy master, having heard tha! cross. There has therefore come with me a
in this city there is a physician who by his word certain matron, bringing a picture of Jesus him-
alone heals infirmities, begs thee earnestly to send self; and if thou wilt devoutly look upon it.
him to him for the curing of his infirmity. Pilate, thou shalt immediately obtain the benefit of thy
hearing this, was very much afraid, knowing that health. Caesar therefore ordered the way to be
through envy he had caused Him to be put to strewn with silk cloths, and the picture to be
death. Pilate answered the same messenger presented to him ; and as soon as he had looked
thus, saying : This man was a malefactor, and upon it, he regained his former health.
a man who drew to himself all the people ; so a Pontius Pilate, therefore, by the command of
council of the wise men of the city was held, Caesar, is taken and brought through to Rome.
and I caused him to be crucified. And this mes- Caesar, hearing that Pilate had amved at Rome,
senger returning to his inn, met a certain woman was filled with exceeding fury against him, and
named Veronica, who had been a friend of Jesus ; caused him to be brought to him. But Pilate
and he said : 0 woman, a certain physician who brought down with him the seamless tunic of
was in this city, who cured the sick by a word [esus; and he wore it on him in presence of the
alone, why have the Jews put him to death ? emperor. And as soon as the emperor saw him,
And she began to weep, saying : Ah me ! my he laid aside all his anger, and forthwith rose up
lord, my God and my Lord, whom Pilate for to meet him. Nor was he able to speak harshly
envy delivered, condemned, and ordered to be to him in anything ; and he who seemed so ter-
crucified. Then he, being exceedingly grieved, rible and fierce in his absence, now in his pres-
said : I am vehemently grieved that I am una- ence is somehow found to be mild. And when
bte to accomplish that for which my lord had he had sent him away, immediately he blazed out
sent me. And Veronica said to him: When against him terribly, crying out that he was a
my Lord was going about preachhlg, and I, much wretch, inasmuch as he had not at all shown him
against my wiU, was deprived of His presence, the fury of his heart. And immediately he made
I wished His picture to be painted for me, in him be called hack, swearing and declaring that
order that, while I was deprived of His presence, he was the son of death, and that it was infa-
the figure of His picture might at least afford mous that he shoul_l live upon the earth. And
me consolataon. And when I was ca.rrying the as soon as he saw him, he forthwith saluted him,
canvas to the painter to be painted, my Lord I -----
met me, and asked whither I was going. And , or, upont_ tightd
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and threw away all the ferocity of his mind. into the river Tiber. But malignant and filthy
Allwondered ; and he himself wondered that he spirits in his malignant and filthy body, all rejoi-
should thus blaze out against Pilate when he was crag together, kept moving themselves in the
absent, and that while he was present he could waters, and in a terrible manner brought light-
saynothing to him roughly. Then, by a divine nings and tempests, thunders and hail-storms, in
impulse, or perhaps by the advice of some Chris- the air, so that all men were kept in horrible
,_, _ he caused him to be stripped of that tunic, fear. Wherefore the Romans, drawing him out
an"-d'lm-mediatelyresumed against him his former of the river Tiber, in derision carried him down
ferocityof mind. And when at this the emperor to Vienna, and sunk him in the river Rhone.
wondered very much, it was told him that that For V_enna is called, as it were, Via Ge_tntt_,

_ tunic had belonged to the Lord Jesus. Then the way of Gehenna, because it was then a place
the emperor ordered him to be kept in prison, of cursing. But there evil spirits were present,
uuul he should dehberate in a council of the working the same things in the same place.
wisemen what ought to be done with him. And Those men therefore, not enduring such a visita-
a fewdays after, sentence was therefore passed non of demons, removed from themselves that
upon Pilate, that he should be condemned to the vessel of malediction, and sent him to be buried
most disgraceful death. Pilate, hearing this, in the temtory of Losania._ And they, seeing

', killed htmself with his own kmfe, and by such a that they were troubled by the aforesaid visita-
death ended his life. tions, removed him from themselves, and sunk

When Caesar knew of the death of Pilate, he him in a certain pit surrounded by mountains,
I said : Truly he has died by a most d_sgraceful where to this day, according to the account of

death, whom his own hand has not spared. He some, certain dmbolical machinations are said to
Is therefore bound to a great mass, and sunk bubble up.

a Losomum was the Roman name of Lausanne For a dLscuss_mn
t TIns is the first appearance of the word Christaan m these writ- of this legend concermng Mont Pilatn, near Luce.r_) _ Sn_th'j

m_. Dzctzonary of tl¢e Bzble, under Pilate.



THE NARRATIVE OF JOSEPH.

NARRATIVE OF JOSEPH OF ARIMATH/EA, THAT BEGGED THE LORD'S BODY;
IN WHICH ALSO HE BRINGS IN THE CASES OF THE TWO ROBBERS.

CHAP. x. u I am Joseph of Arimathma, who and spoke to him, for he was san of the brother4
begged from Pilate the body of the Lord Jesus of Caiaphas the priest. He was not a disciple
for burial, and who for this cause was kept close before the face of Jesus ; but all the multitude
in prison by the murderous and God-fighting, of the Jews craftily supported him, that he might
Jews, who also, keeping to the law, have by follow Jesus, not that he might be obedient to
Moses himself become partakers in tribulation ; the miracles done by Him, nor that he might
and having provoked their Lawgiver to anger, confess Him, but that he might betray Him to
and not knowing that He was God, crucified Him, them, wishing to catch up some lying word of
and made Him manifest to those that knew God. Him, giving him gafts for such brave, honest con-
In those days in which they condemned the Son duct to the amount of a half shekel of gold each
of God to be crucified, seven days before Christ day. And he did this for two years with Jesus,
suffered, two condemned robbers were sent from as says one of His disciples called John.
Jericho to the procurator Pilate ; and their case And on the third day, before Jesus was laid
was as follows : -- hold of, Judas says to the Jews : Come, let us

The first, his name Gestas, put travellers to hold a council ; for perhaps it was not the robber
death, murdering them with the sword, and oth- that stole the law, but Jesus himself, and I accuse
ers he exposed naked. And he hung up women him. And when these words had been spoken,
by the heels, head down, and cut offtheir breasts, Nicodemus, who kept the keys of the sanctuary.
and drankthe bloodofinfants'limbs, never having came in to us, and said to all: Do not do such
known God, not obeying the laws, being violent a deed. For Nicodemus was true, more than
from the beginning, and doing such deeds, all the multitude of the Jews. And the daughter

And the case of the other was as follows : He of Caiaphas, Sarah by name, cried out, and satd.
was called Demas, and was by birth a Gahlman, He himself said before all against this holy place,
and kept an inn. He made attacks upon the I am able to destroy this temple, and in three
rich, but was good to the poor -- a thief like days to raise it. The Jews say to her : Thou
Tobit, for he buried the bodies of the poor? And hast credit with all of us. For they regarded
he set his hand to robbing the multitude of the her as a prophetess. And assuredly, after the
Jews, and stole the law 3 itself in Jerusalem, and council had been held, Jesus was laid hold of.
stripped naked the daughter of Caiaphas, who
was priestess of the sanctuary, and took away CitAP. _.--And on the following day, the
from its place the mysterious deposit itself placed fourth day of the week, they brought Him at the
there by Solomon. Such were his doings, ninth hour into the hall of Caiaphas. And

And Jesus also was taken on the third day be- Annas and Caiaphas say to Him : Tell us, wh)
fore the passover, in the evening. And to Caia- hast thou stolen our taw, and renounced s the
phas and the multitude of the Jews it was not a ordinances of Moses and the prophets ? And
passover, but it was a great mourning to them, Jesus answered nothing. And again a second
on account of the plundering of the sanctuary by time, the multitude also being present, they sa)
the robber. And they summoned Judas Iscariot, to Him: The sanctuary which Solomon butt

• in forty and six years, why dost thou wish to de-s m$:C has God-killing. [C is the designation giwm by Tlschen-
doff"to tat ms. from which Birch made his edition o1"the text. It is stroy in one moment ? And to these things Jesus
in Paris; date A.D. x3tS. T}_ t*ss which Txtmhtmdorf himself cob answered nothing For the sanctuary of thel&md are designated A (in the Ambroshan library at Milan, of about
tim twelfth ¢_ntury), B (Paris, f-dt_'¢lath century), D (Harleatm synagogue had been plundered by the robber.
coded.of the sara¢ century). Only a small part of the last ms. was
tiled by Tlsc_rf; trot his 2_'e/s/qme.ma , p. l_-i.- IL l

t Tobit t. t7, t8.
s Perl_ps the rote reading is _,a_., and not _,_p.m,: phmdeaed etd ms. Bhtm:Andthtysay that ht was of the _tnilyof the#,

the t_tpl*, s Thcheadodsngg_,t* _#_a_, biddy, _ ar_,_v_.
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And the evening of the fourth day being nailed up along with Jesus, Gestas on the left,
ended, all the multitude sought to burn the and Demas on the right.
daughter of Caiaphas, on account of the loss And he that was on the leR began to cry out,
of the law; for they did not know how they saying to Jesus: See how many evil deeds I
were to keep the passover. And she said to have done in the earth ; and if I had known
them : Wait, my children, arid let us destroy that thou wast the king, I should have cut off
this Jesus, and the law will be found, and the thee also. And why dost thou call thyself Son
holy feast will be fully accomplished. And of God, and canst not help thyself in necessity ?
secretly Annas and Caiaphas gave considerable how canst thou afford it to another one praying
money to Judas Iscariot, saying: Say as thou for help ? If thou art the Christ, come down
sa_dst to us before, I know that the law has from the cross, that I may believe in thee. But
been stolen by Jesus, that the accusation may now I see thee perishing along with me, not like

= be turned against him, and not against this _.man, but like a wild beast. And many other
maiden, who is free from blaine. And Judas things he began to say against Jesus, bias-
having received this command, said to them: pheming and gnashing his teeth upon Him.
Let not all the multitude know that I have been For the robber was taken alive m the snare of
instructed by you to do this against Jesus ; but ithe devil:
release Jesus, and I persuade the multitude that [ But the robber on the right hand, whose name

: it is so. And craftily they released Jesus. was Demas, seeing the Godlike grace of Jesus,
And Judas, going into the sanctuary at the thus cried out : I know Thee, Jesus Christ, that

dawn of the fifth day, says to all the pcople : Thou art the Son of God. I see Thee, Christ,
What will you give me, and I will give up to you adored by myriads of myriads of angels. Par-
the overthrower ' of the law, and the plunderer don me my sins which I have done. Do not
of the prophets ? The Jews say to him : If thou m my trial make the stars come against me, or
wilt give him up to us, we will give thee thLrty the moon, when Thou shalt judge all the world ;
pieces of gold. And the people did not know because in the mght I have accomplished my

' that Judas was speaking about Jesus, for many wicked purposes. Do not urge the sun, which
of them confessed that he was the Son of God. is now darkened on account of Thee, to tell the
And Judas received the tlurty pieces of gold. evils of my heart, for no gift can I give Thee

And going out at the fourth hour, and at the for the remission of my sins. Already death is
fifth, he finds Jesus walking in the street. And Icoming upon me because of my sins ; but Thine
as evening was coming on, Judas says to the is the propitiation. Deliver me, O Lord of all,
Jews : Give me the aid of soldiers with swords from Thy fearful judgment. Do not give the
and staves, and I will g_ve him up to you. They enemy power to swallow me up, and to become

i therefore gave him officers for the purpose of heir of my soul, as of that of him who is hang-
seJzlng Him. And as they were going along, mg on the left ; for I see how the devil joyfully
Judas says to them: Lay hold of the man takes his soul, mad his body disappears. Do not
whom I shall kiss, for he has stolen the law even order me to go away into the portion of
and the prophets. Going up to Jesus, therefore, the Jews ; for I see Moses and the patriarchs in
he kissed Him, saying : Hall, Rabbi ! it being great weeping, and the devil rejoicing over them.
the evening of the fifth day. And having laid Before, then, O Lord, my spirit departs, order
hold of Him, they gave Him up to Caiaphas and imy sins to be washed away, and remember me
the chief priests, Judas saying : This is he who the sinner m Thy kingdom, when upon the great
stole the law and the prophets. And the Jews most lofty throne * thou shalt judge the twelve
gave Jesus an unjust trial, saying : Why hast thou tribes of Israel.S For Thou hast prepared great

done these things ? And he answered n°thing-tsea punishment for Thy world on account of Thy-And Nicodemus and I Joseph, seeing the self.
of the plagues,2 stood off from them, not wishing And the robber having thus spoken, Jesus says
to perish along with the counsel of the ungodly, to hlm : Amen, amen ; I say to thee, Demas,

that to-day thou shalt be with me in paradise. 6
CHAp.3- _ Having therefore done many and And the sons of the kingdom, the children of

dreadful things against Jesus that night, they Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, and Moses,
gave Him up to Pilate the procurator at the shall be cast out into outer darkness;there shall
dawn of the preparation, that he might crucify be weeping and gnashing of teeth: And thou
Hwn ; and for this purpose they all came to- alone shalt dwell in paradise until my second ap-
gether. After a trial, therefore, Pilate the pro- pearing, when I am to judge those who do not
curator ordered Him to be nailed to the cross,
along with the two robbers. And they were _2Tim.ii._._ 4 Or, upon the great throncof the Mo_ High.

--"--'--- s Mat_,, xtx 28.

xa Or, taker away. 6 Luke axni. 43.
Fo41owlng the reading of the LX_ in Ps. i. L f Matt. vni. lz, za.
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confess my name. And He said to the robber : who have been ordered by Thy Godhead to
Go away, and tell the cherubim and the powers, watch the garden of paradise, make the following
that turn the flaming sword, that guard paradise statement through the robber who was crucified
from the time that Adam, the first created, was along with Thee, by Thy arrangement : V_"nea
in paradise, and sinned, and kept not my com- we saw the print of the nails of the robber cruel.
rnandments, and I cast him out thence. And fled along with Ttlee , and the shining light of the
none of the first shall see paradise until I am to letter of Thy Godhead, 2 the fire indeed was ex-
come the second time to judge living and dead. tinguished, not being able to bear the splendour
And He wrote thus : Jesus Christ the Son of God, of the print ; s and we crouched down, being m
who have come down from the heights of the great fear. For we heard that the Maker of
heavens, who have come forth out of the bosom heaven and earth, and of the whole creation.
of the invisible Father without being separated had come down from on high to dwell in the
from Him,' and who have come down into the lower parts of the earth, on account of Adam,
world to be made flesh, and to be nailed to a the first created. And when we beheld the un.
cross, in order that I might save Adam, whom defiled cross shining like lightning from the rob-
I fashioned,- to my archangelic powers, the ber, gleaming with sevenfold the light of the
gatekeepers of paradise, to the officers of my sun, trembling fell upon us. We felt a violent
Father: I will and order that he who has been shaking of the world below ; 4 and with a loud
crucified along with me should go in, should re- voice, the ministers of Hades said, along w,th
ceive remission of sins through me ; and that he, us : Holy, holy, holy is He who in the beginning
having put on an incorruptible body, should go was in the Inghest. And the powers sent up a
in to paradise, and dwell where no one has ever cry : O Lord, Thou hast been made manifest m
been able to dwell, heaven and in earth, bringing joy to the world,

And, behold, after He had said this, Jesus and, a greater gift than this, Thou hast freed
gave up the ghost, on the day of the preparation, Throe own image from death by the mvls_ble
at the ninth hour. And there was darkness over purpose of the ages.
all the earth ; and from a great earthquake that
happened, the sanctuary fell down, and the wing CHAP. 5"--After I had beheld these things,
of the temple, as I was going into Galilee with Jesus and the

robber, Jesus was transfigured, and was not as
CHAP. 4.- And I Joseph begged the body of i formerly , before He was crucified, but was alto-

Jesus, and put it in a new tomb, where no one had t gether hght ; and angels always ministered to
been put. And of the robber on the right the I Him, and Jesus spoke with them. And I re-
body was not found ; but of him on the left, as ]mained with Hun three days. And no one of
the form of a dragon, so was his body. [ His disciples was with Him, except the robber

And after I had begged the body of Jesus to ialone.
bury, the Jews, carried away by hatred and rage, 1 And in the middle of the feast of unleavened
shut me up m prison, where evil-doers were kept[ bread, His disciple John comes, and we no
under restraint. And this happened to me on'longer beheld the robber as to what took place
the evening of the Sabbath, whereby our nation iAnd John asked Jesus : Who is this, that Thou
transgressed the law. And, behold, that same hast not made me to be seen by him ? But Jesus
nation of ours endured fearful tribulations on the [answered him nothing. And falling down before
Sabbath. I Him, he said: Lord, I know that Thou hast

And now, on the evening of the first of the [loved me from the beginning, and why dost
week, at the fifth hour of the night, Jesus comes IThou not reveal to me that man? Jesus says to
to me in the prison, along with the robber who !him : Why dost thou seek what is hidden ? Art
had been crucified with Him on the right, whom thou still without understanding ? Dost thou
He sent into paradise. And there was a great not perceive the fragrance of paradise filling the
light in the building. And the house was hung place ? Dost thou not know who it is ? The
up by the four corners, and the place was opened, robber on the cross has become heir of paradise.
and I came out. Then I first recognised Jesus, Amen, amen ; I say to thee, that it shall belong
and again the robber, bnnging a letter to Jesus. to him alone until that the great day shall come.
And as we were going into Galilee, there shone And John said : Make me worthy to behold h!m.
a great light, winch the creation did not produce. And while John was yet speaking, the robber
And there was also with the robber a great fra- suddenly appeared ; and John, struck with as"
granee out of paradise. I tonishment, fell to the earth. And the robber

And Jesus, having sat down in a certain place, I
thus read : We, the cherubim and the six-winged, • Or, the shining |,ght of the letmr, the fire of the _, "_

-- indeedwc_ extmgmshed.
- _ l e , of the nads. -- _ __:__
I, Idt,,inscparably. [ ( The text ts he, re coaa'upt; but thlssc_.mstobe me mc_"
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was not in his first form, as before John came ; And I, having seen these things, have written
but he was like a king in great power, having on them down, in order that all may believe in the
lure the cross. And the voice of a great multi- crucified Jesus Christ our Lord, and may no
rude was sent forth : Thou hast come to the longer obey the law of Moses, but may believe
place prepared for thee !n paradise. We have in the signs and wonders that have happened
been commanded by Him that has sent thee, through Him, and in order that we who have be-
to serve thee until the great day. And after this lieved may inherit eternal life, and be found in
voice, both the robber and I Joseph vanished, the kingdom of the heavens. For to Him are
and I was found in my own house ; and I no due glory, strength, praise, and majesty fi)r ever

: longer saw Jesus. and ever. Amen.



THE AVENGING OF THE SAVIOUR.

T__s version of the legend of Veronica is written in very barbarous Latin, probably of the sev.

enth or eighth century. An Anglo-Saxon version, which "Dschendorf concludes to be derived from

the Latin, was edited and translated for the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, by C. W. Goodwm, in
t8 5 I. The Anglo-Saxon text is from a Ms. in the Cambridge Library, one of a number presented
to the Cathedral of Exeter by Bishop Leofric in the beginning of the eleventh century.

The reader will observe that there are in this document two distinct legends, somewhat clum-

sily joined together--that of Nathan's embassy, and that of Veronica.

HERE BEGINNETH THE AVENGING OF THE SAVIOUR.

In the days of the Emperor Tiberius C_esar, sea, and has brought me to a country that I do
when Herod was tetrarch, Christ was dehvered not know.
under Pontius Pilate by the Jews, and revealed And Titus says : If thou couldst at any time
by Tiberius. find anything either of cosmetics or herbs which

In those days Titus ' was a princa under Ti- could cure the wound that I have m my face, as
berius m the region of Equitanla, in a city of thou seest, so that I should become whole, and
Libia which is called Burgidalla. And Titus had regain my former health, I should bestow upon
a sore in his right nostril, on account of a can- thee many good things. And Nathan said to
cer, and he had" his face tom even to the eye. him : I do not know, nor have I ever known,
There went forth a certain man from Judrea, by of such things as thou speakest to me about.
name Nathan the son of Nahum ; for he was an But for all that, if thou hadst been some time
Ishmaelite who went from land to land, and from ago in Jerusalem, there thou wouldst have found
sea to sea, and in all the ends of the earth, a choice prophet, whose name was Emanuel, for
Now Nathan was sent from Judaea to the Empe- He will save His people from their sins. And
for Tiberius, to carry their treaty to the city of He, as His first m_racle in Cana of Galilee, made
Rome. And Tiberius was ill, and fu]l of ulcers wine from water ; and by His word He cleansed
and fevers, and had nine kinds of leprosy. And lepers, He enlightened the eyes of one born
Nathan wished to go to the city of Rome. blind, He healed paralytics, He made demons
But the north wind blew and hindered his sail- flee, He raised_up three dead ; a woman caught
ing, and carried him down to the harbour of a in adultery, and condemned by the Jews to be
city of Libia. Now Titus, seeing the ship corn- stoned, He set free ; and another woman, named
ing, knew that it was from Judrea; and they all Veronica, who suffered twelve years from an
wondered, and said that they had never seen any issue of blood, and came up to Him behind, and
vessel so coming from that quarter. And Titus touched the fringe of His garment, He healed,
ordered the captain to come to him, and asked and with five loaves and two fishes He satisfied
him who he was. And he said : I am Nathan five thousand men, to say nothing of httle ones
the son of Nahum, of the race of the Ishmael- and women, and there remained of the flag-
ires, and I am a subject of Pontius Pilate in ments twelve baskets. All these things, and
Judma. And I have been sent to go to Tiberius many others, were accomplished before His pas-
the Roman emperor, to carry a treaty from Ju- sion. After His resurrection we saw Him in the
daea. And a strong wind came down upon the flesh as He had been before. And Titus said

to Him : How did he rise again from the dead,
t The Saxonverr,k_ hasTiru_ seeing that he was dead? And Nathan answered

47*
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oan/said : He was manifestly dead, and hung up he said to Titus : Why is it that thou hast made
the cross, and again taken down from the/me come hither? And he said: Know that

cross, and for three days He lay in the tomb; Jesus has come into this world, and has been
thereafter He rose again from the dead, and i born in Judma, in a place which is called Beth-

went down to Hades, and freed the patriarchs ]lehem, and has been given up by the Jews, and

and the prophets, and the whole human race ; !scourged, and crucified on Mount Calvary, a andthereafter He appeared to His disciples, and ate has risen again from the dead on the third day.
with them ; thereafter they saw Him going up And His disciples have seen Him in the same
into heaven. And so it is the truth, all this thai flesh in which he was born, and He has shown
I tell you. For I saw it with my own eyes, and Himself to His disciples, and they have believed
all the house of Israel. And Titus said in his m Him. And we indeed wish to become His
own words. Woe to thee, O Emperor Tiberius, disciples. Now, let us go and destroy His ene-
full of ulcers, and enveloped m leprosy, because mies from the earth, that they may now know
such a scandal has been committed in thy king- that there is none like the Lord our God on the
dora ; because thou hast made such laws ' in face of the earth.
Jud.ea, in the land of the birth of our Lord Jesus With this design, then, they went forth from
Christ, and they have seized the King, and put the city of Libla which is called Burgidalla,¢
to death the Ruler of the peoples ; and they and went on board a ship, and proceeded to
have not made Him come to us to cure thee of Jerusalem, and surrounded the kingdom of the
thv leprosy, and cleanse me from mine infirmity: Jews, and began to send them to destruction.
on which account, ff they had been before my And when the kings of the Jews heard of their
f_ce, with my own hands I should have slain the doings, and the wasting of their land, fear came
carcases of those Jews, and hung them up on upon them, and they were in great perplexity.
the cruel tree, because they have destroyed my Then Archelaus s was perplexed in his words,

: Lord. and mine eyes have not been worthy to and said to his son : My son, take my kingdom
sze His face. And when he had thus spoken, and judge it ; and take counsel with the other
m_medaatelv the wound fell from the face of kings who are in the land of Judah, that you
'htus. and (als flesh and his face were restored to may be able to escape from our enemies. And
health. And all the rock who were in the same having thus said, he unsheathed his sword and
place were made whole in that hour. And Titus I1leant upon it ; and turned his sword, which was
cned out, and all the rest with him, in a loud I very sharp, and thrust it into his breast, and
vo,ce, saying : My King and my God, because ] died. And his son allied himself with the other
I have never seen Thee, and Thou hast made kings who were under him, and they took coun-
me whole, bid me go with the ship over the sel among themselves, and went into Jerusalem
waters to the land of Thy birth, to take yen- with their chief men who were in their counsel,
geance on Throe enemies ; and help me, O Lord, and stood in the same place seven years. And
that I may be able to destroy them, and avenge T_tus and Vespasian took counsel to surround
Thy death : do Thou, Lord, dehver them into their city. And they did so. And the seven
ray hand. And having thus spoken, he ordered years being fulfilled, there was a very sore fam-
tlaat he should be baptmed. And he called ine, and for want of bread they began to eat
Nathan to hnn, and said to him: How hast earth. Then all the soldiers who were of the
thou seen those baptized who believe m Christ ? four kings took counsel among themselves, and
Come to me, and baptize me in the name of the said : Now we are sure to dm: what will God
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. do to us ? or of what good is our life to us, be-
Amen? For I also firmly believe in the Lord cause the Romans have come to take our place
Jesus Christ with all my heart, and with all my and nation? It is better for us to kill each
soul; because nowhere in the whole world is other, than that the Romans should say that
there another who has created me, and made they have slain us, and gained the victory over
me whole from my wounds, us. And they drew their swords and smote

And having thus spoken, he sent messengers themselves, and died, to the number of twelve
to Vespasian to come with all haste with his thousand men of them. Then there was a great
bravest men, so prepared as if for war. stench in that city from the corpses of those

Then Vespasian brought with him five thou- dead men. And their kings feared with a very
sand armed men, and they went to meet Titus. great fear even unto death ; and they could not
And when they had come to the city of Libia, bear the stench of them, nor bury them, nor

throw them forth out of the city. And they
_,

a m _.eges, kings, instead of lege#, as suggested by Mr. Cowper, is
Ucu oetter reading

Pamera-X : then Nathan came, and baptized him in the name of the 3 Nora the popular but ¢mmeou* appellation of blotmt,
_.. , -ma the So_, and the Holy Ghost and took away from him 4 Sax. omits wkick is called Burggdalla.
_r _rae of Tirus, and _ hun m ins _ptmm Tittm, which i_ in s Sax. : And I-letod the king was to terrified, that he said t$
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said to each other : What shall we do ? We the vessel, and went on sailing through the sea
indeed gave up Christ to death, and now we are And he sailed a year and seven days, after
given up to death ourselves. Let us bow our which he arrived at Jerusalem. And immed.
heads, and give up the keys of the city to the ately he ordered some of the Jews to COme
Romans, because God has already given us up to his power, and began carefully to ask what
to death. And immediately they went up upon had been the acts of Christ. Then Joseph, of
the walls of the city, and all cried out with a the city of Arimath_ea, and Nicodemus, came
loud voice, saying : Titus and Vespasian, take at the same time. And Nicodemus said : I sa_v
the keys of the city, which have been given to Him, and I know indeed that He is the Saviour
you by Messiah, who is called Christ. of the world. And Joseph said to him : And I

Then they gave themselves up mto the hands took Htm down from the cross, and laid Hamin
of Titus and Vespasian, and said : Judge us, a new tomb, which had been cut out of the rock
seeing that we ought to die, because we judged And the Jews kept me shut up on the day of the
Christ ; and he was given up without cause, preparation, at evening ; and while I was stand.
Titus and Vespasian seized them, and some they mg in prayer on the Sabbath-day, the house _a_
stoned, and some they hanged on a tree, feet up hung up by the four corners, and I saw the Lord
and head down, and struck them through with Jesus Christ like a gleam of hght, and for fear I
lances ; and others they gave up to be sold, and fell to the ground. And He said to me, Look
others they divided among themselves, and made upon me, for I am Jesus, whose body thou bur-
four parts of them, just as they had done of the iedst in thy tomb. And I said to Hzm, Show
garments of the Lord. And they said: They me the sepulchre where I laid Thee. And Jesus,
sold Christ for thirty pieces of silver, and we holding my hand in His right hand, led me to
shall sell thirty of them for one denarius. And the place where I buried Him:
so they did. And having done so, they seized And there came also the woman named Ve-
all the lands of Judaea and Jerusalem. ronica, and said to him : And I touched m the

Then they made a search about the face or crowd the fringe of His garment, because for
portrait _ of Jesus, how they might find it. 2 And twelve years I had suffered from an issue of
they found a woman named Veronica who had blood ; and He immediately healed me. Thei_
it. Then they seized Pilate, and sent him to Velosianus said to Pilate : Thou, Pdate, impious
prison, to be guarded by four quaternions of and cruel, why hast thou slam the Son of God_
soldiers at the door of the prison. Then they And Pilate answered : His own nation, and the
forthwith sent their messengers to Tiberius, chief priests Annas and Caiaphas, gave him to
the emperor of the city of Rome, that he me. Velosianus said: Impious and cruel, thou
should send Velosianus to them. And he said art worthy of death and cruel pumshment. And
to him: Take all that is necessary for thee he sent him back to prison. And Velosmnus
in the sea, and go down into Judaea, and seek at last sought for the face or the countenance of
out one of the disciples of him who is called the Lord. And all who were in that same place
Christ and Lord, that he may come to me, said: It is the woman called Veronica who has
and in the name of his God cure me of the the portrait of the Lord in her house. And ira-
leprosy and the infirmities by which I am daily mediately he ordered her to be brought before
exceedingly burdened, and of my wounds, be-his power. And he said to her: Hast thou the
cause I am ill at ease. And send upon the kings portrait of the Lord in thy house ? But she
of the Jews, who are subject to my authority, said, No. Then Velosmnus ordered her to be put
thy forces and terrible engines, because they to the torture, until she should give up the por-
have put to death Jesus Christ our Lord, and trait of the Lord. And she was forced to say
condemn them to death. And if thou shalt I have it in clean linen, my lord, and I da_Iy
there find a man as may be able to free me from adore it. Velosianus said : Show it to me.
this infirmity of mine, I will believe in Christ Then she showed the portrait of the Lord.
the Son of God, and will baptize myself in his When Velosmnus saw it, he prostrated himself
name. And Velosianus said : My lord emperor, on the ground ; and with a ready heart and true
if I find such a man as may be able to help and faith he took hold of it, and wrapped it in cloth
free us, what reward shall I promise him ? Ti- of gold, and placed it in a casket, and sealed Jt
berius said to him : The half of my kingdom, with his ring. And he swore with an oath, and
without fail, to be in his hand. said : As the Lord God liveth, and by the health

Then Velosianus immediately went forth, and, _--_,_
.... 3 In the Saxon, J h's s h is: I know that too_ f

went on board the ship, and hoisted the sad m 0o,_ f,o,_tha¢,os_ )and°_arld S_mmthetombwhich l ha_cut,°ut_t
_ the rock. And I was one o| those who guarded His tomb, ar_/14_

it I.at countenance, my head and thought I should see Hhn, but I beheld nothing _ _,'_
a _tx_: And they inquired diligently whether _perchance there ! but saw two angels, one at .the beadand the other at the foot, a._

'm_re there any one who had miraculous relics of the S.a.viottr, of His asked me whom I was seeking. I_ and sagl to Bm_z,_,

clothing orotherpreclousthlags; mldtheysougbtsodihgenflyathat Jesus who was crucified. _ the_ v_uatome,_.om
I_ fO¢l_ a won_Ln_ etc. i there sllma yoll t,e_ ¢:UJl_,n_ -t"l.esa/,o,to yo
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of Caesar, no man shall any more see it upon the been stoned, Archelaus has killed himself with
face of the earth, until I see the face of my lord his own lance ; and I have sent Pilate to Damas-
Tiberius. And when he had thus spoken, the cus in bonds, and kept him in prison under safe
princes, who were the chief men of Judma, seized keeping. But I have also found out about Jesus,
pilate to take him to a seaport. And he took whom the Jews most wickedly attacked with
the portrait of the Lord, with all His disciples, swords, and staves, and weapons ; and they cru-
and all in his pay, and they went on board the clfied him who ought to have freed and enlight-

: ship the same day. Then the woman Veronica, ened us, and to have come to us, and they hanged
for the love of Christ, left all that she possessed, him on a tree. And Joseph came from Arima-
and followed Velosianus. And Velosianus said thaea, and Nicodemus with him, bringing a mix-
to her : What dost thou wish, woman, or what ture of myrrh and aloes, about a hundred pounds,
dost thou seek ? And she answered : I am seek- to anoint the body of Jesus ; and they took him
ing the portrait of our Lord Jesus Christ, who down from the cross, and laid him in a new tomb.
enlightened me, not for my own merits, but And on the third day he most assuredly rose
through His own holy affect,on.' Give back to again from the dead, and showed himself to his
me the portrait of my Lord Jesus Christ ; for disciples in the same flesh in which he had been
because of this I die with a righteous longing, born. At length, after forty days, they saw him
But if thou do not give it back to me, I will not going up into heaven. Many, indeed, and other
leave it until I see where thou wilt put it, be- miracles did Jesus before his passion and after.

: cause I, most miserable woman that I am, will First, of water he made wine ; he raised the
" serve Him all the days of my life ; because I dead, he cleansed lepers, he enlightened the

believe that He, my Redeemer, hveth for ever- blind, he cured paralytics, he put demons to
! lasting, fl,ght ; he made the deaf hear, the dumb speak ;

Then Velosianus ordered the woman Veronica Lazarus, when four days dead, he raised from
to be taken down with him into the ship. And the tomb ; the woman Veronica, who suffered
the sails being hoisted, they began to go in the from an issue of blood twelve years, and touched
vessel in the name of the Lord, and they sailed the fringe of his garment, he made whole. Then
through the sea. But Titus, along with Vespa- it pleased the Lord in the heavens, that the Son
sian, went up into Judaea, avenging all nations of God, who, sent Into this world as the first-
upon their land. * At the end of a year Velo- created, had died upon earth, should send his
slanus came to the city of Rome, brought his angel ; and he commanded Titus and Vespasian,
vessel into the river which is called Tlberis, or whom I knew in that place where thy throne is.
Tiber, and entered the city which is called Rome. And it pleased God Almighty that they went into
And he sent his messenger to his lord Tiberius Judaea and Jerusalem, and seized flay subjects,

_ the emperor in the Lateran about his prosperous' and put them under that sentence, as it were, in
arrival, the same manner as they did when thy subjects

Then Tiberius the emperor, when he heard seized Jesus and bound him. And Vespasian
the message of Velosianus, rejoiced greatly, aftervcards said: What shall we do about those
and ordered him to come before his face. And who shall remain ? Titus answered : They hanged
when he had come, he called him, saying : Ve- _our Lord on a green tree, and struck him with a
loslaaus, how hast thou come, and what hast i lance ; now let us hang them on a dry tree, and
thou seen in the region of Judaea of Christ the pierce their bodies through and through with the
Lord and his disciples ? Tell me, I beseech lance. And they did so. And Vespasian said :

: thee, that he is going to cure me of mine infirm- What about those who are left ? Titus an-
lty, that I may be at once cleansed from that swered : They seized the tunic of our Lord Jesus
leprosy which I have over my body, and I give Christ, and of it made four parts ; now let us seize
up my whole kingdom into thy power and his. them, and divide them into four parts, m to thee

And Velosianus said : My lord emperor, I one, to me one, to thy men another, and to my
found thy servants Titus and Vespasian in Judaea servants the fourth part. And they did so. And
fearing the Lord, and they were cleansed from Vespasian said: But what shall we do about
all their ulcers and sufferings. And I found that those who are left? Titus answered him: The
alt the kings and rulers of Judaea have been Jews sold our Lord for thirty pieces of silver:
hanged by Titus; Annas and Caiaphas have now let us sell thirty of them for one piece of
"------- silver. And they did so. And they seized
_ t A few lines of the text are here very corrupt, and ate omitted Pilate, and gave him up to me, and I put him in
c_lscheedoff. The meamng of them is: And woe's me, because, ] )rison, to be guarded by four quaternions of SOI-

trary to the law, thou hast treated me most unjustly. Ah) woe's t
me, uecause thou hast taken my Lord from me, just as the Jews d_ Idiers in Damascus. Then they made a search

l_h_rY_thet°eyesthelaWofyourincrucifym_mc.zsarThavethtSnotw°rldseen.theButLOrdwoe,sJesUSmeChrtst,thave _ with great diligence to seek the portrait of the
_ae_ ¢_mtraryto the law_' Have I deserved to suffer th)s pmash- ] Lord ; and they found a woman named Veronica

• or, _ _ _p_ .atthe,_tio_ of _ _a. [ who had the portrait of the Lord. Then the
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Emperor Tiberius said to Velosianus : How hast Then said the Emperor Tiberius to Velosianus:
thou it ? And he answered : I have it in clean Velosianus, hast thou seen any of those men who
cloth of gold, rolled up in a shawl. And the saw Christ? Velosianusanswered: I have. He
Emperor Tiberius said : Bring it to me, and said : Didst thou ask how they baptize those who
spread it before my face, that I, falling to the believed in Christ? Velosianus said : Here, my
ground and bending.my knees, may adore it on Lord, we have one of the disciples of Chnst
the ground. Then Velosianus spread out his himself. Then he ordered Nathan to be sum.
shawl with the cloth of gold on which the por- moned to come to him. Nathan therefore came
trait of the Lord had been imprinted ; and the and baptized him in the name of the Father, and
Emperor Tiberius saw it. And he immediately of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Amen.
adored the image of the Lord with a pure heart, Immediately the Emperor Tiberius, made whole
and his flesh was cleansed as the flesh of a little from all his diseases, ascended upon his throne,
child. And all the blind, the lepers, the lame, and said : Blessed art Thou, O Lord God AI-
the dumb, the deaf, and those possessed by va- mighty, and worthy to be praised, who hast freed
rious diseases, who were there present, were me from the snare of death, and cleansed me
healed, and cured, and cleansed. And the Em- from all mine iniquities ; because I have greatly
peror Tiberius bowed his head and bent his sinned before Thee, O Lord my God, and I am
knees, considering that saying : Blessed is the not worthy to see Thy face. And then the Era-
womb which bore Thee, and the breasts which peror T_berius was instructed in all the arUeles
Thou hast sucked; and he groaned to the Lord, of the faith, fully, and with strong faith.
saying with tears : God of heaven and earth, do May that same God Almighty, who is King
not permit me to sin, but confirm my soul and of kings and Lord of lords, Himself shield us m
my body, and place me in Thy kingdom, be- His faith, and defend us, and deliver us from all
cause in Thy name do I trust always : free me danger and evil, and deign to bring us to life ever-
from all evils, as Thou didst free the three chil- ' lasting, when this life, which is temporal, shall
dren from the furnace of blazing fire. fail ; who is blessed for ever and ever. Amen.



_ ACTS OF THE HOLY APOSTLES PETER AND
PAUL.

IT came to pass, after Paul went out of the that are in this Rome, the greatest of the cities,
island Gaudomeleta,' that he came to Italy ; and that they have asked Cmsar to send into all his
_tv_asheard of by the Jews who were in Rome, governments, in order that, wherever thou mayst
the elder of the cities, that Paul demanded to be found, thou mayst be put to death. But we
come to Cmsar. Having fallen, therefore, into have believed, and do believe, that as God does
great grief and much despondency, they said not separate the two great lights which He has
among : made, so not to part you from each other,

themselves It does not please him that He is

he alone has afflicted all our brethren and par- that is, neither Peter from Paul, nor Paul from
ents in Judma and Samaria, and m all Palestine ; Peter ; but we positively believe in our Lord

i and he has not been pleased with these, but, be- Jesus Christ, into whom we have been baptized,

hold, he comes here also, having through impo- that we have become worthy also of your teaching.
-_ s_t_onasked C_esar to destroy us. And Paul, having received the two men sent
'_ Having therefore made an assembly against with the letter on the twentieth of the month of

Paul, and having considered many proposals, 2 it May, became eager to go, and gave thanks to
seemed good to them to go to Nero the em- the Lord and Master Jesus Christ. And having
peror, to ask him not to allow Paul to come to sailed from Gaudomeleta, he did not now come
Rome. Having therefore got in readiness not through Africa to the parts of Italy, but ran to
a few presents, and having carried them with Sicily, until he came to the city of Syracuse with
them, with supplication they came before him, the two men who had been sent from Rome to
saying : We beseech thee, O good emperor, send him. And having sailed thence, he came to

orders into all the governments of your worship, Rhegium of Calabria, and from Rhegium he
to the effect that Paul is not to come near these crossed to Mesina, and there ordained a bishop,
parts ; because this Paul, having afflicted all the Bacchylus by name. And when he came out
nation of our fathers, has been seeking to come of Mesina he sailed to Dldymus, and remained
hither to destroy us also. And the affliction, O there one night. And having sailed thence, he

: most worshq)ful emperor, which we have from came to Pontlole 4 on the second day.
Peter is enough for us. And Dioscorus the shipmaster, who brought

And the Emperor Nero, having heard these him to Syracuse, sympathizing with Paul because
things, answered them : It is s according to your he-had delivered his son from death, having left
wish. And we write to all our governments that his own ship in Syracuse, accompanied him to
he shall not on any account come to anchor in Pontiole. And some of Peter's disciples having
the parts of Italy. And they also informed Simon been found there, and having received Paul, ex-
the magian, having sent for him, that, as has been horted him to stay with them. And he stayed
said, he should not come into the parts of Italy. a week, in hiding, because of the command of

And while they were thus doing, some of those Cmsar. And all the toparchs were watching to
that had repented out of the nations, and that seize and kill him. But Dioscorus the shipmas-
had been baptized at the preaching of Peter, ter, being himself also bald, wearing his ship-
sent elders to Paul with a letter to the following master's dress, and speaking boldly, on the first
effect : Paul, dear servant of our Lord Jesus day went out into the city of Pontiole. Thinking
Christ, and brother of Peter, the first of the apos- therefore that he was Paul, they seized him, and
_have heard from the rabbis of the Jews beheaded him, and sent his head to Czsar.
vetstt _tus proposes to read Gando_ and Mehta, In the Laun C_P, sar therefore, having summoned the first
Ga_z ottO.famousGreekscholarLust.... 49o,,tis a gd, taa men of the Jews, announced to them, saying :
_afSto z_rKltlt. [Comp. Acts _ i6, xxvtit. I. The two
-7": _ _p_,_ay,omb_oa h_,_.-- _] Rejoice with great joy, for Paul your enemy m
_s_¢'_..,*:.a_t_Br, ana,_rb_.,,oZ¢ .... u_,e. dead. And he showed them the head. Hay-
been muc t. ___n_ad[ng_.m the Mss. ate: Being very disorderly; having

Sr n Qtsturt_-d
anous _.admg: Let it be . . . and we wdl writ*, etc. 4 Puteo_
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ing therefore made great rejoicing on that day, sleep with the abbess Jullana. And having heard
which was the fourteenth of the month of June, all these things when sleeping in that At)Du
each of the Jews fully believed it. Forum, near Vicusampe, straightway and imme'd'i.

And Paul, being in Pontiole, and having heard ately he sent to Rome one of those who had
that Dioscorus had been beheaded, being grieved followed him from Pontiole to the bishop Jure.
with great grief, gazing into the height of the nalius, telling him this same thing which had Just
heaven, said : O Lord Almighty in heaven, who been done. And on the following day, Juvena.
hast appeared to me in every place whither I lius, running, threw himself at the feet of Peter,
have gone on account of Thine only-begotten weeping and lamenting, and saying what had just
Word, our Lord Jesus Christ, punish this city, befallen ; and he recounted to him the matter,
and bnng out all who have believed in God and and said : I believe that this is the light which
followed His word. He said to them therefore : thou wast awaiting. And Peter said to him
Follow me : And going forth from Pontiole How is it possible that it is he when he _sdead?
with those who had believed in the word of Cod, And Juvenalius the bishop took to Peter h_ra
they came to a place called Baias ; ' and look- that had been sent by Paul, and he reported to
ing up with their eyes, they all see that city hxm that he was alive, and on his way, and that
called Pontiole sunk into the sea-shore about he was at Appil Forum. And Peter thanked
one fathom ; and there it is until this day, for a and glorified the God and Father of our Lord
remembrance, under the sea. Jesus Christ.

And having gone forth from Baias, they went Then having summoned his disciples that be.
to Gaitas, and there he taught the word of God. lieved, he sent them to Paul as far as Tnbus
And he stayed there three days in the house of Tabernes. And the dxstance from Rome to Tfi-
Erasmus, whom Peter sent from Rome to teach bus Tabernes is thirty-eight miles. 2 And Paul
the Gospel of God. And having come forth from seeing them, having given thanks to our Lord
Gaitas, he came to the castle called Taracmas, and Jesus Christ, took courage ; and departing thence,
stayed there seven days in the house of Caesanus they slept in the city called Aricia.
the deacon, whom Peter had ordained by the And a report went about in the city of Rome
laying on of hands. And sailing thence, he came that Paul the brother of Peter was coming. And
by the river to a place called Tribus Tabernes. those that believed m God rejoiced with great

And those who had been saved out of the city joy. And there was great consternation among
of Pontiole, that had been swallowed up, re- the Jews; and having gone to Simon the ma-
ported to Caesar in Rome that Pontiole had gian, they entreated him, saying : Report to the
been swallowed up, with all its multitude. And emperor that Paul is not dead, but that he _s
the emperor, being in great grief on account of] ahve, and has come. And Simon said to the
the city, having summoned the chief of the Jews, Jews : What head is it, then, which came to
said to them : Behold, on account of what I Caesar from Pontiole ? Was it not bald also _
heard from you, I have caused Paul to be be- And Paul having come to Rome, great fear
headed, and on account of this the city has fell upon the Jews. They came together there-
been swallowed up. And the chief of the Jews fore to him, and exhorted him, saying: Ymdl-
said to Caesar: Most worshipful emperor, did cate the faith in which thou wast born; for It is
we not say to thee that he troubled all the coun- not right that thou, being a Hebrew, and of the
try of the East, and perverted our fathers ? .It Hebrews, shouldst call thyself teacher of Gen-
is better therefore, most worshipful emperor, that tiles, and vindicator of the uncircumcised ; and,
one city be destroyed, and not the seat of thine being thyself circumcised, that thou shouldst
empire ; for this had Rome to suffer. And the bring to nought the faith of the circumcision. 3
emperor, having heard their words, was appeased. And when thou seest Peter, contend against h_s

And Paul stayed in Tribus Tabernes four days. teaching, because he has destroyed all the bul-
And departing thence, he came to Appii Forum, warks of our law ; for he has prevented the keep-
which is called Vicusarape ; and having slept ing of Sabbaths and new moons, and the holidays
there that night, he saw one sitting on a golden appointed by the taw. And Paul, answering,
chair, and a multitude of blacks standing beside said to them : That I am a true Jew, by this _ou
him, saying : I have to-day made a son murder can prove ; because also yon have been able to
his father. Another said: And I have made a keep the Sabbath, and to observe the true c:r-
house fall, and kill parents with children. And cumcision ; for assuredly on the day of the Saly
they reported to him many evil deeds _ some of bath God rested from all His works. We have
one kind, some of another. And another corn- fathers, and patriarchs, and the law. What, then,
ing, reported to him : I have managed that the ,------_

bishop Juvenalius, whom Peter ordained, should * The distance _ thi_-three mile_. I. the A.tOmtit" ]'tl_era"
ry_" To Arlcia i* sixteen miles, to Tres Taberv_ seventeen mx_, to

x The geographical names are given in the peculiar forms of the Appd Forum ten miles.'"
text. Ocw.amonally the usual forms, such m, Balm, occur. _ Or, do away with belief in " " " .
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does peter preach in the kingdom of the Gcn- that God had fulfilled His promises which He
ulcs? But if he shall wish to bring in any new swore to Abra.ham our father, that in his seed he
teaching,without any tumult, and envy, and trou- should inherit all the nations2 For there is no
blc, send him word, that we may see, and in your respect of persons with God.3 As many as have
presence I shall convict him. But if his teaching sinned in law shall be judged according to law,
be true, supported by the book and testimony of i and as many as have sinned without law shall
the Hebrews, it becomes all of us to submit to perish without law.4 But we, brethren, v_'_"_'h_.... _,,
him. [ thank God that, according to His mercy, He has

Paulsaying these and such like things, the Jews chosen us to be a holy people to Himself: so
went and said to Peter : Paul of the Hebrew that in this we ought to boast, whether Jews or
has come, and entreats thee to come to him, Greeks ; for you are all one in the belief of His
since those who have brought him say that he name.

cannot meet whomsoever he may wish until he And Paul having thus spoken, both the Jews
appear before Caesar. And Peter having heard, and the]¢ of the Gentiles were appeased. But
rejoiced with great joy ; and rising up, imme- the rulers of the Jewsassailed Peter. And Peter,
dlately went to h_m. And seeing each other, when they accused him of having renounced
theywept for joy ; and long embracing each their synagogues, sa_d: Hear, brethren, the holy
other, they bedewed each other with tears. Spirit about the patriarch David, promising, Of

And when Paul had related to Peter the sub- the fruit of thy womb shall He set upon thy
stance' of all his doings, and how, through the throne.S Him therefore to whom the Father
d_sastersof the ship, he had come, Peter also said, Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten
told h_mwhat he had suffered from Stolon the Thee, the chief priests through envy crucified ;
magian,and all his plots. And having told these but that He might accomplish the salvation of
things,he went away towards evening, the world, it was allowed that He should suffer

And in the morning of the following day, at all these things.6 Just as, therefore, from the
dawn, behold, Peter coming, finds a multitude side of Adam Eve was created, so also from the
of the Jews before Paul's door. And there wa side of Christ was created the Church, which has
a great uproar between the Christxan Jews and no spot nor blemish. In Him,z therefore, God
the Gentries. For, on the one hand, the Jews has opened an entrance to all the sons of Abra-
_id. We are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, ham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in order that they
the friends of Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, may be in the froth of profession towards
andall the prophets, with whom God spake, to H_m,s and have life and salvation in His name.
whom He showed His own mysteries and His Turn, therefore, and enter into the joy of your
great wonders. But you of the Gentiles are no father Abraham, because God hath fulfilled what
great thing in your hneage ; if otherwise, you have He promised to him. Whence also the prophet
become polluted and abominable by idols and says, The Lord hath sworn, and will not repent :
gravenimages. Thou art a priest for ever, after the order of

While the Jews were saying such things, and Melchizedec.9 For a priest He became upon
such-like, those of the Gentiles answered, say- the cross, when He offered the whole burnt-
rag: We, when we heard the truth, straightway offering of His own body and blood as a sacri-
followedit, having abandoned our errors. But rice for all the world.
you, both knowing the mighty deeds of your And Peter saying this and such-like, the most
fathers, and seeing the signs of the prophets, part of the people believed. And it happened
andhaving received the law, and gone through also that Nero's wife Libia, and the yoke-fellow
the sea with dry feet, and seen your enemies of Agrippa the prefect, Agrippina by name, thus
sunkin its depths, and the pillar of fire by night believed, so that also they went away from beside
and of cloud by day shining upon you, and their own husbands. And on account of the
mannahaving been given to you out of heaven, teaching of Paul, many, despising military life,
and water flowing to you out of a rock, _ after clung to God ; so that even from the emperor's
all these things you fashioned to yourselves the bed-chamber some came to him, and having be-
idolof a calf, and worshipped the graven image, come Christians, were no longer willing to return
But we, having seen none of the signs, believe to the army or the palace.
to be a Saviour the God whom you have for- When, consequently, the people were making
sakenin unbelief.

While they were contending in these and • o_ ,iL_,,_ s.
such-likewords, the Apostle Paul said that they _ R_. _.:,. _h. _ 9; cot in.*s:J.,. a.z.Rom./i. la.

ughtnot to make such attacks upon each other, s v,._xxll.,,.
at that they should rather give heed to this, s o_,a, _,,_aai_dr_,_thi_o.

87Or, Him. _ . .Le.,_ aUm_ pn___ r faith m ]Uam. For _ _-
_s, see s, Cot. ix. z3. Heb. z. _j.

I I2_, webor _ 9 Ps. cx. 4; Hob, viL az.
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a seditious murmuring, Simon, moved with zeal, who have turned aside all Judea from believing
rouses himself, and began to say many evil things in me. Nero said to Peter : Why are you thus
about Peter, saying that he was a wizard and a unbelieving, according to your race ? _ Then
cheat. And they believed him, wondering at Peter said to Simon: Thou hast been able to
his miracles ; for he made a brazen serpent impose upon all, but upon me never ; and those
move itself, and stone statues to laugh and move who have been deceived, God has through me
themselves, and himself to run and suddenly to recalled from their error. And since thou ha_t
be raised into the air. But as a set-off to these, learned by experience that thou canst not get
Peter healed the sick by a word, by praying the better of me, I wonder with what face thou
made the blind to see, put demons to flight by boastest thyself before the emperor, and sup.
a command ; sometimes he even raised the dead. posest that through thy magm art thou shalt
And he said to the people that they should not overcome the disciples of Christ. Nero stud:
only flee from Simon's deceit, but also that they Who is Christ ? Peter said : He is what this S_.
should expose him, that they might not seem to mon the maglan affirms himself to be ; but thzs zs
be slaves to the devil, amost wicked man, and his works are of the de_fl.

And thus it happened that all pious men ab- But if thou wishest to know, O good emperor,
horred Simon the magian, and proclaimed him the things that have been done m Judma about
impious. But those who adhered to Simon Christ, take the writings of Pontms Pilate sent
strongly affirmed Peter to be a magian, bearing to Claudius, and thus thou wilt know all. And
false witness as many of them as were with Simon Nero ordered them to be brought, and to be read
the magian ; so that the matter came even to in their presence ; and they were to the following
the ears of Nero the Cmsar, and he gave order effect : 2__
to bring Simon the magian before him. And he, Pontius Pilate to Claudius, greeting. There
coming in, stood before him, and began sudden- has lately happened an event which I myself
ly to assume different forms, so that on a sudden was concerned in. For the Jews through emv
he became a child, and after a little an old man, have inflicted on themselves, and those coming
and at other times a young man ; for he changed after them, dreadful judgments. Their fathers
himself both m face and stature into different had prommes that their GOd would send them
forms, and was in a frenzy, having the devil as his holy one from heaven, who according to
his servant. And Nero beholding this, supposed reason should be called their king, and he had
him to be truly the son of God ; but the Apos- promised to send him to the earth by means of a
tie Peter showed him to be both a liar and a virgin. He, then, when I was procurator, came
wizard, base and impious and apostate, and in into Judma. And they saws him enhghtenmg
all things opposed to the truth of God, and that the blind, cleansing lepers, healing paralytics,
nothing yet remained except that his wickedness, expelling demons from men, raining the dead,
being made apparent by the command of God, subduing the winds, walking upon the waves of
might be made manifest to them all. the sea, and doing many other wonders, and aI!

Then Simon, having gone in to Nero, said : ]the people of the Jews calling him Son of God.
Hear, O good emperor : I am the son of God Then the chief priests, moved with envy against
come down from heaven. Until now I have him, seized him, and delivered him to me ; and
endured Peter only calling himself an apostle ; telling one lie after another, they said that he was
but now he has doubled the ewl : for Paul also a wizard, and did contrary to their law. And I,
himself teaches the same things, and having his having believed that these things were so, gave
mind turned against me, is said to preach along him up, after scourging him, to their will ; 4 and
with him ; in reference to whom, if thou shalt they crucified him, and after he was burred set
not contrive their destruction, it is very plain guards over him. But he, while my soldmrs
that thy kingdom cannot stand, were guarding him, rose on the third day. And

Then Nero, filled with concern, ordered to to such a degree was the wickedness of the Je_s
bring them speedily before him. And on the inflamed against him, that they gave money to
following day Simon the magian, and Peter and the soldiers, saying, Say his disciples have stolen
Paul the apostles of Christ, having come in to his body. But they, having taken the money,
Nero, Simon said : These are the disciples of the were not able to keep silence as to what had
Nazarene, and it is not at all well that they happened ; for they have testified that they have
should be of the people of the Jews, Nero said : seen him (after he was) risen, and that they
What is a Nazarene ? Simon said : There is a

• _ The
city of Judah which has always been opposed to ..... Howdoyouh,p_., .... c,, tobeso_l_._,,g ,
us, called Nazareth, and to it the teacher of these _ t,_a_ao_ _: ,g.-_t your,_-.**a .o_ _,_* _ ''_

For another tt-,mslaUon of th_ letter, see Latin Gospe]men belonged. Nero said : God commands us am_,._p. _. (_i_.) [a'_o_rs_p.,_: _
to love every man; why, then, dost thou perse- fo_ o_p.4s0.- R.]

Or, I saw.
cute them ? Simon said : This is a race of men • o_.mth_ _ciL
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have re.ceived money from the Jews: These Imind .l shall.show that I know, by my doing
things, therefore, nave I r portea, mat no one Iwnat he is thinking about. Simon said : Know
should falsely speak other wise and @at thou ]this, O emperor, that no one knows the thoughts
shouldestnot s_up.posetnat the tmsenooas ot the tok men, but God.alone. Is not, therefore, Peter
jewsare tobe belleveo, lying? Peter stud : Do thou, then, who sayest

And the letter having been read, Nero said : that thou art the Son of God, tell what I have
Tell me, Peter, were all these things thus done in my mind ; disclose, if thou canst, what I have
by him? Peter said : They were, with your per- just done in secret. For Peter, having blessed
mission, O good emperor. For this Simon is the barley loaf which he had received, and hay-
full of lies and deceit, even if it should seem ing broken it with his right hand and his left,
that he is what he is not--a god. And in had heaped it up in his sleeves. Then Simon,
Christ there is all excellent victory through God enraged that he was not able to tell the secret
and through man,' which that incomprehensible of the apostle, cried out, saying : Let great dogs
gloryassumed which through man deigned to come forth, and eat him up before Cresar. And
cometo the assistance of men. But in this Si- suddenly there appeared great dogs, and rushed

: raonthere are two essences, of man and of devil, at Peter. But Peter, stretching forth his hands 3
whothrough man endeavours to ensnare men. to pray, showed to the dogs the loaf which he

Simonsaid : I wonder, O good emperor, that had blessed ; which the dogs seeing, no longer
you reckon this man of any consequence--a appeared. Then Peter said to Nero: Behold,
man uneducated, a fisherman of the poorest, I have shown thee that I knew what Simon was
and endowed with power neither in word nor thinking of, not by words, but by deeds; for

•$ by rank. But, that I may not long endure him he, having promised that he would bring angels
as an enemy, I shall forthwith order my angels against me, has brought dogs, in order that he
to come and avenge me upon him. Peter said : might show that he had not god-like but dog-
I am not afraid of thy angels ; but they shall be like angels.
muchmore afraid of me in the power and trust Then Nero said to Simon : What is it, Simon ?
of my Lord Jesus Christ, whom thou falsely de- I think we have got the worst of it. Simon said :

_j clarest thyself to be. This man, both m Judaea and in all Palestine
Nero said : Art thou not afraid, Peter, of Si- and C_esarea, has done the same to me ;4 and

mon,who confirms his godhead by deeds ? Pc- from very often striwng with me, he has learned

ter said : Godhead is in Him who searcheth the that this is adverse to them. This, then, hehidden things of the heart: Now then, tell me has learned how to escape from me ; for the
; what I am thinking about, or what I am doing, thoughts of men no one knows but God alone.

I d_scloseto thy servants who are here what my And Peter said to Simol_.: Certainly thou feign-
thought is, before he tells lies about it, in order est thyself to be a god ; why, then, dost thou
that he may not dare to lie as to what I am not reveal the thoughts of every man?

, thinking about. Nero said : Come hither, and Then Nero, turning to Paul, said : Why dost
i tell me what thou art thinking about. Peter thou say nothing, Paul? Paul answered and

said : Order a barley loaf to be brought, and to said : Know this, O emperor, that if thou per-

i be givento me secretly. And when he ordered mittest this magician to do such things, it willit to be brought, and secretly given to Peter, bring an access of the greatest mischief to thy
Peter said : Now tell us, Simon, what has been country, and will bring down thine empire from
thoughtabout, or what said, or what done. its potation. Nero said to Simon : What sayest

Nero said : Do you mean me to believe that thou_ Simon said : If I do not manifestly hold
" S_mondoes not know these things, who both myself out to be a god, no one will bestow upon
! raised a dead man, and presented himself on me due reverence. Nero said : And now, why

the third day after he had been beheaded, and dost thou delay, and not show thyself to be a
who has done whatever he said he would do? god, in order that these men may be punished?
Peter said: But he did not do it before me. Simon said: Give orders to build for me a lofty
Nero said : But he did all these before me. tower of wood, and I, going up upon it, willcall
For assuredlyhe ordered angels to come to him, my angels, and order them to take me, in the
and they came. Peter said: If he has done sight of all, to my father in heaven ; and these
what is very great, why does he not do what men, not being able to do this, are put to shame
isverysmall? Let him tell what I had in my as s uneducated men. And Nero said to Peter:
mind,and what I have done. Nero said: Be- Hast thou heard, Peter, what has been said by
tweenyou, I do not know myself. Simon said : Simon? From this will appear how much power
Let Petersay what I am thinking of, or what I either he or thy god has. Peter said : O most
amdoing. Peter said : What Simon has in his
--,.--........_

3 [aim. iii. 4x: Mark xi, _5; x Tim. ii. 8,
4 See the Cleme_{He¢, l-lo_(dvz_ II., Ill, VI., XVI., XX.

Jet. a_u. xo; ]_. ii. 13. S Or, are proved to be.
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mighty emperor, if thou wert willing, thou mightst there is weeping and gnashing of teeth. Bu:
perceive that he is full of demons. Nero said : about the teaching of my Master, of which thou
Why do you make to me roundabouts of cir- didst ask me, none attain it except the pure
cumlocutions ? To-morrow will prove you. who allow faith to come into their heart _ F '• Or

Simon said : Dost thou believe, O good era- as many things as belong to peace and 10re.
peror, that I who was dead, and rose again, am these have I taught. Round about from ]eru.
a magician? For it had been brought about salem, and as far as Illyricum, s I have fulfilled
by his own cleverness that the unbelieving Simon the word of peace. For I have taught that
had said to Nero: Order me to be beheaded in honour they should prefer one another;3 I
in a dark place, and there to be left slain ; and have taught those that are eminent and rich
if I do not rise on the third day, know that not to be lifted up, and hope in uncertainty of
I am a magician ; but if I rise again, know that riches, but to place their hope in God ; 4 I have
I am the Soft of God. taught those in a middle station to be content

And Nero having ordered this, in the dark, with food and covering;S I have taught the poor
by his magic art he managed that a ram should to rejoice in their own poverty ; I have taught
be beheaded. And for so long did the ram fathers to teach their children instruction m the
appear to be Simon until he was beheaded, fear of the Lord, children to obey their parents
And when he had been beheaded in the dark, in wholesome admonition ; 6 I have taught w_es
he that had beheaded him, taking the head, to love their own husbands, and to fear them as
found it to be that of a ram; but he would not say masters, and husbands to observe fidelity to their
anything to the emperor, lest he should scourge wives ; I have taught masters to treat their sla_es
him, having ordered this to be done in secret, with clemency, and slaves to serve their own
Thereafter, accordingly, Simon said that he had masters faithfully ; 7 I have taught the churches
risen on the third day, because he took away of the believers to reverence one almighty, m-
the head of the ram and the limbs--but the visible, and incomprehensible God. And this
blood had been there congealed--and on the teaching has been given me, not from men, nor
third day he showed himself to Nero, and said : through men, but through Jesus Christ, s whu
Cause to be wiped away my blood that has been spoke to me out of heaven, who also has sent
poured out ; for_ behold, having been beheaded, me to preach, saying to me, Go forth, for I w_]I
as I promised, I have risen again on the third be with thee ; and all things, as many as thou
day. shalt say or do, I shall make just.

And when Nero said, To-morrow will prove Nero said: What sayest thou, Peter? He
you, turning to Paul, he says: Thou Paul, why answered and said: All that Paul has said Is
dost thou say nothing ? Either who taught thee, tree.9 For when he was a persecutm of the
or whom thou hast for a master, or how thou faith of Christ, a voice called him out of heaven,
hast taught in the cities, or what things have and taught him the truth; for he was not an
happened through thy teaching? For I think adversary of our faith from hatred, but from
that thou hast not any wisdom, and art not able to ignorance. For there were before us false
accomplish any work of power. Paul answered: Christs, like Simon, false apostles, and false
Dost thou suppose that' I ought to speak against prophets, who, contrary to the sacred writings.
a desperate man, a magician, who has given his set themselves to make void the truth; and
soul up to death, whose destruction and per- against these it was necessary to have in read_-
difion will come speedily ? For he ought to ness this man, who from his youth up set him
speak who pretends to be what he is not, and self to no other thing than to search out the
deceives men by magic art. If thou consentest mysteries of the divine law, by which xohe m_ght
to hear his words, and to shield him, thou shalt become a vindicator of truth and a persecutor
destroy thy soul and thy kingdom, for he is a of falsehood. Since, then, his persecution was
most base man. And as the Egyptians Jannes not on account of hatred, but on account of the
and Jambres led Pharaoh and his army astray vindication of the law, the very truth out of
until they were swallowed up in the sea, so also heaven held intercourse with him, saying, I am
he, through the instruction of his father the the truth which you persecutest ; cease perse-
devil, persuades men to do many evils to them-
selves, and thus deceives many of the innocent, *Or,thepurem heartadmmmgthefaith.2 Rout. xv. x9.

to the peril of thy kingdom. But as for the word s Rom.=_._o.t Tim. vi. x7.
of the devil, which I see has been poured out _ Or,the_ whohavea mo_rat*quantityof fooda_ co_r_
through this man, with groanings of my heart I tohe_o_tcnto T,m.,1.S).6 Or, in the admtmitioa of the Saviour (Eph. vs. 4)-

am dealing with the Holy Spirit, that it may be , col ii_ ,8-**$ Gal. i. L

clearly shown what itis; foras faras he seems 9 FouroftheMss.andtheLatinver_n hereadd:.F°r_a_
to raise himself towards heaven, so far will he I haveforai°ngtlmelmuttrecelvedlettorsfmm°urt_t"oPJottt all the world about the things done and satd by Imm.
be sunk down into the depth of Hades, where ,o i.e., =_t=i_
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curing me. When, therefore, he knew that this "enjoined by God when I received it. For this
was so, leaving off that _¢hieh he was vindicat- reason was I circumcised.
rag, he began to vindicate this way of Christ Paul said: Hearest thou, O good emperor,
which he was persecuting, what has been said by Simon ? If, therefore,

Simon said: O good emperor, take notice circumcision be a good thing, why hast thou,
that these two have conspired against me ; for Simon, given up those who have been cireum-
I am the truth, and they purpose evil against cised, and forced them, after being condemned,
me. Peter said : There is no truth in thee ; but to be put to death ? Nero said : Neither about
all thou sayest is false, you do I perceive anything good. Peter and

Nero said: Paul, what sayest thou? Paul Paul said: Whether this thought about us be
sa_d : Those things which thou hast heard from good or evil has no reference to the matter ; but
Peter, believe to have been spoken by me also ; to us it was necessary that what our Master prom-
for we purpose the same thing, for we have the ised should come to pass. Nero said : If I
same Lord Jesus the Christ. Simon said : Dost should not be willing ? Peter said : Not as thou
thou expect me, O good emperor, to hold an willest, but as He promised to us.
argument with these men, who have come to an Simon said : O good emperor, these men have
agreement against me ? And having turned to reckoned upon thy clemency, and have bound
the apostles of Christ, he said: Listen, Peter thee. Nero said: But neither hast tho_ yet
and Paul : if I can do nothing for you here, we made me sure about thyself. Simon said : Since
are going to the place where I must judge you. so many excellent deeds and signs have been
Paul said : O good emperor, see what threats he shown to thee by me, I wonder how thou
holds out against us. Peter said: Why was it shouldst be in doubt. Nero said: I neither
necessary to keep from laughing outright at a doubt nor favour any of you ; but answer me
foolish man, made the sport of demons, so as to rather what I ask.
suppose that he cannot be made manifest ? Simon said : Henceforward I answer thee

Simon said: I spare you until I shall receive nothing. Nero said: Seeing that thou liest,
my power. Paul said : See if you will go out therefore thou sayest this. But if even I can do
hence safe. Peter said : If thou do not see, nothing to thee, God, who can, will do it. Simon
Simon, the power of our Lord Jesus Christ, thou said : I no longer answer thee. Nero said : Nor
wilt not beheve thyself not to be Christ. Simon dp I consider thee to be anything : for, as I per-
sa_d : Most sacred emperor, do not believe ceive, thou art a liar in everything. But why do
them, for they are circumcised knaves. Paul I say so much? The three of you show that
said: Before we knew the truth, we had the your reasoning is uncertain ; and thus in all
c_rcumcision of the flesh ; but when the truth things you have made me doubt, so that I find
appeared, in the circumcision of the heart we that I can g_ve credit to none of you.'
both are circumcised, and circumcise. Peter Peter said: We preach one God and Father
said : If circumcision be a disgrace, why hast of our Lord Jesus Christ, that has made the
thou been circumcised, Simon ? heaven and the earth and the sea, and all that

Nero said: Has, then, Simon also been cir- therein is, who is the true King; and of His
cumcised ? Peter said : For not otherwise could ikingdom there shall be no end. * Nero said :
he have deceived souls, unless he feigned him- !What king is lord ? Paul said : The Saviour of
self to be a Jew, and made a show of teaching all the nations. Simon said : I am he whom you
tr_e law of God. Nero said : Simon, thou, as I speak of. Peter and Paul said : May it never
see, being carried away with envy, persecutest be well with thee, Simon, magician, and full of
these men. For, as it seems, there is great bitterness.
hatred between thee and their Christ ; and I am Simon said : Listen, O C_esar Nero, that thou
afraid that thou wilt be worsted by them, and mayst know that these men are liars, and that
involved in great evils. Simon said : Thou art I have been sent from the heavens : to-morrow
led astray, O emperor. Nero said : How am I I go up into the heavens, that I may make those
led astray ? What I see in thee, I say. I see who believe in me blessed, and show my wrath
that thou art manifestly an enemy of Peter and upon those who have denied me. Peter and
Paul and their master. Paul said : Us long ago God called to HIS own

Simon said: Christ was not Paul's master, glory ; but thou, called by the devil, hastenest
Paul said : Yes ; through revelation He taught to punishment. Simon said : CAesar Nero, listen
me also. But tell me what I asked thee--Why to me. Separate these madmen from thee, in
wast thou circumcised ? Simon said : Why hav_ order that when I go into heaven to my father,
you asked me this ? Paul said : We have area- I may be very merciful to thee. Nero said :
son for asking you this. Nero said : Why .art And whence shall we prove this, that thou go_t
thou afraid to answer them ? Simon said : Lls-

s Or,to_hi_.
ten, 0 emperor. At that time circumcision was * _ _33.
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away into heaven ? Simon said : Order a loft), !we are not mad. Paul said to Peter : Do at
tower to be made of wood, and of great beams, once what thou doest.

that I may go up upon it, and that my angels And Peter, looking stedfasfly against Sirn0_,
may find me in the air; for they cannot come said : I adjure you, ye angels of Satan, who are
to me upon earth among the sinners. Nero carrying him into the air, to deceive the hearts
said : I will see whether thou wilt fulfil what of the unbelievers, by the God that created all
thOU sayesL things, and by Jesus Christ, whom on the third

Then Nero ordered a lofty tower to be made day He raised from the dead, no longer from
in the Campus Martius, and all the people and thin hour to keep him up, but to let him go
the dignities to be present at the spectacle. And And immediately, being let go, he fell into
on the following day, all the multitude having place called Sacra Via, that is, Holy Way, and
come together, Nero ordered Peter and Paul to was divided into four parts, having perished by
be present, to whom also he said : Now the truth an evil fate.
has to be made manifest. Peter and Paul said : Then Nero ordered Peter and Paul to be put
We do not expose him, but our Lord Jesus in irons, and the body of Simon to be carefult_
Christ, the Son of God, whom he has falsely de- kept three days, thinking that he would rise 0n
clared himself to be. the third day. To whom Peter said : He wlll

And Paul, having turned to Peter, said : It is no longer rise, since he is truly dead, being con.
my part to bend the knee, and to pray to God ; demned to everlasting punishment. And Nero
and thine to produce the effect, if thou shouldst said to him : Who commanded thee to do such
see him attempting anything, because thou wast a dreadful deed ? Peter stud : His reflectt0ns
first taken m hand I by the Lord. And Paul, and blasphemy against my Lord Jesus Christ
bending his knees, prayed. And Peter, looking have brought him into this gulf of destruction.
stedfastly upon Simon, said : Accomplish what Nero said : I will destroy you by an evil taking
thou hast begun ; for both thy exposure and our off. Peter said : This is not in thy power, ever.
call is at hand : for I see my Christ calling both if it should seem good to thee to destroy us ; but
me and Paul. Nero stud : And where will you it is necessary that what our Master promised to
go to against my will ? Peter said : Whitherso- us should be fulfilled.
ever our Lord has called us. Nero said : And Then Nero, having summoned Agrippa the
who is your lord ? Peter said : Jesus the Christ, proprmtor, said to him : It is necessary that men
whom I see calling us to Himself. Nero said : introducing mischievous religious observancc_
Do you also then intend to go away to heaven ? should die. Wherefore I order them to take
Peter said: If it shall seem good to Him that iron clubs, 2 and to be killed in the sea-fight.
calls us. Simon said : In order that thou mayst Agrippa the proprmtor said : Most sacred era-
know, O emperor, that these are deceivers, as peror, what thou hast ordered is not fitting for
soon as ever I ascend into heaven, I will send these men, since Paul seems innocent beside
my angels to thee, and will make thee come Peter. Nero said : By what fate, then, shall the_
to me. Nero said: Do at once what thou die? Agrippa answered and said:As seems to
sayest, me, it is just that Paul's head should be cut 0_.

Then Simon went up upon the tower in the and that Peter should be raised on a cross as the
face of all, and, crowned with laurels, he cause of the murder. Nero said: Thou hast
stretched forth his hands, and began to fly. most excellently judged.
And when Nero saw him flying, he said to Peter : Then both Peter and Paul were led away from
This Simon is true ; but thou and Paul are de- the presence of Nero. And Paul was bel(eaded
ceivers. To whom Peter said : Immediately on the Ostesian road.S
shalt thou know that we are true disciples of And Peter, having come to the cross, said
Christ ; but that he is not Christ, but a magi-Since my Lord Jesus Christ, who came down
clan, and a malefactor. Nero said : Do you from the heaven upon the earth, was raised upon
still persist? Behold, you see him going up the cross upright, 4 and He has deigned to call
into heaven. Then Peter, looking stedfastly to heaven me, who am of the earth, my cross
upon Paul, said : Paul, look up and see. And ought to be fixed head downmost, so as to direct
Paul, having looked up, full of tears, and seeing my feet towards heaven ; for I am not worthyto
Simon flying, said: Peter, why art thou idle? be crucified like my Lord. Then, having re-
finish what thou hast begun ; for already our versed the cross, they nailed his feet up.
Lord Jesus Christ is calling us. And Nero hear-

ing them, smiled a little, and said : These men 2Thete.xthtmx,_¢, artichokes,forwhichlhavcrt_l_.see themselves worsted already, and are gone duty. s_-_hts were, favountespectacleofthe Roman P_._
(Suet., ..V'et'o,xu. ; Claxd., xxt. ; Dam, iv.). The combatants_"

mad. Peter s_d: Now thou shalt know that capavts,orpenmsoo_tod_ath(DioaCass,L_-?32 ,__
s For tim epmt_de of Petlmtua, cmamlaed m tlmme m tr_

Mss.,but notin th¢ Latin wnamat, *re the endofthis book.
t Or, chomm. * L¢., headuptammm.
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And the multitude was assembled reviling place for the exhibition of sea-fights in the place
Cmsar, and wishing to kill him. But Peter called the Vatican.4
restrained them, saying : ' A few days ago, being And the men who had said that they came
exhorted by the brethren, I was going away ; from Jerusalem said to the people : Rejoice s and
and my Lord Jesus Christ met me, and having be exceeding glad, because you have been
adored Him, I said, Lord, whither art Thou deemed worthy to have great champions. And
going? And He said to me, I am going to know that Nero himself, after these not many
Rome to oc crucified. And I said to Him, days, will be utterly destroyed, and his kingdom
Lord, wast Thou not crucified once for all ? shall be given to another.
And the Lord answering, said, I saw thee fleeing And after these things the people revolted
from death, and I wish to be crucified instead against him ; and when he knew of it, he fled
of thee. And I said, Lord, I go ; I fulfil Thy into desert places, and through hunger and cold
command. And He said to me, Fear not, for I am he gave up the ghost, and his body became food
with thee? On this account, then, children, do for the wild beasts.

not hinder my going ; for already my feet are And some devout men of the regions of the
going on the road to heaven. Do not grieve, East wished to carry off the relics of the saints,
therefore, but rather rejoice with me, for to-day and immediately there was a great earthquake in
I receive the fruit of my labours. And thus the city ; s and those that dwelt in the city hay-
speaking, he said : I thank Thee, good Shep- ing become aware of it, ran and seized the men,
herd, that the sheep which Thou hast entrusted but they fled. But the Romans having taken them,
to me, sympathize with me ; I ask, then, that put them in a place three miles frot_ the city,
with me they may have a part in Thy king- and there they were guarded a year and seven
dora.3 And having thus spoken, he gave up the months, until they had built the place in which
ghost, they intended to put them. And after these things,

And immediately there appeared men glorious all having assembled with glory and singing of
and strange in appearance ; and they said : We praise, they put them in the place built for them.
are here, on account of the holy and chief apos- And the consummation of the holy glorious
ties. from Jerusalem. And they, along with Mar- Apostles Peter and Paul was on the 29th of the
cellus, an illustrious man, who, having left month of June--in Christ Jesus our Lord, to
Simon, had believed in Peter, took up his body: whom be glory and strength.
secretly, and put it under the terebinth near the

4 In three of the Greek t_ss., but not m the Latin versing, the

t • ] story of Perpetua ts here contmued.
One of the Mss. heremserts: Donotheharduponhim, forhe is I $Severa[ MSS hereadd: Andthe people of the Romansrali, and

the servant ofhts father Satan. but I must fulfil the command of my took them into the place called the Catacombs on the Appian Way_

Lo_ . I at the thtrd mtleatone; and there the bodlea of the nmts were auard_
Some of the Mss. msert: Untd I brag thee into my Father's a year and stx months, untd places were built for them in which the T

house ._ I mtght be put. And the body of St. Peter was put into the Vatlcaa,
oeveral of the MSS. here add: I commend unto Thee the sheep near the place for the sea-fights, and that of St. Paul into the Vmto-

whom Thou dtdst entrust unto me that they may not feel that they [ sian (or Oste_,an) Way, two miles from the city, and in theae plaeu,

_¢enWi.thoutme, havin[[ for a shep_d Thee, through whom I have ] through their prayers, many good deeds are wrought to the faithful in
ame to teed thus ItoC_ I the name of our Lm'd Jesus Chrxst.

THE STORY OF PERPETUA.

Am) asPaul was being led away to bc be- soldierslaughed,and saidto thewoman : Why
headedata placeabout threemilesfrom the dost thou wish,woman, to lose thy handker-
c!ty,hewas inirons.And therewere threesol-chief? Knowest thou not that he isgoing

e.rsguardinghim who were of a greatfamily,away to be beheaded? And Perpetua said
ndwhen theyhad gone out of the gate about to them : I adjureyou by the healthofCmsar

thelengthofa bow-shot,theremet them a God- to bind his eyes with thishandkerchiefwhen
fc.aringwoman ; and she,seeingPaul dragged you cut offhis head. Which alsowas done.
alongin irons,had compassion on him, and And they beheaded him at the place called

cWa_ptbitterly.And thename ofthewoman was Aquae Salviae,nearthe pine tree. And asGod
_ed Pe.rpetua; and she was one-eyed. And had willed,beforethe soldierscame back,the

handkerchief, on_ut., seemg her weeping, says to her : Give me having it drops of blood, was
.Y handkerchief, and when I turn back I shall restored to the woman. And as she was carry-

_ve it to thee. And she, having taken the ing it, straightway and immediately her eye was
handkerchief, gave it to him willingly. And the opened.
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commctyAT_oN o_ Tim S'TORVOV Pmu_z'ruA. soldiers, he ordered one to be beheaded outside
And the three soldiers who had cut off the of the gate about one mile from the city, another

head of Saint Paul, when after three hours they to be cut in two, and the third to be stoned.
came on the same day with the BULta bringing And Perpetua was in the prison ; and m thls
it to Nero, having met Perpetua, they said to prison there was kept Potentiana, a noble maiden,
her : What is it, woman ? Behold, by thy con- because she had sald : I forsake my parents and
fidence thou hast lost thy handkerchief. But she all the substance of my father, and I wish to be.
said to them : I have both got my handkerchief, come a Christian. She therefore joined herself
and my eye has recovered its sight. And as the to Perpetua, and ascertained from her everything
Lord, the God of Paul, liveth, I also have en- about Paul, and was in much anxiety about tile
treated him that I may be deemed worthy to faith in Christ. And the wife of Nero was P0.
become the slave of his Lord. Then the sol- tentiana's sister ; and she secretly informed her
diers who had the BULLA,recognising the hand- about Christ, that those who believe in Hnn set
kerchief, and seeing that her eye had been everlasting joy, and that everything here is tern.
opened, cried out with a loud voice, as if from porary, but there eternal : so that also she fled
one mouth, and said: We too are the slaves of out of the palace, and some of the senators'

wives with her. Then Nero, having mfllcted
Paul's master. Perpetua therefore having gone
away, reported in the palace of the Emperor many tortures upon Perpetua, at last tied a great
Nero that the soldiers who had beheaded Paul stone to her neck, and ordered her to be thr0_la
said : We shall no longer go into the city, for we over a precipice. And her remains lie at the
believe in Christ whom Paul preached, and we Momentan' gate. And Potentiana also under-
are Christians. Then Nero, filled with rage, went many torments; and at last, having made
ordered Perpetua, who had informed him of a furnace one day, they burned her.
the soldiers, to be kept fast in irons ; and as to the , T}_ i_, shyfo, };omc.t_.
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As Paul was going up to Iconium after the blessed are they that have kept aloof from this
flight from Antioch, his fellow-travellers were world, for they shall bc called upright :6 blessed
Demas and Ermogenes, full of hypocrisy ; and are they that have wives as not having them, for
they were importunate with Paul/ as if they they shall receive God for their portion : 7 bIessed
loved him. But Paul, looking only to the good- are they that have the fear of God, for they shall
heSS of Christ, did them no harm, but loved become angels of God : s blessed are they that
them exceedingly, so that he made the oracles have kept the baptism, for they shall rest beside
of the Lord sweet to them in the teaching both the Father and the Son : blessed are the merci-
of the birth and the resurrecUon of the Beloved ; ful, for they shall obtain mercy,9 and shall not
and he gave them an account, word for word, of see the bitter day of judgment : blessed are the
the great things of Christ, how He 2 had been bodies of the virgins, for they shall be well pleas-
revealed to him. ing to God, and shall not lose the reward of their

And a certain man, by name Onesiphorus, chastity; for the word of the Father shall be-
heanng that Paul had come to Iconium, went come to them a work of salvation against the
out to meet him with his children Silas and Zeno, day of His Son, and they shall have rest for ever
and his wife Lectra, in order that he might en-i and ever. '°
tertam him : for Titus had reformed him what And while Paul was thus speaking in the midst
Paul was like in appearance : for he had not of the church in the house of Onesiphorus, a
seen him in the flesh, but only in the spirit. And certain virgin Thecla, the daughter of Theocleia,
he went along the road to Lystra, and stood betrothed to a man named Thamyris, sitting at
waiting for him, and kept looking at the passers- the window close by, listened night and day to
by according to the description of Titus. And the discourse of virginity and prayer, and did
he saw Paul coming, a man small in size, bald- not look away from the window, but paid earnest
headed, bandy-legged, well-built,3 with eyebrows heed to the faith, rejoicing exceedingly. And
meeting, rather tong-nosed, full of grace. For when she still saw many women gumg in beside
sometimes he seemed like a man, and sometimes Paul, she also had an eager desire to be deemed
he had the countenance of an angel. And Paul, worthy to stand in the presence of Paul, and to
seeing Onesiphorus, smiled ; and Onesiphorus hear the word of Christ ; for never had she seen
_d : Hail, O servant of the blessed God ! And his figure, but heard his word only.
he said : Grace be with thee and thy house. And as she did not stand away from the win-
And Demas and Ermogenes were jealous, and dow, her mother sends to Thamyris; and he
showed greater hypocrisy ; so that Demas said comes gladly, as if already receiving her in max-
Are not we of the blessed God, that thou hast riage. And Theocleia said : I have a strange
not thus saluted us ? And Onesiphorus said : I story to tell thee, Thamyris ; for assuredly for
do not see in you the fruit of righteousness ; but three days and three nights Thecla does not
if such you be, come you also into my house from the window, neither to eat nor to drink;
and rest yourselves, but looking earnestly as if upon some pleasant

And Paul having gone into the house of One- sight, she is so devoted to a foreigner teaching
siphorus, there was great joy, and bending of deceitful and artful discourses, that I wonder
knees, and breaking of bread, and the word of how a virgin of such modesty is so painfully put
God about self-control and the resurrection about. Thamyris, this man will overturn the city

Paul saying : Blessed are the pure in heart, for of the Iconians, and thy Thecla too besides ; for
they shall see God : 4 blessed are they that have
kept the flesh chaste, for they shall become a , CompRom.,il. ,.

t_mple of God:s blessed are they that control _,Co_p , co,.,ii. ,9.
Comp Luke xx. 36.

emselves, for God shall speak with them:
9 Mau- v. 7.

, or, _ .,,vai__ ,,ith _. _ o,, ,_, oro. M,,. m#: _*,* :b_.t_t ,_.._

4 m._ct, v, [k
_ttt:lip the angtlsj net _tt m_ mtm*m_** _..¢#_,_

Comp.zCot.vi. iS, tg. " ,i87
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all the women and the young men go in beside cause it has already taken place in the children
him, being taught to fear God and to hve in which we have;S and we rose again when we
chastity. Moreover also my daughter, tied to came to the knowledge of the true God.

the window like a spider, lays hold of what is And Thamyris, hearing these things, be_
said by Paul with a strange eagerness and awful filled with anger and rage, rising up early,wen,,
emotion ; for the virgin looks eagerly at what is to the house of Onesiphorus with archons an_
said by him, and has been captivated. But do public officers, and a great crowd with batons,
thou go near and speak to her, for she has been saying : Thou hast corrupted the city of tUe
betrothed to thee. Iconians, and her that was betrothed to me,so

And Thamyris going near, and kissing her, but that she will not have me : let us go to the gov-
at the same time also being afraid of her over- ernor Castehos. And all the multitude sa_d
powering emotion, said : Thecla, my betrothed, Away w_th the magician ; for he has corrupted
why dost thou sit thus? and what sort of feeling all our wives, and the multitudes have been
holds thee overpowered? Turn round to thy persuaded to change their opinions.

Thamyris, and be ashamed. Moreover also her And Thamyris, standing before the mbunal,
mother said the same things : Why dost thou sit said with a great shout : O proconsul, this man.
thus looking down, my child, and answering who he is we know not, who makes virgins
nothing, but like a mad woman ? And they averse to marriage ; let him say before thee o_
wept fearfully, Thamyris indeed for the loss of a what 4 account he teaches these things. And
wife, and Theocleia of a child, and the maid- Demas and Ermogenes said to Thamyris. Say
servants of a mistress: there was accordingly that he is a Christian, and thus thou wilt do
much confusion in the house of mourning.' away with him. But the proconsul stayed h_s
And while these things were thus going on, intention, and called Paul, saying: Who art thou,
Thecla did not turn round, but kept attending and what dost thou teach? for they bring no
earnestly to the word of Paul. small charges against thee. And Paul lifted up

And Thamyris starting up, went forth into the his voice, saying : Since I am this day examined
street, and kept watching those going in to him as to what I teach, listen, O proconsul : A hvmg
and coming out. And he saw two men bitterly God, a God of retributions, a jealous God, aG0d
contending w_th each other ; and he said : Men, in need of nothing, consulting for the salvat_0n
tell me who this is among you, leading astray of men, has sent me that I may reclaim them
the souls of young men, and deceiving virgins, from corruption and uncleanness, and from all
so that they do not marry, but remain as they pleasure, and from death, that they may not s_n.
are. I promise, therefore, to give you money Wherefore God sent His own Son, whom I
enough if you tell me about him ; for I am the preach, and in whom I teach men to rest their
first man 2 of the city. And Demas and Ermo- holge, who alone has had compassion upon a
genes said to him : Who this is, indeed, we do world led astray, that they may be no longer
not know ; but he deprives young men of wives, under judgment, O proconsul, but may have
and maidens of husbands, saying, There is for faith, and the fear of God, and the knowledge
you a resurrection in no other way, unless you of hohness, and the love of truth. If, therefore,
remain chaste, and pullute not the flesh, but I teach what has been revealed to me by God,
keep it chaste. And Thamyris sa_d to them: whereto do I do wrong? And the proconsul
Come into my house, and rest yourselves. And having heard, ordered Paul to be bound, and
they went to a sumptuous dinner, and much sent to prison, until, said he, I, being at leisure,
wine, and great wealth, and a splendid table; shall hear him more attentively.
and Thamyris made them drink, from his love And Thecla by night having taken off her brace-
to Thecla, and his wish to get her as his wife. lets, gave them to the gatekeeper ; and the door
And Thamyris said during the dinner : Ye men, having been opened to her, she went into the
what is his teaching, tell me, that I also may prison ; and having gwen the jailor a silver hair-
know ; for I am no little distressed about Thecla, rot, she went in beside Paul, and, sitting at h_s
because she thus loves the stranger, and I am feet, she heard the great things of God. And
prevented from marrying. Paul was afraid of nothing, but ordered his life

Demas and Ermogenes said : Bring him before in the confidence of God. And her faith als0
the governor Castelios on the charge of persuad- was increased, and she kissed his bonds.
ing the multitudes to embrace the new teaching And when Thecla wassought for by her friend_
of the Christians, and he will speedily destroy and Thamyris, as if she had been lost, wasrunning
him, and thou shalt have Thecla as thy wife. up and down the streets, one of the gatekeeperst
And we shall teach thee that the resurrection fellow-slaves informed him that she had gone 0_
of which this man speaks has taken place, be- by night. And having gone out, they

z Or, a gt_eatoutpouring or lam_tation in the hou_ a i.e., we ri_ again in our chddn_
# Or, a chuffman. 40rj who_.
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the gatekeeper; and he said to them : She has loaves ; for Onesiphoms had left the things of
gone to the foreigner into the prison. And hav- the world, and followed Paul, with all his house.
mg gone, they found her, as it were, enchained And Paul, having taken off his cloak, said : Go,
by affection. And having gone forth thence, my child, buy more loaves, and bring them.
they drew the multitudes together, and informed And when the child was buying, he saw Thecla
the governorof the circumstance. And he or- their neighbour, and was astonished, and said :
deredPaul to be brought to the tribunal ; but Thecla, whither art thou going? And she said :
Thecla was wallowing on the ground _ in the I have been saved from the fire, and am follow-
placewhere he sat and taught her in the prison ; ing Paul. And the boy said : Come, I shall take
and he ordered her too to be brought to the tri- thee to him ; for he is distressed about thee,
bunal. And she came, exulting with joy. And and is praying six days. And she stood beside
the crowd,when Paul had been brought, vehe- the tomb where Paul was with bended knees,
raentlycried out : He is a magician ! away with and praying, and saying : O Saviour Christ, let
himI But the proconsul gladly heard Paul upon not the fire touch Theela, but stand by her, for
the holy works of Christ. And having called a she is Thine. And she, standing behind him,
council, he summoned Thecla, and said to her : cried out : O Father, who hast made the heaven
Whydost thou not obey Thamyris, according to and the earth, the Father of Thy holy Son, I
tbe law of the Iconians ? But she stood looking bless Thee that Thou hast saved me that I may
earnestlyat Paul. And when she gave no answer, see Paul. And Paul, rising up, saw her', and
her mother cried out, saying : Bum the wicked said : O God, that knowest the heart, the Father
wretc/z ; bum in the midst of the theatre her of our Lord Jesus Christ, I bless Thee that
that will not marry, in order that all the women Thou, having heard me, hast done quickly what
that have been taught by this man may be I wished.
afraid. And they had fiveloaves, and herbs, and water ;

And the governor was greatly moved; and and they rejoiced in the holy works of Christ.
having scourged Paul, he cast him out of the And Thecla said to Paul : I shall cut my hair,
city,and condemned ThecLa to be burned. And and follow thee whithersoever thou mayst go.
_mmediately the governor went away to the And he said: It is a shameless age, and thou
theatre, and all the crowd went forth to the art beautiful. I am afraid lest another tempta-
spectacleof Thecla. But as a lamb in the wil- uon come upon thee worse than the first, and
demesslooks round for the shepherd, so she kept that thou withstand it not, but be cowardly.
searchingfor Paul. And having looked upon the And Thecla said : Only give me the seal 4 in
crowd,she saw the Lord rotting in the likeness Christ, and temptation shall not touch me. And
of Paul, and said : As I am unable to endure Paul said : Thecla, wait with patience, and thou
my lot, Paul has come to see me. And she ishalt receive the water.
gazedupon him with great earnestness, and he And Paul sent away Onesiphorus and all his
went up into heaven. But the maid-servants 2 house to Iconium; and thus, having taken
and virgins brought the faggots, in order that ThecLa, he went into AnUoch. And as they were
Thecla might be burned. And when she came going in, a certain Syriarch, Alexander by name,
mnaked, the governor wept, and wondered at seeing ThecLa, became enamoured of her, and
the power3 that was in her. And the public ex-i tried to gain over Paul by gifts and presents.
ecutloners arranged the faggots for her to go up! But Paul said : I know not the woman whom
oa the pile. And she, having made the sign of thou speakest of, nor is she mine. But he, be-
the cross, went up on the faggots ; and they ing of great power, himself embraced her in the
hghtedthem. And though a great fire was bl_- street. But she would not endure it, but looked
lng, itdid not touch her ; for God, having corn- about for Paul. And she cried out bitterly, say-
passmnupon her, made an undergroundrumbling, ing: Do not force the stranger ; do not force
and a ctoud overshadowed them from above, futl the servant of God. I am one of the chief per-
of waterand hail ; and all that was in the cavit sons of the Iconians ; and because I would not
of _twas poured out, so that many were in dan- have Thamyris, I have been cast out of the city.
ger of death. And the fire was put out, and And taking hold of Alexander, she tore his cloak,
Thecla saved, and pulled off his crown, and made him a laugh-

And Paul was fasting with Onesiphorus and ing-stock. And he, at the same time loving her,
hLswife,and his children, in a new tomb, as and at the same time ashamed of what had hap-
they were going from Iconium to Daphne. And pened, led her before the governor; and when
whenmany days were past, the fasting children she had confessed that she had done these things,
said to Paul : We are hungry, and we cannot buy he condemned her to the wild beasts. And the

_--g__'_ -- women were struck with astonishment, and cried
a Or,*im_ 4 aCot. i._; gt_L x3, h'. 30.
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out beside the tribunal : Evil judgment ! impious cry of the people, and the women sitting t_
judgment! And she asked the governor, that, gether, the one saying: Away with the sacnle
said she, I may remain pure until I shall fight igious person I the others saying : Let the city
with the wild beasts. And a certain Tryph_ena,' i raised ' against this wickedness. Take off all of
whose daughter was dead, took her into keeping, !us, 0 proconsul I Cruel sight ! evil sentence :
and had her for a consolation. And Thecla, having been taken out of the

And when the beasts were exhibited, they hand of Tryphmna, was stripped, and received
bound her to a fierce lioness ; and Tryphmna a girdle,S and was thrown into the arena, and
accompanied her. But the lioness, with Thecla lions and bears and a fierce lioness were let loose
sitting upon her, licked her feet ; and all the upon her ; and the lioness having run up to her
multitude was astonished. And the charge on feet, lay down ; and the multitude of the women
her inscription was : Sacrilegious. And the wo- cried aloud. And a bear ran upon her ; but the
men cried out from above : An impious sentence lioness, meeting the bear, tore her to pieces
has been passed in this city I And after the ex- And again a lion that had been traaned against
hibition, Tryphmna again receives her. For her men, which belonged to Alexander, ran upon
daughter Falconilla had died, and said to her in her ; and she, the lianess, encountering the lion.
a dream : Mother, thou shalt have this stranger was killed along with him. And the women
Thecla in my place, in order that she may pray made great lamentation, since also the honest.
concerning me, and that I may be transferred her protector, was dead.
to the place of the just. Then they send in many wild beasts, she stand.

And when, after the exhibition, Tryph_ena re- ing and stretching forth her hands, and praying
ceived her, at the same time indeed she grieved And when she had finished her prayer, she turne_
that she had to fight with the wild beasts on the and saw a ditch full of water, and said : Now _t
day following ; and at the same time, loving her is time to wash myself. And she threw herself
as much as her daughter Falcomlla, she said: m, saying: In the name of Jesus Christ I am
My second child Thecla, come and pray for my baptmed on my last day. And the women see-
child, that she may live for ever ; for this I saw ing, and the multitude, wept, saying : Do not
in my sleep. And she, nothing hesitating, lifted throw thyself into the water; so that also the
up her voice, and said : God most high, 2 grant governor shed tears, because the seals were going
to this woman according to her wish, that her to devour such beauty. She then threw hersdf
daughter Falconilla may live for ever. And in in the name of Jesus Christ; but the seals
when Thecla had thus spoken, Tryphmna la- having seen the glare of the fire of hghtnmg,
mented, considering so much beauty thrown to floated about dead. And there was round her.
the wild beasts, as she was naked, a cloud of fire ; so that neither

And when it was dawn, Alexander came to could the wild beasts touch her, nor could she
take her, for it was he that gave the hunt,3 say- be seen naked.
ing : The governor is sitting, and the crowd is And the women, when other wild beasts were
in uproar against us. Allow me to take away being thrown in, wmled. And some threw sweet-
her that is to fight with the wild beasts. And smelling herbs, others nard, others cassia, others
Tryphmna cried aloud, so that he even fled, say- amomum, so that there was abundance of per-
ing: A second mourning for my Falconilla has fumes• And all the wild beasts that had been
come upon my house, and there is no one to thrown in, as if they had been withheld by sleep.
help; neither child, for she is dead, nor kins- did not touch her; so that Alexander said to the
man, for I am a widow. God of Thecla, help governor: I have bulls exceedingly terrible, let
her l us bind to them her that is to fight with the

And immediately the governor sends an order ]beasts. And the governor, looking gloom).
that Thecla should be brought. And Tryph_ena, turned, and said : Do what thou wilt. And the)
taking her by the hand, said : My daughter Fal- bound her by the feet between them, and put
conilla, indeed, I took away to the tomb ; and [red-hot irons under the privy parts of the bulls.
thee, Thecla, I am taking to the wild-beast fight, so that they, being rendered more furious, might

• . : " .

GAnoddThe_lamW_elb_tteerltYo, Sw_oY_mgI OvebO_d_ tfhoe k_lhenr,. fla'I_meeYorUShemde_l_t_t, therefore, but theg e ropes, and she was
refuge, who deliveredst me from the fire, do Thou as if she had not been bound. But Tryph_ena
grant a recompense to Tryph_ena, who has had fainted standing beside the arena, so that the
compassion on Thy servant, and because she crowd said: Queen Tryph_ena is dead. And

has kept me pure. Then a tumult arose, and a the governor put a stop to the games, and t_
city was in dismay. And Alexander entreat

t _ _. add: A widow, very rich.
• Onebts.has: Godof ourfathers,Sonor"theMostH_h. An- the governor, saying : Have mercy both on me

other: 0 Lord God, who hast made the h_tvea and the earth, Son
of ,he Most I'Iigh_. Lord Jesus Christ. 4 Or, he taken off, i.e., put to death.

-' i e , the exhibition of wild beasts, s Or, drawers.
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and the city, and release this woman. For if And Tryph_ena sent her much clothing and gold,
C_sar hear of these things, he will speedily de- [so that she left to Paul many things for the ser-
stroy the clty also along with us, because his kins- ]vice of the poor.
woman Queen Tryphama has died beside the And she went to Iconium. And she goes into
A_ACL1 the house of Onesiphorus, and fell upon the

And the governor summoned Thecla out of]pavement where Paul used to sit and teach her,
the midst of the wild be_ts, and said to her: and wept, saying: God of myself and of this
Who art _ou t ann wnat _smere aoout thee, t_at [ house, where Thou didst make the light to shine
not one of the wild beasts touches thee ? And 1upon me, O Christ Jesus, the Son of the living
she said : I indeed am a servant of the living God, my help m the fire, my help among the
God ; and as to what there is about me, I have wild beasts, Thou art glorified for ever. Amen.
beheved.m the Son of God, in whom He is well And she found Thamyris dead, but her mother
pleased; wherefore not one of the beasts has alive. And having sent for her mother, she
touched me. For He alone _s the end 2 of sal- said : Theocleia, my mother, canst thou believe
ration, and the basis of immortal life; for He that the Lord liveth in the heavens ? For
is a refiage to the tempest-tossed, a solace to the whether thou desirest wealth, God gives it to
at_hcted, a shelter to the despairing ; and, once thee through me; or thy child, I am standing
for all, whoever shall not believe on Him, shall beside thee. And having thus testified, she de-
not hve for ever. parted to Seleucia, and dwelt in a cave seventy-

And the govemor having heard this, ordered two years, hying upon herbs and water. And
her garments to be brought, and to be put on. she enhghtened many by the word of God.
And Thecla said : He that clothed me naked And certain men of the city, being Greeks by
among the wild beasts, will in the day of judg- religion, and physicians by profession, sent to
ment clothe thee with salvation. And taking the her insolent young men to destroy 3 her. Fm
garments, she put them on. The governor there- they said : She is a virgin, and serves Artemis,
fore immediately issued an edict, saying : I re- and from this she has virtue in healing. And by
lease to you the God-fearing Thecla, the servant the providence of God she entered into the rock
of God. And the women shouted aloud, and alive, and went under ground. And she de-
with one mouth returned thanks to God, saying : parted to Rome to see Paul, and found that he
There is one God, the Gad of Thecla ; so that had fallen asleep. 4 And after staying there no
the foundations of the theatre were shaken by long time, she rested m a glorious sleep ; and
their voice. And Tryph_ena having received the she is buried about two or three stadia from the
good news, went to meet the holy Thecla, and tomb of her master Paul.
said : Now I believe that the dead are raised _ She was cast, then, into the fire when seven-
now I believe that my child lives. Come within, teen years old, and among the wild beasts when
and I shall assign to thee all that is mine. She eighteen. And she was an ascetic in the cave,
therefore went in along with her, and rested as has been said, seventy-two years, so that all
e_ght days, having instructed her in the word of the years of her life were ninety. And having
God, so that most even of the maid-servahts be- accomplished many cures, she rests in the place
heved. And there was great joy in the house, of the saints, having fallen asleep on the twenty-

And Thecla kept seeking Paul ; and it was fourth of the month of September in Christ
told her that he was in Myra of Lydia. And Jesus our Lord, to whom be glory and strength
taking young men and maidens, she girded her- for ever and ever. Amen.
self; and having sewed the tunic so as to make

a man's cloak, she came to Myra, and found Instead of the last two sections, the MS.which
Paul speaking the word of God. And Paul was
astonished at seeing her, and the crowd with Dr. Grabe used has the following :_
her, thinking that some new trial was coming And a cloud of light guided her. And hay-

her. And when she saw him, she said : ing come into Seleucla, she went forth outside
_P°_navereceived the baptism, Paul ; for He of the city one stadium. And she was afraid
that wrought along with thee for the Gospel has of them also, for they worshipped idols. And
wrought in me also for baptism. And Paul, it guided her to the mountain called Calamon
taking her, led her to the house of Herm_eus, lot Rhodeon; and having there found a cave,
and hears everything from her, so that those she went into it. And she was there many
that heard greatly wondered, and were com- years, and underwent many and grievous trials
forted, and prayed over Tryph_ena. And she by the devil, and bore them nobly, being as-
rose up, and said: I am going to Iconium. sisted by Christ. And some of the weU-born
And Paul said : Go, and teach the word of God. women, having learned about the virgin Thecl_,

Orj COI'TUpt•gae _C__ t the.atre_o_a or near the s_,ge. .,_ Le., that lie wudead.
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went to her, and learned the oracles of God. with mildness : Wait, my children, that you may
And many of them bade adieu to the world, and see the glory of the Lord. And being laid hold
lived an ascetic life with her. And a good re- of by them, she looked up into heaven, anG
port was spread everywhere concerning her, and said : God, terrible and incomparable, and glow.
cures were done by her. All the city, therefore, ous to 'rhine adversaries, who didst deliver rne
and country round, having known th_s, brought out of the fire, who didst not give me up to
their sick to the mountain ; and before they Thamyris, who didst not give me up to Alex
came near the door they were speedily released ander, who didst deliver me from the wild beast,
from whatever disease they were afflicted by ; who didst save me in the abyss, who hast every.
and the unclean spirits went out shrieking, and where worked with me, and glorified Thy nar_e
all received their own in health, glorifying God, in me, now also deliver me from these lawless
who had given such grace to the virgin Thecla. men, and let me not insult my virginity, which
The physicians, therefore, of the city of the through Thy name I have preserved till now.
Seleucians were thought nothing of, having lost because I love Thee, and desire Thee, and adore
their trade, and no one any longer had regard Thee, the Father, and the Son, and the H01v
to them ; and being filled with envy and hatred, Ghost for ever. Amen. And there came a voice
they plotted against the servant of Christ, what out of the heaven, saying : Fear not, Thecla.
they should do to her. The devil then suggests my true servant, for I am with thee. Look and
to them a wicked device ; and one day, being see where an opening has been made before

assembled, and having taken counsel, they con- thee, for there shall be for thee an everlasting
sult with each other, saying : This virgin is a house, and there thou shalt obtain shelter. And
priestess of the great goddess Artemis ; and if the blessed Thecla regarding it, saw the rock
she ask anything of her, she hears her as being opened as far as to allow a man to enter, and
a virgin, and all the gods love her. Come, then, did according to what had been said to her.
let us take men of disorderly lives, and make and nobly fleeing from the lawless ones, entered
them drunk with much wine, and let us give into the rock; and the rock was straightway
them much gold, and say to them, If you can shut together, so that not even a joining ap-
corrupt and defile her, we shall give you even peared. And they, beholding the extraordinary
more money. The physicians therefore said to wonder, became as it were distracted ; and the_
themselves, that if they should be able to defile were not able to detain the sen,ant of God, bu:
her, neither the gods nor Artemis would listen to only caught hold of her veil, and were able to
her in the case of the sick. They therefore did tear off a certain part ; and that by the per-
so. And the wicked men, having gone to the mission of God for the faith of those seeing the
mountain, and rushed upon the cave like hons, venerable place, and for a blessing in the gen-
knocked at the door. And the holy martyr erations afterwards to those that believe m our
Thecla opened, emboldened by the God in Lord Jesus Christ out of a pure heart.
whom she believed ; for she knew of their plot Thus, then, suffered the first martyr of God,
beforehand. And she says to them : What do and apostle, and virgin, Thecla, who came from
you want, my children? And they said: Is Iconium at eighteen years old ; and w_th the
there one here called "rhecla ? And she said : journeying, and the going round, and the retire-
What do you want with her? They say to her : ment m the mountain, she lived other seventy-
We want to sleep with her. The blessed Thecla two years. And when the Lord took her, she
says to them : I am a humble old woman, but was ninety years old. And thus is her consum-
the servant of my Lord Jesus Christ ; and even mation. And her holy commemoration is on
though you want to do something to me out of the twenty-fourth of the month of September, to
place, you cannot. They say to her : It is ira- the glory of the Father, and the Son, and the
possible for us not to do to thee what we want. Holy Spirit, now and ever, and to ages of age_
And having said this, they laid fast hold of her, Amen.
and wished to insult her. And she says to them



THE ACTS OF BARNABAS.

THE JOURNEYINGS AND MARTYRDOM OF ST. BARNABAS THE APOSTLE.

SXNCEfrom the descent of the presence of our leucia, and after staying three days sailed away
Saviour Jesus Christ, the unweaned and benevo- to Cyprus ; and I was ministering to them until
lent and mighty Shepherd and Teacher and we had gone round all Cyprus. And setting sail
Physician, I beheld and saw the ineffable and from Cyprus, we landed in Perga of PamphyliL
holy and unspotted mystery of the Christians, And there I then stayed about two months, wish-
who hold the hope in holiness, and who have ing to sail to the regions of the West ; and the
been sealed; and since I have zealously served Holy Spirit did not allow me. Turning, there-
Him, I have deemed it necessary to give an fore, I again sought the apostles; and having
account of the mysteries which I have heard learned that they were in Antioch, I went to
and seen. them.

I John, accompanying the holy apostles Bar- And I found Paul in bed in Antioch from the
nabas and Paul, being formerly a servant of Cyril- toil of the journey, who also seeing me, was ex-
tus the high priest of Jupiter, but now having ceedingly grieved on account of my delaying in
received the gift of the Holy Spirit through Paul Pamphylia. And Barnabas coming, encouraged
and Barnabas and Silas, who zotre worthy of him, and tasted bread, and he took a little of it.
the calling, and who baptized me in Iconium. ]And they preached the word of the Lord, and
After I was baptized, then, I saw a certain man enlightened many of the Jews and Greeks. And
standing clothed in white raiment ; and he said I only attended to them, and was afraid of Paul
to me : Be of good courage, John, for assuredly i to come near him, both because he held me as
thy name shall be changed to Mark, and thy having spent much time in Pamphylia, and be-
glory shall be proclaimed in all the world. And cause he was qmte enraged against me. And I
the darkness in thee has passed away from thee, gave repentance on my knees upon the earth to
and there has been given to thee understanding Paul, and he would not endure it. And when
to know the mysteries of God. I remained for three Sabbaths in entreaty and

And when I saw the vision, becoming greatly prayer on my knees, I was unable to prevail
terrified, I went to the feet of Barnabas, and upon him about myself; for his great grievance
related to him the mysteries which I had seen against me was on account of my keeping sev-
and heard from that man. And the Apostle eral parchments in Pamphylia.
Paul was not by when I disclosed the mysteries. And when it came to pass that they finished
And Barnabas said to me : Tell no one the mir- teaching in Antioch, on the first of the week
acle which thou hast seen. For by me also this they took counsel together to set out for the
mght the Lord stood, saying, Be of good cour- places of the East, and after that to go into Cy-
age : for as thou hast given thy life for my name prus, and oversee all the churches in which they
to death and banishment from thy nation, thus had spoken the word of God. And Barnabas
also shalt thou be made perfect. Moreover, as entreated Paul to go first to Cyprus, and oversee
for the servaut who is with you, take him also his own in his village; and Lucius * entreated
thith thyself; for he has certain mysteries. Now him to take the oversight of his city Cyrene.

en, my child, keep to thyself the things which And a vision was seen by Paul in sleep, that he
thou hast seen and heard ; for a time will come should hasten to Jerusalem, because the brethren
for thee to reveal them.' expected him there. But Barnabas urged that

And I, having been instructed in these things they should go to Cyprus, and pass the winter,
by him, remained in Iconium, many days ; for and then that they should go to Jerusalem at
there was there a holy man and a pious, who the feast. Great contention, therefore, arose
also entertained us, whose house also Paul had between them.* And Barnabas urged me also
sanctified. Thence, therefore, we came to Se- to accompany them, on account of my being

their servant from the beginning, and on accountt o -
, _1 ¢_me to rev_tl thee.

wl_ta_.l_.tbam_e't'u._lem, andadds, afzd_ea_UAr.t_i, t Acu, xhl. t _ Rom. xvl. m.
_ me geozmplay better. ,0 Aent xv. 39.
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of my having served them in all Cyprus until came to the city of Anemurium; and havi_,
• " _6

they came to Perga of Pamphylia ; and I there gone into it, we found two Greeks. And coming
had remained many days. But Paul cried out to us, they asked whence and who we were.
against Barnabas, saying: It is impossible for And Barnabas said to them: If you wish to
him to go with us. And those who were with know whence and who we are, throw away the
us there urged me also to accompany them, be- clothing which you have, and I shall put on you
cause there was a vow upon me to follow them clothing which neverbecomes soiled ; forneither
to the end. So that Paul said to Barnabas: If is there in it anything filthy, but it is altogether
thou wilt take John who also is surnamed Mark splendid. And being astonished at the saying
with thee, go another road ; for he shall not they asked us : What is that garment whichy0_
come with us. And Barnabas coming to him- are going to give us? And Barnabas said to
self, said : The grace of God does not desert ' them : If you shall confess yoursins, and subn-_t
him who has once served the Gospel and jour- yourselves to our Lord Jesus Christ, you shall
neyed with us. If, therefore, thts be agreeable receive that garment which is incorruptiblefor
to thee, Father Paul, I take him and go. And ever. And being pricked at heart by the H01_
he said: Go thou in the grace of Christ, and Spirit, they fell at his feet, entreating an_t
we in the power of the Spirit. saying : We beseech thee, father, give us that

Therefore, bending their knees, they prayed garment ; for we believe in the living and true
to God. And Paul, groaning aloud, wept, and God whom thou proclaimest. And leading
in like manner also Barnabas, saying to one them down to 7 the fountain, he baptized them
another : It would have been good for us, as at into the name of Father, and Son, and H01y
first, so also at last, to work in common among Ghost. And they knew that they were clothed
men ; but since it has thus seemed good to thee, with power,and a holy robe. And having taken
Father Paul, pray for me that my labour may be from me one robe, he put it on the one; and
made perfect to commendation : for thou know- his own robe he put on the other. And thex
est how I have served thee also to the grace of brought money to him, and straightway Bamaba_
Christ that has been given to thee. For I go to distributed it to the poor• And from them als0
Cyprus, and hasten to be made perfect ;* for I the sailors were able to gain many things,s
know that I shall no more see thy face, O Father And they having come down to the shore,he
Paul. And falling on the ground at his feet, he spoke to them the word of God ; and he having
wept long. And Paul said to him: The Lord blessed them, we saluted them, and went 0n
stood by me also this night, saying, Do not force board the ship. And the one of them who_as
Barnabas not to go to Cyprus, for there it has named Stephanus wished to accompany us,and
been prepared for him to enlighten many ; and Barnabas did not permit him. And we, hawng
do thou also, in the grace that has been given to gone across, sailed down to Cyprus by night,
thee, go to Jerusalem to worship in the holy and having come to the place called Cromm)a-
place, and there it shall be shown thee where thy cita,9 we found Timon and Ariston the temple
martyrdom has been prepared. And we saluted servants, at whose house also we were enter-
one another, and Barnabas took me to himself, l'tained.

And having come down to Laodiceia,3 we And Timon was afflicted by much fever. And
sought tocross toCyprus ;and havingfound a ship having laid our hands upon him, we straightwa_
going to Cyprus, we embarked. And when we removed his fever, having called upon the name
had set sail, the wind was found to be contrary, of the Lord Jesus. And Barnabas had received
And we came to Corasium ;* and having gone documents from Matthew, a book of the word'°
down to the shore where there was a fountain,we of God, and a narrative of miracles and d0c-
rested there, showing ourselves to no one, that trines. This Barnabaslaid upon the sick in each
no one might know that Barnabas had separated place that we came to, and it immediatelymade
from Paul. And having set sail from Corasium, a cure of their sufferings.
we came to the regions of Isauria, and thence And when we had come to Lapithus," andan
came to a certain island called Pityusa ; s and a idol festival '* being celebrated in the theatre,
storm having come on, we remained there three they did not allow us to go into the city, butwe
days ; and a certainpious man entertained us, by rested a little at the gate And Timon, afterne
name Euphemus, whom also Barnabas instructed rose up from his disease, came with us. And
in many things in the faith, with all his house, having gone forth from Lapithus, we travelled

And thence we sailed past the Aconesiae,6 and
7 Or, into.

t Or, turn away. 8 To make much profit.
i i.e._ to finish my _ 9 Crommyou Pr.
S This is the Syrian Laodlvela, oplx_te Cyprus, m Lit+, the void.
4 t___ Cove:eL z: Lapcthus.

Or, l'i_,e.k_ totl_ Zelglr/rm_to_. :_ l_,anldo_t.-y,-- a t_nnoaen appliedto the wonl_ _
Pcrhal_ Aphmdudas. Bacchus.
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through the mountains, and came to the city of And when we came out we shook the dust off
Lampadistus, of which also Timon was a native; our feet over against that temple where the
m addition to whom, having found also that libation of the abominable took place.
Heracleius was there, we were entertaaned by And having gone out thence, we came through
him. He was of the city of Tamasus, I and had desert places, and Timon also accompanied us.
come to visit hm relations ; and Barnabas, look- And having come to Citium, and there being a
ing stedfastly at him, recognised him, having great uproar there also in their hippodrome,
met w_th him formerly at Cltium with Paul ; to having learned this, we came forth out of the
_hom also the Holy Spirit was given at baptism, city, having all shaken the dust off our feeti for
and he changed his name to Heracleldes. And no one received us, except that we rested one
hawng ordained him b_shop over Cyprus, and hour in the gate near the aqueduct.
having confirmed the church in Tamasus, we left And having set sail in a ship from Citium, we
him m the house of his brethren that dwelt came to Salamis, and landed in the so-called
there, islands, where there was a place full of idols;

And having crossed the mountain called and there there took place high festivals _ and
Ch_onodes,2 we came to Old Paphos, and there libations. And having found Heracleides there
found Rhodon. a temple servant, who also, again, we instructed him to proclaim the Gospel
h_ mg himself believed, accompanied us. And of God, and to set up churches, and ministers in
we met a certain Jew, by name Barjesus, coming them. And havmg gone into Salamis, we came
from Paphos, who also recognised Barnabas, as to the synagogue near the place called Biblia ;
having been formerly with Paul. He did not and when we had gone into it, Barnabas, having
wish us to go into Paphos ; but having turned unrolled the Gospel which he had received from
away, we came to Curium.3 Matthew his fellow-labourer, began to teach the

And we found that a certain abominable race Jews.
was being performed 4 in the road near the city, And Barjesus, having arrived after two days,
where a multitude of women and men naked after not a few Jews had been instructed, was
were performmg the race. And there was great enraged, and brought together all the multitude
deception and error in that place. And Barna- of the Jews ; and they having laid hold of Bar-
bas turning, rebuked it ; and the western part nabas, wished to hand him over to Hypatius, the
fell, so that many were wounded, and many of governor of Salamis. And having bound him to
them also died ; and the rest fled to the temple take him away to the governor, and a pious Jeb-
of Apollo, which was close at hand in the city usite,7 a kinsman of Nero, having come to Cy-
which was called sacred.s And when we came prus, the Jews, learning this, took Barnabas by
near the temple, a great multitude of Jews who night, and bound him with a rope by the neck ;
were there, having been put up to it by Bar- and having dragged him to the hippodrome
jesus, stood outside of the city, and did notallow from the synagogue, and' having gone out of
us to go into the city ; but we spent the evening the city, standing round him, they burned him
under a tree near the city, and rested there, with fire, so that even his bones became dust.

And on the following day we came to a certain And straightway that night, having taken his
v_llage where Aristochanus dwelt. He being a dust, they cast it into a cloth ; and having se
leper, had been cleansed in Antioch, whom also cured it with lead, they intended to throw it into
Paul and Barnabas sealed to be a bishop, and the sea. But I, finding an opportunity in the
seat to his village in Cyprus, because there were night, and being able along with Timon and
many Greeks there. And we were entertained Rhodon to carry it, we came to a certain place,
m the cave by him in the mountain, and there and having found a cave, put it down there,
we remained one day. And thence we came to where the nation of the ]ebusites formerly
Arnathus, and there was a great multitude of dwelt. And having found a secret place in it,
Greeks m the temple in the mountain, low we put it away, with the documents which he
women and men pouring libations. There also ad received from Matthew. And it was the
Barjesus, getting the start of us, gained over the fourth hour of the night of the second of the
nat_on of the Jews, and did not allow us to week. 8
enter into the city ; but a certain widow woman, And when we were hid in the place, the Jews
eighty years old, being outside of the city, and made no little search after us ; and having al-

he also not worshipping the idols, coming most found us, they pursued us as far as the
o_ard to us, took us into her house one hour.

Tam.ms. • lit., asr_mbhcs of"the whole nation.7 Another rcadingls: _vzstM_v.'/_ ._an_, The_. _alellad
, _,sno_, an epitl_t o¢ Olympus, the mountain they crossed, that the Jdmsitcs colmuz_ C_tus _ they were _ Out of

I_. 1_t_'_ _urUum, which was neat'er Pal_o Paphos than Cm'i_ Palestine by King David.
4 _ . . • TI_ Vatleati I_ts.sdds: _ tl_ xTth _the_ l'_tln _I-

"_ I_dd.nS _: I= tt_ city ¢_ll*d Cz_ism.
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village of the Ledrians ; and we, having found I teaching the brethren that came the word of the
there also a cave near the village, took refuge in I Lord, enlightening them, and preaching what I
it, and thus escaped them. And we were hid in [ had been taught by the apostles of Christ, wh0
the cave three days ; and the Jews having gone ! also baptized me into the name of Father.
away, we came forth and left the place by night, and Son, and Holy Ghost ; who also changed
And taking with us Ariston and Rhodon, we imy name to Mark in the water of baptism, by
came to the village of Limnes.' which also I h0.P.e to bring many to the glory of

And having come to the shore, we found an God through His grace ; because to rlim is due
Egyptian ship ; and having embarked in it, we honour and everlasting glory. Amen.
landed at Alexandria. And there I remained, The journeyings and martTrdom of the h0ly

apostle Barnabas have been fulfilled through
modernCZThis t.imnifiplacedoes pot appear on the ancient map_, but there is a God.



THE ACTS OF PHILIP.

OF THE JOURNEYINGS OF PHILIP THE APOSTLE.

FROM THE FIFTEENTH ACT UNTIL THE END, AND AMONG THEM THE MARTYRDOM. z

ABOUTthe time when the Emperor Trajan re- knowledge of him, that the serpent trails his
ce_ved the government of the Romans, after belly and his breast ; and Tartarus is his dwell-
Simon the son of Clopas, who was bishop of ing-place, and he goes in the darkness, since he
Jerusalem,'had suffered martyrdom in the mghth has confidence in nothing.3 Flee therefore from
year of his reign, being the second bishop of the him, that his poison may not be poured out into
church there after James who bore the name of your mouth. But be rather believing, holy, of
brother of the Lord, 2 Philip the apostle, going good works, having no deceit. Take away from
throughthe cities and regions of Lydia and Asia, yourselves the wicked disposition, that is, the
preached to all the Gospel of Christ. evil desires through which the serpent, the wick-

And having come to the city of Ophioryma, ed dragon, the prince of evil, has produced the
which is called Hierapolis of Asia, he was enter- pasture of destruction and death for the soul,
tamed by a certain believer, Stachys by name. since all the desire of the wicked has proceeded
_nd there waswith him also Bartholomew, one of from him. And this is the root of iniquity, the
the seventy disoples of the Lord, and his sister maintenance of evils, the death of souls ; for the
Mariamme,and his d_sciples that followed him. desire of the enemy _sarmed against the belier-
All the men of the city therefore, having left ers, and comes forth from the darkness, and
theirwork, ran to the house of Stachys, hearing walks in the darkness, taking in hand to war
about the works which Philip d_d. And many wtth those who are in the light. For this is the
men and women having assembled in the house beginning of concupiscence.4 Wherefore you
of Stachys,Philip along with Bartholomew taught who wish to come to us, and the rather that God
them the things of Jesus. has come through us to you as a father to his

And Philip's sister Mariamme, sitting in the own children, wishing to have mercy upon you,
entry of the house of Stachys, addressed herself and to deliver you from the wicked snare of the
to those coming, persuading them to listen to enemy, flee from the evil lusts of the enemy, and
the apostles, saying to them : Our brethren, and cast them completely out of your mind, hating
sonsof my Father in heaven, ye are the excel- openly the father of evils, and loving Jesus, who
lent riches, and the substance of the c_ty above, is hght, and hfe, and truth, and the Saviour of
the dehght of the habitation which God has pre- all who desire Him. Having run, therefore, to
paredfor those that love Him. Trample under Him, take hold of Him in love, that He may
foot the snares of the enemy, the writhing ser- bnng you up out of the pit of the wicked, and
pent. For his path is crooked, since he is the having cleansed you, set you blamele_, living in
sonof the wicked one, and the poison of wick- truth, in the presence of His Father.
ednessis in him ; and his father is the devil, the And all these things Philip said to the multi-
author of death, and his mother corruption; tudes that had come together to worship as in
rage in his eyes and destruction in his mouth, old times the serpents and the viper, of which
and his path is Hades. Wherefore flee from also they set up images and worshipped them.
him that has no substance, the shapeless one Wherefore also they called Hierapolis Ophio-
thathas no shape in all the creation, whether in ryma._ And these things having been said by
the heaven or in the earth, whether in the flying Philip, Bartholomew and l_riamme and his
creaturesor the beasts For everything is taken disciples, and Stachys being along with him, all
awayfrom his shape ;'for among the beasts of the people gave ear, and a great multitude of
me earth and the fowls of the heaven is the

_ 0¢, in no one.
t• __Thise_at'g,_d title is from the Vellctian MS.; sc¢ p. 355. -- R.] * Or, ¢.ow_mustmu.

"_¢- satteb., H. _., iti. 3_t, t i.¢.., $¢tpc_'s _
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them fleeing from the enemy were turned to liver also this woman from the error, the enemy;
Jesus, and were added to Philip and those about make her alive in Thy life, and perfect her L_
him. And the faithful were the more confirmed Thy perfection, in order that she may be found
in the love of Christ. in the country of her fathers in freedom, having

And Nicanora, the wife of the proconsul, lying a portion in Thy goodness, O Lord Jesus.
in bed under various diseases, especially of the And all having sent up the amen along with
eyes, having heard about the Apostle Philip and the Apostle Philip, behold, there came the tF
his teaching, believed in the Lord. For she had rant, the husband of Nicanora, raging hke an
even before this heard about Him ; and having unbroken horse ; and l'.aving laid hold of his
called upon His name, she was released from the wife's garments, he cried out, saying : O Nica-

troubles that afflicted her. And rising up, she [nora, did not I leave thee in bed ? how hadst thou
went forth out of her house through the side _so much strength as to come to these mag_clans?
door, carried by her own slaves in a silver litter, I And how hast thou been cured of the inflarnma.
and went into the house of Stachys, where the t tion of thine eyes ? Now, therefore, unless th0,_
apostles were. tell me who thy physician is, and what is his

And when she came before the gate of the name, I shall punish thee with various pumsh-
house, Mariamme, the sister of Philip the apos- I ments, and shall not have compassion upon thee.
tle, seeing her, spoke to her in the Hebrew I And she answering, says to him : O tyrant, cast
tongue before Philip and Bartholomew, and all out from thee th_s tyranny of thine, forsake tins

the multitude of those who had believed, saying : I wickedness of thine ; abandon this life ]astang
ALEMAKAN,I1C_SAME,MARMARE,NACHAMANfl MAS- only for a season ; run away from the brutality
TRANAN,ACHAMAN; which is, Daughter of the of thy worthless disposition ; flee from the wlcked
father, thou art my mistress, thou hast been I dragon and his lusts ; throw from thee the works
given as a pledge to the serpent ; but Jesus our and the dart of the man-slaying serpent; re-
Redeemer has come to deliver thee through us, inounce the abominable and wicked sacnfices of
to break thy bands, and cut them, and to remove i the idols, which are the husbandry of the enem},
them from thee from their root, because thou art the hedge of darkness ; make for thyself a hfe
my sister, one mother brought us forth twins, chaste and pure, that being in hohness thou

Thou hast forsaken thy father, thou hast forsaken imayst be able to know my Physician, and to get
the path leading thee to the dwelling-place of i Hns name. If therefore thou wlshest me to be
thy mother, being in error; thou hast left the beside thee, prepare thyself to live in chastity
ten_ple of that deception, and of the temporary and self-restraint, and in fear of the true God,
glory, and hast come to us, fleeing from the ene- and I shall live with thee all my life ; only
my, because he is the dwelhng-place of death, cleanse thyself from the idols, and from all their
Behold, now thy Redeemer has come to redeem filth.

thee ; Christ the Sun of righteousness has risen I And when the gloomy tyrant her husband
upon thee, to enlighten thee? heard these words of hers, he seized her by the

And when Nicanora, standing before the door, hair of her head, and dragged her along, kicking
heard these things, she took courage before all, I her, and saying : It will be a fine thing for thee
crying out, and saying : I am a Hebrew, and a I to be cut off by the sword, or to see thee from
daughter of the Hebrews ; speak with me in the I beside me committing fornication with these
language of my fathers. For, having heard the foreign magicians ; for I see that thou hast fallen
preaching of my fathers, I was straightway cured into the madness of these deceivers. Thee first
of the disease and the troubles that encompassed of them, therefore, I shall cut off by an evil
me. I therefore adore the goodness of God, I death ; and then, not sparing them, I shall cut
who has caused you to be spoiled even to this I their sinews, and put them to a most cruel death.
city, on account of His true stone 3 held in IAnd having turned, he said to those about him:
honour, in order that through you we may re- 1Bring out for me those impostors of magicians.
ceive the knowledge of Him, and may live with And the public executioners having run into the
you, havin_ believed in Him. i house of Stachys, and laid hold of the Apostle
" Nicanora having thus spoken, the Apostle l Philip, and Bartholomew and Mariamme, draggea
Philip, along with Bartholomew and Mariamme them along, leading them to where the procon-
and those with them, prayed for her to God, sul was. And the most faithful Stachys fol-
saying: Thou who bringest the dead to life, flowed, and all the faithful.
Christ Jesus the Lord, who hast freed us through And the proconsul seeing them, gnashed his

teeth, Torture these deceivers that havebaptism from the slavery of death, 4completelyde- saying :

t Or, t'B.dm_,zn.
a _p. M al. iv. st.

_ I_.3umil. x6; ,_.ii. 4,ct_ ithongs of raw hide to be brought, and philip4 Comp. Ram. vi 3, 4.
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and Bartholomew and Mariamme to be beaten ; afraid of my wife, on account of her luminous
and after they had been scourged with the Jesus. "Fell me, ye priests, what I am to do.
thongs, he ordered their feet to be tied, and And they said to him: O proconsul, assuredly
them to be dragged through the streets of the we are no longer priests ; for ever since thou
ctty as fax as the gate of their temple. And a didst shut them up, in consequence of them
_eat crowd was assembled, so that scarcely any praying, not only has the temple been shaken
one stayed at home ; and they all wondered at from the foundations, but it is also assuredly fall-
their patience, as they were being violently and ing down.
mhumanty dragged along. Then the proconsul ordered to bring Philip

And the proconsul, having tortured the Apostle and those with him forth out of the temple, and
Phihp and the saints who were with him, ordered to bring them up to the tribunal, saying to the
them to be brought, and secured in the temple public executioner: Strip Phihp and Bartholo-
of the idol of the viper by its priests, until he mew and Mariamme, and search thoroughly to
should dec_de by what death he should deztroy try to find their enchantments. Having there-
each of them. And many of the crowd beheved fore first stripped Philip, then Bartholomew, they
m the grace of Christ, and were added to the came also to Mariamme; and dragging her
Aoostle Philip, and those with him, having re- they said : Let us strip her naked, that all
nounced the idol of the viper, and were con- may see her, how she follows men ; for she es-
firmed in the faith, being magnified by the en- pecially deceives all the women. And the tyrant
durance of the saints; and all together with says to the priests: Proclaim throughout the
their voice glorified God, saying the amen. whole city round about that all should come,

And when they were shut up in the temple of men and women, that they may see her inde-
the viper-- both Philip the Apostle, and Bar- cency, that she travels about with these magicians,
tholomew and Mariamme-- the priests of the and no doubt commits adultery with them. And
vtper assembled in the same place, and a great he ordered Philip to be hanged, and his ankles
crowd, about seven thousand men ; and having to be pierced, and to bring also iron hooks, and
run to the proconsul, they cried out, saying: his heels also to be driven through, and to be
Avenge us of the foreigners, and magicians, and hanged head downwards, opposite the temple on
corrupters and seducers of men. For ever since a certain tree ; and stretch out Bartholomew op-
they came to us, our city has been filled with posite Philip, having nailed his hands on the
every evil deed ; and they have also killed the wall of the gate of the temple.
serpents, the sons of our goddess ; and they And both of them smiled, seeing each othel',
have also shut the temple, and the altar has been both Philip and Bartholomew ; for they were as
desolated ; and we have not found the wine if they were not tortured : for their punishments
which had been brought in order that the viper, were prizes and crowns. And when also they
having drunk of it, might go to sleep. But if had stripped Mariamme, behold, straightway the
thou wishest to know that they are really magi- semblance of her body was changed in the pies.
oaas, look and see how they wish to bewitch us, ence of all, and straightway there was about her
saying, Live in chastity and p_ety, after believing a cloud of fire before all ; and they could not
in God ; and how also they have come into the longer look at all on the place in which the holy
c_ty; and how also the dragons have not struck Mariamme was, but they all fled from her.
them bhnd, or even killed them; and how also And Philip spoke with Bartholomew in the
they have not drunk their blood ; but even they Hebrew tongue, saying : Where is our brother

ho keep our city from every foreigner have John? for, behold, I am being released from
en cast. down by these men the body ; and who is he that has prayed for
And the proconsul, having iaeard these things, us ? Because they have also laid hands on our

was the more inflamed with rage, and filled with ] sister Mariamme, contrary to what is meet ;
wrath and threatening ; and he was exceedingly I and, behold, they have set fire to the house of
enraged, and said to the oriests : Why needvou[Stachys, saying, Let us burn it, since he enter-
speak, when they have be_vitched my'own wi'fe?ltained them. Dost thou wish then, Bartholo-
And from that time she has spoken'to me with lmew, fire to come from heaven, and that we
strange words ; and praying all the night through, [should burn them up ?
she speaks in a strange tongue with a light shin- t And as Philip was thus speaking, behold, also
neground her; and groaning aloud, she says, [John entered into the city like one of their
sus the true light has come to me. And I, ffellow-citizens ; and moving about m the street,

_vi'ng gone forth from my chamber, wished to ihe asked: Who are these men, and why are
_OOkdown : T_ ] " " "_ . through the window and see esus, they pumshed ? And they say to him. It can-
Oe light which she sooke of:and like lizhtnin_ Inot be that thou art of our city, and askest
_: .came upon me, so t'hat I was within a l"ittle o'f[ about these men, who have wronged many: for

blinded; and from thattime forthI am ]thcyhave shutup our gods,and by theirmagic
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have cut off both the. serpents and the dragons ; And John and Bartholomew and Mariam_-_
and they have also raised many of the dead, who t restrained him, saying : Our Master was beat,__
have struck us with amazement, detaihng many lwas scourged, was extended on tke crop- "_'"

• . . . o. . , v_o, Was
purmhments against us, and they wash also, these / made to drink gall and vinegar, and said. Fath,_
strangers who are hanging, to pray for fire out of/forgive them, for they know not what tho.. __':
heaven, and to burn up us and our city. lAnd this He taught, saying" Learn of mey_°'_-! • , lort

Then says John : Let us go, and do you show am meek and lowly in heart. 6 Let us also there.
me them. They led John, therefore, as their fore be patient. Philip says : Go away, and do
fellow-citizen, to where Philip was ; and there not mollify me ; for I will not bear that they have
was there a great crowd, and the proconsul, and hanged me head down, and pierced my ank]es
the priests. And Philip, seeing John, said to and my heels with irons• And thou, John, be.
Bartholomew in Hebrew: Brother, John has loved of God, how much hast thou reasoned
come, who was in Barek, where the living water with them, and thou hast not been listened to'
is.' And John saw Pinlip hanging head down-Wherefore go away from me, and I will curse
wards both by the ankles and the heels ;* and them, and they shall be destroyed utterly to a
he also saw Bartholomew stretched out on the man. And he began to curse them, invoking,
wall of the temple ; and he said to them : The and crying out in Hebrew : ABALO,AREMUN, IDU-
mystery of him that was hanged between the THAEL, THARSELEON, NACHOTH, AIDUNAPH, TELE.
heaven and the earth shall be with you. TOLOI: 7 that is, O Father of Christ, the only and

And he said also to the men of that city : Ye Almighty God ; O God, whom all ages dread,
men who dwell in Ophioryma Hmrapolis, great powerful and impartial Judge, whose name is m
is the ignorance which is among you, for you Thy dynasty Sabaoth, s blessed art Thou for ever-
have erred in the path of error. The dragon lasting: before Thee tremble dominions and
breathing has breathed upon you, and blinded powers of the celestials, and the fire-breathing
you in three ways ; that is, he has made you threats of the cherubic living ones ; the King, holy
blind in body, and blind in soul, and blind in majesty, whose name came upon the wild beasts
in spirit : and you have been struck by the de- of the desert, and they were tamed, and pra.,sed
stroyer. Look upon the whole creation, whether Thee with a rational voice ; who lookest upon.us.
in the earth, or in the heaven, or in the waters, and readily grantest our requests ; who knewest
that the serpent has no resemblance to anything us before we were fashioned ; the Overseer of all'
above ; 3 but he is of the stock of corruption, now, I pray, let the great Hades open its mouth ;
and has been brought to nothing by God ; and i let the great abyss swallow up these the ungodly,
on this account he Is twisted and crooked, and /who have not been willing to receive the word of
there is no life in him ; and anger, and rage, ]truth in this city• So let it be, Sabaoth. And
and darkness, and fire, and smoke are in all his behold, suddenly the abyss was opened, and the
members. And now, therefore, why do you whole of the place in which the proconsul _as
punish these men because they have told you sitmig was swallowed up, and the whole of the
that the serpent is your enemy ? temple, and the viper which they worshipped.

And when they heard these words from John, and great crowds, and the priests of the wper.
they raised their hands against him, saying : We about seven thousand men, besides women and
thought thee to be a fellow-citizen, but now children, except where the apostles were: the)
thou hast shown thyself that thou art their corn- remained unshaken. And the proconsul was
panion. Like them, so also thou shalt be put swallowed up into the abyss ; and their voices
to death ; for the priests have intended to came up from beneath, saying, with weeping'
squeeze out your blood, and having mixed it Have mercy upon us, O God of Thy" glorious
with wine, to bring it to the viper to drink it. apostles, because we now see the judgments of
When, therefore, the priests attempted to lay those who have not confessed the crucified One :
hold of John, their hands were paralyzed. And behold, the cross illumines us. O Jesus Chnst,
John said to Philip : Let us not at all render manifest Thyself to us, because we are all coming
evil for evil. And Philip said to John : Behold down alive into Hades, and are being scourged
now, where is my Lord Jesus, who told me not because we have unjustly crucified Thine apostles.
to avenge myself? But for my part, I shall not And a voice was heard of one, saying : I shall be
endure it longer ; but I will accomplish upon merciful to you in the cross of light.
them my threat, and will destroy them all.4 And there remained both Stachys and all his

house, and the wife of the proconsul, and rift)"

' Anotl'_r m,xl mot_ probable trading is: He who is the son of other women who had believed with her upon
Ba._ekt which means hvlng water.

2 Or, hams. $ Luke xxia. 34-
30neoftheMss. has: has no resemblance toa man in anythlng. 6 Matt xL_9.
4 A Bodieian us. adds: for because I am wrathful, Jesus named _ The Bodleian Ms. has the Hebrew thus: Saballon, fr_d'

am Son Of Lhtmder. [Thmlsthalds. from which Grebe derived hi,_ d*_tlutel, t_arul:;anm_cAal4ael; adom_baJelatel*v.
teatt ef the A at Cf Pa=l emd TIseda ; eomp, pP. 355 and 49x. -- P_] t The Bodleian ls. has Ailoel,
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the Lord, and a multitude besides, both of men forty days I shall send my archangel Michael ;
and women, and a hundred virgins who had not and he, having taken hold of the sword guarding
been swallowed up because of their chastity, paradise, shall bring thee into it) and thou shalt
having been sealed with the seal of Christ. see all the righteous who have walked in their

Then the Lord, having appeared unto Philip, innocence, and then thou shalt worship the glory
said : O Phihp, didst thou not hear : Thou shalt of my Father in the heavens. Nevertheless the
not render evil for evil? and why hast thou in- sign of thy departure shall be glorified in my
fllcted such destruction? O Philip, whosoever cross. And Bartholomew having gone away into
putteth his hand to the plough, and looketh Lycaonia, shall there also be himself crucified ;
backwards,' is his furrow well set? or who gives and Mariamme shall lay her body in the river
up his own lamp to another, and himself sits in Jordan. But I, O Philip, will not endure thee,
darkness? or who forsakes his own dwelhng- because thou hast swallowed up the men into the
place, and dwells on a dunghill himself? Ant abyss; but, behold, my Spirit is in them, and I
who, giving away his own garment in winter, shall bring them up from the dead; and thus
goes naked ? or what enemy rejoices in the joy they, seeing thee, shall believe in the glory of
of the man that hates him ? and what soldier Him that sent thee.
goes to war without a full suit of armour ? and And the Saviour having turned, stretched up
what slave who has fillfilled his master's order His hand, and marked a cross in the air doming
will not be commended? and who in the race- down from above even to the abyss, and it was
course, having nobly run, does not receive the full of hght, and had its form after the likeness
prize? and who that has washed his garments of a ladder. And all the multitude that had
willingly defiles them ? Behold, my bndecham- gone down from the city into the abyss came up
bet is ready ; but blessed is he who has been off the ladder of the luminous cross ; but there
found in it wearing the shining garment : 2 he it remained below the proconsul, and the viper
_swho receives the crown upon his head. Be- which they worshipped. And when the multi-
hold, the supper is ready ; and blessed is he who tude had come up, having looked upon Philip
is invited, and is ready to go to Him that has hanging head downwards, they lamented with a
mvlted him. The harvest of the field is much,3 great lamentation at the lawless action which they
and blessed is the good labourer. Behold the had done. And they also saw Bartholomew, and
hhes and all the flowers, and it is the good Mariamme having her former appearance. And,
husbandman who is the first to get a share of behold, the Lord went up into the heavens in the
them. And how hast thou become, O Philip, sight of Philip, and Bartholomew and Mariamme,
unmerciful, having cursed thine enemies in and Stachys, and all the unbelieving people, and
wrath ? silently they glorified God in fear and trembling.

Philip says: Why art Thou angry with me, And all the multitudes cried out, saying: He
Lord, because I have cursed mine enemies? for alone is God, whom these men proclaim in truth i
why dost Thou not tread them under foot, be- He alone is God, who sent these men for our
cause they are yet alive in the abyss ? And salvation. Let us therefore truly repent for our
knowest Thou, Lord, that because of Thee I great error, because we are by no means worthy
came into this city, and in Thy name I have per- of everlasting life. Now we beheve, because we
secuted all the error of the idols, and all the have seen great wonders, because the Saviour has
demons ? The dragons have withered away, and brought us up from the abyss. And they all fell
the serpents. And'rsince these men have not re- upon their face, and adored Philip, and entreated
cetved Thy light, therefore have I cursed them, him, ready to flee : Do not do another miracle,
and they have gone down to Hades alive, and again send us away into the abyss. And

And the Saviour says to Philip : But since thou they prayed that they might become worthy of
hast disobeyed me, and hast requited evil for the appearing of Christ.
evil, and hast not kept my commandment, on And Philip, yet hanging, addressed them, and
this account thou shalt finish thy course glori- said: Hear and learn how great are the powers
ously indeed, and shalt be led by the hand by my of my God, remembering what you have seen
holy angels, and shalt come with them even to below, and how your city has been overturned,
the paradise of delight ; and they indeed shall with the exception of the house which received

come beside me into paradise, but thee will I or- me ; and now the sweetness of my God has
der to be shut outside of paradise for forty days, brought you up out of the abyss, and I am
in terror under the flaming and turning sword, i obliged to walk round paradise for forty days on

_d thou shalt groan because thou hast done evil your account, because I was enraged against you
tuose who have done evil to thee. And after into requiting you. And this commandment

---_--------- [alone I have not kept, in that I did not give you
: cC_ _ ix.._. [good in return for evil. But I say unto you,
*_ M_. _."_" [ From this time forth, in the goodness of God, re.
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ject the evil, that you may become worthy of the and having gone up, "they loosed him. And
thanksgiving' of the Lord. after loosing him, Philip says to him : Barth0t_

And some of the faithful ran up to take down mew, my brother in the Lord, thou knowest that
Philip, and take off hnn the iron grapnels, and the Lord has sent thee with me to this c_ty,and
the hooks out of his ankles. But Philip said : thou hast shared with me in all the dangers w_
Do not, my children, do not come near me on our sister Mariamme ; but I know that the g0m_
account of this, for thus shall be my end. Listen forth from thy body has been appointed in L,°
to me, ye who have been enhghtened in the Lord, caonia, and it has been decreed to Manam_
that I came to this city, not to make any mer- to go forth from the body in the river Jordan.
chandise, or do any other thing ; but I have been Now therefore I command you, that when I
destined to go out of my body in this city in the have gone forth from my body, you shall build
case in which you see me. Grieve not, then, that a church in this place ; and let the leopard and
I am hanging thus ; for I bear the stamp 2 of the the kid of the goats _ come into the church, for
first man, who was brought to the earth head a sign to those that believe ; and let Nlcan0ra
downwards, and again, through the wood of the provide for them until they shall go forth from
cross brought to life out of the death of the the body ; and when they shall have gone forth,
transgression. And now I accomplish that which bury them by the gate of the church. And lax
hath been enjoined upon me ; for the Lord said your peace upon the house of Stachys, as C]m_t
to me, Unless you shall make that of you which laid His peace on this city. And let all the v_r-
is down to be up, and that which is on the left to gins who believe stand in that house each day.
be on the right, you shall not enter into my watchmg over the sick, walking two and tw0,
kingdom. Be ye not therefore likened to the but let them have no communication with young
unchanged type, for all the world has behn men, that Satan may not tempt them :4 f0rhe
changed, and every soul dwelling in a body is in is a creeping serpent, and he caused Adam by
forgetfulness of heavenly things ; but let not us means of Eve to slip into death. Let it not be
possessing the glory of the heavenly seek that so again in this time as in the case of E_e
which is without, which is the body and the But do thou, O Bartholomew, look to them
house of slavery. Be not unbelieving, but be- well ; s and thou shalt give these injunctions to
lieving, and forgive each other's faults. Behold, Stachys, and appoint him bishop. Do not en-
I hang six days, and I have blame from the true i trust the place of the bishopric to a young man,
Judge, because I altogether requited you evil, that the Gospel of Christ may not be brought to
and put a stumbling-block in the way of my rec- shame ; and let every one that teacheth ha_e hxs
titude. And now I am going up on high; be works equal to his words. But I am going to
not sorrowful, but rather rejoice, because I am the Lord, and take my body and prepare it for
leaving this dwelling-place, my body, having es- burial with Syriac sheets of paper ; and do not
caped from the corruption of the dragon, who put round me flaxen cloth, because the body of
punishes every soul that is in sins. my Lord was wrapped in linen. And having pr_-

And Philip, having looked round upon the pared my body for burial in the sheets of paper,
multitudes, said : 0 ye who have come up out bind it tight with papyrus reeds, and bury _t
of the dead from Hades, and the swallowing up in the church ; and pray for me o forty days, l_l
of the abyss,-- and the luminous cross led you order that the Lord may forgive me the trans-
up on high, through the goodness of the Father, gression wherein I transgressed, in requmng
and the Son, and the Holy Ghost,_He being those who did evil to me. See, 0 Barthol0-
God became man, having been made flesh out mew, where my blood shall drop upon the earth
of the Virgin Mary, immortal, abiding in flesh ; a plant shall spring up from my blood, and shall
and having died, He raised the dead, having become a vine, and shall produce fruit of a
had pity on mankind, having taken away the bunch of grapes ; and having taken the cluster,
sting of sin. He was great, and became small ' press it into the cup ; and having partaken of _t
for our sake, untd He should enlarge the small, !on the third day, send up on high the Amen, in
and bring them into His greatness. And He it i order that the offering may be complete.
is who has sweetness ; and they spat upon Him, t And Philip, having said these things, prayed
giving Him gall to drink, in order that He might thus : O Lord Jesus Christ, Father of the ages.
make those who were bitter against Him to taste ' King of the light, who hast made us wise in _I_y
of His sweetness. Cleave then to Him, and do' wisdom, and hast given us Thine understan&ng,
not forsake Him, for He is our life to ever- 'and hast bestowed upon us the counsel of Thy
lasting.

And when Philip had finished this announce- _Auuamgto I_. _i 6.
4 Comp. t Cot vii. 5.

merit, he says to them, Loose Bartholomew ; s Lit.,bea goodt.....
0 On the subject of the tmrriemortal practice of prayerS _r_

t Or, the Eucharist. d_.._td, _ tl_a, tMzcd Constitutao_, vL 30, viii. 47- C_xmp-2 =
I Or, tlrp_ 7al. 44 and _ Tim. 1. 15.
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goodness., who hast never at any time left us, them, and buried it in that place. And there
ou art He who taketh away the disease of was straightway a voice out of the heavens:

those who flee to Thee for refuge ; Thou art the Philip the apostle has been crowned with an
Son of the INing God, who hast given us Thy incorruptible crown by Jesus Christ, the Judge
presence of wisdom, who hast given us signs of the contest. And all shouted out the Amen.
_md wonders, and hast turned those who have And after the three days the plant of the vine
,rune astray ; who crownest those who overcome sprouted up where the blood of the holy Philip
t_headversary, Thou excellent Judge.* Come had dropped. And they did all that had been
now, Jesus, and give me the everlasting crown commanded them by him, offering an offering
of victory against every adverse dominion and for forty days, praying without ceasing. And
power, and do not let their dark air hide me they built the church in that place, having ap-
when I shall cross the waters of fire and all the pointed Stachys bishop in the church. And
abyss. 0 my Lord Jesus Christ, let not the Nicanora and all the faithful assembled, and did
enemy have ground to accuse me at Thy tribu- not cease, all of them, glorifying God on account
hal : but put on me Thy glorious robe, Thy seal of the wonders that had happened among them.
of light that ever shines, until I shall pass by all And all the city believed in the name of Jesus.
the powers of the world, and the wicked dragon And Bartholomew commanded Stachys to bap-
that lieth in wait for us. Now therefore, my tize those who believed into the name o_' the
Lord Jesus Christ, make me to meet Thee in Father, and the Son, and the Holy Ghost.
the air, having forgiven me the recompense And after the forty days, the Saviour, having
which I recompensed to my enemies ; and appeared in the form of Philip, said to Barthoio-
transform the form of my body into angelic mew and Mariamme: My beloved brethren, do
glory, and give me rest in Thy blessedness ; and you wish to rest in the rest of God ? Paradise
let me receive the promise from Thee which has been opened to me, and I have entered into
Thou hast promised to Thy saints to everlast- the glory of Jesus. Go away to the place ap-

pointed for you ; for the plant that has been set
mgAnd having thus spoken, Philip gave up the apart and planted in this city shall bear excellent
ghost, while all the multitudes were looking upon fruit. Having therefore saluted the brethren, and
him, and weeping, and saying: The life of this prayed for each of them, they departed from
spint has been accomplished in peace. And the city of Ophioryma, the Hierapolis of Asia;
they said the Amen. and Bartholomew departed into Lycaonia, and

And Bartholomew and Mariamme took down Mariamme proceeded to the Jordan ; and
Stachys and those with him remained, maintain-

his body, and did as Philip had commanded iing the church in Christ Jesus our Lord, to whom
t Lit,prestdcatof thegames [be glory and strength for ever and ever. Amen.

ACTS OF SAINT PHILIP THE APOSTLE WHEN HE WENT TO UPPER HELLAS.

AnD it came to pass in those days, when Philip And having done so, they came together to
entered into the city of Athens called Hellas, the same place, and say to Philip: We have
there assembled to him three hundred philoso- doctrines of our fathers in which we are pleased,
phers, saying : Let us go and see what his wis- seeking after knowledge ; but if thou hast any-
dora is ; for they say about the wise men of Asia, thing new, O stranger, show it to us without envy
that their wisdom is great. For they thought boldly: for we have need of nothing else, but
that P.hilip was a philosopher, since he was tray- only to hear something new?
elhng m the dress of a recluse ; and they did not And Philip answering, said to them : 0 philo_
know that he was an apostle of Christ. For the ophers of Hellas, if you wish to hear some new
dress which Jesus gave to His disciples was a thing, and are desirous of something new, you
mantle only, and a linen cloth. _ Thus, then, ought to throw away from you the disposition of
Phihp was goin_ about On this account there- the old man ; as my Lord said, It is impossible

_ • ,

, when the philosophers of Hellas saw him, to put new wine into old bottles, since the bottle
ey were afraid. They assembled therefore into is burst, and the wine spilled, and the bottle de-

place, and said to each other : Come, let us stroyed.3 But they put new wine into fresh bot-
into our books, lest somehow this stranger ties, so that both may be preserved. And these

overcome us, and put us to shame.
--'--'-'-- s Acts xvil. 2t.

t Com_ Matt. z. to; Mark vl. 9. _ Cmap. Matt. iz. tT, etc,
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things the Lord said in parables, teaching us lem. There being between thee and us at all
in His holy wisdom, that many will love the new times great 4... as thou knowest that we Athe.
wine, not having a bottle fresh and new. And nians are searchers after truth. A certain for-
I love you, 0 men of Hellas, and I congratulate eigner has come to Hellas, Philip 5y name ; and,
you for having said, We love something new. in a word, he has disturbed us exceedingly, both
For instruction really new and fresh my Lord has [by words and by extraordinary miracles, and he
brought into the world, in order that He might _introduces a glorious name, Jesus, professtng
sweep away all worldly instruction, himself to be his disciple. And he does als0

The philosophers say : Who is it that thou _wonders of which we write to you, m that he
tallest thy Lord ? Philip says : My Lord is Jesus has cast out demons that have been long in men,
in heaven. And they said to him: Show him and makes the deaf hear, the blind see; and
to our comprehension without envy, that we also what is more wonderful- which also we should
may believe in him. And Philip said : He with have first menuoned- he has raised up men
whom I am about to make you acquainted as after they were dead, that have fairly completed
Lord, is above every name ; there is no other., the number of thear days.S And the fame of
And this only I say : As you have said, Do not him has gone abroad into all Hellas and Mace.
refuse us through envy, let at not be that I should donia ; and there are many coming to him from
refuse you ; but rather in great exultation and the cities round about, bringing those who are
in great joy I have to reveal to you that name, all with various d_seases, and he heals them all
for I have no other work in this world than th_s through the name of Jesus. On this account,
proclamation. 2 For when my Lord came into therefore, come to us without any reluctance,
this world, He chose us, being twelve in number, that thou thyself mayst announce to us what
having filled us with the Holy Spirit ; from His Jesus, this name which he teaches, means. For
light He made us know who He was, and corn- on thas account also we have sent this letter to
manded us to preach all salvation through Him, thee, O hagh priest.
because there is no other name named out of And when he had read, he was filled with
heaven than this) On this account I have come great wrath, and rent his clothes, and said : Has
to you, to make you fully assured, not in word that deceiver gone even to Athens, among the
only, but also in the showing forth of wonderful philosophers, to lead them astray? And the
works in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ. Mansemat--that is, Satan--entered into Ana-

And when the philosophers heard this, they say nias unawares, and filled him with anger and
to Philip : This name that has been heard of by rage ; and he satd: If I allow that Philip h_ra-
us from thee we have never found in the books self, and those with h_m, to live, the law willbe
of our fathers ; now, therefore, how can we know entirely destroyed, and their teaching will hkely
about thy words? And moreover, in addition, fill the whole earth. And the high priest went
they say to h_m : Allow us three days, that we into his own house, and the teachers of the law,
may consult with each other about thas name ; and the Pharisees ; and they consulted watheach
for we lay no little stress upon this-- to aposta- other, saying : What shall we do about these
tize from our fathers' religion. Philip therefore things ? 6 And they say to the high priest An-
says to them : Consult as you wish ; for there is anias : Stand up and arm thyself, and fivehun-
no deceit in the matter, dred able men out of the people, and go away

And the three hundred philosophers having to Athens, and by all means kill Philip, and thus
assembled, spoke with each other, saying : You thou shalt overturn his teaching.
know that this man has brought a strange phi- And having put on the high priest's robe, he
losophy, and the words spoken by him bring us came to Hellas in great pomp, with the five
to distraction. What, then, shall we do about hundred men. And Philip was in the houseof
him, or about the name of him who _s called a certain chief man of the city, with the brethren
Jesus, the king of the ages, whom he speaks of ? who had believed. And the high priest and
And moreover they say to each other : Assuredly those with him, and the three hundred philoso-
we cannot reason with him, but the high priest phers, went up to the gateway of the house
of the Jews can. If therefore it seem good, let where Philip was ; and it was told Philip that
us send to him, in order that he may stand up they were outside. And he rose up and went
to this stranger, and that we may learn accurately out. And when the high priest saw him, he
the name that is preached, says to him: O Philip, sorcerer and magician,

They wrote therefore to Jerusalem after this for I know thee, that in Jerusalem thy mas!er
manner :_The philosophers of Hellas to Aria- [ the deceiver called thee Son of Thunder.7 was

Bias, the great high priest of the Jews in Jemsa- [! 4 who__,_ to_ _ o_o_ ,nthoMss.here.
1 s Lit., of life.

x Eph. i. 2x. ] 60r, thesemen. - tMark
! Or, preaching. ] 7 It was James and John who we're called sons c4"thu_er
3 Acts av x2. I iii. ZT).
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not the whole of Judaea sufficient for you, but hour his whole hand was dried up, and his eyes
you have come here also to deceive men who were blinded ; and in like manner also the five
are searchers after wisdom ? And Philip said hundred who were with him were also themselves
Would that, O Ananias, thy covering of unbelief blinded. And they reviled and cursed the high
were taken away from thy heart, that thou priest, saying : Coming out of Jerusalem we said
mlghtst know my words, and from them learn to thee, Refrain ; for, being men, we cannot
whether I am a deceiver, or thou ! fight against God.5 But we entreat thee, O Philip,

Anamas having heard this, said to Philip : apostle of the God Jesus, give us the light that
I shall give answer to all. And Philip said : is through him, that we also may truly be his
Speak. The high priest says: O men of Hel- slaves.
las, this Philip believes in a man called Jesus, And Philip, having seen what had come to
who was born among us, who also taught this pass, said: O weak nature] which has thrown

heresy, and destroyed the law and the temple, itself upon us, but straightway has been brought
and brought to nought the purification through down low into itself; O bitter sea ] which muses
Moses, and the new moons, because he says, its waves against us, and thinks to cast us out,
These have not been commanded by God. And but which by itself lulls its waves to rest. Now
when we saw that he thus destroyed the law, we therefore, O our good steward Jesus, the holy
stood up against him, and crucified him, that light, Thou hast not overlooked us who are all
his teaching might not be fulfilled. For many together crying up to Thee m all good works,
changes were brought in by him ; and he gave but hast come to finish them through us. Now
an evil testimony, for he ate all things in com- therefore come, Lord Jesus ; reprove the folly
mon, and m_xed with blood, after the manner of these men.
of the Gentiles. x And having given hlm up, we The high priest says to Philip : Dost thou then
put him to death, and buried him in a tomb ; think to turn us away from the traditions of our
and these disciples of his hawng stolen him, have fathers, and the God of the desert, and Moses ;
proclaimed everywhere that he has risen from and dost thou imagine that thou wilt make us
the dead, and have led astray a great multitude followers of Jesus the Nazarene ? Then Philip
by professing that he is at the right hand of God says to him : Behold, I shall pray to my God to
m heaven.* But now these men, themselves hay- come and manifest Himself before thee and the
lng the circumcision as we also have, have not five hundred, and before all here ; for perhaps
followed it, since they began to do many deeds thou wilt change thy mind, and believe. But if
of power in Jerusalem through the name of Je- even to the end thou remain in unbelief, there
sus, and having been cast out of Jerusalem, they is coining upon thee an extraordinary thing,
go about the world, and deceive all men by the ' which shall be spoken of to generations of gen-
magic of that Jesus, as also now this Philip has erations-- that also thou shalt go down alive,
come to you to deceive you by the same means, down into Hades, before the face of all seeing
But I shall carry hnn away with myself to Jeru- thee, because thou yet abidest m unbelief, be-
salem, because Archelaus the king is also search- cause also thou seekest to turn away this multi-
mg for him to kill him. tude from the true life. And Philip prayed,

And when the multitude standing round heard saying. O holy Father of the holy Son Jesus
this, those indeed who had been confirmed in Christ, who hast granted to me to believe in
the faith were not shaken nor made to waver ; Him, send Thy beloved Son Jesus Christ to
for they knew that Philip would conquer in the reprove the unbelieving high priest, that Thy
glory of Jesus. Philip therefore stated his case name may be glorified m Christ the Beloved.
m the power of Christ with great boldness, ex- And while Philip was yet crying out this, sud-
ultmgand saying : I, O men of Athens, and those denly the heavens were opened, and Jesus ap-
of you who are philosophers, have come to you, peared coming down in most excellent glory,
not to teach you with words, but by the show- and in lightning ; and His face was shining seven-
mg forth of miracles ; and in part you have fold more fl_an the sun, and His garments were
quickly seen 3 the things that have come to pass whiter than snow, so that also all the idols of
through me, in that name by which the high Athens fell suddenly to the ground. And the
pnest himself is cast off? For, behold, I shall people fled in anguish ; and the demons dwell-
cry to my God, and teach you, and you will ing among them cried out : Behold, we also flee
prove the words of both. because of Him who has appeared to the city,

The high priest having heard this, ran to Jesus the Son of God. Then Philip says to the

_hing to scourge andhim, that same high priest: Hearest thou the demons crying
,Th' I Out because of Him who has been seen, and be-

__ ts last sentence is very corrupt in the original. A few changes [
i"_t_e meaningabove, lievest thou not in Him who is present, that He

3Be_:rilL"_.t,_- J,t o,_rkr _L_ ?v _e_hreg_e--you will perhaps _, - ....
-, wmca t_ high priest casts off for himself. ! s Camp. Acts v. 39 and xxiil 9 in Textus Reeeptu_
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is Lord of all ? The high priest says: I have The one of my feet underneath is turned into
no other God than the one in the desert, ice, and the other is frightfully hot ; but by thy

And as Jesus was going up into heaven there magic, Philip, I will not be overcome. Exceot
happened a very great earthquake, so that the [ therefore, that I am sore tortured underneath(T
place on which they stood was cleft; and the do not believe at all. And the crowds wished
crowds ran and fell at the feet of the apostle, to stone him. And Philip says: Not so: for
crying out : Have mercy upon us, O man of _,this has in the meantime happened, that he has
God ! In like manner also the five hundred [ been swallowed up as far as the navel, that the
men cried out themselves also again : Have salvation of your souls may be effected, because
mercy upon us, O Philip, that we may know thee, he would almost have drawn you by his wicked
and through thee Jesus the light of life : for we words into unbelief. But if even he repented,
raid to this unbelieving high priest, Being sinful I should bring him up out of the earth to the
men, we cannot fight against God. salvation of his soul ; but assuredly he is not

Then Philip says : There is no hatred in us, worthy of salvation. If, then, he remain in un-
but the grace of Christ will make you receive belief, you shall see him sunk down into the
your sight ; but I will make the high priest abyss, unless the Lord intends to raise those who
receive his sight before you, that at this you may are in Hades, that they may confess that Jesus
the more believe. And a voice out of heaven is Lord. For in that day every tongue shall
was brought to Philip : O Philip, son once of confess that Jesus is Lord,' and that there is one
thunder, but now of meekness, whatever thou glory of the Father, and the Son, with the Holy
mayst ask of my Father, He shall do for thee. Spirit for evermore.
And all the crowd was terror-struck at the voice, And Philip, having said this, extended his
for the sound of it was greater than that of thun- right hand, stretching it through the air over the
der. Then Philip says to the high priest: In five hundred men in the name of Jesus. And
the name of the power of the voice of my Lord, their eyes were opened, and they all praised God
receive thy sight, Ananias. And immediately he with one mouth, saying : We bless Thee, O Chnst
received his sight, and looked round, and said : Jesus, the God of Philip, that thou hast dnven
What is there in the magic of Jesus, that this the blindness away from us, and hast given us
Philip within a short time has made me blind, Thy light, the Gospel. And Philip rejoiced ex.
and again within a short time has made me re- ceedingly at their words, because they were thus
ceive my sight? Dost thou then, said Philip, confirmed in the faith. And after this, Phlhp,
believe in Jesus? The high priest says: You I having turned to the high priest, said: Confess
do not think, do you, that you can bewitch me, ] thou also in a pure heart that Jesus is Lord, that
and persuade me ? And the five hundred who thou mayst be saved, like those with thee. But
were with him, having heard that their high the high priest laughed at Philip, and remained
priest, having received his sight, was yet unbe- Lin unbelief..... I

hevmg, said to the bystanders to pray Philip I Philip then, seeing that he remained in unbe-
that he should make them receive their sight, I lief, having looked at him, says to the earth:
that, said t]tey, we may cut off this unbelieving I Open thy rnouth, and swallow him up as far as

high priest, his neck in the presence of those who have be-
And Philip said: Do not avenge yourselves lieved in Christ Jesus. And in the same hour

upon the wicked. And he says to the high the earth, having opened its mouth, received him
priest: There will be a certain great sign upon as far as the neck. And the multitude corn-
thee. He says to Philip : I know that thou art muned with each other on account of the won-
a sorcerer and a disciple of Jesus : thou dost ders that had happened.
not bewitch me. And the apostle said to Jesus : A certain chief man of the city came crying
SABAR'I'HAN, SABATHABT,BRAMANUCH,come quick- out, and saying: O blessed apostle, a certain
ly. And immediately the earth was cleft in the demon has assailed lay son, and cried out, say-
place where Ananias was, and swallowed him ing to me, Since thou hast allowed a forel_er
up as far as the knees. And Ananias cried out : to come into your city, thou who hast been the
O great is the power of the true witchcraft, be- first to do away with 2 our worship and our sacrl-
cause it has cleft the earth, when Philip threat- rices, what shall I do for thee, except to kill this
ened it in Hebrew, and adjured it; and it holds thine only begotten son ? And after he said
me even to the knees, and by the heels some lthis, he strangled my son. Now therefore, I
hooks as it were drag me downwards, that I may beseech thee, O apostle of Christ, do not allow
believe in Philip ; but he cannot persuade me, my joy to be turned into sorrow, because I als0
for from Jerusalem I know his magic tricks, have believed thy words.

And Philip, enraged, said : O earth, lay fast! And the apostle, having heard this, said : I

hold of him, even to the navel. And imme- t PhUil xt.
diately it dragged him down. And he said: ,O_,tho_.i_gachleXmawhoh, do....ywith.
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wonder at the activity of the demons, that it is who is without order, and has no substance ;
active in every place, ann dares to assail those formless, and has no form in the whole creation,
to whose help I have not been able to come,' as either in the heaven or in the earth, or among

now they havetried you, wishing tocause you to I the fishes that are in the waters. But if you see
offend, t_na ne says to me man : l_rmg me thy [ him, flee from him, since he has no resemblance
son, and I will give him to thee alive, through [ to men : his dwelling is the abyss, and he wall
my Christ. And rejoicing, he ran to bring his i in darkness. Flee, then, from him, that his
son. And when he came near his house, he venom may not be poured out upon you : if his
cne_i out, saying : My son, I have come to thee venom be poured out upon your body, you walk
to carry thee to the apostle, so that he may in his wickedness. But remain rather in the
present thee to me hying. And he ordered Ins true worship, being faithful, reverent, and good,
slaves to carry the bed ; and his son was twenty- without guile. Flee from Satan the dragon, and
three years old. And when Philip saw him, he remove from you his wicked seed, namely desire,
was moved ; and he turned to the high priest, by which he begets disease in the soul, which is
and said : This has happened as a chance for the venom of the serpent. For desire is of the
thee: if, therefore, I shall raise him up, wilt serpent from the beginning, and she it is who
thou henceforth believe ? And he says : I know arms herself against the faithful ; for she came
your magic arts, that thou wilt raise him up ; but forth out of the darkness, and returns to the
I will not believe thee. And Philip, enraged, darkness. You ought therefore, after coming to
said : A curse upon thee ) then go down alto- us, or rather through us toGod, to throw out the
gether into the abyss before the face of all these, venom of the devil from your bodies.
And at the same hour he went down into Hades And as the apostle was saying this, behold,
alive, except that the high priest's robe flew off Nicanora came forth from her house, and went
from him ; and because of this, from that day, no with her slaves into the house of Stachys. And
one knew what became of the priest's robe. And when she came near the door of the house, be-
the apostle turned round and prayed for the boy ; hold, Mariamme spoke to her in the Syriac lan-
and having driven the demon away from him, he guage : HELIKOMAEI, KOSMA, ErA.A, MARIACHA.
rinsed him up, and set him beside his father alive. And she explained her words, saying : O daugh-

And the multitude having beheld this, cried ter of the Spirit, thou art my lady, who hast
out : The God of Phihp is the only God, who been given in pledge to the serpent ; but I have
has punlshed the unbelief of the high priest, come to deliver thee : I shall break thy bonds,
and driven away the demon from the young and cut them from their root. Behold, the
man, and raised him up from the dead. And Deliverer that frees thee has come : behold, the
the five hundred having seen the high priest Sun of righteousness has risen to enlighten thee.
swallowed up into the abyss, and the other And when she was thus speaking, the gloomy
miracles, besought Philip, and he gave them the tyrant came running and panting. And Nica-
seal in Christ. And Philip abode in Athens two nora, who was before the door, heard this, and
years ; and having founded a church, appointed took courage before them all, crying out and
a bishop and a presbyter, and so went away to saying: I am a Hebrew, a daughter of the
Parthia, preaching Christ. To whom be glory Hebrews; speak with me in the language of my
for ever. Amen. fathers, because I have heard your preaching,

and have been cured of this my disease. I
ADDITIONTO ACTSOF PHILIP. reverence and glorify the goodness of God, in

(From a Pt_is Ms) 2 that He hath made you to be utterly spoiled

And he taught them thus : My brethren, sons in this earth.
of my Father --for you are of my family as to And when she said this, the tyrant came, and
Christ, substance of my city, the Jerusalem above, took hold of her garments, and said : O Nica-
the delight of my dwelling-place -- why have nora, did I not leave thee lying on the bed from
you been taken captive by your enemy the ser- i thy disease? Whence, then, hast thou found
pent, twisted, crooked, and perverse, to whom God this power and strength, so as to be able to come
has gwen neither hands nor feet ? And crooked to these magicians ? Unless, then, thou tell who
is his going, since he is the son of the wicked is the healer, I shall punish thee most severely.
one ; for his father is death, and his mother cor- And Nicanora answered, and said : O rearer of
vaption, and ruin is in his body Do not _o tyrants, cast away from thyself this tyranny, and
then into _" ° for et th wicked works, and abandon this ternhis destruction; for you are in bond-I g .Y . "
age b th o life, and put away vainglory, because ity e unbelief and deception of his son, I P rary
___- [ passes like a shadow : seek rather what is ever-

= _Th_ere#_n_dtubta.bOutthereading here. T ..... rf inthet lasting, and take away from thyself the beastly
_.u_,: ol tnL_ aaQtuon Is given oy iscla:nuu |
_'_l_ _rmmt apl_nded to his volum© contatnmg A/;oca,y/=es d/,acry. ] _ __
_al, PP. t._t-,5o, q.t'h¢ M_. from whmh It is taken ts of the eleventh |

tory. i'atchendorf rogards this form as of Gnostic origin. -- ILJ I ) _tr6o-ra_w.
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and impious work of base desire, and reject vain and have set fire to the house of Stachys, because
intercourse, which is the husbandry of death, the he took us in. Let us therefore speak, that fire
dark prison ; and overturn the middle wall of may come down from heaven and burn them
corruption, and prepare for thyself a life chaste up.
and spotless, that we may altogether live in sanc- And as Philip was thus speaking, behold, John
tity. If, then, thou wishest me to remain with came into the city, and walked about the street,
thee, I will live with thee m continence, and asked those in the city : What is the corn.

And when the tyrant heard these words, he motion, and who are these men, and why are
seized her by the hair of the head, and dragged they punished ? And they say to him : Art _h0u
her along, kicking her, and saying : It would be not of this city ? And dost thou not know about
better for thee to be put to death by my sword, these men, how they disturbed our houses, and
than to be seen with these foreign magicians and the whole city? Moreover, they have even per-
deceivers. I will punish thee, therefore, and put suaded our wives to go away from us on the pre-
to death those who have deceived thee. And tence of religion, proclaiming a foreign name,
he turned in a rage to the executioners who fol- viz. Christ's ; and they have also shut our temples
lowed him, and said : Bring me these impostors, by the sorcery they have, and they have put to
And the executioners ran to the house of death the serpents that are in the c_ty by foreign
Stachys, and laid hold of Philip, and Bartholo- names that we have never known. And they
mew, and Mariamne, with the leopard and the have fixed their abode in the house of Stach)s
kid of the goats, and dragged them along, and the blind man, whom they made to recover h_s
brought them. sight through the spittle of a woman who accom.

When the tyrant saw them, he gnashed his pames them ; and it is perhaps she who has all
teeth against them, and said : Drag along these the sorcery : and there accompany them a leop.
magicians and deceivers that have deceived ard and a kid, speaking hke men. But if ever
many souls of women by saying, We are wor- you have seen such doings, you will not be put
shippers of God. And he caused thongs to be about by them. And John answered, and said
brought, and bound their feet. And he ordered to them : Show me them. And they brought
them to be dragged along from the gate as far as him to the temple where Phihp was hanging.
the temple. And great multitudes came to- And when Philip saw John, he said to Bartholo-
gether to that place. And they wondered ex- mew : O my brother, behold the son of Barega
ceedingly at the leopard and the kid ; for they -- that is, the hvmg water-- has come. And
were speaking like men, and some of the multi- John saw Philip hanging head down, tied by his
rude believed the words of the apostles, ankles ; and saw Bartholomew also bound to the

And the priests said to the tyrant: These temple wall.
men are magicians. And when he heard that, And he said to the men of the city: 0
he burned with rage, and was filled with anger ; children of the serpent, how great is your folly'
and he ordered Philip, and Bartholomew, and for the way of deceit has deceived you, the
Mariamne to be stripped, saying : Search them. wicked dragon breathing has breathed upon
Perhaps you will find their sorcery. And the you: why do you pumsh these men for saying
executioners stripped them, and laid hold of the serpent is your enemy?
Mariamne, and dragged her along, saying : Un- And when they heard these words from John,
cover her, that they may learn that it is a woman they laid their hands upon him, saying : We
who follows them. And he ordered to bring called thee our fellow-cmzen, but now thy speech
clubs and strong cords ; and after piercing has made thee manifest that thou also art _n
Philip's ankles they brought hooks, and put the communion with them. Thou also, therefore,
cords through his ankles, and hung him head shalt be put to the same death as they, for the
downwards on a tree that was before the door]priests have decided thus: Let us drain out
of the temple ; and they fixed pegs into the their blood as they hang head downward, and
temple wall, and left him. And after binding mix it with wine, and offer it to the viper.
Bartholomew hand and foot, they extended him And when they were thus speaking, behold,
naked on the wall ; and when they had stripped Mariamne rose up from the place in which she
Mariamne, the appearance of her body was was, and came back to her former appearance
changed, and became a glass chest filled with And the priests reached forth their hands
light, and they could not come near her. !towards John, wishing to lay hold of him, and

And Philip spoke with Bartholomew in He- they could not. Then Philip with Bartholoroe_v
brew : Where is John to-day, in the day of our said to John : Where is Jesus, who enjoins upon
need ? for, behold, we are being delivered from us not to take into our own hands vengeance on
our bodies. And they have laid hands on Ma- those that torture us ? for after this I will not
riamne beyond what is seemly, and they have endure them. And Philip spoke in HebreW,
_mourged the leopard and the kid of the goats, iand said : My Father Uthael, i.e., 0 christ,
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Father of majesty, whose name all the ages * Thy true commandment, that I should drive
fear, who art powerful, and the power of the uni- away all deceit, and bring to nothing every idol
verse, whose name goes forth in lordship, 2 Eloa : and demon, and all the power of the unclean
Blessed art Thou to the ages ; Thou whom do- one. And when I came here, the demons fled

minions and powers fear, trembling before Thy] from our faces through Thy name, and the drag-
face ; King of honour ! Father of majesty !! ons and the serpents withered away, but these
whose name has gone forth to the wild beasts men did not take to themselves Thy true light ;
of the desert, and they have become quiet be- and for this reason I resolved to bring them low,
cause of Thee, and through Thee the serpents according to their folly.
have departed from us : Hear us before we ask. And the Saviour said : O Philip, since thou
Thou who seest us before we call, who knowest hast forsaken this commandment of mine, not
oxr thoughts, the All-surveyor 3 of all, who sends to render evil for evil,4 for this reason thou shalt
forth from Himself unnumbered compassions ;be debarred in the next world for forty years
let the abyss open its mouth, and swallow up from being in the place of my promise : besides,
these godless persons who will not accept the this is the end of thy departure from the body
word of Thy truth, in thls place; and Bartholomew has his lot in

And in that very hour the abyss opened its Lycaonia, and shall be crucified there ; and
mouth, and all that place was violently shaken, Mariamne shall lay down her body in the river
from the proconsul to all the multitude along Jordan.
with the priests ; and they were all sunk down. And the Saviour turned and stretched out His

And the places where the apostles and all who hand, and made the sign of the cross in the air ;
were with them were remained unshaken, and and it was full of light, and had its form after
the house of Stachys, and Nicanora the tyrant's the likeness of a ladder. And all the multitude
wife, and the twenty-four wives who fled from of the men of the city who had gone down into
their husbands, and the forty virgins who had the abyss came up upon the ladder of the cross
not known men. These alone did not go down of light, and none of them remained in the abyss,
into the abyss, because they had become set- but only the tyrant and the priests, and the viper
rants, and had received the word of God, and which they worshipped. And when the multi-
His seal ; but all the rest of the clty were swal- tudes came up from the abyss, they looked and
lowed down into the abyss, saw Philip hanging head down, and Bartholo-

And the Saviour having appeared at that hour, mew upon the wall of the temple, and they also
said to Philip: Who is it that has put hls hand found Mariamne in her first shape. And the
to the plough, and has turned back from making Saviour went up into heaven in the sight of
the furrow straight ? or who gives his light to Philip and Bartholomew and Mariamne, and the
others, and himself remains sitting in darkness ? leopard and the kid of the goats, and Nicanom
or who dwells m the dirt, and leaves his dwell- and Stachys ; and they all with a loud voice
ing-place to strangers? or who lays down his glorified God with fear and trembling, crying
garment, and goes out in the days of winter out: There is one God who has sent us His
naked ? or what slave that has done his master's salvation, whose name these men proclaim : we
service, shall not be called by him to supper ? or repent therefore of the error in which we were
who runs with zeal in the racecourse, and does before yesterday, not being worthy of eternal
not get the prize ? Philip, behold my bridal life ; and we believe, having seen the wonderful
chamber is ready, and blessed is he who has his things that have come to pass through us. And
own shining garment ; for he it is who gets the ] some of them threw themselves on their faces,
crown of joy upon his head. Behold, the supper I and worshipped the apostles ; and others made
Is reaay, and blessed is he who is called by the [ready to flee, saying : There may be another
omtegroom. Great is the harvest of the field ; [ earthquake like the one that has just happened.
blessed is the able workman I And stretching out his hands, the Apostle

And when Philip heard these words from the Philip, hanging head down, said : Men of the
Saviour, he answered and said to him" Thou Icity , hear these words which I am going to say
didst give us leave, 0 Jesus of Nazareih, and to you, hanging head down. Ye have learned
dost Thou not enjoin us to smite those who do how great are the powers of God, and the won-
not wish Thee to reign over them ? But this we ders which you saw when your city was de-
know, that Thy name has not been proclaimed stroyed by the earthquake which came upon it.
m all the world, and Thou hast sent us to this And this was manifest to you, that the house of
city. And I did not intend to come into this Stachys was not destroyed, and that he did not
ctty, and Thou didst send me, after giving me go down into the abyss, because he believed on

the true God, and received us His servants.
x Or,
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And I, having fulfilled all the will of my God, to Stachys, and appoint him ruler and bishop in
am His debtor for what I requited to him that the Church, that he may be like thee, teaching
did evil to me. well. Do not entrust the office to a man too

And some of those who had been baptized ran young : appoint not such a one to the chair of
to loose Philip hanging head down. And he the teachers, lest thou profane the witness of
answered and said to them : My brethren, . . .1 Christ. For he that teaches should have his
those who are virgins in the members of their works corresponding to his words, that the word
flesh and commit fornication in their hearts, and may be ready on every occasion in its own glory
the fornication of their eyes, shall abound hke But I am being released from my body, hanging
the deluge. And they grow immoderate from head down. 'lake, then, my body, and prepare
listening to persuasive pleasures, forgetting the, it for burial in Syrian.. .oaner,. and do not put
God of the knowledge of the Gospel; and about it linen cloth, smce they put it upon the
their hearts are full of arrogance, eating and lbody of our Lord, and wrap it close in paper
drinking in their worship, forgetting the holy rand papyrus, and put it in the vesttbule of the
commandment, and despising it. That genera- holy church. And pray over me for forty days,
tion is turned aside ; but blessed is he that re- [ that God may forgive the transgression which I
tires into his retreat, for he shall obtain rest in [did, in that I requited evil to him that did evil
his departure. Knowest thou not, Bartholomew, to me, and there may not be for me in the world
that tile word of our Lord ]s true life and knowl- to come the forty years.
edge ? for the Lord said tb us in His teaching, And after thus speaking, Philip prayed, say-
Every one who shall look upon a woman, and rag: My Lord Jesus Christ, Father of the ages,
lust after her in his heart, has completed adul- King of all light, who makest, us wise in Thy
tery. 2 And on this account our brother Peter wisdom, who hast given us the exalted knowl-
fled from every place in which a woman was, and edge, who hast graciously conferred upon us the
yet there was scandal on account of his own counsel ofThygoodness, who hastneverdeparted
daughter ; and he prayed to the Lord, and she from us ; Thou who takest away disease from
had paralysis of her side, that she might not be those who take reftrge in Thee ; Thou who hast
deceived. Thou seest, brother, that the sight given us the Word, to turn unto Thee those who
of the eyes brings gainsaying, and the beginning have been led astray ; Thou who hast given us
of sin, as it is wntten,_ She looked, and saw the signs and wonders on behalf of those of lit-
tree, that it was pleasing to her eyes, and good tie faith ; Thou who presentest the crown to
for food, and she was deceived. Let the hear- those who have conquered ; Thou who art the
ing, then, of the virgins be holy ; and in their judge of the games, who hast given us the crown
going out let them walk two and two, for many of joy, who speakest with us, that we may be
are the wiles of the enemy. Let their walk and able to withstand those that hurt us ; Thou art
conversation be well ordered, that they may be He who sows and reaps, and completes, and m-
saved ; but if not, let their fruit be common, creases, and vivifies all Thine own servants : re-

My brother Bartholomew, give these promises proaches and threats are to us help and power
through those who turn to Thee through us, who

t Here a good deal of the text ts waatlng. TheBodlelantas.fills are Thy servants. Come, Lord, and give meup the blank to some extent: --Walking two and two, but let them

not talk wtth the young men, lest Satan tempt them For he is a the crown of victory in the presence of men.

creeping s_rpent, and made Adam he destroyed even to death. And Let not their dark air envelope me, nor theirtbn,_ shall tt be again at thin time, for the time and the season shall he

wicked Many wom_n and men shall leave the work of marriage, smoke burn the shape of my soul, that I may
and the women _hall assume the name of virgmRy, but knowing noth-
ing at all about tt, and that tt has a great and glorious seal And cross the waters of the abyss, and not sink m

there shall be manymen m those daysinword only, and not in ats them. My Lord Jesus Christ, let not the enemy
power; for theyshall observe virginity in the members of thetr flesh,
and commit fornieatton in their hearts, etc. [The ms. ,s that rtferred find anything that he can bring against me in

to on p 5oo. Tischendorf g, ves large extracts from tt. the Greek the presence of Thee, the true Judge, but clothetext of this paragraph may he found on pp. x54 _ t55 , sup#lement to

A/JocalY#resAl_g'_Jt2Mlm.--R] me in Thy shining robe, and (The rest isa Matt v. 28. " " "

, c,_. ill.6. wanting.)



ACTS AND MARTYRDOM OF THE HOLY
APOSTLE ANDREW.

WHarwe have all, both presbyters and deacons they may be found deserted and naked, carrying
of the churches of Achaia, beheld with our eyes, nothing with them but sins.
we have written to all the churches established l A_geates said : These are superfluous and vain
in the name of Christ Jesus, both in the east and Jwords: as for your Jesus, for proclaiming these
west, north and south. Peace to you, and to things to the Jews they nailed him to the tree of
all who believe in one God, perfect Trinity, tnle the cross.
Father unbegotten, true Son only-begotten, true The blessed Andrew answering, said : Oh, if
Holy Sprit proceeding from the Father, and thou wouldst recognise the mystery of the cross,
abiding in the Son, m order that there may be with what reasonable love the Author 3 of the
shown one Holy Spirit subsisting in the Father life of the human race for our restoration en-
and Son m precious Godhead. This faith we dured this tree of the cross, not unwillingly, but
have learned from the blessed Andz ew, the apos- willingly !
tle of our Lord Jesus Christ, whose passion also A_geates said : Seeing that, betrayed by his
we, hawng seen it set forth before our eyes, have own disciple, and seized by the Jews, he was
not hesitated to give an account of, according brought before the procurator, and according to
to the degree of ability we have. their request was nailed up by the procurator's

Accordingly the proconsul ./Egeates,' having soldiers, in what way dost thou say that he will-
come into the city of Patras, began to compel ingly endured the tree of the cross?
those believing in Christ to worship the idols ; to The holy Andrew said : For this reason I say
whom the blessed Andrew, running up, said : It willingly, since I was with Him when he was be-
behoved thee, being a judge of men, to acknowl- trayed by His disciple. For before He was
edge thyJudge who is in the heaven, and having betrayed, He spoke to us to the effect that He
acknowledged Him, to worship Him ; and wor- should be betrayed and crucified for the salva-
shipping Him who is the true God, to turn away tion of men, and foretold that He should rise
thy thoughts from those which are not true gods. again on the third day. To whom my brother

To whom _.'Egeates said : Art thou Andrew Peter said, 4 Far be it from thee, Lord ; let this
who destroyest the temples of the gods, and by no means be. And so, being angry, He said• . . I

persuadest men about the religion which, having i to Peter, Get thee behind me, Satan ; for thou
lately made its appearance, the emperors of the art not disposed to the things of God. And in
Romans have given orders to suppress ? order that He might most fully explain that He

The blessed Andrew said : The emperors of willingly underwent the passion, He said to us,s
the Romans have never recognised the truth. I have power to lay down my life, and I have
hnd this the Son of God, who came on account )ower to take it again. And, last of all, while
of the salvation of men, manifestly teaches_ He was supping with us, He said, 6 One of you
that these idols are not only not gods, but also will betray me. At these words, therefore, all
most shameful demons,= and hostile to the hu- becoming exceedingly grieved, in order that the

surmise might be free from doubt, He made itman race, teaching men to offend God, so that,
by being offended, He turns away and will not clear, saying, To whomsoever I shall give the
hearken ; that therefore, by His turning away piece of bread out of my hand, he it is who be-
and not hearkening, they may be held captive trays me. When, therefore, He gave it to one
by the devil ; and that they might work them to of our fellow-disciples, and gave an account of
such a degree, that when they go out of the body things to come as if they were already present,

x " Bod
iciamA_er rcad_g is ._gcaL [This is the reading of the - $ Or. P_inc¢.
ks_'at..veadyft_uent|yreferxedto(seep 355). Inm°_ ca_e_l 4]_htt. xvi.='a.

t _.._w_.. in the Latin version collated by TischendorL--_,j I $ John x. z8.
"_" zzzn- =7; z Cm'. x. so, 2z. 6 ]dm_. uvl. tx.
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He showed that He was to be willingly betrayed, had lost through Adam, and should cut off4 the
For neither did He run away, and leave His be- tree of carnal appetite through the tree of the
trayer at fault ; but, remaining ill the place m cross. Hanging upon the cross, He stretched
which He knew that he was, He awaited him. out His blameless hands for the hands which

_,'Egeates said: I wonder that thou, being a had been incontinently stretched out ; for the
sensible man, shouldst wish to uphold him on most sweet food of the forbidden tree He re-

any terms whatever ; for, whether willingly or ceived gall for food ; and taking our mortahty
unwillingly, all the same, thou admittest that he upon Himself, He made a gift of His imm0r.
was fastened to the cross, tality to us.

The blessed Andrew said : This is what I said, _/Egeates said : With these words thou shalt
if now thou apprehendest, that great is the rays- be able to lead away those who shall believe in
tery of the cross, which, if thou wishest, as is thee ; but unless thou hast come to grant me
likely, to hear, attend to me.' this, that thou offer sacrifices to the almighty

_Egeates said : A mystery it cannot be called, gods, I shall order thee, after having been
but a punishment, scourged, to be fastened to that very cross

The blessed Andrew said : This punishment which thou commendest.

is the mystery of man's restoration. If thou wilt The blessed Andrew said : To God Almighty,
listen with any attention, thou wilt prove it. who alone is true, I bring sacrifice day by day;

/Egeates said: I indeed will hear patiently ; not the smoke of incense, nor the flesh of
but thou, unless thou submissively obey me, bellowing bulls, nor the blood of goats, but sac.
shalt receive _ the mystery of the cross in thyself, rificing a spotless lamb day by day on the altar

The blessed Andrew answered : If I had been of the cross ; and though all the people of the
afraid of the tree of the cross, I should not have faithful partake of Hm body and dnnk H_s
proclaimed the glory of the cross, blood, the Lamb that has been sacrificed re-

_/Egeates said : Thy speech is foolish, because mains after thin entire and alive. Truly, there-
thou proclaimest that the cross is not a punish- fore, is He sacrificed, and truly is His body
ment, and through thy foolhardiness thou art eaten by the people, and His blood is hkew_se
not afraid of the punishment of death, drunk ; nevertheless, as I have said, He remains

The holy Andrew said : It is not through fool- entire, and spotless, and alive.
hardiness, but through faith, that I am not afraid _/Egeates said : How can this be ?
of the punishment of death; for the death of i The blessed Andrew said : If thou wouldest
sins 3 is hard. And on this account I wish thee know, take the form of a disciple, that thou
to hear the mystery of the cross, in order that mayst ]earn what thou art inquiring after.
thou perhaps, acknowledging it, mayst beheve, eEgeates said : I will exact of thee through
and believing, mayst come somehow or other to tortures the gift of this knowledge.
the renewing of thy soul. The blessed Andrew declared : I wonder that

¢Egeates said: That which is shown to have thou, being an intelligent man, shouldest fall
perished is for renewing. Do you mean that into s the folly of thinking that thou mayst be
my soul has perished, that thou makest me able to persuade me, through thy tortures, to
come to the renewing of it through the faith, I disclose to thee the sacred things of God. Thou
know not what, of which thou hast spoken ? hast heard the mystery of the cross, thou hast

The blessed Andrew answered : This it is heard the mystery of the sacrifice. If thou be.
which I desired thee to learn, which also I shall lievest in Christ the Son of God, who was cruc_-
teach and make manifest, that though the souls fled, I shall altogether disclose to thee in what
of men are destroyed, they shall be renewed manner the Lamb that has been slain may live,
through the mystery of the cross. For the first after having been sacrificed and eaten, remain-
man through the tree of transgression brought ing in His kingdom entire and spotless.
in death ; and it wa_ necessary for the human ._Egeates said : And by what means does the
race, that through the suffering of the tree, death, lamb remain in his kingdom after he has been
which had come into the world, should be driven slain and eaten by all the people, as thou hast
out. And since the first man, who brought death said ?
into the world through the transgression of the[ The blessed Andrew said : If thou behevest
tree, had been produced from the spotless earth, iwith all thy heart, thou shalt be able to learn
it was necessary that the Son of God should be ]but if thou believest not, thou shalt not by any
begotten a perfect man from the spotless virgin, Imeans attain to the idea of such truth.

that He should restore eternal life, which men Then _Egeates, era-aged, ordered him to beshut up in prison, where, when he was shut up,
t mother ,,adi_g i.: Th,s iswh.t I spokea, as you k_ow-- a multitude of the people came together to hl_that great is the mystery of the cross, and ff so be that you are will-

ing to listen, I will reveal it. _
2 PerhaI_ we should read _u_t,O_t, shah exhibit, for avo_t_t. * Or shut out.
3 Two vss., of stoners, s Lit., be rol ed towards.
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from almost all the province, so that they wished ]has remained in Achaia in which their temples 3
to kill ,_geates, and by breaking down the doors have not been forsaken and deserted. And now,
of the prison to set free the blessed Andrew the through thee, let them be again restored to the
apostle, worship of the images, in order that the gods

Them the blessed Andrew admonished in also, who have been enraged against thee, being
these words, saying: Do not stir up the peace pleased by this, may bring it about that thou
ofour Lord Jesus Christ into seditious and dev- mayst return to their friendship and ours. But
ihsh uproar. For my Lord, when He was be- if not, thou awaitest varied tortures, on account
trayed, endured it vath all patience ; He did not of the vengeance of the gods ; and after these,
strive, He did not cry out, nor in the streets did fastened to the tree of the cross which thou
any one hear Him crying out.' Therefore do commendest, thou shalt die.
ye also keep silence, quietness, and peace ; and The holy Andrew said : Listen, O son of death
hinder not my martyrdom, but rather get your- and chaff made ready for eternal burnings,4 to
selves also ready beforehand as athletes to the me, the servant of God and apostle of Jesus
Lord, in order that you may overcome threaten- Christ. Until now I have conversed with thee
ings by a soul that has no fear of man, and that kindly about the perfection of the faith, in order
you may get the better of injuries through the that thou, receiving the exposition of the truth,
endurance of the body. For this temporary fall being made perfect as its vindicator, mightst
is not to be feared ; but that should be feared despise vain idols, and worship God, who is in
which has no end. The fear of men, then, is the heavens ; but since thou remainest in the
like smoke which, while it is raised and gathered same shamelessness at last, and thinkest me
together, disappears. And those torments ought to be afraid because of thy threats, bring against
to be feared which never have an end. For me whatever may seem to thee greater in the
these torments, which happen to be somewhat way of tortures. For the more shall I be well
light, any one can bear ; but if they are heavy, pleasing to my King, the more I shall endure in
they soon destroy life. But those torments are tortures for the confession of His name.

everlasting, where there are daily weepings, and Then the proconsul A_geates, being enraged,
mournings, and lamentations, and never-ending ordered the apostle of Christ to be afflicted by
torture, to which the proconsul ./Egeates is not tortures. Being stretched out, therefore, by
afraid to go. Be ye therefore rather prepared seven times three s soldiers, and beaten with rio-
for this, that through temporary afflictions ye lence, he was liked up and brought before the
may attain to everlasting rest, and may flourish impious -/Egeates. And he spoke to him thus :
for ever, and reign with Christ? Listen to me, Andrew, and withdraw thy thoughts

The holy Apostle Andrew having admonished from the outpouring of thy blood ; but if thou
the people with these and such hke words wilt not hearken to me, I shall cause thee to perish
through the whole night, when the light of day on the tree of the cross.
dawned, ./Egeates having sent for him, ordered The holy Andrew said : I am a slave of the
the blessed Andrew to be brought to him ; and cross of Christ, and I ought rather to pray to at-
having sat down upon the tribunal, he said : I tain to the trophy of the cross than to be afraid ;
have thought that thou, by thy reflection during but for thee is laid up eternal torment, which,
the night, hast turned away thy thoughts from however, thou mayst escape after thou hast
folly,and given up thy commendation of Christ, tested my endurance, if thou wilt believe in my
that thou mightst be able to be with us, and not Christ. For I am afflicted about thy destruction,
throw away the pleasures of life ; for it is folly to and I am not disturbed about my own suffering.
come for any purpose to the suffering of the For my suffering takes up a space of one day, or
cross, and to give oneself up to most shameful two at most ; but thy torment for endless ages
punishments and burnings, shall never come to a close. Wherefore hence-

The holy Andrew answered : I shall be able to forward cease from adding to thy miseries, and
have joy with thee, if thou wilt believe in Christ, lighting up everlasting fire for thyself.
and throw awa? the worship of idols ; for Christ zEgeates then being enraged, ordered the
has sent me to this province, in which I have blessed Andrew to be fastened to the cross. 6
acquired for Christ a peonle not the smallest. ' And he having left them all, goes up to the cross,

_geates said : For th_ reason I compel thee and says to it with a clear voice : Rejoice, O
to make a libation, that these people who have cross, which has been consecrated by the body
_en deceived by thee may forsake the vanity

_1 _y _aching, and may themselves offer grate- _or, their_ a_
,t Comp. Matt. id. Ta.

tmat]ons to the gods ; for not even one city s _,,_u.g i_,_ q_io_
6 One of the tsss, [the Bodlelan] has he_: _ otde_ to the

¢_nturlons that he should be bound hand and foot tm if he were
Iz Matt. ]di. :9. stretched on the rack, and not pmrced with nails, that he might not

rap. a C_. iv. x7. die soon, but he tormented with kn_-contlnumg torture.
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of Christ, and adorned by His limbs as if with And having thus spoken, he discoursed to
pearls. Assuredly before my Lord went up on them all in common, for the people ran together
thee, thou hadst much earthly fear ; but now in- enraged at the unjust judgment of -/Egeates : Ye
vested with heavenly longing, thou art fitted up' men standing by me, and women, and children.
according to my prayer. For I know, from those and elders, bond and free, and as many as will
who believe, how many graces thou hast in Him, hear ; I beseech you, forsake all this life, ye who
how many gifts prepared beforehand. Free from have for my sake assembled here; and hasten
care, then, and with joy, I come to thee, that to take upon you my life, which leads to hear-
thou also exulting mayst receive me, the dis-enly things, and once for all despise all tempo.
ciple of Him that was hanged upon thee ; be- rary things, confirming the purposes of those
cause thou hast been always faithful to me, and who believe in Christ. And he exhorted then_

I have desired to embrace thee. O good cross, all, teaching that the sufferings of this transtt0ry
which hast received comeliness and beauty from life are not worthy to be compared with the fu-
the limbs of the Lord ; O much longed for, and ture recompense of the eternal hfe.
earnestly desired, and fervently sought after, and And the multitude hearing what was said by
already prepared beforehand for my soul longing him, did not stand off from the place, and the
for thee, take me away from men, and restore me blessed Andrew continued the rather to say to
to my Master, in order that through thee He may them more than he had spoken. And so much
accept me who through thee has redeemed me. was said by him, that a space of three days and

And having thus spoken, the blessed Andrew, nights was taken up, and no one was tved and
standing on the ground, and looking earnestly went away from him. And when also on the
upon the cross, stripped himself and gave his fourth day they beheld his nobleness, and the
clothes to the executioners, having urged the unweariedness of his intellect, and the mulutude
brethren that the executioners should come and of his words, and the serviceableness of his ex
do what had been commanded them; for they hortations, and the stedfastness of his soul, and
were standing at some distance. And they hay- the sobriety of his spirit, and the fixedness of
ing come up, lifted him on the cross ; and having, his mind, and the perfection of his reason, thex
stretched his body across with ropes, they only were enraged against _/Egeates ; and all with one
bound his feet, but did not sever his joints, 2 accord hastened to the tribunal, and cried out
having received this order from the proconsul: against 2Egeates, who was sitting, saying' What
for he wished him to be in distress while hang-listhyjudgment, O proconsul? Thou hastjudgec
ing, and in the night-time, as he was suspended, wickedly ; thy awards are impious. In what ha,
to be eaten up alive by dogs. 3 the man done wrong ; what evil has he done_

And a great multitude of the brethren stood The city has been put in an uproar, thou gnex-
by, nearly twenty thousand ; and having beheld est us all ; do not betray Cmsar's city. Gran_
the executioners standing off, and that they had willingly to the Achaians a just man ; grant wfl-
done to the blessed one nothing of what those lingly to us a God-fearing man; do not put to
who were hanged up suffer, they thought that they death a godly man. Four days he ha_ been
would again hear something from him ; for as- hanging, and is alive ; having eaten nothing, he
suredly, as he was hanging, he moved his head has filled us all. Take down the man from the
smihng. And Stratocles inquired of him : Why cross, and we shall all seek after wisdom, le-
art thou smiling, Andrew, servant of God ? Thy lease the man, and to all Achaia will mercy be
laughter makes us mourn and weep, because we shown. It is not necessary that he should suf-
are deprived of thee. And the blessed Andrew fer this, because, though hanging, he does not
answered him : Shall I not laugh at all, my son cease proclaiming the truth.
Stratocles, at the empty stratagem of gEgeates, And when the proconsul refused to listen to
through which he thinks to take vengeance upon them, at first indeed signing with his hand to
us? We have nothing to do with him and his the crowd to take themselves off, they began
plans. He cannot hear ; for if he could, he to be emboldened a_ainst him, being in number
would be aware, having leamed it by experience, about twenty thousai_d. And the pro°consulnar"
that a man of Jesus is unpunished.4 ing beheld that they had somehow become mad-

dened, afraid that something frightful would be-
t Anotherreau:llngis: Imnartachedtuthee. fall him, rose up from the tribunal and went2 The original ts obscure. The meaning se¢ms to be that he was

tied onb] wnot nailed. The nailing, ho,,vevcr, I_ems to have been an away with them, having promised to set free the
e_antial part of the punishment of eruciilxmn. . blessed Andrew. And some went on before to-_ It wu common to let loose wild beasts on the crucified (Suetun.,
N¢_ _).

4 tns_l of fl_ _, one _s. [the Bodk_an]has: _ tell the apostle the cause for which they came
there ran up u great multitude, about twenty thousand m number, to the place.
mn°agwh°mwasthebr°tlmr.°flEge.as'S.t2mt°clesbY -n:_m-a_-:-an.dim While all the crowd, therefore, was exulting

cried out with tim peop_, It m an unjust juagnmat. Aria um holy blessed Andrew was going to, be tsh__,_,, mtti,i ._ the.thoughtsof _, t_"u,,.,..bomd tt_= to that the
_,re the tmt_,_-y t_.., ,,ym, trot t_ ,,._,.g ,_,,t_ to, free, the proconsul having come up, and a_J-,t*othiag when comtm-ed with the eternal recompansc.
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brethren rejoicing along with Maximilla,' the fore, putting out their hands, were not able at all to
blessed Andrew, having heard this, said to the touch him. Others, then, and others endeavoured
brethren standing by : What is it necessary for to release him, and no one at all was able to come
me to say to him, when I am departing to the near him ; for their arms were benumbed.
Lord, that will I also say. For what reason hast Then the blessed Andrew, having adjured the
thou again come to us, ._Egeates? On what people, said: I entreat you earnestly, brethren,
account dust thou, being a stranger to us,_ come that I may first make one prayer to my Lord.
to us? What wilt thou again dare to do, what So then set about releasing me. All the people
to contrive ? Tell us. Hast thou come to re- therefore kept quiet because of the adjuration.
leaseus, as having changed thy mind ? I would Then the blessed Andrew, with a loud cry, said :
not agree with thee that thou hadst really changed Do not permit, O Lord, Thy servant at this
thy mind. Nor would I believe thee, saying time to be removed from Thee ; for it is time
that thou art my friend. Dust thou, O procon- that my body be committed to the earth, and
sul, release him that has been bound ? By no Thou shalt order me to come to Thee. Thou
means. For I have One with whom I shall be who givest eternal life, my Teacher whom I have
for ever ; I have One with whom I shall live to loved, whom on this cross I confess, whom I
countlessages. To Him I go ; to HHn I hasten, know, whom I possess, receive me, 0 Lord ;
who also having made thee known to me, has and as I have confessed Thee and obeyed Thee,
said to me, Let not that fearful man terrify thee ; so now in this word hearken to me ; and, be-
do not think that he will lay hold of thee, who fore my body come down from the cross, receive
art mine : for he is thine enemy. Therefore, me to Thyself, that through my departure there
having known thee through him who has turned may be access to Thee of many of my kindred,
towards me, I. am delivered from thee. But if finding rest for themselves in Thy majesty.
thou wishest to believe in Christ, there will be When, therefore, he had said this, he became
opened up for thee, as I promised thee, a way in the sight of all glad and exulting i for an
of access ; but if thou hast come only to release exceeding splendour like lightning coming forth
me,I shall not be able after this to be brought out of heaven shone down upon him, and so
down from this cross alive in the body. For I encircled him, that m consequence of such
and my kinsmen depart to our own, allowing brightness mortal eyes could not look upon
thee to be what thou art, and what thou dust him at all. And the dazzling light remained
not know about thyself. For already I see nay about the space of half an hour. And when
King, already I worship Him, already I stand he had thus spoken and glorified the Lord still
beforeHim, where the fellowship 3 of the angels more, the light w|thdrew itself, and he gave up
is, where He reigns the only emperor, where I the ghost, and along with the brightness itself he
there is light without night, where the flowers departed to the Lord in giving Him thanks.
never fade, where trouble _s never known, nor And after the decease of the most blessed
the name of grief heard, where there are cheer- Andrew the apostle, Maximilla being the most
fulness and exultation that have no end. O powerful of the notable women/and continuing
blessed cross! without the longing for thee, no among those who had come, as soon as she
oneenters into that place. But I am distressed, learned that the apostle had departed to the
lEgeates, about thine own miseries, because eter- Lord, came up and turned her attention to
hal perdition is ready to receive thee. Run the cross, along with Stratocles, taking no heed
then, for thine own sake, O pitiable one, while at all of those standing by, and with reverence
yet thou canst,.lest perchance thou shouldst took down the body of the most blessed apostle
wishthen when thou canst not. from the cross. And when it was evening, be-

When, therefore, he attempted to come near stowing upon him the necessary care, she pre-
the tree of the cross, so as to release the blessed _pared the body for burial with costly spices, and
Andrew, with all the city applauding him, the laid it in her own tomb. For she had been
holy Andrew said with a loud voice: Do not parted from 2Egeates on account of his brutal
sufferAndrew bound u,_-',n Th,, tree to be re- Idisposition and lawless conduct, having chosen
l ' IJv J _ ' " " "eased, 0 Lord • do not oqve me who am in Thy ] for herself a holy and quiet life ; and having

, b- • " " emystery to the shameless devil. O Jesus Christ, been umted to the love. of. C.hns.t:,she spent h r
_et not Thine adversary release me, who have [ life blessedly along vnth the brethren.
been hanged by Thy favour; 0 Father, let this I iEgeates had been very importunate with her,
!ns_gnificantman no longer humble him who has and promised that he would make her m|stress
known Thy greatness. The executioners, there- of his wealth ; but not having been able to
__- persuade her, he was greatly enraged, and was
,h s_Oae _s. calls hcr the proconsurs wife. [SoPseudo-Abdias. but ] determined to make a oublic charge a_ainst all
_'R._Yeek uss., colhted by Tischendorf. do not glv© this reachng. I .......... -- _

s I.e., having nothing W do with us. ....
Ogov_w., 4 .Lilt __-l]lal_-s.
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the people, and to send to Ceesaran accusation the condemnation of him who dared to cut oR
against both MaximiUaand all the people. And the apostle of the Lord may not disgrace me.
while he was arranging these things in the pres- These things were done in the province of
ence of his officers, at the dead of night he rose Achaia, in the city of Patras on the day before
up, and unseen by all his people, having been the kalends of December,' where his good deeds
tormented by the devil, he fell down from a are kept in mind even to this day, to the glory
great height, and rolling into the midst of the and praise of our Lord Jesus Christ, to whom
market-place of the city, breathed his last. be glory for ever and ever. Amen.z

And this was reported to his brother Strato- , i.e., 3oth November, St. Andrew's day.
des ; and he sent his servants, having told them 2 One Ms. thus ends : These things were done in the provinceof

that they should bury him among those who had Achaia,mthecityofPatras,on thedaybeforethekalendsofI)ecern.ber ; where also hasglorious good deeds are shown even to thgsdaydied a violent death. But he sought nothing and so great fear came upon all that no one remained whod d n'

of his substance, saying : Let not my Lord Jesus b_iev_m"GedourS_,our,who_vishesalltobe saved,andt.... c_to the knowledge of the truth. To LI.mabe glory to ages of ages
Christ, in whom I have believed, sufferme to touch Amen.[a_,,_ th_end,ngof theLa.tmversmn (m T_schendoff)

the Bodlcian Ms. has a similar conclusion,but tbe text is ¢b.fferentiyanything whatever of the goods of my brother, that _--_sed.- g.]



ACTS OF ANDREW AND MATTHIAS'

IN THE CITY OF THE MAN-EATERS.

ABotrr that time all the apostles had come not dismayed ; for I shall not by any means for-
together to the same place, and shared among sake thee, for I shalldeliver thee from all danger;
themselves the countries, casting lots, in order and not only thee, but also all thy brethren who
that each might go away into the part that had are with thee : for I am with thee everywhere
fallento him. By lot, then, it fell to Matthias and at all times. But remain here twenty-seven
toset out to the country of the man-eaters. And days for the edification* of many souls ; and
the men of that city used neither to eat bread after that I shall send forthAndrew to thee, and he
nordrink wine ; but they ate the flesh of men, shall lead thee forth out of this prison ; and
and drank their blood. Every man, therefore, not thee only, but also all who hear. Having
who came into their city they laid hold of, and said this, the Saviour said again to Matthias,
diggingthey thrust out his eyes, and gave him a Peace be to thee, our Matthias, and went into
drug to drink, prepared by sorcery and magic ; heaven. Then Matthias having beheld Him,
and fromdrinking the drug his heart was altered said to the Lord : Let thy grace abide with me,
and his mind deranged. O my Lord Jesus.

Matthias then having come into the gate of Then Matthlas therefore 3 sat down in the
theircity, the men of that city laid hold of him, prison, and sang. And it came to pass that,
and thrustout hls eyes ; and after putting them when the executioners came into the prison to
out they made him drink the drug of their magi- bring forth the men to eat them, Matthias also
caldeception, and led him away to the prison, shut his eyes, that they might not behold that
and put beside him grass to eat, and he ate it he saw. And the executioners having come to
not. For when he had partaken of their drug, him, read the ticket in his hand, and said among
his heart was not altered, nor his mind de- themselves: Yet three days, and we shall bring
ranged; but he kept praying to God, weeping, out this one also from the prison, and slay him.
and saying: Lord Jesus Christ, for whose sake Because in the case of every man whom they
we have forsaken all things and have followed laid hold of, they noted that day on which they
Thee, knowing that Thou art the helper of all laid hold of him, and tied a ticket to his right
whohope in Thee, attend then and behold what hand, that they might know the completion of
they have done to Matthias Thy servant, howthe thirty days.
theyhave made me nigh to the brutes ; for Thou And it came to pass when the twenty-seven
art He who knowest all things. If, therefore, days were fulfilled since Matthias was seized, the
Thou hast ordained that the wicked men in this Lord appeared in the country where Andrewwas
cityshould eat me up, I will not by any means teaching, and said to him: Rise up, and set out
fleefrom Thy dispensation. Afford to me then, with thy disciples to the country of the man-eat-
O Lord, the light of mine eyes, that at least I ers, and bring forth Matthias out of that place ;
maybeholdwhat the wicked men in thiscity have for yet three days, and the men of the city will
m hand for me ; do not forsake me, O my Lord bring him forth and slay him for their food. And
JesusChrist, and do not give me up to this bitter Andrew answered and said : My Lord, I shall
death, not be able to accomplish the journey thither

WhileMatthias was thus praying in the prison, before the limited period of the three days; but
a hght shone, and there came forth out of the send Thine angel quickly, that he may bring him
lighta voice saying : Beloved Matthias, receive out thence : for thou knowest, Lord, that I also am
thy sight. And immediately he received his!flesh, and shall not be able to go there quickly.
sight. And again there came forth a voice say- !And He says to Andrew : Obey Him who made
ing_Be of good courage, our Matthias, and be thee, and Him who is able to say in a word, and

kl x The oldest _s. has Matttfiu ; the four or five others have s Lit., t_:onomy.atthew 3 One ]_s. insem: Imviaggi,nm thank_ m God.
5_7
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that city shall be removed thence, and all that for ourselves. And Jesus answered and said to
dwell in it. For I command the horns of the Andrew : If this is the commandment which y0u
winds,' and they drive it thence. But rise up received, and you keep it, come on board "m).
early, and go down to the sea with thy disciples, boat with all joy. For I really wish you, the
and thou shalt find a boat upon the shore, and disciples of Him who is called Jesus, to Come
thou shalt go aboard with thy disciples. And on board my boat, rather than those who give
having said this, the Saviour again said : Peace me of their silver and gold ; for I am altogether
to thee, Andrew, along with those with thee [ worthy that the apostle of the Lord should come
And He went into the heavens, on board my boat. And Andrew answered and

And Andrew having risen up early, proceeded said : Permit me, brothe_, may the Lord grant
to the sea along with his disciples ; and having thee glory and honour. And Andrew went on
come down to the shore, he saw a little boat, board the boat with his disciples.
and in the boat three men sitting. For the Lord And having gone on board, he sat down by
by Hi_ own power had prepared a boat, and the boat's sail. And Jesus answered and sald
He it was in human shape a pilot in the boat ; to one of the angels : Rise and go down to the
and He brought two angels whom He made to hold of the boat, and bring up three loaves, that
appear like men, and they were in the boat sit- ! the men may eat, lest perchance they be hungry.
ting : Andrew, therefore, having beheld the from having come to us off a long journey. And. • ..... [

boat, and the three who were m it, rejoiced wath t he rose and went down to the hold of the boat.
exceeding great joy ; and having gone to them, and brought up three loaves, as the Lord corn-
he said: Where are you going, brethren, with manded him; and he gave them the loaves•
this little boat? And the Lord answered and Then Jesus stud to Andrew: Rise up, brother,
sa_d to hnn : We are going to the country of the i with thy friends ; partake of food, that you may
man-eaters. And Andrew having beheld Jesus, ] be strong to bear the tossing of the sea. And
did not recognise Him ; for Jesus was hiding His_ Andrew answered and said to his disciples : My• I

Godhead, and He appeared to Andrew like a i children, we have found great kindness from this
pilot. And Jesus having heard Andrew saying, I man. Stand up, then, and partake of the hour-
I too am going to the country of the man-eaters, J ishment of bread, that you may be strong to bear
says to him : Every man avoids that city, and I the tossing of the sea. And his disciples were
how are you going there ? And Andrew answered ] not able to answer him a word, for they were in
and said: We have some small business to do ldlstress because of the sea. Then Jesus forced
there, and we must get through with it ; but if lAndrew to partake himself also of the nourish-
thou canst, do us this kindness to convey us to ment of bread along with his disciples. And
the country of the man-eaters, to which also you Andrew answered and said to Jesus, not knowing
intend to go. Jesus answered and said to them : that it was Jesus : Brother, may the Lord give
Come on board, thee heavenly bread out of His kingdom. Allow

And Andrew said: I wish to make some ex- me then, brother; for thou sees, the children,

planation to thee, young man, before we come that they are distressed because of the sea. And
on board thy boat. And Jesus said: Say what Jesus answered and said to Andrew: Assuredl._
thou wilt. And Andrew said to Him : We have the brethren are without experience of the sea,
no passage-money to give thee ; we have not but inquire of them whether they want to go to
even bread for our nourishment. And Jesus laud, and thyself to remain, until thou shalt
answered and said to him : How, then, are you finish thy business, and again come back to them.
going away without giving us the passage-money, Then Andrew said to his disciples : My children,
and without having bread for your nourishment ? do you wish to go to the land, and me to re-
And Andrew said to Jesus, Listen, brother ; do main here until I shall finish my business for
not think that it is through masterfulness that which I have been sent? And they answered
we do not give thee our passage-money, but we and said to Andrew : If we go away from thee,
are disciples of our Lord Jesus Christ, the good may we become strangers to the good things
God For He chose for Himself us twelve, and which the Lord hath provided for us. Now,
gave us such a commandment, saying, When therefore, we are with thee, wherever thou mayst
you go to preach, do not carry money in the go.
journey, nor bread, nor bag, nor shoes, nor staff, Jesus answered and said to Andrew : If thou
nor two coats.3 If, therefore, thou wilt do us art truly a disciple of Him who is called jesus,
the kindness, brother, tell us at once ; if not, let tell thy disciples the miracles which thy Teacher
us know, and we shall go and seek another boat did, that their soul may rejoice, and that they

may forget the fear of the sea ; for, behold, _e
The_in_ t',omthefourquarter,ortheh_,_. are going to take the boat off from the la_.80rm Its. has: And the Lord prepared a small boat, and put

_t.els in it forsailots; and Jesus was, as it were, the master of the And immediately Jesus said to one of the ange :
i Matt.x ,o. Mark_i.9- Let go the boat ; and he let go the boat flora
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the land. And Jesus came and sat down beside crowd recline on the grass, and having blessed,
the rudder, and steered the boat. Then Andrew He gave them to eat ; and those that ate were
exhorted and comforted his disciples, saying: five thousand men,s and they were filled: and
My children, who have given up your life to the they took up what was over to them twelve bas-
I_rd, fear not ; for the Lord will not at all for- kets of fragments.4 And after all these things
sake you for ever. For at that time when I was they did not believe Him.
alone with our Lord, we went on board the boat And Jesus answered and said to Andrew : Per-
_vithHzm, and He lay down to sleep in the boat, haps He did these miracles before the people,
trying us ; for He was not' fast asleep. And a and not before the chief priests, and because
great wind having arisen, and the sea being of this they did not believe Him.
swrmy, so that the waves were uplifted, and And Andrew answered and said: Nay, brother,
came under the sail of the boat, and when we He did them also before the chief priests, not
were m great fear, the Lord stood up and re- only openly, but also in secret, and they did not
buked the winds, and there was a calm in the believe Him. Jesus answered and said : What
sea; for all things feared Him, as being made Iare the miracles which He did in secret ? Dis-
byHim.2 Now, therefore, my children, fear not. Iclose them to me. And Andrew answered and
For the Lord Jesus will n6t at all forsake us. said : O man, who hast the spirit of inquisitive-
And having said. this,..the holy Andrew prayed in
his heart that his disciples might be led to sleep, hess, why dost thou put me to the test.* AndJesus answered and said : I do not put thee to

And as Andrew was praying, his disciples fell the test by saying this, O disciple of Him calledasleep. Jesus ; but my soul rejoices and exults, and not
And Andrew, turning round to the Lord, not ',only mine, but also every soul that hears the

knowing that it was the Lord, said to Him : Tell Iwonders of Jesus.
me, 0 man, and show me the skill of thy steer- i And Andrew answered and said : O child, the
mg; for I have never seen any man so steering Lord shall fill thy soul with all joy and all good,
m the sea as I now see thee. For sixteen years as thou hast persuaded me now to relate to thee
have I sailed the sea, and behold this is the the miracles which our Lord did in secret.
seventeenth, and I have not seen such skill ; for It came to pass as we, the twelve disciples,
truly the boat is just as if on land. Show me were going with our Lord into a temple of the
then, young man, thy skill. Then Jesus an- Gentiles, that He might make known to us the
sweredand said to Andrew : We also have often _gnorance of the devil, that the chief priests,
sailed the sea, and been in danger ; but since Ihaving beheld us following Jesus, said to us, 0
thou art a disciple of Him called Jesus, the sea ]wretches, why do you walk with him who says,
hasrecognised thee that thou art righteous, and iI am the Son of God? Do you mean to _ay
hasbecome calm, and has not lifted its waves that God has a son ? Which of you has ever
against the boat. Then Andrew cried out with at any time seen God associating with a woman ?

loud voice, saying : I thank Thee, my Lord Is not this the son of Joseph the carpenter, and
esus Christ, that I have met a man who glorifies his mother _sMary, and his brothers James and

Thy name. i Simon ?s And when we heard these words, our
And Jesus answered and said : O Andrew, tell IIhearts were turned into weakness. And Jesus,

me, thou disciple of Hzm called Jesus, where- having known that our hearts were giving way,
forethe unbelieving Jews did not believe in Him, took us into a desert place, and did great mira-
saying that He was not God, but man. Show des before us, and displayed to us all His God-
me, 0 disciple of Him called Jesus ; for I have head. And we spoke to the chief priests,
heard that He showed His Godhead to His dis- saying, Come ye also, and see ; for, behold, He
ciples. And Andrew answered and said : Truly, has persuaded us.
brother, He showed us that He was God. Do And the chief priests having come, went with
not think, then, that He is man. For He made us ; and when we had gone into the temple of
the heaven, and the earth, and the sea, and all the Gentiles, Jesus showed us the heaven,6 that
that is in them. And Jesus answered and said : we might know whether the things were true or
How then did the Jews not believe Him ? Per- not. And there went in along with us thirty
haps He did not do miracles before them ? An- men of the people, and four chief priests. And
drewsaid : Hast thou not heard of the miracles Jesus, having looked on the right hand and on
whichHe did before them ? He made the blind the left of the temple, saw two sculptured
see, the lame walk, the deaf hear ; He cleansed sphinxes, one on the right and one on the left.
lepers, He changed water into wine ; and having
taken five loaves and two fishes, He made a s OneMs.ins_m,_&s womenand¢_ar_.

4 Mark vl. 37-44-

z tone_s_omitsthenegative, s Markvl.3- --6 There seems to be something wrong r_re. une Ms, has, the
_. _natt. viii. 25. ,m'uctureor"the temple, andomits the followingclause.
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And Jesus having turned to us, said, Behold the the Canaanites, and go away to the double 2 cax-
sign of the cross ; for these are like the cherubim in the field of Mamre, where the body of Abra(

and the seraphim which are in heaven. Then ham is, and cry outside of the tomb, saying
Jesus, having looked to the fight, where the Abraham, Abraham, whose body is in the tonab',
sphinx was, said to it, I say unto thee, thou ira- and whose soul is in paradise, thus speaks He
age of that which is in heaven, which the hands who fashioned man, who made thee from the
of craftsmen have sculptured, be separated from beginning his Mend, Rise up, thou and thy son
thy place, and come down, and answer and con- Isaac, and the son of thy son Jacob, and come
vict the chief priests, and show them whether I to the temples of the Jebusites, that we may con-
am God or man. vict the chief priests, in order that they may

And immediately at that very time the sphinx know that I am acquainted with thee, and thou
removed from its place, and having assumed a with me. And when the sphinx heard these
human voice, said, O foolish sons of Israel, not words, immediately she walked about in the pres-
only has the blinding of their own hearts not ence of us all, and set out for the land of the
been enough for them, but they also wish others Canaanites to the field of Mamre, and cned
to be blind like themselves, saying that God is outside of the tomb, as God had commanded
man, who in the beginning fashioned man, and her. And straightway the twelve patriarchs s
put His breath into all, who gave motion to those came forth alive out of the tomb, and answered
things which moved not ; He it is who called and said to her, To which of us hast thou been
Abraham, who loved his son Isaac, who brought sent? And the sphinx answered and said, I have
back his beloved Jacob into his land ; He is the been sent to the three patriarchs for test_mon) ;
Judge of living and dead ; He it is who pre- but do ye go in, and rest until the time of the
pareth great benefits for those who obey Him, resurrection. And having heard, they went ant0
and prepareth punishment for those who beheve the tomb and fell asleep. And the three path-
Him not. Heed not that I am an idol that can archs set out along with the sphinx to Jesus, and
be handled ; for I say unto you, that the sacred convicted the chief priests. And Jesus said to
places of your synagogue are more excellent.' them, Go away to your places; and they went
For though we are stones, the priests have given away. And He said also to the image, Go up to
us only the name of a god ; and those priests thy place; and straightway she went up and
who serve the temple purify themselves, being stood in her place. And He did also many other
afraid of the demons : for if they have had m- miracles, and they did not beheve Him ; which
tercourse with women, they purify themselves mzrades, if I shall recount, thou wilt not be able
seven days, because of their fear ; so that they to bear. And Jesus answered and said to him
do not come into the temple because of us, be- I can bear it ; for I prudently listen to profitable
cause of the name which they have given us, words.
that we are a god. But you, if you have com- And when the boat was about to come near
mitted fornication, take up the law of God, and the land, Jesus bent down His head upon one of
go into the synagogue of God, and purify, and His angels, and was quiet. And Andrew ceased
read, and do not reverence the glorious words speaking ; and he also, reclining his head upon
of God. Because of this, I say unto you, that one of his disciples, fell asleep. And Jesus sa_d
the holy things purify your synagogues, so that to His angels: Spread your hands under him.
they also become churches of His only begot- and carry Andrew and his disciples, and go and
ten Son. The sphinx having said this, ceased put them outside of the city of the man-eaters,
speaking, and having laid them on the ground, return to

And we said to the chief priests, Now it is fit- me. And the angels did as Jesus commanded
ring that you should believe, because even the them, and the angels returned to Jesus: and He
stones have convicted you. And the Jews an- went up into the heavens with His angels.
swered and said, By magic these stones speak, And when it was morning, Andrew, hawng
and do not you think that it is a god ? For if awakened and looked up, found himself simng
you have tested what has been said by the stone, on the ground ; and having looked, 4he saw his
you have ascertained its deception. For where disciples sleeping on the ground; and he wak-
did he find Abraham, or how did he see him ? ened them, and said to them : Rise up, m_' chll-
For Abraham died many years before he was dren, and know the great dispensation that has
born, and how does he know him ? happened to us, and learn that the Lord _vas

And Jesus, having again turned to the image, with us in the boat, and we knew Him not ; _0r

said to it, Because these believe not that I have He transformed Himself as if He were a pilot _n
spoken with Abraham, go away into the land of l

__ _ ] 2 Gen, xxiii. 9, _7, following the version of the LXX. and the
older interpreters

I One MS. has: Do not say that I am a carved stone, and that [ s Not one of the twelve l_atrlarchs was buried m Machpelah'
you alone have a name, and are called high priests. [ 4 One Ms. mserm: And he saw the gate of that c_.
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the boat, and humbled Himself, and appeared the ways and the streets, and thy blood shall
to us as a man, putting us to the test. And flow to the ground, but they are not able to put
Andrew, recovering himself, said : Lord, I recog- thee to death ; but endure, just as thou sawest
nised Thy excellent words, but Thou didst not me beaten, insulted, and crucified : for there
manifest Thyself to me, and because of this I are those who are destined to believe in this city.
did not know Thee. And his disciples answered And having said this, the Saviour went into the
and said to him : Father Andrew, do not think heavens.
that we knew when thou wast speaking with And Andrew went into the city along with his
Him in the boat, for we were weighed down by disclples, and no one beheld him. And when
a most heavy sleep; and eagles came down out he came to the prL_on, he saw seven warders
of the heavens, and lifted up our souls, and took standing at the gate guarding, and he prayed
them away into the paradise in heaven, and we within himself, and they fell down and expired ;
saw great wonders. For we beheld our Lord and he marked the gate with the sign of the cross,
Jesus sitting on a throne of glory, and all the and it opened of its own accord. And having
angels round about Him. We beheld also Abra- gone in with his disciples, he found Matthias
ham, and Isaac, and Jacob, and all the saints; sitting and singing; and seeing him, he stood
and David praised Him with a song upon his lup, and they saluted each other with a holy
harp. And we beheld there you the twelve kiss; and he said to Matthias: Brothel', how
apostles standing by in the presence of our hast thou been found here ? For yet three days,
Lord Jesus Christ_ and outside of you twelve and they will bring thee out to be food for them.
angels round about you, and each angel stand- Where are the great mysteries which thou hast
lng behind each of you, and they were like you been taught, and the wonderful things which we
in appearance. And we heard the Lord saying ! have believed ? And Matthias said to him :
to the angels, Listen to the apostles in all things Didst thou not hear the Lord saying, I shall
whatsoever they shall ask you. These are the send you like sheep into the midst of wolves?'
things which we have seen, father Andrew, until They straightway brought me into the prison
thou dldst awake us ; and angels, who appeared and I prayed to the Lord ; and He said to me
like eagles, brought our souls into our bodies. Remain here twenty-seven days, and I shall

Then Andrew, having heard, rejoiced with ]send thee Andrew, and he will bnng thee forth
great joy that his disciples had been deemed out of the prison. And now, behold, it has
worthy to behold these wonderful things. And come to pass as the Lord said.
Andrew looked up into heaven, and said : Ap- Then Andrew, having looked, saw three men
pear to me, Lord Jesus Christ ; for I know that shut up eating grass naked; and he beat his
Thou art not far from Thy servants. Pardon breast, and said: Consider, O Lord, what the
me, Lord, for what I have done ; for I have men suffer ; how have they made them like the
beheld Thee as a man in the boat, and I have irrational brutes ? And he says to Satan : Woe
conversed with Thee as with a man. Now to thee, the devil, the enemy of God, and to
therefore, Lord, manifest Thyself to me in this thine angels, because the strangers here have
place, done nothing to thee ; and how hast thou brought

And when Andrew had said this, Jesus ap- upon them this punishment ? how long dost thou
peared to him in the likeness of a most beautiful war against the human race ? Thou didst bring
little child. And Jesus answered and said : Hail, forth Adam out of paradise, and didst cause men
our Andrew ! And Andrew, having beheld Him, to be mixed up with transgression ; and the Lord
worshipped Him, saying : Pardon me, Lord Jesus was enraged, and brought on the deluge so as
Christ, for I saw Thee like a man on the sea, to sweep man away. And again hast thou made
_nd conversed with Thee. What is there, then, thy appearance in this city too, in order that
wherein I have sinned, my Lord Jesus, that thou mayst make those who are here eat men, *
Thou didst not manifest Thyself to me on the that the end of them also may be in execration
sea? And Jesus answered and said to Andrew : and destruction, thinking in thyself that God will
Thou hast not sinned, but I did this to thee sweep away the work of His hands. Hast thou
because thou saidst, I shall not be able to go to not heard that God said, I will not bring a
the city of the man-eaters in three days; and deluge upon the earth ?_ but if there is any
I have showed thee that I am able to do all pumshment prepared, it is for the sake of taking

_ings: appear to every one as vengeance upon
and to I wish. thee.

ow therefore rise up, go into the city to Matthi- Then he stood up, and Andrew and Matthias
as, and bring him forth out of the prison, and all prayed ; and after the prayer Andrew laid his
the strangers that are with him. For, behold, hands upon the faces of the blind men who were
I show thee, Andrew, what thou must suffer
before going into this city They will heap upon , M,,. x. ,6.
thee tortures an _¢_ , A_.r Ms.bu: _a,,,,_= ,at t_4r nt_.d insults, scatter thy flesh in 3o_.. ix.u.
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in the prison, and straightway they all received for food until we may choose young men, and
their sight. And again he laid his hand upon put them in boats as sailors, that they may _o
their hearts, and their minds were changed into away to the countries round about,, and attack_
human reason. Then Andrew answered them : them, and bring some men here, that they mayRise up, and go into the lower parts of the city, be for food to us.
and you shall find in the way a great fig-tree, and And the executioners went to the prison, and
sit under the fig-tree, and eat of its fruit, until I brought the seven men that were dead; and
come to you ; but if I delay coming there, you there was an oven built in the midst of the city,
will find abundance of food for yourselves : for and there lay in the oven a large trough in wh_cl_
the fruit shall not fail from the fig-tree, but ac- they kdled the men, and their blood ran down
cording as you eat it shall produce more fruit, into the trough, and they drew out of the blood
and nourish you, as the Lord has said. And and drank it. And they brought the men, and
they answered and said to Andrew: Go along put them into the trough. And when the exe-
with us, 0 our master, lest perchance the wicked cutioners were lifting their hands against them,
men of this city again see us, and shut us up, and Andrew heard a voice, saying : Behold, Andrew,
inflict upon us greater and more dreadful tortures what is happemng in this city. And Andrew
than they have inflicted upon us. And Andrew having beheld, prayed to the Lord, saying : Lord
answered and said to them : Go ; for in truth I Jesus Christ, who didst order me to come into
say to you, that as you go, not a dog shall bark this city, do not suffer those in this city to do
with his tongue against you. And there were in any evil, but let the knives go out of the hands
all two hundred and seventy men and forty-nine of the wicked ones. And straightway the knives
women' whom Andrew released from the prison, of the wicked men fell, and their hands were
And the men went as the blessed Andrew said to turned into stone. And the rulers, having seen
them ; and he made Matthias go along with his what had happened, wept, saying : Woe unto us,
disciples out of the eastern gate of the city. for here are the magicians who have gone into the
And Andrew commanded a cloud, and the cloud prison, and brought out the men ; for, behold,
took up Matthias and the disciples of Andrew ; they have bewitched these also. What, then,
and the cloud set them down on the mountain shall we do ? Let us go now, and gather to-
where Peter was teaching, 2 and they remained gether the old men of the city, seeing that we
beside him. are hungry.

A.nd Andrew, having gone forth from the prison, And they went and gathered them together,
walked about in the city ; and having seen a and found two hundred and seventeen ; and they
brazen pillar, and a statue standing upon it, he l brought them to the rulers, and they made them
came and sat down behind that pillar until he 'cast lots, and the lot came upon seven old men/
should see what should happen. And it hap- And one of those taken by lot answered and said
pened that the executioners went to the prison to to the officers : I pray you, I have for myself one
bring out the men for their food,_ according son ; take him, and slay him instead of me, and
to the custom ; and they found the doors of the i let me go. And the officers answered and said
prison opened, and the guards that guarded it to him : We cannot take thy son, unless we
lying dead upon the ground. And straightway i bring him first to our superiors. And the of_-
they went, and reported to the rulers of the city, Icers went and told the rulers. And the rulers

saying : We found the prison opened, and hay- tanswered and said to the officers : If he give us
ing gone inside we found nobody ; * but we, his son instead of himself, let him go. And the
found the guards lying dead upon the ground, officers went and told the old man. And the
And the rulers having heard this, said among] old man answered and said to them : I haveals0
themselves : What, then, has happened ? You a daughter along with my son ; take them, and
do not mean to say that some persons have gone Ikill them, only let me go. And he gave h_schil-
into the prison of the city, and have killed the dren to the officers, that they might kill them.
warders, and taken away those that were shut And the children wept to each other, and prayed
up ? And they spoke to the executioners, say- the officers, saying : We pray you do not killus.
ing : Go to the prison, and bring the men that as we are of so small a size ; but let us comple!e
are dead, that we may eat them up to-day. And our size, and so kill us. For it was a custom in
let us go to-morrow, and bring together all the that city, and they did not bury their dead, but
old men of the city, that they may cast lots upon ate them up. And the officers did not hearken
themselves, until the seven lots come, and we to the children, nor take pity upon them, but
slay seven each day. And they shall be to us carried them to the trough weeping and pra)nng.

And it happened, as they were leading the_
x Two uss. have: two hundred and fort'y-ulne men. away to kill them, that Andrew, having behela
• Anotherre_llngm.praying, what happened, shed tea_s ; and weeping, hes i.e., to be eaten by thma.
co_.Am,.,o-,5. lookedup to heavenand said: Lordjesus
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Christ, as Thou didst hear me in the case of the of all : Behold, I am Andrew whom you seek.
dead men, and didst not suffer them to be eaten And the multitudes ran upon him, and laid hold
up, so also now hear me, that the executioners of him, saying : What thou hast done to us, we
may not inflict death upon these children, but also will do to thee. And they reasoned among
that the knives may be loosened out of the themselves, saying: By what death shall we kill
hands of the executioners.' And straightway the him ? And they said to each other : If we take
knives were loosened, and fell out of the hands off his head, his death is not torture ; and if we
of the executioners. And when this came to bum him, he will not be for food to us. Then
pass, the executioners, having beheld what had one of them, the devil having entered into him,
happened, were exceedingly afraid. And An- answered and said to the multitudes : As he has
drew, seeing what had happened, glorified the done to us, so let us also do to him. Let us rise
Lord because He had listened to him in every up, then, and fasten a rope to his neck, and drag
work. him through all the streets and lanes of the city ;

And the rulers, having beheld what had hap- and when he is dead, we shall share his body.
pened, wept with a great weeping, saying: Woe And they did as he said to them ; and having
unto us ! what are we to do ? And, behold, the fastened a rope round his neck, they dragged
devil appeared in the likeness of an old man, him through the streets and lanes of the city,
and began to say in the midst of all : Woe unto and the flesh of the blessed Andrew stuck to
you t because you are now dying, having no the ground, and his blood flowed to the ground
food ; what can sheep and oxen do for you ? like water. And when it was evening they cast
They will not at all be enough for you. But him into the pnson, having bound his hands be-
rise up, and make a search here for one who hind him; and he was in sore distress.
has come to the city, a stranger named Andrew, And in the morning again they brought him
and kill him ; for if you do not, he will not per- out, and having fastened a rope round his neck,
mit you to carry on this practice longer : for it they dragged him about ; and again his flesh
was he who let loose the men out of the prison, stuck to the ground, and his blood flowed. And
Assuredly the man is in this city, and you have the blessed one wept and prayed, saying : Do
not seen _ him. Now, therefore, rise and make not forsake me, my Lord Jesus Christ ; for I
search for him, in order that henceforward you know that Thou art not far from Thy servants.
may be able to collect your food. And as he was praying, the devil walked behind,

And Andrew saw the devil, how he was talking and said to the multitudes : Strike him on the
to the multitudes ; but the devil did not see the mouth, that he may not speak. 6
blessed Andrew. Then Andrew answered the And when it was evening they took him again
dewl, and said : O Behal most fiendish, who art to the prison, having bound his lmnds behind
the foe of every creature ; 3 but my Lord Jesus hun, and left him till the morrow again. And
Christ will bring thee down to the abyss. And the devil having taken with himself seven de-
the devil, having heard this, said: I hear thy mons 7 whom the blessed one had cast out of
voice indeed, and I know thy voice, but where the countries round about, and having gone into
thou art standing I know not. And Andrew an- the prison, they stood before him, wishing to kill
swered and .said to the devil: Why, then, hast him. And the demons answered and said to
thou been called Amael?4 is it not because thou Andrew : Now hast thou fallen into our hands ;
art blind, not seeing all the saints ? And the where is thy glory and thy exultation, thou that
devil, having heard this, said to the citizens : Look raisest thyself up against us, and dishonourest us,
round now for him speaking to me, for he is the and teUest our doings to the people in every
man. And the citizens, having run in different place and country, and hast made our workshops
d_rections, shut the gates of the city, and searched and our temples to become desolate, in order
for the blessed one, and did not see him.S Then ithat sacrifices may not be brought to them ?
the Lord showed Himself to Andrew, and said iBecause of this, then, we shall also kill thee, like
to him ; Andrew, rise up and show thyself to thy teacher called Jesus, and John whom Herod
them, that they may learn my power, and the beheaded, s
powerlessness of the devil working in them. And they stood before Andrew, wishing to kill

Then Andrew rose up, and said in presence him ; and having beheld the seal upon his fore-
head which the Lord gave him, they were afraid,

z o_s.a_.: _ike_a_fore_. and did not come near him, but fled. And the
j 0 not know. . . hi,_ 3o_eMs.hu: Tho_m _l_y_ _,,ni_g_t ther_ of th_ devil said to them. Why have you tied from m,

_"_ft .... [my children, and not killed him? And the de-
s One MS ad • " " " " I

of -' . • ds. And Andrew answered and satd: O Belial foe [ _ _
t_._e wnole er_tmn, thou hast always been a robber warring against ]
ou'___ra_ceol men: thou in tl_ beglan_ dtdst carom _dam to be ca_t 6 Corap. Acts r_.". 2.

tu_n_ _1_; thou dutst caxt_ the- loaves upon the table to be _ Comp. Matt. mx2 4_. _ ...........
c_._ LtU_Ostolid; and a_iln thou hast ammared m this city tol $ Oae_ts aaos: And tlaeaevll amLwer_, aria Imm _o rJu_ I¢'wm
--_ the people here to eat up- me_ "" ' [ wicked demons, My children, kill him that dishanmnm ua.
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mons answered and said to the devil : We can- Give me thy hand, and rise up whole. And hn.
not kill him, but kill him if thou art able ; for drew, having beheld the Lord Jesus. gave Hira
we knew him before he came into the distress !his hand, and rose up whole. And failing down
of his humiliation. Then one of the demons he worshipped Him, and said : I thank Theel
answered and said: We cannot kill him, but my Lord Jesus Christ, that Thou hast speechl)
come let us mock him in the distress of his brought help to me. And Andrew, having looked
humiliation. And the demons came and stood into the middle of the prison, saw a pillar stand.
before him, and scoffed at him. And the ing, and upon the pillar there stood an alabaster
blessed one hearing, wept ; and there came to statue. And Andrew, having gone up to the
him a voice saying : Andrew, why weepest thou ? :statue, unfolded his hands seven times, and said
And it was the voice of the devil changed. And to the pillar, and the statue upon it : Fear the
Andrew answered and said: I am weeping be- sign of the cross, which the heaven and the
cause God commanded me, saying, Be patient earth dread ; and let the statue set upon the plI-
toward them. And the devil said : If thou canst lar bring up much water through its mouth,
do anything, do it. And Andrew answered and until all who are in this city be punished. And
said : Is it for this, then, that you do these say not, I am stone, and am not worthy to praise
things to me ? But forbid it that I should disobey ithe Lord, for the Lord fashioned us from the
the commandment of my Lord ; for if the Lord earth ; but you are pure, because that out of
shall make for me a charge ' in this city, I shall you He gave the tables of the law.S When the
chastise you as you deserve. And having heard blessed Andrew had said this, straightway the
this, they fled. [stone statue cast out of its mouth water in

And when it was morning they brought him [ abundance, as if out of a canal. And the water
out again, and having fastened a rope about his [ stood high upon the earth ; and it was exceed.
neck, they dragged him ; and again his flesh ingiy acrid, eating into the flesh of men.
stuck to the ground, and his blood flowed to the / And when it was morning, the men of the city
ground like water. And the blessed one, as he,saw it, and began to flee, saying in themselves.
was being dragged along, wept, saying: Lord Woe to us! because we are now dying. And
Jesus Christ, be not displeased with me ; for the water killed their cattle and their children ;
Thou knowest, Lord, what the fiend has inflicted and they began to flee out of the city. Then
upon me, along with his demons. These tor- Andrew prayed, saying: Lord Jesus Christ, in
tures are enough, my Lord ; for, behold, I am whom I have hoped that this miracle should
dragged about for three days. But do Thou, come upon this city, forsake me not, hut send
Lord, remember that Thou wast three hours Michael Thy archangel m a cloud of fire, and
upon the cross, and didst cry out to the Father, be a wall round the city, that no one may be
My Father, why hast Thou forsaken me ? 2 Where able to escape out of the fire. And straightway
are Thy words, Lord, which Thou spakest to us a cloud of fire came down and encircled the city
confirming us, when we walked about with Thee, like a wall ; and the water was as high as the
saying to us, Ye shall not lose one hair?3 Con- neck of those men, and it was eating them up
sider, then, Lord, what has become of my flesh, exceedingly. And they wept, saying: Woe to
and the hairs of my head. Then Jesus said to us ! for all these things have come upon us be-
Andrew : O our Andrew, the heaven and the cause of the stranger who is in the prison. Let
earth shall pass away, but my words shall not us go and release him, lest perchance we die.
pass away.4 Turn thyself then, Andrew, and be- And they went out, crying with a loud voice :
hold thy flesh that has fallen, and thy hair, what God of the stranger, take away from us th_s
has become of them. And Andrew turned, and water. And the apostle knew that they were in
saw great trees springing up, bearing fruit ; and great affliction, and stud to the alabaster statue.
he glorified God. Stop the water, for they have repented. And I

And when it was evening they took him up say to thee, that if the citizens of this city shall
again, and cast him into the prison, having bound tbelieve, I will build a church, and place thee in
his hands behind him ; and he was exceedingly t it, because thou hast done me this service. And

exhausted. And the men of the city said among Ithe statue ceased flowing, and no longer brought

themselves : Perhaps he dies in the night, and Iforth water. And the men of the city, havingwe do not find him alive on the following day . come out to the doors of the prison, cried out,
for he was languid, and his flesh was spent, saying : Have pity upon us, God of the stranger,

And the Lord appeared in the prison, and and do not according to our unbelief, and ae-
having stretched out His hand, said to Andrew : cording to what we have done to this man, but

' Or, a bishopric, s One _ts. has: Yea, for assuredly you have been honouredf_'
z Matt. xxvii. 46. God did not write the law for His people on plates of gola or -.. '
s Cmnp. Matt. x. 30. ibut on plates d stone. Now therefore, O statue, do this that I re
4 Matt. v. x8. quire ot"thee.
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take away from us this water. And Andrew all prayed him: We pray thee, stay with us a
came forth out of the prison ; and the water ran few days, that we may be filled with thy fountain,
this way and that from the feet of the blessed because we are newly planted.* And he did not
Andrew. Then all the multitude seeing him, all !comply with their request, but said to them • I
cried out : Have pity upon us. shall go first to my disciples. And the children

And the old man having come who gave up followed after, weeping and praying, with the
his children that they should slay them instead men; and they cast ashes 3 upon their heads.
of him, prayed at the feet of the blessed An- And he d,d not comply with them, but said : I
drew, saying : Have pity upon me. And the holy shall go to my disciples, and after that I shall
Andrew answered and said to the old man : I come again to you. And he went his way.
wonder how thou sayest, Have pity upon me ; And the Lord Jesus Christ came down, being
for thou hadst no pity upon thy children, but like a comely little child, and met Andrew, and
gavest them up to be slain instead of thee. said:Andrew, why hast thou come out and let_
Therefore I say unto thee, At what hour this them without fruit, and hast not had compassion
water goes away, into the abyss shalt thou go, 'upon the children that followed after thee, and
with the fourteen ' executioners who slay the ! the men entreating thee, Stay with us a few days ?
men every day. And he came to the place of For the cry of them and the weeping has come
the trough, where they used to slay the men I
And the blessed one, having looked up to heavenl I up to heaven. Now therefore return, and gointo the city, and remain there seven days, until
prayed before all the nmltitude ; and the earth _I shall confirm their souls in the faith ; and then
was opened, and swallowed up the water, along Ithou shalt go away into the country of the bar-
with the old man. He was carried down into Ibarians, thou and thy disciples. And after going
the abyss, with the executioners. And the men, ',into this city, thou shalt proclaim my Gospel, and
having seen what had happened, were exceed- Ibring up the men who are in the abyss. And
ingly afraid, and began to say : Woe unto us ! thou shalt do what I command thee.

because this man is from God ; and now he will Then Andrew turned and went into the city,
kill us because of the afflictions which we have saying : I thank Thee, my Lord Jesus Christ,
caused h_m. For, behold, what he said to the who wishest to save every soul, that Thou hast
executioners and the old man has befallen them. not allowed me to go forth out of this city in
Now, therefore, he will command the fire, and it mine anger. And when he had come into the
will bum us. And Andrew, having heard, said city, they, seeing him, rejoiced with exceeding
to them: Fear not, children ; for I shall not great joy. And he stayed there seven days,
send these also to Hades ; but those have gone, teaching and confirming them in the Lord Jesus
that you may believe in our Lord Jesus Chnst. Christ. And the seven days having been fulfilled,

Then the holy Andrew ordered to be brought it came to pass, while the blessed Andrew was
up all who had died in the water. And they going out, all came together to him, from the
were not able to bring them ; for there had died child even to the elder, and sent him on his way,
a great multitude both of men, and women, and saying : There is one God, the God of Andrew,
children, and cattle, and one Lord Jesus Christ, who alone doeth

Then Andrew prayed, and they all came to wonders ; to whom 4 be glory and strength for
life. And after these things he drew a plan of a ever. Amen.
church, and he caused the church to be built.

And he baptized them, and gave them the ordi- _ i.e., neophytes
nances of our Lord Jesus Christ, saying to them : [ 3 or, dust4 One MS adds: With the Father, and the Son, and the all-holy

Stand by these, in order that you may know the [ andgoodand life-glvmgandholySprat. AnutherMs.endsthus:

rnysterie Then the Apostle Andrew wished to go out again to preach. And
s of our Lord Jesus Christ. And they they ar,_mbted from small to great o1"them, and said" TlJa'r¢ is one

__ God and Father of all, one Lord, one faith, one baptism, which we
have been taught by our father Andrew, the first called in (or by)

I One MS.has, four. [ CheLstJesus our Lord; towhomhe glory forever. Amen.



ACTS OF PETER AND ANDREW.

FROM A BODLEIAN MS, I

ACTS OF THE HOLY APOSTLES PETER AND ANDREW.

IT came to pass when Andrew the apostle of I if we go up to him, let us say to him, Gxveus
Christ went forth from the city of the man-eaters, [ bread ; and if he gwe us bread, we may know
behold a luminous cloud snatched him up, and that we are not to suffer in this city ; but if he
carried him away to the mountain where Peter say to us, We have no bread, on the other hand,
and Matthew and Alexander were sitting. And lwe shall know that suffering again awaits us.
when he saw them, they saluted him with great And when they came up to the old man, Peter
joy. Then Peter says to him: What has hap-says to him: Hall, farmer! And the farmer
pened to thee, brother Andrew? Hast thou isays to them : Hail you too, merchants ! Peter
sown the word of truth in the country of the says to him : Have you bread to give to these
man-eaters or not ? Andrew says to hxm : Yes, children, for we have been in want ? The old
father Peter, through thy prayers ; but the men man says to them : Wait a little, and look after
of that city have done me many mischiefs, for the oxen, and the plough, and the land, that I
they dragged me through their street three days, may go into the city, and get you loaves. Peter
so that my blood stained the whole street. Peter says to him : If you provide hospitality for us,
says to him : Be a man in the Ix)rd, brother An- we shall look after the cattle and the field. The
drew, and come hither, and rest from thy labour, old man says: So be it. Peter says to hlm:
For if the good husbandman laboriously till the Are the oxen your own? The old man says:
ground, it will also bear fruit, and straightway all No ; I have them on hire. Peter says to him.
his toil will be turned into joy ; but if he toil, and Go into the oty. And the old man went into
his land bring forth no fruit, he has double toil. the city. And Peter arose, and girded up his

And while he was thus speaking, the Lord cloak and his under-garment, and says to An-
Jesus Christ appeared to them in the form of a drew : It is not right for us to rest and be idle,
child, and said to them : Hail, Peter, bishop of above all, when the old man is working for us.
the whole of my Church ! hail, Andrew ! My having left his own work. Then Peter took h01d
co-heirs, be courageous, and struggle for man- of the plough, and sowed the wheat. .And An-
kind ; for verily I say unto you, you shall endure drew was behind the oxen, and says to Peter'
toils in this world for mankind. But be boM; Father Peter, why dost thou bring toil upon u_.
lwillciveyou rest in one hour of repose in the especially when we laave work enough alread_
kingdom of my Father. Arise, then, and go into Then Andrew took the plough out of Peter's
the city of the barbarians, and preach in it ; and hand, and sowed the wheat, saying : O seed cast
I will be with you in the wonders that shall happen into the ground in the field of the righteous, come
in it by your hands. And the Lord Jesus, after up, and come to the light. Let the young men
salutm them went u into the heavens m lo of the horn I found in" g , p ' " g ry. city therefore come forth, w ..

And Peter, and Andrew, and Alexander, and the pit o(destrucfion until to-day; for, behold.
Rufus, and Matthias, went into the city of the I the apostles of Christ are coming into the ot),
barbarians. And after they had come near the ]pardoning the sins of those who believe in them,
city, Andrew answered and said to Peter : Fa-/and healing every disease, and every sickness.
ther Peter, have we again to undergo toils in this/Pray ve for me that He may have mercy upon
city, as in the country of the m_n-eaters? Pe- Ime,Jand that I may be delivere_d from this stra,t.
ter says to him : I do not know. But, behold, And many of the multitude believed in Ch_st_
there is an old man before us sowing in his field : because of the saying of the woman ; 2 _d.they

fell at the feet of the apostles, and adored tneu_.
x ['This is the Ms. frequently referred to m the previous pages,

The Creek text of this fragment is given by Tischendorf in the sup-
phnmmt to Al_-atylA*e_ Apaer., pp. x6x-x6 7. -- R.] 2 Somethuagseemsto hsve fallen out here.
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And they laid their hands upon them. And tle Philip ; and when he heard of this, he ran and
they healed those in the city that were sick, and searched for a needle with a big eye, to do a fa
gave sight to the blind and hearing to the deaf, your to the apostles. When Peter learned this,
and drove out the demons. All the multitude he said : My son, do not search for a big nee-
glorified the Father, and the Son, and the Holy dle ; for nothing is impossible with God : rather
SDrit. bring us a small needle. And after the needle

And there was a certain rich man in the city, had been brought, and all the multitude of the

by name Onesiphorus. He, having seen the city were standing by to see, Peter looked up
m_racles done by the apostles, says to them : If and saw a camel coming. And he ordered her
I heheve in your God, can I also do a miracle to be brought. Then he fixed the needle m the
like you ? Andrew says to him : If thou wilt ground, and cried out with a loud voice, saying :
forsake all that belongs to thee, and thy wife In the name of Jesus Christ, who was crucified
and thy children, as we also have done, then under Pontius Prate, I order thee, O camel,
thou also shalt do miracles. When Onesipho- to go through the eye of the needle. Then the
ms heard this, he was filled with rage, and took eye of the needle was opened like a gate, and
h_s scarf and threw it over Andrew's neck, and the camel went through it, and all the multitude
struck him, and said to him: Thou art a sor- saw it. Again Peter says to the camel: Go
cerer. How dolt thou force me to abandon my again through the needle. And the carhel went
wife, and my children, and my goods ? Then a second time. When Onesiphorus saw this, he
Peter. having turned and seen him striking An- said to Peter; Truly thou art a great sorcerer ;
drew, says to him : Man, stop now striking An- but I do not believe unless I send and bring a
drew. Oneslphorus says to him" I see that camel and a needle. And he called one of his
thou art more sensible than he. Do thou then servants, and said to him privately : Go and
tell me to leave my wife, and my children, and bring me here a camel and a needle ; find also

i my goods. What dost thou say ? Peter says to a polluted woman, and force her to come here :
h_m. One thing I say unto thee : it is easier for for these men are sorcerers. And Peter having
a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than learned the mystery through the Spirit, says to
for a rmh man to go into the kingdom of heaven20nesiphorus. Send and bring the camel, and
When Onesiphorus heard this, he was even more the woman, and the needle. And when they
filled with rage and anger, and took his scarf off brought them, Peter took the needle, and fixed
the neck of Andrew, and threw it upon the neck it in the ground. And the woman was sitting
of Peter ; and so he dragged him along, saying : on the camel. Then Peter says : In the name
Verily thou art a great sorcerer, more than the of our Lord Jesus Christ the crucified, I order
other, for a camel cannot go through the eye thee, O camel, to go through this needle. And
of a needle. But if thou wiIt show me this immediately the eye of the needle was opened,
m_racle, I wilJ believe in thy God ; and not only and became like a gate, and the camel went
I, but also the whole city. But if not, thou shalt through it. Peter again says to the camel : Go
he grievously punished in the mMst of the city. through it again, that all may see the glory of
And when Peter heard this, he was exceedingly our Lord Jesus Christ, in order that some may
grieved, and stood and stretched forth his hands believe on Him. Then the camel again went
towards heaven, and prayed, saying: O Lord through the needle. And Onesiphorus seeing
our God, hsten to me at this time ; for they will it, cried out, and said : Truly great is the God
ensnare us from Thine own words : for no of Peter and Andrew, and I from this time forth
prophet has spoken to set forth this his explana- believe in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.
tion, and no patriarch that we might learn the Now then, hear my words, O Peter. I have
interpretation of it ; and now we seek for our- corn lands, vineyards, and fields; I have also
selves the explanation with boldness. Do Thou twenty-seven pounds of gold, and fifty pounds
then, Lord, not overlook us: for thou art He of silver; and I have very many slaves. I give
who is praised by the cherubim, my possessions to the poor, that I also may do

And after he had said this, the Saviour ap- one miracle like you. And Peter was grieved
peared in the form of a child of twelve years lest the powers should not work in him, seeing
old, wearing a linen garment ; and He says to: that he had not received the sealin Christ. And
them: Be courageous, and tremble not, my while he was considering this, behold, a voice
chosen disciples ; for I am with you always, out of the heaven saying to him: Do to him
Let the needle and the camel be brought. And what he wishes, because I will accomplish for
after saying this, He went up into the heavens, him what he desires. Peter says to him : My
And there was a certain merchant 2 in the city son, come hither ; do as we do. And Onesiph-
who had believed in the Lord through the Apos- orus came up, and stood before the camel and
------- the needle, and said : In the n . . . (Here the

,_,_,_. Ms. ends.)



ACTS AND MARTYRDOM OF ST. MATTHEW THE
APOSTLE.

ABotrr that time Matthew, the holy apostle I know right well; but how thou hast suddenly
and evangelist of Christ, was abiding in the come hither, this altogether astonishes me. But
mountain resting, and praying in his tunic and I shall ask thee one thing, O child : that impious
apostolic robes without sandals; and, behold, Herod, where is he? The child says to him:
Jesus came to Matthew in the likeness of the Since thou hast asked, hear his dwelling-place.
infants who sing in paradise, and said to him : He dwells, indeed, in Hades ; and there has been
Peace to thee, Matthew ! And Matthew having prepared for him fire unquenchable, Gehenna
gazed upon Him, and not known who He was, without end, bubbling mire, worm that sleeps
said : Grace to thee, and peace, O child highly not,' because he cut off three 2 thousand infants,
favoured ! And why hast thou come hither to wishing to slay the child Jesus, the ancient of
me, having left those who sing in paradise, and the ages ; but of all these ages I am father. Now
the delights there ? Because here the place is therefore, O Matthew, take this rod of mine, and
desert ; and what sort of a table I shall lay for go down from the mountain, and go into Myrna,
thee, O chiId, I know not, because I have no the city of the man-eaters, and plant it by the
bread nor oil in a jar. Moreover, even the winds gate of the church which thou 3 and Andrew
are at rest, so as not to cast down from the trees founded ; and as soon as thou hast planted it, it
to the ground anything for food ; because, for the shall be a tree, great and lofty and with many
accomplishing of my fast of forty days, I, partak- branches, and its branches shall extend to thirty'
ing only of the frmts falling by the movement of cubits, and of each single branch the fruit shall
the winds, amglorifyingmyJesus. Now, therefore, be different both to the sight and the eating,'
what shall I bnng thee, beautiful boy? There is and from the top of the tree shall flow down
not even water near, that I may wash thy feet. much honey ; and from its root there shall come

And the child said: Why sayest thou, O forth a great fountain, gwmg drink to this coun-
Matthew? Understand and know that good dis- try round about, and in it creatures that swim
course is better than a calf, and words of meek- and creep ; and in it the man-eaters shall wash
ness better than every herb of the field, and a themselves, and eat of the fruit of the trees of the
sweet saying as the perfume of love, and cheer- vine and of the honey ; and their bodies shall be
fulness of countenance better that feeding, and a changed, and their forms shall be altered so as
pleasant look is as the appearance of sweetness, to be like those of other men ; and they shall
Understand, Matthew, and know that I am para- be ashamed of the nakedness of their body, and
dise, that I am the comforter, I am the power of they shall put on clothing of the rams of the
the powers above, I the strength of those that sheep, and they shall no longer eat unclean
restrain themselves, I the crown of the virgins, I things ; and there shall be to them fire in super
the self-control of the once married, I the boast abundance, preparing the sacrifices for offerings.
of the widowed, I the defence of the infants, I and they shall bake their bread with fire ; and
the foundation of the Church, I the kingdom of they shall see each other in the likeness of the
the bishops, I the glory of the presbyters, I the rest of men, and they shall acknowledge me, and
praise of the deacons. Be a man, and be strong, glorify my Father who is in the heavens. Now
Matthew, in these words, therefore make haste, Matthew, and go down

And Matthew said: The sight of thee hast hence, because the departure from thy body
altogether delighted me, O child ; moreover also, through fire is at hand, and the crown of thy en-
thy words are full of life. For assuredly thy face durance.
shines more than the lightning, and thy words
are altogether most sweet. And that indeed I , or, thet_m.* The other [Viennal MS has, eleven. ,_
saw thee in paradise when thou didst sing with 3 In someoftheMssofthe previotmbook thename of Matt_'=

appears in place of that of Matthtas -- Mattlmi_ for Matthe,as
the other infants who were killed in Bethlehem, *Comp.Re,. ,._ii 2.
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And the child having said this, and given him creature shall find covert in its branches ; and a
the rod, was taken up into the heavens. And fountain of water shall come forth from the root
Matthew went down from the mountain, hasten- of it, having swimming and creeping things, giv-
ing to the city. And as he was about to enter ing drink to all the country round about.
into the city, there met him Fulvana the wife And having said this, and called upon the
of the king, and his son Fulvanus and his wife name of the Lord Jesus, he fixed his rod in the
Erva, who were possessed by an unclean spirit, ground, and straightway it sprung up to one
and cried out shouting : Who has brought thee cubit ; and the sight was strange and wonderful.
here again, Matthew ? or who has given thee the For the rod having straightway shot up, increased
rod for our destruction ? for we see also the child in size, and grew into a great tree, as Matthew
Jesus, the Son of God, who is with thee. Do had said. And the apostle said: Go into the
not go then, O Matthew, to plant the rod for the fountain and wash your bodies in it, and then
food, and for the transformation of the man- thus partake both of the fruits of the tree, and
eaters : for I have found what I shall do to thee. of the vine and the honey, and drink of the
For since thou didst drive me out of this city, fountain, and you shall be transformed in your
and prevent me from fulfilhng my wishes among hkeness to that of men ; and after that, having
the man-eaters, behold, I will raise up against gone into the church, you will clearly recognise
thee the king of this city, and he will burn thee that you have believed in the living and true
ahve. And Matthew, having laid his hands on God. And having done all these things, they
each one of the demoniacs, put the demons to saw themselves changed into the likeness of
flight, and made the people whole ; and they Matthew ; then, having thus gone into the
followed him. church, they worshipped and glorified God.

And thus the affair being made manifest, Plato And when they had been changed, they knew
the bishop, having heard of the presence of the that they were naked ; and they ran in haste
holy Apostle Matthew, met him with all the each to his own house to cover their nakedness)
clergy ; and having fallen to the ground, they because they were ashamed.
kissed his feet. And Matthew raised them, and And Matthew and Plato remained in the
went w_th them into the church, and the child church spending the night, and glorifying God.
Jesus was also with him. And Matthew, having And there remained also the king's wife, and his
come to the gate of the church, stood upon a son and his wife, and they prayed the apostle
certain lofty and immoveable stone ; and when to give them the seal in Christ. And Matthew
the whole city ran together, especially the breth- gave orders to Plato ; and he, having gone forth,
ren who had believed, began to say : Men and baptized them in the water of the fountain of the
women who appear in our sight, heretofore be- tree, in the name of the Father, and the Son,
lievmg in the universe,' but now knowing Him iand the Holy Ghost. And so thereafter, havifig
who has upheld and made the universe, until gone into the church, they communicated in the
now worshipping the Satyr, and mocked by ten holy mysteries of Christ ; 2 and they exulted
thousand false gods, but now through Jesus and passed the night, they also, along with the
Christ acknowledging the one and only God, apostle, many others having also come with
Lord, Judge; who have laid aside the immeas- them; and all in the church sang the whole
urable greatness of ewl, and put on love, wlnch is n/ght, glorifying God.
oflikenaturewithaffectlonateness, towards men ; And when the dawn had fully come, the
once strangers to Christ, but now confessing blessed Matthew, having gone along with the
Him Lord and God ; formerly without form, but bishop Plato, stood in the place in which the rod
now transformed through Christ ;-- behold, the had been planted, and he sees the rod grown
staff which you see m my hand, which Jesus, in into a great tree, and near it a vine twined round
whom you have believed and will believe, gave it, and honey coming down from above even
me ; perceive now what comes to pass through to its root ; and that tree was at once beautiful
me, and acknowledge the riches of the greatness and flourishing, like the plants in paradise, and
which He will this day make for you. For, be- a river proceeded from its root watering 3 all the
hold, I shall plant this rod in this place, and it land of the city of Myrna.( And all ran to-
shall be a sign to your generations, and it shall gether, and ate of the fruit of the tree and the
become a tree, great and lofty and flourishing, vine, just as any one wished.
and its fruit beautiful to the view and good to And when what had come to pass was reported
the sight ; and the fragrance of perfumes shall in the palace, the king Fulvanus, having learned
come forth from it, and there shall be a vine what had been done by Matthew about his wife,

twininground it,fullof clusters; and from the *_e_ [Paa_l=s._: l_,i_gcommu_:_aa,sm s_-
topof ithoney coming down, and everyflying_t.

Or, giving drink to.

ttu_Theother [V'mnna] Ms. has: here.tofor¢ worshipping every-evil 4 The other [Pans] Ms. has SmymlL Nicqdml'_ ¢.gns it M_,-nl_nc.
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and his son, and his dau hter-in-law, rejoiced their speaking indeed, but saw no one An
for a time at their purificationg ; but seeing that having" come, they said' to the king" : We" pravd
they were inseparable from Matthew, he was ithee, O king, we went and found no one,bl(t
seized with rage and anger, and endeavoured to Jonly- heard the voices of persons talking. And
put him to death by fire. And on that night' the king, being enraged, and having blazed up
in which the king intended to lay hands on like fire, gave orders to send other ten soldiers
Matthew, Matthew saw Jesus saying to him : I Iman-eaters -- saying to them : Go stealthily to
am with thee always to save thee, Matthew ; be the place, and tear them in pieces alive, and eat
strong, and be a man. up Matthew, and Plato, who is with him. And

And the blessed Matthew, having awoke, and when they were about to come near the blessed
sealed himself over all the body, rose up at! Matthew, the Lord Jesus Christ, having come m
dawn, and proceeded into the church ; and hay- !the hkeness of a most beautiful boy, holding a
ing bent his knees, prayed earnestly. Then the Ptorch of fire, ran to meet them, burning out
bishop having come, and the clergy, they stood lthelr eyes. And they, having cried out and
in common in prayer, glorifying God. And thrown their arms from them, fled, and came to
after they had ended the prayer, the bishop the king, being speechless.
Plato said : Peace to thee, Matthew, apostle of And the demon who had before appeared to
Christ ! And the blessed Matthew said to him : the king in the form of a soldier, bemg again
Peace to you! And when they had sat dmvn, transformed into the form of a soldier, stood
the apostle said to the bishop Plato, and to all before the king, and said to him: Thou seest,
the clergy : I wish you, children, to know, Jesus O king, this stranger has bewitched them all.
having declared it to me, that the king of this Learn, then, how thou ghalt take him. The king
city is going to send soldiers against me, the lsays to him: Tell me first wherein his strength
devil having entered into him, and manifestly l is, that I may know, and then I will draw up
armed him against us. But let us give ourselves iagainst him with a great force. And the demon,
up to Jesus, and He will deliver ns from every compelled by an angel, says to the king. Since
trial, and all who have beheved in Him. thou wishest to hear accurately about him, 01 -

And the king, plotting against the blessed Iking, I will tell thee all the truth. Really, unless
Matthew how he should lay hands on him, and 'lhe shall be willing to be taken by thee of h_s
seeing also that the believers were very many, was, own accord, thou labourest in vain, and thou
very much at fault, and was in great difficulty. Iwilt not be able to hurt him ; but if thou wishest

Therefore the wicked and unclean devil who Ito lay hands on hlm, thou wilt be struck by him
had come forth from the king's wife, and his lwith blindness, and thou wilt be paralyzed. And
son, and his daughter-in-law, put to flight by, ff thou send a multitude of soldiers against him,
Matthew, having transformed himself into the ithey also will be struck with blindness, and will
likeness of a soldier, stood before the king, and be paralyzed. And we shall go, even seven un-
said to him : O king, why art thou thus put to clean demons, and immediately make away w_th
the worse by this stranger and sorcerer? Knowest thee and thy whole camp, and destroy all the
thou not that he was a publican, but now he has city with lightnirig, except those naming that
been called an apostle 2 by Jesus, who was cruci- awful and holy name of Christ ; for wherever
fled by the Jews ? For, behold, thy wife, and a footstep of theirs has come, thence, pursued,
thy son, and thy daughter-in-law, instructed by we flee. And even if thou shalt apply fire to
him, have believed in him, and along with him him, to him the fire will be dew; and if thou
sing in the church. And now, behold, Matthew shalt shut him up in a furnace, to h_m the fur-
is going forth, and Plato with him, and they are nace will be a church ; and if thou shalt put hn_
going to the gate called Heavy ; but make haste, in chains in prison, and seal up the doors, the
and thou wilt find them, and thou shalt do to idoors will open to him of their own accord, and
him all that may be pleasing in thine eyes. _all who believe in that name will go in, even

The king having heard this, and being the I they, and say, This prison is a church of the
more exasperated by the pretended soldier, sent i living God, and a holy habitation of those that
against the blessed Matthew four soldiers, hay- live alone.3 Behold, O king, I have told thee
ing threatened them, and said : Unless you bring all the truth. The king therefore says to me
Matthew to me, I shall burn you alive with fire ; pretended soldier : Since I do not know Mat-
and the punishment which he is to undergo, you thew, come with me, and point him out to me
shall endure. And the soldiers, having been from a distance, and take from me gold, as much
thus threatened by the king, go in arms to where as thou mayst wish, or go thyself, and with thy
the Apostle Matthew and the bishop Plato are. sword kill him, and Plato his associate.4 The
And when they came near them, they heard demon says to him : I cannot kill him. _.-----Idare

s Comp. Acts xviiL 9, xxiii. XL 3 i e., monks.
Or, at on apostle 4 Lit., of the tame _rm with htm.
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not even look into his face, seeing that he has if he wishes thy body to be buried in our city for
destroyed all our generation through the name a testimony of the salvation of the generations
of Christ, proclaimed through him. after this, and for the banishing, of the demons,

The king says to him : And who art thou ? I shall know the truth for myself by this, by thee
And he says : I am the demon who dwelt in thy laying on hands upon me, and I shall receive my
vafe, and in thy son, and in thy daughter-in-law ; sight. And the apostle having laid his hands
and my name is Asmodseus ; and this Matthew upon his eyes, and saying EPHPHATHA,Jesus,s he
drove me out of them. And now, behold, thy made him receive his sight instantly.

: wife, and thy son, and thy daughter-in-law sing And straightway the king, laying hold of the
along with him in the church. And I know, O apostle, and leading him by the right hand,
king, that thou also after this wilt believe in him brought him by craft into the palace ; and Plato
The king says to him : Whoever thou art, spirit was on Matthew's left hand, going along with him,
of many shapes, I adjure thee by the God whom and keeping hold of him.4 Then Matthew says :
he whom thou caUest Matthew proclaims, depart O crafty tyrant, how long dost thou not fulfil the
hence without doing hurt to any one. And works of thy father the devil? And he was en-
straightway the demon, no longer like a soldicr, iraged at what had been said ; for he perceived
but like smoke, became invisible ; and as he [that he would inflict upon him a more bitter death.
fled he cried out : O secret name, armed against For he resolved to put him to death by fire.
us, I pray thee, Matthew, servant of the hob And he commanded several executioners to
God, pardon me, and I will no longer remain in Icome, and to lead him away to the place by the
this city. Keep thou thine own ; but I go away isea-shore, where the exccution of malefactors
into the fire everlasting, iwas wont to take place, saying to the execution.

Then the king, affected with great fear at the _ers : I hear, says he, that the God whom he• o I , .

answer of the demon, remained qmet that day. iproclaims dehvers from fire those who believe in
And the night having come, and he not being ihim. Having laid him, therefore, on the ground
able to sleep because he was hungry,' leaped up lon his back, and stretched him out, pierce his
at dawn, and went into the church, with only ihands and feet with iron nails, and cover him

t
two soldiers without arms, to take Matthew by !over with paper, hm ing smeared it with dolphins
craft, that he might kill hlm. And having sum- '.off, and cover him up with brimstone and asphalt
moned two friends of Matthew, he said to them : and pitch, and/_ut tow and brushwood above.
Show to Matthew, says he, that I wish to be his Thus apply the fire to him ; and if any of the

disciple. And Matthew hearing, and knowing [same tribe with him rise up against you, he shall
the craft of the tyrant, and having been warned iget the same punishment.
also by the vision of the Lord to him, went forth [ And the apostle exhorted the brethren to re.
out of the church, led by the hand by Plato, and [main undismayed, and that they should rejoice,
stood in the gate of the church. [and accompany him with great meekness, sing-

And they say to the king : Behold Matthew. mg and praising God, because they were deemed
n the ate T

g . And he says : Who he is, or where worthy to have the relics of the apostle. Having
he _s, i see not. And they said to him : Behold, ftherefore come to the place, the executioners, like
he is in sight of thee. And he says : All the !most evil wild beasts, pinned down to the ground
while I see nobody. For he had been blinded l Matthew's hands and feet with long nails ; and
by the power of God. And he began to cry ihaving done everything as they had been bid,
out : Woe to me, miserable [ what evil has come Iapplied the fire. And they indeed laboured s
upon me, for my eyes have been bhnded, and]closely, kindling it all round ; but all the fire
a ....11my limbs I_aralyzed ? O Asmodzeus Beelze- !was changed into dew, so that the brethren, re-
bul Satan. all that thou hast stud to me has [joicing, cried out: The only God is the Chris-
come upon me. But I pray thee, Matthew, fiaus', who assists Matthew, in whom also we
servant of God, forgive me as the herald of the !have believed : the only God is the Christians',
good God ; for assuredly the Jesus proclaimed who preserves His own apostle in the fire. And
by thee three days ago through the night ap- by the voice the city was shaken. And some of
peared to me altogether resplendent as with the executioners, having gone forth, said to the
lightning, like a beautiful young man, and said king : We indeed, O king, by every contrivance
to me, Since thou art entertaining evil counseislof vengeance, have kindled the fire ; but the
in the wickedness of thine heart in regard to my sorcerer by a certain name puts it out, calling
servant Matthew, know I have disclosed to him lupon Christ, and invoking his cross ; and the

that through thee will .be the release ofh_eab_vednY"an_T_ _.h_t_Z_ _*_ _ the LXX.

If therefore he is thy God, and a true God, and ]t_,,n,er _ notknowt_ _*u_ a t_ aram,: word.

hi Jheother[Vienna]Ms.has:Forheneitheratenordrank,in I s Ishouldbedispesedtoread_.ste_, s_tneet_ fro',TitS,
_COncernabouithesetrungs. _laboured.
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Christians surrounding him play with the fire, or god, or angel of God, whom so great a pyre
and walking in it with naked feet, laugh at us,' has not touched, remove from me this dreadful
and we have fled ashamed, and fiery dragon ; forget the evil I have done,

Then he ordered a multitude to carry coals as also when thou madest me receive my sight
of fire from the furna.ce of the bath in the palace, And Matthew, having rebuked the fire, and the
and the twelve gods of gold and silver ; and flames having been extinguished, and the dragon
place them, says he, in a circle round the sorcerer, having become invisible, stretching his eyes to
lest he may even somehow bewitch the fire from heaven, and praying in Hebrew, and commend.
the furnace of the palace. And there being ing his spirit to the Lord, said : Peace to you I
many executioners and soldiers, some carried And having glorified the Lord, he went to his
the coals ; and others, bearing the gods, brought rest about the sixth hour.
them. And the king accompanied them, watch- Then the king, having ordered more soldiers
ing lest any of the Christians should steal one to come, and the bed to be brought from the
of his gods, or bewitch the fire. And when they palace, which had a great show of gold, he or-
came near the place where the apostle was nailed dered the apostle to be laid on it, and carned
down, his face was looking towards heaven, and to the palace. And the body of the apostle was
all his body was covered over with the paper, lying as if in sleep, and his robe and his tunic un-
and much brushwood over his body to the height stained by the fire ; and sometimes they saw him
of ten cubits. And having ordered the soldaers on the bed, and sometimes following, and some-
to set the gods in a circle round Matthew, five umes going before the bed, and with his nght
cubits off, securely fastened that they might not hand put upon Plato's head, and singing along
fall, again he ordered the coal to be thrown on, with the multitude, so that both the king and
and to kindle the fire at all points, the soldiers, with the crowd, were struck w_th

And Matthew, having looked up to heaven, astonishment. And many diseased persons and
cried out, ADONAI EU_I SABAOTRMARMARfMAR- demoniacs, having only touched the bed, were
Mu.,crn ; that is, O God the Father, O Lord Jesus made sound ; and as many as were savage in
Christ, deliver me, and burn down their gods appearance, in that same hour were changed
which they worship ; and let the fire also pursue into the likeness of other men.
the king even to his palace, but not to his de- And as the bed was going into the palace, we3
struction: for perhaps he will repent and be all saw Matthew rising up, as it were, from the
converted. And when he saw the fire to be bed, and going into heaven, led by the hand by
monstrous in height, the king, thinking that a beautiful boy ; and twelve men in shining gar-
Matthew was burnt up, laughed aloud, and said : ments came to meet him, having never-fading
Has thy magic been of any avail to thee, Mat- and golden crowns on their head ; and we saw
thew? Can thy Jesus now give thee any help? how that child crowned Matthew, so as to be

And as he said this a dreadful wonder ap- hke them, and m a flash of lightning they went
peared ; for all the fire along with the wood away to heaven.
went away from Matthew, and was poured round And the king stood at the gate of the palace,
about their gods, so that nothing of the gold or the and ordered that no one should come in but the
silver was any more seen ; and the king fled, and soldiers carrying the bed. And having shut the
sa_d : Woe's me, that my gods are destroyed by Idoors? he ordered an iron coffin to be made, put
the rebuke of Matthew, of which the weight was the body of Matthew into it, and sealed it up
a thousand talents of gold and a thousand tal- with lead ; through the eastern gate of the palace
ents of silver. Better are the gods of stone and at midnight put it into a boat, no one knowing
of earthenware, in that they are neither melted of it, and threw it into the deep part of the sea.
nor stolen. 2 And through the whole night the brethren re-

And when the fire had thus utterly destroyed mained before the gate of the palace, spending
their gods, and burnt up many soldiers, there the night, and singing; and when the dawn
came to pass again another strangerwonder. For rose there was a voice : O bishop Plato, can3"
the fire, in the likeness of a great and dreadful the Gospel and the Psalter of David ; go along
dragon, chased the tyrant as far as the palace, with the multitude of the brethren to the east
and ran hither and thither round the king, not [of the palace, and sing the Alleluia, and read
letting him go into the palace. And the king, the Gospel, and bring as an offering the holy
chased by the fire, and not allowed to go into bread ; and having pressed three clusters from
his palace, turned back to where Matthew was, --------
and cried out, saying : I beseech thee, whoever _ Thee_ge ot _o_ is_o_,_hle. . _,,

4 In the other MS the king prays: And now, since there _0f
thou art, 0 man, whether magician or sorcerer me a httle unbebet, I beseech thee that thou walt bring the _I _.

Matthew from the sea. For, behold, f will order the body t_i_¢"
x The other [Vienna] J4s. has: at our gods. thrown into the depths of the sea, and if thou deliver it as thou •
2 The other _Vleuna] Ms. adds: How my forefathers toiled, and deliver it m the funeral pile, I w31!forsake all my gods at once,s_

w3th g_t trouble made the gods; and now, behold, they have been believe in thee aloDe. [The Vtenna us, herecited, mterpotates
liestroyed by one magtclan, more. _ 1_]
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the vine into a cup, communicate with me, as Jesus. I entreat, give me the seal in Christ,
the Lord Jesus showed us how to offer up when and I will give you my palace, in testimony of
He rose from the dead on the third day. Matthew, and you shall put the coffin upon my

And the bishop having run into the church, golden bed, in the great dining-room; only, hay-
and taken the Gospel and the Psalter of David, mg baptized me in it, communicate to me the
and having assembled the presbyters and the Eucharist of Christ. And the bishop having
multitude of the brethren, came to the east of prayed, and ordered him to take off his clothes,
the palace at the hour of sunrise ; and having and having examined him for a long time, and
ordered the one who was singing to go upon a he having confessed and wept over what he had
certain lofty stone, he began to praise m singing done, having sealed him, and anointed him
of a song to God : Precious in the sight of God with oil, put him down into the sea, in the name
is the death of His saints.' And again : I laid of Father, and Son, and Holy Ghost. And when
me down and slept ; I arose : because the Lord he came up from the water he ordered him to
will sustain me. 2 And they listened to the sing- put on hnnself splendid garments, and so then
ing of a song of David : Shall he that is dead having given praise and thanks, communicating
not rise again ? Now I shall raise him up for the holy bread and mixed cup, the bishop first
myself, saith the Lord. And all shouted out the gave them to the king, saying : Let this body of
Alleluia. And the bishop read the Gospel, and Christ, and this cup, His blood shed for us, be

i all cried out : Glory to Thee, Thou who hast to thee for the remission of sins unto life. And
been glorified in heaven and on earth. And so a voice was heard from on high : Amen, amen,
then they offered the gift of the holy offering for amen. And when he had thus communicated
Matthew ; and having partaken for thanksgiv- in fear and joy, the apostle appeared and said :
ings of the undefiled and life-giving mysteries King Fulvanus, thy name shall no longer be
of Christ, they all glorified God. Fulvanus ; but thou shalt be called Matthew.

And it was about the sixth hour, and Plato And thou, the son of the king, shalt no longer
sees the sea opposite about seven furlongs off; be called Fulvanus, but Matthew also ; and thou
and, behold, Matthew was standing on the sea, Ziphagia, the wife of the king, shalt be called
and two men, one on each side, in shining gar- Sophia; 6 and Erva, the wife of your son, shall
ments, and the beautiful boy in front of them. be called Synesis.7 And these names of yours
And all the brethren saw these things, and they shall be written in the heavens, and there shall
heard them saying Amen. Alleluia. And one not fail of your loins from generation to genera-
could see the sea fixed like a stone of crystal, tion. And in that same hour Matthew appoint-
and the beautiful boy in front of them, when ed the king a presbyter, and he was thirty-seven
out of the depth of the sea a cross came up, years old ; and the king's son he appointed dea-
and at the end of the cross the coffin going up con, being seventeen years old ; and the king's
in which was the body of Matthew ; and in the wife he appointed a presbyteress ; and his son's
hour of the piercing on the cross, 4 the boy wife he appointed a deaconess, 8 and she also was
placed the coffin on the ground, behind the seventeen years old. And then he thus blessed
palace towards the east, where the bishop had them, saying : The blessing and the grace of our
offered the offering for Matthew. Lord Jesus Christ shall be with you to time ever-

And the king having seen these things from lasting.
the upper part of the house, and being terror- Then the king, having awakened out of sleep,
struck, went forth from the palace, and ran and and rejoiced with all his house at the vision of
worshipped towards the east at the coffin, and the holy Apostle Matthew, praised God.
fell down before the bishop, and the presbyters, And the king, having gone into his palace,
and the deacons, in repentance and confession, broke all the idols to pieces, and gave a decree
saying : s Truly I believe in the true God, Chnst to those in his kingdom, writing thus : King

p...... 5. Matthew, to all those under my kingdom, greet-
2 Ps ,,, 5 according to the LXX. ing. Christ having appeared upon earth, and
3 Or, of the Euchartst.
4 The meaning t_ not clear Theother MS has' After one hour he having saved the human race, the so-called gods

sees in that place an lma=e of a cross comm_, ut_ from the devth of the iaave been found to be deceivers, and soul-de-
Sea5 J_he Vienna Ms. v_rles more than thls_xt_act indicates--- R ]

*heother[V,enna]MSismuchfullerhere' Andthecryofthe stroyers, and plotters against the human race.
mho_tltude came to the k_ng And he asked: What is the uproar and
_°nUting among the people, And he learned that Matthew's coffin had Whence, divine grace having shone abroad, and
t_meof ttself. Then, filled wtth great joy, the king stratghtwaygoe_ to come even to us, and we having come to the
_thn. crymgout._ s_yi,gwitha loud..... TheGodo_Mat-iknowledge of -the deception of the idols, that it
on • _ the on y God and there ,s none other but Him And he fell
forn_afacenear the' comn, savmg. Pardon me, Lord Jesus Christ. is vain and false, it has seemed good to our
. . t I have done against t_ts holy man for [ was m tgnorancc.
_,_o,.heh_hop,seeingthe *epenta_¢ean_ tearsof thek,ng,_a_e divinity that there should not be many gods, but
ulma _and, and ratsed htm from the ground, and sam to him: Rise ......
_n n_ be of good courage; for the Lord God hath accepted thy re- b Wtsdom.
aPont_nce_,and Conversion through the good offices of His servant and :' Under_tanding.
_._ue lhomas And the king rose up from the ground, and fell at * The other ['t,_tenna] us. has: And lik_ his wife and his
m¢ bishop's feet etc -- as in the text daughter-m-law deaconesses.
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one, and one only, the God in the heavens. And And after three years the bishop Plato rested
you, having received this our decree, keep to in the Lord. And King Matthew succeeded
the purport of it, and break to pieces and destroy him. having given up his kingdom willingly to
every idol ; and if any one shall be detected another, whence there was given him grace
from this time forth serving idols, or concealing against unclean demons, and he cured every
them, let such an one be subjected to punish- affliction. And he advanced his son to be
ment by the sword. Farewell all, because we presbyter, and made him second to himself.
also are well. And Saint Matthew finished his course in the

And when this order was given out, all, re- country of the man-eaters, in the city of Myrna
joicing and exulting, broke their idols to pieces, on the sixteenth of the month of November, 0u'r
crying out and saying : There isone only God, He Lord Jesus Christ reigning, to whom be glory
who is in the heavens, who does good to men. and strength, now and ever, and to ages of ages

And after all these things had come to pass, Amen:
Matthew the apostle of Christ appeared to the
bishop Plato, and said to him : Plato, servant of t Theother[Paris]_s endsdifferently:Andtherecamea volcc,

Peace to yon, and joy for there shall not be war nor stroke of swordGod, and our brother, be it known unto thee, in this city, because of Matthew, mine elect, whom I have loved for

that after three years shall be thy rest in the ever Blessed are they who observe hts memory, for theyshall be
glorified to ages of ages.

Lord, and exultation to ages of ages. And the And the day of hts commemoration shall he the fourteenth of the
month of Gorplmus. _ Glow honour, and worshtp to God, and to

king himself, whom after my own name I have thes..... dto theHolySp,_/lt,nowand....... d totheages.ITh_
called Matthew, shall receive the throne of thy Parism. _ us,allyfol'o_edbyZ_ehe,doa.hutinthethreecon-cludingparagraphs_ as given m the text above, he follows the
bishopric, and after him his son. And he, hay- vlean__s.- g.]

ing said Peace to thee and all the saints, went to • Gorpi_uswastheeleventhmonthoftimMaocdomanyearand
heaven. I fell partly m August and partly m September.
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AT that time we the apostles were all in Jeru- And he says : I have bought thee from him. And
: salem--Simon called Peter, and Andrew his the apostle held his peace.

brother ; James the son of Zebedee, and John And at dawn of the following day, the apostle
hls brother ; Philip and Bartholomew ; Thomas, having prayed and entreated the Lord, said : I
and Matthew the tax-gatherer ; James of Alphaeus go wherever Thou wishest, O Lord Jestfs ; Thy
and Simon the Canana_an ; and Judas of James ; will be done. And he went to Abbanes the

"_ --and we portioned out the regions of the world merchant, carrying nothing at all with him, but
in order that each one of us might go into the only his price. For the Lord had given it to
reglon that fell to him, and to the nation to which hml, saying : Let thy worth also be with thee
the Lord sent him. By lot, then, India fell to along with my grace, wherever thou may,st go.

i Judas Thomas, 2 also called Didymus. And he And the apostle came up with Abbanes, whodid not wish to go, saying that he was not able was carrying his effects into the boat. He
4 to go on accom_t of the weakness of the flesh ; began therefore also to carry them along with

and how can I, being an Hebrew man, go among him. And when they had gone on board and
i the Indians to proclaim the truth? And while sat down, Abbanes questioned the apostle, say-
. he was thus reasoning and speaking, the Saviour ing : What kind of work dost thou know? And

appeared to him through the night, and said to he said : In wood, ploughs, and yokes, and
hlm : Fear not, Thomas ; go away to India, and balances,4 and boats, and boats' oars, and masts,

i proclaim the word; for my grace shall be with and blocks ; m stone, slabs,S and temples, and
, thee. But he dld not obey, saying: Wherever royal palaces. And Ab.banes the merchant said

Thou wishest to send me, send me elsewhere to him : Of such a workman, to be sure, we have
for to the Indians I am not going, need. They began, therefore, to sail away. And

And as he was thus speaking and growing they had a fair wind, and they sailed fast until
angry, there happened to be there a certain they came to Andrapolis, a royal city.
merchant come from India, by name Abbanes, And having gone out of the boat, they went
sent from the king Gundaphoros, and having into the city. And, behold, the voices of flute-
received an order from him to buy a carpenter ]players, and of water- organs, and trumpets,
and bring him to him. And the Lord, having Isounding round them ; and the apostle inquired,
seen him walking about m the market at noon, saying: What festival is this in this city? And
sa_d to him : Dost thou wish to buy a carpenter ? ]those who were there said to him : The gods
And he said to Him : Yes. And the Lord said ]have brought thee also, that thou mayst be
to him : I have a slave a carpenter, and I wish [feasted in this city. For the king has an only-
to sell him. And having said this. He showed [begotten daughter, and he is now giving her to
him Thomas at a distance, and agreed with him [a husband in marriage : this festival, then, which
for three pounds of uncoined silver; and He lthou seest to-day, is the rejoicing and public
wrote a bill of sale, saying : I Jesus, the son of[ assembly for the marriage. And the kLng has
Joseph the carpenter, declare that I have sold sent forth heralds to proclaim everywhere that
my slave, Judas by name, to thee Abbanes, a mer- all are to come to the marriage, rich and poor,
chant of Gundaphoros, the king of the Indians. bond and free, strangers and citizens. And if
And the purchase 3 being completed, the Saviour any one shall refuse and not come to the mar-
taking ludas who also is Thomas. led him to riage, he will be answerable to the king. 6 And
A 1 J , •

obanes the merc}mnt ; and Abbanes seeing Abbanes having heard, said to the apostle : Let
him, said to him : Is this thy master ? And the us also go, then, that we may not offend the king,
apostle answered and said : Yes, He is my Lord. and especially as we are strangers. And he said :
------- Let us go. And having turned into the inn, and

ZTh -
2 T LI_ -list i_ a tt_nRcr_t_. O_ _att x 2-_1• exce_t_ i1_t_ ]_t flame

Ruse _ nLs (louble name is m accordance with a tradmon preserved by ,s Or_ scales.
3 _us .(H. g., z. t3), that the true name of Thomas was Judas. s i.e., monuments

_r, bm of sale. 6 Comp. Matt. xxiL 3.-t 4.
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rested a little, they went to the marriage. And is like a curtain of the door which is drawn for
the apostle seeing them all reclining, reclined he them who go in ; and her neck is made in the
also in the midst. And they all looked at him as likeness of the stairs which the first Creator
a stranger, and coming from a foreign land. And created ; and her two hands signify and repre.
Abbanes the merchant, as being a lord, reclined sent the choral dance of the blessed ages, pr0-
in another place, claiming it ; and her fingers represent the gates

And when they had dined and drunk, the of the city. Her chamber lighted up breathes
apostle tasted nothing. Those, then, about him Iforth scent from balsam and every perfume, and
said to him : Why hast thou come hither, nei- gives forth a sweet odour of myrrh and savoury
ther eating nor drinking ? And he answered and herbs ; and within are strewn myrtles and sweet.
said to them : For something greater than food smelling flowers of all kinds ; and the bndal
or even drink have I come hither, even that I chambers are adorned with calamus.s And her
might accomplish the will of the King. For the groomsmen, of whom the number is seven, whom
heralds proclaim the wishes of the King, and she has chosen for herself, surround her hke a
whoever will not hear the heralds will be liable to wall ; and her bridesmaids are seven, who dance
the judgment of the King. When, therefore, before her ; and twelve are they in number who
they had dined and drunk, and crowns and per- minister before her and are at her bidding, hay-
fumes had been brought, each took perfume, ing their gaze and their sight upon the bnde-
and one anointed his face, another his cheek,' groom, that through the sight of hnn they may
and one one part of his body, and another an- be enlightened. And they shall be with hnn to
other. And the apostle anointed the crown of everlasting in that everlasting joy, and they shall
his head, and put a little of the ointment m his sit down in that wedding to which the great ones
nostrils, and dropped it also into his ears, and are gathered together, and they shall abide m
applied it also to his teeth, and carefully anointed the festivities of which the eternals are deemed
the parts round about his heart ; and having worthy ; and they shall be arrayed in royal ra_-
taken the crown that was brought to him ment, and shall put on shining robes ; and m
wreathed of myrtle and other flowers, he put it joy and exultation both of them shall be, and
on his head, and took a branch of reed in h_s they shall glorify the Father of the universe,
hand, and held it. whose majestic light they have received, ai_d

And the flute-girl, holding the flutes in her they have been enlightened by the s_ght of H_m
hand, went round them all ; and when she came their Lord, whose ambrosial food they have re-
to the place where the apostle was, she stood ceived, of which there is no faihng at all ; and
over hxm, playing the flute over his head a they have drunk also of the winewhich brings to
long time. And that flute-girl was Hebrew by them no thirst, neither desire of the flesh; and
race. they have with the living spirit glorified and

And as the apostle looked away to the ground, praised the father of truth and the mother of
a certain one of the wine-pouters 2 stretched wisdom.
forth his hand and struck him. And the apos- And when he had sung and finished this song,
fie, having raised his eyes, and regarded him all who were there p_esent looked upon h_mand
who had struck him, said : My God will forgive kept silence, and they also saw his form changed,
thee this wrong in the world to come, but in this and what had been said by him they did not
world He will show His wonders, and I shall understand, since he was a Hebrew, and what
soon see that hand that struck me dragged along had been said by him had been said in Hebrew.
by a dog. And having thus spoken, he began But the flute-girl alone heard all, for shewas
to sing and to repeat this song : -- Hebrew by race, and standing off from him _he

Maiden, daughter of the light, in whom there played the flute to the others ; but at h_
exists and abides the majestic splendour of she mostly turned her eyes and looked, for she
kings ; and dehghtsome is the sight of her, re- altogether loved him as a man of the same nat_0n
splendent with brilliant beauty. Her garments with herself, and he was also beautiful in appear-
are like spring flowers, and the odour of a sweet ance above all who were there. And when the
smell is given forth from them ; and on the flute-girl had come to the end of all her flute-
crown of her head the king is seated, feeding playing, she sat down opposite him, and looked
with his own ambrosia those who are seated be- and gazed upon him. But he looked at no one

side him ; and truth rests upon her head, and l at all, neither did he regard any one, but only
she shows forth joy with her feet ; and becom- kept his eyes on the ground, waiting until he

ingly does she open her mouth; thirty-and-two Ishould depart thence. And that wine-pourer

are they who sing her praises, and their tongue that struck him came down to the fountain to
draw water ; and there happened to be a hon

x Or, chin. i= Or, cup-he, rent. 3 F_. xxx. =3; Cant. iv. x4; Ezek. xxvli, x9.
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there, and it came forth and killed him, and and said, The Lord will be with you, he left them
left him lying in the place, after tearing up his in the place, and went away.*
limbs ; and dog_ immediately seized his limbs, ] And the king requested the groomsmen to go
among which also one black dog, laying hold of out of the bridal-chamber ; and all having gone
his rlght hand in his mouth, brought it to the forth, and the doors having been shut, the bride-

place of the banquet, groom raised the curtain of the bridal-chamber,
And all seeing were terror-struck, inquiring that he might bring the bride to himself. And

which of them had been taken off. And when he saw the Lord Jesus talking with the bride, and
it was clear that it was the hand of the wine- having the appearance of Judas Thomas, who

• pourer who had struck the apostle, the flute-girl shortly before had blessed them, and gone out
broke her flutes in pieces, and threw them away, from them ; and he says to him : Didst thou not
and went and sat down at the feet of the apostle, go out before them all ? And how art thou found
saving : This man is either God or God's apostle ; here ? And the Lord said to him : I am not
forI]leard him saying in Hebrew to the wine- Judas, who also is Thomas; I am his brother.

pourer, I shall soon see the hand that struck me And the Lord sa_ down on the bed, and ordered
dragged about by dogs, which also you have them also to sit down on the seats ; _ and He
now seen ; for as he said, so also it has come to began to say to them :
pass. And some believed her, and some not. Keep in mind, my children, what my brother
And the king, having heard, came up and said said to you, and to whom he commended you ;
to ham : Rise up, and go with me, and pray for and this know, that if you refrain from this filthy
my daughter ; for she is my only child, and to- intercourse, you become temples holy and pure,

: day I gwe her away. And the apostle would not being released from afflictions and troubles,
go with him; for his Lord had not at all been known and unknown, and you will not be
revealed to him there. And the king took him involved in the cares of life, and of children,

" away against his will to the bridal-chamber, that whose end is destruction ; but if you get many
he might pray for them. chddren, for their sakes you become grasping

And the apostle stood, and began to pray and and avaricious, plundering orphans, coveting the
! speak thus : My Lord and my God, who accom- property of widows, and by doing this you sub-
; panies Hxs servants on their way, guidmg and di- ject yourselves to most grievous punishments.
_ rectmg those who trust in Him, the refuge and the For many children become unprofitable, being

repose of the afflicted, the hope of the mourners, harassed by demons, some openly and others
and the dehverer of the captives, the physicmn secretly: for they become e_ther lunatics, or
of the souls that are lying under disease, and half-withered, or lame, or deaf, or dumb, or par-

: Saviour of every creature, who gives life to the alytics, or idiots ; and even if they be in good
wodd, and invigorates our souls l Thou knowest health, they will be again good-for-nothing, doing
what will come to pass, who also for our sakes unprofitable and abominable works : for they
makest these things perfect : Thou, Lord, who will be detected either in adultery, or in murder,
revealest h_dden mysteries, and declarest un- or in theft, or in fornication, and by all these
speakable words ; Thou, Lord, the planter of the you will be afflicted. But if you will be per-
good tree, also through the tree makest words to suaded, and preserve your souls pure to God,
spr,ng up; Thou, Lord, who art in all, and there will be born to you living children, whom
caraest through all, and existest in all Thy works, these hurtful things do not touch ; and you will
and makest Thyself manifest through the work- be without care, spending an untroubled life, free
ing of them all ; Jesus Christ, the Son of corn- from grief and care, looking forward to receive
passion, and perfect Saviour ; Christ, Son of the that marriage incorruptible and true; and you
hwng God, the undaunted Power which has will be in at companions of the bridegroom,
overthrown the enemy ; and the voice heard by going in along with Him into that bridal-chain-
the rulers,, which shook all their powers ; the her full of immortality and lightA
ambassador who was sent to them from on high. And when the young people heard this, they
and who wentest down even to Hades ; who also, believed the Lord, and gave themselves over
having opened the doors, didst bring out thence into His keeping, and refrained from filthy lust,
those that had been shut ia for many ages by and remained thus spending the night in the
the controller of the world, and didst show them place. And the Lord went out from before
the way up that leads up on high : I beseech them, having spoken thus to them : The grace
Thee, Lord Jesus Christ, I offer Thee supplica- of the Lord shall be with you. And the dawn
t_on for these young persons, that Thou mayst having come on, the king arrived, and having
naakewhat happens and befalls them to be for , Threeof_¢fivel_ss.ettheromitthe prayerattogether, orglVe

their good. And having laid his hands on them, itverybnetty.
3 Or, couches,
4 The text of this exhortation alsov'ari_ much in the four ross.

i POmp.Ps, xxiv. 7, according to the LXX. which gqve _t.
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supplied the table, brought it in before the bride- brought Thyself down even to me and to ray
groom and the bride ; and he found them sit- littleness, in order that, having placed me beside
ring opposite each other, and he found the face Thy greatness, Thou mightest unite me to Thy.
of the bride uncovered, and the bridegroom was self; who hast not withheld Thine own COmpas.
quite cheerful. And the mother having come sion from me lost, but hast shown me how to
to the bride, said: Wherefore dost thou sit thus, search myself, and to know what 3 I was and
child, and art not ashamed, but thus as if thou what 3 and how I am now, in order that I may
hadst for a long time lived with thine own hus- again become as I was ; whom I indeed did not
band ? And her father said : Is it because of know, but Thou Thyself whom I knew not hast
thy great love to thy husband that thou art un- sought me out and taken me to Thyself; whom
covered ? I have experienced, and am not now able to for.

And the bride answered and said: Truly, get, whose love is fervent in me;and speak in.
father, I am in great love, and I pray to my deed as I ought I cannot. But what I have
Lord to continue to me the love which I have time to say about Him is short, and altogether
experienced this night, and I shall beg for my- little, add not in proportion to His glory; but
self this husband whom I have experienced to- He does not find fault with me for not being
day. For this reason, then, I am no longer coy- ashamed to say to Him even what I do not
ered, since the mirror' of shame has been taken know ; because it is through the love of Him that
away from me, and I am no longer ashamed nor I say even this.
abashed, since the work of shame and bashful- And the king, having heard these things from
ness has been removed far from me ; and be- the bridegroom and the bride, rent his garments,
cause I am not under any violent emotion, since and said to those standing near him : Go out
violent emotion does not abide in me ; and quickly, and go round the whole city, and seize
because I am in cheerfulness and joy, since the and bring me that man, the sorcerer, who has
day of joy has not been disturbed ; and because come for evil into this city : for I led him with
I hold of no account this husband, and these my own hands into my house, and I told him to
nuptials that have passed away from before mine pray for my most unfortunate daughter ; and
eyes, since I have been joined in a different whoever shall find him and bring h_m to me,
marriage ; and because I have had no inter- whatever service he shall ask of me, I give him.
course with a temporary husband, whose end is They went away, therefore, and went round seek-
with lewdness and bitterness of soul, since I have ing him,,and found him not; for he had sailed.
been united to a true Husband. They went, therefore, also into the inn where he

And when the bride is saying yet more, the had stayed, and found there the flute-girl weep-
bridegroom answers and says: I thank Thee, ing and in distress, because he had not taken
Lord, who hast been proclaimed by the stranger her with him. And they having recounted what
and found by us ; 2 who hast put corruption far had happened in the case of the young people,
from me, and hast sown life in me ; who hast she was altogether glad when she heard it, and
delivered me from this disease, hard to heal, dismissed her grief, and said : Now have I found,
and hard to cure, and abiding for ever, and es- even I, repose here. And she arose and went
tablished in me sound health ; who hast shown to them, and was with them a long time, until
Thyself to me, and hast revealed to me all that they had instructed the king also. And many
concerns me, in which I am ; who hast re- also of the brethren were gathered together
deemed me from falling, and hast led me to there, until they heard word of the apostle, that
something better, and who hast released me from he had gone down to the cities of India, and
things temporary, and hast deemed me worthy: was teaching there. And they went away, and

of _thingSor,_ook.imm°rtal and ever existing ; who hast joined him.i Or_m us. s Or, who.

ACTS OF THE HOLY APOSTLE THOMAS,

WHEN HE CAME INTO INDIA, AND BUILT THE PALACE IN THE HEAVENS.

AND when the apostle came into the cities of [ ordered him to come in to himself. And _he_
India, with Abbanes the merchant, Abbanes went [ he had come in, the king said to hm_: _
away to salute Gundaphoros the king, and re- [ trade knowest thou ? The apostle says to n).n,_
ported to him about the carpenter whom he had The carpenter's and housebuilder's. Thet_:_
brought with him ; and the king was glad, and says to him : What work in wood knowes_
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_'.o,, and what in stone ? The apostle says : In only the roof remains to be done. And the
u,_.z _loughs, yokes, balances, pulleys, and king, having heard, sent him again gold andwOO_, _

boats, and oars, and masts ; and m stone, monu- silver uncoined, and wrote to him : Let the pal-
rnentS, temples, royal palaces. And the king ace, if it be done, be roofed. And the apostle
said • Wilt thou build me a palace ? And he said to the Lord : I thank Thee, Lord, as to all
answered : Yes, I shall budd it, and finish it ; for things, that Thou didst die for a short time,
because of this I came, to build houses, and to that I might live in Thee for ever; and hast sold
do carpenter's work. me, so that Thou mayst deliver many through

And the king having taken him, went forth me. And he did not cease to teach and refresh
out of the gates of the city, and began to talk the afflicted, saying : These things the Lord hath
_vlth him on the way about the building of the dispensed to us, and He gives to each his food ;

palace, and about the foundations, how they for He is the support of the orphans, and the
should be laid, until they came to that place in provider of the widows, and to all that are af-
which he wished the building to be. And he fltcted He is rest and repose.
said: Here I wish the building to be. And the And when the king came into the city, he
apostle says : Yes ; for assuredly this place is inquired of his friends about the palace which
convenient for the building. For the place was Judas, who also is Thomas, had built; and they
well wooded, and there was much water there, said to him : He has neither built a palace, nor
The king therefore says : Begin to build. And done anything else of what he promised to do ;
he satd: I cannot begin to build at this time. but he goes round the cities and the districts,

And the king says : When wilt thou be able ? and if he has anything he gives all to the poor,
And he says: I shall begin in Dins and end and teaches one new God,3 and heals the dis-
m Xanthicu s.1 And the king wondering, said : eased, and drives out demons, and does many

Every budding is built in summer ; but canst ,ther extraordinary things; and we think that he
thou build and make a palace in winter itself? is a magician. But his acts of compassion, and
And the apostle said: Thus it must be, and :he cures done by him as a free gift, and still
otherwise it is impossible. And the king said : more, his single-mindedness, and gentleness, and
If, therefore, this be thy opinion, mark out for fidelity, show that he is a just man, or an apostle
me how the work is to be, since I shall come of the new God whom he preaches ; for he con-
here after some time. And the apostle, having tinually fasts and prays, and eats only bread with
taken a reed, measured the place, and marked salt, and his drink is water, and he carries one
it out ; and he set the doors towards the rising coat, whether in warm weather or in cold, and
of the sun, to look to the light, and the windows he takes nothing from any one, but gives to
towards its setting, to the winds ; and he made others even what he has. The king having
the bakehouse to be towards the south, and the heard this, stroked his face with his hands,
water-tank, for abundance, towards the north, shaking hm head for a long time.
And the king seeing this, said to the apostle: And he sent for the merchant that had brought
Thou art a craftsman indeed, and it is fitting him, and for the apostle, and said to him : Hast
that thou shouldst serve kings. And having left thou built me the palace ? And he said : Yes, I
many things for him, he went away. have built it. And the king said : When, then_

And from time to time he also sent the money are we to go and see it ? And he answered and
that was necessary, for the living both of him said : Now thoucanst not see it; butwhen thou
and the other workmen. And he taking it, dis- hast departed this life, thou shalt see it. And
peases it all, going about the cities and the places the king, quite enraged, ordered both the mer-
round, distributing and doing kindnesses to the chant, and Judas who also is Thomas, to be put
poor and the afflicted, and gave them rest, _ say- in chains, and to be cast into prison, until he
mg: The king knows how to obtain royal rec- should examine, and learn to whom he had given
ompense, and it is necessary for the poor to have the king's property. And thus I shall destroy
repose for the present, him along with the merchant. And the apostle

And after this, the king sent a messenger to went to prison rejoicing, and said to the met-
the apostle, having written to him as foUows chant : Fear nothing at all, but only believe in the
Show me what thou hast done, or what I am to God proclaimed by me, and thou shalt be freed
send thee, or what thou needest. The apostle from this world, and thou shalt obtain life in the
sends to him, saying : The palace is built, and world to come.

And the king considered by what death he
I... l Dstm was the first, and Xanthleu,,i the sixth, of the twelve should kill them ; and when it seemed good to
A_e_ .months of the Maeedoman calendar, which after the time of

_x_rwas_ad?pted by theGreekcitiesof Asiagenerally.Dtus him to flay them, and burn them with fire, on
gt_all',Yt mOctOber and l_Xtb/in November;Xanthicusansweredthat very night Gad the king's brother fell ill,

A y o April _ Smith's Di,:t. ofAntiq., .t. r,. gen,_is.

mo_tner reachng is: I shall Imgm {n Hyl:l_beret_us-- the twelfth

a Or, remission J One M the ross. I'_s: that the.re is _e Cod, namely Je_.
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and through the grief and imposition which the I will give thee• And he says to him : Sell me
king suffered he was grievously depressed ; and that palace which thou hast in the heavens. And
having sent for the king, he said to him: My the king said: Whence does a palace m the
brother the king, I commend to thee my house heavens belong to me ? And he said : That
and my children ; for I, on account of the insult _which the Christian who is now in the prison,
that has befallen thee, have been grieved, and whom the merchant bought from a certain Jesus,
am dying ; and if thou do not come down with and brought to thee, bmlt for thee. And as he
vengeance upon the head of that magician, thou was at a loss, he says to him again : I speak of
wilt give my soul no rest in Hades. And the that Hebrew slave whom thou didst wish to pun-
king said to his brother : During the whole night mh, as having suffered some imposition from hm_,
I have considered this, how I shall put him to on account of whom I also was grieved and died,
death ; and thin has seemed good to me -- to and now have come alive again•
flay him and burn him up with fire, both him and Then the king, having come to know, under-
with him the merchant that brought him. stood about the eternal benefits that were con-

And as they were talking together, the soul ferred upon him and destined for him, and sa_d:
of Gad his brother departed. And the king That palace I cannot sell thee, but i pray thee to
mourned for Gad exceedingly, for he altogether go into it, and dwell there, and become worth),
loved him. And he ordered him to be prepared to be of its inhabitants ; but if thou really wlshest
for burial in a royal and costly robe• And as! to buy such a palace, behold, the man is ahve,
this was being done, angels received the soul of and will build thee a better than that. 2 And
Gad the king's brother, and took it up into ihaving sent immediately, he brought out of the
heaven, showing him the places and dwellings prison the apostle, and the merchant who had
there, asking him : In what sort of a place dost been shut up along with him, saying : I entreat
thou wish to dwell? And when they came near: thee, as a man entreating the servant of God.
the edifice of Thomas the apostle, which he had that thou wilt pray for me, and entreat him
built for the king, Gad, seeing it, said to the twhose servant thou art, to pardon me, and over-
angels, I entreat you, my lords, permit me to t look what I have done to thee, or even what I
dwell in one of the underground chambers of meant to do, and that I may be worthy to be an
this palace. And they said to him : Thou canst inhabitant of that house for which indeed I have
not dwell in this building2 And he said : laboured nothing, but which thou labouring alone
Wherefore ? They say to him : This palace is hast built for me, the grace of thy God working
the one which that Christian built for thy brother, with thee ; and that I may become a servant, I
And he said : I entreat you, my lords, permit also, and slave of this God whom thou proclaimest.
me to go to my brother, that I may buy this And his brother, falling down before the apostle,
palace from him ; for my brother does not know said : I entreat thee, and supplicate before thy
what it is like, and he will sell it to me. God, that I may become worthy of this ministry

Then the angels let the soul of Gad go. And and service, and may be allotted to become
as they were putting on him the burial robe, his worthy of those things which were shown me by
soul came into him. And he said to those stand- his angels.
ing round him : Call my brother to me, that I And the apostle, seized with joy, said : I make
may beg of him one request. Straightway, full confession3 to Thee, Lord Jesus, that Thou
therefore, they sent the good news to their king, hast revealed Thy truth in these men : for Thou
saying : Thy brother has come alive again. And alone art a God of truth, and not another ; and
the king started up, and along w_th a great mul- Thou art He who knowest all things that are un-
titude went to his brother, and went in and stood known to many : Thou art He, Lord, who in all
beside his bed as ff thunderstruck, not being able things showest compassion and mercy to men
to speak to him. And his brother said : I know for men, through the error that is in them, have
and am persuaded, brother, that if any one asked overlooked Thee, but Thou hast not overlooked
of thee the half of thy kingdom, thou wouldst them. And now, when I am entreating and
give it for my sake ; wherefore I entreat thee to supplicating Thee, accept the king and his
grant me one favour, which I beg of thee to do brother, and unite them into Thy fold, having
me. And the king answered and said: And

• . z One of the Mss. here ends the history in these woras'-- .ewhat is it that thou askest me to do for thee_ _do_ u_,f,,
• he sent, and brought out Thomas, and stud to him: P _.

And he said: Assure me by an oath that thou haveiuig..... cebeenmanywayharshtothye; aedmak.eusi°t_ o
partaker._ of him whom tlaou preacnest _-nd the apostle y - A

wilt grant it me. And the king swore to nim: rejotcewithyou that vou are made partakers of His kmgd°m, an_,.... ' - _" 11 ul
Of what holnnc_ to, m,= _vhat,_,,,_v th,-,,, =hol* _ob he took and enhghtened them, havtog gtven them the wasm g ..
.............. _ ....... _ ....................... ' i grace in the name of Father and Son and Holy Sprat, to w_,om_

_- due all glory and kmgdom _,tthout end And when they naOsot,.._'_'
t Onelas has. But tf thou buy tt thonshahlivein it And he l up stramhtwav out of the water the Savmur anpeared to them, .

• " " ' • ' - - " - an the ray_
said to them: Can I buy tt? And they satd to htm: See that thou [ the apostle wondered, and a great hght shone brighter th _
obtain one llke this whtch thou _ee,t_ or better if thou wdt, that [ of the sun. And havmg confirmed thtar faRh, he went out, gotns

when thou comest hither again, thou mayst not he driven into the [ hts way m the Lord - tcdarkness. ] s Le.,g/vethanks, asm Matt. xl ,5, Lukex._x,e •
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cleansedthem by Thy purification, and anointed poured it over theirhead, and salved and anointed
themwith Thy oil, from the error which encore- them, began to say : Come, holy name of Christ,
passeththem ; and protect them also from the which is above every name ; come, power of
wolves,bringing them into Thy meadows ; and the Most High, and perfect compassion ; come,
give them _.o drink of Thy ambrosial fountain, grace most high; come, compassionate mother ;
that is never muddy and never faileth : for they come, thou that hast charge 6 of the male child ;
entreat Thee, and supplicate, and wish to be- come, thou who revealest secret mysteries ;
come Thy ministers and servants ; and on ac- come, mother of the seven houses, that there may
count of this they are well .pleased even to be be rest for thee in the eighth house ; come, thou
persecutedby Thine enemies, and for Thy sake presbyter of the five members--intelligence,
to be hated by them, and insulted, and to die ; thought, purpose, reflection, reasoning--com-
asThou also for our sakes didst suffer all these municate with these young persons ; come, Holy
thin_, that Thou mightst gain us to Thyself, as Spirit, and purify their reins and heart, and seal
being Lord. and truly a good shepherd. And them in the name of Father, and Son, and
do Thou grant them that they may have confi- Holy Spirit. And when they had been sealed,
dence in Thee alone, and aid from Thee, and there appeared to them a young man holding a
hopeof their salvation, whmh they obtain from burning torch, so that their lamps weri_ even
Thee alone, and that they may be confirmed in darkened by the approach 6 of its light. And
Thymysteries; and they shall receive the per- he went out, and disappeared from their sight.
feet benefits of Thy graces and gifts, and flourish And the apostle said to the Lord: Thy light,
m Thy service, and bear fruit to perfection in Lord, is too great for us, and we cannot bear it ;
ThyFather. for it is too much forour sight. And when light

King Gundaphoros, therefore, and Gad, hay- came, and it was dawn, having broken bread, he
ing been altogether set apart by the apostle, made them partakers of the thanksgiving7 of
followedhim, not at all going back, they also Christ. And they rejoiced and exulted ; and
providingfor those that begged of them, giving many others also believed, and were added, and
to all, and relieving all. And they entreated came to the refuge of the Saviour.
him that they might also then receive the seal And the apostle ceased not proclaiming, and
ofbaptism; and they said to him : As our souls saying to them : Men and women, boys and
are at ease, and as we are earnest about God, girls, young men and maidens, vigorous and
give us the seal ; for we have heard thee saying aged, both bond and free, withhold yourselves
that the God whom thou proclaimest recognises from fornication, and covetousness, and the ser-
throughhisseal his own sheep. And the apostle vine of the belly ; for under these three heads
saidto them: And I am glad, and entreat you all wickedness comes. For fornication mmms
to receive this seal, and to communicate with the mind, and darkens the eyes of the soul, and
me in this thanksgiving' and blessing of God, becomes a hindrance of the due regulation of
and to be made perfect in it;* for this Jesus the body, changing the whole man into feeble-
Christwhom I proclaim is Lord and God of all, hess, and throwing the whole body into disease.
and He is the Father of truth, m whom I have And insatiableness puts the soul into fear and
taughtyou to believe. And he ordered to bring shame, existing by what pertains to the body,8
them oil, in order that through the oil they might and forcibly seizing what belongs to another ;
receivethe seal. They brought the oil, there- . . . and the service of the belly throws the
fore,and lighted many lamps, for it was night.3 soul into cares and troubles and griefs....

And the apostle arose, and sealed them ; and Since, therefore, you have been set free from
the Lord was revealed to them, through a voice these, you are without care, and without grief,
saying,Peace to you, brethren ! And they heard and without fear; and there remains to you that
His voice only, but His form they saw not ; for which was said by the Saviour: Take no care
theyhad not yet received the ratification4 of the for the morrow, for the morrow will take care of
seal. And the apostle, having taken oil, and itself.9 Keep in mind also that saying before
-'----- mentioned : Look upon the ravens, and behold

t Or,Eucharist. the fowls of the heaven, that they neither sowI e,, by at.
L__ One _ts for this whole section has: The two brother_ having nor reap, nor gather into barns, and God takes
_set apart by the apostle, _ald to hlra, Give us the sea] in Christ. how much more you, 0 ye of
_k_ tae ordered them to bring him oil And ends the history thus care of them ;a" -_a_. ands_d the_in ther_r.eorFather,andSo..a_d little faith [ to But look for His appearing, and
3°JY_p,rit, and baptw.ed them And the Lord was trevealed tota_emt[through a voice saying to them, Peace unto you And the have your hopes in Him, and believe in His

_r'_ sealed al_o all that were with them And they all beheved m
T_erdj_esu-_ Chr,st. and the whole of India became beheving, s Lit..the administration.

_i m_t sentence m the text seems to be an interpolation The 6 Perhaps for _vpo_flo_ w¢ should read _rpoflo;L_,project/on z¢
_Was not for the lamps, but for the ceremony of baptism. The emanatmn.
_t_ce of baptizing wtth oil instead of water--one of the" notable 7 Or, cornmumcants of the Eucharist,
_ execrable', he_eslcs of the Manichzans -- is said to have been s Or, arising from the things of the body.

nm:aon tl_s paseage_ 9 Comp. Matt. v,. 34.
4 L:t, the seading up Jo Luke ad. 24.
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name : for He is the Judge of living and dead, I but also of those that have gone out of them ; for
and He requites to each one according to his Iof the souls that are in pollutions Thou art Lord
deeds ; and at His coming and appearance at ]and Judge -- come at this time, when I call upon

last no one will have as a ground of excuse, when Thee, and show Thy glory upon him that is lyinghe comes to be judged by Him, that he has not, down here. And he turned and said to those
heard. For His heralds are proclaiming in the that followed him : Thi_ affair has not happened
four quarters of the world. Repent, therefore, idly ; but the enemy has wrought and effected
and believe the message,' and accept the yoke this, that he might make an assault upon him;
of gentleness and the light burden, 2 that you may and you see that h, has availed himself of no
live and not die. These things lay hold of, these other form, and has wrought through no other
things keep ; come forth from the darkness, that living being, but through his subject.
the light may receive you ; come to Him who And when the apostle had thus spoken, behold,
is truly good, that from Him you may receive a great dragon came forth from his den, knock-
grace, and place His sign upon your souls, ing his head, and brandishing his tail down to

When he had thus said, some of the bystand- the ground, and, using a loud voice, said to the
ers said to him : It is time for this debtor to re- apostle : I shall say before thee for what cause I
ceive his debt. And he said to them : The have put him to death, since thou art here in or-
creditor,3 indeed, always wishes to receive more ; der to reprove my works. And the apostle says:
but let us give him what is proper. And having Yes, say on. And the dragon : There is a cer-
blessed them, he took bread and oil, and herbs rain woman in this place exceedingly beautiful;
and salt, and gave them to eat. But he con- and as she was once passing by, I saw her, and
tinued in his fasting, for the Lord's day was fell in love with her, and I followed and watched
about to dawn. And on the night following, her ; and I found this youngman kissing her, and
while he was asleep, the Lord came and stood he also had intercourse with her, and did with
by his head, saying : Thomas, rise up early and her other shameful things. And to me indeed
bless them all ; and after the prayer and service it was pleasant to tell thee this, for I know that
go along the eastern road two miles, and there I thou art the twin-brother of Christ, and always
shall show in thee my glory. For because thou bringest our race to nought. But, not wlshlng
goest away, many shall flee to me for refuge, and to harass her, I did not at this time put him to
thou shalt reprove the nature and the power of the death ; but I watched him passing by in the
enemy. And having risen up from sleep, he said evening, and struck him, and killed him, and es-
to the brethren who were with him : Children pecially as he had dared to do this on the Lord's
and brethren, the Lord wishes to do something day.S And the apostle required of him, saying.
or other to-day through me ; but let us pray and Tell me, of what seed and of what race art thou?
entreat Him that nothing may be a hindrance to And he said to him : I am the offspring of the
us towards Him, but as at all times let it now race of the serpent, and hurtful of the hurtful;
also be done unto us according to His purpose I am son of him who hurt and struck the four
and will. And having thus spoken, he laid his brothers that stood ; I am son of him who sits
hands upon them and blessed them. And hay- on the throne of destruction, and takes his own
ing broken the bread of the Eucharist, he gave from what he has lent ; 6 I am son of that apos-
it to them, saying : This Eucharist shall be * to tare who encircles the globe ; I am kinsman to
you for compassion, and mercy, and recompense, him who is outside of the ocean, whose tall hes
and not for judgment. And they said : Amen. in his mouth ; I am he who went into paradtse

through the hedge, and spoke with Eve what my
ABOUTTHE DRAGONAND THE YOUNGMAN. father bade me speak to her ; I am he who m-

And the apostle went forth to go where the flamed and fired Cain to kill his brother, and
Lord had bidden him. And when he came near through me thorns and prickles sprang up m the
the second milestone he turned a little out of the ground ; I am he who cast down the angels from
way, and saw the body of a beautiful youth ty- above, and bound them down by the desires of
ing ; and he said : Lord, was it for this that women, that earth-born 7 children might be pro-
Thou broughtest me out to come here, that I duced from them, and that I might work my
might see this trial ? Thy will therefore be done, will in them ; s I am he who hardened the heart
as Thou purposest. And he began to pray, and of Pharaoh, that he should murder the children
to say: Lord, Judge of the living, and of those of Israel, and keep them down by the hard
that are lying dead, and Lord of all, and Father yoke of slavery ; I am he who caused the n_al-

Father not only of the souls that are in bodies, titude to err in the desert when they_made the
_; In this passage we have one of the data for fixing the dated

t Or, announcement, the writing.

_ Matt. xi. 30. 6 0r, from those to whom he was lent.Lit., roamer of the debt. _'And, by implication, gigantic.
4 i.e, be. s Or, bY them-
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calf; I am he who inflamed Herod and incited many to live, and they shall be in repose and
Caiaphas to the lying tales of falsehood before eternal light as the children of God : do thou
pilate, for this became me ; I am he who in- therefore bring alive-- he says, speaking to thee
flamed Judas, and bought him, that he should about me --this young man who l_as been cast
betray Christ ; I am he who inhabits and holds down by the enemy, and in all time be the over-
the abyss of Tartarus, and the Son of God has iseer of him. Thou hast, then, well come hither,
wronged me against my will, and has gathered and again thou shalt well go away to him, he
his own out of me ; I am the kinsman of him being not at all forsaken by thee. And I am
who is to come from the east, to whom also without care and reproach, for the dawn has risen
power has b_en given to do whatever he will upon me from the care of the night, and I am
upon the earth, at rest ; and I have also been released from him

And that dragon having thus spoken in the who exasperated me to do these things : for I
hearing of all the multitude, the apostle raised have sinned against Him who taught me the
his voice on high, and said : Cease henceforth contrary, and I have destroyed him who is the
0 thou most unabashed, and be ashamed and kinsman of the night, who forced me to sin by
altogether put to death ; for the end of thy de- his own practices ; and I have found that kins-
struction is at hand, and do not dare to say what man of mine who is like the light. I have de-

: thou hast done through thy dependants. And stroyed him who darkens and blinds those who
I order thee, in the name of that Jesus who even are subject to him, lest they should know what
until now makes a struggle against you for the they are doing, and, ashamed of their works,
sake of His own human beings, to suck out the withdraw themselves from them, and their deeds
poison which thou hast put into thin man, and have an end ; and I have found Him whose
to draw it forth, and take it out of him. And works are light, and whose deeds are truth, of
the dragon said : The time of our end is by no which whoever does them shall not repent. I
means at hand, as thou hast said. Why dost have been set free also from him in whom false-
thou force me to take out what I have put into hood abides, whom darkness as a covering goes
him, and to die before the time ? Assuredly, before, and shame conducting herself impu-
when my father shall draw forth and suck out denfly in idleness follows after. And I have
what he has put into the creation, then his end found also Him who shows me what is beautiful,
will come. And the apostle said to him : Show that I should lay hold of it, the Son of the truth,
us, therefbre, now the nature of thy father, who is kinsman of concord, who, driving away
And the dragon went up, and put his mouth the mist, enlightens His own creation, and heals
upon the wound of the young man, and sucked its wounds, and overturns its enemies. But I
the gall out of it. And in a short time the skit entreat thee, O man of God, make me again to
of the young man, which was like purple, grew behold and see Him, now become hidden from
white, and the dragon swelled. And when the me, that I may also hear His voice, the wonders
dragon had drawn up all the gall into himself, of which I cannot declare : for it is not of the
the young man sprang up and stood, and ran nature of this bodily organ.
and fell at the apostle's feet. And the dragon, And the apostle said to him : If, as thou hast
being swelled up, shrieked out and died, and his also said, thou hast cast off the knowledge of
poison and gall were poured forth ; and in the those things which thou hast received, and if
place where his poison was poured forth there thou knowest who has wrought these things in
was made a great chasm, and that dragon was thee, and if thou shalt become a disciple and
swallowed up. And the apostle said to the king hearer of Him of whom, through thy living love,
and his brother : Take workmen, and fill up the thou now desirest the sight, thou shalt both see
place in which the dragon has been swallowed Him, and shalt be with Him for ever, and shalt
up, and lay foundations, and build houses above rest in His rest, and shalt be in His joy. But
it, that it may be made a dwelling-place for the if thou art rather carelessly disposed towards
strangers. Him, and again returnest to thy former deeds,

And the young man said to the aposde, with and lettest go that beauty and that beaming
many tears : I have sinned against the God pro- countenance which has now been displayed to
claimed by thee, and against thee, but I ask par- thee, and if the splendour of the light of Him
don of thee ; for thou art a man having two whom thou now desirest be forgotten by thee,
orms, and wherever thou wishest there art thou thou shalt be deprived not only of this life, but
ounct, and thou art held in by no one, as I see. also of that which is to come ; and thou shaft go
For I beheld that man, when I stood beside to him whom thou hast said thou hast destroyed,

ee, who also said to thee, I have many won- and shalt no longer behold Him whom thou
rs to show by means of thee, and I have great hast said thou hast found.

_h°rksto accomplish by means of thee, for which And when the apostle had thus spoken, he
ou snalt obtain a reward ; and thou shalt make went into the city, holding that young man by
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the hand, and saying to him : Those things which your former behaviour, and unprofitable deeds,
thou hast beheld, my child, are a few out'of the ]and troublesome desires, andthe riches that are
many which God has : for it is not about these left behind here, and created things that are of
things that appear that the good news is brought [ the earth, and that grow old, and the garments
to us, but greater things than these are promised [that are destroyed, and the oeauty that ages and
to us ; but inasmuch as we are in the body, we vanishes away, yea, even out ot the whole body
cannot tell and speak out what He will do for in which all these have been stored past, and
our souls. If we say that He affords us light, it which grows old, and becomes dust, returning
is seen by us, and we have it ; and if riches, into its own nature ? for all these things the body
they exist and appear in this world, and we name itself sets up. 6 But rather believe .in our Lord
them, since it has been said, With difficulty will Jesus Christ, whom we proclaim to you, in order
a rich man enter into the kingdom of the hear- that your hope may be upon Him, and that you
ens.' And if we speak of fine clothing, which may have life in Him to ages of ages, that He
they who delight in this life put on, it has been may be your fellow-traveller in this land, and
said, They that wear soft things are in kings' pal- may release you from error, and may become 7
aces; _ and if costly dinners, about these we ahaven for you in this troublous sea. And'there
have received a commandment to keep away shall be for you also a fountain welling out m this
from them, not to be burdened by carousing and thirsty land, and a fold full of food in the place
drunkenness and the cares of life ; s as also in of the hungry, and rest for your souls, and als0
the Gospel it has been said, Take no heed for a physician for your bodies.
your life, what ye shall eat, or what ye shall Then the multitude of those assembled that
drink ; nor for your body, what ye shall put on : heard, wept, and said to the apostle : O man of
because the life is more than food, and the body God, as for the God whom thou proclalmest, we
than clothing. 4 And if we speak of this rest dare not say that we are his, because our works
lasting only for a season, its judgment, has also which we have done are alien from him, not
been ordained. But we speak about the upper pleasing to him ; but if he has compassion upon
world, about God and angels, about ambrosial us, and pines us, and dehvers us, overlooking
food, about garments that last and become not our former doings ; and if he set us free from
old, about those things which eye hath not seen, the evil things which we did when we were m
nor ear heard, nor hath there come into the error, and shall not take into account nor keep
heart of sinful men what God has prepared for the recollection of om former sins, we shall be-
those that love Him.S Do thou also therefore come his servants, and we shall do his will to
believe in Him, that thou mayst live ; and have the end. And the apostle answered and sa_dto
confidence in Him, and thou shah never die. them : He does not reckon against you the sins
For He is not persuaded by gifts, that thou whmh you did, being in error ; but He overlooks
shouldst offer them to Him ; nor does He want your transgressions which you have done in ign0-
sacrifices, that thou shouldst sacrifice to Him. rance, s
But look to Him, and thou shalt not look in
vain, for His comeliness and desirable beauty aBOUT THE DEMOS THAT DWELTm THE w0M_.

will make thee love Him ; and neither will He And the apostle went into the city, all the mul
allow thee to turn thyself away from Him. titude accompanying him ; and he thought o[

And when the apostle was thus speaking to going to the parents of the young man whom,
that young man, a great multitude joined them. when killed by the dragon, he had brought to
And the apostle looked, and saw them hfting hfe ; for they earnestly entreated him to come
themselves up that they might see him; and to them, and to enter into their house.
they went up into elevated places. And the And a certain woman, exceedingly beautiful,

apostle said to them : Ye men who have come suddenly uttered a loud cry, saying" O apostleto the assembly of Christ, and who wish to be- of the new God, who hast .dine into India, and
here in Jesus, take an example from this, and servant of that holy and only good God--for
see that ff you do not get high up, you cannot through thee he is proclaimed the Saviour of the
see me, who am small, and cannot get a look of souls that come unto him, and through thee he
me, who am like yourselves. If, then, you can- heals the bodies of those that are punished by
not see me, who am like yourselves, unless you the enemy, and thou hast become the cause of
raise yourselves a little from the earth, how can life to all who turn to him--order me to be

you see Him who lives above, and is now found brought before thee, that I may declare to thee
below, unless you first raise yourselves out of what has happened to me, and that perhaps

x M_tL_=. _3. there may be hope to me from thee and those
s Matt. xi. 8
s Rom. xin, z3. Luke xxL 34- (' Or, establishes.
4 Matt. vi. _5. T Or, and that the_e maybe.
$ z Cor./i. 9; Isa. Ixlv. 4. 't C,omp. Acta xvix. 3o.
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who stand beside thee may have more and more and with a very loud voice he said in the hearing
hope in the God whom thou proclaimest. For of all : What have we to do with thee, O apostle
I am not a little tormented by the adversary, of the Most High ? What have we to do with
who has assailed me for now a period of five thee, O servant of Jesus ChristP What have we
years. As a woman, I formerly sat down in to do with thee, O thou that sittest in council
peace, and peace encompassed me on all sides ; with the Holy Spirit Wherefore dost thou wish
and I had nothing to trouble me, for of nothing to destroy us, when our time has not yet come ?
else *had I a care. And it happened on one of On what account dost thou wish to take away
the days as I was coming forth from the bath, our power? for until the present hour we havethere met me one like a man troubled and dis- had hope and time left us._ What have we to
turbed ; and his voice and utterance seemed to do with theeP Thou hast powerover thine own,
me to be indistinct and very weak. And he and we over our own. Why dost thou wish tosaid, standing over against me, Thou and I shall use tyranny against us, and especially thou who
be in one love, and we shall have intercourse teachest others not to use tyranny? Why dost
with each other, as a man is coupled with his thou want those who do not belong to thee, as if
wife. And I answered him, saying, To my be- thou wert not satisfied with thine own P Why dost
trothed I consented not, entreating him not to thou liken thyself to the Son of God, who has
marry me ; and to thee, wishing to have inter- done us hurt ? For thou art like him altogether,
course with me as it were in adultery, how shall just as if thou hadst been brought forth by him.
I give myself up ? And having thus spoken, I For we thought to bring him also under the yoke,
went away from him. And to my maid I said, like the rest ; but he turned, and held us under
Hast thou seen the young man and his shame- his hand. For we did not know him ; but he
lessness,how shamelessly and boldly he talks to deceived us by the form which he had put on,
meF And she said to me, It was an old man I and his poverty and his want ; for when we saw
sawtalking with thee. And when I was in my him such, we thought him to be a man clothed
own house, and had supped, my mind suggested with flesh, not knowing that it was he who makes
to me some suspicion, and especially because he men live. And he gave us power over our own,
had appeared to me in two forms. I fell asleep, and, in the time in which we live, not to let our
havingthis same thing in my thoughts. And he own go, but to employ ourselves about them.
camethat night, and made me share in his filthy But thou wishest to get more than is necessary,
commerce. And I saw him when it was day, or than has been given thee, and to overpower
and fled from him ; but, according to his wont, us.
he came at night and abused me. And now, as And having thus spoken, the demon wept,
thou seest me, I have been tormented by him saying : I let thee go, my most lovely yoke-fel-
five years, and he has not departed from me. low,4whom I found long ago and was at rest ; I
But I know and am persuaded that even demons, leave thee, my beloved and trusty sister, in whom
and spirits, and avenging deities, are subject to I was well pleased. What I shall do I know
thee, and tremble at thy prayer. Pray, then, for not, or whom I shall call upon to hear me and
me, and drive away from me the demon that protect me. I know what I shall do. I shall
torments me, that I also may become free, and go to some place where the fame of this man has
maybe brought to my former nature, and I shall not been heard, and perhaps I shall call thee,
receive the gift = that has been granted to my my beloved, by a new name.S And liRing up
kindred, his voice, he said: Abide in peace, having re-

And the apostle said : O irrepressible wicked- ceived an asylum with a greater than I ; but I,
ness! O the shamelessness of the enemy ! O as I have said, will go away and seek thy like,
the sorcerer that is never at rest ! O the ill- and if I find her not I shall again return to thee :
favoured one, bring to subjection the well-fa- for I know that when thou art beside this man,
roared ! O the many-formed one ! He appears thou hast an asylum in him ; but when he has
just as he may wish, but his essence cannot be gone away, thou shalt be as thou wast before he
changed. O offspring of the craRyand insatiable made his appearance, and him indeed wilt thou

_)n_hoOw_ttertree, which also his fruits are like! forget, and to me there wnllagain be opportunityart 6f the devil, who fights over those and boldness ; but now I am afraid of the name
_OddOnot belong to him ! O thou who art of of him who has delivered thee. And having

eceit that uses shamelessness ! O thou who thus said, the demon disappeared. And just
artof the wickedness that creeps like a serpent, when.he had disappeared, fire and smoke were
nd.a_ thyself his kindred ! And whenthe apostle seen there, and all there present were struck

thus spoken the fiend stood before him, no with amazement.
one seeing him but the woman and the apostle,

xOr s Comp. MalX. vi_. _.
= _, "o one ehe. 4 Or, wlfe._rs J_tee,

S i.e., g_ mmther inm_! _fl_e, my belove&
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And the apostle seeing this, said to them : set out a bench r which they found there. And
Nothing strange or unusual has that demon having spread a linen cloth upon it, he put on _t
shown, but his own nature, in which also he shall the bread of the blessing. And the apostle
be burnt up ; for'the fire shall consume him, and standing by it, said : Jesus Christ, Son of God,
the smoke of him shall be scattered abroad, who hast deemed us worthy to communicate of
And he began to say : O Jesus Christ, the secret the Eucharist of Thy sacred body and honour.
mystery which has been revealed to us, Thou able blood, behold, we are emboldened by the
art He who disclosest to us all manner of mys- thanksgiving s and invocation of Thy sacred
teries, who hast set me apart from all my corn- name; come now, and communicate with us.
panions, and who hast told me three words with And he began to say : Come, perfect compassion,
which I am set on fire, and I cannot tell them come, communion with mankind ; come, Thou
to others ; O Jesus, man slain, dead, buried ; that knowest the mysteries of the chosen one,
Jesus, God of God, and Saviour who bringest come, Thou that communicatest in all the corn.
the dead to life, and healest those who are dis- bats 9 of the noble combatant ; come, peace that
eased ; O Jesus, who appearest to be m want, revealest the great things of all greatness ; conic,
and savest as if in want of nothmg, catching the Thou that disclosest secrets, and makest mamfest
fishes for the morning and the evening meal, and things not to be spoken ; the sacred dove which
establishing all in abundance with a little bread ; has brought forth twin young ; come, thou secret
Jesus, who didst rest from the toil of the journey [mother ; come, Thou who art manifest m Thy
as a man, and walk upon the waves as God ;' ideeds, and givest joy and rest to those who are
Jesus Most High, voice arising from perfect united to Thee ; come and communicate w_th
compassion, Saviour of all, the right hand of the us in this Eucharist, which we make m Thy
light overthrowing him that is wicked in his own iname, and in the love '° m which we are united
kind, and bringing all his kind into one place ;] in calling upon TheeW And having thus sa]d,
Thou who art only begotten, the first-born of he made the sign of the cross upon the bread,
many brethren, * God of God Most High, man and broke it, and began to distribute it. And
desp]sed until now ; Jesus Christ, who overlook- first he gave it to the woman, saying : This shall
est us not when we call upon Thee ; who hast be to thee for remission of sins, and the ransom
been shown forth to all in Thy hunmn life ; who of everlasting transgressions. And after her, he
for our sakes hast been judged and kept in prison, gave also to all the others who had received the
and freest all that are in bonds ; who hast been seal.
called a decewer,S and who deliverest Thine own
from deception : I entreat Thee in behalf of those ABOUTTHE voting MANWHO KILLEDTHE MAIDEN.
standing and entreating Thee, and those that
believe in Thee ; for they pray to obtain Thy And there was a certain young man who had
gifts, being of good hope in Thine aid, occupying done a nefarious deed ; and having come to the
Thy place of refuge in Thy majesty ; they give apostle, he took the bread of the Euchanst into
audience, so as to hear from us the words that his mouth, and his two hands immediately with-
have been spoken to them. Let Thy peace ered, so that he could no longer bring them to
come and dwell in them, that they may be puri- his mouth. And those who were present and
fled from their former deeds, and may put off saw him told the apostle what had happened.
the old man with his deeds, and trot on the new And he, having summoned him, said : Tell me.

........ 4 _ l my child, and be ashamed of nothing, '_ whatnow oeclarea to mem Oy me....t... ,._.__k_o h)the_" " r

And having laid his hands on them, he blessed ]_h°_hehaI_tucd_ffi'stod me _o_uua_u--,_-_----'_"_'_"_:""_'_'_e'
them, savin_ : The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ • ' 'I'
r_ ..... "_,_, ¢,_..... Is And they _;cl A,_n ! For this gracious gift coming to manyls esp.ecfi!v
_'_ 7_'_'" ; ..... '.... "" ';_:m "s'-:in-'-'A'"stle/healing to those who approach it througla tal_)

_ma me woman oeggea ox m , ay g : po foe Iand. love; but thee _t" has • ,_,-,_d_wa andof the Most High, give me the seal, that that wlth_ec_no t
may not come back upon me again. Then he wnat has nappenea nas nappen

some working cause. And the young manwh0

made her come near him ; and putting his hand had been convicted by the Eucharist of the t_r_upon her, he sealed her in the name of Father,
and Son, and Holy Ghost. And many others came up, and fell at the apostle's feet, and pray.e
also were sealed along with her. And the apostle him, saying: An evil deed has been done Dy
ordered his servant 6 to set out a table ; and they me, yet I thought to do something good• I v_s/

a-_#_ov, which is not Greek, is obviously the Latin s*b
I Matt. xiv. t7; John xxl. :x; Johnlv. 6; Matt. zlv. s*5. ._dti_Jw.

Rom. viii. _. s Or, Eucharist.M_tc xxvli.63. 9 Or,_ise*.
zo Or, kyve-feast-4 Col iii. _.

s Rom. rot. 9o. zx 0r, in Th_ calling.
¢, Or, deacon. _ Or, stand m awe ofno oue.
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ha love with a certain woman living outside of manifested to us by Thy works ; and by Thy
the city in an inn, and she loved me. And I many deeds we have recognised Thee as we go
having heard from thee, and believed that thou on, and Thou hast given us Thy gifts without
proclaimest the living God, came and received measure, saying, Ask, and it shall be given you ;
the seal from thee along with the others; and seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be
thou saidst, Whoever shall indulge in filthy in- opened unto you.4 We pray, therefore, having
tercourse, and especially in adultery, shall not suspicion of our sins ; s and we ask of Thee not
have hfe with the God whom I proclaim.' Since, riches, nor gold, nor silver, nor possessmns, nor
then, I altogether loved her, I begged of her, any of those things that come from the earth
_d persuaded her to live with me in chaste and and go into the earth again ; but this we beg of
pure intercourse, as thou thyself teachest ; but Thee, and entreat that in Thy holy name Thou
shewould not. When therefore she would not, raise this woman lying here by Thy power, to
I took a sword and killed her ; for I could not the glory and faith of those standing by.
see her living in adultery with another. And when he had thus prayed, he sealed the

The apostle, having heard this, said : O mad- young man, and said to him : Go, and take her
dening intercourse, into what shamelessness dost by the hand, and say to her, I through my hands
thou lead ! O unrestrained lust, how hast thou killed thee with the sword ; 6 and again I raise
brought him into subjection to do this ! 0 work thee by my hands, m the faith of our Lord Jesus
of the serpent, how dost thou rage in thine own ! Christ. And the young man went and stood by
And the apostle ordered water to be brought her, saying: I have believed in Thee, 0 Christ
him in a dish. And when the water had been Jesus. And looking upon Judas Thomas the
brought, he said : Come waters from the living apostle, he said to him : Pray for me, that my
waters, existing from the existing, and sent to Lord, upon whom also I call, may come to
us; the fountain sent to us from repose, the my help. And having laid his hand on her
powerof salvation coming from that power that hand, he said: Come, Lord Jesus Christ, giv-
subduesall things, and subjects them to its own ing this woman life, and me the eamest of
vall; come and dwell in these waters, that the Thy faith. And immediately, as he drew her
graciousgift of the Holy Spirit may be fully per- hand, she sprang up, and sat, looking at the
fected in them. And he said to the young man : great multitude standing round. And she also
Go,wash thy hands in these waters. And when saw the apostle standing opposite to her ; and
he had washed, they were restored. And the having left the couch, she sprang up, and fell at
apostle said to him : Dost thou believe in our his feet, and took hold of his garments, saying :
Lord Jesus Christ, that He can do all things ? I pray thee, my lord, where is that other who is
And he said : Even though I am least of all, I with thee, who has not left me to remain in that
believe; but this I did, thinking to do a good fearful and grievous place, but has given me up
thing: for I implored her, as also I told thee ; to thee, saying, Do thou take her, that she may
but she would not be persuaded by me to keep he made perfect, and thereafter brought into
herself chaste, her own place ?

And the apostle said to him : Come, let us go And the apostle says to her : Tell us where
to the inn where thou didst this deed, and let us thou hast been. And she answered : Dost thou,
see what has happened. And the young man who wast with me, to whom also I was entrusted,
,'ventbefore the apostle on the road ; and when wish to hear ? And she began to say : A oct-
theycame to the inn, they found her lying. And rain man received me, hateful in appearance, all
the apostle, seeing her, was disheartened, for she black, and his clothing exceedingly filthy ; and
wasa beautiful maiden; and he ordered her to he led me away to a place where there were
be brought into the middle of the inn. And many chasms, and a great stench and most hate-
havingput her on a couch, they brought it, and ful odour were given forth thence ; and he made
set it in the midst of the court-yard of the inn. me bend down into each chasm, and I saw in
Andthe apostle laid his hand on her, and began the chasm blazing fire ; and wheels of fire ran

say: Jesus, who always appearest to us--for there, and souls were hung upon those wheels,is Thou always wishest, that we should seek and were dashed against each other. And there
Thee--and Thou Thyself hast given us this was there crying and great lamentation, and
powerof asking and receiving ; ' and not only there was none released. And that man said to
hastThou given us this, but hast also taught us me, These souls are of thine own nation, and
howto pray;_ who art not seen by bodily eyes, for a certain number of days z they have been
out who art not altogether hidden from those of given over to punishment and torture ; and then
our soul, and who art hidden in Thy form, but

I x COr.vi. 9- 4 Matt. vii. 7.s Or, havin_ our sins in view.
3 Matt. vii. 7; Luke x'K9- 6 Lit,, wtth tron.

Matt. vk 9; Luke zL s. 7 Lit., ds_of numbe_.
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others are brought in instead of them; and like- received no orders to leave her here, and I shall
wise also these are again succeeded by others, take her up with me until I get some injunction
These are they who have exchanged the inter- about her. And he took me and brought meto
course of man and wife. And again I looked another place, in which were men who were bit-
down, and saw infants heaped upon each other, terly tortured. And he that is like thee took me
and struggling and lying upon each other ; and and gave me up to thee, having thus said to
he answered and said to me, These are their thee, Take her, since she is one of the creatures
children, and for this have they been placed here that have been led astray. And I was taken by
for a testimony against them. thee, and am now before thee. I beg, therefore,

And he brought me to another chasm, and I and supplicate thee that I may not go into those
bent down and saw mud, and worms spouting places of punishment which I saw.
forth, and souls wallowing there ; and a great And the apostle said to the multitudes stand-
gnashing of teeth was heard thence from them. ing by : You have heard, brethren, what this wo-
And that man said to me, These are the souls man has recounted; and these are not the only
of women that left their own husbands, and punishments, but there are others worse than
went and committed adultery with others, and these ; and if you do not turn to this God whom
who have been brought to this torment. He I proclaim, and refrain from your former works
showed me another chasm, into which I bent and deeds which you have done without knowl-
down and saw souls hung up, some by the edge, in these punishments you shall have your
tongue, some by the hair, some by the hands, end. Believe, therefore, in our Lord Jesus Christ,
some by the feet, head downwards, and smoked and He will forgive you the sins done by you
with smoke and sulphur ; about whom that man heretofore, and will purify you from all the bod-
who was with me answered me, These souls ily desires that abide in the earth, and will heal
which are hung up by the tongue are slan- you from the faults that follow after you, and go
derers, and such as have uttered false and dis- along with you, and are found before you. And
graceful words j thase that are hung up by let each of you put off the old man, and put on
the hair' are those that are shameless, and the new, and leave your former course of con.
that have gone about with uncovered heads duct and behaviour ; and let those that steal
in the world ; these hung up by the hands steal no more, but let them live, labouring and
are those who have taken what belongs to working; * and let the adulterers no more corn-
others, and have stolen, and who have never mit adultery, lest they give themselves up to ever-
given anything to the poor, nor assisted the lasting punishment; for adultery is with God an
afflicted ; but they so acted, wishing to get evil altogether grievous above other evils. Put
everything, and giving no heed at all to justice away also from yourselves covetousness, and ly-
and the laws ; and these hung up by the feet ing, and drunkenness, and slandering, and re-
are those who lightly and eagerly ran in wicked quiting evil for evil : for all these are alien and
ways, and disorderly wickedness, not looking strange to the God proclaimed by us ; but rather
after the sick, and not aiding those departing live in faith, and meekness, and holiness, and hope,
this life, and on account of this each indwidual in which God rejoices, that ye may become His
soul is requited for what has been done by it. servants, having received from Him graciousgifts,

Again leading me away, he showed me a which few or none receive.
cavern, exceedingly dark, exhaling a great All the people therefore believed, and pre-
stench ; and many souls were peeping out sented their souls obedient to the living God
thence, wishing to get some share of the air, and Christ Jesus, enjoying His blessed works,
but their keepers would not let them peep out. and His holy service. And they brought much
And he who was with me said, This is the prison money for the service of the widows ; for hehad
of those souls which thou seest ; for when they them collected in the cities, and he sent to all
shall complete their punishments for those things of them by his own servants 3 what was neces-
which each one has done, aftenvards again others sary, both clothing and food. But he did not
succeed them- and there are some also quite cease proclaiming and saying to them, and show-
used up -- and are given up to other punish- ing that this is Jesus the Christ, concerning whom
ments. Those, then, who guarded the souls that the Scriptures proclaimed that He should come,
were in the dark cave said to the man that had and be crucified, and be raised from the dead
charge of me, Give her to us, that we may take after three days. And he showed them a second
her in beside the others, until the time comes time, beginning from the prophets, and expl_
for her to be given up to punishment. And he ing the things concerning Christ, and that _ -
answered them, I will not give her to you, for necessary for Him to come, and for all things to
I am afraid of him who gave her up to me ; for I

s Eph. iv. 28.
t Obviou_ omi_ eitherln the ,-ss. or in the t_t. a Or, deacon.
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be fulfilled that had been said to us beforehand who affordest health to those who for Thy name's
concerning Him._ sake bear the burden of the day, and the icy

And the report of him ran through all the coldness of the night; we give thanks for the
cities and countries ; and all who had persons gracious gifts that have been given us by Thee,
sick or tormented by unclean spirits brought and for the help from Thee bestowed upon us,
them, and they were healed. Some also they and Thy providential care that has come upon us
laid on the road by which he was to pass, and from Thee. Perfect these things upon us, there-
he healed them all by the power of the Lord. 2 fore, unto the end, that we may have confidence
Then said all with one accord who had been in Thee ; look upon us, because for Thy sake we
healed by him, with one voice : Glory to Thee, have left our homes, and for Thy sake have be-
Jesus, who givest Thy healing to all alike by !come strangers gladly and willingly ; look upon
means of Thy servant mid apostle Thomas. us, O Lord, because for Thy sake we have aban-
And being in good health, and rejoicing, we doned our possessions, that we may have Thee
pray Thee that we may be of Thy flock, and for a possession that shall not be taken away ;
be numbered among Thy sheep ; receive us, look upon us, O Lord, because we have left those
therefore, 0 Lord, and consider not our trans- related to us by ties of kindred, in orderthat we

gressions and former offences which we did, be- may be united in relationship to Thee ; look
mg m ignorance, upon us, 0 Lord, who have left our fathers and

And the apostle said: Glory to the only-be- mothers, and those that nourished us, that we
gotten from the Father ; s glory to the first-born may behold Thy Father, and be satisfied with His
of many brethren ; 4 Glory to Thee, the defender divine nourishment : look upon us, O Lord, be-
and helper of those who come to Thy place of cause for Thy sake we have left our bodily yoke-
refuge ; Thou that sleepest not, and ralsest those fellows/ and our earthly fruit, in order that we
that are asleep ; that livest and bringest to life may share in that intercourse which is lasting
those that are lying in death ; O God Jesus Christ, and true, and bring forth true fruits, whose nature
Son of the living God, redeemer and helper, re- is from above, the enjoyment of which no one
fuge and rest of all that labour in Thy work, can take away from us, with which we abide, and

i Comp Luke xxlv. 46. they abide with us.
Comp Acts v. t5.

3 ,John i. I4.
& _01n, VIIL _29. "qLe,) WiVeS.



CONSUMMATION OF THOMAS THE APOSTLE.,

AT the command of King Misdeus * the blessed gave them light on the way, and without noLse
Apostle Thomas was cast into prison ; and he opened the doom that had been secured, until
said : I glorify God, and I shallpreach the word to all the mystery was completed. And having
the prisoners, so that all rejoiced at his presence, made them communicate in the Eucharist, and
When, therefore, Juzanes theking's son, and Terfia having talked much with them, and continued
his mother, and Mygdonia, and Markia, had be- them in the faith, and commended them to the
come believers, but were not yet thought worthy Lord, he went forth thence, leaving the women,
of baptism, they took it exceedingly ill that the and again went to be shut up. 4 And they grieved
blessed one had been shut up. And having and wept because Misdeus the kingwas to kill him.
come to the prison, and given much money to And Thomas went and found the iaflors fight-
the jailor,3 they went in to him. And he, seeing ing, and saying : What wrong have we done to
them, was glad, and glorified the Lord, and that sorcerer, that, avaihng himself of his magic
blessed them. And they entreated and begged art, he has opened the doom of the pnson, and
the seal in the Lord, a beautiful young man hay- wishes to set all the prisoners free ? But let us
ing appeared to them in a dream, and ordered go and let the king know about his wife and hs
the apostle into the house of Juzanes. son.S And when he came they stripped him,

And again the beautiful young man coming to and girded him with a girdle ; and thus they
them and Thomas, bade them do this on the stood before the king.
coming night. And he ran before them, and

What are you telling hes about9 for certainly these seals are quuesafe
and how doyou say that Tertta, and Mygdoma, and my son gowtthm

s The following translatton of a MS. in the Bodleian Library, tran- the pnson_ And the warders said: We have told thee the truth, 0
scribed b]r TIschendoff (Apocal. Apacr., p. t58), gtves a fuller king And after thts the kmg went into the prison, and sent forthc
account ol the martyrdom of St Thomas: -- apostle. And when he came, they took off hts gtrdle, and set him

before the trtbuaaL And the king satd: Art thou a slave, or free_
MARTYRDOM OF THE HOLY AND ALL-RENOWNED And Thomas stud I am One's slave Thou hast no power overme

APOSTLE THOMAS. whatever And Misdavus says: Didst thou run away and come to tlus
countryS Thomas' I came here to save many, and I am to depa_

After the apostle had gone forth, according to the command of our ] from my body by thy hands. Mtsda:us says to him: Who is shy
Lord, and God, and Saviour Jesus Christ, the Lord appeared to hun, master? and what ts his name.* and what country dost thou belongto_
saying: Peace to thee, my disctple and apostle f And the apostle fell [ Thomas: Thou canst not hear His true name at this trine, but I tell
on his face on the ground, and prayed the Lord to reveal to htm the [ thee the name that has been given Hen for the tame: it i_ Jesus the
circumstances of hts precious departure. And the Lord said to him: [ Christ. And Mmd_eus sayst I have been to no hurry to put thee to
Misdmus is contriving a plan to destroy thee v.er.ysoon: but, behold, [ death, hut have restrained myself but thou hast made a dtsplavof
he will come to me. And after having sealed hun, He ascended into [ shy works, so that thy sorcertes Rave been heard of in every coun-
the heavens. And the apostle taught the people, and there was added try. But no: I shall bnug thee to an end that thy sorceries maybe
unto the flock of Christ. But some men who hated Christ accused destroyed, and our nation purified. And Thomas said What thou
him before gang Mtsdeus, saying: Destroy thts sorcerer, who cot- callest sorcertes shall abound in me and never be removed fromthe
ruptsanddeceivesthepeoplemthisnewoneGodwhombe proclairas [people here And after flus was _a_d Mlsdeus reflected m what
Moreover, At Aa* deterred shy lady and thy sen. On heanng I manner he should put the apostle to death "forhe was afratd of the
this, Misdens, wtthent mqmry, ordered him to be laid hold of, and t people standang by who beheved And he'arose mid took Thom2s
shut up in posen. And they did quickly what they were ordered, [ outside of the ctty and he was accompanied by a few armed sol,as
and threw hun rato the prison, and sealed it. And when the women I And the multatude suspected that the king was plottan_ about ram,
who beheved m God had heard that Judas was shut up, they gave a [ and _tond and addressed themselves to htm. And when t_ey had_opc
great sum of money to the warders, and went in to htm in thepnsou [ forth three stadia he delivered hun to foul soldiers and one ottne
And the apostle says to them: My daughters, handmaidens of Jesus [ polemarehs, and o_l_red them to spear him on the mountain, and he
Ca,akt, listen to me. In my last day I address you, because I shall ] returned to the city. And those who were pre_ent ran to Th0ra_,
no more speak in the body; for, fo, I am taken up to my Lord Jesus eager to rescue him. And he was led away accompanied vy meso
Christ, who has had pity upon me, who humbled Hensolf even to my &ers, two on each stde . And Thom_ walking along, satd 0
littleness. And I rejoice that the time is at hand for my change from Thy secret mysteries, O )esusl for even un_o the end of h_ arethey
this, that I may depart and reeetve my reward in the end; for my fulfilled m us. O the riches of Thy grace! . . . for, 1o, howftn°_r
Lord ts just. And at the end of his discourse to them, ha satd: O have laid hold of me, amce of four elements . . . (Here th%_
my Savibur, who hast endured much for our sake, let Thy mercies ment ends.) [The Ms in whtch thin occurs is not that one which

be upo.n us. And he sent them away, saying: The grace of the Holy

Spi_t he with you! And they grieved and wept, knowing that King " " '" " " . " . -- '
Misdens was gotog to put him todeath. And Judas heard the warders
contending wath each othersand saying: Let us go and tell the king,
Why wife and thy son are going to the prison to this sorcerer, and for
their sakes thou shenldat put him to death soon. And at dawn they
arose and went to King Misdaus, and said: My lord, release that sor-
cerer, or cause him to be shut up elsewhere" for though we shut
in the pxlsonera, and _¢ure the doors, when we rise we find them didst endure" very much for us, let the g,_tes he
opened. Nay, more; thy _ and son will not keep away from the before, and the seals be made again on the same doors ' n agi
man any more than the rest o, them. And when the king heard thls, s Abdias gives an account of the kmg gong to the ._nss_ o_
he went to took at the scab. And he looked all about thera on the thshelmvmg tim report of the warders, because he founo u_
dcors, aadfotmdthemasthoywere. Then he says to the jaflors: the douta as be had ldt them.

55o
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And Misdeus said to him : Art thou a slave, with me invisibly, was struck by one ; but I am
or a freeman ? And Thomas answered and said struck by four.S
to him : I am not' a slave, and thou hast no And when they came to that place where
power against me at all. And how, said Mis- they were to spear him, Thomas spoke thus to
deus, hast thou run away and come to this those spearing him: Hearmenow, at least, when
country ? And Thomas said : I came here that I am departing from my body; and let not your
I might save many, and that I might by thy eyes be darkened in understanding, nor your
hands depart from this body. Misdeus says to ears shut up so as not to hear those things in
him : Who is thy master? and what is his name ? which you have believed the God whom I preach,
and of what country, and of whom is he ? My after being delivered in your souls from rashness ;
Lord, says Thomas, is my Masier and thine, and behave in a manner becoming those who
being the Lord of heaven and earth. And are free, being void of human glory, and live
Misdeus said : What is he called ? And Thomas the life towards God. And he said to Juzanes :
said: Thou canst not know His true name at Son of an earthly king, but servant of Jesus
this time ; but I tell thee the name that has Christ, give what is due to those who are to ful-
been gwen Him for a season--Jesus the Christ. fil the command 6 of Misdeus, in order that I
And Misdeus said : I have not been in a hurry2 may goapart from them and pray. AndJuzanes
to destroy thee, but have restrained myself; but having paid the soldiers, the apostle betook him-
thou hast made a display of works, so that thy self to prayer ; and it was as follows :
sorceries have been heard of in all the country. My Lord, and my God, and hope, and leader,
But now this will I do,3 that thy sorceries may and guide in all countries, I follow Thee along
also perish with thee, that our nation may be purl- with all that serve Thee, and do Thou guido me
fled from them. And Thomas said : Dost thou this day on my way to Thee. Let no one take
call these things which will follow me sorceries ? my soul, which Thou hast given to me. Let not
They shall neverbe removed from the people here. publicans and beggars look upon me, nor let

And while these things were saying, Misdeus serpents slander me, and let not the children of
was considering in what manner he should put the dragon hiss at me. Behold, I have fulfilled
him to death ; for he was afraid of the multitude Thy work, and accomplished what Thou gavest
standing round, many, even some of the chief me to do. I have become a slave, that I might
men, having believed in him. And he arose, receive freedom from Thee; do then give it to
and took Thomas outside of the city ; and a few me, and make me perfect. And this I say not
soldiers accompanied him with their arms. And wavering, but that they may hear who need to
the rest of the multitude thought that the king hear. I glorify Thee in all, Lord and Master ;
was wishing to learn something from him ; and for to Thee is due glory for ever. Amen.
they stood and observed him closely. And And when he had prayed, he said to the sol-
when they had gone forth three stadia, he deliv- diets : Come and finish the work of him that
ered him to four soldiers, and to one of the sent you. And the four struck him at once, and
chief ofiCicers,4 and ordered them to take him up killed him. And all the brethren wept, and
into the mountain and spear him ; but he him- wrapped him up in beautiful shawls, and many
self returned to the city. linen cloths, and laid him in the tomb in which

And those present ran to Thomas, eager to of old the kings used to be buried.
rescue him ; but he was led away by the soldiers And Syphor and Juzanes did not go to the
who were with him. For there were two on city, but spent the whole day there, and waited
each side having hold of him, because of sorcery, during the night. And Thomas appeared to
And the chief officer held him by the hand, and them, and said : I am not there ; why do you sit
ted him with honour. And at the same time watching? for I have gone up, and received the
the blessed apostle said : O the hidden mysteries things I hoped for; but rise up and walk, and
of Thee, O Lord ! for even to the close of life after no long time you shall be brought beside
is fulfilled in us the riches of Thy grace, which me. And Misdeus and Charisius 2greatly afflicted
does not allow us to be without feeling as to the Tertia and Mygdonia, but did not persuade
body. For, behold, four have laid hold of me, !them to abandon their opinions. And Tbon_as
and one leads me, since I belong to One, to appeared, and said to them: Forget not the
whom I am going always invisibly. But now I former things, for the holy and sanctifying Jesus
learn that my Lord also, since He was a stranger, Himself will aid you. And Misdeus and Clm-
to whomI am going, who also is always present risius, when they could not persuade them not----.-_._._

xTh
R] • ,_otshoukl,bytimcontext,beonuttcd.[SoPseudo-Abdias.. . . SAbdi_:Tbeal_tlesaidth_great_ldi',,_..=y_*i_w_.
3 _ea_ _lrtt_ fox &tr_xS_v. revealed in his death, since be was led by four soldiers, _ t_
4_, t .v,_soact. . consistedof fourelemouts;andtheLordJtmtshadbeeastruc by

thttlu., _marchs, whoin theearlytimesc£Atbenscombinedooeman,becaus*HekncvtthatoneFatherhaclbegott_Hlm.
tooktkL-t_s_of_F°ce_Secre_m_andWar_rctar,/, andsome:thaes 6 Lit.,theaervatttsof theordet."_commandmthefield. 7Tbehtadmndof MaqOtmiL
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to be of this opinion, granted them their own Christ is kindly disposed to thee, through His
will. And all the brethren assembled together great clemency. And Misdeus, when he did
For the blessed one had made Syphorus ' a pres- not find the bones (for one of the brethren had
byter in the mountain, and Juzanius ' a deacon, taken them, and carried them into the regions
when he was led away to die. And the Lord of the Westa), took some dust from wherethe
helped them, and increased the faith by means bones had lain, and touched his son with it, and
of them. said : I believe in Thee, Jesus, now when he h_

And after a long time, it happened that one left me who always afflicts men, that they may
of the sons of Misdeus was a demoniac ; and not look to Thy light which giveth understand.

the demon being stubborn, no one was able to ing, O Lord, kind to men. And his son being
heal him. And Misdeus considered, and said : healed in this manner, he met with the rest of
I shall go and open the tomb, and take a bone of the brethren who were under the rule of Sypho.
the apostle's body, and touch my son with it, rus, and entreated the b_thren to pray for him,
and I know that he wiU be healed. And he went that he might obtain mercy from our Lord Jesus
to do what he had thought of. And the blessed Christ ; to whom be glory for ever and ever.
apostle appeared to him, and said : Thou didst Amen.

not believe in me when alive ; how wilt thou be- _Abdtas:*tadburiedthemin the cttyof Edessa.[The trauv
lieve in me when I am dead ? Fear not. Jesus latortam the readingsof Pseudo-Abdias,as givenbyT,schend0rf

(from Fabrtcit_), as those of"Abdms." The same form of cttattm
appears in the footaoma to the Martyrdom of Barttwloav.m,

x These names are slightly dtfferent m form in this paragraph. PP. 553-557- -- R.]



MARTYRDOM OF THE HOLY AND GLORIOUS
APOSTLE BARTHOLOMEW.

HISTORIANSdeclare that India is divided into day and hour that the true God, who dweUeth
three parts ; and the first is said to end at Ethi- in the heavens, sent his apostle Bartholomew
opia, and the second at Media, and the third into the regions here, your god Astaruth is held
completes the country ; and the one portion of fast by chains of fire, and can no longer either
it ends in the dark, and the other in the ocean, speak or breathe. They said to him : And who
To this India, then, the holy Bartholomew the is this Bartholomew? He answered : He is the

: apostle of Christ went, and took up his quarters friend of the Almighty God, and has just come
in the temple of Astaruth, and hved there as one into these parts, that he may take away all the
of the pilgrims and the poor. In this temple, worship of the idols in the name of his God.
then, there was an idol called Astaruth, which And the servants of the Greeks said to him:
was supposed to heal the infirm, but rather the Tell us what he is like, that we may be able to
more injured all. And the people were in entire find him.
ignorance of the true God ; and from want of And the demon answered and said : He has

knowledge, but rather from the difficulty of go- black hair, a shaggy head, a fair skin,* large
tng to any other, they all fled for refuge to the eyes, beautiful nostrils, his ears hidden by the
false god. And he brought upon them troubles, hair of his head, with a yellow beard, a few grey
infirmities, damage, violence, and much affiic- hairs, of middle height, and neither tall nor

! tlon ; and when any one sacrificed to him, the stunted, but middling, clothed with a white un-
demon, retiring, appeared to give a cure to the dercloak bordered with purple, and upon his
person in trouble ; and the foolish people,'see- shoulders a very white cloak; and his clothes
ing this, believed in him. But the demons re- have been worn twenty-six years, but neither are
tired, not because they wished to cure men, but they dirty, nor have they waxed old. Seven
that they might the more assail them, and rather times 3 a day he bends the knee to the Lord,
have them altogether in their power ; and think- and seven times 3 a night does he pray to God.
ing that they were cured bodily, those that sac- His voice is like the sound of a strong trumpet ;
nficed to them were the more diseased in soul. there go along with him angels of God, who al-

And it came to pass, that while the holy apos- low him neither to be weary, nor to hunger, nor
tle of Christ, Bartholomew, stayed there, Asta- to thirst; his face, and his soul, and his heart
mtt). gave no response, and was not able for are always glad and rejoicing;he foresees every-
curing. And when the temple was full of sick thing, he knows and speaks every tongue of every
persons, who sacrificed to him daffy, Astaruth nation. And behold now, as soon as you ask
could give no response ; and sick persons who me, and I answer you about him, behold, he
had come from far countries were lying there, knows ; for the angels of the Lord tell him ; and
When, therefore, in that temple not even one of if you wish to seek him, if he is willing he will
the idols was able to give a response, and was appear to you ; but if he shall not be willing,
of benefit neither to those that sacrificed to you will not be able to find him. I entreat you,
them nor to those who were in the agonies of therefoffe, if you shall find him, entreat him not
death on their account, they were compelled to to come here, lest his angels do to me as they
go to another city, where there was a temple of have done to my brother Astaruth.
idols, where their great and most eminent god And when the demon had said this, he held
was called Becher? And having there sacrificed, ihis peace. And they returned, and set to work
they demanded, asking why their god Astaruth to look into every face of the pilgrims and poor
had not responded to them And the demon men, and for two days they could find him no-
Becher answered and said to them : From the where. And it came to pass, that one who was
-------.____

!• The of
46. history Abdias gives the n_m_ as Bertth, after Judg. * LIt., white flesh.

• Pseudo-Abdias says: a hundred fimu.
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a demoniac set to work to cry out: Apostle of ginity, vowed a vow" to the Lord God. And
the Lord, Bartholomew, thy prayers are burning she was the first who did so. For, from the
me up. Then said the apostle to him : Hold time that man existed from the beginning of the
thy peace, and come out of him. And that very world, no woman made a vow of this mode of
hour, the man who had suffered from the demon life ; but she, as she was the first among WOmen
for many years was set free. who loved this in her heart, said, I offer to Thee.

And Polymius, the king of that country, hap- O Lord, my virginity. And, as I have sa,d to
pened to be standing opposite the apostle ; and thee, none of mankind dared to speak this word;
he had a daughter a demoniac, that is to say, a but she being called for the salvation of many,
lunatic. And he heard about the demoniac that observed this--that she might remain a vlrg,n
had been healed, and sent messengers to the through the love of God, pure and undefiled.
apostle, saying : My daughter is grievously tom ; And suddenly, when she was shut up in her
I implore thee, therefore, as thou hast delivered chamber, the archangel Gabriel appeared, gleam.
him _ who suffered for many years, so also to ing like the sun; and when she was terrifiedat
order my daughter to be set free. And the the sight, the angel said to her, Fear not, Mary;
apostle rose up, and went with them. And he for thou hast found favour in the sight of the
sees the king's daughter bound with chains, for Lord, and thou shalt conceive. And she cast
she used to tear in pieces aU her limbs ; and if off fear, and stood up, and said, How shall this
any one came near her, she used to bite, and no be to me, since I know not man? The angel
one dared to come near her. The servants say answered her, The Holy Ghost shall come upon
to him : And who is it that dares to touch her ? thee, and the power of the Most High shall over-
The apostle answered them : Loose her, and let shadow thee ; wherefore also that holy thing
her go. They say to him again : We have her which is born of thee shall be called Son of
in our power when she is bound with all our God.3 Thus, therefore, when the angel had de.
force, and dost thou bid us loose her? The parted from her, she escaped the temptation of
apostle says to them : Behold, I keep her enemy the devil, who deceived the first man when at
bound, and are you even now afraid of her ? Go rest. For, having tasted of the tree of disobedi.
and loose her ; and when she has partaken of ence, when the woman said to him, Eat, he ate;
food, let her rest, and early to-morrow bring her and thus the first man was cast out of paradise,
to me. And they went and did as the apostle and banished to th,s life. From him have been
had commanded them ; and thereafter the demon born the whole human race. Then the Sonof
was not able to come near her. God having been born of the virgin, and hawng

Then the king loaded camels with gold and become perfect man, and having been bapuzed,
silver, precious stones, pearls, and clothing, and and 'after His baptism having fasted forty days,
sought to see the apostle ; and having made the tempter came and said to Him : If thou art
many efforts, and not found him, he brought the Son of God, tell these stones to become
everything back to his palace, loaves. And He answered : Not on bread alone

And it happened, when the night had passed, shall man live, but by every word of God? Thus
and the following day was dawning, the sun hav- therefore the devil, who through eating had c0n-
ing risen, the apostle appeared alone with the quered the first man, was conquered through the
king in his bed-chamber, and said to him : Why fasting of the second man ; and as he through
didst thou seek me yesterday the whole day with want of self-restraint had conquered the first
gold and silver, and precious stones, pearls, and man, the son of the virgin earth, so we shall
raiment ? For these gifts those persons long for conquer through the fasting of the second Adam,
who seek earthly things : but I seek nothing the Son of the Virgin Mary.
earthly, nothing carnal. Wherefore I wish to The king says to him : And how is it that thou
teach thee that the Son of God deigned to be saidst just now that she was the first virgin of
born as a man out of a virgin's womb. He was whom was born God and man ? And the apos-
conceived in the womb of the virgin ; He took tle answered : I give thanks to the Lord that
to Himself her who was always a virgin, having thou hearest me gladly. The first man, then,
within herself Him who made the heaCen and was called Adam; he was formed out of the
the earth, the sea, and all that therein is. He, earth. And the earth, his mother out of which
born of a virgin, like mankind, took to Himself he was, was virgin, because it had neither been
a beginning in time, He who has a beginning polluted by the blood of man nor opened..(0r
neither of times nor days ; but He Himself made the burial of any one. The earth, then, wash_e
every beginning, and everything created, whether the virgin, in order that he who conquered the
in things visible or invisible. And as this virgin ] v .

• • • _ Or, pra ed a prayer, birthdid not know man, so she, preservang her wr- _ corn°_ukei _6-3SAbdb__o_so_"Het_ _f,_rH_ ._
_ ___ _d 14_ _ be_;_ by_h_de_ _ho_ o_o °"

first man, pe_uadmg him to eat of the tree forbidden by
t Abdias calls him Pseusfius. 4 Comp Luke iv. x-z3
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son of the virgin earth might be conquered by At the same time hear also by what means he
the Son of the Virgin Mary. And, behold, he injures all those who are lying sick in the temple.
did conquer ; for his wicked craft, through the The devil himself by his own art causes the men
eating of the tree by which man, being deceived, to be sick, and again to be healed, in order that
came forth from paradise, kept paradise shut. they may the more beheve in the idols, and in
Thereafter this Son of the virgan conquered all order that he may have place the more in their
the craft of the devil. And h_s craft was such, souls, in order that they may say to the stock
that when he saw the Son of the wrgin fasting and the stone, Thou art our God. 3 But that de-
fortydays, he knew in truth that He was the true mort who dwells in the idol is held in subjection,
God. The true God and man, therefore, hath conquered by me, and is able to give no response
not given Himself out to be known, except to to those who sacrifice and pray there. And if
those who are pure in heart,' and who serve thou wishest to prove that it is so, I order him to
Him by good works. The devil himself, there- return into the idol, and I will make him confess
fore,when he saw that after the forty days He with his own mouth that he is bound, and able
,,as again hungry, was deceived into thinking to g_ve no response.
that He was not God, and safd to Him, Why The king says to him : To-morrow, at the first
hast thou been hungry ? tell these stones to be- hour of the day, the priests are ready tO sacri-
come loaves, and eat. And the l.ord answered rice in the temple, and I shall come there, and
him, Listen, devil ; although thou mayst lord it shall be able to see this wonderful work.
overman, because he has not kept the command- And it came to pass on the following day, as
ment of God, I have fulfilled the righteousness they were sacrificing, the devil began to cry
of God in having fasted, and shall destroy thy out : Refrain, ye wretched ones, from sacrificing
power, so that thou shalt no longer lord it over to me, lest ye suffer worse for my sake ; because
man. And when he saw himself conquered, he I am bound in fiery chains, and kept in subjec-
again takes Jesus to an exceeding high moun-tion by an angel of the Lord Jesus Christ, the
tam, and shows Him all the kingdoms of the Son of God, whom the Jews crucified: for, being
world,and says, All these will I give thee, if thou iafraid of him, they condemned him to death.
wilt fall down and worship me. The Lord says And he put to death Death himself, our king,
to him, Get thee behind me, Satan ; for it is and he bound our prince in chains of fire ; and
written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, on the third day, having "conquered death and
and Him only shalt thou serve. And there was the devil, rose in glory, and gave the sign of the
a third temptation for the Lord ; for he takes cross to his apostles, and sent them out into
Him up to the pinnacle of the temple, and says, the four quarters of the world ; and one of them
If thou art the Son of God, cast thyself down. is here just now, who has bound me, and keeps
The Lord says to him, Thou shalt not tempt me in subjection. I implore you, therefore, sup-
the Lord thy God. And the devil disappeared, phcate him on my account, that he may set me
And he indeed that once conquered Adam, the free to go into other habitations.
son of the virgin earth, was thrice conquered by Then the apostle answered : Confess, unclean
Christ, the Son of the Virgin Mary. demon, who is it that has injured all those that

And when the Lord had conquered the tyrant, are lying here from heavy diseases ? The demon
He sent His apostles into all the world, that He answered : The devil, our ruler, he who is bound,
might redeem H_s people from the deception of he sends us against men, that, having first injured
the devil ; and one of these I am, an apostle of their bodies, we may thus also make an assault
Christ. On this account we seek not after gold upon their souls when they sacrifice to us. For
and silver, but rather despise them, because we then we have complete power over them, when
labour to be rich in that place where the king- Ithey believe in us and sacrifice to us. And when,
dora of Him alone endureth * for ever, where !on account of the mischief done to them, we re-
neither trouble, nor grief, nor groaning, nor death, tire, we appear curing them, and are worshipped
has place; where there is eternal blessedness, by them as gods ; but in truth we are demons,
and ineffable joy, and everlasting exult_ttion, and and the servants of him who was crucified, the
perpetual repose. Wherefore also the demon Son of the virgin, have bound us. For from
sitting in your temple, who makes responses to that day on which the Apostle Bartholomew
you, ts kept in chains through the angel of the came I am punished, kept bound in chains of
Lord who has sent me. Because if thou shalt fire. And for this reason I speak, because he
be baptized, and wishest thyself to be enlight- has commanded me. At the same time, I dare
ened, I will make thee behold Him, and learn not utter more when the apostle is present,
from how great evils thou hast been redeemed, neither I nor our rulers.
---. The apostle says to him : Why dost thou not

z Matt. v. 8.
a L_, _ig_tl_ s Jet. it. _7.
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save all that have come to thee? The demon ceive.* I entreat, then, that in His name
says to him : When we injure their bodies, unless this multitude may be saved, that all may know
we first injure their souls, we do not let their that Thou alone art God in heaven, and in the
bodies go. The apostle says to him : And how earth, and in the sea, who seekest the salvation
do you injure their souls ? The demon answered of men through that same Jesus Christ our Lord,
him : When they believe that we are gods, and with whom Thou livest and reignest in unity of
sacrifice to us, God withdraws from those who the Holy Spirit for ever and ever.
sacrifice, and we do not take away the sufferings And when all responded to the Amen, sud-
of their bodies, but retire into their souls, denly there appeared an angel of the Lord,

Then the apostle says to the people : Behold, shining brighter than the sun, winged, and other
the god whom you thought to cure you, does the four angels holding up the four corners of
more mischief to your souls and bodies. Hear the temple ; and with his finger the one sealed the
even now your Maker who dwells in the heavens, temple and the people, and said : Thus salth
and do not believe in lifeless stones and stocks, the Lord who hath sent me, As you have all been
And if you wish that I should pray for you, and purified from all your infirmity, soalso this temple
that all these may receive health, take down this shall be purified+from all uncleanness, and from
idol, and break it to pieces ; and when you have the demons dwelling in it, whom the apostle of
done this, I will sanctify this temple in the name God has ordered to go into a desert place ; forso
of our Lord Jesus Christ ; and having baptized hath God commanded me, that I may manifest
all of you who are in it in the baptism of the Him to you. And when ye behold Him, fear
Lord, and sanctified you, I will save all. nothing ; but when I make the sign of the cross,

Then the king gave orders, and all the people so also do ye with your finger seal your faces, and
brought ropes and crowbars, and were not at all these evil things will flee from you. Then he
able to take down the idol. Then the apostle showed them the demon who dwelt in the temple,
says to them : Unfasten the ropes. And when like an Ethiopian, black as soot ; his face sharp
they had unfastened them, he said to the demon like a dog's, thin-checked, with hair down to h_s
dwelling in it : In the name of our Lord Jesus feet, eyes like fire, sparks coming out of h_s
Christ, come out of this idol, and go into a des- mouth ; and out of his nostrils came forth smoke
ert place, where neither winged creature utters a like sulphur, with wings spined like a porcupine;
cry, nor voice of man'has ever been heard. And and his hands were bound with fiery chains, and
straightway he arose at the word of the apostle, he was firmly kept in. And the angel of the
and lifted it up from its foundations ; and in tha Lord said to him : As also the apostle hath corn-
same hour all the idols that were in that place manded, I let thee go ; go where voice of man
were broken to pieces, is not heard, and be there until the great dayof

Then all cried out with one voice, saying: judgment. And when he let him go, he flew
He alone is God Almighty whom Bartholomew away, groaning and weeping, and disappeared.
the apostle proclaims. Then the holy Bartholo-And the angel of the Lord went up into heaven
mew, having spread forth his hands to heaven, in the sight of all.
said : God of Abraham, God of Isaac, God of Then the king, and also the queen, with their
Jacob, who for the salvation of men hast sent two sons, and with all his people, and with all
forth Thine only begotten Son, our Lord Jesus the multitude of the city, and every city round
Christ, in order that He might redeem by His about, and country, and whatever land his king-
own blood all of us enslaved by sin, and declare dom ruled over, were saved, and believed, and
us to be Thy sons, that we may know Thee, the were baptized in the name of the Father, and
true God, that Thou existest always to eternity the Son, and the Holy Spirit. And the kingla_d
God without end : one God, the Father, ac- aside his diadem, and followed Bartholomew the
knowledged in Son and Holy Spirit ; one God, apostle of Christ.
the Son, glorified in Father and Holy Spirit; And after these things the unbelievers of the
one God, the Holy Spirit, worshipped in Father Greeks, having come together to Astreges3 the
and Son ; and acknowledged to be truly one,' king, who was the elder brother of the kingwho
the Father unbegotten, the Son begotten, the had been baptized, say to him: O king, thy
Holy Spirit proceeding ; and in Thee the Father, brother Polymius has become disciple to a cer-
and in the Holy Spirit, Thine only begotten Son tain magician, who has taken down our temples,
our Lord Jesus Christ is, in whose name Thou and broken our gods to pieces. And while they
hast given us power to heal the sick, to cure were thus speaking and weeping, behold, agatn
paralytics, to expel demons, and raise the dead : there came also some others from the cities
for He said to us, Verily I say unto you, that,round about, both priests + and people; and..__._---

whatever ye shall ask in my name ye shall re- 2 Matt. xxl. 2z.

Lit.. rlo-prlests--/_tepet¢ Ior.p,_ tepet¢_a _ _"
x Or, tmlty, to heathe_ pHes_ by Chl'J_ wnter_
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they set about weeping and making accusations x mew to be beaten with rods ; and aRer having
before the king. Then King Astreges in a rage been thus scourged, to be beheaded.
sent a thousand armed men along with those And innumerable multitudes came from all
priests, in order that, wherever they should find the cities, to the number of twelve tbousand,
the apostle, they might bring him to him bound, who had believed in him along with the king;
Andwhen they had done so, and found him, and and they took up the remains of the apostle with
broughthim, he says to him : Art thou he who singing of praise and with all glory, and they laid
has perverted my brother from the gods ? To them in the royal tomb, and glorified God. And
whom the apostle answered : I have not per- the king Astreges having heard of this, ordered
verted him, but have converted him to God. him to be thrown into the sea ; and his remains
The king says to him : Art thou he who caused were carried into the island of Lipafis.
ourgods to be broken in pieces ? The apostle And it came to pass on the thirtieth day after
saysto him : I gave power to the demons who the apostle was carried away, that the king As-
were in them, and they broke in pieces the treges was overpowered by a demon and misera-
dumb and senseless idols, that all men might be- bly strangled; and all the priests were strangled
lieve in God Almighty, who dwelleth in the by. demons, and perished on account of their
heavens. The king says to him : As thou hast nsmg agaanst3 the apostle, and thus died by an
mademy brother deny his gods, and believe in evil fate.

thy God, so I also will make you reject thy God And there was great fear and trembling, and
and believe in my gods. The apostle says to all came to the Lord, and were baptized by
him: If I have bound and kept in subjection the presbyters who had been ordained by the
the god which thy brother worshipped, and at holy apostle Bartholomew. And according to
myorder the idols were broken in pieces, if thou the commandment of the apostle, all the clergy
also art able to do the same to my God, thou of the people made King Polymius bishop ; and
canst persuade me also to sacrifice to thy gods ; in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ he re-
but if thou canst do nothing to my God, I will ceived the grace of healing, and began to do
breakall thy gods in pieces ; but do thou believe signs. And he remained in the bishopric twenty
in my God. years ; and having prospered in all things, and

Andwhen he had thus spoken, the king was governed the church well, and guided it in fight
informedthat his god Baldad 2 and all the other lopinions,4 he fell asleep in peace, and went to
idolshad fallen down, and were broken in pieces, the Lord : to whom be glory and strength for
Then the king rent the purple in which he was ever and ever. Amen.

: clothed, and ordered the holy apostle Bartholo-

at_ _ Vualdath. 4aOror,itmmaYorthodoxy.taean:that the apostle might be established.



ACTS OF THE HOLY APOSTLE THADDA_US,

ONE OF THE TWELVE2

LEBB._, who also is Thaddmus, was of the, to fix Him in his mind. And He knew as know-
c/ty of Edessa--and it is the metropolis of ing the heart, and asked to wash Himself; and
Osroene, in the interior of the Armenosyrians a towel 4 was given Him ; and when He had
-- an Hebrew by race, accomplished and most washed Himself, He wiped His face with it.
learned in the divine writings. He came to lAnd His image having been imprinted upon the
Jerusalem to worship in the days of John the linen, He gave it to Ananias, saying : Give th_s,
Baptist; and having heard his preaching and and take back this message, to him that sent
seen his angelic life, he was baptized, and his thee : Peace to thee and thy city ! For because
name was called Thadda_us. And having seen of this I am come, to suffer for the world, and to
the appearing of Christ, and His teaching, and rise again, and to raise up the forefathers. And
His wonderful works, he followed Him, and be- after I have been taken up into the heavens I
came Hm disciple ; and He chose him as one shall send thee my disciple Thadd_eus, who shall
of the twelve, the tenth apostle according to the enlighten thee, and guide thee into all the truth,
Evangelists Matthew and Mark. both thee and thy city.

In those times there was a governor of the And having received Ananias, and fallen down
city of Edessa, Abgarus by name. And there and adored the likeness, Abgarus was cured of
having gone abroad the fame of Christ, of the his disease before Thadd_eus came.
wonders which He did, and of His teaching, And after the passion, and the resurrection,
Abgarus having heard of it, was astonished, and and the ascension, Thaddmus went to Abgarus ;
desired to see Christ, and could not leave his and having found him in health, he gave him an
city and government. And about the days of account of the incarnation of Christ, and bap-
the Passion and the plots of the Jews, Abgarus, tized him, with all his house. And having in-
being seized by an incurable disease, sent a letter structed great multitudes, both of Hebrews and
to Christ by Ananias the courier? to the follow- Greeks, Syrians and Armenians, he baptized them
ing effect:--_Ib Jesus 3 called Christ, Abgarus in the name of the Father, and Son, and Holy
the governor of the country of the Edessenes, Spirit, having anoirfted them with the holy per-
an unworthy slave. The multitude of the won- fume ; and he communicated to them of the un-
ders done by thee has been heard of by me, that defiled mysteries of the sacred body and blood
thou healest the blind, the lame, and the para- of our Lord Jesus Christ, and delivered to them
lyric, and curest all the demoniacs ; and on this to keep and observe the law of Moses, and to
account I entreat thy goodness to come even to give close heed to the things that had been said
us, and escape from the plottings of the wicked by the apostles in Jerusalem. For year by year
Jews, which through envy they set in motion they came together to the passover, and again
against thee. My city is small, but large enough [he imparted to them the Holy Spirit.
for both. Abgarus enjoined Ananias to take ac- And Thaddmus along with Abgarus destroyed
curate account of Christ, of what appearance idol-temples and built churches ; ordained as
He was, and His stature, and His hair, and in bishop one of his disciples, and presbyters, and
a word everything, deacons, and gave them the rule of the psalmody

And Ananias, having gone and given the letter, and the holy liturgy. And having left them, he
was carefully looking at Christ, but was unable went to the city of Amis, great metropohs of the

Mesechaldeans and Syrians, that is, of Mesopo-
,, [c.._o.,ly ,_o_,h, th, vl .... =s. _ in a,. atl.: ',o.. a tamia-Syria, beside the river Tigris, And he_the seventy," instead of "one of the twelve." The same confusion

existsi. thew.a.gs of Eusebm_xudJ_.e.-- R.] having gone into the synagogue of the Jews aJong
a Lit., the swift runner.
S [Com_ with this IL_tr that found "._Eu_tus (l'l_sL geol., With his disciples on the Sabbath-day, a_er__e_tne

L zS), where the reply is _ given. Eumeblus_1.,=. that he had seen
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reading of the law the high priest said to Thad- And the multitudes having heard this, brought
d_eus and his disciples : Men, whence are you ? together their sick and demoniacs. And Thad-
and why are you here ? d_eus, having gone forth along with his disciples,

And Thadd_eus said : No doubt you have laid his hand upon each one of them, and healed
heard of what has taken place in Jerusalem about them all by calling upon the name of Christ.
Jesus Christ, and we are His disciples, and wit- And the demoniacs were healed before Thad-
nesses of the wonderful things which He did and d_eus came near them, the spirits going out of
taught, and how through hatred the chief priests them. And for many days the people ran to-
dehvered Him to Pilate the procurator of Judaea. gether from different places, and beheld what
And Pilate, having examined Him and found no was done by Thadd_eus. And hearing his teach-
case,' wished to let Him go ; but they cried out, rag, many be]jeved, and were baptized, confess-
If thou let him go, thou art not C_esar's friend, ing their sins.
because he proclaims himself king. And he Having therefore remained with them for five
bemg afraid, washed his hands in the sight of _ears, he built a church ; and having appointed
the multitude, and said, I am innocent of the as bishop one of his disciples, and presbyters,
blood of this man ; see ye to it. And the chief and deacons, and prayed for them, he went
priests answered and said, His blood be upon away, going round the cities of Syria, and teach-
us and our children. And Pilate gave hun up to ing, and healing all the sick ; whence he brought
them. And they took Him, and spit upon Him, many cities and countries to Christ through His
with the soldiers, and made a great mock of Him, teaching. Teaching, therefore, and evangelizing
and crucified Him, and laid Him in the tomb, along with the dlsciples, and healing the sick,

: and secured it well, having also set guards upon he went to Berytus, a city of Phoenicia by the
Him. And on the third day before dawn He sea; 2 and there, having taught and enlightened
rose, leaving His burial-clothes in the tomb. many, he fell asleep on the twenty-first 3 of the
And He was seen first by His mother and other month of August. And the disciples having
women, and by Peter and John first of my fellow come together, buried him with great honour;
disciples, and thereafter to us the twelve, who and many sick were healed, and they gave glory
ate and drank with Him after His resurrection to the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Spirit,
for many days. And He sent us in His name to for ever and ever. Amen.

proclaim repentance and remission of sins to all i * Theother[Vaanna]Ms,hereadds:Andhaving gone intoit,he
the nations, that those who were baptized, having preached Christ, saymg to them all with tears, Ve men who have ears to

hear, hear from me the word of hfe; hear attentavely, and understand.
had the kingdom of the heavens preached to Castoffyourmanyopimon s aodbeheveandcometotbeonehvmga_d
them, would rise up incorruptible at the end of t_e cod, theGodof the _-Iebrews, ForHe only_ the trueGod

and Maker of the whole creation, rearching the hearts of mankind, and
this age; and He gave us power to expel de- kno_nng all about each one before thelr bLrth, as belngtbeMatkercfl"

mons, and heal every disease and every malady, themalL To Him alone, futmg your eyes upon heaven s fall dowaevemng and mormng, and at noon, and to Hzm alone offerthe sscrifi_
and raise the dead. of praise, and give thanks always, refra_mng from what you your-

selves hate, because God is compassionate and benevolent, aua
ompenses to each one according to hut, works.

z Or_ fault. 3 The Paris Ms. has 2oth.



ACTS OF THE HOLY APOSTLE AND EVANGELIST
JOHN THE THEOLOGIAN.

ABOUT HIS EXILE AND DEPARTURE.

WHE_ Agrippa, whom, on account of his the cross. And they add another blasphemous
plotting against Peace, they stoned and put to lie to their first one : him that was nailed up
death, was king of the Jews, Vespasian Cmsar, and buried, they glorify as having risen from the
coming with a great army, invested Jerusalem ; dead ; and, more than this, they falsely assert
and some prisoners of war he took and slew, that he has been taken up by* clouds into the
others he destroyed by famine in the siege, and heavens.
most he banished, and at length scattered up At all this the king, being affected with rage,
and down. And having destroyed the temple, ordered the senate to publish a decree thaf they
and put the holy vessels on board a ship, he sent should put to death all who confessed them.
them to Rome, to make for himself a temple of selves to be Christians. Those, then, who were
peace, and adorned it with the spoils of war. found in the time of his rage, and who reaped

And when Vespasian was dead, his son Do- the fruit of patience, and were crowned in the
mitian, having got possession of the kingdom, triumphant contest against the works of the devil,
along with his other wrongful acts, set himself received the repose of incorruption.
also to make a persecution against the righteous And the fame of the teaching of John was
men. For, having learned that the city was filled spread abroad in Rome ; and it came to the ears
with Jews, remembering the orders given by his of Domitian that there was a certain Hebrew in
father about them, he purposed casting them all Ephesus, John by name, who spread a report
out of the city of the Romans. And some of about the seat of empire of the Romans, saying
the Jews took courage, and gave Domitian a that it would quickly be rooted out, and that the
book, in which was written as follows : -- kingdom of the Romans would be given over to

0 Domitian, Caesar and king of all the world, another. And Domitian, troubled by what was
as many of us as are Jews entreat thee, as sup- said, sent a centurion with soldiers to seize John,
pliants we beseech of thy power not to banish and bring him. And having gone to Ephesus,
us from thy divine and benignant countenance ; they asked where John lived. And having come
for we are obedient to thee, and the customs, up to his gate, they found him standing before
and laws, and practices, and policy, doing wrong the door ; and, thinking that he was the porter,
in nothing, but being of the same mind with the they inquired of him where John lived. And he
Romans. But there is _ new and strange nation, answered and said : I am he. And they, despis-
neither agreeing with other nations nor consent- ing his common, and low, and poor appearance,
ing to the religious observances of the Jews, un- were filled with threats, and said : Tell us the
circumcised, inhuman, lawless, subverting whole truth. And when he declared again that he was
houses, proclaiming a man as God, all assem- the man they sought, the neighbours moreover
bling together ' under a strange name, that of bearing witness to it, they said that he was to go
Christian. These men reject God, paying no with them at once to the king in Rome. And,

heed to the law given by Him, and proclaim to urging them to take provisions for the jou.mey,
be the Son of God a man born of ourselves, he turned and took a few dates, and straightw Y
Jesus by name, whose parents and brothers and went forth.
all his family have been connected with the And the soldiers, having taken the public con-
Hebrews ; whom on account of his great bias- veyances, travelled fast, having seated him in the
phemy and his wicked fooleries we gave up to midst of them. And when they came to the

first change, it being the hour of breakfast, they
t Tischendorf gives a cc_'_:tural rea&ng: who is p.r_t to /

them when they assemble; but the MSS.reacting wdl bear the mter-
ptetatlon given above. 2 Or, in.
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entreatedhim to be of good courage,and toiWhat canstthoushow inearthor heavenby the
takebread,and .e,_.twiththem. And John said:rpower of him who isdestinedto reign,as thou
I rejoicein soulindeed,butinthe meantime I sayest? For he willdo it,ifhc isthe Son of
do notwishtotakeany food. And theystarted,God. And immediatelyJohn askedfora deadly
and wcrc carriedalong quickly. And when itpoison. And thekinghavingorderedpoisonto
was eveningtheystoppedata certaininn; and bc givento him,theybroughtiton theinstant.
as,besides,itwas the hour of supper,the cen- John therefore,havingtaken it,put itintoa
turionand the soldiersbeing most kindlydis-largecup,and filleditwithwater,and mixed it,

posed,entreatedJohn to make useof what was and criedout with a loud voice,and said: In
setbeforethem. But he said thathe was very Thy name, JesusChrist,Son of God, I drink
ured,and inwant of sleepmore than any food. thecup which Thou wiltsweeten; and the poi-
And ashc didthiseachday,allthesoldierswere son initdo Thou minglewith Thy Holy Spirit,
struckwith amazement, and were afraidlestand make itbecome a draughtof lifeand salva-

John shoulddie,and involvethem in danger,tlon,forthehealingof souland body,fordiges-
But the Holy Splritshowed him to them as tionand harmlessassimilation,forfaithnot to
morecheerful.And on the seventhday,itbe-be repentedof,foran undeniabletestimonyof
ingtheLord'sday,he saidto them : Now itisdeath as the cup ofthanksgiving.4And when
timeformc alsotopartakeof food. And hay- he had drunk the cup, thosestandingbeside
ingwashed his hands and face,hc prayed,and Domitian expectedthathe was goingto fallto
broughtoutthelinencloth,and tookone of thethe ground in convulsions.And when John
dates,and ateitinthesightofall. stood,cheerful,and talkedwith them safe,
And when theyhad riddena long time they Domitian was enraged againstthosewho had

came totheend oftheirjourney,John thusfast-!giventhe poison,as havingsparedJohn. But
ing.And theybroughthim beforethe king,and theysworeby thefortuneand healthoftheking,

: stud.Worshipfulking,wc bringto thccJohn, and saidthattherecouldnot bc a strongerpoi-
a god,not a man ; for,from the hour inwhich son than this.And John,understandingwhat
weapprehendedhim,tothepresent,hc has not theywcrc whisperingtoone another,saidtothe

_! tastedbread. At thisDomitian bcmg amazed, king: Do nottakeitill,0 king,but leta trial
stretchedout hismouth on accountof thewon- bc madc,Sand thoushaitlearnthepower of the
der,wishingtosalutehim witha kiss; but John poison. Make some condemned criminalbe

i bentdown hishead,and kissedhisbreast.And brought from the prison.And when he had
Domitiansaid:Why hastthoudone this? Didst come,John putwaterintothe cup,and swirled
thounot thinkmc worthyto kissthec? And itround,and gave itwith allthe dregs to the
Johnsaidtohim : Itisrighttoadore the hand condemned criminal.And he,havingtaken it
ofGod firstof all,and in thzsway to kissthe and drunk,immediatelyfelldown and died.
mouthof theking; foritiswrittenin the holy And when allwondered atthe signsthathad
books,The heart of a king is in the hand of been done,and when Domitian had retiredand
God.z gone tohispalace,John saidtohim : 0 Domi-
And the king said to him: Art thou John, tlan,king of the Romans, didstthou contrive

who saidthatmy kingdom would speedilybe this,that,thou being presentand bearingwit-
uprooted,and thatanotherking,Jesus,was go- ness,I mightto-daybecome a murderer? What
ingtoreigninsteadofmc ? And John answered istobe done aboutthe dead body which isly-
andsaidtohim :Thou alsoshaitreignformany ing? And hc orderedittobc takenand thrown
yearsgiventhee by God, and aRcr thcc very away. But John,going up to the dead body,
many others; and when the tlmesof the thingssaid: 0 God, Maker of the heavens,Lord and
upon earthhave been fulfilled,out of heaven Master of angels,of glories,of powers,in the
shallcome a King,eternal,true,Judge of livingname of JesusChrist,Thine onlybegottenSon,
anddead,towhom everynationand tribeshallgivetothisman who hasdiedforthisoccasiona
confess,throughwhom everyearthlypower and renewalof life,and restorehim his soul,that
dominionshallbe broughttonothing,and every Domitianmay learnthattheWord ismuch more
mouthspeakinggreatthingsshallbe shut. This powerfulthan poison,and isthe rulerof life.
s themightyLord and King of everythingthat And havingtakenhim by the hand, he raised
athbreathand flesh,2theWord and Son ofthe him up alive.
livingOne, who isJesusChrist. And when allwere glorifyingGod, and won-
AtthisDomitian saidto him : What isthe deringat the faithof John, Domitian saidto

proofof thesethings? I am not persuadedby _im: I have put fortha decreeof the senate,
wordsonly;words are a sightof the unsecn._thatallsuchpersonsshouldbe summarily dealt
------ with, without trial ; but since I find from thee

x Prov. xxi.
Lit. of all breath and flesh

a _ . . . . 4 i.e., the Eucharist.F,q to our proverb, Seeing ss believing, s Tisclmndor/zoajcctura this chum, w tim oelglnal _
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that they are innocent, and that their religion is obey His commandments. Let not therefore
rather beneficial, I banish thee to an island, that our God be grieved, the good, the compassionate,
I may not seem myself to do away with my own the merciful, the holy, the pure, the undefiled,
decrees. He asked then that the condemned the only, the one, the immutable, the sincere, the
criminal should be let go ; and when he was let guileless, the slow to anger, He that is higher
go, John said : Depart, give thanks to God, who and more exalted than every name that we speak
has this day delivered thee from prison and from or think ofm our God, Jesus Christ. Let Him
death, rejoice along with us because we conduct our.

And while theywere standing, a certain home- selves well ; let Him be glad because we livein
born slave of Domitian's, of those in the bed- purity; let Him rest because we behave fever-
chamber, was suddenly seized by the unclean ently; let Him be pleased because we live
demon, and lay dead ; and word was brought to fellowship; let Him smile because we are sober-
the king. And the king was moved, and en- minded ; let Him be delighted because we love.
treated John to help her. And John said : It is These things, brethren, I communicate to you,
not in man to do this ; but since thou knowest pressing on to the work set before me, already
how to reign, but dost not knowfrom whom thou perfected for me by the Lord. For what else
hast received it, learn who has the power over have I to say to you ? Keep the sureties of your
both thee and thy kingdom. And he prayed God ; keep His presence, that shall not be taken
thus : O Lord, the God of every kingdom, and away from you. And if then ye sin no more,
master of every creature, give to this maiden He will forgive you what ye have done in igno.
the breath of life. And having prayed, he raised rance ; but if, after ye have known Him, and
her up. And Domitian, astonished at all the He has had compassion upon you, you return to
wonders, sent him away to an island, appointing the hke courses, even your former offences will
for him a set time. be laid to your charge, and ye shall have no

And straightway John sailed to Patmos, where portion or compassion before His face.'
also he was deemed worthy to see the revelation And when he had said this to them, he thus
of the end. And when Domitian was dead, prayed : Jesus, who didst wreathe this crownby
Nerva succeeded to the kingdom, and recalled Thy twining, who hast inserted these many flow-
all who had been banished ; and having kept the ers into the everlasting flower of Thy counte-
kingdom for a year, he made Trajan his suc- nance, who hast sown these words among them,
cessor in the kingdom. And when he was king be Thou Thyself the protector and healer of
over the Romans, John went to Ephesus, and Thy people. Thou alone art benignant and
regulated all the teaching of the church, holding not haughty, alone merciful and kind, alone a
many conferences, and reminding them of what Saviour, and just ; Thou who always seest what
the Lord had said to them, and what duty he belongs to all, and art in all, and everywhere
had assigned to each. And when he was old and present, God Lord Jesus Christ ; who with Thy
changed, he ordered Polycarp to be bishop over gifts and Thy compassion coverest those that
the church, hope in Thee ; who knowest intimately those

And what like his end was, or his departure that everywhere speak against us, and blaspheme
from men, who cannot give an account of? Thy holy name, do Thou alone, O Lord, help
For on the following day, which was the Lord's Thy servants with Thy watchful care. So be it,
day, and in the presence of the brethren, he Lord.
began to say to them : Brethren, and fellow- And having asked bread, he gave thanks thus,
servants, and co-heirs, and copartners of the saying : What praise, or what sort of offering,or
kingdom of the Lord, know the Lord what what thanksgiving, shall we, breaking the bread,
miracles He hath shown you through me, what invoke, but Thee only? We glorify the name
wonders, what cures, what signs, what gracious by which Thou hast been called by the Father;
gifts, teachings, rulings, rests, services, glories, we glorify the name by which Thou hast been
graces, gifts, faiths, communions ; how many called through the Son ; we glorify the resur-
things you have seen with your eyes, that ear rection which has been manifested to us through
hath not heard. Be strong, therefore, in Him, ]Thee ; of Thee we glorify the seed,2 the word,
remembering Him in all your doings, knowing [ the grace, the true pearl, the treasure, the plough,
the mystery of the dispensation that has come the net,3 the majesty, the diadem, Him called
to men, for the sake of which the Lord has Son of man for our sakes, the truth, the rest, the
worked. He then, through me, exhorts you : knowledge, the freedom, the place of refuge _n
Brethren, I wish to remain without grief, without Thee. For Thou alone art Lord, the root.of

insult, without treachery, without punishment, immortality, and the fountain of incorruptl0D,
For He also knows insult from you, He knows
also dishonour, He knows also treachery, He , Comp.Heb.x.26.* Or,so_i,ag.
knows also punishment from those that dis- s com_ M,tt. xiii.
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and the seat of the ages ; Thou who hast been who hast given it Thy hand, and raised it from
called all these for our sakes, that now we, ca/I- the things done in Hades ; who hast shown it
ing upon Thee through these, may recognise its own enemy ; who hast in purity turned its
Thine illimitable majesty, presented to us by thoughts upon Thee, O Christ Jesus, Lord of
Thy presence, that can be seen only by the pure, things in heaven, and law of things on earth, the
seen in Thine only Son. course of things aerial, and guardian of things

And having broken the bread, he gave it to etherial, the fear of those under the earth, and
us, praying for each of the brethren, that he grace of Thine own people, receive also the soul
might be worthy of the Eucharist of the Lord. of Thy John, which has been certainly deemed
He also therefore, having likewise tasted it, said : worthy by Thee, Thou who hast preserved me
To me also let there be a portion with you, and also till the present hour pure to Thyself, and
peace, O beloved. And having thus spoken, free from intercourse with woman ; who, when
and confirmed the brethren, he said to Euty- I wished in my youth to marry, didst appear to
ches, also named Verus : Behold, I appoint thee me, and say, I am in need of thee, John ; who
a minister ' of the Church of Christ, and I entrust didst strengthen for me beforehand my bodily
to thee the flock of Christ. Be mindful, there- weakness ; who, when a third time I wished to
fore, of the commandments of the Lord ; and if marry, didst say to me at the third hour, in the
thou shouldst fall into trails or dangers, be not sea, John, if thou wert not mine, I would let thee
afraid: for thou shalt fall under many troubles, marry ; who hast opened up the sight of my

: and thou shalt be shown to be an eminent wit- mind, and hast favoured my bodily s eyes ; who,
hess 2 of the Lord. Thus, then, Verus, attend to when I was looking about me, didst call even
the flock as a servant of God, until the t/me the gazing upon a woman hateful ; who didst
appointed for thy testimony, deliver me from temporary show, and preserve

And when John had spoken this, and more me for that which endureth for ever; who didst
than this, having entrusted to him the flock of separate me from the filthy madness of the flesh ;

i Christ, he says to him : Take some brethren, who didst stop up 9 the secret disease of the soul,
with baskets and vessels, and follow me. And and cut out its open actions; who didst afflict
Eutyches, without considering,3 did what he was and banish him who rebelled in me ; who didst

-_ bid. And the blessed John having gone forth establish my love to Thee spotless and unim-
from the house, went outside of the gates, having paired ; who didst give me undoubting faith in
told the multitude to stand off from him. And Thee ; who hast drawn out for me pure thoughts
having come to the tomb of one of our brethren, towards Thee ; who hast given me the due re-
he told them to dig. And they dug. And he ward of my works ; who hast set it in my soul

' says: Let the trench be deeper. And as they to have no other possession than Thee alone:
dug, he conversed with those who had come out for what is more precious than Thou ? Now, O
of the house with him, building them up, and Lord, when I have accomplished Thy steward-
furnishing them thoroughly into the majesty of ship with which I was entrusted, make me
the Lord. And when the young men had fin- worthy of Thy repose, having wrought that which
ished the trench, as he had wished, while we is perfect In Thee, which is ineffable salvation.
knew 4 nothing, he takes off the clothes he had And as I go to Thee, let the fire withdraw, let
on, and throws them, as if they were some bed- darkness be overcome, let the furnace be slack-
drag, into the depth of the trench ; and, stand- ened, let Gehenna be extinguished, let the an-
mg in only his drawers,s stretched forth his gels follow, let the demons be afraid, let the
hands, and prayed, princes be broken in pieces, let the powers of

0 God, who hast chosen us for the mission 6 darkness fall, let the places on the right hand
of the Gentiles, who hast sent us out into the stand firm, let those on the left abide not, let
world, who hast declared Thyself through the the devil be muzzled, let Satan be laughed to
apostles ; who hast never rested, but always sav- scorn, let his madness be tamed, let his wrath be
est from the foundation of the world ; who hast broken, let his children be trodden under foot,
made Thyself known through all nature ; who and let all his root be uprooted ; and grant to
hast made our wild and savage nature quiet and me to accomplish the journey to Thee, not in-
peaceable ; who hast given Thyself to it when suited, not despitefully treated, and to receive
thirsting after knowledge ; 2 who hast put to what Thou hast promised to those that live in
death its adversary, when it took refuge in Thee ; purity, and that have loved a holy life.

_"-_-_,_o,. And gazing towards heaven, he glorified God ;
' ,.c. =_ and having sealed himself altogether, he stood3 J "

, oa_ot_ ,ss. tin: not,ltho_t co=_.m, and said to us, Peace and grace be with you,

X_ 'L ts tt misreading of_,..Z6.-._._

9 Or, "_, I_
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brethren I and sent the brethren away. And !main until I come ?' And they glorified G_
when they went on the morrow they did not find I for the miracle that had happened. And having
him, but his sandals, and a fountain welling up. [ thus believed, they retired praising and blessing
And after that they remembered what had been [ the benignant God ; because to Him is due glory
said to Peter by the Lord about him : For what Inow and ever, and to ages of ages. Amen. ---_does it concern thee if I should wish him to re- I _
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Accougr and life of Adam and Eve, the first- a loud voice, and said : Let all my sons come
created, revealed by God to His servant Moses, to me, that I may see them before I die. And
when he received from the hand of the Lord they were all brought together, for the earth was
the tables of the law of the covenant, instructed inhabited in three parts ; and they all came to

° by the archangel Michael. the door of the house into which he had'entered
Th_s is the account of Adam and Eve. After to pray to God. And his son Seth said : Father

they went forth out of paradise, Adam took Eve Adam, what is thy disease ? And he says : My
his wife, and went up into the east. And he re- children, great trouble has hold of me. And

: mained there eighteen years and two months ; they say: What is the trouble and disease? And
and Eve conceived and brought forth two sons, Seth answered and said to him : Is it that thou
Diaphotus called Cain, and Amilabes' called rememberest the fruits of paradise of which thou

£ Abel. didst eat, and grievest thyself because of the de-
And after this, Adam and Eve were with one sire of them ? If it is so, tell me, and I will go

another; and when they lay down, Eve said to and bring thee fruit from paradise. For I will
"! Adam her lord : My lord, I have seen in a dream put dung upon my head, and weep and pray,

this night the blood of my son Amilabes, who is and the Lord will hearken to me, and send his
called Abel, thrown into the mouth of Cain his angel ; and I shall bring it to thee,4 that thy
brother, and he drank it without pity. And he trouble may cease from thee. Adam says to

._ entreated him to grant him a tittle of it, but he him : No, my son Seth ; but I have disease and
&d not listen to him, but drank it all up ; and it trouble. Seth says to him : And how have they
did not remain in his belly, but came forth out come upon thee ? Adam said to him : When
of his mouth. .and Adam said to Eve : Let us God made us, me and your mother, for whose
arise, and go and see what has happened to sake also I die, He gave us every plant in para-
them, lest perchance the enemy should be in any dise ; but about one he commanded us not to
way warring against them. eat of it, because on account of it we should die.

And having both gone, they found Abel killed And the hour was at hand for the angels who
by the hand of Cain h_s brother. And God says guarded your mother to go up and worship the
to the archangel Michael : Say to Adam, Do not Lord ; and the enemy gave to her, and she ate
relate the mystery which thou knowest to thy of the tree, knowing that I was not near her, nor
son Cain, for he is a son of wrath. But grieve the holy angels; then she gave me also to eat.
thyself not ; for I will give thee instead of him And when we had both eaten, God was angry
another son, who shall show thee all things, as with us. And the Lord, coming into paradise,
many as thou shalt do to him ; but do thou tell set His throne, and called with a dreadful voice,
him nothing. This God said to His angel ; and saying, Adam, where art thou ? arfd why art thou
Adam kept the word in his heart, and with him hidden from my face ? shall the house be hidden
Eve also, having grief about Abel their son. from him that built it ? And He says, Since thou

And after this, Adam knew his wife Eve, and hast forsaken my covenant, I have brought upon
she conceived and brought forth Seth. And thy body seventy strokes.S The trouble of the
Adam says to Eve : Behold, we have brought forth first stroke is the injury of the eyes ; the trouble
a son Instead of Abel whom Cain slew ; let us give of the second stroke, of the hearing ; and so in
glory and sacrifice to God. succession, all the strokes shall overtake thee.

And Adam had 2 thirty sons and thirty dangh- And Adam thus speaking to his sons, groaned
ters.3 And he fell into disease, and cried with out loud, and said : What shall I do? I am in--.-_____

_.__ There is great variety as to these names m the Mss. _ true great grief. And Eve also wept, saying : My
_r._zgw_probably&_rwpor&a_..... 6,, a planter,andp._Aacd,lord Adam, arise, give me the half ofthy disease,

gz_°_wr'O¢, a keeper of sheep.
_u. made * One xs. has: and he will bring to me of the tn_ in whu:h ccm-

3 0 ' .
tot.. hems adds: AndAdam hved93oyears ; arglwhenhe came passion flows, and thy ta'ouble shall cease from thee.

,mead he cried, etc. s Or, pLagues.
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and let me bear it, because through me this has fulfilled, equal to 2 three days. And when ha
happened to thee ; through me thou art in dis- soul goes out, thou wilt behold its dreadful p_
tresses and troubles. And Adam said to Eve: sage.

Arise, and go with our son Seth near paradise, And the angel, having said this, went away
and put earth upon your heads, and weep, be- from them. And Seth and Eve came to the teat
seeching the Lord that He may have compassion where Adam was lying. And Adam says to Eve:
upon me, and send His angel to paradise, and Why didst thou work mischief against us, and
give me of the tree in which flows the oll out of bring upon us great wrath, whmh is death, hold.
it, and that thou mayest bring it to me ; and Iing sway over all our race ? And he says to her:
shall anoint myself, and have rest, and show thee Call all our children, and our children's chl.
the manner in which we were deceived at first, dren, and relate to them the manner of our

And Seth and Eve went into the regions of transgression.
paradise. And as they were going along, Eve Then Eve says to them : Listen, all my ch:l-
saw her son, and a wild beast fighting with him. dren, and my children's children, and I shall re-
And Eve wept, saying : Woe's me, woe's me ; late to you how our enemy deceived us. It came
for if I come to the day of the resurrection, all to pass, while we were keeping paradise, that _e
who have sinned will curse me, saying, Eve did kept each the portion allotted to him by God.
not keep the commandment of God. And Eve And I was keeping in my lot the south and wes:.
cried out to the wild beast, saying : 0 thou evil And the devil went into the lot of Adam where
wild beast, wilt thou not be afraid to fight wJth were the male wild beasts ; since God parted to
the image of God ? How has thy mouth been us the wild beasts, and had given all the males
opened ? how have thy teeth been strengthened ? to your father, and all the females He gave to
how hast thou not been mindful of thy subjection, me, and each of us watched his own. And the
that thou wast formerly subject to the image of ldewl spoke to the serpent, saying, Arise, come
God ? Then the wild beast cried out, saying : to me, and I shall tell you a thing in wh:ch thou
O Eve, not against us thy upbraiding nor thy t be of service.mayst Then the serpent came to
weeping, but against thyself, since the beginning him, and the devil says to him, I hear that thou
of the wild beasts was from thee. How was thy art more sagacious than all the wild beasts, and
mouth opened to eat of the tree about which I have come to make thy acquaintance ; 3 and I
God had commanded thee not to eat of :t? For have found thee greater than all the wild beasts,
this reason also our nature has been changed, and they associate with thee ; notwithstanding
Now, therefore, thou shalt not be able to bear thou doest reverence to one far inferior. Why
up, if I begin to reproach thee. And Seth says eatest thou of the tares 4 of Adam and his wife,
to the wild beast : Shut thy mouth and be silent, and not of the fruit of parad:se ? Arise and come
and stand off from the image of God till the day hither, and we shall make him be cast out of
of judgment. Then the wild beast says to Seth : paradise through his wife, as we also were cast
Behold, I stand off, Seth, from the image of God. out through him. The serpent says to him, I am
Then the wild beast fled, and left him wounded, afraid lest the Lord be angry with me. The
and went to his covert, devil says to him, Be not afraid ; only become

And Seth went with his mother Eve near par- my instrument, and I will speak through thy
adise : and they wept there, beseeching God to mouth a word by which thou shalt be able to
send His angel, to give ' them the oil of corn- deceive him. Then straightway he hung by the
passion. And God sent to them the archangel walls of paradise about the hour when the an-
Michael, and he said to them these words: Seth, gels of God went up to worship. Then Satan
man of God, do not weary thyself praying in came in the form of an angel, and praised God
this supplication about the tree in which flows as did the angels ; and looking out from the
the oll to anoint thy father Adam ; for it vall wall, I saw laim like an angel. And says he to
not happen to thee now, but at the last times, me, Art thou Eve ? And I said to h:m, I am.
Then shall arise all flesh from Adam even to that And says he to me, What doest thou in para-
great day, as many as shall be a holy people ; dise ? And I said to him, God has set us to
then shall be given to them all the delight of keep it, and to eat of it. The devil answered
paradise, and God shall be in the midst of them ; me through the mouth of the serpent, Ye do
and there shall not any more be sinners before well, but you do not eat of every plant. And I
Him, because the wicked heart shall be taken
from them, and there shall be given to them a • P_h_-_ _o_:.o_ _ _ho.ld,_d .U,_ _,,thm A_oth__d.
heart _ #,_ ,,,,,-h_+o,,d _h_ t ;¢ c_r_,q an,-lting_s for_edaysofhislifchavebeenfulfi_ed an_t'he_nllhvef_°_ma_ w _._. .... . ........ _,w_, _ to-da threedas andhewflldie
to worship God only. Do thou again go to thyl _h_: I_k ..... lwlthth¢_. [CisaVi ..... anusc_ f

• • • the twelfth c_ntu_; se_ . 358, and Tischendorf, A/mcalypse r,-
father, since the measure of h_s hfe has been .y_g. pp x_ xfi--R _ ._

- -- -- ] "" ' It' seems ;o he settledthat the ziza_ia of the Greeks, th_w_ _
z r ;- _ _ .... _ of the Arabs, was darnel, but from the associanons connec_t., ana n¢ _ give. [ the word, ztzs better to keep the common tz-anslzLtlon.
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say to him, Yes, of every plant we eat, but one father came, I said to him words of wickedness,
only which is in the midst of paradise, about which brought us down from great glory. For
wh,ch God has commanded us not to eat of it, as soon as he came I opened my mouth, and
since you will die the death. Then says the ser- the devil spoke ; and I began to advise him,
pent to me, As God liveth, I am grieved for you, saying, Come hither, my lord Adam, listen to
because you are like cattle. For I do not wish me, and eat of the fruit of the tree of which

you to be ignorant of this ; but rise, come God said to us not to eat of it, and thou shalt
hither, listen to me, and eat, and perceive the be as God. And your father answered and said,
value of the tree, as He told us. But I said to I am afraid lest God be angry with me. And I
him, I am afraid lest God be angry with me. said to him, Be not afraid, for as soon as thou
And he says to me, Be not afraid ; for as soon shalt eat thou shalt know good and evil. And
as thou eatest, thine eyes shall be opened, and then I quickly persuaded him, and he ate ; and
ye shall be as gods in knowing what is good and his eyes were opened, and he was aware, he also,
what is evil. And God, knowing this, that ye of his nakedness. And he says to me, O wicked
shall be like Him, has had a grudge against you, woman, why hast thou wrought mischief in us?
and said, Ye shall not eat of it. But do thou Thou hast alienated me from the glory of God.
observe the plant, and thou shalt see great glory And that same hour we heard the archangel

'o about it. And I observed the plant, and saw Michael sounding his trumpet, calling the angels,
great glory about it. And I said to him, It is saying, Thus saith the Lord, Come with me to

" beautiful to the eyes to perceive ; and I was paradise, and hear the word in which I judge
afraid to take of the fruit. And he says to me, Adam. And when we heard the archangel
Come, I will give to thee : follow me. And I sounding, we said, Behold, God is coming into
opened to him, and he came instde into para- paradise to judge us. And we were afraid, and

'_ disc, and went through it before me. And hay- hid ourselves. And God came up into paradise,

i mg walked a little, he turned, and says to me, I riding upon a chariot of cherubim, and the an-have changed my mind, and will not give thee gels praising Him. When God came into para-
to eat. And this he said, wishing at last to en- dise, the plants both of Adam's lot and of my
tice and destroy me. And he says to me, Swear lot bloomed, and all lifted themselves up ; and
to me that thou wilt give also to thy husband, the throne of God was made ready where the
And I said to him, I know not by what oath I tree of life was. And God called Adam, saying,
shall swear to thee ; but what I know I say to Adam, where art thou hidden, thinking that I
thee, By the throne of the Lord, and the chem- shall not find thee ? Shall the house be hidden
blm, and the tree of life, I will give also to my from him that built it? Then your father an-
husband to eat. And when he had taken the swered and said, Not, Lord, did we hide our-
oath from me, then he went and ascended upon selves as thinking that we should not be found
_t. And he put upon the fruit which he gave me by Thee ; but I am afraid, because I am naked,
to eat the pozson of his wickedness, that is, of and stand in awe of Thy power, O Lord. God
h_s desire ; for desire is the head ' of all sin. says to him, Who hath shown thee that thou art
And I bent down the branch to the ground, and naked, unless it be that thou hast forsaken my
took of the fruit, and ate. And in that very commandment which I gave thee to keep it ?

.: hour mine eyes were opened, and I knew that I Then Adam remembered the word which I spake
was stripped _ of the righteousness with which to him when I wished to deceive him, I will put
I had been clothed ; and I wept, saying, What is thee out of danger from GOd. And he turned
this thou hast done to me, because I have been and said to me, Why hast thou done this ? And
deprived of the glory with which I was clothed ? I also remembered the word of the serpent, and
And I wept too about the oath. And he came said, The serpent deceived me. God says to
down out of the tree, and went out of sight. Adam, Since thou hast disobeyed my command-
And I sought leaves in my portion,S that I might ment, and obeyed thy wife, cursed is the ground
cover my shame ; and I did not find them from in thy labours. For whenever thou labourest it,
the plants of paradise, since, at the time that I and it will not give its strength, thorns and this-
ate, the leaves of all the plants in my portion tles shall it raise for thee ; and in the sweat of
fell, e_cept of the fig alone. And having taken thy face shalt thou eat thy bread. And thou shalt
leaves off it, I made myself a girdle, and it is be in distresses of many kinds. Thou shalt weary
from those plants of which I ate. And I cried thyself, and rest not ; thou shalt be afflicted by
out with a loud voice, saying, Adam, Adam, bitterness, and shalt not taste of sweetness; thou
where art thou? Arise, come to me, and I shall shalt be afflicted by heat, and oppressed by
show thee a great mystery. And when your cold ; and thou shalt toil much, and not grow

rich ; and thou shah make haste,4 and not attain
I c.has,,ootaadorigin
2 .J._t.,naked.
3 t'e', of the garden. 4 I have read ,rctXm,_ctt fi_, _tt_ tlmu tthalt grow tttt,
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thine end ; and the wild beasts, of which thou the Lord said to Adam, Thou shait not now take
wast lord, shall rise up against thee in rebellion, of it, for it has been assigned to the cherubim
because thou hast not kept my commandment, and the flaming sword, which turneth to guard
And having turned to me, the Lord says to me, it on account of thee, that thou mayst not taste
Since thou hast obeyed the serpent, and dis- of it and be free from death for ever, but that
obeyed my commandment, thou shalt be in dis- thou mayst have the war which the enemy has
tresses _ and unbearable pains ; thou shalt bring set m thee. But when thou art gone out of para-
forth children with great tremblings ; and in one disc, if thou shalt keep thyself from all evil, as
hour shalt thou come to bring tke/n farth, 2 and being destined to die, I will again raise thee up
lose thy life in consequence of thy great straits when the resurrection comes, and then there
and pangs. And thou shalt confess, and say, shall be given thee of the tree of life, and thou

Lord, Lord, save me ; and I shall not return to shalt be free from death for ever. And having
the sin of the flesh. And on this account in thus said, the Lord commanded us to be cast
thine own words I shall judge thee, on account out of paradise. And your father wept before
of the enmity which the enemy hath put in thee ; the angels over against paradise. And the an-
and thou shalt turn again to thy husband, and gels say to him, What dost thou wish that we
he shall be thy lord: And after speaking thus should do for thee, Adam ? And your father
to me, He spoke to the serpent in great wrath, answered and said to the angels, Behold, you
saying to him, Since thou hast done this, and cast me out. I beseech you, allow me to take
hast become an ungracious instrument until thou sweet odours out of paradise, in order that, after
shouldst deceive those that were remiss in heart, I go out, I may offer sacrifice to God, that God
cursed art thou of all the beasts. Thou shalt be i.may listen to me. And the angels, advancing,
deprived of the food which thou eatest ; and said to God, Jael, eternal King, order to be
dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy life ; upon given to Adam sacrifices 5 of sweet odour out of
thy breast and belly shalt thou go, and thou shalt paradise. And God ordered Adam to go, that
be deprived both of thy hands and feet ; there he might take perfumes of sweet odour out of
shall not be granted thee ear, nor wing, nor one paradise for his food. And the angels let him
limb of all which those have whom thou hast go, and he gathered both kinds--saffron and
enticed by thy wickedness, and hast caused spikenard, and calamus 6 and cinnamon, and
them to be cast out of paradise. And I shall other seeds for his food ; and having taken them,
put enmity between thee and between his seed. he went forth out of paradise. And we came to
He shall lie in wait for 4 thy head, and thou for the earth:
his heel, until the day of judgment. And hay- Now, then, my children, I have shown you the
ing thus said, He commands His angels that we manner in which we were deceived. But do ye
be cast out of paradise. And as we were being watch over yourselves, so as not to forsake what
driven along, and were lamenting, your father is good.
Adam entreated the angels, saying, Allow me a And when she had thus spoken in the midst
little, that I may entreat God, and that He may!of her sons, and Adam was lying in his disease,
have compassion upon me, and pity me, for land he had one other day before going out of
only have sinned. And they stopped driving the body, Eve says to Adam: Why is it that
him. And Adam cried out with weeping, say- thou diest, and I live ? or how long time have I
ing, Pardon me, Lord, what I have done. Then to spend after thou diest ? tell me. Then says
says the Lord to His angels, Why have you Adam to Eve: Do not trouble thyself about
stopped driving Adam out of paradise? It is matters; for thou wilt not be long after me, but
not that the sin is mine, or that I have judged we shall both die alike, and thou wilt be laid
ill? Then the angels, falling to the ground, into my place, s And when I am dead you will
worshipped the Lord, saying, Just art Thou, leave 9 me, and let no one touch me, until the
Lord, and judgest what is right. And turning angel of the Lord shall say something about me;
to Adam, the Lord said, I will not permit thee for God will not forget me, but will seek His
henceforth to be in paradise. And Adam an- own vessel which He fashioned. Arise, rather,
swered and said, Lord, give me of the tree of pray to God until I restore my spirit into the
life, that I may eat before I am cast out. Then hands of Him who has given it ; because we

know not how we shall meet Him who made us,
t The text has wwrtd.ot,, vain; the true reading is probably whether He shall be angry with us, or turn and

_6_td_'o_, or _t6X0ot_.
a InsertedfromMs.C. have mercy upon us. Then arose Eve, and went
S taS. B inserts: And Eve was twelve years old when the demon

deceived hers and gave her evd desires. For night and day he ceased

not to hear hatred against them, because he htmself was formerly m _ Or, incense.paradise, and therefore he supplanted them, because he could not This ts the "sweet cane" of Isa. xlih. 24; Jet. vi. 20. Seealso
bear tosee therein paradase. [[3 is aVlenna us. oftha thirteenth Ex. xxx. 23; Cant. iv x4. Eaek. xxvii, x9.
or fourteenth century; see Tisehendoff, A_,oca/. fl_cr., p. xt. -- R.] :' Or and we were upon the earth

4 This isafter tha versinn of the LXX., and it is also the rater- s Perba_ _-_bou, tod,xb, would he better than _6tror.
pretaUon of Gesenias of the Hebrew sk_2_k, Gen. iii. iS. 9 Or, anoint.
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outside; and falling to the ground, she said : Adam. Eve says to him : And where is their
I have sinned, O God ; I have sinned, O Father light, and why have they become black-lookingt
of all ; I have sinned to Thee, I have sinned And Seth says to her : They cannot shine in the
against Thy chosen angels, I have sinned against presence of the Light of the universe, s and for
the cherubim, I have sinned against Thine un- this reason the light from them has been hidden.
shaken throne ; I have sinned, 0 Lord, I have And while Seth was speaking to his mother,
sinned much, I have sinned before Thee, and the angels lying upon their faces sounded their
every sin' through me has come upon the crea- trumpets, and cried out with an awful voice, say-
tion. And while Eve was still praying, being on ing, Blessed be the glory of the Lord upon what
her knees, behold, there came to her the angel He has made, for He has had compassion upon
of humanity, and raised her up, saying : Arise, Adam, the work of His hands. When the an-
Eve, from thy repentance; for, behold, Adam gels had sounded this forth, there came one of
thy husband has gone forth from his body ; arise the six-winged seraphim, and hurried Adam to
and see his spirit carried up to Him that made 2 the Acherusian lake, and washed him in pres.
it, to meet Him. ence of God. And he spent three hours 6 lying,

And Eve arose, and covered her face with her and thus the Lord of the universe, sitting upon
hand ; and the angel says to her : Raise thyself His holy throne, stretched forth His hands, and
from the things of earth. And Eve gazed upraised Adam, and delivered him to the arch-
into heaven, and she saw a chariot of light going angel Michael, saying to him : Raise him into
along under four shining eagles-- and it was not paradise, even to the third heaven, and let him
possible for any one born of woman s to tell the be there until that great and dreadful day which
glory of them, or to see the face of them--and I am to bring upon the world. And the arch-
angels going before the chariot. And when they angel Michael, having taken Adam, led him
came to the place where your father Adam was away, and anointed him, as God said to him
lying, the chariot stood sttll, and the seraphim at the pardoning of Adam.
between your father and the chariot. And I After all these things, therefore, the archangel
sawgolden censers, and three vials ; and, behold, asked about the funeral rites of the remains ; and
all the angels with incense, and the censers, and God commanded that all the angels should come
the vials, came to the altar, and blew them up, together into His presence, each according to
and the smoke of the incense covered the firma- his rank. And all the angels were assembled,
ments. And the angels fell down and wor- some with censers, some with trumpets. And
shipped God, crying out and saying : Holy Jael, the Lord of Hosts went up,7 and the winds drew
forgive ; for he is Thine image, and the work of Him, and cherubim riding upon the winds, and
Thine holy hands, the angels of heaven went before Him ; and they

And again, I Eve saw two great and awful came to where the body of Adam was, and took
mysteries standing before God. And I wept it. And they came to paradise, and all the trees
for fear, and cried out to my son Seth, saying : of paradise were moved so that all begotten from
Arise, Seth, from the body of thy father Adam, Adam hung their heads in sleep at the sweet
and come to me, that thou mayst see what the smell, except Seth, because he had been begot-
eye of no one hath ever seen ; and they are ten according to the appointment of God.
praying for thy father Adam. 4 The body of Adam, then, was lying on the

Then Seth arose and went to his mother, and iground in paradise, and Seth was grieved exceed-
said to her: What has befallen thee? and why ingly about him. And the Lord God says:
weepest thou ? She says to him : Look up with Adam, why hast thou done this ? If thou hadst
thineeyes, and see the seven firmaments opened, kept my commandment, those that brought thee
and see with thine eyes how the body of thy down to this place would not have rejoiced.
father lies upon its face, and all the holy angels Nevertheless I say unto thee, that I will turn
with him, praying for him, and saying : Pardon their joy into grief, but I will turn thy grief into
hlrn, 0 Father of the universe ; for he is Thine joy ; and having turned, I will set thee in thy
Image. What then, my child Seth, will this be ? kingdom, on the throne of him that deceived
and when will he be delivered into the hands of thee ; and he shall be cast into this place, that
our invisible Father and God? And who are thou mayst sit upon him. Then shall be con-
the two dark-faced ones who stand by at the demned, he and those who hear him ; and they
prayer of thy father? And Seth says to his shall be much grieved, and shall weep, seeing
mother: These are the sun and the moon, and thee sitting upon his glorious throne.
they are falling down and praying for my father 5 Ms A here ends thus: the Father, and the Son, and the Holy

! Spirit, now and ever, and to ages of ages, Amen. [A ts the Vemice
MS." of about the thirteenth century, " TL_hendorf, .4_cM..dj_t'r,

t Or, all sin. -- R l
a _ text has vtov_cvav.r_, a mlsprmt for no_tvl"a, p. x_ The Mss originally had day_, and l_aura is _absfituted in In.
a _e' of a womb. other hand.
4 last clause is not ia C. 7 Le., mounted His chariot.
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And then He said to the archangel Michael : his rib should return to him. And the beudi.
Go into paradise, into the third heaven, and bring cent God and the holy angels having laid hi_
me three cloths of fine linen and silk. And God in his place, after the six days Eve also died.
said to Michael, Gabriel, Uriel, and Raphael :_ And while she lived she wept about her falling
Cover Adam's body with the cloths, and bring asleep, because she knew not where her body
olive oil of sweet odour, and pour upon him. was to be laid. For when the Lord was present
And having thus done, they prepared his body in paradise when they buried Adam, both she
for burial. And the Lord said: Let also the and her children fell asleep, except Seth, as I
body of Abel be brought. And having brought said. And Eve, in the hour of her death, be.
other cloths, they prepared it also for burial, sought that she might be buried where Adam
since it had not been prepared for burial since her husband was, saying thus : My Lord, Lord
the day on which his brother Cain slew him. and God of all virtue, do not separate me, Thy
For the wicked Cain, having taken great pains servant, from the body of Adam, for of his mere.
to hide it, had not been able ; for the earth did bers Thou madest me ; but grant to me, even
not receive it, saying : I will not receive a body me, the unworthy and the sinner, to be buried
into companionship 2 until that dust which was by his body. And as I was along with him in
taken up and fashioned upon me come to me. paradise, and not separated from him after the
And then the angels took it up, and laid it' on transgression, so also let no one separate us.
the rock until his father died. And both were After having prayed, therefore, she looked up
buried, according to the commandment of God, into heaven, and stood up, and said, beating her
in the regions of paradise, in the place in which breast : God of all, receive my spirit. And
God found the dust.3 And God sent seven straightway she gave up her spirit to God.
angels into paradise, and they brought many And when she was dead, the archangel Mi-
sweet-smeUingherbs, and laid them in the earth ; chael stood beside her; and there came three
and thus they took the two bodies, and buried angels, and took her body, and buried it where
them in the place which they had dug and the body of Abel was. And the archangel
built. Michael said to Seth : Thus bury every man that

And God called Adam, and said : Adam, dies, until the day of the resurrection. And af.
Adam. And the body answered out of the ter having given this law, he said to him: Do
ground, and said : Here am I, Lord. And the not mourn beyond six days. And on the seventh
Lord says to him : I said to thee, Dust 4 thou art, day, rest, and rejoice in it, because in it God
and unto dust thou shalt return. Again I prom- and we the angels rejoice in the righteous s0ul
ise thee the resurrection. I will raise thee up that has departed from earth. Having thus
in the last day in the resurrection, with every spoken, the archangel Michael went up into
man who is of thy seed. heaven, glorifying, and saying the Alleluia:5

And after these words God made a three-cor- Holy, holy, holy Lord, to the glory of God the
nered seal, and sealed the tomb, that no one Father, because to Him is due glory, honour,
should do anything to him in the six days, until and adoration, with His unbeginning and life-

giving Spirit, now and ever, and to ages of ages
X_ to • J_v_h _tlon, t_ ,,e,_ me_ou_._e_who Amen.mood round the throne of God.

a Probably the readlng should b¢ _fpov, anothvr, and not _r_poJ*.
Or it may mcan: Iwill not rccelvea My body, Le., one upon s Ms. Dendshercwith: To whmn be glory and stnmgth tough

of ages. Amen. [D is the Milan manuscript which Ttschend?rfa_

4 Lit., ¢_-th.
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WORD AND REVELATION OF ESDRAS, THE HOLY PROPHET AND BELOVED

OF GOD.

IT came to pass in the thirtieth year, on the Thy wrath. And God said : This is t_e fate of
twenty-second of the month, I was in my house, such. And God said : I wish to have thee like
And I cried out and said to the Most High: Paul and John, as thou hast given me uncor-
Lord, give the glory,' in order that I may see rupted the treasure that cannot be stolen, the
Thy mysteries. And when it was night, there treasure of virginity, the bulwark s of men. And
came an angel, Michael the archangel, and says Esdras said : It is good for a man not to be
to me: O Prophet Esdras, refrain from bread born. It is good not to be in life. The irra-
forseventy weeks." And I fasted as he told me. tional creatures are better than man, because
And there came Raphael the commander of the they have no punishment ; but Thou hast taken
host, and gave me a storax rod. And I fasted us, and given us up to judgment. Woe to the
twice sixty 3 weeks. And I saw the mysteries of sinners in the world to come ! because their
God and His angels. And I said to them: I judgment is endless, and the flame unquench-
wish to plead before God about the race of the able. And while I was thus speaking to him,
Christians. It is good for a man not to be born there came Michael and Gabriel, and all the
rather than to come into the world. I was there- apostles ; and they said : Rejoice, O faithful man
fore taken up into heaven, and I saw in the first of God ! And Esdras said : 6 Arise, and come
heaven a great army of angels ; and they took hither with me, O Lord, to judgment. And the
me to the judgments. And I heard a voice Lord said : Behold, I give thee my covenant be-
saying to me: Have mercy on us, O thou tween me and thee, that you may receive it.
chosen of God, Esdras. Then began I to And Esdras said : Let us plead in Thy hearing.7
say : Woe to sinners when they see one who And God said : Ask Abraham your father how a
is just more than the angels, and they them- son pleads with his father, s and come plead with
selves are in the Gehenna of fire ! And Esdras us. And Esdras said : As the Lord liveth, I will
said : Have mercy on the works of Thine hands, not cease pleading with Thee in behalf of the
Thou who art compassionate, and of great race of the Christians. Where are Thine ancient
mercy. Judge me rather than the souls of the compassions, O Lord ? Where is Thy long-suf-
sinners ; for it is better that one soul should be feting? And God said : As I have made night
punished, and that the whole world should not and day, I have made the righteous and the sin-
come to destruction. And God said : I will her ; and he should have lived like the righteous.
give rest in paradise to the righteous, and I have And the prophet said : Who made Adam the first-
become 4 merciful. And Esdras said : Lord, formed ? And God said : My undefiled hands.
why dost Thou confer benefits on the righteous ? And I put him in paradise to guard the food of
for just as one who has been hired out, and has the tree of life ; and thereafter he became diso-
served out his time, goes and again works bedient, and did this in transgression. And the
as a slave when he come to his masters, so prophet said: Was he not protected by an
also the righteous has received his reward in angel ? and was not his life guarded by the cheru-
the heavens. But have mercy on the sinners, bim to endless ages ? and how was he deceived
forwe know that Thou art merciful. And God who was guarded by angels? for Thou didst
_d : I do not see how I can have mercy upon command all to be present, and to attend to
them. And Esdras said: They cannot endure

t i • reveal s Lit., wall. • .......... -,i,4 _ that
_ , . . 6 Tischendorf supplies tbts ¢iatumma¢aconjocmrc, __

3 _rP_2ted by Timchendoff. Perhaps it should be days. some more seems to have fallen out.
tevea_ _mps thts saou/d be frre__ _ instead of _ _ which would make T Lit., to Thine ear. . . .

• _ uays, as above 8 This seems to be the meamng of the text, whie.h M
- ,_r, I am. " corrupt, It obviously refers to Abraham pleading t_- _maom.
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what was said by Thee.' But if Thou hadst not by the sea-shore ; '° and where is Thy promise?
given him Eve, the serpent would not have de- And God said : First will I make an earthquake
ceived her; = but whom Thou wilt Thou savest, for the fall of four-footed beasts and of men ; and
and whom Thou wilt Thou destroyest.3 And when you see that brother gives up brother to
the prophet said: Let us come, my Lord, to a death, and that children shall rise up against
second judgment. And God said: I cast fire their parents, and that a woman forsakes her

upon Sodom and Gomorrah. And the prophet own husband, and when nation shall rise up
said : Lord, Thou dealest with us accordmg to against nation in war, then will you know that
our deserts. And God said : Your sins tran- the end is near." For then neither brother pities
scend my clemency. And the prophet said : brother, nor man wife, nor children parents, nor
Call to mind the Scriptures, my Father, who hast friends friends, nor a slave his master ; for he
measured out Jerusalem, and set her up again, who is the adversary of men shall come up from
Have mercy, O Lord, upon sinners ; have mercy Tartarus, and shall show men many things. What
upon Thine own creatures ; 4 have pity upon Thy shall I make of thee, Esdras ? and wilt thou yet
works. Then God remembered those whom He )lead with me ? And the prophet said : Lord, I
had made, and said to the prophet : How can I shall not cease to plead with Thee. And God
have mercy upon them ? Vinegar and gall did said : Number the flowers of the earth. If thou
they give me to drink,S and not even then did shall be able to number them, thou art able also
they repent. And the prophet said : Reveal to plead with me. And the prophet said : Lord,
Thy cherubim, and let us go together to judg- i cannot number them. I wear human flesh;
merit ; and show me the day of judgment, what but I shall not cease to plead with Thee. I wish,
like it is. And God said: Thou hast been de- Lord, to see also the under parts of Tartarus.
ceived, Esdras ; for such is the day of judgment And God said : Come down and see. And He
as that in which there is no rain upon the earth ; gave me Michael, and Gabriel, and other thirty-
for it is a merciful tribunal as compared with that four angels ; and I went down eighty-five steps,
day. And the prophet said : I will not cease to and they brought me down five hundred steps,
plead with Thee, unless I see the day of the and I saw a fiery throne, and an old man sittang
consummation. And God said : 6 Number the upon it ; and his judgment was merciless. And
stars and the sand of the sea ; and if thou shalt I said to the angels : Who is this ? and what is
be able to number this, thou art also able to his sin ? And they said to me : This is Herod,
plead with me. And the prophet said : Lord, who for a time was a king, and ordered to put to
Thou knowest that I wear human flesh ; and how death the children from twoyears old and under.'*
can I count the stars of the heaven, and the And I said : Woe to his soul ! And again the)
sand of the sea ? And God said : My chosen took me down thirty steps, and I there saw boll-
prophet, no man will know that great day and ings up of fire, and in them there was a multi-
the appearing 7 that comes to judge the world, tude of sinners ; and I heard their voice, but
For thy sake, my prophet, I have told thee the saw not their forms. And they took me down
day ; but the hour have I not told thee. And lower many steps, which I could not measure.
the prophet said : Lord, tell me also the years. And I there saw old men, and fiery pivots turn-
And God said : If I see the righteousness of the ing in their ears. And I said : Who are these?
world, that it has abounded, I will have patience and what is their sin ? And they said to me:
with them ; but if not, I will stretch forth my These are theywho would not listen, xs And they
hand, and lay hold of the world by the four took me down again other five hundred steps,
quarters, and bring them all together into the val- and I there saw the worm that sleeps not, and
ley of Jehoshaphat, s and I will wipe out the fire burning up the sinners. And they took me
race of men, so that the world shall be no more. down to the lowest part of destruction, and I
And the prophet said : And how can Thy right saw there the twelve plagues of the abyss. And
hand be glorified ? And God said : I shall be they took me away to the south, and I saw there
glorified by my angels. And the prophet said : a man hanging by the eyefids ; and the angels
Lord, if Thou hast resolved to do this, why didst kept scourging him. And I asked : Who is this?
Thou make man? Thou didst say to our father and what is his sin? And Michael the corn-
Abraham,9 Multiplying I will multiply thy seed mander said to me: This is one who lay with
as the stars of the heaven, and as the sand that is his mother ; for having put into practice a small

wish, he has been ordered to be hanged. And
x This _ge ts very corrupt in the text; but a few emendations they took me away to the north, and I saw therebring out the meaning above.

* Better,him. a man bound with iron chains. And I asked:
_t Comp. Ex. xxxiti, x9; Rom. ix. x8.
* Lit.,framing,orfu_nlng. Who is this ? And he said to me : This is he who
S Matt. xxvlt. 34. /
6 Thts ts m_erted by T'mchendorf. xo Lit., the lip of the sea.
? Comp :t Tim. iv. x, 8; Ttt. il. t 3. tt Comp. Matt x:uv.
* JcmI ill. 2, xtl. z2 Matt. ]i. t6.
9 _ xxit. x7. ts Or, who heard wrong.
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said, I am the Son of God, that made stone., second it increases in size; the third it gets hair;
bread, and water wine. And the prophet said : the fourth it gets nails ; the fifth it is turned into
My lord, let me know what is his form, and I milk ;4 and the sixth it is made ready, and re-
sballtell the race of men, that they may not be- ceives life ; 5 the seventh it is completely fur-
lievein him. And he said to me : The form of nished ; the ninth the barriersof the gate of the
his countenance is like that of a wild beast ; his woman are opened ; and it is born safe and
right eye like the star that rises in the morning, sound into the earth. And the prophet said :
and the other without motion ; his mouth one Lord, it is good for man not to have been born.
cubit; his teeth span long ; his fingers like Woe to the human race then, when Thou shalt
scythes; the track of his feet of two spans ; and come to judgment I And I said to the Lord :
in hisface an inscription,Antichrist. He has been Lord, whyhast Thou created man, and delivered
exalted to heaven ; he shall go down to Hades.' him up to judgment? And God said, with a
Atone time he shall become a child ; at another, lofty proclamation : I will not byany meaus have
an old man. And the prophet said : Lord, and mercy on those who transgress my covenant.
how dost Thou permit him, and he deceives And the prophet said : Lord, where isThy good-
the race of men? And God said: Listen, my ness? And God said: I have pretmred all
prophet. He becomes both child and old man, things for man's sake, and man does not keep
andno one believes him that he is my beloved my commandments. And the prophet said :
Son. And after this a trumpet, and the tombs Lord, reveal to me the judgments and paradise.
shall be opened, and the dead shall be raised And the angels took me away towards the east,
incorruptible.2 Then the adversary, hearing the and I saw the tree of life. And I saw there
dreadful threatening, shall be hidden in outer Enoch, and Elias, and Moses, and Peter, and
darkness. Then the heaven, and the earth, and Paul, and Luke, and Matthias, and all the right-
the sea shall be destroyed. Then shall I burn eous, and the patriarchs. And I saw there the
the heaven eighty cubits, and the earth eight keeping of the air within bounds, and the blow-
hundred cubits. And the prophet said : And ing of the winds, and the storehouses of the ice,
howhas the heaven sinned ? And God said : and the eternal judgments. And I saw there ,t
Since3 . . . there is evil. And the prophet man hanging by the skull. And they said to
said: Lord, and the earth, how has it sinned ? me : This man removed landmarks. And I saw
And God said : Since the adversary, having there great judgments.6 And I said to the Lord:
heard the dreadful threatening, shall be hidden, O Lord God, and what man, then, who has been
even on account of this will I melt the earth, born has not sinned? And they took me lower
and with it the opponent of the race of men. down into Tartarus, and I saw all the sinners
And the prophet said : Have mercy, Lord, upon lamenting and weeping and mourning bitterly.
the race of the Christians. And I saw a woman And I also wept, seeing the race of men thus
hanging,and four wild beasts sucking her breasts, tormented. Then God says to me : Knowest
Andthe angels said to me : She grudged to give thou, Esdras, the names of the angels at the end
her milk, but even threw her infants into the of the world? Michael, Gabriel, Uriel, Raphael,
rivers. And I saw a dreadful darkness, and a Gabuthelon, Aker,Arphugitonos, Beburos, Zebu-
night that had no stars nor moon ; nor is there leon. Then there came a voice to me : Come
there young or old, nor brother with brother, hither and die, Esdras, my beloved; give that
nor mother with child, nor wife with husband, which hath been entrusted to thee.7 And the
AndI wept, and said : O Lord God, have mercy prophet said : And whence can you bring forth
upon the sinners. And as I said this, there my soul? And the angels said : We can put it
camea cloud and snatched me up, and carried forth through the mouth. And the prophet said :
me away again into the heavens. And I saw Mouth to mouth have I spoken with God,s and
theremanyjudgments ; and I wept bitterly, and it comes not forth thence. And the angels said :
said: It is good for a man not to have come Let us bringit out throughthynostrils. And the
out of his mother's womb. And those whowere prophet said : My nostrils have smelled the sweet
in torment cried out, saying: Since thou hast savour of the glory of God. And the angels
come hither, O holy one of God, we have found said : We can bring it out through thine eyes.
a littleremission. _(nd the prophet said : Blessed And the prophet said : Mine eyes have seen the
are they that weep for their sins. And God said : back parts of God.9 And the angels said : We
Hear, O belove(i Esdras. As a husbandman can bring it out through the crown of thy head.
casts the seed of the corn into the ground, so
alsothe man casts his seed into the parts of the 4 So in tl_ I_m
woman. The first monlA it is all together ; the s Or,thes,_L

e Or, tribunals.

z M 7 Or' thy u'ust' °r pledge" C'°_aP"x T'ua"vi" m; ItTi_ i" 14_illC_p. art. xi. _. Textus Recepttte.-x',.:or _ 2 -

3 _ is _thi_g wamin z here in the text. s Comp, _ xxxiv, zo.9 C,omp. Ex, _Twlli: _3.
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And the prophetsaid:I walkedaboutwithsoul--goestoheaven; andthatwhichisfr0ra
Moses alsoon themountain,and itcomesnot theearth--thatistosay,thebody--goesto
forththence.And theangelssaid:Wc canput theearth,fromwhichitwas taken3 And the
itforththroughthepointsofthynails.And the prophetsaid:Woe'sme Iwoe'sme !whatshall
prophetsaid:My feetalsohavewalkedaboutI setabout?what shallI do? I know not.
on thealtar.And theangelswentawaywithoutAnd thentheblessedEsdrasbegantosay:0
havingdone anything,saying:Lord,we cannoteternalGod,theMaker ofthewholecreation,
gethissoul.ThenHe saystoHisonlybegottenwho hastmeasuredtheheavenwitha span,and
Son • Go down, my belovedSon,withagreatwho holdesttheearthasa handful,4who ndest
hostofangels,and takethesoulofmy beloveduponthecherubim,who didsttaketheprophet
Esdras. For the Lord, having taken a great Elias to the heavens in a chariot of fire,swho
host of angels, says to the prophet : Give me the givest food to all flesh, whom all things dread
trust which I entrusted to thee ; the crown has and tremble at from the face of Thy power,
been prepared for thee.' And the prophet said : listen to me, who have pleaded much, and g_ve
Lord, if Thou take my soul from me, who will to all who transcribe this book, and have it, and
be left to plead with Thee for the race of men ? remember my name, and honour my memory,
And God said : As thou art mortal, and of the give them a blessing from heaven ; and bless
earth, do not plead with me. And the prophet him 6 in all things, as Thou didst bless Josephat
said : I will not cease to plead. And God said : last, and remember not his former wickedness m
Give up just now the trust ; the crown has been the day of his judgment. And as many as have
prepared for thee. Come and die, that thou not believed this book shall be burnt up hke
mayst obtain it. Then the prophet began to Sodom and Gomorrah. And there came to hm
say with tears : O Lord, what good have I done a voice, saying : Esdras, my beloved, all things
pleading with Thee, and I am going to fall down whatever thou hast asked will I give to each one.
into the earth ? Woe's me, woe's me, that I am And immediately he gave up his precious soul
going to be eaten up by worms ! Weep, all ye with much honour, in the month of October, on
saints and ye righteous, for me, who have the twenty-eighth. And they prepared him for
pleaded much, and who am delivered up to burialwith incense and psalms ; and his precious
death. Weep for me, all ye saints and ye right- and sacred body dispenses strength of soul and
eous, because I have gone to the pit of Hades. body perpetually to those who have recourse to
And God said to him : Hear, Esdras, my be- him from a longing desire. To whom is due
loved. I, who am immortal, endured a cross; glory, strength, honour, and adoration, -- to
I tasted wnegar and gall ; I was laid in a tomb, the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy
and I raised up my chosen ones; I called Adam Spirit, now and ever, and to ages of ages.
up out of Hades, that I mtght save s the race Amen.
of men. Do not therefore be afraid of death :
for that which is from me -- that is to say, the _ Eccles.xii.7.

4 Or, in a measure. Apax,jvin the text•houldbe 8pna¢_. C0mp
Ira.xh x_ in the LXX.

t Comp. 2 Tim. iv.8. s Comp. z Kings ft.xz_ Ecclu•. xlvlfi.9-
• The word is wanting in thc NS. 6 So the MS. Perhaps _hem would be better.
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_TIos of the holy Apostle Paul : the cover the thefts, and adulteries, and blood-shed-
thingswhich were revealed to him when he went dings of men ; command us, and we shall do
up even to the third heaven, and was caught up marvels against them. And there came a voice •
into paradise, and heard unspeakable words.' My long-suffering hears with them, that they

There dwelt a certain nobleman in the city of may turn to me ; but if not, they shall come to
Tarsus, in the house of St. Paul the apostle, in me, and I will judge them. And in like man-
the government of Theodosius the worshipful her also the sea cried out, saying : Lord God A1-
king, and of the most illustrious Gratianus ; = mighty, the sons of men have profaned Thy holy
and there was revealed to him an angel of the name ; command me, and I shall rise up and
Lord, saying : Upturn the foundation of this cover the earth, and wipe out from it 6 the sou
house,and lift up what thou shalt find. But he of men. And there came a voice, saying : My
thought that he had had a dream. And the long-suffering bears with them, that they may re-
angel having persisted even to a third vision, the pent ; but if not, they shall come to me, and
nobleman was compelled to upturn the founda- I will judge them. You see, ye sons of men,
tion ; and having dug, he found a marble 3 box that the whole creation has been made subject
containing this revelation ; and having taken it, !to God, but the human race alone sins before
he showed it to the ruler of the city. And the God. On account of all these things, bless God
ruler, seeing it sealed up with lead, sent it to the without ceasing, and yet more when the sun is
KingTheodosius, thinking that it was something setting. For at this hour all the angels come to
else." And the king having received it, and God to adore Him, and they bring before Him
transcribed it, sent the original writing to Jerusa- the works of men, of each what he has done
lem. And there was written in it thus : -- from morning even to evening, whether good or

The word of the Lord came to me, saying : evil. And one angel goes rejoicing on account
Sayto this people, Till when do you sin, and add of man when he behaves well, and another goes
to your sin, and provoke to anger the God who with a sad countenance. All the angels at the
madeyou, saying that you are children to Ahra- appointed hour meet for the worship of God, to
ham,sbut doing the works of Satan, going on in bring each day's works of men. But do ye men
speakingagainst God, boasting only in your ad- bless God without ceasing Whenever, there-
dressing of God, but poor on account of the fore, at the appointed hour the angels of pious
substance of sin ? Know, ye sons of men, that men come, rejoicing and singing psalms, they
the whole creation has been made subject to meet for the worship of the Lord ; and, behold,
God; but the human race alone, by sinning, pro- the Spirit of God says to them : Whence do ye
yokesGod to anger. For often the great light, come rejoicing? And they answered and said :
the sun, has come before God, saying against We are here from the pious men, who in all piety
men: Lord God Almighty, how long dost Thou spend their llfe, fearing the name of God. Corn-
endure all the sin of men ? Command me, and mand them, Lord, to abide even to the end in
I will bum them up. And there came a voice Thy righteousness. And there came to them a
tohim : My long-suffering endures them all, that voice : I have both kept and will keep them
theymay repent ; but if not, they shall come to void of offence in my kingdom. And when it
me,and I will judge them. And often also the came to pass that they went away, there came
moonand the stars have come before God, say- other angels with a cheerful countenance, shining
ing: Lord God Almighty, Thou hast given us like the sun. And behold a voice to them:
the dominion of the night, and we no longer Whence have ye come? And they answered
-------- and said: We have come from those who have

• "" . held themselves aloof from the world and the

__ _;,_ --oi,, of ,_ .,_. ,_,i_, things in the world for Thy holy name's rake, who
,_.x_ t_a_o_ ort_ s_c _,_ has, 'a bo_of in deserts, and mountains, and caves, and the

4 r " " .....
i_:_Tr-_ "I_hlakmg that tlmre was somtthiag of _ _ L

"Yr., _ tt_ liviag God. 6 Or, stump _ it.
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dens of the earth, in beds on the ground, and in they go out of the world. And the angel says
lastings, spend their life.' Command us to be to me : Paul, look down, and see what thou hast
with them. And there came a voice : Go with asked. And I looked, and saw one of thesons
them in peace, guarding them. Moreover,when of men falling near death. And the angel says
they went away, behold, there came other angels to me : This is a righteous man, and, behold, all
to worship before God, mourning and weeping, his works stand beside him in the hour of h_s
And the Spirit went forth to meet them, and necessity.S And there were beside him good
there came a voice to them: Whence have ye angels, and along with them also evil angels.
come ? And they answered and said : We have And the evil angels indeed found no placein
come from those who have been called by Thy him, but the good took possession of6 the soul
name, and are slaves to the matter of sin._ of the righteous man, and said to it:Take note
Why, then, is it necessary to minister unto them ? of the body whence thou art coming out ; for
And there came a voice to them : Do not cease it is necessary for thee again to return to it
to minister unto them ; perhaps they will turn ; the day of the resurrection, that thou mayst
but if not, they shall come to me, and I will judge receive what God hath promised to the right-
them. Know, sons of men, that all that is done eous. And the good angels who had received
by you day by day, the angels write in the the soul of the righteous man, saluted it, as be-
heavens. Do you therefore cease not to bless ing well known to them. And it went with
God. them ; and the Spirit came forth to meet them,

And I was in the Holy Spirit, and an angel saying : Come, soul, enter into the place of the
says to me : Come, follow me, that I may show resurrection, which God hath prepared for Hts
thee the place of the just, where they go after righteous ones. And the angel said to me:
their end. And I went along with the angel, Look down to the earth, and behold the soulof
and he brought me up into the heavens under the impious, how it goes forth from its taber-
the firmament ; and I perceived and saw powers nacle, which has provoked God to auger, saying,
great and dreadful, full of wrath, and through Let us eat and drink ; v for who is it thathas
the mouth of them a flame of fire coming out, gone down to Hades, and come up and an-
and clothed in garments of fire. And I asked nounced that there is judgment and retnbution?
the angel : Who are these ? And he said to me : And take heed, and see all his works whichhe
These are they who are sent away to the souls has done standing before him. And the evil
of the sinners in the hour of necessity ; for they angels came, and the good. The good there-
have not believed that there is judgment and Ifore found no place of rest in it, but the evil
retribution. And I looked up into the heaven, [ took possession of it, saying : O wretched soul,
and saw angels, whose faces shone like the sun, [pay heed to thy flesh ; take note of that whence
girded with golden girdles, having in their hands thou art coming forth, for thou must return into
prizes, on which the name of the Lord was in- thy flesh in the day of the resurrection, that thou

S_nribeid,as_kleldotfhallmeek_ss an dt_ompassion. [mayst receive the recompense of thy sins. And
A r and angel : ho e se ? And [when it had gone forth from its tabernacle,thehe answe ed said to me : These are they Iangel who had lived along with it ran up to it,
who are sent forth in the day of the resurrection Isaying to it : O wretched soul, whithergoest thou?
to bring the souls of the righteous,S who intrep- I am he who each day wrote down thy sins. Thou
idly walk according to God.4 And I said to the hastdestroyed the timeof repentance ; beexceed-
angel : I wish to see the souls of the righteous ingly ashamed. And when it came, all the angels
and of the sinners, how they go out of the world, saw it, and cried out with one voice, saying.
And the angel said to me : Look to the earth. Woe to thee, wretched soul ! what excuse hast
And I looked, and saw the whole world as noth- thou come to give to God ? And the angelof
ing disappearing before me. And I said to the that soul said : Weep for it, all of you, along
angel: Is this the greatness of men ? And he with me. And the angel came up, and wor-
said to me : Yes ; for thus every unjust man dis- shipped the Lord, saying : Lord, behold the soul
appears. And I looked, and saw a cloud of fire which has dwelt in wickedness in its time,and in

wrapped over all the world ; and I said : What its temporary life ; do to it according toThy d_-is this, my lord ? And he said to me : This is cision. And there came a voice to that so ,
the unrighteousness mingled with the destruction saying : Where is the fruit of thy righteousness?
of the sinners. And I wept, and said to the And it was silent,s not being able to give an
angel: I wished to see the departures of the answer. And again there came a voice to it:
righteous and of the sinners, in what manner He who has shown mercy will have mercy shown

t Comp. Heb. xi. 3S.
t i.e., to sinful matter--_--the source of the _r_gat in the s Comp. Rev xiv. x3.

_tic doctrine. 6 Or, bare rule over.

s Comp. Matt. xlil. 4x. s7Lit., shut up.4 Or, co_e to God. Isa. xxh. z3; x C.or. xv. 3_.
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to him ; ' he who has not shown mercy will not into these doors ; because not every one goeth
have mercy shown to him. Let this soul be de- in, but only those who have single-mindedness,
hvered to the merciless angel Temeluch, and let and guiltlessness, and a pure heart.3 And I
it be cast into outer darkness, where there is asked the angel : For what purpose have the in-
weeping and gnashing of teeth. And there wa., scriptions been graven on these plates ? And he
avoice as of tens of thousands, saying : Righteous said to me : These are the names of the righteous,
art Thou, O Lord, and righteous is Thy judg- and of those who serve God. And I said to him :
ment? And moreover I saw, and, behold, an- Is it so that their names have been inscribed in
other soul was led by an angel ; and it wept, heaven itself while they are yet alive ? And the
saying: Have mercy upon me, O righteous angel said to me: . . 4 of the angels, such as
Judge, and deliver me from the hand of this serve Him well are acknowledged by God. Andangel, because he is dreadful and merciless. straightway the gate was opened, and there came
And a voice came to it, saying : Thou wast alto- forth a hoary-headed man to meet us ; and he
gether merciless, and for this reason thou hast said to me : Welcome, Paul, beloved of God l
been delivered up to such an angel. Confess and, with a joyful countenance, he kissed me

thy sins which thou hast done in the world. And with tears. And I said to him : Father, why
that soul said: I have not sinned, O righteous weepest thou? And he said to me: Because
Judge. And the Lord said to that soul : Verily God hath prepared many good things for men,
thou seemest as if thou wert in the world, and and they do not His will in order that they may
weft hiding thy deeds from men. Knowest thor enjoy them. And I asked the angel : My lord,
not that whensoever any one dies, his deeds who is this ? And he said to me : This is Enoch,
run before him, whether they are good or evil? the witness of the last day.S And the angel says
And when it heard this, it was silent. And I to me: See that whatever I show thee in this
heard the Judge saying: Let the angel come, place thou do not announce, except what I
having in his hands the record of thy sins. tell thee And he set me upon6 the river
And the Judge says to the angel : I say to thee whose source springs up in the circle of heaven ;
the angel, Disclose all. Say what he has done and it is th_s river which encircleth the whole
fiveyears before his death. By myself I swear earth. And he says to me : This river is
to thee, that in the first period of his life there Ocean. And there was then a great light.
was forgetfulness of all his former sins. And the And I said : My lord, what is this ? And he
angel answered and said: Lord, command the said to me: This is the land of the meek.
souls to stand beside their angels ; and that same Knowest thou not that it is written, Blessed are
hour they stood beside them. And the lord of the meek, for they shall inherit the earth ?7 The
that soul said : Take note of these souls, and souls of the righteous, therefore, are kept in this
whether thou hast in any way sinned against place. And I said to the angel: When, then,
them. And it answered and said : Lord, a year will they be made manifest ? And he said to
has not been completed since I killed the one me : When the Judge shall come in the day of
and lived w_th the other. And not only this, the resurrectmn, and sit down. Then, accord-
but I also wronged it. And the Lord said to it ingly, shall he command, and shall reveal the
Knowest thou not that he who wrongs any one earth, and it shall be hghted up ; and the saints
in the world is kept, as soon as he dies, in the shall appear in it, and shall delight themselves
place until he whom he has wronged come, and in the good s that have been reserved from the
both shall be judged before me, and each receive foundation of the world. And there were by
accordmg to his works ? And I heard a voice the bank of the river, trees planted, full of differ.

ying : Let.th_s souI be delivered to the angel ent fruits. And I looked towards the rising of
artaruch, and guarded till the great day of judg- the sun, arid I saw there trees of great size full

ment. And I heard a voice as of tens of thou- of fruits ; and that land was more brilliant than
sands saying : Righteous art Thou, O Lord. and silver and gold ; and there were vines growing
righteous Thy judgment, ion those date-palms, and myriads of shoots, and

And the angel says to me : Hast thou seen all myriads of clusters on each branch. And I said
these things? And I answered : Yes, my lord. to the archangel : What is this, my lord? And
And again he said to me : Come, follow me_ and
I shall show thee the place of the righteous. 5 Comp. Ps. xxiv. 3.

.. 4 The hmtus, is _fis filled up in the Syriac: Yes, not only aze
And I followed him, and he set me before the t._r n_ _nt_, _t ta_r worgstrotsday to day: theangel
doors of the city. And I saw a golden gate, me_rmm,steronngsudmgsottheirworkse.verydayfrom_miuEto

_nrnmg; they are known to. God by their hearts and thelr wor"ks.and two golden pillars before it, and two golden _ _tertk7 .arc,,_:o_d_d,if _ hap_mto _ a .m_
plates upon it full of inscriptions. And the an- or6enc_.ncy, ttts_urlfiedb_.chastt_eraentaccordingtoflxiraha, thatr.rtere_ not.unto mere any ,_;le¢.t:m.mmr strivmga.
gel said to me. Blessed is he who shall enter . s r,_..x,. 3-,_-.S_o_..handStUahvrerc_ppoeedto t_ _" ws_ toeze ment_a¢_,

i Ma • Or, above.
a_ tt'.v" 7- 7 MarLy. S.

rs. cz_. z37. 8 Or, the good thin_
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he says to me : This is the Acherusian lake, and Abraham, Isaac, Jacob. And I asked the an-
within it the city of God. All are not permitted gel : My lord, what place is this? And he sa_d
to enter into it, except whosoever shall repent to me: Every one who is hospitable to men
of his sins ; and as soon as he shall repent, and comes hither when he comes out of the world,
alter his life, he is delivered to Michael, and they and they salute him as a friend of God on ac-
cast him into the Acherusian lake, and then he count of his love to strangers. And again he
brings him in the city of God, near the right- took me away to another place, and I saw there
eous. And I wondered and blessed God at all a river like oil on the north of the city, and I
that I saw. And the angel said to me: Follow saw people there rejoicing and singing praises.
me, that I may bring thee into the city of God, And I asked : Who are these, my lord ? And
and into its light. And its light was greater he said to me : These are they who have given
than the light of the world, and greater than themselves up to God ; for they are brought
gold, and walls encircled it. And the length into this city. And I looked, and saw in the
and the breadth of it were a hundred stadia, midst of the city an altar, great and very lofty,
And I saw twelve gates, exceedingly ornamented, and there was one standing near the altar, whose
leading into the city ; and four rivers encircled fkce shone like the sun, and he had in his hands
it, flowing with milk, and honey, and o11, and a psaltery and a harp, and he sung the Alleluia
wine. And I said to the angel: My lord, what delightfully, and his voice filled all the cltv.
are these rivers? And he said to me: These And all with one consent accompanied hli_,

are the righteous who, when in the world, did so that the city was shaken by their shouting.
not make use of these things, but humbled them-And I asked the angel : Who is this that singeth
selves for the sake of God ; and here they re- delightfully, whom all accompany? And he
ceive a recompense ten thousand fold. said to me : This is the prophet David : this

And I, going into the city, saw a very lofty is the heavenly Jerusalem. When, therefore,
tree before the doors of the city, having no fruit, Christ shall come in His second appearing, Da-
and a few meta under it ; and they wept exceed- vid himself goes forth with all the saints. For
ingly, and the trees bent down to them. And I, as it is in the heavens, so also upon earth : for
seeing them, wepL and asked the angel: Who it is not permitted without David to offer sac-
are these, that they have not turned to go into rifice even in the day of the sacrifice of the
the city? And he said to me : Yes, the root of precious body and blood of Christ ; but it ts
all evils is vainglory. And I said : And these necessary for David to sing the Alleluia. And
trees, why have they thus humbled themselves ? I asked the angel : My lord, what is the meaning
And the angel answered and said to me: For of Alleluia? It is called in Hebrew, THEBEL
this reason the trees are not fruit-bearing, be-IMAREMATHA_ speech to God who founded all
cause they have not withheld themselves from things ; let us glorify Him in the same. So that
vaunting. And I asked the angel : My lord, every one who sings the Alleluia glorifies God.
for what reason have they been put aside before When these things, therefore, had been thus
the doors of the city? And he answered and tsaid to me by the angel, he led me outside of
said to me : On account of the great goodness the city, and the Acherusian lake, and the good
of God, since by this way Christ is going to land, and set me upon the fiver of the ocean
come into the city, and that those who go along that supports the firmament of the hea_'en, and
with Him may plead for these men, and that they said to me : Knowest thou where I am going?
may be brought in along with them. And I was And I said : No, my lord. And he said to n_e:
going along, guided by the angel, and he set me Follow me, that I may show thee where the souls
upon the fiver. And I saw there all the proph- of the impious and the sinners are. And he
ets ; and they came and saluted m_e, saying: took me to the setting of the sun, and where
Welcome, Paul, beloved of God. And I said to the beginning of the heaven had been founded
the angel : My lord, who are these ? And he upon the river of the ocean And I saw beyond
said to me : These are all the prophets, and the river, and there was no iight there, but dark-
these are the songs of all the prophecies,' and ness, and grief, and groaning; and I saw a bub-
of whoever hath grieved his soul, not doing its bling fiver, and a great multitude both of men
will, for God's sake. Having departed, then, and women who had been cast into it, some up
he comes here, and the prophets salute him. to the knees, others up to the navel, and many
And the angel brought me to the south of the even up to the crown of the head. And I asked:
city, where the river of milk is. And I saw Who are these ? And he said to me : TheSea__
there all the infants that King Herod slew for they who lived unrepenting in fomicatlons
the Lord's name's sake. And the angel took me adulteries. And I saw at the south-west of the.
again to the east of the city, and I saw there river another river, where there flowed a riverof

fire, and there was there a multitude of many
t .S_rr.,This is tim place a the p..mplmts. A vet)" slight change souls. And I asked the angel : Who are these,in the Gnat tat would giw this midis.
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my lord? And he said to me: These are the robes, being blind, and standing upon obelisks of
thieves, and slanderers, and flatterers, who did fire ; and an angel was mercilessly beating them,
not set up God as their help, but hoped in the saying: Now you know where you are ; you
vanity of their riches. And I said to him : did not attend when the Scriptures were read to
What is the depth of this river ? And he said you. And the angel said to me : These are they
to me : Its depth has no measure, but it is im- who corrupted themselves and killed their infants.
_aeasurable. And I groaned and wept because Their infants therefore came crying out : Avenge
of mankind. And the angel said to me : Why us of our mothers. And they were given to an
weepest thou ? Art thou more merciful than angel to be carried away into a spacious place,
God > for, being holy, God, repenting over men, but their parents into everlasting fire.
waits for their conversion and repentance ; but And the angel took me up from these tor-
they, deceived by their own will, come here, and ments, and set me above a well, which had seven
are eternally punished. And I looked into the seals upon its mouth. And the angel who was
fiery river, and saw an old man dragged along with me said to the angel at the well of that
by two, and they pulled him in up to the knee. place : Open the well, that Paul the beloved of
And the angel Temeluch coming, laid hold of God may see, because there has been given to
an iron with his hand, and with it drew up the hlm authority to see the torments. Arid the
entrails of that old man through his mouth, angel of the place said to me: Stand. afar off,
And I asked the angel : My lord, who is this that until I open the seals. And when he had
suffers this punishment ? And he said to me : opened them, there came forth a stench which
Thts old man whom thou seest was a presbyter ; it was impossible to bear. And having come
and when he had eaten and drunk, then he per- near the place, I saw that well filled with dark-
formed the service of God. And I saw there ness and gloom, and great narrowness of space
another old man carried in haste by four angels ; in it. And the angel who was with me said to
and they threw him into the fiery river up to the me : This place of the well which thou seest is
g_rdle,and he was frightfully burnt by the light- cast off from the glory of God, and none of the
nmgs. And I said to the angel : Who is this, angels is importunate in behalf of them ; and as
my-lord ? And he said to me : This whom thou many as have professed that the holy Mary is
see_twas a bishop, and that name indeed he was not the mother of God, and that the Lord did
well pleased to have ; but in the goodness of God not become man out of her, and that the bread
he did not walk, righteous judgment he did not of the thanksgiving and the cup of blessing are
)udge, the widow and the orphan he did not pity, not H_s flesh and blood, * are ca.st into this well :
he was nezther affectionate nor hospitable;' but and, as I said before, no angel is importunate
now he has been recompensed according to his in their behalf. And I saw towards the setting
works. And I looked, and saw in the middle of of the sun, where there is weeping and gnash-
the river another man up to the navel, having ing of teeth, many men and women there tot-
his hand_ all bloody, and worms were coming up mented. And I said to the angel : lcVho are
through his mouth. And I asked the angel these, my lord? And he said to me: These
Who ts th_s, my lord ? And he said to me : This are they who say that there is no resurrection of
whom thou seest was a deacon, who ate and the dead ; and to them mercy never comes.
drank, and ministered to God. And I looked Hawng heard this, I wept bitterly ; and look-
to another place where there was a brazen wall ing up into the firmament, I saw the heaven
m flames, and within it men and women eating opened, and the archangel Gabriel coming down
up their own tongues, dreadfully judged. And I with hosts of angels, who were going round about
asked the angel : Who are these, nay lord ? And all the torments. And they who were judged in
he said to me : These are they who in the church the torments seeing them, all cried out with one
speakagainst their neighbours, and do not attend loud voice : Have mercy upon us, Gabriel, who
to the word of God. And I looked, and saw a standest in the presence of God ; for we heard
bloody pit. And I said : What is this pit ? And that there was a judgment : behold, we know
he said to me : This is the place where are cast it. And the archangel Gabriel answered and
the wizards, and sorcerers, and the whoremongers, said : As the Lord liveth, beside whom I stand,
and the adulterers, and those that oppress widows night and day without ceasing I plead in behalf
and orphans. And I saw in another place women

Thesra_ h_. The_whoaonot_.J_ _,ist, Vo._nil.
wearing black, and led away into a dark place. _,_:ti ...... m, h.... ty_butconsiderHimas _rm_,
And I asked: Who are these, my lord? And wbosaytlmtthcsacrsmentoltnebodyOlo_rt'°ra.m ......

The word 8eo_o_ m the textwan ttac occasmu O_oU_ _,._k_,

he said to me : These are they who did not listen s_a_" a,_l_ _t_-.. s_o_ .d CXtt__p_
totheir parents, but before their marriage defiled ,nd_ br theeon_t_* ottn_t_r_r w._,
their virginity. And I saw women wearing white ^.D. 3_._l'_e _ of the Falclaarxstin tile text _ _ _ With

early date, though tt must be rememheredthat tl_ei_. of_
tm] presencebec_me the orthodoz _ om_ _ _

z Cemp.z "FuL i_. z- 4. Council ofN_ m _z_ _o7.
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of the race of men ; but they did not do any cast out hence. And he showed me another,
good when in life, but spent the period of their the tree of life, and said to me : This the cheru.
life in vanity. And now I shall weep, even I, bim and the flaming sword guard. And when I
along with the beloved Paul ; perhaps the good was closely observing the tree, and wondenng,
Lord may have compassion, and grant you. re- I saw a woman coming from afar off, and a mul-
mission. And they assented with one voice: titude of angels singing praises to her. And I
Have mercy upon us, O Lord. And they fell asked the angel : Who is this, my lord, who 1s
down before God, and supplicated, saying : Have in so great honour and beauty ? And the ange)
mercy, O Lord, upon the sons of men whom says to me: This is the holy Mary, the m0th_r
Thou hast made after Thine image. And the of the Lord. And she came and saluted n_e,
heaven was shaken like a leaf, and I saw the saying : Welcome, Paul, beloved of God, and
four and twenty elders lying on their face ; and angels, and men ; thou hast proclaimed the word
I saw the altar, and the throne, and the veil ; and of God in the world, and established churches,
all of them entreated the glory of God ; ' and I and all bear testimony to thee who have been
saw the Son of God with glory and great power saved by means of thee : for, having been dehv-
coming down to the earth) And when the sound ered from the deception of idols through thy
of the trumpet took place, all who were in the tor- i teaching, they come here.
ments cried out, saying : Have mercy upon us, While they were yet speaking to me, I gazed,
Son of God ; for to Thee has been given power and saw other three men coming. And I asked
over things in heaven, and things on earth, and the angel : Who are these, my lord ? And he
things under the earth. And there came a voice said to me : These are Abraham, Isaac, and
saying : What good work have you done, that Jacob, the righteous forefathers. And they came
you are asking for rest? For you have done as and saluted me, saying : Welcome, Paul, beloved
you wished, and have not repented, but you have of God .... God did not grieve us. But
spent your life in profligacy. But now for the we know thee in the flesh, before thou camest
sake of Gabriel, the angel of my righteousness, forth out of the world. And in successJon their
and for the sake of Paul my beloved, I give you told me their names from Abraham to Manasseh.
a night and the day of the holy Lord's day, on And one of them, Joseph who was sold m Egypt.
which I rose from the dead, for rest. And all says to me : Hear me, Paul, friend of God" I
who were in the torments cried out, saying : We did not reqmte my brethren who cursed ,Re
bless Thee, O Son of the hying God ; better for For blessed is he who is able to endure tnal,
us is such rest than the life which we lived when because the Lord will give him in reqmtal seven-

spending our time in the world, fold reward m the world to come.s And while
And after these things the angel says to me : he was yet speaking with me, I saw another

Behold, thou hast seen all the torments : come, coming afar off, and the appearance of him wa_
follow me, that I may lead thee away to para- as the appearance of an angel. And I askc_l
rise, and that thou mayst change thy soul by the angel, saying. My lord, who is this? A_,t
the sight of the righteous ; for many desire to he said to me : This is Moses the lawgiver, l,_
salute thee. And he took me by an impulse of whom God led forth the children of Israel out
the Spirit, and brought me into paradise. And of the slavery of Egypt. And when he came
he says to me : This is paradise, where Adam near me, he saluted me weeping. And I said t,_
and Eve transgressed. And I saw there a beau- him : Father, why weepest thou, being rightco'1_
tiful tree of great size, on which the Holy Spirit and meek ?* And he answered and sa_d to n_
rested ; and from the root of it there came forth I must weep for every man, because I bro_gl_t
all manner of most sweet-smelling water, parting trouble upon a people that does not understa,_d,
into four channels. And I said to the angel: and they have not borne fruit ; and I see the

My lord, what is this tree, that there comes forth sheep of which I was shepherd scattered, and
from it a great abundance of this water, and the toil which I toiled for the children of Israel
where does it go V And he answered and said has been counted for nothing ; and they _a_'
to me : Before the heaven and the earth existed, powers 5 and hosts in the midst of them, and
He divided them into four kingdoms and heads, they did not understand ; and I see the Gentiles
of which the names are Phison, Gehon, Tigris, worshipping, and believing through thy _ord_
Euphrates. And having again taken hold of and being converted, and coming here, ann ou_
me by the hand, he led me near the tree of the of my people that was so great not one has un-
knowledgeofgood and evil. And he says to me : derstood. For, when the Jews hanged tllerSc_n"
This is the tree by means of which death came of God upon the cross, all the angels an(/ar_,"
into the world, and Adam took of the fruit of it angels, and the righteous, and the whole creaU0n
from his wife, and ate ; and thereafter they were

3 Comp. Matt. xlx. a9.
4 Nurn xil 3.Rev. iv. 4.

Matt. xxiv. _. J Or, maracl_z.
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of things in heaven, and things in earth, and coat which I wore, or shaving my head ; more-
things under the earth, lamented and mourned over, I practised continence, and did not come
with a great lamentation, but the impious and near my wife ; and in the hundred years my coat
insensate Jews did not understand ; wherefore was not dirtied, and the hair of my head was not
there has been prepared for them the fire ever- diminished. And I ceased not to proclaim to
lasting, and the worm that dies not. men, Repent, for, behold, a deluge is coming.

Whde he was yet speaking, there came other And no one paid heed ; but all derided me, not
three, and saluted me, saying: Welcome, Paul, refraining from their lawless deeds, until the
beloved of God, the boast of the churches, and water of the deluge came and destroyed them
model of angels. And I asked : Who are you ? all.
And the first said : I am Isaiah, whom Manasseh And looking away, I saw other two from afar
sawed wlth a wood saw. _ And the second said : off. And I asked the angel : Who are these,
I am Jeremiah, whom the Jews stoned, but they my lord ? And he said to me : These are Enoch

remained burnt up with everlasting fire. And and Elias. And they came and saluted me, say-
the third said : I am Ezekiel, whom the slayers inn : Welcome, Paul, beloved of God I And I
of the Messiah pierced ; all these things have we said to them : Who are you ? And Elias the
endured, and we have not been able to turn the prophet answered and said to me : I am Elias
stony heart of the Jews. And I threw myself on the prophet, who prayed to God, and He caused
my face, entreating the goodness of God, because that no rain should come down upon the earth
He had had mercy upon me, and had delivered for three years and six months, on account of the
me from the race of the Hebrews. And there unnghteousness of the sons of men. For often, of
came a voice saying : Blessed art thou, Paul, a truth, even the angel besought God on account
beloved of God ; and blessed are those who of the ram ; and I heard, Be patient until Elias
through thee have believed in the name of our my beloved shall pray, and I send rain upon the
Lord Jesus Christ, because for them has been earth. 2
prepared everlasting life.

While this voice was yet speaking, there came * Here the j[Greek] Ms. abruptly ends. The Syrtac thus COn-
tinues- -- And He gave not unttl I called upon Him agam then He

another, crying : Blessed art thou, Paul. And I gave unto them. But blessed art thou, O Paul, that thy generation

asked the angel : Who is this, nay lord ? And and those thou teachest are the sons of the kingdom And know*
thou, O Paul, that every man who believes through thee hath a great

he said to me : This is Noah, who lived in the blessing,a_dahle_mgt__rved forhim. Thenhe d_partedfrom
time of the deluge. And when we had saluted me And the angel who was w,th me led me forth, and said unto me:
each other, I asked him : Who art thou ? And Lo, unto thee ts given this mystery and revelaunn. As thou please_t

he said to me : I am Noah, who in a hundred make tt known unto the son_ of men --And then folow details ofthe deposmng of the revelation under the foundation of tim house m

years built the ark, and without putting off the Tars,is,--detadswhichTtschendorfsays thetranslatorof theSyrtacdid not find in his original. [The close of the English translation
of the Syrtac version ts given in full by Ttsehendorf (pp. 68, 69). It

x For this tradition, see the Btble Dictionaries under Manasseh. varies greatly from the above paragraph tn the tent, bestdas the addt-
Comp Heb. xt.37. t.lonof the detads which Ttschendorf regardsas spurious.- R. l



REVELATION OF JOHN.

REVELATION OF SAINT JOHN THE THEOLOGIAN.

AFTER the taking up of our Lord Jesus Christ, iof corn and wine, such as there hath never been
I John was alone upon Mount Tabor,' where also upon the earth, nor shall ever be until those
He showed us His undefiled Godhead ; and as times come. Then the ear of corn shall pro.
I was not able to stand, I fell upon the ground, duce a half chcenix,S and the bend of the branch
and prayed to the Lord, and said : O Lord my shall produce a thousand clusters, and the cluster
God, who hast deemed me worthy to be Thy set- shall produce a half jar of wine ; and in the f01.
vant, hear my voice, and teach me about Thy lowing year there shall not be found upon the face
coming. When Thou shalt come to the earth, of all the earth a half chtenix of corn or a half
what will happen? The heaven and the earth, jar of wine.
and the sun and the moon, what will happen to And again I said : Lord, thereafter what wilt
them in those times ? Reveal to me all ; for I .Thou do ? And I heard a voice saying to me.
am emboldened, because Thou hstenest to Thy Hear, righteous John. Then shall appear the
servant, denier, and he who is set apart in the darkness,

And I spent seven days praying ; and after who is called Antichrist. And again I said : Lord,
this a cloud of light caught me up from the moun- reveal to me what he is like. And I heard a
tain, and set me before the face of the heaven, voice saying to me : The appearance of his face
And I heard a voice saying to me : Look up, is dusky ; 6 the hairs of his head are sharp, like
John, servant of God, and know. And having darts ; his eyebrows like a wild beast's ; his right
looked up, I saw the heaven opened, and there eye like the star which rises in the morning, and
came forth from within the heaven a smell of the other like a lion's ; hls mouth about one
perfumes of much sweet odour; and I saw an cubit ; his teeth span long ; his fingers hke
exceeding great flood of light, more resplendent scythes ; the print of his feet of two spans ; and
than the sun. And again I heard a voice say- on his face an inscription, Antichrist ; he shall
ing to me: Behold, righteous John. And I be exalted even to heaven, and shall be cast
dwected my sight, and saw a book lying, of the down even to Hades, making false displays.7
thickness, methought, of seven mountains ;* and And then will I make the heaven brazen, so that
the length of it the mind of man cannot corn- it shall not give moisture 8 upon the earth ; and
prehend, having seven seals. And I said : O I will hide the clouds in secret places, so that
Lord my God, reveal to me what is written in they shall not bring moisture upon the earth;
this book. And I heard a voice saying to me : and I will command the horns of the wind, so
Hear, righteous John. In this book which thou that the wind shall not blow upon the earth 9
seest there have been written the things in the And again I said : Lord, and how many years
heaven, and the things in the earth, and the
things in the abyss, and the judgments and SThechoenixofcornwasaman'sdailyallowanceItwasequaito two pints according to some a plat and a half according to others

righteousness of all the human race.3 And I 6Or,gloomy. ' ,,,.
_' its B adds: And he will love most of all the nation of the n

said : Lord, when shall these things come to h,_,s: andthe _ightcon_shallhide themsolves,andfleeto m0ua-
pass ? and what do those times bring? And I t_,n_audcave.._nd heshalltakevengean_o_ma_yof th__ght-eous, and blessed is he who shall not he]teve in him,
heard a voice saying to me: Hear, righteous e o,,dew.

9 To the description of Antichrist ms. E adds: He holds m his
John.* There shall be in that time abundance hand a cup of death> and all that worship h_m dtmk of it His rtgnl

eye is like the morning star, and his left llke a hon's, becaUse he
x For the history of the tradition that the transfiguration occurred was taken prisoner by the archangel Michael, and he took his g_T

on Mount Tabor, see Robinson's Rt*tafc,_t.% ii. 358. head from him. And I was _nt from the bosom of my Father, a_e d'

II Oue ill,. has: _ cnbits, drew up the head of the pollutext on.... d his eye Wn_dsC°_:_m_
S_s. Badds: And they shall he manifested at the consummation And when they worshlp him, he wntes on their rlght ha ,

of the age, in tlmjudgmealt to come. Just as the prophet Darnel saw may sit with him in the outer fire, and for all who haw not _
the judgment, I sat, and the books were opened. Then also shall the baptized, and have not heh_ved, have been reserved all anger
twelve apostles ,tit, judging the twelve tribes of Israel. And when I wrath. And I said: My Lord. and what miracks does he d0? Hs_a_
heard this from my Lord, I again asked: Show me, my Lord, when righteous John: He shall remove mountains and hills, and nfi J.o

these _ shall come to pass, etc. [B is the designation of a Parts beckon with his nut©d hand Come all to me" and through n_s _
raanuscttpt dated x523. All the manuscrtpts are comparattvdy re- plays and deceits they will he _rnught together to his own plac
cent; tee Titw.hendoff, pp. xvm.t xm. _ R.] willralse the dead, and show in everything hke God. [E is o_

,* ms. B here iuserm Luke xxt. it. the Venice manuscripts. --R.]
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will he do this upon the earth ? And I heard of one appearance and one size, so also shall
a voice saying to me: Hear, righteous John. every man be in the resurrection. There is
Three years shall those times be ; and I will neither fair, nor ruddy, nor black ; neither Ethi-
make the three years like three months, and opian nor different countenances ; but they shall
the three months like three weeks, and the three all arise of one appearance and one stature.
weeks like three days, and the three days like All the human race shall arise without bodies, as
three hours, and the three hours like three I told you that in the resurrection they neither
seconds, as said the prophet David, His throne marry nor are given in marriage, but are as the
hast Thou broken down to the ground ; Thou angels of GodJ

hast shortened the days of his time ; Thou has1 And again I said : Lord, is it possible in that
poured shame upon him.' And then I shall world to recognise each other, a brother his
send forth Enoch and Elias to convict him ; and brother, or a friend his friend, or a father his
they shall show him to be a liar and a deceiver; own children, or the children their own parents?
and he shall kill them at the altar, as said the And I heard a voice saying to me : Hear, John.
prophet, Then shall they offer calves upon Thine T.o the righteous there is recognition, but to the
altar2 stoners not at all ; they cannot in the resnrrec-

And again I said: Lord, and after that what tion recognise each other. And again _I John
will come to pass? And I heard a voice saying said: Lord, is there there recollection of the
to me : Hear, righteous John. Then all the hu- things that are here, either fields or vineyards,
man race shall die, and there shall not be aliv- or other things here ? And I heard a voice say-
mg man upon all the earth. And again I said: mg to me : Hear, righteous John. The prophet
Lord, after that what wilt Thou do ? And I David speaks, saying, I remembered that we are
heard a vome saying to me: Hear, righteous dust: as for man, his days are as grass ; as a
John. Then will I send forth mine angels, and flower of the field, so he shall flourish : for a wind
they shall take the ram's horns that lie upon the hath passed over it, and it shall be no more, and
cloud ; and Michael and Gabriel shall go forth it shall not any longer know its place, s And again
out of the heaven and sound with those horns, the same said : His spirit 9 shall go forth, and he
as the prophet David foretold, With the voice of returns to his earth ; in that day all his thoughts
a trumpet of horn._ And the voice of the trum- shall perish. '°
pet shall be heard from the one quarter of the And again I said : Lord, and after that what
world to the other ; 4 and from the voice of that wilt Thou do ? And I heard a voice saying to
trumpet all the earth shall be shaken, as the me: Hear, righteous John. Then will I send
prophet foretold, And at the voice of the bird forth mine angels over the face of all the earth,
every plant shall arise ; s that is, at the voice of and they shall lift off the earth everything hon-
the archangel all the human race shall arise. 6 ourable, and everything precious, and the

And again I said : Lord, those who are dead venerable and holy images, and the glorious
from Adam even to this day, and who dwell in and precious crosses, and the sacred vessels of
Hades from the beginning of the world, and the churches, and the divine and sacred books ;
who die at the last ages, whilt like shall they and all the precious and holy things shall be
arise? And I heard a voice saying to me : Hear, lifted up by clouds into the air. And then will
nghteous John. All the human race shall arise I order to be lifted up the great and venerable
thirty years old. sceptre, '_ on which I stretched forth my hands,

And again I said : Lord, they die male and and all the orders of my angels shall do reverence
female, and some old, and some young, and l to it. And then shall be lifted up all the race of
some infants. In the resurrection what like [ men upon clouds, as the Apostle Paul foretold. '_
shall they arise ? And I heard a voice saying to jAlong with them we shall be snatched up in ,3
me : Hear, righteous John. Just as the bees !clouds to meet the Lord in the air. And then
are, and differ not one from another, but are all shall come forth every evil spirit, both in the

earth and in the abyss, wherever they are on the
t p_ t_ix. ¢¢,4s" face of all the earth, from the rising of the sun
2 p_. h.x_
3 Ps. xcviii6accordingtotheLXX. even to the setting, and they shall be united to

L_t,fromqua_rs evento _ners of theworld, him that is served by the devil, that is, Antichrist,
_da_ed from Eccles. xit. '4q.

_o th_.._on _ _.addsmanydetails: Theythat havegokt and they shall be lifted up upon the clouds.
tht _r snail throw them into the streets, and into every place in And again I said : Lord, and after that what

ffZ.u, and no _ will heed them. They shall throw into the
_o_, _t_t and mhes adornedwith_to_ _d _arls : wilt Thou do ? And I heard a voice saying to

ta_et _,_'-_%ffmersanct peo,ales, Where is the fine wine, and the 7 Comp Matt. xxii 30, and parallel para,ages.
the_fl_: t__JJ°mPof t_w,o_d _. They shall not he found in all s Ps. cill. 14-x6 accordlng to LXX.

ia e_'.---'t-a_-,menshall ore m tae mountains and in the streets, 9 Or, breath.
t_ kof _Yd_lC_, ot the world. And the living shall dm from the to Ps. cxlvL 4 according to LXX.

_ laomp'-,_.,eto. Whnsoever shall not worshlp the beast and tt Anotherreadingmcre*_.
_ acmamllerReternal life with myholy 0ua. _ Or, by.
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me: Hear, righteous John. Then shall I send have fled away, and have fallen away from the
forth mine angels over the face of all the earth, glory which we had beside Him who is coming
and they shall burn up the earth eight thousand to judge us, and the whole human race. _,_'oe
five hundred' cubits, and the great mountains to us! because He banishes us into outer dark.
shall be burnt up, and all the rocks shall be ness.
melted and shall become as dust, and every tree And again I said : Lord, and after that what
shall be burnt up, and every beast, and every wilt Thou do ? And I heard a voice saying to
creeping thing creeping upon the earth, and every me : Then wilt I send an angel out of heaven.
thing moving upon the face of the earth, and and he shall cry with a loud voice, saying, Hear.
every flying thing flying in the air; and there O earth, and be strong, saith the Lord; for I am
shall no longer be upon the face of all the earth coming down to thee. And the voice of the an
anything moving, and the earth shall be without gel shall be heard from the one end of the world
motion, even to the other, and even to the remotest part

And again I said : Lord, and after that what of the abyss. And then shall be shaken all the
wilt Thou do ? And I heard a voice saying to power of the angels and of the many-eyed ones,
me : Hear, righteous John. Then shall I un- and there shall be a great noise in the heavens,
cover the four parts of the east, and there shall and the nine regions of the heaven shall be
come forth four great winds, and they shall shaken, and there shall be fear and astonishment
sweep 2 all the face of the earth from the one upon all the angels. And then the heavens shall
end of the earth to the other; and the Lord be rent from the rising of the sun even to the
shall sweep sin from off the earth, and the earth setting, and an innumerable multitude of angels
shall be made white hke snow, and it shall be- shall come down to the earth ; and then the
come as a leaf of paper, without cave, or moun- treasures of the heavens shall be opened, and
tain, or hill, or rock ; but the face of the earth they shall bring down every precious thing, and
from the rising even to the setting of the sun the perfume of incense, and they shall bring
shall be like a table, and white as snow ; and the down to the earth Jerusalem robed like a bride.:
reins of the earth shall be consumed by fire, and And then there shall go before me myriads of
it shall cry unto me, saying, I am a virgin before angels and archangels, bearing my throne, cry-
thee, O Lord, and there is no sin in me ; as the ing out, Holy, holy, holy, Lord of Sabaothl
prophet David said aforetime, Thou shait sprinkle heaven and earth are full of Thy glory) And
me with hyssop, and I shall be made pure ; Thou then will I come forth with power and great
shalt wash me, and I shall be made whiter than glory, and every eye in 9 the clouds shall see me ;
snow.3 And again he 4 said : Every chasm shall and then every knee shall bend, of things in
be filled up, and every mountain and hill brought heaven, and things on earth, and things under
low, and the crooked places shall be made the earth. '° And then the heaven shall remain
straight, and the rough ways into smooth ; and empty ; and I will come down upon the earth,
all flesh shall see the salvation of God.S and all that is in the air shall be brought down

And again I said : Lord, and after that what upon the earth, and all the human race and eveR'
wilt Thou do? And I heard a voice saying to evil spirit along with Antichrist, and they shall
me : Hear, righteous John. Then shall the earth all be set before me naked, and chained by the
be cleansed from sin, and all the earth shall be neck.
filled with a sweet smell, because I am about to And again I said : Lord, what will become of
come down upon the earth ; and then shall come the heavens, and the sun, and the moon, along
forth the great and venerable sceptre, with thou- with the stars? And I heard a voice saying to
sands of angels worshipping it, as I said before ; me : Behold, righteous John. And I looked,
and then shall appear the sign of the Son of man and saw a Lamb having seven eyes and seven
from the heaven with power and great glory. 6 horns." And again I heard a voice sa)nng to
And then the worker of iniquity with his servants me : I will bid the Lamb come before me, and
shall behold it, and gnash his teeth exceedingly, will say, Who will open this book? And all the
and all the unclean spirits shall be turned to multitudes of the angels will answer, Gwe th_s
flight. And then, seized by invisible power, book to the Lamb to open it. And then willI
having no means of flight, they shall gnash their order the book to be opened. And when He
teeth against him, saying to him : Where is thy shall open the first seal, the stars of the heaven
power? How hast thou led us astray? and we shall fall, from the one end of it to the other.

And when He shall open the second seal, the
z Two MSS.have this numbs; the otlmr four have Soo, xSoo, 30, moon shall be hidden, and flaere shall be no light

6o-]eotlm.
a Or, winnow.
3 Ps. li. 7. r Rev. xxL 2.
4 MS. D has: Again another prophet has said. [D is another 8 Comp. Isa. vi. 3-

Paris mamuscrlpt of the fifteenth century.N R.] 9 Or, u ._n.
S Isau xl. 4- to Phil. ii. xo.
6 Camp. Matt. Jociv. 30. zx Rev. v. 6.
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in her. And when He shall open the third seal, And again the Apostle Paul said : As many as
the light of the sun shall be withheld, and there have sinned without law shall also perish with-
shall not be light upon the earth. And when out law, and as many as have sinned in law shall
He shall open the fourth seal, the heavens shall be judged by means of law.9
be dissolved, and the air shall be thrown into And again I said: Lord, and what of those
utter confusion, as saith the prophet : And the who have received baptism ? And I heard a
heavens are the works of Thy hands ; they shall voice saying to me : Then the race of the Chris-
perish,but Thou endurest, and they shall all wax tians shall be examined, who have received bap-
old as a garment.' And when He shall open tism ; and then the righteous shall come at my
the fifth seal, the earth shall be rent, and all the command, and the angels shall go and collect '°
tribunals upon the face of all the earth shall be them from among the sinners, as the prophet
revealed. And when He shall open the sixth David foretold: The Lord will not suffer the
seal, the half of the sea shall disappear. And rod of the sinners in the lot of the righteous ; "
when He shall open the seventh seal, Hades shall and all the righteous shall be placed on my right
be uncovered, hand/2 and shall shine like the sun.'S As thou

And I said : Lord, who will be the first to be seest, John, the stars of heaven, that they were
questioned, and to receive judgment? And I all made together, but differ in light," so shall it
heard a voice saying to me, The unclean spirits, be with the righteous and the sinners ; for the
alongwith the adversary. I bid them go into righteous shall shine as lights and as the sun, but
outer darkness, where the depths 2 are. And I the sinners shall stand in darkness.
said: Lord, and in what place does it lie? And And again I said : Lord, and do all the Chris-
I heard a voice saying to me : Hear, righteous tians go into one punishment?--kings, high
John. As big a stone as a man of thirty years priests, priests, patriarchs, rich and poor, bond
old can roll, and let go down into the depth, and free? And I heard a voice saying to
even falling down for twenty years will not arrive me : Hear, righteous John. As the prophet
at the bottom of Hades ; as the prophet David David foretold, The expectation of the poor shall
said before, And He made darkness His secret not perish for ever.'S Now about kings: they
place3 shall be driven like slaves, and shall weep like

And I said: Lord, and after them what na- infants ; and about patriarchs, and priests, and
tion_ will be questioned ? And I heard a voice Levites, of those that have sinned, they shall be
sa)ang to me : Hear, righteous John. There separated in their punishments, according to the
willbe questioned of Adam's.race those nations nature _6of the peculiar transgression of each,
both the Greek and those who have believed in some in the river of fire, and some to _he worm
idols,and in the sun, and in the stars, and those that dieth not, and others in the seven-mouthed
who have defiled the faith by heresy, and who pit of punishment. To these punishments the
have not believed the holy S resurrection, and stoners will be apportioned.
who have not confessed the Father, and the Son And again I said : Lord, and where will the
and the Holy Ghost : then will I send them righteous dwell? And I heard a voice saying to
awayinto Hades, as the prophet David foretold me : Then shall paradise be revealed, and the
Let the sinners be turned into Hades, and all whole world and paradise shall be made one,
the nations that forget God. 6 And again he and the righteous shall be on the face of all the
said: They were put in Hades like sheep ; death earth with my angels, as the Holy Spirit foretold
shallbe their shepherd.7 through the prophet David : The righteous shall

And again I said : Lord, and after them whom inherit the earth, and dwell therein for ever and
wiltThou judge? And I heard avoice saying to ever.'7
me: Hear, righteous John. Then the race of And again I said: Lord, how great is the
the Hebrews shall be examined, who nailed me multitude of the angels? and which is the greater,
to the tree like a malefactor. And I said : And that of angels or of men? And I heard a voice
what punishment will these get, and in what saying to me: As great as is the multitude of
place, seeing that they did such things to Thee ? the angels, so great is the race of men, as the
And I heard a voice saying to me : They shall prophet has said, He set bounds to the nations
goawayinto Tartarn% as the DroDhet David fore- according to the number of the angels of God. _st " - -
old, They cried out, and there was none to save ; And again I said : Lord, and after that what
to the Lord, and He did not hearken to them. s 9 Nora. iL *g.

*o Ltt., heap up.
*Is.di. _6 *iPs. cxxv. 3.
3 Or, re_ous sunk m water. *2 Matt. xxv. 33.

P%xvni. az. t3Matt. x_i. 43"
4 Lit., tongue, t4 x Cot. xv. 4z.

• . 16 Lit., p_. _or minion.P,._;_ ., p,._,.-_,,.
Ps. xvni. 4_t. ts D_.ut. sx*ii. _ according to tim LXX.
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wilt Thou do? and what is to become of the John; deliver them to faithful men, that they
world ? Reveal to me alL And I heard a also may teach others, and not think lightly of
voice saying to me : Hear, righteous John. them,S nor cast our pearls before swine, lest per-
After that there is no pain, there is no grief, there chance they should trample them with their feet/
is no groaning ; there is no recollection of evils, And while I was still hearing this voice, the
there are no tears, there is no envy, there is no cloud brought me down, and put me on Mount
hatred of brethren, there is no unrighteousness, Thabor. And there came a voice to me, saying:
there is no arrogance, there is no slander, there Blessed are those who keep judgment and do
is no bitterness, there are none of the cares of righteousness in all time.S And blessed is the
life, there is no pain from parents or children, house where this description" lies, as the Lord
there is no pain from gold, there are no wicked said, He that loveth me keepeth my sayings 6 in
thoughts, there is no devil, there is no death, Christ Jesus our lord ; to Him be glory for
there is no night, but all is day. z As I said ever. Amen/
before, And other sheep I have, which are not
o " fold- that is- men who have been made like w,_thn n thosethatstandon theleft BecauseI wdlnot ardofthm , , p o
-- -- . .., • 1, - ,"t.• { them w_ n they see the glory of God, the impious and unrepentant,

the angels tnrougn metr excellent course o! llie ; and the priests who did not what was commanded. You whohavc
c-h,_m _|_t_ m,,_* T hr;ne, anti thd_w w;ll hoar ms.- [ tears weep for the sinners. And Temehich shall call out to Taruch

- - . / . 1 open tile punishments t thou keeper of the keys, open the judgments.
voice, and there shall be one fold, one snepnera.* openthowe_ that dieth not, and the wicked.dragon: make ready

a -.I ----'-- r k_^._t -- .._: ...... :_ • .... L_ [ Hades: open the clargness" let loose ttte uer_ river, anct tl_e frightful
/XULI etgetltl .t llui_Iu._l, volt.c z_tyL.tig tu |tl_. _- I darkness in the depths of Hades. Then the pitiful smne:s, seemg

--.d.hrdthOU hast heard all these ttlin_s, righteous [ their workst and having no consolation, shall go down weeping-ms0
" _ _ streams as It were of blood. And there ts none to pity them, neither

father to help, nor mother to compassionate, but rather the az_gel,
t Rev. vu. x7, xxt. 4. . .... . --. I going against them, and saying: Ye poor wretches, why are you
a ,John x; t6.. lThe notre.el text .or joan x. _%tt: one tlocg, [ weeping? In the world you had no compassion nit the weak, you

Otto t.nepnem'_', out it was attcreo quite early. _ l_..j I did not help thexa. And these go away mto everlasting pumshmen_
s i.e., the.mmgs heard. [ There you will not be able to bear the sight of Him who was born of
_t Matt. vn. 6. the virgin, you heed unrepentmg in the world and you will get s0
_P8 evt: 3. ptW, but everlastmg punishment. And Temehich says to "laruch

, J_hn X_c_.n of the eschato]ogy of these documents, Tisclmn-I _^--_._.l.._]g_u_v_i_ ¢_* _.-- t. --a.,_ _--_- _,._A .g.__s_,t_._eth_rth___et_e_ fe_ ....--_.. ,__,L_on,_e,_V_l,ee
doff gives the following extracts from the termination of us E"-- I the sinners), to open the twelve plaguesp that all the creeping thlng_

Hear, rlqhteousJohn: All these shall he assembled, and they shall may he brought together against the imptuns and unrepentmg. And
be in the pit of lamentation; and I shall set my throne in the place, Temeluch will gather together the muhttude of the sinners, and will
and shall mt with the twelve apostles and the four and twenty elders, kick the earth; and the earth will be spht up m diverse places, and
and thou thyself an elder on account of shy blameless hfe: and to the sinners wdl be melted m frightful pumshmcots. Then shall God
finish three services thou shalt receive a white robe and an unfading send Michael, the leader of Hzs hosts; and havmg sealed the place,
crown from the hand of the Lord, and thou shah sit with the four Temeluch shall strike them with the prectons cross, and the earth
and twenty elders, etc. And after this the angels shall come forth, shall he brought together as before. Then their angels lamented ex
having a golden censer and shining lamps; and they shall gather ceedmgly, then the all-holy Virgis and all the saints wept for them,
.t2_ether on the Lord's right hand those who have lived well, anddune and they shall do them no good And John says: Why are the sin
Htl wdl, and He shall make them to dwell for everand ever in hght hers thus pumshed.9 And I hf.ard a voice saying t0 me: They
and joy, and they shall obtain life everlasting. And when He shall walked m the world each after his own will, and thesefore are they
eeparate the sheep from the goats, that is. the righteous from the san- thus pumshed.
hers, the righteous on the right, and the sinners on the left; then shall Blessed ts the man who reads the. wrttmg: blessed is he who has
Me send the angel Ragtwa, laying: Goand sound the trumpet for the transcribed _t, and given tt to other Cathohc churches: blessed are all
angels of cold and snow and ice, and bring together every kind of who fear God. Hear, ye priests, and ye readem; hear ye people, et_



THE BOOK OF JOHN CONCERNING THE FALLING
ASLEEP OF MARY.

THE ACCOUNT OF ST. JOHN THE THEOLOGIAN' OF THE FALLING ASLEEP
OF THE HOLY MOTHER OF GOD.

As the all-holy glorious mother of God and country they may be, through Thy holy corn-
ever-virgin Mary, as was her wont, was going to mandment, in order that, having beheld them,
the holy tomb of our Lord to burn incense, and I may bless Thy name much to be praised ; for
bending her holy knees, she was importunate I am confident that Thou hearest Thy servant
that Christ our God who had been born of her in everything.
should return to her. And the Jews, seeing her And while she was praying, I John came, the
hngermg by the divine sepulchre, came to lhe Holy Spirit having snatched me up by a cloud
chief priests, saying: Mary goes every day to the from Ephesus, and set me in the place where
tomb. And the chief priests, having summoned the mother of my Lord was lying. And having
the guards set by them not to allow any one to gone in beside her, and glorified Him who had
pray at the holy sepulchre, inquired about her, been born of her, I said : Hail, mother of my
whether in truth it were so. And the guards Lord, who didst bring forth Christ our God, re-
answered and said that they had seen no such joice that in great glory thou art going out of
thing, God having not allowed them to see her this life. And the holy mother of God glorified
when there. And on one of the days, it being God, because I John had come to her, remem-
the preparation, the holy Mary, as was her wont, bering the voice of the Lord, saying : Behold
came to the sepulchre ; and while she was pray- thy mother, and, Behold thy son.* And the
rag, it came to pass that the heavens were opened, !three vlrgins came and worshipped. And the
and the archangel Gabriel came down to her, holy mother of God says to me : Pray, and cast
and said : Hail, thou that didst bring forth Christ incense. And I prayed thus : Lord Jesus Christ,
our God ! Thy prayer having come through to who hast done wonderful things, now also do
the heavens to Him who was born of thee, has wonderful things before her who brought Thee
been accepted ; and from this time, according forth ; and let Thy mother depart from this life ;
to thy request, thou having left the world, shalt and let those who crucified Thee, and who have
go to the heavenly places to thy Son, into the not believed in Thee, be confounded. And after
true and everlasting life. I had ended the prayer, holy Mary said to me :

And having heard this from the holy arch- Bring me the censer. And having cast incense,
angel, she returned to holy Bethlehem, having she said, Glory to Thee, my God and my Lord,
along with her three vLrgins who ministered unto because there has been fulfilled in me whatsoever
her. And after having rested a short time, she Thou didst promise to me before thou didst
sat up and said to the virgins : Bring me a cen- ascend into the heavens, that when I should de-
set, that I may pray. And they brought it, as part from this world Thou wouldst come to me,
they had been commanded. And she prayed, and the multitude of Thine angels, with glory.
saying : My Lord Jesus Christ, who didst deign And I John say to her : Jesus Christ our Lord
through Thy supreme goodness to be born of and our God is coming, and thou seest 3 Him,
roe, hear my voice, and send me Thy apostle" as He promised to thee. And the holy mother
John, in order that, seeing him, I may partake of God answered and said to me : The Jews
of joy ; and send me also the rest of Thy apos- have sworn that after I have died they will bum
ties, both those who have already gone to Thee, my body. And I answered and said to her :
and those in the world that now is, in whatever Thy holy and precious body will by no means

be _^The titl_ vary considerably. In two Mss. the author is s.-ud to

-, .-- **veo,m _ sm_ath century. 3 t.e,, wilt see.
$87
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see corruption. And she answered and said to Let us each, according to what the Holy Spirit
me : Bring a censer, and cast incense, and pray. announced and commanded us, give full mfor.
And there came a voice out of the heavens say- mation to the mother of our Lord. And I John
ing the Amen. And I John heard this voice ; answered and said : Just as I was going in to
and the Holy Spirit said to me : John, hast the holy altar in Ephesus to perform divine set-
thou heard this voice that spoke in the heaven vice, the Holy Spirit says to me, The time of
after the prayer was ended ? And I answered the departure of the mother of thy Lord is at
and said: Yes, I heard. And the Holy Spirit hand ; go to Bethlehem to salute her. And a
said to me : This voice which thou didst hear cloud of light snatched me up, and set me do_n
denotes that the appearance of thy brethren the in the door where thou art lying. Peter als0
apostles is at hand, and of the holy powers that answered : And I, hying in Rome, about da_
they are coming hither to-day, beard a voice through the Holy Spirit saying to

And at this I John prayed, me, The mother of thy Lord is to depart, as the
And the Holy Spirit said to the apostles : Let time is at hand ; go to Bethlehem to salute her.

all of you together, having come by the clouds And, behold, a cloud of light snatched me up,
from the ends of the world, be assembled to and I beheld also the other apostles coming to
holy Bethlehem by a whirlwind, on account of me on clouds, and a voice saying to me, Go
the mother of otir Lord Jesus Christ ; Peter from all to Bethlehem. And Paul also answered and
Rome, Paul from Tiberia,' Thomas from Hither said : And I, living in a city at no great distance
India, James from Jerusalem. Andrew, Peter's from Rome, called the country of Tiberia, heard
brother, and Philip, Luke, and Simon the Cana- the Holy Spirit saying to me, The mother of
nman, and Thaddmus who had fallen asleep, thy Lord, having left this world, is making her
were raised by the Holy Spirit out of their course to the celestial regions through her de-
tombs; to whom the Holy Spirit said: Do not parture; * but go thou also to Bethlehem to
think that it is now the resurrection ; but on thi., salute her. And, behold, a cloud of hght hay.
account you have risen out of your tombs, that ing snatched me up, set me down m the same
you may go to give greeting to the honour and place as you. And Thomas also answered and
wonder-working of the mother of our Lord and said : And I, traversing the country of the In-
Saviour Jesus Christ, because the day of her dians, when the preaching was prevailing by the
departure is at hand, of her going up into the grace of Christ, and the king's sister's son, Lab-
heavens. And Mark likewise coming round, danus by name, was about to be sealed by me
was present from Alexandria ; he also with the in the palace, on a sudden the Holy Spirit sa)s
rest, as has been said before, from each country, to me, Do thou also, Thomas, go to Bethlehem
And Peter being lifted up by a cloud, stood be- to salute the mother of thy Lord, because she
tween heaven and earth, the Holy Spirit keeping is taking her departure to the heavens. And a
him steady. And at the same time, the rest of cloud of hght having snatched me up, set me
the apostles also, having been snatched up in down beside you. And Mark also answered
clouds, were found along with Peter. And thus and said : And when I was fimshmg the canon3
by the Holy Spirit, as has been said, they all of the third day in the city of Alexandria, just
came together, as I was praying, the Holy Spirit snatched me

And having gone in beside the mother of our up, and brought me to you. And James als0
Lord and God, and having adored, we said : Fear answered and said : While I was in Jerusalem.
not, nor grieve ; God the Lord, who was born of the Holy Spirit commanded me, saying, Go to
thee, will take thee out of this world with glory. Bethlehem, because the mother of thy Lord is
And rejoicing in God her Savioul:, she sat up in taking her departure. And, behold, a cloud
the bed, and says to the apostles : Now have I of light having snatched me up, set me beside
believed that our Master and God is coming you. And Matthew also answered and said
from heaven, and I shall behold Him, and thus I have glorified and do glorify God, because
depart from this life, as I have seen that you when I was in a boat and overtaken by a storm,
have come. And I wish you to tell me how you the sea raging with its waves, on a sudden a
knew that I was departing and came to me, and cloud of light overshadowing the stormy billow,
from what countries and through what distance changed it to a calm, and having snatched me
you have come hither, that you have thus made up, set me down beside you. And those who
haste to visit me. For neither has He who was "had come before likewise answered, and gave
born of me, our Lord Jesus Christ, the God of an account of how they had come. And Bar-
the universe, concealed it ; for I am persuaded tholomew said : I was in the Thebais proclann"
even now that He is the Son of the Most High. ing the word, and behold the Holy Spirit says

And Peter answered and said to the apostles :
z Or, dtssolutlon.
acA c.a.r_nis a part of the Church service con.sistlng of nine

t A place near Rome; one us. calls it Tiberis. The canon of the third day is the canon for Tuesday.
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to me, The mother of thy Lord is taking her holy apostles who were there in Bethlehem.
departure ; go, then, to salute her in Bethlehem. And accordingly the multitude of the Jews, hay-
And, behold, a cloud of light having snatched ing thrected their course to Bethlehem, when at
me up, brought me to you. the thstance of one mile it came to pass that

The apostles said all these things to the holy they beheld a frightful vision, and their feet were
mother of God, why they had come, and in what held fast ; and after this they returned to their
way; and she stretched her hands to heaven, fellow-countrymen, and reported all the frightful
and prayed, saying : I adore, and praise, and vision to the chief priests. And they, still more
glorify Thy much to be praised name, O Lord, boihng with rage, go to the procurator, crying
because Thou hast looked upon the lowhness out and saying: The nation of the Jews has
of Thine handmaiden, and because Thou that been ruined by this woman; chase her from
art mighty hast done great things for me ; and, Bethlehem and the province of Jerusalem. And
behold, all generations shall count me blessed. _ the procurator, astonished at the wonderful things,
And after the prayer she said to the apostles: said to them: I will chase her neither from
Cast incense, and pray. And when they had Bethlehem nor from any other place. And the
prayed, there was thunder from heaven, and Jews continued crying out, and adjuring him by
there came a fearful voice, as if of chariots ; the health of Tiberius Cmsar to bring the apos-
and, behold, a multitude of a host of angels and tles out of Bethlehem. And if you do not do so,

, powers, and a voice, as if of the Son of man, we shall report it to the Cmsar. Accordingly,
was heard, and the seraphim m a circle round being compelled, he sends a tribune of the sol-
the house where the holy, spotless mother of diets 4 against the apostles to Bethlehem. And
God and virgin was lying, so that all who were the Holy Spirit says to the apostles and the
in Bethlehem beheld all the wonderful things, mother of the Lord : Behold, the procurator has
and came to Jerusalem and reported all the sent a tribune against you, the Jews having made
wonderful things that had come to pass. And an uproar. Go forth therefore from Bethlehem,
it came to pass, when the voice was heard, that and fear not : for, behold, by a cloud I shall

". the sun and the moon suddenly appeared about bring you to Jerusalem ; for the power of the
the house ; and an assembly 2 of the first-born Father, and the Son, and the Holy Spirit is with
saints stood beside the house where the mother you. The apostles therefore rose up immediately,
of the Lord was lying, for her honour and glory, and went forth from the house, carrying the bed
And I beheld also that many mgns came to pass, of the Lady the mother of God, and directed
the blind seeing, the deaf hearing, the lame their course to Jerusalem ; and immediately, as
walking, lepers cleansed, and those possessed the Holy Spirit had said, being lifted up by a
by unclean spirits cured ; and every one who cloud, they were found m Jerusalem m the house
was under disease and sickness, touching the of the Lady. And they stood up, and for five
outside of the wall of the house where she was days made an unceasing singing of praise. And
lying, cried out : Holy Mary, who didst bring when the tribune came to Bethlehem, and found
forth Christ our God, have mercy upon us. And there neither the mother of the Lord nor the
they were straightway cured. And great multi- apostles, he laid hold of the Bethlehemites, say-
tudes out of every country liwng in Jerusalem ing to them : Did you not come telling the proc-
for the sake of prayer, having heard of the signs urator and the priests all the signs and wonders
that had come to pass m Bethlehem through the that had come to pass, and how the apostles had
mother of the Lord, came to the place seeking come out of every country? Where are they,
the cure of various diseases, which also they then? Come, go to the procurator at Jerusalem.
obtained. And there was joy unspeakable on For the tribune did not know of the departure
that day among the multitude of those who had of the apostles and the Lord's mother to Jerusa-
been cured, as well as of those who looked on, i lem. The tribune then, having taken the Beth-
glonfying Christ our God and His mother. And lehemites, went in to the procurator, saying that
all Jerusalem from Bethlehem kept festival with he had found no one. And after five days it
psalms and spiritual songs, was known to the procurator, and the priests,

And the priests of the Jews, along with their and all the city, that the Lord's mother was in
people, were astonished at the things which had her own house in Jerusalem, along with the apos-
come to pass ; and being moved 3 with the heav- tles, from the signs and wonders that came to
lest hatred, and again with frivolous reasoning, pass there. And a multitude of men and woo
having made an assembly, they determine to men and virgins came together, and cried out:
send against the holy mother of God and the Holy virgin, that didst bring forth Christ our

God, do not forget the generation of men.
x Lukei 48. And when these things came to pass, the people
**Or, a church.

A/_cBurning_ms. B. [This m_. is in Venice; see Tischendorf,
_lY#_t*A#_cryp,_w, p. xYdi., for dcsignatioas of Mss. -- R. l 4 Lit., chiliarch, Le., c__=_='*.'lerof a thousand.
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of the Jews, with the priests also, being the sible for the mouth of man to speak of, or to
more moved with hatred, took wood and fire, apprehend. And the Lord remained beside her,
and came up, wishing to burn the house where saying : Behold, from the present time thy pre-
the Lord's mother was living with the apostles, cious body will be transferred to paradise, and
And the procurator stood looking at the sight thy holy soul to the heavens to the treasures of
from afar off. And when the people of the Jews my Father in exceeding brightness, where there
came to the door of the house, behold, suddenly is peace and joy of the holy angels,--and other
a power of fire coming forth from within, by things besides.S And the mother of the Lord
means of an angel, burnt up a great multitude answered and said to him : Lay Thy right hand
of the Jews. And there was great fear through- upon me, O Lord, and bless me. And the Lord
out all the city ; and they glorified God, who stretched forth His undefiled right hand, and
had been born of her. And when the procura- blessed her. And she laid hold of His unde-
tor saw what had come to pass, he cried out to filed right hand, and kissed it, saying : I adore
all the people, saying : Truly he who was born this right hand, which created the heaven and
of the virgin, whom you have thought of driving the earth ; and I call upon Thy much to be
away, is the Son of God ; for these signs are praised name Christ, O God, the King of the
those of the true God. And there was a division ages, the only-begotten of the Father, to recelve
among the Jews ; and many believed in the name Thine handmaid, Thou who didst deign to be
of our Lord Jesus Christ, in consequence of the brought forth by me, in a low estate, to save the
sig-ns that had come to pass. race of men through Thine ineffable dispensa-

And after all these wonderful things had come tion ; do Thou bestow Thine aid upon every
to pass through the mother of God, and ever- man calling upon, or praying to, or naming the
virgin Mary the mother of the Lord, while we the name of, Thine handmaid. And wh_]e she
the apostles were with her in Jerusalem, the is saying this, the apostles, having gone up to
Holy Spirit said to us: You know that on her feet and adored, say: O mother of the
the Lord's day the good news was brought to the Lord, leave a blessing to the world, since thou
Virgin Mary by the archangel Gabriel ; and on art going away from it. For thou hast blessed
the Lord's day the Saviour was born in Bethle- it, and raised it up when it was ruined, by
hem ; and on the Lord's day the children of bringing forth the Light of the world. And the
Jerusalem came forth with palm branches to mother of the Lord prayed, and in her prayer
meet h_m, saying, Hosanna in the highest, spoke thus: O God, who through Thy great
blessed is ' He that cometh in the name of the goodness hast sent from the heavens Thine onI)-
Lord ; * and on the Lord's day He rose from the begotten Son to dwell in my humble body, who
dead ; and on the Lord's day He will come to hast deigned to be born of me, humble as I
judge the living and the dead; and on the am, have mercy upon the world, and ever)'
Lord's day He will come out of heaven, to the soul that calls upon Thy name. And again she
glory and honour of the departure of the holy prayed, and said : O Lord, King of the heavens,
glorious virgin who brought Him forth. And on iSon of the living God, accept every man who
the sames Lord's day the mother of the Lord calls upon Thy name, that Thy b_rth may be
says to the apostles: Cast incense, because glorified. And again she prayed, and said: 0
Christ is coming with a host of angels; and, Lord Jesus Christ, who art all-powerful in heaven
behold, Christ is at hand, sitting on a throne of and on earth, in this appeal I implore Thy h01y
cherubim. And while we were all praying, there name ; in every time and place where there is
appeared innumerable multitudes of angels, and made mention of my name, make that place
the Lord mounted upon cherubim in great holy, and glorify those that glorify Thee through
power; and, behold, a stream of light 4 coming my name, accepting of such persons all their
to the holy virgin, because of the presence of offering, and all their supplication, and all their
her only-begotten Son, and all the powers of the prayer. And when she had thus prayed, the
heavens fell down and adored Him. And the Lord said to His mother : Let thy heart rejoice
Lord, speaking to His mother, said: Mary. and be glad; for every favour 6 and every g,f:
And she answered and said : Here am I, Lord. has been given to thee from my Father in
And the Lord said to her : Grieve not, but let heaven, and from me, and from the Holy Spirit:
thy heart rejoice and be glad ; for thou hast every soul that calls upon thy name shall not be
found grace to behold the glory given to me by ashamed, but shall find mercy, and comfort, and
my Father. And the holy mother of God looked support, and confidence, both in the world that
up, and saw in Him a glory which it is impos- now is, and in that which is to come, in the

presence of my Father in the heavens. And the
/

t Or,b_
Matt. xxL 9_ Luke x_x. 3S; Ps. cxv_. g6. $ Perhaps the true reading is: thou shalt dwell where the_

3 The holy--_s. A. pea_6 and joy of the holy angcls.4 Lzt., a _..ng forth of _uminat_c_. Or, grace.
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Lord turned and said to Peter: The time has And when this miracle had been done, the
corue to begin the singing of the hymn. And apostles camed ' the couch, and laid down her
peter having begun the singing of the hymn, all precious and holy body in Gethsemane in a new
tke powers of the heavens responded with the tomb. And, behold, a perfume of sweet savour
Alleluiah. And then the face of the mother of the came forth out of the holy sepulchre of our Lady
Lord shone brighter than the light, and she rose the mother of God ; and for three days the voices
up and blessed each of the apostles w_th her own of invisible angels were heard glorifying Christ
hand, and all gave glory to God ; and the Lord our God, who had been born of her. And when

: stretched forth Hm undefiled hands, and received the thtrd day was ended, the voices were no
her holy and blameless soul. And w,th the de- longer heard ; and from that time forth all knew

parture of her blameless soul the place was filled that her spotless and precious body had been
with perfume and ineffable light ; and, behold, transferred to paradise.
a voice out of the heaven was heard, saying : And after it had been transferred, behold, we
Blessed art thou among women. And Peter, see Elisabeth the mother of St. John the Baptist,
and I John, and Paul, and Thomas, ran and and Anna the mother of the Lady, and Abraham,
wrapped up her precious feet for the consecra- and Isaac, and Jacob, and David, singing the
non ; and the twelve apostles put her precious Alleluiah, and all the choirs of the saints adoring
and holy body upon a couch, and carried it. the holy relics of the mother of the Lord, and
And, behold, while they were carrying her, a the place full of light, than which light nothing
certain well-born Hebrew, Jephonias by name, could be more brilliant, and an abundance of
running against the body, put his hands upon perfume in that place to which her precious and
the couch ; and, behold, an angel of the Lord holy body had been transferred in paradise, and
by invisible power, with a sword of fire, cut off the melody of those praising Him who had been
his two hands from his shoulders, and made bornofher--sweet melody, of which there isno
them hang about the couch, hfted up in the air. satiety, such as is given to virgins, and them
And at this miracle which had come to pass all only, to hear. We apostles, therefore, having
the people of the Jews who beheld it cried out beheld the sudden precious translation of her
Verily, He that was brought forth .by .thee is the holy body, glorified God, who had shown us His
true God, O mother of God, ever-v_rgin Mary. wonders at the departure of the mother of our
And Jephonias himself, when Peter ordered him Lord Jesus Christ, whose _ prayers and good
that the wonderful things of God might be offices may we all be deemed worthy to receive,s
showed forth, stood up behind the couch, and under her shelter, and support, and protection,
cried out : Holy Mary, who broughtest forth both in the world that now is and in that which
Christ who is God, have mercy upon me. And / is to come, glorifying in every time and place
Peter turned and said to him : In the name of her only-begotten Son, along with the Father
Him who was born of her, thy hands which have and the Holy Spirit, for ever and ever. Amen.

been taken away from thee, will be fixed on[
again. And immediately, at the word of Peter, ! 7 Four of the MS_.give a different account here: While the apo_,

the hands hanging by the couch of the Lady tieswet*goingforthfromthecityof Jerut.alemcarryingtheeouen,
And he suddenly twelve clouds of hght snatched up the apostle, with the

came, and were fixed on Jephonias. / bod_t of our Lady, and translated them to paradise.
believed, and glorified Christ, God who had/ i e.,thernother's.[ _ One Ms has: To fred mercy ,_nd remlsrAon of sins from our
been born of her. I LordJestmChrist.



THE PASSING OF MARY.

FIRST LATIN FORM.

CONCERNING THE PASSING _ OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY.

IN that time before the Lord came to His Inight. And on the third day before she passed
passion, and among many words which the!away, an angel of the Lord came to her, and
mother asked of the Son, she began to ask saluted her, saying: Hall, Mary, full of grace!
Him about her own departure, addressing Him the Lord be with thee. And she answered, sa_-
as follows : -- O most dear Son, I pray Thy holi- ing : Thanks to God. Again he said to her
hess, that when my soul goes out of my body, Receive this palm which the Lord promised to
Thou let me know on the third day before ; and thee. And she, giving thanks to God, with
do Thou, beloved Son, with Thy angels, receive great joy received from the hand of the angel
it.* Then He received the prayer of His be- the pahn sent to her. The angel of the Lord
loved mother, and said to her: O palace and said to her: Thy assumption will be after three
temple of the living God, O blessed mother,3 days. And she answered : Thanks to God3
O queen of all saints, and blessed above all Then she called Joseph of the city of Anma-
women, before thou carriedst me in thy womb, thma, and the other 7 disciples of the Lord ; and
I always guarded thee, and caused thee to be when they, both relations and acquaintances.
fed dally with my angehc food,* as thou know- were assembled, she announced her departure to
est : how can I desert thee, after thou hast car- all standing there. Then the blessed Man
lied me, and nourished me, and brought me washed _ herself, and dressed herself like a
down in flight into Egypt, and endured many queen, and waited the advent of her Son, as
hardships for me ? Know, then, that my angels He had promised to her. And she asked all
have always guarded thee, and will guard thee her relations to keep beside 9 her, and give her
even until thy departure. But after I undergo comfort. And she had along with her three
suffering for men, as it is written, and rise again virgins, Sepphora, Abigea, and Zael ; but the
on the third day, and after forty days ascend disciples of our Lord Jesus Christ had been
into heaven, when thou shalt see me coming to already dispersed throughout the whole world
thee s with angels and archangels, with saints and to preach to the people of God.
with virgins, and with my disctples, know for cer- Then at the third hour 1othere were great thun-
tain that thy soul will be separated from the i ders, and rams, and lightnings, and tribulation,
body, and I shall carry it into heaven, where it and an earthquake," while queen Mary was stand-
shall never at all have tribulation or anguish, ing in her chamber. John the evangehst and
Then she joyed and gloried, and kissed the apostle was suddenly brought from Ephesus.
knees of her Son, and blessed the Creator of and entered the chamber of the blessed Mary, and
heaven and earth, who gave her such a gift saluted her, and said to her: Hail, Mary, full
through Jesus Christ her Son. of grace ! the Lord be with thee. And she an-

In the second year, therefore, after the ascen- swered : Thanks to God. And raising herself
sion of our Lord Jesus Christ, the most blessed up, she kissed Saint John. And the blessed
Virgin Mary continued always in prayer day and Mary said to him : 0 my dearest son, why hast

x MS. B, the assumption. [For the list of Ms$. used by Tischen- [
dorf, seehts.4pocaL A/_acr., p. xlm --R.] [ 6 Ms C" And she began to give great thanks totJOa m- j

Ms.C adds: And cause all the aposdes to be present at myde- cords: My soul doth magmfy the Lord, and my spunt hata rejolv_
parture I a God my Saviour.

Puerpera. 7 Or, other.
4 Pratevan_ellum of yames, ch S, p. 363. t 8 MS. A, raised. L_avdt instead of lavit.
S MS. C has: When, therefore, thou shalt see my archangel ] 9 Lit, guard, to

Gabnet coming to thee with a palm wlach _ sludl send to thee from[ xo MS. Cmserts: o_the second day afar the angel had come
heaven know that I shall moon come to thee, my discaple*_ and [ her vnth the palm.
aagels, etc. st Or, earthquakes.
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thou left me at such a time, and hast not paid on their faces, as the apostles fell when Christ
heed to the commands of thy Master, to take transfigured Himself before them on Mount
careof me, as He commanded thee while He Thabor, and for a whole hour and a half no one
washanging on the cross ? And he asked par- was able to rise. But when the light went away,
don w_thbended knee. Then the blessed Mary and at the same time with the light itself, the
gavehim her benediction, and again lussed him. soul of the blessed virgin Mary was taken up
And when she meant to ask him whence he into heaven with psalms, and hymns, and songs
came, and for what reason he had come to of songs. And as the cloud went up the whole
jerusalem, behold, all the disciples of the Lord, earth shook, and in one moment all the inhab-
except Thomas who is called Dtdymus, were ltants of Jerusalem openly saw the departure of
brought by a cloud to the door of the chamber St. Mary.
of the blessed Mary. They stood and went in, And that same hour Satan entered into them,
and saluted the queen with the following words, and they began to consider what they were to
and adored her : Hail, Mary, full of grace l the do with her body. And they took up weapons,
Lord be with thee. And she eagerly rose quickly, that they might burn her body and kill the apos-
and bowed herself, and kissed them, and gave ties, because from her had gone forth the dis-
thanks to God. These are the names of the ipersions of Israel, on account of their sins and
disciples of the Lord who were brought thither the gathering together of the Gentiles. But
in the cloud: John the evangelist and James they were struck with bhndness, striking their
hs brother, Peter and Paul, Andrew, Philip, heads against the walls, and striking each other.s
Luke, Barnabas, Bartholomew and Matthew, Then the apostles, alarmed by so much bright-
Matthias who is called Justus,' S_mon the hess, arose, and with psalms carried the holy
Chanan_ean, Judas and his brother, Nicode- body down from Mount Zion to the valley of
mus and Maximianus, and many others who iJehoshaphat. But as they were going in the
cannot be numbered. Then the blessed Mary middle of the road, behold, a certain Jew,6 Reu-
said to her brethren: What is this, that you ben by name, wishing to throw to the ground
have all come to Jerusalem ? Peter, answering, the holy bier with the body of the blessed Mary.
said to her : We had need to ask this of thee, But his hands dried up, even to the elbow ;
and dost thou question us? Certainly, as I whether he would or not, he went down even
think, none of us knows why we have come to the Valley of Jehoshaphat, weeping and
here to-day with such rapidity. I was at Anti- lamenting because his hands were raised to the
och, and now I am here. All declared plainly bier, and he was not able to draw back his hands
the place where they had been that day. And to himself. And he began to ask the apostles 7
they all wondered that they were there when that by their prayer he might be saved and made
they heard these things. The blessed Mary said a Christian. Then the apostles, bending their
to them : I asked my Son, before He endured knees, asked the Lord to let him loose. And
the passion, that He and y_u should be at my he, being healed that same hour, giving thank_
death ; and He granted me this gift. Whence to God and kissing the feet of the queen of all:
you may know that my departure will be to- the saints and apostles, was baptized in that
morrow.2 Watch and pray with me, that when same place, and began to preach the name of
the I__rd comes to receive my soul, He may our God Jesus Christ.
findyou watching. Then all promised that they Then the apostles with great honour laid the
would watch. And they watched and prayed body in the tomb, weeping and singing througl_
the whole night, with psalms and chants, with exceeding love and sweetness. And suddenly
great illuminations, there shone round them a light from heaven, and;

And when the Lord's day came, at the third they fell to the ground, and the holy body wa_
hour, just as the Holy Spirit descended upon taken up by angels into heaven.
the apostles in a cloud,3 so Christ descended Then the most blessed Thomas was suddenly
with a multitude of angels, and received the brought to the Mount of Olivet, and saw the
soulof His beloved mother. For there was such most blessed body going up to heaven, and began
splendour and perfume of sweetness, and angels to cry out and say: O holy mother, blemed;

nging the songs of songs, where the Lord says, mother, spotless mother, if I have now found
s a lily among thorns, so is my love among the grace because I see thee, make thy servant joyful
ughters,4 that all who were there present ten through thy compassion, because thou art going

----'--- to heaven. Then the girdle with which the
tI

_n_ twas Joseph, the other candtdate for the apostluship, who was
Justus (Acts i _3)2 " " . '

had Ms.C adds: And she showed them the palm whtch the Lord s MS. C: By the divine vengeance, at that very instant they be-
3s_Msther from heaven by His angel, tan to stn'ke and slay each other with their _.apo_s, and struck _heir_:_ . s. C ha_: just as the Holy S_rit appeared in a cloud to Hts ]_eads agamst the walls like madmen.

_ut_es, vit., Peter, James, and"Jo_3n, wf_n He was transfigured, 76NS. C adds:MS. C insertS:anda scribe of the trihe of Dan.firmly to pmmlse that, sf he were made wh_
4 Cant. il. a. by their prayer_ he would become a C_.
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apostles had encircled the most holy body was And the same cloud by which they had been
thrown down from heaven to the blessed Thomas. !brought carried them back each to his 0w_
And taking it, and kissing it, and giving thanks to place, just like Philip when he baptized the
God, he came again into the Valley of Jehosha- eunuch, as is read in the Acts of the Apostles;_
phat. He found all the apostles and another and as Habakkuk the prophet carried food to
great crowd there beating their breasts on account Daniel, who was in the lions' den, and quickl)
of the bfightnesswhich they had seen. And see- returned to Judw.a.3 And so also the apostles
ing and kissing each other, the blessed Peter said quickly returned to where they had at first been,
to him : Truly thou hast always been obdurate and to preach to the people of God. Nor is it to be
unbelieving, because for thine unbelief it was not wondered at that He should do such things, who
pleasing to God that thou shouldst be along with went into the virgin and came out of her though
us at the burial of the mother of the Saviour her womb was closed ; who, though the gates
And he, beating his breast, said : I know and were shut, went in to His disciples ; 4 who made
firmly believe that I have always been a bad and the deaf to hear, raised the dead, cleansed the
an unbelieving man ; therefore I ask pardon of all lepers, gave sight to the blind,S and did many
of you for my obduracy and unbelief. And they other wonderful things. To believe this is no
all prayed for him. Then the blessed Thomas doubtful matter.
said : Where have you laid her body ? And they i I am Joseph who laid the Lord's body in my
pointed out the sepulchre with their finger. And sepulchre, and saw Him rising again ; and who,
he said : The body which is called most holy is before the ascension and after the ascension of
not there. Then the blessed Peter said to him : i the Lord, always kept his most sacred temple
Already on another occasion thou wouldst not the blessed ever-virgin Mary, and wlw ]_ave ke?t
believe the resurrection of our Master and Lord in writing and in my breast the things which
at our word, unless thou went to touch Him with came forth from the mouth of God, and how
thy fingers, and see Htm ; how wilt thou believe the things mentioned above were done by the
us that the holy body is here ? Still he persists judgment of God. And I have made known to
saying : It is not here. Then, as it were in a all, Jews and Gentiles, those things which I saw
rage, they went to the sepulchre, which was a with my eyes, and heard with my ears ; and as
new one hollowed out in the rock, and took up long as I bye I shall not cease to declare them.
the stone ; but they did not find the body, not And her, whose assumption is at this day yen-
knowing what to say, because they had been erated and worshipped throughout the whole
convicted by the words of Thomas. Then the world, let us assiduously entreat that she be
blessed Thomas told them how he was singing mindful of us in the presence of her most pious
mass in Indian he still had on his sacerdotal Son in heaven, to whom is praise and glory
robes. He, not knowing the word of God, had through endless ages of ages. Amen. 6
been brought to the Mount of Olivet, and saw
the most holy body of the blessed Mary going _Actsviii.39-$ Bel and the Dragon, vet's. 33-39.
up into heaven, and prayed her to give him a a Johnxx _9-5 MS. C adds: and in Cana of Galilee made wine out of water.
blessing. She heard his prayer, and threw him 6 MS. C has this last secuon as follows: For I am Joseph, who

her girdle which she had about her. And the hid the bodyofo,rLordJ .... Christm my sepulch ..... dsaw [41mand spoke with Him after His res_tton, who afterwards kept
apostles seeing the belt which they had put ms mo_tpiousmotherin my houseunrdher assumpnonintothe
about her, glorifying God, all asked pardon of h_ve..... d served h ..... ordlng to my power; who al.... deemedworthy to hear and see from her holy mouth many secrets, which[
the blessed Thomas, on account of the bene- have written and keep m my heart. That which 1 saw w_th mine

eyes, and heard with mine ears, of her holy and glorious assurapnOn,
diction which the blessed Mary had given him, I have written for faithful Christians andthose that fear God and

while I live I shall not cease to preach speak, and write them to all
and because he had seen the most holy body nattons. And let every Christian k_w, that if he keep thtswntmg
going up into heaven. And the blessed Thomas byhim,evenin h_ ho._, whet_rhe_ de,if, orhy, or_womb,
gave them his benediction, and said : Behold medeva_l nothurthim"hissonwillnotbelunatwordemomac,or de_., or blind; no one will die suddenly m his house; m whatever
how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to trmohtlon he cries to her, he will be beard and an the day of h,sdeath he will have her wtth her holy vit_glns for his help. I beseech
dwell together in unity l s o_fin_ly that the same most ptou._and merciful queen may be always

mindful of me, and all who believe in her and hope betors berm_t
piou.s Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, who, with the Father andthe _10y

t Ps. ¢.gxzill. z. Spirih hve_ and reigns God through endle_ ages of ages. Amen.
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SECOND LA TIN FORM..

HERE BEGINNETH THE PASSING OF THE BLESSED MARY.

I. I T_EREFORE, when the Lord and Saviour will come to thee. And Mary says to him: I
Jesus Christ was hanging on the tree fastened by ask that thou send upon me thy blessing, that no
the nails of the cross for the life of the whole world, power of the lower world may withstand me in that
He saw about the cross His mother standing, hour in which my soul shall go out of my body,
and John the evangelist, whom He pecuharly and that I may not see the prince of darkness.
loved above the rest of the apostles, because he And the angel said : No power indeed of the
alone of them was a virgin in the body. He lower world will hurt thee ; and thy Lord God,
gave him, therefore, the charge of holy Mary, whose servant and messenger I am, hath given
saying to him : Behold thy mother I and saying thee eternal blessing ; but do not think that the
to her : Behold thy son ! 2 From that hour the privilege of not seeing the prince of darkness is
holy mother of God remained specially in the to'be given thee by me, but by Him whom thou
care of John, as long as she had her habitation hast carried m thy womb ; for to Him belongeth
m this life. And when the apostles had divided power over all for ever and ever. Thus saying,
the world by lot for preaching, she settled in the the angel departed with great splendour. And
house of his parents near Mount Olivet. that palm shone with exceeding great light.

2. In the second year, therefore, after Christ Then Mary, undressing herself, put on better
had vanquished death, and ascended up into garments. And, taking the palm which she had
heaven, on a certain day, Mary, burning with a received from the hands of the angel, she went
longing for Christ, began to weep alone, within out to the mount of Olivet, and began to pray,
the shelter of her abode. And, behold, an angel, and say : I had not been worthy, O Lord, to
shining m a dress of great light, stood before her, bear Thee, unless Thou hadst had compassmn
and gave utterance to 3 the words of salutation, on me ; but nevertheless I have kept the tress-
saying: Hail ! thou blessed by the Lord, receive ure which Thou entrustedst to me. Therefore
the salutation of Him who commanded safety I ask of Thee, O King of glory, that the power
to Jacob by His prophets. Behold, said He, of Gehenna hurt me not. For if the heavens
a palm branch-- I have brought it to thee from and the angels daily tremble before Thee, how
the paradise of the Lord -- which thou wilt cause much more man who is made from the ground,
to be carried before thy bier, when on the third who possesses no good thing, except as much
day thou shalt be taken up from the body. For, as he has received from Thy benignant bounty !
lo, thy Son awaits thee with thrones and angels, Thou art, O Lord, God always blessed for ever.
and all the powers of heaven. Then Mary said And thus saying, she went back to her dwelling.
to the angel : I beg that all the apostles of the 3. And, behold, suddenly, while St. John was
Lord Jesus Christ be assembled to me. To preaching in Ephesus, on the Lord's day, at the
whom the angel said : Behold, to-day, by the third hour of the day, there was a great earth-
power of my Lord Jesus Christ, all the apostles quake, and a cloud raised him and took him up

from the eyes of all, and brought him before the
x The other Ms. has the following introductory chapter: Mehto, door of the house where Mary was. And knock-

servant of Christ btshop of the church of Sardts, to the venerable
brethren to the L°rd appointed at Laodicea, in peace greeting. I re- Iing at the door, he immediately went in. And
member that I have often written of one Lencms, who, havmgalon_ [ him, she exulted in joy, and
wtth ourselves assoctamd wtth the aposde% turned asale t-hmug_ ] when Mary saw
aJmnatedfeehngs and a rash soul from the path of rectitude, and m- [ said : I beg of thee, my son John, be mind-
_rted verymany thin_s m his books about the acts of the apostles. [
_etthelrpowers, indent1, he said many and diverse things: but of the,r [ ful of the words of my Lord Jesus Christ, in
e.achmghe gave a very false account, affirming that they taught ] which He entrusted me to thee. For, behold,

other_se tha_ they did, and estabhshing ins own impious statements, [
_e ttwere_by their words. Nor did he think tMs to be enough: but l on the third day, when I am to depart from the
e e_n vltlated, by his impmus writing, the assumption of the.blessed

_-_0n Mary,themoor of Ooa,t.... h a deg_ that _twoald body/I have heard the plans of the Jews, say-
t- impious not anlF to read it in the church of God. but even to hear ing, Let us wait for the day when she who bore
ioh--neu .you ask us, therefore, what we heard _rom the Apostle that seducer shall die, and let us bum her body
_ n, we simply write this, and have directed tt to your brotherhood;
_l_nog, not the strange dot, ross hatched by hereucs, but the Father

_on, the Son in the Father, while the threefold person of the with fire. She therefore called St. John, and
hu cad and undivided substance _msins: belw'vi=g not that two led him into the secret chamber of the house,
natum_onatures were created, a good and a bad, but that one good and showed him the robe of her b_.al, and that
_tte was .created by a good _,od, which by the craft of the ser-
_ ._L.tM_tth_h sin, _ m_toredthroughthegraceof palm of light which she had received from the
_r " tI_rf gives thls from Maxima BibZiot_#__et.
" i _o_n2',PP" _.xam:lq. (ed. Sugdtm).--R.]•_. _ _, sT. • The other _s. has a better n=dlng: For, behold, m the

s L_.,sprangforwardto. day I am to depart ftma the body; and lha_ I_ etc.
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angel, instructing him that he should cause it to ment, adoring God, and said : Blessed be the
be carried before her couch when she was going name of Thy glory, O Lord my God, who hast
to her tomb. deigned to choose me Thine handmaid, and to

4- And St. John said to her : How shall I entrust to me Thy.hidden mystery. Be mindful
alone perform thy funeral rites, unless my breth- of me, therefore, O King of glory, for Thou
ren and fellow-apostles of my Lord Jesus Christ knowest that I have loved Thee with all my heart,
come to pay honour to thybody? And, behold, and kept the treasure committed to me. There-
on a sudden, by the command of God, all the fore receive me, Thy servant, and free me fr0nl
apostles were snatched up, raised on a cloud, the power of darkness, that no onset of Satan
from the places in which they were preaching may oppose me, and that I may not see filth),
the word of God, and set down before the door spirits standing in my way. And the Saviour
of the house in which Mary dwelt. And, salut- answered her : When I, sent by my Father for
ing each other, they wondered, saying : What is I the salvation of the world, was hanging on the
the cause for which the Lord hath assembled us cross, the prince of darkness came to me ; but
here ? ' when he was able to find in me no trace of h_s

5- Then all the apostles, rejoicing 2 with one work,3 he went off vanquished and trodden un-
mind, fimshed their prayer. And when they had der foot. But when thou shalt see hlm, thou
said the Amen, behold, on a sudden, there came ',shalt see him indeed by the law of the human
the blessed John, and told them all these things./race, in accordance with which thou hast come

The apostles then, having entered the house, to the end of thy life ; but he cannot hurt thee,found Mary, and saluted her, saying: Blessed,because I am with thee to help thee. Go in

art thou by the Lord, who hath lnade heaven and security, because the heavenly host is waiting for
earth. And she said to them: Peace be with, thee to lead thee in to the joys of paradl_e.
you, most beloved brethren ! How have you And when the Lord had thus spoken, Mary, n_lng
come hither? And they recounted to her how from the pavement, rechned upon her couch, and
they had come, each one raised on a cloud by giving thanks to God, gave up the ghost. And
the Spirit of God, and set down in the same the apostles saw that her soul was of such white-
place. And she said to them: God hath not ness, that no tongue of mortals can worthily
deprived me of the sight of you. Behold, I shall utter it ; for it surpassed all the whiteness of
go the way of all the earth, and I doubt not thai snow, and of every metal, and of gleaming silver,
the Lord hath now conducted you hither to brlng by the great brlghtness of its hght.
me consolation for the angmsh which is just corn- 8. Then the Saviour spoke, saying: R_se.
ing upon me. Now therefore I implore you, Peter, and take the body of Mary, and send _t
that without intermission you all with one mind to the right hand side of the city towards the
watch, even till that hour in which the Lord will east, and thou wilt find there a new tomb, in
come, and I shall depart from the body. which you will lay her, and wait until I come to

6. And when they had sat down in a circle you. And thus saying, the Lord delivered the
consohng her, when they had spent three days soul of St. Mary to Michael, who was the ruler
in the praises of God, behold, on the third day, of paradise, and the prince of the nation of the
about the third hour of the day, a deep sleep Jews; 4 and Gabriel went with them. And ira-
seized upon all who were in that house, and no mediately the Saviour was received up into
one was at all able to keep awake but the apostles heaven along with the angels.
alone, and only the three virgins who were there. 9- And the three virgins, who were in the same
And, behold, suddenly the Lord Jesus Christ place, and were watching, took up the body of
came with a great multitude of angels; and a the blessed Mary, that they might wash it after
great brightness came down upon that place, and the manner of funeral rites. And when they
the angels were singing a hymn, and praising had taken off her clothes, that sacred bodysh0l_e
God together. Then the Saviour spoke, saying : with so much brightness, that it could be touched
Come, most precious pearl, within the receptacle indeed for preparation for burial, but the form _
of life eternal, it could not be seen for the excessive flashing

7" Then Mary prostrated herself on the pave- light : except that the splendour of the Lord al_-
peared great, and nothing was perceived, the

x The other MS.here adds: And there came with them Paul, con- ]_A ..... g,_ ;+ .......... 1._A _._o _ffectN cle_n,
vetted from the cirCumcision, who had been selected along wtth Bar- _'_Y_ _v.,-u _t. wcx_ waa_ wa._ V,..t,, ; ,
nabasforthemtmsU'y of the Genu!es..Andwhe.n.the_wasa piousI and stained by no moisture of filth.S And wiaen
contentton among them as to wmcn ot tiaem snoala De ttae nrst to pray I .L _ a . ._ a _ , .. L--- "t-_t ]lffh[
tO the Lord to show them the reason and Peter was urging Paul to ] [hey nag put _ne oeaa-clomes on net, t.a ,_

espec g Y P ( • "-9)
of th.eC_urch, and thou hast precedence of all m the apostle_hip; ] s Cutup. John xiv 30.
but It zs by nomeunsmme, for I am the leastof2cou all, and Christ { 4 Cutup. Dan. x. 2X, xli x. -
wasseen by me as one bom out of due time (tCor xv. 8), nor do[ s This does not seem to make very good sense. Another reav_en_
lpre_urne to makemyself equal to you: neverthelessby the grace ofl is: And the splendour appeared great, and nothing was perce_t h'

t,a.m what 1 am (,x Cur. xv. xo). . _ whde the body, perfecdy clean) and unstained by any horrorol ,- ,
xne other MS aaas: at tl_enuminty oi _'aul. was being washed.
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was gradually obscured. And the body of the plore thee, Saint Peter, do not despise me, I
blessed Mary was like lily flowers ; and an odour beseech thee, in so great an extremity, because
of great sweetness came forth from it, so that no I am exceedingly tortured by great torments.
sweetness could be found like it. Bear in mind that when, in the pr_etorium, the

io. Then, accordmgly, the apostles laid the maid that kept the doors recognised thee, and
holy body on the bier, and said to each other : told the others to revile thee, then I spoke good
Who is to carry this palm before her bier? words in thy behalf. Then Peter answering,
Then John said to Peter : Thou, who hast pre- said : It is not for me to give other to thee ; but
cedence of us in the apostleship, shouldst carry if thou believest with thy whole heart on the
this palm before her couch. And Peter answered Lord Jesus Christ, whom she carried in her
him : Thou wast the only virgin among us chosen womb, and remained a virgin after the birth, the
by the Lord, and thou didst find so great favour compassion of the Lord, which with profuse
that thou didst recline upon His breast.' And He, bemgnity saves 6 the unworthy, will give thee sal-
when for our salvation He was hanging upon the ration.7
stem of the cross, entrusted her to thee with To this he replied : Do we not believe? But
His own mouth. Thou therefore oughtest to what shall we do ? The enemy of the human
carry thls palm, and let us take up that body to race has blinded our hearts, and confusion has
carry ]t even to the place of sepulture. _ After covered our face, lest we should confess the
this, Peter, raising st, and saying, Take the body, great things of God, especially when we ourselves
began to sing and say: Israel hath gone forth uttered maledictions against Christ, shouting:
out of Egypt. Alleluiah. And the other apos- His blood be upon us, and upon our children, s
ties along with him carried the body of the Then Peter said: Behold, this malediction will
blessed Mary, and John bore the palm of light hurt him who has remained unfaithful to Him ;
before the bier. And the other apostles sang but to those who turn themselves to God mercy
with a most sweet voice, is not denied. And he said : I believe all that

it. And, behold, a new miracle. There ap- thou sayest to me; only I implore, have mercy
peared above the bier a cloud exceeding great, upon me, lest I die.
like the great circle which is wont to appear beside i3. Then Peter made the conch stand still,
the splendour of the moon ; and there was in and said to him : If thou believest with all thy
the clouds an army of angels sending forth a sweet heart upon the Lord Jesus Christ, thy hands will
song,3 and from the sound of the great sweetness be released from the bier. And when he had
the earth resounded. Then the people, having said this,9 his hands were immediately released
gone forth from the- city, about fifteen thousand, from the bier, and he began to stand on his feet ;
wondered, saying : What is that sound of so but his arms were dried up, and the torture did
great sweetness ? Then there stood up one who not go away from him. Then Peter said to him :
sa_d to them : Mary has departed from the Go up to the body, and kiss the couch, and say :
body, and the disciples of Jesus are singing 4 I beheve in God, and in the Son of God, Jesus
praises around her. And looking, they saw the Christ, whom she bore, and I believe all what-
couch crowned with great glory, and the apostles soever Peter the apostle of God has said to
singing with a loud voice. And, behold, one of me. And going up, he kissed the couch, and ira-
them, who was chief of the priests of the Jews mediately all pain went away from him, and his
m his rank, filled with fury and rage, said to the hands were healed. Then he began greatly to
rest : Behold, the tabernacle of him who dis- bless God, and from the books of Moses to ren-
turbed us and all our race, what glory has it der testimony to the praises of Christ, so that
received ? And going up, he wished to overturn even the apostles themselves wondered, and wept
the bier, and throw the body down to the for joy, pro]sing the name of the Lord.
ground. And immediately his hands dried up I4. And Peter said to him: Take this palm
from his elbows, and stuck to the couch. And from the hand of our brother John, and going
when the apostles raised the bier, part of him into the city thou wilt find much people blinded,
hung, and part of him adhered to the couch ; and declare to them the great things of God ; and
and he was vehemently tormented with pain, whosoever shall believe in the Lord Jesus Christ,
while the apostles were walking and singing, thou shalt put this palm upon their eyes, and
And the angels who were in the clouds smote they shall see ; but those who will not believe
the people with blindness, shall remain blind. And when he had done so,

i2. Then that chief cried out, saying : I ira- he found much people blinded, lamenting thus :
------- Woe unto us, because we have been made like

x John xi. _3 . .2Th ¢ . .
"o other MS. inserts: And Paul said to him: And I, who am
_gcr than any of you, will carry along with thee. And when all s John xwu. z7.
Say. agreed, Peter, raising the bLer at the head, began to stag and 6 Or, heals.Or, hcahh.

4 _., Saying. 9 The other us. has: And when he had said this, "I bellcvc."
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the Sodomites struck with blindness.' Nothing! of the power of Thy grace, it had seemed to us
now is left to us but to perish. But when they Thy servants to be right that, just as Thou, hay.
heard the words of the chief who had been cured ing vanquished death, reignest in glory, so, rals-
speaking, they believed in the Lord Jesus Christ; ing up again the body of Thy mother, Thou
and when he put the palm over their eyes, they shouldst take her with Thee in joy into heaven.
recovered sight. Five of them remaining in 16. Then the Saviour said : Let it be accord.
hardness of heart died. And the chief of the ing to your opinion. And He ordered the arch-
priests going forth, carried back the palm to the angel Michael to bring the soul of St. Man.
apostles, reporting all things whatsoever had And, behold, the archangel Michael 4 rolled back
been done. the stone from the door of the tomb ; and the

15- And the apostles, carrying Mary, came to Lord said : Arise, my beloved and my nearest
the place of the Valley of Jehoshaphat which the relation ; thou who hast not put on corrupt]0n
Lord had showed them ; and they laid her in a by intercourse with man, suffer not destruction
new tomb, and closed the sepulchre. And they of the body in the sepulchre. And immediately
themselves sat down at the door of the tomb, as Mary rose from the tomb, and blessed the Lord,
the Lord had commanded them ; and, behold, and falling forward at the feet of the Lord,
suddenly the Lord Jesus Christ came with a adored Him, saying: I cannot render sufficient
great multitude of angels, with a halo of great thanks to Thee, O Lord, for Thy boundless ben-
brightness gleaming, and said to the apostles: efits which Thou hast deigned to bestow upon
Peace be with you ! And they answered and me Thine handmaiden. May Thy name, 0 Re-
said : Let Thy mercy, O Lord, be upon us, as deemer of the world, God of Israel, be blessed
we have hoped in Thee.* Then the Saviour for ever.
spoke to them, saying : Before I ascended to 17. And kissing her, the Lord went back, and
my Father I promised to you, saying that you dehvered her soul to the angels, that they should
who have followed me in the regeneration, when carry it into paradise. And He said to the ap0s.
the Son of man shall sit upon the throne of His tles : Come up to me. And when they had come
majesty, will sit, you also, upon twelve thrones, up He kissed them, and saifl : Peace be to you T
judging the twelve tribes of Israel.3 Her, there- as I have always been with you, so will I be even
fore, did I choose out of the tribes of Israel by to the end of the world. And immediately,
the command of my Father, that I should dwell when the Lord had said this, He was hfted up
in her. What, therefore, do you wish that I on a cloud, and taken back into heaven, and the
should do to her? Then Peter and the other angels along with Him, carrying the blessed
apostles said : Lord, Thou didst choose before- Mary into the paradise of God. And the apos-
hand this Thine handmaid to become a spotless ties being taken up in the clouds, returned each
chamber for Thyself, and us Thy servants to into the place allotted s for his preaching, telhng
minister unto Thee. Before the ages Thou didst the great things of God, and praising our Lord
foreknow all things along with the Father, with Jesus Christ, who liveth and reigneth with the
whom to Thee and the Holy Spirit there is one Father and the Holy Spirit, in perfect unity, and
Godhead, equal and infinite power. If, there- in one substance of Godhead, for ever and ever.
fore, it were possible to be done in the presence Amen.

t C_n x_x. xx, WLsd. yax. x7.
2 Ps xxxiti 22. ,t The other MS.has Gabriel.
s Matt. xL_. 28. $ Ltt, the lot.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

To

THE DECRETALS.

THElearned editors of the Edinburgh series have given us only a specimen of these, frauds,

which,pretending to be a series of "papal edicts" from Clement and his successors during the
ante-Nicene ages, are, in fact, the manufactured product of the ninth century, _ the most stu-

pendous imposture of the world's history, the most successful and the most stubborn in its hold
uponenlightened nations. Like the mason's framework of lath and scantlings, on which he turns
an arch of massive stone, the Decretals served their purpose, enabling Nicholas I. to found the

Papacyby their insignificant aid. That swelling arch of vanity once reared, the framework might
be knocked out ; but the fabric stood, and has borne up every weight imposed upon it for ages. Its

strongabutinents have been ignorance and despotism. Nicholas produced his flimsyframework of
imposture, and amazed the whole Church by the audacity of the claims he founded upon it. The
age,however, was unlearned and uncritical ; and, in spite of remonstrances from France under
lead of Hincmar, bishop of Rheims, the West patiently submitted to the overthrow of the ancient
Canons and the Nicene Constitutions, and bowed to the yoke of a new canon-law, of which
these frauds were not only made an integral, but the essential, part. The East never accepted
themfor a moment: her great patriarchates retain the Nicene System to this day. But, as the
establishedreligion of the "Holy Roman Empire," the national churches of Western Europe, one
byone, succumbed to this revolt from historic Catholicity.. The Eastern churches were the more

numerous. They stood by the Constitutions confirmed by all the (Ecumenical Synods; they
altered not a word of the Nicene Creed ; they stood up for the great Catholic law, "Let the
ancientcustoms prevail ;" and they were, and are to this day, the grand hislaric stem of Christen-
dam. The Papacy created the Western schism, and contrived to call it "the schism of the
Greeks." The Decretals had created the Papacy, and they enabled the first Pope to assume that
communionwith himself was the test of Catholic communion : hence his excommunication of

the Easterns, which, after brief intervals of relaxation, settled into the chronic schism of the
Papacy,and produced the awful history of the medimval Church in Western Europe.

In naming Nicholas I. as the founder of the Papacy, and the first Pope, I merely reach the
logicalconsequence of admitted facts and demonstrated truths. I merely apply the recognised
pnnciples of modern thought and scientific law to the science of history, and dismiss the tech-
nologyof empiricism in this science, as our age has abolished similar empiricisms in the exact
sciences. For ages after Copernicus, even those who basked in the light of the true system of
theuniverse went on in the old ruts, talking as if the Ptolemaic theory were yet a reality: and
so the very historians whose lucid pages explode the whole fabric of the Papal communion, still
goon,in the language of fable, giving to the early Bishops of Rome the title of "Popes ; "counting
St. Peter as the first Pope ; bewildering the student by many confusions of fact with fable ; mad
Concedingto the modern fabric of Romanism the name of "the Catholic Church," with all the
immense advantages that accrue to falsehood by such a surrender of truth, and the consequent
endowmentof imposture with the raiment and the domain of Apostolic antiquity.6ol
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The student of tln'sseries must have noted the following fundamental facts :

x. That the name,_a_ was common to all bishops, and signified no pre-eminence in those
who bore it.

2. That the Apostolic Sees were all equally accounted matrices of unity, and the roots of
other Catholic churches.

3- That, down to the Council of Nicaea, the whole system of the Church was framed on this
principle, and that these were the "ancient customs" which that council ordained to be perpetual

4- That "because it was the old capital of the empire," and for no other reason (the Petnne
idea never once mentioned), the primacy of honour was conceded to Old Rome, and equal
honour to New Rome, because it was the new capital.' It was to be 1mined second on the l_t
of patriarchates, but to be in no wise inferior to Old Rome ; while the ancient and all-command.

hag patriarchate of Alexandria yielded this credit to the _arvenu of Byzantium only on the pnn.
ciple of the Gospel, "in honour preferring one another," and only because the imperial capital
must be the centre of Catholic concourse.

Now, the rest of the story must be sought in post-Nicene history. The salient points areas
follows :

x. The mighty centralization about Constantinople ; the three councils held within its wails;
the virtual session of the other councils under its eaves ; the inconsiderable figure of "Old Rome"
in strictly ecclesiastical history ; her barrenness of literature, and of great heroic sons, like Atha.
nasius and Chrysostom in the East, and Cyprian and Augustine in the lYest ; and her decadence as
a capital, -- had led Leo I., and others after him, to dwell much upon "St. Peter," and to favournew
ideas of his personal greatness, and of a transmitted grandeur as the inheritance of his suc.
cessors. As yet, these were but "great swelling words of vanity ;" but they led to the formulated
fraud of the Decretals.

_. Ambition once entering the pale of Catholicity, we find a counter idea to that of the coun-
cils at the root of the first usurpation of unscriptural dignity. John "the Faster," bishop of New
Rome, conceived himself not merely equal (as the councils had decreed) to the bishop of 01d
Rome, but his superior, in view of the decrepitude of the latter, and its occupation by the Goths,
while the imperial dignity of Constantinople was now matured. He called himself" CEcumenlcal
Bishop."

3. Gregory was then bishop of "Old Rome," and that was the time to assert the principle of
the Decretals, had any such idea ever been heard of. How did he meet his brother's arrogance_
Not appealing to decretals, not by asserting that such was his own dignity derived from St.
Peter, but by protesting against such abasement of all the other patriarchs and all other bishops
(who were all equals), and by pronouncing the impious assumption of such a nefarious title to
denote a "forerunner of Antichrist." Plainly, then, there was no " Pope " known to Christen"
dom at the close of the sixth century.

4. But hardly was Gregory in his grave when court policy led the Emperor Phocas (one of the
most /nfamous of men) to gratify the wicked ambition of the new Bishop of Rome by givingto
him the titular honour of being a "forerunner of Antichrist." Boniface III. (6o7 A.D.)assumed
the daring title of "Universal Bishop." But it was a mere court-title : the Church never recog-
nised it ; and so it went down to his successors as mere "sounding brass and a tinkling.cymbal"
till the days of Charlemagne.

$. In his times the Petrine fable had grown upon the Western mind. All Western Europe
had but one Apostolic See. As "the Apostolic See" it was known throughout the West, justas
"the Post-Office" means that which is nearest to one's own dwelling. What was geographically
true, had grown to be theologically false, however ; and the Bishop of Rome began to consider
himself the only inheritor of Apostolic precedency, if not of all Apostolic authority and power.

t Compare these C_.aucms:N1,.._--%vl.; Comnm_tinople, ii., ill.; Ephesus, viii.; and Chalcedon, x.xvlil.
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6. The formation of the Western Empire favoured this assumption : but it did not take definite
shape while Charlemagne rived, for he regarded himself, like Constantine, the "head of the

Church ; ,,i and in his day he acted as supreme pontiff, called the Council of Frankfort, overruled

the Roman bishop, and, in short, was a lay-Pope throughout his empire. That nobody refused
him all he claimed, that Adrian "couched like a strong ass" under the burden of his rebukes, and

that Leo paid him bodily "homage," demonstrated that no such character as a "Pope" was yet
m existence. Leo III. had personally "adored" Charlemagne with the homage afterwards ren-

" dered to the pontiffs, and Adrian had set him the example of personal submission.

7. But, Charlemagne's feeble sons and successors proving incapable of exercising his power,

the West only waited for an ambitious and original genius to come to the See of Rome, to yield
him all that Charlemagne had claimed, and to invest him with the more sacred character of the
Apostolic head to the whole Church.

8. Such a character arose in Nicholas I. He found the Decretals made to his hand by some
impostor, and he saw a benighted age ready to accept his assumptions. He therefore used them,
and passed them into the organic canon-law of the West. The "Holy Roman Empire" reluc-

tantly received the impious frauds: 2 the East contemptuously resisted. Thus the Papacy was
formed on the base of the "Holy Roman Empire," and arrogated to itself the right to cut offand
anathemattze the greater part of Christendom, with the old patriarchal Sees. So we have in

N_cholas the first figure in history in whose person is concentrated what Rome means by the
Papacy. No "Pope" ever existed previously, in the sense of her canon-law ; and it was not till

: two centuries longer that even a "Pope" presumed to pronounce that title.Peculiar to the Bishop
of Rome.3

_ Such, then, are the historical facts, which render vastly important some study of the Decretals.

I shall give what follows exclusively from "Roman-Catholic" sources. Says the learned Dupin : 4

"i. All these Decretals were unknown to all the ancient Fathers, to all the Popes and all the ecclesiastical
: authorsthat wrote beforethe mnth century. Now, what rational man can believe that so vast a number of letters,

composedby so many holy Popes, containing so many important points in relauon to the discipline of the Church,
could be unknown to Eusebius, to St. Jerome, to St. Augustine, to St. Basil, and, in short, to all those authors
that have spoken of their writings, or who have written upon the discipline of the Church? Could it possibly

• happenthat the Popes, to whom these epistles are so very favourable, would never have cited and alleged them
toaggrandize their own reputation ? Who could ever imagine that the decisions of these Decretals should t_
neversomuch as quoted in any council or in any canon ? He that will seriously consider with himself, that, since
theseDecretals have been imposed upon the world, they have beencited 2nan tnflmte number of fllaces b],Po_s,
bycouncds,and as often by canomsts, will be readily convinced that they would have acquired immense credit,
andbeen very often quoted by antiquity, if they had been genuine and true."

Here I must direct attention to the all-important fact, that whatever may have been the author-
shtp of these forgeries, the Roman pontiffs, and the "Roman Catholic" communion as such,

have committed themselves over and over again to the fraud, as Dupin remarks above, and that,

long after the imposture was demonstrated and exposed ; in proof of which I cite the following,
from one whose eyes were opened by his patient investigation of such facts, but who, while a mem-

ber of the Roman communion, wrote to his co-religionist Cardinal Manning as follows : s

"Is it credible that the Papacy should have so often appealed to these forgeries for its extended claims, bad
it anybetter authorities- distinctive authorities- to fall back upon? Every disputant on the Latin side finds
inthese forgeries a convincing argument against the Greeks. ' To prove this,' the universal jurisdiction of the
Pope, said Abbot Barlaam, himself converted by them from the Greek Charch, to convert his countrymen,
' oneneed only look through the decretal epistles of the Romanpontiffs from St.Clement to St. Sylvester.' In the

t Ell'Sea#w*a6extr_ ; t.e.,headof temporahtles.
2 Hincmarof Rheimsopposedthemas hecould. SeePrichard'sHincmer, Oxford,xt_d_
s Seevol.v. p.x54,ElucidauonIII.
4 SeehisEccles.History,Cent.iii.p.x73,ed.London,x(_3.
s ]_1.Hayes,London,t868.
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twenty-fifth session of the Council of Florence the provincial of the Dominicans is ordered to address the Greeks
on the rights of the Pope, the Pope being present. Twice he argues from the pseudo-decretal of St. Anaclctus, at
another time from a synodical letter of St. Athanasius to Felix, at another time from a letter of Julius to the

Easterns, all forgeries. Afterwards, in reply to objections taken by Bessarion, in conference, to their authority,
apart from any question of their authenticity, his position in another speech is, 'that those decretal epzstles of tke
Popes, being synodical epistles in each case, are entitled to the same authority as the Canons themselves.' Can
we need further evidence of the weight attached to them on the Latin sidc?

"Po_es appealed to them in their official capacity, as well as private doctors ; (I) Leo IX., for instance, to the
pseudo-donation in the prolix epistle written by him, or in his name, to Michael Cerularlus, patriarch of Con-

stantinople, on the eve of the schism. (2) Eugenius IV. to the pseudo-decretals of St. Alexander and Juhus, during
the negotiations for healing it, in his instructions to the Armenians. (3) But why, my lord, need I travel any further
for proofs, when in the CatechLsm of the Council of Trent, that has been for three centuries eke accredzted :n.

structor ole tke clergy tkemselves, recommended autkoritattvely by so many PoiOes, notwttkstandtng eke real value of

tkese mtserable impostures had been for three centuries before the world, I find these words - t , On the primacy
of the Supreme Pontiff, see the third epistle (that is, pseudo-decretal) of Anacletus ' l Such is, actually, the
authority to which the clergy of our own days are referred, tn theflrst instance, for sound and true views on the

primacy. (4) Afterwards, when they have mastered what is said there, they may turn to three more authoriues, all

culled likewise from Gratian, which they will not fall to interpret in accordance with the ideas they have alread_
imbibed. Nor can I refrain from calling attention to a much more flagrant case. On the sacrament of confir.

matlon there had been many questions raised by the Reformers, calculated to set people thinking, and anxious to
know the strict truth respecting it. On this the Catechism proceeds as follows :"--

"' Since it has been already shown how necessary it would be to teach generally respecting all the sacraments,

by whom they were instituted, so there is need of similar instruction respecting confirmation, that the faithful may
be the more attracted by the holiness of this sacrament. Pastors must tkerefore explain that not only was Chr*st

our Lord the author of it, but that, on the authority of the Roman pontiff St. Fabian 0.% the pseudo-decretal attrib-
uted to him), He instituted the rite of the chrism, and the words used by the Catholic Church in its admires
tration.'

"Strange phenomenon, indeed, that the asseverations of such authorities should be still ordered to betaughtas

Gospel from our pulpits in these days, when everybody that is acquainted with the merest rudiments of eccleslav

tical history knows how absolutely unauthenticated they are in point of fact, and how unquestionably the authorl-
ties cited to prove them are forgeries.

"Absolutely, my lord, with such evidence before me, I am unable to resist the inference that truthfulness is

not one of the strongest characteristics of the teaching of even the modern Church of Rome ; for is not this a

ease palpably where its highest living authorities are both indifferent to having possible untruths preached from

the pulpit, and something more than indifferent to having forgeries, after their detection as such, adduced
from the pulpit to authenticate facts ?

"This, again, strongly reminds me of a conversation I had with the excellent French priest who received me

into the Roman-Catholic Church, some time subsequently to that event. I had, as an Anglican, inqmred very la-

boriously into the genuineness of the Santa Casa ; and having visited Nazareth and Loretto since, and plunged
into the question anew at each place, came back more thoroughly convinced than ever of its utterly fictmous
character, notwithstanding the priwleges bestowed upon it by so many Popes. On stating my convictions to h,m,

his only reply was : ' There are many things in the Breviary which I do not believe, myself.' Oh the stumbling'

blocks of a system in the construction of which forgeries have been so largely used, in which it is still thought
possible for the clergy to derive edification from legends which they cannot believe, and the people mstrucu0n

from works of acknowledged imposture I"

Further, Dupin remarks :s

*'The first man that published them, if we may believe Hinemar, was one Riculphns, bishop of Mentz, who
died about the ninth century. It is commonly believed, seeing the collection bears the name of Isidore, that he

brought them from Spain. But it never could have been composed by the great Archbishop of Seville; and there

is great reason to believe that no Spaniard, but rather some German or Frenchman, began this imposture.
"It likewise seems probable that some of these Decretals have been foisted in since the time of Rlculphus.

Benedict, a deacon of the church of Mentz, who made a collection of canons for the successors of Rlculphus, may

have put the last hand to this collection of false Decretals attributed to one Isidore, a different person from the

famous Bishop of Seville, and surnamed Peccator, or Mercator. About his time a certain Isidore did come from

Spain, along with some merchants, and then withdrew to Mentz. Not improbably, therefore, this man's namewas
given to the collection, and it was naturally believed that it was brought from Spain.

"And since these letters first appeared in an unlearned, dark age, what wonder ks it that they were received

t DtOrd. Sacram., § 49- * § $. 3 p. x73,as above.
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with very little opposition ? And yet Archbishop Hincmar of Rheims, with other French bishops, made great
thfliculty in accepting them, even in that time. Soon after, however, they acquired some authority, owing to the

support of the court of Rome, the pretensions of which they mightily favoured."

On the twin imposture of the "Donation of Constantine," it may be well to cite the same
lesmed authority. But this shall be found elsewhereJ

Let me now recur to the same candid Gallican doctor, Dupin, who remarksas follows :

"2. The imposture of these letters is invincibly proved from hence : because they are made up of a ¢o_-

texture of passages out of Fathers, councils, papal epistles, and imperial ordinances, which have appeared after
the third century, down to the middle of the mnth.

"3" The citations of Scripture in all these letters follam the Vulgnte of St. Jerome, which demonstrates tlu_
theyare since his time (A.D. 420), and consequently do not proceed from Popes who lived long before St. Jerome-

"4. The matter of these letters is not at all in keeping with the ages when those to whom they are attributed
were hying.

"5. These Decretals are full of anachronisms. The consulships and names of consuls mentioned in them are
confused and out of order ; and, moreover, the true dates of the writers themselves, as Bishops of Rome, do

not agree with those assumed in these letters.
"6. Their style is extremely barbarous, full of solecisms ; and in them we often meet with certain words never

used tdl the later a_es. Also, they are all of one style I How does it happen that so many different Popes, living
in divers centuries, should all write in the same manner ?"

Dupin then goes on to examine the whole series with learning and candour, showing that every
singleone of them "carries with it unequivocal signs of lying and imposture." To his pages let
the student recur, therefore. I follow him in the following enumeratmn of the frauds he calmly

exposeswith searching logic and demonstration :
i. St. Clement to St..fames the Lord's Brother. _ Plainly spurious.
2. The Second Epistle of Clement to the Same. m Equally so.
3. St. Clement to all Suffragan Bishops, Priests, Deacons, and Others of the Clergy: to all

PrincesGreat and Small, and to all the Faithful.
Dupin remarks : "This very title suffices to prove the forgery, as, in the days of St. Clement,

therewere no "princes great or small " in the Church. He adds that it speaks of "subdeacons,"
aa order not then existing, and that it is patched up from scraps of the apocryphal Recognitions.

4. A Fourth Letter of the Same. It is self-refuted by "the same reasons."
5. The Ftfth Letter to St. _:ames of St. Clement, Btshop of Rome and Successor of St. 2_eter.
"But," says Dupin, "as St. James died before St. Peter, it necessarily follows, that this epistle

cannothave been written by St. Clement." Further, "We have one genuine epistle of St. Clem-
ent, the style of which is wholly different from that of these Decretals."

6. The Epistle of Anacletus. _ Barbarous, full of solecisms and falsehoods.
7. A Second Epistle of Anacldus. -- Filled with passages out of authors who lived long at_er

the t,mes of Anacletus.

8. A Third Letter, etc. _ Spurious for the same reasons.
9. An Epistle of Evaristus. _ Patched up out of writings of Innocent in the fifth century,

dated under consuls not contemporaries of the alleged writer.
_o. A Second EiOistleof the Same. _Stuffed with patchwork of later centuries.
i i. An Epistle of Alexander. _ Contains passages from at least one author of the eighth cen-

tury.

I2. A Second Epistle of the Same. _ Refers to the Council of Laodicea, which was held (,_dD.
365) after Alexander was dead.

z3..4 Third E_istle, etc. _ Quotes an author of the fifth century.
I4..4n Epistle of Xystus. _ Dated under a consul that lived in another age, and quotes

authors of centuries later than his own day.
I5..4 Second Epistle of the Same. -- Subject to the same objections, anachronisms, etc.

x FA_idatioa H_ i#_.
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,6. An Epistle of TelesiOhorus. _ False dates, patched from subsequent authors, etc.
I

x7. An E_'stle of H_ginus. J Anachronisms, etc.

18. A Second of the Same. -- Stuffed with anachronisms, and falsely dated by consuls not of
his age.

x9. An Epistle of t_'us L -- Full of absurdities, and quotes "the Theodosian Code" !

20. A Second. _ It is addressed to Justus, etc. Bad Latin, and wholly unknown to antiquity,
though Baronius has tried to sustain it.

2 ,. A Third Zetter, etc.--Addressed to Justus, bishop of Vienna. False for the same rea.
sons.

22. An Epistle of Anicelus. _ Full of blunders as to dates, etc. Mentions names, titles, and
the like, unheard of till later ages.

23. An Epistle of So/er. -- Dated under consuls who lived before Soter was bishop of Rome.

04. A Second Zet/er, etc. _ Speaks of "monks," " palls," and other things of later times ; _s
patched out of writings of subsequent ages, and dated under consuls not his contemporaries.

25. An Epistle of ,Eleutherus.- Subject to like objections.
26. A Second Letter, etc. _ Anachronisms.

27. A Third Letter, etc. _ Addressed to "Desiderius, bishop of Vienna." There was no such

bishop till the sixth century.
28. A Fourth Letter, etc. _ Quotes later authors, and is disproved by its style.

29. An Eaois/le of Zephyrinus.--Little importance to be attached to anything from such a

source ; but Dupin (who lived before his bad character came to hght in the writings of H_pp01-
ytus) convicts it of ignorance, and shows that it is a patchwork of later ideas and writers.

3o. A Second Letter. m,, Yet more plainly an imposture," says Dupin.
3 I. An ,Epistle of St. Callis/us._What sort of a "saint" he was, our readers me already

informed. This epistle is like the preceding ones of Zephyrinus.
32. A Second ,Epistle, etc. _ Quotes from wntings of the eighth century.

33. An Epistle of Urban. -- Quotes the Vulgate, the Theodosian Code, and Gregory the
Fourth.

34. An ,Epistle of Pontianus. _ Anachronisms.

35..4 Second Epts/le, etc. _ Barbarous and impossible.
36. An _Epistle of .Antcrus. -- Equally impossible ; stuffed with anachronisms.

37. An ,Eptslle of Fabianus._Contradicts the facts of history touching Cyprian, Cornelius,
and Novatus.

38..4 Second ,E2Oislle,etc.- Self-refuted by its monstrous details of mistake and the like.
39- .4 Thtrd Epis/le, etc. _ Quotes authors of the sixth century.

4o..An ,Epistle of Cornelius. _ Contradicts historical facts, etc.
4 t . .4' Second ,Epis/le, etc. _ Equally full of blunders. "But nothing," says Dupin, "shows

the imposture of these two letters more palpably than the difference of style from those truly

ascribed to Cornelius in Cyprian's works."
42. A Third Ze//eJ, etc. _ Equally false on its face. Dupin, with his usual candour, remarks

"We find in it the word ' Mass,' which was unknown to the contemporaries of Cornehus."
43. .Epistle of Zucius.- It is dated six months before he became Bishop of Rorne, and

quotes authors who lived ages after he was dead.

44- .An Epistle of Stephen. _" Filled with citations out of subsequent authors."
45..4 Second Epistle, etc. _ Open to the like objection ; it does not harmonize with the times

to which it is referred.

Here Dupin grows weary, and winds up his review as follows :

"For like reasons, we must pass judgment, in like manner, on the two Epistles of Sixtus II.; the two 0f

Dionysius ; the three of St. Felix I.; the two of Eutychianus ; one of Caius ; two of Marcellinus and those
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of Marcellus ; the three of Eusebius ; those of Miltiades, and the rest of Isidore's collection : they are full
of passages out of Fathers, Popes, and councils, more modern than the very Popes by whom they are pretended
to be written. In them are many things that clash with the known history of those times, and were _r2_osely

framed tofwoour tat court of Rome, and to sustain Aer _Oreteusio_s against tat rigAtt of bisAops and tlte hberties of
AurcAes. But it would take up too much time to show the gross falsehood of these monuments. They are now

rejected by common consent, and even by those authors who are most favourable to the court of Rome, who are
obhged to abandon the patronage of these epistles, though they have done a great deal of service in developing

the greatness of the court of Rome, and rutmng eke anc*eut dtsct_line of tat CA_rch, especially with reference
to the rights of bishops and ecclesiastical decisions."

The following is the T_SmTOR'S PREFAC'Eto these frauds:_

Ln regard to these Decretals, Dean Milman says : "Up to this period the Decretals, the letters
• oredicts of the Bishops of Rome, according to the authorized or common collection of Dionsysius,

commencedwith Pope Sincius, towards the close of the fourth century. To the collection of

D_onysiuswas added that of the authentic councils, which bore the name of Isidore of Seville.
On a sudden was promulgated, unannounced, without preparation, not absolutely unquestioned,

butapparently overawing at once all doubt, a new code, which to the former authentic documents
added fifty-nine letters and decrees of the twenty oldest popes from Clement to Melchiades,'
and the donation of Constantine ; • and in the third part, among the decrees of the popes and
of the councils from Sylvester to Gregory II., thirty-nine false decrees, and the acts of several
unauthenticcouncils."

In regard to the authorship and date of the False Decretals, Dean Milman says : "The author
or authorsof this most audacious and elaborate of pious frauds are unknown; the date and place

: of its compilation are driven into such narrow limits that they may be determined within a few
years,and within a very circumscribed region. The False Decretals came not from Rome ; the
timeof their arrival at Rome, after they were known beyond the Alps, appears almost certain. In
oneyearNicholas I. is apparently ignorant of their existence ; the next he speaks of them with full
knowledge. They contain words manifestly used at the Council of Paris, A.D.829, consequently
are of later date. They were known to the Levite Benedict of Mentz, who composed a sup-
plement to the collection of capitularies by Ansegise, between A.D.84o-84;'. The city of Mentz
isdesignated with nearly equal certainty as the place in which, jf not actually composed, they were
firstpromulgatedas the canon law of Christendom." 4

x [ElucidationI.]
2 [ElucidauonII.]

Htstory of Latin C_rfstdanlty, vol. ill p. zgz.
• Htstoryodr Latin CAriatfaftity, rot. tit.p. t93. [In the marvellousconfutfiot_of sol. ix. of the ,_nbttrgh _ri_, thlm¢I)t'crem_

aremutedup withgenuineworksas *'F_ta of the Third Century."l





THE EPISTLES OF ZEPHYRINUS.'

THE FIRST EPISTLE.

TO ALL THE BISHOPS OF SICILY.

OF THE FINAL DECISION OF THE TRIALS OF BISHOPS, ] should a decisive judgment be pronounc6d ; nor

AND GRAVER ECCLESIASTICAL CASES IN TIlE SE,AT should any trial be held valid unless it has been
OF THE APOSTLES. conducted according to order. No one, more-

ZEph_RIm_S,archbishop of the city of Rome, over, should be judged in his absence, because
to all the bishops settled in Sicily, m the Lord, both divine and human laws forbid that. The

accusers of those persons should also be free of
greeting.

' We ought to be mindful of the grace of God all suspicion, because the Lord has chosen that
to us, which in His own merciful regard has His pillars should stand firm, and not be shaken
raised us for this purpose to the summit of by any one who will. For a sentence should

! priestly honour, that, abiding by His command- not bind any of them if it is not given by their
ments, and appointed in a certain supervision of proper judge, because even the laws of the world
His priests, we may prohibit things unlawful, ordain that that be done. For any accused
and teach those that are to be followed. As bishop may, if it be necessary, choose twelve

judges by whom his case may be justly judged.
mght does not extinguish the stars of heaven, so Nor should he be heard or excommunicated or
the unrighteousness of the world does not bhnd judged until these be chosen by him ; and on
the minds of the faithful that hold by the sure his being regularly summoned at first to a court-

- support of Scripture. Therefore we ought to
consider well and attend carefully to the Scrip- cil of his own bishops, his case should be justly

. heard by them, and investigated on sound prin-
i tures, and the divine precepts which are con-

rained in these Scriptures, in order that we may ciples. The end of his case, however, should
show ourselves not transgressors, but fulfillers of be remitted to the seat of the apostles, that it

_ the law of God. may be finally decided there. Nor should it be
Now patriarchs and primates, in investigating Ifimshed' as has been decreed of old by the

the case of an accused bishop, should not pro- apostles or their successors, until it is sustained
n0unce a final decision until, supported by the by its authority. To it also all, and especially
authority of the apostles, they find that the per- the oppressed, should appeal and have recourseas to a mother, that they may be nourished by
son either confesses himself guilty, or is proved her breasts, defended by her authority, and re-
so by witnesses trustworthy and regularly ex- lieved of their oppresstons, because "a motheramined, who should not be fewer in number

than were those disciples whom the Lord di-[ cannot,"and should not, "forget herson. ''2 For
rected to be chosen for the help of the apostles the trials of bishops and graver ecclesiastical
--that is, seventy-two. Detractors also, who cases, as the apostles and their holy successors
are to be rooted out by divine authority, and the have decreed, are to be finally decided along
adv/sers of enemies (auctares inimicorum), we with other bishops 3 by the seat of the apostles,
do not admit in the indictment of bishops or in and by no other ; because, although they may
evidence against them ; nor should any one of be transferred to other bishops, it was yet to
superior rank be indicted or condemned on the the blessed Apostle Peter these terms were
accusations of inferiors. Nor in a doubtful case addressed : "Whatsoever thou shalt bind on
_._.___ earth shall be bound in heaven, and whatsoever
•_'ThehttlethatisknownofZe_h-rfiausisderivedfromEusebms thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in
_1_t ]_tonan S_tt.S that _ph_xla_'_ sueA_ed_ VictOr in the ptx'Sl-"I heaven." 4 And the other privileges which have
_%,__o(.t_ Roman church *' about the nh_th year of _ reign of [
_f'_. _A.D. ao_), and that he died in the first yearot tl_ retgn| ---_
to _-n?nmus (Heliogabalug A.D _xS) He is several ttmes alluded

_._me_m_pnentsascribed to _._ius, or in con necdon with them. [ _ I_.xlix._. .............
the_J_twolett_-s]_lringhisnan_itmforgerlels, T_belongtO[ _ne. wom umaot_ m_ ......

_amts collection of False Decretak forged in theninth century. ! • Matt. _ tg.
6o9
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,o holy [ r °yo b o>h0rbeen

embodied both in the constitutions of the apos- Igrt vo" y J . • tneretore you
ties' and their successors, and in very many [ought to succour the oppressed, and dell- -- . Ver

others in harmony with these. For the apostles ] them from We hand of their persecutors, in
have ....urefixed seventy 2 decrees, together with / order that .with the blessect. JO5 you may say.
very many other bishops ....and have appointed ]" The blessing of him that was ready to 1)e..o.,_
them to be kept. For to judge rashly of the will come upon me, and I consoled the widow's
secrets of another's heart is sin ; and it is unjust heart. I put on righteousness, and clothed m -• . . - . . . Y
to reprove him on suspicion whose works seem self with a robe and a diadem, my }udgraent.
not other than good, since God alone is Judge I was eye to the blind, and foot to the lame.
of those things which are unknown to men. He, I was a father to the poor, and the cause which I
however, "knoweth the secrets of the heart," s knew not I searched out most carefully. I brake
and not another. For unjust judgments axe to the grinders of the wicked, and plucked the
be guarded against by all, especially however by spoil out of his teeth ; "s and so forth. You,
the servants of God. "And the servant of the therefore, who have been placed in eminence by
Lord must not strive," ( nor harm any one. For God, ought with all your power to check and
bishops are to be borne by laity and clergy, and repel those who prepare snares for brethren, or
masters by servants, in order that, under the raise seditions and offences against them. For
exercise of endurance, things temporal may be it is easy by word to deceive man, not however
maintained, and things eternal hoped for. For GOd. Therefore you ought to keep these off,
that increases the worth of virtue, which does not and be on your guard against them, untd such
violate the purpose of religion. You should be darkness is done away utterly, and the morning

star shines upon them, and gladness arises,
x Thh means the seventy-third apostolic canon, in whse.h it is

ordained that episcopal oases be not decsded but by superior blshol_, _most holy brethren. Given on the _oth Septem.
_umc,ts,or tbeRomanpoe,_. [S_ note_,p 6,,.] ber, in the consulship of the most fllustri0us2 Another rcadmg has sixty, and another fifty.Whatever be the
reading, it is true that by these decrees are meant the apostohc Saturninus and Gallicanus. 6
canons; and although their number was only fifty, yet, because some-
thnes several decrees are comprehended in one canon, there would be
no inconsistency between the number of sixty or seventy apostolic
decrees and the number of fifty apostolic canons (Sev. Bin ). s Tob xxlx. _3-r 7 according to the Vulgate version.

s Ps, xliv. zr. 6 br, Gallus. But Saturninus and Gallus were consuls m the
4 2 Tim. il. _4. year x98, wlnleVictor was yet alive

THE SECOND EPISTLE.

TO THE BISHOPS OF THE PROVINCE OF EGYPT.

Zv__n,P.mus, archbishop of the city of Rome, selves, when their abundance shall change to
to the most beloved brethren who serve the Lord want, and their pride to confusion.
in Egypt.

So great trust have we received from the Lord, x.
the Founder of this holy seat and of the apos- On the Spoliationor Expulsionof certainBzshops.
tolic church, and from the blessed Peter, chief of
the apostles, that we may labour with unwearied It has been reported at the seat of the apostles
affection ' for the universal Church which ha_ by your delegates,3 that certain of our brethren,
been redeemed by the blood of Christ, and aid bishops to wit, are being expelled from their
all who serve the Lord, and give help to all who churches and seats, and deprived of their goods,
live piously by apostolic authority. All who will and summoned, thus destitute and spoiled, to
live _ piously in Christ must needs endure re- trial ; a thing which is void of all reason, since
proaches from the impious and aliens, and be the constitutions of the apostles and their suc-

dm_pis_It_ f=_ _udeTw_hmlnsetht_t etheydmt_ybe ce_°_t_o_d/h:w:t;_rot_b_tStemp_t_'auand.0_!
r p g gs of the seat of the apostles forbids it to be do

of time that they may gain those of eternity. But I
the contempt and ridicule of those who afflict I .? By _ _,_.,y,'are m_., _de_t_t_obi_'_.
_lUt _,UI U IAIUIII WiU b'_ _L U_I_ upon t_lem- [ hear the cases of individuals and _efer them to the blsoops .. ¢

1 tomSpo_L Menu_m Ismadeoft_mmJimlalan No_U_v_b_t_
s Or.d;l_e_e. [Seenote_._ 6ra.] Io_,,nt...__'_'_o_. c_p. _ Albericus,ndenu,_ w
e n Tim.a.it, I l_pm_ of d_ P61_. [Note _,j
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It has been ordained, indeed, in the ancient remove his hand frorrr the help of a brother,statutes, that bishops who have been ejected and since "b this." saithY . the Lord, "shall all men
spoiled of their property should recover their know that ye are my disciples, if ye have love
churches, and, in the first place, ha_e all their one to another." ,o Whence, too, He speaks by
property restored to them ; and then, in the the prophet, saying," Behold how good and how
second place, that if any one may desire to ac- pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in
cuse them justly, he should do so at the hke unity ! .... In a spiritual dwelling, I interpret it,
risk; that the judges should be discreet, the and in a concord which is in God, and in the
bishops right-minded and harmonious in the umty of the faith which distinguishes this pleas-
Church,where they should be witnesses for every ant dwelling according to truth, which indeed
onewho seemed to be oppressed ; and that they was more beauteously illustrated in Aaron and
shouldnot answer till all that belonged to them the priests _2clothed- with honour, as ointment
wasrestored to them, and to their churches by upon the head, nurturing the highest under-
lawwithout detriment.. Nor is it strange, brefla- standing, and leading even to the end of wisdom.
ren, if they persecute you, when they persecuted For in thxs dwelling the Lord has promised
evento death your Head, Christ our Lord. Ye blessing and eternal life. Apprehending, there-
evenpersecutions are to be endured patiently, fore, the importance of this utterance of the
that ye may be known to be His disciples, for prophet, we have spoken this present brotherly
whom also ye suffer. Whence, too, he says word for love's sake, and by no means seeking,
Himself,"Blessed are they which are persecuted or meaning to seek, our own things. For it is
for righteousness' sake."' Sustained by these not good to repay detraction with detraction,
testimonies, we ought not greatly-to fear the or according to the common proverb to cast out
reproach of men, nor be overcome by their up- a beamwith abeam (excutere palumpalo). Be
braidings, since the Lord gives us this command it far from us. Such manners are not ours. May
by Isaiah the prophet, saying, "Hearken unto the Godhead indeed forbid it. By the just judg-
me, ye that know righteousness, my people, in ment of God, power is given sometimes to sin-
whoseheart is my law ; fear ye not the reproach nets to persecute His saints, in order that they
of men, neither be ye afraid of their revfiings ; "2 who are aided and borne on by the Spirit of God
considering what is written in the Psahn, "Shall may become more glorious through the discipline
not God search this out? for He knoweth the of sufferings. But to those very persons who
secretsof the heart? and the thoughts of such persecute, and reproach, and injure them, there
men, that they are vanity." 4 "They spoke van- will doubtless be woe. Woe, woe to those who
ity every one with his neighbour : wxth deceitful injure the servants of God ; for injury clone to
lips in their heart, and wxth an evil heart they them concerns Him whose service they discharge,
spoke. But the Lord shall cutoffalldeceitfullips, and whose function they execute. But we pray
andthe tongue that speaketh proud things ; who that a door of enclosure be placed upon their
havesaid, Our lips are our own ; who is Lord mouths, as we desire that no one perish or be
over us?" s For if they kept these things in defiled by their lips, mad that they think or pub-
.memory,they would by no means break forth lish with their mouth no hurtful word. Whence
intoso great wickedness. For they do not this also the Lord speaks by the prophet, "I said I
bylaudable and paternal instruction (probabtli will take heed to my ways, that I sin not with
etpaterna tloc_'na), but that they may wreak my tongue." ,3 May the Lord Almighty, and
theirvengeful feeling against the servants of God. His only-begotten Son and our Saviour Jesus
For it is written, "The way of a fool is right in Christ, give you this incitement, that with all
his eyes ; "6 and, "There are ways which seem means in your power you aid all the brethren
rightunto a man, but the end thereof leads to under whatsoever tribulations they labour, and
death." 7 Now we who suffer these things ought esteem, as is meet, their sufferings your own.
to leave them to the judgment of God, who will Afford them the utmost assistance by word and
render to every man according to his works ; s deed, that ye may be found His true disciples,
who also has thundered through His servants, who enjoined all to love the brethren as them-
_ying, ,, Vengeance is mine, I will reoav." 9 As- selves.
.1stye, therefore, one another in good faith, and n.
bydeed and with a hearty will ; nor let any one OntheOrdinationofPresbytersandDeacons.

x Matt v m, Ordinations of presbyters and Levites, more-
*I__h 7 over, solemnly perform on a suitable occasion,
3 I_. xhv. _z.
, v_ ..... ,_ and in the presence of many witnesses ; and to

v. xti.z$. zo John xfii..35.7 Pro-c, Xl_. I_.

,9_Oatt. ][V_. 27. II p ............'a The _s r_ds, "and tho_ wearingthe prie,.,tlydi_mitT."
Jill. I_. 1._ _11. _dl:XltX.2.
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this duty advance tried _nd learned men, that ever and ever, and He willguide us to eternity.,,,
ye may be greatly gladdened by their fellowship IGiven on the .!.m _ovemDer, in. me consulship
and help. PLacethe confidence of your hearts[of me most illustrious :5aturnmns and Galh.
without ceasing on the goodness of God, and de- / canus'2
clare these and the other divine words to suc-I _

• " • _¢ " " 2 ' • 4.ceedmg generations. For this Is our God for[ or, G_uus.[s_ ,otes. p.6_o.]

NOTES BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

I. The translator's reference to Canon 73 is a mistake, and quite misleading. See vol. viL

Canon 74, P. 504 •
9. It is worth while to recall who and what Zephyrinus was. See vol. v. p. i56, Elucidatl0n

V. ; also same volume of this series, p. I57, Elucidation VI. This unhappy prelate was a here-
tic ; and his decrees and opinions are worthless, as Hippolytus shows. Hence this letter, even
were it genuine, woutd be of no value whatever. Consult also vol. v. p. z56, hi Elucidation IV.;
also same volume, Elucidation III.

3. On p. 6xo, Ep. z, sec. x, observe the reference to the "statutes of Emperors," where the
wily forger forgot himself, as if the Caesars of this date had legislated for the Christian Church.
On the spirit of the ancient Canons, refuting all these Decretals, compare the Canons of N_cm,
4, 5, 6, 7, and 15 ; of Constantinople, z and 3 ; of Ephesus, 8 ; and of Chalcedon, 9 and 28.
To these Canons, against the chinas of the Paparchy, the Church of England appealed at her
Restoration.



THE EPISTLES OF POPE CALLISTUS.'

THE FIRST EPISTLE.*

TO BISHOP BI_NEDICTUS.

ON _ FASTSOF _'rmFOUR SZASO_S,AND THAT And theword oftheLord ofhostscame untome,
No ONE SHOULD TAKE UP AN ACCVSATmN saying,Thus saiththeLord ofhosts,The fastof
AGAINSTA DOCTOR (TEACHER). the fourthmonth,and the fastof thefifth,and

CALt.t_US,archbishopof theChurch Catholicthefastoftheseventh,and thefastofthe tenth,
inthecityof Rome, to Bencdictus,our brothershallbe tothe house of the Lord joyand glad-
andbishop,greetingintheLord. ness,and cheerfulfeasts; only love the truth

and peace,salththeLord of hosts."3 In this,
By theloveofthebrotherhoodwc arebound,

andbyour apostolicrulewe areconstrained,to then,we ought to be allof one mind,so that,
giveanswerto the inquiriesof the brethren,accordingto apostolicteaching,we may allsay
accordingto what the Lord has givenus,and the same thing,and thattherebe no divisions
tofurnishthem withthe authorityof thesealof among us. Let us then be perfectinthesame

mind,and inthesame judgment;4inreadyzeal
theapostles, for which work we congratulateourselveson

x. havingyouraffectionas our partner.For itis
(Of theseasonsforfasting)• " Inot meet forthemembers tobe atvariancewith

Fasting,which ye havelearnedto hold three[thehead; but,accordingto the testimonyof
timesin theyear among us,we decreenow toIsacredScripture,Sallthemembers shouldfollow
takeplace,as more suitable,in fourseasons;lthe head. Itismatterof doubt,moreover,to
sothateven as the yearrevolvesthroughfourIno one,thatthe church of the apostlesisthe
seasons, we too may keep a solemn fast quar-[mother of all the churches, from whose, ordi-
terly m the four seasons of the year. And as j nances it is not right that you should deviate to
we are replenished with corn, and wine, and oil ]any extent. And as the Son of God came to do
for the nourishment of our bodies, so let us be the Father's will, so shall )re fulfil the will of
replenished with fasting for the nofrishment ofi your mother, which is the Church, the head of
our souls, in accordance with the word of the which, as has been stated already, is the church
prophet Zechariah, who says, "The word of the of Rome. Wherefore, whatsoever may be done
Lord came to me, saying, Thus saith the Lord against the discipline of this church, without the
of hosts, As I thought to punish you, when your decision of justice, cannot on any account be
fathers provoked me to wrath, and I repented permitted to be held valid.
not; so again have I thought in these days to
do well unto Jerusalem, and to the house of n.
Judah : fear ye not. These are the things that (of accusationsagaLustdoctors.)

ye shall do: Speak ye every man the truth to
his neighbour; judge the truth and the judg- Moreover, let no one take up an accusation
ment of peace in your gates; and let none of against a doctor (teacher), because it is not rightfor sons to find fault with fathers, nor for slaves
you imagine evil in your hearts against his
neighbour, and love no false oath : for all these to wound their masters. Now, all those whom
are things that I hate, saith the Lord of hosts, they instruct are sons of doctors ; and as sons

ought to love their fathers after the flesh, so
!

disc__C_mt_ssucceededZephyrlnusm thebishopricof Rome,and ought they to love their spiritual fathers. For
._ thedut_ofthatofacefor_vcy_. This__tthem- he does not liverightlywho does not beliew

_wr_atmnwhich Eusebius (m his Ckranic_a and His¢ Ecc/, vl. _t)
_._s_mtooa_ms. La_,_itonm*hem_yo_crm_'- righfly, or who reprehends fathers, or calumniates

_. _oee note, p. 6x8.l
the *a¢ mttc_ attributed to him form part of the False Decretals of 3 Zech. viii. z-tg.

21_d__.Ir_lorus, mentioned in the notice of Zepl_rmus. 4, Pet. m.
_"'_, ¢.e'_ciL, i. 737- s x Co_. xii.
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them. Doctors therefore, who are also called their means. Whatever, therefore, is faultless
fathers, are rather to be borne with than repre- is defended by the Church Catholic. Neither
hended, unless they err from the true faith. Let for prince, nor for any one who observes piety,
no one, consequently, accuse a doctor by writ- is it lawful to venture anything contrary to the
ing (_erscripta) ; neither let him answer to any divine injunctions. Consequently an unjustjudg.
accuser, unless he be one who is trustworthy merit, or an unjust decision (di2ffnia'v),instituted
and recognised by law, and who leads also a hfe or enforced by judges under the fear or bythe
and conversation free from reproach. For it is command of a prince, or any bishop or person
a thing unworthy that a doctor should reply to a of influence, cannot be valid. The religious man
foolish and ignorant person, and one who leads ought not to hold it enough merely to refrain
a reprehensible life, according to the man's folly ; from entering into the enmities of others, or
as Scripture says, Answer not a fool according to increasing them by evil speech, unless he als0
his folly? He does not live rightly who does make it his study to extinguish them by good
not believe rightly. He means nothing evil who speech.3 Better is a humble confession m ex_l
is faithful. If any one is faithful (a believer), let deeds, than a proud boasting in good deeds.4
him see to it that he make no false allegations, Moreover, all who live the blessed life, choose
nor lay a snare for any man. The faithful man rather to run that course in the proper estate of
acts always in faith ; and the unfaithful man peace and righteousness, than to involve them.
plots cunningly, and strives to work the ruin of selves in the avenging pains of our sins.s For
those who are faithful, and who live in piety I am mindful that I preside over the Church
and righteousness, because like seeks like. The under the name of him whose confession was
unfaithful man is one dead in the living body. honoured by our Lord Jesus Christ, and whose
And on the other hand, the discourse of the faith ever destroys all errors. And I understand
man of faith guards the life of his hearers. For hat I am not at liberty to act otherwise than to
as the Cathohc doctor, and especially the priest !expend all my efforts on that cause in which the
of the Lord, ought to be involved in no error, ]well-being of the universal Church is at stake
so ought he to be wronged by no machination (infestamr). I hope, too, that the mercy of
or passion. Holy Scripture indeed says, Go not God will so favour us, that, with the help of His
after thy lusts, but refrain thyself from thine clemency, every deadly disease may be removed,
appetites ;" and we must resist many allure- God Himself expelling it, and that whatever
merits of this world, and many vanities, in order may be done wholesomely, under His inspira-
that the integrity of a true continence may be tion and help, may be accomplished to the praise
obtained, whereof the first blemish is pride, the of thy faith and devotion. For all things cannot
beginning of transgression and the origin of sin ; otherwise be safe, unless, as far as pertains to the
for the mind with lustful will knows neither to service of the divine office, sacerdotal authority
abstain nor to give itself to piety. No good upholds them. Given on the 2_st dayofN0-
man has an enemy except in the wicked, who are vember in the consulship of the most illustrious
permitted to be such only in order that the good JAntoninus and Alexander. 6
man may be corrected or exercised through -_--

3 See Augustine's Co,:_esszons, book ix. ch. ix.
- _ I 4 See Augustine on Ps. xcui.
z Prov. xxvi. 4. [ s See Ambrose, Epistle xxi.
s F,cdus. xvm. 30. t 6 In the year 2a2.

THE SECOND EPISTLE.

TO ALL THE BISHOPS OF GAUL.

(oF coHsPnu_C_sA_ OTHER mLlcrrPuRsurrs,thefaceofallassaults,thatbyGod'swillitis
THAT THEY BE NOT ENGAGED IN, AND OF THE conscious neitherofshipwrecknorofthelosses
RESTORATION OF TIIE LAPSED AFTER PENITENCE.) of shipwreck. Rejoicing,therefore,in such tes-

CALLIS'rusto our most dearly beloved brethren, timonies, we beg you not to permit anything .!0
all the bishops settled throughout Gaul. be done in those parts contrary to the apostolx

By the report of very many, we learn that statutes ; but, supported by our authority, doye
your love, by the zeal of the Holy Spirit, holds check what is injurious, and prohibit what isun-
and guides the helm of the Church so firmly in lawful.
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h neither have any fellowship with them. They
(Ofthosewho o_nspirvagainstbishops,orwho take part who do such things,indeed,are judged not as

withsu_) believers, but as unbelievers. Whence the apos-
Now we have heard that the crime of con- t tie says : "What part hath he that believeth with

spiracies prevails in your parts, and it has been ran infidel ? or what fellowship hath righteousness

shown us that the people are conspiring against with unrighteousness ? "3their bishops ; of which crime the craft is hate-
ful, not only among Christians, but even among m.

the heathen, and it is forbidden by foreign laws. (Thatnobishopshouldpresumein anythinet_.rtainin to an-
And therefore the laws not only of the Church, other's parish,and of the transferenee_f bishop.)

but of the world, condemn those who are guilty Let no one, again, trespass upon the bound.
of this crime ;anct not only those indeed who aries of another, nor presume to judge or ex-
actually conspire, but those also who take part communicate one belonging to another's parish ;
with such.' Our predecessors, moreover, to- because such judgment or ordination, or ex-
gether with a very numerous body of bishops, communication or condetnnation, shall neither
ordained that any guilty of this offence among be ratified nor have any virtue; since no one
those who are set in the honour of the priest- shall be bound by the decision of another'judge
hood, and who belong to the clergy, should be than his own, neither shall he be condemned by
deprived of the honour which they enjoy ; and such. Whence also the Lord speaks to this
they ordered that others should be cut off from effect : "Pass not the ancient landmarks which
communion, and expelled from the Church ; and thy fathers have set." 4 Moreover, let no primate
they decreed, at the same time, that all men of or metropolitan inzpade the church or parish of a
both orders should be infamous (infames) ; and diocesan (dicecesani), or presume to excom-
that, too, not only for those who did the deed, municate or judge any one belonging to his
but for those also who took part with such. For parish, or do anything without his counsel or
it is but eqmtable that those who despise the judgment ; but let him observe this law, which
divine mandates, and prove themselves dlsobe- has been laid down by the apostles s and fathers,
&ent to the ordinances of the fathers, should be and our predecessors, and has been ratified by
chastised with severer penalties, in order that us : to wit, that if any metropolitan bishop, ex-
others may fear to do such things, and that all cept in that which pertains to his own proper
may rejoice in brotherly concord, and all take parish alone, shall attempt to do anything without
to themselves the example of severity and good- the counsel and good-will of all the comprovincial
ness. For if (which may God forbid) we neg- bishops, he will do it at the risk of his position,
lect the care of the Church, and are regardless and what he does in this manner shall be held
of its strength, our slothfulness will destroy dis- null and void ; but whatever it may be necessar F
clphne, and injury will be done assuredly to the to do or to arrange with regard to the cases of
souls of the faithful. Such persons, moreover, the body of provincial bishops, and the necessities
are not to be admitted to accuse any one : neither of their churches and clergy and laity, this should
can their voice, nor that of those who are under be done by consent of all the pontiffs of the same
the ban, injure or criminate any man. province, and that too without any pride of lord-

ship, but with the most humble and harmonious
n. action, even as the Lord says : "I came not to

(0i those who have intercourse with excommunicated persons, be ministered unto, but to minister." 6 And in
oYwith unbelievers.) another passage He says: "And whosoever of

Those, too, who are excommunicated by the you is the greater, shall be your servant," 7 and
priests, let no one receive previous to the just so forth. And in like manner the bishops of the
examination of both sides ; nor let him have any same province themselves should do all things
Intercourse with such in speech, or in eating or in counsel with him, except so much as pertains
drinking,or in the salutation with the kiss, nor let to their own proper parishes, in accordance with
hlrn greet such ; because, whosoever wittingly the statutes of the holy fathers (who, although
holds intercourse with the excommunicated in they have preceded us by a certain interval of
these or other prohibited matters, will subject time, have yet drawn the hght of truth and faith
himself, according to the ordinance of the from one and the same fountain of purity, and
p°stles,2 to like excommunication. From these, have sought the prosperity of the Church of God
nerefore, let clergy and laity keep themselves and the common advantage of all Christia_ by
ff they would not have the same penalty to the same enlightening and guiding Spirit), that
encture. Also do not join the unbelievers,

s a Cot.vi z4, zS.
' Co 4 Pray. xxii. aS.
2 raP"Rom- i. 3a. _ Csmorm3Sand S6. [Vol. viL p. _j.]

a_ _ferene¢ m to th© xxth and zath of the canons of the Matt. xx. _dB.
I.VoL vii. p. 5or, this seri_.] r Mark x. 44.
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with one mind, and one mouth, and one accord, secular, forbid such. Wherefore the divine hws
the Holy Trinity may be glorified for ever. No not only expel, but even anathematize, those who
primate, no metropolitan, nor any of the other do so, and those who spring from them. Secu.
bishops, is at liberty to enter the seat of another, lar laws, again, call such persons infamous, and
or to occupy a possession which does not pertain interdict them from inheriting. And we too,
to him, and which forms part of the parish of following our fathers, and keeping close by their
another bishop, at the direction of any one, un- footsteps, brand such with infamy, and h01d
less he is invited by him to whose jurisdiction them to be infamous, because they are spnnkled
it is acknowledged to belong ; nor can he set with the stains of infamy. Neither ought we to
about any arrangement or ordinance, or judg- admit those men or their accusations, that secu-
ment there, if he wishes to keep the honour of lar laws reject. (For who doubts that human
his station. But if he presume to do otherwise, laws, when they are not inconmstent with reason
he shall be condemned ; and not only he, but !and honour, are to be embraced, especially when
those who co-operate and agree with him : for they either further the public good or defend the
just as the power of making appointments (ordi- authority of the ecclesiastical office, and uphold
na_'o) is interdicted in such circumstances, so it as a help ?) And we call those blood-relat10ns
also is the power of judging or of disposing of whom divine laws, and those of the emperors,
other matters. For if a man has no power to both Roman and Greek, name blood-relauons,
appoint, how shall he judge ? Without doubt, and whom they admit to the right of inheriting,
he shall in no wise judge or have power to judge : and cannot exclude from that. Marriages, then,
for just as another man's wife cannot intermarry between such are neither lawful nor capable of
with anyone (adullerari), nor be judged or dis- holding good, but are to be rejected. (And
posed of by any one but by her own husband so if any such are attempted in rash daring, they
long as he liveth ; so neither can it in anywise come to be rescinded by apostolic authority.)
be allowed that the wife of a bishop, by whom
undoubtedly is meant hls church or parish, should v.
be judged or disposed of by another without his (Of those who ought not to be admitted to prefer an accusa.

(the bishop's) judgment and good-will so long tion, or to bear witness ; and that evidence is not to be

as he liveth, or enjoy another's embrace, that is, given but on things happening in the person'spresence)
his ordaining. Wherefore the apostle says : "The Whosoever, therefore, has not been lawfully
wife is bound by the law so long as her husband married, or has been united without the dotal
liveth ; but if he be dead, she is loosed from the tire (dolali titulo) and the blessing of a pnest,
law of her husband."' In like manner also, the cannot by any means bring a charge against
spouse of a bishop (for the church is called his priests, or those who are lawfully marned, or
spouse and wife) is bound to him while he liveth, bear witness against them, since every one who
but when he is dead she is loosed, and may be is polluted with the stain of incest is infamous,
wedded to whomsoever she will, only in the Lord, and is not allowed to accuse the above-named.
that is, according to order. For if, while he is And consequently not only they, but all those
alive, she marry another, she shall be judged to too who agree with them, are to be rejected,
be an adulteress. And in the same manner, he and are rendered infamous. We hold that the
too, if he marry another of his own will, shall same should also be the case with robbers, or
be held to be an adulterer, and shall be deprived with those who assault the elderly. The laws
of the privilege of communion. If, however, he of the world, indeed, put such persons to death,
is persecuted in his own church, he must flee to !but we, with whom mercy has the first place, re-
another, and attach himself to it, as the Lord ceive them under the mark of infamy to repent-
says: "If they persecute you in one city, flee ance. That infamy also with which the)" are
ye into another." * If, however, the change be stained, we are not able to remove ; but our de-
made for the sake of the good of the church, he sire is to heal their souls by public penitence,
may not do this of himself, but only on the in- and by satisfaction made to the Church. for
vitation of the brethren, and with the sanction public sins are not to be purged by secretc0!_

rection. Those, again, who are suspecteu _u

of this holy seat, and not for ambition's sake, the matter of the right faith, should by no me_s,but for the public good.
be admitted to prefer charges agaa!lst p._es_

Iv. and against those of whose faith ttlere is _
doubt ; and such persons should be held of

(Of _ among blood-relations, and of those who are S_born of them ; and of accusations whieh the laws reject ) doubtful authority in matters of human.!e

Moreover, marriages among blood-relations mony. Their voice, consequently, shoulCt
are forbidden, since all laws, both sacred and reckoned invalid whose faith is doubted; and

no credit should be given to those who are ign0"
Ro_. _,i._. rant of the right faith. Accordingly, in judg"• Matt. x. 23.
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ment, inquiry should be made as to the conver- blessed apostle says : "If a man be overtaken
sation and faith of the person who accuses, and in any fault, ye which are spiritual restore such
of him who is accused ; since those who are not I an one in the spirit of meekness ; considering
of correct conversation and faith, and whose life thyself, lest thou also be tempted. Bear ye one
is open to impeachment, are not allowed to ac- another's burden, and so will ye fulfil the law of
cuse their elders, neither can such permission'Christ."3 Furthermore, the sainted David had
be given to those whose faith and life and lib- deadly crimes to repent of, and yet he was con-
erty are unknown. Nor should vile persons be tinued in honour. The blessed Peter also shed
admitted to accuse them. But a clear examina- the bitterest tears when he repented of having
tion is to be made as to what kind of persons denied the Lord ; but still he abode an apostle.
the accusers are (n'_and¢ sun/enuckaam per- And the Lord by the prophet makes this prom-
sons accusa!orum) ; for they are not to be ad- ise to the sinning : "In the day that the sinner
mitted readily without writing, and are never is converted, and repenteth, I will not mention
to be admitted as accusers on mere writing, any more against him all his transgressions." 4
For no one may either accuse or be accused by
mere writing, but with the living voice ; and w.

every one must lay his accusation in the pres- (As to whethera priest may ministerafter a [apse.)
ence of him _hom he seeks to accuse. And no
credit should be given to any accuser in the ab- For those are in error who think that the
sence of him whom he seeks to accuse. In like priests of the Lord, after a lapse, although they
manner, witnesses must not prefer their evidence may have exhibited true repentance, are not ca-
by writing only ; but they must give their testi- )able of ministering to the Lord, and engaging
mony truthfully in their own persons, and in their honourable offices, though they may lead a
matters which they have seen and do know. good life thereafter, and keep their priesthood
And they are not to give evidence in any other correctly. And those who hold this opinion are
cases or matters but in those which are known not only in error, but also seem to dispute and
to have happened in their presence. Accusers, act in opposition to thepowtr 0/the keys corn-
moreover, of one blood, are not to bear witness mitted to the Church, whereof it is said : "What-
against those who are not related to the family, soever ye shall loose on earth, shall be loosed in

heaven." s And in short, this opinion either is
nor is that to be the case with domestics (fa- !not the Lord's, or it is true. But be that a3 il
mih'ares) or those proceeding from the house ; Ima_', we believe without hesitation, that bothbut if it is their wish, and they agree among
themselves, the parents only should give evi- Fthe priests of the Lord and other believers may
dence in such cases, and not others. Neither return to their honours after a proper satisfaction
accusers nor witnesses should be admitted who for their error, as the Lord Himself testifies by

are open to any suspicion, for the feeling of re- His prophet : "Shall he who falls not also rise
lat]onship, or friendship, or lordship, is wont to again ? and shall he who turns away not return? "6
impede the truth. Carnal love, and fear, and And in another passage the Lord says: "I de-
avance, commonly blunt the perceptions of men, sire not the death of the sinner, but that he may
and pervert their opinions ; so that they look on turn, and live." z And the prophet David, on
gain as godliness, and on money as the reward his repentance, said : " Restore unto me the joy
of prudence. Let no one, then, speak deceit- of Thy salvation, and uphold me with Thy free
fully to his neighbour.' The mouth of the ma- Spirit." s And he indeed, after his repentance,
levolent is a deep pit. The innocent man, while taught others also, and offered sacrifice to God,
he believes easily, falls readily ; but though he giving thereby an example to the teachers of the
falls, he rises ; and the shuffler, with all his arts, iholy Church, that if they have fallen, and there-
goes headlong to ruin, whence he can never rise !after have exhibited a right repentance to God,
or escape. Therefore let every one weigh well they may do both things in like manner. For he
his words, and let him not say to another what taught when he said : "I will teach transgressors

Thy ways, and sinners shall be converted unto
he would not say to himself. Whence the sa- Thee." 9 And he offered sacrifice for himself,
cred Scripture says well: "Do not that to an-
other which thou wouldest not have done to while he said : "The sacrifice for God is a broken

thyself.',* For we need time to do anything spirit." ,o For the prophet, seeing his own trans-
Perfectly (maturius) ; and let us not be precipi- gressions purged by repentance, had no doubt as
tate in our counsels or our works, neither let us
violate order. But if any one has fallen in any- , c_l.... ,44 F-.zek XVlll. 2I_ _2.

thing, let us not consign him to ruin; but let 5 Matt.xviu.zs.
USreprove him with brotherly affection, as the 6 J,r. via. 4'

8 Ps. li z=.
z Ps. xxiv. 4. 9 ins. li. 13.
* Comp. Tobit iv. z5 zo Ps. h. x7.
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to healing those of others by preaching, and by [because we are not under the law, but Under
making offering to God. Thus the shedding of[ grace ? God forbid. Know ye not, that to
tears moves the mind's feeling (passiontm). And [ whom ye yield yourselves servants to obey, h_
when the satisfaction is made good, the mind is [ servants ye are to whom ye obey ; whether of
turned aside from anger. For how does that man sin unto death, or of obedience unto righteous.
think that mercy will be shown to himself, who ness? But God be thanked, that ye were the
does not forgive his neighbour? If offences servants of sin; but ye have obeyed from the
abound, then, let mercy also abound ; for with the heart that form of doctrine which was delivered
Lord there is mercy, and with Him is plenteous you. Being then made free from sin, ye became
redemption.' In the Lord's hand there is ,bun- the servants of righteousness. I speak after the
dance of all things, because He is the Lord of manner of men." 6 For greater is the sin of him
powers (virlut#m) and the King of glory.* For who judgeth, than of him who is judged. "Think.
the apostle says: "All have sinned, and come estthou," says the apostle, "0 man, that judgest
short of the glory of God ; being justified freely them that do such things, and doest the same,
by His grace, through the redemption that is m that thou shalt escape the judgment of God ? or
Jesus Christ : whom God hath set forth to be a despisest thou the riches of His goodness, and
propitiation through faith in His blood, to de- forbearance, and long-suffering ? Dost thou not
clare His righteousness for the remission of sins know that the goodness of God leadeth thee to
that are past, through the forbearance of God ; repentance ? But, after thy hardness and irn-
to declare, ' I say,' at this time His righteousness, penitent heart, thou treasurest up unto thyself
that He might be just, and the justifier of him wrath against the day of wrath and revelation of
which believeth in Jesus." 3 And David says: the righteous judgment of God; who will ren.
"Blessed are they whose iniquities are forgiven, der to every man according to his deeds: to
and whose sins are covered." + Man, therefore, them who, by patient continuance in well-doing,
is cleansed of his sin, and rises again by the seek for glory, and honour, and immortahty,
grace of God though he has fallen, and abides eternal life ; but unto them that are contentious,
in his first position, according to the above-cited and do not obey the truth, but obey unrighteous.
authorities. Let him see to it that he sin no hess, indignation and wrath, tribulation and an-
more, that the sentence of the Gospel may abide guish, upon every soul of man that doeth evil,
in him : "Go, and sin no more." s Whence the of the Jew first, and also of the Greek : but glory,
apostle says: "Let not sin therefore reign in honour, and peace, to every man that worketh
your mortal body, that ye should obey the lusts good." 7 My brethren, shun not only the holding,
thereof: neither yield ye your members as in- but even the hearing, of the judgment that bans
struments of unrighteousness unto sin : but yield mercy ; for better is mercy than all whole burnt-
yourselves unto God, as those that are alive from offerings and sacrifices. 8 We have replied to your
the dead, and your members as instruments of interrogations shortly, because your letter found
righteousness unto God. For sin shall not have us burdened overmuch, and preoccupied with
dominion over you : for ye are not under the other judgments. Given on the 8th day of Oc-
law, but under grace. What then ? shall we sin [ tober, in the consulship of the most illusmous

- -- / Antonine and Alexander." 9
x Ps. ¢axx. 7. _ - --
* Pr,. xxtv. to. | _ Rom. vl. r_-r9.
s Rom. ill. ,y-_. | _ Rom. ui. 3-to.
4 Ps. xxxii, x. | s Mark xit 33
$ John vhb zz. I 9 In the year 22_.

NOTE BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

SEE p. 6x3, note x. For Callistus and his times, see the testimony of Hippolytus, vol. v.
pp. x58 , 159 , 16o ; Elucidations X., XI., XlI., XlII., XlV., XV. It must be owned that the

forgery is better than the genuine productions of this forerunner of the Popes of the ninth and
tenth centuries. The title "Pope," in its later sense, seems not inappropriate to such a
character.



THE EPISTLE OF POPE URBAN FIRST.'

TO ALL CHRISTIANS.

OFTHECHURCH'S RECEIVINGONLYTHEPROPERTYgreat power gave the apostles witness of the
OF THE FAITHFUL, AND NOT THE PRICE OF THE resurrection of Jesus Christ : and groat grace
SAME,AS IN THE TIMES OF THE APOSTLES; AND was upon them all. Neither was there any
AS TOWHY ELEVATEDSEATSSHOULDBE PREo among them that lacked : for as many as were
PARED IN THE CHURCHES FOR THE . ISHOPS ; possessors of lands or houses sold them, and

: AND AS TO THE FACT THAT NO ONE SHOULD brought the prices of the things that were sold,
HAVEINTERCOURSEWITH THOSEWHOMTHE and laid them down at the apostles' feet : and
BISHOPS EXCOMMUNICATE, AND THAT NO ONE distribution was made unto every man accord-
SHOULDRECEIVETHOSEWHOMTHEYHAVECASTing as he had need. And Joseph, who by the
OUTIN ANYMANNERWHATEVER.2 apostles was surnamed Barnabas (which is, being
URBAN, bishop, to all Christians, in sanctifica- interpreted, the son of consolation), a Levite,

tion of the spirit, in obedience and sprinkling of and of the country of Cyprus, having land, sold
it, and brought the money, and laid it at the

the blood of Jesus Christ our lord, greeting, apostles' feet ; "6 and so forth. Accordingly, asIt becomes all Christians, most dearly be-
loved, to imitate Him whose name they have the chief priests and others, and the Levites,
received. "What doth it profit, my brethren," and the rest of the faithful, perceived that it
says the Apostle James, " though a man say he might be of more advantage if they handed over

" hath faith, and have not works ? "3 "My breth- to the churches over which the bishops presided
ren,be not many masters, knowing that ye re- the heritages and fields which they were in the
ceive(sumitis) the greater condemnation ; for in way of selling, inasmuch as they might furnish a

": manythings we offend all. ''4 "Let him who is larger and better maintenance for the faithful
a wise man, and endued with knowledge among who hold the common faith, not only in present
you, show out of a good conversation his works hut also in future times, out of the revenues of
withmeekness of wisdom."5 such property than out of the money for which

they might at once be sold, they began to con-
t. sign to the mother churches the property and

lands which they were wont to sell, and got into
Of the life in common, and of the reason why the Church the manner of living on the revenues of these.has begun to hold property.

We know that you are not ignorant of the
fact that hitherto the principle of hying with all It.
things in common has been in vigorous oper- of the persons by whom, and the uses for which, _lesiaati_l
ation among good Christians, and is still so by propertyshouldbemanaged, andof theinvadersthereof.
the grace of God ; and most of all among those The property, moreover, in the possession of
who have been chosen to the lot of the lord, the several parishes was left in the hands of the
that is to say, the clergy, even as we read in the bishops, who hold the place of the apostles ;
Acts of the Apostles: " And the multitude of and it is so to this day, and ought to be so
them that believed were of one heart and of in all future time. And out of those possessions
one soul : neither said any of them that ought the bishops and the faithful as their stewards
of the things which he possessed was his own ; ought to furnish to all who wish to enter the life
but they had all things common. And with In common all necessaries as they best can, so
------- that none may be found in want among them.
h "u_ wasthe_o_ ofc_u,_t_. TheIcier_,t_ to For the possessions of the faithful are also calledm1_oneof the psvudo-lsidorianforgeries.

3_,,_i, co,_z,c,,:z,a.,i. p.74s. oblations, because they are offered to the Lord.jas fi z4.
4 as.ul. t, :t.
s Jas.Ill. z3. 6 Acts iv. 3a--37.
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620 THE EPISTLE OF POPE URBAN FIRST.

They ought not therefore to be turned to any may not fall dead like that of Ananias and Sap.
other uses than those of the Church, and in be- phira, their soul, which is nobler than the body,
hoof of Christian brethren before mentioned, should fall dead, and be cut off from the c0_.
and of the poor ; for they are the offerings of pany of the faithful, and sink into the depths of
the faithful, and they are redemption moneys for the pit. Wherefore all must give heed to this
sins (pretia peccatotTzm), and the patrimony of matter, and watch in faithfulness,, and avert the
the poor, and are given over to the Lord for the dishonour of such usurpation, lest possessions
purpose already named. But if any one act dedicated to the uses of things secret (or sacred)
otherwise (which may God forbid), let him take and heavenly be spoiled by any parties invading
care lest he meet the condemnation of Anania_ them. And if any one do so, then, after the
and Sapphira, and be found guilty of sacrilege, sharp vengeance which is due to such a Chine,
as those were who lied as to the price of the and which is justly to be carried out against the
property designated, of whom we read thus in sacrilegious, let him be condemned to perpetual
the before-cited passage of the Acts of the Apos- infamy, and cast into prison or consigned to
ties: "But a certain man named Ananias, with life-long exile. For, according to the apostle2
Sapphira his wife, sold land (agrum), and kept we ought to deliver such a man to Satan, that
back part of the price, his wife also being privy the spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord.
to it, and brought a certain part, and laid it at
the apostles' feet. But Peter said to Ananias, IIL

Why hath Satan tempted (tentavit) thine heart Asto anyone'sattempting to takefromtheChurchthe fight
to lie to the Holy Ghost, and to keep back part o_holdingproperty.
of the price of the land ? Whilst it remained, By the increase, therefore, and the mode of hfe
was it not thine own ? and after it was sold, was which have been mentioned, the churches over
it not in thine own power ? Why hast thou con- which the bishops preside have grown so greatly
ceived this thing in thine heart ? Thou hast not with the help of the Lord, and the greater part
lied unto men, but unto the Lord. And Ananias, of them are now in possession of so much prop-
hearing these words, fell down, and gave up the erty, that among them there is not a man who,
ghost. And great fear came on all them that selecting the life in common, is kept in poverty,
heard these things. And the young men arose, but such an one receives all necessaries from the
and removed him (amoverunt), and carried him bishop and his ministers. Therefore, if anyone
out, and buried him. And it was about the in modern or in future time shall rise up and at-
space of three hours after, when his wife, not tempt to divert that property, let him be smitten
knowing what was done, came in. And Peter with the judgment which has been already men-
answered unto her, and said, Tell me whether tioned.
ye sold the land for so much ? And she said, IV.
Yea, for so much. Then Peter said unto her,
How is it that ye have agreed together to tempt of theseatsofthebishops,
the Spirit of the Lord? Behold, the feet of Furthermore, as to the fact that in the
them which have buried thy husband are at the churches of the bishops there are found ele-
door, and shall carry thee out. Then fell she vated seats set up and prepared like a throne,
down straightway at his feet, and yielded up they show by these that the power of inspecuon
the ghost. And the young men came in, and and of judging, and the authority to loose and
found her dead, and, carrying her forth, buried bind, are given to them by the Lord. Whence
her by her husband. And great fear came upon the Sawour Himself says m the Gospel, "What-
all the Church, and upon as many as heard these soever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in
things." ' These things, brethren, are carefully heaven ; and whatsoever ye shall loose on earth
to be guarded against, and greatly to be feared, shall be loosed in heaven." 3 And elsewhere.
For the property of the Church, not being like "Receive ye the Holy Ghost. Whose soever
personal, but like common property, and prop- sins ye remit, are remitted unto them; and
erty offered to the Lord, is to be dispensed with whose soever sins ye retain, they are retained."'
the deepest fear, in the spirit of faithfulness, and
for no other objects than the above-named, lest v.
those should incur the guilt of sacrilege who di- That no one shmfld have intercourse with those with whom

vertitfromthehandstowhichitwasconsigned, thebishop hasno intercourse,orreceivethosewhomhe
and lesttheyshouldcome underthepunish- rejects.
mentand deathofAnaniasand Sapphire,and These things,then,we havesetbeforeyou,
lest(whichisyetworse)theyshouldbecome mostdearlybeloved,inorderthatye mayun-
anathema maranatha,and test, though their body

*_Cot v._.
s Matt, xvi_.x$.

s Ac'tsv,x-zz. 4 John xx. _, _3.
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derstand the power of your bishops, and give The love of money is the root of all evil ;_ and
reverence to God in them, and love them as your which has this evil in especial, that while it ob-
own souls ; and in order that ye may have no trudes the transitory, it hides from view the eter-
communication with those with whom they have nal; and while it looks on things that are outside,
none, and that ye may not receive those whom it does not look in upon things that lurk within ;
they have cast out. For the judgment of a btsh- and while it seeks after strange things, it is an
op _sgreatly to be feared, although he may bind evil that makes itself strange to him who does it.4
one unjustly, which, however, he ought to guard Behold, to what does the wisdom of this world
against with the utmost care. urge a man ? To live in pleasures. Whence it

is said : A widow that liveth in pleasure, is dead
w. while she liveth.s It urges a man to feed the

Of the engagement made in baptism, and of those who have flesh with the softest delights, with sins, and
gnventhemselvesto the life m common, vices, and flames, to press the soul with intern-

And in exhorting you, we also admonish all perance in food and wine, and to check the life
who have embraced the faith of Christ, and who of the spirit, and to put into his enemy's hand
have taken from Christ the name of Christian, the sword to be used against himself. Behold,
that ye make your Christiamtyvain in no respect, what is the counsel which the wisdonl of this
but keep stedfastly the engagement which ye world gives? That those who are good should
took upon yourselves in baptism, so that ye may choose rather to be evil, and that in error of
be found not reprobate, but worthy in His pres- mind they should be zealous to be sinners, and
ence. And if any one of you has entered the should not bethink themselves of that terrible
hfe which has all things common, and has taken voice of God, when the wicked shall be burned
the vow to hold no private property, let him see[Up like grass. 6
to _t that he make not his promise vain, but let vn.

him keep with all faithfulness this engagement of the impositionof the bishop's hand.
which he has made to the Lord, so that he ma) I For all the faithful ought to receive the Holy
acquire for himself not damnation, but a reward Spirit after baptism by imposition of the hand of
for tt is better for a man not to take a vow at all the bishops, so that they may be found to be
than not to discharge to the best of his ability Christians fully ; because when the Holy Spirit is
the vow that he has made. For they who have shed upon them, the believing heart is en-
made a vow, or taken on them the faith, and larged for prudence and stedfastness. We re-
have not kept their vow, or have carried out ceive of the Holy Spirit in order that we may be
their hfe in things evil, are punished more severe- made spiritual ; for the natural man receiveth
ly than those who have carried out their life not the things of the Spirit of God.7 We re-
without a vow, or have died without faith, but ceive of the Holy Sptrit in order that we may be
not without doing good works. For to this end wise to discern between good and evil, to love
have we received a reasonable mind by the gift the just, and to loathe the unjust, so as to with-
of nature, and the renewal also of the second stand mahce and pride, and resist luxury and
birth, that, according to the apostle, we may divers allurements, and impure and unworthy
discern (sa2biamus) rather things above, and not lust. We receive of the Holy Spirit in order that,
things on the earth ; ' for the wisdom of this fired with the love of life and the ardour of glory,
world is foolishness with God. 2 For to what, we may be able [o raise our mind from things
most dearly beloved, does the wisdom of this earthly to things heavenly and divine, m Given
world urge us, but to seek things that are hurt- on the Nones of September,--that is, on the
ful, and to love things that are to perish, and to fifth day of the same month, in the consulship
neglect things that are healthful, and to esteem of the most illustrious Antonine and Alexander.
as of no value things that are lasting ? It com-
mends the love of money, of which it is said, 3, Tim.vi._o.
-----.._._ ,*"Sectatori," for which read "factori,"

s z Tim v. 6,
z Col, in. 2. 6 Ps. xcu. 7.
2 x C.or. in. x9. 7 x Cor. ft. x4-
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THE FIRST EPISTLE. 2

TO FELIX SUBSCRIBONIUS.

ON THE HONOUR TO BE BESTOWED ON PRIESTS. heareth you, heareth me ; and he that despiseth

PONTIA_US, bishop, to Felix Subscribonius, you, despiseth me; and he that despiseth me,
greeting, despiseth Him that sent me.4 Hence they arenot to be molested, but honoured. And m

Our heart is exceedingly rejoiced with your
goodness, in that you strive by all means in your them the Lord Himself is honoured, whose cam-
power to carry out the practice of holy religion, mission they execute. They accordingly, if they
and strengthen sad and destitute brethren in happen to fall, are to be raised up and sustained
faith and religion. Wherefore we implore the by the faithful. And again, they are not to be

accused by the infamous, or the wicked, or the
mercy of our Redeemer, that His grace may
support us in all things, and that He may grant hostile, or by the members of another sect or
us to carry out in effect what He has given us to religion. If they sin, they are to be arraigned
aspire after. In this good thing, therefore, the by the other priests ; further, they are to be held
benefits of recompense are multiplied just in in check (cansffingantur) by the chief pontiffs.
proportion as our zeal for the work increases, and they are not to be arraigned or restrained
And because in all these things we need the by seculars or by men of evil life. Not shght,
assistance of divine grace, we implore with con- therefore, is our grief in hearing that you have
stant prayers the clemency of Omnipotent God, to sorrow for your brother's passing away (tran.
that He may both grant us the desire for these situ). For which reason we beseech Almigh_'
good works which should ever be wrought by us, God to console you by the breathing (as2_tm-
and give us power also to perform them, and di- _'ane) of His grace, and keep you with heavenlyguardianship from ewl spirits and perverse men.
rect us in that way, for the fruit of well-doing--
which way the Pastor of pastors declared Him- For if ye have to bear any turmoil of certain
self to be--so that ye may be able to carry adversaries after his disease, do not think it
out through Him, without whom nothing can be strange though ye, who seek to enjoy good m
done, those good works which you have begun, your own country--that is, in the land of the
Moreover, with respect to the priests of the Lord living-- have to bear evil things at the hands of

men in a strange country. For the present hfe
whom we have heard you aid against the plots is a sojourning ; and to him who sighs after the
of wicked men, and whose cause you sustain,
know ye that in so doing ye please God greatly, true fatherland, the place of his sojourning _sa
who has called them to the service of Himself, trial, however pleasant it may seem. And as to
and has honoured them with so intimate a fel- you who seek the fatherland, among the sighs

lowship with Him, that through them He accepts which ye heave I hear the groans also of human
the oblations of others, and pardons their sins, oppression rising. And this happens by. the
and reconciles them with Him. They also make wonderful dispensation of Almighty God, in
the body of the Lord with their own mouth(pro- order that, while the truth calls you in love, th_s
2#rio are carpus Damini eanflciunt), and give it present world may cast back your affection from
to the people. For of them it is said : He that itself through the tribulations which it brings on,
hurteth you, hurteth me ; and he that doeth you and that the mind may be so much the more
an injury, shall receive again that which he hath easily delivered from the Jove of this world, as it
done unrighteously. 3 And elsewhere : He that is also impelled while it is called. Therefore, as

you have begun, give heed to the duty of h0v
pitality; labour most urgently in prayer anut Eusebius tells us that Pontianus was bishop of the Roman church

five or six years (23o-z35 A.D.). He succeeded Urbanus. The tears ; devote yourselves more liberally and freeI,_
i_t.ters are the forgenes of the pseudo-lsidortm. __/

s Mansi, Co_cil. CollecL, i. 735-
S Perhaps Zech. d 8. 4 Lukex. x6.
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now to those M.msgivings which you have ever forts of your favour in every necessity that may
loved, ig order that in the recompense the profit arise ; to the end that all may be defended and
to you for your work may be greater in pro- helped by your aid, and that we, too, may owe

'ou thanks, and that our Lord Jesus Christ may
portion as your zeal for the labour has risen tO]mak e good to you eternal glory, and that theh_gher degrees here.

Furthermore, hailing your goodness with pa- blessed Apostle Peter, the chief of the apostles,
temal pleasan.m.ess, we beg you not to fail in the in whose cause you spend yourselves, may open
good works which ye have begun. And may no the gate of that same glory.-- Given on the toth
one be able to turn you from them ; but may day before the kalends of February (the _3d of
the clergy and servants of God, and all Christians January), in the consulship of the most illustri-
who sojourn in those parts, fully discover by the ous Severus and Quintianus.'
love of Christ and Saint Peter the disposition of
your charity in all things, and obtain the corn- , In theycar*3s.

THE SECOND EPISTLE.

TO ALL BISHOPS.

oN BaO_ERL_' t_VE, AND ON ^vomn_c T_w rxm. always meditating things evil and hurtful, be-

Pontianus, bishop of the holy and universal cause their deeds are evil. And of them the
Church, to all who worship the Lord aright, and Lord, speaking by the prophet Jeremiah, says :"I will utter my judgments against them touch-
love the divine worship, greeting.

Glory to God in the highest, and on earth ing all their wickedness. ''* "Wherefore I will...... , m. . yet plead with you, saith the Lord; and with
peace to men o! good Wall. ltxese wor(ls 2 ....... kHrl,.._,a'c,-hilAron _i11 1 nlead."S "P_-

most loved, notthewordsofmen,butof 77r;m' y0u, a
angels; and they were not devised by human . ,,6 ...... hm_s.breth en_are

sense, but were uttered by angels at the birth of _cet_gtm_[?:ared ' _ete tge_,_ardedragains t
the Saviour. And from these words it can be ,_" ..;' ..........

understood without doubt by all that peace is _Yo_ll_aT_a_. maont_nepWrtn°umnl_nuet JUngAnm;t_eOr.
given by the Lord, not to men of evil will, but ...... "......

to men of good will W'hen,ceth: LOo:g,sp_:d tn°_h_et ce;_rTv:_rSedeo _g_ns_aea t_lYthemarrthna_
mgDy 9e prophet, says: r_o g . ._. he would not wish to have to endure himself.
to israel, even to such as are oi a clean heart. I. - .... , . , .., ....... a__ .t._
But as for me m feet were almost one m t &no let not me man ol talon come uuuct utv
.... • Y..... g ;. Y[ suspicion even of saying or doing what he would

steps nan weu m n sii ecl. tor 1 was enwous" "g PP " .[ not wish to have to endure himself. Wherefore
at the unrighteous, when I saw the prosperity ot ....
the wicked "* Of the -ood however the Truth[ persons suspected, or hostde or lmglOUS, and• s , . , .. those who are not of good conversation, or whore
says in His own person, "Blessed are me pure life is renrehensible, and those who do not hold
in heart, for they shall see God. ''3 And they __a ,_._t. +l.o -i-I_ faith have been debarred
are not the pure in heart who think evil things, _romt_n "e_t_er_ accusers or witnesses by our
or things hurtful to their brethren; for he who
is the faithful man devises nothing evil. The predecessors with apostolic authority ; and wetoo remove them from that function, and ex-
faithful man, accordingly, loves rather to hear elude them from it in times to come, lest those

things which are becoming, than to speak things lapse wilfuUy whom we ought to keep in and
which are not becoming. And if any one is save ; lest not only (which may God forbid l) the
faithful, let him see to it that he speak no evil, predicted judgment of God--should fall upon
and lay no snares in the way of any one. In both, but we also should perish (which may Cod
this, then, are the children of God distinguished forbid !) through their fault. For it is written,from the children of the devil. For the chil-

drenof God always think and strive to do things "Have they made thee the master of a .tqadt?Take care for them, that thou mayst be merry
which are of God, and give help unceasingly to _on their account, and receive as thy crown the
their brethren, and wish to injure no one. But, ornament of esteem, and find approbation of
on the other hand, the children of the devil are

' Luke i t 4 4 _¢r.i t6,
• Ps._ __. s Jer. li. 9:
$ matt. v. _'. a, 6 Jet-. XV_i, it.
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thine election." ' For the evil word affects the doth he ask pardon of God? Who will entreat
heart, out of which proceed these four objects, for his sins ? Remember thy end, and let en.
good and evil, life and death ; and the tongue mity cease ; for corruption and death impend on

in its assiduous action is what determines these, commandments. Remember the fear of God,
Wherefore the before-named parties are alto- and bear no malice to thy neighbour. _emem.
gether to be avoided ; and until the before-noted ber the covenant of the Highest, and look down
matters are investigated, and the parties are upon (despite) the ignorance of thy neighbour.
found to be clear of such, they are not to be Abstain from strife, and thou shalt diminisrt thy
received : for the right sacrifice is to give heed sins. For a furious man kmdleth strife ; and a
to the commandments, and to depart from all sinful man will disquiet friends, and make en-
iniquity. "To depart from wickedness is a thing mity among them that be at peace. For even
pleasing to the Lord, and to forsake unright- as the trees of the wood are, so will the fire burn,
eousness is a sacrifice of praise."* For it is and as a man's strength is, so will his anger be,
written, "Love thy friend, and be faithful unto and as his riches are, so will he make his anger
him. But if thou bewrayest his secrets, follow no rise. An hastened contention will kindle a fire,
more after him. For as a man who destroyeth and an hastening quarrel will shed blood, and a
his friend, so is he who destroys (loseth) the testifying (testzflcans) tongue will bring death.
friendship of his neighbour. And as one that If thou blow upon the spark, it will burn like a
letteth a bird go out of his hand, so art thou that fire ; and if thou sp_t upon _t, it will be extin-
has let thy neighbour go and shalt not get him guished : and both these come out of the mouth.
again. Follow after him no more, for he is far Cursed be the whisperer and doubled-tongued,
off. For he has escaped like a roe out of the for such have troubled many that were at peace.
snare, because his soul is wounded. Thou wilt A third (tert_'a) tongue hath disquieted many,
not be able to bind him any more, and there is and driven them from nation to nation : the f0r-
reconciliation for the reviled. But to bewray the tiffed cities of the rich it hath pulled down, and
secretsofa friendis the desperation of a wretched overthrown the houses of great men. It has
soul. He that winketh with the eye worketh subverted the virtues of peoples, and has de-
evil, and no one will cast him off. When thou art stroyed strong nations. A third tongue hath
present, he will despise his own mouth, and ex- cast out truthful 4 women, and deprived them of
press his wonder at thy discourse ; but at the last their labours. Whoso hearkeneth unto it shall
he will writhe his mouth, and slander thy sayings, never find rest, and never dwell quietly. The
I have hated many things, but nothing like him ; stroke of the whip maketh marks m the flesh,
and the Lord will hate him. Whoso casteth a but the stroke of the tongue will break bones.
stone on high, it will fall upon his own head, and Many have fallen by the edge of the sword, but
a deceitful stroke of the deceitful will make not in such manner as those who have perished
wounds. Whoso diggeth a pit shall fall therein ; by their tongue. Well is he that is defended
and he that setteth a stone in his neighbour's from the evil tongue, who hath not passed ]nt0
way will Call thereon ; and he that placeth a snare _the anger thereof, and who hath not drawn the
for another will perish therein. He that worketh ' yoke thereof, nor hath been bound w]th the
mischief, it shall fall upon him, and he shall not ',bands of it ; for the yoke thereof is a yoke of
know whence it cometh on him. Mockery and ',iron, and the band thereof is a band of brass.
reproach are from the proud ; and vengeance, ]The death thereof is the vilest death, and the
as a lion, shall be in wait for them. They that grave were better than it. The perseverance
rejoice at the fall of the righteous shall perish in thereof shall not abide ; but it shall hold the
the snare, and anguish shall consume them be- ways of the unrighteous, and its flame shall not
fore they die. Anger and wrath are both abom- burn the righteous. Such as forsake the Lord
inations, and the sinful man shall have them shall fall into it, and it shall burn in them, and
both." s " He that will be avenged shall find not be quenched ; and it shall be sent upon
vengeance from the Lord, and he will surely them as a lion, and hurt them as a leopard.
keep his sins. Forgive thy neighbour the hurt Hedge thine ears about with thorns, and listen
that he hath done unto thee, and then shall thy not to the evil tongue ; and make a door for thy
sins be forgiven thee when thou prayest. One mouth, and bars for throe ears. Smelt (confla)
man beareth hatred against another ; and doth thy gold and silver, and make a balance for thy
he ask redress of God ? He showeth no mercy words, and right curbs for thy mouth. And be-
to a man which is like himself; and doth he ask ware that thou slide not perchance in thy ton_e,
forgiveness of the Most High for his own sins ? and fall before thine enemies that lie in wait i0r
He, though he is flesh, nourisheth hatred;and thee, and flay fall be irremediable even to

death."s "Make no tarrying to turn to the
s F.,cclus. xxxh. x-,_.

E,eclua, xxxv. x-3. 4 Vcriclicas. The text reads " Vualas. °"
][x;du_ xxvu. x7-3o, s Ecclus. xx_L
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Lord, and put not off from day to day. For reproach and shame, and every sinner in like
suddenly shall His wrath come, and in the time manner that is envious and double-tongued.
of vengeance He wiU destroy thee. Set not Extol not thyself in the counsel of thine own
thine heart upon goods unjustly gotten, for they heart as a bull, lest perchance thy virtue be
shall not profit thee in the day of veiling (for exe- shattered in folly, and it consume thy leaves,
cution, obduc_'onis) and vengeance. Move not and destroy thy fruits, and thou be left as a
with every wind, and go not into every way ; for dry tree in the desert. For a wicked soul shall
so is the sinner proved with the double-tongue, destroy him that hath it, and makes him to be
Be stedfast in the way of the Lord, and in the laughed to scorn by his enemies, and shall bring
truth of thine understanding, and in knowledge ;. him down to the lot of the impious "• Most
and let the word of peace and righteousness ldearly beloved, study to lift up'the oppressed,
attend thee. Be courteous in hearing the word, I and always help the necessitous ; for if a man
that thou mayest unoerstand it, and with wisdom I relieves an affhcted brother, delivers a captive,
give a true answer. If thou hast understanding, or consoles a mourner, let him have no doubt
answer thy neighbour ; if not, lay thy hand upon that that will be recompensed to him by Him
thy mouth, lest thou be caught in a word of on whom he bestows it all, and who says : "In-
folly, and be confounded. Honour and glory asmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least
are in the talk of the intelligent man; the of my brethren, ye have done it unto me."s
tongue of the unwise is his fall. Be not called Strive, then, unceasingly to do what is good in
a whisperer, and be not caught in thy tongue, such wise that ye may both obtain the fruit of
and confounded. For confusion and penitence good works here, and enjoy the favour of God
are upon the the thief, and the worst condemna- m the future, to the intent that hereafter ye may
tion upon the double-tongued. Moreover, for be worthy to enter the court of the heavenly
the whisperer there is hatred, and enmity, and kingdom.--Given on the fourth day before the
shame. Justify the small and the great alike."' kalends of May (the 28th of April), in the con-
Instead of a friend, become not an enemy to sulship of the most illustrious Severus and Quin-
thy neighbour. For the evil man shall inherit tianus.

u Ecclus. vi. :_-4.
t _[t_. v. 7-x8- 3 Matt. xxv. 40.

NOTE BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

IN Bower's I-listory of/he PolOes (ed. Philadelphia, x847), vol. i. p. _2, may be seen an
interesting note on the "Pontifical" of Bucherius, under the name of Pontianus. It was this

bishop who is said to have condemned Origen. He probably shared the fate of Hippolytus in
exile, and was martyred under Maximin the Thracian.



POPE ANTERUS.'

THE EPISTLE.

ON'THETRANSLATION"OFBISHOPSANDOFEPISCOPALfrom Antioch to Rome, in order that he might
SF_TS. be in a position there of doing more servme.

To thg brethren, most dearly beloved, consti- Eusebius also was transferred from a certain
tuted to be bishops in the provinces of Bcetica minor city to Alexandria by apostolic authority.In like manner Felix, on account of the doctrine
and Toletana, Bishop Anterus sends greeting in and the good life which he maintained, wasthe Lord.

I should wish, my dearest brethren, always to translated by the common consent of the bish-
receive the glad account of your sincere love ops and the other priests, and the people from
and peace, so that the signs of your welfare the city in which, on the election of the citizens,
might be promoted in turn by the dissemination he had been ordained, to Ephesus. For that
of our letters among you, if our ancient enemy man is not chargeable with shifting fromcity to
should give us quiet and deliverance from his city who does not do that of his own inclination
attacks ; who was a liar from the beginning,2 the or by the force of ambition, but who is trans-
enemy of the truth, the rival of man -- in order ferred for the general good, or in virtue of some
to deceive whom he first deceived himself,- necessity, by the counsel and with the consent
the adversaryof modesty, the master of luxury, of the chief parties. Nor can he be said to
He feeds on cruelties ; he is punished by absti- transfer himself froma smaller city to a larger,
nence ; he hates fasts, and his ministers preach who is placed in that position not by his own
to that effect, as he declares them to be super- self-seeking or his own choice, but either as be-
fluous, having no hope of the future, and echoing ing driven out of his own proper seat by force,
that sentence of the apostle, in which he says, or as being compelled by some necessity, and
"Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we shall who without pride and in humility has been
die."3 O miserable boldness I O subtlety of translated and installed there by others for the

• good of the place or the people : for man look-a desperate mind! For he exhorts to hatred,
and puts concord to flight. And because the eth on the countenance, but the Lord seeth the
mind of man is easily drawn over to the worse heart. And the Lord; speaking by the prophet,
part, and chooses rather to walk by the broad says, "The Lord knows the thoughts of men,
way than laboriously to take its course by the that they are vanity." 4 That man, therefore,
narrow way, for this reason, brethren most dearly does not change his seat who does not change
beloved, follow ye the better, and ahvays leave his mind. Nor does he change his city who is
the worse behind you. Do good, avoid evil, in changed not of his own will, but by the decimonand election of others. And accordingly he
order that ye may be found to be the disciples does not shift from city to city who does notof the Lord in truth.

leave his own city for the sake of gain to h_m-
Now, of the transference of bishops, on which self, or of his own choice, but who, as has al-subject it has been yourwish to consult the holy

seat of the apostles, know ye that that may law- ready been said, has been translated to another
fully be done for the sake of the common good, city either in consequence of being drivenout
or when it is absolutely necessary, but not at the of his own seat, or compelled by some necessity,
mere will or bidding of any individual. Peter, or in virtue of the election and injunction of the
our holy master, and the prince of the apostles, priests and people. For as the bishops have
was translated for the sake of the common good power regularly to ordain bishops and omer

orders of priests, so, as often as any matter of
z_,,_ s_ffi_dP_,_, h _ babop_cof t_ Romanadvantage or necessity constrains them, they

church(_a'°a36^.D-). Tlmletterascribodtohlmm°nc°/'thzl meud°" have power in the above-mentioned mannel
a John v_i. 44.
s x _. zv. _. 4 PL _iv. tz.
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both to transfer and to install. As ye have asked whom the stress of this storm (or season) has al-
our opinion in these matters, though they are lied with other leaders among the unwise, is
not subjects unknown to you, we give you these stained with a participation in their deeds, yet
things in charge to hold them, lest, through the the excellence of the wise man, although he may
ignorance of some, that which is better and chance to be privy to their offences, makes him
more profitable be avoided, and what is more incapable of giving himself as a leader to sinners.
profitless be taken up, even as we read in the The cause of public good and necessity is one
holy Gospel : "Woe unto you, hypocrites ! for thing, and the cause of self-seeking, and pre-
Yanepay tithe of mint, and anise, and cummin, sumption, or private inclination, is another thing.

d have omitted the weightier matters of the On account of self-seeking, or presumption, or
law, judgment, mercy, and faith : these ought private inclination, bishops are not to be trans-
ye to have done, and not to leave the other un- lerred from one city to another, but only on ac-
done. Ye blind guides, which strata out a gnat count of public good and necessity. And this
and swallow a camel." x What is lawful is wit/_ is a matter which no one denies, except those
t/_e#lnot lawful, and what is not lawful is lawful, of whom it is said, "They have erred through
Even as Jannes and Mambres _ resisted the wine ; they have not known the seer; they have
truth, so do they, being reprobate in mind, and been ignorant of judgment." 7 For ff I were
lovers of pleasure rather than of God, teach constrained to open up in narration things that
that that is unlawful which is lawful, to wit, that have been brought to end, I would show yon
bishops should shift from city to city m the man- that no comfort comes from the comparison of
ner already noted ; and what is unlawful they such deeds. But, most dearly beloved; "stand
teach a_slawful, to wit, to omit to show mercy to ye in the ways, and see, and ask for the old paths
those who endure straits : that is to say, they of the Lord, and see what is the good way and
deny that a bishop belonging to another city the right, and walk therein, and ye shall find
should be bestowed for good, or for necessity's rest for your souls." s And, to speak according
sake, upon those who have no bishop, and who to the word of Wisdom : "Love righteousness,
want the sacred episcopal ministry ; and that an- ye that be judges of the earth. Think of the
other episcopal seat should be assigned to bish- Lord in goodness, and in simplicity of heart
ops who endure persecution or straits. They seek Him. For He is found of them that tempt
contradict the sacred Scripture also, which testi- Him not, and showeth Himself unto such as do
ties that God desireth mercy rather than judg- not distrust Him. For froward thoughts sepa-
ment: rate from God ; and His power, when it is tried,

What greater charity, I pray you, can there reproveth the unwise. For into a malicious soul
be, or what more profitable service of piety, on wisdom shall not enter, nor dwell in the body
the part of any one to another, than to deliver that is subject unto sin. For the holy spirit of
him from the darkness of ignorance and the discipline will flee deceit, and remove from
thick darkness of inexperience, and restore him, thoughts that are without understanding, and
in fine, by the nutriment of the doctrine of the will not abide when unrighteousness cometh in.
true faith, not for gain indeed, or ambition, but For wisdom is a benign spirit, and will not ac-
for instruction and edification ? ['For he becomes, quit a blasphemer of His words. For God is
so to speak, the hand for the maimed, the foot witness of his reins, and a true beholder of his
for the lame, the eye for the blind/who unlocks heart, and a hearer of his tongue. For the
the treasure of wisdom and knowledge to one Spirit of the Lord hath filled the world, and that
wrapped in the darkness of ignorance, and opens which containeth all things hath knowledge of
up to such an one the brightness of the light the voice. Therefore he that speaketh unright-
and the ways of the Lord.] s 'eous things cannot be hid; neither shall yen-

Now for both parties--namely, for those who geance, when it punisheth, pass by him. For
endure a famine of the word of God, and for inquisition shall be made into the counsels of
bishops who endure straits, when they are in- the ungodly. And the sound of his words shall
stalled in other cities for the common good-- come unto the Lord, and unto the manifestation
no small degree of mercy is shown. And they of his wicked deeds ; for the ear of jealousy
who deny this, although they have the form of heareth all things, and the noise of murmurings
.godliness, do yet deny the power thereof. 6 For shall not be hid. Therefore beware of murmur-
m such a matter I make no recognition of race ing, which is unprofitable ; and refrain your
(lbrosa_iam). If, however, any one of the wise, tongue from backbiting, for there is no word so
------ secret that it shall go for nought. The mouth

Matt. xxiii.23,24. that belieth slayeth the soul. Seek not death in
s 2T_rn.lil 8.

8_.,,i 6. j,,a#/,,, the error of your life, and pull not upon your-
L_ _i_. ;s.

. _he bracketed passage is wanting in one manuscript. _ lsa. xxvfit 7.
u a "Iim. iii. 5- s Jer. vi x6.
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self destruction with the works of your hands ; of others shall enter into the judgment wherewith
for God made not death 7 neither hath He pleas- they themselves shall be judged. No one readily
ure in the destruction of the living. For He refers to an unwilling auditor. Let it be the eare
created all things that they m_ght have their of all of you, most dearly beloved, to keep not
being, and He wished the nations of the world only your eyes, but also your tongue, pure. And
to be healthful. There is no poison of destruc- let not another house ever kuow by your means
tion in them, nor the kingdom of death upon what is done in any man's house. Let all have
the earth of the living. Righteousness is per- the simplicity of the dove, that they devise not
petual and immortal, but unrighteousness is the guile against any one ; and the subdety of the
acquisition of death. And ungodly men with serpent, that they be not everthrown by the
their hands and words called it to them ; and crafty designs of others. It does not belong to
when they thought to have it their friend, they my humble station and measure to judge others,
consumed to nought, and made a covenant and to say anything unfavourable of the mires.
with it ; because they are worthy of death who ters of the churches. Far be it from me that I
take part with it.' .... For they said, reason- should say anything unfavourable of those who
ing with themselves, but not aright, The time are the successors to the apostolic status, and
of our life is short and tedious ; and in the make the body of Christ with their sacred
death of a man there is no remedy, neither was mouth ; by whose instrumentality we too are
there any man known to have returned from the Christians, and who have the keys of the king-
grave. For we are born of nothing, and we dora of heaven, and exercise judgment before
shall be hereafter as though we had never been. the day of judgment. Moreover, it is contained
For the breath in our nostrils is as smoke, and iin the ancient law, that whoever has not gxven
speech is a little spark for the moving of our obedience to the priests should either be stoned
heart ; which being extinguished, our body shall outside the camp by the people, or with his neck
be turned into ashes, and our spirit shall vanish beneath the sword should expiate his presump.
as the soft air. And our life shall pass as the tion by his bloodA Now, however, the disobe-
trace of a cloud, and shall be dispersed as a dient is cut off by spiritual chastisement; and
mist that is driven away with the beams of the being cast out of the church, is torn by the rabid
sun, and overcome with the heat thereof. And mouth of demons.S For it becomes those who
our name shall be forgotten in time, and no man have God in their heritage, to serve God free
shall have our works in remembrance. For our from all the hindrances of the world, so that they
time is a very shadow that passeth away, and may be able to say, "The Lord is the portion of
after our end there is no returning ; for it is fast mine inheritance." 6 "O how good and pleas-
sealed, and no man shall come again." * And ant is Thy Spirit, O Lord, in all things l "7 And
for this reason every one must see to it that he Thou sparest all because they are Thine, O Lord,
keep himself with all care, and watch himself for who lovest souls. Therefore chastenest Thou
his own good, so that when his last day and the them by little and little that offend, and wamest
end of his life come upon him, he may not pass them of those things wherein they offend, and
over to everlasting death, but to eternal life dost address them, that leaving their wickedness.
For the deeds of those put under us are judged they may believe on Thee, O Lord." s "But
by us, but our own doth God judge. Sometimes, Thou, our God, art gracious and true, long-suf-
moreover, bishops are perverted through the feting, and in mercy ordering all things. For
fault of the people, to the end that those fall if we sin, we are Thine, knowing Thy power.
more precipitately who follow them. When the And if we sin not, we know that we are counted
head languisheth, the other members of the body Thine." 9 "The spirit of those that fear the
are affected thereby. And viler are those who Lord shall be required of him ; and in His re-
corrupt the life and morals of the good, than gard they shall be blessed." ,o Wherefore, most
those who spoil the property and goods of others, beloved brethren, "let no corrupt communica-
Let each one take care that he have neither an tion proceed out of your mouth, but that which
itching tongue nor itching ears ; that is to say, is good to the use of edifying, that it may rain-
that he neither be a detractor of others himself, ister grace to the hearers. And grieve not the
nor listen to others in their detractions. "Thou Holy Spirit of God, whereby ye are sealed unto
sattest," saith he, "and spakest against thy the day of redemption. Let all bitterness,
brother ; and thou didst slander thine own moth- and wrath, and anger, and clamour, and evil-
er's son." 3 Let every individual abstain from a speaking, be put away from you, with all malice.
detracting tongue, and keep a guard upon his 4 Deut. xvli.
own words, and understand that all that they say s Th_ f_ Jerome.

6 Ps. xvL _.
7 Wir_L xu. x.

I _Visd. i. It Wtf.d. Xit. 2.
a WL_I. IL x-5. 9 Wir,d. xv. x, 2.
s PL L _. xo Ecclus. xxxlv, x3, x4..
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And be ye kind one to another, tender-hearted, hold the tradition of the apostles and the apos-
forgiving one another, even as God in Christ tolic seat, "that our Lord Jesus Christ and our
ha_h forgiven you.' .... Be ye therefore follow- Father, which hath loved us, and hath given us
ers of God, as dear children ; and walk in love, everlasting consolation and good hope through
as Christ also hath loved us, and hath given grace, may comfort your hearts, and stablish you
Himself for us an offering and a sacrifice to m every good work and word." 3 "Finally,
God for a sweet-smelling savour. But fornica- brethren, pray for us, that the word of the Lord
tion, and all uncleanness, or covetousness, let it may have free course, and be glorified, even as
not be once named among you, as becometh it is with you, and that we may be delivered
saints; neither filthiness, nor foolish talking, nor from unreasonable and wicked men : for all
jesting, which are not convenient ; but rather men have not faith. But the Lord is faithful,

ring of thanks. For this know ye, under- who shall stablish you, and keep you from evil." 4
standing that no whoremonger, nor unclean Wherefore set your hearts continually in the
person, nor covetous man, who is an idolater, strength (z)irtute) of God, and always resist
hath any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ the wicked, and tell these things, according to
and of God. Let no man deceive you with the word of the prophet, "to the generations
vain words : for because of these things cometh following ; for this God is our God un_o eter-
the wrath of God upon the children of disobe- nity, and He will rule us for ever and ever." s
dience. Be not ye therefore partakers with Hence ye who are set for examples (in s_e_)
them. For ye were sometimes darkness, but by the Lord, ought by all means to check and
now are ye light in the Lord:walk as children keep back those who devise crafty counsels
of light (for the fruit of the Spirit is in all good- against the brethren, or excite against them
ness,and righteousness, and truth), proving what seditions and slanders. For it is an easy thing
is acceptable unto the Lord. And have no fel- to deceive man with a word, but it is not so
lowshlp with the unfruitful works of darkness, with the Lord_ Wherefore ye ought to repre-
but rather reprove them. For it is a shame hend such persons, and turn away from them,
even to speak of those things which are done to the end that, all darkness of this manner being
of them in secret. But all things that are re- completely done away, the Morning Star may
proved are made manifest by the light: for shine upon them, and gladness arise in their
whatsoever is made manifest (raanifesgatur) is hearts. "And z_e ha_e confidence in the Lord
light. Wherefore He saith, Awake, thou that touching you, brethren, that ye both do and will
sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ do the things which we command you." 6 For
shall give thee light. See then that ye walk cir- the more ye show forth your kindnesses to them,
cumspectly, brethren, not as fools, but as wise, the greater a return have ye to look for from the
redeeming the time, because the days are evil. omnipotent God whom they serve. May the ore-
Wherefore be ye not unwise, but understanding nipotent God keep you in His protection, and
what the will of the Lord is. And be not drunk grant you to maintain honour and precept;
vnth wine, wherein is excess ; but be filled with and may glory and honour be to God the Father
the Holy Spirit ; speaking to yourselves in psalms, Almighty, and to His only-begotten Son our
and hymns, and spiritual songs, singing and mak- Saviour, with the Holy Spirit, for ever and ever.
mg melody in your hearts to the Lord ; giving Amen.
thanks always for all things unto God and the Given on the x2th day before the kalends of
Father in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, April (the 21st of March), in the consulship of
submitting yourselves one to another in the fear the most illustrious Maximianus and Africanus.
of Christ." 2 Therefore, brethren, stand fast and

3 2 Thess. il. zS-_,.
'* 2 Thess. Ill. :"3.

z Eph Iv. _y"3=. S Ps x]viii. 13, z4.
2 Eph. v. z--2x. 6 _._, 4.
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THE FIRST EPISTLE.

TO ALL THE MINISTERS OF THE CHURCH CATHOLIC.

OF THOSE WHO OUGHT NOT TO BE ADMITTED charge of the most faithful,thatnothingfalse
TO CLEAR THEMSELVES, AND OF THE DUTY OF may be found in them,from which an offence
HAVING NO FELLOWSHIPWITH THE EECOMMU- (which may God forbid)may arisetothefalth-
NICATED. ful. For this reason also we beg it of your love

To the dearly-beloved brethren in the minis- in paternal benignity, that the holy Church may
try of the Church Catholic in all regions, Fabian now find the good-will of your love in all things,
sends greeting in the Lord. and obtain the comforts of your favour when-

By the divine precepts and the apostolic insti- ever there is necesmty. And as the goodness of
tutes, we are admonished to watch in behoof of your zeal affords.us the assurance that we ought
the position of all the churches with unwearied to distrust it in nothing, but rather commlt these
interest. Whence it follows that you ought to things in all confidence to you as to wise sons
know what is being done in things sacred m the of our church ; so, small importance being at-
church of Rome, in order that, by following her tached to opportune occasions, your virtue ought
example, ye may be found to b_ true children to exert itself the more strenuously in labours,
of her who is called your mother. Accordingly, and keep off reproaches by all possible means,
as we have received the institution from our fa- and with all zeal. We exhort you also, accord-
thers, we maintain seven deacons in the oty of mg to the word of the apostle, to be "stedfast
Rome distributed over seven districts of the and immoveable, always abounding in the work

state, who attend to the services enjoined on of the Lord ; forasmuch as ye know that your
them week by week, and on the Lord's days and labour is not vain in the Lord." 3 And in
the solemn festivals, in concert with the subdea- another place : " Watch ye, and pray, and stand
cons, and acolytes, and servants of the succeed- fast in the faith. Quit you like men, and be
ing orders, and hold themselves in readiness strong. Let all things be done with chanty. ''*
every hour for religious duty, and for the dis- Furthermore, we desire you to know this, that
charge of all that is enjoined upon them. In in our times, as our sins embarrassed us, and that
like manner ought ye also to do throughout your ancient enemy who always goeth about like a
different cities, as may be convenient, that reli- roaring hon, seeking whom he may devour,5 m-
gious duty may be discharged zealously and stigated him, Novatus came up out of Africa, and
regularly, without any delay or negligence. Fur- separated Novatianus and certain other confess-
thermore, we have ordained in like manner seven ors of Christ from the Church of Christ, and per-
subdeacons who shall stand by (zmmt'nerent) the suaded them into the acceptance of evil doctrine.
seven notaries, and bring into one full and accu- From such persons, brethren, keep yourselves
rate account the histories of the martyrs, and ,aloof, and beware of all who hold a faith and doc-
lay them before us for our examination. And trine different from that which the apostles and
this, too, we urge you all to do, so that no doubt their successors have held and taught, lest (which
or questioning of these things may arise in later may God forbid) going after him ye fall into
times ; "for whatsoever things were written, were the tolls of Satan, and be bound with his fetters.
written for our learning."* And whatsoever Wherefore with most earnest prayers we beg it

of your brotherly love, that ye may deem it fit
things are written in truth in our times, are di- to remember our insignificance in your h01yrected to the learning of future times. And
therefore we enjoin these duties to be put in prayers, beseeching and entreating the Lord Ol

• Fabian was bishop of Rome from a36 to a$o A.D. Thg letters a r Car. xv: 58.
ascribed to him _ rejected by all as spurious. 4 x Cor. xvt. z3, z4-

Rom. xv. 4. s x Pet. v. 8.
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heaven that we, as well as our holy mother the snares (or darts) of such persons, and of the
Church of Christ, redeemed with His precious efforts of the ancient enemy, by which we have
blood, may be delivered from the toils of Satan, seen even those closely connected with us fall
who lieth in wait for us, and from troublesome wounded before us. Watch the nooses of the

and wicked men, and that the Word of God may liers in wait, by which they are wont to strangle
have free course and be glorified, and that the associates and comrades. Follow not such, but
evil doctrine of them, and of all who teach keep them far off from you. Be ye, according
things contrary to the truth, may be overthrown to the voice of Truth, wise as serpents and harm-
and perish. We beseech you also to be zealous less as doves.* See to it that ye neither run nor
in praying in your pious supplications, that our labour in vain; but, sustained by each other's
God and Lord Jesus Christ, who will have all prayers and supplications, strive ye to do the
men to be saved, and no one to perish,' may, by will of God ; and from those persons whom I
His vast omnipotence, cause thmr hearts to turn have mentioned, if they show themselves incor-
again to sound doctrine and to the Catholic faith, rigible, keep yourselves separate in all things.
in order that they may be recovered from the In like manner keep yourselves separate from all
toils of the devil who are held captive by him, those of whom the apostle makes mention when
and be united with the children of our mother he says, "with such persons, no, not to eat;" s
the Church. Be mindful also of your brethren, since these latter, as well as the former, are to
and have pity upon them, and labour for them be rejected, and are not to be admitted before
by all means in your power, that they be not they have given satisfaction to the Church. For
lost, but be saved unto the Lord by your prayers, those with whom it is not lawful to eat are mani-
and other efforts of your goodness. So act there- festly separated from all intercourse with the rest
fore in these matters that ye may approve your- of the brethren until such satisfaction is given.
selves as obedient and faithful children of the Wherefore they ought not and cannot be admit-
holy Church of God, and that ye may obtain the ted to the preferring of charges against the faith-
recompense of reward. These men, and all else ful, but they ought to be debarred from their
who do not teach the true doctrine, and hold society until the satisfaction already mentioned
not the true faith, cannot act as accusers of any is given, lest these too should be made like
true believer, because they are branded with in- them, or underlie their excommunication ; for to
famy, and are cut off from the bosom of our this effect have the apostles decreed, saying,
holy mother the Church by the sword of the With the excommunicated no fellowship is to be
apostles, until their return to correct conversation held. And if any one, setting aside the rules
and behef. Hence by apostolic authority, and wittingly, sings with the excommunicated in his
in agreement with all the sons of the same apos- house, or speaks or prays in company with them,
tolic and universal Church, we resolve that all that man is to be deprived of the privilege of
who come under suspicion with respect to the communion. Such persons, therefore, are in all
Catholic faith cannot be admitted as accusers of things to be guarded against, and are not to be
those who hold the true creed ; for suspicions received, because, according to the apostle, not
axealways to be set aside. Rightly therefore are only those who commit such things are con-
charges which are preferred by those who are demned, but also those who consent with those
objects of suspicion in the matter of the true who do them.4 Whence also the blessed chief
faith, rejected. Neither are they at all to be of the apostles, Peter, addressing the people at
credlted who are unacquainted with the faith of the ordination of Clement, says this among other
the Trinity. In like manner we set aside and things : s If this Clement is hostile to any one
withdraw from all part in the accusing of the on account of his deeds, wait not ye for his say-
faithful, all those whom the decrees of the holy ing directly to you, Be not on terms of friend-
fathers in times past and times future alike ship with this man. But mark ye carefully his
anathematize. Accordingly, the believing ought will as ye ought, and second it without need of
always to be kept distinct from the unbelieving, direct injunction ; and separate yourselves from
and the righteous from the unrighteous ; since that man to whom ye perceive him to be inimi-
the unbelieving and evil-minded, by every means cal, and speak not with those with whom he
_ntheir power, are always troubling the believing, speaks not, in order that every one who may be

d striving to undo them ; and consequently in fault, as he desires to possess the friendship
. ey are not to be received, but rejected and of all of you, may be zealous in effecting a rec-
kept entirely at a distance, lest they may undo onciliation all the more quickly with him who

defame the believing. For this reason, dearly presides over all, so that he may return to spirit-
w._l°ved,beware of the pit of such persons, into ual well-being (talent el saluSeta) hereby, when

_ch we know many have fallen. Beware of the , _,,L x. _6.

4 Rom. i. 3a.
i ITtra. fi 4. s Cle_otti_: Ep. of CIem. toJames, x_"d. [P._n,_nJpra.]
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he begins to yield obedience to the charges of speaking by the prophet, saith, "With the h,_l_

the president. If, however, any one is not friend- thou wilt show thyself holy ; and with the "_
ly, and speaks with those with whom he (his ward thou wilt show thyself froward ; and with
chief) speaks not, such an one belongs to those the excellent thou wilt show thyself excellent
who seek to exterminate the Church of God ; and (electu#) ; and with the innocent man thou wilt
though he seems to be with you in body, he is show thyself innocent." _ And the apostle says,
against you in mind and heart. And such an "Evil communications corrupt good manners.,,4
one is a much more dangerous enemy than those Wherefore, as has already been indicated, the
who are without, and who are openly hostile, wicked are always to be avoided and shunned,
For this man under the guise of friendship acts and the good and rightly-disposed are to be
the part of an enemy, and scatters and ruins the stedfasfly followed, in order that, as far as pos-
church. And therefore, dearly beloved, in these sible, we may avoid the penl of sloth. And lest
apostolic institutes we warn and teach you, that this pest may be spread abroad more widely, let
your charity, being instructed therein (effecta us cut it off from us with all possible seventy;
cergiar), may hereafter study to act with greater for the temerity of presumption does not inter-
care and prudence, so that perverse and unbe- vene where there is the diligence of piety. Let
lieving men may not have the power of injuring every one of you, sustained by this apostolic
the faithful and well-disposed ; for the hope of representation, act according to his strength, and
such, and of all the ungodly, is like dust that is study in brotherly love and in godly piety to
blown away with the wind ; and like a thin froth keep his own manners correct, and to help each
that is driven away with the storm ; and like as other, and to abide in charity, and to keep hlm-
the smoke which is dispersed here and there self in the will of God unceasingly, in order that
with a tempest, and as the remembrance of awe may praise the Lord together, and give Him
guest of a single day that passeth away.' With thanks always without wearying. Fare ye weU
the utmost care, dearly beloved, are such per- in the Lord, dearly beloved, and with the Lord's
sons to be guarded against, and avoided, and help strive to fulfil to the best of your ability the
rejected, if they show themselves injurious. For things before mentioned. -- Given on the first
the laws of the world, no less than those of the day of July, in the consulship of the most
Church, do not admit the injurious, but reject illustrious Maximinus (or, Maximus) and Afri-
them. Whence it is written, "The mouth of the canus.S
wicked devoureth iniquity. ''2 And the Lord,

3 Ps. xvtii. 2S, 26.
t Wisd. v. x4. 4 x Cor. xv. 33.
2 Prov. xix. s8. s In the year 236.

THE SECOND EPISTLE.

TO ALL THE, BISHOPS OF THE EAST.

THAT THE CHRISM x SHOULD BE RENEWED WITH pose the duty of so doing also upon us who, by
CONSECRATION EVERY YEAR_ AND THAT THE OLD the bountiful goodness of God, are placed in the

SUPPLY SHOULD BE SET ASIDE TO BE BURNT IN same seat. Care, therefore, is to be had by your
THE CHURCHES ; ALSO CONCERNING THE ACCUS- solicitude, that neither remissness may avail to

ING OF PRIESTS, AND ON THE DUTY OF THE neglect, nor presumption be able to disturb,
SHEEPNOT TODARETO BLAMETI-I_IRSHEPHERD those things which have been ordained by the
UNLESS HE ERRS IN THE FAITH. apostles and their successors, and established

FAm_m, bishop of the city of Rome, to all the under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. But
bishops of the East, and to the whole body of as it was proper that that should be defined
the faithful, greeting in the Lord. which the use of right order required, so what

Your love for the seat of the apostles requires has been so defined ought not to be violated.
counsels which we neither can nor ought to deny
you. It is clear, moreover, that our predecessors L
did this for the bishops of many districts ; and That new chrismshould be mac_ everyyear,and theoldbe

brotherly charity and the debt of obedience im- burnt
Now, among other matters, in your letter we

t a_.w_t don *no_1.= u.edi. them-can_ *_'mmut find it stated that certain bishops of your dis-of_rmtttic_ [Seep.6o4,_#ra.]
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trict adopt a different practice from yours and prick us with the stings of sorrow. But here,
ours, and do not prepare the chrism at the however we are situated, we are among the hands
Lo,d, loper eve ear, but keep it in use for of robbers and the teeth of raging wolves, and__s su ry y
two or three, making such a supply of the holy the contumacious are put in the place of the
chrism once for all. For they say, as we find true sheep. And it is by the barking of the dogs
_n the letter referred to, that balsam cannot be and the staff of the shepherd that the fury of the

got every year; and besides that, even though wolves is checked. Those wounds, moreover,
it were got, there would be no necessity for pre- which cannot be healed by remedies, must be
panng chrism every year, but that, so long as cut out with the knife. Neither can we keep
the one preparation of chrism is sufficiently silence, for, in seeking here to call back some
large, they have no need to make another. They from things unlawful, we are impelled by the
are in error, however, who think so ; and in instinct of our office, having been set on the
making such statements they speak like madmen watch-towers by the Lord with this "object, that
rather than men in their right senses. For on !we should prove the diligence of our watchful-
that day the Lord Jesus, after supping with His ness by checking things that should be prohib-
disciples, and washing their feet, according to ited, and deciding for things that should be
the tradition which our predecessors received observed.
from the holy apostles and left to us, taught them II.
to prepare the chrism. That washing of their Of the right of I_shopsnot to be accusedor hurt by de-
feet signifies our baptism, as it is completed and traction.
confirmed by the unction of the holy chrism. You desired also to consult us, as we find in
For as the solemn observance of that day is to the above-mentioned letter of yours, on the sub-
be kept every year, so the preparing of that holy ject of the accusing of priests, -- a thing which,
chnsm is to be attended to every year, and it is as we learn also from the same epistle, is exceed-
to be renewed from year to year and g_ven to ingly frequent among you. You have intimated,
the faithful. For the material of this new sac- besides, that very many notice that not a few in
rament is to be made anew every year, and on places of eeclestastical digmty do not live in a
the day already named ; and the old supply is to manner conformable to the discourses and sacra-
be burned in the holy churches. These things merits with which the people are served by their
we have received from the holy apostles and means. O miserable men, who in looking at
their successors, and we commit them to your these forget Christ, who long since indeed told
keeping. The holy church of Rome and that of us how that the law of God should be obeyed,
Antioch have been guardians of these things rather than that those should be looked to for
from the times of the apostles : these things also imitation who do not the things which they say ;
the churches of Jerusalem and Ephesus main- and bearing with the traitor himself even to the
rain. Presiding over these churches, the apos- end, He sent him also along with the rest to
ties taught these things, and ordained that the preach the Gospel. For the apostles had no such
01dchrism should be burnt, and permitted them custom, neither did they teach that it was one fit
to use it no longer than one year, and corn- to be had. And to like effect their successors
rounded them thereafter to use the new, and not also, foreseeing by the Spirit of God things to
the old material. If any one, therefore, yen- come, have determined largely on such subjects.
tures to go against these things, let him under- Besides, as you read in the Acts of the Apostles,
stand that the door of indulgence is barred ,, There was at that time among them that
against him on your part and on that of all right- believed one heart and one soul ; neither, said

minded men : for the perverse doctnne of most any of them that ought of the things which
depraved minds, while it uses the reins too in- he possessed was his own; but they had all
.dulgently, slips into the sin of presumption ; and things common."' For there was no laying
_t can by no means be cast out, unless it is of accusations against each other among them,
cleared of all support and correction on the part except what was friendly; neither ought there
of the intelligent. And those usages which the ever to be such among their followers or among
h01yChurch throughout the whole world uni- believers: for the Lord says, "Do not that to
f0rmly observes with respect to the divine rays- another which thou wouldst not have done to thy-
teries, and towards the subjects of baptism, are self."* And He says also, "Thou shatt love thy
not to be regarded with indifferent concern, lest neighbour as thyself;" 3and, "Love worketh no
we make way for purposeless efforts and super- ill to his neighbour." 4 In accordance herewith,
stitions. We ought not, therefore, to bring over the apostles themselves and their successors de-
the untaught minds of the faithful to such prac-
!lees as we have named, because they should be , Actsiv.3,.
Instructed rather than played upon. For good , Matt.vii.ta; Lukevt,Matt. xxh. :39; Mark xil. 3t.

deeds make for our happiness, and evil deeds ] Rom..Ui.to.
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creed of old time that those persons should not be who live under their rule, and in the fear of God
admitted to lay accusations who were under sus- should dispose of all cases in which they are
picion, or who but yesterday, or the day before, or concerned, and of all matters in which they are in.
a little time ago, were at enmity, as they come thus terested. It is therefore extremely inequitable
under suspicion, or who are not of good conver- that any bishops should neglect their own Cases,
sation, or whose life is reprehensible, or who are and mix themselves up with those of others.
doubtful in the matter of the true faith. In like But those whose part it is to ordain such persons
manner is it decided to be with those whose faith to the priesthood, and by whom they have been
and life and liberty are unknown, or who are already ordained, ought to order the life and
marked with the stains of infamy, or entangled in judgment of such by the exercise of a competent
the snares of offences. Again, those have neither and regular administration ; for, as the law says,
the right nor the power to accuse the priests or the "Cursed is every one that removeth his neigh.
clergy, who are incapable themselves of being hour's landmarks. And all the people said
made priests legitimately, and are not of their Amen." _ To this therefore, brethren, has God
order; for just as the priests and the othermem- foreordained you, and all who hold the highest
bets of the clerical order are debarred from lay- office of the priesthood, that ye should put all
ing accusations against the secular laity, so these injustice out of the way, and cut off presump.
latter, too, should be debarred and excluded tion, and help those who labour in the priest.
from the right of bringing charges against the hood, and give no occasion for their reproach
former. And as the former should not be ad- and trouble, but bring assistance to him who
mitted by the latter, so the latter should not be endures calumny and reproach, and cut off him
admitted by the former : for as the conversation who works calumny and reproach, and act for
of the priests of the Lord ought to be something the help of the Lord in His priests. The Lord,
separate from the conversation of these others, moreover, has chosen the priests for Himself,
so should they be separate from them also in the that they should sacrifice to Him, and offer obla-
matter of litigation ; "for the servant of the Lord tions to their Lord. He commanded the Le-
ought not to strive." ' To the utmost of your rites also to be under them in their ministnes.
power, dearly beloved brethren, do ye prohibit Whence He speaks to Moses in these terms:
such accusations, and all unrighteous and in- "And Eleazar the son of Aaron the priest shatl
jurious emulations, because contention is to be be chief over the chief of the Levites, and have
avoided by all means. "For a just man will fall the oversight of them that keep the charge of the
seven times in a day, and will rise again ; but sanctuary." s For of these the Lord spake to
the wicked shall fall into mischief. Rejoice Moses in this wise : "Take the Levites instead
not when thine enemy falleth," saith Solomon, of the first-born among the children of Israel,
"and let not thine heart be glad when he stum- and the cattle of the Levites instead of their
bleth ; lest the Lord see it, and it displease cattle ; and the Levites shall be mine : I am the
Him, and He turn away His wrath from him. Lord." 6 If the Lord willed the Levites to be
Fret not thyself because of evil-doers, neither be His own, how much more has He taken the
thou envious at the wicked: for the evil have priests for Himself! And of these He says:
not the hope of the future, and the candle of "If any stranger cometh nigh, he shall be putt0
the wicked shall be put out. Envy not evil men, death." z All objects, moreover, that are the
neither be thou desirous to be with them ; for Lord's are to be handled carefully, and are not
their mind meditates rapine, and their lips speak lightly to be injured ; for even among men,
deceits. ''_ Dearly beloved, beware of these those are reckoned faithful who attend to the
things. Ponder these things, and minister corn- interests of their masters rightly, and deal with
fort to the brethren in all things; for, as the them faithfully, and rightly observe the c0m-
Truth says in His o_ua person, "By this shall all mands of their masters, and transgress them n0_
men know that ye are my disciples, if ye have And those, on the other hand, are reputed un-
love one to another." 3 For if in things secular faithful who deal with the interests of their
each man's right and his proper position are masters carelessly and negligently, and despise
kept for him, how much more ought there to be their commands, and do not observe them as
no confusion induced in matters of ecclesiastical they ought. Accordingly we have set these
order t And this is a right which will be duly matters before you, in order that those who n0w

observed if no deference is paid to mere power, know it not may know this ; viz., that the prles_
but all to equity. Whence it is an established too, whom the Lord has taken to Himself fro
duty, that the bishops of each several district among all men, and has willed to be His o_,
should exercise a watchful care over all those

4 Deut. xxy]i, z7.
s z Tin'.. si. =4- s Num. ill.
z Prov. xx[v. TT,etc. 6 Num. hi. 45-
s John xili. 3S. _ Num. k SZ.
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_renot to be dealt with hghtly, nor injured, nor or to take food. In like manner also, all persons
rashlyaccused or reprehended, save by their who underlie the chargeof any manner of turpi-
masters,seeing that the Lord has chosen to re- tude and dishonour, are rendered infamous ; and
serve their causes to Himself, and ministers allwho arm themselvesagainstfathersarerendered
vengeanceaccording to His ownjudgment. For infamous. "Sand, and salt, and a mass of iron,
_a these and other precepts of the Lord the is easier to bear than a man without understand-
faithfulare distinguished, and the unfaithful at lag, and foolish and impious."7 "' He that
the same time disapproved. For these are rather wanteth understanding thinks upon vain things ;

and a foolish and erring man imagmeth follies.to be borne with by the faithful than made sub- • • ,,s
jects of reproach (txl_robrandi) ; just as there For their suspicion has overthrown many, and
ischaffwith the wheat even to the last winnow- their opinion hath held them in vanity. "A
hag,and as there are bad fish with good even on stubborn heart shall fare evil at the last ; and he
to their separation, which is yet to be on the that loveth danger shall perish therein. A heart
shore,-- that is to say, at the end of the world, that entereth two ways shall not have rest ; and
Byno means, then, can that man be condemned the evil heart in them shall be made to stumble.
bya human examination, whom God has reserved A wicked heart shall be,laden with sorrows ;
forHisown judgment, that the purpose of God, ac- and the sinner shall heap sin upon sin." 9 The
cordingto which He has decreed to save what had holy apostles and their successors, having such
perished,maybe unalterable. And consequently, things in mind, and foreseeing, as being filled
as His will suffers no change, let no man pre- with the Holy Spirit, the course of wicked men,
sumeon matters which are not conceded to him. and having regard to the simple, determined
And herein is the meaning of that word which that the accusing of priests should be a nmtter
the apostle speaks : "Now therefore there is undertaken with difficulty, or never undertaken,
utterly a fault among you, because ye go to law that they might not be ruined or displaced by
onewith another. Why do ye not rather take wicked men. For if this were made an easy
wrong?why do ye not rather suffer yourselves matter to secular and wicked men, there would
to be defrauded ?" ' To this, too, our Lord's remain no one, or but the scantiest few ; seeing
word may refer : "And if any man will take that it ever has been and still is the case-- and
awaythy coat, and sue thee at the law, let him (which is yet worse) tl_at too in growing measure
have thy cloak also."" And in another place : -- that the wicked persecute the good, and" that
"Of him that taketh away thy goods, ask them the carnal are hostile to the spiritual. For this
not again." 3 Moreover, there are certain things reason, then, as has been already said, they de-
whichmight be thought most trivial were they creed that such should not be accused at all ; or
not shown in the Scriptures to be of more serious if that could not be avoided, that the accusing
import. Who would ever consider the man who of such should be made a matter of great difli-
saysto his brother "Thou fool" worthy of hell- culty. And they determined also, as has been
fire,were it not that the Truth Himself told us stated above, by what persons that function
so?4 Those, furthermore, who commit those should not be assumed; and they resolved fur-
s_nswhereof the apostle says, "They who do ther, that bishops should not be cast out from
such things shall not inherit the kingdom of their own proper seats and churches. But if in
God,"s are by all means to be guarded against, any way the matter of accusal'on should be
andare to be compelled to seek amendment ifi taken in hand before their rightful seat and all
theydo not choose it voluntarily, because they their property are restored by those laws, they
are marked with the stains of infamy, and go should by no means be accused or criminated
downinto the pit, unless assistance is brought by any one, and should not answer any one on
them by sacerdotal authority. Those also are such charges, unless they choose to do so of
tobe dealt with in like manner of whom he says, their own accord. But after they have been re-
"With such persons, no, not to eat ; "6 because instated, as has been before noted, and have had
suchpersons are branded with infamy until they all their effects restored to them by those laws,
are restored by sacerdotal authority, and rein- when their affairs are arranged and set in order,
stated in the bosom of our holy mother the they should then have a long period allowed them
Church; since those who are outside us cannot for the disposing of their case ; and thereafter,
communicate with us. And it is manifest that if need be, they should be regularly summoned,
theseare outside us, and ought to be separated and so come to the suit ; and if the matter seem
from us, with whom it is not lawful for us to eat just, they should answer the propositions of
------- their accusers with the help of their brethren.

For so long as their effects, or their churches: COr.vi. 7.
Matt. v. 40.
Luke vi. 30.

4 Matt v a,_ 7 Ecclus. xxh. t$.
s Gal. "v,"zt." s Ecclus, xvi. _3.
_ z Cot. v. xz. 9 lF.c_us, ifi. z4, etc.
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and property, are held by their adversaries, or bring the faults of their fathers into public view,
by any person, no manner of reason allows that or presume to accuse or calumniate them ; even
any charge ought to be preferred against them. as was the case with Ham, who did not cover
And no one is at liberty by any means to bring the shame of his father Noah, but exhibited it
any charge against them, whether superior or for mockery. And in like manner those ate
inferior, so long as they are dispossessed of their justified by the example of Shem and Japhet,
churches, effects, or powers. In like manner who reverently cover and seek not to display
also it was decreed, and we too confirm the same those matters in which they find their fathersto
statutes and hereby decree, that if any one among have erred. For if a bishop should happen to
the clergy proves an enemy or traducer of his err from the faith, he should in the first place
bishops, and seeks to criminate them, or con- be corrected privately by those placed under
spires against them, at once, before the consid- him (a subditis suis). And if he show himself
eration of judicial investigation, he should be incorrigible (which may God forbid), then an
removed from the clerical order, and given over accusation should be laid against him before
to the court (¢urice), to whicrt he shall devote his primates, or before the seat of the apostles.
himself zealously all the days of his life, and shall For his other actings, however, he is rather to
remain infamous without any hope of restora- be borne with by his flock and those put under
tion. And let no one ever presume to be at him, than accused or made the subject of public
once accuser, and judge, or witness ; for in every detraction ; because when any offence is corn-
judicial investigation there must always be four mitted in these matters by those put under
persons present : that is, the judges elected, and them, His ordinance is withstood who set them
the accusers, and the defenders, and the wit- before him, as the apostle says, "Whosoever
nesses. In like manner we decree and ordain resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinance of
by apostolic authority, that the flock should not God." 4 But he who fears Almighty God, agrees
dare to bring a charge against their pastor, to in no way to do anything contrary to the Gospel,
whose care they had been consig'ned, unless he or contrary t6 the apostles, or contrary to the
falls into error in the faith ; for the deeds of prophets or the institutions of the holy fathers.
superiors are not to be smitten with the sword The priests therefore are to be honoured, and
of the mouth ; neither can the disciple be above not to be injured or reproached. Thus readwe
the master, as the voice of Truth saith, "The in Ecclesiasticus : "Fear the Lord with all thy
disciple is not above his master, nor the servant soul, and reverence His priests. Love Him
above his lord."' And pride is hateful before that made thee with all thy strength, and forsake
God and men, and all iniquity is execrable. !not His ministers. Honour God with thy whole
"The Lord hath destroyed the memory of the soul, and honour the priest, and cleanse thyself
proud, and hath left the memory of the humble beforehand with the shoulders (zOrotOurga te cure
in mind. The seed of men shall be honoured, brachds). Give him his portion, as it is corn-
this seed that feareth God. But that seed shall manded thee, of the first-fruits ; and purge thy-
be dishonoured that transgresseth the command- self concerning negligence with a few things.
ments of the Lord. Among brethren, he that is Thou shalt offer the gift of thy shoulders, and
chief is honourable ; and they that fear the Lord the sacrifice of sanctification, and the first-fruits
shall be in His eyes. My son, saith Solomon, of the holy things to the Lord. And stretch
preserve thy soul in meekness, and give honour thine hand unto the poor, that thine atonement
to him whom honour beseemeth. ''_ "Blame and blessing may be perfected." s We deslre
not any one before thou examinest him ; and these thin_ to become known not to you only,
when thou hast examined him, reprove him but through you to all the brethren, that we may
justly. Answer not a word before thou hearest abide in Christ of one accord and one m_nd,
the cause ; neither interrupt with talk in the making no claim for ourselves through strifeor
midst of thy seniors." 3 After the example of vainglory, and being pleasers not of men, butof
Ham the son of Noah, they are condemned who God our Saviour. To Him belongeth honour

and glory, for ever and ever. Amen.
: Matt x. 24. /
a Ecclur,. x. 7, etc. 4 Rom. xiii. 2.
s Eoclua. xi. 7, S. s F__.lua. vii. _-3".
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THE THIRD EPISTLE.

TO BISHOP HILARY.

_T EX'rR_EOVSJU_MEN'rsSHOULD BZ RZ-things,..we prohibitextraneousjudgments,be-
JECTED, AND THAT THE ACCUSED PERSON SHOULD cause itis nothtttmthe shouldbe judgedby
CARRY OUT HIS CAUSE IN HIS OWN LOCALITY _AND strangers,who ought to have thoseof hisown

THAT EVERY ONE WHO BRINGSFORWARD A provinceand thoseelectedby himselfas his
cHARGE SHOULDINTIMATEINWRITINGHISABILI-judges,unlessanappealhasbeenmade.Where-
TY I"0 PROVE IT,AND THAT IF HE FAILS TO PROVE fore, ifallyone of thebishopsisaccusedon pr_
WHAT HE ALLEGES, HE SHOULD BEAR THE PEN- cise charges,he oughtto bc heardby allthe
AL_'WHICHHEADVANCED. bishopswho arcintheprovince; foritisnot
FABIAN,tOmy dearlybelovedbrotherBishoprightthatan accusedpersonshouldbe heard

Hilary. elsewhere than in his own circuit. Again, ff any
We ought to be mindful of the grace of God one is of opinion that he has a judge ad_'erse to

to us,who, in the compassion of His own regard, him, he should claim the right of appeal ; and
hath raised us for this reason to the summit of an appellant ought to be injured by no kind of
sacerdotal dignity, that by cleaving to His corn- oppression or detention ; but an appellant ought
mandments, and by being set in a certain emi- to have the liberty of righting his case, when
nence as overseers of His priests, we may wronged, bythe remedy of appeal. There ought
restrain things unlawful, and inculcate things that also to be liberty of appeal in criminal cases.
are to be followed. For we have heard that in And the right of appealing ought to be denied
thosewestern parts in which you dwell, the craft to no one whom judgment has destined for pun-
ofthe devil rageth so violently against the people ishment.
of Christ, and breaketh forth in delusions so nL
manifold,that it oppresseth and troubleth not of thearraigned.

onlythe secular laity, but the priests of the Lord A person arraigned ought to plead his cause
themselvesalso. Wherefore, involved as we are[ before his judge ; and an arraigned person may
mdeepgrief, we cannot conceal what we ought refuseto speak, ifhe choose so, before one who is
severelyto correct. Accordingly a sufficientrem- not his own properjudge ; and indulgence (in-
edymust be employed for such wounds, lest a duti, z) should be granted to the arraigned as
hastyfacilityin the cure may prove of no ser- often as they appeal.
wee for the deadly disease of the head ; and
lest the trouble, by being too easily dealt with, Iv.
mayinvolve, through the defect of an illegitimate of the case of any one bringing forward a charge ill lmulon,

modeof cure, the hurt and the healers together or faihngtoprovehisallegations,
mits evil. If, then, any one in passion brings a charge

I. rashly against any one, mere abuse is not to be
taken for an accusation. But a certain time being

,Of those who ought not to be admitted to the right of accusa- allowed for dealing with the matter, the persontion.

should profess his ability in writing to prove what
Onthis account, therefore, we decree and re- he has alleged in passion ; so that, if he should

solve,that those who are not of good conversa- happen to think better of the things he uttered
tlon,or whose life is impeachable, or whose faith in passion, and decline to repeat or write them,
and life and liberty are unknown, should not the person may not be held as charged with the
have the power of accusing the priests of the crime. Every one, therefore, who adduces s
Lord,lest vile persons should thus be admitted charge, ought to state in writing his ability to
to the liberty of accusing them. In like manner, prove it. And, indeed, a cause should always
thosewho are involved in any matters of accusa- be dealt with in the place where the charge is
tton, or who are under suspicion, should not admitted ; and the man who fails to substantia_
have a voice in laying charges against their his allegation, should himself bear the penalty
seniors; for the voice of the suspected and the which he advanced.
inimicalis wont to oppress the truth, v.

On the question of an accused bishop appealing to the seat
II. of the apostles.

Ofextraneousjudgments. It is determined, moreover, that, in the case
p .Mo.reover,by a general ordinance, and without of an accused bishop appealing to the seat of
rejudiceto the authority of the apostles in all the apostles, that should be held to be a settle-
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ment which is the decision of the pontiff of that not get him again. Follow after him no more,
same seat. On all occasions, however, in cases [for he is far off. For he is as a roe escaped out
concerning priests, let this form be maintained, ]of the snare, since his soul is wounded. Further
that no one be bound by a decision pronounced thou wilt not be able to bind him up, and afte-;
by another than his own proper judge. It is the reviling there may be reconcilement ; but to be-
duty also of all the faithful to be ready to help wray the secrets of a friend is the despair of an
the oppressed and the miserable in their distress, unhappy mind. He that winketh with the eye
in order that by the manifestation of another worketh evil, and every one will cast him off.
manner of recompense (vindict6e) they may be When thou art present, he will speak sweetly,
able to keep the recompense (vengeance) of God and will admire thy words. But at last he will
from themselves. For he offers (liba 0 things writhe his mouth, and slander thy sayings. I
prosperous to the Lord who keeps off things ad- have hated many things, but nothing like him,
verse from the afflicted. Whence it is written, and the Lord will hate him. Whoso casteth a
"A brother aiding a brother shall be exalted."" stone on high, it will fall upon his own head;
For the Church of God ought to be without spot and a deceitful stroke shall make wounds in the
or wrinkle, and therefore it ought not to be trod- deceiver. Whoso dlggeth a pit shall fall therein;
den and defiled by certain persons ; for it is and he that placeth a stone in his neighbour's
written, "My dove, my undefiled,*is but one."* way shall stumble thereon ; and he that setteth
Hence, again, the Lord says to Moses, "There a trap for another shall perish in it. He
is a place with me (penes me), and thou shalt that worketh mischief, it shall fall upon him;
stand upon a rock." 3 What place is there that and he shall not know whence it cometh on him.
belongs not to the Lord, seeing that all things Mockery and reproach are from the proud; and
consist in Him by whom they were created? vengeance, as a lion, shall lie itl wait for them.
There is a place, however, with God m to wit, They that rejoice at the fall of the righteous shall
the unity of the holy Church-- in which there is be taken in the snare ; and anguish shall c0n.
a standing upon a rock, while the perfection of sume them before they die. Wrath and fury are
the confession (eottfessionis sohditas) is held in both abominations, and the sinful man shall have
lowliness. We admonish thee, our brother, and them both." 6 "He that desireth to be avenged
all our brethren who are rulers in the Church of shall find vengeance from the Lord, and He
Christ, which He hath purchased with His blood, will surely keep his sins in remembrance. F0r-
to keep back, by whatever checks ye possess, all give thy neighbour the hurt that he hath done
men from that abyss into which some brethren thee ; so shall thy sins also be forgiven thee
are slipping, in reviling the Lord's pastors, and when thou prayest. One man beareth hatred
persecuting them both by word and deed ; and against another, and doth he seek pardon from
we counsel you not to suffer them to be wounded the Lord ? He showeth no mercy to a man
with the hook of passion : for it is written, "For which is like himself, and doth he ask forgive-
the wrath of man worketh not the righteousness hess of his own sins from the Most High? He,
of God." 4 Hence it is said again, "Let every though he is but flesh, nourishes hatred ; and
man be swift to hear, but slow to speak, and does he implore mercy from God? Who wdl
slow to wrath." s Now I doubt not that with entreat for pardon of his sins? Remember thy
God's help you observe all these things ; but as end, and let enmity cease. For corruption and
an occasion for counsel has arisen, I also secretly death impend on His commandments.

Re-

attach my word to your good desires and deeds, member the fear of God, and bear no mahce
so that what you are doing of yourselves and in- to thy neighbour. Remember the covenant of
dependently of admonition you may do presently the Highest, and wink at the ignorance of thy
not by yourselves alone, now that the counsellor neighbour. Abstain from strife, and thou sbalt
himself is added to you. Wherefore, brethren, diminish thy sins. For a furious man will kindle
it becomes you and all the faithful to love each strife, and a sinful man will disquiet friends,
other, and not to calumniate or accuse one an- and will make debate among them that be at
other: for it is written, "Love thy neighbour, peace. For according to the trees of the wood,
and be faithful unto him. But if thou bewrayest so will the fire bum ; and according as a man's
his secrets, thou shait follow no more after him. strength is, so will his wrath be ; and according
For as a man who destroyeth his friend, so is he to his riches, his anger will rise. An hasty c0n-
that loseth the love of his neighbour. And as tention will kindle a fire ; and an hasty fighting
one that letteth a bird go out of his hand, so art will shed blood ; and a tale-bearing (testificans)
thou who hast let thy neighbour go, and shalt tongue will cause death. If thou blow the spark,

it shall burn like a fire ; and if thou spit upone
* l'rov, zvlll.,9. it, it shall be quenched ; and both these co_

gx.C'_"_,aii.*i"9.,z. out of thy mouth. The whisperer any
s4_ i. *9. 6 Ecclus.xxvil,z_3o.
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tongued is cursed ; for he has destroyed many wait for thee, and thy fall be irremediable unto
that were at peace. A backbiting (gertga) tongue death." l Let all beware of these things, and
hath disqmeted many, and driven them from "keep thy tongue from evil, and thy lips from
nation to nation. Strong cities of the rich hat[ speaking guile." • "Finally, dearly beloved, be
it pulled down, and overthrown the houses of strong in the Lord, and in the power of His
great men. It has destroyed the strength of might. Put on the armour of God, that ye may

• peoples, and has .scatterect strong nations. A be able to stand against the wiles of the devil ;
backbiting tongue hath cast out virtuous women for we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but
(vtratas, spirited), and deprived them of their against principalities and powers, against the
labours. Whoso hearkeneth unto it shall never rulers of the darkness of this world, against spirit-
find rest, and shall never have a friend on whom ual wickedness in heavenly places (¢a_lesa'bus).
he may repose. The stroke of the whip maketh Wherefore take unto you the armour of God, that
marks; but the stroke of the tongue will break ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, and
the hones. Many have fallen by the edge of to stand perfect in all (omnibus t_er_e¢a'). Stand
the sword, but not so many as have fallen by therefore, having your loins girt about with truth,
the tongue. Well is he that is defended from the and having on the breastplate of righteousness ,

- evil ton_le, and hath not passed through the and your feet shod with the preparation of the
venom thereof; who hath not drawn the yoke Gospel of peace; in all (in omnibus) taking the
thereof, nor hath been bound in her bands, shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to
For the yoke thereof is a yoke of iron, and the quench all the fiery darts of the wicked one. And
bands thereof are bands of brass. The death take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the
thereof is an evil death, and the grave were Spirit, which is the word of God." 3 It is our
better than it. Its endurance shall not abide, wish, brother, that those things which we have
but it shall possess the ways of the unrighteous, written to you should be made known generally
In its flame it shall not burn the righteous, to all, in order that thin_ which touch the others
Such as forsake the Lord shall fall into it ; and should be made known to all. May Almighty
it shall burn in them, and not be quenched ; God protect you, brother, and all our brethren
andit shall be sent upon them as a lion, and de- everywhere situate, even to the end, _ even lie
yourthem as a leopard. Hedge thine ears (sce_i who has thought good to redeem the whole world,
aures) about with thorns, and refuse to listen to our Lord Jesus Christ, who is blessed for ever.
the evil tongue, and make a door for thy mouth Amen. _ Given on the i6th day of October, in
and bars for thine ears. Smelt (confla) thy the consulship of the most illustrious Africanus
g01dand thy silver, and make a balance for thy and Decius.
words,and a right bridle for thy mouth. And

• beware lest thou slide perchance in thy tongue, t Ecclu._.xxviii.
and fall in the sight of thine enemies that be in _ i,........ s.3 Eph. vL 1o-17.

NOTE BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

IT should be borne in mind by the reader that the holy martyr Fabian must not be less

esteemed because this forgery was put upon him long after his decease. The forger puts many
good things into his work, to make it accord with the character to which he attributes good and

bad together. So with all the Decretals : they are made specious by piety and texts of Scripture.
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TAKEN FROM THE DECRETAL OF GRATIAN.

I. To the immediately precechng notice:

That the man who refuses to be reconciled to his brother Those who marry a wife allied by blood, and
should be reduced by the severest fastings3 are separated, shall not be at liberty, as 10ng

Iv any injured person refuses to be reconciled as both parties are alive, to unite other wives
to his brother, when he who has injured him with them in marriage, unless they can plead
offers satisfaction, he should be reduced by the the excuse of ignorance.
severest fastings, even until he accepts the saris-
faction offered him with thankful mind. v.

Blood connections alone, or, if offspring entirely fails, the 01d
and trustworthy, should reckon the matter of propinquity

H. in the synod. 6

The man is rendered infamous who knowingly presumes to NO alien should accuse blood connections,or

forswearhimself.2 reckon the matter of consanguinity in the synod,

Whosoever has knowingly forsworn himselt but relations to whose knowledge it pertains,-
should be put for forty days on bread and water that is, father and mother, sister and brother,
and do penance also for the seven following paternal uncle, maternal uncle, paternal aunt,
years ; and he should never be without penance ; maternal aunt, and their children. If, however,
and he should never be admitted to bear witness, offspring entirely fails, the bishop shall make
After this, however, he may enjoy communion, inquiry canonically of the older and more trust-

worthy persons to whom the same relationship
In. may be known ; and if such relationship is found,

the parties should be separated.
A man and a woman subject to madness cannot enter into

marriage: VL

Neither can a mad man nor a mad woman Every one of the faithful should communicatethree times
enter into the marriage relation. But if it has year:

been entered, then they shall not be separated. Although they may not do it more frequentlb
yet at least three times in the year should the

IV. laity communicate, unless one happen to be
Marriage relations in the fifth generation may unite with each hindered by any more serious offences, --to

other, and in the fourth generation, if they are found, they wit, at Easter, and Pentecost, and the Lord's
should not be separated.4 Nativity.
Concerning relations who enter affinity by the vu.

connection of husband and wife, these, on the A presbyter shouldnot be ordained youngerthan thirtyyea_
decease of wife or husband, may form a union of age.'

in the fifth generation ; and in the fourth, if they If one has not completed thirty years of age.
are found, they should not be separated. In the he should in no way be ordained as presbyte_
third degree of relationship, however, it is not even although he may be extremely worthy; l0
lawful for one to take the wife of another on his even the Lord Himself was baptized only wne

death. In an equable manner, a man may be He was thirty years of age, and at that pert:i
united in marriage after his wife's death with He began to teach. It is not right, thereI0r
those who are his own kinswomen, and with the that one who is to be ordained should be c0nse

kinswomen of his wife. crated until he has reached this legit_

x D_t. 9o, Si q_is c_*tr¢atatv*s. Ba-_ll, is Reg'. , c.74 s From the same.
2 6 Q. x, O:ffcu_¢ut sclens. Re,no in the B_k of Penanre. b 3_, Q. 6, Co_angulneo: extraseorum. And in the Decrd

' -- " " ' Iz, o., vn. • - t_.
$ 3a, Q. 7. _Vefue f_rzoxus. And in the DecreL lvo., book w, 7 De Cor_ecr., dist. _, Etsi _. AndmtheD.ffre_a_Regina adduces it from the law of Rome.

Bl-acax, oh. 2o.

64o
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THE DECREES OF THE SAME, FROM THE CODEX OF DECREES IN SIXTEEN
BOOKS, FROM THE FIFTH BOOK, AND THE SEVENTH AND NINTH
CHAPTERS.

I. , ] H.
That the oblation of the altar should be made each Lord s day. [ That an illiterate presbyter may not venture to celebrate

C ' " "WEdecree that on ea h Lord s day the obla- [ The sacnfice is not to be accepted from the
tion of the altar should be made by men and/hand of a priest who is not competent to dis-
women in Dreaa ann_ wine, m orcier that by [charge the prayers or actions (non'ones) and
meansof these sacrifices they may be released]other observances in the mass according to re-
fromthe burden of their sins. [ligious usage.

ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(From Clement to Melchiades, p. 6o7.)

THEearly Bishops of Rome, who till the time of Sylvester (A.D.3Z5) were, with few excep-
tions,like him pure and faithful shepherds, and not lords over God's heritage, shall here be enu-
merated. But first let us settle in few words the historic facts as to the See.

St. Paul was, clearly, the Apostolic founder of the Roman church, as appears from Holy
Scripture. St. Peter seems to have come to Rome not long before his martyrdom. Linus and
Cletuscould not have been Bishops of Rome, for they were merely coadjutors of the Apostles
dunng their lifeame. Clement was the first who succeeded to their work after their death;
andthushe should unquestionably be made the first of the Roman bishops, -- a position of which he
waseminently worthy, for his was the spirit of St. Peter himself,' as set forth in that incomparable
passageof his first Epistle, 2 in which the Apostle bids all his brethren to be shepherds indeed, and
"ensamples to the flock." We may therefore give the outhne of this history as follows:

i. St. Paul was the "Apostle of the Gentiles," and St. Peter of "the Circumcision."
2. St. Paul came first to Rome, and organized the Christians he found there after the pattern

"ordained m all the churches."

3. He had Linus for his coadjutor, being himself a prisoner, until he went into Spain.
4. St. Peter came to Rome (circa A.D. 64). and laboured with the Jewish Christians there,

St. Paul recognising his mission among them.
5. This Apostle (soon thrown into prison) had Cletus for his coadjutor.
6. In the Neronian persecution Linus seem to have suffered with St. Paul, and probably

Cletusas well. The latter died before St. Peter.

7. St. Peter, therefore, about to suffer himself, ordains Clement to succeed him.
8. As he was the first "successor of the Apostles," therefore, in the See of Rome, and the

firstwho had jurisdiction there (for the Apostles certainly never surrendered their mission to
theircoadjutors), it follows that Clement was the first Bishop of Rome.

9. This is confirmed by the earliest testimony,-- that of Ignatius.
xo. It agrees with Tertullian's testimony, and he speaks (as a lawyer and expert) from "the

registers.,, Irenmus, speaking less precisely, may be harmonized with these testimonies without
vzolenceto what he reports.

t SeehisgenuineEpistle, vol. i. p. x, thisseres. Comparevol. i. pp.69, 4z6,with vii.p. 4;'8.

Pet. v. x-4. The Bishops of Rome have only to _-store themselves to the sptrtt of St. Pnt_ru _ _t _th, sad theofthechumb_ will he at an end. For Tertult=n'st_timo_y, _ voLiii. p. s_, _ 9-
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BISHOPS OF ROME.

I. Clement. A.D. 68 to A.D. 7I. 16. Anterus .... A.D.235 to A.D.236.
2. Evaristus " 72 _'' " IO8. 17. Fabianus. " 236 .... 249.

3-Alexander " xo9 .... xi 7. I8. Cornelius " 25I .... 251.
4- Xystus I. " xI7 " " I27. 19. Lucius .... " 252 ,, ,, 252.
5. Telesphorus. " I27 " " 138. 2o. Stephen .... " 253 ,, ,, 256.
6. Hyginus .... " I39 " " I42. 21. XystuslI. " 257 .... 258.
7. Pius ..... " I42 " " 156. 22. Dionysius " 259 ,, ,, 269.
8. Anicetus .... " i56 " " I68. 23. Felix ..... " 269 ,, ,, 274.
9. Soter ..... " i68 " " I76. 24. Eutychianus " 275 " " 282

io. Eleuthems . " I76 " " I89. 25. Caius ..... " 283 .... 295.
ii. Victor .... " I9O " " 2oi. 26. Marcellinus. " 296 ,, ,, 304.
12. Zephyrinus . " 2oi " " 218. 27. Marcellus " 308 .... 309.
I3. Callistus .... " 218 " " 222. 28. Eusebins .... " 3I° " " 310
I4. Urban .... " 223 " " 23o. 29. Melchiades . " 3ii " ,, 314.
15. Pontianus " 23o " " 234. 3o. Sylvester .... " 314 " " 335

N.B. -- After A.D. 3_5 the Bishops of Rome are canonical primates; the Bishops of _h'e-_
.Rome primates equally, but second on the list ; then Alexandria, Antioch, Ephesus. The
Councils of Constantinople and Chalcedon state that these primacies were awarded because
.Rome and _New.Rome were the capitals of the ¢cumene, or empire. The primacy conferred
no authority over the sister Sees of Aposto]ic foundation, and recognised no inequahty among
bishops, save those of such honorary distinction.

THE PATRIARCHATE.

I. From (A.D.325) Sylvester to Gregory the Great, and his successor, who lived but one year.
the Bishops of Rome were canonical primates.

2. Boniface III. accepted the court title of "Universal Bishop" (A.D.6O6) from the Emperor
Phocas, but it was not recognised by the Church.

3- From this time to Adrian I. many Bishops of Rome vied w_th those of Constantm0ple
to augment their honour and power. The establishment of the Western Empire (A.D.800)
made their ambitious claims acceptable to the Latins ; and they became primates of all Chnsten-
dom in Western estimation, with extra-canonical and indefinite claims as "successors of St.
Peter."

4. Nicholas I. (A.D.863) , by means of the False Decretals, gave shape to these extra-canonical
claims, abrogated the Nicene Constitutions in the West by making these Decretals canon-h_.
and asserted a supremacy over the old patriarchates, which they never allowed: hence the
schism of the West from the Apostolic Sees of the East, and from the primitive disciphne which
established the Papacy, as now understood.

5. From Nicholas I. (who died A.D.867) the Latin churches recognised this Papacy moreor
less ; the Galhcans resisting, though feebly, by asserting their "liberties," according to Nicene
Constitutions.

6. Gregory VII., honestly persuaded that the Decretals were authentic, enforced these spurious
canons without reference to antiquity, and pronounced the title of "Pope" the sole and pecuhar
dignity of the Bishops of Rome A.D.xo73. He reigned from A.D.xO6I tO Io85.

7- The churches of England and France, which claimed to be outside of the "holy p,0rnan
Empire," under kings whose own crowns were "imperial," maintained a perpetual contest_th
the Papacy, admitted the extra-canonical "primacy," but resisted all c!_ims to "supremacY."
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8. School-doctrines were framed and enforced, but were extra-symbolic, and of no Catholic
authority. They abased the episcopate to exalt the Papacy.

9. The Council of Trent, after the Northern revolt from the Papacy and School-doctrine, sat
seventeen years (from A.D. i545 to A.D.I563) framing the "Roman-Catholic Church " out of the

remainder of national churches, depriving them of their nationalities, and making out of them all,
with the missions in America, one mixed confederaKon, to which it gave a new creed and new
organiclaws ; debasing the entire episcopate (which it denied to be an order distinct from that
of presbyters), and making the Pope the "Universal Bishop," with other bishops reduced to
presbyters,acting as his local vicars.

m. The Gallicans feebly withstood these changes, and strove to maintain the primitive Consti-
tutionsby accommodations with their theory of the "GaUican liberties," as founded by St. Louis.

i i. Gallicanism was extinguished by Pope Plus IX., who proclaimed the Pope "infallible,"
andthus raised his "supremacy" into an article of the Roman-Catholic faith.

15. The following is the modem creed of "Roman Catholics," which, with the latest additions,
embodiesa library of dogmas in the eleventh article, and now, since the decree of Infallikih'ty
makesthe entire Bullary (a vast library of decrees and definitions), equally part of the Creed.'

THE TRENTINE CREED, OR THE CREED OF PIUS IV., A.D. I564.

x. I most stedfastly admit and embrace Apostolical and ecclesiastical traditions, and all other observances
and censtitutions of the Church.

2. I also admit the Holy Scripture according to that sense which our holy mother the Church has held, and
does hold, to which it belongs to judge of the true sense and interpretations of the Scriptures. Neither will I
ever take and interpret them otherwise than according to the unammous consent of the Fathers.

3. I also profess that there are truly and properly seven sacraments of the New Law, instituted by Jesus
Christ our Lord, and necessary for the salvation of mankind, though not all for every one; to wit, Baptism, Con-

firmation, Eucharist, Penance, Extreme Unction, Order, and Matrimony ; and that they confer grace ; and that
of these, Baptism, Confirmation, and Order cannot be reiterated without sacrilege. I also receive and admit
the received and approved ceremonies of the Catholic Church in the solemn administration of the aforesaid
sacraments.

4 I embrace and receive all and every one of the things which have been defined and declared in the holy
Council of Trent concerning original sin and justification.

5" I profess, likewise, that in the Mass there is offered to God a true, proper, and propitiatory sacrifice for the

hying and the dead ; and that in the most holy sacrament of the Eucharist there is truly, really, and substan-
trolly,the body and blood, together with the soul and divinity, of our Lord Jesus Christ ; and that there is made
a conversion of the whole substance of the bread into the body, and of the whole substance of the wine into the
blood, which conversion the Catholic Church calls Transubstantiation. I also confess that under either kind
alone Christ is received whole and entire, and a true sacrament.

6. I constantly hold that there is a Purgatory, and that the souls therein detained are helped by the suffragosof the faithful.

7. Likewise, that the saints, reigning together with Christ, are to be honoured and invoeated, and that they
offer prayers to God for us, and that their relies are to be respected.

8. I most firmly assert that the images of Christ, of the mother of God, ever virgin, and also of the saints,
ought to be had and retained, and that due honour and veneration is to be given them.

9. I also affirm that the power of indulgences was left by Christ in the Church, and that the use of them is
most wholesome to Christian people.

io. I acknowledge the Holy Catholic Apostolic Roman Church for the mother and mistress of all churches;
and I promise true obedience to the Bishop of Rome, successor to St.. Peter, Prince of the Apostles, and Vicar
of Jesus Christ.

Ii. I likewise undoubtedly receive and profess all other thlngs delivered, defined, and declared by the sacred
Canons, and general Councils, and particularly by the holy Council of Trent.

l_) e - . .

ChurchwM,alstre'thinkingtooverthrowtheAnglicans,andimaginingtheThirty-nineArticlestobe" termsofcommunlon"intheAnlOicau
maybe'su:on.they neverwere. commitshimself rashlyto thefollowingposition: " If a peoplepossessesone of theseCodesof Bdltf,, we

ot thin: that tire religion of suc_ a people£¢fake." No peopleonearthhassuchanenormousCodeof B¢lt_ as tim_ who
professthe creedof Pius the Fourth,andwho accept the decreesof ]thusthe Ninth. See De Maistre,L¢ Prz'_w_ Gdsgrwl_r_ etc.,
P.2o,Paris,sSSa" ThisT:_.ntCreedis thefruitof theDecretals.
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In. And I condemn, reject, and anathematize all things contrary thereto, and all heresies whatsoever,
condemned, rejected, and anathematized by the Church.

This true Catholic faiths without which no one can be saved, I N.N. do at this present freely confess and
sincerely hold ; and I promise most constantly to retain, and confess the same entire and unviolated, with God's
assistance,to the end of my life. Ameu.

N. B. -- (t) To this was added, Dec. 8, x854, the new article of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin
Mary, to be believed as necessary to salvation.

N. B. m (z) To which was added (December, r864) the whole Syllabus.
N. B.-- (3) To which was added (July I8, 187o) the new dogma of Infallibility.

Observe, this "Creed" is imposed on all in the Roman Obedience, and especiaIly on thosewho
enter it from other communions, as that without which no one can be saved. The Catholic Creed
of Niczeais not sufficient. But the Seventh Canon of Ephesus not only forbids the compositionof
any other creed, but especially adds : "Those who shall _Oresumeto compose another creed,orto
produce or offer it to persons desiring to return to the acknowledgment of the truth . .. from
any heresy whatever, shall be deposed.., if bishops or other clergy, and if they be laymen they
_bal] be anathematized."

II.

(Donation of Constantine, p. 6o7.)

On this stupendous fraud I quote from Dupin, as follows :-

"Among the number of Constantine's edicts I do not place the Donation which goes under his name.
Some have attributed this false monument to the author of the collection (Decretals) ascribed to Isidore, he

being a notorious forger of such kind of writings ; and this conjecture is more probable than some others
"By this Donation, Constantine is supposed to give to the Bishops of Rome the sovereignty of the city, and

of the provinces of the Western Empire. I note some of the reasons which clearly prove this instrument to be

a forgery: --
" (t) Not one of the ancients mentions this pretended liberality of the emperor. How could Eusebius, and

all the other historians who wrote about Constantine, have passed over in silence, had it been a reality, the gift of
a Westera Empire to the Bishop of Rome ?

"(2) Not one of the Bishops of Rome ever refers to such a donation, though it would have been much to
their advantage so to do.

"(3) It is dated falsely, and under consuls who flourished when Constantine was unbaptized; yet his baptism
is referred to in this instrument. Again, the city of Constantinople is mentioned in it, although it was called
Byzantium for ten years subsequent to its date.

"(4) Not only is the style very different from the genuine edicts of the emperor, but it is full of terms and
phrases that came into use much after the time of Constantine.

"(5) How comes it that he should have given one-half of his empire to the Bishop of Rome, including the

city of Rome itself, without any one ever hearing of it for hundreds of years after ?
"(6) The falsities and absurdities of this edict demonstrate that it was composed by an ignorant impostor.

Thus by it, for example, the Pope is permitted to wear a crown of gold, and a fabulous history is given of
the emperor's baptism by Sylvester : also, it contains a history of the emperor's miraculons cure of leprosyb)

Sylvester, all which do plainly prove the forgery.. It is certain that the city of Rome was governed by the emperor,
and that the Bishops of Rome were subject to him, and obeyed him, as all his other subjects.

"All that we have said plainly shows that the edict of Donation that bears the name of Constantine is wh01]y
supposititious ; but it is not so easy to find out who was the author. However it be, this document has neither any

use nor authority." s

S _ wt .¢zj, ra, p. ET. See also Bryce's HMy Romam Em_'rt, pp. 43 and xoo. He pronounces "the Donation of Cot_tanme

robe "the _#_t d_,i_eJu/o_ dull the medi_ forgeries. The Decretals certainly surpau it in thch-natur¢ and their ¢ff¢_; but bit,

13_y_'s _ to _c_ is _ feeble and unsatisfactory, after Dupin. See p. :56 of his work, ed. M-acre- ;!lan, z88o.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

TO

MEMOIRS OF EDESSA AND OTHER SYRIAC DOCUMENTS.

THESyriac Dacumenls here subjoined are to be regarded as interesting relics of the primitive
ages,but neither wholly genuine nor in details authentic. They have been interpolated and cor-
rupted so as to reflect, in some particulars, ideas wholly repugnant to those of Christian antiquity,
andwhich first received currency in the period of the Iconoclastic controversy.' Yet the pages
of Eusebius bear witness to the Edessene legends as of very early origin, and it is reasonable to
supposethat they rest on some inquiries made by the contemporary Abgar concerning the great
Prophetwho had appeared in Galilee. The visit of the Wise Men from the East, and the history
of Naaman the Syrian, lend antecedent probability to the idea that such inquiries may have been
made. The mission of Thaddaeus seems a historical fact; and if he found Abgar predisposed to
beheve,and familiar with the story of the Christ, the growth of the whole fable is sufficiently
accountedfor. Let me quote Wake in the Preliminary Discourse to his Apostolic Fathers. He
says:2 "That both the intercourse reported by Eusebius between our Saviour and this prince
(Abgarus), and the report of the picture being brought to him, have been received as a matter
of unquestionable truth in those parts, the authority of Gregorius Abulpharagius s will not suffer
us to doubt.... But Gelasius 4 pronounced the epistle of our Saviour to be apocryphal ....
NatalisAlexander judges both it and the reply of Abgar supposia'a'aus; and Dupin, after him, yet
more solidly convicts it of such manifest errors as may satisfy all considering persons that
Eusebiusand Ephraem were too easy of belief in this particular, and did not sufficiently examine
into it." s

But I cannot do better than refer the inquirer to Jones' work On the Canon,6 where,
even in early youth, I found the whole matter, and the story of the portrait of our Saviour,
attractivereading. I owe to that work my initiation into the study of what I am now endeavour-
ingto elucidate, in some degree, for others. I subjoin the words of Lardner,7 in concluding his
candidexamination of the matter, as follows: "The whole history is the fiction of some Chris-
Uanat Edessa, in the time of Eusebius or not long before. The people of Edesaa were then
generallyChristians ; and they valued themselves upon it, and were willing to do themselves the
honourof a very early conversion to the Christian faith. By some one of them, or more united
together, this history was formed, and was safar received by Eusebius as to be thought by him
not improper to be inserted in his gcdesiasticalHistary."

I conclude that Eusebins was led to put some confidence in it by the antecedent probabiliO to

x Had the ear_ Christians used icons,-- i.e., pictures in thetr churches,-- the churches themselves would everywhere have beat

vmble proof against the Council of Frankfort and all who condemned zca_t'. Scu_ured tmaget are not t_tt, te,'hni,_lly.
a Abndged.

s Jaeobtte primate, died t_186.

4 Bishop of Rome A.D. 492-496.

s Wake, APo_oli¢ Fatk_rs, p. 4-
6 ol. ii. pp. x-3t.

7 Crcdib., vi. _o 5.
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which I have referred, favouring the idea that some knowledge of Christ had penetrated the
mind and heart of Abgar even in our Saviour's lifetime. This idea receives some countenance

from the fact recorded by St. Matthew:' "His fame went throughout all Syria ; and they
brought unto Him all sick people that were taken with divers diseases," etc.

The remarks I have quoted from the learned will sufficiently prepare the reader for the other
Syn'ac Documents which follow these Edessene Memoirs, as I find it convenient to call them.

Here follows the INTRODUCTORYNOTICE by the translator : m

THssE Documents were selected by the late Dr. Cureton, from manuscripts acquired by the
British Museum from the Nitrian Monastery in Lower Egypt, of which the first pomon arrived in

x84x, the second in I843, and a third in x847. The preparation of them for publication occupied
the closing days of his hfe. It is to be regretted that his death occurred before he was able to

wnte a preface : the more so because, to use the words of Dr. W. Wright, the editor of the posthu-

mous work, "he had studied the questions connected with this volume for years and from ever3,
point of view." In a note occurring in the preface to his Festal Zetters of Athanasius, 2he says.
"I have found among the Syriac MSS.in the British Museum a considerable portion of the original
Aramaic document which Eusebius cites as preserved in the archives of Edessa, and various pas.
sages from it quoted by several authors, with other testimonies which seem to be sufficient to es-

tabhsh the fact of the early conversion of the inhabitants of that city, and among them of the king
himself, although his successors afterwards relapsed into paganism. These, together with accounts

of the martyrdom of some of the first bishops of that city, forming a most interesting accessl0n
to our knowledge of the early propagation of Christianity in the East down to about A.I). 3oo. I
have already transcribed, and hope to publish." "He was himself firmly persuaded," adds Dr.

Wright, "of the genuineness of the Epistles attributed to Abgar, king of Edessa, and our Lord : an

opimon whmh he shared with such illustrious scholars as Baronius, Tfllemont, Cave, R. Mountague
(Bishop of Norwich), and Grabe."

Without attempting here to decide what degree of historical value belongs to these Documents.
it may be proper to observe that the several matters contained in them are so far distinct from

one another that they do not necessarily stand or fall together. Such matters are : the celebrated
Epistles, the conversion of King Abgar Uchomo, the visit of Thadd_eus, and the early prevalence

of Christianity at Edessa. With regard to the letters said to have passed between Abgar and our
Lord, it seems sufficient, without referring to the internal evidence, to remark, with Lardner and

Neander, that it is inconceivable how anything written by Christ should have remained down t0
the time of Eusebius unknown to the rest of the world.3 The conversion of Abgar is a dist1nct

matter of inquiry. But on this again, doubt, to say the least, is cast by the statement that Abgar

Bar Mann, who reigned between the years I6o and 17o A.D., is the first king of Edessa on whose

coins the usual symbols of the Baal-worship of the country are wanting, these being replaced in
his case by the sign of the Cross.* If this refers to a complete series of the coins of Edessa, the

evidence afforded must be considered very strong. For although, to take a parallel instance, "we
seek in vain for Christian emblems on the coinage of Constantine, the first Christian emperor,"5

this may readily be accounted for by his preference of military distinction to the humbler honours
conferred by his new faith, whilst it does not appear that antiChristian emblems are found, and

on the coins of his son and successor Christian emblems do make their appearance. The other
two subjects referred to do not lie under the same suspicion. There is nothing in the nature of

the case to disprove the visit of Thaddmus (or Add_eus) m nothing improbable in the fact itself.
whatever judgment may be formed of the details of it presented to us here. If, however, the visit
of Thaddmus also should have to be ranked among apocryphal stories, this would not affect the

t Cap. iv. 24. s Hza. af tlte Ckur¢I*, vol. 1. p. to9 (Foreign Theol. L_b.)
s p. xxitt, 4 Bayer, ltFstorfa Edes*ena e numm_ illgstrala, l lb. p. xT_

S Humphreys' Cotn.Collectov_s Manwsl_ p. ]6 4.
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remainingpoint-- that with which we are chiefly concerned in these Documents. "It is certain,"
saysNeander, "that Christianity was early diffused in this country." How early, is not so certain.
But the evidence furnished by the later pomons of these Documents, which there is nothing to
contradict and much to confirm, proves that early in the second century Christianity had already
made many converts there. The martyrdoms of Sharbil and Barsamya are said to have occurred
a.I). 1I3,' the year in which Trajan conquered the Parthian kingdom, of which Edessa was a part ;
and, whilst the pagan element was plainly predominant, we find the Christians sufficiently numer-
ous to have a bishop and presbyters and deacons. This sufficiently falls in with the proof already
adduced of the conversion of even a king of Edessa about fifty years later.

To the Documents which are presumably of the ante-Nicene age, Dr. Cureton added two Met-
rical Homilies by Jacob of Serug, who lived in the next century. But, as they are so closely
connected with the most interesting pomons of the rest, the martyrdoms, and are besides of con-
s]derable merit as compositions, the decision of the editors to insert them will, it is presumed, be
approved by most readers. The two supplemental portions, one from the Latin of Simeon Meta-
phrastes, and the other from Le Valllant de Florival's French translation of Moses of Chorene,
have also been inserted.

The translation of the Syriae portions, although made with Dr. Cureton's version constantly in
sight, may fairly be considered as independent. The only matter in which his authority has been
rehed on is--in the ease of proper names, the supply of the necessary vowels,-- for the text is
vowelless. And even to this, one exception occurs, in the MarO,rdom of Barsaraya, where
, Evaristus" has been adopted instead of his "Erastus." In regard to the sense, it has been
frequently found necessary to d_ffer from him, while a style somewhat freer, though, it is hoped,
not less faithful, has been employed. The Metrical Homilies also have been arranged so as to
present the appearance of poetry. The results of Dr. Wright's collation of the text with the Mss.
havealso contributed to the greater correctness of the work.

Th, translator desires very thankfully to acknowledge his obligations to Dr. R. Payne Smith,
RegiusProfessor of Divinity in the University of Oxford,2 the progress of whose Thesaurus Syriacus
is regarded with so much satisfaction and hope, for his kindness in furnishing much valuable infor-
mation respecting matters on which the lexicons are silent.

The notes marked TR. are by the translator. The others, where the contrary is not indicated,
are, at least in substance, Dr. Cnreton's : though their citation does not always imply approvaLs

i It should have been tt 5.
Now Dean of Canterbury.

3 The translator takes the opportunity or correcting the error by which the preparation of Tatian's work in vol. iii of the F_.Min-
burgh Series was ascribed to him. The credit of it is due in the first instance to his lamented friend Mr J E. Ryland, at whose reque*t,

and subsequently by that of the editors, he undertook to correct the rnanuscrtpt, but was soon obliged by other engagemenra to tdmqttiih
the task. [The correctaon was duly made in this series. See vol. it. pp. 59, 6x.]





ANCIENT SYRIAC DOCUMENTS

RELATING TO THE EARLIEST ESTABLISHMENT OF CHRISTIANITY

IN EDESSA AND THE NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES.

FROM THE HISTORY OF THE CHURCH. x

THE STORY* CONCERNING THE KING OF EDESSA.3

Now the story relating to Thaddmus was on deigned to give him 6 a letter in reply : for He
this wise : -- promised him that He would send one of His

While the Godhead of our Saviour and Lord dxsciples, and heal his sicknesses, and give sal-
Jesus Christ was proclaimed among all men by ration 7 to him and to all who were connected
reason of the astonishing mighty-works which with him. s Nor did He delay to fulfil His
He wrought, and myriads, even from countries promise to him : but after He was risen from
remote from the land of Judaea, who were at'- the place of the dead, and was received into
fltcted with sicknesses and diseases of every heaven, Thomas 9 the apostle, one of the twelve,
kind, were coming to Him in the hope of being as by an impulse from God, sent Thadd_us, '°
healed, King Abgar* also, who was renowned who was himself also numbered among the sev-
among the nations on the east of the Euphrates enty" disciples of Christ, to Edessa, to be &
for his valour, had his body wasting away with preacher and proclaimer of the teaching of
a grievous disease, such as there is no cure for Christ ; and the promise of Christ was through
among men. And when he heard and was in- him fulfilled.
formed of the name of Jesus, and about the Thou hast in writing the evidence of these
mighty works which He did,-- for every one alike things, which is taken from the Book of Records **
bore witness concerning Him, -- he sent a letter which was at Edessa : for at that time the king-
of request by a man belonging to him,S and dora was still standing.'3 In the documents, then,
besought Him to come and heal him of his which were there, in which was contained what-
disease, ever was done by those of old down to the time

But our Saviour at the time that he asked Him of Abgar, these things also are found preserved
did not comply with his request. Yet He down to the present hour. There is, however,

nothing to prevent our hearing the very letters
i B .

trac y Euseblus of Cavsarea.--TR. The us. from which this ex- themselves, which have been taken by us t4 from
t from Eusebms is taken is numbered x4 639 fol _5 b. It is de-

senbed m Cureton's Corpus Ignatzanum, p'. 35o. "
* Book I. chapter the tinrtnenth. -- T_.

6 Ltt. '_ deemed him worthy of.*' -- TR.

'Properly Urw_o_, or Orrlwi(--_l§ol). It seems proba- 7 G .... ,r_0,a3,: ,nd so the Syriac word, m¢_"li_,"isgene_

...... ted .... of,bepro*allytobets,.t.dm .... T.8 Syr "near to ham: " Gt. _v _pow_*c6v-r*_v.
F-x:lessa held an important place, the correct form of 9 His real name was Judas Thomas: see p. 8.

xo The name is taken from Eusebms, but m the original STr_

._c_urson]yoncelntheseDocuments wz., in tbe *' Acts of Sl_arbd," zz In Tl*e TeaclzznK of tt*e Alkostles he ls said to have been oae of

.uo tntt --Ta ' the" seventy-two apostles." His name, hke that of Thomas, seems

Roma y thts t*tle all the toparchs of Edessa were called, just as the to have been the very common one, ,Judas.
or _..n emperors were called C._ars_ the kings of ERypt Pharaohs x_ These were kept m the .archsves of the kingdom, which were

*,_em_es, the kings of Syria Antiochi." Aasem., _t_l Or, vol. transferred by Abgas from Nts_bts to Edessa when. he made tt the
^rP_:.t_6x. Assemant adds: "Abgar m Svrlac means lame." Moses capital of ins dominions. See Moses Chor. B n. ch. _7, inftw. The

_e_:°re?e, however, wtth more probahlftty, derives _t from the Ar- archtves appear to have been stdl kept at Edessa m A.D. 5_o. [C..om-
et _n Avag-a_r, ,, grand heroine, k cause de sa grande mansu_tude pare thts fact with Tertullian's statement, vol. ill. p, x64.]
tract_sagLesse.,etdephas, b. causedesataiUe. '' See below the ca- x._ The kmRd°m of Edsssa was brought t° an end and entirely sub"

s _o.m nts HI_7 " o_ Armenia, book n. oh. a6. jccted to the I:_.omaas m A D. _x7 or 218.
____usemu_has &" _tto'ro_pou. z_ The extract from the archtves was pro_., y made by Sextmt

_o__ _tj{._, onnextpage.--T_. JuliusAfrtcanus,andcopiedbyEnaehiusfromha _'/tro_6"_
65_



652 THE STORY CONCERNING THE KING OF EDESSA.

the archives, and are in words to this effect, And, when he was come, he lodged with Tobias,
translated from Aramaic into Greek. son of Tobias. And, when the news about hlra

Copy of the letter which was written by King z was heard, they made it known to Abgar : "The
Abgar to Jesus, and sent to Him by the hand of apostle of Jesus is come hither, as He sent thee
Hananias,* the Tabularius,_ to Jerusalem : -- word." Thadd_eus, moreover, began to heal

"Abgar the Black,4 sovereign s of the country, every disease and sickness by the power of 00d,
to Jesus, the good Saviour, who has appeared in so that all men were amazed. And, when Abgar
the country of Jerusalem : Peace. I have heard heard the great and marvellous cures which he
about Thee, 6 and about the healing which is wrought, he bethought himself that he was the
wrought by Thy hands without drugs and roots person about whom Jesus had sent him word
For, as it is reported, Thou makest the blind to and said to him : When I have been taken up,
see, and the lame to walk ; and Thou cleansest I will send to thee one of my disciples, that he
the lepers, and Thou castest out unclean spirits may heal thy disease. So he sent and called
and demons, and Thou healest those who are Tobias, with whom he was lodging, and said to
tormented with lingering diseases, and Thou him : I have heard that a mighty man has come,
falsest the dead. And when I heard all these aad has entered in and taken up his lod_ng in
things about Thee, I settled in my mind one of thy house : bring him up, therefore, to me. And
two things : either that Thou art God, who hast when Tobias came to Thadd_eus he said to him.
come down from heaven, and doest these things ; Abgar the king has sent and called me, and corn.
or that Thou art the Son of God, and doest these manded me to bring thee up to him, that thou
things. On this account, therefore, I have writ- mayest heal him. And Thaddreus said : I _ll
ten to beg of Thee that Thou wouldest weary go up, because to him have I been sent w_th
Thyself to come to me, and heal this disease power. Tobias therefore rose up early the next
which I have. For I have also heard that the day, and took Thadd_eus, and came to Abgar.
Jews murmur against Thee, and wish to do Thee "Now, when they were come up, his princes
harm. But I have a city, small and beautiful, happened to be standing 9 there. And lmrne-
which is sufficient for two." diately, as he was entering in, a great VlSl0n

Copy of those things which were written 7 by appeared to Abgar on the countenance of Thad.
Jesus by the hand of Hananias, the Tabularius, d_eus the apostle. And, when Abgar saw Thad.
to Abgar, sovereign of the country :-- da_us, he prostrated himself before him. z° And

"Blessed is he that hath believed in me, not astonishment seized upon all who were standing
having seen me. For it is written s concerning there: for they had not themselves seen that
me, that those who see me will not believe in vision, which appeared to Abgar alone. And he
me, and that those will believe who have not proceeded to ask Thaddreus : Art thou in truth
seen me, and will be saved. But touching that the disciple of Jesus the Son of God, who said
which thou hast written to me, that I should come to me, I will send to thee one of my disciples,
to thee --it is meet that I should fimsh here all that he may heal thee and give thee salvation?
that for the sake of which I have been sent; And Thadda_us answered and said: Because
and, afterI have fimshed it, then I shall be taken thou hast mightily ,x believed on Him that sent
up to Him that sent me ; and, when I have been me, therefore have I been sent to thee; and
taken up, I will send to thee one of my disciples, again, if thou shalt believe on Him, thou shalt
that he may heal thy disease, and give salvation have the requests of thy heart. And Abgar said
to thee and to those who are with thee." to him : In such wise have I believed on Him,

To these letters, moreover, is appended the that I have even desired to take an army and
following also in the Aramaic tongue : -- extirpate those Jews who crucified Him ; were

"After Jesus was ascended, Judas Thomas sent it not that I was restrained by reason of the d0-
to him Thadd_eus the apostle, one of the Seventy. minion of the Romans.'* And Thadd_eus said.

* Gr._o,. Our Lord has fulfilled the will of His Father;
* Called Hanan in the original Syriac document; and so in Moses and, having fulfilled it, has been taken up to Idls

Chor.: Eusebius has 'Ava._ which is copied here.
Gr. _'arv_go_,. But t_e post held by Hanauias must have Father. Abgar said to him : I too have behevea

been one of more dlgmty thag that of a courier. He was probably ----------

a SecretawofStat¢. In TktActsafAddwu$(it_ra) heiscalled, m 9 Cureton, "were assembled and standing;" nearly as _eu_abc_connccUon with the name Tabulanus, a $_arzr, or confidenual servant.
It would seem that Tabularius has been confounded with Tabdla- r_v'n_ _¢al _r'rdcov. But in a Sam. xx. x, the only re

flus, aletter-carrler.--Tn. . ._ ],
4 Or "Abgar Uchomo." The evithet was peculiar to this King given by Castel for the word _.db_O_.bl is used for the Heb. g

Abgar. He was the fourteenth kingi the elevefith was called Abga_ ,, he chanced "--Ta.
Sumoco, or "the Red." " r_&_

The occasion of the name " Black" is doubtful: it can hardly t to _, like the srpoo'eK6vl_o't o_ Eusclaus, may be
have arisen from the fact that Abgar was snffermg, as Cedrentts I. r x_
aa_..r_, from theblack levrosy.--T_. [ worsinppod.'_TR.

Head, or chiet? -- TR. _.," . • • ,* • ,, "nob ,
6 Comp. Matt. iv._4: " And His fame went throughout all Syria," l tt c

etc. See also Moses Chor. B. ii. c. _o. [ nothing more than i_si_ is _rily denoted by ett_r
75 Or. &_.t_/pw_cra, " written in _reply.." . .... t Compare, for the Syrtac, Ps. exit. tOT, x6Z, Dan. h.x_._ "_

[Jcdmtx. $9, andxx, a9,3_; Hab. _. $; withIsa, lii. zS, liiL x.] [ ta CompatethelettenofAbgataadT_berms, t_fra.
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in Him and in His Father. And' Thaddmus sion,s for what purpose he was sent by His
said : Therefore do I lay my hand upon thee m Father ; and about His power and His deeds,
His name. And when he had done this, imme- and about the mysteries which He spake in the
diately he was healed of his sickness and of the world, and by what power He wrought these
&sease which he had. And Abgar marvelled, things, and about His new preaching, 6and about
because, like as he had heard concerning Jesus, His abasement and His humiliation, and how
so he saw in deeds by the hand of Thaddams He humbled and emptied and abased Himself,

' His disciple : since without drugs and roots he and was crucified, and descended to Hades,7 and
healed him ; and not him only, but also Abdu,2 broke through the enclosure 8which had never

son of Abdu, who had the gout: for he too been broken through before, and raised up the
went in, and fell at his feet,3 and when he dead, and descended alone, and ascended with
prayed over him he was healed. And many a great mulhtude to His Father.9
other people of their city did he heal, and he "Abgar, therefore, commanded that in the
did great works, and preached the word of God. morning all the people of his city should assem-

After these things Abgar said to him : Thou, ble, and hear the preaching of Thaddmus. And
Thaddmus, doest these things by the power of afterwards he commanded gold and silver to be
God ; we also marvel at them. But in addition given to him ; but he received it not, and said :
to all these things I beg of thee to relate to me If we have forsaken that which was our own, how
the story about the coming of Christ, and in shall we accept that of others?"
what manner it was ; and about His power, and These things were done in the year 34o. '°
by what power He wrought those things of which In order, moreover, that these things may not
I have heard, have been translated to no purpose word for word

"And Thadd_eus said : For the present I will from the Aramaic into Greek, they are placed in
be silent ; 4 but, because I have been sent to their order of t_me here.
preach the word of God, assemble me to-morrow Here endeth the first book.
all the people of thy city, and I will preach
before them, and sow amongst them the word 5 SoEnseb. Theorig.Syr.has"H,s sender"
of hfe ; and will tell them about the coming of 6 Theorig.Syr has"the cermudeofHispreaching."Theerim"
Christ, how it took place ; and about His mis- scemstohaveansenfromtheOreektranslatorconfoundtng]_'O_,,i,_k,m

i In another pmce, Tke Teacklng of Addwus, 1 e, Thaddmus, More probably with ]ZoZI=_ , '* newness (of his preac]_), n
we have a portion of the original S.yr,ac from which Eusebms' trans.
lotion was made The only portions that correspond are. in the which was freely translated by hl'm (w*pl) v_, _*tcv_, ¢t_vo_ L-.Opd_tt_;
present piece, from thxs place to "*-- accept that of others," near the and this, again, was by the Syrian re-translator rendered llterally, ,m
end, and, m the following one, from the hegmnmg to " -- that which m the text.
is not ours." Some of the variations are worthy of notice. The word certztude (above) may he rendered _nerring trutA.

2 See note 9, P.657 infra.

3 This answers sufficientlywell to the Greek: o_ _at av*'o, 7 Or "Sheol," as m Hebrew. The orig Syr. gives"tlm lfla_of
_po_eAObv b_ro _'ov* _66_ a6vo5 _Tr,_r*v but as the onglnal Synac, the dead."
P a%reads"he toobroughthrsfcettohim, andhelaid hlshaadsupon $ Eph il, x¢.
thcra and healed him," the Greek translation must have been at 9 Comp Matt xxvli 5a.

to Valesms says that the Edessenes commenced their era with the
faul_or brought readlbresented.- TR. xx7th Olympiad, the first year of the reign of Seleuctts. _ yea.r

4 The original Syrian has" I will not hold my peace from declar. 340 corresponds, therefore, with the fifteenth year of Tiberius.
mg this." It should he the begznnzng of the x17th Olympiad.-- '1
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A CANTICLE OF MARx JACOB THE TEACHER ON EDESSA.*

EDESSAsent to Christ by an epistle to come ia sheep gone astray in the world. After Thee
to her and enlighten her. On behalf of all the do I run, and Thy converse do I seek : that in
peoples did she make intercession to Him that me may be completed that number of a hun.
He would leave Zion, which hated Him, and dred, by means of a lost one which is found.s
come to the peoples, who loved Him. Let Gabriel rejoice and be exceeding glad,

She despatched a messenger to Him, and with the company of all the angels, in Thee, the
begged of Him to enter into friendship with her. Good Shepherd, who on Thy shoulders didst
By the righteous king she made intercession to carry the maimed sheep, that that number of a
Him, that He would depart from the Jewish hundred might be preserved.
people, and towards the ather peoples direct His Thy love is better than wine ; than the face
burden, of the upright Thy affection. By wine let us be

From among all kings one wise king did the reminded of Thee, how by the cup of Thy blood
daughter of the peoples find. Ambassador she Thou didst grant us to obtain new life, and the
made him. To her Lord she sent by him : upright did celebrate Thy love.
Come Thou unto me ; I will forget in Thee all A church am I from among the peoples, and
idols and carved images. I have loved the Only-begotten who was sent

The harlot heard the report of Him from afar, by God: whereas His betrothed hated Him, I
as she was standing in the street, going astray have loved Him ; and by the hands of Abgar the
with idols, playing the wench with carved images. Black* do I beseech Him to come to me and
She loved, she much desired Him, when He was visit me.
far away, and begged Him to admit her into His Black am I, yet comely. Ye daughters of
chamber. Zion, blameless is your envy, seeing that the Son

Let the much-desired Bridegroom kiss me : of the Glorious One hath espoused me, to bring
with the kisses of His mouth let me be blessed, me into His chamber. Even when I was hate-
I have heard of Him from afar : may I see Him ful, He loved me, for He is able to make me
near ; and may I place my lips upon His, and fairer than water.
be delighted by seeing Him with mine eyes. Black was I in sins, but I am comely : forI

Thy breasts are better to me than wine : for have repented and turned me. I have put away
the fragrance of Thy sweetness is life for ever- in baptism that hateful hue, for He hath washed
more. With Thy milk shall I be nourished ; me in His innocent blood who is the Saviour of
with Thy fragrance shall I grow sweet from the all creatures.
smoke of idols, which with its rank odour did Here end the Extracts from the Canticle on
make me fetid. Edessa.S

Draw me after Thee into Thy fold : for I am
a [Luke xv. 6 ]

I Or "My Lord," or" Mr." -- TR. 4 See note on p 65_
s [Thxs anctent tmitation of the Canticles shows howthat bookwas

s This is taken from Cod. Add. z7, t58, fol. 56, where is added: understood, a_ of Christ and Hm Church ]*'when she _eat to our Lord to come to her."
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ANCIENT SYRIAC DOCUMENTS.

EXTRACTS FROM VARIOUS BOOKS CONCERNING ABGAR THE KING AND

ADD_/EUS THE APOSTLE.

I. which it dwelt for a time. But the disobedient,
OF THE BLESSEDADD2EUSTHE APOSTLE. FROM who have not known God, will then repent with-

ms TEACHINGWHICH HE GAVE IN ED_SSABE- Out avail.
FORE ABGAR THE KING AND THE ASSEMBLY OF IIL

THE CITYfl FROM THE EPISTLE OF ADD/EUS THE APOSTLF_

A_rD,when he had entered the sepulchre, he WHICHHE SPAKEIN THE CITY OF EDESSAfl
was raised to life again, and came forth from the Give heed to this ministry which ye hold, and
sepulchre with many. And those who were with fear and trembling continue ye in it, and
guarding the sepulchre saw not how He came minister every day. Minister ye not in it with
forth from the sepulchre ; but the watchers from neglectful habits, but with the discreetness of
on high m they were the proclmmers and an- faith. And let not the praises of Christ cease
nouncers of His resurrection. For, had He not out of your mouth, and let not any sense of
willed, He had not dmd, because He is Lord of weariness come over you at the season of prayers.
death, the exit from tMs life; nor, had it not Give heed to the verity which ye hold, and to
pleased Him, would He have put on a body, in- the teaching of the truth which ye have received,
a_rnuch as He is Himself the framer of the body. and to the teaching of salvation which I commit
For that will which led Him to stoop to be born to you. Because before the tribunal of Christ
of the Virgin, likewise caused Him further to will it be required of you, when He maketh reck-
descend to the suffering of death. -- And a little oning with the pastors and overseers, and when
after (we read) : For, although His appearance He shall take His money from the traders with
was that of men, yet His power, and His knowl- the usury of what they have taught.4 For He is
edge, and his authority, were those of God. the Son of a King, and goeth to receive a king-

dom, and He will return and come and make a
II. resuscitation to life of all men.

FROM THE TEACHING OF ADD_EUS THE APOSTLE, IV.

WHICH WAS SPOKEN IN THE CITY OF EDESSA. 2 Add_eus s preached at Edessa and in Mesopo-
Ye know that I said unto you, that none of tamia (he was from Paneus 6) in the days of

the souls which go forth out of the bodies of men Abgar the king. And, when he was among the
are under tire _power of death, but that they all Zophenians, Severus the son of Abgar sent and
hve and continue to exist, and that there are for slew him at Agel Hasna, as also a young mar,
them mansions and an abode of rest. For the his disciple.

asoning ?awer of the soul does not cease, nor v.

e knowledge, because it is the image of the 7I. and Narcissus.S For they did not suffer
nnmortal God. For it is not without perceptions, that selection of the Seventy-two to be wanting,
after the manner of the bodily frame, which has as likewise neither that of the Twelve. This
no perception of that corruption which has ac- nan was of the Seventy-two : perhaps he was a
quired dominion over it. Recompense, however, disciple of Add_eus the apostle.
and reward it will not receive apart from its
bodily form, because what it experiences belongs s FromCod._a. :7,'93, fol 36. S_ r_da_t ¢'a_,

hot__toitself alone, but to the bodily form also m p._6,*_:_.t_ aoar_,,."--T,.
s Extracts Iv. and v, *re from Cod. Add. I4,6ot, foL _4, mima

: Taken fromCod. Add. u,_35 , fol. L apparently m the eighth century.
* _rora _ Add. _2,z55 , _ .53_ _ l e., F_ --T_.
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656 EXTRACTS CONCERNING ABGAR AND ADD.,EUS.

vI. "From Abgar, the king of the city of Edessa
FROMTHE DEPARTUREt OF MARATH2 MARY FROM Much peace to thy Majesty, our lord Tibenus ;

THE WORLD,ANDTHE BroTHm'_DCmLDHOODOF In order that thy Majesty may_ not be offended
OUR LORD fF_..SUS CHRIST. BOOK THE SECOND. with me, I have not passed over the river

Euphrates: for I have been wishing to go up
In the year three hundred and forty-five, in against Jerusalem and lay her waste, forasmuchthe month of the latter Tishrin,3 Marath Mary

went out from her house, and went to the sepul- as she has slain Christ, a skilful healer. But do
chre of Christ : because every day she used to thou, as a great sovereign who hast authority over
go and weep there. But the Jews immediately all the earth and over us, send and do me judg.
after the death of Christ seized the sepulchre, ment on the people of Jerusalem. For be it

known to thy Majesty that I demre that thou writand heaped great stones at the door of it. And
do me judgment on the crucifiers."

over the sepulchre and Golgotha they set guards, And Sabma received the letters, and sentand commanded them that, if any one should
go and pray at the sepulchre or at Golgotha, he them to Tiberius the emperor. And, when he

had read them, Tiberius the emperor was greatb-
should immediately be put to death. And the incensed, and he desired to destroy and slay allJews took away the cross of our Lord, and those

the Jews. And the people of Jerusalem heard
two other crosses, and that spear with which our it and were alarmed. And the priests went to
Saviour was struck, and those nails which they the governor, and said to him : My lord, send
drove into His hands and into His feet, and those and command Mary that she go not to pray at
robes of mockery in which He had been clad, the sepulchre and Golgotha. The judge said to
and they hid them : lest, as they said, any one of the priests : Go ye yourselves, and give her whatthe kings or of the chief persons should come and
inquire concerning the putting to death of Christ. command and what caution ye please.

And the guards went in and said to the priests :
Mary cometh in the evening and in the morning, vii.
and prayeth there. And there was a commotxon FROM THE HOMILYCOMPOSEDBY THE HOLYM_.R
in Jerusalem on account of Marath Mary. And JACOB, THE TEACHER, ON THE FALL OF IDOLS.5
the priests went to the judge, and said to him

To Edessa he made his journey, and found m itMy lord, send and command Mary that she go
not to pray at the sepulchre and at Golgotha. a great work:
And while they were deliberating, lo ! letters came For the king was become a labourer for the
from Abgar, the king of the city of Edessa, to i church, and was building it.
Sabina the procurator 4 who had been appointed The apostle Add_eus stood m it like a builder,
by Tiberius the emperor, and as far as the river And King Abgar laid aside his diadem and
Euphrates the procurator Sabina had authority, builded with him.
And, because Add_eus the apostle, one of the When apostle and king concurred the one with
seventy-two apostles, had gone down and built a the other,
church at Edessa, and had cured the disease What idol must not fall before them?
with which Abgar the king was afflicted--for Satan fled to the land of Babylon from the dis-
Abgar the king loved Jesus Christ, and was con- ciples,
stantly inquiring about Him ; and, when Christ And the tale of the crucifixion had got before
was put to death and Abgar the king heard that him to the country of the Chaldeans.

the Jews had slain Him on the cross, he was He said, when they were making sport of the
much displeased ; and Abgar arose and rode and s'gns of the Zodiac, that he was nothing.
came as far as the river Euphrates, because he
wished to go up against Jerusalem and lay it] viii.

waste ; and, when Abgar came and was arrived FROMT_E HOMILYABOUTTHE TOWNOF ANTIOCH'6
at the river Euphrates, he dehberated in his
mind : If I pass over, there will be enmity be- To Simon was allotted Rome, 7 and to fl0hn
tween me and Tiberius the emperor. And Abgar Ephesus ; to Thomas India, and to Add_us the
wrote letters and sent them to Sabina the pro- country of the Assyrians. 8 And, when they were
curator, and Sabina sent them to Tiberius the sent each one of them to the district which had
emperor. In this manner did Abgar write to been allotted to him, they devoted themselves9
Tiberius the emperor : -- to bring the several countries to discipleship.

_m Cod. Add. 14,6_4, apparently written m the ninth eest_Yx From Cod. Add. x6,484, fol. x9. It consists of an apocryphal _ FF Cod Add x , of the _lthth or mnth ccntar_ . ._.
work on the Vtrgm, of the fifth or sixth century. 4,,5 taught m7 [A note of the M1_9_leAge. The reverse zs -_-al j

i.e., "My Lady" or "Madam" (= mea domana) : it is the Scriptures, hut even Hebrew Christians slurred the _me ox _feminine form of "Mar."-- TR.
3 Begluning wlth the new moon of October. Theformer Tzzk. S-This is probably the correct reading: the printed rex

r/J was the month tmmedmtely preceding. --TR, "among the Assyrians." --TR
4 The Greek _rt_po,ro_ is used. _ Tx. 9 L_t. °' set their faces." --Tit.



ANCIENT SYRIAC DOCUMENTS.

THE TEACHING OF ADD.tEUS THE APOSTLE.'

His exalted Godhead by the manhood which He

ADD_tls *said to him : Because thou hast thus took, and was crucffied, and descended to the
beheved, I lay my hand upon thee in the name place of the dead, and broke through the en-
of Him in whom thou hast thus believed. And closure s which had never been broken through
at the very moment that he laid his hand upon kefore, and gave life to the dead by being slain
htm he was healed of the plague of the disease Himself, and descended alone, and ascended
which he had for a long time.3 And Abgar was !with many to His glorious Father, with whom
astonished and marvelled, because, like as helle had been from eternity in one exalted
had heard about Jesus, how He wrought and Godhead.
healed, so Add_eus also, without any medicine And Abgar commanded them to give to Ad-
whatever, was healing in the name of Jesus. dmus silver and gold. Addmus said to him:
And Abdu also, son of Abdu, had the gout in How can we receive that which is not ours. For,
his feet ; and he also presented his feet to him, lo ! that which was ours have we forsaken, as we
and he laid his hand upon them, and healed him were commanded by our Lord ; because without
and he had the gout no more. And in all the purses and without scrips, bearing the cross upon
city also he wrought great cures, and showed our shoulders, were we commanded to preach
forth wonderful mighty-works in it. His Gospel in the whole creation, of whose cruci-

Abgar said to him : Now that every man fixion, which was for our sakes, for the redemp-
knoweth that by the power of Jesus Christ thou tion of all men, the whole creation was sensible
doest these miracles, and lo ! we are astonished and suffered pain.
at thy deeds, I therefore entreat of thee to re- And he related before Abgar the king, mad
late to us the story about the coming of Christ, before his princes and his nobles, and before
m what manner it was, and about His glorious Augustin, Abgar's mother, and before Shalmath, 6
power, and about the miracles which we have the daughter of Meherdath] Abgar's wife, s the
heard that He did, which thou hast thyself seen, signs of our Lord, and His wonders, and the
together with thy fellow-disciples, glorious mighty-works which He did, and His

Addmus said : I will not hold my peace from divine exploits, and His ascension to His Father ;
declaring this ; since for this very purpose was and how they had received power and authority
I sent hither, that I might speak to and teach at the same time that He was received up--by
every one who is willing to believe, even as thou. which same power it was that he had healed
Assemble me to-morrow all the city, and I will Abgar, and Abdu son of Abdu, the second per-
sow in it the word of hfe by the preaching which son 9 of his kingdom ; and how He informed
I will address to you- about the coming of them that He would reveal Himself at the end
Christ, in what manner it was ; and about Him of the ages ,o and at the consummation of all

that sent Him, why and how He sent Him ; and created things ; also af the resuscitation and
about His power and His wonderful works ; and resurrection which is to come for all men, and
about the glorious mysteries of His coming,
which He spake of in the world ; and about the _ E eh. ii ,_ su--lied in this word are conjectural, at ia the ._• . 1 Be vow pp . U_unerrin, _._. 4 ^¢ 1-T;o,_,_o,-hlncr • and how and _..._-_t of th__,op_ name, In there. Docu_t$: P¢rhal_? .

forwhat cause He abased Himself, and humbled _"_ _fotfh'g_lu_, m,_o_*dmJ%, Ant,_.,b..,,_,_c.*.
------_____ , Whot_,*,a_,_...ot ,.z_2.._,_y,__*._,_'_.._._...

t Th_ 6 S is contained in nectionofMeherdateskmgofthe rartmam, mw'_m_ " "P.. t fragment, extending to the lacuna on p- 5'-. , _ - i ..... neaksashavm_beenentertainedatEdessa_by.Abgaz" ...
tat Ms No x4,654 , at fol 33. It consists of one teat omy, aqu ts | xms-oI-L:_,._ ,_ M,ges Chor. b. u. oh. xxzv., t_ m'st__¢ e.meh
l_rtof a vol.... f fragments, of which the age is certainly not |atcr [ "c _r_r'_ca_I_ele-_.
tluaathe beginning of the fifth century. ] w tle _,,._,'hT._l_one of the second rank. Taclttm, A_., el. 3z, Sit,

a See note t on p. 65_t_ TR. , [ .'. --_"_"_-7..:_£ _=med Abdus, perhalm tim same, at thin 'mac,at PoI_I
. a 2_Moses thor says that he had been ,ufferlng seven years from t m_snm_n_r_atU_ut_'_ m the ra_t_a'ki_dom, l.Not_l, P.655_'d
. _ts_ _ caught m Persia. • | _G _r_" times."--a'R.

" "Thecea*itudc."--C_[S_ ix6S_,*,,#ra,notc6.i -- -- 6S7



658 THE TEACHING OF ADDAEUS THE APOSTLE.

the separation which will be made between the Repent therefore, my beloved, of evil ways
sheep and the goats, and between the faithful and of abominable deeds, and turn yourselves
and those who believe not. towards Him with a good and honest will,as He

And he said to them : Because the gate of life hath turned Himself towards you with the favour
is strait and the way of truth narrow, therefore[ of His rich mercies ; and be ye not as t.hegen-
are the believers of the truth few, and through erations of former times that have passed away,
unbelief is Satan's gratification. Therefore are which, because they hardened their heart agaJnst
the liars many who lead astray those that see. the fear of God, received punishment openly,
For, were it not that there is a good end await- that they themselves might be chastised, and
ing believing men, our Lord would not have that those who come after them may tremble
descended from heaven, and come to be born, and be afraid. For the purpose of our Lord's
and to endure the suffering of death. Yet He coming into the world assuredly wasp that He
did come, and us did He send _ . . . of the might teach us and show us that at the eonsum-
faith which we preach, that God was crucified mation of the creation there will be a resusclta-
for * all men. tion of all men, and that at that time their course

And, if there be those who are not willing _ to of conduct will be portrayed in their persons, and
agree with these our words, let them draw near their bodies will be volumes for the writings of
to us and disclose to us what is in their mind. justice ; nor will any one be fllere who is unac-
that, like as in the case of a disease, we may quainter with books, because every one will read
apply to their thoughts healing medicine for the that which is written in His own book.7
cure of their ailments. For, though ye were not
present at the time of Christ's suffering, yet from Ye that have eyes, forasmuch as ye do not
the sun which was darkened, and which ye saw, perceive, are yourselves also become like those
learn ye and understand concerning the great who see not and hear not ; and in vain do your
convulsion 3 which took place at that time, when ineffectual voices strain themselves to deaf s ears.
He was crucified whose Gospel has winged its Whilst they are not to be blamed for not hearing,
way through all the earth by the signs which His because they are by 9 nature deaf and dumb, yet
disciples my fellows do in all the earth : yea, the blame which is justly incurred falls upon you/°
those who were Hebrews, and knew only the lan- because ye are not willing to perceive--not even
guage of the Hebrews, in which they were born, that which ye see. For the dark cloud of error
1oI at this day are speaking in all languages, which overspreads your minds suffers you not to
in order that those who are afar off may hear and obtain the heavenly light, which is the under-
believe, even as those who are near. For He it standing of knowledge."
is that confounded the tongues of the presump- Flee, then, from things made and created, as
tuous in this region who were before us ; and He I said to you, which are only called gods in name,
it is that teaches at this day the faith of truth whilst they are not gods in their nature; and
and verity by us, humble and despicable 4 men draw near to this Being, who in His nature is
from Galilee of Palestine. For I also whom ye God from everlasting and from eternity, and
see am from Paneas,s from the place where the is not something made, like your idols, nor isHe
river Jordan issues forth, and I was chosen, to- a creature and a work of art, like those imagesin
gether with my fellows, to be a preacher, which ye glory. Because, although this ': Being

put on a body, yet is He God with His Father.
For, according as my Lord commanded me, For the works of creation, which trembled when

lo ! I preach and publish the Gospel, and Io I He was slain and were dismayed at His suffering
His money do I cast upon the table before you, of death, m these bear witness that He is Him-
and the seed of His word do I sow in the ears self God the Creator. For it was not on account
of all men ; and such as are willing to receive it, of a man that the earth trembled/3 but on ac-
theirs is the good recompense of the confession 6Cu_tou."the who_obj_ of outLord's¢o_g m_
of Christ; but those who are not persuaded, the world_-_." _ut_is =#f_z'_.--Tit.
dust of my feet do I shake off against them, as 7 A_wUu__ _ntinghe_in theus......
He commanded me. 8 Thegr_r r_n or_, _o_d_,a_red"ae_f"_ COU_*_'_-

WRIGHT.

The "yottr" looks u if it were impermm_: "it is useless for
t The remainder of" Ttte Teac_in_fcfAdd_ua" is taken from any_ to talkto the deaf." -- Tlt.

tmother Ms. of the Nitrlan ¢x_lectlon m the Brit. Mus., Cod- Add. [ 9 "By" (_-._) fit not in the printed text.--TR. . ..t4,644. It is one of those whmh were procured m the year of the I

Greeka ztt43 (A v. 93t) by the abbot Moses during his vmit to Bag- I to Lit. " the b_ne in which jttstme is involved (prop., buried) ts
dad. It a p___, to be of the sixth century. . . . [ yours."-- TI_

B Both ' for" and " willing " aro conjectural, the _(S. _ng _ | xt Com_. Prov. xin. _S.--TR._etL -- W_mwr.
s Possibly " earthquake," for which sense lee Mtch., p. 16t; and ] ta - Thas" is doubtful. -- WmGlrr. ,..t _,_1

loon p. 659, _'a..--Tjt. ] :a I have very httle doubt that we should subst]tate [.._9| !

• Pto_ "rv_r_b_." Co=p,roRouL_. _¢;:Cot.av.*9.]_ t_, ,_,'t_trs,_Ud --forI:_l ._=_ -- ,,,I,o_*_ a, _'_'
_'I'l ]Otlm'w_C_--__rea _,orC. Pkt_ip#: aowBaai_.--T_, --Wmmm'. [Word, iamdi_a_l_the_.]
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count of Him who established the earth upon !Turn not away, therefore, from his faith : for, lo !
the waters ; nor w.as it on account of a man that ye have heard and seen what things bear witness
the sun grew dark m the heavens, but on account to His faith-- showing that He is the adorable
of Him who made the great lights ; nor was it Son, and is the glorious God, and is the victorious
for a man that the just and righteous were re- King, and is the mighty Power; and through
stored to life again, but for Him who had granted faith in Him a man is able to acquire the eyes
power over death from the beginning ; nor was of a true mind, s and to understand that, who-
it for a man that the veil of the temple of the soever worshippeth creatures, the wrath of justice
Jews was rent from the top to the bottom, but will overtake him.
for Him who said to them, Lo, your house is For in everything which we speak before you,
left desolate." For, 10 ! unless those who cruci- according as we have received of the gift of our
fled Him had known that He was the Son of Lord, so speak we and teach and declare it, that
God, they would not have had to proclaim ' the ye may secure9 your salvation and not destroy 'o
desolanon * of their city, nor would they have your spirits through the error of paganism : be-
brought down Woe ! upon themselves.3 For, even cause the heavenly light has arisen on the crea-
if they had wished to make light of this confes- tion, and He it is who chose the fathers of former

: slon,4 the fearful convulsions which took place at times, and the righteous men, and the l_rophets,
that time would not have suffered them to do so. and spake with them in the revelation of the
For lo ! some even of the children of the cruci- Holy Spirit." For He is Himself the God of
tiers are become at this day preachers and evan- the Jews who crucified Him ; and to Him it is
gehsts, along with my fellow-apostles, in all the that the erring pagans offer worship, even while
land of Palestine, and among the Samaritans, and they know it not : because there is no other God
in all the country of the Philistines. The idols in heaven and on earth ; and 10! confession
also of paganism are despised, and the cross of ascendeth up to Him from the four quarters o'f
Christ is honoured, and all nations and creatures the creation. Lo ! therefore, your ears have
confess God who became man. heard that which was not heard by you ; and 10 !

If, therefore, while Jesus our Lord was on further, your eyes have seen that which was
earth ye would have believed in Him that He is never seen by you.'*
the Son of God, and before ye had heard the Be not, therefore, gainsayers of that which ye
wordof His preaching would have confessed Him have seen and heard. Put away from you the
that He is God ; now that He is ascended to rebellious mind of your fathers, and free your-
His Father, and ye have seen the signs and the selves from the yoke of sin, which hath dominion
wonders which are done in His name, and have over you in libataons and in sacrifices offered
heard with your own ears the word of His Gos- before carved images ; and be ye concerned for
pel, let no one of you doubt in his mind-- so your endangered'3 salvation, and for the urmvail-
that the promise of His blessing which He sent ing support on which ye lean ; '* and get you a
to you may be fulfilled s towards you : Blessed new mind, that worships the Maker and not the
are ye that have believed in me, not having seen

times m our own country) where the letter of our Lord to Abgar watt
me ; and, because ye have so believed in me, regarded as a charm. _n a very ancient service-book of the Sso¢ort

the town 6 in which ye dwell shall be blessed, and t,mes,preservedtn theBntt_hMuseum)theletterfonow_the Lord',
Prayer and the Apobtl_s' Creed. and an appended descriptton of the

the enemy shall not prevail against it for ever.7 wrtoesof theeptstlecloseswtththesewords,according to the Latin
version of Rufinus : "S: fun _a_w e#z*tolam secu_¢ _erft,

t Lit. "have procLatmed "--TR securu$ am6ulet _n pace." Jeremiah Jones, writing of the lastcentury, says: "The common people m England have had it in their
2 Cute'on renders: "They would not have proclaimed the deso- houses m many places m a frame wtth a picture before it; and they

l_!zon of their caty, nor woulci they have dtvulged the a_Fctt'om of generally wtth much honesty and devotion, regard st at the word o_
t,_r soul in crying Woe) " Dr. Wnght pronounces the two words God andthe gentane eptstie of Christ." Even now a _ pract)ce
whose eqmvalents are given m itahcs to be very" doubtful. Dr. ts heheved to linger to some dtstrtcts The story of Abgat Is told m

an Anglo-Saxon poem, pubhshed m Ab_arus.L#_ l#_.a Old.
Paym_ StaSh,iuste_l of the latter of the two (_,._._"l), conjectures Eng'dzk by O Stepheas Copenhagen to53.

(_°1-&.-_,]/%'_ _./m]. Thlsconjeeturehasbeenadoptcd. "Brought It consl.ts of 2o4 h .... Is a tolerably close rcoderlng of Eusebius)
and Is ascnhed by Stephcns to Aelfnc_ archbishop of York from roa 3

_a" _'__ _ is Ill" eaused to drop." -- Tl_:. _ °Ss"

Note that ambukt (above) ts for ambulabz't,a_.--

thc_T he_ ancient Syriac Gospel, Luke xxiii 481 gives: "And all "8 See Eph. i. iS.
wuo were assembled therc, and saw that which was done were * I.at. "obtain."-- Tic

$¢01 on t - )
,^ _ he trbreast, and saymg, Wnetoust what ss the? Woe to Or"lose'--TR.

as lot- our _ns_"

t.e, Christianity._ Tic st Lit. "Spirit of holineL"--Tic

takeuP.erhal_ "tOWn" will not seem too insignificant a word if it be
atso _n its ongtrml sense of a fortified place, whmh the Syriac term
Words not_ It seemed desirable to disttnaumh, if oossible, the two

these _hetCsh _vve _ renderedresp_:tlvery"¢,ty" _d" town"in h_d._." '

Rc_n .':'_ _ .ne onlvexc_tfon made ismasmgle passage where "prop up" (;_,_m) whereas the root o4" our word denotes to
7_s spoken of.-- T_. Where, however, his word is derived fs_n st mot meani_ to

___ _.nete words are not in the letter of Christ to Abgar. They
mm_uc_tmt_e_tef°rebe, etther a message brought by Addams _im_elf, or, \ '

of tl_ _uY_m 's, who alludes to them in hL'_ Testamemf This notion cllmng day (as Luke xxiv. zg): It is _ of the .b_ng of tl_. head
wntc_ t_ mty of.the city of Edessa is referred to by sevend Syrtac m John xtx. 3o. The actual leamngot.t_, ne_a tot supper. _aot

t_or was at Confined to the East : it obtained m very early expressed m the verb, but woum naturany De mterreo smm ss. -- am.
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things which are made _ a mind in which is 1ful mighty-works which Add_eus the apostle did
portrayed the image of verity and of truth, of t in the name of Christ.
the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy ] And Abgar the king also said to him : Accord
Spirit ; believing and being baptized in the triple [ ing as I sent to Christ in my letter to Him, and
and glorious names. For this is our teaching I according as He also sent to me, so have I als0
and our preaching. For the belief of the truth[received from thine own self this day; so v_ll
of Christ does not consist of many things.' And I believe all the days of my life, and in the se_
those of you as are willing to be obedient to same things will I continue and make my boast,
Christ are aware that I have many times repeated because I know also that there is no other power
my words before you, in order that ye might in whose name these signs and wonders are done
learn and understand what ye hear. but the power of Christ whom thou preachest m

And we ourselves shall rejoice in this, like the verity and in truth. And henceforth Him willI
husbandman who rejoices in the field which is worship -- I and my son Maanu,S and Augustm,_
blessed ; God also will be glorified by your re- and Shalmath the queen. And now, wherever
pentance towards Him. While ye are saved thou desirest, build a church, a place of meeting
hereby, we also, who give you this counsel, shall for those who have believed and shall believe m
not be despoiled of the blessed reward of this thy words ; and, according to the command
wark. And, because I am assured that ye are given thee by thy Lord, minister thou at the sea-
a land blessed according to the will of the Lord sons with confidence ; to those also who shall
Christ, therefore, mstead of the dust of our feet be with thee as teachers of this Gospel I am pre-
which we were commanded to shake off against pared to give large donations, in order that they
the town that would not receive our words, 1o may not have any other work beside the ministry';
I have shaken off to-day at the door of your ears and whatsoever is required by thee for the ex-
the sayings of my lips, in which are portrayed penses of the building I myself will give thee
the coming of Christ which has already been, without any restriction,7 whilst thy word shall be
and also that which is yet to be ; and the resur- authoritative and sovereign in this town ; more-
rectlon, and the resuscitation of all men, and the over, without the intervene'on qf any other per-
separation which is to be made between the faith- son do thou come into my presence as one in
ful and the unbelieving ; and the sore punishment authority, into the palace of my royal majesty.
which is reserved for those who know not God, And when Abgar was gone down to his royal
and the blessed promise of future joy which they palace he rejoiced, he and his princes with hm,
shall receive who have believed in Christ and Abdu son of Abdu, and Garmai, and Shemash-
worshipped Him and His exalted Father, and gram, s and Abubai, and Meherdath,9 together
have confessed Him and His divine Spirit. 2 with the others their companions, at all that their

And now _t is meet for us that I conclude my eyes had seen and their ears also had heard,
present discourse ; and let those who have ac- and in the gladness of their heart they too began
cepted the word of Christ remain with us, and to praise God for having turned their mind
those also who are willing to join with us in towards Him, renouncing the paganism in which
prayer ; and afterwards let them go to their they had lived, '° and confessing the Gospel of
homes. Christ. And when Add_eus had built a church

And Addmus the apostle was rejoiced to see they proceeded to offer in it vows and oblations,
that a great number of the population of the city they and the people of the city ; and there they
stayed with him ; and they were _ut few who did continued to present their praises all the days of
not remain at that time, while even those few their life.
not many days after accepted his words and And Avida and Barcalba," who were chief men
believed in the Gospel set forth in 3 the preach- and rulers, and wore the royal headband, '_ drew

ing of Christ. s Abgar had t...... of this .... Th_ ts probably theelder-----'-'-_,
relgneA seven years. BaFrAnd when Add_eus the apostle had spoken _hos_c_eaedh,_f_ther_tF_ess_,and

these things before all the town of Edessa, and makeshimthefifteenthkingof Edessa.6 Ahgar's mother' see _ 657.
King Abgar saw that all the city rejoiced in his _ Lit." reckoning "--TR .... ar

s The vowels in t_is name are supplied from the treatise m - "
teaching, men and women alike, and heard them desan. Whiston, from the Armeman form writes the name Samsa-

saying to him, "True and faithful is Christ who gram. H.... sent, to_ether with Hanan and Maryhab, as eavoyto Marlnu_. See Mos. Chor B. u. c. 30.
sent thee to us" _ he himself also rejoiced 9 s_ T_c.,A..... _. ,,.
greatly at this, giving praise to God; because, _ Lit "stood:'--T_.The son of Zati (see p. 663, note 7 su#ra), be
hke as he had heard from Hanan, 4 his Tabu- _ Or "the headbands of the km_." Nothing appears to

larius, about Christ, so had he seen the wonder- known of the derivation of the word |?_h,m, which does not occur

lit the ordinary lexicons. Dr. Payne Smith has favomed the tra_

I Lit. " the truth of Christ is not believed in many things."-- TR. ** ]_._ Is evldenfly some land d2 ,tLit. the Sprat of Has Godhead "= H_ Spirit of Godhead ffi lator with the following note:
HIS divine Spirit. _ -- Ta. * ""_" " a_nt

Lit. " the Gospel of.'--Ta, ornament. In Ephs. h 379 (in the form ]'_¢h,ts) it is an orn
4 Seep. 6sa, note3, aa*_ra, worn by young people. B.A. (Bar Alii Lex. Sym-Ar_"
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near to Add,_us, and asked him about the matter Agg_us, moreover, who s made the silks 6 and
of Christ, requeshng that he would tell them headbands of the king, and Palut, and Barshe-
how He, though He was God, appeared to them lama, and Barsamya, together with the others
asa man : And how, said they, were ye able to their companions, clave to Add_eus the apostle ;
look upon Him ? And he proceeded to satisfy and he received them, and associated them with
them all about th!s, about al! that their eyes had him in the ministry, their business being to read
seen and about wtaatsoever their ears had heard in the Old Testament and the New/and in the
from him. Moreover, everything that the prophets, and in the Acts of the Apostles, and
prophets had spoken concerning Him he re- to meditate upon them daily; strictly charging

ated before them, and they received his words them to let their bodies be pure and their persons
gladly and with faith,, and there was .n°t a man holy, as is becoming in men who stand before the
that withstood him ; for the gionons deeds altar of God. "And be ye," said he, "far re-
which he did suffered not any man to withstand moved from false swearing and from wicked
him. homicide, and from dishonest testimony, which

Shavida, moreover, and Ebednebu, chiefs of is connected with adultery; and from magic
the priests of this town, together with Piroz' iarts, for which there is no mercy, and from sooth-
and Dilsu their companions, when they had seen [saying, and divination, and fortune-teU_rs ; and
the signs which he did, ran and threw down the from fate and nativities, of which the deluded
altarson which they were accustomed to sacri- Chaldeans make their boast ; and from the stars,
rice before Nebu and Bel, 2 their gods, except the !and the signs of the Zodiac, in which the foolish
great altar which was in the middle of the town ; _put their trust. And put far from you unjust
and they cried out and said : Verily this is the partiality, and bribes, and presents, through which
d_sciple of that eminent and glorious Master, the innocent are pronounced guilty. And along
concerning whom we have heard all that He did with this ministry, to which ye have been called,
m the country of Palestine. And all those who !see that ye have no other work besides : for the
believed m Christ did Add_eus receive, and bap- Lord is the work of your ministry all the days
tlzed them in the name of the Father, and of of your life. And be ye diligent to give the seal
the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. And those who of baptism. And be not fond of the gains of
used to worship stones and stocks sat at his feet, this world. And hear yea cause with justice
recovered from the madness 3 of paganism where- :and with truth. And be ye not a stumbling-
with they had been afflicted. Jews also_ traders block to the blind, lest through you should be
m fine raiment,4 who were familiar vath the law blasphemed the name of Him who opened /he
and the prophets -- they too were persuaded, !eyes of the blind, according as we have seen.
andbecame disciples, _nd confessed Christ that Let all, therefore, who see you perceive that
He is the Son of the living God. ye yourselves are in harmony with whatsoever y¢

But neither did King Abgar nor yet the preach and teach."
Apostle Add_eus compel any man by force to And they ministered with him in the church
believe in Christ, because without the force of which Add_eus had built at the word and corn-
man the force of the signs compelled many to !round of Abgar the king, being furnished with
believe in Him. And with affection did they supplies by the king and his nobtes, partly for
receive His doctrine -- all this country of the house of God, and partly for the supply of
Mesopotamia, and all the regions round the poor. Moreover, much people day by day
about it. assembled and came to the prayers of the ser-

vice, and to the reading of the Old Testament,

and K. (Georgh Ka_inoyo Lex.) render it (in the form

6 Cureton gives "cbams/' which in his _ he changes to
have_ ys. " These headbands of the king, or dtadems, _cm to
at t"oeenmade of sl[k or muslin scarves llke the turbans of orientals "dlks," or "muslins," adopting, with C., the reading [,_lb
wc_s_epresent day, interwoven wtth go_d, and with figures end de-

s upon them, as wa_ the case wtth that worn by Sharbil. See stead of the ]..t_'_ of the printed text. M_ Chor. calls
_c_ of Sl_r6il, _ init.'" I$e art. I)iadema in Dr. W. Smith's [ "un fabrlcant de coiffures de *oi¢," according to the tr*_mti_n et
meu_¢wf seems t? furmsh a good idea of whet is intended. The orna-

as probably _kit¢; end this has caused our expression to Florival; or"quendem _,_.z" opificem," accmding toWhtstoa. It

besome_mescenfmndedwiththe similar|_e_ _ See maybeaddedthatthewordk-j-_t is doubtle_themum-- o_
Teatt_ng of SCmo_t Cep_as, init.- TR. "silk," which is only a formof Some*era, an a@_'t_ve from Sere#,
Per_nhe same name as Bernsu_ who is m _11,_ in the modem the people whose country was the native home el the ailk-wem_--

7 These terms could ouly h'_mebeen used hex_ein the sense oft_.

4 "l'__,_'_rence Seems tOhe tO Mark v. xS. --Tg. ! meant the work of Luke tr_u;passage seea_t to $11owt_tt tl,,e
"Anc_t u_ _ c/_&_**K" of Matt. xl. 8, where t_ePestle a_d the I pilet of this account of Adds.us vffo.tc mate yean s,uheequeudym the

_econ_ion ,, have the samerenders_t ......... word as appea_ here. Cureton [ events whtch he relates, or tl_a.ttt has been _ bya .la.la.la.la.la.la._mter[_
_, &_a_ar%,l_lint re .m._rks: "It would appear to he ¢_tou or ]ttor Forat theeadierp_i_ofAddam_'_noctl_J_l_'t_ e_
t_ Pe*/_ a_a.t_n°t_ bm_6_ct'_a."[The word cl_ttmK,with theNew Testament was wnttea than the E[clm_wCmq_ of Mattamct

---. _ De credited to the tr_n_l_r.] : which is probably the Goq_ hem R*
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and the New of the Diatessaron., They also Him the sun became darkened and the earth als0
believed in the restoration of the dead, and quaked, and all created things trembled and
buried their departed in the hope of resuscita- quaked, and, as if of themselves, at this deed
tion. The festwals of the Church they also oh- the whole creation and the inhabitants of the
served in their seasons, and were assiduous every creation shrank away. And now thy Majest-
day in the vigils of the Church. And they made knoweth what it is meet for thee to co --_

nlnhau_

visits of almsgiving, to the sick and to those that concerning the people of the Jews who have
were whole, according to the instruction of Ad- done these things.

dmus to them. In the environs, too, of the city And Tiberius Caesar wrote and sent to Kingchurches were bmlt, and many received from Abgar; and thus did he write to him:-

him ordination to the priesthood? So that even The letter of thy Fidelity towards me I have
people of the East, in the guise of merchants, received, and it hath been read before me. Con.
passed over into the territory of the Romans, that cerning what the Jews have dared to do in the
they might see the signs which Addmus did. And matter of the cross, Pilate 7 the governor als0 has
such as became disciples received from him or- written and informed Aulbinus s my proconsul
dination to the priesthood, and in their own concerning these selfsame things of which thou
country of the Assyrians they instructed the peo- hast written to me. But, because a war with the
ple of their nation, and erected houses of prayer people of Spain,9 who have rebelled against me,
there in secret, by reason of the danger from those is on foot at this time, on this account I have
who worshipped fire and paid reverence to water.s not been able to avenge this matter ; but I am

Moreover, Narses, the king of the Assyrians, prepared, when I shall have leisure, to issue a
when he heard of those same things which Ad- command according to law against the Jews, who
d_eus the apostle had done, sent a message to act not according to law. And on this account,
Abgar the king : Either despatch to me the man as regards Pilate also, who was appointed by me
who doeth these signs before thee, that I may governor there--I have sent another m h_s
see him and hear his word, or send me an ac- stead, and d_smlssed him in disgrace, because he
count of all that thou hast seen him do in thy departed from the law, *° and d,d the will of the
own town. And Abgar wrote to Narses,* and Jews, and for the gratification of the Jews cruel-
related to him the whole story of the deeds of Ifled Christ, who, according to what I hear c0n-
Addmus from the beginning to the end ; and he cerning. Him, instead of suffering the cross of
left nothing which he did not write to him. And, death, deserved to be honoured andworshlpped"
when Narses heard those things which were writ- by them : and more especially because with their
ten to him, he was astonished and amazed, own eyes they saw everything that He did. Yet

Abgar the king, moreover, because he was not thou, in accordance with thy fidehty towards me,
able to pass over into the territory of the Ro- and the faithful covenant entered tn/o by thyself
mans,s and go to Palestine and slay the Jews for and by thy fathers, hast done well in writing to
having crucified Christ, wrote a letter and sent me thus.
it to Tiberius Cmsar, 6 writing in it thus : -- And Abgar the king received Aristides, who

King Abgar to our Lord Tiberius Caesar: had been sent by Tlberms Cmsar to him; and
Although I know that nothing is hidden from in reply he sent him back with presents of hon-
thy Majesty, I write to inform thy dread and our statable for him who had sent him to him.
mighty Sovereignty that the Jews who are under

thy dominion and dwell in the country of Pal- _ h was Pilate's duty, as governor ofJudea, to send an acc0unt t_
estine have assembled themselves together and theRomanGovernmentofwh_thadoccurredm respecttoJ_sus.a,_

hts having done so ts mentioned by Justin Martyr, Tertullian, and
crucified Christ, without any fault worthy of severalothe.... ters.
death, after He had done before them sirens and [. s The word,sev,denaymls*pelt. The name intendedmayha_0_

t = a _ -- _ • _. I oeen confounded wtth that of the Albmus who was mane governor

wonders, ant| naa snown them powertul mighty- IJudeaat a later pertod by Nero, ^.o 62. The same person ts referred

works so that He even raise ,_ *),_ ._-_,_ ,_ _.e_ I to, m the Eac:t of Mary, znfra: -Sabmus,thegovernorwh0had_ea
- , . o _ gll_. _,..o_ [_, II LL appointed by the Emlmror Ttbenus and even as far as the river _u.
tor them ; and at the time that they crucified Iphratestheg'overnor S"abinushadauthor,ty." Thepersonme.]r_can

only be Vitelhus who was then governor of Syrta whoremo_edYltat_
• ._ . - ' ... a ** ---huslnhlsstead ann

i _ - _ ,, _ I from me aummtstratton ol )uoea senumg man.¢ '%d
.'.or Lqtorn, on . lne reading of the Ms ts not clear. It seems 1ordered him to aooear before Tiberius at Rome. The emperor o

that itot_ht tube D tattssaron, which Tauan the Syrian compded before he reached _Rome. _ n-t
trom tlxe tour t.xo_pets about the middle of the second century This 9 No mentloo is made by historians of may war wRh _patn _

was in gcnel'a] use at Eclessa up to the fourth century, and ]_phraem about this tune V*telhus, me_ntioned an theprecedmg note, wasmt_n
._'tus wrote a COmmentary on tt. If thts be so, we have here a later up wtth the wars of the Parthians and Hibermns; and, as rtlt__*t
interpolation, l Fhe translator says (of Dt/ornan and Diate*s.) : Is a name common to Snaroards as well as Hiberlans, the appare_

"I he two words would thffcr but slightly In the mode of writing " He error may have arisen _t_ translaung the letter out of Latin m
so corrects Cureton)who calls Tatian" the Syrtan: "it should be Syriac. " our Lord so

"thou d*ayrsan."] . to Baronius says Pilate violated the taw by cruclfymg _- was
I.at. "the hand of priesthood:" and so#a,din --Ta. soon after sentence had been passed, whereas a delay of ten _ys

_ Stra,bo, de Per$i$, h. xv. (ch. fii.) : "Th_/sacrtficetofir_and t_e_ulredbyalawpas._edintberelgnofTiberms. ,_..at0tM
to wat_ IX l to have rmt_,_u

g_'" .. _ . Tihenus is satd by Tertullian (A#, 5) -- q'hts has
_t _ ms letter an Mos Cbor., r'_fra, senate the question of admitting Christ amoag the gods. C,.n
S zao Lasstas, hr. 8: "Augustastlxed as the boundaries of the been interpolated into the epistle of T,benus to Abgar as_rm

emptreoftbeReananstbeTigrlsandEuphrate,,." MososChor B ii c aa Healsoaddeanothedletterfiom_'ls
6 See _t also, wtth some vartattons, m Mot;. Chor., f_tfra, reply to this_' " " " _"
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AndfromEdcssahewenttoThicuntha,'wherewiththerestoftheircompanions--Addmusthe
Claudius,thesecondfrom the empcror,was; apostlesaidtothem:-

andfromthence,again,he went to Artica,a "Yc know and arewitness,allof you who
where Tiberius C_sar was : Caius, moreover, hear me, that, accordi_to all that I have preached
was guarding the regions round about Cmsar. to you and taught you and ye have heard from
AndAristides himself also related before Tibe- me, even so have I behaved myself in the midst
flusconcerning the mighty-works which Add_eus of you, and ye have seen it in deeds also : be-
haddone before Abgar the king. And when he cause our Lord thus charged us, that, whatsoever
had leisure from the war he sent and put to we preach inwords before the people, we should
death some of the chief men of the Jews who practise it in deeds before all men. And, ac-
were in palestine. And, when Abgar the king cording to the ordinances and laws which were
heardof this, he rejoiced greatly that the Jews appointed by the disciples in Jerusalem," and by
hadreceived punishment, as it was right. =which my fellow-apostles also guided their con-

And some years after Add_us the apostle had duct, so also doye -- turn not aside from them,
builtthe church in Edessa, and had furnished it nor diminish aught from them : even as I also
witheverything that was suitable for it, and had am guided by them amongst you, and ,have not
madedisciples of a great number of the popu- turned aside from them to the right hand or to
lationof the city, he further bmlt churches in the the left, lest I should become estranged from the

• villages3 also- bath those which were at a dis- promised salvation which is reserved for such as
tance and those which were near, and finished are guided by them.
andadorned them, and appointed in them dea- "Give '=heed, therefore, to this ministry which
cons and elders, and instructed in them those ye hold, and with fear and trembling continue
whoshould read the Scriptures, and taught the in it, and minister every day. Minister not in it
ordinances and 4 the ministry without and with neglectful habits, but with the discreetness
wtthln, of faith ; and let not the praises of Christ cease

Afterall these things he fell ill of the sickness out of your mouth, nor let weariness of prayer
of whmhhe departed from this world. And he at the stated times come upon you. Give heed
calledfor Agg_eus before the whole assembly of to the verity which ye hold, and to the teaching
the church, and bade him draw near, and made of the truth which ye have received, and to the
himGrade and Ruler s in his stead. And Palut, _ inheritance of salvataonwhich I commit to you :
whowasa deacon, he made elder ; and Abshe- because before the tribunal of Christ willye have
lama,who was a scribe, he made deacon. And, to give an account of it, when He maketh reck-
the nobles and chief men being assembled, and oning with the shepherds and overseers, and
standing near him- Barcalba son of Zati/ when He taketh His money from the traders
and Maryhab s son of Barshemash, and Senac 9 with the addition of the gains. For He is the
sonof Avida, and Piroz son of Patric, '° together Son of a King, and goeth to receive a kingdom

and return ; and He willcome and make a resus-
t Thts word has been so much distorted and disfigured by the citation to life for all men, and then will He sit

__scnber%_.ugmro_.thatI am unable to rccogmse what ts the place intended upon the throne of His righteousness, and judge
=T.b.mword may be read Oreyka, and may be intended for Orly- the dead and the living, as He said to us.

g.za near Syracuse, which was not far from the tsland of Caprez, "Letwhere T_bcrius then realded, seldom leaving it to go farther than to not the secret eye of your minds be
the nelghheunng coast of Campan,a

3ht. '.theotker,dlhges'"So inse_e,_ _._g_s of theseclosed by pride, lest your stumbling-blocks be
Documents," therestoftheother--_._ ." The habitofmcluthngtwo many in the way in which there are no stumbling-
ormoredtstingutshed nat,ons under a class to which only one of them
_hbancgswasnot unknown among classical writers also: as wh.... g., blocks, but a hateful ,s wandering in its paths.

uCydldesspeaks of the P¢loponnesmn war as the most remarkable Seek ye those that are lost, and direct those that°f all the wars that #receded tt Mdton's imitauon "Thefalmstof
herdaughters, Eve" [Paradzse Last, iv 3a4] xswell known. -- TR. go astray, and rejoice in those that are found ;

4 The o (and) seems to have been altered into 9 (of). -- bind up the bruised,and watch over the failings :

WRmHT. Perhaps "of "is the better reading --TR. " because at your hands will the sheep of Christs It mplato from the context here as well as wherever it occurs

_/othese early Syrmc Documents that thin title (or that of Grade be required. Look ye not for the honour that
he) m precmely the same as t_at of Bishop although the Greek

Wordi.ltrtoTro¢ had not yet obtained m the E_'t The first merit,on passeth away : for the shepherd that looketh to
we find of the title B_t/w_ (m theseua_es) ,sm the A¢#$ of S&arbtl receive honour from his flock-- sadly, sadlyabout ^ • _
C'- 'D-,,XOS-lX=,where Bazsamya m called "the Btshop of the
_L_st_ans, although he is mon_ generally dessgnated as here. It is stands his flock with respect to him. Let your
•. _ ,_una m me Teac_fng_ Simo_ Cephas aub _f... whmh seems

nave been written early m the second cunt_ry oral the end of the concern be great for the young lambs, whose
.urst Thepassage inthe Teac/_ingofAdd,_u$ _ 665rnfra,whereangels behold the face of the Father who is un-
st occurs, was interpolated at a m_l_ hter period. [The paren
theU6cpw°_s°ft_hmnote.... pphed bythem_la_.] seen. And be ye not stones of stumbling before
a,,.P_the,.'_ as_=ea: ,_J=.,A,#/¢.,=._.,,4: T,_., the blind, but clearersof the way and the paths

. __ms.seems to be the penton spohen of by Mosos Chor., B. h ¢. tx These are given at PP. 673 _qq•, in-fr_"
_o_a cr tl_e name -Mar-lhap, prince d'A_hma/k," as one of the s=Ouoted in t_e E._ #_fAd_mr_ :_,6__.;_at WA.bg_toMa_t_" ,' . , •

,o_,=_i_i_ tl=na==Si==¢=:_= am,.,,,i._,,_,. ,, ,,i_fa. C=-_ ...... "'-- "ahammable m its I_'h_ "--TL
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in a rugged country, among the Jews the cruci- surpassing pomp he bore him, and buried him
tiers, and the deluded pagans : for with these two like one of the princes when he dies ; and he
parties have ye to fight, in order that ye may laid him in a grand sepulchre adorned w_th sculp.
show the truth of the faith which ye hold ; and, ture wrought by the fingers -- that in which were
though ye be silent, your modest and decorous laid those of the house of Ariu, the ancestors of
appearance will fight for you against those who Abgar the king : there he laid him sorrowfully,
hate truth and love falsehood, with sadness and great distress. And all the

"Buffet not the poor in the presence of the people of the church went there from t_rne to
rich: for scourge grievous enough for them is time and prayed fervently ; and they kept up
their poverty, the remembrance of his departure from year to

"Be not beguiled by the hateful devices of year, according to the command and direction
Satan, lest ye be stripped naked of the faith which had been received by them from Adda_us
which-ye have put on."' . . . "And with the the apostle, 4 and according to the word of
Jews, the crucifiers, we will have no fellowship. Aggmus, who himself became Guide and Ruler,
And this inheritance which we have received from and the successor of his seat after him, by the
thee we will not let go, but in that will we depart ordination to the priesthood which he had re-
out of this world ; and on the day of our Lord, ceived from him in the presence of all men.
before the judgment-seat of His righteousness, He too, with the same ordination which he
there will He restore to us this inheritance, even had received from him, made Priests and Guides
as thou hast told us." in the whole of this country of Mesopotamia.

And, when these things had been spoken, For they also, in like manner as Add_eus the
Abgar the king rose up, he and his chief men apostle, held fast his word, and listened to and
and his nobles, and he went to his palace, all received it, as good and faithful successors of
of them being distressed for him because he was the apostle of the adorable Christ. But silver
dying. And he sent to him noble and excellent and gold he took not from any man, nor did the
apparel, that he might be buried in it. And, gifts of the princes come near him : for, instead
when Addmus saw it, he sent to him, saying: In of receiving gold and silver, he htmself enriched
my lifetime I have not taken anything from thee, the Church of Christ with the souls of be-
nor will I now at my death take anything from lievers.
thee, nor will I frustrate the word of Christ Moreover, as regards the entire state s of the
which He spake to us : Accept not anything men and the women, they were chaste and clr-
from any man, and possess not anything in this cumspect, and holy and pure : for they hved like
world.* anchorites 6 and chastely, without spot--in civ

And three days more after these things had cumspect watchfulness touching the ministry, m
been spoken by Addmus the apostle, and he had their sympathy 7 toward the poor, in their vlslta-
heard and received the testimony concerning the tions to the sick : for their footsteps were fraught
teaching set forth in their preaching from those with prmse from those who saw them, and the_
engaged with him in the ministry, in the presence conduct was arrayed in commendation from
of all the nobles he departed out of this world, strangers-- so that even the priests of the house
And that day was the fifth of the week, and the of s Nebu and Bel divided the honour with.them
fourteenth of the month Iyar,3 nearly answer- at all times, by reason of their dignified aspect,
inK/a 2I[ay. And the whole city was in great their truthful words, their frankness of speech
mourning and bitter anguish for him. Nor was arising from their noble nature, which was neither
it the Christians only that were distressed for subservient through covetousness nor in bondage
him, but the Jews also, and the pagans, who under fear aye blame. For there was no one
were in this same town. But Abgar the king was who saw them that did not run to meet them,
distressed for him more than any one, he and that he might salute them respectfully, because
the princes of his kingdom. And in the sad- the very sight of them shed peace upon the
hess of his soul he despised and laid aside the !beholders : for just like a net 9 were their words
magnificence of his kingly state on that day, and of gentleness spread over the contumacious, and
with tears mingled with moans he bewailed him they entered within the fold of truth and venty.
with all men. And all the people of the city For there was no man who saw them that was
that saw him were amazed to see how greatly he i ------'-
suffered on his account. And with great and *C°mlmretheTeac_:*KeftheAlbe#tle*,Ord'xvhi p -6_-a"_f_s This seems to apply to those who espectally belong_

ministry of the Church. - nare
x One leaf apparently is lost from the u_ in this place. Thts is the only passage in the Documents in which womefdea-
wltat follows appean to he.part of the reply of those addressed-- spoken of as _ with the ministry. -- Tn. lThe estateo

their *' te*tlm_my concerning tire teaching set forth in their pnm_h- conesses was of Apostolic foundation. Rom. x_ xJ . • i_,_lied
ing."_ TR. b The re_erence is only to their purity of life. It ,c no, r-

s The reference seems to be to Matt. x. 7-to. that they lived in secluston _Ta.
S May. The death of Addz'uz occurred before that of Abe.r, 7 Lit. *'their burden-hearing."--Ttt.

which took place A.v. 45. It would aplmar, therefore, thathtsm:Tnis- * Or**helonglngto."_TR.
try at Edetma lasted tbout ten or eleven years. 9 An al|uston to Matt. iv. z9 : u I will make you fishers _"me_
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ashamed of them, because they did nothing that And,3 in consequence of his dying suddenly and
was not accordant with rectitude and propriety, quickly at the breaking of his legs, he was not able to
And m consequence ot these things their bear- lay _s hand upon Palut. Palut went to Antioch, and

received ordination to the priesthood from Serapion
lng was fearless as they published their teaching biShopof Antioch ; bywhich Serapion himself also or-
to all men. For, whatsoever they said to others dmation had been received from Zephyrinus bishop of
and enjoined on them, they themselves exhibited the city of Rome, in the succession of the ordination to

the priesthood from Simon Cephas, who had received_t
mpractice in their own persons ; and the hearers, from our Lord, and was bishop there in Rome twenty.
who saw that their actions went along with their five years in the days of the C_sar who reigned there
words, without much persuasion became their thirteen years.
disciples, and confessed the King Christ, praising
God for having turned them towards Him. And, according to the custom which exists in

And some years after the death of Abgar the the kingdom of Abgar the king, and in all king-
king, there ar_e one of his contumacious ' sons, doms, that whatsoever the king commands and
who was not favourable to peace ; and he sent whatsoever is spoken in his presence is com-
_vordto Agg_us, as he was sitting in the church : mitred to writing and deposited among the rec-
Make me a headband of gold, such as thou ords, so also did Labubna,4 son of Scnac, son of
usedst to make for my fathers in former times. Ebedshaddai, the king's scribe, write these things
Agg_us sent to him : I will not give up the rain- atso relating to Add_eus the apostle from the be-
_stryof Christ, which was commttted to me by ginning to the end, whilst Hanan also the Tabu-
the disciple of Christ, and make a headband of larius, a sharir of the kings, set-to his hand in
wlckedness. And, when he saw that he did not witness, and deposited tlw writing among the
comply, he sent and brake his legs 2 as he was records of the kings, where the ordinances and
s_tting in the church expounding. And as he laws are deposited, and where the contracts of
was dying he adjured Palut and Abshelama : In the buyers and sellers are kept with care, without
this house, for whose truth's sake, 1o t I am dying, any negligence whatever.
lay me and bury me. And, even as he had ad- Here endeth the teaching of Addams the apos-
jured //zero, so did they lay him--inside the tle, which he proclaimed in Edessa, the faithful
m_ddledoor of the church, between the men and city of Abgar, the faithful king.

the women. And there was great and b_tter _Thisparagmphtsabartfacedlnterpolatmnmadebysomeigno.
mourning in all the church, and in all the city-- rantpersonmuchlater,whois alsorespoastbleforthe additionsto

the Martyrdom af Skarbd, and to that of Barsamya. For th_
over and above the anguish and the mourning Palut was made Elder by Addmus htmseif, at the tome that Aggams

which there had been within /he church, such as wasappointedB_x/_o,6orGu:doandRultr Thistookplaceewa
before the death of _gar, who died ^.D. 45; whereas Se.raplon thd

hadbeen the mourning when Addmus the apostle not become btshop of Anttoch ttll the begmmng of the third century,
himself died. ,f, as ts here stated, he was consecmtedby Zephynnus, who dul not

become Bishop of Rome till A.D. 2oz.
4 Moses Chor., m 36, calls him, in the translation of Le Vaillaat

de Florlval, "Ghdroupna, ills de rdcrtvam Apchatar: " m that of
t i •, refusing to accept Christianity: as a few hnes before. -- TR Whlston, "Lerubnas, Apsadari scnba: fihus." Apchatar of the t_rtt_

The person referred to would seem to be the second of the two sons of and Apsadar of the second, translator are evidently corruptions in tim
Abgar caned Maanu who succeeded his brother Maanu, and retgned Armeman from the Adbshaddat (= Ebedshaddm) of the Syria¢. Dr.
fourteen I/ears-- fro'm A.D. 5a to A.D. 65, according to Dlonysms as Ahshan, m a letter to Dr. Cureton from the Armeatan Convent of St.
Cl_ b 2_ssemanl

_s tgnommmus mode of executton, which wasemployed in the Lazarus, Vemce, says he has found an Armeman MS., of probablythe twelfth centuw, wlach he believes to be a translauon of the prmamt
case of the two thieves at Calvary seems to have been of Roman S yriac ortgmal. It Is a history of Abgar and Thadd_u*, written by
0ngan. The object of the king m' pumng Agga:us to this kind of Ghdrubnta wtth the asststanc¢ of Ammtas (m Hanan), confidallt (m
dtathwas, probably, to degrade and disgrace him. shanr) of King Abgar.
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SYRIAC CALENDAR.

A NOTE m_ THE TRANSLATOR.-The followinglistoftheSyriannamesof months,inusein
theempireandduringtheeraof theSelcucid_e,severalofwhichhavebeen mentionedinthese

Documents, is taken from Cas'winii Calendariu_n Syrfacura, edited in Arabic and Latin by Volck,
x859. The later Hebrew names also are here added for comparison. It must, however,be
noticed that "the years employed in the Syrian Calendar, were, at least after the incarnation,
Julian years, composed of Roman months." (See L'/lrt de _rifler les dales: Paris, I818, tom.
i. p. 45.) The correspondence with the Hebrew months, therefore, is not so close as the names

would indicate, since these commenced with the new moons, and an intercalary month, Veadar,
following their twelfth month Adar, was added.

SYRIAN. HEBREW.

October .... Tishriprior. Tishri,or Ethanim.

November .... Tishriposterior. Bull_or Marcheshvan.

December . Canun prior. Chisleu.

January .... Canun posterior. Tebcth.

February .... Shubat. Shebat.

March ..... Adar. Adar.

April ..... Nisan. Nisan.

May ..... Ajar. Zif, or Iyar.

June ..... Chaziran. Sivan.

July ..... Tamuz. Tammuz.

August Ab. Ab.

September . EIuL Elul.



ANCIENT SYRIAC DOCUMENTS.

THE TEACHING OF THE APOSTLES.'

AT that time Christ was taken up to His the place where the inquiries had been made :
Father; and how the apostles received the gift Who it was that should betray our Lord to the
of the Spirit ; and the Ordinances and Laws of crucifiers ? There also were made the inquiries :*
the Church ; and whither each one of the apos- How they should preach His Gospel in the world?
ties went ; and from whence the countries m the And, as within the upper room the mystery of
temtory of the Romans received the ordination the body and of the blood of our Lord began to
to the priesthood, prevail m the world, so also from thence did the

In the year three hundred and* thirty-nine 0t teaching of His preaching begin to have author-
the kingdom of the Greeks, in the month Hezi- Sty m the world.
ran? on the fourth 4 day of the same, which is And, when the disciples were cast into this
the first day of the week, and the end of Pente- perplexity, how they should preach His Gospel
cost s_ on the selfsame day came the disciples to men of strange tongues 8which were unknown
from Nazareth of Galilee, where the conception to them, and were speaking thus to one another :
of our Lord was announced, to the mount which Although we are confident that Christ will per-
is called that of the Place of Olives, 6 our Lord form by our hands mighty works and miracles in
being wlth them, but not being visible to them. the presence of strange peoples whose tongues
And at the time of early dawn our Lord lifted up we know not, and who themselves also are un-
His hands, and laid them upon the heads of the versed in our tongue, yet who shall teach them
eleven disciples, and gave to them the gift of and make them understand that it is by the
thepriesthood. And suddenly a bright cloud re- name of Christ who was crucified that these
eewed Him. And they saw Him as He was mighty works and miracles are done ? -- while, I
going up to heaven. And He sat down on the say, the disciples were occupied with these
right hand of His Father. And they praised thoughts, Simon Cephas rose up, and said to
God because they saw His ascension according them: My brethren, this matter, how we shall
as He had told them ; and they rejoiced because preach His Gospel, pertaineth not to us, but to
they had received the Right Hand conferring on our Lord ; for He knoweth how it is possible for
them the priesthood of the house of Moses and us to preach His Gospel in the world ; and we
Aaron. rely on His care for us, which He promised us,

And from thence they went up to the city, and 7 saying : "When I am ascended to my Father I
proceeded to an upper room-- that in which our will send you the Spirit, the Paraclete, that He
Lord had observed the passover with them, and may teach you everything which it is meet for

, you to know, and to make known."
*msworkistakenandpnntedverbaumfromthesameMs as nd whilst Simon Ce has was sa "n these

pret.edmg, Cod Ad_t r4,644 , fol to That Ms,, h ....... has A , p _ g
f0u_dCa_,e_ll_raxp_redwtth.... hermtheBnt.Mus mwhlchit.is things to his fellow-apostles, and putting them' 4 531 lOl I ana w tia a tmro in WnlGh the
pieceIsquoteda- 7.'___'._'t 2 9"- ...... '._ • I In remembrance, a mvstenous voice was heard
"" In _ _v_._ oJ z-ire .,*/.po$_,_esp L_OQ. 2_.0Cl. I4Jt73. 10. * _

/ using the second a comparison has also been made of De_garde'sed,tion_f ..... ' ......... Ibv them, and a sweet odour, which was grangeLt k_tenna, x_ oj. lnlg treatise nao also oeen v
tpubl'*h_dh,for mEb_g,,,, M,t_da_, Sob_,a .a,-mo,i_cot_. ] to the world, breathed upon them ;9 and tongues

attom, rd ....
H_ rm -_ynodtcorum by Cardinal Mat It ,s also c,ted by Bar e _=__ t__. ...... .k^ o^: .... A *k_ _A_,,_ _'_ml*
wL us m lltS .Aromocal, an nrlnted b- raa • ,h ..... _f.,=._ ' OI Hrt:_ OUtWt:;CLt tilt; VOlt.t:: 6tita gttg euwu*, --.--aU m _ r $ .-. i .n ........ e ._,_._ ,
lit _tmhr_eYtexts are _ferred to m the notes, as A B C. respectively. ] down from heaven ,o towards them, and ahghted
of _.m_ to me that this arid the Brvennios fragment are alike relics [ . t- .L-- . ---A ---_'--A.'--_,ueoriginalolderthanboth rI" a_1(1sat on eve one oz mcm, valu, act:utLnu
the _o*tol" _ • o that of vol, vn (p. 377) and I _

A om:__t_.t._°$S? ° _)ea,,th....... t?_!l'ref*W] --I tO the tongue which every one of them had sev-
"_L . LS34 a. [ erauv recelvea, so ola ne prepare mmscu ¢0 /_o
zms month answers to S " " -- " --

of he. _ Ta Ivan, which began w_th the new moon [

C_reads ,, fourteenth." I s lit is evident that the apostles had no such ideag tm_ after the
_v e ,_of Pentecost seems to be put for that of the Ascension. I vision of St Peter, Acts x. 9-35 ] , .
7t4 _althZaithe,, Comp. Lukczxiv. cosoa. [ 9 ThereadmgofB andC: A. read_ 'an_r_lthem.
_..omp. _ L x_ sqq. _ _ [ to B. reads "suddenly." [The translator iatet'tadates ,qt_ _/_.]

66_
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to the country in which that tongue was spoken ]an overseer, '2 who shall likewise be the Guide of
and heard, all the people,'3 like Aaron, the head and chlef

And, by the same gift of the Spirit which was of all the priests and Levaes ot the whole city,,
given to them on that day, they appointed Ordi- 6. The apostles further appointed : Celebrate
nonces and Laws-- such as were in accordance the day of the Epiphany ,5 of our Saviour, which
with the Gospel of their preaching, and with the is the chief of the festivals of the Church, on
true and faithful doctrine of their teaching : m the sixth day of the latter Canun, '6 in the 10ng

i. The apostles therefore appointed : Pray ye number of the Greeks?z

towards the east:, because, "as the lightning 7. The apostles further appointed: Forty,8
which lighteneth from the east and is seen even days before the day of the passion of our Savl0u:
to the west, so shall the coming of the Son of fast ye, and then celebrate the day of the pas.
man be : "2 that by this we might know and s_on, and the day of the resurrection : because
understand that He will appear from the east our Lord Himself also, the Lord of the festival
suddenly.3 fasted forty days; and Moses and Ehjah, wh0

2. The apostles further appointed: On the were endued with this mystery, likewise each
first day of the week let there be service, and fasted forty days, and then were glorified.
the reading of the Holy Scriptures, and the obla- 8. The apostles further appointed : At the con.
tion: * because on the first day of the week our clusion of all the Scriptures other let the Gospel
Lord rose from the place of the dead, and on be read, as being the seal ]9 of all the Scriptures,
the first day of the week He arose upon the and let the people listen to it standing upon their
world, and on the first day of the week He feet:because it is the Gospel of the redempu0n
ascended up to heaven, and on the first day of of all men.
the week He will appear at last with the angels 9- The apostles further appointed : At the
of heaven.S completion of fifty 2° days after His resurrect_0n

3- The apostles further appointed : On the make yea commemoraUon of Hrs ascension to
fourth 6 day of the week let there be service: His glorious Father.
because on that day our Lord made the dlsclo- ] xo. The apostles appointed : That, beside the
sure to them about His trial/and His suffering, l Old Testament, and the Prophets, and the G0s-

.... ]

and His crucifixion, and His death, and Hls lPel, and the Acts (of their exploits), nothing
resurrection ; and the disciples were on account] should be read on the pulpit in the church, z'

of this in sorrow, s ] i L The apostles further appointed. Whose-
4- The apostles further appointed : On the _ever is unacquainted with the faith of the Church

eve of the Sabbath,9 at the ninth hour, let there and the ordinances and laws which are appointed
be service : because that which had been spoken in it, let him not be a guide and ruler ; and wh0-
on the fourth day of the week about the suffering soever is acquainted with them and departs from
of the Saviour was brought to pass on the same them, let h_m not minister again : because, not
eve ; the worlds and creatures trembling, and being true in his ministry, he has lied.
the luminaries in the heavens being darkened, x2. The apostles further appointed : Whoso-

5. The apostles further appointed : Let there ever sweareth, or _ fie,h, or beareth false w_tness.
be elders and deacons, like the Levites ; ,o and or hath recourse to magicians and soothsayers
subdeacons," like those who earned the vessels and Chaldeans, and putteth confidence in fates
of the court of the sanctuary of the Lord ; and and nativities, which they hold fast who kn0_'

not God,- let him also, as a man that knoweth
not God, be dismissed from the mimstry, and not

: On praying toward the east, comp. AlkocL Constitutions, ii minister agatn.57, vii. 44; and Tertulhan, A_rel., t6.
A. C., ti. 57, contains an interestmg account of the conduct of

pubhc worship It may be consulted m connecnon with Ordinances t2 ],_0 9, equivalent, not to _Irtexolfo% but to ¢_o_6_ = _1_.
ttj 8. and to, also. --TI_.

t Matt. xxlv. 27. ma_, as m Ezek. xxxifi 7.
3 B. and C. read "at the last." Ehedlean has "from heaven." is For this B. reads "world. °'

4 i.e, the Eucharist. --TR. t4 B has "camp."
s C. reads " HIS holy angels. _ Is See Ap. Co_st., v. x3. --' es Is
6 For Ords. 3 and 4, see AI& Co,st., v. x3-x 5. Christmas, of winch no mention is made in these Ordmanc ,_
7 B. t_ads "Hm manifestation." called " the first of all," the Epiphany being ranked next to it m u,_

t The reading of C. Co_tltutiona.-- Ts. [See vol. vu. _p.492.] _ "_s I_cc_
This reading is preferable to that of A : "were in this sorrow." t6 January: the Jewish Tebeth. The former t.a.nan

--Tit. her, i e., Cht_leu. -- TR. •_ _ _ to,
9 Lit. "the evening," but used in particular of the evening of the ,7 The era of the Seleucidse, 3st ^.c., appears to vc mnev_0s¢

Sixth day of the week, the eve of the seventh: the evening being re- In this new names were given to certain months, and ,.anus

larded, as in C,en. i. _, as the tint part of the day. Similarly, troika- of them. See p. 066, *upra_ - 1"
K_-ort, whichthePeshitotrmmlattsbyourword, lsusedintheGnspeis :$ Ecel. Ca_., No. . -- TR. S(_ A2O. Uon$_ , v, '3- _ . .a l_
for tlm slxth day, with a prospective reference to the seventh. -- Tl_. ,9 Properly"the '_sen_er:" for, although the word ,s nottn_u__

the lexicons, tt_ formataon shows that It delllOttS an ag_: _.l,_
_t _ A#. Co,_., iL =S.Comp. l_ccl. Catwns, lifo. 43- The Or. _tro_kduto_,ot is here meaning seems to be, that the Gospel gives completeness ana va,to..,

used, though for "deacon" the usual Syrinc word is employed, to the Scriptures.- T_.
•,-_-;_g *'minister '" or "servant." From Riddle, C_rittiax A_- =o C. reads "forty." - adfls,
t_f., p. 3o,, with whom Neander agrees, it would seem that sub- 2, See Ap. Ca_tt., _t. $7: Teaclli_K_ Sgma_ eel _/_a_'
deacons wore first appointed at the end of the ,lard century or the _ccl. Ca_., N_. 6o, 85. --'/'R
l_glnnlng of the founh. -- Tit. [SeevoLv. p.,_7, l _t B. andC.,nswdlesEbedinsu, read"ancL"
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z3- The apostles further appointed : If there David day by day : because of this saying: "I
be any man that is divided in mind touching will bless the Lord at all times, and at all times
the ministry, and who follows it not with a sted- His praises skag be in my mouth ;" 7 and t/u_:
fastwill,'let not this man minister again : because "By day and by night will I meditate and speak,
the Lord of the ministry is not served by him and cause my voice to be heard before Thee."
with a stedfast wiU; and he deceiveth man so. The apostles further appointed: If any
on/y,and not God, "before whom crafty devices divest themselves of mammon and run not after
availnot."" the gain of money, let these men be chosen and

_4. The apostles further appointed : Whoso- admitted to the ministry of the altar.
ever lendeth and receiveth usury,3 and is occu- 2z. The apostles further appointed : Let any
pied in merchandise and covetousness, let not priest who accidentally puts another in bonds s
th_s man minister again, nor continue in the contrary to justice receive the punishment that
mm|stry, is right; and let him that has been bound re-

15. The apostles further appointed: That ceive the bonds as if he had been equitably
whosoever loveth the Jews? like Iscariot, who bound.
was their friend, or the pagans, who worship 22. The apostles further appointed.: If it be
creaturesinstead of the Creator,--should not seen that those who are accustomed to hear
enterin amongst them and mmister ; and more- causes show partiality, and pronounce the inno.
over, that if he be already amongst them, they cent guilty and the guilty innocent, let them
shouldnot suffer him to remain, but that he never again hear anothercause: thus receiving
shouldbe separated from amongst them, and the rebuke of their partiality, as it is fit.9
not minister with them again. 23. The apostles further ordained : Let not

i6. The apostles further appointed : That, if those that axe high-minded and lifted up with
anyone from the Jews or from the pagans come the arrogance of boasting be admitted to the
and join himself with them, and if after he has ministry : because of this text: "That which is
joined himself with them he turn and go back exalted among men is abominablebefore God ;"
againto the side on which he stood before, and. and because concerning them it is said : "I will
if he again return and come to them a second return a recompense upon those that vaunt
time,--he should not be received again ; but themselves."
that, according to the side on which he was be-'! 24. The apostles further appointed : Let there
fore,so those who know him should look upon be a Ruler over the elders who are in the vii-
him. lages, and let him be recognised as head of

17. The apostles further appointed: That it them all, at whose hand all of them shall be
shouldnot be permitted to the Guide to trans- required : for Samuel also thus made visits from
act the matters which pertain to the Church place to place and ruled. '°
apart from those who minister with him; but 25. The apostles further appointed: That
thathe should issue commands with the counsel those kings who shall hereafterbelieve in Christ
of them all, and that that only should be done should be permitted to go up and stand before
whichall of them should concur in and not dzs- the altar along with the Guides of the Church :
approve.s because David also, and those who were like

i8. The apostles further appointed : When- him, went up and stood before the altar.,,
ever any shall depart out of this world with a 26. The apostles further appointed: Let no
goodtestimony to the faith of Christ, and with man dare to do anything by the authority of the
affhctionborne for His name's sake, make yea priesthood which is not in accordance with jus-
commemorationof them on the day on which tice and equity, but in accordance with justice,
theywere put to death. 6 and free from the blame of partiality, /eta//

zg. The apostles further appointed: In the things be done.
serviceof the Church repeat ye the praises of z7. The apostles further appointed : Let the
--------- bread of the Oblation be placed upon the altar

t Lit "it is not certain (or firm) to hlm."-- TR. on the day on which it is baked, and not some
Th_e_,_t,,or_ ofthePeshltonf_ Sam.a. s. Thez. v., days after--a thing which is not permitted.

_lio_gtheg'd lb_,imteadofthe_b_ofthet_t. ,_der_"and All these things did the apostles appoint, not
byHem acuozJsare weighed,"

The Peshlto translator may have confounded the Heb. verb 13/'4, 7 P_s.x_iv. L

laeh appears not to exist in Arama=an, with its own verb TDg4 ii The partlcip. _.a_], though mmally imu., may, like aomo

_-_Z), through the slmdarit,/in sound of the gutturals ,_ and' p. other partidples Peil, be taken actlvelyj, appe.__frrma.,_u*g.
quoted by Dr. R. Payne Smith, TJies. Syr.,¢m. ires woma m

TR to be the only pow'bls way of taking it here. _ Tth
4 Co5See Eccl.. Ca_,, No. 44.--TR. * Comp. /lp. Co_t., u. 4S _gl- __ .....

to [Note the lmititutiotm ot _amuct, _ *tn. p. SStt mat..m5 _eerap"_ccl. Calmer Nos. 65, 70, 7*. --TR.

$Sees_cd'Ca_°n$'_[O'35"--*/_R" " - m the pr°minenc¢ here assigned t° th=t _=ttdh_"rim_lml_liutsJ_l_;_
l%l_r p t=_tvl_..mnrtof the..Chu_h of Smyrna on the matty_o .of ,t [But uot¢ the caze of Ambm_ : =_=mz=_

,---=,_=u., tti_t, t_cc=., iv. z5; [ahop.664,note4,su_'raJ. Ecd. Hi_, book vtL cap. =$.]
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for themselves, but for those who should come even the priests of the people in secret confess
after them -- for they were apprehensive that in Christ ; but, for the sake of the neaasmp among
time to come wolves would put on sheep's cloth- the people which they love, they _e not wilhng
ing : since for themselves the Spirit, the Para- to confess openly ; and they have torgotten that
clete, which was in them, was sufficient : that, which is written : 4 ,, Of knowledge is He tl_
even as He had appointed these laws by their Lord, and before Him avail not crafty devices.,
hands, so He would guide them lawfully. For And, when their fathers heard these things
they, who had received from our Lord power from their sons, they became exceedingly h0s.
and authority, had no need that laws should be tile to them : not indeed because they had be-
appointed for them by others. For Paul also, lieved in Christ, but because they had declared
and Timothy,' while they were going from place and spoken openly of the mind of their fathers
to place in the country of Syria and Cilicia, before the sons of their people.
committed these same Commands and Laws of But those who beheved clave to the disciples,
the apostles and elders to those who were under and departed not from them, because they saw
the hand of the apostles, for the churches of the that, whatsoever they taught the multitude, the)
countries in which they were preaching and pub- themselves carried into practice before all men.
lishing the Gospel. and, when affliction and persecutmn arose against

The disciples, moreover, after they had ap- the disciples, they rejoiced to be afflictedwith
pointed these Ordinances and Laws, ceased not them, and received with gladness stripes and
from the preaching of the Gospel, or from the imprisonment for the confession of their faith
wonderful mighty-works which our Lord did by in Christ ; and all the days of their hfe they
their hands. For much people was gathered preached Christ before the Jews and the Saman-
about them every day, who believed in Christ; tans.
and they came to them from other cities, and And after the death of the apostles there were
heard their words and received them. Nicode- Guides and Rulers s in the churches ; and, what.
mus also, and Gamaliel, chiefs of the synagogue soever the apostles had committed to themand
of the Jews, used to come to the apostles in they had received from them, they continuedto
secret, agreeing with their teaching. Judas, teach to the multitude through the whole space
moreover, and Levi, and Peri, and Joseph, and of their lives. They too, again, at their deaths
Justus, sons of Hananias, and Calaphas_ and committed and delivered to their disciples after
Alexander the priests- they too used to come them whatsoever they had received from the
to the apostles by night, confessing Christ that apostles ; also what James had written from Jen.
He is the Son of God ; but they were afraid salem, and Simon from the city of Rome, and
of the people of their own nation, so that they John from Ephesus, and Mark from Alexandria
did not disclose their mind toward the disciples, the Great, and Andrew from Phrygia, and Luk_

And the apostles received them affectionately, from Macedonia, and Judas Thomas from India'°
saying to them : Do not, by reason of the shame that the epistles of an apostle 7might be received
and fear of men, forfeit your salvation before and read in the churches that were m every
God, nor have the blood of Christ required of place, just as the achievements of their Ac_,
you ; even as your fathers, who took it upon[which Luke wrote, are read ; that hereby the
them : for it is not acceptable before God, that, [apostles might be known, and the prophet_,and
while ye are, in secret, with His worshippers, ye the Old Testament and the New ; s that so_:fit
should go and associate with the murderers of be seen one truth was proclaimed in them a
His adorable Son. How do ye expect that that one Spirit spake in them all, from one God
your faith should be accepted with those that are whom they had all worshipped and had all
true, whilst ye are with those that are false? But preached. And the divers countries received
it becomes you, as men who believe in Christ, their teaching. Everything, therefore, whichhad
to confess openly this faith which we preach) been spoken by our Lord by means of the ap0s-

And, when they heard these things from the
Disciples, those sons of the priests, all of them * rPe_hap_a_et_p_ ofJob*.r_ '3.l _-_

• s _rhis would seem to have been writ_n antermr to the umew_e _ahke, cued out before the whole company of the ................ who_u_,d
-- . . v. the title ol DlstIop, as Sp_c_lly approprlatea to _uu_ r._v v

apostles : We confess ana beheve m Christ who to the apostohc office, had gener,_ly obtained in the Fast. t r'_
• • ousl named as in tim Greek of 2 Cot. wu. s ] /_a'was crucified and we confess that He is from _............ _._ ._._ .... a _ _e_P '

everlastm the Son of Cod ; and those who s¢,_t_**s,th_ volume,_'_f*_.Comp.E¢¢lCa_S,r_o._._
- g ....... [ TR. There is no menuon l_ere of the Epistles of Paul TheY _l_y

dared to cruclqr xalm oo we renounce. Tor] not at this early period have been collected and becom..e gene_ut
--_- [ known m the F_st. The Epistle of Jude is also ore!teed l_e_. 7 6th

I t De wette z_ ,,Aetsxv'.4; comp, eh. xv. [wasne_rrece_ved into theSyrtaccanou: see , * '

The behef was common _ the Jacobites that Caiaphas, eeL p. 34_. ,, _.. meant

whose full name was Joseph Calaphas, was the sam, e _son as the ] -- 7 So the pnnted text. But" the apostles seems to _ th_historian Josephus, and that he was converted to _hrls amty. _ To. - _ *_,,s that
A-ssem. B_bt. Orient., vol. ii. p. _65. [ s See note _o on p. 668.- To. It Is plum _rom,..,_._,as call_

|_he w_tble Church and sacramen_ are necessary, on thts ] Eptstlas wev_ not at that time considered part o1 what--
pnnci_le, to the conversaon of the world.] I the New Testament, nor the prophets of the Old.
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tics, and which the apostles had delivered to to the time when he went up from thence to
theirdisciples, was beheved and received in every Rome on account of Simon the sorcerer, who
,_untrv, by the operation_ of our Lord, who said was deluding the people of Rome with his sot-
to them'" i' I am with you, even until the world ceries.8t

shallend ;" the Guides disputing with the Jews 5- The city of Rome, and all Italy, and Spain,
fromthe books of the prophets, and contending and Britain, and Gaul, together with all the rest
alsoagainst the deluded pagans with the terrible of the countries round about them, received the
mighty-workswhich they did in the name of apostles' ordination to the priesthood from Simon
Chrrst. For all the peoples, even those that Cephas, who went up from Antioch ; and he was
dwellin other countries, quietly and silently re- ruler and guide there, in the church which he
ce_ved_ the Gospel of Christ ; and those who had built there, and in the places round about
became confessors cried out under their perse- it.9

cuuon: This our persecution to-day shall plead 3 6. Ephesus, and Thessalonica, and all Asia,
onourbehalf, lest we be;_unished, for having been and all the country of the Corinthians, and of
formerlypersecutors aurselves. For there wet, all Achaia and the parts round about it, received
someof them against whom death by the sword the apostles' ordination to the priesthood from
wasordered ; and there were some of them from John the evangelist, who had leaned upon the
whomthey took away whatsoever they possessed, bosom of our Lord ; who himself built a church
andlet them go.4 And the more affliction arose there, and ministered in his office of Guide
againstthem, the richer and larger did their con- which ]w ke/d there.
gregationsbecome; and with gladness in their 7. Nicaea, and Nicomedia, and all the coun-
hearts did they receive death of every kind. try of Bithynia, and of Inner Galatia, '° and of
And by ordination to the priesthood, which the the regions round about it, received the apos-
apostlesthemselves had received from our Lord, ties' ordination to the priesthood from Andrew,
did their Gospel wing its way rapidly into the the brother of Simon Cephas, who was himself
fourquarters of the world. And by mutual visi- Guide and Ruler in the church which he had
tauonthey ministered to one another, built there, and was priest and ministered there.

8. Byzantium, and all the country of Thrace,
I. Jerusalem received the ordination to the and of the parts about it as far as the great

pnesthood,as did all the country of Palestine river/_ the boundary which separates from the
and the parts occupied by the Samaritans, and barbarians, received the apostles' ordination to

" the parts occupied by the Philistines, and the the priesthood from Luke the apostle, who him-
countryof the Arabians, and of Phoenicia, and self built a church there, and ministered there
the people of Czesarea, from James, who was in his office of Ruler and Guide which/u, &/d
rulerand guide in the church of the apostles there.
whichwas built in Zion. 9. Edessa, and all the countries round about

z. Alexandria the Great, and Thebais, and the it which were on all sides of it, and Zoba, '2 and
wholeof Inner Eg3'pt, and all the country of Arabia, and all the north, and the regions round
Pelusium,sand extending as far as the borders about it, and the south, and all the regions on the
of the Indians, received the apostles' ordination borders of Mesopotamia, received the apostles'
to the priesthood from Mark the evangelist, who ordination to the priesthood from Add_eus the

' wasruler and guide there in the church which apostle, one of the seventy-two apostles,'3 who
he had built, in wl_id_ he also ministered, himself made disciples there, and built a church

3. India,6 and all the countries belonging to there, and was priest and ministered there in his
it andround about it, even to the farthest sea, office of Guide which/ze held there.
receivedthe apostles' ordination to the priest- xo. The whole of Persia, of the Assyrians, and
hood from Judas Thomas, who was guide and of the Armenians, and of the Medians, and of
rulerin the church which he had built there, in the countries round about Babylon, the Huzites
w_ichhe also ministered there, and the Gel_, as far as the borders of the Indi-

4. Antioch, and Syria, and Cilicia, and Gala- ans, and as far as the land ,4 of Gog and Magog,
_, even to Pontus, received the apostles' ordi-
nationto the priesthood from Simon Cephas, 8s_,_,t_,_.67_,¢,f,-_. _ .....

9 [The ortusmon of re_erenoe to _t. tam m a tolum o[ J, ¢or'mptwhohimself laid the foundation of the church _d mea_e,,_lt*_the,-lthere7
_d was priest and ministered there up ,o The _admg of C. The tts. A. gives what Cum, ou traa_as Gothla, which is almost the same as the word t_.ndered"Im*er."

z Lit " . Possibly this exp.laias the origin of the reading of A. "Galatla'*
vol ut p" _n2°_l' or "bidding," or "impulse."-- Tn. [See Tertull., was perhaps accidentally omitted. -- Tx.

a L_ , " a x, C has "the Danube."
3 _.t. 'were quiet and silent at."_TR, xz

z3 The number seventy.two may have m fte_ the suppoJifitab4 _ :'be an advocate.'-- Tx_ Or" Soba," the same as Nim"bls.
s _ e_O.x._ 34 ) " mentioned in the Reco_tio_. myJ.inthe A_tcal C#_tUut_,
f'A _u_,, ' _'enm.polis." that our Lox,d cho_ the_ m Imltal3_t of _ asvaity4wo
_'C' a.]s" the Indians;" C. "the Ethloplamt" apl_nted by Moses.

-' _ "and built a church at Antiod_" " x4 Or "place." --TL
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and moreover all the countries on all sides, re- ministry of their priesthood, and whither each
ceived the apostles' ordination to the priesthood one of them went. By his diligence, I say,did
from Aggmus, a maker of silks/the disciple of Luke write these things, and more than these;
Addmus the apostle, and he placed them in the hand of Priscus_

The other remaining companions of the apos- and Aquilus, his disciples ; and they accompanied
ties, moreover, went to the distant countries of him up to the day of his death, just as TJm0thy
the barbarians; and they made disciples from and Erastus of Lystra, and Menaus? the firs_
place to place and passed on; and there they disciples of the apostles, accompanied Pauluntil
ministered by their preaching ; and there occurred he was taken up to the city of Rome becausehe
their departure out of this world, their disciples ihad witl_stood Tertullus the orator.4
after them going on with the work down to the And Nero C_esar despatched with the sword
present day, nor was any change or addition Simon Cephas in the city of Rome.5
made by them in their preaching. * B. reads "Priscilla," C. " Pr_cillas." Pnsca and Pn._la _rc

Luke, moreover, the evangelist had such dili- thefo_ mwhichthenameoccursintheNewTestsme,t.
a Probably the same as Manaen, mentioned m Acts xla. t, asgence that he wrote the exploits of the Acts of assoctatedwithPaulstAntioch.

the Apostles, and the ordinances and laws of the •/a he f_ure topr_ theworkof mmwho"lsbo_ _0_abundantly than all" others, mnoteworthy, and can only be accouat_
for by Middle-Age corruptions of the text ]

.s C adds,"cruofymg hun on a cross." C. also adds,"}terc
z See note 6on p. 66x_ ©ndeth the troatlsc of Addmas the apostle."

['Possiblythe Du,z /_', etc.,followedhere,as a secondbook; voL vii. p. 377.]



ANCIENT SYRIAC DOCUMENTS.

THE TEACHING OF SIMON CEPHAS _ IN THE CITY OF ROME._

I_ the third 4 year of Claudius Coesar, Simon the glorious Son, who was from His Progenitor,
Cephas departed from Antioch to go to Rome. and is to be glorified, together with His Father,
And as he passed on he preached in the dizpers and His divine Spirit, and the terrible power of
countries the word of our Lord. And, when he His dominion. And He was crucified of His
had nearly arrived there,S many had heard of el, own will by the hands of sinners, and was taken
and went out to meet him, and the whole church up to His Father, even as I and my companions
received him with great joy. And some of the saw. And He is about to come again, in His
pnnces of the city, wearers of the imperial head- own glory and that of His holy angels, even as
bands,6 came to him, that they might see him we heard Him say to us. For we cannot say
and hear his word. And, when the whole city anything which was not heard by us from Him,
was gathered together about him, he stood up neither do we write in the book of His Gospel
to speak to them, and to show them the preach- anything which He Himself did not say to us :
mg of his doctrine, of what sort it was. And because this word is spoken in order that the
he began to speak to them thus : -- mouth of liars may be shut, in the day when

Men, people of Rome, saints of all Italy, hear men shall give an account of idle words at the
ye that which I say to you. This day I preach place of judgment.
and proclaim Jesus the Son of God, who came I Moreover, because we were catchers of fish, s
down from heaven, and became man, and was and not skilled in books, therefore did He also
wlth us as one of ourselves, and wrought mar- say to us : "I will send you the Spirit, the Para-
vellous mighty-works and signs and wonders be- cletc, that He may teach you that which ye know
fore us, and before all the Jews that are in the land inot ;" for it is by His gift that we speak those
of Palestine. And you yourselves also heard of things which ye hear. And, further, by it we
those things which He did : because they came ibring aid to the sick, and healing to the diseased :
to Him from other countries also, on account of that by the hearing of His word and by the aid
the fame of His healing and the report of the of His power ye may believe in Christ, that He
marvellous help He gave ; 7 and whosoever drew is God, the Son of God ; and may be dehvered
near to Him was healed by His word. And, from the service of bondage, and may worship
inasmuch as He was God, at the same time that Him and His Father, and glorify His divine
He healed He also forgave sins : for His healing, Spirit. For when we glorify the Father, we glorify
which was open to view, bore witness of His the Son also with Him; and when we worship
hidden forgiveness, that it was real and trust- the Son, we worship the Father also with Him ;
worthy. For this Jesus did the prophets an- and when we confess the Spirit, we confess the
nounce in their mysterious sayings, as they were Father also and the Son : because in the name
looking forward o Him and to hear His of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Spirit,
word: Him wh: wS=e with His Father from were we commanded to baptize those who be-

ernity and from everlasting; God, who was lieve, that they may live for ever.
ldden in the height, and appeared in the depth ; Flee therefore from the words of the wisdom

of this world, in which there is no profit, and
x T

Th-- his zs found m the same Ms. as the precedmg, quoted as A. draw near to those which are true and faithful,
_neIs also another copy of it m Cod. Add. I4,6o9, referred to here

_:o'f _It looks hke an afterthought of a later age, when the teach- and acceptable before God ; whose reward also
s •reter was elevated into a s ial is laid up in store, and whose recompense standeth2B Vec ty.]reads" the An_stle Peter "

f,.eser[_Th._apocrypl_hlstory p_e.eds on the theory that St Peter SR.r*'. Now, too,9 the light has arisen on the
tare_ea _t. Padl'at Rome, which cannot be reconciled wLthScnp

no earonology. Gal. ti ; Rora. i. -x .
45Thaner_ding of the MS. is9'' tl"nrtleth_ 5 l s [Mark i. xr-x7. Compare Jet. xvi, x6.l

&.. , "°m thmplace to " the light " (last hne of text on thistmge), 9 ThetextA. is resumed after thts word. Themadlngum_la°w
'__h_ and the text has linen snpplmd from B. that the hghb" etc., _ faulty. The _ (that) might ¢t_ty l_ttt
7T.. ,,_s.g_ves, "clad in the white." • [ heen _e_ioaed by the _,of the word which it I m_c_lea_-'l"ih

_. ' His marvellous klps."--TL [See p. 65a, ._upra.l 67.3
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creation, and the world has obtained the eyes of not seen with his own eyes ; but that which did
the mind, that every man may see and under- take place and was actually done-- this it was
stand that it is not fit that creatures should be that he wrote and made known. Moreover, the
worshipped instead of the Creator, nor together watdhers of the sepulchre also were witnesses of
with the Creator: because everything which is a those things which took place there: they be.
creature is made to _e a worshipper of its Maker, came as dead men ; and, when those watchers
and is not to be worshipped like its Creator. were questioned before Pilate, they confessed
But this One who came to us ,s God, the Son of before him how large a bribe the chief-priests
God, in His own nature, notwithstanding that of the Jews had given them, so that they might
He mingled' His Godhead with our manhood, say that we His disciples had stolen the corpse
in order that He might renew our manhood by of Christ. Lo ! then, ye have heard manythmgs,
the aid of His Godhead. And on this account and moreover, if ye be not willing to be per.
it is right that we should worship Him, because suaded by those things which ye have heard, be
He is to be worshipped together with His Father, at least persuaded by the mighty-works whichye
and that we should not worship creatures, who see, which are done by His name.
were created for the worship of the Creator. Let not Simon the sorcerer delude you by
For He is Himself the God of truth and verity ; semblances which are not reahties, which he
He is Himself from before all worlds and exhibits to you, as to men who have no under.
creatures ; He is Himself the veritable Son, and standing, who know not how to discern that which
the glorious fruit* which is from the exalted they see and hear. Send, therefore, and fetch
Father. him to where all your city is assembled together,

But ye see the wonderful works which accom- and choose you some sign for us to do before
pany and follow these words. One would not you; and, whichever ye see do that same slgn,
credit it : the time lo ! is short since He ascended it will be your part to believe in it.
to His Father, and see how His Gospel has winged And immediately they sent and fetched Simon
its flight through the whole creation-- that there- the sorcerer ; 4 and the men who were adherents
by it may be known and believed that He Him- of his opinion said to him : As a man concern.
self is the Creator of creatures, and that by His ing whom we have confidence that there is power
bidding creatures subsist. And, whereas ye saw in thee to do anything whatsoever, Sdo thou some
the sun become darkened at His death, ye your- sign before us all, and let this Simon the Gahlmn.
selves also are witnesses. The earth, moreover, who preaches Christ, see it. And, whilst they
quaked when He was slain, and the veil was rent were thus speaking to him, there happened to
at His death. And concerning these things the be passing along a dead person, a son of one of
governor Pilate also was witness: for he himself those who were chiefs and men of note and
sent and made them known to Cmsar,a and these renown among them. And all of them, as the?
things, and more than these, were read before were assembled together, said to him: Which-
him, and before the princes of your city. And ever of you shall restore to life this dead person,
on this account Cmsar was angry against Pilate, he is true, and to be believed in and received,
because he had unjustly listened to the persuasion and we will all follow him m whatsoever he saith
of the Jews ; and for this reason he sent and took to us. And they said to Simon the sorcerer:
away from him the authority which he had given Because thou wast here before Simon the Gall-
to him. And this same thing was published and lman, and we knew thee before him, exhibit thou
known in all the dominion of the Romans. first the power which aecompanieth thee. 6
That, therefore, which Pilate saw and made Then Simon re]uctanfly drew near to the dead
known to Caesar and to your honourable senate, person ; and they set down the bier before h_m;
the same do I preach and declare, as do also my and he looked to the right hand and to the leL
fellow-apostles. And ye know that Pilate could and gazed up into heaven, saying many words.
not have written to the imperial government of some of them he uttered aloud, and some of
that which did not take place and which he had them secretly and not aloud. And he delayed

a long while, and nothing took place, and n0th-
' The word so ttndct_ is much efl'aced m B, but it sesuas to he ing was done, and the dead person was lyingupon

-- _t"_ a*' humbled." • •

• This, however, might require a _2 change, of the text, such hisbmr_ ......... as drew near boldly
as Cutetmt suggests, so as to give the _ =_"He numb,,t_. His God- Anti. Iormwlm _nnon t_epn _ _f0re
head on account of our man .hood;' _vm translate' ,n our man- i+ ..... A_ th** A_._d man und cried alouo w,.
hood. neitherofwhicht_aderin__gssemmatogtvesogoodasenae[_n_,,a_ uA_. x*_._ _, ..........

asthatiathetoato¢A. --Tx. . . I_._t

rio,ted to count,manet the F..uty-hla,* hhtmy, see Au_nt,d, Bi6l {p. x7x. On Justin'* r,imple nxrmtiw all the rest was cmur_
"Orisat.,vo{. t. p. St, I a later hand.] .... __ .... hne _o,_1 _,
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all the assembly which was standing there : In and shut him up in prison. And he knew that
the name of Jesus Christ, whom the Jews croci- he would crucify him ; so he called Ansus,_ the
fled at Jerusalem, and whom we preach, rise up deacon, and made him bishop in his stead in
thence. And as soon as the word of Simon was Rome. And these things did Simon himself
spoken the dead man came to life and rose up speak ; and moreover also the rest, the other
from the bier. things which he had in charge, he commanded

And all the people saw and marvelled ; and Ansus to teach before the people, saying to him :
they said to Simon : Christ, whom thou preachest Beside the New Testament and the Old let there
is true. And many cried out, and said : Let not be read before the people 4 anything else- s
S_mon the sorcerer and the deceiver of us all which is not right.
be stoned. But Simon, by reason that every one And, when C_esar had commanded that Simon
was running to see the dead man that was come should be crucified with his head downwards, as
to hfe, escaped from them from one street to he himself had requested of Cmsar, and that
another and from house to house, and fell not Paul's head should be taken off, there was great
into their hands on that day. commotion among the people, and bitter distress

But the whole city took hold of Simon Cephas, in all the church, seeing that they werg deprived
and they received him gladly and affectionately ; of the sight of the apostles. And Isus the guide
and he ceased not from doing signs and wonders arose and took up their bodies by night, and
m the name of Christ ; and many beheved m buried them wtth great honour, and there came
him. Cuprinus,' moreover, the father of him to be a gathering-place there for many.
that was restored to life, took Simon with him to And at that very time, as if by a righteous
his house, and entertained him in a suitable judgment, Nero abandoned his empire and fled,
manner, while he and all his household beheved and there was a cessation for a little while from
in Christ, that He is the Son of the living God. the persecution which Nero C_esar had raised
And many of the Jews and of the pagans became against them. And many years after the great
dLsciplesthere. And, when there was great re- coronat,on 6 of the apostles, who had departed
]oicmg at his teaching, he built churches there, out of the world, while ordination to the priest-
in Rome and m the cities round about, and in hood was proceeding both in all Rome and in
all the villages of the people of Italy ; and he all Italy, it happened then that there was a great
served there in the rank of the Superintendence famine m the city of Rome.7
of Rulers twenty-five years.2 Here endeth the teaching of Simon Cephas.

And after these years Nero C_esar seized him
s B has Lamus_ L[nus, the person undoubtedly meant.

error arose chiefly from the _ ILl being taken as the sign of the
I Perhaps Cyprianus, which is found written m Syriac m the same accusauve case Below, the name appears as Isus_ and in the Actsmanneras the word here. of Barsamya we have Anus
2 Tbas is the time often allotted to Peter's emsconate at Rome Th s si n of the accusative ma be mal _ _ g y o ated.-7-Ts.

through _tm certain _at he dsd not constantly reside there dumng 4 In canon x (see next note) It is sa d "m the pulp:t of the
pcnoa, we nna ann the year after at Jerusa em [The chro- church. " and m the Teaching" of Add_us It m stud that "a larlze

nologlcal incredibility of thin residence m Rome has been fully demon- ! mulutude of the people assembled for the reading of the Old Teat_
stnted; but it is so entirely inconsistent with the scriptural history Iment and the New." The mhlbstion seems, therefore_ to rifleronl to
_d with th_ of St. Paul m particular, that no other argument is public reading [See p 66x _u_ra ] Y
hs_-ssa_. _n the other hand t st appears to me conclusively estab- ] s This agrees with the tenth canon in the Teacltfn K qf fA¢
thOle_a,taat _t. l_eter closed his hfe m Rome, under Nero And I l A_ostlts. [See p. 668, sut_ra.]
_,_ tins apostle's wslt funy explained by the fact that the Roman I 6 That is, their martyrdom. BIt B. reads "labour."

..lsUans wereso largely "of the clrcumcLsion " that St Paul him- [ 7 This abrupt termmauon seems to indicate that there was Imme-
_I might naturall_ have inwted h_m to shar_ h_s own labours m [ thing more which followed. The famine r_ferred to seems to be
Rome,on theweli_cz_own ruleof his conduct (Rum xv no" _Cor [thesameasthatmentaonedmthemterpolated eattheendo£fl_
x r3-z6)' See vol. vi. elucld, p 47 ] ' ' " I Acls of S/zarbfl. pa_ag



ANCIENT SYRIAC DOCUMENTS.

ACTS OF SHARBIL,' WHO WAS A PRIEST OF IDOLS, AND WAS CONVERTED
TO THE CONFESSION OF CHRISTIANITY IN CHRIST.*

IN the fifteenth year of the Sovereign Ruler 3 slaughtered, and the sound of the harp and the
Trajan Cmsar, 4 and in the third year of King drum was heard in the whole town. And Shar-
Abgar the Seventh,s which is the year 416 of the bil was chief and ruler of all the priests; and he
kingdom of Alexander king of the Greeks, and was honoured above all his fellows, and was clad
in the priesthood of Sharbil and Barsamya, 6 in splendid and magnificent vestments; and a
Trajan Cmsar commanded the governors of the headband embossed with figures of gold was set
countries under his dominion that sacrifices and upon his head ; and at the bidding of his word
libations should be increased in all the cities of everything that he ordered was done. And Ab-
their administration, and that those who did not gar the king, son of the gods, was standing at
sacrifice should be seized and delivered over to the head of the people. And they obeyed Shar.
stripes, and to the tearing of combs, and to bit- bil, because he drew nearer to all the gods than
ter inflictions of all kinds of tortures, and should any of his fellows, and as being the one who ac-
afterwards receive the punishment of the sword, cording to that which he had heard from the

Now, when the command arrived at the town gods returned an answer to every man.
of Edessa of the Parthians, there was a great And, while these things were being done by
festival, on the eighth of Nisan, on the third day the command of the king, Barsamya, the blsh0p
of the week: the whole city was gathered to- of the Christians, went up to Sharbil, he and
gether by the great altar 7which was in the mid- Tiridath the elder and Shalula the deacon; and
dle of the town, opposite the Record office, s all he said to Sharbil, the high priest: The King
the gods having been brought together, and Christ, to whom belong heaven and earth, wdl
decorated, and sitting in honour, both Nebu and demand an account at thy hands of all these
Bel together with their fellows. And all the souls against whom thou art stoning, and whom
priests were offering incense of spices and liba- thou art misleading, and turning away from the
tions,9 and an odour of sweetness was diffusing God of verity and of truth to idols that are
itself around, and sheep and oxen were being made and deceitful, which are not able to do

anything with their hands _ moreover also thou
x Therearetwo MSS.fromwhlchthispleceistaken. The firstis

Cod. Add x4,644, fol. 7* vers. This, whmh m refer_d to as A, has hast no pity on thine own soul, which is desti-
beencopiedexactly,exceptthata few manifesterrorshavebeencor- tute of the true lifeof God ; and thoudeclarest
retted and some deficiencies supphed from the other. Thas latter,
quoted as B., is Cod Add x4.645. It is some thrse or four centuries to this people that the dumb idols talk with
lair thanthefirst. TheywerefirsttakendownbyshorLhand-wmers,thee ; and, as if thou weft_listening to somethingcalled nora.'z" (notaries), or exce_gore$, by which name they are
mentioned towards the end of this extract, the Greeks called them from them, thou puttest thine ear near to 0ne

vaxvv_4_oL. They were then arranged m proper order by persons and another of them, and sayest to this people :called by tbe Greeks v_ropwr/ggvo',/pa_koh and by the Romans Ab
Actis.--The useof b_-eg._gacaandother Greekwordsseemsto The god Nebu bade me say to you, "On account
show that these Acts were originally written m that language, r ._ _ L,-.'----_ V .... se neace in

Notaries, t e., actuarii, or at a later day exce#tore$ --TR. OI your sacrmces anu ODI_LLIUII_ 4. _*_tu V
* The Latin Acts to which the Greek brcolzv_i_._¢ahere employed thi_ -Jc, nr ormntrv • " _nd • Rel saith, "I cause

co_responds, was used to denote the authorized records of judicml ..... '/_" _.""'%' _ , -"a-- ". --- _ .L_._ .,,hn he_

pmcee_ngs.7 Ta__. great pmnty m your land ; . anu mt,_....... .
_'_,_.Pv_ xt2Tm'Butthe Oreekera co...... 3.... 3x2 t_S from thee do not discern that thou2

S.C., and therefore A.G. 4x6 would answer to ^.D. xo5 There appears greatly deceiving them-- because mey u_
to be some ermr ln the date. o ve e as _lcl

s The king req_nmg in the fifteenth year of Trajan was Meanu mouth and speak not, and they ha Y . _
BarAjazath.t]aeseventhkingof Edes_aafterAbg'artheBlack. [ -oe ,,,,_ with them •" it is ve who bear up them,

6 It wouM thus appear that Paganism and ChrisUamty were tol- [ _ _ .... _ - '_ [o -'_°Unn0se ;
eratedtogeth_inEdessa at this time, equal honour bemg atttibutedto [ arid not theywho Dear up you, as y__ rg .^_
the head of each relgious party, el. Teacl_'nKofAdd_ut,p. 66t: ] _,-I _ ; ....... h_ oo, _,1_. h_fnre them, anu _"
"N_tberdhl KingAbgarcompelanymanbyforcetobehevemChrist " [ a_ _ _ _ n t_ _ _ _ _ _ ........ _r_d.

A Uttle before t]_ _ass_ quoted in the last note it is satd that I - _ast forgottenCod,
this altar was left standing when the altars to Bel and lq'ebu were to B. addshere: "And in all thesethmgsthoun _.rm_ hast o.
thrown down. [the Maker of all men t and because of Hts _ong-_._o turnta

Perhalm this is the same as the "Archives" mentioned p. oo7, alted thyself against Hm mercy, and hast not t)e¢l__w_ _as crY,
note z,t. [ Hun, so that He mtght turn to _ and dehved m_

_' B. adds, "before the god Z,_m." I in whu:h thou staudeat."
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they who feedyou...And now be persuaded by And, when Barsamya the bishop heard these
me touching that wlalch I say to thee and advise things: he fell down before his feet, and said to
thee. If thou be willing to hearken to me, him: There is hope for those who turn, and
abandon idols made, and worship God the Maker healing for those that are wounded. I myself
of all tht'ngs, and His Son Jesus Christ. Do will be surety to thee for the abundant mercies
not, because He put on a body and became of the Son Christ : that He will pardon thee all
man and was stretched out on the cross of death, the sins which thou hast committed against Him,
be ashamed of Him and refuse to worship Him. in that thou hast worshipped and honoured His
for, all these things which He endured-- it was creatures instead of Himself. For that Gracious
for the salvation of men and for their deliver- One, who extended Himself on the cross of
once. For this One who put on a body is God, death, will not withhold His grace from the souls
the Son of God, Son of the essence of His that comply wtth His precepts and take refuge
Father, and Son of the nature of Him who in His kindness which has been dtsplayed to-
begat Him : for He is the adorable brightness wards us. Like as He did towards the robber, so
of His Godhead, and is the glorious manifesta- is He able to do to thee, and also to those who
t_on of His majesty, and together with His are like thee.
Father He existed from eternity and from ever- Sharbil said to him : Thou, like a skilful phy-
lasting, His arm, and His right hand, and His sician, who suffers pain from the pain of. the of-
power, and His wisdom, and His strength, and dieted, hast done well in that thou hast been
the living Spirit which is from Him, the Expia- concerned about me. But at present, because
tor and Sanctifier of all His worshippers. These it is the festival to-day of this people, of every
are the things which Palut taught us, with whom one of them, I cannot go down with thee to-day
thy venerable self i was acquainted ; and thou to the church. Depart thou, and go down with
knowest that Palut was the disciple of Add0eus honour; and to-morrow at night I will come
the apostle. Abgar the king also, who wa_ older down to thee : I too have henceforth renounced
than this Abgar, who himself worshippeth idols if or myself the gods made with hands, and I will
as well as thou, he too believed in the King confess the Lord Christ, the Maker of all men.
Christ. the Son of Him whom thou callest Lord ] And the next day Sharbil arose and went down
of all the gods? For it is forbidden to Chris- to Barsamya by night, he and Babai his sister ;
tians to worship anything that is made, and is a and he was received by the whole church. And
creature, and in its nature is not God : even as he said to them : Offer for me prayer and suppli.
ye worship idols made by men: who themselves cation, that Christ may forgive me all the sins
also are made and created. Be persuaded, that I have committed against Him in all this
therefore, by these things which I have said to long course of years. And, because they were
thee, which things are the belief of the Church : in dread of the persecutors, they arose and gave
for I know that all this population are looking him the seal of salvation, s whilst he confessed
to thee. and I am well assured that, if thou be the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Spirit.g
persuaded, many also will be persuaded with thee: And, when all the city had heard that he was

Sharbil said to him : Very acceptable to me gone down to the church, there began to be a
are these thy words which thou hast spoken consternation among the multitude ; and they
before me ; yea, exceedingly acceptable are they arose and went down to him, and saw him clad
to me. But, as for me, I know that I am out- in the fashion of the Christians. '° And he said
east froms all these things, and there is no longer to them : May the Son Christ forgive me all the
any remedy for me. And, now that hope is cut sins that I have committed against you, and all
off from me, why weariest thou thyself about a in which I made you think that the gods talked
man dead and buried, 6 for whose death there is with me, whereas they did not talk ; and, foras-
no hope of resuscitation ? For I am slain by much as I have been to you a cause of abomi-
paganism, and am become a dead man, the prop- nation, may I now be to you a cause of good :
er# of the Evil One : in sacrifices and libations instead of worshipping, as formerly, idols made
of imposture have I consumed all the days of with hands, may ye henceforth worship God the
my life. Maker. And, when they had heard these things,

there remained with him a great congregation
L_t."thy old age." TR

s B _esh_to, for ge_- in Acts xlv. T2, has " Lord of the gods."-_ "_'_"_eworkof men's hands er xw 2o 7 B adds -fromShzrhd, hls tears flowed and he wcl_.""_ma - . -" lJ• -. l
mr_to- hes.acon-_derableadditionhere,whichitxshardlyneces- s B"adds'"ofbaptism,bapthmghun"
C_e,_ _uote, the words beang m all prohabdLty only an interpolauon The "seal" (_r_pa7_) is probably explained by such paNal_ _t
these'_ etsewhere remarks: " ] have alrnost mvariably found in Evh. iv. _o, thatwhleh bore the se_t/hemg_regafdedastheprO_
edz__°Ynac uss..that the older are the shorter, and that subsequent of'htm whose seal xt was. Tb.u.sGrego.ry l_laL (Orat,_) ipcmmm
or_o_ tr_nscriher_felt themselves at hherty to add occasionally baptism See Riddle's Ckrzst:an A nrzf_., p. 4_t.-- t_._,lpo , . -- g
happtl- _nerasethe° ead_er coptes whteh they used" -- a z_emark un- 9 [This identifies the "seal" with.bap_Sm.]. --" Chinch
tare._ _ ve_wid_ applie..a_on in _gard to early Chnsuan htera- _o _3,add-%"and he sat and hstf.n_.to the _ _me _Zqke '-_.'.1

SCb ,;'_ t nut t_ureton is speaking for his pet _dea.] and the tesUmonles which are slmkea m them, tot:.w.tam__:_m_a _,
f_ .a_tt. ute of,'_Ta, the passion and the rcsurrectmn ami the aacemmn m _mas_,
_" a hidden dead man.,, _ To. when he saw tho_e dmt came dowa to hem_"
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of men and of women ; and Labu also, and Sharbil said : I too, on my part, am not c0_.
Hafsai, and Barcalba, and Avida, chief persons tent that thou shouldest look upon me as for.
of the city. They all said to Sharbil : Hence- merly, when I worshipped gods made with hands,
forth we also renounce that which thou hast re- but look thou upon me to-day ana question me
nounced, and we confess the King Christ, whom as a Christian man renouncing idols and confess.
thou hast confessed, ing the King Christ.

But Lysanias,' the judge of the country, when The judge said : How is it that thou art not
he heard, that Sharbil had done this,3 sent by afraid of the emperors, nor moved to shame by
night 4 and carried him off from the church, those who are listening to thy trial, that thou
And there went up with him many Christians. sayest, "I am a Christian "? But promise that
And he sat down, to hear him and to judge him, thou wilt sacrifice to the gods, according to thy
before the altar which is in the middle of the former custom, so that thy honour may be great,
town, where he used to sacrifice to the gods. as formerly-- lest I make to tremble at thee all
And he said to him : Wherefore hast thou re- those who have believed like thyself.
nounced the gods, whom thou didst worship, and Sharbil said : Of the King of kings I am afraid,
to whom thou didst sacrifice, and to whom thou but at any king of earth I tremble not, nor yet
wast made chief of the priests, and lo ! dost to- at thy threats towards me, which lo ! thou utterest
day confess Christ, whom thou didst formerly against the worshippers of Christ : whom I con-
deny ? For see how those Christians, to whom fessed yesterday, and lo l I am brought to trial
thou art gone, renounce not that which they have for His sake to-day, like as He Himself was
held,S like as thou hast renounced that in which brought to trial for the sake of sinners hke
thou wast born. If thou art assured of the gods, me.
how is it that thou hast renounced them this day ? The judge said : Although thou have no pity
But, if on the contrary thou art not assured, as on thyself, still I will have pity on thee, and re.
thou declarest concerning them, how is it that frain from cutting off those hands of thine with
thou didst once sacrifice to them and worship which thou hast placed incense before the gods,
them ? and from stopping with thy blood those ears of

Sharbil said : When I was blinded in my mind, thine which have heard their mysteries, and the'
I worshipped that which I knew not ; but to-day, tongue which has interpreted and explained to
inasmuch as I have obtained the clear eyes of us their secret things. Of those gads lo ! I am
the mind, it is henceforth impossible that I should afraid, and I have pity on thee. But, if thou
stumble at carved stones, or that I should any continue thus, those gods be my witnesses that
longer be the cause of stumbling to others. For I will have no pity on thee !
it is a great disgrace to him whose eyes are open, Sharbil said : As a man who art afraid of the
if he goes and falls into the pit of destruction, emperors and tremblest at idols, have thou no

The judge said : Because thou hast been priest pity on me. For, as for me, I know not what
of the venerable gods, and hast been partaker thou sayest : therefore also is my mind not shaken
of the mystery of those whom the mighty em- or terrified by those things which thou sayest.
perors 6 worship, I will have patience with thee, For by thy judgments shall all they escape from
in order that thou mayest be persuaded by me, the judgment to come who do not worship that
and not turn away from the service of the gods ; which is not God in its own nature.

but, if on the contrary thou shalt not be per- The 7judge said : Let him be scourged withsuaded by me, by those same gods whom thou thongs, because he has dared to answer me thus,
hast renounced I swear that, even as on a man and has resisted the command of the emperors,
that is a murderer, so will I inflict tortures on and has not appreciated the honour which the
thee, and will avenge on thee the wrong done to gods conferred on him : inasmuch as, lo ! he has
the gods, whom thou hast rebelled against and irenounced them.
renounced, and also" the insult which thou hast And he was scourged by ten men, who laid
poured upon them ; nor will I leave untn'ed any hold on him, according to the command of the
kind of tortures which I will not inflict on thee ; judge.
and, like as thine honour formerly was great, so Sharbil said : Thou art not aware of the
will I make thine ignominy great this day. scourging of justice in that world which is to

For thou wilt cease, and thy judgmen_come.
• t. B., in. _ _ad_dr_-thero., he is styl_ "Lrm_," alSO will pass away ; but justice will not p

and in the Martyrdom of Bar_umya, fnfra, "' Lysmus" or "Luci-
nus. _ In the Martyrdo_'_m Romanum he ts called " Lyams away, nor will its retributions come to an end.
l___tm." Tillemont supposes htm to he LurAus Qmetus. But the /

ilmedoes not agree. The capture of Edessa under this man was in _'The Syriacls ,Am_Q._ (/ork),andls tt foreignw°rd'P_gag_
the 2ninetemlthB.adds, *'ytarfrom°ftheTrajan'sb.arirsf°uryearsofthecity."laterthan the martyrdom, bly the Latin br'_$, which the Syrlac transintor, nOt undcts_.n_se_t

B. has added several lines here. or not havre an • uivat, have written/orz$ ana a sau--m, _g q etrt, may . ' laterCO "_
a B. adds, " the Sharirs of the city." transcriber have written tardy. It is plain that the . f_P_Ms

Lit. "in which they stand." _TR. whom the text B. is due did not know what is meant"I.at. "kangs:" and so thtmtghout. -- TR. i omitted the word, and substituted" Sharb;I."
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The judge' said : Thou art so intoxicated tkus torn he cried aloud and said : It is for the
with this same Christianity, that thou dost not sake of Christ,who has secretly caused His lighteven know_ before whom thou art judged, and to arise upon.the darkness of my mind. And,
bywhomit is that thou art scourged-- ez,en by when he nan mus spoken, the judge commanded
thosewhoformerlyheld thee in honour, and paid again that he should be tom with combs on his
adorationto thy priesthood in the gods. Why face.

dost thou hate honour, and love this ignominy? Sharbil said : It is better that thou shouldest
For,although thou speakest contrary to the law, inflict torturesupon me for not sacrificing,than
yet I myself cannot turn aside from the laws of that I shouldbe judged lhtrt for havingsacrificed
the emperors, to the work of men's hands.

Sharbll said : As thou takest heed not to de- The judge said : Let his body be bent back-
partfrom the laws of the emperors, and if more- wards, and let straps be tied to his hands and
over thou departfrom _em thou knowest what his feet ; and, when he hasbeen bent backwards,
commandthey will give concerning thee, so do let him be scourged on his belly.
I also take heed not to decline from the law of And they scourged lurein thismanner, accord-
Him whosaid, "Thou shalt not worship any ira- ing to the command of the judge.
age,nor any likeness ;" and therefore will I no_ Then he commanded that he should go up to
sacrificeto idols made witk hands : for long the prison, and that he should be cast into a
enough was the time in which I sacrificed to dark dungeon. And the executioners,6 and the
them,when I was in ignorance. Christians who had come up with him from the

The judge said : Bring not upon thee punish- church, camed him, because he was not able to
ment3in addition to the punishment which thou walk upon his feet in consequence of his having
hastalready brought upon thee. Enough is it been bent backwards. And he was in the gaol
forthee to have said, "I will not sacrifice :" do many days.
notdare to insult the gods, by calling them man- But on the second of Ilul,7 on the third day
ufacturtd idolswhom even the emperors honour, of the week, the judge arose and went down to

Sharbilsaid : But, if on behalf of the emper- his judgment-hallby night ; and the whole body
ors,who are far away and not near at hand and of his attendants was with him ; and he corn-
notconsciousof those who treat their commands manded the keeper of the prison, and they
withcontempt, thou biddest me sacrifice, how is brought him before him. And the judge said
tt that on behalf of idols, who lo ! are present to him : This long while hast thou been in prison :
andare seen, but see not, thou biddest me sacri- what has been thy determination concerning
flee? Why, hereby thou hast declared before those things on which thou wast questioned be-
all thy attendants 4 that, because they have a fore me ? Dost thou consent to minister to the
mouthand speak not, lo ! thou art become a gods according to thy former custom, agreeably
pleader for them : dgm_ idols "to whom their to the command of the emperors?
makersshall be like," and "every one that trust- Sharbil said : This has been my determ3_na-
ethupon them" shall be hke thee. tion in the prison, that that with which I began

The judge said : It was not for this that thou before thee, I will finish even to the last; nor
wastcalled before me -- that, instead of paying will I play false with my word. For I will not
the honour which is due, thou shouldst despise again confess idols, which I have renounced ;
the emperors. But draw near to the gods and nor will I renounce the King Christ,whom I have
sacrifice,and have pity on thyself, thou self- confessed.
despiser! The judge said: Hang him up by his right

Sharbil said : Why should it be requisite for hand, because he has withdrawnit from the gods
theeto ask me many questions, after that which that he may not again offerincense with it, until
I have said to thee: "I will not sacrifice "? his hand with which he ministered to the gods
Thouhast called me a self-despiser ? But would be dislocated, because he persists in this saying
that from my childhood I had had this mind, of his.
andhad thus despised myself, s which was per- And, while he was suspendedby his hand,they
tshing! asked him and said to him : Dost thou consent

The judge said : Hang him up, and tear him to sacrifice to the gods ? But he was not able
withcombs on his sides.- And while he was to return them an answer, on account of the dis-

location of his arm. And the judge commanded,
I B ¢,

_:__._ go_e=o_.,c_,_O, _ so_nr t_t_ _ and they loosed him and took him down. But--F'_ g,acesbelow
, _-_" d_e_ - he was not able to bringhis arm up to his side,
• Or "Judgment """
- I/le .. TR.

_dent, _n_L)'wiuch. denoted the officers that atte*uied upon _Tlt. TheI.atin"quaestmnam.

"_,.i_ the__ _I_-_._. _ eq_,ah=tOk.._ iswed _,_. _ ,be.e,._ ot_ to_ et
' Or "_',,_"_ gfHai_, "attendants "]. 7 i.e., Heb.-- October. [S_ p. g36,r,.pra.]
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until the executioners pressed it and brought it boast, that ye worship thework of.the hands of
up to his side. the artificers and confess them, wnllst the art_i.

The judge said : Put on incense, and go cers themselves, who made the idols, ye insult
whithersoever thou wilt, and no one shall corn- by the burdens and imposts which ye lay upon
pel thee to be a priest again. But, if thou wilt them ? The artificer standeth up at thy presence,
not, I will show thee tortures bitterer than these, to do honour to thee; and thou standest up _n

Sharbil said : As/or gods that made not the the presence of the work of the arhficer, and
heavens and the earth, may they perish from un- dost honour it and worship it.
der these heavens l But thou, menace me not The judge said : Thou art not the man to call
with words of threatening ; but, instead of words, others to account for 2 these things ; but from
show upon me the deeds of threatening, that I thyself a strict account is demanded, as to the
hear thee not again making mention of the de- cause for which thou hast renounced the gods,
testable name of gods I and refusest to offer them incense like thy fellow.

The judge said : Let him be branded with the priests.
brmld of bitter fire between his eyes and upon Sharbil said : Death on account of this is true
his cheeks, life : those who confess the King Christ, He als0

And the executioners did so, until the smell will confess before His glorious Father.
of the branding reeked forth in the midst of the The judge said : Let lighted candles s be
judgment-hail : but he refused to sacrifice, brought, and let them be passed round about his

Sharbil said : Thou hast heard for thyself from face and about the sides of his wounds. And
me, when I said to thee "Thou art not aware of they did so a long while.
the smoke of the roasting of the fire which is Sharbil said: It is well that thou burnest me
prepared for those who, like thee, confess idols with this fire, that so I may be dehvered from
made by hands, and deny the living God, after "that fire which is not quenched, and the worm
thy fashion." that dieth not," which is threatened to those4

The judge said : Who taught thee all these who worship things made instead of the Maker:
things, that thou shouldest speak before me thus for it is forbidden to the Christians to honour or
m a man who was a friend of the gods and an worship anything except the nature of H_m who
enemy of Christ, whereas, lo ! thou art become is God Most High. For that whmh is made and
his advocate, is created is designed to be a worshipper of _ts

Sharbil said : Christ whom I have confessed, Maker, and is not to be worshipped along w_th
He it is that hath taught me to speak thus. But its Creator, as thou supposest.
there needeth not that I should be His advocate, The governor said: It is not this for which
for His own mercies are eloquent advocates for the emperors have ordered me to demand an
guilty ones like me, and these will avail to plead' account at thy hands, whether there be judgment
on my behalf in the day when the sentences shall and the rendering of an account after the death
be eternal, of men ; nor yet about this do I care, whether

The judge said : Let him be hanged up, and that which is made is to be honoured or not to
let him be torn with combs upon his former be honoured. What the emperors have corn-
wounds ; also let salt and vinegar be rubbed into manded me is this : that, whosoever wdl not sac-
the wounds upon his sides. Then he said to rifice to the gods and offer incense to them, I
him : Renounce not the gods whom thou didst should employ against him stripes, and combs,
formerly confess, and sharp swords.

Sharbil said : Have pity on me and spare me Sharbil said : The kings of this world are con-
again from saying that there be gods, and pow- scions of this world only ; but the King of all
ers, and fates, and nativities. On the contrary, kings, He hath revealed and shown to us that
I confess one God, who made the heavens, and there is another world, and a judgment in reserve,
the earth, and the seas, and all that is therein ; in which a recompense will be made, on the one
and the Son who is from Him, the King hand to those who have served God, and on the
Christ. other to those who have not served Him nor

The judge said : It is not about this that thou confessed Him. Therefore do I cry aloud, that
art questioned before me m viz. : what is the I will not again sacrifice to idols, nor w_llI offer
belief of the Christians which thou hast con- oblations to devils, nor will I do honour to de-
fessed ; but this is wkat I said to thee, "Re- mons !
nounce not those gods to whom thou wast made The judge said : Let nails of iron be driven
priest." between the eyes ofthe insolent fellow, and let

Sharbil said : Where is that wisdom of thine

and of the emperors of whom thou makest thy ,_or - thou._ not the.,,e,_g_a.'- TR.
Lit. "candles of firc."--Tm

,4 The passage from this _ to "in the eyes," beloW,_ loot
s L_ "CObe a plea." --TL A._ and supphcd from B.
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him go to that world which he is looking for- compulsion on the part of the Christians that has
ward to, like a fanatic.' kept me back from sacrifices, but the truth they

And the executioners did so, the sound of the hold : this it is that has delivered me from the
driving in of the nails being heard as they were error of paganism.
being driven in sharply. The judge said : Let him be put into a chest3

Sharbll said : Thou hast driven in nails be- of iron like a murderer_ and let him be scourged
tween my eyes, even as nails were driven into with thongs like a malefactor.
the hands of the glorious Architect of the crea- And the executioners did so, until there re-
tion, and by reason of this did all orders of the mained not a sound place on him.
creation tremble and quake at that season. Sharbil said: As far these tortures, which
For these tortures which lo ! thou art inflicting thou supposest to be bitter, out of the midst of
on me are nothing in view of that judgment their bitterness will spring up for me fountains
which is to come. For those "whose ways are of deliverance and mercy m the day of the eter-
always firm," because "they have not the judg- nal sentences.
ment of God before their eyes," * and who on The governor said: Let small round pieces
this account do not even confess that God ex- of wood be placed between the fingors of his
ists -- neither will He confess them. hands/ and let these be squeezed upon them

The judge said: Thou sayest in words that vehemently.S
there is a judgment ; but I will show thee m And they did so to him, until the blood came
deeds : so that, instead of that judgment which out from under the nails of his fingers.
is to come, thou mayest tremble and be afraid Sharbll said : If thine eye be not satisfied with
of this one which is before thine eyes, in which the tortures of the body, add sUll further to its
1o! thou art involved, and not multiply thy tortures whatsoever thou wilt.
speech before me. The judge saxd : Let the fingers of his hands

Sharbil said : Whosoever is resolved to set be loosed, and make him sit upon the ground ;
God before his eyes in secret, God will also be and bind his hands upon his knees, and thrust
at his right hand ; and I too am not afraid of a piece of wood under his knees, and let it pass
thy threats of tortures, with which thou dose over the bands of his hands, and hang him up
menace me and seek to make me afraid, by his feet, thus bent, head downwards ; and

The judge said: Let Christ, whom thou hast let him be scourged with thongs.
confessed, deliver thee from all the tortures which And they did so to him.
I have inflicted on thee, and am about further to Sharbil said : They cannot conquer who fight
inflict on thee ; and let Him show His deliver- against God, nor may they be overcome whose
ance towards thee openly, and save thee out of confidence is God ; and therefore do I say, that
my hands. "neither fire nor sword, nor death nor life, nor

Sharbil said : This is the true deliverance of height nor depth, can separate my heart from the
Christ imparted to me--this secret power which love of God, which is in our Lord Jesus Christ."
He has given me to endure all the tortures thou The judge said : Make hot a ball of lead and
art inflicting on me, and whatsoever it is settled of brass, and place it under his armpits.
in thy mind still further to inflict upon me; And they did so, until his ribs began to be
and, although thou hast plainly seen it to be so, seen.
thou hast refused to credit my word. Sharbil said : The tortures thou dose inflict

The judge said : Take him away from before upon me are too little for thy rage against me--
me, and let him be hanged upon a beam the unless thy rage were little and thy tortures were

ntrary way, head downwards ; and let him be great.
eaten with whips while he is hanging. The judge said : Thou wilt not hurry me on
And the executioners did so to him, at the by these things which thou sayest; for I have

door of the judgment-hall, room in my mind 6 to bear long with thee, and to
Then the governor commanded, and they behold every evil and shocking and bitter thing

brought him in before him And he said to
him: Sacrifice to the gods," and do the will of 3 SoCureton. Dr. Payae Smith remarks: "Cutttoa's' e.lm_'

the emperors, thou priest that hatest honour isa g._ fcora]za._.. T_ _ay_._ 0¢_ _,,_ X--
and.lovest ignominy instead I ,_q_i._ is endue, a cask." The word eccurs ag_a in tim #/'ar-

tyrdom ef Habi& In both places it seems to ref_ to mmm contti-
_harbi1 said : Why dost thou again repeat thy _¢, fo,_zdi_/_t e_ r_,,o__ _ _,. T_ _¢ ,_

Words,and command me to sacrifice, after the _ _ _, c_txtioa, rttinuit (Canal).- T_.
many times that thou hast heard from me that 4 Themartyr Minias.about̂ .v. _4q.,I_. them.t_tu__m*_
I will not sacrifice again ? For it is not any _,ct_donhim: "lignem verubus_tts _o unb'u__uS mnm_.

omnes digitos ejus pr_._pit pe_," See Sunus, Sanctt. [?it.
t 0 ' Not" tim same," peri_,ap_--

_.._:r 'dealer in fables," i'k"the word employed here, which s Or" bitterly."--TR ...... .._,
6 Het_ a _w lines have be_ torn o_ of A., Jma a_

_._.o_x, _LI._ ,, fabularit_ ,, whieli is not certain" is a fmmB.
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which ' I shall exhibit in the torment of thy no pity on his own body, so as to avoid suffering
body, because thou wilt not consent to sacrifice in it these tortures, be afraid or ashamed of not
to the gods whom thou didst formerly wor- obeying the command of the emperors?
ship. Sharbil said: Thou hast well said that I am

Sharbfl said : Those things which I have said not ashamed : because near at hand is He that
and repeated before thee, thou in thine unbelief justifieth me, and my soul is caught up in rapture
knowest not how to hear : now, supposest thou towards him. For, whereas I once provoked
that thou knowest those things which are in my iHim to anger by the sacrifices of idols, I amthis
mind? day pacifying Him by the inflictions Iendure ia

The judge said : The answers which thou my person : for my soul is a captive to God who
givest will not help thee, but will multiply upon became man.
thee inflictions manifold. The judge said: It is a captive, then, that

Sharbil said : If the several stories of thy sev- I am questioning, and a madman without sense
eral gods are by thee accepted as true, yet is it and with a dead man who is burnt, lo amI
matter of shame to us to tell of what sort they talking.
are. For one had intercourse with boys, which Sharbil said: If thou art assured that I am
is not right; and another fell in love with a mad, question me no further: for it is a madman
maiden, who fled for refuge into a tree, as your that is being questioned ; nay, rather, I ama
shameful stories tell. dead man who is burnt, as thou hast saad.

The judge said : This fellow, who was for- The judge said : How shall I count theeadead
merly a respecter of the gods, but has now turned man, when lo ! thou hast cried aloud, "I vail
to insult them and has not been afraid, and has not sacrifice ?"
also despised the command of the emperors and Sharbil said : I myself, too, know not howto
has not trembled--set him to stand upon a return thee an answer, since thou hast calledme
gridiron * heated with fire. a dead man and yet turnest to question meagain

And the executioners did so, until the under as if alive.

part of his feet was burnt off. i The judge said : Well have I called theea
Sharbil said : If thy rage is excited at my l dead man, because thy feet are burnt and thou

mention of the abominable and obscene tales carest not, and thy face is scorched and thou
of thy gods, how much more does it become holdest thy peace, and nails are driven in between
thee to be ashamed of their acts I For lo ! if a thine eyes and thou takest no account of it, and
person were to do what one of thy gods did, thy ribs are seen between the furrows of the
and they were to bring him before thee, thou combs and thou insultest the emperors, and thy
wouldest pass sentence of death upon him. whole body is mangled and maimed with stripes

The judge said : This day will I bring thee to and thou blasphemest against the gods ; and,
account for thy blasphemy against the gods, and because thou hatest thy body, lo ! thou sayest
thine audacity in insulting also the emperors; whatsoever pleaseth thee.
nor will I leave thee alone until thou offer incense Sharbll said : If thou callest me audaciousbe-
to them, according to thy former custom. !cause I have endured these things, it is fit that

Sharbil said : Stand by thy threats, then, and thou, who hast inflicted them upon me, shouldest
speak not falsely; and show towards me in deeds be called a murderer in thy acts and a bias-
the authority of the emperors which they have phemer in thy words.
given thee ; and do not thyself bring reproach The judge said : Lo I thou hast insulted the
on the emperors with thy falsehood, and be thy- emperors, and likewise the gods ; and lo ! thou
self also despised in the eyes of thine attend- insultest me also, in order that I may pronounce
ants ! sentence of death upon thee quickly. But in-

The judge said : Thy blasphemy against the stead of this, which thou lookest for, I am pre-
gods and thine audacity towards the emperors pared yet further to inflict upon thee bitterand
have brought upon thee these tortures which severe tortures.
thou art undergoing; and, if thou add further Sharbil said : Thou knowest what I have _d
to thine audacity, there shall be further added to thee many times : instead of denunciattons
to thee inflictions bitterer than these, of threatening, proceed to show upon me the

$harbil said : Thou hast authority, as judge : performance of the threat, that thou mayestbe
do whatsoever thou wilt, and show no pity. known to do the wiNof the emperors.

The judge said : How can he that hath had The judge said : Let him be tom with combs
upon his legs and upon the sides of his thighs..

And the executioners did so, until his blood• "Which" is not in th_ printed text. --TR.

• Theword_ t_ks_e a¢_rraptionof theLatint,-aa;-_b, flowed and ran down upon the ground.Euseb_, His_. 2_ccl. v. x, uses the Gk. word for this (r_at,e_) in
describing the martyrdom of Attalus, who "was set in the _Ttts, ov, Sharbfl said : Thou hast well done in trea_g
tmdscorchedtdlover,tdJthesavourofhisburat/leshatwendedftomme thus: because I have heard that one of thehis body."
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teachersof the Church hath said/" Scarsare on The governor said : Let thy boa.sting of the
._ body, that I may come tO the resurrection cross be kept within thy own mind, and let
"_: ._= ,-lace of the dead." Me too, who was incense be offeredby thy hands to the gods.
from ul_ t"
a dead man out of sight, 1o! thine inflictions Sharbil said : Those who have been delivered• by the cross cannot any longer worship and servebring to life again.

The judge said : Let him be tom with combs the idols of error made witA hands : for creature
onhis face, since he is not ashamed of the nails cannot worship creature, because it is itself also
whichare driven in between his eyes. designed to be a worshipper of Him who made it ;

Andthey tore him with combs upon his cheeks, and that it should be worshipped along with its
and between the nails which were driven into Maker is an insult to its Maker, as I have said
them. before.

Sharbilsaid : I will not obey the emperors, who The governor said : Leave alone thy books
commandthat to be worshipped and honoured which have taught thee to speak thus, and per-
wh,chis not of the rJature of God, and is not form the command of the emperors, that thou
God in its nature, but is the work of him that die not by the emperors' law.
madeit. But Sharbil said : Is this, then, the justice of

The judge said : Like as the emperors wor- the emperors, in whom thou takest such pride,
ship, so also worship thou ; and that honour that we should leave alone the law of God and
whichthe judges render, do thou render also. keep their laws?

Sharbilsaid : Even though I insult that which The governor said : The citation of the books
" is the work of men and has no perception and in which thou believest, and from which thou

no feelingof anything, yet do not thou insult God hast quoted-- it is this which has brought upon
the Maker of all, nor worship along with Him thee these afflictions : for, if thou hadst offered
that which is not of Him, and is foreign to His incense to the gods, great would have been throe
nature, honour, hke as it was formerly, as priest of the

The judge said: Does this your doctrine so gods.
teachyou, that you should insult the very lumi- Sharbilsaid : To thine unbelievingheart these
mileswhichgive light to all the regions of the things seem as if they were afflictions; but to
earth? :the true heart "affliction imparts patience, and

Sharbilsaid : Although it is not enjoined upon "romit comes also experience, and from experi-
us to insult them, yet it is enjoined upon us not ence likewise the hope "4 of the confessor.S
to worship them nor honour them, seeing that The governor said: Hang him up and tear
theyare things made : for this were an insuffer- _imwith combs upon his formerwounds.
able_wrong,that a thing made should be wor- And, from the fury with which the judge urged
shippedalong with its Maker ; and it is an insult on the executioners, his very bowelswere almost
to the Maker that His creatures should be seen. And, lest he should die under the combs
honouredalong with Himself. and escape from still further tortures, he gave

Thejudge said : Christ whom thou confessest orders and they took him down.
washanged on a tree ; and on a tree will I hang And, when the judge saw that he was become
thee, like thy Master. silent and was not able to return him any further

And they hanged him on a tree 3 a long answer,he refrainedfrom him a litre while, until
while, he began to revive.

Sharbflsaid: As for Christ, whom lo! thou Sharbflsaid: Why hast thou had pity upon
mockest--see how thy many gods were unable me for even this little time, and kept me back
to standbefore Him : for lo ! they are despised from the gain of a confessor's death?S
andrejected, and are made a laughing-stock and The governor said : I have not had pity on
a jest by those who used formerly to worship thee at all in refraining for a little while : thy
them. silence it was that made me pause a little ; and,

The judge said : How is it that thou renoun- if I had power beyond the law of the emperors,
eest the gods, and confessest Christ, who was I should like to lay otlltr torturesupon thee, so
hangedon a tree? as to be more fully avenged on thee for thine

insult towardthe gods : for in despising me thou

Sharbilsaid: This cross of Christ is the great d _ont_typ_aboastof the Christians, since it is by this that hast despised the gods; an
thedeliverance of salvation has come to all His borne with thee and torture

rshippers,and by this that they have had their who so deserves.
es enlightened, so as not to worship creatures And the judge gave orders, and suddenly the
ng with the Creator, curtain6 fell before him for a short time; and

4R°m'v'4"--T_' "" " TL

_Or"l_m."_Tt.
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he settled and drew up the sentepce ' which he provoked Thee to anger by the nolluted sac..__"
should pronounce against him publicly. • . _ ,.icesof dead xdols ; and have pity on me and say°

And suddenly the curtain was drawn back me,4 and deliver me from the judgment to c0r_e_
again ; and the judge cried aloud and said : As and be merciful to me, as Thou wast merciful t0
regards this Sharbil, who was formerly priest of the robber; and receive me like the Penitents
the gods, but has turned this day and renounced who have been converted and have turned to
the gods, and has cried aloud "I am a Chris- Thee, as Thou also hast tumed to them, and,
tian," and has not trembled at the gods, but has whereas I have entered into Thy vineyard, at the
insulted them ; and, further, has not been afraid eleventh hour, instead of judgment, deliver me
of the emperors gndtheir command ; and, though from justice : let Thy death, which was for the
I have bidden him sacrifice to the gods accord- sake of sinners, restore to life again ray sh_n
ing to his former custom, has not sacrificed, but body in the day of Thy coming.
has treated them with the greatest insult : I And, when the Sham's of the city heard these
have looked into the matter, and decided, that things, they were very angry with the executi0nen
towards a man who doeth these things, even for having given him leave to pray.
though he were nozt, to sacrifice, it is not fit that And, while the nails were remaining which
any mercy should be shown ; and that it is not had been driven in between his eyes, and h_
fit that he should any longer behold the sun of ribs were seen between the wounds o/the combs,
his lords, because he has scorned their laws. I and while from the burning on his sides and the
give sentence that, according to the law of the soles of his feet, which were scorched and burnt,
emperors, a strap" be thrust into the mouth of and from the gashes o/the combs on hxsface,
the insulter, as into the mouth of a murderer, and on his sides, and on his thighs, and on hs
and that he depart outside of the city of the legs, the blood was flowing and running d0_n:,
emperors with haste, as one who has insulted they brought carpenters' instruments, and thrust
the lords of the city and the gods who hold au- him into a wooden vice, and tightened at upon
thority over it. I give sentence that he be sawn him until the bones of his joints creaked with
with a saw of wood, and that, when he is near to i the pressure ; then they put upon him a sawof
die, then his head be taken off with the sword iron, and began sawing him asunder; and. when
of the headsmen, he was just about to die, because the saw had

And forthwith a strap was thrust into his mouth reached to l'us mouth, they smote him with the
with all speed, and the executioners hurried him sword and took off his head, while he was stir
off, and made him run quickly upon his burnt squeezed down in the vice.
feet, and took him away outside of the city, a And Babai his sister drew near and spread 0ut
crowd of people running after him. For they her skirt and caught his blood ; and she sa_dto
had been standing looking on at his trial all day, him : May my spirit be united with thy spirit m
and wondering that he did not suffer under his the presence of Christ, whom thou hast known
afflictions : for his countenance, which was cheer- and believed.
ful, testified to the joy of his heart. And, when And the Sharirs of the city ran and came and
the executioners arrived at the place where he informed the judge of the things which Sharbfl
was to receive the punishment of death, the had uttered in his prayer, and how his s_sterhad
people of the city were with them, that they caught his blood. And the judge commanded
might see whether they did according as the them t6 return and give orders to the execu-
judge had commanded, and hear what Sharbil tioners that, on the spot where she had caught
might say at that season, so that they might in- the blood of her brother, she also should receive
form the judge of the country, the punishment of death. And the executi0ner5

And they offered him some wine to drink, laid hold on her, and each one of them severally
according to the custom of murderers to drink, put her to torture ; and, with her brother's blood
But he said to them : I will not drink, because I upon her, her soul took its flight from her, and
wish to feel the saw with which ye saw me, and they mingled her blood with his. And, when
the sword which ye pass over my neck ; but in- the executioners were entered into the c_ty,the
stead of this wine, which will not be of any use brethren and young men s ran and stole away
to me, give me a little time to pray, while ye their two corpses ; and they laid them in the
stand. And he stood up, and looked toward burial-place of the father Jof Ahshelama^_e
the east,3 and lifted up his voice and said : For- bishop, on the fifth of Ilul, the eve af the _aa-
give me, Christ, all the sins I have committed bath.
against Thee, and all/he times in which I have I wrote these Acts on paper_I, Mannus,

and Anatolus, the notaries ; and we placed them
x The G_ _r&_.n_.

o[._2 This ex_re_fi_m XoA,v_v _,_v is n_ed ilmilarly in the li_
_nthymus m E¢¢l. Grotc. tgmt_mewta, vol. h. p s4o. 4 IAt. "brave lfity on my _Ivation."--TP.. .

_ Ttaclli_g _ tl_t A[_wtle$, Ord. z, p. 668, note x. -- Tm s By a transpo_tion of _, B. reads "L_i_.
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in the archives of the city, where the papers of the apostles. And the strangers said to them: l.,earn ye
the kings are placed.' and understand that Simon, who is called Cephas, is of

Bethsaida of Gahlee, and Paul the apostle is of Tarsus,
a city of Clhcta. And, when the people of Rome knew

2 ....... that this matterwas _o,then they let them alone An
This Barsamya, the bishop, made a disciple or _nar- when the--ha_ t " "" -" • d,

sembled together, and c.r]ed out to the prmtor of falhn- down an.... Y " P " fas " "_"onim• tnere are too man---*ran.... _ , u _ne ary was near being overthrown
theircity,an.asaint these'cause famine and dYe_-_n--_'_ And, when the people of Rome saw it, they turned and
in this our city ano ar _ o_ besou ht th " "

_twe beseech thee to command them to g e strangers to remain in thetr city, and that
everything: bu.. "t *nd ,_h*n he had ...... _._ the bones might be laid intheir places again And, whenart out ot me ct _'. ,., _ _-,.,-,,,-,.,_u • .
dep ry.. ....... the bones of the apostles were returned to their laces,themto depart out of the c_ty,mese strangers assemolecl there was ouietness and th....... P " "

maydepartwith us And he commanded them to take the _a~ans saw it the " " • "" J" e ar v _ , y also ran and tell at the feet ofbonesof the]rdead,andtod p t And all the strangers Fablanus thebl .........

of Romesaid to them : We will not give you the bones of m-sterles And the a an als ' ".s • p g s o crlea out and said to
htm: We renounce idols and carved images, which are

B has several hnes here in addition of uo use a _ _..... _" -
The passage hence to the end ts ev_'dently a later addtuon" b a ' , nu we Oelleve. m Jesus tile King, the ;_ou Ofthe Y God, who has come and ts to come a aln And what_r_n unacquainted w_th chronology' for _t ts stated at begmmng [ g • , -

r---- - v ' "
of these Acts that the tran.sacuons took place m the fifteenth year of / e er other doctrines there were m Rome and m all Italy,
Trajan ^ v. X_Z, but Fah,anus (see next note) was not made bishop ]/he foHowtrs of these also renounced their doctr;,,e_
of Rome till the reign of Mamminus Thrax about the year _36 [An Ilk(as the _^-_tns _---_ .... ' - " "" "!

" thls stscn t TM _ _ l_a_ u,_u tenouneeu tnelrs anti eootesseo
index of the ht_tory ot po P 'J the

B reads " Fabmnus: ' m A. the first syllable, or rather letter, 1 Gospel of the apostles, which was preached in the

has been dropped. -- The mentton of Fabmuus probably arose from [ church.the fact ot his hawng msututed notaries for the express purpose of

asarchmg for and collectmg the Acts of Martyrs I Here end the Acts o, The_,_, _oxo_.--T_. f Sharbil the confessor.

FURTHER, THE MARTYRDOM OF BARSAMYA,' THE BISHOP OF THE BLESSED

CITY EDESSA.

IN the year four hundred and sixteen of the and induced him to renounce the gods whom
kingdom of the Greeks, that is the fifteenth year he had formerly worshipped ; and by means of
of the reign of the sovereign ruler, our lord, Sharbil himself also many have become disciples,
Trajan C_esar, in the consulship of Commodus and are gone down to the church, and lo ! this
and Cyrillus, * in the month Ilul, on the fifth day day they confess Christ ; and even Avida, and
of the month, the day after Lysinus,S the judge Nebo/ and Barcalba, and Hafsai, honourable
of the country, had heard /he cast of Sharbfl and chief persons of the city, have yielded to
the priest ; as the judge was sitting in his judg- Sharbil in this. We, accordingly, as Sharirs of
ment-hall, the Sharirs of the city came before the city, make this known before thine Excel-
htra and said to him : We give information be- lency, in order that we may not receive punish-
fore thine Excellency concerning Barsamya, the ment as offenders for not having declared before
leader of the Christians, that he went up to thine Excellency the things which were spoken
Sharbil, the priest, as he was standing and rain- in secret to Sharbil by Barsamya the guide of
lstenng before the venerable gods, and sent and the church. Thine Excellency now knoweth
called him to him secretly, and spoke to him, what it is right to command in respect of this
quoang from the books in which he reads in the said matter.
church where their congregation meets, and And, immediately that the judge heard these
recited to him the belief of the Christians, and things, he sent the Sharirs of the city, and some
said to him, "It is not right for thee to worship of his attendants with them, to go down to the

many gods, ,but only one God, and H_s Son church and bring up Barsamya from the church.
Jesus Christ _ until he made him a disciple, And they led him and brought him up to the

T_,_ _take_.f_oath__s d_d as S. i, the Am o/s_a judgment-hall of the judge ; and there went up
ah_hag_arraem_versionore×tractotthis*tillmexmeaee:seeDr many Christians with him, saying : We also will

_:t_tt,r_f_dtoo_p.66_. [S_dueidaaon,p._.m/_] die with Barsamya, because we too are of one
that;_'_.o_,._ takeforC_,ere_,andthec.... fat..... t mustbe
_th (not_ us VerusandTutillusCerealis,whichwasin the mind with him in respect to the doctrine of
l_earofthe_enth) yeard Trajan,whch agreeswiththe4t6th

°'_ note on p. 678. 4 Called Labu at p. 678.
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which he made Sharbil a disciple, and in all that offering incense to them, to deny that which he
he spoke to him, and in all the instr-uctz'an that had confessed, and confess Christ whom he had
Sharbil received from him, so that he was per- denied?
suaded by him, and died for the sake of that Barsamya said: I was assuredly* made a
which he heard from him. shepherd of men, not for the sake of those only

And the Sharirs of the city came, and said to who are found, but also for the sake of those
the judge : Barsamya, as thine Excellency corn- who have strayed from the fold of truth, and be-
manded, Io ! is standing at the door of the judg- come food for the wolves of paganism ; and, had
ment-hall of thy Lordship ;' and honourable I not sought to make Sharbil a disciple, at ray
chief-persons of the city, who became disciples hands would his blood have been required ; and,
along with Sharbil, lo ! are standing by Bar- if he had not listened to me, I should have been
samya, and crying out, "We will all die with innocent of his blood.
Barsamya, who is our teacher and guide." The judge said : Now, therefore, since thou

And, when the judge heard those things which hast confessed that it was thou that madest Shar-
the Sharirs of the city had told him, he corn- bil a disciple, at thy hands will I require his
manded them to go out and write down the death ; and on this account it is right that thou
names of the persons who were crying out, "We rather than he shouldest be condemned before
will die with Barsamya." And, when they went me, because by thy hands he has died the horn-
out to write down the nantes of these persons, ble deaths of grievous tortures for having aban-
those who so cried out were too many for them, doned the command of the emperors and obeyed
and they were not able to write down their thy words.
names, because they were so many : for the cry Barsamya said : Not to my words did Sharbil
kept coming to them from all sides, that they become a disciple, but to the word of God
"would die for Christ's sake along with Bar- which He spoke: "Thou shalt not worship
samya." images and the likenesses of men." And it is

And, when the tumult of the crowd became not I alone that am content to die the death of
great, the Sharirs of the city turned back, and Sharbil for his confession of Christ, but also all
came in to the judge, and said to him : We are the Christians, members of the Church, are like-
not able to write down the names of the persons wise eager for this, because they know that they
who are crying alo'ld outside, because they are will secure their salvation before God thereby.
too many to be numbered. And the judge com- The judge said : Answer me not m this man-
manded that Barsamya should be taken up to the ner, like Sharbfl thy disciple, lest thine own t0r-
prison, so that the crowd might be dispersed merits be worse than his ; but promise that thou
which was collected together about him, lest vilt sacrifice before the gods on his behalf.
through the tumult of the multitude there should Barsamya said : Sharbil, who knew not God,
be some mischief in the city. And, when he taught to know Him : and dost thou bid me,who
went up the gaol, those who had become disci- have known God from my youth, to renounce
ples along with Sharbil continued with him. God ? God forbid that I should do this thing !

And after many days were passed the judge The judge said: Ye have made the whole

rose up in the morning and went down to his creation disciples of the teaching of Christ; and
judgment-hall, in order that he might hear the lo. they renounce the many gods whom the man)'
ease of Barsamya. And the judge commanded, worshipped. Give up this way of thinking) lest
and they brought him from the prison ; and he I make those who are near tremble at thee as
came in and stood before him. The officers said : they behold thee to-day, and those also that are
Lo, he standeth before thine Excellency. afar off as they hear of the torments to which

The judge said : Art thou Barsamya, who hast thou art condemned.
been made ruler and guide of the people of the Barsamya said : If God is the help of those
Christians, and didst make a disciple of Sharbil who pray to Him, who is he that can resist
who was chief-priest of the gods, and used to them ? Or what is the power that can prevaal
worship them ? against them ? Or thine own threats--what .can

Barsamya said : It is I who have done this they do to them : to men who, before thou g_ve
commandment concerning them that they s_l

and I do not deny it ; and I am prepared to die idie, have their death already set before t_e_rfor the truth of this.
The judge said : How is it that thou wast not ieyes, and are expecting it every day ...... r

The "ud e said" Bring not the suvjecL v;

ofthecommandoftheemperors,that, 7o emyjudg ent-s at;when the emperors commanded that every one Christ l_e
should sacrifice, thou didst induce Sharbil, when of this, obey the command of the empero,,,

he was standing and sacrificing to the gods and command to sacrifice to the
a S_ note6onp.6S8.--Ta. [Tic ynac

z Lit,"_."--TL a l.at." tl_ mmcL"--TL
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Barsamya said: Even though we should not darkness cometh not near, which is reserved
lay the subject of Christ before thee, yet the suf- and standeth fast for the true worshippers offerings of Christ axe portrayed indelibly _ in the Christ.

worshippers of Christ ; and, even more than thou The judge said : Speak not before me of any.
hearkenest to the commands of the emperors, do thing else instead of that about which I have
weChristians hearken to the commands of Christ asked thee, lest I dismiss thee from life to death,
the King of kings, for denying this light which is seen and confess-

The judge said : Lo ! thou hast obeyed Christ ing that which is not seen.
and worshipped him up to his day : henceforth Barsamya said : I cannot leave alone that
obey the emperors, and worship the gods whom about which thou askest me, and speak of that
the emperors worship, about which thou dost not ask me. It was thou

Barsamya said : How canst thou bid me re- that spakest to me about the light of the sun, and
nounce that in which I was born ? when lo ! thou I said before thee that there is a light on high
didst exact pumshment for this at the hand of which surpasses in its brightness that of-the sun
Sharbil, and saidst to him : Why hast thou re- which thou dost worship and honour. For an
nounced the paganism in which thou wast born, account will be required of thee for wol_hipping
and confessed Christianity to which thou wast thy fellow-creature instead of God thy Creator.
a stranger? Lo ! even before I came into thy The judge said : Do not intuit the very sun,
presence thou didst thyself give testimony an the light of creatures, nor set thou at nought
the matter beforehand, and saidst to Sharbil : the command of the emperors, nor contentiously
The Christians, to whom thou art gone over, do resist the lords of the country, who have author-
not renounce that in which they were born, but ity in it.

continue in it. Abide, therefore, by the word, Barsamya said : Of what avail is the light of
which thou hast spoken, the sun to a blind man that cannot see it ? For

The judge said : Let Barsamya be scourged, without the eyes of the body, it is not possible
because he has rebelled against the command of for its beams to be seen. So that by this thou
the emperors, and has caused those also who mayest know that it is the work of God, foras-
were obedient to the emperors to rebel with him. much as it has no power o/its own to show its

And, when he had been scourged by five men, light to the sightless.
he said to him : Reject not the command of the The judge said : When I have tortured thee
emperors, nor insult the emperors' gods. as thou deservest, then will I write word about

Barsamya stud : Thy mind is greatly blinded, thee to the Imperial government, re2OorKnK what
0 judge, and so also is that of the emperors who insult thou hast offered to the gods, in that thou
gave thee authority ; nor are the things that are madest a disciple of Sharbil the priest, one who
manifest seen by you ; nor do ye perceive that honoured the gods, and that ye despise the laws
lo ! the whole creation worships Christ ; and of the emperors, and that ye make no account
thou sayest to me, Do not worship Him, as of the judges of the countries, and live like bar-
if I alone worshipped Him--Him whom the barians, tIwugh under the authority of the Ro-
watchers* above worship on high. roans.

The judge said : But ifye have taught men to Barsamya said : Thou dost not terrify me by
worship Christ, who is it that has persuaded these things which thou sayest. It is tpae, I am
those above to worship Christ ? not in the presence of the emperors to-day; yet

Barsamya said : Those above have themselves lo ! before the authority which the emperors
preached, and have taught those below concern- have given thee I am now standing, and I am
nagthe living worship of the King Christ, seeing brought to trial, because I said, I will not re-
that they worship Him, and His Father, together nounce God, to whom the heavens and the earth
with His divine Spirit. 3 belong, nor His Son Jesus Christ, the King of

The judge said : Give up these things which iall the earth.
yourwritings teach you, and which ye teach also The judge said : If thou art indeed assured of
to others, and obey those things which the em- this, that thou art standing and being tried be-
perors have commanded, and spurn not their fore the authority of the emperors, obey their
hws-_ lest ye be spurned by means of the sword and rebel against their laws, lestcommands, not
-v_l _ne light of this venerable sun. like a rebel thou receive the punishment of death.

_amya said : The light which passeth away Barsamya said : But if those who rebel against
ann abideth not is not the true light, but is only the emperors, even when they justly rebel, are
the similitude of that true light to whose beams deserving of death, as thou sayest ; for those

who rebel against God, the King of kings, event Lit. ', Pom_2 ro_,.__ _ and fized "-- T_
• L_,_an Is ' ". • • . the punishment of death by the sword is too

grna to =_--'s a_e :] Com.p. Dan. _v. x3. Thin des_gnauon was
_-Tff_ .t_ ._ptme, in whichtheJ,,_ _ _ little.

, i_. "t_ -,_'%_",_,_,,tu_mT-_..,_itUs'_Ta.--Ta. The judge said : It was not that thou shouldest
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expound in my judgment-hall that thou wast to minister according to their custom and no
brought in before me, because the trial on which man hindering them. It is not, however, towards
thou standest has but little concern with expound- them that we show clemency, but towards the_
hag, but much concern with the punishment of laws, agreeing as they do with the laws of our
death, for those who insult the emperors and Majesty. And, if any man hinder them after th_
comply not with their laws. our command, that sword which is ordered by

Barsamya said : Because God is not before us to descend upon those who despise our c0m-
your eyes, and ye refuse to hear the word of mand, the same do we command to descend
God; and graven images that are of no use, upon those who despise this decree of our
"which have a mouth and speak not," are ac- clemency."
counted by you as though they spake, because And, when this command of the emperor's
your understanding is blinded by the darkness clemency was read, the whole city rejoiced that
of paganism in which ye stand -- there was quietness and rest for every man. And

The judge interrupting said : Leave off those the judge commanded, and they released Bar.
things thou art saying, for they will not help thee samya, that he might go down to his church.
at all, and worship the gods, before the bitter And the Christians went up in great numbers to
tearings af combs and harsh tortures come upon the judgment-hall, together with a great multi.
thee. rude of the population of the city, and they re-

Barsamya said: Do thou tao leave off the ceived Barsamya with great and exceeding
many questions which lo l thou askest me, and honour, repeating psalms before him, according
give command for the stripes and the combs to their custom ; there went also the wives of the
with which thou dost menace me : for thy words chief of the wise men. And they thronged
will not help thee so much as thy inflictions will aboutldm, and saluted him, and called him "the
help me. persecuted confessor,"" the companion of Sharbil

The judge said : Let Barsamya be hanged up the martyr." And he said to them : Persecuted
and torn with combs. I am, like yourselves ; but from the tortures and

And at that very moment there came to him combs of Sharbil and his companions I am clean
letters from Alusis x the chief proconsul, father escaped. 4 And they said to him : We have
of emperors. 2 And he commanded, and they heard from thee that a teacher of the Church has
took down Barsamya, and he was not torn with said, "The will, according to what it is, so is it
combs ; and they took him outside of the hall accepted." s And, when he was entered into the
of judgment, church, he and all the people that were with hlln,

And the judge commanded that the nobles, he stood up and prayed, and blessed them and
and the chief persons, and the princes, and the sent them away to their homes rejoicing and
honourable persons of the city, should come be- praising God for the deliverance which He had
fore him, that they might hear what was the order wrought for them and for the Church.
that was issued by the emperors, by the hand of And the day after Lysinas 6 the judge of the
the proconsuls, the rulers of the countries under country had set his hand to these Acts, he wa_
the authority of the lZomans. And it was found dismissed from his authority.
that the emperors had written by the hand of the I Zenophilus and Patrophilus are the notaries
proconsuls to the judges of the countries: 3 who wrote these Acts, Diodorus and Euterpes,7
"Since our Majesty commanded that there should Sharirs of the city, bearing witness with us by
be a persecution against the people of the Chris- setting-to their hand, as the ancient laws of the
fians, we have heard and learned, from the Sharirs ancient kings command.
whom we have in the countries under the do-

minion of our Majesty, that the people of the This * Barsamya, bishop of Edessa, who made a dis-

Christians are persons who eschew murder, and clple of Sharbil, the priest of the same city, hved i_
sorcery, and adultery, and theft, and bribery and the days of Fabianus bishop of the city of Rome. An

fraud, and those things for which the laws of our iordination to the priesthood was received by Barsa!u)a
Majesty also exact punishment from those who from Abshelama, who was bishov in Edessa; and 0yAbsheIama ordination was received from Palut the First,

commit them. We, therefore, in our impartial and by Palut ordination was received from Serapl0n,
justice, have commanded that on account of bishop of Antioch; and by Seraplon ordination was

these things the persecution of the sword shall received from Zephyrinus, bishop of Rome ; agd Zephyo
rinus of Rome received ordination from Victor o_ _-_

cease from them, and that there shall be rest and /

quietness in all our dominions, they continuing , Lit. - amrat remo,,*O"'-- TR.
S _ Cor. vih. x2. Both the Peshito and the G_ek 0f *a be

t This seems to be Ludua Qulctus, Trajan's general in the East rejected) have "what it/ta_ :" not "what tt t:¢."-- TR.
att]_s tlme. 6 Sco noteon p 678.--TR

Or " kings.*" _ Tit. 7 Perhaps" Eut.topius." - _ ' ter addition,e_q-
We have here probably the most authentic copy of the edict of s What follows, down to the end, Is a much _a _Q. above,set

Trajan commanding the stopping of the persecution of the Chrisnans_ dently made by the same ignorant person as that a_p. _,
u it w_ taken dowa gt tha tm_ by the rcporte_ who haaxd it read. not_ a rhere,
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sameplace, v,z., Rome ;and V_ctor received ordination which.was the6fourth ofdayv,outherius; and Eleutherms received it from Heziran? which was in

from _,_ . . the nineteenth eary ot the reign of Tiberius C_sar,
Soter; and Soter received It from Anicetus ; and Ani- in the consulship of Rufus and Rubehnus, which yearcetusrecetved it from Dapius ; xand Dapms received it was the year 34I ; for intheyear 3o9occurred the advent

from Telesphorus; aria Telesphorus received it from iof our Saviour in the world, according to the testimon_.._vstus,2and Xystus.. received it from._ Alexander.: and which we ourselves have found in a correct register
Alexanderrecelved it from EvartJs ; and Evart_s re- among the archives, which errs not at all m Whatever itce_ed tt from Cletus; and Cletus rece:ved it from sets forth.
A.o _and Anus received it from Simon Cephas ; andlluo ; ""

_mou Cephas received it from our Lord, together with Here endeth the martyrdom of Barsamya,
b fellow-apostles, on the first day of the week, th, bishop of Edessa.
d,_yof the ascension of our Lord to I:Iisglorious Father

s See note 3 on p 667._TR. [Alsoseep. 666.,cu_ra]
raen6tPut by mlstake for "sixteenth," which agrees _'ith the state.

x That is "Pros " The blunder arose from taking the prefix D ol 2uaus e.iricanus as to the date of our Lord's death; also with
"¢_)'2a_eapart.Saxtus."°fthename.__TR. the year of the consulate of Rubelhus Geminus and Fu_ius Gemmus

i_ads"Erastus' " it does not appear why -- TR. 7 Prop "rtsmg," as of the sun. _ TR
4 l e., " Lmas: " see p. 675_ note 3. --TR. s The Greek _tAT/¢clp_o_,:see Du Fresae, Glo.c4arfua_.

ELUCIDATION.

(See p. 665, note 4- Also, p. 685,note I, of Barsamya.)

I F00-YDat the Armenian Convent of St. Lazarus, near Venice, a version of the Letter of
Abgar, translated into French "from the Armeman version of the fifth century," and published
in _868, which is now before me. It ascribes the original to Laboubnia, and adds : "The name

Z_roubna, mentioned only by Moses of Chor_ne, was not repeated after him by any one else,
save, perhaps, ¢kfekhigar d'/tirivank (one of our chroniclers of the thirteenth century), who puts

h_rn among our historians, between Ta/ien and Mar Ibas Gadina, but without affirming whether
he knew him only by name or also by his writings." The editor goes on to speak of his corre-
spondence with Dr. Cureton (A.D. _864) which is referred to in note 4, P. 665, supra. He notes

the incomplete and mutilated character of the Syriac copies used by Cureton, and congratulates
himself on the entire and integral condition of the Armenian, which he found in x85z in the
Imperial L_brary at Paris, as Codex No. 88, W[SS. Armen. Here the name of the author is given

as Laboubnia, and agrees with the Syriac. The interpolations he regards as made after the
fourth century.



ANCIENT SYRIAC DOCUMENTS.

MARTYRDOM OF HABIB THE DEACON.'

IN the month Ab,* of the year six hundred And, when the governor heard these things,
and twenty of the kingdom of Alexander the he was filled with rage against Habib; and he
Macedonian, in the consulate of Licinius and made a report, and sent and informed Liclmus
Constantine,s which is the year in which he 4was the emperor of all those things which Hablb was
born, in the magistracy s of Julius and Barak, in doing ; he wished also to ascertain s what corn-
the days of Cona 6 bishop of Edessa, Licinius mand would be issued respecting him and therest
made a persecution against the Church and all of those who would not sacrifice. Far although
the people of the Christians, after that first per- a command had been issued that every one
secution which Diocletian the emperor had made. should sacrifice, yet it had not been commanded
And Licinius the emperor cornmanded that there what should be done to those who did not sacn-
should be sacrifices and libations, and that the rice: because they had heard that Constantine,
altars in every place should be restored, that they the commander 9in Gaul and Spain, wasbecome
might burn sweet spices and frankincense before a Christian and did not sacrifice. And L1cimus
Zeus. the emperor thus command Lysanias the govern.

And, when many were persecuted, they cried or : Whoever it is that has been so danng asto
out of their own accord : We are Christians ; transgress our command, our Majesty has corn-
and they were not afraid of the persecution, manded that he shall be burned ,o with fire; and
because these who were persecuted were more that all others who do not consent to sacrifice
numerous than those who persecuted them. shall be put to death by the sword.

Now Habib, who was of the village ofTelzeha 7 Now, when this command came to the town
and had been made a deacon, went secretly into of Edessa, Habib, in reference to whom the re-
the churches which were in the villages, and port had been made, was gone across then_'cr
ministered and read the Scriptures, and encour- to the country of the people of Zeugma," to
aged and strengthened many by his words, and minister there also secretly. And, when the
admonished them to stand fast in the truth of governor sent and inquired for him in hisvillage,
their belief, and not to be afraid of the perse- and in all the country round about, m_dhe _as
cutors; and gave them directions, not to be found, he commanded that all his

And, when many were strengthened by his family should be arrested, and also the inhabit-
words, and received his addresses affectionately, ants of his village ; and they arrested themand
being careful not to renounce the covenant they put them in irons, his mother and the rest of
had made, and when the Sharirs of the city, the his family, and also some of the people of h_s
men who had been appointed with reference to village ; and they brought them to the city,and
this particular matter, heard of it, they went in shut them up in prison.
and informed Lysanias, the governor who was in And, when Habib heard what had taken place,
the town of Edessa, and said to him: Habib, he considered in his mind and pondered anx-
who is a deacon in the village of Telzeha, goes iously in his thoughts : It is expedient forme,
about and ministers secretly in every place, and said he, that I should go and appear beforethe
resists the command of the emperors, and is not judge of the country, rather than that I should
afraid, remain in secret and others should be brought

in to him and be crowned with marO'rd°mbe-
t TI_ is found in the same Ms. as the pmcechng: Cod. Add. x4,-

645, foL a38, vers.
Drss August. --TIc. Lit. "learnand see."-- TR.

!, They were consuls together in A.I). 3,_, 3r3, 3TS. o pr,2feetus s:
4 It does not appear who is meant.-- TR. Pa e g of a letter for ,_alls The Greek cr_-p_trq.fla,with a Syriae termination. X_'pctrrt¥oi

was used for the Lallnyalg'istratu$ or Duumvfrl perish."--Ta
b He lald the foundataon of the church at Edesrat A.v. 3,3: r,ee xz This place was on the right bank of the Euphrates.'andd_wV_as

Alaem., BFt;L Orient., vol. i. p. 394. its name trom a bridge of boats lald across the rtver mere, *'
Iv Called" Thehana" by Metal_hrastes. p. 7ooj infra, about forty miles from F.Aessa. -- Tit.
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cause of me, and that I should find myself in ing for, is come. And the governor said : Who is
great shame. For in what respect will the name it that has brought him ? and where did they find
of christianity help. him who flees from the con- him ? and what did he do where he was ? Theo-
fession of Christlamt.y ? Lo l if he flee from this, tecna said to him : He came hither himself, of
the death of nature is before him whithersoever his own accord, and without the compulsion of
he goes, and escape from it he cannot, because any one, since no one knew anything about him.
this is decreed against all the children of Adam. And when the governor heard this, he was

And Habib arose and went to Edessa secret- greatly exasperated against him ; and thus he
having prepared his back for the stripes and spake : This fellow, who has so acted, has shown

1_'1'_sxdes for the combs, and his person for the great contempt towards me and has despised
burning of fire. And he went immediately' to me, and has accounted me as no judge ; and,
Theotecna,* a veteran 3 who was chief of the because he has so acted, it is not meet that any
band of attendants 4 on the governor ; and he mercy should be shown towards him; nor yet
sa_dto him : I am Hablb of Telzeha, whom ye either that I should hasten to pass sentence of
are inquiring for. And Theotecna said to him : death against him, according to the command
If so be that no one saw thee coming to me, of the emperors concermng him ; but it'is meet
hearken to me in what I say to thee, and depart for me to have patience with him, so that the
and go away to the place where thou hast been, bitter torments and punishments iltflicted on hipn
and remain there in this time ofi_ersecl/_on ; and may be the more abundant, and that through him
of this, that thou camest to me and spakest with I may terrify many others from daring again to
me and that I advised thee thus, let no one flee.

know or be aware. And about thy family and And, many persons being collected together
the inhabitants of thy village, be not at all anx- and standing by him at the door of the judg-
ious : for no one will at all hurt them ; but they ment-hall, some of whom were members of the
will be in prison a few days only, and then the body of attendants, and some people of the
governor will let them go : because against them city, there were some of them that said to htm :
the emperors have not commanded anything Thou hast done badly in coming and showing
senous or alarming. But, if on the contrary thyself to those who were inquiring for thee,
thou wilt not be persuaded by me in regard to without the compulsion of the judge ; and there
these things which I have said to thee, I am were others, again, who said to him : Thou hast
clear of thy blood: because, if so be that thou done well in coming and showing thyself of
appear before the judge of the country, thou I thine own accord, rather than that the compul-
wilt not escape from death by fire, according to Ision of the judge should bring thee : for now is
the command of the emperors which they have thy confession of Christ known to be of thine
issued concerning thee. own will, and not from the compulsion of men.

Hablb said to Theotecna : It is not about my And those things which the Sharirs of the city
family and the inhabitants of my village that I had heard from those who were speaking to him
am concerned, but for my own salvation, lest it as they stood at the door of the judgment-hall
should be forfeited. About this too I am much _ and this circumstance also m particular, that
distressed, that I did not happen to be in my he had gone secretly to Theotecna and that he
village on the day that the governor inqmred for had not been willing to denounce him, had been
me, and that on my account lo! many are put heard by the Sharirs of the city--everything
in Irons, and I have been looked upon by him as that they had heard they made known to the
a fugitive. Therefore, if so be that thou wilt judge.
not consent to my request and take me in be- And the judge was enraged against those who
fore the governor, I will go alone and appear had been saying to Habib: Wherefore didst
before him. thou come and show thyself to the judge, with-

And, when Theotecna heard him speak thus out the compulsion of the judge himself? And
to hm_, he laid hold of him firmly, and handed to Theotecna he said : It fs not seemly for a man
him over to his assistants,S and they went to- who has been made chief over his fellows to act
gether to conduct him to the judgment-hall of deceitfully in this manner towards his superior,
tfhegovernor. And Theotecna went in and m- and to set at nought the command of the empe-
ormect the governor, and said to him : Habib rots, which they issued against Habib the rebel,
_a, whom thine Excellency was inqmr- that he should be burned with' fire.

Theotecna said : I have not acted deceitfully

I Cureton has l_,,t,_._, whtc.h he mdcrs "alone." Dr. Payne against my fellows, neither was it my purpose to
Sratth2ic0nsidets.thisa mistakefor _b.,,%_ _.._.--Ttt. set at naught the command which the emperors

3 n Latin ,, Theo
*d P tet;nu$. *4:t_[ _old_.',_T_. have issued: for what am I before thine Excel-

s_n_t_¢_ - ,_,, hcrt ur_xtcorresrondsto t_ Lath o:a'***, lency, that I should have dared to do this? But5 ¢',... _ P- 79.
-- _ti_"--Tp. I strictly questioned him as to that for which
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thine Excellency also has demanded an account !tled it in my mind to endure : therefore 2 caae Iat my hands, that I might know and see whether and made my appearance before thee.

it was of his own free will that he came hither, The governor said : Put him into the lr0n
or whether the compulsion of thine Excellency cask 3 for murderers, and let him be scourged a_
brought him by the hand of others ; and, when he deserves. And, when he had been SCOurged,
I heard from him that he came of his own ac- they said to him : Sacrifice to the gods. _Lt
cord, I carefully brought him to the honourable he cried aloud, and said : Accursed are )our
door of the judgment-hall of thy Worship.' idols, and so are they who join with you in _0r.

And the governor hastily commanded, and shipping them like you.

they brought in Habib before him. The officers And the governor commanded, and they took
said : Lo ! he standeth before thine Excellency him up to the prison ; but they refused him ptr-

And he began to question him thus, and said mission to speak with his faimly, or with the
to him: What is thy name ? Aaad whence art inhabitants of his village, according to the c0m-
thou? And what art thou? mand of the judge. On that day was the f_stl-

He said to him : My name is Habib, and I am val of the emperors.

from the village of Telzeha, and I have been And on the second of Ilul the governor com.
made a deacon, manded, and they brought hlm from tile prison.

The governor said : Wherefore hast thou trans- And he said to him : Wilt thou renounce the
gressed the command of the emperors, and dost profession thou hast made 4 and obey the com.
minister in thine office of deacon, which thou mand which the emperors issue? For, if thou
art forbidden by the emperors to do, and re- writ not obey, with the bitter tearmgs of combs
fusest to sacrifice to Zeus, whom the emperors will I make thee obey them.
worship? Habib said: I have not obeyed them, and

Habib said : We are Christians : we do not morever it is settled in nay mind that I will not
worship the works of men, who are notMng, obey them--no, not even if thou lay upon me
whose works also are nothing; but we worship punishments still worse than those which fix
God, who made the men. emperors have commanded.

The governor said : Persist not in that daring The governor said : By the gods I s_ear.
mind withwhich thou art come into my presence, that, if thou do not sacrifice, I will leave no
and insult not Zeus, the great boast of the em- harsh and bitter sufferzngs untrzedwJth _hlch I
perors, will not torture thee : and we shall see whether

Habib said : But this Zeus is an idol, the Christ, whom thou worshlppest, will dehver ti_ce.
work of men. It is very well for thee to say Hablb said: All those who worship Christ are
that I insult him. But, if the carving of him delivered through Christ, because they wor,hqJ
out of wood and the fixing of him with nails pro- not creatures along with the Creator of creature_.
claim aloud concerning him that he is made, The governor stud : Let him be stretched out
how sayest thou to me that I insult him ? since and be scourged with whips, until there reman
lo ! his insult is from himself, and against him- not a place in his body on which he has not
self. been scourged.

The governor said: By this very thing, that Hablb said: As for these inflictions, wh,ch
thou refusest to worship him, thou insultest him. thou supposest to be so bitter with their lacera-

Habib said : But, if because I do not worship tlons,5 out of them are plaited crowns ofvlct0ry
him I insult him, how great an insult, then, &d for those who endure them.
the carpenter inflict on him, who carved him The governor said: How call ye affilctt0ns
with an axe of iron ; and the smith, who smote ease, and account the torments of )our bodies
him and fixed him with nails ! a crown of victory ?

And, when the governor heard him speak thus, Habib said : It is not for thee to ask me con-
he commanded him to be scourged without pity. cerning these things, because thine unbehef _s
And, when he had been scourged by five men, not worthy to hear the reasons of them. That
he said to him: Wilt thou now obey the em-:I will not sacrifice I have said already, and I
perors ? For, if thou wilt not obey them, I will say so stall.
tear thee severely with combs, and I wlll torture The governor said : Thou art subjected to
thee with all ktnds aftortures, and then at last these punishments because thou deservest them.
I will give command concerning thee that thou I will put out thine eyes, which look upon th_s
be burned with fire. Zeus and are not afraid of him; and I _ll

Habib said : These threats with which lo ! stop thine ears, which hear the laws of the era-
thou art seeking to terrify me, are much meaner perors and tremble not. _-
and paltrier than those which I had already set- * L,t."t_, "--T_.

See note 3 on p. 68x. -- TR, _-ot_ "_TIL
4 L,t. "Writ thou renounce that in which thou staua_ •

z Lit. '*r_ctkude." -- TR. .s I.at. "scour_ngs." -- TR.
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H_bib said: To the God whom thou deniest Habib said: Had I not been sensible that
here belongs that other world ; and there wilt they would help me, I should not have spoken
thoU be made to confess Him with scourgings, a single word about them before thee.
though thou hast again denied Him. ]'he governor said : I will silence thy speeches,

The governor said : Leave alone that world and at the same time as regards thee pacify the
which thou hast spoken, and consider anx- gods, whom thou has not worshipped ; and I

l°ofu_lynow, that from this punishment to which will satisfy the emperors in respect to thee, as
lo !"thou art being subjected there is no one that regards thy rebellion against their commands.
can deliver thee ; unless indeed the gods deliver Habib said : I am not afraid of the death with
thee, on thy sacrificing to them. which thou seekest to terrify me ; for, had I been

Hablb said : Those who die for the sake of afraid of it, I should not have gone about from
the name of Christ, and worship not those ob- house to house and ministered : on whichaccomlt
ects that are made and created, will find their I did so mimster. 4
feIn the presence of God ;' but those who love The governor said : How is it that thou wor-

the hfe of time more than that -- their torment shippest and honourest a man, but refusest to
willbe for ever. worship and honour Zeus there?

And the governor commanded, and they Habib said: I worship not a man, because
hanged him up and tore him with combs ; and, the Scriptures teaches me, 6 "Cursed is every one
_htle they were tearing him "with the combs, I that putteth his trust in man;" but God, who
they knocked him about. And he was hangingltook upon Him a body and became a man,
a long while, until the shoulderblades of his IHzm do I worship, and glorify.
arms creaked. The governor said : Do thou that which the

The governor said to him: Wilt thou corn- emperors have commanded; and, as for that
ply even now, and put on incense before Zeus which is in thy own mind, if thou art willing to
there? , give it up, well; but, if thou art not wiUmg, l/ten

Hablb said : Previously to these sufferings I do not abandon it.
d_dnot comply with thy demands: and now Habib said: To do both these things is ira-
that lo ! I have undergone them, how thinkest possible : because falsehood is contrary to truth,
thou that I shall comply, and thereby lose that and it is impossible that that should be banished
which I have gained by them ? from my thoughts which is firmly fixed in my

The governor said: By punishments fiercer mind.
and bltterer than these I am prepared to make The governor said : By inflictions bitter and
thee obey, according to the command of the severe will I make thee dismiss from thythoughts
emperors, until thou do their will. t that of which thou hast said, It is firmly fixed in

Hablb said: Thou art punishing me for not imy mind.
obeying the command of the emperors, when I Habib said : As for these inflictions by which

10! thou thyself also, whom the emperors have i thou thmkest that it will be rooted out of myraised to greatness and made a judge, hast trans- thoughts, by means of these it is that it grows
gres_ed their command, in that thou hast not. within my thoughts, like a tree which bears fruit.
done to me that which the emperors have corn- I The governor said : What help will stripes and
v_auded thee. I combs give to that tree of thine ? and more es-

The governor said : Because I have had pa- peciatly at the time when I shall command fire

tlence with thee, therefore hast thou spoken against it, to burn.itug t Wintht_autsP_n_ atwhich
thus,like a man that brings an accusation. Hablb said - It is .... 8__.... l-'e

Habib said Hadst thou not scourged me, thou lookest that 1 lOOK,necanse i contemp _t_
and '-- -' : .......... and ! the things which are out of sight ; and therefore
_.., _ount_ .me, a_.ct torn, me wire como_,..... [I do the will of God, the Maker of all _ings,v.t my 1eet m tetters,, mere wouta nave veen . , ., , , .., ,____....t.:^t.
room to t not that ot an lOOlmane wun nana_, wtn_,,hmk that thou hadst had patience with and
me. But, if these things take place in the is not sensible of anything whatever.
meanwhile, where is the patience towards me of The governor said : Because he thus denies
whichthou hast spoken_ the gods whom the emperors worship, let him

" be torn with combs in addition to his former
The governor said : These things which thou

hast said will not help thee, because they all go tearings : for, amidst the many questions which
against thee, and they will bring upon thee in- I have had the patience to ask him, he has for-
fl_ctionsbitterer even than those which the era- gotten his former teanngs.
Perorshave commanded.

4 For this t_-nse, which appeanl to be the one inteladed, it if,

tS_e, [Jo_'_ _.,,_,,,c,,o R..... 41 ,,_,_rr ,o_h,_,,X.V*'i,,*_X.V-_.--T'-
mtmg to the i TIt

a Or', the ,, -- ". s lJer. _¢vii.s.]
ta_.in_to _ "stocks. _ word ts of th© most indefmi_ kind, an-

tuAov and h'gn_m. _ TR, 6 l_.t," tt is wntVa_ fog me,'-- Tit.
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And, while they were tearing him, he cried former emperors that the corpses of,murderea
aloud and said : "The sufferings of this time should be buried, it would not be right thatthe
are not equal to that glory which shall be re- corpse of this fell_rta either should be bused.
vealed in "' those who love Christ. because he has been so insolent. I command.

And, when the governor saw that even under that a strap be put into h!s mouth, as lnt0the
these inflictions he refused to sacrifice, he said mouth of a murderer, mad that he be burnedb_
to him : Does your doctrine so teach you, that a slow lingering fire, so that the torment of h_
you should hate your own bodies ? death may be increased.

Habib said : Nay, we do not hate our bodies : And he went out from the presence of the
the Scripture distinctly teaches us, "Whosoever governor, with the strap thrust into h_smouth:
shall lose h_s hfe shall find it. ''* But another and a mulntude of the people of the c_tyran
thing too it teaches us: that we should "not after him. And the Christians were rej0icang,
cast that which is holy to dogs, nor cast pearls forasmuch as he had not turned aside nor quitted
before swine." 3 his post ; s but the pagans were threatening him,

The governor said : I know that in speaking for refusing to sacrifice. And they led himforth
thus thy sole object is that my rage and the by the western archway, over against the ceme-
wrath of my mind may be exclted, and that I tery,6 which was burr by 7 Abshelama,8 the son
may pronounce sentence of death against thee of Abgar. And his mother was clad in white,
speedily. I am not going, then, to be hurried and she went out with him.
on to that which thou des_rest ; but I will have And, when he was arrived at the placewhere
patience : not, indeed, for thy relief, but so that they were going to burn him, he stood upand
the tortures inflicted on thee may be increased, prayed, as dM all those who came out w_thh_m;
and that thou mayest see thy flesh falling off and he said: "O King Christ, since Throe_s
before thy face by means of the combs that are this world, and Thine the world to come, be-
passing over thy sMes. hold and see, that, while I might have fled from

Hab_b saM: I myself also am looking for these affllct_ons, I did not flee, in order that I
this, that thou shouldst multiply thy tortures might not fall into the hands of Thy justice
upon me, even as thou hast saM. may this fire, m which I am to be burned, ser_e

The governor said : Submit to the emper- me for a recompense before Thee, so that I ma_
ors, who have power to do whatsoever they be dehvered from that fire which isnot quenched.
choose, and receive Thou my spirit into Thy presence,

Hab_b said: It is not of men to do whatso- through Thy Divine Spirit, O glorious Sonof
ever they choose, but of God, whose power is lthe adorable Father! And, when he had
in the heavens, and over all the dwellers upon _prayed, he turned and blessed them, and they
earth ; "nor is there any that may rebuke H_s weeping gave him the salutation, both menand
hands 4 and say to Him, ' What doest Thou ?'" women ; and they stud to him : Pray for usm

The governor said: For th_s insolence of the presence of thy Lord, that He would cause
thine, death by the sword is too small. I, how- peace among His people, and restorauon to H_s
ever, am prepared to command the t'nflictwn churches which are overthrown.
upon thee of a death more bitter than that of And, while Habib was standing, they duga
the sword, place, and brought him and set him w_thlnit;

Habib said: And I, too, am looking for a and they fixed up by him a stake. And the)
death which is more lingering than that of the came to bind him to the stake ; but he _a,dto
sword, which thou mayest pronounce upon me them: I will not stir from this place in _h_ch
at any time thou choosest, ye are going to burn me. And they bro_ght

And thereupon the governor proceeded to fagots, and set them in order, and placed then_
pass sentence of death upon him. And he on all sides of him. And, when the fireblazed
called out aloud before his attendants, and said, up and the flame of it rose fiercely, theycalled
whilst they were listening to him, as were also out to him : Open thy mouth And the moment
.the nobles of the city: This Habib, who has he opened his mouth his soul'mountedup- And
denied the gods, as ye have also heard from they cried aloud, both men and women,witht_e
him, and furthermore has reviled the emperors, voice of weeping.
deserves that his life should be blotted out from And they pulled and drew him out of thefire,
beneath this glorious Sun, and that he should throwing over h_m fine linen cloths and ch0_ce
not any longer behold this luminary, associate ointments and spices. And they snatcheda**ay
of gods ; and, had it not been commanded by

t Rom. viii x_ -- TR. 65Or" departed from 1_ covenam."--TLThe Gk. _ot_'e"r*ip,oJ,.--T_.
Matt x 39- _T_, 7 Curet_n's "for" seems not so good, the reference _ot betng

S Matt. vh. 6.--Trt. to a single tomb -- Tn.
Chaldee, *'_estxaln (llteratly_ smite) H_._hand" See Dan. iv. e Probably that m which Sharbll and Baba_wexe buried: see

,_$. -- T_. 684, above.
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some of the. pieces of wood.which had been put I, Theophilus, who have renounced the evil
for his ourmng, ano me brethren and some per- inheritance of my fathers, and confessed Christ,
sons of the laity '. bore him away. And they carefully wrote out a copy of these Acts of
nrenared him lor interment, and buried him by Habib, even as I had formerly written- out those
_ur']a and Shamuna the martyrs, in the same of Guria and Shamuna,4 his fellow-martyrs. And,
grave m which they were la_d , on the hill which whereas he had felicitated them upon their death
is called Baith Allah Cucla, repeating over him by the sword, he himself also was made like
psalms and hymns, and conveying his burnt them by the fire in which he was burnt, and re-
body affectionately and honourably to the grave, ceived his crown. And, whereas I have written
And even some of the Jews and pagans took ldown the year, and the month, and the day, of
part with the Christian brethren in winding up the coronation of these martyrs, it is not for the
and burying his body. At the time, too, when sake of those who, like me, were spec_tors of
he was burned, and also at the time when he the deed, but with the view that those who come
was buried, there was one spectacle of grief after us may learn at what time these martyrs
overspreading those within and those without ; suffered, and what manner of men they were;
tears, too, were rulming down from all eyes: as they may learn also from the Acts of the
while every one gave glory to God, because for former martyrs, who suffered in the days of
His name's sake he had gwen his body to the Domitianus and of all the other emperors who
burning of fire. hkewise also raised a persecution against the

The day on which he was burned was the eve Church, and put a great many to death, by
of the Sabbath,3 the second of the month Ilul stripes and by tearing with combs, and by bitter

the day on which the news came that Con- inflictions, and by sharp swords, and by burning
stantme the Great had set out from the interior fire, and by the terrible sea, and by the merci-
of Spare, to proceed to Rome, the city of Italy, less mines. And all these things, and things like
that he mxght carry on war with Licinius, that them, they suffered for the hope of the reeom-
emperor who at this day rules over the eastern pense to come•

portion of the territories of the Romans ; and Moreover, the afflictions of these martyrs, and
1o! the countries on all sides are in commotion, of those of whom I had heard, opened the eyes
because no man knows which of them will con- of me, Theophilus, and enlightened my mind,
quer and continue in his imperial power. And and I confessed Christ, that He is the Son of
through this report the persecution slackened God, and is God. And may the dust of the
for a httle while from the Church. feet of these martyrs, wh,ch I received as I was

And the notaries wrote down everything which running after them at the time when they were
they had heard from the judge ; and the Sharirs departing to be crowned, procure me pardon for
of the city wrote down all the other things which having denied Him, and may He confess me
werespoken outside the door of the judgment- before His worshippers, seeing that I have con-
hall,and, according to the custom that existed, fessed Him now !
they reported to the judge all that they had And at the twenty-seventh question which the
seen and all that they had heard, and the decis- judge put to Habib, he gave sentence against
ions of the judge were written down in their him of death by the burning of fire.
Acts. Here endeth the martyrdom of Habib the

deacon.
: Lh "secular persons " or "men of the world "--TR.

a sha ....In SameonMetanhr_'tesr t whose col_ywould seem" to have had 4 As Simeon Metaphrastes, dnfra, evidently made u_ of these
_nttyamerent readmg it ts written ]3ethelabicla and us said to A cts of Habzb m hts account of that martyr, It is probable that his

Lieon thenorth stde of the'clty P 8 TR narrattve of the martyrdom of Gurta and Shamuna alto wal fouadedt.e., the stxth day of the week. See note 9 on p. 66 .-- • on the copy of the_r.dot's to which Theophdus here refers.



ANCIENT SYRIAC DOCUMENTS

MARTYRDOM' OF THE HOLY CONFESSORS SHAMUNA, GURIA, AND HABIB,
FROM SIMEON METAPHRASTES?

IN the six hundredth year from the empire Guria's purity and lovingness were to him a pro.
of Alexander the Macedonian, when Diocletian cious and honourable possession, and from h_s
had been nine years sovereign of the Romans, cultivation of the former the surname of t]zepu,e
and Maximian was consul for the sixth time, and was given him : so that from his name you would

Augar son of Zoaras was praetor, and Cognatus not have known who he was, but onlv when you
was bishop of the Edessenes, a great persecution called him by his surname. Shamuna devoted
was raised against the churches in all the coun- his body and his youthful and active mind to the
tries which were under the sway of the Romans. service of God, and rivalled Guna m excellence
The name of Christian was looked upon as exe- of character. Against these men an indictment
crable, and was assailed and harassed with abuse ; was laid before the judge, to the effect that they
while the priests and the monks,3 on account of not only pervaded all the country round about
their staunch and unconquerable stedfastness, Edessa with their teaching and encouraged tile
were subjected to shocking punishments, and the people to hold fast their faith, but also led thorn
pious were at their wits' end with sadness and to look with contempt on their persecutors, and.
fear. For, desiring as they did to proclaim the in order to induce them to set wholly at nought
truth because of their yearning affection for their impiety, taught them agreeably to that
Christ, they yet shrunk back from doing so for which is written : "Trust not in princes--m the
fear of punishment. For those who took up sons of men, in whom is no safety." * By these
arms against true religion were bent on making representations the judge was wrought up to
the Christians renounce Christianity and embrace high pitch of madness, and gave orders that all
the cause of Saturn and Rhea, whilst the faithful those who held the Christian religion m honour
on their part laboured to prove that the objects and followed the teaching of Shamuna and Gurt_,
of heathen worship had no real existence, together with those who persuaded them to thl_.

At this period it was that an accusation was should be apprehended, and shut up in safe
preferred before the judge against Guria and keeping. The order was carried into effect:
Shamuna. The former was a native of Sarcigitua, and, seizing the opportunity, he had some of
and the latter of the village of Ganas ; they were, them flogged, and others tortured in various wa_,
however, both brought up at Edessa -- which and induced them to obey the emperor's corn-
they call Mesopotamia, because it is situated mand, and then, as if he were behaving kindl_
between the Euphrates and the Tigris : a city and mercifully, he allowed others to go to thetr

our t_ , u " "_rpreviously to this but little known to fame, but homes ; but o saints, as being the rln_-
which after the struggles of its martyrs obtained leaders and those who had commumcated t_e_
universal notoriety. These holy men would not piety to others he ordered to be still further
by any means spend their lives in the city, but maltreated in prison. They, however, rel°lce'l
removing to a distance from it, as those who in the fellowship of martyrdom. For the)"heard
wished to be remote from its turmoils, they of many in other provinces who had had to pass
made it their aim to be manifest to God only. through the same conflict as themselves am0ng

them Epiphanius and Petrus and the most h01y
, C_ton,i_iti. L.tl,.--T_- . Pamphilus, with many others, at C_sa_reaA__
2 TI_ piece is taken from the well-known work of Sunus, Dt Palestine ; Timotheus at Gaza ; at Alexa,,_"',

L_ra_Uis_o_Sa_t°r_"_'*. It doe. not appea_who madeth,, Wimotheus the Great; Agapetus at The!_n_ IMetaphrastea is a celebrated Byzant!ne writer, who lived in the
ninth and tenth centuries. He derives hts name from. having wr.ttten Hesychius at Nicomedia ; Philippus a_ 3_;*his
pamphtutses,or metaphra.ues,of the livesof the saints. Fabncms opolis ; at Melifina Petrus ; Herme__ives a llst Of 539 hve_ commonly attrtbuted to htm.--Dr. W. PLATte
m Smith's Dict. Biog. and Mytk.--To.

3 [A token of mediaeval on#.] 4 Ps. cxlvL 3- --TR.
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companions in the confines of Martyropolis : all about their religion, and deal with them as he
of whom were also encircled with the crown of should see fit. So he came to Edessa _ and he
martyrdom by Duke t Heraclianus, along with had Shamuna and Guria first of all placed before
other confessors too numerous for us to become the tribunal of judgment, and said to them :
acquainted with. But we must return to the This, and no less, is the command of the lord
matters of which we were before speaking, iof the world, that you make a libation of wine

Antomus, then, the governor of Edessa, having and place incense on the altar of Jupiter. If
permitted others to return to their homes, had you refuse to do so, I will destroy you with
a lofty judgment-seat erected, and ordered the manifold punishments : for I will tear your bodies
martyrs to be brought before him. The attend- to pieces with whips, till I get to your very en-
ants having done as they were bidden, the govern- trails ; and I will not cease pouring boiling lead
or said to the saints : Our most divine emperor into your armpits until it reaches even to your
commands you to renounce Christianity, of which bowels ; after that, I will hang you up, now by
you are followers, and to pay divine honour to your hands, now by your feet, and I will loosen
[upiter by offering incense on the altar. To this [ the fastenings of your joints ; and I will invent
Shamuna- replied : Far be it from us to abandon [ new and unheard of punishments which you will
the tree faith, whereby we hope to obtain ]minor- be utterly unable to endure.

tality, and worship the work of men's hands and Shamuna answered : We dread "the worm,"
an image ! The governor said : The emperor's the threat of which is denounced against those
orders must by all means be obeyed. Guna who deny the Lord, and "the fire which is not
answered: Our pure and divine faith will we quenched," more than those tortures which thou
never disown, by following the will of men, who hast set before us. For God Himself, to whom
are subject to dissolution. For we have a Father we offer rational worship, will, first of all,
in heaven whose will we follow, and He says : strengthen us to bear these manifold tortures,
"He that shall confess Me before men, him will and will deliver us out of thy hands ; and, after
I also confess before My Father who is in heav- that, will also give us to rest in a place of safety,
en ; but he that shall deny Me before men, him where is the abode of all those who rejoice. Be-
will I also deny before My Father and His sides, it is against nothing whatever but the body
angels "* The judge said : You refuse, then, to that thou takest up arms : for what possible harm
obey the will of the emperor ? But can you for couldst thou do to the soul ? since, as long as it
a moment think, that the purposes of ordinary resides in the body, it proves superior to torture ;
men and such as have no more power than your- and, when it takes its departure, the body has no
selves are to be really carried into execution, i feeling whatever left. For, "the more our out-
while the commands of those who possess su- ward man ]s destroyed, the more is our inward
preme power fall to the ground? They, said the man renewed day by day;'3 for by means of
s_unts,who do the will of the King of kings spurn patience we go through with this contest which
and reject the will of the flesh. Then, on the is set before us. The governor, however, again,
governor's threatening them with death unless with a kind of protestation, in order that, in case
they obeyed, Shamuna said : We shall not die,' they did not obey, he might with the more justice
0 tyrant, if we follow the will of the Creator: punish them, said: Give up your error, I beg
nay rather, on the contrary, we shall live ; but, you, and yield to the command of the emperor :
if we follow the commands of your emperor, ye will not be able to endure the tortures. The
know thou that, even though thou shouldest nat holy Guria answered : We are neither the slaves
put us to death, we shall perish miserably all the of error, as thou sayest, nor will we ever obey
same. the command of the emperor: God forbid that

On hearing this, the governor gave orders to we should be so weak-minded and so senseless 1
Anovitus the jailor to put them in very safe keep- I For we are His disciples who laid down His life
rag. For the mind which is naturally inclined for us, so manifesting the riches of His goodness

evil cannot bear the truth, any more than and His love towards us. We will, therefore,
lseased eyes the bright beams of the sun. And, resist sin even to death, nor, come what may, will

x_henhe had done as he was commanded, and we be foiled by the stratagems of the adversary,
the martyrs were in prison, where many other :by which the first man was ensnared and plucked
saints also had been previously shut by the death from the tree through his disobedience ;*
_ldiers, the Emperor Diocletian sent for Muso-and Cain was persuaded, and, after staining his
nlUSthe governor of Antioch and ordered him hands with his brother's blood, found the rewards
to go to Edessa and see the Christians who were

confined there, whether they were of the corn- __co_.i_ _6.- TR.
,I Or " through his dlsobedlenee m the matter of the tree/* ffkr

rnon or of the sacred class, and question them ?ee,, tna_edientta_xare therealwordsof the Lair,, translator,who
is not, generally sl_akmg, to be complimented for elegance or

_latt. x 33. _ "I_. cori'_tness, but seems to lmve made a scrvde copy of the m_m wmrdsof the Greek. _ T_.
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of sin to be wailing and fear. But we, listening make its way in ; and the jailors were ordered

to the words of Christ, will "not be afraid of not to give them a bit of Oreaa or a single drop
those that kill the body but are not able to kill of water for three whole days. So that, in addl.
the soul : " Him rather will we fear "who is tion to all the rest, the martyrs were condemned
able to destroy our soul and body."' The tyrant to a dark prison and a long.privation of food.
said : It is not to give you an opportunity of dis- When the third day arrived, about the beginning
proving my allegations by snatches of your own of the month of August, the prison was opened
writings that I refrain from anger and show my- to admit light, but they were detained in it styli
self forbearing ; but that you may perform the up to the toth of November. Then the judge
command of the emperor and return in peace had them brought up before his tribunal: Has
to your homes, aot all this tnne, said he, sufficed to induce you

These words did not at all shake the resolu- to change your minds and come to some whole.

tion of the martyrs ; but, approaching nearer : some decision ? They answered : We have already
What, said they, does it matter to us, if thou art several times told thee our mind : do, therefore,
angry, and nursest thine anger, and rainest tor- what thou hast been commanded. The governor
tures upon us like snow-flakes? For then wouldst forthwith ordered that Shamuna should be made
thou be favouring us all the more, by rendering to kneel down on one side 3 and that an _r0n
the proof of our fortitude more conspicuous, and chain should be fastened on his knee. Th_s
winning for us a greater recompense. For this is having been done, he hung him up head down-
the crowning point of our hope, that we shall leave wards by the foot with which he had made him
behind our present dwelling, which is but for a kneel ; the other he pulled downwards with a
time, and depart to one that will last forever. For heavy piece of iron, which cannot be described
we have "a tabernacle not made with hands" _ in in words : thus endeavouring to rend the chain.
heaven, which the Scripture is accustomed also pion in twain. By this means the socket of the
to call "Abraham's bosom," because of the hip-bone was wrenched out of its place and
familiar intercourse with God with which he was Shamuna became lame. Guria, however, be-

blessed. The governor, seeing that their firmness cause he was weak and somewhat pale, he left
underwent no change, forthwith left off speaking unpunished : not that he regarded him x_th
and proceeded with the threatened punishments, friendly eyes-- not that he had any compassion
giving orders to the jailor Anuinus that they should on his weakness ; but rather by way of sparing
be severally hung up by one hand, and that, when for another opportunity one whom he was anxious
their hands were dislocated by having to bear the to punish : lest perchance, as he said, through
entire weight of the body, he should further sus- inadvertence on my part he should be worn 0tit
penal a heavy stone to their feet, that the sense before he has undergone the torments in rese_'e
of pain might be the sharper. This was done, for him.
and from the third hour to the eighth they bore By this time two hours of the day had passed
this severe torture with fortitude, uttering not a since Shamuna had been hung up ; and the fifth
word, nor a groan, nor giving any other indication hour had now arrived, and he was still suspended
of a weak or abject mind. You would have said on high m when the soldiers who stood around.
that they were suffering in a body which was not taking pity upon him, urged him to obey the
theirs, or that others were suffering and they emperor's command. But the compassion of
themselves were nothing more than spectators sinners had no effect upon the saint. For.
of what was going on. although he suffered bitterly from the torture, he

In the meantime, whilst they were hanging by ivouchsafed them no answer whatever, leav_vg
their hands, the governor was engaged in trying them to lament at their leisure, and to deem
other cases. Having done with these, he ordered themselves rather, and not him, deserving of pit):
the jailor to inquire of the saints whether or not But, lifting his eyes to heaven, he prayed to God
they would obey the emperor and be released from the depth of his heart, reminding Him of
from their torture ; and on his putting the ques- :he wonders done in old time : Lord God, be
tion to them, when it was found that they either said, without whom not even a poor little sparrow
could not or would not return an answer, he falls into the snare ; who didst cheer the heart
ordered that they should be confined in the inner of David amid his a_ictions ; who gavest po_'e_
part of the prison, in a dark dungeon, dark both to Daniel even against the lions ; who maae"t
in name and in reality, and that their feet should the children of Abraham victorious over the tyran
be made fast in the stocks. At dawn of day, and the flame : do Thou now also, O Lord, lo0k
their feet were loosened from the confinement on the war which is being waged against us_
of the stocks ; but their prison was close shut acquainted as Thou art with the weakness 0_"
up, so that not a single ray even of sunlight could nature. For the enemy is trying to turn away

t Matt.x.2L--'IM.
t _ Cot v.t.--Ti. * llt. "withom foot.°'--Ta.
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the workm.an,shtp Y the etermmes. To this the most noble-minded
-,-_, which as Wlt • g ra lnou us t_namuna replied : If thou shalt confer upon us
_I looks of compassion, and maintain within !so great a favour as to ranw'_+ainst all attempts to extinguish it, the lamn the mlsen ...... " ,'- g - t.us dehverance from
ttr, i_._, • . . t" I . _ Vt tills llI_ aDO (llSmlssa/to

of Thy commandments, and by Thy hght guide ] _mess of the life youuer,........ so xar as m us Jiesthetlaouhap"
our paths, and vouchsafe us the enjoyment of: shalt fie rewarded by Him who lays out our pos-
that happiness which is in Thee : for Thou art sessions on what is for our good. The governor
blessed for ever, world without end. Thus did rephed to this somewhat kindly, as it seemed,
he utter the praise of the Umpire of the strife ; ! saymg : I have patiently endured hitherto, put-
and a scribe who was present took down in tmg up w_th those long speeches of yours, in
writing what was said. order that by delay you may change your put-

At length the governor ordered the jador to re- i pose and betake yourselves to what 2s for your
lease him from his punishment. He did so, and good, and not have to undergo the punishment
carried him away all faint and exhausted with of death. Those who submxt, said he, to death
the pain he suffered, and they bore him back to which is only for a time, for the sake of Christ,
his former prison and laid him down by the side will manifestly be delivered from eterffal death.
of the holy Guria. On the i5th of November, For those who die to the world live m Christ.

however, in the mght, about the time of cock- For Peter also, who shines so brightly among
crowing, the judge got up. He was preceded the band of apostles, was condemned to the
by torches _tnd attendants; and, on arriving at cross and to death; and James, the son of
the Basilica, as _t is called, where the court wa thunder, was slain by Herod Agrippa with the
held, he took his seat with great ceremony on sword. Moreover, Stephen also was stoned, who
_he tr_btmal, and sent to fetch the champions was the first to run the course of martyrdom.
Guria and Shamuna.. The latter came in walk- What, too, wilt thou say of John the 21aptTst?
mg between two of thejaflors and supported by Thou wilt surely acknowledge hts distinguished
the hands of both : for he was worn out with fortitude and boldness of speech, when he pre-
hunger and weighed down with age • nothing ferred death rather than keep silence about con-
but h_s good hope sustained him. Guria, too, jugal infidelity, and the adulteress received his
had also to be carried in : for he could not walk head as a reward for her dancing ?
at all, because h_s foot had been severely galled Again the governor said : It is not that you
by the cl_ain on it. Addressing them both, the may reckon up your saints, as you call them,
advocate of impiety said : In pursuance of the that I bear so pattently with you, but that, by
permission which was granted, you have, dat, bt- changing your resolution and yielding to the era-
less, consulted together about what it is expedi- peror's commands, you may be rescued from a
ent for you to do. Tell me, then, whether any very b_tter death. For, if you behave with such
fresh resolution has been come to by you, and excessive daring and arrogance, what can you
whether you have in any respect changed your expect but that severer punishments are in store
mind in regard to your former purpose ; and for you, under the pressure of which you will be
_bey the command of the most divine emperor, ready even against your will to do what I de-
For thus will you be restored to the enjoyment mand of you : by which time, however, it will be
of your property and possessions, yea of this altogether too late to take refugeincompassion?
most cheering hght also. To this the martyrs For the cry which ts wrung from you by force
reply : No one who is wise would make any has no power to challenge pity ; whilst, on the
great account of continuing for a little while m other hand, that which is made of your own
the enjoyment of things which are but transient, accord is deserving of compassion. The confess-
Sufficient for us is the time already past for the ors and martyrs of Christ said : There needs not
use and the sight of them ; nor do we feel the many words. For 1o ! we are ready to undergo
_vantof any of them. That death, on the con- I all the punishments thou mayest lay upon us.
trary, with which thou art threatening us will!What, therefore, has been commanded thee, de-
conveyus to imperishable habitations and gwe us lay not to per_)m_. ¥or we are the v+or_hippevs
apartieipation in the happiness which is yonder, of Christ the true God, and (again vce say it)

"/'he governor replied : What you have said of Him of whose klagdom there shall be no end ;
has filled my ears with great sadness. However, who also is alone able to glorify those in return
I will explain to you what is determined on : if who glorify His name. In the meantime, whilst
you place incense on the altar and sacrifice to these things were being said by the saints, the
the image of Jupiter, all will be well, and each governor pronounced sentence against them that
of you will _o away to his home" but if you they should suffer death by the sword. But they,
still persist m disobeying the command of the filled with a joy beyond the power of words to
rape.ror,you will most certainly lose your heads : express, exclaimed : To Thee of right belongeth
or tttia is what the great emperor wills and glory and praise, who art God of all, bee.au_ it
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hath pleased Thee that we should carry on to he was anxious to be himself entrusted with the
its dose the conflict we have entered upon, and business of bringing the Christians to trial, _d
that we should also receive at Thy hands the especially Habib: for he had never been en.
brightness that shall never fade away. trusted with it before. The emperor, then, sent

When, therefore, the governor saw their un- him a letter and commanded him to put Habib
yielding firmness, and how they had heal'd the to death. So, when Lysanias had received the
final sentence with exultation of soul, he said to letter, search was made everywhere for Hablb
the saints : May God search into what is being who on account of his office in the Church hved
done, and be witness that so far as I was con- in some part of the city, his mother and SOme
cerned it was no wish of mine that you should of his relations residing with hnn. When he got
lose your lives ; but the inflexible command of intelligence of the matter, fearing lest he sh0,ald
the emperor to me compels me to th_s. He incur punishment for quitting the ranks of mar-
then ordered a halberdier to take charge of the tyrdom, he went of his own accord and presented
martyrs, and, putting them in a carriage, to himself to a man who was among the chief of
convey them to a distance from the city with the body-guard, named Theotecnus, and pres-
some soldiers, and there to end them with the ently he said: I am Habib for whom ye are
sword. So he, taking the saints out at night by seeking. But he, looking kindly at him, said
the Roman gate, when the citizens were buried No one, my good man, is as yet aware of thv
in profound slumber, conveyed them to Mount coming to me : so go away, and look to thv
Bethelabicla on the north of the city. On their safety ; and be not concerned about thy mother.
arrival at that place, having alighted from the nor about thy relations : for they cannot possibly
carriage with joy of heart and great firmness of get into any trouble. Thus far Theotecnus.
mind, they requested the halberdier and those But Hablb, because the occasion was one that
who were under his orders to give them time to called for martyrdom, refused to yield to a weak
pray ; and it was granted. For, just as if their and cowardly spirit and secure his safety in an_
tortures and their blood were not enough to lunderhand way. He rephed, therefore: It _
plead for them, they still by reason of their hu- Inot for the sake of my dear mother, nor forthe
milky deemed it necessary to pray. So they isake of my kinsfolk, that I denounce m_self:
raised their eyes to heaven and prayed earnestly, ibut I have come for the sake of the confe_sl0n
concluding with the words : God and Father of' of Christ. For lo ! whether thou consent or n0.
our Lord Jesus Christ, receive in peace our spirits ] I will make my appearance before the g0venl0r,
to Thyself. Then Shamuna, turning to the hal-land I will proclaim my A4raster Christ before
berdier, said: Perform that which thou hast princes and kings. Theotecnus, accoldmgl_.
been commanded. So he kneeled down along apprehensive that he might go of his own accord
with Guria, and they were beheaded, on the _5th to the governor, and that in this way he might
of November. This is the account of what hap- himself be in jeopardy for not having denounced
pened to the martyrs, him, took Habib and conducted him to the

But forasmuch as the number sought for a governor: Here, said he, is Hablb, for whotn
third in order that in them the Trinity might be _1search has been made. When Ly_anlas learned
glorified, it found, oh admirable providence ! that Habib had come of his own accord to the
Habib--at a subsequent time indeed : but he contest, he concluded that thl_ was a mark of
also, along with those who had preceded him, contempt and overweening boldness, as ffhe set
had determined to enter on the journey, and on light by the solemn dignity of the judicial seat,
the very day' of their martyrdom reached his and he had him at once put on his trial. He in-
consummation. Habib, then, great among mar- quired of him his condition of life, hl_ name, and
tyrs, was a native of the same place as they, his country. On his answering that he wa_._
namely of the village of Thelsma ; ' and he had native of the village of Thelsma, and lnttmat_llg
the honour of being invested with the sacred that he was a minister of Christ, the governor
office of the diaconate. But, when Licinius immediately charged the martyr with not obe?-
swayed the sceptre of the Roman empire and ing the emperor's commands. He insisted that
Lysanias had been appointed governor of Edessa, a plain proof of this was his refusal to offerln-
a persecution was again raised against the Chris- cense to Jupiter. To this Habib kept replyl.ng
tians, and the general danger threatened Habib. that he was a Christian, and could not f0rsa_
For he would go about the city, teaching the the true God, or sacrifice to the lifeless _vorKso
divine Scriptures to all he met with, and cour- men's hands which had no sensation. The g0v-
ageously seeking to strengthen them in piety, ernor hereupon ordered, that his arms shouldDe
When this came to the ears of Lysanias, he gave bound with ropes, and that he should be raised
information of it to the Emperor Licinius. For up high on a beam and torn with iron cla_*J

t i e., the mmivm_._ry.-- TR.
s In the Syriac account '_Telzeha: " see p. 69otauj#_'a. -- Tt¢. s Compare the s, combs" of the Syrlac, p. 634, su2#ra _T_.
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The han#ng up was far more difficult to bear fflict on thee a sudden and speedy death ; I will
than the tearing ihrfOr ht_ thae_ in danger of being bring on thy dissolution gradually by mearls of
pulled asunder, t g e forcible strain with a slow fire, and in this way make thee lay aside
which his arms were stretched out. thy fierce and retractable spirit. Thereupon,

In the meantime, as he was hanging up in some wood was collected together at a place
the air, the governor had recourse to smooth outside the city on the northward, and he was
words, and assumed the guise of patience. He, led to the pile, followed by his mother, and also
however, continued to threaten him with severer by those who were otherwise by blood related to
pumshments unless he should change ,his resolu- him. He then prayed, and pronounced a bless-
tlon. But he said : No man shall reduce me to ing on all, and gave them the kiss in the Lord ;
forsake the faith, nor persuade me to worship and after that the wood was kindled by them,
demons, even though he should inflict tortures and he was cast into the fire ; and, when he had
more and greater. On the governor's asking opened his mouth to receive the flame, he yielded
him what advantage he expected to gain from up his spirit to Him who had given it. Then,
tortures which destroyed his whole _body, Habib, when the fire had subsided, his relatives wrapped
Chnst's martyr, replied : The objects of our him in a costly piece of linen and anointed him
regard do not last merely for the present, nor do wlth unguents ; and, having suitably sung psalms
we pursue the things that are seen ; and, if thou and hymns, they laid him by the side of Shamuna
too art minded to turn thy look towards our and Guria, to the glory of the Father, and of
hope and promised recompense, possibly thou the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, who constitute
wilt even say with Paul : "The sufferings of this a Divine Trinity, which cannot be divided : to
time are not worthy to be compared with the whom is due honour and worship now and always,
glory which is to be revealed in us."* The and for evermore, Amen. Such was the close
governor pronounced his words to be the lan- of the life of the martyr Habib in the time of

gu_ge of imbecility ; and, when he saw that, not- Licinius, and thus did he obtain the privilege of
withstanding all the efforts he made, by turns being laid with the saints, and thus did he bring
using smooth words and assuming the part of to the pious rest from their persecutions. For
patlence, and then again threatening him and shortly afterwards the power of Llcinius waned,
menacing him with a shocking s death, he could and the rule of Constantine prospered, and the
not in either way prevail with him, he said, as he sovereignty of the Romans became his ; and he
pronounced sentence upon him : I will not in- was the first of the emperors who openly pro-

t Reading" totum"for"solum."--TR. fessed piety, and allowed the Christians to live
2 R.... hr. ,8 --TR. as Christians.
3 Lit. "btttcr." _ TR.
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HISTORY OF ARMENIA.

I.* l instance to Ph6ror, his brother. Herod's lieu.
REIGNOF ABGAR._ ARMENIABECOMESCOMPLETELYtenant, at the head of a considerable army, has.

TRIBUTARY TO THE ROMANS : WAR WITH HEROD'S I tened to reach Mesopotamia, met Abgar at the
TROOPS .; HIS BROTHER'S SON, JOSEPH, IS KILLED. ! camp in the province of Pouknan, fell m the

ABOAR,son of Archam, ascends the throne in combat, and his troops were put to flight. Soon
the twentieth year of Archavir, king of the Per- afterwards, Herod died : Archelaus, hm son, was
sians. This Abgar was called Avak-alr (great appointed by Augustus ethnarch of Judma.
man), on account of his great gentleness and ii.s
wisdom, and also on account of his size. Not
being able to pronounce well, the Greeks and the FOUNDINGOF THE TOWN OF EDESSA; BRIErAC-
Syrians called him Abgar. In the second year of cou_cr OF THE RACE OF OUR ILLUbI[NATOR.
his reign, all the dmtricts of Armenia become A little while afterwards, Augustus dies, and
tributary to the Romans. A command ]s given Tlberms becomes emperor of the Romans in
by the Emperor Augustus, as we are told in the his stead. Germanlcus, having become Cmsar,
Gospel of St. Luke, to number all the people in dragging in his train the princes of the kmgd0m
every part. Roman commissioners, sent for that of Archavir and of Abgar, celebrates a trmmph
purpose into Armenia, carried thither the statue =in respect of the war waged with them, in whlch
of the Emperor Augustus, and set it up in all these princes had killed Herod's nephew. Ab-
the temples. At this very time, our Saviour gar, indignant, forms ,plans of revolt and pre-
Jesus Christ, the Son of God, came into the pares himself for combat. He builds a to_n0n
world, the ground occupied by the Armenian armyof

At the same period there was trouble between observation, where previously the Euphrates had
Abgar and Herod : for Herod wished that his been defended against the attempts of Cassms:
statue should be erected near to that of Cmsar this new town is called Edessa. Abgar removed
in the temples of Armenia. Abgar withstood to it his court, which was at Medzpine, all his
this claim. Moreover, Herod was but seeking a gods, Naboc, Bel, Patnicagh, and Tarata, the
pretext to attack Abgar: he sent an army of books of the schools attached to the temples,
Thracians and Germans to make an incursion and even the royal archives.
into the country of the Persians, with orders to After this, Archavir being dead, Ardach_s, h_
pass through the territories of Abgar. But Ab- son, reigns over the Persians. Though it is not
gar, far from submitting to this, resisted, saying in the order of the hmtory with respect to rune.
that the emperor's command was to march the nor even the order according to which we have
troops into Persia through the desert. Herod, begun these annals, yet, as we are treating of
indignant, and unable to act by himself, over- the descendants of the king Archavlr. even of
whelmed with troubles, as a punishment for his the blood of ArdachSs hm son, we will, to do
wicked conduct towards Christ, as Josephus re- honour to these princes, place them, by ant_
lates, sent his nephew to whom he had given pating the time, near to Ardach6s, m oraer u_,
his daughter, who had been married in the first the reader may know that they are of the sam_

race, of the race of the bravetheArchag;arrwal oftt_en_e_rechtlon,m twovolumes,printed will indicate the time of ms0u.
I Thls extract _$ taken from /he

at,Paris, of which the following iq the title' MO][SE_DE KHO-
RENE, a*teurdu Ve Si_cle: HISTOIRE D'ARMENIE, TEXTR fathers in Armenia, the Garenians and the
J_RMI_'IEN ET TRADUCTIOH FRANCAISK_ @7)e¢ no_e$ exfllicaH'oes et_reeis kistoriqt_es *_¢r £Ar_nk, par P. E. Lx VAXLI_lCr Vtt renians, from whom St. Gregory and
I_ LORIVAL.

2 Book ii. chapter xxvi. s O_apter xxvil.
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finns are descended, when, following the order IV..

of events, we come to the reign of the king ABC._ RgrtraNs FROMTHE EAST; US Orv_under whom they appeared.
Abgar didnot.succeed in his plans of revolt; To Al_-ras m A WAR A_INST HERODTag

for,troubles having arisen amongst his relatives TETRARCm

xnthe persian kingdom, he set out at the head When Abgar had returned from the East, he
of an army to allay and bring to an end the learnt that the Romans suspected him of h_ving
dissension, gone there to raise troops. He therefore made

nL' the Roman commissioners acquainted with the
reasons of his journey to Persia, as well as the

A_R COMm INTO THE EAST, _iAm'rAms ^g- treaty concluded between Ardach_s and his broth-DACHf_S UPON THE THRONE OF PERSIA ; RECON-

ers ; but no credence was given to his statement :
ClLrSms BROTHERSFROMWHOMOUR ILLUm- for he was accused by his enemies Pilate, Herod
_ATOaAND HIS RELAZIOSSARE DESCENDED. the tetrarch, Lysanias and Philip. Abgar having
Abgar, having gone to the East, finds on the returned to his city Edessa leagued himself with

throne of Persia Ardach_s, son of Archavir, and Aretas, king of Petra, and gave him sortie auxil-
the brothers of Ardachfis contending against lary troops under the command of Khosran Ard-
h_m: for this prince thought to reign over them zrouni, to make war upon Herod. Herod had
in his posterity, and they would not consent to it. in the first instance married the daughter of
Ardach6s therefore hems them in on all sides, Aretas, then had repudiated her, and thereupon
hangs the sword of death over their heads ; taken Herodias, even in her husband's lifetime,
distractions and dissension were between their a circumstance in connection with which he had
troops and their other relations and allies : for l had John the Baptist put to death. Conse-
KingArchavir had three sons and one daughter ; quently there was war between Herod and Aretas
the first of these sons was King Ardach6s him- on account of the wrong done to the daughter
self,the second Garene, the third Sourene ; their of Aretas. Being sharply attacked, Herod's
stster,named Gochm, was wife of the general troops were defeated, thanks to the help of the
of all the Ariks, a general chosen by their father brave Armenians ; as if, by divine providence,
Archavir. vengeance was taken for the death of John the

Abgar prevails on the sons of Archavir to Baptist.
make peace; he arranges between them the v._
condttions and stipulations : Ardach6s is to reign
wxthhis posterity as he proposed, and his broth- ABGARSENDSPRINCESTO MARINUS; THESEDEPUo
ersare to be called Bahlav, from the name of TInS SEE OUR .SAVIOURCHRIST_ BEGINNINGOF
their town and their vast and fertile country, so THE CONVERSIONOF ABGAR.

that their satrapies shall be the first, higher in At this period Marinns, son of Storoge, was
rank than all the satrapies of Persia, as being raised by the emperor to the government of
trulya race of kings. Treaties and oaths stipu- Phoenicia, Palestine, Syria, and Mesopotamia.
lated that in case of the extinction of male chil- Abgar sent to him two of his principal officers,
drenof Ardachbs, his brothers should come to the Mar-Ihap prince of Aghtznik, and Chamchacram
throne; after the reigning race of Ardach_s, his chief of the house of the Abahouni, as well as
brothers are divided into three races named Anan his confidant. The envoys proceed to the
thus: the race of Garene Bahlav, the race of town of Petkoupine to make known to Marinus
SoureneBahlav, and the race of their sister, the the reasons of Abgar's journey to the East, show-
race of Asbahabied Bahlav, a race thus called ing him the treaty concluded between Ardach_s
fromthe name of the domain of her husband, and his brothers, and at the same time to call

St. Gregory is said to have sprung from the upon Marinus for his support. The deputies
race Sourene Bahlav, and the Gam_nans. from• found the Roman governor at Eleutheropolis;
therace Garene Bahlav We will relate m the he received them with friendship and distinc-
sequelthe circumstances of the coming of these tion, and gave this answer to Abgar : "Fear

personages, only mentioning their names here nothing from the emperor on that account, pro-in connection with Ardach_ in order that you vided you take good care to pay the tribute

;layknow that these great races indeed the
odfof Vagharchag, that is to say,arethe ooster-I regularly."Ontheir return, the Armenian deputies "went

veme .great A.rchag, brother of Vagha'rchag. to Jerusalem to see our Saviour the Christ, being
with_n_ng being thus arranged, Abgar takes 'attracted by the report of His mirac!es: Having
to his a _,.m.rotter of the treaties, and returns ! themselves become eye-witnesses ot these won-
preytou°mml°ns- not in perfect health, but a ders, they related them to Abgar. This prince,

=_L__*__evere suffering. , _.
-_w.r axvili. _aapter xxtm

Chap_lr xxah
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seized with admiration, believed truly that Jesus As to what thou hast written asking me to c0_"
was indeed the Son of God, and said : "These to thee, I must accomplish here all that for _hlc
wonders are not those of a man, but of a God. I have been sent ; and, when I shall have a(
No, there is no one amongst men who can raise complished it all, I shall ascend to H_rn _h
the dead: God alone has this power." Abgar sent me ; and when I shall go away I willsen
felt in his whole body cemiin acute pains which one of my disciples, who will cure thy disease
he had got in Persia, more than seven years and give life to thee and to all those who
before ; from men he had received no remedy with thee." Anan, Abgar's courier, brought h_
for his sufferings ; Abgar sent a letter of entreaty this letter, as well as the portrait of the Savl0n
to Jesus : he prayed Him to come and cure him a picture which is still to be found at this da
of his pains. Here is this letter : n in the city of Edessa.

VL* VIII'_

ABGAR'S LETTER TO THE SAVIOUR JESUS CHRIST. PREACHING OF THE APOSTLE THADD_EUS AT EDESS{_

"Abgar, son of Archam, prince of the land, coPY OF FIVE LEITERS.

to Jesus, Sawour and Benefactor of men, who After the ascension of our Saviour, the AI,0,.
has appeared in the country of Jerusalem, fie Thomas, one of the twelve, sent one of the
greeting:_ seventy-six disciples, Thaddmas, to the city of

"I have heard of Thee, and of the cures Edessa to heat Abgar and to preach the Gospei,
wrought by Thy hands, without remedies, with- according to the word of the Lord. Thadd_us
out herbs : for, as it is said, Thou makest the came to the house of Tobias, a Jewish prince.
blind to see, the lame to walk, the lepers to be who is said to have been of the race of the
healed ; Thou drivest out unclean spirits, Thou Pacradouni. Tobias, having left Archam. did
curest unhappy beings afflicted with prolonged not abjure Judaism with the rest of his relatives.
and inveterate diseases ; Thou dost even raise but followed its laws up to the moment when he
the dead. As I have heard of all these wonders believed in Christ. Soon the name of Thadd_us

wrought by Thee, I have concluded from them spreads through the whole town. Abgar, 0i_
either that Thou art God, come down from learning of hm arrival, said: "This is mdee,_
heaven to do such great things, or that Thou he concerning whom Jesus wrote to me," and
art the Son of God, working as Thou dost these immediately Abgar sent for the apostle. When
miracles. Therefore have I written to Thee, Thadd_eus entered, a marvellous appearance pro
praying Thee to condescend to come to me sented itself to the eyes of Abgar in the c0un:e-
and cure me of the complaints with which I am nance of the apostle ; the king having nsen fr0,_
afflicted. I have heard also that the Jews mur- his throne, fell on his face to the earth, and
mur against Thee and wish to deliver Thee up prostrated himself before Thaddmus. Thisspec-
to torments : I have a city small but pleasant, it tacle greatly surprised all the princes who _wJ_
would be sufficient for us both." present, for they were ignorant of the fact of the

The messengers, the bearers of this letter, met vision. "Art thou really," said Abgar to Tna5
Jesus at Jerusalem, a fact confirmed by these dmus, "art thou the disciple of the ever-ble_,ed
words of the Gospel : "Some from amongst the Jesus ? Art thou he whom He promised to send
heathen came to find Jesus, but those who heard to me, and canst thou heal my maladies?"
them, not daring to tell Jesus what they had "Yes," answered Thaddmus ; "if thou beliex-

est m Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the destres
heard, told it to Philip and Andrew, who repeated of thy heart shall be granted." "I have be-it all to their Master."

The Saviour did not then accept the invitation heved in Jesus," said Abgar, "I have beheved
given to Him, but He thought fit to honour l in His Father; therefore I wished to go atthe

crucified Jesus, had I not been prevented by
Abgar with an answer in these words : _ head of my troops to destroy the Jews who ha_e

Vii.2 [ reason of the oower of the Romans." .

ANSWER TO ABGAR'S LETTER, WHICH THE APOSTLE Thenceforth" Thaddmus began to preach t!esGospel to the king and his town; laying !"
THOMASWROTE TO THIS PRINCE BY COIVtMANDhands upon Abgar, he cured him ; he cured als0

OF _'_IE SAVIOUR. a man with gout, Abdu, a prince of the t0_• ' ' ouse.
"Blessed is he who believes in me without much honoured in all the king s h , ._o

having seen me ] For it is written of me : also healed all the sick and infirm people mJ'___.
' Those who see me will not believe in me, and town, and all believed in Jesus Christ:. ADg_
those who do not see me will believe and live.' was baptized, and all the town with turn, _d

the temples of the false gods were ctoseu,/
:t Chapter xxxi.
s Chapter _iL 3 Clmpter xx._h.
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all the statues of idols that were placed on the full senate, I proposed the affair to the senate,
altars and columns were hidden by being coy- and they rejected it with contempt, doubtless

o ered with reeds. Abgar did not compel any because it had not been considered by them
ore to embrace the faith, yet from day to day t first. But we have commanded all those whom
the number of the believers was multiplied. Jesus suits t

The Apostle Thadd_eus baptizes a manufac- We have ih_ateenCeedve-h_man] °ngst the gods.
ad dresses called -_, wJta aeam any one who

turer of silk he .-... ,. .A.tt_eus,conse-lshal! speak evil of the Christians. "As to the
crates him, appoints mm to minister at r_flessa,/jewmn nat_on which has dared to crucify Jesus,
and leaves him with the king instead of himself. Iwho, as I hear, far from deserving the cross and
Thadd_eus, after having recmved letters patent death, was worthy of honour, worthy of the
from ._.bgar,who wished that all should listen to adoration of men _ when I am free from the
the Gospel of Christ, went to find Sanadroug, war with rebellious Spare, I will examine into
son of Abgar's sister, whom this prince had the matter, and wdl treat the Jews as the)"appointed over the country and over the army. deserve."
Abgar was pleased to write to the Emperor Ti-

berms a letter in these words : -- Abgar writes anotker fetter to _'_en'us.

Abgar's fetter to Tiberius. "Abgar, king of the Armenians, to my lord
Tiberius, emperor of the Romans, greeting :

"Abgar, king of Armenia, to my Lord Tibe- "I have received the letter written from your
rlus, emperor of the Romans, greeting : -- august Majesty, and I have applauded the corn-

" I kuow that nothing is unknown to your mands whxch have emanated from your wisdom.
_hjesty, but, as your friend, I would make you If you _fll not be angry with me, I will say that
better acquainted with the facts by writing, the conduct of the senate is extremely ridicu-
%e Jews who dwell m the cantons of Palestine lous and absurd : for, according to the senators,
have crucified Jes_s : Jesus without sin, Jesus it is after the exammatmn and by the suffrages
alterso many acts of kindness, so many wonders of men that dwmity may be ascribed. Thus,
and m_racles wrought for their good, even to the then, ff God does not suit man, He cannot be
rinsingof the dead. Be assured that these are'God, since God is to be judged and justified by
not the effects of the power of a simple mortal, iman. It will no doubt seem just to my lord
but of God. During the time that they were [and master to send another governor to Jerusa-
crucifying H_m, the sun was darkened, the earth ]lem in the place of Pilate, who ought to be igno-
wa_moved, shaken ; Jesus Himself, three days }mimously driven from the powerful post in
afterwards, rose from the dead and appeared to I whmh you placed him ; for he has done the will
many. Now, everywhere, His name alone, in-{of the Jews: he has crucified Christ unjustly,
v0ked by His discxples, produces the greatest (without your order. That you may enjoy health
m21acles: what has happened to myself is the xs my desire."
mostevident proof of it. Your august Majesty Abgar, having written this letter, placed a
knows henceforth what ought to be done an copy of at, with copras of the other letters, in
faturewith respect to the Jewish nation, which his archives. He wrote also to the young Nerseh,
has committed this crime ; your Majesty knows king of Assyria, at Babylon :
_hether a command should not be published
through the whole universe to worship Christ as Abgar's letter to JVersek.
the true God. Safety and health."

"Abgar, king of the Armenians, to my son

Answer from Tiberius to Abgar's letter. Nerseh, greeting : --
"I have received your letter and acknowledg-

"Tiberius, emperor of the Romans, to Abgar, ments. I have released Beroze from his chains,
kingof the Armenians, greeting : -- and have pardoned his offences : if this pleases

"Your kind letter has been read to me, and I _'ou, give him the government of Nineveh. But
_ish that thanks should be given to you from as to what you write to me about sending you
_e.. Though we had already heard several per- the physician who works miracles and preaches
0n_ retate these facts, Pilate has official/ -in- another God superior to fire and water, that you10rrne(1 . Y

c.... us of the miracles of lesus. He has may see and hear him, I say to you : he was not
_mneo to us that after His resurrection from a physician according to the art of men; he

the dead He was
God. Therefore acknowledged by many to be was a disciple of the Son of God, Creator of fire

I myself also wished to do and water: he has been appointed and sent to
aeatyou propose ; but, as it is the custom of the countries of Armenia. But one of his prin-

Romans not to admit a god merely by the cipal companions, named Simon, is sent into the
e_ranaand of the sovereign, but only when the I countries of Persia. Seek for him, and you will
adraission has been discussed and examined in Jhear him, you as well as your father Ardach_s.
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He will heal all your diseases and will show youl head-dress for an unworthy prince, who does not
the way of life." worship Christ the living God."

Abgar wrote also to Ardach_s, king of the Immediately the king ordered one of his armed
Persian% the following letter : N men to cut off Attmus' feet. The soldier went,

and, seeing the holy man seated in the chair of

Abgar's letter to Ardad_s. the teacher, cut off his legs with his sword, and

"Abgar, king of the Armenians, to Ardach_s immediately the saint gave up the ghost. Wemention this cursorily, as a fact related by others
my brother, king of the Persians, greeting : -- , .... - •.......... a long wnue ago. Fhere came then Into Armenia

"I know that you nave neara ot jesus t_nfin:j, the Apostle Bartholomew, who suffered martyr-the Son of God, whom the Jews nave crucm ' " ' " wn of Are

Jesus who was raised froa_l tthewd:_d_oandtrhc_ _°mmona,m_ngwUS _nntTn:° Persia, I ePnanot re#_J_
sent His djeSCoipl_tshrcughalsci Its, named Simon, with certainty what he did, nor where he suffered
men. O " ' " lP_ Seek for him ]martyrdom. It is said that one Simon, an apostle,is m your Maiesty s territor'e ' " " " re Is "
• ! _ . .. ".... l twas martyred at Verlospo . this true, orand ou will find him, and ne wan cure you ot aa ....

Y ...... fe I why aid the saint come to this place ? I do not
your maladies, and will snow you me way otn , , " ' 1 mentioned this c_rcum
...... u and IKnow ; 1 nave on y stanceand ou will beheve In his words, yo , ......Y ............ imat you may Know i spare no paros to tell you
your brothers, anct all those wno wmmgiy ooey Iall that is necessary
you. It is very pleasant to me to think that my
relations in the flesh will be also my relations, x.*

my friends, in the spirit."
Abgar had not yet received answers to these grXGl_ OF SANADROUG; MURDEROF ABGAR'SCHIL-

letters when he died, having reigned thirty-eight Im_ j THE pRINCESSHELENA.
years. Sanadroug, being on the throne, raises troops

iX.t with the help of the brave Pacradouni and Ard-
zrouni, who had exalted him, and goes to wage

MARTYRDOMOF OUR APOSTLES. war upon the children of Abgar, to make him-
After the death of Abgar, the kingdom of self master of the whole kingdom. Whilst Sana-

Armenia was divided between two: Ananoun, droug was occupied with these affairs, as ff by

Abgar's son, reigned at Edessa, and his sister's an effect of divine providence vengeance was
son, Sanadroug, in Armenia. What took place itaken for the death of Attmus ; for a marble
in their time has been previously told by othe.rs : column which the son of Abgar was having
the apostle's arrival in Armenia, the conversion erected at Edessa, on the summit of his palace,
of Sanadroug and his apostasy for fear of the while he was underneath to direct the work.
Armenian satraps, and the martyrdom of the escaped from the hands of the workmen, fell
apostle and his companions in the canton of upon him and crushed his feet.
Chavarchan, now called Ardaz, and the stone! Immediately there came a message from the
opening to receive the body of the apostle, and _inhabitants of the town, asking Sanadroug for a
the removal of this body by his disciples, his treaty by which he should engage not to disturb
burial in the plain, and the martyrdom of the them in the exercise of the Christian religion, in
king's daughter, Santoukhd, near the road, and consideration of which, they would give up the
the apparition of the remains of the two saints, town and the king's treasures. Sanadroug pr0ra-
and their removal to the rocks_all circum- ised, but in the end violated his oath. Sana-
stances related by others, as we ha.re said, a long droug put all the children of the house of Abgar
time before us : we have not thought it important to the edge of the sword, with the exception of
to repeat them here. In the same way also what the daughters, whom he withdrew from the town
is related of the martyrdom at Edessa of Attmus, to place them in the canton of Hachdiank. As
a disciple of the apostle, a martyrdom ordered to the first of Abgar's wives, named Helena, he
by Abgar's son, has been told by others before sent her to his town at Kharan, and left to her
us. the sovereignty of the whole of Mesopotamia, in

The prince who reigned after the death of his remembrance of the benefits he had received
father, did not inherit his father's virtues : he from Abgar by Helena's means.
opened the temples of the idols, and embraced Helena, pious like her husband Abgar, did
the religion of the heathen. He sent word to not wish to live in the midst of idolaters; she
Attmus : "Make me a head-dress of cloth inter-Iwent away to Jerusalem in the time of Claud_s'
woven with gold, like those you formerly used to [ during the famine which Agabus had preal_,_ •
make for my father." He received this answerlwith all her treasures she bought in ..EgY.pt._
from Attmus : "My hands shall not make a] immense quantity of corn, which she dism0u_.___
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amongstthe poor,a facttowhichJosephustes-thatnone ofthem knew where hiscompanion
titles.Helena'stomb,a trulyremarkableone,had been driven.The prince'snurse,Sanod,
isstilltobe seenbeforethegateofJerusalem. sisterof PiouradPacradouni,wifeof Khosran

• IArdzrouni,having taken the royalinfant,for
XL' Sanadroug was still in the cradle, laid him upon

RF_SrORATION OF THE TOWN OF MEDZPINE ; NAME her bosom, and remained with him under the
OF SANADROUG; HIS DEATH. snow three days and three nights. Legend has

taken possession of this circumstance : it relates
Of all Sanadroug's doings and actions, we that an animal, a new specaes, wonderful, of great

judge none worthy of remembrance except the !whiteness, sent by the gods, guarded the child.
building of the town of Medzpine ; for, this But so far as we have been informed, this is the
town having been shaken by an earthquake, fact : a white dog, which was amongst the men
Sanadroug pulled it down, rebuilt tt more mag- sent in search, found the child and his nurse ;
nificently, and surrounded it with double wails the prince was therefore called Sanadroug, a
and ramparts. Sanadroug caused to be erected name taken from his nurse's name (and from
m the middle of the town his statue holding in Ithe Armenian name, dot_rh, a gift), as if to sig-
his hand a single piece of money, which signi- mfy the gift of Sanod.
ties : "All my treasures have been used in budd- Sanadroug, having ascended the throne in the
mg the town, and no more than this single piece twelfth year of Ardach_s, king of the Persians,
of money is left to me." and having lived thirty years, died as he was

But why was this prince called Sanadroug? hunting, from an arrow which pierced his bowels,
We will tell you : Because Abgar's sister, OUea, as if in punishment of the torments which he had
while travelling in Armenia in the winter, was made his holy daughter suffer. Gheroupna, son
assailed by a whirlwind of snow in the Gortouk of the scribe Apchatar, collected all these facts,
mountains ; the tempest separated them all, so happening in the time of Abgar and Sanadroug,

'Chapterxxxvi, and placedthem inthearchivesof Edessa.



ANCIENT SYRIAC DOCUMENTS.

HOMILY ON HABIB THE MARTYR, COMPOSED BY MAP. JACOB.'

I-I_m the martyr, clad in flame, hath called to Difficult for me is the image : how I am to
me out of the fire, ! look upon it, I know not.

That for him likewise I should fashion an Lo ] Michael was not burned by the flame ;
image of beauty among the glorious. But Habib was burned : which, then, the more

Comrade of conquerors, 1o ! he beckoneth to me beautiful to him that looketh upon him ?
out of the burning, Who shall dare say that this is repulswe, or

That, as for the glory of his Lord, I should that;
sing concerning him. Or not so comely this as that, to him that be-

In the midst of live coals stands the heroic man, holdeth him ?
and lo ] he calleth to me,

That I should fashion his image : but the blaz- Three there are in the fire, and the flame cometh
ing fire permits me not. not near them ;

But one was burned : and how shall I suffice

His love is fervid, glowing is his faith ; to tell
His fire also burneth, and who is adequate to That the Fourth for_ is that of Him who went

recount his love ? down into the midst of the furnace,
Nay, by reason of that love which led the mar- That He might fashion an image for Habib

tyr into the fire, there along with those of the three ?
No man is able to recount his beauties divine. He giveth a place in the fire to him who was

For who shall dare enter and see in the blazing burned,
fire That he may be, instead of Him the Fourth,

To whom he is like, and after what pattern he by the side of the conquerors.
is to be fashioned among the glorious ?

And, if of the three the beauties be glorious,
Shall I fashion his image by the side of the though they were not burned,

youths, the children of the furnace ? How shall not this one, who was burned, be
With Hananiah shall I reckon Habib ? I know mingled with the glorious ?

not. If a man have the power either to be burned or
Lo I these were not burned there : how, then, not to be burned,

is he like ? Of this man, who was burned, more exalted
He, I say, like them, when he was burned, was'the beauty than that of the three.

and the youths not ? But, inasmuch as the Lord is the control of a]/
Which, I ask, the more beautiful--Habib the filings,

martyr, or A2ariah? He is to be praised, both where He rescues
and where He delivers up.

t The ML from which this is taken ts Cod. _Add. 17,158 , foL 3°
wrs. Mar Jacob, bishop of Sarug, or Batme, was one of the most
learned and celebrated among all the Syriac writers. He was born Moreover, too, the will of the three who were

A B. 45a, made bishop of Sarug A D. 5t9, and dmd AV. Six. He was not burned,the author of several hturgical works, eptsdes_ and sermons, and,
moag_ _, of n_m*_ mm_d ho,_,_, a wh,chtwo_regi,._ And of him who was burned, is one and the
here. Amtemani enumerate_ no le_ than 23x. Ephraem Syrus also
wt_e a t_ailar homily on Habtb, Shamuna, and Guria. same, in this case and in that ; =

"Ehemetreoftheo:igmalinthisandthefollowlnghomilycomtlslmofAnd, had its Lord commanded the fire to burn
twelve sylables, and six dlssyllabm feet; but whether they were read as
iamlm ortrochea, or as both, appears to depend on _ nature of the them,
S_ ao_ntuatton, which is stillaa un_ttledquemon. Hoffmann, E_en those three on their part, burned they_ ,l_t t_t_.,ceof the,,bj_ (C,-_,-.St,-., .t ,3), _ _r*:

Scion, _ sym¢_ nonquan_tat__a ,_c.a_ t_mm would have been ;
ratm_m hahere..v_tmque _ O,/2abaru_ .u_o m_.un. Qui I
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And, if He had signified to it that it should not The thorns of errour sprang up in the land from
burn that one man also, paganism ;

He would not have been burned ; nor had it And, as much as in him lay, he rooted them
been of himself that he was rescued, out by his diligence.

To go into the fire was of their own will, when He taught, admonished, and confirmed in the
they went in ; faith,

But that they were not burned _ because the The friends of Christ,4 who were harassed by
Lord of the fire wdled and commanded it. persecutors.

Therefore one equal beauty is that of him who Against sword and against fire did he wrestle,
was burned, With love hot as the flame, and was not afraid.

And that of him who was not burned, because Like a two-edged brand,S keen was
the will also was equal. His faith, and against error did he contend.

Leaven &d he prove to be in this land which
Beloved martyr ! exalted is thy beauty ; exalted had become exhausted 6

is thy rank : Through fondness for the idols of vanity which
Graceful too thy crown, and mingled thy story error had brought in.

with that vf the glorious. He was hke salt by reason of his savoury doctrine
Choice gold art thou, and the fire hath tried thee, To this region, which had become insipid

and resplendent is thy beauty, through unbelief.
And 1o! into the King's crown art thou

wrought, along w_th the victorious. A deacon was he, and filled the place of a high-
Good workman ! who, in the doctrine of the Son priest

of God, By the preaching and teaching of that which
Pursueth his course like a valiant' man, be- is true.

cause of the beauty of his faith. He was to the flock a good shepherd whilst he
was its overseer;

Habib the martyr was a teacher of that which And his hfe laid he down for the flock while
is true ; he tended it.

A preacher also, whose mouth was full of faith. He chased away the wolf, and drove off from it
Watchful was he, and prompt for set'met; and the beast of prey.

he encouraged with his teaching And he repaired the breaches, and gathered
The household of the house of God, through the lambs into their folds.

his faith. He went out secretly and encouraged the con-
Of light was he full, and he wrestled with the gregations:

darkness He strengthened them, and exhorted them,
Which overspread the country from the pagan- and held them up.

ism which had darkened it. And he forged armour of faith, and put it on
With the Gospel of the Son was his mouth filled them,

in the congregations ; That they might not be ignominiously over-
And as it were a leader of the way did he thrown Tby the paganism which abotmded.

become to the villages when he arrived

in them. The flocksbeingof hidthe wastefold of the Son of God were
Zealous he was, because he was concerned for [ By persecutors : and he encouraged the lambs

the doctrine [ and the ewes.
Divine, that he might establish the adherents* ]

of the faith. [ 4 The ordinary wordhercfOra" ChristianSnativ¢word"inlsthe_us_,doctmmntSformedfromisdmthe
one which we read as "Messiah." -- T_7. . .At the time when the winds of the pagans blew, r orrowed Xow'r*o-vo,:s A corruWaor_of the ,_ord ¢_w-_ 18used her*..It t.s_

a lamp was he. jo_phas.Antiq., xx. _. ], to have been the name gtv_ t_ t_.¢2_r:
And flamed forth whilst they blew upon him, .a.s tosomekt_ ofsword. Su.da.men.o.slt,m*mrusr.m=mubr o._r/tOr_,a [_roadrumrd. Curet0n's "som_' would be

and went not out. ,l,, as being som_hat mor* distinctive, ff It a_ that a icmle¢_

All on fire was he, and filled with the love of his _h_vct_o¢dg_.--T,-
6 The temptation was strong to tetKler _,'_bccame

Lord, and was concerned _d" (or"mtele_s"_. a sons_appm,,_tly_ bytt_
For this _ that he might speak of Him without _g._ _,p_ andbyt_ h_ d the.e_ a,.pk-t,,,hm" i_-

hindrance) sip_ "co_spon& to " salt." _.e .q3td]p.-_ (.;_).

I CaL,_-tmxhas '¢ prosperous," which Dr. Payne Smith condenms, moreover, if _ the Arabic (to which Se.haaf_ though R dots

_g: " ,;_ I find generally used for the Gk. &/mr't_, not appear on what autho_ty, amlg_ tl_meimiDg"M_.t'_'u_d_
. cqaeeo¢ twice for sO_ctc'r_. It answers more fiequendy to massara suhehfit"), seems to point in the lame dirzctlom Dr. lheTnm

• tr_nu_ = couragem_, here." -- TR.
3 Lit. "the imrty,,or,,sideJ'__Tit. 90- Smath, however, is not awL,'_ of a_ry_ (_d'_ _,,_o,,-ed

ru_,Asttt GaL v 7, answering to tlmGk. _7_ h'r_. "J['l_vcrb _.? lmuys,,,Mycxampl_m_lm _,D m_m% f_faJl._*--'1_

_' Or" bxm_ht to com_mpt."-- Tl_
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And he was an advocate to the household of Blessed art thou, O woman! mother since thou
faith ; art of the martyr.

And he taught them not to be daunted by For wherefore was it that they seized thee and
persecutors, bound thee, imquitously ?

He taught them to run to meet death, What do they require of thee, O thou full of
Without being afraid either of sword or of beauty? What, Y ask, have they required

fire. of thee ?

In the teaqhing of the Son of God he prospered, Lo ! they require of thee that thou bnng the
So that his faith pursued its course without martyr, that he may be a sacrifice.

dread. Bring, oh bring thy sweet fruit to the place of
the oblation --

Then errou_grew envious, became furious, and The fruit whose smell is fragrant, that it may
was maddened, because of him ; be incense to the Godhead.

And she pursued after him, that she might Fair shoot, thy cluster bring from where it is,
shed upon the earth innocent blood. That its wine may be for a libation whose

The Defamer, who hates the race of men, taste is sweet.
Laid snares for him, that he might rid the

place of his presence.' The lamb heard that they were seeking him,
I-Ie who hateth the truth pursued after him to that he might be a sacrifice ;

put him to death, And he set out and came to the sacrificers
That he might make his voice to cease* from rejoicing.

the teaching of the house of God. He heard that others also were being affhcted
And errour raised an outcry demanding that Ha- for .his sake,

bib should die, because she hated h_m ; And he came that he might bear the suffenng
Vexation goaded her on, and she sought to which was his, in the stead of many.

take away his life. The lot fell on him, to be himself alone a sac-
rifice ;

His story was talked about 3 before the pagan And the fire that was to offer him up was
judge of the country, looking out for him until he came.

And the dear fame of him reached the king : Of the many who were bound for his sake
who in great rage, Not one single person was seized to dle, but

And because the diadem was interwoven with only he.
paganism, decreed 4 death He it was that was worthy, and for him was mar-

Against Habib, because he was full of faith, tyrdom reserved ;
And, when the command reached the judge, he And to snatch the martyr's place no man was

armed himself able.
With rage and fury ; and, with a mind thirst- And therefore of his own will did he present

ing for blood, himself
And like hunters who lay nets for the young stag, To the judge, that he might be seized, and die

After Habib did they go out to catch him. for Jesus' sake.
He heard that they sought him, and he came

But this man was a preacher of the faith, that he might be seized, even as they
Who in the highway of the crucifixion was sought him:

prospering; And he went in of himself before the judge,
And, that he might benefit by his teaching the and dauntless was his look.

children of his people, He hid not himself, nor did he wish to flee from
His work embraced the countries round about the judge :

him. For with light was he imbued, and from the
So, when error went out after him, she found darkness he would not flee.

him not :

Not that he was fled, but that he had gone No robber was he, no murderer, no thief,
out to preach the Gospel. No child of night : but all his course was run

Then, because of the fury of the pagans, which in open day.
was great beyond all that was meet, Wherefore from his flock should the good shep-

His kindred and his mother did they seize for herd flee,
his sake. And leave his fold to be devoured by robbers ?

z Lit."_iety."--TL Wherefore should the physician flee, who goeth
, o, "t_t _ _i_ _¢,t ec_.."--T_, forth to heal diseases,s Lit. "mooted."-
* r_. "_ t_ ki_ ing,,=t _ a.c.,so,,, to ,,,,,, g_t And to cure souls by the blood of the Son of

r_c, _ btlmtoft_ _ a__i_ r_ult),aaa, b,x.am,..., _ de- God ?crh_'-- I)tt.l_A_rmtSta'm.
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A fearless countenance ' did the krave man carry He was scourged, and the scourgings were very
with him, and a great heart ; dear to him,

And to meet death he ran, rejoicing, for Jesus' Seeing that he bore a little of the stripes of
sake. the Son of God.

He was put into bonds, S and he looked on his

He went in, he stood before the judge, saying to lord, whom also they had bound ;
him : And his heart rejoiced that in the path of His

I am Habib, whom ye sought : lo I here I ! sufferings he had begun to walk.
stand. " He ascended the block, 6 and they tore him with

And the pagan trembled, and amazement seized combs, but his soul was radiant with light,
him, and he marvelled at him- Because he was deemed worthy that on him

At the man who was not afraid, either of sword should come the agony of the sufferings
or of fire. of crucifixion.

While he thought that he was fleeing apace, he In the pathway of death had he set his face toentered in and mocked him ;
And the judge shook, for he saw him cour- walk,

ageous in the very face of death. And what could he desire to find in it but suf-ferings ?
The fire of sacrifice 7 was betrothed to him, and

A disciple he of that Son of God who said : for her did he look ;
"Rise, come, let us go : for he that betrayeth And she on her z_art sent him combs, and

me lo ! is here." i stripes, and pains, to taste.
And to the crucifiers, again, He said : "Whom All the while that she was coming, she sent him

seek ye ?" sufferings, that by means of them
They say : "Jesus." And He said to them : He might be prepared, so that when she met

"I am He." him she might not dismay him.
The Son of God of His own will came to the Sufferings purged him, so that, when the blazing

cross ; fire should put him to the proof,
And on Him the martyr looked, and presented There might not be any dross fouud in his

himself uncom_dled before the judge, choice gold.
And he endured the whole of the pains that

And the pagan beheld him, and was smitten with came upon him,
fear, and was exasperated against him. That he might have experience of suffering,

His rage was excited, and he began in his fury and in the burning stand like a brave man.

to put to him questions. 2 And he accepted rejoicing the sufferings which
And, as if he had been one who had shed on the he had to bear:

ground the blood of the slain, For he knew that at their termination he
He proceeded to question the saintly man, but should find death.

he was not ashamed : And he was not afraid, either of death or of suf-
Menacing him, and trying to terrify him, and to ferings :

frighten him, For with that wine of the crucifixion his heart
And recounting the sufferings which were be- was drunk.

ing prepared by hzm on his account. He despised his body, while it was being dragged
along by the persecutors ;

But Habib, when questioned, was not afraid, And his limbs, while they were being torn
Was not ashamed, and was not frightened by asunder in bitter agony, s

the menaces ke keard. Scourges on his back, combs on his sides, stock
Lifting up his voice, he confessed Jesus, the Son on his feet,

of God-- And fire in front of him : still was he brave
That he was His servant, and was His priest, and full of faith.

and His minister.3
At the fury of the pagans, roaring at him like They taunted him: Lol thou worshipper a

lions, man;
He trembled not, nor ceased 4 from the con- But he said : A man I wo_hip not,

fession of the Son of God. But God, who took a body and became man:

t Li ,, - s _"_mob_. "-'l_z.
t t. optmt_of o_tmmmm_--TL , ,r_e_it.,,_,: .tL
+ _t"_d ." agitl_ qu+lm_immk" -- TJ. _'Or" _ _,em:rlt4x_"-- Tl.vr c_Lco_"-- TL
40r"toat tocta_"--'rt, s IJt.- _,t,_."--TL
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Him do I worship, because He is God with Forasmuch as He is God, I worship Him, yea
Him that begat Him. submit to be burned

The faith of Habib, the martyr, was full of light ; For His sake, nor will I renounce His faith.
And by it was enlightened Edessa, the faithful This truth has Edessa held fast from her youth,

city. And in her old age she will not barter at away
The daughter of Abgar, whom Add_eus betrothed as a daughter of the poor.

to the crucifixion-- Her righteous king became to her a scribe, and
Through it is her light, through it her truth from him she learned

and her faith. Concerning our Lord -- that He is the Son of
Her king is from it, her martyrs from it, her God, yea God.

truth from it ; Addmus, who brought the bridegroom's ring and
The teachers also of her faith are from it. put it on her hand,

Abgar believed that Thou art God, the Son of Betrothed her thus to the Son of God, who is
God ; the Only-begotten.

And he received a blessing because of the Sharbil the priest, who made trial and proof of
beauty of his faith, all gods,

Sharbil the martyr, son of the Edess_eans, more- Died, even as he said, "for God who became
ever said : man."

My heart is led captive by God, who became Shamuna and Guria, for the sake of the Only.
man. begoften,

And Habib the martyr, who also was crowned at Stretched out their necks to receive the strokc,
Edessa, and for Him died, forasmuch as He _sGod.

Confessed these things : that He took a body And Hab_b the martyr, who was teacher of con-
and became man ; gregations,

That He is the Son of God, and also is God, and Preached of Him, that He took a body and
became man. became man.

Edessa learned from teachers the things that For a man the martyr would not have submitted
are true : to be burned in the fire ;

Her king taught her, her martyrs taught her, the But he was burned "for the sake of God who
faith ; became man."

But to others, who were fraudulent teachers, And Edessa is witness that thus he confessed
she would not hearken, while he was being bumed :

Habib the martyr, in the ear of Edessa, thus And from the confession of a martyr that has
cried aloud been burned who is he that can escape ?

Out of the midst of the fire : A man I wor- All minds does faith reduce to silence and de-
ship not, spise-

But God, who took a body and became man-- She that is full of light and stoopeth not to
Him do I worship. Thus confessed the mar- shadows.

tyr with uplifted voice. She despiseth him that maligns the Son by deny-
From confessors torn with combs, burnt, raised ing that He is God ;

up on the block, slain, Him too that saith " He took not a body and
And from a righteous king, did Edessa learn became man."

the faith, In faith which was full of truth he stood upon
And she knows our Lord -- that He is even God, the fire ;

the Son of God ; And he became incense, and propitiated with
She also learned and firmly believed that He his fragrance the Son of God.

took a body and became man. In all his af/hctions, and in all his tortures, and
Not from common scribes did she learn the in all his suffenngs,

faith : Thus did he confess, and thus did he teach
Her king taught her, her martyrs taught her; the blessed cigy.

and she firmly believed them : And this truth did Edessa hold fast touching our
And, if she be calumniated as having ever wor- Lord--

shipped a man, Even that He is God, and of Mary became a
She points to her martyrs, who died for Him man.

as being God. And the bride hates him that denies His Cod-
A man I worship not, said Habib, head,

.Because it is written : "Cursed is he that put- And despises and contemns him that maligns
teth his trust in a man."' His corporeal nature.

And she recognises Him as One in Godhead and
'J,'*-_ s.- TL in manhood --
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The Only-bego//en, whose body is inseparable She looked upon her son as he went forth to be
from Him. put into the flame ;

And thus did the daughter of the Parthians learn And, forasmuch as there was in her the love
to believe, of the Lord, she suffered not.

And thus did she firmly hold, and thus does The yearnings of her mother's womb cried out
she teach him that listens to her. on behalf of its fruit ;

But faith silenced them, so that their tumult
The judge, therefore, full of zeal for paganism, ceased.

commanded Nature shrieked over the limbwhich was severed
That the martyr should be led forth and burne( from her ;

in the fire which was reserved for him. But the love of the Lord intoxicated the soul,
And forthwith a strap was thrust into his mouth that she should not perceive it.

as thaugh he hadbeen a murderer, Nature loved, but the love of the Lord did con-
His confession being kept within his hear quer in the strife

towards God. Within the soul of the mother, that she should
And they hurried him away, and he went out not grieve for her beloved.

from the judgment-hall, rejoicing And instead of suffering, her heart was filled with
That the hour was come when the crown all emotions of joy ;

should be given to his faith. And, instead of mourning, she went forth in
And there went out with him crowds of people, splendid apparel.

that they might bear him company, And she accompanied him as he went out to be
Looking upon him, not as a dead man accom- burned, and was elate,

panied to his burial, Because the love of the Lord vanquished that
But as a man who was going away that by means of nature.

of fire he might become a bridegroom, And clad in white, as for a bridegroom, she made
And that there might be bestowed the crown a mamage-feast--

whmh was by righteousness reserved for She the mother of the martyr, and was blithe
ham. because of him.

They looked upon him as upon a man entering "Shamuna the Second" may we call this blessed
into battle, one :

And around h_m were spears, and lances, and Since, had seven been burned instead of one,
swords, but he vanquished them. she had been well content.

They beheld him going up like a champion from One she had, and she gave him to be food for
the contest, the fire ;

And in his triumph chaplets were brought to And, even as that one, if she had had seven,
him by those who beheld, she had given them all.

They looked upon him as he vanquished princi- He was cast into the fire, and the blaze kindled
pahties and powers, around him;

Which all made war with him, and he put And his mother looked on, and grieved not at
them to shame, his burning.

The whole congregation of the followers of Christ Another eye, which gazeth upon the things un-
exulted over him, seen,

Because he raised up the friends z of the faith Was in her soul, and by reason of this she ex-
by the sufferings which he bore. ulted when he was being burned.

There went forth with him the Church, a bride On the gems of light which are in martyrs'
full of light ; crowns she looked,

And her face was beaming on the beloved And on the glory which is laid up for them
martyr who was united to her. after their sufferings ;

And an the promised blessings which they inherit
Then did his mother, because it was the marriage- yonder through their afflictions,

feast for her son, And an the Son of God who clothes their
Deck herself in garments nobler than her wont. limbs with light ;

Since sordid raiment suited not the banquet-hall, And an the manifold beauties of that k&ngdom
In magnificent atKre all white she clad herself which shall not be dissolved,

Hi" right tastefiaUy. And on the ample door which is opened forther to the battle came down love to fight them to enter in to God.
In the mother's soul m/he lave of nature, and On these did the martyr's mother look when he

/he/ave of God. was being burned,
And she rejoiced, she exalted, and in white

zI_. ",iae,"_- _.--T=. did she go forth with him.
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She looked upon him while the fire consumed With Sharbil it began, with Habib it ended, in
his frame, our land ;

And, forasmuch as his crown was very noble, And from that time 2 even until now not one
she grieved not. has it slain, since he was burned.

Constantine, chief of conquerors, took the era.
The sweet root was thrown into the fire, upon the pire,

coals ; And the cross has trampled on the diadem of
And it turned to incense_ and cleansed the air the emperor, and is set upon his head.

from pollution. Broken is the lofty horn of idolatry,
With the fumes of sacrifice had the air been pol- And from the burning of the martyr even un-

luted, til now not one has it pierced.
And by the burning of this martyr was it His smoke arose, and it became incense to the

cleansed. Godhead ;
The firmament was fetid with the exhalations And by it was the air purged which was tainted

from' the altars ; by paganism,
And there rose up the sweet perfume of the And by his burning was the whole land cleansed.

martyr, and it grew sweet thereby. Blessed be he that gave him a crown, and
And the sacrifices ceased, and there was peace glory, and a good name !

in the assemblies ;
And the sword was blunted, that it should no Here endeth the Homily on Habib the mar-

more lay waste the friends of Christ. tyr, composed by Mar Jacob.

Z Iflt. "the sacr_ces of.'" _ TR. * Lt. "from h/re." _TR.

A HOMILY ON GU'RIA AND SHAMUNA, COMPOSED BY MAR JACOB.

SHAMImA and Guria, martyrs who made them- Good labourers, who from the spring of day la-
selves illustrious in their afflictions, boured

Have in love required of me to tell of their In the blessed vineyard of the house of God
illustrious deeds, right duteously :

To champions of the faith the doctrine caUeth Bulwarks of our land, who became to us as it
me, were a defence

That I should go and behold their contests Against all spoilers in all the wars that sur-
and their crowns, rounded us :

Children of the right hand, who have done bat- Havens of peace, a place also of retreat for all
fie against the left, that were distressed,

Have called me this day to recite the marvel- And a resting-place for the head of every one
lous tale of their conflicts : J that was in need of succour :

Two precious pearls, which were
Simple old men, who entered into the fight like An ornament for the bride of my lord Abgar,

heroes, the Aramw.an's son.
And nobly distinguished themselves in the

strife of blood : Teachers they were who practised their teaching
Those who were the salt of our land, and it was in blood,

sweetened thereby, And whose faith was known by their sufferings.
And its savour was restored, which had become On their bodies they wrote the story of the Son

insipid through unbelief: of God
Candlesticks of gold, which were full of the oil With tke marks af combs and scourges which

of the crucifixion, thickly covered them.
By which was lighted up all our region, which They showed their love, not by words of the

had turned to darkness : mouth alone,
Two lamps, of which, when all the winds were But by tortures and by the rending of their

blowing limbs asunder.
Of every kind of error, the lights were not For the love of the Son of God they gave up

put out : their bodies :
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Since it beseemeth the lover that for his love Shamuna and Guria of the faith as men 4
he should give up himself. Were heedful, that it ohould not be struck

Fireand sword proved their love, how true it was; d__,n by persecutors :
And more beautiful than silver tried in a fur- For they knew that, if faith is preserved,

nace of earth were their necks. Both soul and body are preserved from de-
struction.

They Iooked on God, and, because they saw His And, because of this, touching their faith were
exalted beautms, they solicitous,

Therefore did they look with contempt upon That that should not be struck down in which
their sufferings for His sake. their very life was hidden.

The Sun of righteousness had arisen in their
hearts ; They gave up their bodies both to blows and to

And they were enlightened by it, and with His dislocation,S
light chased they away the darkness. Yea to every kind of torture, that their faith

At the idols of vanity, which error had brought should not be stricken do_vn;
in, they laughed, And, even as the serpent also hides his head

Instruct with the faith of the Son of God from b]o_,
which is full of light. So hid they their faith within their hearts';

Thelove of the Lord was as a fire in their hearts ; And the body was smitten, and endured stripes,
Nor could all the brambles of idolatry stand and bore sufferings :

before it. But overthrown was not their faith which was
Fixed was their love on God unchangeably : ' within their hearts.

And therefore did they look with scorn upon
the sword,2 all athirst as it was for blood. The mouth betrayeth the soul to death when it

speaks,
With guilelessness and yet with wisdom stood And with the tongue, as with a sword, work-

they in the judgment-hall, eth slaughter.
As they had been commanded by the Teacher And from it spring up both lifeand death to men :

of that which is true. Denying a man dies, confessing he lives, and
Despisingas they did kindred and family, guile- the mouth hath power over it.

less were they ; Denial is death, and in confession is the soul's
Forasmuch, also, as possessions and wealth life;

were held in no account by them. And power hath the mouth over them both,
Nor guileless only : for in the judgment-hall with hke a judge.

the wisdom of serpents too The word of the mouth openeth the door for
They were heedful of the faith of the house of death to enter in ;

God. This, too, calleth for hfe, and it beameth forth
upon the man.

When a serpent is seized and struck, he guards Even the robber by one word of faith
his head, Won him the kingdom, and became heir of

But gives up and leaves exposed all his body paradise,6 all fraught with blessings.
to his captors : The wicked judges too, from the martyrs, the

And, soqong as his head is kept from harm, his sons of the right hand,
life abideth in him ; Demanded that by word of mouth only they

But, if the head be struck, his life is left a should blaspheme;
prey to destruction. But, like true men holding fast the faith,

The head of the soul is men's faith ; They uttered not a word by which unbelief
And, if this be preserved unharmed, by it is might be served.

also preserved their life :3
Even though the whole body be lacerated with Shamuna, beauty of our faith, who is adequate to

blows, tell of thee ?
t_t, so long as faith is preserved, the soul is All too narrow is my mouth for thy praise,

alive ; too mean for thee to be spoken of by it.
But,if faith is struck down by unbelief, Thy truth is thy beauty, thy crown thy suffering,

Lost is the soul, and life has perished from thy wealth thy stripes,
the man. And by reason of thy blows magnificent is the

beauty of thy championship.
I (h" **who -_
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Proud of thee is our country, as of a treasury And its chief men, its judges also, stand before
which is full of gold : their doors,

Since wealth art thou to us, and a coveted And they solicit their charity to satisfy thetr
store which cannot be stolenfram us. wants.

From their confession of the faith of the Son of
Guria, martyr, staunch hero of our faith, God

Who shall suffice thee, to recount thy beauties These blessed men acquired riches beyond
dwine ? compute.

Lot tortures on thy body are set like gems of Poor did He Himself become, and the poor
beryl, made He rich ;

And the sword on thy neck like a chain of And lo ! enriched is the whole creation through
choice gold. i His poverty.

Thy blood upon thy form is a robe of glory full
of beauty, The chosen martyrs did battle against error,

And the scourging of thy back a vesture with And in the confession of the Son of God stood
which the sun may not compare, they firm like valiant men.

Radiant thou art and comely by virtue of these They went m and confessed Him before the
thy sufferings, so abounding ; judge with look undaunted,3

And resplendent are thy beauties, because of That He too might confess them, even as
the pains which are so severe upon thee. they confessed Him, before His Father.

There arose against them the war of pagans hke
Shamuna, our riches, richer art thou than the a tempest;

rich : But the cross was their helmsman, and steered
For lo ! the rich stand at thy door, that thou them on.

mayest relieve them. They were required to sacrifice to lifeless images,
Small thy village, poor thy country : who, then, But they departed not from their confession

gave thee of the Son of God.
That lords of villages and cities should court The wind of idolatry blew in their faces,

thy favour ? But they themselves were as rocks piled up
Lot judges in their robes and vestments against the hurricane.

Take dust from thy threshold, as thaugh it Like a swift whirlwind, error snatched at them,
were the medicine of life. But, forasmuch as they were sheltered by the

The cross is rich, and to its worshippers in- crucffixion, it hurt them not.
creaseth riches ; The Evil One set on all his dogs to bark, that

And its poverty despiseth all the riches of the they might bite them ;
world. But, forasmuch as they had the cross for a

staff, they put them all to flight.
Shamuna and Guria, sons of the poor, lot at

your doors But who is sufficient to tell of their contests,
Bow down the rich, that they may receive Or their sufferings, or the rending asunder of

from you su/2Oh'esfar their wants, their limbs ?
The Son of God in poverty and want Or who can paint the picture of their coronation.4

Showed to the world that all its riches are as How they went up from the contest covered
nothing, with glory?

His disctples, all fishermen, all poor, all weak,
All men of little note, became illustrious To judgment they went in, but of the judge they

through His faith, took no account ;
One fisherman, whose "village" too was a home Nor were they anxious what they should say

of fishermen,' when questioned.
He made chief over the twelve, yea head of The judge menaced them, and multiplied his

the house.* words of threatening ;
One a tentmaker, who aforetime was a persecutor, And recounted tortures and all kinds of inflic-

He seized upon, and made him _t chosen tions, that he might terrify them.
vessel for the faith. He spake great words, s that by fright and intimi-

dation,
Shamuna and Guria came from villages that were By menaces too, he might incline them to

not wealthy, sacrifice.
And lo I in a great city became they lords ;

3 ldt. *_with olmnneu of eotmtentmee." _ Tit.
I i.e.," Betlulalda." --TIL ,I Lit. "vottr_the image of thor crownlk"-- TI_
* Or"sWward.'--Ta. s Lit. "_aagnfl_d hiswords.'--TL
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Yet the combatants despised the menaces, and And they looked to the sword, to come and be
the intimidations, a bridge

And the sentence of judgment, and all bodily To let them pass over to God, for whom they
deaths ; were longing.

And they prepared themselves for insult and This world they accounted as a little tent,
stripes, and for blows, But that yonder as a city full of beauties ;

And for provocation, and to be dragged along, And they were in haste by the sword to depart
and to be burnt ; hence

For imprisonment also, and for bonds, and for To the land of light, which is full of blessing
all evil things, for those who are worthy of it.

And for all tortures, and for all sufferings, re-

joicing all the while. The judge commanded to hang them up by their
They were not alarmed nor affrighted, nor dis- arms,

mayed, And without mercy did they stretch them out
Nor did the sharpness of the tortures bend in bitter agony.

them to sacrifice. A demon's fury breathed rage into the heart of
Their body they despased, and as dung upon the the judge,

ground accounted they _t: And embittered him against the stedfast ones,
For they knew that, the more it was beaten, incmng him to crush them ;

the more would its beauty increase ; And between the height and the depth he stretched
And, the more the judge increased his menaces them out to afflict them :

to alarm them, And they were a marvel to both sides, when
The more did they show their contempt of they saw how much they endured.

him, hawng no fear of his threats. At the old men's frame heaven and earth mar-
He kept telling them what tortures he had pre- velled,

pared for them ; To see how much suffering it bore nor cried
And they continued telling him about Gehenna, out for help under thor afflmtion.

whmh was reserved for him. Hung up and dragged along are their feeble
bodms by their arms,

By those things which he told them he tried to Yet is there deep silence, nor is there one that
frighten them to sacrffice ; cries out for help or that murmurs.

And they spoke to him about the fearful judg-
ment yonder. Amazed were all who beheld their contests,

Truth is wiser than wise words, To see how calmly the outstretched forms bore
And very hateful, however much it may be the inflmtmns lard upon them.*

adorned, is falsehood. Amazed too was Satan at their spotless frames,
Shamuna and Guria went on speaking truth, To see what weight of afflicuon they sustained

While the judge continued to utter falsehood, without a groan.
And therefore were they not afraid of his threat- Yea, and gladdened too were the angels by that

ening, fortitude of theirs,
Because all his menaces against the truth were To see how patiently it bore that contest so

accounted by them as empty sound. _ terrible that was.
But, as combatants who were awaiting their

The intercourse of the world they despised, they crowns,
contemned and scorned, yea they aban- There entered no sense of weariness into their
doned ; minds.

And to return to it they had no wish, or to Nay, it was the judge that grew weary ; yea, he
enter it again, was astonished :

From the place of judgment they set their faces But the noble men before him felt no weariness
to depart in their afflictions.

To that meeting-place for them all, the life of
the new world.

They cared neither for possessions nor for houses, He asked them whether they would consent tosacrifice ;
Nor for the advantages of this world, so full But the mouth was unable to speak from

of evil. pain.
In the world of light was their heart bound cap- Thus did the persecutors increase their inflictions,

tire with God, Until they gave no place for the word to be
And to "that" country did they set their face spoken.

to depart ;
$Ltt. "how much the outstretr..hcdforml bo_ m. com_qt___.ce__ot"

s Lik"_breath."__T_.. tl_in_dom."--Ts.
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Silent was the mouth from the inflictions laid on That dumb sign only is there between the right
their limbs ; and the left,

But the will, like that of a hero, was nerved And on "Yea" and "Nay" stand' sin and
with fortitude from itself, righteousness.

Alas for the persecutors ! how destitute were they By a dumb sign only did the blessed men plain.
of righteousness ! ly signify that they would not sacrifice,

But the children of light--how were they clad And in virtue of a single dumb sign did the
in faith ! path lead them to Eden;

They demand speech, when there is no place for And, if this same dumb sign had inclined and
speaking, turned down but a little

Since the word of the mouth was forbidden Toward the depth, the path of the old men
them by pain. would have been to Gehenna.

Fast bound was the body, and silent the mouth Upwards they made a sign, to signify that up-
and it was unable wards were they prepared to ascend ;

To utter the word when unrighteously ques- And in consequence of that sign they ascend-
tioned, ed and mingled with the heavenly ones.

Between sign and sign were Paradise and Ge-
And what should the martyr do, who had no henna:

power to say, They made a sign that they would not sacri-
When he was questioned, that he would not rice, and they inherited the place of the

sacrifice ? kingdom.
All silent were the old men full of faith,

And from pain they were incapable of speak- Even while they were silent they were advocates
ing. for the Son of God :

Yet questioned they were : and in what way, if For not ha multitude of words doth faith con-
a man is silent sist.

When he is questioned, shall he assent to that That fortitude of theirs was a.full-voiced con-
which is said ? fession,

But the old men, that they might not be thought And as though with open mouth declared they
to assent, t/tetr falth by signs ;

Expressed clearly by signs the word which it And every one knew what they were saying,
behoved them to speak, though silent,

Their heads they shook, and, instead of speech, And ennched and increased was the faxth of
by a dumb sign they showed the house of God ;

The resolve of the new man that was within. And error was put to shame by reason of two
Their heads hung down, sigmfying amidst their old men, who, though they spake not,

paros Vanquished it ; and they kept silence, and
That they were not going to sacrifice, and their fatth stood fast.

every one understood their meaning. And, though tempestuous accents were heard
As long as there was in them place for speech, from the judge,

with speech did they confess ; And the commands of the emperor were
But, when it was forbidden them by pare, they dreadful, yea violent,

spake with a dumb sign. And paganism had a bold face and an open
Of faith they spoke both with the voice and mouth,

without the voice : And its voice was raised, and silent were the
So that, when speaking and also when silent old men with pain,

they were Mike sted£ast. Yet null and void became the command and
drowned was the voice of the judge,

Who but must be amazed at the path of life And wxthout speech the mute sign of the mar-
how narrow it is, tyrs bore off the palm.

And how straight to him that desires to walk Talking and clamour, and the sound of stripe's,
m it ? on the left ;

Who but must marvel to see that, when the will And deep silence and suffering standing on
is watchful and ready, the right ;

It is very broad and full of light to him that And, by one mute sign with which the old men
goeth therein ? pointed above their heads,

About the path are ditches ; full also is it of The head of faith was lifted up, and error was
pitfalls ; put to shame.

And, if one turn but a tittle aside from it, a _-"
ditch receives him. *Or,'_,_."--T,.
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Worsted in the encounter were they who spoke, They laughed at the whetted sword when they
and the victory was to the silent : saw it,

For, voiceless they uttered by signs the dis- /rod greeted it with smiles: for it was that
course of faith, which was the occasion of their crowns.

As though it had been something hated, they
They took them down, because they had van- left the body to be beaten :

quished while silent ; Even though loving it, they held it not back
And they put them in bonds, threatening yet from pains.

to vanquish them. For the sword they waited, and the sword went
Bonds and a dungeon void of light were by the forth and crowned them :

martyrs Because for it they looked ; and it came to
Held of no account _ yea rather as the light meet them, even as they desired.

which has no end. The Son of God slew death by His crucifixion ;
To be without bread, and without water, and And, inasmuch as death is slain, it c_used no

without light, suffering to the martyrs.
Pleased them well, because of the love of the

Son of God. With a wounded serpent one playeth without
fear ;

The judge commanded by their feet to hang A slain lion even a coward will drag along :
them up The great serpent our Lord crushed by His

With their heads downwards, by a sentence crucifixion ;
all unrighteous : The dread lion did the Son of God slay by His

Hanged up was Shamuna with his head down- sufferings.
wards ; and he prayed Death bound He fast, and laid him prostrate and

In prayer pure and strained clear by pain. trampled on him at the gate of Hades ;
Sweet fruit was hanging on the tree in that judg- And now whosoever will draweth near and

ment-hall, mocketh at him, because he is slain.
And its taste and smell made the very deni- These old men, Shamuna and Guria, mocked at

zeus of heaven to marvel, death,
Afflicted was his body, but sound was his faith ; As at that lion which by the Son of God was

Bound fast was his person, but unfettered was slain.
his prayer over his deed. The great serpent, which slew Adam among the

For, prayer nothing whatsoever turneth aside, trees,
And nothing hindereth it--not even sword Who could seize, so long as he drank not of

not even fire. the blood of the cross ?
His form was turned upside down, but his prayer The Son of God crushed the dragon by His

was unrestrained, crucifixion,
And straight was its path on high to the abode And lo ! boys and old men mock at the

of the angels, wounded serpent.
The more the affliction of the chosen martyr Pierced is the hon with the spear which pitrted

was increased, the side of the Son of God ;
The more from his lips was all confession And whosoever will trampleth on him, and

heard, despiseth him, yea mocketh at him.

The martyrs longed for the whetted sword affec-
tionately, The Son of God--He is the cause of all good

And sought it as a treasure full of riches, things,
And Him doth it behove every mouth to cele-

A new work has the Son of GOd wrought in the brate.
world-- He did Himself espouse _ the bride with the

That dreadful death should be yearned for* blood which flowed from His wounds,
by many. And of His wedding-friends He demanded as

That men should run to meet the sword is a a nuptial gift _ the blood of their necks.

thing unheard of, The Lord of the wedding-feast hung oa the
Except they were those whom Jesus has en- cross in nakedness,

listed in His service by His crucifixion. And whosoever came to be a guest, He let fall
That death is bitter, every one knoweth lo ! from His blood upon him.

earliest time :
To martyrs alone is it not bitter to be slain. , uL ,,put_,.e.'--Tv-

-....__._ s _1,,.'_, tlm_h not _,,tl_ 1_i¢0_, is tl_ m wardtl_
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Shamuna and Guria gave up their bodies for His Her did Edessa outdo by her two old men fitU
sake of beauty,

To sufferings and tortures and to all the various Who were wimesses to the Son of God, and
forms of woe.' died like Naboth.

At Him they looked as He was mocked by Two were there, and two here, old men ;
wicked men, And these were called witnesses, and witnesses

And thus did they themselves endure mockery those.
without a groan. Let us now see which of them were witnesses

chosen of God,

Edessa was enriched by your slaughter, 0 blessed And whmh city is beloved by reason of her old
ones : men and of her honourable ones.

For ye adorned her with your crowns and with Lo I the sons of Belial who slew Naboth are
your sufferings, witnesses ;

Her beauty are ye, her bulwark ye, her salt And here Shamuna and Guria, again, are vat.
ye, nesses.

Her riches and her store, yea her boast and Let us now see which witnesses, and which old
all her treasure, men,

Faithful stewards are ye: 2 And which city can stand with confidence
Since by your sufferings ye did array the bride before God.

in beauty. Sons of Belial were those witnesses of that adul.
The daughter of the Parthians, who was espoused terous woman,

to the cross,s And lo ! their shame is all portrayed in their
Of you maketh her boast : since by your teach- names.

ing Io! she was enlightened. Edessa's just and righteous old men, her wit-
Her advocates are ye ; scribes who, though silent, nesses,

vanqmshed Were hke Naboth, who himself also was slain
All error, whilst its voice was uplifted high in for righteousness' sake.

unbelief. They were not like the two lying sons of Belial,
Nor is Edessa hke Zion, which also crucified

/he Lard.
Those old men 4 of the daughter of the Hebrews Like herself her old men were false, yea dared

were sons of Belaal,s
False witnesses, who killed Naboth, feig"ning To shed on the ground innocent blood wick-

themselves /o be true. edly.
But by these witnesses here loI the truth is

t Ltt," to the forms (_X_l_ara) of all aflhcttons "-- T_. spoken.
This seems preferable to Cureton's " Ye are the stewards of Blessed be He who gave us the treasure-store

(her) faith " The expression exactly corresponds m form to that tn
Luke xvi, S (PeshRo). " the steward of mjustme" = " the uojust of their crowns !
mteward."

s Lit. "cruci6xlon." -- TR.
4 Or "etders"--T_. Here endeth the Homily on Guria and Sha-
S :By thts name the men referred to (not, however, the elders, but

the two false wlmesses suborned by them) are called in x Kings xxl muna.
:to, _3 The expression m the text ts hterally " sons of mtqtaty,"
and m that u,_d by the Peshtto, --Tm t, Or" have an open countenance." -- To.



INTRODUCTION TO ANCIENT SYRIAC DOCUMENTS.

I. THE preceding Memoirs of Edessa and Syriac Documents were inserted in vol. ,o of the

Edinburgh series, quite out of place as it seems to me; and the more so, as other Syriac frag-

ments were to follow.

2. In vol. 22, equally out of place, and mixed up with incongruous material, followed the

very interesting work of Bardesanes, to which I now assigna natural collocation with the Edessene

Memoirs.

3. In vol. 24, with the Liturgies and other mixed material, comes the third Syriac fagot,

another valuable and very interesting contribution severed from its due connections.

The reader of this volume will rejoice to find Mr. Pratten's scattered but most instructive

translations here brought together, and arranged in less confused sequence and relations one with

another. The several announcements prefixed to each have, in like manner, been here gathered

and set in order.

It may be worth while, just here, to direct attention to the latest views of scholarship upon

Syria, its language and its antiquities. A learned critic, who often supplies one of our weekly

newspapers with articles on the Oriental languages worthy of the best reviews, has directed atten-

tion' to a searching cri_'¢ue of Mommsen's recent addition to his Roman History, of a chapter

which "deals with Bible-lands in New-Testament times." Professor N/Sldke of Strasburg, a lead-

mg Semitic scholar, in the Zeilschrift of the German Oriental Society, thus takes him to task : m

- Syria enjoyed a higher prosperity under the Romans than IV2rommstnconcedes, and this continued down into
the Christian period. The Hellenization made rap*d strides, but not in such a manner that the Greek language
or Greek culture spread to a considerable degree ; but rather, in such a way that European arts and manners
of life were established, and that a number of elements of Occidental culture became powerful in the thinking

and language of the educated. Mommsen, according to my conviction, considers the Hellenisation of Syria to
have advanced much farther than it actually had. That the language of the country had been entirely banished
from the circles of the educated, and that it had assumed the position in reference to the Greek which the Celtic
in full had assumed over against the Latin, is certainly an exaggerated view. The Aramaic was art old developed
language (Culturs_Orache), which was already written before a single letter was seen in Latium. In the days
of the Ach_emenidian rulers this was the official language of Egypt, and even of Asia Minor, andwas accordingly

spread far beyond the or_gvnal territory. Again we find this language in the days of the Roman emperors not
only in Palmyra, but spread also in the whole country of the Nabatheans, and down to almost Medina; here
again beyond its native limits, as the official written language. And that this was not merely a remnant of the

former political supremacy is evident from the fact that the documents of Palmyra and those of the Nabatbemut,
in an equal manner, show a younger stage of development of language than that of the Ach_emenidJan period;

this stage being virtually the same as is seen in the various Jewish literary works of that time."

As Mommsen is continuing his irreligious elaborations of history, it may be well to bear in

mind his superficial ideas on such subjects, especially when he is reaching the affairs of early

Christianity.

x. Our translator (Mr. Pratten) makes the following announcements :m

"The translation of the Syriac pieces which follow* is based on a careful examination of that made by Dr.
Cureton, the merits of which are cordially acknowledged. It will, however, be seen that it differs from that

in many and important particulars
"Many thanks are due to the Dean of Canterbury for his kindness in giving much valuable help."---.._____

I _re_.yar k IRde_endent, June 24, x_6. * That i_, invol. xxii. of the Edinburghedition.
7m
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a. He thus introduces the treatise of Basdesanes :--

c,Bardesan, or Bardesanes, according to one account, was born at Edessa in x54 A.D., and it is supposed that

he died sometime between z24 and z3o. Eusebius says that he flourished in the time of Marcus Aurelius. Fie
was for some time resident at the court of Abgar VI., King of Edessa, with whom he was on intimate terms.
He at first belonged to the Gnostic sect of the Valentmians; but abandoning it, he seemed to come nearer the
orthodox beliefs. In reslity, it is said, he devised errours of his own. He wrote many works. Eusebius
attributes the work now translated, The Book of Za_s, or On Fate, to Bardesanes. Many modern critics have
come to the conclusion that it was written by a scholar of Bardesanes, but that it gives us the genuine opinions
and reasonings of Bardesanes. The question is of interest in connection with the Clementine Recog_ilio_r, which
contain a large portion of the work. The Syriac was first published by Cureton in his SjOicdegiu,¢."

3" In introducing the Mars _ar Sera_ion and the .4m_rose, _ he thus refers to his friend

Dr. Payne Smith :-

The text of the two following short pieces* is found in the Spici/egium Syr/acum of the late Dr. Curetotu
This careful scholar speaks of the second of these compositions as containing "some very obscure passages."
The same remark holds good also of the first. Dr. Payne Smith describes them both as "full of difficulties."
So far as these arise from errors in the text, they might have been removed, had I been able to avail myself
of the opportunity kindly offered me by Dr. Rieu, Keeper of the Oriental Mss. at the British Museum, of inspect-
ing the original us. As it is, several have, it is hoped, been successfully met by conjecture.

To Dr. R. Payne Smith, Dean of Canterbury, who, as on two previous occasions, has most kindly and

patiently afforded me his valuable assistance, I beg to offer my very grateful acknowledgments.

B. P. PRATTEN

s Vol,xxiv., ed. Edinburgh The latterwasformerlyascribedto JustinMarog,
a The Ambro#Gandthe Seralffon.



ANCIENT SYRIAC DOCUMENTS.

BARDESAN.'

THE BOOK OF THE LAWS OF DIVERS COUNTRIES.S

So_m days since we were calling 3 to pay a properly, and they may know what his desire is.
visit to our brother Shemashgram, and Bardesan For it is a good thing that a man should know
came and found us there. And when he had how to ask questions."
made inquiries after his health# and ascertained "For my part," said Avida, "I wish to learn ;
that he was well, he asked us, "What were you but I began first of all to question my brethren
talking about? for I heard your voice outside as here, because I was too bashful to ask thee."
I was coming in." For it was his habit, when- "Thou speakest becomingly," 6 said Bardesan.
ever he found us talking about anything before "But know, nevertheless, that he who asks ques-
he came,S to ask us, "What were you saying?" tions properly, and wishes to be convinced, and
that he might talk with us about it. approaches the way of truth without contentious-

"Avida here," said we to him," was saying to hess, has no need to be bashful ; because he is
us, ' If God is one, as ye say, and if He is the sure by means of the things I have mentioned to
creator of men, and if it is His will that you please him to whom his questions are addressed.
should do that which you are commanded, why If so be, therefore, my son, thou hast any opin-
did He not so create men that they should not ion of thy own 7 respecting this matter about
be able to do wrong, but should constandy be !which thou hast asked, tell it to us all ; and, if
doing that which is right ? for in this way His we too approve of it, we shall express our agr_-
will would have been accomplished.'" ment with thee ; and, if we do not approve of it,

"Tell me, my son Avida," said Bardesan to we shall be under obligation to show thee why we
him, "why it has come into thy mind that the do not approve of it. But if thou wast simply
God of all is not One ; or that He is One, but desirous of becoming acquainted with this sub-
doth not will that men should behave themselves iect, and hast no opinion of thy own about it,
justly and uprightly?" _s a man who has but lately joined the disciple.#

"I, sir," said Avida, "have asked these _reth- and is a recent inquirer, I will tell thee resl_eet-
ten, persons of my own age, in order that ' they ' !ing it; so that thou mayest not go from us empty
may return me an answer." away. If, moreover, thou art pleased with those

"If," said Bardesan to him, "thou wishest to things which I shall say to thee, we have other
learn, it were for thy advantage to learn from things besides to tell thee s concerning this mat-
some one who is older than they; but if to teach, ter ; but, if thou art not pleased, we on our part
it is not requisite for ' thee' to ask ' them,' but shall have stated our views without ,my personal
rather that thou shouldst induce ' them' to ask feeling."
' thee ' what they wish. For teachers are ' asked' "I too," said Avida, "shall be much gratified 9
questions, and do not themselves ask them ; or, to hear and to be convinced : because it is not
if they ever do ask a question, it is to direct from another that I have heard of this subject,
the mind of the questioner, so that he may ask but I have spoken of it to my brethren here

out of my own mind ; and they have not cared
E ' Lit "Son a Da,,_" _= a _,_ ,o _It_l _ F__s_-- tO convince me ; but they say, ' Only believe,
,, ,,At% [E/ucidatton I. "_ae Laws of Countrk's" is the title. For
"_o_..Countries" I have used " Diz, er*."]

,, ,CO_Eut*bi,_,ai, t._d.,i, 3o,_'_,D;,_o*,-,,o, Fa, 5a'_,'ora_i*Lor=._. f'_.t_. G_¥.a_,O.__"._. I.m_
_.___'_et_ot_.1,-¢,_o',/o*). This is more correct than the title observe what is stud (m.Eluctaatmn L) _ l'_laRe on the Metlentzstton

_'vu_t_: the" Laws n are adduced only u dlustrattons of the theory of Mommsen, with rfference to thin veay work; p. 74_b_.]w,._.., t .of the piece. The subject would, however, be mote 7 Lit. " hast anything m thy mind.n

_"_£tven.as "The Freedom of the Wilt." ' Lit. " there are for thee other _ also.*'
• • felt _im.

Lit. "be(oreblm." Merx:"cheerlmm." notmmm.

tJ$
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and thouwiltlhenbe able to know everything.'ithe signsof thezodiac/and allthe othererea.

But formy part,I cannotbelieveunlessI be tureswhich aregreaterthanwe in some points,
convinced." and seehow indlvidualfreedomhas beendenled

"Not only," said Bardesan, "is Avida unwill- them, and how they are all fixed in their course
ing to believe, but there are many others also by decree, so that they may do that only which
who, because there is no faith in them, are not is decreed for them, and nothing else. For the
even capable of being convinced ; but they are sun never says, I will not rise at my appointed
always pulling down and building up, and so are time ; nor the moon, I will not change, nor
found destitute of all knowledge of the truth, wane, nor wax ; nor does any one of the stars
But notwithstanding, since Avida is not wilhng say, I will not rise nor set ; nor the sea, I wfl[
to believe, lo ! I will speak to you who do be- not bear up the ships, nor stay within my boun-
lieve, concerning this matter about which he daries ; nor the mountains, We will not continue
asks ; and tAus he too wall hear something fur- in the places in which we are set ; nor do the
ther abou/it." winds say, We will not blow ; nor the earth, I

He began accordingly to address us as follows: will not bear up and sustain whatsoever is upon
"Many men are there who have not faitl_, and me. But all these things are servants, and are
have not received knowledge from the True subject to one decree: for they are the instru.
Wisdom.' In consequence of this, they are not ments of the wisdom of God, which erreth not
competent to speak and give instruction to others, "2_ot so, however, with man : for, if even-.
nor are they readily inchned themselves to hear. thing ministered, who would be he that is m_n-
:For they have _not the foundation of faith to istered to ? And, if everything were ministered
build upon, nor have they any confidence on to, who would be he that ministered ? In that
which to rest their hope. Moreover, because case, too, there would not be one thing diverse
they are accustomed to doubt even concerning from another : yet that which is one, and m
God, they likewise have not in them the fear of which there is no diversity of _sa beings
Him, which would of itself dehver them from which up to this time has not been fashioned.
a_ atAer fears : for he in whom there is no fear But those things which are destined 6 for mires-
of God is the slave of all sorts of fears. For, tering have been fixed in the power of man.
even with regard to those things of various kinds because in the image of Elohim 7was he made.
which they disbeheve, they are not certain that Therefore have these things, in the benignity of
they disbelieve them rightly, but they are unset- God, been given to him, that they may minister
tled in their opinions, and have no fixed belief, _ to h,m for a season. It has also been g_ven to
and the taste of their thoughts is insipid in their him to be guided by his own will ; so that what-
own mouth ; and they are always haunted with ever he is able to do, if he will he may do it,
fear, and flushed with excitement, and reckless, and if he do not will he may not do it, and that

"But with regard to what Avida has said: so he may justify himself or condemn. For.
' How is it that God did not so make us that we had he been made so as not to be able to do
should not sin and incur condemnation? '--if evil and thereby incur condemnatmn, m hke
man had been made so, he would not have be- manner also the good which he did would not
longed to himself, but would have been the in- have been his own, and he could not have been
strument of him that moved him ; and it is iustified by it. For, if any one should not of
evident also, that he who moves an instrument his own will do that which is good or that which
as he pleases, moves it either for good or for evil. is evil, his justffication and his condemnanon
And how, in that case, would a man d,ffer from would rest simply with that Fortune to which he
a harp, on which another plays ; or from a ship, is subjected, s
which another guides : where the praise and the "It will therefore be manifest to you, that the
blame reside in the hand of the performer or goodness of God is great toward man, and that
the steersman,3 and the harp itself knows not 4 Or, " and the sphere."

what is played on it, nor the ship itself whether _ ThewordL_|, hereused,occur_subs_quen_yasa a_
it be well steered and guided or ill, they being tlon of the Gnostic A_rns Here as Merx observes, it can hardly
only instruments made for the use of him in gobeyond,tsoriginalmeaningoleos, e_*a, HZesen, lAat w hzch,_

whom is the regumTe skill ? But God in His _ently refers, however, m this pasug© to a w]stem of tarots,

benignity chose not so to make man; but by _ Lm"rcqulmcL" [It isa#ke_omeno_tofindth_sear!Y_uP_c_.
men of "anthropology" emanating from the far East, anq a I1

freedom He exalted him above many of ths mu,g the Augustmtan cont ..... e__ on "fixed fat.... -_
creatures, and even made him equal with the foreknowledgeabsolute." Yet the West did not originated¢of

dmeusSlon, See vol. tv. p. 3_0. See the ¢tMcal or metaphys_c_u$1 "9
angels. For look at the sun, and the moon, and f_-wla discussedin ]gatan',Barn#tonLedures forx_72,P

ed. Port, Young & Co New York z873 00 SL Augt_sune, ]
Wordsworth's _ble _rks in h_ Baml_t-o_ [,.centres for_'

t Ltt." the wisdom of the truth." _'Gen. i. _7- The Hebrew itself, 0'_ r_t_'q' ts gtvenm
It L_t. " are not able to stand." Syrlac characters, without ttansiatinn.
_ Or, "in the haml of the operator:" but it is better to employ s Cmeton rend©_ ,, for which he is created._ Merxha_'d_

two words, ilmgemachthat."
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freedomhas been given to him in greater meas- other, that we should do that which is right, and
are than to any of those elemental bodies x of which we love and are pleased to have done to us
whichwe have spoken: in o_er that by th!s free- I likewise. Who,then, is the man that is too weak
dora he may jusuty hlmseli, ann orcter ms con- [ to avoid stealing, or to avoid lying, or to avoid
duct in a.godhke manner, and be copartner with [acts of profligacy, or to avoid hatred and decep-
angels,who are nKewise po_essearof person.al[ tion ? For, 1o! all these things are under tlte con-
freedom, for we are sure mat, it me angels [ tro/of the mind of man ; and are not dependent1,_awisehad not been possessed of personal free- [on the stren h of the hod but on the vail of the
dora, they would not have consorted with the [soul. For e_n if a man _ poor, and sick, and
daughtersof men, and sinned, and fallen from old, and disabled in his hmbs, he isable to avoid
their places. In like manner, too, those other doing all these things. And, as he is able to
angels,who did the will of their Lord, were, by avoid doing these things, so is he able to love,
reasonof their self-control, raised to higher rank, and to bless, and to speak the truth, and to
and sanctified, and received noble gifts. For pray for what is good for every one with whom
everybeing in existence is in need of the Lord he is acquainted ; and if he be in heaith, and
of all; of His gifts also there is no end. capable of working,Z he is able also to "giveof

Know ye, however, notwithstanding what I that which he has; moreover, to support with
havesatd, that even those things of which I have strength of body him that is sick and enfeebled
spokenas subsisting by decree are not absolutely _ this also he can do.
destitute of all freedom ; and on this account, "Who, then, it is that is not capable of doing
at the last day, they will all be made subject to that which men destitute of faith complain of, I
judgment." know not. For my part, I think that it is pr¢-

"But how," said I to him, "should those ciselyin respect to these commandments that man
thingswhich are fixed and regulated by decreebe has more power than in anything e/se. For they
judged?" are easy, and there are no circumstances that can

"Not inasmuch as they are fixed, O Philip," hinder their performance. For we are not corn-
said he, "will the elements be judged, but in- roundedto carry heavyloads of stones, or of tim-
asmuchas they are endowed with power. For her, or of anything else, which those only who
beings_are not deprived of their natural prop- havegreat bodily strength can do ; nor to build
ertles3 when they come to be fashioned, but only fortresses s and found cities, which kings only can
of the fuU exercise of their strength,4 suffering do ; nor to steer a ship, which marinersonly have
a decreases of power through their intermin- the skill to steer ; nor to measure and diwde land,
glmgone with another, and being kept in subjec- which land-measurers only know how to do ; nor
nonby the power of their Maker ; and in so far to ibrac_'seany one of those arts which are pos-
asthey are in subjection they will not be judged, sessed by some, while the rest are de§titute of
but in respect of that only which is under their them. But there have been given to us, in ae-
o_ control." cordance with the benignity of God, command.

"Those things," said Avida to him, "which ments having no harshness in themg_such as
thouhast said, are very good ; but, lo ! the corn- any living manwhatsoever '° may rejoice to do.'*
roundswhich have been given to men are severe, For there is no man that does not rejoice when
andthey cannot perform them." he does that which is right, nor any one that is

"This," said Bardesan, "is the saying of one not gladdened within himself if he abstains from
whohas not the will to do that which is right ; things that are bad _ except those who were not
nay,more, of him who has already yielded obe- created for this good thing, and are called tares.'*
d_eneeand submission to his foe. For men For would not the judge be unjust who should
havenot been commanded to do anything but censure a man with regard to any such thing as
thatwhich they are able to do. For the corn- he has not the ability to do ?"
mandmentsset before us are only two, and they "Sayest thou of these deeds, O Ba_esan,"
are such as are compatible with freedom and said Avida to him, "that they are easy to do ?"
consistentwith equity : one, that we refrain from "To him that hath the win," said Barrier,
everythingwhich is wrong, and which we should "I have said, and do s_T1say, that they are easy.
not like to have done to ourselves ; and the For this obedienceI contend for is the proper be-

haviour of a freemind,'3 and of the sottlwhich has
t TI_ Creek *maX,hr.
| ....

_, that whlch exmt_, _y that which has an _ t Lit. "do not take place 1_/"

_ m respect of their pre-existence, their existence independent "etwas etwtrbt."
_.'_e, orcreatton. When th_ came to be " created," or mm'eprop" s Or"towns. _
*'_"3 TI._hi°ned'' they were ca]l_ "e.manattont." 9 Lit. "without all-wln '*

4 _ "of ,belt nature." " ,'or _om to Lit. ,, evet_ man m whomltlelels a *tlttlL*'
l¢_e,Lit- "the strength of their exactness," i.e., their e._act t . zz Lit. "can do t_jDitfing."

t _r_. Curet_ hast "their forae of #mrr_." t2 The Greek _,t_sh,ttt. free._
_ _" ot "towet_" m Lit. "a miml tl_ soe ot" d_
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not revolted against its govemors. Asfortheaction "If all men," said Baxdesan, "acted alike?
of the body, there axe many things which hinder and followed one bias,S it would then be mani.
it : especially old age, and sickness, and poverty." fest that it was their nature that guided them,

"Possibly," said Avida, "a man may be able to and that they had not that freedom of which I
abstain from the things that axe bad ; but as for have been speaking to you. That you may un.
doing the things that axe good, what man is capa- derstand, however, what is nature and what is
ble of/ht_ _" freedom, I will proceed to inform you.

"It is easier," said Bardesan, "to do good than "The nature of man is, that he should be
to abstain from evil. For the good comes from born, and grow up, and rise to his full stature,
the man himself,' and therefore he rejoices when- and produce children, and grow old, eating and
ever he does good ; but the evil is the work of drinking, and sleeping and waking, and that then
the Enemy, and therefore it is that, only when a he should die. These things, because they are
man is excited by same evtl_assion, and is not in of nature, belong to all men ; and not to all
his sound natural condition, 2 he does the things men only, but also to all animals whatsoever,6
that are bad. For know, my son, that for a man and some of them also to trees. For thus is
to praise and bless his friend is an easy thing ; but the work of physical nature,Z which makes and
for a man to refrain from taunting and reviling produces and regulates everything just as it has
one whom he hates is not easy : nevertheless, it been commanded. Nature, I say, is found to
is possible. When, too, a man does that which be maintained among animals also in their ac-
is right, his mind is gladdened, and his con- tions. For the lion eats flesh, in accordance
science at ease, and he is pleased for every one with his nature ; and therefore all lions are
to see what he does. But, when a man behaves eaters of flesh. The sheep eats grass ; and
amiss and commits wrong, he is troubled and ex- therefore all sheep are eaters of grass. The
cited, and full of anger and rage, and distressed bee makes hone),, by which it is sustained,
in his soul and in his body ; and, when he is in therefore all bees are makers of honey. The
this state o/mind, he does not hke to be seen by ant collects for herself a store in summer, from
any one ; and even those things in which he re- which to sustain herself in winter ; and therefore
joices, and which are accompanied with praise do all ants act likewise. The scorpion strikes
and blessing from others, are spumed from his with its sting him who has not hurt it ; and thus
thoughts, while those things by which he is agi- do all scorpions strike. Thus all animals pre-
toted and disturbed are rendered store distresnng serve their nature : the eaters of flesh do not

him because accompanied by the curse of con- eat herbage ; nor do the eaters of herbage eat
sdoas guilt, flesh.

"Perhaps, however, some one will say that '" Men, on the contrary, are not governed
fools also are pleased when they do abominable thus ; but, whilst in the matters pertaining to
things. Undoubtedly : but not because they do i their bodies they preserve their nature hke am.
them as such, nor because they receive any con-[ mals, in the matters pertaining to their minds
mendation/or them, nor because they do them they do that which they choose, as those who
with a good hope ; 3 nor does the pleasure itself are free, s and endowed with power, and as made
stay long with them. For the pleasure which is tn the likeness of God. For there are some of
tx2_enenced in a healthy state of the soul, with a them that eat flesh, and do not touch bread ; and
good hope, is one thing ; and the pleasure of there are some of them that make a distinction
a diseased state O/the sou/, with a bad hope, between the several kinds of flesh-food; and
is another. For lust is one thing, and love is there are some of them that do not eat the
another ; and friendship is one thing, and good- flesh of any animal whatever.9 There are some
fellowship another ; and we ought without any of them that become the husbands of their moth-
difficulty to understand that the false counterfeit ers, and of their sisters, and of their daughters ;
of affection which is called lust, even though and there are some who do not consort with
there be in it the enjoyment of the moment, is women at all. There are those who take at
nevertheless widely different from true affection, upon lhemselves to inflict vengeance, like lions
whose enjoyment is for ever, incorruptible and and leopards ; and there are those who stnke
indestructible." him that has not done them any wrong, hke

"Avida here," said I to him, "has also been scorpions ; and there are those that are led like
speaking thus : ' It is from his nature that man sheep, and do not harm their conductors. There
does wrong; for, were he not naturally formed are some that behave themselves with hndness,
to do wrong, he would not do it.' "

4 Lit. " did one deed."
* LiL "is the man's own." $ Lit. "used one mind."
s i4t. "is not sound in his mature." 6 [at. "in whctm there is a soul."

S Cureton, "for good holm." But ]_ _'_m _%N*_ is a common _ @_¢_.Lit. " as chil_n of the free."
.al,,,_,___ for "ia hol_," u m Ram. vni. m. 9 t_. "in wh_h fl_e _, a rod."
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and some with justice, and some with wicked- also once was. For it has been said by me in
hess. another place, b that the soul of man longs 9 to

"If any one should say that each one of them know that which the many are ignorant of, and
has a nature so to do, let him be assured ' that those men make it their aim to do ,Ms; ,o and
it is not so. For there are those who once were nat all the wrong which men commit, and all
profligates and drunkards ; and, when the ad- that they do aright, and all those things which
monition of good counsels reached them, they happen to them, as regards riches and poverty,
became pure and sober, 2 and spurned their and sickness and health, and blemishes of the
bodily appetites. And there are those who body, come to them through the governance of
ante behaved with purity and sobriety ; and those stars which are calied the Seven ; 2, and
when they turned away from tight admonition, that they are, in fact, governed by them. But
and dared to set themselves against the com- there are others who affirm the opposite of these
mands of Deity and of their teachers, they fell things, m rmw tna_ this art is a lying invention
from the way of truth, and became profligates of the astrologers ; ,2 or that Fate has no exist-
and revellers. And there are those who after once whatever, but is an empty name; that, on
their fall repented again, and fear came and the contrary, all things, great and small, are
abode upon them, and they turned themselves placed in the hands of man; and that bodily
afresh towards the truth which they had before blemishes and faults simply befall and happen
held: to him by chance. But others, again, say that

"What, therefore, is the nature of man ? For, whatsoever a man does he does of his own will,
lo ! all men differ one from another in their con- in the exercise of the freedom which has been
duct and in their aims, 4 and such only as are ors given to him, and that the faults and blemishes
one mind and of one purpose resemble one an- and other untoward things which befall him he
other• But those men who, up to the present receives as punishment from God.

moment, have been enticed by their appetites " For myself, however according to m}t weak
and governed by their anger, are resolved to as- judgment, 3 the matter appears to stand thus :
cnbe any wrong they do to their Maker, that that these three opinions ,4 are partly to be ,m-
they themselves may be found faultless, and that cepted as true, and partly to be rejected as false ;
He who made them may, in the idle talk of men, 6 _ accepted as true, because men speak after the
bear the blame. They do not consider that ha- appearances which they see, and also because
ture is amenable to no law. For a man is not these men see how things come upon them as if
found fault with for being tall or short in his accidentally ; to be set aside as fallacious, because
stature, or white or black, or because his eyes the wisdom of God is too profound ,s for them
are large or small, or for any bodily defect what- -- that wisdom which founded the world, and
soever; but he is found fault with if he steal, created man, and ordained Governors, and gave
or lie, or practise deceit, or poison another, or to all things the degree of pre-eminence which is
be abusive, or do any other such-like things, suited to every one of them. What I mean is,

"From hence, lo I it will be evident, that for that this power is possessed by God, and the An-
those things which are not in our own hands, but gels, and the Potentates, '6 and the Governors,'_
which we have from nature, we are in no wise and the Elements, and men, and animals ; but
condemned, nor are we in any wise justified ; but that this power has not been given to all these
by those things which we do in the exercise of orders of bdngs of which I have spoken in re-
our personal freedom, if they be right we are spect to everything (for He that has power over
justified and entitled to praise, and if they be everything is One) ; but over some things they
wrong we are condemned and subjected to have power, and over some things they have not
blame." power, as I have been saying: in order that in

Again we questioned him, and said to him: those things over which they have power the
"There are others who say that men are gov-
erned by the decree of Fate, so as to act at one t Towhatothe_workof h_ _,_, ,, notknown.
time wmkedly and at another tim• , " e well." 9 Cure,on, "is capable." Dr. Payne Smith (TAsa. Syr,,*. _.)

"I too am aware, O Philip and Baryama," "Y', _f_,i.g to _-'-... _ inthi_lm_ag¢:"a_, c_l_it,dg-13L,_C;t,'_vt_tur."
sa_d he to us, "that there are such men : those _oSoDr.PaTa*Sm,th. Merztttder_ "Even t.hg.t_A
who are called Chaldmans, and also others who _ todo." C_o_ m, "_l t_ =tin =.. =editm todo.xt Ltt. " the sevenths "

are fond of this subtle knowledge,7 as I myself _ L_. "Ch,_-_,."
t3 Ltt. " my weakness."
t4 Or ' ,eet_" (_r,O.

t Lit. "let him _ee." ts Lit. " rich."

_Ltt. Imtmnt,"t.e.,tolemnttffthecravmgwhmhs_ksgratifi- :(,]lt.%,,Shlitgne. [OfAng¢ls, me_l. Lp.s6O.]

s "volitions." t7 Medab_ Mert_ p. _'4, ,,_._fatg to the

' _o_"h_,,__.- ,,-.,_-_" _', Met'x,"inettherRede." Cureto_ nit V • PcshitoofG_.n.i. t6, thinksthlttbythePottm_tamm_thz|ua
• lot. "' this knowledge of art (or skill)." and moon, attd b_ tl:¢ Governors the tivc planets.
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goodness of God may be seen, and in those over by Nature all alike, and by Fate variously,and
which they have no power they may know that by our freedom each as he chooses.
they have a Superior. "But let us now proceed to show with respect

"There is, then, suck a thing as Fate, as the to Fate that it has not power over everything.
astrologers say. That everything, moreover, is Clearly not: because that which is called Fate
not under the control of our will, is apparent is itself nothing mare than a certain order of
from this _ that the majority of men have had procession, 2 which has been given to the Poten.
the will to be rich, and to exercise dominion over totes and Elements by God ; and, in conforrattv
their fellows, and to be healthy in their bodies, with this said procession and order, intelligences'3
and to have things in subjection to them as they undergo change when they descend 4 to be wztk
please ; but that wealth is not found except with the soul, and souls undergo change when they
a few, nor dominion except with one here and descend 4 to be with bodies; and this order,
another there, nor health of body with all men ; under the name of Fate and y/wcr_,s is the agent
and that even those who are rich do not have of the changes 6 that take place in this assem.
complete possession of their riches, nor do those blage of parts of which man consists,7 which is
who are in power have things in subjection to being sifted and purified for the benefit of what-
them as they wish, but that sometimes things are soever by the grace of God and by goodness has
disobedient /a them as they do not wish ; and been benefited, and is being and will cou_nue
that at one time the rich are rich as they desire, to be benefited until the close of all Shrugs.
and at another time they become poor as they "The body, then, is governed by Nature, the
do not desire ; and that those who are thoroughly soul also sharing in its experiences and sensa-
poor have dwellings such as they do not wish, tions; and the body is neither hindered nor
and pass their lives in the world as they do not helped by Fate in the several acts it performs.
like, and covet many things which only flee from For a man does not become a father before the
them. Many have children, and do not rear age of fifteen, nor does a woman become a
them ; others rear them, and do not retain pos- mother before the age of thirteen. In like man-
session of them; others retain possession of her, too, there is a law for old age: for women
them, and they become a disgrace and a sorrow then become incapable of bearing, and men
to their parents. Some are rich, as they wish, cease to possess the natural power of begetting
and are afflicted with ill-health, as they do not children ; while other animals, which are hke-
wish ; others are blessed with good health, as wise governed by their nature, do, even before
they wish, and afflicted with poverty, as they do those ages I have mentioned, not only produce
not wish. There are those who have in abun- offspring, but also become too old to do so,just
dance the things they wish for, and but few of as the bodies of men also, when they are gro.wn
those things for which they do not wish ; and old, cease to propagate : nor is Fate able to g_ve
there are others who have in abundance the them offspring at a time when the body has not
things they do not wish for, and but few of those the natural power to give them. Neither, again,
for which they do wish.' is Fate able to preserve the body of man in hfe

"And so the matter is found to stand thus : without meat and drink ; nor yet, even when _t
that wealth, and honours, and health, and sick- has meat and drink, to grant it exemption from
hess, and children, and all the other various death : for these and many other things belong
objects of desire, are placed under the control exclusively to Nature. s
of Fate, and are not in our own power ; but that, "But, when the times and methods of Nature
on the contrary, while we are pleased and de-
lightedwithsuchthingsas areinaccordance ,Merx_ |_.:i._ by"_a,io.," q.otmst_o_
withourwishes,towardssuchaswe do notwish from Eph. Syr.wheretheroot|._ isusedofthemsumg ofwater

forwe are drawn by force; and,from thosefroma fountain.Dr. PayneSmithsays:"The wordseemstomeaa
no more than cxr_us: cf. Eu_eb, Tsfw_., i. 3L 5, 55. t, 83 22,

things which happen to us when we are not whereit is usedof the stars; andi. 74. za,whereit meansthec°urse
pleased, it is evident that those things also with of_u_-"
which we are pleased do not happen to us be- 3R_ [_,-_ forL'_7_.
cause we desire them ; but that things happen 4 ut.- i__i_ d_cen_"

astheydo happen,and withsome ofthemwe sO_"_*iw,"".t_he.r"(|_.__.._o=pI_ofs"h,
are pleased, and with others not. "Geburtsheu_:" Mere).

"And tAus we men are found to be governed 6 Lit. "thxsagentof dumge."Cureton,"thLsakernaUO_-"
" ])as_ Ve_nderung bew_TkendeAgens" isthe mmdenagof
Merx.

x [The Book of Job and the Book of Ecclesiastes, with the elc- _ Dr. Paine Smith thinks the reference to be to. the G_
qucmt and_c remonstrance (chap. ni xS-aa) '*concermng Fo0_., _," analoG._a, which seem to be spoken ofjust_lorC__ ioniLseu'_
the estate of the aons of men," are proofs that God foresaw tim difficult passa is rendered by Cureton: "And thzs ahernat _ .g _s
struggles of faith against the apttarectly unequal ways and rulings m called the _oor_une and the Nativity of thin assemblage, wn_
o( Pm_.dem_ For popular anmvere see Parnell's Hermit, and being si_ed and pu_ for theassistan_ofthaxwhtch,"etct,r_tu _
Addison, S_ed_or, No. 237. But a valuable comment may be has, " . . . zurUntemtt_tzungdes Dinges, w_.khes .._: u_
fotmd in W_ordsworth's_ampton Z.eclure* (for _88t) ms t/_e oaw Re- worden ist trod unterstiltat bleibt bis gut Vernichtm_g _ "_
/_, p 5, Oxfo_, Parke_, x88z ] e IAt. "are Nature's own."
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havehad their full scope, then does Fate come is governed by tJlesecontending l_,vers without
and make its appearance among them, and pro- any superintendence from above. Bin' tkat is
duce effects of various kinds : at one time help- because they do not understand that this very
iu_ Nature and augmenting its power, and at thing m I mean the parties and divisions s_sist-
an_othercrippling and baffling it. Thus, from ing among tkem, _ and the justification and con-
Naturecomes the growth and perfecting of the detonation consequenton t/_dr I_kaviour, belong
hod,/; but apart from Nature, that is by Fate, to that constitution of things founded in freedom
comediseases and blemishes in the body. From which has been given by God, to the end that
Nature comes the union of male and female, these agents likewise, by reason of their self-
andthe unalloyed happiness of them both ; but determining power,a may be either justified or
fromFate comes hatred and the dissolution of condemned. Just as we see that Fate crushes
the union, and, vnoreocJer,all that impurity and Nature, so can we also see the freedom of
lasciviousness which by reason of the natura/ man defeating and crushing Fate itself,_ not,
propensity to intercourse men practise in their however, in everything,--just as also Fate itself
hst. From Nature comes birth and children ; does not in everything defeat Nature. For it is
and from Fate, that sometimes the children are proper that the three things, Nature, and Fate.,
deformed, and sometimes are cast away, and and Freedom, should be continued in existence
sometimesdie before their time. From Natun until the procession of ,ahiat I before spoke be
comesa supply of nourishment sufficient for the completed, and the appointed measure and hum-
bodiesof all creatures ;' and from Fate comes her of its _olua'ans be accomplished, even as it
the_vant of sustenance, and consequent suffering seemed good to Him who ordains of what kind
in those bodies ; and so, again, from the same shall be the mode of life and the end of all crea-
Fate comes gluttony and unnecessary luxury, tures, and the condition of all beings and an-
Natureordains that the aged shall be judges for tures."
theyoung, and the wise for the foolish, and that "I am convinced," said Avida, "by the argu-
thestrongshall be set over2 the weak, and the ments thou hast brought forward,that it is not
braveover the timid ; but Fate brings it to pass from his nature that a man does wrong, and also
that striplings are set over the aged, and the that all men are not governed alike. If thou
foolishover the wise, and that in time of war canst further prove also that it is not from Fate
the weak command the strong, and the timid and Destiny that those who do wrong so act, then
the brave, w_llit be incumbent on us to believe that man

"You must distinctly understand 3 that, in all possesses personal freedom, and by his nature
casesin which Nature is disturbed from its direct has the power both to follow that which is right
course,its disturbance comes by reason of Fate ; and to avoid that which is wrong, and will
and this happens because the Chiefs 4 and Gov- therefore also justly be judged at the last
ernors,with whom rests that agency of change s day."
which is called Nativity, are opposed to one "Art thou," said Bardesan, "by the fact that
another. Some of them, which are called Dex- all men are not governed ahke, convinced that
ter,are those which help Nature, and add to its it is not from their nature that they do wrong?
predominance,6 whenever the procession is fa- Why, then, thou canst not possibly escape the
vourableto them, and they stand in those regions conviction 9 that neither also from Fate exclu-
ofthe zodiac which are in the ascendant, in their sively do they do wrong, if we are able to show
ownportionsy Those, on the contrary, which thee that the sentence of the Fates and Porch-
arecalled Sinister are evil, and whenever they in tares does not influence all men alike, but that
their turn are in possession of the ascendant we have freedom in our own selves, so that we
they act in opposition to Nature ; and not on can avoid serving physical nature and being in-
menonly do they inflict harm, but at times on fluenced by the control of the Potentates."
ammalsalso, and trees, and fruits, and the prod- "Prove me this," said Avida, "and I will be
ace of the year, and fountains of water, and, in convinced by thee, and whatsover thou shalt ca-

sNOrt,on everything that is comprised within join upon me I willdo."tare, which is under their government. "Hast thou," said Bardesan, "read the books
"And in consequence of this, -- namely, the of the astrologers '° who are in Babylon, in which

divisionsand parties which exist among the Po- is described what effects the stars have in their
teatates,_ some men have thought that the world variaus combinations at the Nativities of men;
"------ and the books of the Egyptians, in which are

_':,_r_-t_s.i, m_m_,dt _ti_." described all the _arious characters which mona
s..t_ ' b¢ he.ach to."
•_' know_,©dl,ti,aiy." happen to have?
vr,.head.,,-

• 9 Lit. "the matt¢_cot)il_ Ih_¢oto_4_
: _ "aoe.Renc_" .. ,o _,c ,, C_,.....,zoucsoftheurtb, Saep. 7)a, notea, sqlr_
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"I have read books of astrology," 'said Avida, as all other natio,_s eat the flesh of animals
"but I do not knowwhich are those of the Baby- Thus the evil stars have not compelled the Brah_
Ionians and which those of the Egyptians." roans to do evil and impure things ; nor have

"The teaching of both countries," said Bar- the good stars prevailed on the rest of the Hin.
desan, "is the same." doos to abstain from doing evil things ; nor have

"It is well known to be so," said Avida. those stars which are ,well ' located' in the re-
"Listen, then," said Bardesan, "and observe, gions which properly belong to them# and m

that that which the stars decree by their Fate the signs of the zodiac favourable to a humane
and their portions is not practised by all men disposition, S prevailed on those who eat the flesh
alike who are in all _Oartsof the earth. For of men to abstain from using this foul and ab0m.
men have made laws for fhemselves in various inable food.

countries, in _e exercise of that freedom which "Zaws of the Persians.raThe Persians, again,
was given them by God : forasmuch as this gift have made themselves laws permitting them to
is in its very nature opposed to that Fate ema- take as wives their sisters, and their daughters,
noting from the Potentates, who assume to them- and their daughters' daughters ; and there are
selves that which was not given them. I will some who go yet further, and take even their
begin my enumeration of these laws, so far as I mothers. Some of these said Persians are scat-
can remember them, from the East, the begin- tered abroad, away from their country, and are
ning of the whole world : m found in Media, and in the country of the Par-

"Zaws of the Seres._The Seres have laws thians,6 and in Egypt, and in Phrygia (they are
forbidding to kill, or to commit impurity, or to called Magi) ; and in all the countries and zones
worship idols ; and in the whole of Serica there in which they are found, they are governed by
are no idols, and no harlots, nor any one that this law which was made for their fathers. Yet
kills a man, nor any that is killed : although they, we cannot say that for all the Magi, and for the
like other men, are born at all hours and on all rest of the Persians, Venus was posited w,ththe
days. Thus the fierce Mars, whensoever he is Moon and with Saturn in the house of Saturn
• posited' in the zenith, does not overpower the in her portions, while the aspect of Mars was
freedom of the Seres, and compel a man to shed toward them.7 There are many places, too. m
the blood of his fellow with an iron weapon ; the kingdom of the Parthians, where men kill
nor does Venus, when posited with Mars, com- their wives, and their brothers, and their children,
pel any man whatever among the Seres to con- and incur no penalty ; while among the Romans
sort with his neighbour's wife, or with any other and the Greeks, he that kills one of these recurs
woman. Rich and poor, however, and sick peo- capital punishment, the severest of penalties.
ple and healthy, and rulers and subjects, are "Zaws of the Geli._Among the Geh the
there : because such matters are given into the women sow and reap, and build, and performall
power of the Governors. the tasks of labourers, and wear no raiment of

"laws of the Brahmans who are in India.- colours, and put on no shoes, and use no pleas-
Again, among the Hindoos, the Brahmans, of ant ointments ; nor does any one find faultvnth
whom there are many thousands and tens of them when they consort with strangers, or cul-
thousands, have a law forbidding to kill at all, or tivate intimacies with their household slaves.
to pay reverence to idols, or to commit impurity, But the husbands of these Gelm are dressed m
or to eat flesh, or to drink wine ; and among garments of colours, and ornamented with g01d
these people not one of these things ever takes and jewels, and anoint themselves with pleasant
place. Thousands of years, too, have elapsed, ointments. Nor is it on account of any effemt-
during which these men, lo ! have been gov- nacy on their part that they act in this manner,
erned by this law which they made for them- but on account of the law which has been made
selves, for them : in fact, all the men are fond of hunt-

"Another Law which is in India.-- There is ing and addicted to war. But we cannot say
also another law in India, and in the same zone, ' that for all the women of the Geli Venus was
prevailing among those who are not of the caste 3 posited in Capricorn or in Aquarius, in a pow
of the Brahmans, and do not embrace their tion of ill luck ; nor can we possibly say that t0r
teaching, bidding them serve idols, and commit all the Geli Mars and Venus were posited
impurity, and kill, and do other bad things, --------
which by the Brahmans are disapproved. In 4Thatis, theh. own ,, houses,_ as below. Eachhouseh_do_._
the same zone of India, too, there are men who the_"_r bodies_ it_"Io_,"_howasstmn_'_,o___,_._coted" in b,s own house than m any other. Also, of two _,%_.0:
are in the habit of eating the flesh of men, just equallystronginother_pecLs, that whichwasinthe stron._ge_t_,was the st_c,nger. The st_--ngth of the houses was deteram.,w .._,,-h

order in which they role, the strongest belng that about to nse,-_
! Lit."Chald_un." was called the as_mdant.

• . ' .Tl_e Or_..k. ,_A.,_, de_..'nq one. of "..bese_'n belts (sca p. 73m, s IAt. "the sig_ of humanlty."

m_ow3 mto wmc.h me earm's umtuoe was said m b¢ _ Th_ 6 The text adds _'_, -,,_,Arabs also bonow_ dm wool
s Or" family." _ Lk. "wl_I¢ Mars w_ w_,_.-__to them."
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Aries, where it is written that brave and wanton ' "Zaws .... m Among s . . . boys . . . to
men are born. us, and axe not . . . Again, in all the region of

,, Zaws of ttw Ba_tn'ans. _ Among the Bac- the East, if any persons are atus stigmatized,
triaas, who axe called Cashani, the women adorn and axe known to he guilty, their ozvn fathers and
themselves with the goodly raiment of men, and brothers put them to death ; and very often 9
with much gold, and with costly jewels ; and they do not even m_ke known the graves w/ttrt
the slaves and handmaids minister to them more they are buried.
than to their husbands ; and they ride on horses "Such are the laws of the people of the East.
decked out with trappings of gold and with But in North, and in tlw country of tltt

precious stone s.2 These women, moreover, do Gauls '° and their neighbours, such youths among
not practise continency, but have intimacies with them as are handsome the men take as wives,
their slaves, and with strangers who go to that and they even have feasts on the occasion ; and
country ; and their husbands do not find fault it is not considered by them as a disgrace, nor
with them, nor have the women themselves any as a reproach, because of the law which pro-
fear of punishment, because the Cashani look vails among them. But it is a thing impossible
upon 3 their wives only as mistresses. Yet we that all those in Gaul who are branded_with this
cannot say that for all the Bactrian women disgrace should at their Nativities have had Met-
Venus and Mars and Jupiter axe posited in the cury posited with Venus in the house of Saturnt
house of Mars in the middle of the heavens, 4 the and within the limits of Mars, and in the signs

place where women are born that are rich and of the zodiac to the west. For, concerning such
adulterous, and that make their husbands sub- men as axe born under these conditions t it is
servieut to them in everything, written that they are branded with infamy, as

"Laws of the Racami, and of the Edessceans, being like women.
and of/Ae Arabians. --Among the Racami, and " Zaws of the Britons. _ Among the Britons
the Edessa_ans, and the Arabians, not only is she many men take one and the same wife.
that commits adultery put to death, but she also "Laws of the l_arthtans. _ Among the Par-
upon whom rests the suspicion s of adultery thians, on the other hand, one man takes many
suffers cap,tal punishment, wives, and all of them keep to him only, be-

"Laws in I-Iatra. _ There is a law in force 6 cause of the law which has been made there in
in Hatra, that whosoever steals any little thing, that country.
even though it were worthless as water, shall be "Zaws of the Amazons. w As regaxds the
stoned. Among the Cashani, on the contrary, if Amazons, they, all of them, the entire nationp
anyone commits such a theft as this, they merely have no husbands ; but like animals, once a year,
spit m his face. Among the Romans, too, he in the spring-time, they issue forth from their
that commits a small theft is scourged and sent territories and cross the river ; and, having
about his business. On the other side of the crossed it, they hold a great festival on a moun-

Euphrates, and as you go eastward, he that is tain, and the men from those parts come and
stigmatized as rather a thief or a murderer does stay with them fourteen days, and associate with
not much resent it ; 7 but, if a man be stigma- them, and they become pregnant by them, and
uzed as an arseno_zoete, he will avenge himself pass over again to their own country; and, when
even to the extent of killing his accuser, they are delivered, such of the children as are

males they cast away, and the females they bring
*Theelicit word! _o _'_ isnot fou,d io the le,a_o_. I>r. up. Now it is evident that, according to the

Pa_e Sm_h remarks that it could only come from _AI,,1, which ordinance of Nature, since they all became
verb, however, throws away tts .1, so that the form would be _. pregnant in one month, they also in one month
He_gg_,_ douhtCully,thatthe _sht _dmS is ! *=*_,, _m are all delivered, a little sooner or a little later
_.il_, which ts used occasmnally for al##ttige, and forms such an and, as we have heard, all of them are robust
_ljcctlve in the _ of animo*_, animI l_rmd, tts; and that if' and warlike ; but not one of the stars is able
to, it may, hke | .t ._1 in Jude x9 and x Cor. xv. 44, 46, be_ tO help any of those males who are born so as to

¢v_Lta, im_in_ a_ a_imd nature, aen_al. Eul_bms and prevent their being cast away.
c._m_ have¢,,_*_o_*,aword ofs_r force. " 2_e _ook of t_e Astrologers. _ It is written

' Cureton's rendering. "audsame adorn themselves," etc., is not in the book of the astrologers, that, when Mer-
_0good, asbemga repetition of what has already been sold It
__ ._._ot ,_th_ t_ word_ea_be so_m_d. _ C,_k o! cury is posited with Venus in the house of
_,_si_ gi,_ t_ _ as mthe_xt: ,o¢_;¢,,, ,,o_:, _,_,_,_' Mercury, he produces painters, sculptors, and

_so,_ ,_ t,=o_. If _._, _o,,,,, be _., o_ bankers ; but that, when they are in the house
_m_c.only, aa Be_ _ it, the _clpl¢ sho._d 1_ .tdt¢_d to
ua=samegemler But Dr. Pa._qe.Smith x_'_marksthat Amtra m nm Of Venus, they produce perfumers, aad danc_ab
_C,_mmarmakes it fcm. Posstbl¥ the word takes both g_; poe-
=rail, .t_, tim women of Buctrm rode on martin, s F.alscbius has, II_' "ltAJ_lm,_ ttml _I _ _ _[_tm,Lit. "po*tms_"

a Tlm mtth. 9 Lit. " how many thntah" ......... .

t L/t. "is not very angry." _gro_ l_a_ with tl_ _nam_ t_ _Tmc _ -
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and singers, and poets. And ye/, in all the Jof the body with which they are clothed, do ser_
country of the Tayites and of the baracens,.ana [vme to ram_anu to l_ature, someumes as they
in Upper Libya and among the Maunta, m.ans,/wren: anct at omer umes as they oo not wisl{.
and in the country of the Nomades, which is at / vor m every country ano m every nation ther_
the mouth of the Ocean, and in outer Germany, ]are rich and poor, and rulers and .... -

_uoJeets, and
and in Upper Sarmatia, and in Spain, and in all/people in health and those who are sick- each
the countries to the north of Pontus, and in one according as Fate and his Natwity have
all the country of the Alanians, and among the affected him."

Albanians, and among the Zazi, and in Brusa, "Of these things, Father Bardesan," said I
which is beyond the Douro, one sees neither to him, "thou hast convinced us, and we know
sculptors, nor painters, nor perfumers, nor bank- that they are true. But knowest thou that the
ers, nor poets ; but, on the contrary, this decree astrologers say that the earth is dwided into
of Mercury and Venus is prevented from influ- seven portions, which are called Zones; and
eneing the entire circumference of the world that over the said portions those seven stars have
In the whole of Media, all men when they die, authority, each of them averone; and that m each
and even while life is still remaining in them, are one of the said portions the will of its own Poten.
cast to the dogs, and the dogs eat the dead of rate prevails ; and that this is called its law?"

the whole of Media. Yet we cannot say that "First of all, know thou, nay son Phihp,"
all the Medians are born having the Moon pos- said he to me, "that the astrologers have m-
ited with Mars in Cancer in the day-time be- vented this statement as a device for thepromo-
neath the earth : for it is written that those tzon of error. For, although the earth be divided
whom dogs eat are so born. The Hindoos, into seven portions, yet in every one of the
when they die, are all of them burnt with fire, seven portions many laws are to be found dif-
and many of their wives are burnt along with fering from one another. For there are not
them alive. But we cannot say that all those seven kinds of laws only found in the world, ac-
women of the Hindoos who are burnt had at cording to the number of the seven stars; nor
their Nativity Mars and the Sun posited in Leo i yet twelve, according to the number of the signs
in the night-time beneath the earth, as those of the zodiac ; nor yet thirty-six, according to
persons are born who are burnt with fire. All the number of the Decani. 2 But there are many
the Germans die by strangulation,' except those kinds of laws to be seen asyou go from kingdom
who are killed in battle. But it is a thing impos- to kingdom, from country to country, from dlsmet
sible, that, at the Nativity of all the Germans, to district, and in every abode aveman, d_ffermg
the Moon and Hora should have been posited one from another. For ye remember what I said
between Mars and Saturn. The truth is, that in to you _ that in one zone, that of the Hmdoos,
all countries, every day, and at all hours, men there are many men that do not eat the flesh of
are born under Nativities diverse from one an- animals, and there are others that even eat the
other, and the laws of men prevail over the de- flesh of men. And again, I told you, tn speaktng
cree of the stars, and they are governed by their of the Persians and the Mag b that at is not m
customs. Fate does not compel the Seres to the zone of Persia only that they have takeny_r
commit murder against their wish, nor the Brah- wives their daughters and their sisters, hut that
roans to eat flesh ; nor does it hinder the Per- in every country to which they have gone they
sians from taking as wives their daughters and have followed the law of their fathers, and have
their sisters, nor the Hindoos from being burnt, preserved the mystic arts contained in that teach-
nor the Medes from being devoured by dogs, ing which they delivered to them. And again,
nor the Parthians from taking many wives, nor remember that I told you of many natmns spread
among the Britons many men from taking one abroad over the entire circuit of the world, 3 who
and the same wife, nor the Edessaeans from cul- have not been confined to any one zone, but
tivating chastity, nor the Greeks from practising have dwelt in every quarter from which the wind
gymnastics, . .., nor the Romans from perpetu- blows,4 and in all the zones, and who have not
ally seizing upon other countries, nor the men a_ the arts which Mercury and Venus are said ta
the Gauls from marrying one another; nor does have given when in conjunction with each other.
it campel the Amazons to rear the males ; nor Yet, if laws were regulated by zones, this could
does his Nativity compel any man within the not be ; but they clearly are not: because those
circumference of the whale world to cultivate men Ihave spaken of are at a wide remove from
the art of the Muses ; but, as I have already having anything in common with many other
raid, in every country and in every nation all men in their habits of life.
men avail themselves of the freedom of their

* So called from containing each ten of the parts or degre_ itlt0
nature in any way they choose, and, by mason which the zodmeal circle is divtd_ El. Hahn, Bardaa_es G_

t_cu*, p. 7_.
3 Lit. "who surround the whole world."

t .%_: ¢_Wio____-_.a@__"_tgocattoa. _ 4 Lit."havel_nin adltl_ads."
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,, _en, again, how many wise men, think ye, Syria and m Edessa men used to part
have_bolished from their countries laws which " " •with their manhood m honour of Tharatha ; but,
.noeared to them not well made ? How many when King Abgax _became a believer he com-
7_aws,a_,,-_--are there which have been set aside manded that every one that did so should have
through.necessity? And how many kings are his hand cut off, and from that day until now no
there wuo, wnen they nave got possession of one does so in the country of E_dessa.
countries which did not belong to them, have "And what shall we say of the new race of us
abolished their established laws, and made such Christians, whom Christ at His advent planted
other laws as they chose ? And, whenever these in every country and iu every region? for, 1o 1
things occurred, no one of the stars was able to wherever we are, we are all called after the one
preserve the law. Here is an instance at hand name of Christ-- Christians. On one day, the
for you to see for yourselves : it is but as yes- first of the week, we assemble ourselves together,
terday since the Romans took possession of and on the days of the readings s we abstain
Arabia, and they abolished all the laws previously from taking sustenance. The brethren who are
existing there, and especially the circumcisior in Gaul do not take males for _aives, l_or those
which they practised. The truth is/that he who who are in Parthia two wives ; nor do those who
is his own master is some_'mes compelled to are in Judaea circumcise themselves; nor do our
obey the law imposed on him by another, who sisters who are among the Geli consort with
himself in turn becomes possessed of the power strangers ; nor do those brethren who are in Per-
to do as he pleases, sin take their daughters for vJives; nor do those

"But let me mention to you a fact which mor_ who are in Media abandon their dead, or bury
than anything e/se is likely _ to convince the them alive, or give them as food to the dogs;
foolish, and such as are wanting in faith. All nor do those who are in Edessa kill their wives
the Jews, who received the law through Moses, or their sisters when they commit impurity, but
cxrcumcise their male children on the eighth day, they withdraw from them, and give them over to
without waiting for the coming of the proper the judgment of God ; nor do those who are in
stars, or standing in fear of the law of the coun- Hatra 6stone thieves to dealh; but, wherever they
try where they are living. Nor does the star are, and in whatever place they are found, the
which has authority over the zone govern them laws of the several countries do not hinder them
by force ; but, whether they be in Edom, or in from obeying the law of their Sovereign, Christ ;
Arabia, or in Greece, or in Persia, or in the north, nor does the Fate of the ¢elesa_l Governors
or ia the south, they carry out this law which was compel them fo make use of things which they
made for them by their fathers. It is evident regard as impure.
that what they do is not from Nativity : for it is "On the other hand, sickness and health, and
impossible that for all the Jews, on the eighth day, riches and poverty, things which are not within
0u which they are circumcised, Mars should ' be the scope of their freedom, befall them wherever
in the ascendant,' so that steel should pass upon they are. For although the freedom of man is
them, and their blood be shed. Moreover, all not influenced by the compulsion of the Seven,
of them, wherever they are, abstain from paying or, if at any time it is influenced, it is able to
reverence to idols. One day in seven, also, withstand the influences exerted upon it, yet,
they and their children cease from all work, _ on the other hand, this same man, externally re-
from all building, and from all travelling, and garded, r cannot on the instant liberate himself
from all buying and selling ; nor do they kill an from the command of his Governors : for he is
ammal on the Sabbath-day, nor kindle a fire a slave and in subjection. For, if we were able
nor administer justice ; and there is not found to do everything, we should ourselves be every-
among them any one whom Fate compels,3 thing ; and, if we had not the power to do any-
either to go to law on the Sabbath-day and gain thing, we should be the tools of others.
his cause, or to go to law and lose it, or to pull "But, when God wills them, all things are
down, or to build up, or to do any one of those possible, and they may .take place without bin-

tugs which are done by all those men who have i drance : for there is nothing mat can stay t_t
not received this law. They have also other l Great and Holy Will. For even thee wno mj.n_
_mgs in respect to which they do not on the lthat they successfully .mtlastana _t, ao nor mm-
5"abbalh conduct themselves like the rest oil
nankind, though on this same day they both i , Ac_,di._to r_,a_.o_,,,,tC_,r_ yca(_..t,og, m_.
ring forth _nd 0,_ h,_ nna ¢_11_ick and die • I_ t_ xs_t_a_ _t_, w_thw_ B_ae_ _ _ to m*e _**a

¢.._ ..--......... '_"_ ...... _'-- _I rerv hjgh. His eo_verston_ Placedbetween xO° anQ _7° "_''I_"
,_t mese tearers do not pertmn to the power ox[ ". _- .., ... _,-- _ _i,,_, o_ ,, _i_ _-• -" _.,

_" / " re_in_" But what _ meant L_ not _. _lPh_

[ asc_ibes'_'rtamcomvositi_ _ this uam_to _
t Lit "f_.- [ Hahn, Bard. Gnoat,, I_ _IL
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stand it by strength, but by wickedness and of the luminaries of heaven, speaking as fol-
error. And this may go on for a little while, lows:m

because He is kind and forbearing towards all Two revolutions of Satum,S6o years;beings that exist,* so as to let them remain as
they are, and be governed by their own will, 5 revolutions of Jupiter, 6o years;4o revolutions of Mars, 6o years ;
whilst notwithstanding they are held in check by 6o revolutions of the Sun, 6o years ;the works which have been done and by the ar-
rangementswhich have been made for their help. 72 revolutions of Venus, 6o years ;I5o revolutions of Mercury, 6o years;
For this well-ordered constitution of things* and 7zo revolutions of the Moon, 6o years.
this government which have been instituted, and
the intermingling of one with another, serve to And this," says he, "is one synchronism of them
repress the violence of these beingsJ so that they all ; that is, the time of one such synchronism
should not inflict harm on one another to the full, of them. So that from hence it appears that to
nor yet to the full suffer harm, as was the case comtOlete too such synchronisms there w_llbe
with them before the creation of the world. A required six thousands of years. Thus :
time is also comingwhen this propensity to inflict
harmwhich still remains in them shall be brought 2oo revolutions of Saturn, six thousands of
to an end, through the teaching which shall be years ;
given them amidst intercourse of another kind. 5oo revolutions of Jupiter, 6 thousands of
And at the establishment of that new world all years ;
evil commotions shall cease, and all rebellions 4 thousand revolutions of Mars, 6 thousands
terminate, and the foolish shall be convinced, of years ;
and all deficiencies shall be filled up, and there Six thousand revolutions of the Sun, 6 thou-
shall be quietness and peace, through the gift of sands of years ;
the Lord of all existing beings." 7 thousand and 2oo revolutions of Venus,6

Here endeth the Book of the Laws of Coun- thousands of years ;
tries, x2 thousand revolutions of Mercury, 6 thou-

sands of years ;
Bardesan, therefore, an aged man, and one 72 thousand revolutions of the Moon, 6 thou-

celebrated for his knowledge of events, wrote, sands of years."
in a certain work which was composed by him,
concerning the synchronisms4 with one another These things did Bardesanthus compute when

desiring to show that this world would stand
Ltt." all natures." only six thousands of years.s ].at *' this order."

3 Lit. "natures "

4 The Greek o-m,o&)t. 5 The five planets a_ called by their Gttek name*, KOdak, g._A.



ANCIENT SYRIAC DOCUMENTS.

A LETTER OF MARA, SON OF SERAPIONJ

MARA, son of Serapion, to Serapion, my son : character, and properly does that which it be-
peace, hoves him to do,he isthatchosenman who is
When thy masterand guardianwrote me a called"the blessingofGod," and one'whodoes

letter,and informedme thatthouwastverydill-not findaught elseto compare with his free-
gentinstudy,thouKhsoyounginyears,Iblesseddom._ For,asforthosepersonswho arecalled
God thatthou,a httlcboy,and withouta guide to the pursuitof learning,theyare seekingto
todirectIAee,hadstbegun ingood earncst;and extricatethemselvesfromthe turmoilsof time;
tomyselfalsothiswas a comfort--thatI heard and thosewho takehold upon wisdom,theyare
ofthee,littleboy as thouart,as displayingsuch clingingtothehope ofrighteousness;and those
greatnessof mind and conscientiousness:* a who take theirstandon truth,theyaredisplay-
characterwhich,inthe caseof many who have ing the bannerof theirvirtue; and thosewho
begunwell,hasshown no eagernesstocontinue,cultivatephilosophy,theyarelookingto escape
On thisaccount,Io,I have writtenforthec from thevexationsoftheworld. And do thou

thisrecord,touchingthatwhich I have by care-too,my son,thuswiselybehavethyselfinregard
failobservationdiscoveredin the world. For tothesethings,asa wise personwho seeksto
thekind of lifemen leadhas been carefullyob- spend a pure life; and beware lestthe gain
servedby me. I treadthe path of learning,3whichmany hungerafterenervatethee,and thy
andfrom the studyof Greek philosophy4 have mind turnto covetriches,which have no sta-
I foundout allthesethings,althoughtheysuf-bility.For,when they are acquiredby fraud,
fcredshipwreckwhen the birthof lifetook they do not continue;nor, even when justly
place.S obtained, do they last; and all those things

Be diligent, then, my son, in atten_'on to those which are seen by thee in the world, as belong-
things which are becoming for the free, 6 so as ing to that which is only for a little time, are
to devote thyself to learning, and to follow aRer destined to depart like a dream : for they are
wisdom ; and endeavour thus to become con- but as the risings and settings of the seasons.
firmed in those habits with which thou hast About the objects of that vainglory, too, of
begun. Call to mind also my precepts, as a which the life of men is full, be not thou soliei-
quiet person who is fond of the pursuit of learn- tous : seeing that from those things which give
rag. And, even though such a hfe should seem us joy there quickly comes to us harm. Most
to thee very irksome, yet when thou hast made especially is this the case with the birth of be-
experience of it for a little while, it will become loved children. For in two r_peets it plainly
very pleasant to thee : for to me also it so hap- brings us harm : in the ca_,e ,,; the virtuous, our
pened. When, moreover, a person has left his very affection for them torments us, and from
home, and is able sa'll to preserve his previous their very excellence of character we suffer tor-

[m_,_ I. p. 7¢,, ;_yr,. s_ t_7-,,*_--1 ture ; and, in the case of the vicious, we are
,_L "sooa _o_.ie._." worriedwith their correction,and alIlictedwith
_.Or,"my dallyconverseis withlearning."So Dr. _ their misconducL

amat_is _ to take these difficult words, supplying, as Cttmm

_4_t__es,thepr,_ I_I.T_ consuueuo_wo_adt__ Thou hastheard,smoreover,concerningo_r
companions,that,when theywere leavingSamo-

#,__d taket__nlap_._ _ •p._, _ _a..:sata,they were distressedaboutit,and, as if
"h (_ klodofhe mm l_l) hubm _,_a,-,abT=e bT_-- complaining of the time in ,ehieh their lotwat
a.su_d_.." U_ "G " cast, said thus : "We are now far removed from

$ TSBCZS_G'_
_.2 _ =_i_, prob_b,i_,that_ =_i=s _ tolost tm_ our home, and we cannot return again to our

forhimwhenImen_reduponthenewlifeof aCbrlstmn
_f_o_), ortheirimporm*_tom,ki=l whenChnsti_ty
d_-" was borfi into the world. But why he did not subsutw_ more _'Cu_'ton*s less _ _ pt'o_bly gfva tim tt'u* mmm:
__nc_IveChrlstian_isnotclear. Pcrtmpsr_e_cxrofimrs_"withwhoselibenyuothlngds_becomper_." ..
""_.mnmmcedhim. , s Cuw.m_:"l_t_h_i_" _ _mp_l s_amn_ssmml_

Thatis,themanta_omtimdng"ah'_ral ed.ca6o=. .am.
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city, or behold our people, or offer to our gods amazed at many who cast away their children,
the greeting of praise." Meet was it that that and I have been astonished at others who bnng
day should be called a day of lamentation, be- up those that are not theirs. There are persons
cause one heavy grief possessed them all alike, who acquire riches in the world, and I have als0
For they wept as they remembered their fathers, been astonished at others who inherit that whtch
and they thought of their mothers' with sobs, is not of their own acquisia'an. Thus mayes/
and they were distressed for their brethren, and thou understand and see that we are walking
grieved for their betrothed whom they had left under the guidance of delusion.
behind. And, although we had heard that their s Begin and tell us, O wisest of men, 8 on which
former companions were proceeding to Seleucia, of his possessions a man can place reliance, or
we clandestinely set out, and proceeded on the concerning what things he can say that they are
way towards them, and united our own misery such as abide, l/Ytlt thou say so of abundance
with theirs. Then was our grief exceedingly of riches? they are snatched away. Of fort-
violent, and fitly did our weeping abound, by resses? they are spoiled. Of cities ? they are
reason of our desperate plight, and our wailing laid waste. Of greatness? it is brought do_n.
gathered itself into a dense cloud,3 and our misery ] Of magnificence ? it is overthrown. Of beaut}-
grew vaster than a mountain : for not one of us it withers. Or of laws? they pass away. Or of
had the power to ward off the disasters that as- poverty? it is despised. Or of children? they
sailed him. For affection for the living was die. Or of friends ? they prove false. Or of the
intense, as well as sorrow for the dead, and our )raises of men ? jealousy goes before them.
miseries were driving us on without any way of Let a man, therefore, rejoice in his empire,
escape. For we saw our brethren and our chil- ike Darius ; or in his good fortune, hke Poly-
dren captives, and we remembered our deceased crates ; or in his bravery, like Achilles ; or in
companions, who were laid to rest in a foreign 4 his wife, like Agamemnon ; or in his offspring,
land. Each one of us, too, was anxious for hlm- like Priam ; or in his skill, like Archimedes ; or
self, lest he should have dmaster added to disas- m his wisdom, like Socrates ; or m his learning,
ter, or lest another calamity should overtake that hke Pythagoras ; or in his ingenuity, like Pala-
which went before it. What enjoyment could medes; M the life of men, my son, departs from
men have that were prisoners, and who experi- the world, but their praises and their virtues ablde
enced things hke these ? for ever.

But as for thee, my beloved, be not distressed Do thou, then, my little son, choose thee that
because in thy loneliness thou hast s been dnven which fadeth not away. For those who occupy
from place to place. For to these things men themselves with these things are called modest,
are born, since they are desa'ned to meet with and are beloved, and lovers of a good name.
the accidents of time. But rather let thy thought When, moreover, anything untoward befalls
be this, that to wise men every place is ahke, and thee, do not lay the blame on man. nor be angry
that in every city the good have many fathers against God, nor fulminate against the time thou
and mothers. Else, _ thou doubt it, take thee a livest in.
proof from what thou hast seen thyself. How If thou shalt continue in this mind, thy gift is
many people who know thee not love thee as not small which thou hast received from God,
one of their own children ; and what a host of which has no need of riches, and is never re-
women receive thee as they would their own be- duced to poverty. For without fear shalt thou
loved ones ! Verily, as a stranger thou hast been pass thy life,9 and with rejoicing. For fear and
fortunate ; verily, for thy small love many people apologies for one's nature belong not to the w_se,
have conceived an ardent affection for thee. but to such as walk contrary to law. For no

What, again, are we to say concerning the de- man has even been deprived of his wisdom, as
lusion 6 which has taken up its abode in the of his property.
world ? Both by reason of toil r painful is the Follow diligently learning rather than riches.
journey through it, and by its agitations are we, For the greater are one's possessions, the greater
hke a reed by the force of the wind, bent now is the evil attendant upon them. For I have
in tiffs direction, now in that. For I have been myself observed that, where a man's goods are

many, so also are the tribulations which happen
z Reaa_.o_e-_._l, i, steaaof,o_ZQ._|, "r_pl_." to him; and, where luxuries are accumulated,
a Perhaps "our" is meant.
s Cureton: " and the dark cloud collected our sighs." But the there also do sorrows congregate ; and, _here

words immedtately following, as well as the fact that m each of the riches are abundant, there is stored up theb_tter-
clauses the nomlnauve m placed last, favours the rendering given.

4 Lit., "borrowed " hess of many a year. /
s Lit, *'because thy loneliness has."
60r_'error. '' Hemay refer either tothe deluaion of thosewho s Curetan: *_A sage among men once began to say t° V-s" T]_

purSUemenareSUpp°seddeceavedearthlYmsuch good.pursuit.orto the _ appearances by which would require _.a,_.,_, not _-t._o
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If, therefore, thou shalt behave with under-]shall inflict the greater mischief on his fellow.
standing, an.d.shalt diligently watch over.thy con-I For they have broken away from the bounds of
duct,God wtU not retraan Irom helping thee, nor truth, and transgress all honest laws, because
men from loving thee the are ben• / Y t on fulfilling their selfish desires ;

Let that which thou art able to acquire suffice] for, whensoever a man is eagerly set on obtaining
thee ; and if, moreover, thou art able to do with- [ that which he desires, how is it possible that he
out property, thou shalt be called blessed, and jshould fitly do that which it behoves him to dot
no man whatsover shall be jealous of thee. and they acknowledge no restraint,S and but sel-

And remember also this, that nothing will dis- dom stretch out their hands towards truth and
turb thy hfe very greatly, except it be the love of goodness, but m their manner of life behave like
gain; and that no man after his death is called the deaf _ and the blind. Moreover, the wicked
an owner of property : because it is by the de- rejoice, and the righteous are disquieted. He
sire of this that weak men are led captive, and that has, denies that he has; and he that has
they know not that a man dwells among his pos- not, struggles to acquire. The poor seek he/p,
sessionsonly in the manner of a chance-comer and the rich hide their wealth, and every man
and they are haunted with fear because thest laughs at his fellow. Those that are drunken
possessions are not secured to them: for they are stupefied, and those that have recovered
have abandoned that which is their own, and themselves are ashamed.7 Some weep, and some
seekthat which is not theirs, sing ; and some laugh, and others are a prey to

What are we to say, when the wise are dragged care. They rejoice in things evil, and a man
byforce by the hands of tyrants, and their wis- that speaks the truth they despise.
domis deprived of its freedom' by slander, and Should a man, then, be surprised when the
theyare plundered for their superior intelhgence, world is seeking to wither him with its scorn,
without the opportunity of making a defence ? seeing that they and he have not one and the
Theyare notwholly to bepza'ed. For what bene- same manner of life? "These"arethethingsfor
fitdid the Athenians obtain by putting Socrates which they care. One of them is looking for-
todeath, seeing that they received as retribution ward to the ame when in battle he shall obtain
for it famine and pestilence ? Or the people of the renown of victory ; yet the valiant perceive
Samosby the burning of Pythagoras, seeing that not by how many foohsh objects of desire a man
m one hour the whole ' of their country was is led captive in the world. But would that for
covered with sand ? Or the Jews by the murder a little while self-repentance visited them ! For,
of their Wise King, seeing that from that very while victorious by their bravery, they are over-
timetheir kingdom was drwen away from them ? come by the power of covetousness. For I
For with justice did God grant a recompense to have made trial of men, and with this result :
thewisdom of all three of them. For the Athe- that the one thing on which they are intent, is
n,ansdied by famine ; and the people of Samos abundance of riches. Therefore also it is that
were covered by the sea without remedy ; and they have no settled purpose ; but, through the
theJews, brought to desolation and expelled from instability of their minds, a man is of a sudden
theirkingdom, are driven away into every land. cast down from his elan'on of spirit to be swal-
Nay, Socrates did "not" die, because of Plato ; lowed up with sadness. They lool_ not aX the
nor yet Pythagoras, because of the statue of vast wealth of eternity, nor consider that every-
Hera; nor yet the Wise King, because of the visitation of trouble is conducting us all alike to
newlaws which he enacted, the same final period. For they are devoted to

Moreover I, my son, have attentively observed the majesty of the belly, that huge blot an the
mankind,in what a dismal state of ruin they are. character of the vicious.
AndI have been amazed that they are not utterly Moreover, as regards this ktter which it has
prostrated3 by the ca_mities which surround come into my mind to write to thee, it is not
them, and that even their wars4 are uct enough enough to read it, but' the best thing is that it
forthem, nor the pains they endure, nor the dis- be put in practice, s For I know for myself,
eases,nor the death, nor the poverty ; but that, that when thou shalt have made experiment of
like savage beasts, they must needs rush upon
oneanother in their enmity, trying which of them s _,, moder_oL_

6 Curetoa:"dumb."TI_oKIt,_,_imbotla_*_es.
t lit., "made _tX_-." 7 Or" peni_mt."

' For _._ read _._. s So Dr. Payae Smlth, who is indlncd Io taim _ _O_a_ ia
3 No verb is found ill the lexicons to which _._b_ can be the _zlse," it goes before, it is best, with _ to it." Cu_

relented. It may perha_ be l¢_,,_plw.l d a _ _, cognate with tramdates, "it should also proceed to praetice_" joining _OCL_ with
_-%"to bebem.', the _ just mentioned: whereas Dr, Smith eoam_s i_with

|t _'_-_, thus: "but that it should b¢ i_¢ iu _ ;a last with
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this mode of life, it will be very plea_mt to one drive us by force, he will but be bearing pub-
thee, and thou wilt be free from sore vexation ; lic testimony against himself, that he is estranged
because it is only on account of children that from all things good, and he will receive disgrace
we tolerate fiches.* and shame from the foul mark of shame that is

Put, therefore, sadness away from thee, O u2ban him. For we have shown our truth--that
mast beloved of mankind, -- a thing which never truth which in our now ruined kingdom we pos.
in anywise benefits a man; and drive care away sessed not3 But, if the Romans shall permit us
from thee, which brings with it no advantage to go back to our own country, as called upon by
whatsoever. For we have no resource or skill justice and righteousness to do, they will be act-
that can avail us-- nothing but a great mind ing like humane men, and will earn the name of
able to cope with the disasters and to endure the good and righteous, and at the same time wi//
tribulations which we are always receiving at the have a peaceful country in which to dwell : for
hands of the times. For at these things does it they will exhibit their greatness when they shall
behove us to look, and not only at those which leave us free men, and we shall be obedient to
are fraught with rejoicing and good repute, the sovereign power which the time has allotted

Devote thyself to wisdom, the fount of all to us. But let them not, like tyrants, drive us
things good, the treasure that faileth not. There as though we were slaves. Yet, if it has been
shalt thou lay thy head, and be at ease. For already determined what shall be done, we shall
this shall be to thee father and mother, and a receive nothing more dreadful than the peaceful
good companion for thy life. death which is in store for us.

Enter into closest intimacy with fortitude and But thou, my little son, if thou resolve dili-
patience, those virtues which are able successfully gently to acquaint thyself with these things, first
to encounter the tribulations that befall feeble of all put a check on appetite, and set limits
men. For so great is their strength, that they to that in which thou art indulgT"ng. Seek the
are adequate to sustain hunger, and can endure power to refrain from being angry ; and, instead
thirst, and mitigate every trouble. With toil, of yieldtng to outbursts of passion, listen to the
moreover, yea even with dissolution, they make _romplings of kindness.
fight merry. For myself, what I am henceforth solicitous

To these things give diligent attention, and about is this-- that, so far as I have recollections
thou shale lead an untroubled life, and I also of the_ast, I may leave behind me a book con-
shall have comfort, _ and thou shalt be called raining them, and with a prudent mind finish the
"the delight of his parents." journey which I am appointed to take, and de-

For in that time of yore, when our city was part without suffering out of the sad afflictions
standing in her greatness, thou mayest be aware of the world. For my prayer is, that I may re-
that against many persons among us abomi- ceive my dismissal ; and _y what kind of death
noble words were uttered ; but for ourselves,* we concerns me not. But, if any one should be
acknowledged long ago that we received love, troubled or anxious about this, I have no counsel
no less than honour, to the fullest extent from to give him : for yonder, in the dwelling-place
the multitude of her people : it was the state of of all the world, will he find us before him.
the times on/y that forbade our completing those
things which we had resolved on doing.4 And One of his friends asked Mara, son of Sera-
here also in the prison-house we give thanks to plan, when in bonds at his side : "Nay, by,thy
God that we have received the love of many: life, Mara, tell me what cause of laughter m0u
for we are striving to our utmost to maintain a hast seen, that thou laughest." "I am laughing,'.'
life of sobriety and cheerfulness ; s and, if any said Mara, "at Time : 7 inasmuch as, although

he has not borrowed any evil from me, he is pay-
t This apl_Srs to show that tim lifi_ of learned seclusion which ;nrr _,_ K_clr ,I

he has been tectmur_mdin_ is one of celibacy-- monmti,4_m: "'5 ....... r c,__
tt Or, "and thou thole'Ira to m d comfort," as _n. _E_ereendeth the letter of Mm_ son at _cia-

s Thattt,"mytelf." i n4Such aF0ea.trs,tohethe some of this ohemm; pas_.q_e. ThelPO •
fitttal _g is, "We acknowledged of old that we recetved equal I ....
love and honour to tim fullest extent from her multitude" (or, from ] - . ........ _-- the codexMs
h_.. _) ; - but _ tlme..._b_e. _r completing lho_ fl_ugs i - Lms is a very nopet_ passage ......... w b

refers to (tar nm woros stem to Imve a lmrttmnar t_er_nce) ts not I_ • -- _- has stud
e_r. a_._.m_.,gr_.u_. ,"or"muiatuaeTisinnm,tyl,,Ulch_ usedto d_n. Fo, pos=_ _town=_m_
two_. "m_ss. Here,t doesnotappetr,aceptfromthel_abouttheminedsmmmeBothisclty, capmtecl_tl_
_jWBIe.B m m - -, I -° -- " " _ -- $1rrzl

SLit. "Weare---._-------tr to tim pmdto #of _.far_l Isupp ose_arawasa_ --Lm. PAwls



ANCIENT SYRIAC DOCUMENTS.

AMBROSE.'

A MF_ORIAL*which Ambrose, a chief man of madness, and the uncontrollable nature of his pa_
Greece, wrote : who became a Christian, and all mon, he resolved to go and rescue Helen from
his fellow-senators raised an outcry against him ; the hands of a certain leprous 9 shepherd ; and
and he fled from them, and wrote and pointed afterwards, when the Greeks had become victo-
out to them all their foolishness, rious in the war, and burnt cities, and taken wo-

Beginning his discourse,3 he answered and men and children captive, and the land was filled
said :_ with blood, and the rivers with corpses, Agamem-

Think not, men of Greece, that my separation non himself also was found to be taken captive
from your customs has been made without a just by his passion for Briseis. Patroclus, again, we
and proper reason. For I acquainted myself with are told, was slam, and Achilles, the son of the
all your wisdom, ¢onsis_'ng of poetry, of oratory, goddess Thetis, mourned over him ; Hector was
of philosophy ; and when I found not there any- dragged alang the ground, and Priam and Hecuba
thing agreeable to what is right, or that is worthy together were weeping over the loss of their chil-
of the divine nature, I resolved to make myself dren ; Astyanax, the son of Hector, was thrown
acquainted with the wisdomofthe Christians also, dowrt from the walls of Ilion, and his mother
and to learn and see who lhey are, and when they Andromache the mighty Ajax bore away into ¢a2_
took their rise, and what is the nature of this new a'vtty,' and that which was taken as booty was
and strange wisdom of thet'rs, 4 or on what good after a little while, all squandered in sensual in-
hopes those who are imbued with it rely, that they dulgence.
speak only that which is true. Of the wiles of Odysseus the son of Laertes,

Men of Greece, when I came to examine the and of his murders, who shall tell the tale ? For
Chm'slian writings, I found not any folly s in them, of a hundred and ten suitors did his house in
as I had found in the celebrated Homer, who has one day become the grave, and it was filled with
said concerning the wars of the two trials: 6 corpses and blood. He, too, it was that by his
"Because of Helen, many of the Greeks perished wickedness gained the praises af men, becatme
at Troy, away from their beloved home. ''7 For, through his pre-eminence in craft he escaped
firstof all, we are told s concerning Agamemnon detection ; he, too, it was who, you say, sailed
their king, that by reason of the foolishness of upon the sea, and heard nat the voice of the
his brother Menelaus, and the violence of his Sirens onO'because he stopped his ears with wax.**

The famous Achilles, again, the son of Peleus,

,T_ _ _, =,_ m _, w,th t_ D_',_o_,-_eto th.e who bounded across the river, and routed" the
Greeks (A6-fo, _,_'FjtA_lva¢), a._rt_ by marly to Justin, whteh is Trojans, and slew Hector, _ this said hero of
Le_tamed m voI. i- PP- _Tv'_ a of this sertf_. Two things seem to
_=esu:lem: (t) That norther ot the two pteeea is the origlnal compo- yOUrs became the slave of Philoxena, and was
lalaml:foreaehcontaltmsomethingnotfoundmtheother;(,)'_.ttht overcome by an Amazon as #he lay dead and
OngmalmmranslatedWaSintheGreek:Greek.forthe Syriae has m some instances evtdendy stretched upon her bier; and he put off his at.

* The Gr_k/'=o_-"4e._'_
s Lit.,"and in tim beginning of his words." mour, and arrayed himself in nuptial garment_

t. wltatmthenewnessandstrangenc*aoflt." . and finally fell a sacrifice to love.
s The word also means "mn; "and this notion is the mmfe promt-

Dentof the t,woin what follows. ' 9 It has been p_ to _tute m the Orcmk¢:opy ,i_,
6 It is di_cttlt to _s_m any __*;,,¢_'_ meaning to the word "dainty," for A_. But the Syriac confirl_ t_. _.._,

q_lck_, which appears, however, to be the reading of the us., The term ts thought to be o.gpre_alv*of the contempt m which th¢_
herds wet_ held. See vol. t. P. a7t, noto l" ..... t hls ____....to In the Greek _ m adduced as an *nnomuu m w_,.m_:

Cure*onemk=vours tojustify the nmdefiug glvcn_ "_lamit,_,"
'_se the word will alr,ohear,_noemm_ofexpm"=nom tt.ws. "because he was unable to stop his elm by _

ucmddassume the rmmmng to be "nations" (f_atie_ts), a word strut- (¢pem_et)."
_rm_a_andtothatfolmdmthet_gt, explaining,tof_eatke_P_.. II O(t_ _lt_ WhiCh_tll 01_ I_U_III__[ff
t._.tiles (romp. Tertullian, De .rde/., _ . per dem nalaonurn-.,)_ this ...0_b, the reading
tm_rttteem to meet the dd_cu|ty, But there is no trace m tins corn- manlfestly

_ora Latl. i_fl_: ifafom_aword_mthe_, wo_a_,utais inom,oa. The A#.t or_ verb,,._,," =mxt_ nav_ea'l_ctodtheGreek;.er,. to flee,"is ,_U,nt=d by Dr. Pa_ _ who_
r li., _Ll_T sq.
' I_, . t_ m_.- i"_" " exmr_t'"
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Thus much concerning your great "men ; "' if one should speak of courage, Achilles was
and thou, Homer, hadst deserved forgiveness, if more valiant that this said sovereign of the gods.
thy silly story-telling had gone so far only as to for he slew the man that slew his friend ; but the
prate about men, and not about the gods. As for sovereign of the gods wept over Sarpedon his
what he says about the gods, I am ashamed even son when he was dying, being distressed for
to speak of it : for the stories that have been in- htm.
vented about them are very wicked and shock- Pluto, again, who is a god, carried off Kora 6
ing ; passing strange? too, and not to be believed ; and the mother of Kora was hurrying hither and
and, if the truth must be told,s fit only to be thither searching for her daughter in all desert
laughed at. For a person will be compelled to places ; and, although Alexander Paris, when he
laugh when he meets with them, and will not be- had carried off Helen, paad the penalty of yen.
lieve them when he hears them. For think of geance, as having made himself her lover by
gods who did not one of them observe the laws force, yet Pluto, who is a god, when he carned
of rectitude, or of purity, or of modesty, but off Kora, remained without rebuke;and, allhoagh
were adulterers, and spent their time in de- Menelaus, who is a man, knew how to search for
bauchery, and yet were not condemned to death, Helen his wife, yet Demeter, who is a goddess,
as they ought to have been ! knew not where to search for Kora her dough-

Why, the sovereign of the gods, the very ter.
"father of gods and men," not only, as ye say, Let Hephmstus put away jealousy from him,
was an adulterer (this was but a light thing), but and not indulge resentment.r For he was
even slew his own father, and was a paederast, hated, s because he was old and lame; while
I will first of all speak of his adultery, though I Ares was loved, because he was a youth and
blush to do so: for he appeared to Antiope as a beautiful in form. There was, however, a re-
satyr, and descended upon Danad as a shower proof administered in respect of the adultery.
of gold, and became a bull for Europa, and a Hephmstus was not, indeed, at first aware of
swan for Leda ; whilst the love of Semele, the the love existing between Venus 9 his wife and
mother of Dionysus, exposed both his own or- Ares; but, when he did become acquainted
dency ofpassion and the jealousy of the chaste with it, Hephmstus said : "Come, see a ridlcu-
Hera. Ganymede the Phrygian, too, he carried lous and senseless piece of behaviour-- how to
off disguised as an eagle, that the fair and come- me, who am her own, Venus, the daughter of
ly boy, forsooth, might serve as cup-bearer to the sovereign of the gods, is offering result--to
him. This said sovereign of the gods, moreover, me, 1say, who am her own, and is paying honour
killed his father Kronos, that he might seize upon to Ares, who is a stranger to her." But to the
his kingdom, sovereign of the gods it was not displeasing : for

Oh ! to how many charges is the sovereign of he loved such as were like these. Penelope,
the gods amenable, 4 and how many deaths does moreover, remained a widow twenty years, be-
he deserve to die, as an adulterer, and as a sor- cause she was expecting/he return of her hus-
cerer, Sand as a paederast ! Read to the sover- band Odysseus, and busied herself with cunning
eign of the gods, O men of Greece, the law tasks, `° and persevered in works of skill, while all
concerning parricide, and the condemnation pro- those suitors kept pressing her ta marry them;
nounced on adultery, and about the shame that but Venus, who is a goddess, when Heph_estus
attaches to the vile sin of pmderasty. How her husband was close to her, deserted him, be-
many adulterers has the sovereign of the gods in- cause she was overcome by love for Ares. Heark-
doctriiaated in sin ! Nay, how many pmderasts, en, men of Greece : which of you would have
and sorcerers, and murderers ! So that, if a man dared to do this, or would even have endured to
be found indulging his passions, he must not be see it ? And, if any one "should" dare to act so.
put to death : because he has done this that he what torture would be in store for him, or what
may become like the sovereign of the gods ; and, scourgings !
if he be found a murderer, he has an excuse in Kronos, again, who is a god, who devoured all
the sovereign of the gods ; and, if a man be a those children of his, was not even brought be-
sorcerer, he has learned it from the sovereign of fore a court of justice. They further tell us that
the gods ; and, if he be a pmderast, the sover- the sovereign of the gods, his son, was the only

eign of the gods is his apologist. Then, again, 6 That is, "the Daughter" (namely, of Demeter), the mame---'----_
dcr whteh Proserpmc was worshtplmd m Atttca

t Or, "_r lmtoes." 7 Because the behaviour of which he had to complain was sane-

a This is not intended as a trandatlma of _.t _._, which ts tioned by the highest of the gods.

litendly"comluered." Dr. Payne Smith thinksitjust tp_,_ible that s For ,..,,.t_], "was tried," read.._tn,_. The Greek h_
there was in the Greek some derivative of b_ep_ld3_ta = ' to surpass
beliefs" which the Sytlan translator misunderstood. ,tt4,_a_o'-q'ro. Cuntton: *' forgotten."9 The word is" Balthi."

a This is conjectured tohethe meaningof what would be llterally to Dr. Payne Smith reads I*., _ instead of _'
readeted, "¢t id ¢_.ed _'oactum e_t ""

4 Lit., "o_ how many censures is . . . fulL"
S Since he could change his form to suit ins purpose, word wl-ach, as Cureton says, is not m the lexicons.
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one that escaped from him ; and that the mad- and your stories declare--then, again, wkat
hess of Kronos his father was cheated of its shall be said of the tribulations of Orestes ; and
purpose because Rhea his wife, the mother of the couch of Thyestes ; and the foul taint in the
the sovereign of the gods, offered him a stone in family of Pelops ; and concerning Danaus, who
the place of the said sovereign of the gods, his through jealousy killed his sons-in-law, and de-
son, to prevent him from devouring him. Heark- wived them of offspring ; the banquet of Thyes-
en, men of Greece, and reflect upon this mad- tes, too, fee&ha upon the corpse set before him
hess ! Why, even the dumb ammal that grazes by way of vengeance for her whom ke had
in the field knows its proper food, and does not [wronged,, about Procne also, to this hour scream-
touch strange food ; the wild beast, too, and the ]ing as she flie_ *'°- _" .............o -- ; ,,_, _l.qt=, w% warming wltn her
reptile, and the bird, know their food. As for tongue cut out ?_ What moreover i_ it _t_;,,_,

men, I need not say. any.thing about them: ye [to say about the murder committed'by _i;_s n,
yourselves are acquamtecl watla their food, and]who took his own mother to wife, and whose
understand it.w. eU. But Kronos, who is a god, ]brothers killed one another, they being at
not knowing lois proper food, ate up a stone ! same Kme his sons ?

Therefore, O men of Greece, ff ye will have Your festivals too I hat_ • ¢,_ th,_,_ _, ,,, .,,,,a

such goas as tnese, ao not nna tauit w_th one an- eratmn where they are ; the sweet flutes also,
other when ye do such-like things. Be not an- d]spellers of care, which play as an incitement
gry with thy son when he forms the design to to dancing ; 6 and the preparation of ointments,
kill thee : because he thus resembles the sover- wherewith ye'anoint yourselves ; and the chaplets
eign of the gods. And, if a man commit adul- which ye put on. In the abundance of your wick-
tery with thy wife, why dost thou think of him edness, too, ye have forgotten shame, and yourtm-
as an enemy, and yet to the sovereign of the derstandings have become blinded, and ye have
gods, who is like him, doest worship and ser- been infuriated 7 by the heat ofpassion, and have
wee? Why, too, dost thou find fault with thy loved the adulterous bed)
wifewhen she has committed adultery and leads Had these things been said by another, perhaps
a dissolute life, _ and yet payest honour to Venus, our adversaKes would have brought an accusation
and placest her images in shnnes ? Persuade against him, on the plea that they were untrue.
your Solon to repeal his laws ; Lycurgus, also, But your own poets say them, and your own hymns
to make no laws; let the Areopagus repeal • and dramas declare them.
theirs, and judge no more ; and let the Atheni- Come, therefore, and be instructed in the word

ans have councils no longer. Let the Athenians [of God, and in the wisdom which is fraught with
discharge Socrates from his ojffce : for no one comfort. Rejoice, and become partakers of it.
like Kronos has ever come before him• Let Acquaint yourselves with the Kmg Immortal, and
them not put to death Orestes, who killed his acknowledge His servants. For not in arms do
mother : for, lo ! the sovereign of the gods did they make their boast, nor do they commit tour-
worse things than these to his father. (Edipus ders : because our Commander has no delight in
also too hastily inflicted mischief on himself, in abundance of strength, nor yet in horsemen and
depriving his eyes of sight, because he had their gallant array, nor yet in illustrious descent ;
killed his mother unwittingly : for he did not but He dehghts in the pure soul, fenced round
think about3 the sovereign of the gods, who by a rampart of righteousness. The word of God,
killed his father and yet remained without pun- moreover, and the promises of our good King,
ishment. Medea, again, who killed her children, and the works of God, are ever teaching us. Oh
the Corinthians banish from their counffy ; and the blessedness of the soul that is redeemed by the
yet they do service and honour to Kronos, who power of the word ! Oh the blessedness of the
devoured his children. Then, too, as regards trumpet of peace without war ! Oh the blessed-
Alexander Paris -- he was right in carrying off ness of the teaching which quenches the fire of
Helen : for he did it that he might become like appetite ! which, though it makes not poets, nor
Pluto, who carried off Kora. Let your men be fits men to be philosophers, nor has among its va-
set free from law, and let your cities be the takes the orators of the crowd ; yet instructs men,
abotte of wanton women, and a dwelling-place md makes the dead not to die, and lifts men
for sorcerers, from the earth as gods up to the region which is

Wherefore, O men of Greece, seeing that your above the firmament. Come, be instructed, and
_ro_deOdSare grovelling like yourselves, and your be like me : for I too was once as ye are.

statute of courage,4 as your dramas tell 5 a_ t_i_ _ t. be_,,ea w_n m_ _ t.

t The ingal_ " "e_readm_ of the Greek copy, &xo,_-rw_ _£,_rav, is here been changed into a sw_dlow, and her setter (_Philomeht) Into a night-

_v_ _ Syrian adapter, mlsund_tltanding a,_o,_tJ._'w_ ", renders: b Cureton: "playwithatrelnttlous_ _. BI_. the _dac_i$ wlthout mm,=hlnellt."

tat " look at. _ we take .._ to denote r_lg: q.d., "m am W _e m_l_*_v_**

_4 So in the Greek copy. The Sy_iac, _ has *' valiant," ap- 7 Greek, _So_. ___._6_,.
'_'_tohavemi_ee,;_po, fora_p._,,, s 1_"bedofftld_. [Ce,apmmme.vol. gl_n _|
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ELUCIDATIONS.

L

(Mara, son of Serapion, p. 735-)

I _OT withhold from the student the valuable hints concerning "the dialect of Edessa" by
which Professor NSldke' corrects the loose ideas of Mommsen, more especially because the

fresh work of Mommsen will soon be in our hands, and general credit will be attached to specious

representations which are sure to have a bearing on his ulterior treatment of Christianity and the

Roman Empire.
Of the Syriac language Professor NSldke says :

"It was the living language of Syria which here appears as the language of _vriting. In Syria it had long ago

been compelled to yield to the Greek as the a2_cial langt4age, but private writings were certainly yet to a great
extent written in Aramaic. We cannot lay much stress upon the fact that the respectable citizen m the Orient
would have the schoolmaster of the village compose a Greek inscmptlon for his tomb, of which he undoubtedly
understood but little himself. And what a Greek this often was I That no books written by Aramaic Gentiles have

been preserved for us, does not decide against the existence of the Aramam as the language of literature m that

day ; for how could such Gentile works have been preserved for us ? To this must be added, that t/mt _artzcular
d*alect zvhzch afterward became the common literary language of Aramaic Christendom- namely_ that of Edessa--

certainly had in the Gentile period already been used for literary purposes. The of_cial report of the great flood
in the year not, which is prefixed to the Edessa Chronicles, is written by a Gentile. To the same time must be
ascribed the letter, written in good Edessan language by the finely educated Mar_ bar Serapion, from the neigh.
bouring Samosata, who, notwithstanding his good-will toward youthful Christianity, was no Christian, but repre-
sented rather the ethical stand-point of the Stoicism so popular at that time. The fixed settling of Syrmc orthog-
raphy must have taken place at a much earlier period than the hymns of Bardesanes and his school, which are

for us very old specimens of that language, since these hymns represent a versification much younger than the
stage of development which is presupposed in this orthography. In general, it must be granted that Me dialect

of Edesaa had been thoroughly develo/_ed already sn i#re-Christian times; otherwise, it could not have been so fixed
and firm in writing and forms of expression. And the Syriac Dzalogue on Fate, which presupposes throughout
the third century, treats of scientific questions, according to Greek models, with such precision that we again see
that this was not the beginning, but rather the close, of a scientific Syriac literature, which flourished already
when there were but few or possibly no Christians there. Of course I recognise, with Mommsen, that Edessa

offered a better protection to the national language and literature than did the cities of Syria proper ; but circum-
stances were not altogether of a different nature in this regard in Haleb, Hems, and Damascus than they were

in Edessa and Jerusalem. If, as is known, the common mass spoke Aramaic in the metropolitan city of Antioch_a,
it cannot safely be accepted that in the inland districts the Greek was not the language of the ' educated,' but only
of those who had specially learned it. The Macedonian and Greek colonists have certainly only in a very small

part retained this language in those districts down to the Roman period. In most cases they have been in a
minority from the beginning over against the natives. Further, as the descendants of old soldiers, they can
t_trcely be regarded as the called watchmen of Greek customs and language."

II.

(No verb is found in the lexicons, etc, note 3, P. 737.)

The study of Syriac is just beginning to be regarded as only less important to the theologian
than that of the Hebrew. The twain will be found a help, each to the other, if one pursues the

study of the cognate languages together. In fact, the Book of Daniel demands such a prepara-
tion for its enjoyment and adequate comprehension.* Let me commend to every reader the

t Fm'prevlous quot_ttiotmtcK_ to p 7zt, at_#_'a.

a It mutt not be lufetredthat l speakas a Syrltmscholat. Ihalmlabourtd_,andlaminlife, t°m_irmysttd tttgi_t_
ms _ lmslod; mad i can spaflk only u a lmmitz_tL
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_dmirableexample of Beveridge, who at eighteen years of age produced a grammarof the Syriac
language,and also a Latin essay on the importance of cultivating this study, as that of the ver-
nacularof our Lord Himself. This little treatise is worthyof careful reading; and fight worthy
of note is the motto which he prefixed to it, -- "Estote imitatores mei, sieur el eg_ sum C_rbh'"

(I Cor. xi. x).
When one thinks of the difficulties even yet to be overcome in mastering the language,_ the

wantof a complete lexicon, etc., _-- it is surprising to think of Beveridge'spioneer laboursin extreme

youth. Gutbir's Zexi¢on Syriacum had not yet appeared, nor his edition of the Peshito, which
preceded it, though Brian Walton's great name and labours were his noble stimulants. Nobody
can read the touching account which Gutbir ' gives of his own enthusiastic and self-sacrificing
work, without feeling ashamed of the slow progress of Oriental studies in the course of two cen-
turiessince the illustrious Pocock gave his grand example to English scholarship. All honour to
ourcountryman Dr. Murdock, who late in life entered upon this charming pursuit, and called on
others to follow him.s May I not venture to hope that even these specimens of what may be
reaped from the field of Aramaic literature may inspire my young countrymen to take the lead in
elucidating the Holy Scriptures from this almost unopened storehouse of" treasures new and old "?

s ]3can Payne Smith _ assumed the unfinished task or Bcrnsteln.
wSee his Preface to the Testament, pubhshed at Hamburg AV. x664. He had the Wpe cut at his penonal cxpemte_and let up tl_

pressa_d lodged the printers in his own house.
3 See hts translation of the Peshlto Synae version, Stanford & Swords (Bishop Hobart't publishers), New York, r855.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

TO

REMAINS OF THE SECOND AND THIRD CENTURIES.

UNDERthe title of Fragments af lhe Second and Third Centuries are grouped together, in the

Edinburgh series, a mass of valuable illustrative material, which might have been distributed with

great advantage through the former volumes, in strict order of chronology. Something is due,
however, to the unity of authorship, and to the marked design of the editors of the original
edition to let these Fragments stand together, as the work of their accomplished collaborator, the
Rev. B. P. Pratten, with whose skill and erudition our readers are already familiar. =

I have contented myself, therefore, with giving approximate order and continuity, on chrono-

logical grounds, to the series of names subjoined. Bardesanes has been eliminated here, and
placed more appropriately with the Syriac authors. The reader will find references which may
aid him in seeking further information. Some of these names are of lasting value and interest
in the Church. I prefer to call these "Fragments" their "Remains."

To each of the following names I have prefixed some details of information, with such dates
as the learned supply.

The following is the

TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

ThE fragments that follow are the productions of writers who lived during the second century
or the beginning of the third. Little is known of the writers, and the statements made in regard
to them are often very indefinite, and the result of mere conjecture.

x. Quadratus was one of the first of the Christian apologists. He is said to have presented

his apology to Hadrian while the emperor was in Athens attending the celebration of the Eleu-
sinian mysteries.

2. Aristo of Pella, a Jew, was the author of a work called The Zh's2_utatian of _asan and
Papiscus. Nothing further is known of, him. He flourished in the first half of the second
£entury.

3. Melito was bishop of Sardis, and flourished in the reign of Marcus Aureliu_ He wrote
many works, but all of them have perished except a few fragments. The genuinea_ of the

Syriac fragments is open to question.
4. Hegesippus also flourished in the time of Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius. He is

the first ecclesiastical historian; but his book was rather notes for an ecclesiastical history, than a
history.

5.Dionysiuswas bishopof Corinthin the reignof Marcus AttrelitmHe wrotelettm_to
variouschureh_=_.

t S_voL a. f_ ==5),¢¢- 74_'
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6. Rhodon went from Asia to Rome, and became a pupil of Tatian. After the lapse of h_
master into heresy he remained true to the faith, and wrote against heretics.

7. Maximus flourished about the same time as Rhodon, under the emperors Commodus and
Severus.

8. Claudius Apollinaris was bishop of Hierapolis, and presented a defence of the Christians
to Marcus Aurelius. He wrote many important works, of which we have only a few fragments.

9. Polycrates was bishop of Ephesus. He took part in the controversy on the Passover
question. He died about 2oo Am.

XO.Theophilus was bishop of C_esarea. He was a contemporary of Polycrates, and, hke
him, engaged in the Passover controversy.

if. Serapion was ordained bishop of Antioch A.D. 19o, but almost no other fact of his life
known. He wrote several works.

_2.ApoUoniuswroteawork agaln._ttheMontanists,probablyintheyearA.D._o. Thisis
allthatisknown ofhim.

x3.Pantmnus,probablyaSicilianby birth,passedfromStoicismtoChristianity,andwentto
Judmatoproclaimthetruth.He returnedtoAlexandria,and becamepresidentofthecatechetical
schoolthere,inwhichpostheremainedtillhisdeath,whichtookplaceabouttheyear21_A.D.

14. T]_t Let/er of the Churches in Vienne and Lyons was written shortly after the persecution
in Gaul, which took place in A.I). J 77. It is not known who is the author. Some have supposed
that Iren,zus wrote it, but there is no historical testimony to this effect.
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QUADRATUS, BISHOP OF ATHENS.'

[A.D. 126.'] Quadratus 2 is spoken of by Eusebius as a "man of understanding and of Apostolic
faith." And he celebrates Aristides as a man of similar character. These were the earliest apolo-
_ts ; both addressed their writings to Hadrian, and they were extant and valued in the churches
in the time of Eusebius.

FROM THE APOLOGY FOR THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION. 3 I raised up, but were afterwards constantly pres-
OUR Saviour's works, moreover, were always ient. Nor did they remain only during the

present : for they were real, eonsisIz'ng of those isojourn of the Saviour on earth, but also a con-
who had been healed of their diseases, those jsiderable time after His departure ; and, indeed,
who had been raised from the dead ; who were some of them have survived even down to our
not only seen whilst they were being healed and own times?

ARISTO OF PELLA.

[A.D. 14o. ] Aristo of Pella s is supposed to have been a Jew, whose work was designed to help
the failing Judaism of his country. Though his work is lost, alike the original and the Latin
translation of one "Celsus," it seems to have been a popular tract among Christians of Cyprian's

time, and the Latin preface is often suffixed to editions of that Father.
The work of Aristo is known as the Dzs2Outation of Papiscus and _ason, and Celsus tells us

that Jason was a Hebrew Christian, while his opponent was a Jew of Alexandria. Now, Papiscns

owns himself convinced by the arguments of Jason, and concludes by a request to be baptized.
Celsus, who seems to have been a heathen or an Epicurean, derides the work with scornful com-

miseration ; but Origen rebukes this, and affirms his respect for the work. All this considered,
one must think Aristo was "almost persuaded to be a Christian," and deserves a place among
Christian writers.

_xou_ Dm'UTATIONOF_ASO_Am>PAP_CUS.I _0_a_ZsAMZwomb.
"I REMEMBEP_"says Jerome (Comm. ad GaL, [ Jerome likewise, in his Hebrew Quesa'ans on

cap. iii. comm. 13), "in the Dispute between I Genesis, says : "In the beginning God made the
Jason and Papiscus, which is composed in Iheaven and the earth. The m_tjority believe, as
_reek,, to have found it written : ' The execra- [it is affirmed also in the Dispute between _eason
tlon of God is he that is hanged.' " Iand Papiscus, and as Tertullian in his book
----.-_.__._

a _oat_set Lightfoot, A./P., part u. vol. t. p. 5*4. * [We-_eott suppose_ tire Diogoufu# ¢ff_ (vOl. t. p, *3)
W_'=_. *_aaamtats and Aristides, cousult Routh_ R. S., p. 7t ; also may" be the work of Q uadratu$; Lam__2__l_L_I_ - , _ _¢#tll_|

31*z,_,,va,.:g2_,_,.3. _._ _,..h'_e_.,o...- m*m..,. =* _=*, ,_
¢r..h_mslam_.
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Against t_axeas contends, and as Hilarius too, FROMTHE SAMEWORK.

in his exposition of one of the Psalms, declares, I have found this expression Seven heavensthat in the Hebrew it is : ' In the Son, God made
(says Maximus, in Sckolia an the work ¢oncernmg

the heaven and the earth.' But that this is false the 2krysa'cal T_ealagy, ascribed to Dionysius the
the nature of the case itself proves." Areopagite, cap. i.) also in the Dispute beLzveen

Pafliscus andfason, written by Aristo of Pella,
which Clement of Alexandria, in the sixth book

FROMTHE SAMEWORK. of the Outlines,3 says was composed by Saint
• . . And when the man himself' who haq Luke•

instigated them • to this folly had paid the just CONCERmNQTHE SAMEWORK.
penalty (says Eusebius, Hist., iv. 6), "the whole 2Xus wdges Origen : 4... in which book a
nation from that time was strictly forbidden to Christian is represented disputing with a Jew
set foot on the region about Jerusalem, by the from the Jewish Scriptures, and showing that the
formal decree and enactment of Adrian, who prophecies concerning the Christ apply to Jesus :
commanded that they should not even from a although his opponent addresses himself to the
distance look on their native soil !" So writes argument with no common ablhty, S and m a
Aristo of Pella. manner not unbefitting his Jewish character.

MELITO, THE PHILOSOPHER.

[A.D. I6o-t7o--i77. ] Melito 6 may have been the immediate successor of the "angel" (or
"apostle ") of the church of Sardis, to whom our Great High Priest addressed one of the apocalyptic

messages. He wasan "Apostolic Father" inpoint of fact ; he very probably knew the blessed Poly-
carp and his disciple Irenmus. He is justly revered for the diligence with which he sought out
the evidence which, in his day, established the Canon of the Old Testament, then just complete.

In the following fragments we find him called Bishop of Sardis, Bishop of Attica, and Bishop

of Ittica. He is also introduced to us as "the Philosopher," and we shall find him styled "the
Eunuch" by Polycrates. It is supposed that he had made' himself a ccelebs "for the kingdom
of heaven's sake," without mistaking our Lord's intent, as did Origen. He was not a monk, but

accepted a single estate to be the more free and single-eyed in the Master's service. From the
encyclopedic erudition of Lightfoot we glean some particulars, as follows : --

x. I have adopted his date, as Lightfoot gives it, m that is, the period of his writings, D under

the Antonines. The improbability of seventy years in the episcopate is reason enough for reject-
ing the idea that he was himself the "angel of the church of Sardis," to whom our Lord sent the
terrible rebuke.

_. His silence concerning persecutions under Vespasian, Trajan, and Antoninus Pius cannot

be pleaded to exempt them from this stain, against positive evidence to the contrary.
3. A coincidence with Ignatius to the Ephesians 7 will be noted hereafter.

4- Melito, with Claudius Apollinaris and even Polycrates, may have been personally acquainted
with Ignatius ; s of course, one with another. These lived not far from Smyrna ; Asia Minor was,

in the first century, the focus of Christian activity.
5. We know of his visit to the East from his own account, preserved by Eusebius. The

Christians of proconsular Asia were accustomed to such journeys. Even Clement of Alexandria
may have met him, as he seems to have met Tatian and Theodotus.9

6. Melito vouches for the rescript of Hadrian, '° but his supposed reference to the ecfict of
Antoninus does not bear close scrutiny as warrant for its authenticity."

I Barclmchebu. | _ Lightfoot, A. F., voL ii. p. 48.

I Tim Jews. I t lb., vol. i. p. a*8.

$ 'Y=orutr_r_. 9 Vol. _ (S*_.'omat4)p. 3ox, this seri_
4 C_ Cda'u_, iv. _a. m VoL i. p- t86, this series.
$ _ A_sq_¢. Ix Lighfl'cotp ,4. F., voLL p. 468-
6 Routh, *Y. S., vol. L p. it3. And sineWestcott, Ca_, p. ii$.
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7- The Apology of our author was addressed to Aurelius in his mid-career as a sovereign,
about A.I). 17o. Justin, Melito, Athenagorus, and Theophilus all tell the same sad story of im-
perial cruelty. Even when Justan wrote to Antoninus, Marcus was supreme in the councils of the
elder emperor2

8.He became a martyr,probablyunder Marcus Aurelius,drca ,¢.v.x77 ;2 some eminent
criticshave even datedhisApologyaslateasthis.

I. "If, therefore, a man forsake the light, and
Avlscotms_ WHICHWASIN THE PRES_CE OF AS- say that there is another God, it is plain from

TommJs C.V_AR,_ HE EXttORTEDS THESAID what he himself says that it is some created
CF__.SARTO ACQUAINTHIMSELFWITH GOD,AND thing which he calls God. For, if a man call
sHOWED TO HIM THEWAY"OFTRUTH. fire God, it is not God, because it is fire ; and,

if a man call water God, it is not Goc_ because
HE began to speak as follows : _ it is water ; and, if he so ca//this earth.on which
"It is not easy," said Melito, "speedily to we tread, or these heavens which are seen by us,

bring into the right way the man who has a long or the sun, or the moon, or some one of these
time previously been held fast by error. It may, stars which run their course without ceasing by
however, be effected: for, when a man turns D/v/he command, and do not speed along by
awayever so little from error, the mention of the their own will, neither are these gods; and, if a
troth is acceptable to him. For, just as when man call gold and silver gods, are not these ob-
the cloud breaks ever so little there comes fair jects things which we use as we please ? and, if
weather, even so, when a man turns toward God, he so call those pieces of wood which we burn)
the thick cloud of error which deprived him of or those stones which we break, how can these
true vision is quickly withdrawn from before things be gods? For, 1o I they are for the use
him. For error, hke disease 4 and sleep, long of man. How can 'they' escape the commission
holds fast those who come under its influence ; s of great sin, who in their speech change the
but truth uses the word as a goad, and smites great God into those things which, so long as
the slumberers, and awakens them ; and when they continue, continue by Divine command?
they are awake they look at the troth, and also "But, notwithstanding this, I say that so long
understand it : they hear, and distinguish that as a man does not hear, and so does not discern
which is from that which is not. For there or understand that there is a Lord over these
are men who call iniquity righteousness: they creatures, he is not perhaps to be blamed: be-
think, for example, that it is righteousness for a cause no one finds fault with a blind man though
man to err with the many. But I, for my part, he walk ever so badly. For, in the same man-
affirm that it is not a good excuse for error that ner as the Mind, so men also, when they were
a man errs with the many. For, if one man seeking after God, stumbled upon stones and
only sin,6 his sin is great : how much greater blocks of wood ; and such of them as were rich
willbe the sin when many sin togetker/ stumbled upon gold and silver, and were pre-

"Now, the sin of which I speak is this : when vented by their stumblings from flndi_tg that
a man abandons that which really exists, and which they were seeking after. But, now that
serves that which does not really exist. There a voice has been heard through all the earth, s
'is' that which really exists, and it is called GoD. declanng that there is a GOd of truth, and there
He, I say, really exists, and by His power doth has been given to every man an eye wherewith
everything subsist. This being is in no sense to see, those persons are without excuse who are
made, nor did He ever come into being; but ashamed ofincur_qng_¢ensureofthdr former
He has existed from eternity, and will conKnue companions in error, and yet desire to walk in
to exist for ever and ever. He changeth not, the right way. For those who are ashamed to
while everything else changes. No eye 7 can see be saved must of necessity perish. I therefore
Him, nor thought apprehend Him, nor language counsel them to open their eyes and see : for)
describe Him ; and those who love Him speak Io I light is given abundantly 9 to us all to see
of Him thus : ' Father, and God of Truth.' thereby ; and if, when light has arisen upon t_

t • ..
= rLL__htfoot, .4: .F., vol. n. ] the dlse.ou .... r_'¢. $_, w_ul..sp.sp.sp.sp.sp.sp_m: tim i towrlting,_a_ show that it was written, etthtr tmtot_ or atttt r,_ o_r,m_.

M t_-'msap_arstobe the sense inttmded, and is that givcm vy!
_ "_=_n: " Sermo qu, factus est," Cureton zt.ndc_, "/,P'&' was m I Lit. "_]oum _h it._.,_¢'_. ,.,_.,"_..pp_M.U_--,.._,_,_, _C_: "._,_.
att me emperor, tnd afterwat_ wrote thir,discours_ Mdao sp_ l _ I_t. ",_ht."
more than Ouce as written. This view, however, does not _ ] $ . P, om. x, z8.

__dof t_e fact that Me.llto m here afllrnmd to have .. eghorted (ht.. j 9 C_m_P"] t ,. tight w_..th_ ew_._ ]ht tl_ 1_
to) t.;_s_) t'tc." It wM chmrly mmaut to be _ that [ the Gk. 4_t)l)_) tmg_, witlto_ .*,_t
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any one close his eyes so as not to see, into the because he had recently 7 planted the vine xn
ditch he must go.' But why is a man ashamed their country. The Egyptians worshipped Joseph
of tTw censure of those who have been in error the Hebrew, who was called Serapis, Decause he
along with himself? Rather does it behove him supplied them with corn during the years of
to persuade them to follow in his steps ; and, if famine. The Athenians worshipped Athene, the
they should not be persuaded by him, then to daughter of Zeus, king of the island of Crete,
disengage himself from their society. For there because she built the town of Athens, and made
are some men who are unable to rise from their Ericthippus her son king there, whom she had
mother earth, and therefore also do they make by adultery with Hephmstus, a blacksmith, son
them gods from the earth their mother ; and of a wife of her father. She was, too, always
they are condemned by the judgments of truth, courting the society of Hercules, because he
forasmuch as they apply the name of Him who was her brother on her father's side. For Zeus
is unchangeable to those objects which are sub- the king became enamoured of Alcmene, the
ject to change, and shrink not from calling those wife of Electryon, who was from Argos, and
things gods which have been made by the hands committed adultery with her, and she gave birth
of man, and dare to make an image of God to Hercules. The people of Phoenicia wor-
whom they have not seen. shipped Balthi, s queen of Cyprus, because she

"But I have to remark further, that the Sibyl 2 fell in love with Tamu_, son of Cuthar king of
also has said concerning them that it is the ]m- the Phoenicians, and left her own kingdom and
ages of deceased kings that they worshap. And came and dwelt in Gebal, a fortress of the Ph0_-
this is easy to understand: for, lo! even now nicians, and at the same time made all the
they worship and honour the images of those of Cyprians subject to King Cuthar. Also, before
C_esarean rank3 more thau their former gods; Tamuz she had fallen in love with Ares, and
for from those their former gods both pecuniary committed adultery with ]tim ; and Heph_estus,
tribute and produce accrue to C_esar, as to one her husband, caught her, and his jealousy was
who is greater than they. On this account, roused against her, and he came and killed
those who despise them, and so cause Cmsar's Tamuz in Mount Lebanon, as he was hunting 9
revenue to fall short, are put to death. But to [wild boars ; and from that time Batth, remained
the treasury of other kings also it is appointed in Gebal, and she died in the city of Aph_h, '°
how much the worshippers in various places shall where Tamuz was buried. The Elamites wor
pay, and how many vesselfuls 4 of water from shipped Nuh, daughter of the king of Elam:
the sea they shall supply. Such is the wicked- when the enemy had carried her captive, her
hess of the world--of those who worship and father made for her an image and a temple m
fear that which has no sensation. Many of them, Shushan, a royal residence which is in Elam.
too, who are crafty, either for the sake of gain, The Syrians worshipped Ath_, a Hadibite, who
or for vainglory, or for dominion over the multi- sent the daughter of Belat, a person skilled m
rude, both themselves worship, and inczte those medicine, and she healed S,mi, the daughter
who are destitute of understanding to worship, of Hadad king of Syria ; and some time after-
that which has no sensation, wards, when Hadad himself had the leprosy

"I will further write and show, as far as my upon him, Athi entreated Elisha the Hebrew.
ability goes, how and for what causes images and he came and healed him of his leprosy
were made to kings and tyrants, and how they The people of Mesopotamia also worshipped
came to be regarded s as gods. The people of Cuthbi, a Hebrew woman, because she delivered
Argos made images to Hercules, because he Bakru, the paternal king" of Edessa, from his
belonged to their city, and was strong, and by enemies. With respect to Nebo, who is war-
his valour slew noxious beasts, and more espe- sh_ped in Mabug, why should I write to you?
ciaUy because they were afraid of him. For he For, lo ! all the priests who are in Mabug know
was subject to no control, and carried off the]that it is the image of Orpheus, a Thrac,an

wives of many : for his lust was great, like that r Curetonrenders"orlginall_'." Buteomp.Judithiv.3,whereof Zuradi the Persian, his friend. Again, the the_mcwo_ answe_to _*a,_.
people of Acte worshipped Dionysus, 6 a king, 8 vn_

, ut."tothe_teh_h_,,,r."C_p.M._.... ,. _c_,'_ _,_-_-_orl'_ o,l_a _ Iv-t"_
* S_ vol I p. 28o, thts series, where the following lia_ are benton adopted.quott'd by Justin Martyr from the St6yllt'ne Oracle* : -- Some have tdcnttficd it with Aphek, Josh- _ 3°. Tim tat_

*' But we lmve strayed frora the Immortal's ways, observed here were specially abominable. ....... S_r s_
And worship wtth a dull and senseless mind tx Cureton: "the pamctan " Dr. Payne armtll_ L r_a. _r. "at;"

Idols I the workmanshtp of our own hands, regards the word as eqmvalent to =a_'ilp r_¢ _oAe,_,/_atfl.r._t_zr_ _
And ,ranges and figures of dead men." "a utle of honour found m the Byzantine writers, aao l_ ,,, ,.....

3 ............... I think It a ternl bekzngmg to the dialect of _ A $/nl_._/_.
_..uremn: taor_ tmlongmg to tim t.,lmm_, x, tit toe k,_ars I r .L_ a: ....... a _ r_ _^.x Lex cludd _' "

themselves are Inealat. • " _* m: ;_ " tote fal_lls_

poueho.r .w_. t, as m Luke x. 4 (redmto) for r_aa. [ ¢ogon_t_. est, tim Pa_._" Thi.* vmw a pl_.__.:_ _:
Lit., " they m_:mte," I gmt'tl_ t_? the stmnar tl_ Ol an _gje_lv_ tor a suosum_-_

6 Cumtoa, withomutm_fity, ttads theword"_u_" I "p_""r:o_of_rank,"f_r"C_mu_"
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Magus. Hadran, again, is the image of Zam- to existence, and is on _a/accountcalled truth.s
dusht, a Persian Magus. For both of these Magi If, therefore, a man worship that which is made
pracused magic at a well which was in a wood with hands, it is not the truth that he worships,
m Mabug, in which was an unclean spirit, and it nor yet the word of truth.
assaulted and disputed the passage of every one "I have very much to say on this subject ; hut
who passed by in all that country in which the I feel ashamed for those who do not understand
town of Mabug is situated ; and these Magi, in that they are supenor to the work of their own
accordance with what was a mystery m their hands, nor perceive how they give gold to the
Mag_an system, bade Simi, the daughter of Ha- artists that they may make for them gods, and
dad, to draw water from the sea and pour it into gwe them mlver for their adornment and honour,
the well, so that the spins should not come up and move their riches about from place to place,
and commit assault. In hke manner, the rest and then worship them. And what infmny can
of mankind made images to their kings and wor- be greater than this, that a man should worship
sh_pped them ; of which matter I will not write his riches, and forsake Him who bestowed those
further, riches upon him ? and that he should revile man,

"But thou, a person of liberal mind, and fa- yet worship the image of man ; and slay a beast,
mfl_arwith the truth, if thou wdt_roperly conmder yet worship the likeness of a beast ? This also
these matters, commune with throe own self;' is ewdent, that it is the worklrmnship of their
and, though they should clothe thee in the garb fellow-men that they worship : for they do not
of a woman, remember that thou art a man. iworship the treasures 6 while they are laid by in,
Beheve in Him who is in reahty God, and to] the bag, but when the artists have fashioned im-
H_mlay open shy mind, and to Him commit ages out of them they worship them ; neither do
thy soul, and He is able to give thee immortal they worship the g_ld or the silver considered
hfe for ever, for everything is possible to Hma ; ' as property,Z but when the gravers have sculp-
and let all other things be esteemed by thee just ! tured them then they worship them. Senseless
as they are _ images as images, and sculptures man ! what addition has been made to thy gold,
as sculptures ; and let not that which is only that now thou worshippest it? If it is because
made be put by thee in the place of Him who it has been made to resemble a winged animal,
is not made, but let H_m, the ever-living God, why dost thou not worship the winged animal
be constantly present to Shy mind.3 For thy itself? And if because it has been made like a
mind _tself _s H_s hkeness : for _t too is invisible beast of prey, lo I the beast of prey itself is be-
and impalpable, 4 and not to be represented by fore thee. And if it is the workmanship itself
any form, yet by its will _s the whole bodily that pleases thee, let the workmanship of God
frame moved. Know, therefore, that, if thou please thee, who made all things, and in His own
constantly serve Him who is immoveable, even hkeness made the workmen, who strive to do
He exists for ever, so thou also, when thou shalt like Him, but resemble Him not.
have put off this body, which is visible and cor- "But perhaps thou wilt say : How is it that
ruptible, shalt stand before Him for ever, en- God did not so make me that I should senm
dowed with hfe and knowledge, and thy works Him, and not images? In speaking thus, thou
shall be to thee wealth inexhaustible and pos- art seeking to become an idle instrument, and
sesmons unfailing. And know that the chief of not a living man. For God made thee as per-
thy good works is this : that thou know God, and feet as it seemed good to Him. He has given
serve H_m. Know, too, that He asketh not thee a mind endowed with freedom ; He has set

anything of thee : He needeth not anything. _-_ _ _ _"Who is this God? He who is Himself truth, s Or,' thatwinchtsfix_lm_ti,_l_." Thc_.N_lsm I_a
and His word truth. And what is truth ? That _ toth, de_,,t_ of|_i._, ¢_) _ l._,_,_*, ¢_-
which Is not fashioned, nor made, nor represented _a,_).t',a. curetonhas,tr_tt_ =i_l [_. |_
by art : that is, which has never been brought in- ]*9. ])?, bY"thatwhieh,withouthavingheabtottghtimo_ttm-

ence, doe* eaist." The tint |_t_, b nothing but the _ittt of em-

L_t *' be (or, get to be) with thyself" Cureton" "enter into phasic denial winch is frequently appended to _, and ]_lll_O _ t_

thy_lf" The meaning appears to be, " think for thyself" infinitive of ¢mphams belonging to the t*¢o_l |_.ffl_Cureton "Everything cometh throughHm hands." It should
_e_er be," _nta His l_ands," i.e, "He has power to do everything."

note 7, . 7a5. . 6 Curoton: "mattrinl_" The _ wgt l_l |_t_a_,_m
iat" 'Pbe runnlng m thY miud'" "drugs." The ¢on_t tenons, them can hardly be _ dot_

the root _ and _-ax_lates '*¢ommo_et_r." _l'_h, although _ I._L ,,thel_t_trt_o_t:lmgg_idm.m_vt_r-iftkewtl_l
¢Onectm gramTmar,doe* not suit the sense. The grammars recng-

$" ,, .

nx_ethe form as a possible Eihtaphel of ._. • "tangere, but tt is rightly taken. Although no retch derlwttlve of _ is fottltd
t_n°t found m actual uue. Dr. Payne Smtth thinks the right _J_!ng in the lexle._s, the form ia potm'blefrom the Palel of that ve_: _4g.

to be _t_, which gives the _lutrecl bense. _t_ f_n %_,-,e,: See Hoffmann, Gr_m, Syr., _. 87, z_.
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before thee objects in great number, that thou it,• and give thanks to God who made thee, and
on thy part mayest distinguish t/re nature at'each gave thee the mind of the free, that thou might.
thing and choose for thyself that which is good ; est shape thy conduct even as thou wilt. Fie
He has set before thee the heavens, and placed hath set before thee all these things, and showeth
in them the stars; He has set before thee the thee that, if thou follow after evil, thou shaltbe
sun and the moon, and they too every day run condemned for thy evil deeds ; but that, if after
their course therein ; He has set before thee goodness, thou shalt receive from Him abundant
the multitude of waters, and restrained them by guod,3 together with immortal life for ever.
His word ; He has set before thee the wide "There is, therefore, nothing to hinder thee
earth, which remains at rest, and continues be- from changing thy evil manner of life, because
fore thee without variation : ' yet, lest thou thou art a free man ; or from seeking and find-
shouldst suppose that of its own nature it so ing out who is the Lord of all ; or from serving
continues, He makes it also to quake when He Him with all thy heart : because with Him there
pleaseth ; He has set before thee the clouds, is no reluctance to give the knowledge of Him-
which by His command bring water from above self to those that seek it, according to the meas.
and satisfy the earth-- that from hence thou ure of their capacity to know Him.
mayest understand that He who puts these things "Let it be thy first care not to deceive thy-
in motion is superior to them all, and mayest self. For, if thou sayest of that which is not
accept tAankfully the goodness of Him who has God : This is God, thou dece_vest thyself, and
given thee a mind whereby to distinguish these sinnest before the God of truth. Thou fool! is
things from one another, that God which is bought and sold? Is that

"Wherefore I counsel thee to know thyself, God which is in want? Is that God which must
and to know God. For understand how that be watched over? How buyest thou him as a
there is within thee that which is called the slave, and servest him as a master? How askest
soul- by it the eye seeth, by it the ear heareth, thou of him, as of one that is rich, to give to
by it the mouth speaketh ; and how it makes thee, and thyself givest to him as to one that is
use of the whole body ; and haw, whenever He poor? How dost thou expect of him that he
pleaseth to remove the soul from the body, this will make thee victorious in battle ? for, lo ! when
falleth to decay and perisheth. From this, there- thy enemies have conquered thee, they strip him
fore, which exists within thyself and is invisible, likewise.
understand how God also moveth the whole by "Perhaps one who is a king may say : I can-
His power, hke the body ; and that, whenever not behave myself aright, because I am a king;
it pleases Him to withdraw His power, the it becomes me to do the will of the many. He
whole world also, like the body, will fall ¢odecay who speaks thus really deserves to be laughed
and perish, at : for why should not the king himself lead the

"But why this world was made, and why it way4 to all good things, and persuade the people
passes away, and why the body exists, and why under his rule to behave with purity, and to know
it falls to decay, and why it continues, thou canst God in truth, and in his own person set before
not know until thou hast raised thy head from them the patterns of all things excellent--since
this sleep in which thou art sunk, and hast opened thus it becomes him to do ? For it is a shameful
thine eyes and seen that God is One, the Lord thing that a king, however badly he may conduct
of all, and hast come to serve Him with all thy himself, should yet judge and condemn those
heart. Then will He grant thee to know His who do amiss.
will : for every one that is severed from the " My opinion is this : that in ' this' wayaking-
knowledge of the living GOd is dead and buried dom may be governed in peace m when the soy-
even ,vMle in his body. Therefore is it tkat ereign is acquainted with the God of truth, and
thou dost wallow on the ground before demons is withheld by fear of Him from doing wrongs
and shadows, and askest vain petitions from that to those who are his subjects, and judges every-
which has not anything to give. But thou, stand thing with equity, as one who knows that he
thou up from among those who are lying on the himself also will be judged before God ; while,. • 6

earth and caressing stones, and giving their sub- at the same Ume, those who are under his rule
stance as food for the fire, and offering their are withheld by the fear of God from doing
raiment to idols, and, while thtrastlves possessed wrong to their sovereign, and are restrained by
of senses, are bent on serving that which has no tAe same fear from doing wrong to one another.
sensation ; and offer thou for thy imperishable

Or, _* of what pertains to it. _
soul petitions/or tltat which decayeth not, to s Lit.'"mnrL_tthlngs."
GOd who suffers no decay _ and thy freedom _ Li_,._ thebe_i._r." • • _lt_,_
willbe at once apparent ; and be thou careful of s Cu_ton. h prolmblyrightinto taklng _ _mm_, atlittle_tnlcO011 m lira qllllm _ llalFlle as m _ tttmtll_

below. If to, for _ wetmmttld tB.l._.
s Lit. "in out fuldoa." 6 Lit. "hind."
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Bythis knowledge of God and fear of Him all 1self of guilt, yet add not to thy sins; and, if thou
ecil may be removed from the realm. For, if be not able to know God, yet doubt not s that
thesovereign abstain from doing wrong to those He exists.
whoare under his rule, and they abstain from "Again, there are persons who say: Whatso-
doingwrong to him and to each other, it is evi- ever our fathers have bequeathed to us, that we
dent that the whole country will dwell in peace, reverence. Therefore, of course, it is, that those
Manyblessings, too, will be enjoyed there, be- whose fathers have bequeathed them poverty
causeamongst them all the name of God will be strive to become rich I and those whose fathers
glorified. For what blessing is greater than this, did not instruct them, desire to be instructed,
that a sovereign should deliver the people that and to learn that which their fathers knew not 1
areunder his rule from error, and by this good And why, forsooth, do the children of the blind
deedrender himself pleasing to God ? For from see, and the children of the lame walk? Nay,
errorarise all those evils from which ktngdoms it is not well for a man to follow _ prede-
suffer; but the greatest of all errors is this cessors, if they be those whose course was evil;
whena man is ignorant of God, and in God's but rather that we should turn from that path
Fead worships that which is not God. of theirs, lest that which befell aur pre_lecessors

"There are, however, persons who say : It is should bring disaster upon us also. Wherefore,
forthe honour of God that we make the image : inquire whether thy father's course was good :
in order, that is, that we may worship the GOd and, if so, do thou also followin his steps ; but,
who is concealed from our view. But they are if thy father's course was very evil, let thine be
unaware that God is in every country, and in good, and so let it be with thy children after
everyplace, and is never absent, and that there is thee.6 Be grieved also for thy father becau_
notanything done and He knoweth it not. Yet his course is evil, so long as thy grief may avail
thou,despicable man I within whom He is, and to help him. But, as for thy children, speak to
mthout whom He is, and above whom He is, them thus : There is a God, the Father of all,
hast nevertheless gone and bought thee wood who never came into being, neither was ever
fromthe carpenter's, and it is carved and made made, and by whose willall things subsist. He
intoan image insulting to God.' To this thou also made the luminaries, that His works may
offerestsacrifice, and knowest not that the all- see one another ; and He conceals Himself in
seeingeye seeth thee, and that the word of truth His power from all His works : for it is not per-
leproves thee, and says to thee: How can the mitted to any being subject to change to see
unseenGod be sculptured ? Nay, it is the hke- Htm who changes not. But such as are mindful
nessof thyself that thou makest and worshippest, of His words, and are admitted into that cove-
Becausethe wood has been sculptured, hast thou nant which is unchangeable, 'they' see God -- so
notthe insight to perceive that it is slill wood, far as it ]s posmble for them to see Him. These
orthat the stone is sM1 stone ? The gold also also will have power to escape destruction, when
theworkman2 taketh according to its weight in the flood of fire comes upon all the world. For
thebalance. And when thou hast had it made 3 there was once a flood and a wind,7 and the
intoan image, why dost thou weigh it? There- great s men were swept awayby a violent blast
forethou art a lover of gold, and not a lover of from the north, but the just were left, for a dem-
God. And art thou not ashamed, perchance it onstration of the truth. Again, at another time
be deficient, to demand of the maker of it why there was a flood of water, and all men and ani-
he has stolen some of it? Though thou hast mals perished in the multitude of waters, but
eyes,dost thou not see ? And though thou hast the just were preserved in an ark of wood by
Intelligence,+dost thou not understand? Why the command of GOd. So also will it be at the
aost thou wallow on the ground, and offer sup- last time : there shall be a flood of fire, and the
plieation to things which are without sense ? earth shall be burnt up, together with its moan-
FearHim who shaketh the earth, and maketh
the heavens to revolve, and smiteth the sea, and 5uL "heoro_,_,,."6 This _ms pt_L-ferabletoCmt'ttm's,'aml let thTchii_, al_
removeth the mountain from its place-- Him _k. aft_m_,.' Hadt_ _ t_ _.S, _Y _ ,m
whocan make Himself like a fire, and consume _q| _omhe_b**_a,***__ _k
allthings; and. if thou be not able to clear thy- _sot_ si_.m o_c, - _ _ c_ m_ e,._:-

w :,,Iat. ', into an insult of God." So M. Renan, "m oD1)robrlum Ascend, the Sire Immortal did ts wcmu_
u_t. Curetou, admitting that thls may be the sense, ret_de_rs,"an WithtmghtTblamastmtl: " f_.h_'tht_ .wia_ .
•_'_mau_ o_God," *._t _t* to t_ ratrumsta,ce that m Scn_ _1 I_t_ _ _ the_c-Ht'r_prost_e trora ,t* _,_.,t t__ _._LmSI:tam,

_lollsh_equentiyso spotamo£ Butl_isnot used in such eLk."_" Tbesmneezpa_a,e_mpttbmt_sdadlm"

|,+--',+,+o,,t.,, l.,.,mt..,.,..,|+,,,,+ +..•
. _aP_. cv_r toha**tl_ mwhich Cmmo. migus toa- _ ot _ "P1_r'h', _,da m,p_r. S_ 7_. 8_'.,

_t. ° h_rt."
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rains ; and mankind shall be burnt up, along ished ; but, when our Lord arose from the place
with the idols which they have made, and the of the dead, and trampled death under foot,
carved images which they have worshipped ; and bound the strong one, and set man free,
and the sea shall be burnt up, together with its then did the whole creation see clearly that for
islands ; but the just shall be preserved from man's sake the Judge was condemned, and the
wrath, like as were their fellows of the ark from Invisible was seen, and the Illimitable was elf-
the waters of the deluge. And then shall those cumscribed, and the Impassible suffered, and
who have not known God, and those who have the Immortal died, and the Celestial was laid
made them idols, bemoan themselves, when they m the grave. For our Lord, when He was born
shall see those idols of theirs bemg burnt up, man, was condemned in order that He mzght
together with themselves, and nothing shall be show mercy, was bound in order that He maght
found to help them. loose, was seized in order that He might release,

"When thou, Antoninus ' C_esar, shale become suffered m order that He might feel compassaon?
acquainted with these things, and thy children died in order that He might give life, was had in
also with thee, then wilt thou bequeath to them the grave that He might raise from the dead.5
an inheritance for ever which fadeth not away,
and thou wilt delwer thy soul, and the souls of III.
thy children also, from that which shall come FROM THE DISCOURSEON THE CROSS.6

upon the whole earth in the judgment of truth On these accounts He came to us; on these
and of righteousness. For, according as thou accounts, though He was incorporeal, He formed
hast acknowledged Him here, sa will He ac- for Himself a body after our fashion,7-- appear-
knowledge thee there ; and, if thou account mg as a sheep, yet stfl] remaining the Shepherd;
Him here superfluous, He will not account thee being esteemed a servant, yet not renouncing the
one of those who have known Him and con- Sonship; being carried zn the womb of Mary.
fessed Him. yet arrayed m the nature a/His Father ; tread-

"These may suffice thy Majesty ; and, if they ing upon the earth, yet filhng heaven ; appearing
be too many, yet deign to accept them."* as an infant, yet not discarding the eternity of

_ttere endeth Melito. Has nature ; being invested with a body, yet not
circumscribing the unmixed simplicity of His

lI. Godhead ; being esteemed poor, yet not dwested
FROM THE DISCOURSE ON SOUL AN"D BODY. 3 of Has riches ; needing sustenance anasmuch as

He was man, yet not ceasing to feed the entire
For this reason did the Father send His Son world inasmuch as He is God; putting on the

from heaven without a bodily form, that, when likeness of a servant, yet not ampairmg 8 the
He should put on a body by means of the Var- hkeness of His Father. He sustained ever)
gin's womb, and be born man, He might save character 9 belon_ng ta tlzm in an immutable
man, and gather together those members of His nature : He was standing before Palate, and at
which' death had scattered when he divided the same time was sattmg with His Father, He
man. was nailed upon the tree, and yet was the Lord

And further an:--The earth shook, and its of all things.
foundations trembled ; the sun fled away, and i w.
the elements turned back, and the day was o_r FAITH.'°
changed into night: for they could not endure]
the sticht of their Lord hanging on a tree. The We have collected together extracts from the
whole creation was amazed, marvelling and say- Law and the Prophets relating to those things
ing, "What new mystery, then, is this ? The whach have been declared concerning our Lord
Judge is judged, and holds hm peace; the In- Jesus Christ, that we may prove to your love
visible One as seen, and as not ashamed ; the Ithat this Being as perfect reason, the Word of
Incomprehensible is laid hold upon, and is God; He who was begotten before the light;
not indignant ; the Illimitable is circumscribed, He who is Creator together with the Father ; He
and doth not resist; the Impassible suffereth, iwh° is the Fashioner of man ; He who _satI m
and doth not avenge ; the Immortal dieth, and all ; He who among the patriarchs is patriarch ;
answereth not a word ; the Celestial is laid in He who in the law is the Law ; among the
the grave, and endureth ! What new mystery is
this ?" The whale creation, 1 say, was aston- 4 _ _m_ to be tr_ t_ _ading,nut the _ of t_

prm_:t _$. - --'- rs t_st
S [.Such passages sustain the testimony of Jerome ana o_c ,

it The MS, has "Antonius " thts venerable and learned Father was an eloquent preac._r..I
s Cureton for the last clau_e, gives "as thou w3"lt," lemarking 6 By the same.p .... .,

that the sense.lit obscure. The htera[ rendering ts, "ff thou wilt, 70r**wove--abody from our material, j°
the consequent clause being unexpressed. "If you please, acct2bg I Lit. "' changing."
tl_em," seems what is meant. ? L_t. " He was everything."

3 By Mehto, bishop ot" baxdis. 1o Of Mehto the bishop.
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-,_ests, Chief Priest ; among kings, the Ruler; the place of the dead, and raised up the race of
a_mongprophets, the Prophet ; among the angels, Adam from the grave below. This is He who
Archangel ; in the voice of /he lbreacher, the was put to death. And where was He put to
Word; among spxrits, the Spirit ; in the Father, death ? In the midst of Jerusalem. By whom?
the Son ; in God, God ; King for ever and ever. By Israel : because He cured their lame, and
For this is He who was pilot to Noah ; He who cleansed their lepers, and gave light to their
was guide to Abraham ; He who was bound with blind, and raised their dead ! This was the
Isaac ; He who was in exile with Jacob ; He who cause of His death. Thou, O Israe/, wast ely-
was sold with Joseph ; He who was captain of ing commands, and He was being crucified ;
the host with Moses ; He who was the divider thou wast rejoicing, and He was being buried ;
of the inheritance with Jesus the son of Nun ; thou wast reclining on a soft couch, and He was
He who in David and the prophets announced watching in the grave and the shroud.30 Israel,
His own sufferings ; He who put on a bodily transgressor of the law, why hast thou committed
form in the Virgin ; He who was born in Beth- this new iniquity, subjecting the Lord to new suf-
lehem; He who was wrapped in swaddling- ferings--thine own Lord, Him who fashioned
clothes in the manger ; He who was seen by the thee, Him who made thee, Him who honoured
shepherds ; He who was glorified by the angels ; thee, who called thee Israel ? But thou hast not
He who was worshipped by the Magi ; He who been found to be Israel : for thou hast not seen
was pointed out by John ; He who gathered to- God, nor understood the Lord. Thou hast not
gether the apostles ; He who preached the king- known, O Israel, that this was the first-born of
dora; He who cured the lame; He who gave God, who was begotten before the sun, who
hght to the blind ; He who raised the dead ; made the light to shine forth, who lighted up the
He who appeared in the temple ; He who was iday, who separated the darkness, who fixed the
not believed on by the people ; He who was first foundations, who poised the earth, who col-
betrayed by Judas ; He who was apprehended lected the ocean, who stretched out the firma-
by the priests ; He who was condemned by ment, who adorned the world. Bitter were thy
Pilate ; He who was pierced in the flesh; He nails, and sharp; bitter thy tongue, which thou
whowas hanged on the tree ; He who was buried didst whet ; bitter was Judas, to whom thou
in the earth; He who rose from the place of gavest hire; bitter thy false witnesses, whom
the dead ; He who appeared to the apostles ; thou stirredst up; bitter thy gall, which thou
He who was carried up to heaven ; He who is preparedst ; bitter thy vinegar, which thou mad-
seated at the right hand of the Father ; He who est ; bitter thy hands, filled with blood. Thou
is the repose of those that are departed ; the :slewest thy Lord, and He was lifted up upon the
recoverer of those that are lost ; the light of tree; and an inscription was fixed above, to
those that are in darkness ; the deliverer of those show who He was that was slain. And who was
that are captive ; the grade of those that go this? (that which we shall not say is too shock-
astray ; the asylum of the afflicted ; the bride- ing to hear, and that which we shaLl say is very
groom of the Church ; the charioteer of the dreadful: nevertheless hearken, and tremble.)
cherubim ; the captain of the angels ; God who It was He because of whom the earth quaked.
is from God ; the Son who is from the Father; He that hung up the earth in space was Himself
Jesus Christ the King for evermore. Amen. hanged up ; He that fixed the heavens was fixed

wit/_ nails; He that bore up the earth was
v. t borne up on a tree ; the Lord o/a//was sub-

This is He who took a bodily form in the Vir- jected to ignominy in a naked body-- God put
_n, and was hanged upon the tree, and was to death I the King of Israel slain with Israel's
buried within the earth, and suffered not disso- right hand! Alas for the new wickedness of
htion ; He who rose from the place of the dead, the new murder ! The Lord was exposed with
_nd raised up men from the earth--from the naked body: He was not deemed worthy even
grave below to the height of heaven. This is of covering ; and, in order that He might not
the Lamb that was slain ; this is the Lamb that be seen, the luminaries turned away, and the day
opened not His mouth3 This is He who was became darkened, 4 because they slew God, who

born of Mary, fair sheep af tkefold. This is He hung naked on the tree. It was not the bocl_,
that was taken from the flock, and was led to of our Lord that the luminaries covered with
the slaughter, and was slain in the evening, and darkness when they set,s but the eyes of men.

was buried at night ; He who had no bone of , T_G_k >_,,,o_oj,_.
Him broken on the tree ; He who suffered not , [ForPmcgo,',tc,ttmo_.,_..,i ._t.,it. _ _m_

ttotcLightfoot,A_. f-, Part t_.voi.t._ 5t_; DI_ _,
_tssolution within the earth ; He who rose from cd,_,, ,oi. iv.p. 437,,h,,,,_.]

s Tl_ istl_ retaer_ ,ff Q,t=_ ; lint _ i_"_" m
ht_aB_yYMellto, b_hop of Attica. |Ofthk eplgraph,wbich_

t.,._ow,I havenever_ a _uff_Jmtex#_atio_.l tho_h ha _ a._i-_"
Lit. ' the lmmN WithOUt VOI_.."
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For, because the people quaked not, the earth assed by a new kind of edicts s everywhere i_
quaked ; because they were not affrighted, the Asia. For unblushing informers, and such as
earth was affrighted. Thou smotest thy Lord : are greedy of other men's goods, taking occasion
thou also hast been smitten upon the earth. And from the orders issued, carry on their robbery
thou indeed liest dead; but He is risen from without any disguise, plundering of their prop.
the place of the dead, and ascended to the erty night and day those who are guilty of a0
height of heaven, having suffered for the sake of wrong.
those who suffer, and having been bound for the
sake of Adam's race which was imprisoned, and If these proceedings take place at thy bid.
having been judged for the sake of him who was ding,9 well and good.ro For a just sovereign _ll
condemned, and having been buried for the sake never take unjust measures ; and we, on ourpart,
of him who was buried, gladly accept the honour of such a death. This

And further an : -- This is He who made the request only we present to thee, that thou woutdst
heaven and the earth, and in the beginning, to- first of all examine for thyself into the behaviour
gether with the Father, fashioned man ; who was of these reputed agents of so much strife, and
announced by means of the law and the proph- then come to a just decision as to whether the),
ets ; who put on a bodily form in the Virgin merit death and punishment, or deserve to live
who was hanged upon the tree ; who was buried in safety and quiet. But if, on the contrary, it
in the earth ; who rose from the place of the shah turn out that this measure, and this new sort
dead, and ascended to the height of heaven, and of command, which it would be unbecoming to
sitteth on the right hand of the Father. !employ even against barbarian foemen, do not

proceed from thee, then all the more do we en-
vi.' treat thee not to leave us thus exposed to the

He that bore up the earth was borne up on a spoliation of the populace.
tree. The Lord was subjected to ignominy with
naked body-- God put to death, the King of For the philosophy current with us flourished
Israel slain! in the first instance among barbarians;" and,

FRAGMENTS.* when it aftervcards sprang up among the nata0ns
x. under thy rule, during the distinguished reign of

FROM[THE WORK ON THE PASSOVER.3 thy ancestor Augustus, it proved to be a blessing
When Servilius Paulus was proconsul of Asia, of most happy omen to thy empire. For from

at the time that Sagaris* suffered martyrdom, that time the Roman power has risen to great-
there arose a great controversy at Laodicea con- ness and splendour. To this power thou hast
cerning the _'me of the celebra_'an af the Passover, succeeded as the much desired **possessor ; and
which on that occasion had happened to fall at such shalt thou continue, together with thy son,'l
the proper season ; s and this treaase was then if thou protect that philosophy which has grown
writtenP up with thy empire, and which took its rise with

n. Augustus ; to which also thy more recent ances-
tors paid honour, along with the other religions

FROM[ THE APOLOGY ADDRESSED TO MARCUS prevailing in the emit're. A very strong proot,AURELIUS ANTONINUS. 7
moreover, that it was for good that the system

For the race of the pious is now persecuted we profess came to prevail at the same time that
in a way contrary to all precedent, being hat- the empire of such happy commencement was

I By the holy Melito, bishop of the city of Ittica. [For Melito, in established, is this -- that ever since the re,go
Lightfoot'$ Apast. Falkers, consult part ii. vol. i. pp. z33, 3aS, 42S,
443-¢46,46s-469,49¢.Se*L_rd_r,C,,d(&,voLil.tST.etc.; W_.t- of Augustus nothing untoward has happened i
tote, Canon, p. *46. See Polyerates, infra; on which consult but, on the contrary, everything has contnbutea
Fmhaff, History, etc., vol. Ji. p. 736. Above all, see Routh, R. S., tO the splendour and renown af the em2_tre, in
tom. i. pp. tt3-x53.] thes The followingFragmentsof M[ehtoare translatedfrom accordance with the devout wishes ,4 of all. Nero
C._k. _ac*ptNo.lX. ,,hichi, t_k_.f,,o_theI_t,,. and Domitian alone of all the emperors, imposed3 In Eusebius, Heel. Ecd, iv. _6. [Mehto wrote two books on

the Pasd_ andor* O#t_ Z*,'d's Oaa,(_,=_#_ma,_ x6_,o,),ac- _._cording to EtlSebllaS. ]Butm thts On t_e _rar, Jgay_other than one

of the books on tlm .P.P.P.P.P.P.P.P.P:_c.haI'TIt maybe doubted. .Routh.ref©_s_ II M[i_ne thmks that by tber_ are meant the order{,gi
to Barnabas. Scc _¢oLt.._tp tS, note 7, P. t4"/, tins *entre. tratesof-cmeson thetrown authont_, mdistincu°nlr°W re°sew
alto I)aonyshm of Corinth, t.nfrn.] ...... the lsaued from emperors or governors ol provmces_ . -- or"the lead-9 ..'1_ refcren_.erau,lt be to nvate letters: for in any

pert_ution under M. Aulr_llus Antonmus -- MtGNK. befo,_ the _ to execute tt.S The church_ of Asia Mhaor kept Easter on the fourteenth day pubhc _ .......... a m the sen_ of
from the new moon. whatever day of the week that r_ght be; and to "Eo'.r_ Jt4u_ "ycwov.tqt,'ovt_ms to be,r_rc _^n rect¢ atq_
hence were ealled._uarladedmanx Oth.erclaurehes, ch!efly tlm.-_ _-aA_ alone. The correctness of Mtg_s transtauu ," , " . rlstlal_ r_
of the West. kept tt on the Sunday following the day ot me jewtsn xt:net_eactajews.SU_ttOp_sopen.hyrytOcallsdOubt.thedo_. nes._°f the_Ch_:m___..-- -- a_
passover. In the _ here referred to,the l¢th oftbe month o_- /_-,_ow_v._}_m. _¢m_., Hut. 2_'ca., yr. 9
,tarred on the Sunday in que_tlcm " d --

6 Migne, not so naturally, punctuates othermse, an ren_ _a E6_'a_e_. yct_ tie6t_ Commodus, who hence appeart to have been not
"which [lad happened tA_,_to fall at the proper season, and oa mat with hts _ m the empire. -- MlcmL_casion thts trtatdse waswritten. _

? In Emmblus, HEft, ._¢r.l,, L c. t_ _.bX-'_-
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upon by certaincalumniators,have cared to 1 accordinglyproceededto the East,and
bringany impeachment againstour doctrines,wenttotheveryspotwheretAe thfsgsin gue$.
They,too,arethesourcefromwhichithashap- _'onwerepreachedand tookplace;and,having
penedthatthelyingslanderson thosewho pro- made myselfaccuratelyacquaintedwith the
less them have, in consequence of the senseless books of the Old Testament, I have set them
habit which prevails af taking things on hear- down below, and herewith send you /he h'st.
say, flowed down to our own times.' But the Their names are as follows :-
course which they in their ignorance pursued The five books of Moses -- Genesis, Exodus_
was set aside by thy pious progenitors, who fre- Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy ; Joshua, I
quently and in many instances rebuked by their Judges, Ruth, the four books of Kings, the two
rescripts' those who dared to set on foot any of Chronicles, the book o/the Psalms of David,
hostilities against them. It appears, for exam- the Proverbs of Solomon, also called the Baak of
ple, that thy grandfather Adrian wrote, among Wisdom, Ecclesiastes, the Song of Songs, Job,
others, to Fundanus, the proconsul then in the booksafthe prophets Isaiah, Jeremiah, of the
charge of the government of Asia. Thy father, twelve contained in a single book, Daniel, Eze-
too, when thou thyself wast associated with him 3 kiel, Esdras. From these I have made my ex-
in the administration of the empire, wrote to the tracts, dxviding them into six books.
cities, forbidding them to take any measures ad-
verse to us: among the rest to the people of v.

Larissa, and of Thessalonica, and of Athens, and, FROMTHE CATENAONGENESIS.9
in short, to all the Greeks. And as regards
thyself, seeing that thy sentiments respecting the In place of Isaac the just, a ram appeared for
Chnstians 4 are not only the same as theirs, but slaughter, in order that Isaac might be liberated
even much more generous and wise, we are the from his bonds. The slaughter of this animal
more persuaded that thou wilt do all that we ask redeemed Isaac from death. In like manner,
of thee. the Lord, being slain, saved us; being bound,

IIL He loosed us; being sacrificed, He redeemed
US ....

FROMTHE SAMEAPOLOGT'.$ For the Lord was a lamb, like the ram which
We are not those who pay homage to stones, Abraham saw caught in the bush Sabec. '° But

that are without sensation ; but of the only God, this bush represented the crom, and that place
who is before all and over all, and, moreover, Jerusalem, and the lamb the Lord bound for
we are worshippers of His Christ, who is verita- slaughter.
bly God the Word 6 existing before all time.

For as a ram was He bound, says he concern-
Iv. ing our Lord Jesus Christ, and as a lamb was He

FROM THE BOOKOF EXTRAC'I_.7 shorn, and as a sheep was He led to the slaugh-

Melito to his brother Onesimus, greeting :-- ter, and as a lamb was He crucified ; and Hecarried the cross" on His shoulders when He
As you have often, prompted by your regard

for the word af God, expressed a wl_h to have was led up to the ]till to be slain, as was Isaac
some extracts made from the Law and the by his father. But Christ suffered, and Isaac

did not suffer : for he was but a type of Him
Prophets concerning the Saviour, and concern- who should suffer. Yet, even when serving only
mg our faith in general, and have desired, more-
over, to obtain an accurate account of the for a type of Christ, he smote men with aston-

Ancient Books, as regards their number and ishment and fear.

their arrangement, I have striven to the best of a sFo°nrlag_: _Y_hrYerW_oaPmm_oun:tdntto_lai_,
ray ability to perform this task. well knowing . . . y ........ ther and laid him on
your zeal c,_- .k_ __.._ - " _ wnose met ne oounu t016¢ ,t_, ttlc laltH, ano your eagerness to . -- "-_---crifice nrenarina with care '*
beco • . me wooo ol mc _a , r r o• me acquainted with the Word, and espe- . ........ to his immolation Isaac

_i_inlngc2fft:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: _:Pr_,i_en_o_rb°uY?_il_e:ramn_ln°wtit_P_i:
all things else, engaged as you are in a v,-ice For not fearin_ the knife, nor quailing

struggle for eternal salvation, befog the fire, nor troubled by _e _ra_ect ef
I ..xo._n_, he sustained bravely the Maraeter a]

[.l_theC_rm_km_llewattdri=um. ] tt ,,_ ,e.:i-- ''
, m*g_*_ A.o.m,. I = ;,%_'_;n. u_: c,,f,,a=a_a.
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Isaac before us, with his feet bound like a ram, nc._4

his father standing by, with the knife all bare in Head of the Zard--His simple Divinity, be.his hand, not shrinking from shedding the blood
of his son. cause He is the Beginning and Creator of all

vL things : in DanieL,S
The white hair of the Lord, because He is

TWOsc_otaa oN GV.N.XXaI.t3.* "the Ancient of Days:" as above.
The Syriae and the Hebrew use the word The eyes of the Zord_the Divine inspection:

"suspended,"* as more dearly typifying the because He sees all things. Like that in the
cross, apostle : For all things are naked and open m

The word Sabeks some have rendered re- His eyes." ,6
mission,4 others uloright,s as if the meaning, The eyelids of the Zordmhidden spiritual
agreeing with the popular belief, were m a goat mysteries in the Divine precepts. In the Psalm:
walking erect up to a bush, and there standing "His eyelids question, that is prove, the chil.
erect caught by his horns, so as to be a plain dren of men."'7
type of the cross. For this reason it is not trans- The smelling of the Zord-- His delight in
lated, because the single Hebrew word signifies the prayers or works of the saints. In Gen.
in other languages 6 many things. To those, esis : "And the Lord smelled an odour of sweet-
however, who ask it is proper to give an answer, ness." ,s
and to say that Sabek denotes hfted uao.7 The mouth of the Zord_ His Son, or word

addressed to men. In the prophet, "The mouth
vm of the Lord hath spoken ; "'9 and elsewhere,

"They provoked His mouth to anger." 2o
o_r THE NATt_E OF CnmST.s The tongue of the Lord--His Holy Spirit. In

For there isno need, to persons of intelligence, the Psalm : "My tongue is a pen." _'
to attempt to prove, from the deeds of Christ The face of the Lord_ His manifestation. In
subsequent to His baptism, that His soul and Exodus," My face shall go before thee ; "2_and
His body, His human nature 9 like ours, were in the prophet, "The face of the Lord chvlded
real, and no phantom of the imagination. For them.",3
the deeds done by Christ after His baptism, and The word of the Zord_ His Son. In the
especially His miracles, gave indication and as- Psalm : "My heart hath uttered a good
surance to the world of the Deity hidden in His word." 2,
flesh. For, being at once both God and per- The arm of the Zard_ His Son, by whom
fect man likewise, He gave us sure indications He hath wrought all His works. In the prophet
of His two natures : _oof His Deity, by His mir- Isaiah : "And to whom is the arm of the Lord
aches during the three years that elapsed after revealed?"'4
His baptism ; of His humanity, during the thirty The n'ght hand of the Zord_ that is, Hts
similar periods which preceded His baptism, in Son ; as also above in the Psalm : "The right
which, by reason of His low estate" as regards hand of the Lord hath done valiantly.''2s
the flesh, He concealed the signs of His Deity, The right hand of the Zord--eleclio omnis.
although He was the true God existing before As in Deuteronomy: "In HIS right hand zsa
all ages. fiery law." _6

vm. The wings of the Lard_ Divine protection.
In the Psalm : "In the shadow of Thy wings

FROM THE ORATION ON OUR LORD'S PASSION. x* will I hope."-
God has suffered from the right hand of Is- The shoulder of the Lard-- the Divine power,

raeL'3 by which He condescends to carry the feeble.
In Deuteronomy : "He took them up, and put

, Xamt=Udo,dt_ LXX._tai,_aby Ca_.Cam_,x58t. them on His shoulders. ''_s
* _,,,_. _, H_t.w is _ *heSyri_ _._], I_ The hand of the Lard _Divine operation.

m_ns *hnply"etut_t." -.-------
s See note aa the fragment just bering.
4 _. 14 From Tke I_ty.

t6 Heb. iv. t3.

In Amum_iusofSimd, T_ GJNde, e..b.z_l- zs Gen. _ *t.
. 9.Or. acconfing _toldt_°s punctmtt_ ': H_ I,oul_ .m_l tl_ body *9 Ima. i. 2o.

m m* n.um*9, tutuS... "x'_ worm are, ,0 _q_. K*_ _*_r. mn=, _ Imm. L iS.

_¢,m. tt._mp, nc_ za, ,q/v'z. l m Ex. xxxing *4-
xs Tb d,s,'._At,v. _ Lain. iv. s6.

Woa _i, 1_ _.x+ laO_ t: .MSo _ wol.. iv._p. 41k_ IIm_ 4, this seria, t_ I)eut. xxxfil, t
And _ itoml_ _. &, i. p. i45. _o "God put to dmala," p. 7S7, _* 1_. Ivli. L
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In the prophet : "Have not my hands made all He made transitions, so to say. In the Song ofthese things ? " '
Songs : "Behold, He cometh, leaping upon the

The finger of the Lord--the Holy Spirit, by mountains, bounding over the hills." ,r

whose operation the tables of the law in Exodus .1"hegoing'S of the Lord-- His coming or visi-
are said to have been written ; ' and in the Gos- tatlon. In the Psalm.

pel: "If I by the finger of God cast out de- The way of the Lord--the operation of the
mons." 3 Deity. As in Job, in speaking of the devil :

The fingers a the Imrd-- The lawgiver "He is the beginning of the ways of the Lord." ,9
Moses, or the prophets. In the Psalm : " I Again : The ways of the Lord-- His precepts.
will regard the heavens," that is, the books of In Hosea: "For the ways of the Lord are
the Law and the Prophets, "the works of Thy stratgt_t, and the just shall walk it_ them." _o
fingers." 4 The footsteps of the Zord-- the signs of Hilt

The wisdom of the Lard-- His Son. In the secret operations. As in the Psalm : "And Thy
apostle : "Christ the power of God, and the footsteps shall not be known."',
wisdom of God ; " s and m. Solomon : "The wis- The knowledge of theLord --that which makes
dora of the Lord reacheth from one end to the men to know Him. To Abraham _r/e says t
other mightdy." 6 " Now I know that thou fearest the Lord ;"

The womb of the Lord-- the hidden recess of that is, I have made thee to know.
Deity out of which He brought forth His Son. The ignorance of God'3 is His disapproval.
In the Psalm : "Out of the womb, before Luci- In the Gospel : "I know you not." 34
fer, have I borne Thee: The remembrance of Gad--His mercy, by

The feet of the Zordq His immoveableness which He rejects and has mercy on whom He
and eternity. In the Psalm : "And thick dark- will. So in Genesis : "The Lord remembered
ness was under His feet." s Noah ;" ,s and in another passage : "The Lord

The throne of the Lordq angels, or saints, or hath remembered His people." _6
samply sovereign dominion.9 In the Psalm : The repentance of the Lord-- His change of
"Thy throne, O God, is for ever and ever." ,o procedure. 2r As in the book of Kings : "It re-

Seat- the same as above, angels or saints, pented me that I have made Saul king." as

because the Lord sits upon these. In the Psalm: The anger and wrath of the£0rd--s, the ven-"The Lord sat upon His holy seat."" geance of the Ueity upon sinners, _hen He
The descent of the £0rd _ His visitation of bears with them with a view to punishment, does

men. As in Micah : "Behold, the Lord shall not at once judge them according to strtctequity.
come forth from His place; He shall come As in the Psalm: "In His anger and in His
down trampling under foot the ends of the wrath will He trouble them." ,9
earth." ,_ Likewise in a bad sense. In Genesis : The sleeping of the Lord -- when, in the
"The Lord came down to see the tower." _s thoughts of some, His faithfulness is not suffi-

The ascent of the Lard--the raising up of ciently wakeful. In the Psalm: "Awake, why
man, who is taken from earth to heaven. In the sleepest Thou, O Lord ?" 3o
Psalm: "Who ascendeth above the heaven of The watches of the Lord-- in the guardianship
heavens to the east." - of His elect He is always at hand by the pres-

The standing of the Zord--the patience of ence of Hts Deity. In the Psalm: "LoI He
the Deity, by which He bears with stoners that will not slumber nor sleep." n'
they may come to repentance. As in Habak- The sitting of the Lard_ His ruling. In the
kuk : ,, He stood and measured the earth ; " ,s Psalm : "The Lord sitteth upon His holy
andin the Gospel: "Jesus stood, and bade him seat." "
be called," ,6 that is, the blind man. The footstool of the Lord_ man assumed by

The transi6an of the Lord-- His assumption the Word ; or His saints, as some think. In the
of our flesh, through which by His birth, His Psalm : "Worship ye His footstool, for it is holy."
death, His resurrection, H_s ascent into heaven, 1"he walking of the Zord _ the delight of

Ira. lxvi.
Ex. xxxtv "x xr Cant. Cant. ii. 8.
I-rake xt. _." zs Gre_us.
P_. _ht. 3. x9 jo b xl _9.
i Cot. h 24. 20 Hos. xlv. Io.
Sap vttL x. 2x Ps. Ixxvfi. _9.

Ps. cx _. _ Gem xxn. ,2.
Ps xvtit 9 23 Nesctre ])eL
l[_a regnandl potestaL 2,1 Luke xits. 25.

-p, XI_I1, S. 26 Esther x. z_.

Mtc, I 3" _ Rerum mutatlo.
Gen, xi..3, az x Sam. xv. zx.
• _ ixw,,. 33. _ Ps. it S.
I"Iab. ,it. 6

Mark x. 4_ .3_ Ps. c.x_4.Ps"xliv
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theDeity in the walks of His elect. In the proph- IIn the apostle : "At the comm_d, and at the
et : "I will walkin them, and willbe their Lord.'" ivoice of the archangel, and at the trumpetof

7_t tr_m/et of the Lord-- H_s mighty voice, t God, shall He descend from heaven." z

HEGESIPPUS.3

[A.D.X7O.] One of thesub-Apostolicage,a contemporaryofJustinand ofthemartyrsof
"the good Aurelius," we must yet distinguish Hegesippus4 from the apologists. He is the
earliest of the Church's chroniclers--we can hardly call him a historian. His aims were noble
and his character was pure ; nor can we refuse him the credit due to a foresight of the Church's
ultimate want of historical material, which he endeavoured to supply.

What is commonly regarded as his defect is in reality one of his greatest merits as a witness:
he was a Hebrew, and looks at the Church from the stand-point of "James the Lord's brother."
When we observe his Catholic spirit, therefore, as well as his Catholic orthodoxy ; his sympathy
with the Gentile Church and Pauline faith of the Corinthians ; his abhorrence of "the Circum-
cision" so far as it bred sects and heresies against Christ ; and when we find him confirming the
testimony of the Apostolic Fathers, and sustaining the traditions of Antioch by those of Jerusalem,

we have double reason to cherish his name, and to treasure up "the fragments that remain" ofhs
works. That touching episode of the kindred of Christ, as they appeared before Domitian, has
always impressed my imagination as worthy to be classed with the story of St. John and the r0b-
ber, as one of the most suggestive incidents of early Christian history. We must lament the loss
of other portions of the &remMrs which were known to exist in the seventeenth century. He
was a traveller, and must have seen much of the Apostolic churches in the East and West ; and
the mere scraps we have of his narrative concerning Corinth and Rome excite a natural curi0s_ty
as to the rest, which may lead to gratifying discoveries.

FRAGMENTS FROM HIS FIVE BOOKS OF COMMENTARIES ON THE ACTS OF THE
CtIURCII.

I. ]He alone, I say, was wont to go into the tem-
ple : and he used to be found kneeling on h_s

CO_rCEm_-rNGTHE MAR_OM OF JAMES,THE knees, begging forgiveness for the people--so
BROTHEROF THELORD,FROMBOOKV.s that the skin of his knees became horny hke

JAMES,the Lord's brother, succeeds to the that of a camel's, by reason of his constantly
government of the Church, in conjunction with bending the knee in adoration to God, and beg-
the apostles. He has been universally called the ging forgiveness for the people. Therefore, in
Just, from the days of the Lord down to the consequence of his pre-eminent justice, he was
present time. For many bore the name of called the Just, and Oblias,s which signifiesin
James ; but this one was holy from his mother's Greek Defence af the People, and fusace, in ac-
womb. He drank no wine or other intoxicating cordance with what the prophets declare con-
liquor, 6nor did he eat flesh ; no razor came upon cerning him.
his head; he did not anoint himself with oil, Now some persons belonging to the seven

nor make use of the bath. He alone was per-i sects existing dam°'ngetheescnott people, which_hav_mitted to enter the holy place : 7 for he did not been before by me m the Notes
wear any woollen garment, but fine linen only. asked him: "What is the door of Jesus?"

t F._k. x_txvii.27. [ _ T-"_ .
a z Thcr_iv. ts. [The above has been shown to hav_ noelatm I s ,rt_ ...¢. ..... r_ ¢,,be tothe Hebrtnvword t'/_, a_slR/

tolm the work of Mr,to. It is a compilation of the slxthcemtury, [ *_"'_'_'_"_'t'v_'"2 "_ to a fortified ridged
im tell probal_hty.] [ ground.which was applma as a ,proper name -- r--^_.d to read

We._Sa=ott,Cam.an, p 2a8. [ Mount Zoom. See s thrum xxvu. 3- It has be¢n p _o'_ aa0;'
• Routh, RM. Sat., vol. i. pp. _o$-"at 9. Lightfoot is culpably lax [ d_0_llro ]_aMb¢ It;. 'Ught&_, 6 dO're=, o.¢¢.0¢ g=tt _r_p_ ._. a Greek

_,, calling Rome "the Papal ihrone" (temp. A_iett ), and mistak- [ The tt.xt, in which not onl T a Hebrew wo_ bqt al_so___t r¢_-
_ the te_tlmouy of Itmmtus and of our author. A/,. F., part I .(_2_c_tL_ is explained /. artckA_c_a hardly_ glve._a_lcC°rr_d_g d

tt. vol. t. p. 4_e .... | rag. Et'i_'e transtator _Ltggcst_ Un_t_ as tr_ p._
S In _ Hd_. _.L_ It. =_. [Com_. _, m. to, ,_'e_.] ] the LXX., though it t$ corrulmm as ao0m=..I
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And he replied that He was the Saviour. In down, and said: "I beseech Thee, Lord Cod
consequence of this answer, some believed that our Father, forgive them ; for they know not
Jesus is the Christ. But the sects before men- what they do."
aoned did not believe, either in a resurrection And, while they were thus stoning him to
or in the coming of One to requite every man death, one of the priests, the sons of Rechab, the
according to his works ; but those who dld be- son of Rechabim, to whom testimony is borne
here, beheved because of James. So, when many by Jeremiah the prophet, began to cry aloud,
even of the ruling class believed, there was a saying : "Cease, what do ye ? The just man is
commotion among the Jews, and scribes, and praying for us." But one among them, one of
Pharisees, who said: "A little more, and we the fullers, took the staff with which he was
shall have all the people looking for Jesus as accustomed to wring out the garments he dyed_
the Christ. and hurled it at the head of the just man.

They came, therefore, in a body to James, and And so he suffered martyrdom ; and they
sald : "We entreat thee, restrain the people buried him on the spot, and the pillar erected to
for they are gone astray in their opinions about his memory still remains, close by the temple.
Jesus, as if he were the Christ. We entreat thee This man was a true witness to both _Jews and
to persuade all who have come hither for the Greeks that Jesus is the Christ.
day of the passover, concerning Jesus. For we And shortly after Vespasian besieged Judle_
all listen to thy persuasion; since we, as well taking them captive.
as all the people, bear thee testimony that thou
art just, and showest partiality to none. Do thou, CONCERNINGTHE RELATIVESOF OUR SAVIOUR.t

therefore, persuade the people not to entertain There still survived of the kindred of the Lord
erroneous opinions concermng Jesus : for all the the grandsons of Judas, who according to the
people, and we also, listen to thy persuasmn, flesh was called his brother. These were in-
Take thy stand, then, upon the summit _ of the formed against, as belonging to the family of
temple, that from that elevated spot thou mayest David, and Evocatus brought them before Do-
be clearly seen, and thy words may be plainly mitian C_esar: for that emperor dreaded the
audible to all the people. For, in order to at- advent of Christ, as Herod had done.
tend the passover, all the tribes have congregated So he asked them whether they were of the
hither, and some of the Gentiles also." famdy of David ; and they confessed they were.

The aforesaid scribes and Pharisees accord- Next he asked them what property they had, or
mgly set James on the summit of the temple, how much money they possessed. They both
and cried aloud to him, and said : "O just one, replied that they had only 9000 denaria between
whom we are all bound to obey, forasmuch as them, each of them owning half that sum ; but
the people is in error, and follows Jesus the cru- even this they said they did not possess in cash,
cified, do thou tell us what is the door of Jesus, but as the estimated value of some land, consi._-the crucified." And he answered with a loud

ing of thirty-nine plethra only, out of which they
voice : "Why ask ye me concerning Jesus the had to pay the dues, and that they supported
Son of man _. He Himself sitteth m heaven, at l themselves by their own labour. And then they
the right hand of the Great Power, and shall began to hold out their hands, exhibiting, ascome on the clouds of heaven."

And w......... iproof of their manual labour, the roughness of
_, hen many were iuuy conwnce.a oy mese[ their skin, and the corns raised on their hands

words, anu oHerect praise for the tesUmony o_ - _ l rk

James, and said, "Hosanna to the son of David," 1DY;°ngta_htenW_ed concerning Christ and His
then again the said Pharisees and scribes said to w.oA .... _-* was its nature and when and
one another, "We have not done well in procur-[ w*_eSr_"';_' w_"*to appear, they 'returned answer
lag.this testimony to Jesus. But let us go up l that it was not of this world, nor of the earth,
a_n_throw him down, that they may be afraid, I but belonging to the sphere of heaven and an-
*Ju not believe him." And they cried aloud, ' ..... 'a make its a--eamnce at the end

and ._,,id: "OhI oh I the just man himself is in [go_l_man? :_en He shall cVoVmein glory, and
error. Thus they fulfilled the Scripture written I :.._o livin _ and dead and render to every one• • . . u_,- 5 ' -"
In Isaiah : - Let us away with the just man, be- I_-_nrdmg to the course of his life.3
cause he is troublesome to us : therefore shall[ "_TF_hereu°nonDomitian passed no condemnation
!hey eat the fruit of their doings." So theY]u_o n theml but treated them with contempt,
_ent up and threw down the just man, and sama, [t_o mean for notice, and let them go free. At
_?one another : "Let us stone James the just. },h,. _ame time he issued a command, and put a
_dthey began to stone him: for he was nOt[st'o_to the per-_cution against the Church.

*_uea by the fall; but he turned, and kneeled] -r ...... _ -

Ln._m,_. [M,,_.iv._,] I sT__t.#..f,L ,_¢,,_.
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When they were released they became leaders, lives, and that generation of men to whom it had
of the churches, as was natural in the case of been vouchsafed to listen to the Godlike _ lsd0m
those who were at once martyrs and of the kin- with their own ears had passed away, then did
dred of the Lord. And, after the estabhshment the confederacy of godless error take its rise
of Imace to the Church, their lives were prolonged through the treachery of false teachers, who,
to tlw reign o/Trajan, seeing that none of the apostles any longer sur-

vived, at length attempted with bare and u_lz/#d
CONCERNINGTHE MARTYRDOMOF SYMEONTHE head to oppose the preaching of the truth by

SON OF CLOPAS, BISHOP OF JERUSALEM. 2 preaching "knowledge falsely so called."

Some of these heretics, forsooth, laid an in-
formation against Symeon the son of Clopas, as CONCERNINGHIS JOURI_EY TO ROME,&'_D THE
being of the famdy of David, and a Christian. JEWISH SECTS.S
And on these charges he suffered martyrdom And the church of the Connthians continued
when he was 12o years old, in the reign of in the orthodox faith 6up to the time when Prlmus
Trajan C_esar, when Atticus was consular legate 3 was bishop in Corinth. I had some intercourse
in Syria. And it so happened, says the same with these brethren on my voyage to Rome,
writer, that, while inquiry was then being made when I spent several days with the Corinthians,
for those belonging to the royal tribe of the Jews, during which we were mutually refreshed by the
the accusers themselves were convicted of be- orthodox faith.

longing to it. With show of reason could it be On my arrival at Rome, I drew up a list of
said that Symeon was one of those who actually the succession of bishops down to Amcetus,
saw and heard the Lord, on the ground of his whose deacon was Eleutherus. To Amcetus
great age, and also because the Scripture of the succeeded Soter, and after htm came Eleuthe.
Gospels makes mention of Mary the daughter rus. But in the case of every succession,7 and
of Clopas, who, as our narrative has shown al- m every city, the state of affairs is in accordance
ready, was his father, with the teaching of the Law and of the Proph-

The same historian menKons others also, of ets and of the Lord ....
the family of one of the reputed brothers of the And after James the Just had suffered mart)v-
Saviour, named Judas, as having survived until dom, as had the Lord also and on the same
this same reign, after the testimony they bore account, again Symeon the son of Clopas, de-
for the faith of Christ in the time of Domitian, scended from Z/le Lord's uncle, is made bL_h0p,
as already recorded, his election being promoted by all as being a

He writes as follows : They came, then, and kmsma_ of the Lord.
took the presidency of every church, as wit- Therefore was the Church called a virgin, for
nesses/or Chn'st, and as being of the kindred she was not as yet corrupted by worthless teach-
of the Lord. And, after profound peace had ing. s Thebuhs it was who, dzspleased because
been established in every church, they remained he was not made bishop, first began to corrupt
down to the reign of Trajan Cmsar : that is, her by stealth. He too was connected with the
until the time when he who was sprung from an seven sects which existed among the people, hke
uncle of the Lord, the afore-mentioned Symeon Simon, from whom come the Simomam, and
son of Clopas, was informed against by the Cleobius, from whom come the Cleobiam; and
various heresies, and subjected to an accusation Dontheus, from whom come the Doritluam,
like the rest, and for the same cause, before the and Gortha_us, from whom come the Gortheam;
legate Atticus ; and, while suffering outrage dur- Masbothmus, from whom come the Masboth_el.
ing many days, he bore testimony /or Chmst: From these men also come the MenandrJamsts,
so that all, including the legate himself, were and the Marcionists, and the Carpocratians, and
astonished above measure that a man 12o years the Valentinians, and the Basilidians, and the
old should have been able to endure such tar- Saturnihans. Each of these leaders in his own
merits. He was finally condemned to be crucified, private and distinct capacity brought in his own

• . . Up to that period the Church had re- private opinion. From these have come false
mained like a virgin pure and uncorrupted : for, Christs, false prophets, false apostles _ men who
if there were any persons who were disposed to have split up the one Church into parts 9 through
tamper with the wholesome rule of the preaching their corrupting doctrines, uttered in disparage"
of salvation,4 they still lurked in some dark place ment of God and of His Christ ....
of concealment or other. But, when the sacred There were, moreover, various opinions in the
band of apostles had in various ways closed their

s Also in Eusebitm, ttist. Eccl., iv. g'J.
z "Hy_ao_.,, 6 "Ev _ 6_,k _6"t,_.
• Also in Eu._bi,s, ttEst. Eccl. iti ._=. 7 [EJud_, p. 75S.]
S 'Y,rea',,_ou. [St. John dmd a few .y_arsbefore,l s _o_ iJ.a-,'o./e.,._.
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matter of circumcision among the children of senes, the Galileans, the Hemerobaptists, the
Tsr_el,held by those who were opposed to the Masboth_ei, the Samaritans, the Sadducoes, the
_be of Judah and to Christ : such as the Es- Pharisees.

DIONYSIUS, BISHOP OF CORINTH.

[A.D. r 70.] Eusebius is almost diffuse in what he tells us of this Dionysius,' "who was appointed
over the church at Corinth, and imparted freely, not only to his own people, but to others, and
those abroad also, the blessings of his divine labours." He wrote "Catholic Epistles ;" he
sddressed an epistle to the Spartans and the Athemans; and, as Eusebius says, Dionysius the

Areopagite, the convert of St. Paul, was the first bishop of Athens., He wrote to the Nicomedians,
refuting Marcion, and closely adhering to "the rule of faith." In an epistle to the Gortynians and
others in Crete, he praises Philip for his courageous ministry, and warns them against the heretics,
He seems to recognise Palmas as bishop of Amastris and Pontus, and adds expositions of Scripture,

and rules regarding marriage, its purity and sanctity. He also inculcates tenderness to penitent

lapsers and backsliders. With Pinytus, bishop of the Gnossians, he corresponds on similar sub-

jects ; but Pinytus, while he thanks him and commends his clemency, evidently regards him as
too much inclined to furnish "food for babes," and counsels him to add "strong meat for those

of full age." He also writes to Chrysophora, his most faithful roster, imparting spiritual instruction.

FRAGMENTS FROM A LETTER TO THE ROMAN CHURCH.

L IIL

FOR this has been your custom from the be- FROMTHE SAME.
ginning, to do good to all the brethren in vari- Therefore you also have by such admonition
ous ways, and to send resources to many joined in close union I/_e ¢hurc]_e$ that were
churches which are in every city, thus refreshing planted by Peter and Paul, that of the Romans
the poverty of the needy, and granting subsidies and that of the Corinthians : for both of them
to the brethren who are in the mines.3 Through went s to our Corinth, and taught us in the same
the resources which ye have sent from the begin- way as they taught you when they went to Italy ;
rang, ye Romans, keep up the custom of the and having taught you, they suffered martyrdom
Romans handed down by the fathers, which your at the same time. 6
blessed Bishop Soter has not 0nly preserved, but
added to, sending a splendid glft to the saints,
and exhorting with blessed words those brethren IV.
whogo up to Rome, as an affectionate father his FROMTHE S_'E.7
children. For I wrote letters when the brethren re-

H. quested me to write. And these letters the
FROMTHE SAMEEPISTLE.4 apostles of the devil have filled with tares, tak-

We passed this holy Lord's day, in which we lug away some things and adding others, for
read your letter, from the constant reading of whom a woe is in store. It is not wonderful,
which we shall be able to draw admonition, even then, if some have attempted to adulterate the
as from the reading, of the former one you sent I Lord's writings, when they have formed designs

uswritten through_Clement. J Iagamstthosewhicharenotsuch.s

' Book_v.cap.24, fromwhichtheseFragmentsare collect_l.[a_:[Co2.mhP._$_ n°m$' ,,_ra. Al_ Igmm,,*,v_. L ,. ,
_W_tcott,O_=tl_C_.ot,,v=o6. . -- _-[ sMs_",_*,,ted/'

= ,%'e L=ghtfoot, A b. Fatf_¢rz, part ii vol. t. p. 555, where no| 6 The'tex_'_-evtdent|y corrupt, ., ...... .J...= ..e_
c0_-ts the reachng gmt HoAvgaOro¢. _. . ! • rr^, ,_. _nl_rof Pmvtuso _md what b sam t_ _u_t4m tn_,_

,_ (_oonmr= _ _._),R.s.,.p._7_. 2 !o_ g_,;&:;:4f_o=h.:_.s..,o,.i..pp.:s_,_j
p. zoa, note 3- .Note also Ltghttoot, .,'/..,..,part . • ] _ _. of tuchimportan_o_of sttcaa¢,v_gmm_.

W=, _ x; and Wcstcott, Ca_, p. =o6.J " "-'
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RHODON.'

[A.D.ISo.] This Rhodon= was supposedby St.Jerome tohavebeen theauthorof thework

againsttheCataphrygians,ascribedtoAstenusUrbanus more probably.3Eusebius4givesusthe

fragmentfrom hiswork againstMarcion,addressedtoCallistiou,which ishere translated.He

tellsusthathe was a pupilof Tatian,and expressesan intentionof furnishingoriginalsolutions

ofScripturalproblemsstatedby Tatian,5and by thatauthorexplainedina manner apparentlyun-
satisfactory.He alsoappearsto have writtenagainstthe blasphemousApelles,6 whose I]eza.

i'mgronwas an attemptto refuteMoses ; butwhether he alsofulfilledhispromiseconcerningan

'ETr_v_n_of Tatian'sProblems (or Questions),seems doubtful.Routh has devotedtothefrag-

ment here translated six pages of notes,7 which he subjoins to the Greek text (of Eusebius) and
a Latin version of the same.

WHEREFOREalso they s disagree among them- _For he declared that those who had rested their
selves, maintaining as they do an opinion which hope on the Crucified One would be saved,
has no consistency with itself. For one of their provided only they were found living in the
herd, Apelles, who prides himself on the strict- practice of good works. But the most per-
ness of his life, 9 and on his age, admits that plexing of all the doctrines laid down by him
there is only one first principle, '° yet says that the was, as we have remarked before, what he said
prophecies have come from an opposing spirit, in concerning God : for he affirmed that there was
which opinion he is influenced by the responses only one first principle, precisely as our own faah
of a soothsaying" maid named Philumene. But teaches ....
others, among whom are Potitus and Basilicus, On asking him, "Where do you get proof of
like Marcion ,2 himself, introduce two first prin- this ? or how are you able to assert that there is
ciples. These men, following the Pontic wolf, anly one first principle ? tell us,"m he said that
and not being able to discover any more than the prophecies refuted themselves, because they
he the division of things, have had to recourse had uttered nothing at all that was true : for
to rash assertion, and declared the existence of that they were discordant and false, and self-
two first principles simply and without proof, contradictory. As to the question, " How does
Others of them, again, drifting from bad to it appear that there is only one first principle?"
worse, assume not two only, but even three no- he said he could not tell, only he was impelled
tures. Of these men the leader and champion is to that belief. On my thereupon conjunng him
Syneros, as those who adopt his teaching say .... to speak the truth, he solemnly declared that he

For the old man Apelles entered into conver- was expressing his real sentiments ; and that he
sation with us, and was convicted of uttering dM not know" how" there could be one uncreated
many false opinions. For example, he asserted God, but that he believed the fact. Here I
that men should on no account examine into burst into laughter and rebuked him, because he
their creed,'3 but that every one ought to con- professed to be a teacher, and yet was unable to
tinue to the last in the belief he has once adopted, confirm by arKumen_ what he taught.

MAXIMUS, BISHOP OF JERUSALEM.

[A.D. x85-*96. ] He was a noted character among Christians, according to Eusebius ; living,
according to Jerome, under Commodus and Scverus. He wrote on the inveterate question con-

cerning the OrigT"nof 1Evil; and the fragment here translated, as given by Eusebius, is also text-
ually cited by Origen against the Marcionites/4 if that Dialogue be his. The reader wall not faal

z In Eusebius, HisL JY¢¢1., v. *3, 19 Ilo_5-ei_. See Mi_me's note.t Or Rhodo. •_. [s_ v_. v_. r, g_, th_s=_.l

S VoL ",,it pp. 333-338, this series, where I negk_ted to insert a t_ Some copies have "Marcion #k._ sa:'/or/' trod so Tertullian (_t,htsI_erenee to Routh, l_el. Sac., vol. it. pp. *83-2t 7.
4 H. E., book v. cap *3. Prt_sc_pt¢o_) speaks of him. [Vol. tii. cap. 30, P _57,

Vol ft. p 6., this series, series,]._See Origen, vol. iv. p. 567, this series.
" ReL Sac., vol,L pp. 437-446. 14 Sbfact which pve t4t¢ to a ¢onla'lrvcn_, m* which eol_lt
• The blatciomt_ Rtl. Sac., voL ii. p. 78.
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to recollect that liberal citations out of this work are also to be found in Methodius, On F_.e- Will.,

But all who desire fuller information on the subject will be gratified by the learned p_meu
and notes of Routh, to which I refer them." Whether Maximus was the bishop of Jerusalem
(A.v. x85) mentioned by Eusebius as presiding in that See in the sixth year of Commodus, seems
to be uncertain.

FROM THE BOOK CONCERNING MATTER, OR IN DE- separate, you could not escape the unavoidable
FENCE OF THE PROPOSITION THAT MATTER IS assumption of a separating medium.
CRF_TED,AND m NOT THE CAUSEOF EV:L.3 " If, again, perchance any one should think
,, THAT there cannot exist two uncreated sub- that there is a third view which may be consist-

stances at one and the same time, I presume that ently maintained with regard to uncreated s_-
you hold equally with myself. You appear, stances, _ namely, that God is not separate from
however, very decidedly to have assumed, and matter, nor yet, on the other hand, united to it
to have introduced into the argument, this/_dn- as a part, but that God exists in matter as in a
ct_, that we must of unavoidable necessity place, or possibly matter exists in God,--let
maintain one of two things : either that God such a person observe the consequence :
is separate from matter; or else, on the contrary, "That, if we make matter God's place, we
that He is indissolubly connected with it. must of necessity admit that He can be con-

"If, then, any one should choose to assert tained,4 and that He is circumscribed by matter.
that He exists in union with mailer, that would Nay, further, he must grant that He is, in the
be saying that there is only one uncreated sub- same way as matter, driven about hither and
stance. For either of the two must constitute a thither, unable to maintain His place and to stay
part of the other ; and, since they form parts of where He is, since that in which He exists is
each other, they cannot be two uncreated sub- perpetually being driven about in one direction
stances. Just as, in speaking of man, we do not or another. Beside this, he must also admit
describe him as subdivided into a number of that God has had His place among the worst
distinct parts, each forming a separate created kind of elements. For if matter was once in
substance, but, as reason requires us to do, assert disorder, and if he reduced it to order for the
that he was made by God a single created sub- purpose of rendering it better, there was a time
stance consisting of many parts, -- so, in like when GOd existed among the disordered ekmen_
manner, if God is not separate from matter, we of matter.
are driven to the conclusion that there is only "I might also fairly put this question: whether
one uncreated substance. God filled the whole of matter, or was in some

"If, on the other hand, it be affirmed that He _l of it. If any one should choose to say thatis separate from matter, it necessarily follows was in some part of matter, he would be
that there is some other substance intermediate making Him indefinitely smaller than matter, in-
between the two, by which their separation is asmuch as a part of it contained the whole of
made apparent. For it is impossible that one Him ;s but, if he maintained that He pervaded
thing should be shown to be severed by an in- the whole of matter, I need to be informed how
terval from another, unless there be something He became the Fashioner of this matter. For
else by which the interval between the two is we must necessarily assume, either that there was
produced. This principle, too, holds good not on the part of God a contraction, 6 so to speak,
only with regard to this or any other single case, of Himself, and a withdrawal from matter,
but in any number of cases you please. For the whereupon He proceeded to fashion that from
same argument which we have employed in deal- which He had retired ; or else that He fashioned
ing with the two uncreated substances must in like Himself in conjunction with matter, in conse-
manner be valid if the substances in question be quence of having no place to retire to.
given as three. For in regard to these also I "But suppose it to be maintained, on the
should have to inquire whether they are separate other hand, that matter is in God, it will behove
from one another, or whether, on the contrary, us similarly to inquire, whether we are to under-
each of them is united to its fellow. For, if you stand by this that He is sundered from Himself,
should say that they are united, you would hear and that, just like the air, which contains vari_
from me the same argument as before ; but if, kinds of animals, so is He sundered and divided
0n the contrary, you should say that they are into parts for the reception of those crtatKr_t

*See
]lax_ voL-vi" P" 3sS, etc., this aerie_ w..he_. I have _°ken °f I 4 Xwp,crb_._ _dlag d ¢_e Do., imamd d _,w_.

atmm at the original of the Dialogue a_.cnbed to Methodm_. (or _e6_) _tpo_ at'_¢ &U_, _.¢_
t_,Rel. Sac.,voLfi. p. 8$. See pp. 77-xgz, devoted to I s F°l' *t _ P'IP°5"a_' _m' iX_ I_'_ Migm I_dSP d 7v
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which from time to time exist in' Him ; or proved impossible to hold the opinion r that any.
whether matter is in God as in a place,-- for thing was made by God out of nothing.
instance, as water is contained in earth. For "But let us put the matter thus. We see per-
should we say ' as in air,' we should perforce be sons among ourselves making certain things out
speaking of God as divisible into parts ; but if of nothing, however true it may be that they
' as water in earth,' and if matter was, as ts ad- make them by means of something. 8 Let us take
mitred, in confusion and disorder, and moreover our illustration, say, from builders. These men
also contained what was evil, we should have to do not make citaes out of cities ; nor, similarly,
admit that God is the place of disorder and evil. temples out of temples. Nay, if you suppose
But this it does not seem to me consistent with that, because the substances necessary for these
reverence to say, but hazardous rather. For you constructions are already provided, therefore they
contend that matter is uncreated, z that you may make them out of that which already exists, your
not have to admit that God is the author of ewl ; reasoning is fallacious. For it is not the substance
and yet, while aiming to escape this difficulty, you that makes the city or the temples, but the art
make Him the receptacle of evil. which is employed about the substance. Neither,

"If you had stated that your suspicion that again, does the art proceed from any art mher.
matter was uncreated arose from the nature ing in the substances, but at arises independently
of created things as we find them,S I should have of any such art in them.
employed abundant argument in proof that ]t "But I fancy you will meet the argument by
cannot be so. But, since you have spoken of the saying that the artist produces the art which is
existence of evil as the cause of such suspicion, manifest in the substance he hasfashwned out of
I am disposed to enter upon a separate exami- the art which he himsdfalready has. In reply to
nation of this point. For, when once it has thin, however, I think it may be fairly satd, that
been made clear how it is that evil exists, and neither in man does art spring from any already
when it is seen to be impossible to deny that God existing art. For we cannot possibly allow tha_
is the author of evil, in consequence of His hay- art exists by itself, since it belongs to the class
ing had recourse to matter for His materials, 4 it of things which are acmdentals, and which re-
seems to me that a suspicion of thin kind disap- ceive their existence only when they appear m
pears, conneca'an with substance. For man will exist

"You assert, then, that matter, destitute of all though there should be no architecture, but the
qualities good or had, co-existed at the outset latter witl have no exlstence unless there be first
with God, and that out of it He fashioned the of all man. Thus we cannot avoid the conch-
world as we now find it." sion, that it is the nature of art to spring up m

" Such is my opinion." man out of nothing. If, then, we have shown
"Well, then, if matter was without any quali- that this is the case with man, we surely must

ties, and the world has come into existence from allow that God can make not only the qualities
God, and if the world possesses qualities, the of substances out of nothing, but also the sub-
author of those qualities must be God." stances themselves. For, if it appears possible that

"Exactly so." anything whatever can be made out of nothing,
"Since, too, I heard you sayyourselfjust now it is proved that this may be the case w_th sub-

that out of nothing s nothing can possibly come, stances also.
give me an answer to the question I am about "But, since you are specially desirous of in-
to ask you. You seem to me to think that the quiring about the origin of evil, I will proceed
qualities of the world have not sprung from pre- to the discussion of this topic. And I should
existing 6 qualities, and moreover that they are like to ask you a few questions. Is it your opm-
something dxfferent from the substances them- ion that things evil are substances, or that they
selves." are qualities of substances ?"

"I do." "Quahfies of substances, I am disposed to
"If, therefore, God did not produce the quali- say."

ties in question from qualities already existing, "But matter was destitute of qualities and of
nor yet from substances, by reason that they are form : this I assumed at the outset of the dis-
not substances, the conclusion is inevitable, that cussion. Therefore, if things evil are qualitaes_

they were made by God out of nothing. So that of substances, and matter was destitute of qualli
you seemed to me to affirm more than you were ties, and you have called God the author o
warranted to do, when you said that it had been qualities, God will also be the former of that

which is evil. Since, then, it is not possible, on/

* This word, _y_w,Trov, is mtde_ from Migne's conjecture. _ For o'v_e_a_,_o'r_ _ o,_K,hh_rov_P's* _c_*_v, M_aereads,

dt"1_ TO__k!_V O._Tbpl_TrOTtOeVett. $ Lit. " in something." Whether the nmlerlals orttae am m _, the
is not very clear. Posm_blythex_ is a play of words m the tt_ t*

6S'l_°O_a_r*oe''ya-o,e_,_v,_v.[Notethisphrase. Ccanp.vol.vi.p._*,n.3] twoprelxnations, hsund_v.
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thissuppositionany more than on the other,to murder isnot a substance.But,ifyou insist
speak of God as not the cause of evil, it seems that agents are substance, then I myself agree
to me superfluous to add matter to Him, as tf with you. A man, for instance, who is a tour-
/hat were the cause of evil. If you have any re- deter, is, in so far as he is a man, a substance ;
ply to make to this, begin your argument." but the murder which he commits is not a sub-

"If, indeed, our discussion had arisen from a stance, but a work of the _substance. Moreover,
love of contention, I should not be willing to we speak of a man sometimes as bad because he
have the inquiry raised a second time about the commits murder ; and sometimes, again, because
arian of evil ; but, since we are prompted rather he performs acts of beneficence, as good : and
b_"friendship and the good of our neighbour to l these names adhere to the substance, in conse-
en'gage in controversy, I readily consent to have !quence of the things which are accidents of it,
the question raised afresh on this subject. You which, howler, are not the substance itself. For
have no doubt long been aware of the character neither is the substance murder, nor, again, is it
of my mind, and of the object at which I aim in adultery, nor is it any other similar evil. But,
dispute: that I have no wish to vanquish false- just as the grammarian derives his name from
hood by plausible reasoning, but rather that grammar, and the orator from oratory, and the
truth should be established in connection with physician from physic, though the substance is
thorough investigation. You yourself, too, are not physic, nor yet oratory, nor grammar, but
of the same mind, I am well assured. Whatever receives its appellation from the things which
method, therefore, you deem successful for the are accidents of it, from which it popularly re.
discovery of truth, do not shrink from using it. ceives its name, though it is not any one of
For, by following a better course of argument, them,-- so in like manner it appears to me that
you will not only confer a benefit on yourself, the substance receives name from things re-
but most assuredly on me also, tnstrucKng me garded as evil, though it is not itself any one of
concerning matters of which I am ignorant." them.

"You seem clearly to agree with' me, that "I must beg you also to consider that, if you
things evil are in some sort substances : z for represent some other being as the cause of evil
apart from substances, I do not see them to have to men, he also, in so far as he acts in them, and
any existence. Since, then, my good friend, incites them to do evil, is himself evil, by reason
you say that things evil are substances, it is of the things he does. For he too is said to be
necessary to inquire into the nature of substance, evil, for the simple reason that he is the doer of
Is it your opinion that substance is a kind of evil things ; but the things which a being does
bodily structure ?" s are not the being himself, but his actions, from

"It is." which he receives his appellation, and is called
"And does that bodily structure exist by itself, evil. For if we should say that the things he

wathout the need of any one to come and give it does are himself, and these consist in murder,
existence?" and adultery, and theft, and such-like, these

"Yes." things will be himself. And if these things are
And does it seem to you that things evil are himself, and if when they take place they get

connected with certain courses 0./"action ?" to have a substantial existence, 4 but by not talc-
"That is my belief." ing place they also cease to exist, and if these
"And do actions come into existence only things are done by men, D men will be the

when an actor is there ?" doers of these things, and the causes of existing
"Yes." and of no longer existing. But, ff you affirm
"And, when there is no actor, neither will his that these things are his actions, he gets to be

action ever take place?" evil from the things he does, not from those
"It will not." things of which the substance of hitn consists.
"If, therefore, substance is a kind of bodily "Moreover, we have said that he is called evil

structure, and this does not stand in need of from those things which are accidents of tim
SOmeone in and through whom it may receive substance, which are not themsdvts the substance :
its existence, and if things evil are actions of as a physician from the art of physic. But, if
SOmeone, and actions require some one in and he receives the beginning of his existence from
through whom they receive their existence,-- the actions he performs, he too began to be evil,
things evil will 'not' be substances. And if things and these evil things likewise began to exist.
evil are not substances, and murder is an evil, And, if so, an evil being will not be without &
and is the action of some one, it follows that beginning, nor will evil things be tmodginatecl,

since we have said that they are originated by
t M,t,,._"gue, insteadof =at_o-.r_momiemutes=_rrfiG_, which,him."

_=¢vtr would " ) •z t_.;?_ t_ suet what aPimars to-be the m____._, " ....
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"The argument relating to the opinion I be- but become different from what they were; or
fore expressed, you seem to me, my friend, to because, while He kept the substances the same
have handled satisfactorily : for, from the prem- as they were before that period, He changed
ises you assumed in the discussion, I think you their qualities ?"
have drawn a fair conclusion. For, beyond "I do not at all think that any alterationtook
doubt, if matter was atflr:t destitute of qualities, place in substances : for it appears to me absurd
and if God is the fashioner of the qualities it to say this. But I affirm that a certain change
now has, and if evil things are qualities, God is was made in their qualities ; and it is in respect
the author of those evil things. The argument, of these that I speak of God as a creator. Just
then, relating to that o_inion we may consider as we might happen to speak of a house as made
as well discussed, and to me it now seems false out of stones, in which case we could not say
to speak of matter as destitute of qualities, that the stones no longer continue to be stones
For it is not possible to say of any substance ' as regards their substance, now that they are
whatsoever that it is without qualities. For, in made into a house (for I affirm that the house
the veryact of saying that it is destitute of quail- owes its existence to the quality of its cons_c-
ties, you do in fact indicate its quality, represent- tion, forasmuch as the previous quality of the
ing of what kind matter is, which of course is stones has been changed) , -- so does it seemto
ascribing to it a species of quality. Wherefore, me that God, while the substance remains the
if it is agreeable to you, rehearse the argument same, has made a certain change in itsqualities;
to me from the beginning : for, to me, matter and it is in respect of such change that I speak
seems to have had qualities from all eternity.* of the origin of this world as having come from
For in this way I can affirm that evil things also God."
come from it in the way of emanation, so that "Since, then, you maintain that a eertam
the cause of evil things may not be ascribed to change--namely, of qualities--has been pr0-
God, but that matter may be regarded as the duced by God, answer me briefly what I am de-
cause of all such things." sirous to ask you."

"I approve your desire, my friend, and praise "Proceed, pray, with your question."
the zeal you manifest in the discussion of opm- "Do you agree in the opinion that evil things
ions. For it assuredly becomes every one who is are qualities of substances ?"
desirous of knowledge, not simply and out of "I do."
hand to agree with what is said, but to make a "Were these qualities in matter fromthe first,
careful examination of the arguments adduced, or did they begin to be ?"
For, though a disputant, by laying down false "I hold that these qualities existed in combl-
premises, may make his opponent draw the con- nation with matter, without being originated."
clusion he wishes, yet he will not convince a "But do you not affirm that God has madea
hearer of this; but only when he says that certain change in the qualities?"
which 3 it seems possible to say with fairness. "That is what I affirm."
So that one of two things will happen : either "For the better, or for the worse?"
he will, as he listens, be decisively helped to "For the better, I should say."
reach that conclusion towards which he already "WeU, then, if evil things are qualities of
feels himself impelled, or he will convict his ad- matter, and if the Lord of all changed its quah-
versary of not speaking the truth, ties for the better, whence, it behoves us to ask,

"Now, it seems to me that you have not suf- come evil things ? For either the qualities re-
ficienfly discussed the statement that matter has mained the same in their nature as they prevt-
qualities from the first. For, if this is the case, ously were, or, if they were not evil before,but
what will God be the maker of? For, if we you assert that, in consequence of a change
speak of substances, we affirm these to exist be- wrought on them by God, the firstqualitiesof
forehand ; or if again of qualities, we declare this kind came into existence in connection v_th
these also to exist already. Since, therefore, matter,- God will be the author of evil, inns-
both substance and qualities exist, it seems to me much as He changed the qualities whichwere
unreasonable to call God a creator, not evil, so as to make them evil.

"But, lest I should seem to be constructing "Possibly, however, it is not your view that
an argument to suit my pu_ose, be so good as God changed evil qualities for the better ;bcU_
to answer the question : In what way do you as- you mean that all those other qualities wn*_
sert God to be a creator? Is He such because happened to be neither good nor bad? were
He changed the substances, so that they should changed by Cod with a view to the adornment
no longer be the same as they had once been, of a,e creah'an."

"That has been my opinion from the outset-"
/

z ]diane reds o_es for ,_i_.
s "A.v" e0_.
3I_,_,_,_withMilne,d_t,fora ,,. *Or"_t:" aa_,.
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,, How, then, can you say that He has left the "But I wish to ask you a few questions con.
qualities of bad things just as they were ? Is it cerning matter itself. Pray tell me, therefore,
that, although He was able to destroy those qua]- whether matter was something simple or com-
ities as well as the others, He was not wiUmg ; pound. I am induced to adopt this method of
or did lie refrain because He had not the investigating the subject before us bytonsidering
power ? For, if you say He had the power, but the diversity that obtains in existing things. For,
not the will, you must admit Him to be the if perchance matter was something simple and
cause of these qualiltes : since, when He could uniform, how comes it that the world is corn-
have put a stop to the existence of evil, He pound, _ and consists of divers substances and
chose to let it remain as it was, and that, too, at combinations ? For by ' compound ' we denote
the very time when He began to fashion matter, a mixture of certain simple elements. But if, on
For, if He had not concerned Himself at all with the contrary, you prefer to call matter compound,
matter, He would not have been the cause of you wdl, of course, be asserting that it is corn-
those things which He allowed to remain. But, pounded of certmn simple elements. And, if it
seeing that He fashioned a certain part of it, and was compounded of simple elements, these simple
left a certain part as we have described it, al- elements must have existed at some time or other
though He could have changed that also for the separately by themselves, and when they were
better, it seems to me that He deserves to have compounded together matter came into being :
the blame cast on Him, for having permitted a from which it of course follows that matter is
part of matter to be evil, to the ruin of that created. For, if matter is compound, and corn-
other part which He fashioned, pound things are constituted from simple, there

"Nay, more, _t seems to me that the most se- was once a time when matter had no existence,
rious wrong has been committed as regards th_s -- namely, before the simple elements came to-
part, in that He constituted this part of matter gether. And, if there was once a time when
so as to be now affected by evil. For, if we were matter was not, and there was never a time when
to examine carefully into things, we should find the uncreated was not, matter cannot be uncre-
that the condition of matter is worse now than ated. And hence there will be many uncreated
m its former state, before it was reduced to substances. For, if God was uncreated, and the
order. For, before it was separated into parts, simple elements out of which matter was corn-
it had no sense of evil ; but now every one of pounded were also uncreated, there wilt not be
its parts is affhcted with a sense of ewl. two uncreated things only, m not to discuss the

"Take an illustration from man. Before he question what it is which constitutes objects
wasfashioned, and became a living being through simple, whether matter or form.
the art of the Creator, he was by nature exempt "Is it, further, your opinion that nothing in
from any contact whatever with evil ; but, as existence is opposed to itself?"
soon as ever he was made by God a man, he "It is."
became liable to the sense of even approaching "Is water, then, opposed to fire ?"
evil : and thus that very thing which you say was "So it appears to me."
brought about by God for the benefit of matter/ "Similarly, is darkness opposed to light, mad
is found to have turned out rather to its detri- warm to cold, and moreover moist to dry?"
ment. "It seems to me to be so."

"But, if you say that evil has not been put a "Well, then, if nothing in existence is opposed
stop to, because God was unable to do away with to itself, and these things are opposed to each
it, you will be making God powerless. But, if other, they cannot be one and the same matter ;
He Lspowerless, it will be either because He is no, nor yet be made out of one and the same
weak by nature, or because He is overcome by matter.
fear, and reduced to subjection by a stronger. "I wash further to ask your opinion on a mat-
If, then, you go so far as to sav that God is weak ter kindred to that of which we have been speak.
by nature, it seems to me thai you imperil your ing. Do you beheve that the parts of a thing
salvation itself; but, if you say that He is weak are not mutually destructive ?"
through being overcome by fear of a greater, "I do."
things evil will be greater than God, since they "And you believe that fire and water, and so
trustrate the carrying out of His purpose. But on, are parts of matter?"
this, as it seems to me, it would be absurd to say "Quite so."
of God. For why should not ' they' rather be "Do you not also believe that water is subver-
considered gods, since according to your account sive of fire, and light of darkness, and so of all
they are able to overcome GOd: if, that is to similar things?"

we mean by God that which has a control- "Yes."

over all things ? • Thetexthas,_,_,**_u 6_l,**; wl_ _ _ w,
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"Well, then, if the parts of a whole are not else. White, for example, is not opposed to
mutually destructive, and yet the parts of matter itself, but is said to be the opposite of black;
are mutually destructive, they cannot be parts and, similarly, light is shown not to be opposed
of one matter. And, if they are not parts of to itself, but is considered an opposite in rela.
one another, they cannot be composed of one tion to darkness ; and so of a very great number
and the same matter ; nay, they cannot be mat- of things besides. If, then, matter were some
ter at all, since nothing in existence is destruc- one thing, it could not be opposed to Itself.
tire of itself, as we learn from the doctrine of This, then, being the nature of opposites, it
opposites : for nothing is opposed to itself--an proved that matter has no existence."
opposite being by nature opposed to something

CLAUDIUS APOLLINARIS,' BISHOP OF HIERAPOLIS, AND APOLOGIST.

[A.D.160--18o.]This author,an earlyapologist,ischieflyinterestingasa competentwitness,

who tellsthestoryof the ThunderingLegion2inan artlessmanner,and givesitthesimplechar-

actcrof an answer to prayer. This subjectistreatedby Lightfoot,in his recentwork on the

A_ostolicIZath_rs,sin an exhaustivemanner ;and the story,reduced to the simplenarrativeas

Apollinarisgivesit,receivesfrom him ajustand discriminatingapproval.

Apollinaris,aswellasRhodon, hasbeen imaginedthe authorofthe work (ascribedtoAsterius

Urbanus) againstMontanism,dedicatedto AbiriciusMarcellus.4Thisissufficientlyrefutedby

Routh,swhose Greek text,withnotes,must bc consultedby the studious.6

Apollinariswas bishopof Hierapolison the Ma_andcr,and, Lightfootthinks,was probably

with Mclitoand Polycrates,known to Polycarp,and influencedby his example and doctrine.7

He addressedhisAibology,which ishonourablymentionedby Jcrorne,toM. Antoninus,theem-

peror. He also wrote Adversus Genres and De Veritate; also against the Jews. Serapion calls
him s "most blessed."

FROM AN UNKNOWNBOOK.9 prodigy received from the emperor a title suit-

"'Ik-ns narration (says Eusebius, Hist., v. 5) able to the occurrence, and was called in the
is given" (it relates to that storm of rain which Roman language the Thunder-hurling Legion.'"
was sent to the army of the Emperor M. Anto-
ninus,to allaythe thirstof the soldiers,whilst FROM THE BOOK CONCERNINGTHE PASSOVER.'°

the enemy was discomfitedby thunderbolts There arc,then,some who throughignorance
hurledupon them) "even by those historiansraisedisputesabout thesethings(thoughtheir
who are at a wide remove from the doctrinesconductispardonable: forignoranceisnosub-
thatprevailamong us,and who havebeen simply jcctforblame-- itratherneeds furtherinstruc-
concerned to describe what related to the em_e- tion), and say that on the fourteenth day the
rots who are the subjects of their history ; and it Lord ate the lamb with the disciples, and that
has been recorded also by our own writers. But on the great day of the feast of unleavened bread
historians without thepale of/he Church, as being He Himself suffered ; and they quote Matthew
unfriendly to the faith, while they have recorded as speaking in accordance with their view.
the prodigy, have refrained from acknowledging Wherefore their opinion is contrary to the law,
that it was sent in answer to our prayers. On and the Gospels seem to be at variance w;th
the other hand, our writers, as lovers of truth, them."
have reported the matter in a simple and artless
way. To this number Apollinaris must be con- FROM THE SAMEBOOK.
sidered as belonging. 'Thereupon,' he says, The fourteenth day, the true passover of the
' the legion which had by its prayer caused the Lord ; the great sacrifice, the Son of God instea0

z Wemeottz Catwn, p. 248. . . . 6 Re/. Sac, tom. i. p. z73-
a See volo L p. t87t this s_ries, and x_erenc_ m my note (_.) _Al&Fatlwrx, partii, vol. i.p. 428.

ma Immaepage. The incident oe.¢uned outing rne war against tam t See p. 77_, infra. ,
Qu_ A.D: x74: . . . 9 [Seevol. Lp. t87, notett.J. ___the #wthe

s ]Partn. voLI pp. 409-47 o. . .... to Thisextractand the following ate talw.nteam
atSee p. 766, note _, _rujb-a; Idso vol. vn., t_" series, p. 33¢. Cks_AiconPasc_alB.
$ Xel. Sat'., tom. n. p. z96; and Ibid., tom. t. pp. t$7--x74, n [Routh, R. S., voL i. p. x6o.]
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of the lamb, who was bound, who bound the pierced inHis holy side, who poured forth from
strong, and who was juage0, azouga juage of llv- I His .sloe the two purifying elements,, water and
ia_ and aeaa, ann who was aeuvereo into the blood, word and s irit and wh

° " rs to cru " " P , o was buned on the
hands of m.nne ..be c.ffied, who.w_ lifted day of the passover, the stone being placed upon
up on the norns ol me umcom, anct wno was the tomb.

POLYCRATES, 2 BISHOP OF EPHESUS.

[A.D.13o-196.] Thisauthor3comes inasanappendixtothestoriesofPolycm'pand Irenmus

andgood Anicetus,and hiswritingsalsobearupon thecontrastpresentedbythe lesscreditable

historyof Victor. If,as I suppose,the appearanceof our Lord to St.John on "the fiord's

day"was on the PaschalSunday,itmay atfirstseem surprisingthatthisApostlecan be chimed

byPolycratesinbehalfof the Easterncustom to keep Easter,withthe Jews,on thefourteenth

day of the moon. But to the Jews the Apostles became "as Jews" in all things tolerable, so long
as the Temple stood, and while the bishops of Jerusalem were labouring to identify the Paschal
Lamb with their Passover. The long survival of St. John among Jewish Christians led them to

prolong this usage, no doubt, as sanctioned by his example. He foreknew it would quietly pass
away. The wise and truly Christian spirit of Iren_eus prepared the way for the ultimate unanimity
of the Church in a matter which lies at the base of "the Christian Sabbath," and of our own ob-
servance of the first day of the week as a weekly Easter. Those who in our own times have

revived the observance of the Jewish Sabbath, show us how much may be said on their side,4 and
elucidate the tenacity of the Easterns in resisting the abolition of the Mosaic ordinance as to the
Paschal, although they agreed to keep it "not with the old leaven."

Our author belonged to a family in which he was the eighth Christian bishop ; and he pre.
sided over the church of Ephesus, in which the traditions of St. John were yet fresh in men's
minds at the date of his birth. He had doubtless known Polycarp, and Irenmus also. He seems

to have presided over a synod of Asiatic bishops {A.D. 196 ) whmh came together to consider
matter of the Paschal feast. It is surely noteworthy that nobody doubted that it was kept by a
Christian and Apostolic ordinance. So St. Paul argues from its Christian observance, in his rebuke

of the Corinthians.S They were keeping it "unleavened" ceremonially, and he urges a spiritual
unleavening as more important. The Christian hallowing of Pentecost connects with the Paschal

argument. 6 The Christian Sabbath hinges on these points.

FROMms EPISTLE TO VICTORAND THE ROMANwho is laid to rest at Hierapolis; and his two
CHURCHCONCERNINGTHE DAYOF KEEPINGTHE daughters, who arrived at old age unmarried;"
PASSOVER-7 his other daughter also, who passed her life n
As for us, then, we scrupulously observe the under the influence of the Holy SpLrit, and re-

exact day,a neither adding nor taking away. poses at Ephesus; John, moreover, who re-
For in Asia great luminaries 9 have gone to their clined on the Lord's bosom, and who became
rest, who shall rise again in the day of the corn- a priest wearing the mitre,'3 and a witness and a
ing of the Lord, when He cometh with glory teacher _ he rests at Ephesus. Then there is
from heaven and shall raise again all the saints. Polycarp, both bishop and maW/r at Smynm;
I s_tak of Philip, one of the twelve apostles, '° and Thraseas from Enmenia, both bishop and
------.__.._

i • , " " " t
I _,/Aw x_, qu. fa,_x_a_-,_ = "re-purifiers. _ s C.or. 7, S, aad mar#n of IL,_I Vctatoa; also Acts x_, 4

•_ _estcott, Ca..on p. 43 a, note x: Lighffoot, ..4#. Fathers, pp. and t2
_,s,e_:. _ ' t 6 Actsii. zt xx. t6; t Co¢.xvi. S._gg

4_]_rdner, Credfb.,vol ii. cap 23, p. 259. [ 7 Ingusebms, Hkt. Eccl.,v. tt4.
h. the_ cannot be satisfactonly an._ered, it seems to me, save I $ "A_/m3tot;p-/_'ov';Yo_v _r_v_/_d_Nw.
_ =appeal to John xx. tg, 26, Acts xx. 7, • C.or. x_n. 2, and Rev. 9 _:'atXeia.
_°_emr" the Lord's day," and to the Council of Jerusalem (Acts [ to [See vol.vli, p..rao, n. 6. Gnmt_a_acrctothismmm,]

t_ _" C_. ii. x6) for the reptal of Sabbatical ordinances: and to I _ ' " "
_hofit# #winbyChmtHim_to HisApostles. ]xxviii.35,#.]
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martyr, who rests at Smyrna. Why should I myself, brethren, I say, who am sixty-five yea_
speak of Sagaris, bishop and martyr, who rests old in the Lord, and have fallen in with the
at Laodicea? of the blessed Papirius, moreover? brethren in all parts of the world, and have read
and of Melito the eunuch,' who performed all through all Holy Scripture, am not frightened at
his actions under the influence of the Holy Spirit, the things whmh are said to terrify us. For
and lies at Sardis, awaiting the visitation 2 from those who are greater than I have said, "We
heaven, when he shall rise again from the dead? ought to obey God rather than men."4

These all kept the passover on the fourteenth I might also have made mention of the bishops
day of the month, in accordance with the Gos- associated with me, whom it was your own demre
pel, without ever deviating from it, but keeping to have called together by me, and I called them
to the rule of faith, together : whose names, if I were to write them

Moreover I also, Polycrates, who am the least down, would amount to a great number. These
of you all, in accordance with the tradition of bishops, on coming to see me, unworthy as I
my relatives, some of whom I have succeeded -- am,S signified their united approval of the letter,
seven of my relatives were bishops, and I am knowing that I wore these grey hairs not in vain.
the eighth, and my relatives always observed the but have always regulated my conduct m obedz.
day when the people put away 3 the leaven-- I ence to the Lord Jesus•

THEOPHILUS, BISHOP OF CA_SAREA IN PALESTINE.

[A.D. xSo.] When Eusebius says that the churches of "all Asia" concurred in the Ephesine
use concerning the Paschal, he evidently means Asia Minor, as in the Scriptures and elsewhere?
Throughout "the rest of the world," he testifies, however, that such was not the use. The Pal
estinian bishops, after the Jewish downfall, seem to have been the first to comprehend the

propriety of adopting the more Cathohc usage ; and our author presided over a council m Cmsarea,
of which he was bishop, assisted by Narcissus, bishop of Jerusalem, with Cassius of Tyre and

Clarus of Ptolemais, which confirmed it. It is to be noted, that Alexandria is cited by Theophflus
as authority for this custom ; and it m not quite correct to say that the Western usage prevailed at

Nic_a, for it was the general use, save only in Asia Minor and churches which were colomes of the
same. This fact has been overlooked, and is very important, in history.

m_OMHIS EPISTLEON THE QUESTIONOF THEPASS-[abl e to lay the blame on us. We would have
OVER,wRrrrg_ n_ THE H_E OF THE SYNODOF[you know, too, that in Alexandria s also the)'
C,_.SAREA3 observe thefesKval on the same day as ourselves.
ENDEAVOURalso to send abroad copies of our For the Paschal letters are sent from us to them,

epistle among all the churches, so that those and from them to us : so that we observe the
who easily deceive their own souls may not be holy day in unison and together.

SERAPION,9 BISHOP OF ANTIOCH.

['A.D. circa xgO-2OO--2XX.'] He was the eighth bishop of Antioch, a diligent writer and
exemplary pastor. Little as we have of his remains, Lardner show's how very useful is that little.

(x) He testifies to the Apostles as delivering the words of Christ Himself; (2) to the jealousy
of the early Christians in siring inspired writings from those of no authority as Scriptures ; (3)
to their methods, as in the case of the pseudo-gospel of Peter ; and (4) to the utterly apocryphal

/

• book v*
x lLe, spuitually,embracinga chastecch'hacyinde_xenceto[ 6 See (Polycrams)p.773, _u/h,'a,mad F_.tmebius,H. E.,

Christ. Mau. x,x.x_.] [cap_xxi_., ctc,, pp. _-zz6z "Ew_ [ In Eusebms, Hist. Ec¢I, v, _5.... t RoW_
•s "HpmN.. S<_ m_l _m"u*, l s lNote,tlmauthorityofAlcnndrlaisqum_,_,not._m_a_°iz"
4 Acts v. _+

l 9 WesWott_ Ca_, p. 444. Lagdner, CredO., u. av¢_4 ."$ Tovtu_w.
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character of that book, which Grabe and others suppose to be the work of Leucius, a noted forger
and falsifier. It had never been heard of in the great See of Antioch, and this famous bishop
could only get sight of it by fishing it out of the dirty pool of the Docet_.

I. Peter which was brought forward by them, I
FROMTHE _ISTLE TO camCUS AND PONTICUS.' said : If this is the only thing which threatens 6

TeAT ye may see also that the proceedings of to produce ill-feeling among you, let it be read.
tlus lying confederacy," to which is given the But, now that I have learnt from what has been
name of New Prophecy, is abominated among told me that their mind was secretly cherishing
the whole brotherhood th_ughout the world, I some heresy 7 I will make all haste to come

to you again. Expect me therefore, brethren,
have sent you letters of the most blessed Clau- shortly. Moreover, brethren, we, having dis-dius Apollinarius, who was made bishop of
Hierapolis in Asia. covered to what kind of heresy Ma_cion ad-

hered, and seen how he contradicted himself,
u. not understanding of what he was speaking, as

you will gather from what has been written to

FROM THE BOOK CONCERNINGPETER.3 THE GOSPEL OF you s for, having borrowed this said Gospel
from those who were familiar with it from con-

For we, brethren, receive both Peter and the stant perusal, namely from the successors of
rest of the apostles as Christ Himself. But those those who were his leaders in eke kertsy, whom
writings which are falsely inscribed with their we call Docet_e (for most of the opinions held
name,4we as experienced persons reject, know- by him are derived from their teaching), we
mg that no such writings have been handed were able to read it through ; and while we found
down to us.S When, indeed, I came to see you, most of its contents to agree with the orthodox
I supposed that all were in accord with the account of the Saviour, we found some things
orthodox faith ; and, although I had not read inconsistent with that, and these we have set
through the Gospel inscribed with the name of down below for your inspection.

APOLLONIUS.9

[A.D. 21 I.] He was a most eloquent man, according to St. Jerome ; and his writings against
Montanism were so forcible as to call forth Tertullian himself, to confute him, if possible. He
flourished under Commodus and Severus, and probably until the times of Caracalla. He bears

testimony to the existence of a canon of Scripture, *°and to its inspired authority as the rule of
faith and practice ; and he witnesses, by citation, to the Gospel of St. Matthew. The Revelation

of St. John also, according to Eusebius, was employed by him in his works ; and he preserves a
tradition that our Lord bade the Apostles continue in Jerusalem for the space of twelve years.

We cannot affirm that he was invested with any office in the Church.

CONCERNING MONTANISM. tt

I. who grantsstipendstothosewho publishabroad

B_r who isthisnew teacher? His worksand hisdoctrine,thatbymeansofgluttonytheteach-

teachinginformus This ishe who taughtthe ingof thedoctrinemay prevail.
dlssolutionof _e ; who inculcatedfasting;
who calledPeruga and Tymius,smalltowns of n.

Ph_gia,Jerusalem,becausehe wishedtocollect We declaretoyou,then,thatthesefinltproph-
__nltherpeoplefrom allparts; who setup exact-etesses,as soon as they were filledwith the
_ ofmoney; who craftilycontrivesthe takingspirit,lefttheirhusbands. Of what falsehood,

v_gatts under the name of voluntary offerings ,"[ then, were they guilty in calling Prisca a maiden l

z In Eusebius Hi_ Ecd, v tg. T/dp_o'e_ etel b vo_ _ _.
ItThe c_traction is not agaln resumed._,__, ,_. .

4 ln_ Hint. Efd., v. t2. 9 Routh, gel. Sa_, vol. i. pp. 465-_#J$.
_ reading oCMtgrm, _/_grt, lsmiolm_itmte_ of _pa*'_ to We.remote,Canoz, p. 43_.
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Do you not think that all Scripture forbids a and widows. And if they are confident that they
prophet to receive gifts and money? When, are right in so doing, let them standfo,ward
therefore, I see that the prophetess has received and discuss the point, in order that, if they be
gold and silver and expensive articles of dress, refuted, they may cease for the future so to trans.
how can I avoid treating her with disapproval ? gress. For the fruits of the prophet must needs

be brought to the test : for "from its fruit is the

m. tree known." 7 But that those that desire it may
Moreover, Themison also, who was clothed in become acquainted with what relates to Alexan.

a garb of plausible ' covetousness, who declined der, he was condemned by/Emilius Frontmus,
to bear the sign of confessorship, but by a large proconsul at Ephesus, not on account of the
sum of money put away from him the chains of name at" Christ, but for the daring robberies he
martyrdom, although after such conduct it was committed when he _vas already a transgressor._
his duty to conduct himself with humility, yet Afterwards, when he had spoken falsely of the
had the hardihood to boast that he was a martyr, name of the Lord, he was released, having de-
and, in imitation of the apostle, to compose a ceived the faithful there ; 9 and aJen the brethren
general epistle, in which he attempted to in- af his own district/° from which he came, did
struct 2 iI_ the elements of the faith those who not receive him, because he was a robber. Thus.
had believed to better purpose than he, and de- those who wish to learn what he is, have the
fended the doctrines of the new-fangled teach- public treasury of Asia to go to. And yet the
ing,3 and moreover uttered blasphemy against prophet, although he spent many years with him,
the Lord and the apostles and the holy Church. knows forsooth nothing about him ! By convict.

ing" him," we by his means clearly convict of mls-
Iv representation" the prophet likewise. We are

• . [able to prove the like in the case of many others
But, not _to dwell further on these matters, let ...............ioeslues, anti xl mey are connaem o.1metr In-

the prophetess tell us concerning Alexander, who ............., .. .. . .., . .... I noctnce, let mem aoltae me test.
Calls nlmselI a martyr, wire whom sne joins in [
banqueting; who himself also is worshipped by
many ; * whose robberies and other deeds of v.
daring, for which he has been punished, it is not[ If they deny that their prophets have taken
necessary for us to speak of, since the treasury s gifts, let them confess thus much, that if they
has him in keeping. Which of them, then, con- be convicted of having taken them, they are not
dones the sins of the other? The prophet the prophets; and we will adduce ten thousand
robberies of the martyr, or the martyr the covet- [proofs that they have. It is proper, too, that all
ousness of the prophet ? For whereas the Lord the fruits of a prophet should be examined. Tell
has said, "Provide not gold, nor silver, nor two me : does a prophet dye his hair ? Does a prophet
coats a-piece," 6 these men have, on the fiat con- use stibium on his eyes ? Is a prophet fond of
trary, transgressed the command by the acquisi- Idress ? Does a prophet play at gaming-tables
tion of these forbidden things. For we shall Iand dice ? Does a prophet lend money on in-
show that those who are called among them terest ? ,2 Let them confess whether these things
prophets and martyrs obtain money not only from are allowable or not. For my part, I will prove
the rich, but also from the poor, from orphans that these practices have occurred among them.

PANT2ENUS,'3 THE ALEXANDRIAN PHILOSOPHER.

[A.D.x82--19_-2t_.] The world owes more to Pantmnus than to allthe otherStoicsput

together. His mind discoveredthattruephilosophyisfound,not inthePorch,butinNazareth,

inGethsemane,inGabbatha,in Golgotha; and he set himselfto make itknown totheworld.

We are alreadyacquaintedwiththegreatmasterof Clement,'*"'the Sicilianbee," thatforsook

S xeer_xe_v, _that he was su_..rtng tot' the name O_ k.nrist_ smu vy
s o_v_-_,,_,_emTo;__4__,,o4_v:_ X_yo,¢. . . I was released."
4 Or, "whom many of them (the Monttmir_ --rtadtaff ctt_nT*vfor I xo _=po_,a. • -- of r_bst_t_t"

_t_t worship/* [ It _a-6aT_t0"tv,froln/_L_t, probably in tlae settsc
ff/.rt_r_ota_, a chamber at the back of the temple of Minerva, m ] in_'_ t_iKg/_ " aft_er.

2S _t'_, here .... ga, apaslat¢. ] x6n, etc., and p. 3or, nora 9;
9 This _ exp_ined by Rufirm$ to mean: '°W'imn amain bteth- i this series.
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the/lowers of Enna, to enrich Alexandriawith what is "sweeter than honey and the honey-comb;"
andwe remember that he became a zealous missionary to the Oriental Ethiopia, and found there
the traces of St. Matthias' labours, and those also of St. Bartholomew. From this mission he
seems to have returned about A.D.t92. Possibly he was masterof the Alexandrianschool before
he went to India, and came back to his chair when that missionwas finished. There he sat till
shoutx.v. 2iz, and under him this Christian academy became famous. It had existed as a
catechetical school from theApostles' time, according to St. Jerome. I haveelsewhere noted some

reasonsfor supposing that its founder may have been Apoltos.' All the learningof Christendom
maybe traced to this source ; and blessed be the name of one of whom all we know is ennobling
to the Church, and whose unselfish career was a track of light "shining more and more unto the
perfectday."

I.* knowledge of it in different _vays, _ of things
"IN the sun hath He set His tent." s Some fallingwithin the province of the udderstanding

affirmthat the reference is to the Lord's body, by means of the understanding, and of those
whichHe Himself places in the sun : 4 Hermo- within the region of the senses by means of
genes,for instance. As to His body, some say the senses, -- they replied : "Neither does He
it is His tent, others the Church of the faithful, gain acquaintance with sensible things by the
But our Pant_enus said : " The language era- senses, nor with things within the sphere of the
ployed by prophecy is for the most part indefi- understanding by the understanding: for it is
rote,'the present tense being used,,for the future, not possible that He who is above all existing
and again the present for the past. things should apprehend them by means of ex-

isting things. We assert, on the contrary, that
II.5 He is acquainted with existing things as the

This mode of speaking Saint Dionysius the products of His ownvolition." ,o They added,
Areopagite declares to be used in Scripture to by way of showing the reasonableness of their
denote predeterminations and expressions of the view : "If He has made all things by an act of
divine will.6 In like manner also the follow- His will (and no argument will be adduced to
ers of Pant_enus,7who became the preceptor of gainsay this), and if it isever a matter of piety and
the great Clement the Stromatist, affirm that rectitude to say that God is acquainted with His
theyare commonly used in Scripture for expres- own will, and if He has voluntarilymade every
sionsof the divine will. Accordingly, whenasked iseveral thing that has come into existence, then
by some who prided themselves on the outside Isurely God must be acquaintedwith all existing"
learning,s in what way the Christians supposed ithings as the products of HIS own will, seeing
God to become acquainted with the universe,9 that it was in the exercise of that will that He
their own opinion being that He obtains His imade them."

PSEUD-IREN_EUS.

[A.D. x77.] This letter should have been made a preface to the worksof Irenmus, or at least
anappendix. It is worthy of his great name; "the finest thing of the kind in all antiquity," says
Lardner. Critics of no mean name have credited it to Irenmus; but, as this cannot be proved, I

haveaccordingly marked it as a ?seudonym. The same writer condenses the argumentsof others,
on which he decides to adhere to the later chronology of Eusebius, assigning its date to the

seventeenth year of Maxcus Aurelius." Naturally humane and comparatively gentle in other
respectshe was ; but Stoicism, as well as heathenism, showed what it could exact of such a char-
acter in maintenance of the popular and imperial superstitions. Terrible is the summary of

xVcfl vi • ..... the com__n., d A_,1os, may, 5 In the Sclwlm d Maximus em St- Grqo_ the Divlm_• • p. 30. _t. Luge_ lU pa y _., . _r| 6 m.a." ...
_._ met a ¢_t¢cAsmtn of his m that "excenemt Theophstus m ] - _'_'1-_t'-"'_"z_._- fVo_ ft. uo z6c-I(_, th_ sm'_NI,l
u_ writings (St. Luke i. 4 Gn_ek) whose history r&ows that cure- I '- _ _- _"_,_"_'f-'-" " " "'" " --"

. cal teaching was already i_rt of the Chnsemn system. I ....
- In Ezt_tsfrom tJikP_pkets, written probably by Theodo- I xo_ _ _#_v, bm_'a.
_"8'_d_°t_'_d_t ot_'da'or'_°th_'_"t_" I ,,_'_'_._;'_-._T,,,_._. c_,,q-_,_.P_._,,_,

_.z/_.4" .:_.**:v- a., etC. _o,e_c.
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Lightfoot concerning the barbarities of this darling of the "philosophers : " "It is a plain fact,
that" Christian blood flowed more freely under M. Aurelius than at any time previously during the

half century since the Bithynian martyrdoms under Trajan, or was yet to flow at any time dunng
the decades which would elapse before the Severian persecution. These persecutions extend

throughout his reign : they were fierce and deliberate ; aggravated, at least in some cases, by cruel
tortures. They had the emperor's direct personal sanction. They break out in all parts of the
empire, -- in Rome, in Asia Minor, in Gaul, in Africa, possibly also in Byzantium."

Bishop Lightfoot accounts for the fact, that, in spite of this sanguinary character of the penod,
httle complaint is heard from the suffering Church, by a simple statement which is honourable to

Aurelius as a Roman and an emperor. He was such a contrast to the Neros and Caligulas, that

the wretched Romans loved him as a father ; to reproach him was, therefore, poor policy for

Christians. They would have been answered, practically : "If so good a sovereign finds it necessary
to punish you, the fault is your own ; you have only to be as we are, and he will treat you as
well as he does us."

Of this awful outbreak in Lyons and Vienne, says Lightfoot : _ "The persecution was whole-

sale, so that it was not safe for any Christian to appear out of doors. No difference of age or sex
was made. The prisoners were put to the most cruel tortures. All the elements of power com-
bined to crush the brethren."

To forbear threatenings, to revile not again, to conquer through patient suffering, to perse-
vere, "looking unto Jesus," and to be silent, like Him, before their murderers, was therefore

the world-wide conduct of the saints. This golden letter shows what they were called to endure,

and how they glorified Christ by their deaths, from the utmost Orient to the extreme limits of the
West.

THE LETTER OF THE CHURCHES OF VIENNA AND LUGDUNUM TO THE CHURCHES
OF ASIA AND PHRYGIA3

IT began thus:--"The servants of Christ against any one of us appearing in any place
who sojourn in Vienna and Lugdunum of Gaul whatsoever. But the grace of God acted as
to the brethren throughout Asia and Phrygia, our general against him. It rescued the weak;
who have the same faith and hope of redemp- it arrayed against him men like firm pillars, who
tion as ourselves, peace, grace, and glory from could through patience bear up against the whole
God the Father, and from Christ Jesus our force of the assaults of the wicked one. These
Lord." came to close quarters with him, enduring every

After some further preliminary remarks the form of reproach and torture ; and, making hght
letter proceeds : -- "The greatness of the tribula- of grievous trials, they hastened on to Christ,
tion in this region, and the exceeding anger of showing in reality that the 'sufferings of the
the heathen na_'ons against the saints, and the present time are not worthy to be compared
sufferings which the blessed Witnesses3 endured, with the glory that is to be revealed in us 's
neither are we competent to describe accurately, And first they nobly endured the evils which
nor indeed is it possible to detail them in writ- were heaped on them by the populace,--
ing. For with all his strength did the adversary namely, hootings and blows, draggmgs, plun-
assail us, even then giving a foretaste of his ac- derings, stonings, and confinements, 6 and every-
tivity among us which is to be without restraint ; thing that an infuriated mob is wont to perpe_ate
and he had recourse to every means, accustom- against those whom they deem bitter enemies.
ing his own subjects and exercising them before- And at length, being brought to the forum by
hand against the servants of God, so that not the tribune of the soldiers, and the magistrates
only were we excluded from houses, 4 baths, and that had charge of the city, they were examined
the forum, but a universal prohibition was laid in presence of the whole multitude ; and having

.._____-.---

t A_. Fa_erx, part IL vol. i. p. 4_0. a We have translated t_d.p_vp_;" witnesses "and _ap_fia" tesU-
2 Thls letter has eome down to us m fragments quoted byE_ mony'throughout. _ .L._t0be

bius. We have ttsed the trmaslatton of Lord Hades as the basis of 4 Houses of friends and relatives. Olshattsen ta_es trr._
ours..[ .Com.pare Vol. L p. 3o9, this series, and note the adhesion of public tmlidln_s. • - seeWestcott,
the prtmtttve Galhcau Church to the East,-- to the land of Polycarp s Rom. 1nit. xS. [On quotatlons [rom Scripture, etc-,
and Pothmus. Concerning Pothinus, see Routh, Rel. Sac., t. p. 3_8, Canal, Ik 33'8, ed. tgSS.] • " nt that the
mad the cor_ction by Llghtfoot, Ap. F., part ti vol i.P. 43o, etc. • By"contlnementsOinthts pasm_eevidenu_ts .mea and th_
The Galllcan Church may yet arise from the dust, and restore the populace prevented them from resorung to public pLaCeS,
primitive primacy of Lyons. God grant it!] shut them up in their own houses.
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confessed, they were shut up in prison until the tures inflicted, but because we looked to the end,
arrival of the governor, and dreaded lest any one should fall away.

,,After this, when they were brought before Those who were worthy, however, were daily
the governor, and when he displayed a spirit of apprehended, filling up the number of the others :
savage hostility to us, Vettins Epagathus, one so that out of the two churches all the excellent,
of the brethren, interposed. For he was a man and those to whom the churches owed most of
who had contained the full measure of love all their estabhshment and prosperity, were col-
towards God and his neighbours. His mode letted together in prison. Some heathen house-
of hfe had been so strict, that though he was a hold slaves belonging to our people were also
young man, he deserved to be descnbed in the apprehended, since the governor had given
words used in regard to the elderly Z'acharias : orders publicly that all of us should be sought
' He had walked therefore in all the command- out. These, through the instigation of Satan,
ments and ordinances of the Lord blameless." and through fear of the tortures which they saw
He was also eager to serve his neighbour in any the saints enduring, urged on also by the soldiers,
way, he was very zealous for God, and he was falsely accused us of Thyestean banquets and
fervent in spirit. Such being the character of (Edlpodean connections, and other crimes which
the man, he could not bear that judgment should it is lawful for us neither to mention nor think
be thus unreasonably passed against us, but was of; and, indeed, we shrink from believing that
moved with indignation, and requested that he any such crimes have ever taken place among
himself should be heard in defence of his breth- men. When the rumour of these accusations
ten, undertaking to prove that there is nothing was spread abroad, all raged against us like wild
ungodly or imptous amongst us. On this, those beasts ; so that if any formerly were temperate
who were round the judgment-seat cried out in their conduct to us on account of relationship,
against him, for he was a man of distinction ; and they then became exceedingly indignant and
the governor, not for a moment hstening to the exasperated against us. And thus was fulfilled
just request thus made to him, merely asked him that which was spoken by our Lord : ' The time
if he himself were a Christian. And on his con- shall come when every one who slayeth you
fessing in the clearest voice that he was, he also shall think that he offereth service to God.' 7
was taken up into the number of the Witnesses, "Then at last the holy Witnesses suffered tot-
receiving the appellation of the Advocate of the tures beyond all description, Satan striving ca-
Christians, 2 and having himself the Advocate, gerly that some of the ewl reports might be
the Spirit,3 more abundantly than Zacharias ; acknowledged by them. s But in an exceeding
which he showed in the fulness 4 of his love, in degree did the whole wrath of mob, general, and
that he had of his own good-will offered to lay soldiers fall on Sanctus, a deacon from Vienna,
down his own life in defence of the brethren, and on Maturus, a newly-enlightened but noble
For he was and is a genuine disciple of Christ, combatant, and on Attalus, a native of Perga-
'following the Lamb whithersoever He goeth.'s mus, who had always been the Pillar9 and

"After this the rest began to be distinguished, 6 foundation of the church there, and on Blandina,
for the proto-martyIs were decided and ready, through whom Christ showed that the things that
and accomplished the confession of their testi- to men appear mean and deformed and eon-
mony with all alacrity. But there appeared also temptible, are with God deemed worthy of great
those who were unprepared and unpractised, and glory, on account of love to Him, ma love which
who were still feeble, and unable to bear the is not a mere boastful apl)earanee, but shows
tension of a geat contest. Of these about ten in itself in the power which it exercises over the life.
number proved abortions ; causing great grief For while we were all afraid, and especially her
and immeasurable sorrow amongst us, and damp- mistress in the flesh, who was herself one of the
ing the ardour of the rest who had not yet been combatants among the Witnesses, that she would
apprehended. For these, although they suffered not be able to make a bold confession on account

of the weakness of her body, Blandina was filledevery kind of cruelty, remained nevertheless in
the company of the Witnesses, and did not for- with such power, that those who tortured her one
sake them. But then the whole of us were after the other in every way from morning till
greatly alarmed on account of our uncertainty evening were wearied and tired, confessing that
as to confession, not because we feared the tor- they had been baffled, for they had no other
"------ torture they could apply to her; and they were

I Luke I 6.

' The "i.67. . _ _r_n_o_ds='hez¢ admit of two meaxdnp: that _._b..bu_
hath- wr_er, refers to St. John's Gospel (xv x3) : Greater love

/2hrtst.ands. ngl_ , -- . . the6 .. xlv. 4. " wean _r" o1"_rlmlc_ a_.uau_ _j-
_T_ _o. _-_ _ _, ,o.h,_took_ _..*h_oC_,_ _.,g_'9_ _*___,=._.'._g'_.
Wa_-_h_ln_ athletes were tested before fighthng, and those in ever,/ t_'l_rts m imauticide anctmcesx I"_.._m_--_-L-_.-_ _'_.._,_Ina
Ti_,_"_u_ae_.v_mjmrmittedtofight, while the others were _c1. latte_inthisF_ungcseemsmuimsti°uat_t° ..... -

._L_g, valesius suplx)ses, was called _,A_cpcu,_. 9 x T_m. m. sS.
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astonished that she remained in life, when her thus inspire the rest with fear. Yet not onlydid
whole body was torn and opened up, and they no such occurrence take place in regard to him
gave their testimony x that one only of the but even, contrary to every expectation of maul
modes of torture employed was sufficient to have his body unbent itself and became erect in the
deprived her of life, not to speak of so many midst of the subsequent tortures, and resumed
excruciating inflictions. But the blessed woman its former appearance and the use of its hmhs,
like a noble athlete, recovered her strength in so that the second torture turned out through
the midst of the confession ; and her declaration, the grace of Christ a cure, not an affliction.
' I am a Christian, and there is no evil done "Among those who had denied was a WOman
amongst us,' brought her refreshment, and rest, of the na2ne of Biblias. The devil, thinkin tha
and insensibility to all the sufferings inflicted on he had -already swallowed her, and wishigngt_
her. damn her still more by making her accuse false.

"Sanctus also nobly endured all the excessive ly, brought her forth to pumshment, and era-
and superhuman 2 tortures which man could ployed force to constrain her, already feebleand
possibly devise against him; for the wicked spiritless, to utter accusations of atheism against
hoped, on account of the continuance and great- us. But she, in the midst of the tortures,
hess of the tortures, to hear him confess some of came again to a sound state of mind, and
the unlawful practices. But he opposed them awoke as it were out of a deep sleep ; for the
with such firmness that he did not tell them even temporary suffering reminded her of the eternal
his own name, nor that of his nation or city, nor punishment in Gehenna, and she contradicted
if he were slave orfree; but in answerto allthese the accusers of Christians, saying, 'How can
questions, he said in Latin, ' I am a Christian.' children be eaten by those who do not thinkit
This was the confession he made repeatedly, lawful to partake of the blood of even brute
instead of giving his name, his city, his race, beasts?' And after this she confessed herselfa
and indeed in reply to every question that was Christian, and was added to the number of Wit-
put to him ; and other language the heathens nesses.
heard not from him. Hence arose in the minds "But when the tyrannical tortureswere ren-
of the governor and the torturers a determined dered by Christ of no avail through the patience
resolution to subdue him ; so that, when every of the blessed, the devil devised other contriv-
other means failed, they at last fixed red-hot ances D confinement in the darkest and most
plates of brass to the most delicate parts of his noisome cells of the prison, the stretching of the
body. And these indeed were burned, but he feet on the stocks, 4 even up to the fifth hole,and
himself remained inflexible and unyielding, firm the other indignities which attendants stirred up
in his confession, being bedewed and strength- by wrath and full of the devil are wont to infl_ct
ened by the heavenly fountain of the water of on the imprisoned. The consequence was,that
life which issues from the belly of Christ.3 But very many were suffocated in prison, as manyat
his body bore witness to what had happened : least as the Lord, showing His glory, wished to
for it was all wounds and weals, shrunk and depart in this way. For there were otherswho
torn up, and had lost externally the human were tortured so bitterly, that it seemed impos-
shape. In him Christ suffering wrought great sible for them to survive even though they were
wonders, destroying the adversary, and showing to obtain every kind of attention ; and yet they
for an example to the rest that there is nothing remained alive in prison, destitute indeed of care
fearful where there is the Father's love, and from man, but strengthened by the Lord,and
nothing painful where there is Christ's glory, invigorated both in body and soul, and they am-
For the wicked after some days again tortured mated and consoled the rest. But the newc0n-
the Witness, thinking that, since his body was verts who had been recently apprehended, and
swollen and inflamed, if they were to apply the whose bodies had not previously been tortured,
same tortures they would gain the victory over could not indure the confinement, but &ed in
him, especially since the parts of his body could the prison.
not bear to be touched by the hand, or that "Now the blessed Pothinus, who had been
he would die in consequence of the tortures, and entrusted with the service of the bishopric in

Lugdunum, was also dragged before the judg-
I Heinlchen cOnstrues differently. He makes the '* tortm_rs ment-seat. He was now upwards of ninety years

astonished that Blandina gave her testimony that one kind of torture of age, and exceedingly weak in body• Thoughwas Imfficiont to deprive her of life." Perhaps the fight construction
istomk. _., m._"b,_.se"or"for: .... Th_,_, _t_hed he breathed with difficulty on account of tiae
at Blandina bearing her testimony, for one kind of torture was suf- feebleness of the body, yet he was strengthenedfieieat to have kdled her."

go with ulrett_ov, and therefore mumate that Sanctus' endurance

mr _ h.m;b=.=_onb,__h__m=.d.dby_ •_ ho__ _L.=di..l_.__,hef..her_h0_._
writer, whichone legwas putfromtheholeinwhichtheother_ _.__e

•S John _ _t6: **He that _._ oa .me, as the Script'are hath the more nearly would the two legs form a straight line, a_
mid, out of hls bomm shall flow rivers _ living water." greater would he the pain.
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by the eagerness of his spirit, on account of his down with every kind of disgrace. They were,
earnest desire to bear his testimony. His body, moreover, reproached even by the heathens with
indeed, was already dissolved through old age being base and cowardly, and charged with the
and disease, yet the life was preserved in him. crime of murder ; they had lost the altogether
that Christ might triumph through him. When honourable, glorious, and life-giving appellation3
he was brought by the soldiers to the judgment- :When the rest saw this, they were strengthened,
seat, under a convoy of the magistrates of the and those who were apprehended confessed un-
city, and amid exclamations of every kind from hesitatingly, not allowing the reasoning of the
the whole population, as if he himself were the devil to have even a place in their thoughts."
Chnst, he gave the good testimony. Being Eusebms omits something, saying that after a
asked by the governor who was the God of the httle the letter proceeded as follows :N
Christians, he said, ' If thou art worthy, thou "Afterthese things, then, their testimonies took
shalt know.' Thereupon he was unmercifully every shape through the different ways in which
dragged about, and endured many blows ; for they departed.s For, plaiting a crown from dif-
those who were near maltreated him in every ferent colours and flowers of every kind, they
way with their hands and feet, showing no re- presented it to the Father. It was right there-
spect for his age, while those at a distance hurled fore that the noble athletes, after having endured
against him each one whatever came to hand, divers contests and gained grand victories, should
all of them believing that they would sin greatly recelve the great crown of incorruption.
and act impiously if they in any respect fell short "Maturus, therefore, and Sanctus, and Blan-
in their insulting treatment of him. For they dina, and Attalus were publicly 6 exposed to the
thought that in this way they would avenge their wild beasts-- that common spectacle of heathen
gods. And Pothinus, breathing with difficulty, was barbarity; for a day was expressly assigned to
cast into prison, and two days after he expired• fights with wild beasts on account of our people.

"Upon this a grand dispensation ' of God's And Matures and Sanctus again endured every
providence took place, and the immeasurable form of torture in the amphltheatre, as if they
mercy of Jesus was made manifest,- such an had had no suffering at all before. Or rather,
occurrence as but rarely happens among the like athletes who had overthrown their adver-
brotherhood, yet one that does not fall short of sary several times,7 and were now contending
the art of Christ. For those who in the first for the crown itself, again they endured the
apprehension had denied, were imprisoned along lashes s which were usual there ; and they were
wlth the others, and shared their hardships• dragged about by the wild beasts, and suffered
Their denial, in fact, turned out at this time to every indignity which the maddened populace
be of no advantage to them. For while those demanded in cries and exhortations proceeding
who confessed what they really were, were ira- from various parts of the amphitheatre. And
prisoned simply as Christians, no other accusa- last of all they were placed in the iron chair,
tion being brought against them, those who on which their bodies were roasted, and they
denied were detained as murderers and profli- themselves were filled with the fumes of their
gates. They, moreover, were doubly punished, own flesh. But the heathens did not stop even
For the confessors were lightened by the joy of here, but became still more frantic in their de-
their testimony and their hope in the promises, sire to overcome the endurance of the Chris-
and by their love to Christ, and by the Father's tians. But not even thus did they hear anything
Spirit. But the deniers were tormented greatly else from Sanctus than the utterance of the con-
by their own consciences, so that when they were fession which he had been accustomed to make
led forth their countenances could be distin- !rom the beginning. These, then, after life had
guished among all the rest. For the confessors lasted a long time throughout the great contest,
went forth joyous, with a mingling of glory and were at last sacrificed,9 after they alone had
abundant grace in their looks, so that their
chains lay like becoming ornaments around them, , of chnstia,.
as around a bride adorned with golden fringes s we _ve adop_ here_.¢m.d_t_ d _'.. The Utemversion of the common text is. '° The testimmtltm of their depatttt_

wrought with divers colours3 And they breathed werea,v,aed=to_.fnm." .. ...........
0 The Greek is e_.t ,m &Tu.&r_ov! was _t to me immtc _jgaz.l_¢_--

at the same time the fragrance of Christ, s so that tothewddheasts.Thepubhcbu,'Idingtstak_a toMth_sm_
some even thought that they were anointed atre;Thewnrds,,t_evenfltimes"are_inGmeiby**,ttrAev. "

with this world's perfume. But the deniers were 6,_, _A_,, ],_"th,o.# _,ai k,ts,- Wh_ thee _
&thletes _ contend, the p_drs were de_ .by IOt- A_,_ i,Mt

downcast, humbled, sad-looking, and weighed ¢o,t_,t the _,cto_,,.re _. fomedintop-_'_b7_.,mx
there should he but otto pstr left.. See the _.o.r_h lymptc
games described. !n Lucmn Hermotm.t.us, c. x. p. 7 ... ..

a The bestiam, bdme fightmz with wdd b_m, me to rut me
tTh e -

bu. _ dispensation is, that those who denied were not set free,
_e dc_=_.wlththeothers:andthatthisharshtreatmentandsad
to _-_- mind confirmed the resolution of those not yet apprehended gauntlet.

t i_ the _ _. _word." ,l'he _rm _ l_ be_a _ t_mmu oa¢, _ml_. . ._
• XlV. Z3. the gLadlator$ or ___ wh_e d_tt.h m_ h_* butt _ o_

* _C_. ii.xS. _sacnfi©etoagaaoraa_m _'_u,
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formed a spectacle to the world, throughout that braced, they went up to the judgment-seat to
day, instead of all the diversity which usually again questioned by the governor, while that
takes place in gladiatorial shows. God who wishes not the death of the stoner3

"Blandina z was hung up fastened to a stake, but mercifully calls to repentance, put sweetness
and exposed, as food to the wild beasts that into their souls. This new examination took
were let loose against her ; and through her pre- place because the Cmsar had given orders that

senting the spectacle of one suspended on some- the Witnesses should be punished, but that ffany
thing like a cross, and through her earnest denied they should be set free. And as now
prayers, she inspired the combatants with great was commencing here the fair, which is attended
eagerness: for in the combat they saw, by means by vast numbers of men assembling from all
of their sister, with their bodily eyes, Him who nations, he brought the blessed up to the judg-
was crucified for them, that He might persuade ment-seat, exhibiting them as a theatrical show
those who trust in Him that every one that has and spectacle to the mobs. Wherefore als0 he
suffered for the glory of Christ has eternal com- again questioned them, and whoever appeared
reunion with the living God. When none of to have had the rights of Roman cmzenshlp
the wild beasts at that time touched her, she was he beheaded, and the rest he sent to the wild
taken down from the stake and conveyed back beasts.
to prison. She was thus reserved for another " Now Christ was greatly glorified in those
contest, in order that, gaining the victory in who formerly denied ; for, contrary to every
many preparative conflicts, she might make the expectation of the heathen, they confessed. For
condemnation of the Crooked Serpent 2 unques- these were examined separately, under the be-
tionable, and that she might encourage the lief that they were to be set free ; but confessing,
brethren. For though she was an insignificant, they were added to the number of the Witnesses.
weak, and despised woman, yet she was clothed But there were also some who remained without,
with the great and invincible athlete Christ. On namely, those who had no trace of faith, and no
many occasions she had overpowered the adver- perception of the marriage garment,* nor notion
sary, and in the course of the contest had woven of the fear of God, but through their conduct
for herself the crown of incorruption, caused evil reports of our way of life, that is,

"Attalus also was vehemently demanded by sons of perdition. But all the rest were added
the mob, for he was a man of mark. He en- to the Church.
tered the lists a ready combatant on account of "Present at the examination of these was one
his good conscience, since he had been truly Alexander, a native of Phrygia, a physician by
practised in the Christian discipline, and had profession. He had lived for many years m
always been a Witness of the truth among us. Gaul, and had become well known to all for his
He was led round the amphitheatre, a tablet love to God and his boldness in proclaiming the
going before him, on which was written in Latin, truth, for he was not without a share of apostolic
' This is Attalus the Christian ;' and the people grace. He stood near the judgment-seat, and,
swelled with indignation against him. But the urging by signs those who had denied to confess.
governor, learning that he was a Roman, ordered he looked to those who stood round the judg-
him to be taken back to prison and kept with ment-seat like one in travail. But the mobs,
the rest who were there, with regard to whom he enraged that those who had formerly demed
had written to the Cmsar, and was now awaiting should now confess, cried out against Alexander
his determination, as if he were the cause of this change. Then the

"The intervening time did not prove barren governor summoned him before him, and 1n-
or unfruitful to the Witnesses, but through their quired of him who he was ; and when Alexan-
patient endurance the immeasurable love of der said he was a Christian, the governor burst
Christ was made manifest. For through the liv- into a passion, and condemned him to the wild
ing the dead were made alive ; and the Witnesses beasts. And on the next day he entered the am-
conferred favours on those who were not Wit- phitheatre along with Attalus ; for the governor,
nesses, and the Virgin Mother had much joy in wishing to gratify the mob, again exposed Attalus
receiving back alive those whom she had given to the wild beasts. These two, after being t0r-
up as dead abortions. For through the Wit- lured in the amphitheatre with all the mstru-
nesses the greater number of those who had ments devised for that purpose, and having un-
denied returned, as it were, into their mother's dergone an exceedingly severe contest, at last
womb, and were conceived again and re-quick- were themselves sacrificed. Alexander/uttered

ened ; and they learned to confess. And being _ .z_.k:_il ........ I_, _ t_

now restored to life, and having their spirits fouo_m_.r_ _i_r_,tth__t6_
the SO_S of perdltio_ had no idea what g .... lth Chrtst, a_l

I Blandina was a slave: hence the mode of punishment. On this should wear, had no idea that they sh_., be cl°tr!eot..w the r_mJge
tmtt'_r tee _ms, De C_G. _.A_.. my not_, p. 784.J be filled with His Spirit. It is get_muy ta_m w L,_

t Lord Hailes remarim that ti_s agu0_s, toJin, xxv.a.t, garmmnt of Marl zxll. t2.
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no groan or murmur of any kind, but conversed inflamed their rage, and governor and people,
in his heart with God ; but Attalus, when he was like a wild beast, showed a like unjust ha-
placed on the iron chair, and all the parts of his tred of us, that the Scripture might be ful-
body were burning, and when the fumes from filled, 'He that is unjust, let him be unjust
his body were borne aloft, said to the multitude still; and he that is righteous, let him be
in Latin,' Lo! this which ye do is eating men. righteous still.' 2 For they threw to the dogs
But as for us, we neither eat men nor practise those who had been suffocated in prison, care-
any other wickedness.' And being asked what fully watching them day and night, lest any one
name God has, he answered, ' God has not a should receive burial from us. They then laid
name as men have.' out the mangled remains left by the wild beasts,

,' After all these, on the last day of the glad- and the scorched remains left by the fire, and
iatorial shows, Blandina was again brought in the heads of the rest along with their trunks, and
along with Ponticus, a boy of about fifteen years in like manner for many days watched them ly-
of age. These two had been taken daily to the ing unburied with a military guard. There were
amphitheatre to see the tortures which the rest some who raged and gnashed their teeth at them,
endured, and force was used to compel them to seeking to get from them further vengeanee.
swear by the idols of the heathen ; but on ac- Others derided and insulted them, at the same
count of their remaining stedfast, and setting all time magnifying their own idols, and ascribing
their devices at nought, the multitude were to them the punishment inflicted on the Chris.
funous against them, so as neither to pity the tians. There were persons also of a milder
tender years of the boy nor to respect the sex disposition, who to some extent seemed to sym-
of the woman. Accordingly they exposed them pathize ; yet they also frequently upbraided, say.
to every terror, and inflicted on them every tor- ing, ' Where now is their God, and what good
ture, repeatedly trying to compel them to swear, have they got from that religion which they
But they failed in effecting this ; for Ponticus, chose in preference to their life ?' Such was the
encouraged by his sister,' so plainly indeed that diversity which characterized the conduct of the
even the heathens saw that it was she that en- heathens. But our state was one of deep sor-
couraged and confirmed him, after enduring row that we could not bury the bodies. For
nobly every kind of torture, gave up the. ghost ; night aided us not in this matter ; money failed
while the blessed Blandina, last of all, after to persuade, and entreaty did not shame them
having like a noble mother encouraged her chil- into comphance ; but they kept up the watch in
dren, and sent them on before her victorious to every way, as if they were to gain some great
the King, trod the same path of conflict which advantage from the bodies of the Christians not
her children had trod, hastening on to them with obtaining burial.
joy and exultation at her departure, not as one Something is omitted. The letter then goes
thrown to the wald beasts, but as one invited to a on : --
marriage supper. And after she had been "The bodies of the Witnesses, after having
scourged and exposed to the wild beasts, and been maltreated in every way, and exposed in
roasted in the iron chair, she was at last enclosed the open air for six days, were burned, reduced
m a net and cast before a bull. And after hay- to ashes, and swept by the wicked into the river
ing been well tossed by the bull, though without Rhone, which flows past, in order that not even
having any feeling of what was happening to a vestige of them might be visible on earth.
her, through her hope and firm hold of what And these things they did, as if they had been
had been entrusted to her and her converse with able to overcome God, and deprive them of
Christ, she also was sacrificed, the heathens their second birth,3 in order, as they said, that
themselves acknowledging that never among ' they may not have hope in a resurrection, trust-
them did woman endure so many and such fear- ing to which they introduce some strange and
f_l tortures, new mode of worship, and despise dangers, and

"Yet not even thus was their madness and go readily and with joy to death. Now let us
their savage hatred to the saints satiated. For see if they will rise again, and if their God can
wild and barbarous tribes, when excited by the help them, and rescue them out of our hands.'"
Wild Beast, with difficulty ceased from their Eusebius here breaks off his series of con-
rage, and their insulting conduct found another tinuous extracts, but he makes a few more for
and peculiar subject in the bodies of the Wit- special purposes. The first is the account
n_esses. For they felt no shame that they had which the churches gave of the character of
oeen overcome, for they were not possessed of the Witnesses :_
human reason ; but their defeat only the more "Who also were to such an extent zealous

She 2 Rev. xmi. ft. Lardner thinks the _ it quoted from I)aa.

htztthe tet_Y, lmve been his sister by birth, as some have _np_n, xti.... Credi&, part ti. c x6.aeet,.aL 'rater" would have been applied had she . s froAvyyevewta. The termrefen here tothe new rote of aEsim
_ L'Yno other tie than tl-,atel"a _mmml faith, at the end of the wodd.
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followers and imitators of Christ, who, being in they absolved all, they bound none ; and they
the shape of God, thought it not an object of prayed for those who inflicted the tortures, even
desire to be treated like God ;' that though they as Stephen the perfect Witness, ' Lord, lay not
were in such glory, and had borne their testi- this sin to their charge.' 6 But if he prayed for
mony not once, nor twice, but often, and had those who stoned him, how much more for the
been again taken back to prison after exposure brethren !"
to the wild beasts, and bore about with them the After other things, again they say :
marks of the burnings and bruises and wounds " For they had this very great conflmt wlth
all over their bodies, yet did they neither pro- him, t& daJil, on account of their genuine love,
claim themselves Witnesses, nor indeed did they in order that the Beast being choked, might yore.
permit us to address them by this name ; but if it forth those whom he thought he had already
any one of us on any occasion, either by letter swallowed. For they assumed no airs of supen.
or in conversation, called them Witnesses, they iority over the fallen, but with those things jn
rebuked him sharply. For they willingly gave iwhich they themselves abounded they a_ded the
the title of Witness to Christ, ' the faithful and ineedy, displaying towards them the compassion
true Witness,' 2 and first-born from the dead, of a mother. And pouring out many tears for
and the leader to the divine life. And they re- them to the Father, they begged life ; 7 and He
minded us of those Witnesses who had already gave it to them, and they shared it with their
departed, and said: ' These indeed are now neighbours. And departing victorious over all

Witnesses, whom Christ has vouchsafed to take to God, having always loved peace, and having
up to Himself in the very act of confession, thus recommended peace to us, in peace they went
putting His seal upon their testimony through to God, leaving no sorrow to their Mother, nor
their departure. But we are mean and humble division and dissension to their brethren, but j0y
confessors.' And with tears they besought the and peace, and concord and love."
brethren that earnest prayers might be made for "The same writing of the fore-mentioned
their being perfected. They in reality did all martyrs," says Eusebius, "contains a story worth
that is imphed in the term 'testimony,' acting remembrance.
with great boldness towards all the heathen ; "For there was one of them of the name of
and their nobleness they made manifest through Alcibiades, who lived an exceedingly austere life,
their pataence, and fearlessness, and intrepidity, confining his diet to bread and water, and par-
But the title of Witness, as implying some su- taking of nothing else whatsoever. He tried to
periority to their brethren,3 they refused, being continue this mode of life in prison, but it was
riffled with the fear of God." revealed to Attalus after the first conflict which

After a little they say : -- he underwent m the amphitheatre that Alc_biades
"They humbled themselves 4 under the power- was not pursuing the right course in refusing to

ful hand by which they are now highly exalted, use the creatures of God, and in leaving an ex-
Then they pleaded for all,s hut accused none ; ample which might be a stumbling-block to

I Phd.ii 6. others. And Alcibiades was persuaded, and par-
Rev. t. 5andiu. '4. took freely of all kinds of food, and thanked

s TheOreekis _._ _p_ _*_¢a_,_60_¢_ _ _Po*'.V°"God. For they were not without the oversightplay, generally translated," offered to them by thetr brethren."
'_ , Pet. v. 6. of the grace of God, but the Holy Spirit was
s The Greek is, rr_t_ _v _tlre,_oTo_v¢o. Rufinus translated,

"Placabant omnes, nemmem aceusahaot." Valesms thought that their counsellor."
the words ought to be translated, "'They rendered an account of
their faith to all:" or, "They defended themselves before all."
Heinlchen has justified the translatton in the text by an appeal to a 6 Acts vii. 6o.
passage m Eusebius, Hi_t. E¢¢I., iv. x5. _ Ps. xx 4.

NOTE BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

A FRm_cH writer has remarked, "Ce n'est pas Spartacus qui a supprim_ l'esclavage; c'est

bien plut6t Blandine."
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ELUCIDATION.

(In every succession, p. 764 )

HEREour author mentions that he noted the succession of Bishops at Rome, but he gives his
listwith no remark about Rome in particular. He adds that "in every succession and in every
city (i.e., in every See) a primiUve accordance with the law and the Gospel is m_nmined."
How can our excellent Lightfoot ' give it a colour wholly gratuitous in these words : "He inter-

ested himself in the succession of the Roman See, tnten/,/zke lren_s in the next generation, on
showingthe permanence of the orthodox tradition, through the continuity of the Roman episco-
pate." Iren_us, who, above all the Westerns, is identified with the Orient !

Where is the evidence of any such idea or "intent "? As for Irenmus, his testimony has been
sufficientlyillustrated before, with proof that his words have not the slightest reference to the
continuity of the Roman more than any other See, save only as the influx of visitors from
other Sees helped to give it orthodoxy by their concurrent testimony.2

NOTE.

h" may be worth while to state here, that I have umformly (mistakes excepted) put my chron-
ological statements, at the head of introductions, into brackets, so as to make the reader sure
that the Edinburgh edition is not to be responsible for them. Some have inferred, therefore, that
what follows is from the Edinburgh ; but I think my modes of expression sufficient, generally, to
guardagainst misconception. Notes (hke this) are sometimes marked, "By the American Editor,"
whenI have feared a misleading ambiguity. Otherwise, I have been unguarded. All the intro-
ductions in these "Remains" are mine, save the prefatory paragraphs of the translator on
PP.747, 748. Annotations on my own material are not bracketed. The very large amount of
work bestowed upon this edition can only be known by comparison with the Edinburgh. In
severalinstances of delicate criticism I have obtained valuable aid from my beloved friend, F. P.

NASH,Esq., of Hobart College, especially in questions of the tow Latin or ambiguous Greek.A. C. C.

x .A_. Fatker#, part h vol. L p. 435; and the same laxity, p. 384Pcoincadent voth his theoryas to a zqrtual post-Ap04ttolicdevelopmmlt
ofepiscopacy.

a Compare vol. i. pp. 4tS, 46o, and vol. v. Elucad VI ; also Elucsd. XI. pp 157"s59, this scrlm.
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TESTAMENTS OF THE TWELVE PATRIARCHS
AND EXCERPTS OF THEODOTUS.

INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

Abyss,what is meant by, 43. Comprehension connected with sci- ] ment of, is good, 48 ; how to be
Angel, the guardian of infants, 48; ence, 47. J glorified, 48.

of generation, 49 ; of the sun, 5o. Cyril referred to, 36. Grabe referred to, 3, t4.
Angels, appearance of, how caused, Grace, the saving, effect of, 45.

49; the fallen, taught men as- Dan, the patriarch, warns ms children Grosseteste referred to, 6.
tronomy, divination, and other
arts, 49 ; are called days, 5o; dif-

against anger and lying, 25-26;I
speaks of their captivity, 26; ex- Hatred, effects of, 29,

ferent orders of, 50. horts them to fear the Lord, 26, Heavens, meaning of, 49 ; the seven,
Anger, the mischief of, 25. to take heed of Satan, 26 ; his I I_t.
Arethas referred to, 36. death, 26. [ Heroc_otus referred to, tg.
Asher. the patriarch, speaks to his Day. meaning of. 49. [

children concerning two faces of Defects. secret, foreign to the right- "Israelites indeed." who they are 47.
vice and virtue, 3o, 31 ; exhorts _ eous man, 50. / Issachar, the patriarch, speaks of his
them to walk in the way of truth Lpemons tempted Solomon, 49. I birth, 22, his occupation and u_..
and righteousness, 31 ; death Devil, the, tempted Christ, why, 49. I rightness, zz, exhorts his chd.
of, 32. Disease, external, not to be dreaded, J dren to walk in simplicity of

Augustine referred to, 35, 37, 44. 44. [ heart, minding their own affairs,

Baptism, the sign of regeneration, Dorner referred to, 26. I 22; his death, 23.
43; compared to a stream, 43; Encyclopmdia Britannica referred to, Jones referred to, 27, 29, 32, 36.
with Spirit and fire, meaning of, Iz. Joseph, the patriarch, narrates his
46; of Christ, why, 44. Enoch, Book of, referred to, to, Iz, early life, 32, his misfortunes in

Beatitudes of the Lord, provisions 13, 15, t6, 2o, 23, 27, 37, 43- Egypt, 32-35; speaksof his mar.
for the Lord's way, 44. Envy, its effect, i t. riage, 35, of his visions concern-

Benjamin, the patriarch, speaks of his Epiphanius referred to, 35. ing the Lamb of God, 35, 36_
birth, 35, of his being reco$- exhorts his children to follow
nised by Joseph, 36; exhorts h_s
chddren to follow the example

Faith and knowledge, 44, 45; and after sobriety and purity, in pit.
righteousness, effect of, 5o. .tience and humility of heart, _3,

of Joseph, 36, to have a pure Faithful, the, are called kings, 48. 34, 35; his death, 35; descnp-
mind, 36, to flee the evil-doing Fasting, meaning of the word, 44. uon of, by Simeon. II, I3; a typ¢

of Christ, 4.
of Beliar, 37, that they may have Fear is mingled with goodness by osephus referred to, 27, z9, 32, 36.a part in the kingdom of the God, 44.
Lord, 37 ; concludes with a ref- Fire, the power of, 46. oshua called a saviour, 43-

Fornication, its effects, to, 12. 'ubilees, Book of, referred to, t3, 17,ereuce to the Apostle Paul, 37.

Bernard, St., quoted, 37. . . _. Free choice is given to the soul, 45. I8, 35.'adah, t]/e patriarch, speaks of his
Boat, the first, made by Zenmun, 24. Gad, the patriarch, speaks of his fortitude, I7, I8, of his marr'.m_
C_esar,earthly things to be rendered youth, 29, of his hatred against and that of his sons, t8, of hm

to, 46. Joseph, 29, of his punishment, fall, 19; warns hts children
Cave referred to, 3. . 3° ; warns his children against against drunkenness, which leads
Chiliasm of Barnabas referred to, 26. hatred, 29, and envy, 30; his to fornication, and against the
Christ, why baptized, 44; called the death and burial, 3o. love of money, t9, 3o; predicts
_ _aw and Word, 5o. , Generation, the angel of, 49. the coming of the Messiah, whoChurch, the, minister of the Lord s Gesenius referred to, xo. shall be the Saviour of all, 3x ;

his death and burial, zt.
power, 45. . Gnostic, teaching of, 45 ; life of, 47 ;

Clement of Alexandria referred to, t 3' virtue, effect of, 48. Kayser referred to, t4.

Clementine Homilies referred to, 15- God, the creator of man, 45, also his I Knowlodge and righteoumj 44.Clementine Recognitions referred to, Saviour, 44; how to be conceived,
15" 4g ; why called a consuming fire,

Commandments. witnesses to the. 44- _; we ought to render to. the [ Lardner referred to. 3. 4, io. I4, :13,
"mmunication, oral and written, dif- things belonging to, 46; mingles I 43, 48.

ference between, 46. fear with goodness, 44; the judg I Leathes referred to, 3"
rS9
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I

Levi, the patriarch, speaks of his Passions are called spirits, 48. "Tabernacle in the sun," meaning0f_vengeance on Hamor, I3, I4, of Plutarch referred to, 9. 49.

his revelations, 13, of the seven Property, how to be managed, 48. Targum referred to, I_, xS, 23, z_
heavens, t3, of the seven men Prophecy is uttered indefinitely, 49 T 35, 36.
in white raiment, investing him Protevangelium Jacobi referred to arian, referred to, 13 ; refuted, 48
with the insignia of the priest- 35- Teachers ought always to study,48'
hood, r4 ; is instructed in the law Psalm xix., verses of, explained by Tertullian referred to, 3, 5, 37 '
of the priesthood and sacrifices, Theodotus, 49, 5°. Testaments, the, of the Twelve Path.
I4, xS; speaks of his marriage, Punishments produced from sins, archs, introductory notice to
z5; admonishes his chLldren to 48. 3-8; time of compositmon, 3'5"
fear the Lord, i5; foretells that [ character of, 3, 4, 5; object of'
they will act ungodly against the [ Regeneration by water and Spirit, 44. 5 ; author of, 3, 5; his religio_
Saviour, i5, 16, that they will be [ Reuben, the patriarch, speaks of his stano-point, 5, 6; language of, 5,
led into captivity, i6, and finally [ sin and sufferings, 9; warns quoted by Tertullian, 5, and Or
be saved through the Lord, 16;I against women and fornication, igen, 5; manuscripts of, 6, 7
his death and burial, I7. [ Io; hisdeath and burial, Ii. editions of, 7 ; versions, 7, hter

Lightfoot referred to, 6. [ Righteous, the so-called, must be ature on, 8 ; contents of, 9-37
Long-suffering, effect of, 48. [ wronged, 5o. Testimony of the Lord, effect of, i0.
Love of money, its evil fruits, r9, zo. Righteousness, must be added to Theodoret referred to, 37.

knowledge, 44, and faith, effect Theodotus, Excerpts of, or Selecti0ns
Man, created by God, 45- of, 5o. from the Prophetic Scriptures,
Mandrakes, the, of Reuben, zl, zz. 43-5o; introductory notice to,41
Martyr, the so-called, must be per- Salvation, things necessary to, 47. notes on verses from Psalm xix,

secuted, 5o. Science, mysteries of, how often re- 49, 5°.
Matter, how represented, 43. garded, 47. Tischendorf referred to, 7.
Midrash Breshlth Rabba referred to, Scriptures, why to be searched, 47-

I h 6. Servant of God, who so called, 5o. Vorstman referred to, 7, 14.
Money, _ve of, its evil fruits, _9, zo. Sick are ever praying, 44.

Simeon, the patriarch, speaks of his Watchers, the, Io, z7.
Naphtali, the patriarch, speaks of hostility to Joseph, H; warns Westcott referred to, 3, 5.

his birth, 57, of his youth, 57, his children against envy, IX, I2;
of his dreams, 58; exhorts his his death and burial, tz. Zebulun" the patriarch, speaks of h_s
children not to change the order Simplicity of heart recommended, relation to Joseph, z3, of his
of nature, z7, z8; his death and 55. building the first boat, z4, of the
burial, z8. Son of God is the beginning, 43- five years he spent as a fisher,

Nitzsch referred to, x4. [ Soul, the, has free choice, 45- supplying every one with fish,
[ Spirits, in man, 9 ; of error, 9. 54 ; exhorts his children to show

Order of nature, how illustrated, 57, [ Stars, what they are, 49- mercy and compassion towards
58. [ Study necessary for teachers, 48. all, 54; warns them against d_

Origen referred to, 3, 5, 37- [ Sufferings, why desired by the an- visions, 54 ; points to the c0m-
[ cients, 44. ing of the God-Man, zS; his

Paris, M., referred to, 6. [ Sulcer referred to, I6. death and burial, z 5.
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TWO EPISTLES CONCERNING VIRGINITY, AND

CLEMENTINE RECOGNITIONS AND HOMILIES.

INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

Aaron, an example of circumspect Annubion (also Anubion), and Ap- Associations, pernicious, denounced,
behaviour, 65; anointed, 89. " pion, 205, 207, 252, 342, 344; 58.

Abel, name and nature of, 243. explains the design of Simon Astrologers, I85.
Abraham, i86; the posterity of, 186. Magus' transformation of Faus-Astrological lore, I87 ; refutahon of,
Achilles and Polyxena, Peleus and I tinianus, 207, and of Faustus, 187.

Thetis, Prometheus, 265. ] 344; persuades Matthidia to go Astrology, the existence of evil in
Actions, wicked, to be avoided, 336. { to Antioch with Faustinianus, the world according to, I94;
Adam, anointed a priest, 9o; had he I 2o7, 2o8. test of, I95; baffled by free-will,

the Spirit ? 24I ; was not igno- { Anointing, _9. x95"
rant, 24I. [Antaradus, 292. Athene, 2OL

Adultery, spiritual, 243 ; evilsof, 255 ; Antioch, excitement at, caused by Athenodorus, 253, 345.
of the gods, 259; advocated by Simon Magus, 2o6. Atoms, the doctrine of, 17o; the con
philosophers, 26o. Antonius, father of Simon Magus, 98. course of, could not make the

Advent, the, of the true Prophet, 88. Aphrodite, 798 ; and Kronos, 26_. world, I7O; more difficulties of
Advents, the two, of Christ, 9o, 95. Apostles, challenged by Caiapnas, the theory of, 770.
.,_Egis, 2ox. " 89; their public discussion with Attendants of Peter, names of the,
Afflictions, the, of the ri[[hteous, suf- the Jews, 92-93 ; appeal to the 229.

feted for the remisston of sins, Jews, 94 ; tumult raised against Attributes of God, 237, 283.
the, 94, 95 ; false, x42. Aus_s, 87.294.

Ages, the two, 339. Appion, meets and salutes Clement, Authority, apostolic, xo6.
Atdes, 797, 2oi. 253; previous acquaintance of Avarice, effects of, 22o.
Allegories, the, of Orpheus and He- Clement with, and trick played

siod, relating to the heathen on, 253; second discussion with Babel, the tower of, raised to Zor0as-
cosmogony, 2oo; relating to Ju- Clement, 262; and Annubion," ter, 74x.
piter, 207 ; relating to Venus, 205, 252, 342 ; in quest of Faus- Banquet of the gods, the, 203.
zo7 ; uselessness of, 207 ; an af- tus, and return to Peter, 345. Baptism, substituted for sacrifices,
terthought of the heathen, 202 ; Aquila, on Simon Magus, 98 seq., z3z 88 ; removes the unclean spirit• from men, 7t6; invitation to,
of mythology, 2o3 ; the bad ac- seq. ; question of, as to responsv
tions ascribed to the gods at- bihty, 7o2; and Niceta sent by t32; multitudes receive, I33; the

tempted to be explained by, 256, Peter to Laodicea, I57, 292, and theedding.ga.rment, 142, 274 ;,f.or
264 ; the inventors of these sto- with Clement to Tyre, 257, 252 ; remission of sins, 269' ia
lies of the gods blameworthy, story of their shipwreck, 162; good works, 275; the necesstty
265, 266. discovers his mother, 763,3oo; of, t54, 29o; use of, 155, 290,

Amazons, strange stories of the, I88. story of their shipwreck and in- must be preceded by fasting,
Amnon, sins of, an admonition, 64. troduction to Simon Magus told 164; extinguishes the fire ot s,n

NicetasAmours of Jupiter, 258, 259. by Niceta, I63; and i85; by Peter, 25t.
Andrew, address of, 9z ; rebukes recognise each other as broth- Baptized, t[te privileges of the, 278.

Peter, Ix 5. ers, 3oo; plead with Peter for Bardesanes referred to, 187.
Andromeda, I_9. the immediate baptism of their Barnabas, comes to Rome, 78;
Angels, guardian, to8; unawares, mother, 1o4,'_oh 302; discussion preaches Christ there, 78, 7.9;

x92 ; evil seducers, I4O; bear with the old _vorkman aboutgtn- Clement's interposition m his t_
sway over nations, 178; the met- esgr _76--182, his father, long half, 79; Clement's intercourse' - " • • t troln
amorphoses of, 272; the fall of, lost to him, found m the old with, 79 ; de.p.arture o_ t.ws
and Rs cause, 272 ; discoveries workman, 19o, I9I ; remarks on Rome, 8o ; addresses tn_ 3_
made by, 273; the giant off- the cosmological and mythologi- at Jerusalem, 93; p.reacnes :_
spring of, 273; demons sprung cal alle ories of the heathen, I Alexandria, 22g; is mterrup_g " defended ny
from the fallen, 274. zol secl. ] by the crowd, 225;. . _._,

Anger, righteous, I53, 205. Aradus, Peter's excursion to, and/ Clement, 225, 2z_; _mSt_r:_
Ammals and plants, as illustrating occurrences there, t 59. | Clement, 226 ; aepar_

the providence of God, 172; wor- Artemis, 264. _ Alexandria, 226.
ship of, by the Egyptians, z48. Assembling together, the duty of, ] Bartholomew, address_°f_,r_uS, t5o;

Animosity of the Jews, 9I. 25s. [ Beggar woman, the, o_ t_
79a
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turns out to be the mother of Church, the, a ship, 22o; duties of sions of, 69, 70; introductory
Clement, t59 -I6t. ot_ce-bearers in, 25o, of mere- notice to, 69-7L

Behaviour, circumspect, examples _, hers of the, 251. Cletus, bishop of Rome, 76.
of, 65. _leansmg, inward and outward, t_5. Climateric periods, x85.

Beings, e_d, turned to good account, Clement, not the author of the Epm- "Climates" in ustrolol, v I_. th-
14o. tie. concerning.... VlrgmJty2 53 ; doctrine of, untena_/e.. I_*__

Bernice, daughter of Justa, 25z ; re- Eplstle of, to James, 2t_ ; or- Comings of Christ, the two, 9o, 95.
ceives Clement, Aquila, and Ni- dained by Peter his successor, I Commandments, the ten,corresoond-
cetas, 25z; reports the doings of 218 seq. ; installation of, 22z ing to the ten plagues of Egypt,
Simon Magus, 252. his early history, 77, z23; his l I_.

Birth,the old and the new, I84. mental distress, 77, 223; his I Concealment and revelation, s7L
Bishop, the duty of a, z zg; labours dissatmfaction with the schools, [ Conception, t l 5; in sin, I84,

and reward of, 221 ; to be obeyed, and increasing dlsqmet, 77, 78 ; [ Conduct, of the holy man in his jour.
:_21,zSL his design to test the immortal- [ neys, 6t-6_; of Christians among

Bishopric, authority and labour of, ity ot the soul, 78, 224; hears of[ heathens, 63; patterns of good
25o. Christ, 78, 224 ; meets with Bar-[ and bad conduct, 6_ Seeb

Blood and breath as illustrating nabas at Rome, 78 ; interposes / Conjunction, doctrine or, I_4.
divine providence, z73- in behalf of Barnabas, 79 ; inter- Consistency of Christ's teaching, Io5.

Body, the human, illustrating divine course with Barnabas, 79 ; sets [Constellations, the, 2_9.
providence, 173; the symmetry out for Judma, but is driven to Contradictions of Scripture, z4O, 246
of, 173. Alexandria, 225; hears Barna- seq.,314se q. (See Scripture.}

Books, Chrmtian, to be imparted to bus, Iz 5 ; interposes in his be- Contraries in nature, 179, 18o.
the initiated only, 2 t 5" half, 225, _26; his intercourse Conversion, the duty of seeking one's

Bornof water, 289. with Barnabas, 226 ; arrives at own, 2o_.preachers, their mutualBoyish questionings, the, of Clement, C_esarea, and is introduced to Converts an
223. Peter, 8o, 227; cordial reception love, 292.

Brahmans, the, 187. of, by Peter, 8o, 227 ; his account Cornelius, the centurion, his strata-
Breathand blood illustrating divine of himself to Peter, 8o; instruc- gem to cause Simon Magus to

providence, t73. tions given to, by Peter, 8h 227; flee from Antioch_
requested to be Peter's attend- Correspondences in creation, 174.

' '11Ca_sarea, Peter sent to, 95, is chat- ant, 8t; profits by Peter s ] - Cosmogony, the Gentile, 197; of Or-
lenged by Simon Magus at, 96. struction, and Peter's satzsfac- pheus, 2oo; of Hesiod,

Caiaphas challenges the apostles, 89 ; tlon with, 82, 228 ; repetition of Creation, an account of, 84, 85; ira-
is answered, 93; charges Peter Peter's instruction to, 83, 84;[ pBes providence, I68; mode of,
with presumption, 93, convinced of the truth of Chris- I i69; theories of, 169; from noth-

Cain, name and nature of, 243: tianity, 228 ; Peter's thanksgiving I ing, I69 ; atomic theory unten-
Call, the, of the Gentiles, 88, _45. on account of, 228 ; sent by Peter _ able, I7o; concourse of atom
Calhsto, t99. toTyre,25x,25:,,;meetshmfriend could not form a world, 17o; Pin-
Cannibals, the first, 273- Appion, and holds a discussion to's testimony respecting, 17o;
Care of God of human affairs, I5O. with him, 253; relates his previ- I mechanical theory of, t7! ; eor.
Catalogue, a black, 198. pus acquaintance with Appion, I respondences in, 174; works of_
Catechists, the, duties of, 22o. 256; the trick he played on Ap- ] 244; the extent of, 244; bound.
Caution, need of, 97. pton, 257 ; result of the tricK, I less, 244; man's dominion over,
Chaos, origin of, 263. 26t ; meets Appion again for / 245.
Chaste woman, the, 3o3 . discussion, 262 ; not as yet bap-1 Creator, the, no God above, 112 ;
Chastisement, the, of the righteous tized, he is not admitted to unite our Father, Ix3; the Supreme

and the wicked, 178. with the disciples in prayer, 143; God, Iz4; necessary, t69; the
Chastity, inculcated by the Scrip- his joy at remaining with Peter, world made from nothing by,

tures, 155; the importance of, 157. 293; his affection for Peter, I69.
_55; its reward, 165 ; Peter on, _57, 293; his family history: dis- Creatures, the, often take vengeance

appearance of his mother and on sinners, 149,303, 3o4•
Christ, why the true Prophet is sol brothers, _58, _94, and father, Custom, a second nature, 256 _55;

called, 89; the two comings of, _59, 294; h_s mother found at i and truth. 25_.
9o, 95; rejected by the Jews, 90; Araclus as a beggar-woman, _59 Customs, the, ot different nations
the only Saviour, 9_ ; the saints -z6h 294, 295; recapitulation and countries, x88;Jewish, 189;
before the coming of, 9 _; con- of her story by Peter, t62, 296; of one's country and fathers, are
s_stency of his teaching, _o5; ac- recognition of his brothers, _62, ] they to be observed? a53.
knowledged the God o_the Jews, i63 ; his mother requests to be
1Io, and Moses, t35, 27_; temp- baptized, 263,3oh3O2; hismoth- Damascus, Saul sent to, 96.
tation of, I42, 274; the true erreceivesbaptism, t65 ,3°¢;;dis'/Daphue't99"
Prophet, t45, zog, 242 ; hidden cussion with the old workman [ David, the sin of, an admonition, 64.

" " about genesis, 183-_9 o. 3o8; rec-/Deacons, duties of, 2_o.from the Jews, 27I ; m*racles of,
philanthr_ ic, 2_ ; prophecies oguition of his father in the old [ Dead men deified, I99.P __

of, 24I ; the reign of, 242 ; H_s workman, _9o, _91 ; his father [ Death and pain result of sin, 336,
teaching respecting the interpre- recognised by his mother, Igh ] Decrees of GOd, a46.
tation of Scripture, 247; sayings _o7 ;-a suggestion made by, to / De Maistre referred to, t7 _.

_¢ , 93; . . . -,_r_ ..... howtbevent*rmen, 274;of, 248; teaching of, 248; not e'ter t discussion with his/Demoniac, a he.c_led,19_..
God, but son of God, 3t6. father respecting, gooa, aria "ev"'/"/ "_'"_now..... me-" ge_'_l,_,,,_,........ " .... "'_",

I se • Nmeta s admomt_on Y •

94 "' " / _ 6- wb they wish to PO_• his discourse on the 138, 7 , . • •Christian life, the, 13o; morality, s_,135; the weakest, more power_m to, ..- ...... a m._hol, seas men, t_, 277. subjec_i'onl_eatnen cosmogony ,_-_ _" / - " rats _ On
_.. tiian the strongest demon, I42. _ 1^_ 2o0" happy endin_ of{ or,to angel gene , 57; gm
_.aristians, conduct of, among hen-] _o_' _- . : _ "¢..--t of, 27_; the law _ven to, a'/ab

thens, 63; flight of, to Jericho, 96; ! h_s family history,father321o_o, 3o7 ;_t"/{ 274; me "-'_1_" -'- r'-_"°''''_-t._ .._.t m._,_r

are like passengers in a troubled tism of his . '. T a:._/ us power over, t38, _e/7; powersea, ZaL Clementina, meamng or, _9; _"_|
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over, in proportion to the faith, Egyptians, pay divine honour to a Fire.worship, the origin of, 276; of
138, 277; deceits of, 277 ; tricks man, z67 ; gods of the, _Sz; de- the Persians, 141.
of, 277; power of, 278 ; incite to fence of their system exposed, Flattery or magic, which the more
idolatry, I38, 287; their knowl- 282, 283. potent, 257.
edge, 139; sometimes speak Elements, four, t68. Flesh, the desires of, to be subdued,
truth, why? 139; reasons why I44; persons who first ate the,
the deceits of, are not detected,

Elisha, an example of circumspect
behaviour, 65; served by the 273.

278; props of the system of, ShunammRe woman, 65. Flood, the history of the,85 ; brought
278 ; the weakest Christian Enemies, love of, 289; of God, men as a punisnment ot evil-doers,
mightier than the mightiest, axe naturally, 1o[. I78, 273 ; the world after the, 86.
I42; the baptized have power Enoch, translation of, 137. Folly of idolatry, 139, 14o.
to drive away, 278; have no Enormities of paganism, 15I. Foreknowledge, 24o; of God, 246;
power over a man unless he ] Epicurus, theory of atoms of, 17 of Moses, 247.
voluntarily submits to them, Eros, 258, 26o, 26I. Forewarned, forearmed, 229.
I42; subject to believers, 279; [ Error, cannot stand with truth, Io 7 ; Form of sound words, the, t75.
none but evil, appear to the [ and ignorance, 280. Forms and types, i76.
impious, 322 ; the friendship Errors, use of, 239. Fornication, 219.
of, involves men in disgrace, Eternity of punishment, I5o. Frauds, pious, singular illustrations
151 ; their connection with Evil, existence of, 118, 119; denied of, 206-209.
astrology, 185. by some, 119; originof, I2o, 18o; Freedom, of the will, ii9; of man,

Desi[[niag mind, a, seen in the crea-I G_od not the author of, I2o, 334; 286.
tion, 18o. [ does not exist in substance, 139 ; Free.will, possessed by men, I44, i8y

Desiring the salvation of others, 164. why God permits, t4o ; the ex- baffles astrology, i95. '
Destiny, 254. istence of, on astrological princi- Friends of the Son of God, the, [83
Devil, the, the existence of, asserted, ples, I94; sin cause of, 334 ; the Friendship, with God, how secured,

331 ; Peter refuses to discuss prince of, why made, i8o, I83. 84 ; and philanthropy, 297.
certain questmns relating to, Evil beings, turned to good account, Future and the present, 3Io.
331 ; suppositions as to the 14o ; angels, seducers, I4o; do-
origin of, 331; God is not ers, shall be punished, I78; and Gamaliel, stills a tumult raised
blameable, for permitting the good, set over the one agaznst against the apostles, 94; his
existence of, 332; Peter accuses the other, 179. speech, 94, 95.
Simon Magus of being worse Evil one, the. See Devil. Garment of baptism, the, how it may
than, 532; theories in regard to Evils, ignorance the mother of, I44; be spotted, I42.
the origin of, 332, 333; the crea- brought in by sin, 179; uses of, i Gehazi, an example of circumspect
tlon of, 334 ; why entrusted with I84 ; admitted, t94. behaviour, 65.
power, 335; has not equal power Existence and conception, I t 5. Gelones, customs of the, t88.
with God, 335 ; is he a mere re- Exodus, the, 87. Generation an illustration of divine
lation ? 335 ; wiles of the, 240. Exorcisms, rules for, 59, 60. providence, I73.

Dibgence in study recommended ! Genesis,234, 254; discussion about,
Faith, the gift of God. 27I ; and rea- i66; does and regulates all

son, 116; and unbelief, I43; and
122, I52.

Dionysius, i98. things, 16_ I67, 305 ; nra_er m
Discussions, public, between th, duty, _; obstacles to, 309. consistent with, x68, 3o'5;mrthcr

aposttcs and the Jews, 92, 94; Fall, the, of man, the cause of, 272; discussions about, I76 seq., 182
of Peter with Simon Magus, of angels, 272. l seq., 3O6, 3°8 , not it, but free-
!o2 seq., 117 seq., 31 z seq. ; dif- Fasting, baptism must be preceded[ will, determines the history 0t
ferences between the different by, !64. men, 188; divided into seven
discussions of Peter with Simon, Father, love to God as our, 289 ; no parts or climates, 189 ; the O0s
Io2, I 17 ; of Niceta, Aquila, and one knows the, how to be under- pel more powerful than, I89; m
Clement with the old workman, stood, 327. : consistent with thc justice of
I66 seq., 175 seq., i82 seq. ; be- Faustinianus (Fanstus), father of God, I89; stubborn facts in SUl_
tween Clement and Appion, 257 Clement, 158, 294, 3o7 ; disap- port of, I9O; the difficultles
seq., 262 seq. pearance of, I59, 294; Peter's cleared up by recogmtions, I90

Disease, a theory of, 277. first meeting with, 165, 305 ; his Gentile cosmogony, 197.
Disobedience, danger of, 25c_ discussions with, etc., 166, 3o6; Gentiles, the call of, 88, 145; expec-
Disorder and order in creation, 177. recognition of, by Clement and tation of, 145; invitation to,

146.Doctrine according to godliness, the, his brothers, I9o, etc. ; recogni-
254. tion of, by Matthidia, 307 ; trans- Gentilism, buttress of, zoo.

Dora, Peter at, 134. formed by Simon Magus into his Germination of seeds illustrating
Dositheus and Simon Magus, 91, own likefiess, 2o6, 343 ; how this divine providence, t7z.

99;. contest between, for pre- transformationwaseffected,2OT; Giants, the, 85; origin of, 273.
eminence, 233. why it was effeeted, 344 ; person- God, what is not, 297. .

Double-mindedness to be avoided, atesSimon Magns to defeat him, GOd, unity of, I08, Io9; the autn0r

220. i 2o8-2o9, 345 ; restored to his °if,_ood only, 12o; His will irr_Dreams, evidence furnished by, dis- own form, "2o9; his baptism, .stable, 12o; shall be seen by
cussed, 322; the impious see 2io. the pure in heart, i22; lsrtght
true visions and, 323 . Faustinus, brother of Clement, 158, eous as well as good, i24, I37,

Duty and faith, _. 294. a31 , 325; the ways of, 23t; ju_
Faustus (Faustinianus), brother of tice of, shown at the day of lug.

ment. 124, 2.3Z; to be loveOEarnestness in religion, 204. Clement, !58, 294.
Earth, the, made for man, 154. Fear, the restraining influence of, supremely, 12_; why. He per,
Egg, the creative, developed from I85; of men, I86; of God, I86, mits evil, 14o; alonetiae P.r_

ob'ect of worship, I46; rlzs_ chaos, !97,2oo. zSo: andlove, z99,
Kgypt, the Israelites in, 86. Female prophetess, the, 242 ; a de- of Jhuman affairs, 15°; who vaer_
Egyp_ idolatry more reasonable ceiver, 242. worshippers of, 151 ; to Delo_,

than otherforms of idolatry, 14_. Few shall be saved, 23_ more than parents, I54; gone,--
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the world by His providence, over demons, 138; more pow_ edge of God, z3t ; denied by
i6_, "¢o9; why He has made vile ful than genesi*, I89. Simon Magus, 234 ; asserted bycreat-ur-es, I76; the folly of sit- Guard!an angels, Io8.
ting in judgment on, tSr ; created Peter, a86.

Impiety, origin of, tSt I what it is,
the world by His Son, as a Habit, the power of, 97" 24o.

Ham, the first mug!clan, x49; the
father of Mesraim, also calleddouble house, 18_; His long- Incest practised by the Persiamhsuffering, zo5; attributes of, 237 ; t87.

_.83; how to be thought of, 237 ; Zoroaster, I4o, 275. Inequality, of lot in human lifts, 338;
His works of creation, 244, 245; Hand, cutting off the right, i65. necessity of, among men, 183.
the excellency of the knowledge Harvest, the plenteous, 135. Initiation, nece_a.ry before posssss.
of, 245 ; foreknowledge of, 246 ; Heaven, the visible and the invisible, mg the privilege of reading
decrees of, 246; not pleased with x16 ; the visible, why made, 121 ; _nristian books, z it5; mode o4
sacrifices, 247; dmparagements why to be dissolved, Izl; dis- zt6; vow and adjuration con-
of, 247 ; the, of the Jews, 254; trict of, 187. nectea with, 216.
indicated as blameless, 272; Helena and Simon Magus, 233 ; Innocence, a state of, a state of ca-
neither the world nor any part of what Simon says of, 233. joyment, 136.
it to be considered as being, 283 ; Hell and purgatory, 239. Inordinate things, why made, 177.
jealous, 2.86; creatures avenge Hera and Pallas, 264. Installatmn of Clement, ant.
the cause of, 286; is philanthrop- Hercules, 265. Instincts manifested, 167.
ic, 298; the nature of, 316; Hero-worship, 14r, 276. Interpretation,allegorical,
the shape of, in man, 316; the Intestines, an illustration of divineHesiod, cosmogony of, 2oo; referred
character of, 317; man in the to, 263. providence, 173.
shape of, 319; the figure of, Hilgenfeld referred to, 7o, 73, 84, Israel, the way ol knowledge re.
3zo; the centre or heart of the i89. vealed to, 329; how igfiorant of
imiverse, 320; the nature and Hippolytus referred to, 7o, 89. God, 329.
shape of, 32o; the fear of, 321 ; Holy place, the, for sacrifice, 87. Israelites, the, in Egypt, 86; their
the fear and love of, 321 ; mis- Homer referred to, 263. exodus from Egyp.t, in the wil-
conceptions respecting, in the Homilies, the, of Clement, introduc- derness, and at Sinai, 87; tim
Old Testament, 329; not blame- tory notice to, 213; relatton to sins of, 87.
able for permitting the existence the Recognitions, 7o, 73, 213;
of the devil, 332; incomprehen- editions of, 213; contents of, [ames, the bishop of Jerusalem, 94;
sible, 333; produced the evil 223-346. is addressed by Gamaliel, 94,
one, but not evil, 334; the maker Honesty enjoined, 22o. 95 ; address of, 95; assaulted by
of the devil, 334; His power of Hospitality, 295; a contest about, the Jews, 95; sends Peter to
changing Himself, 34x ; not the I74. C_esarea to meet Simon Magus,
author of the evil one, so as He Human life, the inequalities of lot 96; teachers coming from Jeru-

salem must bring testimonialsis of the good one, 341 ; why He in, 338-
appoints the evtl one over the Hyacinthus, 199. from, I42 ; contents of Clement's
wicked, 342; of Simon Magus, Hypocrites, how regarded, 221. despatches to, x34; Epistle of
unjust, II 3 ; unrevealed, 325 ; Clement to, 218; Epistle of Peter
defects asertbed to, by Simon Idleness, perniciousness of, 58. to zl 5.
Magus, 245, refuted by Peter, Idolatry, origin of, 137; demons in- [ames, the son of Alpha'us, addr_',ams
246. cite to, 138; folly of, 139, 146, the Jews, 93.

God,the Son of, 3x5- 284; led to all immorality, I41 ; [ames, tl_e son of Zebedee, addrcwum
Gods,of the heathen, many so-called, a delusion of the serpent, 28I ; the Jews, 92.

lO8; things sacred to, i99; why why God suffers, 285; argu- [ealous God, a, Godish286.
they are worshipped, being so ments in favor of, answered, Iehovah the only God, 1o9.
vile, zoo, 254 ; adulterers, 259 ; 287 ; the Egyptian, 148, 282. [ericho, flight of the Christians tot 96,
evil influence of the example of Idols, the test of, 278; the unprofit- Jesus, ministered unto by women, 65;
the, 255; attempted explanation ableness of, 146, 281, 287; not the true Prophet, 145.
of the bad actions ascribed to, animated by the Divine Spirit, Jewish customs, 189.
2oo seq, 256; supper of the, 283 ; confutation of the worship Jews, the, the rejection of Christ by_
2o3; not really gods, 26o; imi- of, 283; impotence of, 284; 9o; the animosity of, 91 ; sects
ration of, 26o ; really wicked heathen worshlppers of, under of, 9t ; discussion with the apos.
magicians, 266; graves of the, the power of the demon, 287. ties, 92--93 ; admonished to ac-
266; the contemporaries of, did Ignorance, causes of, 8! ; the mother cept Christ as the Saviour, 94;

Christ the acknowledged Godnot look on them as being gods, of evils, I44; sins of, 337 ; man
266, 267 ; those which are made sins through, 340 ; and error, of, !Io.
by hands are not, 281; of the 28o; no excuse for the sinner, ohn, the disciples of, 92; refuted,
worshippers, like the worship- 282. 9_; Simon Magus formerly a
pets, 2o2 ; of the Egyptians, Ignorant, condemnation of the, 282. disciple of, 233.
282; the, which have not made Image of God, the restoration to, John, the son of Zebedee, address

28o; man made after the, 285.the heavens, 289. of, 92 •
Golden rule, the, 268, 285, 299. Imagination, 114; Peter's experi- Joseph, conduct of, 63.
Good and evil, i29, 193. _ ence of, 114; fallacy of, II5. Judging, God, ridiculous, tSt i who
Good, the sufferimvs of the, z9& Imitation of the gods, 254. qualified for, 298.
Good one, the, anff the evil one, the Immensity, the doctrine of, as taught Judgment to come, zS_.

different origins of, 34I. by the law, 115. Juno, Io7.
Good out of evil, 223. [ Immorality produced by idolatry, Jupiter, his birth, t97 ; incestsof, t97,
rC_l_ works, necessity of, 155. [ x4i. 198, 254; goes to war with his
,-,maness, none without liberty, tzl ; t Immortality of the soul, 124; proved father, 198, 254; adulteries and
r,__and justicedefined, 324. [ from the success of the wicked vile transformations of, 198_199,
"mspeh the, the success of, 89; I in this life, 124; Clement's per- 258; sepulchre of, t99; aepul.

preached at Rome, 225, and at 1 plexities about, 223, 224; the chres ofthe sons of, 199; are-

Alexandria, 225; gives power I belief of, necessary to a knowl- gory of, _ot.
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Justs, the Syro-Pho_nician woman, ° 135; appointed by Peter bishop Nebrod or Zoroaster, 14o, 27_
22[2; becomes a proselyte, 232 ; of Tripolis, 156. Necessity and liberty, 286. _'
adopts two boys whom she edu- Marriage, urged on presbyters, 219 ; Necromancy, xoo.
cates with Simon Magus, 232. always honourable, 250; supper, Neptune, I97, ZOl.

the, 274. Niceta, on Simon Magus,98 ' 234seq.;
King of the present time, the, and Martyrdom of Peter, 218. leaves Simon Magus, and be.

the King of righteousness, 274. Matter, is it eternal ? 334. comes aChrisfian, lO2, 234; and
Kingdom of God, the, and Hm right- Matthew, address of, 92. Aquila, recognise each other as

eousness, io 3 ; righteousness the Matthldia, mother of Clement, 158, brothers, 3oo; are sent by Peter
way to, 1o3 ; the way to, not con- 294 ; her disappearance, 158, to Laodicea, 157, 292 ; and w_th
cealed from the Israelites, 329. 294 ; found at Aradus as a beg- Clement to Tyre, 251, 252 ; and

Kingdoms, the two, 145, I8O. gar-woman, I59, 294 ; her story, Aquila, discovered to be Clem.
Knowledge, the advantage of, 144; 159, I6O, 295; Peter's reflections ent's brothers, 162, i63; dis-

the responsibility which it m- on her story--recognised by cover their mother, I62, t63 ;
volves, 144; enhances responsi- Clement, 16o, 161; recapltula- tells the story of his Own and
bility, 156; deadens lust, 186; tion of her story, 162,3oo ; rec-] Aquila's shipwreck, and lntrc-
value of, 19o; universal, pos- i ognised by Aquila and Niceta, I duction to Simon Magus, I63,
sessed by none, I96. I 162, 3oo ; seeks baptism, I63, I 3Ol ; pleads for the baptism of

Kronos, 254; and Rhea, 263; and I 3Ol, 302; baptism of, delayed, I hxs mother, 164, 302; discussion

Aphrodite, 265. i 164 ; values baptism aright, 3o2 ; with the old workman, T66-I74uiuntentionally fasted one day, recognises the old workman as
Laodicea, a journey to, 3oo. ] 302 ; baptized in the sea, 165, his father, I9o-19 i ; pleads for
Laodiceans, the, a chief man of, of- 3o5; recognises her husband, his father's reception to the

fers Peter and his friends hospi- [ 19I ; accompanies her husband Church, 192, 193; admonition to
tality, I74 ; meeting at the house ] to Antioch, 2o8, 345. Clement, I96 _explams the alle-
of the chmf man of, 175. [ Mechanical theory of creation, the, gories of the heathen, cosmogon-

Law, corruption of the, not written [ t7I. lcal and mythological, 2oo-202,
by Moses, 236; the original, 272. Medea, 197. 203.

Learners and cavillers, 123. I Meeting to_ether, the duty of, urged Nimrod, 141.
Learning, necessary before teaching, ] on Christians, 25I. Nmeveh, the men of, 291.

i23. ] Merchants, the best, 276. Noah and his sons, 85, I37 , 275.Lebbmus, address of, 93. Merx referred to, 74. 2Volo eptsco_art, 250.
Leehler referred to, 69. Mesraim, son of H am, 14o ; also called
Lehman referred to, 7o, 134. Zoroaster, 14o. Obedience, leads to peace, 249; dan-
Liberty, no goodness without, I2I ; Metamorphoses, 199; of the angels, ger of the contrary, 25o; and

and necessity, 286. 272. union, enjoined, 65.
Life, the Christian, I3O; human, ine- Metis, Poseidon, and Zeus, 264. Offences must come, 298.

qualities of lot in the, 338 ; oil Micah, an example of circumspect Office-bearers in the Church, the du-
from the tree of, 89. behaviour, 65 ; question ad- ties of, 25o.

Light, the supreme, Simon Magus' dressed by, to Peter, 341. Oil from the tree of life, the, with
views of, 1io. Mind, the universe the product of, 267. which Christ was anointed, 89

Linus, bishop of Rome, 76. Minerva, 2oi. Old Testament, misconceptions 0f
Lipsius referred to, 7o. Ministry, the support of the, 251. God in the, 329; some parts of,
Long-suffering of God, 205. Miracles, false, 127 ; of the magicians written to try us, 329.
Love, of self the foundation of good- of Egypt, 129; the uselessness Oracles, the heathen, I39; why they

hess, 128; of man, 31o; of God, of false, 13o; of Simon MaguS, sometimes come true, I39.
321; enjoined, 219; andfear, 299. useless, 235 ; of Christ, phllan- Orcus, 197.

Love-letter, a, written by Appion for throple, 235. Order, in instruction, I23 ; God's, 23]
Clement, 258 ; a reply to, 26o. Misanthropy, 22o. Ordinate things, wh,: made, ]77.

Luna and Simon Magus, 99, Ioo. Modesty and sobriety called for by Ordination at Tripolis, I56; of Zac-
Lust, anger, andgrief, the uses of, 337. true religion, i51. ch_eus by Peter, 251.

Orgies, 276, 287.Monarchy, 249, 275.Lying for religion, a striking illustra- ]
Moon, motions of, 177. Origen, quotes the Recognitions of

tiou of, 2o7, 2o8; competition in, I;Morality, Christian, its superiority, Clement, 74.
208-2o9. 150. Orpheus, the cosmogony of, 20o.

Magic, the secret of that practised Moses, an example of circumspect Orthasia, 292.
by Simon Magus, ioo; the power behaviour, 65 ; how he delivered i
or, 257. his writings, 215, 216; the law Pa[ganism, the enormities of, IST.

Magician, Ham the first, 14o. not written by, 247 ; foreknowl- Pain and death result of sin, 336.
Magicians of Egypt, I29; miracles edge of, 247 ; allows the Israel- Pairs, good and evil, 129 ; ten, 130;

of, t29. ites to offer sacrifices, 87 ; and doctrine of, 231,235.
Maguszi, the, I87. Christ, I35, 271. Pallas and Hera, 264.
Male and female, 242 ; the corre- Mother of Clement. See Matthidia. Parents, God to be loved more than,

I54.
spondence and relation of, 173. Motions of the sun, moon, and stars, Paris, the judgment of, 265.Man, the earth made for, r54; orlgi- 177.
hal state of, 272 ; the fall of, 272 ; Mythology, heathen, I97 seq. ; expla- Passages, extra- canonical, quoted,
the lord of all, 28o ; in the shape nation of, 203. 238, 247, 249, 329.
of God, 319 ; as created by God, Myths, the heathen, not to be taken Paths, the two, 269.
339; his power tochoose _good literally, 262, 263, 264; the in- Peace, and strife, proclaimed by
or evi1,339; sins through igno- t ventors of such vile, blame- Christ, zo5; to the sons of, t°5_;
rang'e, 340; naturally enemy of] worthy_ 265. and war, io6; and the sworo,
God, zol ; the responsibility of, [ i53 , 288. I-
to2 ; ways of, opposite to God's, 1Names, the giving of, to animals, 242. Pearlsnottobecastbeforeswine, I 7'
231- I Nature, the folly of speaking of, as Peleus and Thetis, Prometheus,

Achilles, and Polyxena, 265"
Maro, Peter stops at the house of, [ making, x74.
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persephone, 197. I66; has a contest of hospitality Poets, the writings of, 3on.
Persians, the fire'w°rship of, 14I, z76; with the chief man of the city, Polyarchy, z7q.

incest practised among the, i87. I74; arranges for another con- Polytheism, Simon Magus _for,
peter, the apostle, his cordial recep- ference at the house of the chief to8; Peter s refutation of, to8;

tion of Clement, 8o, zz7 ; instruc- man, 175; renews the conference, the serpent the author of, I
tions given by, to Clement, 81, ISz; discovers the old workman inexcusable_ tt_. ,h, r^n. °_c;
8z, 83, 84, zz7, 235, z36; his satis- to _e the father of Clement, lc_, i,_. e_o_._ "2_'- ...... _ '_
faction with Clement, 82, zz8; 3 7 ; wishes to convert h_m, 3o8 Polytheists, the inconsistency of, t_x
requests Clement to be hm at- seq ; heals a demoniac daughter Polyxena and Achilles, Pefeus a_
tendant, 8x, z93 ; names of the of the chief man by his presence Thetis, Prometheus, 265.
attendants of, zz9; postpone, in the house, 19z; shows Clem- Poseidon, Zeus, and Metis, 264.
ment of his dlscussmn with Si- ent the necessity of probation in Possessions sins, 311.
mon Magus, 8z, 83, z35 ; tacUcs the case of his father, i9z ; is Poverty not necessarily righteonlh
of, in regard to Simon Magus, appointed umpire in the further 3H.
236; exposes the design and ob- discussion with the old man, Prayer, inconsistent withgo_sis, t68;
ject o£ Simon Magus, 239 ; sent I94; his _ords about the true for enemies, 289.
to C_esarea, 96 ; is welcomed by Prophet, his Master, i96; Clem- Prediction and prophecy, the distim>
Zacch_eus, 96 ; is challenged by ent's d_scourse before, 196 seq. ; tion between, z4o. "
Simon Magus, 96 ; his discussion remarks of, on Clement's speech, Presbyters, the duties of the, 2t9.
with Simon Magus begins, Ioz, 199 seq. ; his discuss,on w_th Si. Present, the, and the future, 3to.
z43; lays down the principles on mon respecting the unity of God, Pretended miracles, uselessness of,
which the discussion should be 312 ; the mode of the discussion, i3o.
conducted, IO4; interrupted by 3_z; h_s reply to Simon's appeal Priest, the true Prophet a, 9o.
Simon, 1o4, Io 5 seq.; his expe- to the Old Testament, and other Priests, what they should be, and
Hence of the fallacy of imagina- objections, 3t 3 seq. ; close of the should not be, 6o.
tion, I t4, xI5; his reverie, I_4; first day's discussion, 317 ; see- Prince of evil, why was he made, or
rebuked by Andrew, H5; ad- ond day's discussion with Simon, was he not made? 183.
journment of his discussion with 318 seq. ; third day's discussion Prince, the, of the left hand, and the,
Simon Magus, I I6, 249; his dis- with Simon, 324; fourth day's of the right hand, of God, 268.
cussion with Simon Magus re- discussion with Simon, 33° seq.; Probation, the necessity of, before
sumed, 117 seq. ; accessibility of, Simon is confounded by, rebuked admission to the Church, 192.
lzT; resolves to follow Simon by Faustus (Faustinianus), and Prometheus, z65.
Magus to Rome, 13_ ; appoints retires, 338; reply to the clues- Prophecies of Christ, 24t.
Zacchmus bishop of CmsareaJ3_ , tions of Sophonias and others, Prophecy, the sure word of, 2o4 ; two
25o, and ordains elders and den- 339 seq.; Clement's father re- kinds of, 242.
cons there, _3_; sends twelve quests his permission to visit Prophet, the true, 81, _45, _29, 247;
persons before him, _32; follows Appion andAnnubion, zo6, 34z; advent of, 88; rejection of, 88;
Simon to Tyre, z49; addresses S_mon Magus excites the people why called Christ, 89; a priest
the people at Tyre, z68 ; departs at Antioch against, zo6, 345 ; also, 9°; alone knows all things,
to Sidon" z69; proceeds to Trip- stratagem suggested to, by Cor- I8h tSz; to be sought for by
olis, _33, 270 ; his thoughtful- nehus, against Simon Magus, thosewho wish to learn, _8i ; all
ness, ZTO; addresses the people, _o6, 343; a counterplot of, may judge of the, 23o; the teat
27t seq.; halts at Dora, _34; against S_mon Magus, ZOT,zo8, of, z3o; doctrines of, 23o; has
addresses the people, t35; heals 345, success of his plot, _O9, appeared in different ages, _4_;
the sick, _36, z75, 276; arrange- 346; the old man goes to Anti- teaching of, concerning the
merits made by, at Tnpohs, _56; och, zo9, 345 ; Peter's entry into Scriptures, z47_ concerning the
his third day at Tripolis, 28o; Antmch 2o9, 346; his thanksgiv- Law, z48.
leaves Tripolis for Antioch, x57, imz. z_o; m_racles of, zm; bap- ] Prophet and prophetess, the,24_, 24:t.
z92 ; at Antaradus, z9z ; sends t_zes Faustinianus, z_o; ordains Prophetic knowledge, constant, a4f"
Nicetus and Aquila to Laodi- Clement his successor, _8; his Spirit, the, constant, _4I.
cea, 292 ; his simplicity of life, charge to Clement, zr9, zzo; Prophets, false, to be avoided, _9 I.
_57, z93 ; his humility, _57, _93; martyrdom of, zt8 ; Epistle of, Providence, 3o9; vindicated, _36 ;
his ek_ursion to Aradus, I59 , to J;mes, 2_ 5 seq. implied by creation, _68; gen-
z94, where he finds the mother Phanes and Pluto, 263. eral and special, _68 ; seen in
of Clement as a beggar-woman, Pharisees, the, 9 _ ; refuted, 9z. the motions of the stars and in

Philanthropy, zzo, 297; and friend-[ earthly things, _7h in rivers
and seas, _7_, in plants and

_59, _6o, z95 ; h_s reflection on
the story told by the beggar- sh_p, _97.
woman, _6o, z96; brings her to !Philip, address of, 9z. . animals, _7_, in the germination
Clement, _6_, 296; leaves Ara- Philosophers, d_fferent opinions or, of seeds, _7_, in the power of
dus, _6_, z97 ; proceeds to La- _79; ignorance of, _8_; errors of, water, r7z, in the human body,
odicea, 3oo; recapitulates the in regard to morals, zo4; not I73, in the breath and blood
story of Clement's mother, _62, benefactors of men, 2o5; cavils and mtestlnes, [73.
3oo, which leads to the d_scov- of, zz 5 ; unworthy ends of, _53; Prudence in dealing with opponents,

false theories of, z55; adulteryery that Niceta and Aquila are 98"
her sons, _6z-_63, 30o, 3o_ ; re- advocated by, z6o. Punishment, the eternity of' _o; of
.quires that their mother shun Philosophy and true religion, differ- the righteous and oI the wicked,
rust before receiving baptism, ence between, 3o9" after,X78;i_ar_86;Of,reformatory,_85; here and_.her¢.
t64-I65, 3o0; baptizes Matthid- Pious frauds, a striking illustration Pure in heart, the, how they ace
ia, _65, 3o 5 ; finds an old work-
man at the harbour who accosts

of, zo6-_o9.
Pitch, how smeared with, _85. 1 God, _z2.

him, i65, 3o5; his discussion Plagues, the ten, of Egypt, I_. [ par!gatory and hell, 239.

with the old man, 306, 307 ; ar- Plants and animals as illustrating [ Purification" _ o 28
anges for a friendly conference divine providence, _72. I PurlS: aneoCe__Yw_r_d._ _i; out-

with the old workman, I66; Plato referred to, I7o, 3tL t ......... -r-
states the questionfordiscussion" Pluto and Phanes, z63. [ Pyramus, 199.
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Queen of the South, the, 29i. 238; Simon makes use of the r I I ; his blasphemy, i I l ; how
alleged falsehood of, in argu- he learned from the law what

Rainbow, the, I76. ment with Peter, 239 ; use of the the law does not teach, i _2;
Reason and faith, I16. falsehoods, 239 ; uncertainty of, objections turned against hm.
Recognitions, the, of Clement, char- z4o; contradictions of, 24o, 245- self, 112, 249; his inconsistency,

actcr of, 73; relation to the 247; how to discriminate the I[3; his god unjust, _73; ad.
Homilies, 7o, 73, 213 ; author- true from the false in, 247-248 ; journment of Peter's discuss,_
ship and date, 73, 74; place of Peter's explanation of contra- with, H6, 317; Peter's dis .v,,
composition, 74 ; editions of, 74 ; cus-dictions in, 3r4; the contradic- sion with, resumed, iIT, 3t8;
quoted by Origen, 74; reason of tions in, intended to try the accuses Peter of usin8 ma_le
the title, 16I, t6z, 79o, 79L readers of, 315; interpretation and of teaching doctrines c_f-

Regeneration bywater, 755. of, zo 3. ferent from those by Christ
Rejection of Christ by the Jews, 9o. Seas and rivers, illustrating the 378;. asserts .that .Jesus is no_
Religion, of one's fathers to be aban- providence of God, 17x. consmtent w_th H_mself, 319,

doned if bad, I5o; the true calls Sects of the Jews, 9 _. asserts that the framer of the
to sobriety and modesty, 151 ; Seeds, the germination of, illustrat-
and philosophy, difference be- ing the providence of God, xTz.

world is not the highest God,
324 ; asserts an unrevealed God,

tween, 3o9. Seeing or hearing, which the strong- 325 ; his ignorance and arrc-
Repentance, the duty of, zo4. er, 726. gance, I xS; his subterfuges, ]25;
Reserve, doctrine or, zIS; misrepre- Seeing God, tzz. his rage, I26, 327; his vanity,

sentatmn of, zx 5. Self-love the foundation of good- 72o; attempts 1o create a d_s-
Responsibility of men, _o2, 72o; in- hess, 728. turbance, 727; confesses his ig.

creased by knowledge, t44. Sense, the sixth, HL norance, 326; the opinions of,
Retribution, future, i86. Senses, the testimony of the, more expounded and refuted by Peter,
Revelation, nature of, 323, 326; the trustworthy than that of super- 327, 328 ; retires from the dis-

work of, belongs to the Son, natural vision, 322. cussion, 727, 249, 329, _.3o, 338;
326; and concealment, 27I. Sepulchres of the gods, I99. resisted Peter, as the _gyptian

Reverie of Peter, 714. Seres, I78, 187. magicians did Moses, i29, a
Rhea, the wife of Saturn, hides her Serpent, the, the author of polythe- deserter from the camp of, I_0,

son Jupiter, to preserve him ism, zo9, of idolatry, 2_;z; sug- sets out for Rome, z3t ; is [01-
from being devoured by his gestions of, I47-I49; why he lowed b_ Peter, I3o , 249. doings
father, i97 ; and Kronos, 263. tempts to sin, 287 ; charming of, of, at Tyre, zSz ; sets out for

Righteous, the, and the wicked, chas- 288 ; to be resisted, r52. Sidon, 252 ; attacks Peter at
tisements of, 778. Service, the, which God requires, Sidon and is driven away, 26o;

Righteous, the, afflictions of, 294. 269- departs from Tnpolis to Syria,
Righteousness, the way to the king- Sick, the, how to be a_sisted, 59. 27I ; comes from Antioch to dis-

dora of God, zo2; what it is, Sidon, Peter comes to, 269; preaches cuss with Peter the unity of
zo3. to the peoples of, 269; Peter God, 312; appeals to the 01d

Rivers and seas as illustrating di- attacked there by Simon, 269; Testament to prove that there
vine providence, I7t. Simon driven from, 269. are many gods, 313; tries to

Rome, Gospel preached at, 224. Simon the Canaanite, address of, 93. show that the Scriptures con-
Rose without a thorn, a; not to be Simon Magus, mistakes about, 232 ; tradict themselves, 314; strange

found, 179. doctrines of, 232 ; history of, 98 ; transformation wrought by, z06,
Rufinus, hm preface to the "Recog- once a disciple of the Baptist, 343, 344; strives to exote the

nitions of Clement," 75-76- people at Antioch against Peter,99, 23_; and Dositheus, the con-
Rule, the golden, 268, 285, 299. test between, for precedence, 2o6, 345 ; stratagem used against,
Rulers appointed over all orders of zoo, 233 ; statement of Nicetas by Peter and Cornelius, zo6; his

being, 89. respecting, and counsel to, 234 ; design in bringing about the
proceedings of, 234 seq. ; state- transformation of Faustinianus,
ment of Aquila respecting, 98,Sacrifices, allowed for a time, 87; 2o6, 2o7 (Faustus, 344); coun-

replaced by baptism, 88; God 233 seq. ; how Peter was sent to terplot of Peter a_amst, 2oT-
not pleased with, 247. meet, 96; how he challenged 2°9, 345 ; is defeated, zo9; flight

Sacrificial orgies, 276. Peter, 96, Io6, 245; postpone- of, 343-
Sadducees, rise of the, 91 ; confuted, ment of his discussion with Simple and compound, t68.

92. Peter, 82, 83; the design and Sin, the cause of suffering, 137,143;
Saints, the, before the coming of object of, exposed by Peter, the punishment of, 278; the

Christ, 9t. 239; a formidable opponent, 98 ; cause of evil, 179, 334 ; the c--use
Salvation, the way of, 270. wickedness of, 98, 237, 2_3; pro- of pain and death, 336; men
Samaritans, doctrines of the, 92; fession of, 99; deceptmn of, conceived in, 784.

refuted, 92. 99, 733; thought to be God, 99; Sinners, the creatures often take
Samson, fall of, an admonition, 63-
Saturn, the family of, I97; devours

secret of his magic, 1oo; reason vengeance on. 249.
of his power, 268 ; professes to Sins of ignorance, 337.

his children, 297. be God, too, zox, 234; vrofesses Sixth sense, the, I Iz.
Saul, raises a tumult against the to have made a boy ofair, 1oh Sleep, on curtailment of, 97. .

apostles, 95 ; receives a eommis- • " " • - "
sion against the Christians, 96. nZ_ts;thkna_ort_kt _ off,_h3e3sdu_, Sobrt_eteYrae_d imnode;_ycalled for by

Saved, the number of the, 239. 234; hopelessness of the case of, Solomon, fa'l_ of, an admonition,__._,64"
Schaffreferred to, 69, 73, 74, z58- Ioz ; discussion with Peter be- Son of God, the, 283; friends, o_,tc_fs
Schliemann referred to, 7o, 73- gins, io2-zo 7 ; his subtlety, xo7 ; Sopbonias, his questions, and re
Scribes, the, refuted, 92. his creed, Jo7 ; argues for poly- [ replies to, 338, 339.. .....
Scriptures, the, the rule of faith, 95; theism, xoS; his cavils, HO, _25; Soul, the, the immortahty ol, _-_,

false and blasphemous chapters his view of the supreme light,[ proved by the success o_ _.
added to, 236; misrepresenta-[ Ito; his presumption, tH; howl wicked in this life, 724; '_'_,
tions of GOd in, 237, 238; some [ he learned more from the law [ ent's vervlexities about, --_

things in, false, and some true,[ what the law was able to teach, _ _-4; _ _elief of, necessary wI
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correct views of God, 231 ; de- I parture from, !57 ; ordination at, ] Voyage, the, of the Church, 221.
uied by Simon Magus, 234 ; t56; Peter at, 27o. [
assertedby Peter, 286. Truth, the, being conquered by, 209; I War and strife proclaimed by Christ,

Sound mind, a, in a sound body, error cannot stand with, tOT; [ to 5, Io6.
229. , not the property of all, t23; self- J Water, the power of illustrating di-

Spies in the enemy s camp, 236. evidence of, f23; veiled with [ vine providence_ x72; born of.,
£ta_, Simon Magus so called, 96, love, 129; cannot be found by[ 155 289; baptized with, _o;

99, tOO,2_.3- man left to himself, 23o; vain[ regeneration hys xS_ 184.
Stars, the motlons of, 17 L search of philosophers for, 23o;[ Way of salvation, the, 27o.
Study, diligence in, recommended, taught by the prophets, 23o; test [ Ways, the, of God, opposed to man's

t2z, 25_. ol, 247 ; ana custom, 253 / wa'._ 2_i --
Submission, _92. Tumult, raised against the apostles,] Wedding garment, baptism the, 14a.
Sufferlngs, sin the cause of, I37,143 ; 94 ; is stilled by Gamahel, 94 ;| Wicked, the, the success of, in this

 lu.ry,i37,  erente eotsT ofyt_- _ / • and righteous, clmstisement ot,
of, upon heathens and Chris- lyre, Peter at, 267 ; address to the 178; actions to be avoided, 336;tians, I59.

Suggestions of the old Serpent, I47- people of, 268. One, the, why al?poiated over
149. . the wicked by a righteous God,

Sun, moon, and stars, motmns of, iUhlhorn referred to, 69, 7o, 74- 342 ; why entrusted v_ith power,
177; ministers of good and evil iUnbelief and faith, 14_3. 335.

iUnclean, the, separation from, at6; Wiles of the devil, 240.177.
Supper,the, of the gods, 202, 2o3. not to be eaten with, 163; spirits, Will, of God, irresistible, x2o; free-
Susanna, conduct of, 64. It6. dom of the, Iz9.
Susid_e,customs of the, 188. Union and obedience enjoined, 65- Wise, the, divine things justly hid-
Swine, casting pearls before, H 7. Unity of God, Io8, io9; proved by den from,335.
Sword, not peace, but a, i53 , 288. Peter from the Old Testament, Woman, the, of_orrowful spirit, a94;
Syro-phcenician woman, the story ot 313" 315• her story, 295.

amplified, 232. Universe, the, the product of mind Womb, the, 273.
267. Workman, the old, discussions with,

Tactics, the, of Pfter against Simon Unrevealed God, the, of Simon 165 seq. ; turns out to be Ciem.
Magus, 236. Magus, 325 . ment's father, 191.

Teachin(g, advice about, 58 ; of Useless things, why made, t76. Works, good, the necessity of, z55'
Christ, 247. World, the, governed by the provi-

Temple to be destroyed, 94- Vengeance often taken by creatures dence of God, 167 ; compounded
Temptation, the, of Christ, I42, 274. on sinners, I49. of four elements, 168; made out
Ten commandments, the, and the Venus, the origin of, I98; allegory of nothing by a Creator, 269;

time of the creation of, why notten plagues of Egypt, zzS. of, zoL
Ten pairs, the, 13o. Vile things, why made by God, I76. made long before, 174; arrange-
Thanks due to God, 15o. Virgin, the true,iT., ments oh tosecure me, exercl_
Thetis, 297 ; and Peleus, Prometheus Virginity, Two Epistles concerning, ot virtue, 1_4 ; utter toe nooo,

Achilles, and Polyxena, 265. 55-66; introductory notice to, 86. . .
Things corruptible and temporary 53, 54; genuineness of, 53; au- Worship, of heroes, I4h 27o; sue to

made by the incorruptible and thorship of, 53 ; original lan- God only, I4_ . .
eternal, Izz. guage of, 54; literature on, Worshippers ot L*oa,WhOare, 151 |

Thomas, address of, 93- _4. of the gods, like the gods they
Jnorn, no rose without its, I74. Virginity, true, to be accomplished worship, 2o._

Thysbe, 299. -by perfect virtue, ._5; irksome- ....... wel
Time of making the world, I74- ness and enemies of, 5o; uivinity _-acct_zus,writes to james, 9o; -
Tow smeared with pitch, z8s. of, 57- . .... comes peter __ C_.sarea, 96o_
Tower of Babel, I4I Virgins, true, known by their sett- aDpmmeo vy re_cr u,o-,,v
Tradit!ons from our fathers, are they denial, 55, 56; object and reward ] _sarea, tSt, zSo ; rescued

to be followed ? 253. of, g6; mortify the deeds of the I Aquila and Niceta zrom _imon
• ransformation, a strange, wrought flesfa, 57, 58. . I. biagus: _64, 232. ..... ._.
- by Simon Magus, zo6, 343, 344 Virtue, verfect, necessary tor true / _eus, roselaon, ann rn¢us, =_,.
Tree _ 1._ ^:, t .... _._ o_ " -,ir_nit,, _. arrangements of/Zoroaster, or Mesraim: a .urn of

, ¢_ lltg I I.ill lll.#lll| Lllg90l_ v ,_ .,it _, _- . / 'llLl"....... ,_la d ss +h_ _in_O_ or

Trick, the, of Clement upon Appion, I the world to secure tl_e exercme| _am,...,_ I"_ adored,
T.27. ..of, I "°'

npoI_ the disciples at, z56; de- ]Vmlts, rules for, 59.
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Abbanes, a merchant, buys the Aims- Advent, the second, of Christ, 584. people from the cross, 514 ; ad-
tie Thomas from the Lord, to be .._geates, or 2Egeas, proconsul, and dresses 2Egeates from the cross,
a carpenter for Gundaphoros, an the Apostle Andrew, 5I I ; threat- _14, 5w5 ; refuses to be released

ens Andrew with crucifixion un- xrom the cross, 515 ; surroundedIn&an king, 535; thrown into
prison by Gundaphoros, 539 ; re- less he sacrifices to the gods, 512; "with splendour on the cross--
leased, 54o. threatened with violence by the his dead body taken down by

Abel, killed by Cain, 565; buried by people for his harsh treatment of Maximilla, 515, another ac-
angels, 570. Andrew, 513 ; calls Andrew be- count of m Jesus appears to, and

Abgarus, king of Edessa, suffering fore his _.ibunal, and again sends Inm to Matthew, to the
from a disease, sends a letter threatens him, 513; tortures country of the man-eaters, 51N

Andrew, and orders him to be the Lord, m the disgmse of ato Jesus,s58 ; Jesus sends him an
image of ttlmself on a towel, crucified, 513;the people cry out pilot, conducts him by sea to
which heals him, 558; Thud- against, 514; visits Andrew on the place of Ins destination, 518,

the cross, and desires to release requested by the pilot, he relatesdmus visits, 558.
Abiathar, the high priest, wishes to him, 515; the miserable death of, the miracles of Ins Teacher, and

obtain Mary as wife for his son, 516. the cause of the Jews' reject_0n
371 ; proclaims that a protector Affrodosius, an Egyptian governor, of ttim, 519 ; gives a curious nar-
shouldbe sought for Mary, 372; convinced that the child Jesus is rative of the mimstry of Jesus,
gives to Mary and Joseph "the a god, 377. and of the opposition of men to
water of drinking of the Lord" Alexander, the Syriarch, falls in love Him, 519, 52o; carried by the
to drink, 373, 374. with Thecla, and brings her be- angels from the boat to the city

Abudem, 447. fore the governor of Antioch, of the man-eaters" _2o; vision of
Acherusian Lake, the, 578. 489 ; his atrocious conduct to- his disciples, 52t ;/esus appears
ActsoftheApostles,Apocryphal,354. wards her, 49 o. to, as a child, 521; enters the

Andrew and Matthias, 356, Amis, the city of, 558. city of the man-eaters, and visits
Ananias, the high priest of the Jews, Matthew in prison, 521; lays

a letter to, from the philosophers his hands on the men deprived
5x7 seq.

Barnabas, 355, 493 seq.
John, 357, 56° seq. of Hellas respecting Philip,5o4; [ of sight m prison, and heals
Paul and Thecla, 355, 487 seq. comes to Hellas to oppose Phil- [ them, 52x, 522 ; walks about the
Peter and Paul, 355, 477 seq. ip, 5o5 ; discussion of, with Phil- [ city, and beholds its abomma-
Peter and Andrew, 526 seq. ip, 5o5; has his hand dried up I tions, 522 ; by prayer sta)'s the
Philip, 35_, 497 seq. and Ins eyes blinded, 5o5; Jesus I hand of inhuman executioners,
Pilate, 410-434, 439-'447. appears visibly before, yet he re- I 523; rebukes the devil, 523;
Thadd_us, 357, 558 seq. mares in unbelief, 505; receives ' sought for by the man-eaters, he
Thomas,535 seq. his sight through Philip's prayer, shows himself to them, 523;

Acts and Martyrdom of Andrew, 356, yet is still impenitent, 5o6; the dragged repeatedly by ropes
5If seq. earth swallows him up to the through the city, till his hairanu

Acts and Martyrdom 0[ St. Matthew, knees, 5o6; swallowed up as far flesh are torn off, 523 ; causes an
as the neck, 5o6; a demon cast alabaster statue to send f0rth

water, and flood the city, and
528 seq.

Adam, in Hades testifies to Jesus, out in the presence of, but he
436; delivered from Hades, 437 ; will not believe, 507 ; goes down drown the inhaintants, 524.
brought into paradise, 437, 456 ; into Hades, 507. sends down certain bad men m-
and Eve and the family of, 565 ; Ananias, a cousin of King Abgarus, to the abyss, 525 ; brings to hfe
sickness of, 565; sends Seth and sent to Jesus, 558; returns with the men that were drowned, 525;
Eve for the "oil of mercy," 566; the picture of Jesus to the king, when he is leaving the city, Je-
the death of, 569; the body of, 558. sus appears to him as a child,
seen by Eve lying on the face, and Andrew, Acts and Martyrdom of, 356, and sends him back, 525; _ught
angels praying for, 569; raised in- 511 seq. ; and Matthias, Acts of, up in a luminous cloud, and con-
to paradise, 569; funeral rites 356, 517 seq.; and Peter, Acts of, veyed to a mountain, where were
for, and burial of, performed by 526 seq. ; conversation between, Peter and others, 526; Jesus a._

to, and sends him to a c_,y
angels, 57o. and _Egeates, 5H ; threatened of the barbarians, 526; what beAdas, Fineeth and Egias, the testi- by 2Egeates with crucifixion,
mony of, to the ascension of Je- 512 ; cited before the tribunal of fell him there, $26 seq.
mub 4_z, 4z 5, 43z, 445, 447 ; re- IEgeate_ 5t3 ; apostrophizes Anemurium, the city of, Barnabas
port tim resurrection of Karinus the cross, 513, 5x4; tortured and preaches at, 494.
had Leucius, 254. cru_ 514; discourses to the Angel, an, appe arstoAnns,362'_ ;

_60

Sos
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to Mary, 363; to Jose.ph, 364, ' visits with Philip the city of l Darkness, the, st the crucifixion o_

373 ; to Joachim, 37o; shows to Ophioryma, 497 ; beaten and Jesus, 443, 462.
the people the vile demon that shut up in the temple of the David, prophesies in Hades, 457 ;
dwelt in the temple of Astaruth, viper, 499; his hands are nailed seen by Paul in the city of God,

78.
Dea_ the multitudes of, who ro_

to the gate of the temple, 5oo,
. 5.56"-.ardian dive in to God, at 508; delivered, Philip's direc-

Ar_ets, g,u ,
sunsetting, theirreport of the tions to, 5oi, 51o; goes to India, with Jesus,454, 463-
conduct of men, 5751 where the god Astaruth _s si- Death, the approach of, with his reti-
evil, attend men at lenced at his presence, 553; th, nue, to Joseph, the husband of

- -eS176"thenumber of, 585. god Becher acknowledges bin Mary, 392 ; of Pilate, narrativeto be a servant of the true God of the, 466 seq. ; all must taat_
Ang :',
Anna, the wife of Joachim, bewail 553; description of, 553; cast 394-

her barrenness, out a demon, 554; King Polyn_ Demas and Ermogenes, 487; their
ited by ius sends for him to heal his evil counsel against Paul and
a child, demomac daughter, which hc Thecla,488.
Mary praise ; 36z, does, refusing reward, 554 ; Demas and Gestas, robbers, the his.
37i ; married to after preaches to the king, 554; corn- tory of, given by Joseph of Arb
the death of pels a demon to confess Christ, math_a, 468 ; atrocities perpe-

Annas, the son the 555, andtoconfessthemalicious trated by, 468; their conduct
child Jesus, 378, 395. _vorks of the devil, 555; by a towards Jesus on the cross, 469;

AnnaS and Caia phas, various refer- word destroys the idols, 556; his Jesus sends Dumas to paradise
ences to, 4to, 423, 425, 433, 447 prayer to God, 556; King As- I --transformation of, 470.
seq, 5t2 • . .... treges, muted against him, or- i Demon, an unclean, which had tor-

Antichrist, seen oy r_suras m larta- ders him to be cast into the mented a woman five years,
rus, a description of, 572, 573, sea, 557; martyrdom of, 357, 553 expelled by the Apostle Thomas,
seen and described by John, seq. . 545, 546.
582; time of the continuance of, Becher, an Indian god, acknowledges Demon, the, called Becher, acknowbthe true God, and Bartholomew edges the true God, and Barthol-
583" " " 1 8 as the servant of God,Apocalypses, Apocrypna, 35 • as lqls servant, 553. omew

Apocrypha of the New Testament, Bethlehem, Joseph goes to, with 553 ; describes Bartholomew,
introductory nouce to, 349 seq. Mary, and Jesus m born in, 365 : 553; is compelled to acknowl-

Apostles, the, apportion the regions the cave of, m which Jesus was edge Christ, and confess the ms-
of the world between them, 535; born, 365. liclous deeds of the devil, 555 ;
m_raculously brought together to Blind man, a, healed by Jesus, bears exhtb_ted by an angel in the tern-
Bethlehem to Mary before her witness of Him before Pilate, pie black as an Ethiopian, 556.Demoniacs healed by Jesus, 4o6, 7o"I;
assumption, 588; miraculously 4t9, 428, 442. " by Matthew, 529; b_ John, 56a.
conveyed back to thew respective Book, the great seven-sealed, seen oy

John, 58t ; opened, 584• Descent, the, of Jesus into Hades,
spheres, 594. 435 seq., 448 _,q.Archelaus commits suicide, 473- Devil, the, m the meness of an old

Aristochanus, B_shop, 495. Cmsarius the deacon, 478.
Ascension of Jesus, the,422, 432-444 • Caiaphas, the daughter of, 468. (See man, stirs up the people ag_unst
Assumption, the, of Mary, 359, 59i, Sarah.) Andrew, 523; rebuked by An-
. 594. Cain and Abel, 565. drew, 523; transforms himself

Astaruth, an Indian god, silenced by Camel, Peter causes a, to go through into the likeness of a soldier,
Bartholomew, 553" the eye of a needle, and does so 530; Eve relates how she was

Astreges, brother of Kit a second time, 527 ; causes a tempted by, 566, 567• ..
incited against B second, to do so, 527. Dioscorus, a shipmaster, sympatmses
persecutes and kills him, 557- Carpenter, Joseph fol ows the trade with Paul, and, mistaken for him,

Augustus, the emperor, orders a cen of, and is aided by Jesus, 38_, is beheaded by the people ofPontiole, 477.
sus, 365, 374. $97, 399, 4°z, 412. Domitmn the emperor is excited by

Avenging of the Saviour, the, 354, Cassms, Dion, referred to, 404•
472 seq. Cave, the, in Bethlehem, m which the Jews against the Christians,

Jesus was born, 365. g6o ; issues an edict against the
Christ. See Jesus. Chrmtmns, 56o; sends soldiers

Bacchylus, 477- . to Ephesus to arrest John, 56o ;
Barabbas preferred to_ City of God, the, 578,
Bariesus, met by Claudius C_esar, the letter of Pilate his interview with John, 561;

495, opposes Barnabas, 495. to, respecting Jesus, 454. entreats John to heal a female
Barnabas, Acts of, 355, 493 seq. ; the Clement Alexandrmus referred to, slaVesendsJohnSeizedtobYPatmos,ademon,562.56_ ;

contention between Paul and, 39°.
493, 494" with Mark Cleopas, the mother of, and her ri- Dragon, story of the, which killed a
to Anemurium, and val, 4Io, _ young man, and is destroyed by
there, 494 ; ordains Cleophas marries Anna after the Thomas, 542 seq, ; the fiery,which pursued the King of Myr.
bishop of Cvoru._ 4o¢; visits death of Joachim, 382. n 2
Lapithus and_I_mpad[s_us, 494t Consummationof Thomas the.Apos- a, 53 • .
495 ; reaches Paphos, and meets tie, 5 o seq. Dragons/Ldore the infant Jesmherred to 4 Dumachus and Titus, robbers, t_
Barjesus there, 495; visits Cu- Cowper, _., ref ......._.!.o9"address interview with Mary and_Jesus
rium, 49t;; entertained bv Aris- _romatms anu ny..o,_-_,_:___ a68" in Egypt, and a_er-tat¢, 409. _
t.oclianu._,495; opposed by Bar- of, to Jerome tnetoPresoyt_-,._ ' Dyer, vires""_ of the child Jesus to the
_'sus, 495; comes to Cmum, rep!y of Jerome ,.3_8. ..R _g_. t shop of a, and the wonder He
495; fron/Citium sails to Sala- [Cross, ti_es,gn o_ _a_d_g'_,,_"_.-" I pedormed there, 4tzk ..... a
mis ane. *h. r-w_ pxcited bv I 4gl ; Anarew- --.. _ t. rfL..a t D_ Or _iS_ or _¢ma_ .%..
.,, '. _7_, "_ J". o, _ . _ { I r'-^-_'the luminous, wmcn oellve._- | _- 7.=,_ _he maidactor_ ¢rac_

_e_495...... Y ............ had "been swallowe_ up m mc -of,-gl'v_'Tn" by Joseph of Atiut_
onmw, when a boy, resto / . byss,_c .... lmen,-_4-1 tha_a, 468' 469 leq"Barrel red a or.

to li_ by the child JesUS, 41I ;| CYnnns in_K_ ant .......
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Earth, the, to be burned up and purl- [ Joseph, 389; receives the soul of 429; the death of, 389; in Tar.
tarus, 572.

fled, 584 ; and paradise, to be [ Joseph, 392 ; pleads for men Hierapolls, or Ophioryma, 497.made one, 585; the blessedness[ 58o.
to be enjoyed m, 586. I Gad, the brother of King Gundaph

Earthquake, the, at the crucifixion of [ oros, his sickness and death Impotent man, the, before Pilate,
Jesus, 46x. [ 539, 54o ; caught away by an bears witness to Jesus, 4_9, 428,

Edessa, Bartholomew a native of, _ gels, he is shown the heavenl, 442.
palace built for his brother b: Infancy, Arabic Gospel of the Say.
the Apostle Thomas, 54o; is aJ ]our's, 352; contents of, 4o5-415.
lowed to return to the earth t, Infants, the slaughter of, all Bethle.

_58; Abgarus, king of, 558; vis-
Ited by Thaddzus, 558. ^

Egypt, the flight into, 37o' 3_9, 4oo,
4o6; wonders wrought by the obtain the heavenly palace for hem by Herod, 366, 376, 420;
child Jesus in, 376 seq., 4o6 seq. the king, 540; is permitted by the number slain, 528.

Elias met byPaul in paradise, 58I. the king to occupy the palace, Isaiah, in Hades, announces the corn-
Elizabeth, Mary's visit to, 395 ; es- 54o; is sealed by Thomas, 54x. ing thither of Jesus, 435, 448, 456.

capes withher son from Herod's Gaudomeleta, 477. Issachar, the high priest, reproaches
wrath, 366. Girl, a, cured of the leprosy by the Joachim on account of his child.

Emerina, sister of Anna, 382. water m which the infant Jesus lessness, 384.
End, signs of the, 572. was washed, 4o7.
Enoch met by Paul in the place of Gospels, apocryphal, list of, 351-354 . Jairus, 447.

the righteous, 578. Graves, the, of many, opened at the James, Protevangellum of, 351 ; con.
Enoch and Elias, themselves, must crucifixion of Jesus, 454. tents of, 36x-367 ; healed by the

die at last, 394, 438. i Guardian angels, 39o. child Jesus of a viper's bite,
F.sdras, Apocalypse of, 358, 571 seq. ; Gundaphoros, king of India, the 38g, 413-

the prophet prays to be per- Apostle Thomas bought for, as a Jephon_as purposely runs against
mitted to see the mysteries of carpenter, 535 ; engages Thomas the couch on which the body of
God, 57_ ; pleads with God for to build a palace for him, 538; Mary is carried to burial--hm
sinners, 57 t ; asks to see the day seeing no palace bruit, he throws punishment and forgiveness, 59L
of judgment, 572; is given sigaas Thomas and the merchant who Jerome, referred to, 365; the presby.
of the time of the end, 572; is bought him into prison, 539; on ter, reply to Cromatius and He-
conducted down to Tartarus to the death of his brother, he re- liodorus, 368.
see the punishments of the wick- solves to put Thomas to death, Jesus, the nativity of, 365; wonders
ed, 572, 573; his soul is demanded 5no; the brother of, sees the pal- which occur at the birth of, 365,
of h_m, but the angel sent to ace in heaven built by Thomas, 374, 4o5, 4o6; angels hymn the
demand it is unable to btang ]t and obtained liberty to return to birth of, 374; a bright star shinesover the cave m which He isforth, 573, 574 ; God sends His secure it for himself, 54o; grants
Son and a host of angels for the his brother permission to dwell born, 375 ; adored by an ox and
soul of, but he is unwilling to in the heavenly palace, 540; is an ass, 375; circumcised and pre-

baptmed and sealed, 54I. sented ul the temple, 375, 405;relinquish it, 574; he submits,
and gives up his soul, 574. Simeon and Anna's words re-

Eusebius referred to, 362. Haag referred to, 393, 429. specting, 375, 4O6: visited by the
Eutychus, appointed by John minis- Hades, the descent of Jesus into, Magi, 375, 4o6; Herod seeks to

ter of Ephesus, 563. premonitory signs or, 435, 448 ; destroy, 366, 389, 4oo, 4o6, 420;
Eve, her dream, 565; bears Seth, announced m, bylsamhand John is carried into Egypt, 376, 389,

565; sympathy with Adam when the Baptist, 435, 436, 448; an- 4oo, 4o6; adored'by dragons,
sick-- sent by him to paradise for ] nounced by Adam, 449 ; alterca- escorted by lions and panthers,
the,,ollofcompassion,'566;sees I tion between Satan and, when which are tamed and made gen-
Seth fighting with a wild beast, [ Jesus was coming down to, 436, tie by Him, 376; causes a tall
566 ; at paradise, beseeches God [ palm tree to bend down to His
for the "oil of compassion "--the ]
answer she received, 566; returns
to Adam, and is reproached by

449, 455, 456; replyof, to Satan,
436, 449; a voice announces the mother, that she might pluck its
approach of Jesus to, which is fruit, 377; causes a fountain to
taken up by the forefathers, 436, spring up at the root of the palm

him, 566; relates to her children ] 437, 45o, 456; Satan cast into, by tree, 377 ; confers a peculiar
the history of her temptation and _ the King of Glory, 437, 451 ; re- ] privilege on the palm tree, 377;
fall, 566 seq. ; her prayer, 569 ; [ riles Satan, 451 ; reioicing of the [ shortens the journey for His par.
her vision of a chariot of light, [ saints in, at the antra[pared com- [ ents, 377 ; the idols of Egypt fall
569; her vision of Adam's body, ] ing of Jesus to, 456 ; Adam and I prostrate at His coming, 377,

and the angels praying for him, [ his descendants delivered from, I 4o_g; miracles wrought by, in
569 ; her death, and burial at the / 437, 452, 457 ; the saints rejoice [ gypt, 4o7, 4o8, 409; encounter
side of Adam,57o. in Jesus, and adore Him when[ with robbers, 4o9; return from

Eye of a needle, the, Peter causes a He has come to, 458; Jesus sets I Egypt, 378, 400, 409; miracles

cameltopassthrough,527; causes up His cross in the midst of, _ oW:l_eU?hmt by, in Bethlehem, 410;458•a second camel to do so, 527. _ iracles wrought by, 4xI,
412; strikes a boy dead, and

Father, an unnatural, 522 ; the pun- Hell,Hades.thedescent of Jesus into. See || restores him to life again, 378;
ishment of, 525• HeUas, Philip's visit to, and inter-| kills the son of Annas, 378, 39_;

Fever, a child cured of, by a bandage view with the philosophers there, [ makes sparrows and images oz
503 seq.

from the child Jesus, 4to. Heracleius, or Heracleides, ordalned_ them°theranimalStofly and°fclaY,walkandandCaUSeSeat,Flute-girl, the Hebrew, and the Apos-

tle Thomas, 536. " too- bishop of Cyprus, 495- I 378, 395 398, 4°°, 4t 2, 4_4 ; killsFulvana, Fulvanus, and Erva, ae Heretics, the peculiar place assigned [ a boy who strikes Him, and re-

nia¢ nobles, are healed by Mat- to, in the region of the damned,] stores h,_o li_an_ _ 39_4_1;placed in hthew, 529; are baptized, 529; the 579. t
king is enraged with, 53o. Herod, mocked bythe Magl, seeks to [ muster, whom He confounds, 37_.

kill _[esus, _ 406; slaughters[ " . .

Gabriel, zent to Mary to announce the infants m Bethlehem, 366,| _a s tw°Po_sC__H_riSr_the birth of Jesus, 364; sent to 376, 42o; Jesus sent to, by Pilate, /
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by, at Nazareth, 38o, 396 seq., Rome to avoid persecution, and come of the heavens, and the4o0, 4o2 ; tames a lioness
399, . tells him He is coming to be hosts thereof, 568 ; the depths
and her cubs, 38i; placed un- crucified for him, 485; appears of Hades, and the order in
der a second schoolmaster, who, to Phdip at Ophioryma, and re- which spirits and nations shall
striking Him, falls down dead, bukes his revengeful spirit, 5oi, be judged, revealed to, 585;
38I, 397, 403 ; aids His father m 5o9 ; Philip's prayer to, 502 seq. ; abodes of the bad and good
his work, z8I, 412 ; sent a third appears to Andrew to send him shown to, 585; final happY-hesS
time to a schoolmaster, and to the countryof the man-eaters, displayed to, 586; miraculously
pours forth His wisdom so as to 517 ; appears again to Andrew conveyed from Ephesus to Beth-
excite the admiration of all, 382, as a pilot, and conducts him by lehem to Mary, 587.
397, 403; raises to life Joseph the sea to the place of hisdestma- John the Baptist, saved by his mother
of Capernaum, 382; cures His tion, 518; Andrew's narrative of from Herod's wrath, 366; in
brother James of a viper's b_te, the ministry and works of, 519 Hades announces the coming
382, 4I 3 ; blesses the food before seq. ; appears to Andrew as a thither of Jesus, 435, 449, 456,
any eat of it, 382 ; raises to life beautiful little child, 52i ; ap- John Mark, 493; contention between
a child and a man, 397, 403; pears again to Andrewin prison, Paul and Barnabas respecting,
goes with His parents to Jerusa- 524 ; appears to Andrew and Pc- 493 ; accompanies Barnabas,
lem, and tarries after them, 398, ter as a child, 527 ; appears as a 494 ; comes with Barnabas, on
4t4; makes a dried fish hve, child to Matthew on the moun- whose martyrdom he deposits
4oo; feat of, in the dyer's shop, tains, 528 ; Abgarus' letter to, his ashes in a cave, 49.5; takes
412; turns three boys into kids, 558; sends his picture to Abga- refuge from his enemies, 495;
413; crowned king by boys, 413; rus, 558; appears at the burial comes to Alexandria, and la-
heals a boy of a serpent's bite, of Mary, 598; raises Mary from bours there, 496; relates the
413, 414; the priests and scribes the tomb, and brings her topara- occasion of the change of his
conspire against, and accuse be- dJse, 598. name, 496.
fore Pilate, 416 seq., 426 seq. ]'oachmb his wealth, charity, and of- Joseph, son of Jacob, met by Paul
468; Judas betrays, 468, 469 fermgs, 361, 369; taunted by the in paradise, 58o.
the standards of the soldter_ high priest on account of his Joseph, a rich man in Capernaum,
bend down before, 417, 440; ehddlessness--grteved, he goes ralsedfrom thedead by thechild
message of Pilate's wife respect, away to the mountains, 361,369, Jesus, 382.
ing, 417, 428, 440; Pilate desires 384; his wife Anna, 36I seq Joseph of Arimath_ea, begs the body
to release, 417 seq., 427; Nmo- 369; vsited by an angel, who of Jesus, 421, 431, 470; seized
demus and others appear as announces the birth of a child and imprisoned bythe Jews, but
witnesses for, 419, 428, 442; is to him, 362, 37o, 384; his offer miraculously liberated by Jesus,
sentenced to death, 420, 429, ings of gratitude, 362; feast of, 42I, 444; found by the Jews in
443; is led forth to crucifixion 361. Arimath_ea, 423, 445.; written
429; the accusation of, placed Iohn, Acts of, 357, 560 seq.; Apoca- to and sent for by the Jewish
over His cross, 420, 443; cruel- lypse of, 359, 582 seq.; informs rulers, 423, 433, 445; explains
fled between two malefactors, Mary of the sentence of death how he was delivered from
4zo, 43o, 443 ; wonderful events passed on Jesus,4z9; at thecross, prison, 424, 433, 446; effect of
which occurred at His crucl- 43o;vlsttsOphioryma, andpleads the narrative given by, on the
fixiou, 421, 4_o, 43 I, 443, 46I; for Phthp and his companions, Jews, 424, 433, 448; the '*Narra-
Joseph of Anmathma begs and 5o0, 5o8; Domitian sendssoldlers tire" of, 468 seq.; testifies to
takes down the body of, 421, 43 I, to Ephesus to apprehend, 56o; ac- the assumption of Mary, 594.
443; the guard placed at the companies the soldiers to Rome, Joseph the husband of Mary, the
tombof, report His resurrection, andinsplres them with reverence birth, character, and trade of,
and are bribed by the Jews to for him, 56o ; his interview with 388 ; Mary the Virgin committed
lie, 422, 433, 444, other witnesses Domman, 561 ; takes deadly pot- to the care of, by divine intl.
of His resurrection are also per- son before Domitian without mutton. _the sign given, 363 ;
suaded and bribed to be silent, injury, 561 ; restores to life the dmtressed at finding Mary preg-
422, 433, 444, 445; Nmodemus condemned criminal whom the nant, 364; resolves to divorce
proposes to the counell that washing of poison cup had Mary privately, but prevented
search be made for, which is killed, 56I ; cures a slave of the by an angel, 364, 389; accused
accordingly done, but in vain, emperor's who was tormented to the prmsts of defiling Mary,
422, 433, 445; lamentation of 364,373; is tested by the_water
Mary and the other women for, of the ordeal of the Lord," and

by a demon, 562; sent to Pat-
mos, 562 ; in the reign of Trajan

43I; raised others wben He rose goes to Ephesus, 562; his rain. proved innocent, 365, 373, 374"
Himself, 435 ; testimony of those I istry in Ephesus, 562 ; appoints his visit to Bethlehem, 365, 374
raisedby,435seq.;thedescentof, [ Eutyehus minister, 563; strange conducts Mary to a cave, and
into Hades,435seq.,456seq.; tri-I disappearance of, 564; sees the goes in search of a midwif_
umphs over Satan in Hades, 437, I undefiled Godhead, and asks a 365-374 ; as a carpenter, is atl-
457 ; delivers Adam and his pos- ] revelation, 582 ; sees heaven [ slated by Jesus in his trade, 38I,
terity from Hades, 437, 45h 557 ; I opened, and a great seven-sealed ] 413 ; histo_ of, narrated bY
sets up His cross in Hades, 458 ; I book, 582 ; the likeness of Anti- I Jesus to His disciples on the
the miracles of, reported by Pi- christ revealed to, and the time [ Mount of Olives, 388 sect.; his
late, 46o seq., 462 seq. ; at the of his continuance, 581 ; the I prayer before death, 390 ; his
mention of the name of, the gods time of the end made known to, ] age, 390; his lamentation before
fallin the senate-house in Rome, 583; the resurrection and thel dcath, 39o; his address to ]'esus,
464; Veronica's portrait of, 466; fact of future recognition re- 39_ ; manner and circumstances
seamless tunic of, worn by Pilate vealed to, 583; the judgment of his death, 392; approach of
in the presence of Tiberius _ its revealed to, 584; the burton"g up death to, with all his retinue,
strange effect, 466; the wonder- of the earth, and its purification 392; words of Jesus to_ 392;
ful works wrought by, related from sin, revealed to, 584; the _abriel receives the soul of, 392;
byNathan toTitus, 472, andby coming of the Lord and His lamentation for, 392; tl',a body

. Velosianus to Tiberius, 475. Church to the earth made known of, rendeced iaco//uptx'bte, 392;
Jesus, meets Peter departing from to, 584; is shown what shall be- theburial of_393; Jesus bev/ails
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the death of, 393; why he, beln_ drowned citizens restored to life her, 588; the glorious and won.
the father of Jesus, died, 393 by Andrew, 525 ; a church derful occurrences which took

founded there, 525. place round the house where she
history of, 352; narrative ot Mariamne, sister of the Apostle 589; hostihty shown by the_ 354. was,

Judas Iscariot, not a disciple o I Philip, 497 ; tortured, 498 ; or- priests to, and the terrific vision
dered to be stripped naked, but which confounds them, 589; a

tribune sent against--she is m,.
sus, but craftily pretends to
,468 ; plots against Jesus, 468 ; miraculously transfigured, 499,

covenantswith theJews to de- 5o8,5o9. raculouslyconveyed to Jerusa.
liverup Jesusto them,469;de- MartyrdomofAndrew,356,511seq.; lem,589;theJews atJerusalem
liversup Jesus,469. of Bartholomew,357,553scq.; attempt to burn the houseof,

Judgment,the day of,Esdrus prays of Matthew,528seq. 59o; visitedby the Lord on
to see,571; signsof the ap- Mary,the mother of Clcophas,and cherubim,and a multitudeof
proachof,572;foretoldtoJohn, herrival,41o. angels,r9o;asksJesusrespect.
585;orderofprocedureon,585. Mary,Gospelof theNativityof,3_2; ingthedepartureof her soul

_udith,Anna'shandmaid,361. contentsof,._84-387;theFalhng theanswer,592;apprisedby an
,lust,theplaceofthe,576,577seq. Asleepof,5_7seq.; thePassinG angelthatherassumptionIsnow
JustinMartyrreferredto,365,39o. of,592seq.;theassumptionor, at hand, 592; preparesforher
Juvenalius,Bishop,478. 359; the parentsof,361,362, assumptlon,592;Christdesccnds

369,37o;blrthof,362,37o;pres- and receivesthe soulof,593,
KarinusandLeucius,sonsofSimeon entatlonof,to the priests,363, the Apostlescarrythe body of,

who were raisedfrom the dead 37o;leftby her parentsm the to bury--lncidentsby theway,
when Jesus rose, their narrative temple, 363, 385 ; is held in great 593; Jesus raises the body of,
of the descent of Christ into veneration for her goodness, and takes it to paradise, 598;
Hades, and the deliverance He Thomas sees her body ascending37 t ; sought in marriage by Abt-
wrought there, 445-452, 454-458. athar, the high priest, for his son, m her girdle falls to him, 594;

King, Jesus crowned" as, by boys, 37l; is styled "Queen of Vlr- another account of her departure
413• gins," 373; daily wslted by an- and assumption, with the attend.

gels, she resolves to remain a ant circumstances, 595 seq ;
Lactantius referred to, 4t6. virgin, 385; the priests take meets Paul m paradise, and is
Lampadistus, the city of, 495. counsel what they shall do with worshipped by angels, 58o.
Lapithus, the city of, 494. her, 363, 386; by divine inti- Masters, the, under whom the child
Lazarus raised by Jesus, 46o, 462. matron entrusted to the care of Jesus was placed, 379, 38o, 38I,
Leprosy healed by Jesus, 4o8, 4H. Joseph the carpenter, 363, 372, 382, 396, 397.
Letter of Pontms Pilate, 459. 386 ; spins the true purple and Matarea, or Matariyeh, 409.
Levi, Rabbi, his testimony to Jesus the scarlet for the veil of the Matthew, Acts and Martyrdom o[,

before the Sanhedrm, 424, 447- temple, 363, 364, 372, 373; an 528 seq.; the Apostle, on the
Licianus commanded by Tlberms to angel announces to, her con- mountain vimted by Jesus m the

seize and destroy the Jews who ception, 363, 373 ; visits Ehza- form of a little child, 528; re-
procured the death of Jesus, beth, 364; her conceptmn, 364; ceives a rod from Jesus to plant
464- Joseph's grief on finding her in the city of the man-eaters, to

Lioness, a, and cubs, tamed by Jesus, produce fruit and honey andpregnant, 364, 373; questmned
38L by Joseph, 364; Joseph resolves water, 528; proceeds to Myrna,

Lions and panthers worship and es- to dismiss her privately, 364, 387, and heals demoniacs there, 528;
curt Jesus, 381. 389; the priests, suspecting sin, preaches in Myrna, 529; plants

Losania, the body of Pilate sent administer the ordeal to Joseph in Myrnathe rod given him byJe-
thither to be buried, 467. and to her, when both arc proved sus--its wonderful growth, 529;

innocent, 364, 365, 373, 374; her proceeds to the church, 53o; the
Magi, the visit of the, to Jesus, 366, journey to Bethlehem w_th Jo- devil incites the king against,

375, seph, 365, 374; gives birth to _3o, 53t ; the king, struck blind,
Mambre, or Maleeh, Mount, Jesus Jesus in a cave--wonders that _s restored to sight by, 53x; the

seen on, after His resurrectmn, accompany his birth, 365, 374, king tries in various ways to de-
422, 444- 375; Salome's doubt as to the st-roy, 53t; prays that the fire

Man-eaters, the city of the, the vwgmity of, punished, 365, 375, may destroy all the idols, which
hornd customs of the citizens, goes into Egypt with Joseph and is done indies, 532 ; his body is

the child, 376; Jesus causes a brought to the palace, and works
palm tree to bend down to, that

I7 • visited by Matthias, where
is e_s are put out, and he is miracles, 532; m seen rising to

cast into prison, 517 ; the works she may pluck its fruit, 377 ; so- heaven, and crowned, 532 ; his
of Andrew and Peter in, 5r8 ; journ in Egypt, 377, 4o6 seq. ; i body is placed in an iron coffin,
blind prisoners, doomed to be adored, 4o9; with Joseph at his i and is cast into the sea 532; is

death, 392 ; informed by John of seen afterwards standing on the
the sentence passed on Jesus by

eaten, are restored to sight by
Andrew, 522 ; the citizens eat sea, 533-
the dead warders, 522 ; the citi- Pilate, 43° ; at the cross, 43 ° ; Matthew, Pseudo, the Gospel of, 35I;
_cns collect the old men to eat I[oes every day to the tomb of contents of, 368-383; the Acts of,
them, in lieu of others, 52:_; an Jesus to burn incense, and is 56.
unnatural father in, his punish- invisible to the guards, 587 ; Ga- Matt{ias and Andrew, Acts of, 356,
ment, 522, 525; the executioners brie] appears to, and announces _I7 seql.
miraculousl_ bereft of power, her removal shortly to heaven, Matthias, emits the city of the man-
]23 ; the citizens seek for An 587 ; returns to Bethlehem, and eaters, who put out his eyes, and
mew, to kill him, 523 ; Andrew prays for the presence of John, cast him into prison, 517; in me
dragged repeatedly by ropes who is miraculously conveyed prison he is miraculously re-
through the streets of, 523 ; An- from Ephesus to, 588; all the stored to sight, 5t7 ; Andrew
drew causes an alabaster statue Apostles are miraculously sent to, 527 ; Andrew visits him
to send forth water, andfloodthe brought together to her, 588, inprison, szL
city, 57.4; the citizens repent, 593; the Apostles tell her, each Maximflla, wife of ._geates, takes
_:t4; certain of the citizens sent in his turn, what the Holy Spirit the body of Andrew down from

down into the aby_ 5a5; the1 had revealed to them cuncerning the croes, 5t 5.
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Miracles performed by the childJe- Palm tree, a, made by Jesus to bend I 478 ; comes to Paul, 479; as-
sus, 376, 377, 378, 379, 38I, 382, down, that Mary might pluck the _ sailed by the Jews, he defends
396,399"4oz. fruit of, 377 ; a spring wells forth ] himself, 479; Simon Magus

at the root of, 377 ; the privilege [
Misdeus, king of India, and the conferred on, by Jesus, 377. I speaks againat,48o; Simcm ez-Apostle Thomas, 551 ; orders cites Nero a_'ust, 48o; disputes

Thomas to be put to death, 55t ; _ with Simon before Nero, 480;
a demoniac son of, healed by a by prayer causes Simon, who at-

Paphos, 495.
Paradise, Adam and all the just in- [

bone of Thomas, 552. troduced to, by Jesus, 437 ; the [ tempts to fly, to fall and be killed,
Moses, Apocalypse of, 358, 565 seq. ; penitent robber admitted to, 438, [ 484; sentenced to be crucified,

met by Paul in paradise, 580. 470 ; Paul conducted to -- a de- [ 484 ; curious story of the Lord's
, Mother of God," Mary the, 58o, scription of, 58o; persons whom [ meeting him when he was escap-

587 ; worshipped in paradise by Paul meets there, 58o. [ ing from Rome, 485 ; the burial
angels, 580. Paradosis of Pilate, 354, 465 set]. of, 485; on a mountain with Mat-

Mule, a young man transformed into, Patmos, John sent to, by Domitian, thew and Alexander, 526; Christ
by magic, restored to his proper 562. appears to, and salutes as bishop
shapeby Jesus, 408, 4o9. Paul, Apocalypse of, 358,575 set].; ofthewhoieChureh,Sz6;asksan

Myrna, the city of the man-eaters, his coming to Rome opposedby old husbandman for bread, and
strange occurrences in, 528 seq. the Jews, 477 ; invited by the _.loughs and sows for him, 526;

Christians, he sets out for Rome, ilbtreated by one Onesiphorns,
Nathan, sent to Tiberius, 472 ; meets and reaches Syracuse, 477 ; the 527 ; causes a camel to go through

with Titus, and relates to him Jews kill Dioscorus, mistaking the eye of a needle, 527 ; causes
the wonderful works of Jesus, him for, 477; his journey to- a second camel to go through
and baptizes him, 473. wards Rome, 478 ; his vision at the eye of a needle, 527 ; miracu-

Needle, Peter causes a camel to go Tribus Tabernes, 478 ; reaches iously conveyed to the couch of
through the eye of a, and causes Rome, 478; the Jews strive to Mary at Bethlehem, 588; heals
a second to do so, 527. incite him to speak agaiust Peter Jephonias, 59 !.

Nero, applied to by the Jews to pre- -- his reply, 478 ; appeases the Philip the Apostle, at Ophioryma,
vent Paul coming to Rome, his contentions between Jews and 497 ; the sister of, 497, 499 ; his
compliance, 477; tells the Jews Gentries, 479; with Peter op- preaching, 497, 5o7 ; visited by

that Paul is dead, 477 ; Peter and poses Simon Magus, 48I ; b_ Nicanora, wife of the proconsul,prayer arrests the flight ofPaul accused before, by Simon 498; tortured by the proconsul
Magus, 480 ; is referred by Peter mon, so that he falls, and is of Ophioryma, 498 ; shut up in
to a letter of Pilate to Claudius, killed, 484 ; ordered to be put in i the temple of the viper, 499; yen.
48o; discussmn between Peter irons, 484 ; sentenced to be be- geance demanded against, by the
and Paul and Simon Magus be- headed, 484 ; meets Perpetua on people, 499 ; stripped before the
fore, 48o; orders Peter and Paul his way to execution, and obtains tribunal, ordered to be hanged,
to be put to death, 484. a handkerchief from her, which 499, 508; speech of, to Barthol-

Nicanora, wife of proconsul of Hier- is miraculously returned, and omewj 499; visited by John, 5oo,
apohs, converted by Mariamne, restores her sight, 485 ; the con- _ ; restrained by John from in-
Philip's sister, 498; avows her version and martyrdom of his flicting vengeance on his erie-

executioners, 486 ; received as hefaith, 498; her husband's brutal rams, 5o0; curses his enemies,
treatment of, 498 ; regarded by is going to Iconium by Onesiph- who are forthwith swallowed up
her husband as having been be- orus_hts personal appearance in the abyss, 5oo, 509; rebuked
witched by the apostles, 499; an- described, 487 ; converts Thecla, by the Lord for returning evil
other version of the story of, 507. 487; Acts of, and Thecla, 355, for evil, 50h .5o9; his reply to

Nicodemus, Gospel of, 353 ; contents 487 seq.; cast into prison by the Jesus, 50I ; hm punishment or-
of, 416--458 ; appears before Pi- governor of Lystra, 489 ; visited dained for his unforgiving spirit,
late in defence of Jesus, 4I 9, mprlsonbyThecla, 489 ;cast out SOt, 5o9; from the cross ad-
428, 442; his conduct after the of the city, 489 ; fasts with One- dresses the Ophiorymites, and
crucifixion of Jesus, 42I ; pro- siphorus, 489; goes with Thecla refuses to be released, 50t, 50_
poses to the Sanhedrin that to Antioch, 489; contentiou with 509, 51o; addresses Barthol-
search should be made for Jesus, Barnabas, 493 ; the "Revels- omew, and gives directions to,
423, 433, 445; Pilate summons i tion" of, found under the foun- 5o2, 5zo; prayer of, 502, 503,
him before him, 429; the char-] dation of his house at Tarsus, 51o; f_ives up theghost,whtlea
acter of, 5o8. 575; conducted to the "place of voice ts heard proclaiming that

Noah met by Paul in paradise, 58x. the just," 577 ; conducted to the he is crowned, 503; a vine
"place of the wicked," 578 ; con- springs up, and a church is built
ducted to paradise, 58o. on the spot on which he was ¢xa-

Penitent thief (robber), the, his first
Onssiphorus receives Paul, 487.
Onesiphorus, a rich man, ill-treats cified, 503; is admitted to pars-

Peter and Andrew, 527 ; chal- meeting with Jesus, 4o9; charac- disc, 503; the visit of, to Hellatb
lenges Peter respecting the words ter and deeds of, 468; on the and interviews with the philalv
of Jesus about a camel going cross, rebukes his companion, ophers, 503 ; the philosophers
through the eye of a needle, 527 ; and confesses Jesus, 469; Jesus write to the hlgh priest at Jeru-
he believes, _27. promises paradise to, and writes salem about, 5o4; the high priest

Ophioryma,theotyof,Philipat,497; respecting him to His "arch- comes to Hellas to op,pose'5o4;
Philip and his companions tor- angelic powers," 47o; with Jesus discussion with the high priest,
tured at, 498; shut up in the in Galilee, seen transformed by 505; shows many miraclt_ be.
temple of, 499; Philip crucified John, 470, entrance of, into Ha- io/e the high priest, and inflicts
at, _[ohn comes to, 499 ; the in- des, 457 ; entrance of, into pars- Imaiahment on him to convert
habitants of, swallowed up in the disc, 4_, 452. _ hitrh but in vain, 505* 5o6; Acts
.abyss, but delivered by the Say- Perpetua, the story of, 48_ 4_. of, 3 5. 497 •
tour, Sol, 5o8 scq. Peter and Andrew, Acts oh 52_ set].; Phito_p_ _fee_ellas, th_

and Paul, Acts of, 355* 477 seq. ; Philip, 503 seq.
Palace, the, built by Matthew the hearswith joyof Panl'scoming Pilate, the Jews accuseJesestot4m,

to Rome, 478; the Jews strive to 43c),44t ; takes the part c/Jesus,
apostle for King Gundaphoros, stir up Patti to speak against, 4t8, 440; quutio_ Jmmlb 4_539-
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Smith referred to, 37t,4o6, 4=4, 467
rebukes44I;declaresJesusinnocent,44ItheJews, 429, 44z ;sends; Righteous,577seq.the place of the, 576, Solchers, the, who guard the tomb of

Righteous, the, and the wicked, theesus to Herod, 4z9; washes his Jesus, testify to His resurrection,
ands, 4z9, 443 ; yields to the manner of the death of, 576 seq. but are bribed to lie, 432, 444.

clamour of the Jews, and sen- River, the fiery, in the place of the Son of man, the, the second advent
tences Jesus to death, 4zo, 4z9, wicked, 578. of, 584.
443; assembles the chief priests Robbers, the, met by Jesus and His Souls of the righteous and the wick.
in the temple to inquire about parents in Egypt, 4o9; the two, ed, how they go out of the body,
Jesus, 453 ; writes an account of crucified with Jesus, 469 ; the 576-
Jesus to the emperor Claudms, impenitence of one of, 469 ; the Sparrows made of day by the child
454; the letter of, to Tiberius penitence of the other, and the Jesus, _78, 414,
C_esar, 353, 459; report of, to promise of Jesus to, 469 seq.; Sphinx, a, m a heathen temple, re-
Augustus C_esar respecting Je- the entrance of the latter into bukes the unbelief of men m
sus Christ, 353, 46o seq., 46z se-q.; Hades, 457, and into paradise, relation to Jesus, 5zo ; the testi.
sent for byTlberms Caesar tobe 438, 45 z. mony of, to Jesus, 52o.
examined on account of puttin I Rod, the, of Joseph the carpenter, Stachys, 497 ; receives Philip to his
Jesus to death, 354, 464 seq. house, appointed bishop of Ophi-ordered to be beheaded--hi:

63, 37z; the miraculous, given
y Jesus to Matthew to plant in oryma, 503, 5Io.

prayer to Jesus, 465 ; accordin! the city of the man-eaters, 5z8 ; Standards, the Roman, miraculously
to another account, cited be the wonderful growth of, 559. bow down to Jesus, 44o.

fore Tiberius, who is magical1, I Rubim, or Ruben, the high priest, Star seen at the birth of Christ, 375.

caimed by the tunic of Jesu]t reproaches Joachim with his Steps, the fifteen, of the temple, 385.

worn by, 466 ;sentenced to death chddlessness, 36h 369 . Stratocles, brother of Aggeates, 816.
but commits suicide in prison Sueton referred to, 484.
354, 467 ; his strange burial, 467 Salome, called in as midwife for Sun and moon, the, bear testimony
further particulars concerning, Mmy--her unbelief punished, against the sins of men, 575.
474 seq.; Acts of, 476. 355, 375 ; her hand, which was Sunsetting the time when the angels

Pilate's wife, her message to Pilate, dried up, restored by Jesus, 375" give in to God their report of the
417, 458, 440. Sarah, daughter of the high priest conduct of men, 575.

Place, of the righteous, the, 576, 577 Caiaphas, stripped naked by De- Symeon. See Simeon.
seq. ; of the wicked, 578 seq. mas, 468 ; accuses Jesus, 468. Syracuse, Paul at, 477.

Plato, bishop of Myrna, 5z9, 533. Satan and Hades, the altercation be-
Polymius, a king of India, sends for tween, when Jesus was about to Tartarus, a description of the pun.

Bartholomew to heal his demo. descend into Hades, 436, 455 ; ishments endured in, given by a
niac daughter, 554; seeks to re- exhorts Hades to prepare to re- young woman who had been
ward Bartholomew, 554;destroys ceive Jesus, 449, 456; reviled by raised from the dead, 547, 548;
his idol, 556; believes and is Hades, 45 I. by Esdras, 575; by Paul, 578,
baptized, 556; the brother of, Saviour, the Avenging of the, 354, 579.
persecutes and kills Barthol- 47z seq. ; the Arabic Gospel of Tartarus, Satan cast into, 457.
omew, 557 ; is made bishop, 557. the Infancy of the, 405-4T 5. Temeluch, the merciless angel, 577.

Pontiole, Paul at, 477 ; is swallowed Schoolmasters, the, to whom Jesus Thadd_us, Acts of, 357, 558 seq.; the
up on account of the murder of was successively sent, 379, 38o, Apostle, visits Abgarus- h_s
Dioscorus, 478. 38_, 396, 397. ministry in Edessa, 558 ; goes to

Potentiana and Perpetua, 486. Sea, the, testifies against the sins of the city of Amls, and preaches
Prince, the son of a, cured of the lep- men, 575. Christ there, 558 ; his miracles,

rosy by the water in which the Sealing, 489, 54L 559 ; proceeds to Berytus, where
child Jesus was washed, 4o8. Serpent, the, used by Satan in tempt- he dies, 559.

Procia, Pilate's wife, her message to ing Eve, 566; the curse pro- Thamyris, provokedbytheconductof
Thecla, his betrothed, 487, 488;

Pilate, 417, 4z8, 440. nounced on, 568. b_n.gs
Punishments of the wicked in hell, Seth, sent by Adam, when dying, to Paul before the governor,

the, 547, 548 ; more fully de- paradise, to obtain for him the .
scribed as witnessed by Esdras, "oil of mercy," 566; and Adam Thecla, hears Paul preaching, and is
575, seq., 578 seq. in Hades, 436. so entranced by him, that she

Purgatory, doctrine of, 39o- Shepherd of Hermas referred to, 39o. hearkens not to mother nor
Simeon, the two sons of, raised by lover, 487, 488; evd counsels of

Queen of Virgins, Mary the, 373- Jesus, 448; relate the descent of Demas and Ermogenes against,
-- -- 8

Jesus into Hades, and His do- 488; visits Paul in pmon, 48 ;
Race, an abominable, performed at rags there, 435, 448. condemned to be burned, but is

Simeon, the aged, his testimony toPaphos, 495. miraculously delivered,489; goes
Recogmtion in a future state, 583. Jesus in Hades, 448 seq. with Paul to Antioch, 489; ode
Report of Pilate to Augustus, 46o Simon Magus, his lying miracies, conduct of Alexander the Syri-

seq. ; to Tiberius, 465 seq. 48o; speaks against Paul, and arch towards, 490; condemned
Resurrection, the, 496. excites Nero against him, 48o; to he thrown to wild beasts, she
Resurrection of Jesus, witnesses of disputes with Paul and Peter be- receives the sympathy of Try-

the, 4zz, 4z4, 432 seq. ; of the fore Nero, 480; the knowledge ph_ena, 490 ; thrown to the wild
saints when Jesus rose, who of, tested by Peter, and proved beasts, hut they have no power to

they were who participated in, wanting, 481 ; the trick practised _v_rt her, 49 ° ; bound between435 ; some of those shared in, by, to make Nero believe he had o nerce bulls, but remains un-
questioned by the Jews, the tes- been beheaded, and had come to hurt, 490; is set at liberty, 49k;
_mony of, 435 seq., 448. life again, 48h 482; asks Nero goes to Myra seeking Paul,

Reuben, a Jew, strikes against the to build for him a lofty tower, 49t; visits her mother at Iconi-
bier on which Mary is carried to from which he might fly to um, 49 r ; takes up her abode in
burial-- his punishment_ 593. heaven, 484; begins to fly, but a cave, where she performs many

Revelation, the, of Paul, found un. is arrested by the prayers of Pc- cures, 49 x ; plot laid for he_i_der the foundations of his house ter and Paul, and falls down and certain young men, from w
in Tarsus, 575- /s killed, 434- she is m/raculously delivered,
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49z ; periods into which her life and punish the Jews who pro Vienne, Pilate's body sent to be sunk
is divided, and age, 49 z. curect the death of Jesus, 464: in the Rhone near, 467.

Thomas the Apostle, Acts of, 535 orders Pilate to be beheaded Vine, a, sprouts up where Philip's
seq.; Consummation of, 55o seq.; 465 ; sends, according to another blood dropped, 503.
India falls to the lot of, 535 ; re- account, Volusmnus to Jerusa- Viper, the temple of the, 499.
fuses to go, and is sold bv his lem, to bring Jesus to heal him, Virginity, a new order of li_e founded
Master as a carpenter for "Gun- 466 ; having found that Pilate . . by.Mary, 3.72, 385.
daphoros, an Indian king, 535 ; had put Him to death, he orders [vlrglm.._ ana cnasuty5., Io
submits to his Master's will, Pilate to come to Rome, 466; !Vxrgms, m the temple, 372, 375 ;.five,
o535; reaches Andrapolis, and is orders Pilate to be put to death, assigned to Mary as compamomh

bliged to attend a royal mar- 467 ; another account of the mis- 37_..
riage feast, 535 ; struck by a sion of Velosianus, 474 seq. Volusianus or Velosianus, sent by
wine-pourer, 536; the song of, Timon of Auemurmm, 495. Tiberius to Jerusalem to bring
536; taken by the king to the Title, the, placed by Pilate over the Jesus to heal him, 466; finds that
bridal chamber to pray for the cross of Jesus, 42o Jesus has been crucified, but

Titus, son of Vespasian, afflicted with meets Veronica, whom, with hermarried couple, 537; the Lord
converses with the bride and a grievous disease, 472 ; told by picture of Jesus. he bnngs to
bridegroom in the form of, 537 ; Nathan of the power of Jesus to Rome, 466, 475 ; his report to
the king is enraged with, 538; heal diseases, and how Pilate Tiberius, 466, 475; presents Ve-
undertakes to build a palace for had crucified Him, 472 ; believes ronica's picture 6[ Jesus to Tibe.
King Gundaphoros, 339; ex- in Jesus, and is immediately rius, by which he is completely
pends the money entrusted to healed, and receives baptism, healed, 474 seq.
him for the palace on the poor 473 ; sends armies to punish the
and afflicted, 539; the king, find- Jews for putting Jesus to death, Watch, the, who were placed at the
ing no palace built, throws him 473 ; inflicts punishment on the tomb of Jesus, bribed by the
into prison, resolving to flay and Jews and their rulers, 473, 474. Jews to give lying testimony,
burn him, 539; curious story of Titus and Dumachns, robbers, their 422, 432, 444.
his release from prison, 540; interview with Jesus and His Wicked, the place and the punish-
baptizes King Gundaphoros, 54r; parents when going into Egypt, taunts of, 543, 547, 572 seq.
continues preaching, 54i; the 4o9. Witnesses, the, who appeared for
Lord appears to, 542; story of, Torments of the wicked, the, 547, Jesus before Pilate, 419, 4_8,
in relation to the young man and 572, 578 seq. I 440 seq.
the dragon, 542 seq. ; a young Tryph_ena,howshe befriendsThecla, [Witnesses of the resurrection of Je-
woman tormented by an unclean 489 seq. I sus, 422, 424, 432.
demon delivered by, 544 seq. ; Tunic, the seamless, worn by Pilate [Woman, the, with the issue of blood,

when cited before Tiberms-- its healed by Jesus, 46o, 462 ; is

story of, in relation to the young marvellous influence on Tibe- Veronica, 428, 442.
man who killed the maiden, 546
seq. ; rinses the maiden to life, rms, 466 seq.
who relates what she saw in the
unseen world, 547 seq. ; his
preaching, miracles, and success,

Young man, the, killed by a dragon,
Veil of the temple, the, Mary spins and restored to life by Jesus, the

the true purple and scarlet for, story of, 542 seq.; who killed a
548 ; martyrdom of, by order of 363, 372. [ maiden, the story of, 546 seq.
King Misdeus, 55° seq. ; a bone Veil of the tribunal, the lowering or
of, heals a demoniac son of Mis- drawing of the, 420. ]Zacch_eus, or Zachyas, a doctor of the
deus, 552; witnesses the assump- Veronica, bears witness to Jesus be- law, Jesus placed under, 379,
tion of Mary, and receives her fore Pilate, 419, 442, 474; how/ 396,399 •
girdle, 594- she obtained a picture of Jesus, Zaeharias, father of John the Bop-

Throne, the, misreads by Joseph, 466; found by Velosianus to tist, slain in the temple by or-
rectified by the child Jesus, 4t 3. have a portrait of Jesus, 466, der of Herod, 366.

Tiberius Caesar, Pilate's Letter to, 474 ; taken by Velosianus with Zelomi and Salome called in as mid.
459; Report of Pilate to, respect- the picture of Jesus, and brought wives to Mary, 374.
ing Jesus, 46o, 462 ; summons to Rome_the Emperor Tiberius Zeno, a boy, falls from a house and
Pilate to Rome, and censures healed by the picture, 474 seq. is killed, but is restored to life
him for putting Jesus to death, Vespasian, destroys Jerusalem, 56o; by Jesus, 39_.., . .
464; comm_nds Licianus to seize is succeeded by Dountian, 56o. Zeraduscht, prediction or, 400.
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Accused, the, on, 637. Doctors, of accusations against, 613. the organic canon-law of the
Accusers, qualification of, 6t6; how Donation of Constantine, 6o7, 644; West, 6o 3, 642.

to be treated, 6t7 ; disqualifi- Dupin on, 644 ; Bryce on, 644.
cation of, 637. Dupin quoted, 603 seq., 644. Oblation of the altar to be made on

Age necessary for the ordination of the Lord's day, 641.
a presbyter, 64o. Egypt, bishops of, Zephyriuus' Epis- Ordination of presbyters and dea-

Anterus, Epistle of, 626 seq. tle to, 6Io. cons, how to be performed, 6II;
Apocnsarii, meaning of, 6io. Episcopal seats, on, 626. age required for the former, 64o.
Apostles, seal of the, the last instance Ewl, the, to be avoided, 623 seq.

in trials against bishops, 609. Excommunicated persons, how to be Papa a name common to all bishops,
treated, 6t 5" 602.

Baptism, on promises made in, 62r ; Papacy, how inaugurated, 6oi ; not
imposition of the bishops' hands Fabian, Epistles of, 63o seq. ; Decrees recognised by the churches of
necessar_ after, 6zl. of, 64o, 64r. England and France, 64z.

Benedictus, Epistle of Callistus to, Fasting, seasons for, 6I 3. Patriarchate, the, 642.
Fehx Subscribonius, Epistle of Port- Petrine fable commences to grow un-6_3.

Bishops, when accused, how to be tianus to, 622. der Bomface III., 6O_.
tried, 6o9 ; the final judgment Forswearing, how to be treated, Plus IV, creed of, 643.
to be submitted to the seal of the 64o. Pros IX. extinguishes Gallicanism,
apostles, 6o9, 637 ; on the spoli Frauds of the Decretals as demon- and proclaims the Pope "infalli-
ation or expulsion of certain strated by Dupin, 605 seq. ble," 643-
6m; to keep within the bound., Pontianus, Epistles of, 622, 625.
of their own parish, 6I 5 seq.; Gallicanism extinguished by Pope Pope, no, known at the close of the
seats of the, 62o ; those rejected Pius IX., 643- . ...... sixth century, 6oz ; tttle first as-
by, how to be treated, 620 seq. ; Gaul, oishops of, Epistle ot t_amstus sumed by Gregory VII., 642.
translation of, 6z6 ; right of, to, 6[4. Presbyters, on the ordination of, 6[I;
633 ; not to be accused or hurt Gregory VII. first to take the title of age requtred for, 642; illiterate,
by detraction, 633 seq. "Pope," 642. not to celebrate mass, 64[.

Boniface III. assumes the title of Priests, how to be honoured, 622.
"Universal Bishop," 6oz, 64z. Heretics, to be shunned, 630; how to Primacy conceded to old Rome,

Bower referred to, 6z 5. be treated, 63L why ? 602.
Brotherly love enjoined, 623. Hilary, Epistle of Fabian to, 637 seq. Promises made in baptism to be
Bryce quoted, 644. kept, 62L

Epistles of, 6r 3 seq., 618. Implacableed,64o. persons, how to be treat- PropertY,whomeCClesiastical,tobe managed,h°w6[9andseq.by
Calllstus,
Charlemagne a lay-Pope throughout Imposition of the hands of bishops

his empire, 6o 3. necessary after baptism, 62L Rome, historic facts as to the See of,
Chrism to be made every year, and 64z; Paul and Peter at Rome,

the old to be burnt, 632 se q. John "the Faster" calls himself 64x; bishops of, from Clement
Communion, how often to be taken "(Ecumenical Bishop," 6oz. to Sylvester, 642.

by the laity in a year, 64o.
Conspirators against bishops, how to Lapsed, after penitence, may be re- Seats of the bishop, 62o, 626.

be treated, 6x 5- _ stored, 617. See of Rome, historic facts as to the,64L
Constantine, Donation of, 6o7, 644. Love, brotherly, enjoined, 623 seq. Sicily, bishops of, Zephyrinus, Epis-
Creed) the Trentins, 643. tie to, 6o9.Marriages, among blood-relations
Deacons, on the ordination of, 6tL forbidden, 616, and unlawful

Decrees of Fabian, 64o, 64I. 616; unfitness for, 64o; relations Trent,catholicCounCilchurch,of,frameSmakingtheRoman-the
Decretals, the, time of fabrication, ! of, 640.

60I ; created papacy, 60I ; passed [ Martyrs, records of the, to be kept, Pope the "Universal Bishop,"
into the organic canon-law by [ 63o. 643 ; the creed of, 643.
Nicholas, 603; frauds of the, ] Mass not to be celebrated by an Unbelievers, how to be treated, 615.
605 seq.; enforced by Gregory [ illiterate presbyter, 64L Urban, Epistle of, &9 seq.
VII, 642; Dupin on, 603-605"; [ Milman quoted, 6o7.
Milman on, 607 ; introductory
notice to, 6oi seq. t Nicholas I., the founder of papacy, Witness, qualification of a, 6[6.

De Maistre quoted, 643- I 6ox ; passes the Decretals into Zephyrinus, Epistles of, 609 seq., 6t2.
Sxa
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Abgar, reign of, 702 ; trouble between Apostles, the Teaching of the, 667 I East, prayer to be made towards the,
Herod and, 702 ; budds Edessa, seq.; Christ lifted up before the [ 668.
702; arranges between Ardach_s eyes of, 667; go to an upperlEde_a,theStoryconcerningtheKmg
and his brothers, 7o 3 ; helps room in Jerusalem, 667 ; receive [ of, 65i seq.; a Canticle on, 654;
Aretas against Herod the Te- the Itoly Ghost_ 667 ; appoint[ founding of, 7o2.
trarch, 703; sends deputies to ordinances and laws, 668; their [ Edessmans, laws of the, 73I.
l_Iarinus, 7o3, hears from them different fields of labour, 67I Ephesus allotted to John, 655.
of Jesus Christ, 703; suffering seq. [Epiphany, day of, to be celebrated,
from a disease, writes a letter to Arabians, laws of the, 73 t. 668.
Jesus, 651, 7o4 ; copy of the letter Archavir of Persia succeeded by his
sent by, 652,7o4; reply of Jesus son Ardach_s, 702. [ Fate, on, 728; has not the power
to, 65z, 7o4 ; Thadd_eus visits and Ardach_s succeeds Archavir as king [ over everything, 729.
heals, 652, 6_3, 704 ; Abgar is con- of Persia, 702 ; m maintained by I Forty days before the passion of
verted, and intends to destroy th_ Abgar, 703. _ Christ should be a fast-day, 668.
Jews for crucifying Christ, 656 Armenia, becomes tributary to Rome, Freedom and nature, on, 726.
662 ; writes to Tiberius, 656, 662 702 ; divided after Abgar's death, Friday-evening service appointed by
705 ; answer from Tiberius to 706. the Apostles, 668.
7o5; writes to Narses of Assyrl_ Ascension day to be commemorated,
concerning Add_eus, 662, 7o_ 668. Gaul, laws in, 73 t.

and to Ardachbs concerning S[ Assyrians, the country of the, allot- IGeli, laws of the, 73o.
mon, 7o6 ; is made bishop of ted to Addaeus, 656. God, endowed man with freedom of
Edessa, 663. Astrologers, book of the, 72I. will, 724; goodness of, great

Acts of Sharbil, 676 seq. toward man, 724 .
Adda*us the Apostle, extracts from Baba], sister of Sharbil, killed on the Gospel, reading of the, should be

various books concerning, 655 spot where she caught the blood beard standing, 668.
seq. ; preaching and teaching of, of her brother, 684; is buried, Guria, martyrdom of. 696 seq. ; ac-
at Edessa, 655, 657 seq. ; Assyria 684. cused, 696; brought before An-
allotted to, 056; heals Abgar and Bactrians, laws of the, 73 L tonius, 697 ; refuses to renounce
others, 657 ; builds a church, 66o, Bardesanes, life of, 722 ; dialogue of, Christianity, 697 ; imprisoned,
67t ; manyconversions under the with Avida, 723 seq. 697 ; too weak to endure tortures,
preaching of, 661, 662; builds Barsamya, 685, 688; preaches the isspared, 698 ; broaght again be"
churches in the villages, 663; Gospel to Sharbil, 676seq.; ae- fore the governor, 699; con-
appoints Abgar bishop of Edessa, cused before Lysinus for hay- demned to death, 699, and
663; addresses the nobles and ing converted Sharbil, 685; is killed, 7oo; l:tomily on, 714 seq.
chief men, 663; death of, 664; brought before the judge, 686; is
lamented by Chrlstians and Jews imprisoned, 686; brought again Habib the deacon, martyrdom of,
alike, 664; is buried by King I before the judge, 686; refusesto 69oseq.,696; exhorts the Chrts-
Abgar, 664, who follows in the[ worship the gods, 687; martyr- tians, 69o, 7oo; is sought, 69o,
footsteps of, 664. I dora and tortures of, 685, 687 ; 7oo;goesto Edessa, and presents

Agg_eus, ill-treated by one of Ab- I is set free, 688. himself to Theotecna, one of the
gar's sons while preaching, 665, [ Book of the taws of divers countries governor's officers, 69t, 7o0; is
7o6; mmistry of, in Persia, As- [ by Bardesanes, 723 seq. brought before the governor.
syria, etc., 67L Brahmans, laws of the, 730. 692, 7o0; refuses to sacrifice to

Alusis, letter of, in behalf of the
i Britons, laws of the, 73 L the gods, 692, 70o; is tortured,Christians, 688. 693 seq., 7o0, and burnt alive,

Amazons, laws of the, 7 I. Calendar, $yriae, 666. 694, 7ox ; buried beside Guna
Ambrose, memorial 7_, 722, 739; Canticle of Mar Jacob on Edessa, 654. and Shamuna, the martyrs, 695,

Christians defended, 688. 7or ; Homily on, by MaTrJacob,speaks of his conversion, 739,
of the folly he found in Homer, Church-officers appointed by the 708.
739 seq. ; exhorts the Greeks to Apostles, 668. I Hatra, laws in, 73 L
be instructed in the word of God, Commandments, only two, given to, I Helena, Abgar's wife, retains the

Andrew,67t.ministry of, in Nicaea, etc., Cureton quoted, 648.
Ansus appointed bishop of Rome by Documents, Syriac, introduction to I

Peter, 675. 647,72I seq.; character of, 648. t gate of Jernsatem, 7o7,
$z4
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Heph_estus, shortcomings, of, 740. Martyrs, the, to be commemorated, before the governor, 699; con-
Hei'od, wishes to nave ms statue in [ 669. demned to death, 699, and killed,

the temple of Armema, 702; is] Mary visits the sepulchre of Jesus, 7oo; Homily on, 7x4 seq.
refused by Abgar, 7oz ; indig [ 656, Sharbil, Acts of, 676 seq. ; chief and
nant, sends his nephew against [ Metaphrastes, the martyrdom or Sha. ruler of all the priests, is ad-
Abgar, is killed, 702. [ muna, Guria, and Habib, de- dressed by Bishop Barssmya,

Hoffmann quoted, 708. [ scribed by, 696 seq. who preaches Christ to him,
Homer quoted,739- . T ] Ministry, qualification for the, 668, 677 ; is converted and baptized,
Homily, on the ]_all ot idols, 656 ; on [ 669. 677, brought before Lysanias,

Habib the Martyr, 708 seq , on [ Moses of Chorene, history of Armenia is tortured, 678 seq.; last prayer
Guria and Shamuna, 714 seq. [ by, 7oz seq. of, 684 ; death and burial, 684.

/ Simon Cephas, founded the churchem
Idols, Fall of the, a Homily by Mar [ Nature and freedom, on, 726, at Antioch, Rome, in Spain,

Jacob on, 656. N61dke quoted, 72I, 74z. Britain, and Gaul, 67 t ; beheaded
Impartiality enjoined, 664. . . under Nero, 672, 675; teaching
India, allotted to Thomas, 050; laws Ordinances and laws made by the of, in Rome, 773 seq. ; raises a

in, 73 o. Apostles, 669. dead man, 675 ;confounds Simon
Magus, 675; appoints Ansus

James, ruler and guide in Jerusalem, Parthians, laws of the, 73 L bishop of Rome, 675.
67 t. Paul beheaded at Rome, 675. Sunday-service appointed by the

Jesus, a letter written by Abgar to, Persians, laws of the, 730. Apostles, 668.

65i , 652; repl}, of, 65z. Pluto, his wicked deeds, 74o. Synchronisms of _5 luminaxies, 734.John the Evangehst built a church Priests, sons of Jewish, become con- Syriac Calendar, .
at Ephesus, 67 x. verted by the preaching of the Documents, introductory no-

tones referred to, 647. Apostles, 670. tice to, 647 seq., 721.
upiter, his wicked deeds, 740. Psalms to be used in the Church, Language, 742 ; its impor.

669. tance, 742, 743.
Kronos, his deeds, 740.

Racaml, laws of the, 73_. Teaching, of Add_us, 657 seq. ; of
Lardner referred to, 647. Rome allotted to Simon, 656. the Apostles, 667 seq. ; of Simon
Luke, ministry of, in Byzantium and Cephas in Rome, 67_.
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Mara, son of Serapion, Letter of, 72_, Shamuna, martyrdom of, 696 seq.; Wake referred to, 647.
735, 742. accused, 696; brought before Wednesday-service appointed by ghe

Mark, ruler and guide of the church Antonius, 6_7 ; refuses to re- Apostles, 668.
of Alexandria, 667. nounce Christianity, 697 ; ira- World, this, to stand only 6,000 years
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Habih, 696 seq. prayer of, 698; brought again Wordsworth referred to, 7a8.
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